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FOREWORD

Under authority of Senate Resolution 335, Seventieth Congress,
second session, the United States Senate Finance Committee, for the
purpose of investigating the effects of the operation of the tariff act
of 1922 and the proposed readjustments as set out in House bill 2667,
commenced general tariff hearings on June 13, 1929, pursuant to the
following public notice authorized by the committee on June 7, 1929:

Dates of hearings and tariff subcommittees

Schedules Date to commence

1. Chemicals, oils, and paints. June 14 ...........
2. Earths, earthenware, and June 19 ...........

a|fnqwnlrg.

3. M talkss and manufacture
of.

6. Tobacco and manufac.
tures of.

8. Spirits, wines, and other
beverages.

7. Agricultural products and
Provisions.

5, Sugar, molasses, and
manufactures of.

9. Cotton manufactures ......

10, Flax, hemp, Jute, and
manufactures of.

11. Wool and manufactures of.

12& Silk and silk goods ........

13. Rayon manufactures ......

P. Papers and books .........

Wood and manufactures of.1

Sundries ..................

Subcommittees

Subcommittee No. I, room fit Senate Office Building
Smoot, chairman, Reed, Edge, King, and Barkley.
Edge, chairman, Smcot, Reed, King, and Barkley.

June 26 ........... Reed, chairman, Smcot, Edge, King, and Barkley.
Subcommittee No. f, room S1 Senate Office Building

June 13 ........... Shortridge, chairman, Smot, Watson, Harrison,
and Connally.

June 14 ........... Shortridge, chairman, Smoot, Watson, Harrison,
and Connally.

June 17 ........... I Watson, chairman, Smoot, Shortridge, Harrison,
I and Connally.

June26 ........... Smoot, chairman, Watson, Shortridge, Harrison,
I and Connally.

Subcommittee No. 3, room 801 Senate Office Building
June 14 ......... Bingham, chairman, Greene, Sackett, Simmons,

and George.
June 19 ........... Greene, chairman, Blingham, Sackett, Simmons,

I and George.
June 24 ........... Blngham, chairman, Greene, Sackett, Simmons,

and George.
July 1 (2 p. m.)... Sackett chairman, Greene, Blngham, Simmons,

and deorge.
July ............. Sackett, chairman, Greene, Bingham, Simmons,

and George.
Subcommittee No. 4, room 412 Senate Office Building

June 13 ........... Deneen, chairman, Couzens, Keyes, Walsh (Mass.),
. .and Thomas (Okla.).

June 17 ........ Couzens chairman Deneen, Keyes, Walsh (Mass.),
and Thomas (Okla.).

June 25 ........... Keyes, chairman Couzens, Deneen, Walsh (Mass.),
and Thomas (Okla.).

NoTs.-Hearings on "Valuation" will be conducted before the full committee June 12. All meetings
'Ill oommenoe at 9.30a. m. unless otherwise noted. Hearings on free list, administrative and miscellaneous

provisions will be conducted before full committee at the conclusion of the subcommittee hearings.

Hearings on the free list began before the full committee on July
11, 1929, at 2 p. m. At the conclusion of the hearings for that day
the committee unanimously decided to have the remaining witnesses
on the free list appear before the above subcommittees before which
they would have been heard had the item on which they testified
been on the dutiable list. This policy was pursued as closely as
practicable.

Stenographic reports were taken of all testimony presented to the
committee. By erection of the committee all witnesses who ap-
peared after the conclusion of the hearings on valuation were to be sworn.

The testimony presented, together with the briefs and other
exhibits submitted, is grouped together as far as practical in the
numerical order of the House bill, which has made necessary the
abandoning of the sequence of the statements and the order of
appearance.

in this consolidated volume, which includes briefs and data filed
since the publication of the original print, the arrangement of the
testimony has largely been preserved, while the now matter has been
arranged by paragraphs in the supplement at the end. The index
has necessarily been revised to include this new matter.

ISAAC M. STEWART, Clerk.
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TARIFF ACT OF 1929

SCHEDULE 16-FREE LIST

THURSDAY, JULY 11, 1929

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

lVashington, D. C.
The committee met at 2 o'clock p. in., in room 312, Senate Office

Building,, Senator Reed Smoot (chairman) presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. I would like

to say a word or two to the witnesses this afternoon before beginning
the hearings. There is a long list of witnesses that desire to speak
on the free list. Among them I notice about 15 on gypsum. Let
me suggest to the parties interested in that question that it would
be very much better for all concerned, not only the committee but
those interested in the industry, if they would get together and appoint
one man to present the case for free gypsum and another man to
present the opposite view.

Another thing I wish to say is this, that wherever there are briefs
filed I hope those briefs will completely cover the question. You
must know that it would be an utter impossibility for the committee
to take all of the evidence of every witness, particularly when there
are a dozen witnesses upon the same subject matter. It would be
much better and much simpler if a good brief were presented covering
the whole situation, both for and against, so that the committee when
it begins to write the bill could take those briefs and compare them,
and I am quite sure that the result would be more satisfactory than
for the committee to try to wade through all of the testimony that
may be presented by a'dozen witnesses. I simply say this with no
intention whatever of trying to choke off anybody who desires to
speak. It is not that. I speak of it because I believe it is for the best
interests not only of those who are in favor of a tariff, but those
who are in favor of. a lower tariff or no tariff.

With that statement I will leave the matter now with the interested
parties, and if they can get together and one man speak for one indus-
try, and he can have longer time, and let him present it thoroughly, I
am sure that it would be better for all concerned.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Of course each witness can file
a brief?

The CHAIRMAN. Each witness can file a brief upon any subject
that he wants, and he need not appear as a witness. I do not care
where the information comes from-what the committee wants is
information. And I believe the best policy for a man to follow is to
write out a brief, where he can sit down and carefully study the
question. In fact it would be the policy I would follow if I were a
witness in the case.
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GENERAL STATEMENTS

STATEMENT OF CHESTER H. GRAY, WASHINGTON, D. C., REP-
RESENTING THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the committee.)
Mr. GRAY. I am Washington representative of the American

Farm Bureau Federation, with offices in the Munsey Building.
I shall make an effort to comply with the request of the chairman,

as well as I know the unspoken request of every member of this
committee, to be as brief as can be with the variety of things which
the membership of the Farm Bureau is interested in and asks me
to testify upon in the free list.

We hive two or three points of view in approaching the free list,
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee. There are some
commodities on the free list that should remain there. Other com-
modities our membership is interested in having lifted from the free
list and placed elsewhere in the structure of the tariff act. And
there is a large group of commodities in the free list which we in
agriculture have come to know as substitute commodities for those

ihich we produce on our American farms which should be made
dutiable at various rates. So under those three different and varied
classifications our membership approaches the free list and considers
it, next to Schedule 7, the most important schedule in the tariff act.

Referring to paragraph 1604, which is one of agricultural imple-
ments, let me briefly state that we will request, as we did on the
House side, that it be continued on the free list. That is one of
the groups of commodities that we want on the free list. Not that
agricultural implements are coming in here much from foreign
manufacturing plants. They are not coming in very much at the
present time, but we notice that American capital is going abroad.
Current reports have it that one of the big tractor manufacturers is
now establishing himself in a western European nation to supply
not only the western European markets for tractors but the American
market as well. Canada is coming to be a great manufacturing
center for agricultural implements, too. And we farmers neces-
sarily must look to buying our supplies as cheaply as possible, one of
which supplies is agricultural implements; and if our American
capital is going abroad to make agricultural implements, and con-
fessing, as I have, that up to the present time this paragraph has not
been of any material benefit to us, in the future 10 years it is likely
to be of interest to us if continued substantially as it is in the
act of 1922..

Senator KING. Before you leave that paragraph, may I ask you
what your view is in regard to the provision in line 4, page 282,
in dealing with cream separators valued at not more than $50
each?

Mr. GRAY. Our position, stated on the House side, Senator King,
was that the paragraph in toto should be kept as it is.

Senator REED. The farmer does not use a separator costing more
than $50?

Mr. GRAY. Not often, with $50 as the import value.
Senator BARKLEY. They might be able to buy them under the new

farm relief bill, though, might they not?

I
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Mr. GRAY. I will let the Federal Farm Board answer that question,
if I may, after it gets organized and establishes its policy.

Senator BARKLEY. A moment ago did you refer to the Ford Motor
Co. as the one that has moved its tractor factory abroad?

Mr. GRAY. That is the one of which we hear current reports of
developments in western Europe.

Referring now to fertilizer. Our membership in the Farm Bureau,
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, repeatedly, and for
the last time in 1928, has declared in favor of free entry of plant-food
constituents. That applies particularly to paragraph 1684 in the
House bill. That is the so-called guano paragraph. In 1922 that
paragraph was designed to let in all plant-food fertilizer constituents
duty free.

Senator GEORGE. Let met call your attention to sulphate of
ammonia.

Mr. GRAY. But the language of the paragraph in the act of 1922
includes these words:

Provided, That no article specified by name in Title I shall be free of duty
under this paragraph.

And also contains the other words "not specially provided for."
So there are two provisos which let our from the free-trade classifica-
tion several agricultural fertilizer commodities. And if you will
refer back, without turning back, to paragraphs 1, 5, and 7 of Schedule
1 you will find that i. Schedule 1 nitric acid and plosphoric acid are
both dutiable at specific or ad valorem rates. And if you will turn
back to paragraph 5 in Title I you will find it to be a basket clause
which substantially puts duties upon most fertilizer plant-food
constituents. And if you will turn back to paragraph 7 in Schiidule 1
you will find that ammonium chloride, ammonium nitrate, ammo-
nium phosphate, and ammonium sulphate are all dutiable at definitely
described rates.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Have they been increased in
the House bill?

Mr. GRAY. They have not been increased. The House bill, Sen-
ator Walsh, did one very fine thing along this fertilizer line. They
lifted urea out of the dutiable list and put it in the force list, much to
our gratification.

Senator KING. Well, that had been done, had it not, by the Tariff
Commission pursuant to an investigation?

Mr. GRAY. It had recommended it to be done, Senator King.
Senator KING. Yes. I offered a bill at the last session of the Con-

gress for the purpose of putting that on the free list, and my redollec-
tion is that the Tariff Commission recommended that, and it was by
presidential proclamation put on the free list. I may be in error.

Mr. GRAY. I can not remember just exactly those details, Senator
King, but I do know that the House of Representatives has placed
urea, which is coming to be a well-known and a definitely used nitro-
genous fertilizer of high concentration, on the free list. Now the pur-
pose of calling this to your attention is that the so-called guano
paragraph No. 1684 be so dovetailed in with paragraphs 1, 5, and 7
of Schedule 1 that the purpose of the guano paragraph to make fer-
tilizers free will be absolutely carried out. And in the brief which I
shall file, with your permission, we are submitting the language not
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only in the guano paragraph but in these three other paragraphs of
Schedule I to accomplish the purpose desired.

Senator HARRISON. Is there any important manufacture of urea in
this country?

Mr. GRAY. No; I think not, Senator Harrison.
Senator HARRISON. My understanding was that the Union Car-

bide Co. made urea, and they had a monopoly in this country.
Mr. GRAY. No; there is more urea made in Germany and western

European nations than in the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. There is not any produced in this country. No

production in the United States.
Senator HARRISON. There is not?
The CHAIRMAN. No.
Senator HARRISON. All imported?
The CIIAIRMAN. All imported.
Mr. GRAY. And 1 am calling particular attention to ammonium

sulphate, which has carried a duty of one-fourth cent a pound since
1922, or $5.60 a ton, and it is used very largely in fertilizer field opera-
tions at the present time. And I an very glad to report, as you will
learn later, that the National Fertilizer Association, not only in
ammonium sulphate but in a more limited way on this whole fertilizer
proposition, is not fully, but very much in accord with what I am
presenting representing the American Farm Bureau Federation.
Ammonium sulphate ought to be put on the free list or else the lan-
guage which is being submitted in our brief incorporated in such a
way that if it is imported as a pharmaceutical or as a drug, that the
duty for that purpose be not applicable if it be imported for fertilizer
purposes.

Senator BINOHAM. Is ammonium sulphate manufactured in this
country?

Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator BINGHAM. Does it give employment to American labor?
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator BINGHAM. Would that labor be affected if it were put on

the free list?
Mr. GRAY. Not seriously, because ammonium sulphate is a by.

product of another industry, the.metal industry. And it would not
throw the business of steel production into chaos if the ammonium
sulphate from abroad should come in duty free.

Senator BINGHAM. It is merely a by-product of the steel process, is
that it?

Mr. GRAY. I understand that so to be.
Senator KING. Is not this the fact with respect to ammonium sul-

phate, that if is a by-product of the coke industry and is controlled
by the Koppers Co., and the Koppers Co. has transferred the sale of
it to the Allied Chemical Co., which with the duPonts control very
largely the dyes and pharmaceuticals of the United States?

Senator BINGHAM. Well it seems to me, Renator, with all due
respect, that you are indulging in the fallacy known as argumentum
dd hominem.

Senator KING. Characterize it any way you please. I wanted to
state the fact that I supposed you wanted.

Senator GEORGF. Mr. Gray, ammonuim sulphate is one of the
chief ammoniates used in this country?

I
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Mr. GRAY. It is.
Senator GEORGE. It is the direct competitor of Chilean nitrate?
Mr. GRAY. It is.
Senator GEORGE. On Chilean nitrate of course we pay or cover

into the cost something like $12 plus per ton export duty out of
Chile in order to obtain it.

Mr. GRAY. That is true.
Senator GEORGE. It is the expensive element in commercial ferti-

lizer.
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What was the last item to which you

referred?
Mr. GRAY. Ammonium sulphate.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Front what country, chiefly, does that

product come?
Mr. GRAY. From Germany.
Referring only briefly, now, to one or two other fertilizers, it is

necessary to call attention to paragraph 1604, in which calcium nitrate
and cyanamid are now contained, and should be retained, there
being some slight efforts from certain sources to take them off the
free list and put them under the dutiable section. It is in kee ing
with our policy in the Farm Bureau that such fertilizers as those
two just named should be kept exactly where they are. The same
thing is true of gypsum, in paragraph 1740.

Passing on to that great classification of food products known as
substitutes for the American products, let me enumerate, first-

Senator HARRISON. Before you get to that, you indorsed this
clause with reference to farm implements, and said it was all right.

Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator HARRISON. Does your bureau agree to this action of the

House in taking forks, hoes, and rakes, which are agricultural imple-
ments, from the free list and putting them on the dutiable list?

Mr. GRAY. No; we have not approved that. Neither have we
formally disapproved it.

Senator HARRtsON. Those three items are agricultural implements,
are they not?

Mr. GRAY. Those things never have been classified in paragraph
1604, although, by an elastic definition, they could be called agri-
cultural implements.

Senator HARRIsON. They have been included heretofore on the
free list.

Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator HARRISON. This is the first time they have been put on

the dutiable list.
Mr. GRAY. I think you are right in that, and so far as we are con-

cerned, I am sure I speak the membership thought, although there
has been no opportunity to get the thought since the House took
that action-that those minor tools which formerly have been on the
free list should be retained there. But I can not say that authori-
tatively, because there has neen no opportunity to get a referendum
of the Farm Bureau on that point.
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Senator KING. Mr. Gray, can you see any reason why, if any
agricultural implements are p: cedon the free list, those just men.
tioned by Senator Harrison should not be on the free list?

Mr. GRAY. No good reason.
Senator BINGHAM. How about other garden tools?
Senator HARRISON. They were included in the general paragraph

under agricultural implements; and in paragraph 373, which id
not include those items, but now includes them, shovels, spades,
scoops, forks, hoes, rakes, and so forth, have been included at a 30
per cent ad valorem rate.

The CHAIRMAN. In paragraph 1604, agricultural implements, there
has not been a word changed in the existing law.

Senator HARRISON. But forks, hoes, and rakes, which were in-
cluded in that proposition, are now specified in the bill as carrying
an ad valorem rate of 30 per cent.

Senator KING. In paragraph 373.
Senator HARRISON. In paragraph 373.
Senator KING. They were transferred.
The CHAIRMAN. Tlere must be some new language in 373. Let

us see what it is.
Senator HARRISON. There is new language.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. It was not an amendment of 1504, Senator,

because that language remains. It is now known as 1604.
Senator HAIUISON. You will notice that these are new items

which are inserted, and tha note on page 114 of what I am reading,
the notation to paragraph 373, is that forks, except hay forks, hoes,
and rakes, have been transferred from the free list under the act of
1922, to this duty.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. I suppose they were originally
included in the language of "all other agricultural implements"
and were taken out of that class and named specifically in the dutiable
list. Is that the situation?

Mr. GRAY. That is the way I understand it, Senator Walsh.
Paragraph 1604, which is the main agricultural implement para-

graph in the free list, has been a matter of controversy and a matter
of interpretation and classification as to what goes in as an agricul-
tural'implement. Now, on the House side, if I may explain further,
they have included-

Senator REED. There was nobody before the metals subcommittee
to object to that.

Mr. GRAY. On the House side, to clarify that somewhat, they
have lifted over into the metal schedule, schedule 3, forks, hoes, and
rakes by specifically naming them. So, the House of Representa-
tives has solved some of the classification problems by naming three
garden and farm tools in the metal schedule, thereby taking them
out of the classification of agricultural implements.

Senator BINGHAM. Is it not true that their use is more general by
commuter than by farmers?

Mr. GRAY. I have not any statistics on that, Senator. I do not
know.

Senator SIMMONS. Mr. Gray, is not a hoe one of the most commonly
used implements in husbandry?

Mr. GRAY. As the representative of a farm. organization, Senator
Simmons, I could do nothing else than stand here and say that a
hoe, a rake, a spade, a fork, or a shovel is an agricultural implement.
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Senator SiMMONS. A farm implement.
Mr. GRAY. But the House of Representatives has classified hoes

rakes, and shovels differently by putting them over in the metal
schedule.

Senator BARKLEY. Corn knives were in paragraph 373 originally.
There is no doubt about them being argicultural implements.

Mr. GRAY. It is not an agricultural implement in the tariff
classification.

Senator BARKLEY. But, in fact, it is.
Mr. GRAY. It has not been, and is not now.
Senator BINGIHAM. Neither have shovels.
Senator BARKLEY. I understand about the classification, but, as a

matter of fact, a knife to cut corn with is an agricultural implement,
under whatever classificatiion it comes in the tariff bill.

Mr1'. GRAY. Under a popular classification, you and I would be ab-
solutely right in saying that it is an agricultural implement, but under
the customs courts decisions and the tariff laws it is not an agricultural
implement.

Senator SiMMO:s. You do not think, Mr. Gray, representing this
Farm Bureau Federation, that these things ought to carry a duty.

Mr. GRAY. No; I do not think they ought to.
Senator BINGHAM. How about garden trowels?
Mr. GRAY. We would not be so keenly interested in those.
Senator BINGHAM. Are they not usedby the farmer's wife?
Mr. GRAY. Not much.
Senator KING. Builders use trowels, Senator.
Senator SIMMONS. Masons.
Senator BINGHAM. The Senator from Utah is net quite as familiar

with garden trowels as some other people, or hw would not say that
masons use them. Masons use a flat trowel.

Senator KING. You did not say garden trowels. You said
"trowels."

Mr. GRAY. I confess, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee, that it is impossible for a person representing a membership
from Maine to California, and from Michigan to Alabama, to come
here and pick out the individual items in a long tariff act and re-
classify them, even to suit our membership. But I have sought to
bring to your attention the fact that the big paragraph of agricultural
implements in the free list, namely, 1604, should be left as it is; if,
in your w idsom, you want to take some of these lesser tillage tools,
garden tools, and hay implements, and put them, by your classifica-
tion, under the heading of agricultural implements, you will not dis-
please the farmers of the United States.

Senator HARRISON. What you want done, so far as hoes and forks
are concerned, is to have them left on the free list.

Mr. GRAY. That would be pleasing to our people.
Senator HARRISON. The House, in the agricultural relief they were

going to give them, did not do that, but put them on the dutiable list,
and put a 30 per cent duty on them.

The CHAIRMAN. I suppose it would solve the whole farm problem
if they were put on the free list.

Senator HARRISON. It would help a little.
Senator BARKLEY. It would probably come as near as anything

that has been done.
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Senator BINGHAM. They were concerned with horse-drawn and
gasoline-propelled implements. They were not really interested in
the case of the man with the hoe.

Mr. GRAY. I am not acquainted with the background or the reason
why these changes were made on the House side, but what you
suggest is going to be more nearly true than it was a decade ago.
The American farmer is using comparably less of those smaller tools
and more of the larger ones.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Let us proceed with the evidence.
Mr. GRAY. We have a long list of articles in the free list which are,

as I began to describe a moment ago, called, in our farm circles, sub-
stitute products for our home-grown American products.

Notable among these is bananas.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not going to take much time on bananas,

are you?
Mr. GRAY. I hope not. We have asked for a 75 cent rate per

bunch on bananas, for the primary reason that bananas are a carbo-
hydrate food, very largely starch. In that class they compete with
potatoes, wheat, corn, rice, and some vegetables. They are not the
cheapest food in the world, as the proponents of bananas say they
are, because there are many of our home-grown American productsjiust as cheap, and some much cheaper per calory value, than are
bananas.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Have you any figures as to how many
bunches of bananas, or what quantity of bananas are imported?

Mr. GRAY. In 1927 there were upward of 60,000,000 bunches
imported.

The CHAIRMAN. Sixty-four million, two hundred ninety-seven
thousand, six hundred twenty-one.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. What is the tariff that is requested by cer-
tain organizations?

Mr. GRAY. Seventy-five cents a bunch.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What revenue would that yield to the

Government?
Senator REED. $45,000,000.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. We are in need of revenue, are we not?
Senator BINGHAM. Have you nrot heard about the surplus?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Would it not be a good thing to get a little

revenue from that source?
Mr. GRAY. That would be a point in favor of a duty on bananas.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Would it add a nickel, or a tenth of a nickel,

to the consumer of bananas in America?
Senator REED. It would take it away from him.
Mr. GRAY. I presume it might, Senator Shortridge, but it would

undoubtedly bring revenue to the Government, and also it would
leave the American producer of fruits and vegetables more nearly on
a basis of equality in producing American crops in competition With
the crops of Central America.

Senator WATSON. Do we produce any bananas in the United States?
Mr. GRAY. None at all, in a commercial way.
Senator WATSON. So that it could not in any sense be called a pro-

tective tariff. It is a purely revenue tariff.
Mr. GRAY. No.
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Senator WATSON. Well, you mean indirect ' or lateral protection,
under the theory that if a man does not eat a banana he will eat an
apple, or something else.

Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator KING. Or go hungry.
Mr. GRAY. Yes; but it is not an effort to compel the American

people to forego bananas. It is an effort to put the American pro.
ducers of fruits and vegetables on a basis of equality or nearly on a
basis of equality, with the conditions which exist in Central America.

Senator BINOHAM. What county is it where bananas are grown?
Mr. GRAY. What country?
Senator BINGIHAM. No; what county or what State in the United

States?
Mr. GRAY. They are not produced here.
Senator BINGHAM. We are protecting home industries.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. We can raise them in lower California.
Senator BINGHAM. Do you raise them?
Mr. GRAY. They are not produced as a commercial proposition in

the United States, although they are produced to a slight extent.
Senator BINGHAM. You want a tariff of 75 cents a bunch?
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator BINGHAM. How many bananas are there in a bunch?
Mr. GRAY. About a hundred.
Senator BINGHAM. That is about a cent a banana.
Mr. GRAY. Approximately.
Senator BINGHAM. What does the banana cost in the country of

origin, per bunch?
Mr. GRAY. I can not give you that figure off-hand. I can put it

in the record.
Senator BINGHAM. Is it more than 75 cents?
The CHAIRMAN. About 44 cents.
Mr. GRAY. I know it is not 75 cents.
The CHAIRMAN. Forty-four and seven-tenths cents a bunch.
Senator BINGHAM. This, then, would be an ad valorem duty of 200

per cent. It is almost prohibitive.
Senator KING. It would be.
Mr. GRAY. According t. the data that we presented on the House

side, it might raise the price of bananas 5 cents a dozen.
Senator BINGHAM. Five cents a dozen, when it is nearly a cent a

piece? How do you get that way?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. It would not raise it at all.
Senator BINGHAM. Seventy-five cents a bunch, for 100 bananas in

a bunch. How could that be?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. We would got a whole lot of revenue to pay

our national debt.
Senator KING. Let us proceed, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us have order.
Senator KING. I will say, Mr. Gray, that I am opposed to your

proposition. If you have anything further to say in advocacy of it,
I would be very glad to hear it.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I favor it, because I do not think it would
cost the consumer of the aforesaid banana one-hundredth of a cent
per banana, or one-millionth. They would sell them here at the
same price.

I
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Senator BARKLEY. You are not hero to state that you are asking
this tariff as a revenue measure, are you?

Mr. GRAY. T am not asking it as a revenue measure, although,
incidentally, it will increase the revenue.

Senator BARKLEY. The effort seems to have been made to interpret
your testimony as recommending this purely as a revenue matter,
and I do not think that is the capacity in which you appear.

Mr. GRAY. Our exact position in this regard is contained in the
answer I gave to Senator Watson a while ago, that it is an effort to
put the American producer of fruits and vegetables on a parity with
the producer of bananas in Central America. If it produces some
revenue on the side, to us, that is incidental.

Sen-ttor SHORTRIDGE. But not unimportant.
Senator BINGHAM. Instead of putting a prohibitive duty on coffee,

so as to make them drink cereal?
Mr. GRAY. The same arguments which can be adduced pro and

con relative to the banana situation can be adduced, pro and con
relative to other commodities which are of the substitute nature, and
I will come to some of those right now.

I refer to the oils and fats.
The CHAIRMAN. The same argument would apply to the one you

are going to mention as applies to bananas?
Mr. GRAY. Oils and fats.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. What paragraph is that?
Mr. GRAY. Pardon me if I do not mention those, because there are

several different paragraphs, and we will not have time to go into it
in detail. There are several oil-bearing seeds from which the oil
fats are extracted, which we do not produce in America, and quite
likely will never produce, they being native to the Tropics, but which
do compete with butter, to a certain extent, with lard to a greater
extent, with tallow, with cotton seed oil, soy bean oil, and with various
other vegetable oils which we do produce.

Our proposition in the farm circle is that if you want to protect and
benefit the producer of American oils and fats it will be necessary to
put a rate of duty higher than is now existing-because some of these
are on the free list-on these foreign grown oils and fats, which we
never can produce in the same form, but which come into the same
uses, edibly and industrially, whenever they get into our country.

Senator THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. Gray, will you be more specific,
please?

Mr. GRAY. If the argument we adduce relative to a duty on bananas
is in error or faulty, the argument we adduce relative to an increased
duty on vegetable oils and fats, and the one which we adduce relative
to increased duties on starches from the Tropics, are also in error and
faulty.

Senator THOMAS of Oklahoma. Will you be more specific, when
you mention oils and fats, so that we will know exactly what you are
talking about?

Mr. GRAY. The ones that are imported?
Senator THOMAS of Oklahoma. Yes.
Mr. GRAY. Palm oil, sesame oil, coconut oil, perilla oil, and palm

kernel oil.
Senator BARKLEY. What domestic oils are they used as substitutes

for?

I
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Mr. GRAY. They are used as substitutes for practically all the
vegetable and animal oils which we produce in the United States-
not meaning to imply that a certain foreign oil is competitive with all
of them, but the various foreign oils are competitive with all the home-
grown vegetable and animal oils. For instance, coconut oil is com-
petitive with lard in the making of lard substitutes, and oleomargarine.

Senator THOMAS of Oklahoma. What is your authority for that
statement?

Mr. GRAY. The fact of use in the United States.
Senator THOMAS of Oklahoma. I think it is very questionable

whether that statement is correct, and I want to get your authority.
Mr. GRAY. Coconut oil goes into the soap trade, into the margarin

trade, and into the substitute trades in various forms. It goes mostly,
as I understand it, into the soap trade, and so do some of our own
American-grown vegetable and animal oils go into the soap trade.
There is competition in the industrial field. There is competition in
the edible field. Olive oil from abroad competes with olive oil grown
in California. Perilla oil, grown in the Orient, competes with these
vegetable oils down South, such as cottonseed, soy bean, and with
our animal oils, which you know so much about.

Senator BINGHAM. I notice, in paragraph 1630, that books printed
wholly in languages other than English are on the free list. Do you
not think we ought to put a tariff on French novels so as to make
people read more novels in English?

Mr. GRAY. That would not make them read more novels in English?
Senator BINGHAM. Do you not think that is comparable?
Mr. GRAY. No.
Senator BINGHAM. You think they would read the French novels

anyway?
Mr. 1GRAY. They will read French novels if their taste runs toward

French novels.
Senator BINGHAM. But do you not think we might put a duty on

them.?
Mr. GRAY. Yes; you might.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I think an embargo should be put on some

of them.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gray, let us get at this thing as it really is.

For instance, to-day there is 2 cents per pound on coconut oil, and
99 per cent of the oil comes from the Philippine Islands, and it comes
in here free. If we increase that 2 cents, that will not do any good
at all. What do you want? Do you want it specifically provided
that there shall be a duty on coconut oil from the Philippines?

Mr. GRAY. Not from the Philippines, but a duty on the coconut
oil which will be applicable to all nations.

Senator WATSON. Does it not all come from the Philippines,
practically?

The CHAIRMAN. Ninety-nine per cent of it comes from the Philip-
pine Islands.

Mr. GRAY. I can not remember these rates all offhand, but I think
we are asking a fraction over 3 cents, but not less than 45 per cent
ad valorem.

The CHAIRMAN. What good would it do you, if you had it? Tell
us that.
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Mr. GRAY. I am frank to say, Senator Smoot, that the rate on
coconut oil would do us only an infinitesimal amount of good, unless
this committee and the Congress as a whole goes further and carries
out the rest of our tariff program, which has already been presented
to the House side, unsuccessfully. That is to make the rates on these
things applicable to the Philippines as to the rest of the world. The
one synchronizes with and correlates with the other.

The CHAIRMAN. I wanted to know whether you really understood
the situation. That is exactly the situation now. If you put 10
cents on it, it would not do a particle of good.

Mr. GRAY. The same thing, but not to such an extent, applies to
sugar, if I may refer to that. The rate of 2.40 on sugar does not mean
so much to American agriculture so long as sugar come, in prefer-
entially from Cuba, and duty free from the Philippines. Our program
on this is complete. We want these rates on these products, and we
want the rates applicable as against the world, with no preferences
or trade agreements or reciprocal arrangements, or duty free tonnages
from any source whatsoever.

The C1HAIRMAN. Would that apply to every country outside Con-
tinental America, with the exception of Hawaii?

Mr. GRAY. Yes; except Hawaii and Alaska.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GRAY. Because they are Territories now, and eventually

may become States. But these other 'so-called dependencies are
merely protectorates.

Senator REED. You would put a duty on Porto Rican sugar?
Mr. GRAY. Yes. That is our position, and on Philippine sugar as

well-and terminate the reciprocal trade agreement with Cuba.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Did your remarks cover copra, when you

were speaking on the oils?
Mr. GRAY. Yes. That is in the same picture.
The CHAIRMAN. That is in the same category.
Mr. GRAY. Coming to cotton, we are asking for a duty of 7 cents a

pound on long staple cotton, measuring 1% inches in length. We want
that duty on long staple cotton.

Senator WATSON. How much?
Mr. GRAY. Seven cents a pound.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. What is the present duty?
Mr. GRAY. None.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Under the emergency tariff it was 7 cents on

1%5-inch cotton.
Mr. GRAY. One and one-eighth inch, I think it was.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. In the emergency tariff?
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You want it restored?
Mr. GRAY. The competitive country in the long staple proposition

is Egypt. Male laborers are paid about 50 cents a day. Child and
female labor gets from 25 to 35 cents a day. The average wage scale
in the Cotton Belt of the United States varies from $1.33 up to $2.70
per day, and we can not meet that kind of competition.

Senator HARRISON. I did not understand whether you said 13je or
1%. Witnesses appeared before the subcommittee on agriculture
advocating 1)j.

The CHAIRMAN. Long staple cotton begins With 1,19.
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Mr. GRAY. If I am not in error in my memory, our schedule begins
at 1% in length, at 7 cents a pound.

Broomcorn has been on the free list for a long time-
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Just a moment. You have devoted special"

attention to that particular item, have you not?
Mr. GRAY. What item?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. The cotton item.
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I say, you devoted special attention to that.
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is raised in California, Arizona, Texas,

and Mississippi, chiefly, I believe.Mr. GRAY. Those four States. It used to be raised in certain
islands and called sea-island cotton, but that has pretty nearly disap-
peared, if not entirely.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. The principal competitor is Egypt?
Mr. GRAY. That is correct.
The House bill raised the rate on broomcorn from nothing to $10

a ton. We are asking that it be still further increased to $25 a ton,
because the growth of broomcorn is gradually disappearing in the
United States. Where formerly it was produced commercially in 20
States, it is now practically down to two or three States in com-
mercial production, and there is no reason in the world, climatic or
otherwise, why we should not raise all the broomcorn we need, and
even more.

Senator BINGHAM. Are there just as many brooms consumed as
there used to be before the vacuum cleaners came in?

Mr. GRAY. I suspect more.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gray, 17 tons were imported. That did not

hurt very much did it?
Mr. GRAY. No; but we have a declining industry here, and larger

imports come in frequently.
The CHAIRMAN. Seventeen tons would not hurt the industry,

would it?
Mr. GRAY. There is some reason. It may be the reason that the

Senator from Connecticut has alluded to, that is causing the disinte-
gration of the broomcorn industry, but the fact of the matter is that
the broomcorn industry is going down, and it is going down rapidly,
from 400,000 acres in 1925 to approximately 200,000 acres in 1928.

The CHAIRMAN. In 1921 the value of the production was $2,758,040;
in 1927, it was $4,212,000, or nearly double. In 1927 the production
was 38,600 tons. In 1928 it was 45,500 tons. That is the production
of it in the United States. In 1923 there was a production of 81,000
tons. It fell down in 1925 to 29.500, In 1926 it increased to 53,400;
in 1927, 38,600; in 1928, 45,500; with 17 tons imported.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Only 17 tons?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. From Italy and Hungary?
Senator REED. Germany and Italy.
The CHAIRMAN. Sixty-seven per cent of that comes from Italy and

32 per cent from Hungary.
Senator HARRISON. The chairman will recall that the witnesses

came before the Subcommittee on Agriculture, and some witness made
a statement about some Japanese broom straw. You were to make
an investigation. You said the statistics did not bear it out.
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The CHAIRMA.. That was not ,roonmcorn at all. It was rice
straw.

Mr. GRAY. Turning to the last commodity to which I want to call
your attention, I refer to the starches. The House bill gave a slight
increase on potato starch, but it left tapioca, sago, arrowroot, and
cassava starches, all of which are produced mostly in the British East
Indies, on the free list.

The House also gave us a very nice duty on wheat, of 42 cents a
bushel; a very nice duty on corn, of 30 cents a bushel; a fair rate of
increase on potatoes, three-fourths of I cent a pound; and, according
to my memory, gave some increase in the rate on rice-all of which are
starch products grown by the American farmers. Then, forgetting,
seemingly, to correlate this tariff proposition, the House failed to put
aay duty on these starch products which come from the British East
Indies-sago, tapioca, arrowroot, and cassava. Our position is this,
briefly, that any starch coming on our markets is a competitor of the
starch foods which we produce here in the United States, whether that
plant is a corn plant, a rice plant, a potato plant, or a wheat plant.
If the starch happens to be grown abroad, in Java, in the shape of a
tuber, like a potato, or if it happens to come from the pith of a tree,
such as the sago palm, it is immaterial so long as it is in competition
when it gets here directly against cornstarch, potato starch, and
these other domestically produced starches.

Senator REED. The House put a duty on arrowroot flour, did it
not?

Mr. GRAY. I believe it did that, Senator Reed, but not on the
starch extracted from it.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gray, we export a great deal more corn-
starch than we import.

Mr. GRAY. Yes; and we want to export more starch, too, so that
we will have a better market for our corn. That is what we are
fighting for.

The CHAIRMAN. You have that same market now. Tapioca would
have nothing to do with your exportation of cornstarch.

Mr. GRAY. With the growth of tapioca, and its cultivation in
Java, and the cheapness of its production, and the fact, Senator
Smoot, that, so far as I know, it is just now getting fairly well started
toward an ultimate production, we can not produce corn in the
United States to make starch for export or for domestic use as
cheaply as we can get our starch from Java; so I am arguing here
in behalf of the corn man, the wheat man, the potato man, and the
rice man, in order to meet this foreign competition of imported
strach from Java.

The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking here of your exports of cornstarch.
You connected the two. What good would an increase in the tapioca
starch, on importations of tapioca starch, do, in connection with
your exportation of cornstarch? You want to export cornstarch,
do you not?

Mr. GRAY. So that we will have a bigger market for more corn
here in America.

The CHAIRMAN. We all agree to that.
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will not the stopping of the tapioca starch com-

ing in here back up the cornstarch and prevent our exportation of
cornstarch.
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Mr. GRAY. I think not, for this reason-
The CIAIRMAN. I think it would either have that result or else

tapioca starch would not be made.
Mr. GRAY. No; for this reason, Senator Smoot. So far as I know,

we are the only starch producing Nation which has not a duty
against tapioca, cassava, and sago starches. If we put a duty on
those starches, it will so retard the development of this industry in
Java that we will not be met with that competition, as we would
be if we let them go ahead and come into this great market, duty
free, and thereby promote their production and expansion in Java.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. It will take away the American market
from the American producer, will it not?

Mr. GRAY. What is that?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Starches coming in from Java would, to a

degree, take away the market for the home producer.
Mr. GRAY. Surely. Furthermore-
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Of course, it would.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Does not the imported starch

possess some characteristics that make it appropriate for particular
uses, such as the making of adhesives, and use in textile mills?

Mr. GRAY. There is a slight preferential in the use of starches
made from tapioca, for postage stamps and envelopes, and things
like that, for which the potato starch can not be used to as good
advantage, because it gets sticky and gummy in humid weather,
but that use is only about 800,000 pounds per annum, and is only
a drop in the bucket compared with the total.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Wnat about the use of corn-
starch for adhesives? Are not the imported cornstarches used for
that purpose? The domestic is not suitable.

The CHAIRMAN. Tapioca starch is used for adhesives, for puddings,
for wood glue, and for textile finish. You can not use cornstarch
for all textile finishes. You have to have a tapioca starch. Take
the adhesives. You can not use cornstarch. You have to have
tapioca starch for that use. That is what I wanted to call the
Senator's attention to.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Are not the imported starches
particularly adapted for that particular work?

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes. That is what they are imported for.
Mr. GRAY. In all this controversy over substituted products that

displace our American farm products, either edibly or industrially,
we must state that there are certain uses of some of these foreign
commodities which our domestic commodities can not fulfill; but, in
the case of starch, Senator Walsh, approximately 70 per cent of the
uses of these imported starches is directly competitive with the
American starches, which we produce here from corn, wheat, rice, and
whatnot. Something like 30 per cent of these imported starches is
not so competitive.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. I did not think the percentage
was so large.

Mr. GRAY. These rates we are asking do not mean to imply that
these foreign starches will be kept out absolutely, but it does mean
to imply that this great market of the United States shall not be
made the profitable feeding ground of production on a cheap labor
scale, and under standards of living which prevail in Java.
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Senator SACKETT. Does cassava make a competitive article?
Mr. GRAY. Yes.
Senator SACKETT. What is the reason for the tremendous jump

last year in cassava imports, from 46,000 pounds to 29,000,000 in
one year, according to the Tariff Commission report?

Mr. GRAY. There are several reasons. One of the biggest reasons
is the comparatively high price of corn in the United States, which,
during the last year, has just barely gotten to a point where the
American farmer is fairly happy.

Senator BINGHAM. Did I understand you to say that the American
farmer is happy?

Mr. GRAY. Fairly happy so far as the price of corn is concerned
within the last year. But the American manufacturer or the refiner
of starch can not buy corn at a dollar a bushel and make starch out
of it, to compete with cassava or sago from Java at one-third that
amount.

Senator SACKETT. That is a perfectly tremendous jump in the
imports in one year.

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Chairman-
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gray, the department spent a great deal of

time last year making an examination to determine just where this
tapioca starch was used, and the percentages used for certain pur-
poses. Over 30 per cent of all that tapioca starch that is imported
into the United States is used for the purpose of wood glue. Twenty
per cent of it is used for edible purposes. In the adhesives, using
about 25 per cent, some use the cornstarch and some use the tapioca.
It all depends upon the character of goods that it is used upon. With
respect to the textile finish, which use consumes about 10 per cent,
the finer textiles have to use it, and some of the coarser textiles use
the cornstarch. So that about half of all that is imported into this
country is used in wood glue and in edible forms in America.

Mr. GRAY. But that does not mean that that 50 per cent might
not be fulfilled, in part, by our home-made starches, except that they
can get the foreign importations cheaper than they can buy the
domestic product.

The CHAIRMAN. They could not use the cornstarch for the wood
glue. There is not a pound of cornstarch used for wood glue.

Mr. GRAY. Not for that particular use; but for some other uses.
Here is the point I am trying to make in that particular regard,
Senator Smoot; that this foreign imported starch is sometimes used
now for some uses for which our domestic starches could be used,
except for the price differential; and if the price differential were
equalized, then they would use the domestic starches and the glues
made therefrQm, rather than getting those starches and glues from
Java.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. We could develop that industry in Florida,
could we not?

Mr. GRAY. I do not know.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I think so. I know you could in California.
Mr. GRAY. I am not arguing, Senator Shortridge and members of

the committee, in this matter of substitutes-with regard to bananas,
vegetable oils, and starches-that if the rates of duty are put on we
are going to raise those commodities in this country. All that I am
arguing, and all that other organizations are arguing, is that if you
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put rates of 'duty on these substitutes the American farmer, who
meets them in trade competition, will be more nearly on a parity
with his foreign competitor.

Senator REED. Mr. Gray, I asked you about arrowroot starch.
I have been looking it up here, and I find that it is dutiable under
paragraph 85, at 1,14 cents a pound; and that it is used mostly for
feeding sick babies. The importation is very slight.

Mr. GRAY. Very.
Senator REED. It all comes from the island of St. Vincent. Do

you think that putting a tariff on that commodity is important to
the American farmer?

Mr. GRAY. Not nearly as important as that on sago, cassava, and
tapioca; but the rate we are asking, Senator Reed, is 2,1, cents a pound
on all these starches. For such a refined use as you have spoken of
there relative to arrowroot, a rate of 2g cents a pound is not going
to prevent anybody from getting it, and it still is going to serve to
keep the arrowroot from coming in here and finding other uses than
that which you have specified.

Senator REED. My recollection is that in the chemical hearings
we found that the income to the United States from that source was
$18,000 last year. It seems to me that it is pretty small potatoes
to take that from sick babies.

Mr. GRAY. This does not take it from sick babies, Senator, because
this rate would not prevent its use in that line at all. But it would
prevent its use being expanded for a lot of industrial purposes, for
which it may be found available, rather than wheat or potato starch,
which nccessarily cost more on account of our higher cost of produc-
tion.

Senator BINGHAM. How about the children who like to eat tapioca
pudding?

Mr. GRAY. They will still eat it.
Senator BARKLEY. What I would like to know is why anybody

would eat it.
Senator BINGHAM. Perhaps Mr. Gray will tell us whether he pre-

feis corn starch pudding or tapioca pudding.
Mr. GRAY. The use of tapioca in pudding is a very small fractional

part of the complete importation of tapioca starch.
Senator BINGHAM. That is what the Chairman said.
Senator KING. I was amazed, Mr. Gray, to find that the value of

the imports of sago-and you have emphasized sago, crude, and sago
flour-were only $113,000 for 1928.

Mr. GRAY. We use arrowroot, sago, tapioca, and cassava all in
one terminology, because they are foreign grown starches; but the
ones we are thinking of in commercial quantities, Senator King, are
cassava and tapioca. These others are of lesser importance numeri-
cally. Fortunately-if you gentlemen desire me to take a little
additional time-

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gray, it is now 3.30. If you have a brief,
which you told me you have, I am quite sure that that brief will be
studied very much more carefully than general running debate.
We will have to ask you to close as soon as possible, because we will
have to adopt some means of hastening these hearings or we will
never get through with them.
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Mr. GRAY. I always need to apologize in coming before a com-
mittee, because our membership is not interested merely in one para-
graph, and I can not come and talk only about one paragraph.

I have taken more time than I really should have; I know that.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. We are at fault. We took your time by

interruptions.
Senator SIMMONS. Mr. Chairman, I do not agree with you on that.

I .think Mr. Gray is speaking here on behalf of Agriculture as a whole,
and if he has prepared himself as carefully upon other subjects con-
nected with agriculture as he has upon those he has discussed, I
think it would be of great advantage to us to have the benefit of a
full statement from him. He has evidently studied these questions
very closely.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. The witness says lie is about
to close, anyway, so that will prevent any controversy.

The CHAIRMAN. Evidently the gentleman from North Carolina
did not hear what the witness said before I made the statement
that I did, because he said he was through. When he started on this
he said it was the last. Then I wanted him to file a brief which he
had spoken to me about before he came on the stand. Nobody is
interfering at all with the witness.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. We have taken up his time by the many
interruptions.

Senator SIMMONS. That changes the situation entirely.
Mr. GRAY. I am very nearly through. I want to say this in con-

clusion, if I may.
Senator SIMMONS. Let me ask you this. You are going to file a

bief, are you not?
Mr. GRAY. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. Would it be very much trouble to you to file

a statement of the imports of all these substitutes upon which you
say there ought to be a duty?

Mr. GRAY. You will find that, Senator Simmons, in the House
record.

Senator SIMMONS. I understand we can find it very quickly, but I
though that you had it all in your btief. If it were all connected, it
might be helpful.

Mr. GRAY. When I correct the transcript I will compile all that
information in one page, if I may.

(Mr. Gray subsequently submitted the following table:)



Article

VEGETABLE OILS

Tung oil -----------------------------

Hempseed oil .......................

Inedible olive oil:
Foots ...........................
O ther ---------------------------

Edible olive oil:
Packages (under 40 pounds) ....
Other ......... ........ ........
Palm oil ........................

Palm-kernel oil ----------------------

Sesame oil ---------------------------

Vegetable tallow ....................

Peanut oil ..........................

Substitute products imported into the United States, 1927

Imports in I97 for consumption

Quantity Value

89,650,411 pounds ------ $11,809,583

None in 1927 ........................

42,307.314 pounds . .....
7,824,266 p ou n d s . ......

42,269,821 pounds ......
29,587,640 pounds ----
159.911,079 pounds . ....

43,127,657 pounds ------

1,704,121 p o u n d s . .....

5,687,581 pounds . .....

2,809,717 pounds -------

Rapeseed oil ----------------------- 2,563,191 gallons .....

Linsed oil --------------------------6360,283 pounds .....

Soya bean oil ----------------------- 11,515,027 pounds ....

Sweet almond oil ------------------- 66,190 pounds .......

Perilla oil --------------------------- 5,358,160 pounds .....

Coconut oil:
From Philippines --------------- 293,369,704 ponds.....

All other ------------------------ 38,014 pounds .
Cottonseed oil ---------------------- 394 pounds ............
Castor oil --------------------------- 18,962 pounds .......

3.694,357
1,308,272

9,783,743
6,875,183

11,039,591

3,548,986

203,413

389.740

335,662

1,581, 010

432,415

713,657

50,426

547,479

22 899, 807

2,990
52

8,711

Competes with- Pre-Rent rate, act of 1922 A. F. B. F. rate

Linseed oil .......... Free ................ 5.9 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valoren.
----- do ----------------- 1 cents per pound-.. 3.9 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorern.

Olive oil ............ Free ................. Do.
.....do ..................... do .............. 7.5 cents per pound but not less than 4r per cent ad
valorem.

----- do -------------- 734 cents per pound... 17 cents per pound.
---.- do -- ...------------ , cents per pound... I',.f cents per pound.
Butter and lard ----- Free .................. 3.1 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad

-valorem.
----- do --------------------- do ---------------- 3.6 cents per pound but not les than 45 per cent ad
valorem.
---do ---------------- ----- do --------------- .5.4 cents tier pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.

Various oils ......... Free ............... 1 3 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.

Butter and lard ----- 4 cents per pound ... 5.4 per cents pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.
----- do ---------------- 6 cents per gallon ---- 3.7 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.

Linseed oil ---------- 34o cents per pound... 3.9 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.

Butter and lard ..... 2 cents per pound... 2. cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.
-...do----- . Free .................. 3.4 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.

Linseed oil ------------ ----- do ................ 4.6 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.

Butter and lard -------- do ................ 3.6 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent adI valorem.
-.-do ---------------- 2 cents per pound ----- Do.

_--do ---------------- 3 cents per pound ----- Do.
Castor oil ------------ ----- do ---------------- 5 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad

. valorem.
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VEGETABLE Ons-continued

Poppyseed oil ......................

Oils not specially provided for -------
Hydrogenated oils -------------------
Oils vulcanized, oxidized, etc --------
M ixtu res ........... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .

OIL-SEARING SEEDS

Cotton seed ....................
Castor beans ................

Copra ..............................

Flaxseed ..........................
Poppyseed---------- ----

Substitute produCts imported into the United Stare8, 1927-Continued

Imports in 1927 for consumption

Quantity

41,614 pounds ---------

1,641,181 pounds .------
9 2 , 9 2 6 p o u n d s . . . . .. . .
78,713 pounds -------
120,268 pounds-.

10,931,503 pounds ....

122,620,850 pounds-.

450,994,683 pounds .....

22,008,363 pounds ------
5 ,8 8 8 , 5 7 0 p o u n d s . .. .. . .

Perilla and sesame seed ---------- 2,948,639 pounds -----

empseed -------------------------- 4,255,844 pounds -------

Palm nuts. ........----------------- 5

Palm nut kernels -------------------- 12,527 pounds --------

Rapeseed --------------------------- 7,302,914 pounds -----
Seeds and nuts, not specially pro- 224,323 pounds --------

vided for.
Sunflower seed- ------------------ 987,225 pounds....

Soy beans .... ...------------------ 4,89,168 pounds -----

ANIMAL OILS
Sp m oil --------------------------- 265,983 gallons ---------

Value
Competes with-

8,122 Butter and lard .....

148,111 Various oils ...........
15,5311 -- do ..............
3,1471 -- do ................

13, 707 .--- do ...............

165,144 Butter and lard -------
298,791 Castor beans ..........

20,641,189 Butter and lard -------

38, 416,260 i Flaxseed .........
565,354 Butter and lard -------

156,851 /Flaxseed ----------

;iButter and lard .....

105,288 Flaseed ............

Butter and lard .....
15,146

385 .. do ..............328,594-.'.do .............

12, 528

33,222

162,642

95,597

Various seeds .......

Sunflower seed ........

Butter and lard .....

Various oils. ..........

Present rate, act of 1922I A. F. 11. F. rate

2 cents per pound -- 8.8 cents per pound but not less than 45 er cent ad
valorem.

20 Per cent ad valorem- 45 per cent ad valorem.
4 cent per pound -;.. 1 cent per pound additional to basic rates.20 per cent re 45 per cent ad valorem.25 per cent ad valorem. Do.

%4 cent per pound- 2 cents per pound.
94cent per pound-.''.. 2 cents per pound but not less than 40 per cent ad

i valorem.
Free ----------------. 2 cents per pound but not less than 4o per cent ad

valorem.
40 cents per bushel .... 84 cents per bushel.
0.32 cent per pound ... 3.8 cents per pound but not less than 40 per cent ad

valorem.
Free .................. 1.6 cents per pound but not less than 40 per cent ad1 valorem.

---.- do --------------- 2.4 cents per pound but not less than 40 per cent ad'valorem.
----- do -------------. I. 1ent per pound but not less than 40 per cent ad

ftorem.
-------------.---.------ 1.7 cents per pound but not less than 40 per cent advalorem.

Free ------------ .1.2 cents per pound but not less tha 40 por cent adi valorem.
-----do ----------- 1--- 1 1.8 cents per pound but not less than 40 per cent ad0/ 1 valorem.
----- do ------------- 40 per cent ad valorem.

2 cents per pound-... 3 cents per pound but not less than 40 per cent ad
I valorem.94 cent per pound ---- i 2 cents per pound.

10 cents per gallon ..... 2.2 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.



wale oil, n. S. p. f ................. 7,084,127 gallons .-----
Herring, menhaden, and sod oils ..... 5,228,789 gallons -------
Fish oils, n. s. p. f ------------------- 93,097 gallons ----------Wool grease:

Crude - 9,009,632 pounds -------Refined ............------..........- 1,917,185 pounds .......Seal oil ---------------------- -------- 629,160 gallons ---------
Animal oils and fats, n. s. p. f -------- 145,153 pounds ------Jute -------------------------------- 80,838 tons ------------
Jute butts ------.------------------ 11,579 tons ------------ IWaste bagging, etc ---------------- 37,261,691 pounds ----Burlaps, unbleached -------------- 567,113.688 pounds-.---;Burlaps, bleached ------------- 1,594,047 pounds ------Bagging for cotton:

Unbleached (from 15-32 ounces), i 62,142,014 square yards-:;
Over 32 ounces ------------- 11,559,946 pounds ----Bags, unbleached --------------- 35,776.831 pounds ....Bags, bleached --------------------- 1. , 7

08,984 pounds. ......

Cordage -----------------------------

Bananas -----------------------------

2514,000 pounds -----

467,351 pounds ......

61,009,425 bunches.-.-

STARCHES
Cassava -------------------- - 46,566 pounds -------Tapioca flo -------------------- 31,638,288 pounds ----
Tapioca flour ....... ----- " 78.723,558 pounds-.Sago flour -------------------- 5,614.556 pounds -......Sago --------------------------------- 249,669 pounds .----Arrowroot -------------------------- 18,258 pounds ---------

3,178725

1,733,782

28,643

279,544
150,419
250, W9

10.779
11,319,110

834,964
949,984

67,065,067
171,487

3, 769,034

461,441
3,805. 851

168 358

286.000

65,881

34, 269. 450

1.818
1, 63. 477
2,133,307

161,693
8. 453
2,015

Butter and lard ----- 6 cents per gallon ...... 2.7 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad
valorem.

Butter, lard, and other 5 cents per gallon ...... 1 2 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent adoils. valorem
Various oils--------20 per cent ad valoren., 45 per cent ad valorem.

---do -------------- 3 cent per pound ----- Do.
-do ................ I cent Ier pound ---- Do.
----- do ----------------- 6 cents per gallon ------ 2.4 cents per pound but not less than 45 per cent ad

valorem. -20 per cent ad valorem. 45 per cent ad valorem.
Cotton ------------- Free ------------ 8 cents per pound.
----- do --------------------- do ------------- cent po u
----- do ----------------- ----- do ---- 5 cents per pound.
----- do ------.--------------- do ------ 1 0 cents per pound.
----- do ------------- I cent I-Its 10 vcr cen. Do.

----- do ..------------- i cent per square 151o cents per ounce per square yard.

-do::------------=yard... d. cnt per pound .... 10 cents per pound.
do------------ I cent per pound -.--- Do.
.do --------------- I cent per pound plus Do.

15 per cent.
----- do -------------- From 21/4 cents to 7 Do

cents per pound.
-- 1 ---o------------- Front 355 cents to 11 9 conts per pound

cents per pound.
Fruits -------------- Free ------------- 75 cnts per bunch

Starches -------------....... do -------------- 2- cents per pound.
-..... o ---------------- ----- (10 ---------------- Do.
_--do ---------------- ------ o ---------------- Do.
----- do ---------------.--...... o --------------- Do.
...... to ....... .-------- ----- 1o ---------------- Do.
----- do ---------------.--.. .do .--------------- Do.
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Mr. GRAY. On these substitutes, again, gentlemen of the com-
mittee, I want to close with this statement, that if these commodities
are not made more dutiable by lifting them out of the free list and
putting them over in their proper dutiable schedule, or making them
more dutiable in the schedules where they now are, it is a partial
mockery to go ahead and put rates of duty on the farm crops with
which they are competitive.

In other words, if you put a rate of duty on corn of 25 cents a bushel,
which now lies in dWe House bill before you, and allow these starches
to come in duty free, the one neutralizes the other and makes the
rate of 25 cents on corn per bushel a partial if not an entire mockery.

If you put a duty of 42 cents a bushel on wheat, which is in the
House bill, and let these starches come in duty free, that is neutraliz-
ing, to a large extent, the 42-cent duty on wheat.

Senator BINGHAM. Do you mean to say that it would be better to
let the corn come in free, and let the corn starch compete directly
with the American cornstarch? Is that your position?

Mr. GRAY. No. I mean to say that if the Congress of the United
States is going to give a rate of duty on a farm crop it should also
synchronize its action by giving a rate of duty on those imports
which compete with that crop.

Senator BINGHAM. When you say "compete with that crop' you
mean that if a man has a taste for bananas, if you keep him from
getting a banana he is going to buy an apple?

Mr. GRAY. No.
Senator BINGHAM. But you can not be sure that he is going to do

that.
Mr. GRAY. That is not our position.
Senator BINGHAM. What is your position, then; because if he

wants a banana he is going to get it, is he not? He is not going to
eat any more apples, and he is not going to help the American farmer.
We raise apples in Connecticut and no bananas; but those people
who like to eat bananas want to get them as cheaply as they can.
Since bananas are not raised anywhere in the United States, and
can not be raised except in California greenhouses, I think the
Senator said-

Mr. GRAY. In regard to this substitute proposition, we want to
overcome, as much as tariff rates can overcome, the interchangeability
of these foreign products, substitutes as they may be, with the home-
grown products. The price factor, Senator, is one of the things which
will induce the American consumer, if a tariff be imposed on these
substitutes, to buy the American product. But if his taste is for
bananas, if his taste is for cassava, or tapioca, he will go ahead and
buy that material. However, we will give him an inducement,
through the price equation, to buy the American product-not com-
relling, but, to a certain extent, inducing, through the price equation.
n doing that we will come back to the position I stated a while ago.

We will have put the American farmer more nearly on a basis of equal- -
ity with his foreign competitor, and that is the thing that we are
fighting for.

If you put a rate of 2.40 on sugar and let these starches come in-
starches, in their next step, chemically considered, going into the sugar
classification-the rate of 2.40 on sugar is, to a large extent, neu-
tralized also.
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Fortunately, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
have learned that there are two men connected with the Corn Prod-
ucts Refining Co.-which company is a great manufacturer of
starches from corn and other American farm crops-who have
just returned from a world trip, studying this starch proposition,
particularly in Java.

I have here, as a part of the brief which I hope to find, a certified
statement from those two gentlemen as to what they found on this
starch situation in Java and a summary of their report. If you
gentlemen desire it, I can have one of those gentlemen come be ore
you and give you a verbal report of what they found.

Senator BINGHAM. IS the Corn Products Refining Co. in favor
of putting a duty on these other things so that they will use more
corn products?

Mr. GRAY. Yes, sir. They went on record in the House to that
effect.

Senator WATSON. Whom do they represent?
Mr. GRAY. They are employees, as I understand it, of the Corn

Products Refining Co., which is one of several manufacturers of
starches and sugars from various farm crops, corn particularly.

Senator WATSON. Are they interested in the farmer, or in the Corn
Products Refining Co.?

Mr. GRAY. They are interested primarily in the Corn Products
Refining Co., but the refiners are with us farmers in getting rates of
duty on these imported starches so that they will not be required
to go to Java and get their starch to supply our own market, but
can buy the American farmer's corn to supply the home market.

Senator BARKLEY. Does the Corn Products Refining Co. import
a considerable amount of corn?

Mr. GRAY. In bond; and they manufacture it into starch and
export that, so I understand.

(11r. GRAY submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

The tariff act of 1922 placed 36 agricultural products and processed agricultural
products on the free list, and only a few of these are removed to the dutiable list
in the proposed bill, H. R. 2667. Hence no readjustment of agricultural rates
would be adequate without careful attention to the free list.

The recommendations of the American Farm Bureau Federation concerning
the free list may be classified into three broad groups: First, certain articles
which should be retained on the free list; second, certain articles which should be
removed from the free list and be made dutiable at adequate rates because they
displace by substitution various domestic commodities in domestic markets;
and third, certain articles which compete directly with similar domestic products
and which should be removed from the free list and be made dutiable at adequate
rates.

In the first group are included agricultural implements, fertilizers, and fertilizer
materials. The second group includes sago, tapioca, cassava, arrowroot, bana-
zias, jute and jute butts, waste bagging and sugar sack cloth, oil-bearing seeds
and vegetable oils, and vegetable tallow. The third group includes broomcorn,
-chestnuts, cotton and cotton waste, tobacco stems, and citrus juices.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

Although at present it is of no great financial gain to farmers to have agricul-
tural implements on the free list since not many of them are imported, and since
most of the materials of which they are made are dutiable, nevertheless it must
be recognized that American capital is going abroad, some of which capital is in
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recent years being invested in farm machinery and farm equipment manufactur-
ing establishments. It is currently reported that one of our greatest American
tractor manufacturers is developing an establishment in a western European
nation, supposedly to supply not only the European markets but the American
ones as well. Canada is also looming as a manufacturing center of farm machin-
ery. It is therefore recommended that the policy of admitting agricultural
implements free of duty be continued. (See par. 1604, 11. R. 2667.)

FERTILIZERS

The free entry of fertilizers and fertilizer materials likewise was embodied as a
general policy in the tariff act of 1922. This policy was co; rained in paragraph
1583 of that act which placed fertilizer materials in general on the free list:

"PAR. 1583. Guano, basic slag, ground or unground manures, and other sub-
stances used chiefly for fertilizer, not specially provided for: Provided, That no
article specified by name in Title I shall be free of duty under this paragraph."

Unfortunately, however, this last proviso, coupled with the specific mention of
various articles in Title I, exempted a number of fertilizer materials from this
provision and duties were provided foi these articles. These articles which were
exempted were urea (in par. 26), phosphoric acid (in par. 1), ammonium chloride,
ammonium nitrate, ammonium phosphate, and ammonium sulphate (in par. 7)
and the "basket" clause, par. 5).

The proposed bill, H. R. 2667, as passed by the House, removed urea from the
dutiable list to the free list (see par. 1788) but failed to remove the other articles
to the free list. A change in the wording concerning sodium nitrate was also
made whereby the new provision applied only to the crude form whereas the old
wording applied both to the crude and to the refined forms. This change leaves
to administration officials the classification of sodium nitrate when advanced
beyond the crude condition to any extent. While it appears likely that it should
be classified under the new paragraph 1684 as "other substances used chiefly for
fertilizer, not specially provided for," there might be doubt and litigation under
the contention that it should be classified under paragraph 5, the basket clause,
which reads:

"PAR. 5. All chemical elements, all chemical salts and compounds, all medicinal
preparations, and all combinations and mixtures of any of the foregoing, all the
foregoing obtained naturally or artificially and not specially provided for, 25
per centum ad valorem."

To avoid such a consequence, it is recommended that the following language
be inserted at the close of paragraph 5:

"Protided, That any of the foregoing shall be free of duty when imported for
fertilizer purposes."

Efforts have been made to secure the removal of phosphate rock from the free
list. Such action is diametrically opposed to the established policy of admitting
fertilizer materials free of duty and would work a serious hardship on the farmers
by increasing the cost of producing their crops.

Any action calculated to increase the farm cost of production in the United
States, *which is already considerably above the costs in most of the competing
countries, would to that extent nullify the benefits to be derived from protective
duties on imported farm products. If our domestic costs are to be increased
then further increases in the tariff would be needed in order to equalize the differ-
ences in the cost of production in the United States and foreign countries.

Phosphate rock is one of the principal ingredients of practically all fertilizers.
On account of the bulky nature of the product and its low unit value, it is imprac-
ticable to import from foreign countries any except the high-grade phosphate
rock.

The domestic miners do not need any tariff protection on the high-grade rock
as they are exporting almost the entire domestic production of the high-grade
rock in Florida and selling it in Europe ir, competition with phosphate rock from
other countries. In 1927, a total of 131,254 long tons of hard rock (which is the
highest quality of Florida rock) were sold or used by producers, whereas a total
of 128,774 long tons of high grade rock were exported from the United States
during the same year. (See pp. 318 and 323, Phosphate Rock in 1927, published
by.the Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department of Commerce, March 11, 1929.)
Most of this went to Germany, with lesser quantities to Belgium, Poland, and
Danzig, and other countries; 99 per cent, however, went to Europe.

The phosphate mining industry is largely concentrated in Florida, which pro-
duced, m 1927, 83 per cent of the total phosphate rock sold or used by producers
in the United States, although appreciable quantities were mined also in Ten-
nessee, Kentucky, Idaho, and Wyoming.
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The representative of the phosphate miners told the Ways and Means Com-
mittee that a duty is needed to protect them against the competition from
Morocco and that this would assure American farmers against high prices. The
committee's attention is invited to the fact that the American farmer had no

protection from high prices in 1919, 1920, and 1921, when the Moroccan deposits
ad not been developed to any great extent. During those years the prices of

crude rock at the n "nes averaged, in the case of Florida hard rock, $8.59 per long
ton in 19i,, $11.30 per long ton in 1920, and $10.28 per long ton in 1921; land
pebble averaged in price at the mines in Florida, $3.79 per long ton in 1919, $4.99
per long ton in 1920, and $5.38 per long ton in 1921.

A duty of $4.90 per ton has been requested on imported phosphate. Think
what it would mean to the farmers to have to pay $4.90 more per ton for fertilizer!
This duty would be equivalent to over 100 per cent ad valorem. Such a burden
upon agriculture would be intolerable.

All of these recommendations are contrary to the established policy of admit-
ting fertilizers free of duty and would impose upon agriculture a tremendous
burden at a time when she is already staggering under all of the burdens which
she can bear and still survive as the basic industry of this country. To place
this burden upon agriculture at this time, when a special session of Congress has
been called to afford relief to agriculture would be a mockery to the farmers.

The removal of urea to the free list in the House bill is highly commendable
and it is hoped that the Senate Finance Committee and the Senate will concur in
this action. (See par. 1788, H. R. 2667.)

The growing use of gypsum, particularly in the peanut producing sections of
our country, justify the continuance of this fertilizer on the free list as now pro-
vided for in paragraph 1740.

We respectfully urge however, that the policy of admitting fertilizers and fer-
tilizer materials be made 100 per cent effective by eliminating all exemptions and
allowing free entry to all fertilizers and fertilizer materials. To accomplish this
purpose it is recommended that the following proviso be inserted'ht the close of
paragraphs 1, 5, and 7, in Title I:

"Provided, That any of the foregoing shall be free of duty when imported for
fertilizer purposes."

It is further recommended that the language of paragraph 1684, H. R. 2667, be
revised to read as follows:

"Par. 1684. Guano, basic, slag (ground or unground), manures, and all sub
Stances and products imported for fertilizer purposes."o ditn

The adoption of these recommendations Will make the policy o ditn
fertilizers and fertilizer materials free of duty 100 per cent effective, while at the
same time any of these materials when admitted for pharmaceutical purposes
will be dutiable at the rates provided for in the bill.

IMPORTED SUBSTITUTES

Substitution is now possible to a greater extent than ever before in the history
of the world, due to the interchangeability made possible by the marvelous
development of industrial chemistry, the extensive facilities for transporting
commodities for long distances, and the world-wide marketing organizations
which have been built up to procure and market commodities.

Because of this greatly increased facility for substitution the farmers face a
new menace in the form of importations from abroad-the menace of cheap sub-
stitutes for the products of American farms. These products may be very
different from domestic food products in appearance, condition, and botanical
classification when growing in the field or when marketed in the raw state, but
through the ingenious processes of modern chemistry they may be converted
into forms which can be utilized for the same purposes as domestic products.

The growers of American corn and potatoes must compete with the coolie
labor of Java through the importation of tapioca, sago, and similar starch ma-
terials. The dairy farmers must compete with the vegetable oils and oil-bearing
seeds produced under the primitive conditions of the Philippines, India, China,
and Africa. The fruit growers must compete with bananas produced in tropical
Central America at extremely low costs. The cotton growers of the South are
competing not only with the Egyptian long staple and the short staple from
Mexico and India, but also with cheap jute produced in India and sold at such
low prices in America that manufacturers are unable to utilize cotton for the
same purposes even though extensive tests have demonstrated the superiority
of cotton for these uses.

I I
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It is the financial consideration which is the predominant factor involved-
the fact that these imported substitutes can be purchased so much more cheaply
than domestic products causes the displacement of domestic products in domestic
markets.

The cotton grower is not adequately protected so long as low-priced jute is
allowed free entry to displace domestic cotton; the duties on starches or on corn
and potatoes will not be fully effective so long as tapioca and other starches
which displace corn and potatoes are allowed free entry; and domestic fruit
growers will not be adequately protected so long as bananas are allowed free
entry to displace the utilization of domestic fruit.

CASSAVA, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARROWROOT

The new tariff bill, H. R. 2667, as passed by the House, provides increased
duties on starches enumerated in paragraph 85 but falls to provide duties on the
group of starches now on the free list, which constitute injurious competitors of
domestic corn and potatoes which otherwise might be utiilized for starch pur-
poses to a greater extent.

Tapioca in its various forms, arrowroot, and sago in its various forms are all
left on the free list.

Tapioca is found in various forms with varying trade names. The crude roots
are called cassava; the plant on which they grow is called the manioc (or manihot)
or cassava plant; the tapioca flour is a ground form of the roots and is really
tapioca starch; the tapioca in the form known to the housewife consists of small
spherical pellets formed by dropping the ground tapioca on hot plates; gaplek
and gaplek meal, or manioc meal, are forms of the crude ground roots, which
are used for stock feed.

The following is quoted from the EncyclopLedia Britannica:
"Tapioca (a native Brazilian word), a farinaceous substance prepared from

cassava starch, the product of the large tuberous roots of the cassava or manioc
plant, is cassava starch partially ruptured and agglomerated into pellets; and
cassava is the name given to the farinaceous root of the manihot or manioc plant.

"By reason of commercial customs, the terms 'tapioca,' ' tapioca flour,' ' tap-
ioca starch,' ' cassava,' ' cassava starch, as well as ' gaplek' and gaplek meal' (the
crude ground root of the cassava plant) have come in a sense to denote the
starch produced by the manihot plant.

"Although this plant 'manihot' or 'manioc' is grown in tropical or subtropical
locations, nevertheless starch, the only commercial commodity derived roni
manihot, is chemically identical with starch obtained from our domestic starch
producing plants. Al of these starches are chemically interchangeable and
competitive."

This authoritative statement from the Encyclopedia Brittanica not only
reveals that tapioca in its various forms really signifies starch, but that this
starch is "identical with starch obtained from our domestic starch producing
plants" and that tapioca starches in the various forms "are chemically inter-
changeable and competitive" with starch obtained from domestic starch pro.
ducing plants.

A similar statement is made concerning the starch made from the sago palm,
to the effect that sago starch is called by various names, such as sago, sago
starch, sago flour and that this starch is "chemically identical and competitive
with starch obtained from corn and other domestic farinaceous products."
The following is quoted from the Encyclopedia Brittanica:

"The sago palm is native to the East Indian Archipelago. At the age of about
15 years the trunk of this palm is gorged with a large amount of starch. The
term 'sago' is frequently used to denote the small pellets prepared from the
partially ruptured and agglomerated starch. The terms 'sago,' 'sago starch,'
Isago flour,' denote starch of the sago palm chemically identical and competitive
with starch obtained from corn and other domestic farinaceous products.

Tapioca in its various forms comes principally from Java and Madura in the
Netherland East Indies; sago principally from the East Indies, arrowroot prin-
cipally from the British West Indies.

These forms of imported starch displace proportionate quantities of domestic
corn and potatoes which otherwise might be utilized for the production of starch.

The imports during the past few years under the tariff act of 1922 have been
as follows:
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Starches on the free list

(Compiled from Commerce and Navigation and Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United
States)

Year
Commodity 1023 1924 1025 1920 1927 1928

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds
Tapioca ............. (I', 19,61823 7,544,047 21,623,547 31,638,288 .........
Cassava ............. (') 215,783 38,581 73,262 46,566 ............
Tapioca flour ........ '63,62,550 110,829,295 82,24i,61 78,723. 558.........
Sago ................ Z 80,195 95,305 280,940 249,669.........
Sago flour ........... 7,452, 941 5, 62 263 , 229,995 5,239,769 5,614, 56 ............
Arrowroot............ 16,819 14,640 11,751 23,743 18,258.........

Total ......... 101,352,220 89,212,260 124,749,0251 109,482,872 116,290,895 176,468, 8

I Included with tapioca flour.
I Includes also tapioca and cassava.
S Included with sago flour; Includes also crude sago.

The importation of 176,468,000 pounds of tapioca, sago, and arrowroot starches
in 1928 was sufficient in amount to displace in effect over 5,000,000 bushels of
domestic corn which otherwise might have been utilized for the same purpose.
Our surplus of corn going into export during 1927 amounted to 13,428,000
bushels. In other words nearly 40 per cent of our surplus going into export
might have been eliminated if corn had been utilized for starch purposes instead
of these imported starches.

This displacement of domestic corn by imported tapioca, etc., about equaled
the total imports of corn during 1927, which amounted to 5,458,000 bushels
and exceeded the average imports during the 5-year period, 1923-1927, which
amounted to 2,954,000 bushels.

The importation of tapioca, cassava, sago, and arrowroot in various forms.
therefore, exceeded in importance the importations of corn during the 5-year
period 1923-1927.

This reveals the necessity of correlating the proposed increase in the duty on
corn from 15 cents to 30 cents per bushel with the imports of tapioca, etc., by
providing an adequate rate of duty on these starches. A rate of 20 cents per
pound is recommended on all imported starches--cassava, sago in its various
forms, and arrowroot in its various forms, and all other starches.

These imported starches are competitive with domestic starches notwith-
standing claims to the contrary by the opponents of the proposed duties. The
consumption of tapioca by various industries, according to estimates prepared
by the experts of the United States Tariff Commission and submitted to the
House Ways and Means Committee, Is given as follows:

Consumption of tapioca

Per cent TotalUses of total amount

Pounds
Food purposes .................................................................... 20.4 25,420, 685
Sizing of textiles ........................... ........ 9.7 12, 087,288
Wood glue ........................................................................ 33.1 41,246,307
Adhesives ......................................................................... 27.3 34, 018, 8M&
Miscellaneous ..................................................................... 9.5 11,838,064

Total ....................................................................... 100.0 124,611,200

In the statement submitted to the Ways and Means Committee by the Ameri-
can Farm Bureau Federation, in a letter dated March 18, 1929, it was shown that
70.61 per cent of the total importations of tapioca products are competitive with
domestic agricultural products. (See Exhibit A in Appendix.) If 70 per cent of
imported products are competitive with domestic products, then in justice to
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agriculture, protection against this competition should not be denied in order
to favor the users of 30 per cent of the imported product who prefer it for certain
specialized processes which utilize only a small percentage of the total con-
sumption.

The textile industry, which has been cited in opposition to the proposed duty,
uses less than 10 per cent of the total imports of tapioca products. Another
argument which has been stressed is that tapioca starch is required for adhesives
for postage stamps; but only 800,000 pounds are utilized by the Government for
the adhesives used on stamps and envelopes; this is less than I per cent of the
total imports. These industries can still secure tapioca starch for such purposes
If the proposed duty of 22 cents per pound is provided. Perhaps it will increase
the cost of these materials somewhat for these particular uses, but agriculture
should not be penalized to the extent of losing a market for over 5,000,000 bushels
of corn in order to favor users who consume less than 30 per cent of the total
imports of tapioca products.

The attention of the committee is invited to a resolution introduced in the
Illinois House of Representatives and passed by that body and the Illinois Senate
on June 4, 1929, as follows:

"Whereas a new tariff bill has been presented to the House of Representatives
of the United States; and

"Whereas its purpose is to extend the policy of protection to our farmers and
Industries; and

"Whereas stress was laid this year upon the value of this tariff revision to our
farmers; and

"Whereas this policy of protection is not extended, in the report of the House
Ways and Means Committee, to the corn farmer and corn products industry in
so far as tapioca and sago substitutes are concerned: Therefore be it

"Resolved, by joint resolution of the House of Representatives and Senate of
Illinois, That we urge the Congress of the United States to include protection
against tapioca and sago as substitutes for corn and corn products in the pending
tariff measure* and be it further

"Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded immediately to the
President of the United States; to the Hon. W. C. Hawley, chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee; to the Hon. William S. Ramseyer, chairman of the
Subcommittees on Agricultural Products; and to Senators C. S. Deneen and Otis
F. Glenn and the Illinois delegation in the House of Representatives."

The corn crop of the United States averages two and three-fourths billion
bushels. Less than 10 per cent of this crop reaches the primary markets, where
the rice is determined.

Te 10 States of Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, South Dakota,
Indiana Texas, Minnesota, and Ohio produced 1,917,395,000 bushels of corn in
1927, which is approximately 70 per cent of the entire corn crop.

The cornstarch produced by the wet milling industry from American-grown
corn can be replaced and is being replaced by starch obtained from the tropical
foreign plants, tapioca and sago. The farmers of the Corn Belt seek relief from
th.e competition of this foreign starch, produced by foreign tropical labor, paid
12 to 20 cents per day.

Cornstarch and Java starch are chemically interchangeable and competitive
In that sugar, sirup, adhesives, can be produced from one or the other.

Of all the starch-producing countries of the world which assess a duty on
starches to protect the production, the United States of America is the only one
which does not assess duty on tapioca and sago starch.

Java can produce 5,000,000,000 pounds of starch. If three billions were im-
ported it would defeat the sale of 85,000,000 bushels of corn.

In the course of the hearing before the Committee on Ways and Means with
reference to *the proper dutiable classification of starches of various origins,
several questions arose with respect to what has been referred to as the question
of their interchangeability or qualities of substitution, which has an important
bearing on the question of competition.

It has been alleged that Java starch, or tapioca, would not compete with potato
starch, or cornstarch, because it was of superior quality, or that from its use
results could be obtained which could not be secured with the use of domestic
starches. Based on the proposition of interchangeability or substitutional
characteristics, information was furnished to the Ways and Means Committee
with respect to those fields for the use of Java starch wherein the manufacturing
interests of this country substitute or interchange the one for the other when the
question of price was favorable or determinative, and in this showing it was

I
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established that this Interchange or substitution established a definite competi-
tion to the extent of 68.8 per cent of the importation.

These comparisons were made with definite relations to the importation
and use of starch as starch. If, however, the importations of the Java starch
are considered in the light of the fact that this starch is as readily convertible
into sugar and sirup as is any other form of starch, then it is obvious that the
competition, interchangeability, or substitutional character of these imported
starches is to be stated at 100 per cent.

There was an impression that tile Committee on Ways and Means enter-
tained the view that duties should not be imposed on an article which was not
produced in this country, and hence tapioca would remain on the free list, because
the starch produced in Java was not produced in the United States. In this
connection attention is invited to the opening paragraph of Schedule 11, wool
and manufactures of, paragraph 1101 of H. R. 2667, as introduced in the Senate
of the United States, on page 147. Here we have a provision made for the
assessment of duties on wools from Smyrna, Cordova, Valparaiso, Ecuador,
Syria, and so on, pretty well all over the world. Is it conceivable that here the
doctrine shall be favorably considered that you must not place a duty on Java
starch because it is not produced in this country, but that it is wholly reasonable
to place a duty on Ecuadorian wool? Can anyone reasonably deny the pro-
priety of the imposition of a duty on Italian canned tomatoes which are a different
variety from the domestic tomato when growing in the field but which when
canned constitute a product which is like and similar to domestic cpnned tomatoes
for all practicable purposes? Nobody will contend with any degree of earnestness
that Sumatra tobacco, or Swiss Italian, French, or German cheese, Chinese
rugs, Swedish iron, and one hundred and one other articles are to be freed from
duty even though importers claim that no exactly similar articles are produced
in this country. It might well be argued with relation to starch, which is pro-
duced indiscriminately from potatoes, from corn, from wheat, from tapioca,
from sago, from rice, and other farinaceous tubers and plants, that no duty
should be imposed on Cuban sugar because it is not produced in this country.
Cuban sugar is produced from cane, and the greater proportion of sugar pro-
duced in the United States is from beets. Cuban sugar is piod'iced from the
pith of the cane, just as sago is produced from the pith of the sago palm. Beet
sugar is produced from a root or tuber, just as the tapioca is produced from a
potatolike root or tiber, and whereas the sugar produced in Cuba is absolutely
interchangeable with, and substitutional for, and competitive with the sugar
produced from Michigan beets, so the Java starch is 100 per cent substitutional
for and interchangeable and competitive with starch produced ill this country.
If Cuban sugar is chemically molecularly identical with sugar, both being of a
given standard of strength, as evidenced by the polariscope, so it is likewise
true that Java starch and cornstarch are chemically identical and that the
constituent elements of such starches will not chemically vary any more than
the constituent elements of Cuban or "Michigan beet sugar.

In paragraph 1430 of the act of 1922, which is read into 11. It. 2667 as para-
graph 1529, provision is made for the imposition of (lities on laces, embroideries,
and various other products and manufacturers of the textile trade at the modest
rate of duty of 90 per cent ad valorem; and in this paragraph, for the beefit of
this industry, it, is provided that this rate of ,duty shall be applicable to this varied
and extensive line of textile manufactume "by whatever innie known, and to
whatever use applied, and whether or not named, described, or provided for
elsewhere in this act."

What will be the mental attitude of the farmers throughout the country when
it is perceived that the very doctrine which protects the textile industries is the
basis for the deprivation of protection to the farmer? If Java starch, pound for
pound, can produce sugar and sirup of identical quality and chemical character-
isties as can be produced from a similar quantity of corn starch, and when it is
true that the importation of 34 pounds of Java starch will displace the sale of 1
bushel of corn, will any farmer throughout the length and breadth of the land
understand or approve a vote to prevent the imposition of a duty on Java starch,
and will he feel any lively sense of appreciation, understanding, and agreement
with any who justify such a vote by saying that no duty on Java starch should
be imposed because it is iot produced in this country, or that it is known as
tapioca or sago?

Your attentionis directed to the fact that Congress in its wisdom has seen fit to
place duties on coffee substitutes (par. 774), butter substitutes (par. 709),
-cheese substitutes (par. 710), cream substitutes (par. 708), lard substitutes
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(par. 703), and it will be borne in mind that in every instance these so-called sub-
stitutes are very distinctly other and different in texture, quality, material, and
use from the article for which they are to be substituted. With coffee substi-
tutes we have interdicted the importation of acorns, chicory, dandelion roots,
ground or otherwise prepared, and all coffee subtitutes and adulterants and coffee
essence, although these may differ in character, quality, and use to a far greater
degree and constitute far less of a substitute than does the apple when compared
with the banana or jute when compared with cotton.

Whatever may be said in opposition of the doctrine of substitutes, it would
appear to have been looked upon with favor by the Congress. The fact remains
that beyond peradventure this situation does not obtain as between Cuban sugar
on the one hand and Michigan beet sugar on the other. These two articles
can with no propriety be regarded as substitutes for the reason that, in so far
as the doctrine of similitude is concerned, in quality, texture, material and use
they are identical. And so likewise with Java starch, corn starch, wheat starch,
potato starch, from this standpoint they are not to be designated or referred to
as a substitute within the connotation of that word given to it by the Congress,
because essentially as in the case of Cuban sugar and Michigan sugar these
starches are within the doctrine of similitude in the matter of quality, texture,
material, and use identical the one with the other.

In 1926 the exports of cassava products from Java amounted to 152,946 long
tons, whereas in 1927 the exports of these same products amounted to 254,388
long tons, and in 1928 the export of Cassava products from Java amounted to
495,187 long tons. What will they be in 1929 and 1930? In terms of starch,
this figure means something between 850,000,000 and 900,000,000 pounds of
starch. Reference being had to the Summary of Tariff Information, 1929, on the
tariff act of 1922, Schedule 1, chemicals, oils, and paints, page 402, it is repre-
sented that the quantity of corn starch produced in 1928 was 854,125,467 pounds.
In 1928 the 11 manufacturers of corn products which represent the wetmilling
industry of the country consumed about 87,000,000 busliesl of corn, or about
37 per cent of the cash corn delivered to the primary market on the average
receipts for the past five years.

From this amount of corn in the grain there is produced something like 4,000.
000,000 pounds of products of substantially equal proportions. That is to say,
there is produced approximately 1,000,000,000 pounds each of starch, sugar,
sirup, and cattle feed. This accounts for the 85,000,000 bushels with the elimi-
nation of a part of the moisture content of the corn. Thus we have a billion
pounds of starch used for starch purposes, a billion pounds of starch converted
into sugar, and a billion pounds of starch converted into sirup. It will be inter-
esting at this time to submit the chemical analyses of corn starch and tapioca
starch, which are as follows:

1 Tapioca Powdered
starch corn starch

tPer cent Per cent

Starch ......................................... * ................. r 87.421 87.08
Ash ................................................................. .12. .12
Moisture ........................................................................ 12.00 12.00
Acidity ......................................................................... .10 .10
Protein .................................................................. 'I
Fiber .............................................................. j .36 .7

From a consideration of the above, coupled with the fact that sugar and sirup
can be produced with equal facility from domestic starch or imported starch, it
is apparent that the importation of 3,000,000,000 pounds of Java starch would
be sufficient to dispense with the sale by the farmer of 85,000,00) bushel of corn.

WILL THE IMPOSITION OF A DUTY ON IMPORTED STARCH, COMPETITIVE WITH AND
A SUBSTITUTE FOR DOMESTIC STARCH, BE HARMFUL TO THE FARMER?

The answer obviously and unqualified is no.
The nonimportation into the United States of starch means the selling of an

equal quantity of starch manufactured from farinaceous products grown on the
farms of this country and which are sold by the farmer at a price strengthened by
the imposition of duty and the greater demand for such home-grown products
in this country; it means conversion costs paid to American labor. It means
the maintenance of an American starch manufacturing industry.
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So far as the curtailment of corn exports is concerned, it does not appear
probable that the diversion of Java starch excluded from the United States and
diverted to European markets would curtail the exportation of corn, for the
reason that European countries lay duties oil starch, and furthermore, it costa
less to ship such starch to the United States than it does to European ports.
American corn, admitted free of duty, is used in foreign countries to produce
starch, and these countries protect such production by the imposition of a duty-
on imported starches. The United States stands almost alone in its refusal to.
protect starch produced in this country and holds the door open for the free
admission of starch produced in Java with coolie labor at a cost of 12 cents per
day, to the end that the textile industry of New England may reap an advantage.
thereby.l

Are the farmers all over the country, particularly in 10 States in the Corn
Belt, to be muleted in damages for the benefit of the textile industry? It will be
interesting to analyze the extent of this benefit.

Why should the producer of starch in Java. who employs labor for 12 cents a
day, be safeguarded as against the American farmer, on the theory that the
exportation of corn may be curtailed, when, as a matter of fact, the American is
definitely harmed in his own market and likewise in the foreign market by the
free entry into the United States of this starch which, when sold here in the most
favorable market of the world, assists and enables the foreign producers to
compete in the foreign market in the sale of the remainder of their supl)ly. To
keel) the foreigner out of our market will not keep American corn out of the
foreign market and the American farmer will be benefited greatly in our own
market.

Further information concerning the tapioca industry in Java is contained in
the following report, dated February 9, 1929, and thie following sworn state-
ments, dated July 1, 1929, by Charles D. Ridgway, jr., and Herbert T. Middleton,
who recently made a tour'of the world to investigate the production, manu-
facture, transportation, and sale of starchl produced from tapioca, manioc, or
cassava. (See Exhibit C.)

BANAAS

One of the most subtle forms of substitution which confronts agriculture is the
displacement of American fruits by the tropical banana. The standard of living
in America is the highest of any country in the world, but this standard of living
means high costs of materials and therefore high costs of production.

Commercial fruit growing in tile United States has made great progress. Vast
amounts of money has been expended in building up orchards, modern equipment,
and fast refrigeration service to get fruits to market in first-class condition. The
Government is spending large sums to eradicate and control diseases and pests
which attack domestic fruits. Individual growers likewise are spending large
sums to control these destructive agents. Culling and grading are carried out in
order to place a high grade of fruit on the market.

Coincident with this development in the United States, the banana industry
has been fostered in tropical Central America largely under the stimulus of
American and British capital. Lands for banana plantations were secured for
nominal sums in comparison with land values in the United States. Labor costs
are small compared with domestic labor costs. As a result the banana can be
produced very cheaply, transported by cheap water transportation to tile United
States, and sold at prices which are so low that the consumption of domestic
fruits is greatly retarded by the substitution of the cheap banana.

It is estimated that a bunch of bananas weighs on the average about 50 pounds
and contains about 100 bananas.

The imports of bananas amounted to 25.3 per cent of the total car-lot shipments
of domestic fresh and dried fruits in 1920, whereas in 1927 the imports of bananas
amounted to 34.6 per cent, or more than one-third the total domestic car-lot
shipments of all domestic fresh fruits and dried fruits.
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The growing importance of this increased consumption of bananas is indicated
by the following table which shows the tremendous increase in imports:

Y-'eair Buce au Yea Bunches Vau

189...................... () $4,236,418 1913 ...................... 42,5317,1090...........
1S99 ...................... (1) 5,G,5..8 W 1914 ...................... 4,643, 592 ............
1900 ...................... () .877,835 1915 ...................... 41,091, .85 .

1 - -0 0 .30,754, 704'" ...........190"2 ...................... (') 7.307,437 1917 ................... 34,6111179...........
190 ..................... ) 8. 51, 150 1918 ...................... 34,549,913 ............
190 .................. () 7.7 . 976 1919- ........ i 0 9 39 .............
1905 ............ 1,330,32 1921. ........... 39,319,562 ............

..............................(1......................43,365,763
1907 ...................... () 11,33,108 1922 ....... ......... 45,093,892...........1908 ...................... 37,003,388 ............ .1923 ................... l 43,958,890 ...........
1909 ...................... 30,973, 584 ............ 1924 ...................... 44,935,105....
1910 ................... , 150. 59 ............ 1925 ................... 50513,331...........
1011 ................... 44,6 0,222 .......... 1926 ................... 8,650,364 ....
1912 ...................... 44, 520,539 192"7 ...1................... 1,009,425 ............

I Number of bunches not Indicated before 1908.

This explains to some extent why domestic fruit growers have difficulty in
disposing of their surpluses. The enormous surplus of fruit which we import
in the form of bananas displaces the consumption of domestic fruit. To what
extent this displacement goes it is of course not possible to determine. It is not
denied that many of the purchases of bananas are made because of a preference
for bananas, but it is contended that a very considerable amount of the pur-
chases of bananas are the result of the cheaper price, and hence they displace
the consumption of domestic fruit.

Tile average import value of bananas in 1927 was 56.1 cents per bunch, or
about 1 cent per pound. In contrast with this extremely low value, the average
import values of other fruits in 1927 were as follows: Centsq

per pound

Apples -------------------------------------------- 4. 4
Apricots ---------------------------------------- 6. 3
Berries ------------------------------------------ 8. 3
Oranges ------------------------------------------- 5. 5
Peaches and pears -------------------------------- 7. 5

To protect American fruit growers against this cheap competition and to pre-
vent the undue displacement of domestic fruits by imported bananas, it is recom-
mended that a duty of 75 cents per bunch be l)lced on bananas.

VEGETABLE OILS AND FATS

*Detailed information concerning the various vegetable and animal oils and
fats which are competitive with domestic butter, lard, and oils has already been
presented to the Ways and Means Committee. (See pp. 33-36, 41-54, 560-629,
634-638, 3687-3691; 8059-8066, hearings of the Ways and Means Committee,
House of Representatives, tariff readjustment, 1929, for data presented concern-
ing oil-bearing seeds and vegetable and animal oils and fats.) In order to avoid
repetition of this information, the attention of the Finance Committee is respect-
fully invited to this material.

Obviously, the duties on vegetable oils must be correlated with appropriate
duties on tb oil-bearing seeds. If duties are placed only on the seeds which
contain the oil, then the result will be to shift from the importation of the seeds
to the oil; vice versa, if duties be placed only on the oils, then the oil can be
brought in free in the sceds and extracted after entry into the United States,
thus evading a duty.
I Furthermore, because of the wide range of substitution and interchangeability
which are now possible it is not adequate to place duties on certain oils and leave
the others free of duty. The price differential and the comparative costs of
preparing the oil for consumption determine to a large extent which oils will
be utilized within a variety which are available. This renders it essential to
place on the dutiable list at adequate rates of duty the oil-bearing seeds and
the vegetable oils which are now on the free list. Requests for increases in the
rates of duty on oil-bearing seeds in Schedule 7 and various animal and vegetable
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oils now in Schedule 1 have already been presented to the committee during the
hearings on those schedules.

The competitive groupings of the oil-bearing seeds and vegetable oils on the
free list may be segregated as follows: Copra, palm nuts, palm nut kernels,
rapeseed, sesame seed, and oil-bearing seeds not specially provided for yield
oils which may be utilized in the manufacture of butter substitutes and lard
substitutes to compete with domestic butter and lard. The oils on the free list
in the act of 1922 whicd thus compete with domestic butter and lard are: Palm
oil, paln-kernel oil, sesame oil, sweet-almond oil, and vegetable or nut oils not
specially provided for. In the House bill (H. R. 2667) sesame oil has been made
dutiable at 3 cents per pound and plam-kernel oil at 1 cent per pound. These
rates on sesaine oil and palm oil are both inadequate.

Certain other oil-bearing seeds which are on the free list are competitive with
domestic flaxseed; these are hempseed, tung nuts, and perilla seed; the oils from
these seeds, hempsced oil, tung oil, and perilla oil, are also on the free list. Olive
oil rendered inedible is competitive with domestic olive oil. Vegetable tallow is
competitive with various domestic oils and fats in the manufacture of soap,
candles, and similar products.

The domestac producers of butter, lard, and flaxseed, as well as the domestic
producers of soy beans, cottonseed, corn, and peanuts can not be assured of the
domestic market to the extent of their ability to supply it, which was promised
to then in tile recent campaign, so long as these oil-hearing seeds and vegetable
oils are admitted free of duty to displace the consumption of domestic farm prod-
uOts

To protect domestic producers against these cheap substitutes, the following
commodities should be removed from the free list and be made dutiable at the
following rates:

Copra, 2 cents per pound, but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
Hempseed, 1 cent per pound, but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
Palm nuts, 1.7 cents per pound, but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
Palm-nut kernels, 1.2 cents per poundI but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
Tung nuts, 2 cents per pound, but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
Rapeseed, 1.8 cents per pound, but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
Perilla seed, 1.0 cents per pound, but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
Sesame seed, 2.4 cents per pound, but not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.
All other oil-bearing seeds and nuts, not specially provided for, 40 per cent ad

valorem.
Palm oil, 3.1 cents per pound, but not less than 45 per cent ad valorem.
Palm-kernel oil, 3.6 cents per pound, but not less than 45 per cent ad valorem.
Perilla oil, 4.6 cents per pound, but not less than 45 per cent ad valorem.
Sesame oil, 5.4 cents per pound, but not less than 45 per cent ad valorem.
Sweet-almond oil, 3.4 cents per pound, but not less than 45 per cent ad valorem.
Japanese or Chinese tung oil, 5.9 cents per pound, but not less than 45 per cent

ad valorem.
Nut oils, not specially provided for, 45 per cent ad valorem.

JUTE AND JUTE BUTTS

Cotton producers in the United States now compete not onh, with the cotton
producers of Egypt, Mexico, and India. but also with the jute producers of India.

The utilization of jute for cotton bagging and bags of various kinds displaces
the consumption of 1,750,000 bales of domestic cotton which might otherwise
be used for the same purposes. It has been shown that an increase or decrease
of 1,000,000 bales in the supply of domestic cotton affects the domestic price
from 1 to 2 cents per pound. lence if only 1,000,000 additional bales of cotton
were consumed through substitution for jute, it would mean $150,000,000 more
money for the cotton farmers of the South by virtue of the increase ini price,
based on an annual production of 18,000,000 bales.

Requests have been made for increases in the duties on jute bags, jute burlap,
and jute fabrics during the hearings on Schedule 10. Coupled with these iuereases
the unmanufactured jute and jute butts should be removed from tile free list
and made dutiable at 8 cents per pound. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics
has made a study of this whole problem and has worked out mathematically
what rates would be required in order to make possible the substitution of cotton
for jute. The rates which are requested on unnmanufactured jute and nmanu-
factured jute are based upon this study. (See pp. 5674-5676, hearings of Ways
and Means Committee, Tariff Readjustment, 1929.) We desire tc emphasize,
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however, that unless rates of duty on jute and jute products are provided which
will be adequate to make possible the substitution of cotton for jute, we prefer
no duties on these products because such duties would impose a burden on the
farmers without commensurate benefits unless the rates are sufficient to promote
the substitution of cotton for jute.

Extensive investigations by the Cotton Marketing Division of the Bureau ot
Agricultural Economics has demonstrated that cotton Is superior to jute for use
In cotton bagging as a covering for cotton bales. The bagging from cotton is
more elastic and withstands shipment much better; it is lighter in weight and
therefore subject to less taring charges and other fees based on weight; less cotton
is wasted through adhesion to the bagging; it also has a greater resale value when
garnetted for reuse. (For additional information and for rates requested on
manufactured jute, see pp. 5665-5679, hearings of House Ways and Means
Committee, Tariff Readjustment, 1929.)

WASTE BAGGING AND WASTE SUGAR SACK CLOTH

For similar reasons, it is requested that waste bagging and waste sugar sack
cloth be removed from the free list and be made dutiable at a rate of 5 cents per
pound. Imports in 1926 totaled 62,554,778 pounds and in 1927, 37.261,691
pounds. These imports displace proportionate quantities of domestic cotton
which otherwise might be utilized for the same purposes.

BROOMCORN

The third group of products concerning which recommendations are made
consist of those which compete directly with domestic products.

Broomcorn imported into the United States competes directly with domestic
broomcorn. This industry has been badly hit by the development of vacuum
sweepers and other cleaniing devices. With a greatly lessened demnd, the
industry therefore needs tariff protection in order to'mnintain itself success-
fully in'such of the domestic market which remains.

According to the census of 1920, broomcorn was produced in the following
States: Connectieut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 'Iowa. Missouri. South Dakota,
Nebras.ka, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia. North Carolina,
South Carolin, Gergia. Kentucky, Tennessee, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas,
daho. WIomning, Colorado, New* Mexico, Alabama, Mksis.sippi, Arkansas,
Utah, W\'shington, Oregon, and California. Although the production in many

of these States was small, it is evident that the distribution of production is
such hat we call produce all that we require if adequate protection is afforded.

The House bill removed this article from the free list and made it dutiable
under paragraph 777 at $10 per ton. A rate of $25 per ton is recommended.
Based on the average value of imports in 1927 amounting to $145 per ton, a duty
of $25 would be equivalent to an ad valorem rate of only 18 per cent.

CHESTNUTS

Although enormous inroads have been made into the chestnut forests of the
United States through the devastations of the chestnut blight, the industry is
not extinct, but a large supply of domestic nuts still remains available, particu-
larly in tile South. In addition there are a considerable number of commercial
groves outside of the infested area which are producing nuts for the market.

Furthermore the United States Department of Agriculture has been intro-
ducing for several years, blight-resistant varieties from China and Japan which
apparently are thriving in a splendid manner. The department now has 20,000
trees which will be placed in the hands of cooperators within the next year or two.

The progress which has been made in the introduction of these varieties and
the prospect for rehabilitating the chestnut supplies from the standpoint of nut
production are set forth in a letter from Dr. William A. Taylor, Chief of the
Bureau of Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture, which is
submitted as Exhibit B in the appendix herewith.

The following significant statement, however, is quoted from Doctor Taylor's
letter:

"As to whether.from the purely cultural standpoint it appears likely that the
chestnut industry can be restored in the United States on a reasonably permanent
basis, our specialists are convinced that such restoration is probable."
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A rate of 4 cents per pound on chestnuts, including marrons, unshelled, and a
rate of 10 cents per pound on chestnuts, including marrons, shelled, dried, baked,
prepared, or preserved in any manner, are recommended.

COTTON

The cotton growers of the United States do not have a monopoly of the world
supply of cotton, as some people suppose. On the contrary in recent years
domestic producers are encountering growing competition in domestic markets,
from imported cotton, particularly from long-staple cotton imported from Egypt.

The imports of long-staple cotton have more than doubled under the tariff
act of 1922 which places raw cotton on the free list. The imports have been as
follows:

IMPORTS OF COTTON, UNMANUFACTURED, LONG STAPLE (FREE)

Year Pounds Value

1922 ........................................................................ 133,618,239 19,689, 170
123 ................................................................. 58. 460, 482 17,6o3,02
1924 ................................................................. 64,872, 087 23,200,878
1925 ......................................................................... 50,289,434 20, 499, 97
1926 ......................................................................... 53,73Z, 641 18,582,494
1927 ........................................................................ 09,879,809 19,624,249

SHORT STAPLE (FREE)

1922 ......................................................................... 134,345,095 $31,708,703
1923 ......................................................................... 128,904,825 32,279,845
1924 ......................................................................... 95,743,768 25,395,549
1925 ......................................................................... 106,390,597 32,274,618
1926 ................................................................. 127,660,621 27,657,199
1927 ................................................................. 136,028,953 20,044,477

COTTON WASTE (FREE)"

1922 ......................................................................... 28,399,201 $2.674,371
1923 ......................................................................... 77,022,332 6, 727, 755
1924 ................................................................. 33,663.041 3,244,346
1925 ................................................................. 36,393,055 3,726,892
1926 ................................................................ 29,735,862 2,147,002
1927 ................................................................. 24, 729, 721 1,22, 772

'Sept. 22 to Dec. 31,1922.

Wages of agricultural workers in Egypt in 1928 ranged from 30 cents to 50
cents per day (United States currency) for men and from 15 cents to 25 cents
for women and children, depending on the type of work (lone, tile season of
the year, and the district in which located. (See p. 93, Wages in Foreign Coun-
tries, prepared by the United States Department of Labor, S. Doc. No. 9, 71st
Cong., lst sess.)

In contrast with these low rates, the average male wage rates which prevailed
in the southern region of the United States in 1928 were as follows:
South Atlantic region:

Per day, with board ----------------------------------------- $1.33
Per day, without board --------------------------------------- 1.75

South central region:
Per day, with board ------------------------------------------ 1. 29
Per day, without board --------------------------------------- 1.68

The average wages paid to casual hired farm laborers in tile southern region
of the United States in 1928 were as follows:
South Atlantic region: Total, including cash and perquisites, per day.... $2. 76
East south central region: Total, including cash and perquisites, per day. 2. 50

(See pp. 1058 and 1060, United States Department of Agriculture Yearbook,
1928.)

In order to protect domestic cotton producers from this competition, it is
recommended that a duty of 7 cents per pound be placed on cotton 1% inches
staple length or longer.
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TOBACCO STEMS

Tobacco stems, uncut, ungrounoi, or unpulverized, are now on the free list
although cut tobacco stems are dutiable at 55 cents per pound. A duty of 5
cents per pounl for tobacco stems, uncut, unground, or unpulverize J is recom-
mended, in order to foster a more profitable utilization of this product.

CITRUS JUICES

Orange juice, lemon juice, lime juice, and other citrus juices imported into
the United States displace domestic juices extracted from domestic fruits and
hinder the profitable utilization of grades of fruit which are not suitable for mar-
keting profitably as fresh fruit.

'ile action of the [louse of Representatives in placing a duty of 5 cents per
pound on citrus juices rendered unfit for beverages is gratifying and it is hoped
that the Senate will retain this provision. It is hoped, however, that the Senate
will provide protection on citrus juices for beverage purposes also and to that end
it is recommended that a duty of 7) cents per gallon be placed on swect-organe
juice, sour-orange juice, grapefruit juice, lemon juice, lime juice, for beverages
and also on beverages of which these juices constitute the major part. This
rate would be in line with the duty of 70 cents per gallon on all other fruit juices
not specially provided fdr.

On concentrated juice from citrus fruits, whether in liquid, solid, or powder
form, a rate of 35 cents per pound is recommended.

COWPEAS

The action of the House of Representatives in placing cowpeas on the duti-
able list in the paragraph with beans (par. 763) at the same rats as beans is
commendable and it is hoped that the Senate will concur in this retion.

SUGAR-BEET SEED

It is recommended that sugar-beet seed be removed from the free list and be
made dutiable at 4 cents per pound. There seems to be no reason why we can
not raise all of the sugar-beet seed that we need and the importation of 13,378,549
pounds of seed in 1927 would appear to warrant the imposition of a protective
duty in order to foster the development of a domestic supply of seed adapted to
the climatic conditions prevailing in the sugar-beet areas of the United States.

EXHIBIT A
LETTER OF CHESTER H. GRAY, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE, AMERICAN FARM

BUREAU FEDERATION, TO MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 18, 1929.
The American Farm Bureau Federation has presented data to the Ways and

Means Committee asking for increased rates of duty on grain, such as corn and
wheat, and also on one vegetable, potatoes, from all of which starches are perhaps
the most important industrial product.

Particular attention has been called also several times to competitive starches
which come to us from foreign lands. One of the most important of these foreign
starches is that made from tapioca in its several forms.

It will do slight good to the corn, wheat, and potato growers of this country to
raise the rates df duty on these commodities and then in the same act leave such
foreign-grown starches as those coming from tapioca on the free list. Therefore,
it is urged again that the foreign-grown starches, particularly tapioca, but also
the sago starches, be made dutiable.

Reasons, in addition to those given in the briefs of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, are called to the attention of the members of the Wasys and Means
Committee at this time:
. The United States Tariff Commission has submitted to the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representatives a statement covering tapioca,
tapioca flour, and cassava, containing the following information-

"It has been estimated that from 40 to 50 per cent is used for food purposes, 30
per cent as glue for furniture, and the remaider for other purposes mentioned."
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This statement has been used by the tapioca interests in the briefs presented to
-the Committee on Ways and Means, in an evident effort to lead one to the con-
clusion that tapioca is used mostly for food purposes, and even for that use the
amounts are not consequental. Undoubtedly, the Tariff Commission based its
estimates upon supposedly reliable information. Nevertheless, the statement
referred to may need to be modified in conformity with facts as they exist at the
present time, due largely to the rapidly increasing importations of tapioca since
1924.

The Division of Agriculture Products and Provisions of the United States
Tariff Commission quotes from the statistics of the United States Department of
Commerce for the year 1928 in regard to tapioca importations as follows:

Pounds
Tapioca -------------------- ----------------------------- 13, 033, 226
Tapioca flour ---------------------------------------------- 128, 521, 898
Cassava --------------------------------------------------- 29, 660, 585

Total ----------------------------------------------- 171,215, 709
A liberal allotment for food purposes would be all of the tapioca item repre-

senting the highest grade plus an estimate of 7,000,000 pounds of tapioca flour
used ill the manufacture of minute tapioca, making a total of 20,033,226 pounds
for food purposes. This represents 11.7 per cent of the total importations of all
forms, or 14.15 per cenit of the sum of the., importatius of ilpioca and tapioca
flour. It can not be denied that a considerable portion of the tapio(a used for
food purposes, probably half, is directly competitive with domestic food products.
Manifestly the statements of the importers of tapioca before the Committee on
Ways and Means that 40 per cent of the tapioca importations is used for food
purposes is grossly exaggerated, and tho obvious effect of this misstatement is to
minimize the much larger and more important industrial uses in which tapioca
competes with domestic starches.

The item "cassava," representing the crudest form, also called "gaplak meal,"
is used for cattle feed. These 29,660,585 pounds represent 17.3 per cent of tie
total importations, and are, of course, directly competitive with domestic cattle
feed.

The importations of tapioca flour amomt to 128,521,898 pounds. Subtracting
from this 7,000,000 pounds as used for food purposes ill tile production of minute
tapioca, there remains a balance of 121,521,898 pounds to be accounted for. It
is claimed that in certain fields tapioca and domestic starches are noncompetitive.
This claim is recognized when justified iin the following analysis:

Amount tire

Industrial uses of tapioca: Pounds Pounds Pounds
Vegetable glue ...................................... .. 25,00,000 5, 000 000 , None.
Textiles ............................................ 125,0(X,000 4 12,500W00 12.5M 0000
Explosives ......................................... . 1,500, coo 'None. i , .A)O, O
Briquettes .......................................... 2,00,(M00 None 2,00.000
Postagostamps ........... .. 800, 000 800,00 None.
Gummed paper and envelopes....... ....... • 2,000,000 z 0o. 000 I None.
Other uses (general adhesives, etc.) ................. 05,221, 895 None. 05,221,898

121,521,898 40,300,000 81,221,898

I Affidavit by Dr. William M. Grosvenor.
I Estimated by Increasing figures of Tariff Commission of 1921 by 12 per cent.
I Estimated, no direct figures obtainable, but Intended to be liberal.

Estimated, Intended to be liberal to the noncompetitive quota.

The use of 25,000,000 pounds in vegetable glue sworn to by Doctor Grosvenor
is 14.6 per cent of the total tapioca importations, or 19.45 per cent of the tapioca
flour importations. The brief filed by Mr. Strasser claims 30 per cent used for
vegetable glue. Both statements can not be correct,

On the basis of the above analysis, 66.83 per cent of tile tapioca flour used in
the strictly industrial field is competitive with domestic starch. However. if
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only one-half of the tapioca used for food is considered competitive the following
results obtains:
Competitive uses: Amount

One-half of food consumption ------------------- pounds..- 10, 016, 613
Cattle feed -------------------------------- do ..--- 29, 660, 685
Industrial purposes -------------------------- do .. 81, 221, 898

Total ----------------------------------------------- 1120, 899, 096
If 70.61 per cent of the tapioca importations is competitive with domestic

agricultural products, then there is certainly no justification for admitting any
tapioca products free of duty. When approximately three-fourths of the im-
ported tapioca comes into competitiQn with home grown starches in one of three
ways-in food, in cattle feed, and for industrial purposes, it seems wise to suggest
to the Ways and Means Committee that our home-grown starch-producing plants
be protected against a foreign plant like tapioca, which is produced mostly in
the Strait Settlements and Java, under conditions of cost which are not possible
to meet in the United States.Very respectfully, AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION,

CHESTEiR H. GRAY, Washington Representatihe.

EXHIBIT B

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY,

Mr. W. R. OGG, Washington, June 20, 1929.

American Farm Bureau Federation,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR Mn. OGG: Replying to your inquiry of the 14th instant, regarding the
present status of the chestnut industry in the United States, while no very
comprehensive recent study of this industry has been made by the department,
the following information may be helpful to you in your consideration of the
matter.

The major portion of the production of chestnuts in this country at the present
time is derived from the native chestnut trees in the southern Appalachian
Mountain region. Only a small part of the crops of these wild trees is harvested,
and the trees themselves are rapidly decreasing in number through destruction
by the oriental chestnut blight which appears destined eventually to wipe out
entirely the existing stands of native chestnuts.

Considerable effort to establish blight resistant varieties of oriental chestnuts
in the United States has been made. Within the past 10 Nears, the Bureau of
Plant Industry has placed with cooperators suitably located some thousands of
trees of Castanea mollissima,the Chinese hairy chestnut, which is quite resistant
to blight. The bureau now has in growth some 200,000 Amall trees of the more
promising blight resistant forms which will be placed with cooperating experi-
menters during the next year or two. It should be borne in mind, however,
that these go primarily into forest plantings and that the production of nuts
is likely to be much less than if the trees were planted in orchards. A few hun-
dred acres of the Japanese chestnut, Castanea erenata, are in growth chiefly in
small plantings in the eastern and middle United States.

As to whether from the purely cultural standpoint it appears likely that the
chestnut industry can be restored in the United States on a reasonably permanent
basis, our specialists are convinced that such restoration is probable. Much
would depend on the development of methods to protect the crop in the eastern
chestnut area from chestnut weevil. In the Pacific coast area, which is thus far
free from both blight and weevil, considerably increased production seems entirely
reasonable to expect. The pioneer plantings of that region, comprising some.
thing over 160 acres, are now being rapidly increased.

We have no very definite statistical information on the acreage of existing
commercial groves of cultivated chestnut trees. Probably the bearing orchards
now in existence do not exceed 400 acres in the eastern area.

It appears reasonable to expect that, in so far as cultural problems are con-
cerned, if the chestnut weevil can be satisfactorily controlled, it will be possible

I Equals 70.01 per cent of the total importations.

I
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to develop orchards of grafted trees of blight resistant "Tiger paw" and allied
forms of sweet chestnuts from China and certain of the Japanese varieties, yield-
ing nuts of acceptable quality that would produce profitable crops of che.ftnuts
of a quality that wouldbe readily salable in our home markets.

Very truly yours, Wm. A. TAYLOR, Chief of Bureau.

EXHIBIT C
STATE OF NEW YORK,

County of New York, 8s:
Charles D. Ridgway, jr., and Herbert T. Middleton, being first duly sworn,

depose and say that:
At the instance of and pursuant to direction by the Corn Products Refining

Co., we made a tour of the world, for the purpose of investigating the production,
manufacture, transportation and sale of starch, produced from tapioca, nianioc,
or cassava.

In the course of this investigation we visited the Island of Java, where this
starch is more largely produced than elsewhere in the world, and the facts ascer-
tained and conclusions drawn therefrom, are more particularly set forth in our
report dated February 9, 1929, and abstract or digest of which ii hereto appended
and made part hereof.

Deponents state that Java has an area of 50,762 square miles or is about the
size of the State of New York; native population estimated at 40,000,000; edu-
cation elementary, if at all, as the Dutch do not believe in educating the masses
beyond their class. The native labor is paid from 12 to 20 cents per (lay. Cassava
is very extensively grown.

An American concern-the Perkins Glue Co.-has invested argely in starch
production for shipment to the United States. This country offers the most
favorable market because, as we are advised and verily believe, it occupies and
maintains the unique position of being the only starch producing country in
the world which refuses to place a duty on Java starch. The Perkins Glue'Co.
controls about 16,572 acres against 3,000 acres now under cultivation, and em-
ploys about 5,000 natives. Stein, Hall & Co. act as agents for the I. V. .1, the
largest and most efficient producers of starch in Java. The Hall Trading Co. is
restricted by agreement to the exportation of. gaplek, gaplek meal, and crude
unrefined starch.

Deponents further state that there are about 40 estates under European
management.

In 1928, according to Government statistics, from 2,000,000 acres planted,
the yield was 3.25 long tons per acre; the total production of fresh roots was
6,500,000 lomg tons or about 14,560,000,000 pounds, which on the basis of 35
per cent recovery of commercial starch would produce 5,96,000,000 pounds of
starch.

'rhe yield of 3.25 per acre as above is very conservative, a very much higher
yield being possible, and there is so much produced, and so much more can be
grown, that there will always be a supply equal to any demand for export.

Deponents state that freight rotes are less to New York tltan to European
ports. Pure starch can be laid down c i. f. New York at $2.31 per 100 pounds
as against $2.45 European ports. and there is no reason why this New York
price can not be lowered by greater production, lessened costs: increased organ-
ization and better manufacturing facilities; coupled with the production and
sale of alcohol from starch residues, the advantageous disposition of which will
permit the sale of starch at reduced prices.

The total exports of Cassava products from Java in 1926 were 152,946 long tons,
in 1927 they were 254,388 long tons, and in 1928 they amounted to 495,187 long
tons. In terms of starch this figure means something between 850,000,000 and
900,000,000 pounds of starch, and this exportable supply can readily be tripled,
which on the basis of starch production from corn of 34 pounds per bushel,
would displace the sale of something in excess of 85,000,000 bushels of corn.

And further deponents saith not. CHARLE.s D. RIDowAY, Jr.,
H. T. MIDDLETON.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this lot day of July A. D., 1929.
[sEAL.] FRANKLIN Dos,

Notary Public, Nassau County, N. Y.Commission expires March 30, 1931.
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JAVA, DUTCH EAST INDIES, February 9, 1929.
Java has an area of 50,762 square miles, about the same as the State of New

York. The length from east to west is 605 miles- the width about 80 miles.
The native Javanese is from Malay stock. 'Tho total native population is

estimated at 40,000,000. To this must be added 500,000 Chinese; 300,000
Arabians; and 100,000 Europeans, mostly Dutch.

Education in Java seems to be of elementary nature. It would seem that the
Dutch do not believe in educating the masses beyond their class.

In order that the large population may be fed, every s(iare yard of arable
land must be cultivated, and to achieve tfis, all must help.

The hotels in Java are very good.
The roads of Java are remarkable. One can travel by auto in any direction

over as good roads as any in the United States.
Government regulations forbid the purchasee of land by foreigners. This,

however, is overcome bj leasing land from the natives for a period of 75 years,
after which the lease is usually renewed.

A great deal of cassava was seen growing, both in the small scale by the native,
and also on regulation plantation scale. Many of the plantations could be seen
from the main highway.

Beside the native and Chinese factories which are very numerous and vary
from very small crude affairs to quite modern mills, there are large plantations
or estates. At the Department of Agriculture wc learn thiat none of the European-
managed estates nmake rel)ort of their operations to time Government.

While in Socrabaia, we called at tie 11. V. A. office an(l were most courteously
received by their general manager. lie said not even a crown prince of Ilolland
would be allowed to see their properties.

We did ot attempt to see tile Perkins Glue Co. plantations. It is quite inac-
cessible in the lowlands of the southwest. They control 16,575 acres, of which
3,000 acres have been cleared and are miow under cas.sava. This comalany eml)loys
5,000 motives.

Both swveet and bitter cassava are grown in Java. The native usually grows
the sweet variety, while the estates geiierally grow the bitter kind. This latter
is safe from (lepredation, while growing iII the fields, and also it is freer from
insect pests. The plant is coarser in growth, the roots being more 1ibrous; due
to the extra size to which they grow, more starch is produced per acre.

Manmifaclure of cassava.-Tiie fresh roots arc scraped and peeled and washed.
The roots are grated, the starch is, washed from the resultant mash by means of
water, the starchy water passing through the cloth is settled out in tubs. In the
more prosperous Chinese grinding factories, the pulled roots are washed by ma-
chinery fed by high-speed power rasps. The starch is washed from the pulp by
means of shakers or reels, usually covered with brass wire cloth. For high-grade
flrurs, the starch is given a second and third washing.

The large European-nianaged factories use rasps made with hardened metal
plates and wedges revolving at high speed. Fire is washed in reels and shakers.
The starch is separated either by settling in tanks or by tabling and the starch is
dried in kilns of various types.

The Hall Trading Co. are about to build a gaplak grinding mill. They will
locate their plant on the north shore of the island.

The methods used in Java for the cultivation of cassava may be divided into
three groups: The small native grower, the larger native and Chinese grower,
and the European-owned estates. The roots are harvested at from 8 to 10 months
after planting. The yield per acre of fresh roots obtained by the small native
grower is naturally very small-probably not more than 4 tons per acre. The
larger native or Chinese grower secures results approximating 8 tons per acre
when the roots are harvested at from 8 to 10 months after planting.

The wages paid for labor vary from 12 to 20 cents per (lay.
There are 40 estates in Java which are under the management of Europeans.

It is impossible to obtain any information from these estates, either about their
factories or their method of cultivation, as they will not give any details even to
the Government as to their operations. These estates plant inany different
varieties of cassava, using the variety which experience demonstrated gives the
best results under soil conditions existing in any locality. The so-called poisonous
variety (Manihot utilissima pohl) was being planted by the estates in increased
quantities which give a larger yield per acre in both roots and starch. The roots
are harvested from 13 to 18' months after planting, depending upon the variety
used, and a yield of from 10 to 20 tons per acre is obtained.
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TABLE No. 1
Freight rates to Europe: Per 100 pounds

Gaplek --------------------------------------------------- 0. 8900
Gaplek meal --------------------------------------------. 7424
Ampas (waste) -------------------------------------------. 8182
Tapioca flour ----------------------------------------------. 5182
Pearl ----------------------------------------------------. 6970

From Semarang the rates are $0.029 more per 100 pounds for lighterage.

Freight rates to New York: , Per 100 pounds
Gaplek --------------------------------------------------- 1. 6'
Gaplek meal ------------------------------------------------ . 5455
Tapioca flour -- -----------------------------------------. 3818
Flake and siftings ------------------------------------------ . 5455
Pearl -----------------------------------------------------. 4242

From Semarang the rates are 80.029 more per 100 poundsfor lighterage.
Insurance premium to New York is 0.5125 per cent.
Freight rates to Korea: Gaplek meal, $0.2647 per 100 pounds, including fumi-

gation in Korea. Insurance, three-eighths of 1 per cent.

TABLE No. 2.-Exports from Java of cassava products, 1925 to 1928, inclusive

GAPLEK
[Long tons are used In all tables]

1925 1926 1927 1928 create
over 1927

Exported to- Per cent
Europe ............................... 38,401 11.0.57 16,648 31,782 9
Japan ................................ 12,075 22,377 .,6468 20,499 I
Elsewhere ...................................... 621 442 598, 2. 11 326

Total.................................... 5,1021 34,776 22,701 54,792j 141

OAPLEK MEAL OR FLOUR I

Exported to-
Europe .......................................... 15,219 93C07 244,777 161
Japan ................................................ 109 580 1.434 147
United States .................................................. 1,450 21,905 1,411
El.zewhere ....................................... ..........j 20. .......... 1,377 ..........

Total ..................... ---- -- 15,634 1 05,0637 j 209,493 182

AMPAS (WASTE)

Exported to-
Jported ..o- ....................... ............. 437 848... 169....i:.....

Europe ......................................... 1 3,288 3, 0c5 2,230 9, 576 
r  

320.Japan ........................................... : 43 4.57 " M 'R 9 : O

Elsewhere ....................................... 40 425 800 281

Total............................................3,477 2 )

TAPIOCA FLOUR

Exported to- 0
Europe ....................................... 19,061 11,80 2,400 27. 515
Japan ........................................ 8,166 12,739 10, 671 54
United States ................................... 40,067 42,746 49,495 5 4. M 8 10
Elsewhere ................................ 17,0.5 1St 356 29,358 22, co (

Total.....................................87,848 81,08 .113,9.21 12!.3.

TAPIOCA FLAKE

Exported to-
Europe .................................... 4,054 4,227 4,100 8.810 116
United State ............................. 089 715 867 1,145 32
Elsewhere ................................ 72 24 146' 508

Total .......................................... I 5,415 4,942 4,991 10,141 103

IThe manufacture of gaplek meal was star ted In 1926. # Decrease.
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TABLE No. 2.-Exports from Java of cassava products, 1925 to 1.98, inclusive-
Continued

TAPIOCA PEATL AND SEEDS

Exported to-
Europe .........................................
United States ...................................
Elsewhere .......................................

Total ..........................................

1925 1928

7,433 8.073
2,968 2,702
2,827 1,834

13,228 12,009

1927 1928 crease
over 1927

Per cent
8. 265 13.006 57
2,669 ,879 45
2,249 9,217 310

13,185 26.102f......

TABLE No. 3.-Eszport, of cassava products from Java in 198 showing importing
countries and values

(In long tons]

(aplek 0aplek ineal I Amlas Tapioca flour

Exported ta-
hfolland ................................... 361 I 32,170 362 3.201
Germany. ............................... 1,598 39.489 s 1, 863
Belgium .................................. 29 9 34. 965 379 1, 02
France .................................... 2, 839 4 2513 3, 5-540

:.n r k. ................................. 1, W 49.51 5 ,4 1
.NO~ iV.................................................

Great Britain ............................. 1, 96
United states ..........................* Jpart...................... . .:.......
China .............................................
Spain ------------------------------- . 23,003
Elsewhere ................................. 2,510

Total ................................... 54,792

Value in Java ................................ $870,698.00
Average value per I1mg ton in Java ............ $15.8910
Average value per 100 pounds in Java ......... $0.7094

43,142 6 889 16,659
21,905. . 54.638
1,434 1.......... R9 19,072

65 208 7,043

1,312 i 73 15,766

269,493 f 10, 0126 124,633

$5,046,317.60 1 $120.270.60 85,089.028.00
$18,7253 $11.937 $40.8369
$0. 8360 S0.533 $1.8231

The valte of gaplek, gaplek meal, and ampas, include the cost of second-
hand bags, which amounts to about $0.15 per 100 pounds for gaplek, $0.12 per
100 pounds for gaplek meal, and $0.17 per 100 pounds for ampas. The other
products arc shipl)Cd in new bags, the value of which is included.

Flake and siftings Pearl and seed

Long tons
845
26

351
3,243

4,272
1,145

S....................

113
146

10,141

Long tons1,988
2,095
2,071

2*2
523
166

0,111
3,879

132

9,085

20,102

$673,381.60 $1,700,848.80
$66.4019 $65.1010
$2. 9444 $2.9090

NoTs.-The total exports from Java in 198 o: assava products amounted to 495,187 long tons as com.
pared with 254,388 tons In 1927, or an increase of 95 per cent in one year.
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TABLE No. 4'.-Analysis of average Costs of cassava products from Java in 1928

[Costs per 100 pounds c. I. f. New York for 1928J

Gaplek Tapioca Flake Pearl
meal flour and seed

Average cost In Java .......................................... 0.8360 $1.8231 $2. 9844 $2.9090
Brokerage ....................................................... 0041 .0091 .0148 .0146
Government stamp tax .............................. .0014 .0182 .0298 .0291
Harbor duty ............................................ .0073 .0073 .0073 .073
Statistical duty ................................... .007 .0078
Shipping costs ....................................... :0038 .0836 .0638 .0638
Freight to New York .......................................... .55 .3618 .5455 .4242
Insurance ..................................................... .0075 .0118 .0186 .0177

Total average cost for 1928 ................................ 1.4744 2.3185 3.6514 i 3. 4731

NOTE.-For Importation into the United States, the gaplek and gaplek meal must be stored In fumigated
warehouses, packed in new bags, and handled in fumigated lighters if they are to be used for cattle food.
If they are to be used In Industry, fumigation Is not necessary. Fumigation costs about $0.0038 per 100
pounds.

No gaplek shipped in 1928.

Analysis of average costs per 100 pounds c. i. f. European ports in 1928

Gaplek Gaplek Tapioca Flake Pearl and
meal flour seed

Average cost in Java ........................ $0,7004 $0,8360 $1.8231 $2.9844 $2.9090
Brokerage ............................... .0035 .0041 .0091 .0148 .0146
Government stamp tax ............. .. 0071 .0084 .0182 .0296 .0291
Harbor duty ......................................... .0073 .0073 .0073 .0073 .0073
Statistical duty ...................................... .0016 .0020 .0036 .007 .0076
Shipping costs ...................................... .0630 .0838 .0038 .0838 .0036
Freight to Europe ................................... .8900 .7424 .5182 .8961 .6970
Insurance ........................................... .0084 .0083 .0122 .0199 .0186

Total average cost for 1028 ..................... 1.0309 1.0721 2.4583 4.0033 3.7488

NoTE.-The freight rates to Europe are higher than to New York, as shown above.

TABLE No. 5.-Cost of gaplek meal f. o. b. Java as of February, 1929

[Per 100 pounds f. o. b. Surabaya)

For delivery February to May --------- * ------------------------- $0. 9412
For delivery May and June -------------------------------------- . 9118
For delivery July to January -------------------------------------. 8823

NoTE.-These are buyers' offers as per the bulletin of the Surabaya Chamber
of Commerce. The sellers' offers are $0.015 per 100 pounds higher.

NoTE.-From December to May there is a shortage of gaplek on account of
the rainy season, and its quality is bad due to mold and weevil.

Analysis of the cost of gaplek meal f. o. b. Java as of February, 1929

[Per 100 pounds of meal)
Cost of gaplek ------------------------------------------------ $0. 6500
Grinding cost and loss of weight ----------------------------------. 0733
Secondhand bags ----------------------------------------------. 1176
General expense ------------------------------------------------- . 0147
Shipping expense ----------------------------------------------. 0813
Brokerage expense ---------------------------------------------. 0041

Total ---------------------------------------------------. 9412
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TABLE No. 6.-C. i. f. COStS of gaplek meal as of February, 1929

[Per 100 pounds)

Cost cost Cost

York Korea Europe

Costf. o. b. Surabaya ....................................... $.0412 $0.0412 $0.9412.
Ocean freight.................................................. 65455 .2817 . 7424.
Insurance ......................................................... .0076 .0D45 .0084

Total cost c. I. f ..................................................... 1.4943 1.2104 1.6920-

NOTE.-These costs are $.02 per I00 pounds higher than the average costs for 1928.
NOTE.-The f. o. b. prices have varied between a minimum of $.73 per 100 pounds and a maximum ot

$1.03 per 100 pounds, during the three 'ears in which gaplek meal has been manufactured in Java.
NoTE.-Fumigation is required by the Japanese Government, but it Is done by the steamship company,

and its cost is included in the freight.

TABLE No. 7-Estimate of amount of cassava available in Java

According to Government statistics, area planted in 1928, 2,000,000 acres;
the yield was 3.25 long tons per acre.

The total production of fresh roots was therefore 6,500,000 long tons.
In 1928 the tonnage of fresh roots used for export was as follows: Long tons.

For gaplek, 54,800 by 2 equals --------------------------------- 109, 600
For gaplek meal 269,000 by 2 plus 5 per cent equals -------------- 564, 000
For tapioca flour 125,000 by 5 equals --------------------------- 625, 000
For tapioca flake 10,000 by 5 equals ---------------------------- 50, 000
For tapioca seeds 26,000 by 5 equals -------------------------- 130, 000

Total ------------------------------------------------- ,479, 500
Surplus for home consumption or for export 5,020,500 long tons.
NOTE.-Th cost of the roots will vary with the demand, and also with the

rice of rice. When rice is high, the natives eat more cassava, and therefore there
s less available for export. However, there is so much produced, and so much

more can be grown, that there will always be an ample supply of roots to fill'
practically any demand for export.

It is our opinion that the above statistics supplied by the Government are not
correct, excepting perhaps the total tonnage produced. Practically all the cassava
we saw would give a higher yield than 3.25 per acre, and the only explanation Is
the fact that the European-owned cassava estates seem .o be very anxious to
impress the world with the idea that the production of cassava is unprofitable.
This explanation is further supported by the fact that the largest European-owned
cassava estates have always refused to furnish the Government with any informa-
tion as to their operation, in contrast with all the other estates such as sugar, tea,
coffee, rubber, etc.

TABLE No. 8.-Weight per cubic foot of cassava productsProduct: rounds
Gaplek ----------------------------------------------------- 25
Gaplek pcal ------------------------------------------------- 30
Ampas ------------------------------------------------------ 20-25
Tapioca flour ------------------------------------------------ 37g.
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TABLm No. 9.-Showing analyses of ampas and gaplek meal

Ampas Gaplek meal

Per cent Per cent Per cent
Moisture ................................................................. 15.8 14.2 16.6
Ash ..................................................................... 1.3 2.......... 3
Nitrogen ................................................................. .1 { 23 2
Fiber ..................................................................... 7.6 I 2 5 2.
Starch ................................................................... 68.6 73.0 74.4

I Protein, 1 per cent. I Protein 1.44 per cent. I Protein 1.44 per cent.

These analyses were made for this report by the laboratory of thb Department of Agriculture In
Buitenzorg.

STATEMENT OF FRED BRENCKMAN, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRE-
SENTING THE NATIONAL GRANGE

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Senator WATSON. You are connected with the National Grange and
located in this city?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes.
Senator WATSON. What is the statement you have to make to the

committee?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Referring to the calendar, I wish to talk in

general terms, but there are a few items I would like to cover in
particular.

Senator HARRISON. The items are on the free list and they all
pertain to agriculture?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir. I respectfully refer the Finance Com-
mittee to pages 8079-8082 of volume 15 of the hearings before the
Ways and Means Committee of the House.

Senator WATSON. What item are you referring to?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. That contains our entire statement before the

House Ways and Means Committee in connection with the free list.
It is voluiiie 15 of the hearings before the House Ways and Means
Committee in which we outlined the policy of the grange regarding
the free list of the new tariff.

It has long been the policy of Congress to keep on the free list most
materials used in the manufacture of fertilizers. This is intended
as a partial offset to the inability of the protective tariff system to
adequately protect many of our principal farm crops.

In 1927 the National Grange, at its annual convention, adopted the
following resolution bearing on the subject:

Resolved, That we favor the removal of the tariff on all fertilizer material
until the time that the tariff protects the farm commodities produced by them.

Senator WATSON. Are you and Mr. Gray together on everything?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. I would not say so, but I am not sure. I do

not think we are in entire accord on everything.
Senator WATSON. You heard his testimony?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. My assistant was here. I was not here per-

sonally and I do not know exactly what he said.
This outlines the policy of our organization with reference to this

subject.
03310-29--VOL 16. SCHED 1- 4
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is to say, you want fertilizers on the
free list?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Fertilizer and fertilizer materials, for the reason
given.

We note that the new tariff bill as passed by the House places a
protective duty of 10 per cent on hides, but provides for a compensa-
tory duty of 20 per cent on shoes, together with a duty on leather rang-
ing from 12%~ to 30 per cent, and a duty on harness as high as 35 percent.

Al this was done in the name of farm relief, because the special session
of Congress was called primarily to enact policies calculated to place
agriculture on a basis of equality with industry.

It is estimated that there are five and one-half million farcs in the
United States upon which animals are kept. These produce an
average of two and one-half hides per year per farm. The average
cowhide weighs about 50 pounds and is worth about $8. Suppose
that all of the 10 per cent duty on hides were reflected back to the
farmer, which would not be the case, the average farmer would
receive 80 cents more for each hide, or $2 a year, on the basis of twno
and one half hides per farm. This would be the maximum amount
of money the average farmer would have out of which to pay the
increased prices of shoes, leather, and harness occasioned by the
compensatory duties on these articles included in the House bill.

A compensatory duty of 20 per cent on a pair of work shoes costing
$2.50 would amount to 50 cents a pair, Let us see if such a high
compensatory dutty on shoes and other leather goods is warranted,
in view of the proposed 10 per cent duty on hides. Taking hides at
15 cents a pound, an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent would add 1%
cents per pound to the price of green hides. Inquiry reveals the
fact that ordinarily 6 pounds of green hide is required to make one
pair of work shoes. The protective duty of 10 per cent on hides
would, therefore, add only 9 cents to the cost of a pair of shoes.
This means that under this arrangement the farmer would be losing
at the very least 41 cents on every pair of work shoes purchased.
As a matter of fact he would lose more because the tariff on shoes
would be pyramided and might cost him from 75 cents to $1 a pair
more than is now the case with both hides and shoes on the free list.

Senator HARRISON. But the farmers buy more than one pair of
shoes.a year, do they not?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. I thing the average farmer uses more than one
pair of shoes a year.

Senator HARRISON. The bigger the family the more lie buys?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir. If we take it as five as the average

family, and the average farm family would average five, and they took
two pairs of shoes a year, each-

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do you understand this increased tariff
on shoes is due wholly to the suggested increase of the duty or the
duty placed on hides? Do you understand that that is the only
reason for the increasing of the duty on leather or shoes? Is that
your contention and is that your theory?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. It appeared so as the bill was going through the
House.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Well, is that so economically? Are there
not other elements that come in to be considered?
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Mr. BRENCK ,AN. Well, if we take the act as it now stands, shoes,
leather and hides are on the free list. Now, then, we start out by
putting a 10 per cent protective duty on hides and that was followed
by these compensatory duties on shoes, leather and harness.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I can well believe that the manufacturers of
shoes in American might have asked for an increase of duty, quite
regardless of this question of an increase or the placing of a duty on
hides.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. But do you not think, Senator, it would be
pretty difficult for them to get a duty on shoes with hides on the free
list?

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Not if they could prove the price of labor and
the cost of making shoes warranted, you understand, a certain duty
to protect that industry from the poorly paid labor cost which exists
in other and less happy countries.

Mr. BItENCKMAN. Probably we would have to be guided by the
importation of shoes.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. I want to speak about that a little later.
In addition to this, the farmer would have higher prices to pay for

his leather and harness. There can be no gainsaying the fact, there-
fore, that the proposed duties on hides, shoes, leather and harness
would work to the distinct disadvantage of the farmer.

Senator WATSoN. Do you propose to put a tariff on hides?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. We are neither for nor against a duty on hides;

it all depends on whether the duty would benefit the larger but
our position is this: If hides and shoes, leather and harness are to be
made dutiable, then there ought to be a just proportion between the
protective duty on hides and the compensatory duty which goes on
these manufactured articles. We claim the proposed rates are out of
all proportion.

Senator WATSON. What would it amount to on the average hide?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. If the farmer got, as I have indicated, the full

duty, it would amount to 80 cents on each hide, and the average
farmer produces two-one-half hides a year, which would make his
increased revenues $2 per year if he got all the duty. 0

Senator WATSON. You have no right to say, however, that the
tariff that is put on shoes will be reflected directly in the price of shoes.
The shoe industry of the United States would not do that.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. We understand that there has been some diffi-
culty among the shoe manufacturers, but the contention in some
quarters is that it is largely due to the fact that they are over built
and overdeveloped.

Senator WATSON. Nevertheless the fact is there.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. That may be true. We are not arguing and not

questioning that. The point we are contending for is that the dis-
proportion between the protective duty on hides and the compensatory
duty on shoes and leather goods is entirely too great, and if the bill
were enacted as it now stands, there is absolutely no doubt but what
the farmer would lose many times during the course of the year what
he would gain by reason of the duty on hides.

Senator WATSON. Have you figured out through your experts about
what the tariff on the hides ought to be and what the compensatory
duty ought to be, in accordance with your theory?

I
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Mr. BRENOKMAN. I think some advocates of the duty on hides
wanted a duty of 45 per cent. This is a duty of 10 per cent.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I do not desire to argue the matter, but, on
the other hand, I do not think the two propositions should be thus
tied together. I can well imagine that hides should be protected at a
certain rate and I can also understand that manufactured leather goods
should have a certain rate, depending upon conditions; that they are
not necessarily tied together. Of course, when you argue there is
only a certain protection for hides and then because of that, if that
be the only cause, a greater precentage of production, if that be the
only cause, a greater percentage of protection, and a greater protection
is a flowed to the manufactured hide, there does seem to be an illogical
and an unjustifiable adjustment.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Absolutely.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. But I do not think that they should thus be

tied together.
Mr. BRENCKAIAN. Well, if raw material is on the free list, that is

one reason why the manufactured product should be on the free list.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. If the hide be considered for the moment as

a raw material, I do not want it on the free list. I want to protect
the man who produces the raw material here in America.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. But you are not doing it at this rate; positively
not.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. You want a higher rate then?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir; and there would have to be a more just

proportion between the-
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Can you tie it up with the other?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. There would have to be a more just proportion

between the protective duty on hides and the compensatory duty on
shoes, leather and harness.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I do not hold to that method of tying the
two propositions together, and by calling one compensatory-

Mr. BRENCKMAN. To start at the beginning, this Congress was
primarily called to enact farm-relief legislation.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I do not know that it was.
Mr.,BRENCKMAN. And to revise the tariff in the interest of agri-

culture. This is going in the other direction.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I do not think so.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Positively. Haven't I demonstrated that by

the figures I have quoted?
Senator WATSON. We imported into the United States, from

Czechoslovakia very largely, 2,323,000 pairs of women's shoes at
$2.89 a pair. Of course, our people can not make any shoes at such a
price as that. We imported dried calf skins to the extent of 6,000,000
in 1919 and in 1928 the figures were 6,369,000 pounds. Then green
calf skins in 1928, 28,247,000 pounds.

I do not think anyone, particularly with our view of the situation
would object to a tariff on hides because of the large imports and
because of the fact it is a farm product. The only question is what
the compensatory duty should be, first as to whether or not the tariff
on hides is high enough at 10 per cent and, secondly, as to what the
compensatory duty should be. You would not ask that there be a
tariff on hides and no compensatory duty on shoes?
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Mr. BRENCKMAN. No, of course not. The point I was trying to
make and which I think I did make in the figures I quoted was that
there is too great a disproportion between the protective duty on
hides and the compensatory duty on shoes, leather, and harness.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. When I have been using the words "com-
pensatory duty," I wish to add, for others rather than for immediate
consideration, that I questioned the logic which connects ip a tariff
dutyi on hides with a tariff on shoes, for example. What I mean to
express is this: Hides might well be a certain rate of tariff duty, de-
pending upon facts, the amount imported, the original cost, and the
American purchansing price and the rate should be adjusted according
to what I conceive to be correct the principles of protection.

'When we turn to manufactured shoes, they should bear a certain
rate, depending upon conditions abroad, the price of labor there and
the price of labor here. We must protect, of course I the farmer as
such, but we must also protect the workmen in our factories who tire
making the shoes. If we make the factories prosperous and the city
prosperous it becomes a good market for the farmer. Conversely if
we make the farmer prosperous lie becomes a good market for the
city or the factory.

Mr. BiNCKcAN. I agree with you in that line of reasoning,
Senator. My fundamental political philosophy is summed up in the
words that Col. Theodore Roosevelt used so frequently in the closing
years of his life whine he said: "In the long run, this country is not
going to he a. god place for any of ius to live in unless it is a rmeasofably
good place for all of us to live in." And that includes the farmer.

Now, to proceed. According to the Statistical Abstract of the
United States, our total production of boots and slies in this country
during thie year 1927 was 343,606,000 pairs. Our total imports of
boots and shoes during 1928 was 2,616,884 pairs, or slightly more
than one-half of 1 per cent of our total production. The farmers of
this country would be well content if the importations with which
they arc brought mito competition would total less than 1 per cent of
the domestic production of farm crops.

Senator WATSON. Of course, that is all trite, but you must re-
member this, that a very insignificant import can ptil down the price
of the whole product, while the pr e of your export, wheat, for in-
stance, or any other commodity, will fix the price of all the domestic
products, although very small. It is always true that when there is
a surplus in the market, the cost of that surplus will have an effect
on the sale as well as the production of the entire product.

You want a tariff on hides, which is an American product, and I
do not see any reason why we should not have a tariff on hides, but
there ought not to be an unreasonable compensatory duty following;
however, there must he some compensatory duty. On the other hand,
if we were not to put a tariff on hides at all, the shoe people would be
here demanding a tariff because of the imports.

Senator SHOJITRIDGE. And they might well be entitled to it.
Mr. BIIENCKMAN. It is manifest that the farmers would be better

off with hides, shoes, and leather products restored to the free list
than to ag'ree to the duties on these commodities incorporated in the
House bill.

Senator WATSoN-;. Getting back to my original question, have you
through your experts figured out first what you would like to see the
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tariff on hides amount to and, secondly, fixing your figure and reason-
ing from that as a basis, what the compensatory duty should be, in
your judgment?

Mr. BIENCKMAN. Well, of course, you would have to figure out
what the compensatory duty should be than on shoes, leather, and
harness combined. Itwould be a very involved proposition, I think,
to figure out.

Senator WATSON. Well, somebody did that in the House bill evi-
dently, if they were fixing compensatory duties only. Whether or
not they included the shoe industry of the United States, regardless
of the tariff on hides, I do not know. You may proceed.

Mr. BiRENCKMAN. I think, Senator, the figures I quoted will show
that the increased cost of shoes in the tariff would be practically
nine times as high as the increased cost of the hides-because the extra
cost of.the hides going into the shoes under the 10 per cent ad valorem
duty would amount to only 9 cents a pair on the shoes, and a 50 per
cent duty on a $2.50 pair of shoes would be 50 cents, which is almost
six times as high as the duty on hides. That does not take into
consideration that the farmer has to pay higher duties on his harness
or his leather, in addition to that.

In our appearance before the Ways and Means Committee, we
recommended that copra be taken from the free list and made duti-
able at 2 cents per pound and not less than 40 per cent ad valorem.

Senator SOIORTRIDGE. Your reason there is that copra converted
into oil competes with oil producing products of our farms?

Mr. BBENCKMAN. Exactly.
Senator SHORTRIIDGE. That is your argument?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir. 'Our total imports of copra and

coconut oil during 1927 amounted to 577,497,000 pounds. Of these
importations 49.2 per cent came in in the form of copra which has an
oil content of 63 per cent.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is principally in the Philippine Islands?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HAnuIsoN. Is it your viewpoint that we ought to tax

that that comes in from the Philippines?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir, and I want to explain that a little later.
Senator SHORTRIDG& That comes in in competition with what oil

producing products?
Mr. BRENKMAN. It comes into competition with practically all of

our vegetable oils, because these oils are interchangeable and if you
put one on the free list it practically puts them all on the free list.

It is plain that if we allow copra to come in duty free, the (luty on
coconut oil is largely nullified. It is true that so long as we allow
coconut oil to come in free from the Philippines the duties on this
commodity against the rest of the world are futile. Practically all
of our importations of coconut oil now come from the Philippines.

The Grange and other farm organizations request that coconut oil,
copra, and other products imported from the Philippine Islands be
made dutiable in like manner as imports from foreign countries.
A large part of our importations from the Philippines come into
direct or indirect competition with agricultural products domestic-
ally produced. With different standards of living, different land
values and different costs of production, it is obviously impossible
to expect that these importations can have anything but a depressing
effect upon agriculture in the United States.
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We are not unmindful of our obligations to the people of the Philip-

pine Islands. As wards of the Nation, they are entitled to just and
considerate treatment. We would, therefore, be in favor of segregat-
ing the duties derived from importations from the islands and paying
this money into the treasury of the Philippines towards defraying
the cost of conducting the Government of the islands. This would
not be materially different in principle from thepolicy which we now
pursue in appropriating money from the United States Treasury to
balance the budget of the islands.

If for any reason this proposal should not meet with approval,
we are in favor of giving the Philippines their independence, as we
promised to do in due time.

The grange is in favor of taking soy bean oil cake from the free
list and making the same dutiable at the rate of $6 per ton. During
the first nine months of 1928 we imported 79,155,776 pounds of soy
bean oil cake. This was an increase of 25,204,8S'8 pounds over our
importations for the entire year of 1927.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. That com es chiefly from what countries?
Have you that in mind?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Why, I think chiefly from China but I am not
sure. These importations of soy bean oil cake equal more than 56
per cent of the entire soy bean production of the United States for
1928-

Senator SHORTRIDGE. What is your theory there? Is it that if
we put a tariff on it would check the importations and result in
developments of the industry here and the raising of soy beans in
America? Is that the idea?

Mr. BRENOKMAN. Yes, sir. We believe that this fact explains
why soy beans are unprofitable to the American farmer. Encourag-
ing the production of soy beans in the United States will assist in the
diversification of our agriculture. It would probably mean that
some of the acreage now devoted to the growing of crops of which
we have a surplus could be turned over to the growing of soy beans.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is one reason why I think we should
encourage our sugar-beet industry.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. And I agree with you.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. They might turn from the growing of wheat

to the raising of beets.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. I agree with you.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. And in that way be beneficial in two ways,

reducing this so-called and actual surplus of wheat and at the same
time giving employment in other fields in the raising of beets.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, I agree with you in that. But there
again tho same question comes up about the free importations from
the Philippines. If you are going to put a tariff of $2.40 against
Cuba and allow sugar to conic in free from the Philippines, the
American farmer is not going to get any benefit out of any such
arrangement as that. When Governor General Wood came back
from the Philippines on a certain occasion and landed in Seattle,
he gave an interview to the newspapers there. The interview was
published in the Seattle Post Intelligencer. He remarked that they
were then producing less than a million tons of sugar in the Islands
but that they were easily capable of producing five million tons;
which would be practically equal to our total domestic consumption.
So that we ought to keep that in mind.

1 1
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. Either put a tariff on or limit the amount?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. In reference to your statement as to the appro-

priation of money for the Philippines, I am advised that we have
not appropriated any money for the Philippines except to maintain
the Army and Navy, for a long time.

Mr. BRENCKHAN. I have been informed-my information may
not be accurate-that we appropriate 10 or 12 million dollars a year,
in one form or another. It may not be a direct appropriation, but
it mav be an indirect one.

Senator WATSON. No; only for the Army and Navy. At least,
that is what I am told now. That would be an inconsequential
sum anyway.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Our position would still be the same, whether
we appropriated any money or not. We would be willing to segregate
the revenues and tairn them over to the treasury of the Philippine
Islands in order to make it fair to tax the imports.

Paragraph 401 of the tariff bill passed by the House provides for
a duty of $1 per thousand feet oi logo of fir, spruce, ,'edar, and western
hemlock, exempting only logs used for wood pulp unawiidactilo.
The House bill also imposes a duty of 25 per cent ad vlorem o,,
red cedar lumber, together with a duity of 25 per cent ad i alorem on
red cedar shingles.

While the Grange would not wish to deny proper protection to
any industry which is depressed and suffering from foreign comnpeti-
tion, we feel that if there ever was a time in the history of this
country wlhen a duty on lumber and shingles would have been justified
that time has long since gone by. To tll practical intents and
purposes our remaining stand of virgin timber, at the l)resent rate of
consumption, will have disappeared during the life of this generation.
The imposition of a duty on imports of forest products would simply
serve to hasten the depletion of our rapidly disappearing forests,
besides raising the price of lumber and forest products to the consumer
without warrant, as we believe. It would seem more reasonable to
place a premium on the importation of lumber, in view of the vast
amount of money being spent to conserve our forests than to tax
its importation. The Senate Select Committee on Reforestation, of
which Senator McNary of Oregon was chairman, reported on January
10, 1924, as follows:

As far as the data available permitted striking a balance, it appears probable
that the remaining saw timber of softwood species is disappearing approximately
eight and a half times as fast as new growth is replacing it.

According to the findings of the Unites States Tariff Commission,
in its report to the President on the red cedar shingle industry, March
2, 1927, the cost- of producing shingles is greater in British oluunbia
than in Oregon and Washington. For example, according to this
report, it cost $3.68 to produce one thousand No. 3 Perfects in Oregon
and Washigton and $3.85 in British Columbia. Similar differences
in cost of production of other grades of shingles, showing higher
cost in British Columbia than in the United States, were contained in
this report. Data compiled from the published reports of the British
Columbia Lumber and Shingle Association and of the West Coast
Lumber Association, the latter being an American concern, shows
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that the cost of producing lumber in Canada is fully as high as in the
United States.

Senator WATSON. I am neither affirming or denying that. I have
an open mind on the question of a tariff on shingles. The though
occurs to me, however, that if that is so why the mills up in Oregon
and Washington are not operating and are closed down, while the
Canadian mills are operating, apparently to full capacity?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. From my information, having made a general
study of the subject, the mills of Washington cut what are known as
slash grain shingles and in British Columbia the bulk of the shingles
are cut with the grain rather than across the grain, which makes a
better shingle and one that commands a premium. For that reason
the American consumers of shingles prefer the Canadian shingle, even
if it costs a higher price. Then, again, I have been told-

Senator WATSON. Can not our people make that kind of a shingle
also?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. They could, but they do not, and the consumer,
of course, wants a shingle that will stand the weather.

Senator WATSON. It is a very remarkable thing that the American
producers would not make the kind of a shingle that the market
would want.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. The American consumers demand the Canadian
shingles and are willing to pay a premium for them, for the simple
reason that they are cut with the grain rather than across the grain,
the way the Washington shingles are cut. That is the explanation
given to me.

These studies I referred to cover a period of six years, from 1923
to 1928 inclusive.

Senator WATSON. Do you want lumber on the free list? That is,
all lumber in whatever form it may be?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. I think that would accurately describe our posi-
tion, because if it were the lumber that we are afraid of, then I do not
see why we should make any difference between one kind of lumber and
another. As farmers, we do not see why, for instance, we should allow
a telephone pole to come in free, and a railroad tie to come in free,
and then turn around and tax the products that the farmer must use.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. There is something in that.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Absolutely.
Senator SHOIIRTRIDGE. But the man who owns 10 acres is entitled

to protection. If that is so, why on that theory is not the man who
owns 10 acres of timber entitled to protection? Why prefer one
class of our citizens over another?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. In the case of a railroad tie, if it is uscd for that
purpose, it comes in free, but if the farmer uses it for some other pur-
pose would have to pay a duty.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I would not approve of that.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. A telephone pole might come in free but if you

saw it into fence posts, it would be dutiable.
Senator WATSON. Not under the existing law.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Fence posts are dutiable under the existing law

and telephone poles are free under the existing law.
Senator SHORTI DOE. A telephone pole comes in free and a post--
Mr. BRENCKMAN. The fence posts are duitable.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. There is no sense in that.
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Mr. BRENCKMAN. I agree with you in that.
Senator SHIORTRIDGE. My remark a moment ago meant to express

this thought, to protect the farmer and by "farmer" I mean the man
who plants something in the ground. Now, if he has ten acres and
raises certain agricultural products, if he is entitled to protection as
against a similar article coming from abroad, the man who owns
ten acres of timber land, which is his source of income, is entitled to
protection as against the foreign similar product?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, and if we view the farmer as a consumer of
timber or forest products, which he is, why should he be compelled to
pay a duty on the importation of lumber that he uses and some other
importer allowed to go duty free?

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I agree to that. The farmer is a producer as
well as a consumer, is he not?

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, but he is a bigger consumer of forest
products than a producer.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. But the forest products producer is a con-

sumer of farm products too, is he not?
Mr. BRENCKMAN: Yes, but the point I am bringing out is that

the farmer consumes more lumber or uses more lumber-put it that
way-than he produces.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Yes.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Which is true of the whole country, of course.
Senator WATSON. Posts have been transferred to the free list now.
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, under the new bill. However, I was speak-

ing of the present act.
The duty on lumber and shingles would weigh more heavily upon

the farmers than any other group, since farmers consume in round
figures about 45 per cent of the total forest products of the United
States.

Other building materials which have been taken from the free list
and made dutiable under the tariff bill passed by the House include
bricks and cement. The cement industry in particular is in a flour-
ishing condition and, in our opinion, duties on the importations of
these materials would not be justified.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Now, does it hurt the farmer?
Mr. BRMNCKMAN. Yes; we think it would hurt the farmer, along

with the rest of the consumers of these commodities.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do they .use a great deal of cement?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, they use considerable cement in the con-

struction of walls, walks, stable and cellar floors-
Senator HARRISON. Is there another class of people that are more

highly taxed on country roads than are the farmers?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. I do not believe there is.
Senator HARRISON. And the increased tax or duty on cement

would reflect itself in the road construction?
Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. But they are not the only ones that pay

for the roads. We have a state-wide tax as a rule from which that
is taken, besides gasoline taxes and automobile license fees.

Mr. BRENCKMAN. Yes, of which the farmer pays one-fourth, be-
cause he owns one-fourth of the automobiles in the United States.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Yes, that is true, too.
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Mr. BnNCKMA&. I am not confining this alone to. the farmer.
I am willing to look at it from the standpoint of the average taxpayer.
The cement industry can not show that it is in any great distress or
that there are any great importations of cement. For that reason we
feel it would be a mistake to put this commodity on the dutiable
list.

Senator WATSON. All right. We are much obliged to you.

STATEMENT OF W. T. RAWLEIGH, FREEPORT, ILL.

(The witness was duly sworn by Senator Shortridge.)
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You may proceed, Mr. Rawleigh.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I desire to speak

as far as practical within the time allotted with reference to House
bill 2667, but before proceeding with my remarks I desire to make
some reference to some fundamentals. "

One of the first fundamental points that I desire shall be taken
into consideration by the Senate Finance Committee in considering
this tariff legislation is, first, that equality of opportunity contem-
plated by our Constitution. Second, the Government's policy of,
first, protection of our industries, which we have followed for so many
years, and, second, another policy which I recall as a young man,
which was so frequently referred to by our Democratic friends as a
tariff for revenue only. And, third, taking specially into consideration
the benefits of the few at the expense of the many. And, fourth, these
issues. Ever since I wvas a young man I remember that in nearly
every national campaign the tariff has been one of the most important
issues that we have had. It is not only felt locally but throughout
every State and throughout every nation. In other words, the issueis world wide. It affects everyone everywhere in their economic,
political, and social relations. The tariff, to my mind, is one of the
areat issues of our day, and in my opinion it will never be settled
until it is settled right. It has been the principal bone of contention,
that has been my observation, not only, in our national political
campaigns during all these years, but'there is nothing, perhaps,
which is discussed more to-day throughout the entire world than the
tariff and its economic and political effect upon the peoples of all
nations.

As I think the gentlemen of the Senate committee understand
much better than I do, selfishness is the underlying motive of the
tariff. Perhaps originally this tariff idea in its original application
to infant industries 40 years ago was sound, and, everything con-
sidered, best for everyone concerned. In those days when I was a
young man and began business I became interested in the tariff and
its effect upon producers and consumers, upon trade and industry
and commerce. At that time there were no corporations, except
the railroads and other public service corporations. Practically all
of the business of the country was transacted by the individual and
by copartnerships. There was real competition and independence
of thought and action.

But beginning about 25 years ago we began to merge our small
independent industries, and at that time the real competition and
independence of action that had prevailed so long before began to
lessen, and costs began to increase, and there were beginning many
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impositions upon the public which we as manufacturers felt in outr
business.

Ever since then it has become increasingly difficult to secure real
competition in obtaining our raw materials and supplies. And this
condition resulted in a growing and a nation-wide demand upon the
part of the public for the enactment of legislation to regulate and
control these various lines of industry which had formerly been
independent, but which were being merged, and with the result of
increasing costs, and more and more impositions upon the public
rights.
The result of this condition was the enactment of the Sherman anti-

trust law, and later of the Clayton Act. And still later of many of the
States passing what is generally referred to, I think, as our antitrust
laws to regulate and control, so far as practical, these impositions upon
the public.

One of the greatest problems, first of manufacturers, second of
retail dealers, and third especially of producers and consumers, during
the past 25 years, has been to secure real competition, as I said in
obtaining our supplies of raw materials.

I have with me some substantial evidence, examples of some of the
difficulties that we manufacturers have been experiencing during
recent years, which perhaps if time permits I may refer to later. They
are in the form of identical bids.

Now, getting down more particularly to the subject of our discus-
sion, I will say that ever since I can remember our local, State, and
national legislative bodies have been more or less besieged by organized
groups who have appeared before these legislative bodies asking for
certain kinds of special privileges which they say they are entitled to,
and requesting and in some instances demanding legislation especially
for their benefit.

Our local ordinances, State and Federal statutes, have become
loaded with these special enactments for the benefit of the few at the
expense of the many, until it seems to me sometimes that that equality
of opportunity contemplated by the Constitution, Mr. Chairman, has
been more or'less destroyed and made ineffective to a certain extent.
With the result that there is now much dissatisfaction and resentment,
and for many years now agriculture and other groups have been do-
manding legislation to offset the adverse effect of these special privi-
leges which have been granted to the organized groups for so many
years.

Referring now to the investigation. I have been a student of the
effect of the tariff for many years, and became deeply interested in the
subject, but I did not know exactly how the proposed bill would affect
the public, so I decided to proceed as I would as a business man and
make as thorough investigation as seemed practical. I made arrange-
ments with Dr. J. R. Commons of tile University of Wisconsin, the
head of the Economics Department there, and his associates, Profes-
sors Perlman, Hibbard, and Morton. I have known Professor Com-
mons for a long while. I presume you gentlemen all know him. He
has an international reputation as an authority on economic subjects.
He has a very high standing in his profession, and my opinion is that
his work is so well regarded and he so well established, that any con-
clusions that he reaches will generally be accepted as reliable.
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My instructions and request to Professor Commons and associates
were not to see how the tariff would affect ourselves or anyone else,
but instead to get the facts and report those facts to the Members of
Congress, irrespective of what their effect might be on anyone
concerned.

These investigators began work with a staff of 'about 11 persons
six months ago. They began first with the agricultural schedule,
which has recently been completed. These studies show that the
effect of the proposed bill will not be beneficial to agriculture, as
expected, but instead it will be injurious. I have with me some briefs
which I desire to file, including some statements that have been de-
veloped in this investigation, which show what the effect of the House
bill would be not only upon agriculture but upon producers and con-
sumers generally.

This investigation will be continued. No reasonable time or ex-
pense will be spared to complete the work that has been begun. The
staff is now engaged in checking up the combined summaries on each
of these subjects of the agricultural schedule, and these will be pre-
sented to the Members of Congress now soon. They will run from
2,000 to 5 000 words on each subject.

After that work is finished the professors intend to check up their
monographs, which contain the facts and figures and charts, some in
colors, and drawings, to support all of the conclusions of the investi-
gations up to this time.

I have recently made arrangements with Professor Commons and
his associates to continue this investigation during 1929 and 1930.
They estimate that it will require about 10 months' time to complete
their studies on all of the manufacturing and other schedules which
up to date they have done nothing on. The work will be continued
by these four professors and their staff.

They are opening at the university a new line of study of taxation
and tariff, which will be made a part of the university course at the
opening of the fall term. Professor Morton will dlevote part time,
and there will be two full-time assistants and as man. research assist-
ants as may be needed. Their work will be begun early in September,
and they expect to complete it in July, 1930. Then the result of
this investigation will be published in a book form about August 30,
and it will be made suitable for libraries and colleges, editors and
commercial organizations, newspapers and farm organizations, and
so on.

The investigation thus far seems to confirm my belief that enact-
ment of the House bill in its present form would be injurious and an
unjust imposition, first upon agriculture, and second upon the con-
suming public, and third to the future welfare of domestic industry,
trade, and commerce. Fourth, it would seriously interfere with our
foreign trade and commerce. And fifth, it would possibly destroy,
or at least tend to impair, our peaceful relations with the people of
many nations throughout the world, some of whom have already
begun to enact retaliatory legislation, as you gentlemen have no
doubt noticed.

For example, I received this morning a recent clipping from the
Wall Street Journal referring particularly to some recent enactment
in Germany intended to benefit their agriculture. And reference in
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this article is also made to other contemplated laws, rules, and regu-
lations to protect them in their rights as they see them.

I am a manufacturer. We are members and we have long been
members of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association and of the Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers. Most of the product of our
factories is retailed to consumers by dealers throughout the United
States, Canada, and more recently in some of the Provinces of Aus-
tralia. We have developed our business throughout these countries
to such an extent that we have now come to the time when we would
like to expand and go into numerous other countries. We are now
making the preliminary investigations to determine whether or not
it would be sound and practical and advisable for us to establish
small factories in practically all of the countries of Europe and in
South Amarica and in China, and Russia after a while, I h1ope.

I think there are many other industries of the United States which
have come to a point where they have developed a maximum pro-
duction, and more production than they have markets for, and they
desire to go out in the countries of the world and expand their busi-
ness. But should the Congress enact such legislation as is proposed
in the House bill I am inclined to think that it would be a serious
handicap in the proper development and extension of our business
in foreign countries.

Let us pause for a moment and take into consideration how the
people in other countries regard the United States and its people.
EPverywhere I have been in my foreign travels I have noticed that
they look upon our people and its Government with great respect,
and our form of Government especially as being ideal. And they
all look forward to the time when they may also be able to secure
that degree of democracy that we have developed in this country.
And it seemed to ine that anything that we might do now to impair
the friendship and good will of all the peoples of foreign nations
would be a very serious handicap in the development of our business,
not only at home, but also in establishing new relations with the
people of all nations.

As I look backward I am reminded of the conditions that existed
in the United States when I was a young man some 40 years ago.
Since then there has been a tremendous development of our natural
resources. Our industries have grown from small, independent, com-
petitive concerns into great national concerns, and many of interna-
tional activities. During the early days we sold practically everything
we produced at home. And as a Republican I was a strong believer
in the protective policies of the Republican Party, because it seemed
to me that, everything considered, those infant industries needed
protection. And that our policies were sound and practical and best.

But it now.seems to me that the conditions have become entirely
different, prior to and during, and following the war especially.
We now have, first, mass production in many of our most important
industries. And they are not besieging the Congress and this com-
mittee with demands for higher rates of duties. In my opinion it
seems to me that they are not here asking for higher rates as a rule.

Senator CONNALLY. You have not been here but one day.
Mr. RAWLEIGII. That is true, sir, and I may be wrong.
Senator DENEEN. You were here before the Ways and Means

Committee of the House, were you not?

I
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Mr. RAWLEIGH. I was not here personally, but we filed a brief
with the Ways and Means Committee.

Senator CONNALLY. I am not reflecting on your opinion, but I
think you are wrong when you think they are not here demanding
higher rates. They are squawking as loud as they can, and they will
all holler if they do not get higher rates.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. I was speaking of sonic of the larger ones, the
Ford Motor Co. and all of those great industries.

I think that all of our industries have a desire to expand their trade
and their commerce and to go out into all of the countries of the civi-
lized world for new business. We are now furnishing a large part of
the capital that is being.used in ninny of our foreign countries for the
development of their trade and industry and commerce. The indus-
tries are seeking foreign markets. But, gentlemen, may I say that
it is my opinion that no one can reasonably expect the people of
foreign countries to buy our supplies if we refuse them the privilege
of selling to us by raising a high Chinese wall around our country.
It can not be done. If we expect to sell we must also be willing to
buy. This is not a one-sided matter in my judgment. It seems to
me that instead of raising our tariff duties higher, we have now come
to a time when we should take into serious consideration the gradual
reduction of the duties to a more normal condition, to more normal
rates.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Pardon me, I will just interrupt you once.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. Yes, Senator Shortridge.
Senator SHOnTnIDGE. In what immediate line of business and

manufacturing are you engaged, Mr. Rawleigh?
Mr. RAWLEIGIT. We are manufacturers of between 175 and 200

proprietary products, food products, extracts, spices, soups, toilet
articles, stock dips, disinfectants, stock remedies, poultry supplies,
and so forth.

Senator CONNALLY. Do you not sell medicines for people too?
Mr. RAWLEIGH. A few proprietary medicines, yes.Senator CONNALLY. I mcan 1{awleigh's remedies?
Mr. RAWLEIGH. What are known as Rawleigh's Good Health

Products; yes, sir.
Senator SHoRTRIDGE. Very well, just resume, then.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. How much time do I have, Senator?
Senator SIOJlTRIDGE. About ten minutes.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. That is, I think, raore than I will need, thank you.
Senator HAmiSON. You are making a very interesting argument.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You very fittingly and very entertainingly

expressed many general propositions. Of course we bear those in
mind. But we must sooner or later come down to details and fix
rates, you know, on specific things. Now it may well be that there
are some agricultural products in Aierica that can not compete
with like products raised in other and very cheap labor countries.
That would apply to some things raised in my friend's State, Missis-
sippi, or my friend there from Texas, my friends from Arizona, and,
if I may add, California. Specific things which farmers-American
citizens-plant and produce. Now we must deal with specifics.
These general propositions are, and of course must be considered.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. Yes, Senator, I think you are entirely right, and
the suggestion is timely. And in conclusion I desire to ask the
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privilege of the committee to file some documents which contain
specific information, particularly the information that has been de-
veloped by Dr. John R. Commons and his associates of the University
of Wisconsin, who have been struggling with this economic problem
now for six months at my request.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. The committee will receive that and give it
careful consideration.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. Thank you. The first document that I desire to
file, to become a part of this record here, is a statement regarding the
tariff, approved by B. H. Hibbard, John R. Commons, and Selig
Perlman of the University of Wisconsin, resulting from an impartial
investigation of the tariff, with funds supplied by W. T. Rawleigh,
of Freeport, Ill.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Does that deal with specific importations?
Mr. RAWLEIGH. Yes. This is a copy of the authoritative releases

that have been made to the newspapers.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I do not think those elaborate statements and

proclamations would be very helpful to us, but if the statement there
is devoted to costs of labor, price of labor, amount of importations or
exportations, as it may be, I think that information would be helpful.
However, you may leave that with the committee.

Mr. RAWLEIGI. I also received from Professor Commons to-day a
statement with accompanying charts, that I think the committee
and the Members of Congress will be very much interested in, because
it does contain practically complete and specific information, accompa-
nied by all of the facts and figures and charts that have been prepared
for your information. And I will, with your permission, leave that.

Senator SJIORTRIDGE. In a word, what does it purport to be? What
is it?

Mr. RAWLEIGH. This is their findings on the tariff on wool. And
it was quite a surprise to Inc. I expected that any material increase
in the duty on wool would greatly increase the cost of clothing. But
quite contrary to my expectations, Professor Commons informed me
when I last discussed this with him, that there would be but very little
increase in the cost of clothing as the result of the proposed increase
of duty, as shown by the Hawley tariff bill.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Does h6 then suggest an increase of the duty
on wool? I just wanted to know what conclusion he reached. Not
the reasons leading up to it, but his conclusions.

Mr. RAWLEIGI. Here is the report of the conclusions, received by
air mail this morning. I have only glanced it through. I do not know
what the conclusions are. But it is accompanied by this apparently
very complete and interesting chart.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. You may leave it with the committee and it
may be perhaps printed. That will be determined.

Senator HARRISON. As I understand it, this committee of econo-
mists have been studying these particular rates, and thse particular
paragraphs of this bill with a view of giving this information to the
committee and to the country?

Mr. RAWLEIGH. Yes, that is correct.
Senator HARRISON. I think it would be most valuable information.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Well, I am not at all dissenting from that.

You remarked a moment ago that they had not completed their labors,
particularly in respect to the manufacturing industries of the country.
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Mr. RAWLEiGH. No, the agricultural schedules are the only ones
that have been completed to date.

Senator SHIORTRIDGE. All right, I agree with Senator Harrison that
their conclusions and the reasons that they assign may well be carried
into the record for the study of the committee and the members of
the Congress.

Senator HAnnisoN. Is that report on all agricultural propositions?
Have you that?

Mr. RAWLEIGH. On all agricultural propositions?
Senator HARRISON. Yes.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. The report that I referred to is this statement here.

This relates entirely to the following subjects: First, sugar, then
butter, flax, barley, wheat, oats and rye, cheese, coconut oil and olive
oil, cottonseed oil, peanut oil and soy-bean oil, blackstrap molasses,
scoured wool, buckwheat, corn, casein, milk and cream, sheep and
lamib and mutton, and ends with a summary.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Now what is their conclusion as to those
articles in respect to the raising or the lowering of present duties?
That is what I would like to know, if you will tell us.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. I do not know whether I can answer that correctly
or not, Senator Shortridge.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Lot me see the document.
Mr. RAWLE OH. But the conclusion that I have reached is that

agriculture, instead of being benefited by the enactment of the
Hawley House bill, will be probably injured, because, first, the farmers
and stock raisers can receive but little, if any, profitable benefit from
the enactment of any of these proposed agricultural schedules,
because any minor and very small benefits that they may receive as
a result of these agricultural schedules will be more than offset by
the added cost of the products of the manufacturing schedules which
it is proposed and provided for that have been raised in the House bill.

Senator DENEEN. As I understand, Mr. Rawleigh, they have made
a study of the whole bill?

Mr. RAWLEIGH. Yes.
Senator DENEEN. This board has not made a study of the tariff

bill of 1922, has it?
Mr. RAWLEIGm. No.
Senator DENEEN. They have made a study of the existing bill

that we are discussing. I think I noticed you made the statement
that they have made a study of the Hawley bill.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. I think they confined their studies to that bill.
They began their studies on the agricultural schedules by first
obtaining the official facts and figures friom the Federal Government.
And then after the enactment of the Hawley bill they applied those
facts to that bill and reached their conclusions on the agricultural
schedule.

I also have here a brief on the free list that I would like to have
incorporated in the free list record with reference to a few minor
products.

Here is also a shorter summary of the professors' conclusions
relative to the agricultural schedules, which I will not ask to be
included in the record.

Senator DENEEN. You have handed the reporter all your briefs
now that you want to be placed in the record?

03310-20--eeL 16, scULDa 16----5
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Mr. RAWLEIGH. Yes.
The tariff, in order to have its effect upon our domestic and foreign

trade and relations with the people of the world, is in my opinion not
only the greatest issue we have to-day, but it is likely to be the greatest
issue that we will have for many years to come. et always has been
an issue ever since I recall the tariff. It has been an issue in every
campaign, practically, we have had. But this question will never be
settled until it is settled right.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. It never can be settled once for all time.
Changes come in the world. It can not be like a law of the Medes
and Persians.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. Would the committee, Senator Shortridge, be
interested in what my opinion is as to what would be the best remedy
for agricultural relief?

Senator SMOOT. Only as applying to the tariff bill, and that I
guess you have given a pretty complete statement of.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. I may be regarded more or less radical, Senator
SMOOT.

Senator SMOOT. We are here on the tariff rates. That is all we
want to hear about.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. But may I add this to my statement?
Senator SHORTIDGE. Yes.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. That if I had the power to do so I would undertake

to repeal most, if not all, the special privilege legislation that has been
enacted by our local, state and national legislative bodies during the
past 25 years, the object of which would be to restore that equality
of opportunity contemplated by the Constitution.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. As to tariff you would, I suppose, wipe out
the tariff laws entirely?

Mr. RAWLEIGH. Oh, no, sir; no, sir, Senator Shortridge.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You would reduce them materially, would

you, or raise them, speaking generally?
Mr. RAWLEIGH. I would proceed, I think, as .I have undertaken

to proceed, to secure all necessary facts and figures and data to enable
me to reach sound conclusions as to what would be fair and equitable.

Senator SMOOT. That has never been done in the past, has it?
Mr. RAWLEIGH. Oh, yes, sir, I think it has.
Senator SHORTEIDGE. That is what we are endeavoring to do now.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. We are always endeavoring to do that, Senator

Smoot, but I think that the conditions are so different to-day, that
we older men especially who have been trained from boys up to
believe in this protective policy, have to recognize that we have
now come to a time when these industries which were infants 40 years
ago have grown to manhood and they are able to go out and cope
with the world and take care of themselves.

Senator SHORTnIDGE. Yes, I see your theory.
Mr. RAWLEIGH. The fact that I think this does not make it so

You all understand that. I know it is the fact that some of oui
friends disagree with us entirely.

Sentor SHORTRIDGE. Thank you very much for your illuminating
remarks.

Mr. RAWLEIGH. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen for
the attention you have given me.
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Senator HARRISON. I wish all these gentlemen could have heard
you, especially the Senator from Utah.

(Mr. Rawleigh submitted the following data and brief:)

EXHIBIT A

STATEMENTS REGARDING TARIFF APPROVED BY B. H. HIBBARD, JOHN R. Com-
MONS, AND SELIG PERLMAN OF TIE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, RESULTING
FROM AN IMPARTIAL INVESTIGATION OF TIlE TARIFF, WITH FUNDS SUPPLIED
BY W. T. RAWLEIGH OF FREEPORT, ILL.

INTRODUCTION

The farmers' representatives before the Committee on Ways and Means have
agreed on advances in the tariff on various farm products. Manufacturers
of products used by farmers are also asking advances, while others are content
with the present high tariffs.

Formerly the Democratic Party opposed high tariffs and this opposition had
some effect in preventing the Republican Party from raising the tariff rates too
high. Now the Democratic Party is not in opposition but is also asking for high
tariffs on farm products.

Tariffs are always made up by logrolling. If one industry gets a high tariff
it does so by consenting that other industries may have a high tariff. Under
the new arrangement everybody will join in the logrolling, and nobody will be in
opposition. Farmers have closed their mouths against high protection for manu-
factures because the manufacturers have consented to high tariffs for farmers.

In this game of logrolling the farmers will get what their representatives ask
for. So will the manufacturers. If the farmers ask for a tariff that will do them
no good whatever, then they are giving something for nothing in this game of
logrolling. This is evidently what they are doing on several of the farmers'
crops. In the case of other crops a small number of farmers will gain but the
great majority of farmers will lose as consumers, along with other consumers.

The only way to find out whether the farmers will gain or lose in this logrolling
is to make a careful investigation of each commodity by itself, on the basis of
all available statistics, and then to sum up the total gain and loss for all com-
modities. This statistical examination is being made, with conclusive results
on a number of commodities, by a force of experts in agricultural economics at
the University of Wisconsin, under the direction of B. H. Hibbard, John R.
Commons, and Selig Perlman, of the Economics Department. In some cases
the results are significant and even startling.

The funds for the investigation have been furnished by Mr. W. T. Rawleigh
Freeport, Ill., a prominent manufacturer. His instructions are simply to find
the facts.

These investigations show, as exactly as is possible, where the farmers will
gain atid where they will lose on each particular commodity. As fast as the
investigation of each commodity is finished the results will be published. Not
every commodity will be included, but only the most important. The investi-
gation shows the results of existing tariffs and the estimated results of the tariff
increases asked for by the farmers' representatives and by the manufacturers'
representatives.

Among the more important commodities that will be reported on are sugar,
cotton, meat products, dairy products, corn, wheat, barley, flaxseed, and lumber,
besides several manufactured articles.

SUGAR

The proposed higher tariff on sugar will cost the average farmer's family about
$15 annually, in place of the $10 which the present duty exacts. About 6,300,000
farmers' families will pay this tax and about 3 per cent of the farmers' families
will be benefited about $48 each.

The present tariff on Cuban sugar is approximately 1.8 cents per pound on
raw sugar and nearly 1.9 cents on refined sugar. But the wholesale price of
granulated sugar for domestic use at New York City averaged 2.18 cents per
pound higher than the price of granulated sugar for export purposes. This
measures the amount of the tariff passed directly on to the consumer. When
this tax finally reaches the ultimate consumers in America it has, on account of
intermediate charges, risen to at least 2.45 cents per pound.
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Since the average farm family consumes about 405 pounds of sugar annually
the present tariff costs each farm family about $10 annually; and since the
urban family consumes about 432 pounds, the burden on urban families is about
$11.50 annually.

The proposed increase in the tariff will raise the tax burden from the present
2.45 cents per pound to 3.7 cents per pound, so that the total burden, thus
increased, will be $15 per farm family and $16 for urban families.

Under the present sugar tariff the annual revenue to the Government averaged
$134,000,000 for the five years, 1923 to 1927, one-fourth of all the tariff revenue
collected. Under the proposed tariff, assuming that imports will not decrease,
the Government revenue will be $213,000,000, an increase of $79,000,000 annually.

The present tariff, on reaching the ultimate consumers, costs $293,000,000.
The proposed tariff will cost the ultimate consumers around $443,000,000, an
increase of $150,000,000.

Under the present tariff less than 3 per cent of the American farmers get about
$43,000,000; and all of the farmers pay about $64,000,000; a net cost to all
farmers of $21,000,000. Under the proposed tariff this small number of farmers
will get about $69,000,000, based upon present production. No estimate can be
made of increased production resulting from the tariff increase. All of the farmers
will pay about $97,000,000 in increased prices, a net cost to all farmers of
$28,000,000.

Besides the American producers, the island producers of Hawaii, Virgin Is-
lands, Porto Rico, and the Philippines obtain, under the present tariff, a benefit
of about $58,000,000. Under the proposed tariff the island producers will get a
probable benefit of $91,000,000, or an increase of $33,000,000 on the basis of
present production. Their benefit will be further increased by an increase in
production which is likely to result from higher prices.

BUTTER

The present tariff of 12 cents per pound on butter gives the butter producers
of the United States $125,000,000 annually. It is proposed to raise the rate to
15 cents. This proposed increase will probably be futile because the present
tendency of production is such that no tariff legislation can help the farmer
increase the amount he is now receiving.

Under the present tariff of 12 cents the farmer is receiving a benefit of 6 cents
per pound above the London or world market price. Hence the tariff of 12 cents
is not now fully effective. If the rate is raised to 15 cents as requested, it will
have practically no effect. It will neither help the producer nor burden the
consumer.

The reason for the relative ineffectiveness of the tariff is the increase in butter
production in this country. The production of creamery butter in 1922 was
1,153,515,000 pounds; in 1928, 1,478,457,500 and is still on the upgrade. The
total production of all grades of butter has risen from 1,824,609,000 pounds in
1922 to 2,075,000,000 pounds in 1928. So long as butter production continues
to increase at the present rate the price of butter is likely to decline. Regardless
of any upward revision in the tariff the farmers' benefit will probably decline to
about 5 cents per pound or only $100,000,000 annually during the next few years.

Since the imports of butter are "practically negligible, the tariff on butter is
useless as a revenue measure but it does function, as intended, as a protective
measure. It can protect against foreign competition but it can not protect the
farmers from competition against one another by increasing their production.

Should the tendency to increase production continue indefinitely into the
future, the American production will probably become so great that we will be
unable to use the butter produced in the United States and become butter ex-
porters. Should this situation develop the price of butter will decline to such
an extent that the tariff will be of no benefit whatever to the producing farmers.

Of the 6,300,000 farmers in the United States about half produce butter.
During the past few years the annual average benefit to each producing farm from
this tariff was approximately $33. As noted above, this amount will probably
decline in the next few years. Thus the proposed increased duty of 3 cents on
butter is destined to be ineffective.

FLAXSEED

Flax Is one of the farm products on which an addition to the present tariff
will help the grower. The proposed addition to the tariff of 44 cents per bushel
should yield the flax producers an additional $5,600,000, or double the present
benefit.
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This benefit will go chiefly to farmers in the states of North Dakota, Min-
nesota, South Dakota, and Montana. The cost will be borne directly by the 32
linseed-oil mills in the United States located at Minneapolis, Buffalo, and New
York, and indirectly by the consuming public.

Under the present tariff of 40 cents per bushel on flaxseed the annual total
benefit to the flax growers, 1.6 per cent of the farmers of the country, is equivalent
to $5,600,000 or $53 per farm. Under the proposed tariff of 84 cents the benefit
would be increased to $11,200,000 or $106 to the same farmers.

Since flax is imported, the present tariff is effective both as a revenue measure
and for purposes of protection to the local grower. Although the duty is now
40 cents, our Western growers get a benefit of only 25 cents per bushel. This
is due to the fact that it costs them approximately 15 cents more to get their
seed to the Buffalo market than it costs their competitors in Canada.

It is not possible to estimate exactly how much the farmer will get if the tariff
is increased to 8.1 cents as proposed, but it seems likely that he will get at least
25 cents per bushel additional benefit, upon which basis the preceding estimate
is made.

While in Russia flax is grown both for the straw to be used for linen and the
seed for linseed oil, the chief u.a of flax;;cd in the United States is for crushing
into linseed oil. During the lmt, five years we have produced 54.2 per cent of
the total flaxseed used, importing the balance from Canda and Argentina. We
also import a small amount of linseed oil which is equivalent to a proportionate
amount of llaxseed. Due to the fact that flax can not be grown continuously on
each farm, the production can not be increased at a very rapid rate. Thus,
unlike butter, there is not much likelihood that the production of flax will be
increased sufficiently to make the tariff ineffective.

While the proposed increase in the tariff is arousing both Canada and Argentina,
it is a case in which the increased duty will be of benefit to the flax farmer. This
benefit will be balanced by the increased cost to themselves and all other farmers
who buy paints, varnishes, linoleum, oilcloth, patent and imitation leather,
printer's ink, putty, soft soaps and other linseed products.

BARLEY

Since 1922 the duty on barley has been 20 cents per bushel. The evidence
shows that the American farmer has thus far received practically no benefit
from it, except during the exceedingly short feed crops in 1924. Yet it is pro-
posed to raise the rate to 24 cents per bushel. This increase will, in all proba-
bility, also be futile.

Barley is produced chiefly in Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and California. Approximately 75 per cent of the barley produced is
consumed within the county in which it is grown as feed for livestock. The
balance is marketed in Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, Duluth, and Omaha.
The 15 per cent surplus which is sold abroad is sufficient to make the price of
barley in the United States dependent upon European buyers.

WHEAT

The present tariff on wheat is 42 cents per bushel. No increase is being re-
quested. Since 25 per cent of our annual crop is exported, the price is fixed in
the world market. Due, however, to grading, the tariff is of some benefit to the
growers of high protein wheat.

Prior to the tariff the only wheat which was imported was the high protein
wheat grown in Canada. Since the tariff of 1922 only one-tenth of 1 per cent of
our total consumption has been imported. The average effectiveness of the
tariff since 1922 is approximately 9.8 cents per bushel on one half of the hard
wheat, which is 26 per cent of our total l)roduetion. This gives an annual
average benefit of $17,600,000 which goes almost mainly to farmers in three
States- Montana, Kansas, and North Dakota. Since wheat is a billion-dollar
crop, this benefit is only about 2 per cent of the total value. For reasons
mentioned below, it is doubtful whether this is net benefit to the entire group
of wheat farmers.

To most people, wheat is wheat. But to the miller who must make flour
which the bakeries and the American housewife will buy, wheat is distinguishable
Into harder and softer grades. There are at least five distinguishable classes of
wheat-hard red winter, soft red winter, hard red spring, white wheat, and
Durum. These are further distinguishable into grades according to )rotein
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content. The reason for protein recognition Is that the miller has found from
experience that in order to make a dependable flour which will give an even-
textured and well-raised loaf of bread, he must either use all hard wheat or a
mixture of hard wheat with soft, since the harder wheats have the higher protein
content. Until recently close attention was not given to grading by the buyer,
so that a farmer who had a low protein wheat probably got as much as the one
having wheat of a high-protein content. Now the millers pay a higher price
for the high protein than they do for the lower protein wheat. In this sense,
therefore, the increased benefit accruingte the hard wheat growers is due partly
to the greater attention paid to classification and to the resutltant lower price
which other wheat grcwers are getting for their product.

In view of the futility of tariff aid, some hope has been expressed that the
American wheat grower will get the benefit of the tariff when domestic con-
sumption catches up with production. If this should happen, the price of
American wheat would not be fixed upon the world market at Liverpoo , but in
the tariff-protected American markets. There is little evidence, however, to
indicate that this expectation will be realized in the near future.

The production of wheat in the United States since the war has averaged
804,000,000 bushels. Present indications are that this production will, if any-
thing, increase. Domestic consumption averages 597,000,000 bushels while the
balance of 207,000,000 bushels, or about 25 per cent of the total crop, Is exported
either as wheat or flour. There is little prospect therefore that domestic con-
sumption will soon equal production.

Looking abroad, conditions are no better. The foreign market seems to be
decreasing due to the prohibitive tariffs being placed by Germany, France, and
Italy against American wheat and the increasing production In those countries as
well as in Russia, Canada, and Atgentina.

OA'TS AND RYE

The tariff ol oats and rye is practically without value to the farmer.
Inasmuch as the price of oats is dependent upon the world market the present

tariff of 15 cents per bushel has not been effective. With the exception of a few
months in 1924, the price of American oats has not been any' higher than that of
the competitive Canadian crop. Nevertheless, it is proposed to increase the
duty on this crop by I cent per bushel. No benefit can be expected from this
increase.

While oats ranks third among the cereal crops of the United States, it consti-
tutes only 1.7 per cent of the total farm cash income. This is due largely to the
fact that'about two-thirds of the crop is used by farmers for horse ad livestock
.ced. The chief benefit to be derived by the farmers from a rise in the price of
oats, even could it be accomplised, would be only on the third which they sell
for commercial purposes. They do not, of course, receive any real benefit'from
a rise of price of that portion of the product which they tlemselves use.
In spite of the fact that 48 per cent of our total crop'of rye is exported, repre-

sentatives of the farmers are asking that the present import duty of 15 c !nts per
bushel be increased to 30 cents. There are no rye imports. There seems,
therefore, to be no occasion either for the present or proposed tariffs.

Prfor to tile war, rye production averaged 38,000,000 bushels anntiually. During
the period 1923-1927 it averaged 55,000,000 bhuiels, of which al average of
26,000,000 bushels was exported. The price of rye has accordingly been fixed
in the world market. Since the proportion of the domestic production exported
Is Increasing there is no reasonable basis for believing that import duties can be
of any benefit whatever to the producer of rye.

CHEESE

Although many kinds of cheese are used in the United States, the tariff is sig-
nificant only in relation to Cheddar and American-made Swiss cheese. Other
grades of cheese are noncompetitive with American production.

The present tariff of "5 cents per pound, not less than 25 per cent ad valorem"
on Cheddar cheese is ineffective because we produce practically our entire con-
sumption. Canada, our chief competitor, ships her cheese abroad. Only during
the extraordinary depression of the London price in 1926 and 1927 d'zl Canada
export appreciable quantities to the United States. The proposed increase in
the tariff on Cheddar cheese to "7 cents per pound, but not less than 35 per
cent ad valorem" will probably be ineffective.
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The present duty on Swiss cheese of "7% cents per pound, not less than 37i

per cent ad valorem" gave the American producers an average price of 7.7 cents
above the Basel Switzerland, price during the first 10 months of 1928. The
average annual benefit amounts to about $1,650.000. Of this, Wisconsin gets
80 per cent or $1,320,000. If the duty had been fully effective it would have made
the differential of the domestic above the world price about 11 cents (or 37%
per cent ad valorem) instead of 7.7 cents. The duty is, therefore, only 70 per
cent effective.

Due to the fact that the Committee on Ways and Means did not differentiate
between "Swiss" cheese and other cheeses in the proposed tariff act, H. R. 2667,
the proposed duty on Swiss chcse is decreased to "7 cents per pound, but not
less than 35 per cent ad valorem." This is such a small decrease as to be prac-
tically insignificant. The benefit to our producers will be about 7 cents per
pound under the proposed rate instead of the 7.7 cents now obtained under
the present rate. The total annual benefit will be about $1,600,000 instead of
$1,650,000; and the total annual cost to consumers will be about $2,790,000
instead of $2,800,000.

COCONUT OIL

The effect of the present duty of 2 cents per pound on coconut oil has been to
change the source of supply of crude oil rather than to raise its price. The duty
has brought about a shift in the source of our imports from other countries to the
Philippine Islands, who are allowed to export to us free of (luty. The result of
this shift has been a decided handicap on soap manufacturers who had built
up a business on the cold process of soap making-a process for which the Cochin
and Ceylon oils formerly imported are suitable but to which the Philippine oil is
not.

In 1924 imports from tile Philippines were 62,200,000 pounds, and from other
countries 31,700,000 pounds. In 1926 imports from the Philippines equaled
245,100,000 pounds, while from other countries they amounted to but 300,000
pounds. In the meantime the quantity of oil produced in this country from
imported copra (which is partially dried cocoanut) increased from 38,100,000 to
255,000,000 pounds.

Coconut oil is to-day the chief oil ,ised in the manufacture of oleomargarine,
a substitute for butter. In 1918, 62,000,000 pounds of coconut oil were used in
connection with 107,000,000 pounds of oleo fats and 46,000,000 pounds of natural
lard to make 327,00,000 pounds of oleonmargarine. In 1928, 141,000,000 p uids
of coconut oil were used in connection with 51,000,000 pounds of oleo fats and
25 000,000 pounds of natural lard to make 307,000,000 pounds of oleomargarine.T he present tariff bill proposed to continue the duty at 2 cents per pound. As
long as coconut oil and copra from the Philippines are allowed to come in duty
free, the sole effect of the duty will be to shift the source of our imports to the
Philippines without increasing the domestic price of coconut oil.

OLIVE OIL

The present duty of 6% to 7% cents per pound oil olive oil is effective to the full
amount of tile tariff. In 1925, six-tentlis of I per cent of domestic consulmllption
consisted of domestic oil, so consumers paid the average duty of about 7 cents
per pound on the 99.4 per cent imports and six-tenths of 1 per cent domestic
production.

Olive oil is a relatively unimportant by-product of the domestic industry; and
the output in 1925 was actually less than in any year since 1920. Olive growers
carry on their industry for the fruit primarily; and their prosperity is not sub-
stantially affected by the price of olive oil.

After the duty was raised in 1921 and 1922, imports of olive oil actually in-
creased from 30,000,000 pounds in 1920 to 90,000,000 pounds in 1925, but since
1925 imports have decreased to 83,000,000 pounds in 1928. Under the olive oil
duty, revenue receipts increased from $975,825 in 1920 to $6,217,547 in 1925.

It is proposed to continue the present duties as they are. The United States
consumers will continue to bear the burden of paying on the average an added 7
cents per pound on the total consumption of about 84,000,000 pounds of olive
oil in order to give California olive growers a benefit of 7 cents per pound oil the
domestic production of about 1,000,000 pounds. Time consumer pays over
$6,000 000 in direct tariff Increases; the producer gains $70,000. Thus it is
virtually a revenue and not a protective tariff.
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COTTONSPED OIL

The duty of 3 cents per pound on cottonseed oil has failed to create and main-
tain a difference between the foreign and domestic prices of cottonseed oil. It is
proposed to continue the present duty without increase. There is no need for
further increase, since the present duty is practically prohibitive, and since the
differential of the domestic above foreign prices is less than the 3-cent duty. The
United States is on an export basis; and an increase is both unnecessary and
worthless.

Cottonseed oil ranks first among the vegetable oils in both consumption and
production in the United States. In 1926, the output was 1,760,530,000 pounds,
an amount equal to over half the vegetable oil annually consumed in this country.

The United States produces about 44 per cent of the world's oulpult of cotton-
seed oil. Exports have declined greatly since the war even in tile face of heavy
production, (tile to increased domestic consumption. In 1914 exports totaled
216,000,000 pounds of oil, while in 1928 they totaled but 52,000,000 pounds.

Imports of cottoiseed oil have decreased under the 3-cent ditty from 9,458,000
pounds in 1920 to 394 pounds in 1927. Imports, coip'ared to tile domestic out-
put, have always been intcoiisiderable in quantity and have consisted alnost en-
tirely of a very low-grade oil froni the Far East,'whtich wrs used in] soap making.
Of the domestic output, about 1 per cent is used for this purpose, so consequently
imports never really competed with the domestic oil.

The extremely short crop of cotton in 1922 greatly reduced the Uited States
exports of cottonseed oil and tended to increase tie w orld price of this oil. Euro-
pean countries chose to shift their purchases to the cheaper oriental crude oils
rather than buy the more expensive United States refined cottonseed oil. (Soy-
ben oil appears to be more acceptable as a food oil in European than in American
markets.)

The United States has lost the European market because of titls shift in demand
and now exports its annual surplus chiefly to Canada, Mexico, and Cuba.

PEANUT OIL

The present duty of 4 cents per pound on peanut oil is fully effective on the
higher grades, but since domestic production is principally of the poorer grades,
domestic producers do not get the full 4 cent benefit. 'he new tariff bill pro-
vidles for continuance of the present duty at 4 cents per pound. The present duty
is sufficient since at no time has the differential of the domestic above foreign
prices exceeded the 4-cent duty.

The average benefit on the entire crop received by producers from the peanut
oil duty averaged about 2 cents per pound for the period 1923 to 1927. The
total annual benefit on the average yearly production of 9,000,000 pounds amounts
to about $180,000.

The peanut-oil duty has been effective in decreasing imports of peanut oil.
In 1920, imports constituted approximately 90 per cent of our domestic ccn-
sumption. In 1927, imports comprised buft 17 per cent of our domestic con-
sumption. At the same time our domestic production has decreased by about
25 per cent, so our total domestic consumption decreased from 107,000,000
pounds in 1920 to about 13,000,000 pounds in 1927. The increased cost of pea-
nut oil brought about I)y the tariff has greatly lessened its use as a soap oil and
decreased our total yearly consumption. In 1927, nearly half our total con-
sumption of peanut oil was used in the production of oleomargarine.

Domestic peanut oil is nearly altogether a salvage l)roduct made from culls
and spoiled peanuts and marketed primarily as a soap oil.

SOY-BEAN OIL

The present duty of 2% cents per pound on soy-bean oil is effective in increas-
ing the difference'of domestic above foreign prices by the full amount of the
tariff. It is proposed to increase the duty to 5 cents per pound. This increase
will probably be fully effective, since the duty on linseed oil, the present chief
competing product of soy-bean oil as a drying oil, has just recently been increased
by presidential proclaniation from 3.3 cents to 4.16 cents per pound, thereby
increasing the price of linseed oil. These two oils, soy bean and linseed, maintain
a definite price relationship as drying oils, and increasing the price of linseed
oil by increasing the duty permits the duty on soy-bean oil to be Increased to
5 cents per pound without causing a substitution of linseed oil for soy-bean oil.
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Tie soy-bean-oll tariff has not brought about the development of a domestic
soy-bean'oil industry. It has brought about the practical discontinuance of this
oil as a soap and food oil.

Tile average benefit received from the tariff on soy-bean oil amounts to 21%
cents per pound for an annual domestic production, which in 1927 and 1928
equalled approximately 3,000,000 pounds. Hence total annual benefits amount
to %75,000.

boy-bean oil is a relatively unimportant by-product in the United States,
soy beans being grown primarily as a forage crop and for introducing nitrogen
into the soil. Only those beans which are not fit for planting are used in making
the oil. Soy-bean oil is therefore a salvage product which is made from what
would normally be a waste product, but which has been put to a reductivee use.

Of the soy-bean oil consumed in the United States, less than one-third is of
domestic origin. Imports might be excluded by increasing the duty and the price
of domestic oil raised to a point where farmers would find it profitable to grow
soy beam directly for the oil. Too great an increase in the duty, however, might
so increase the price of soy-bean oil as to lead to the practical discontinuance of its
use as a drying oil, just as the present duty has led to the near discontinuance of its
use as a Soap and food oil.

BLACKSTRAP MOLASSES

The Corn Delt farmers have asked that the tariff rate on blackstrap molasses
be increased from one-sixth cent per gallon to 8 cents per gallon. The new tariff
bill as passed by the House of Representatives May 28, however, made no change
in tie rate. Contrary to the expectations of the Corn Belt representatives, the
gain to corn growers due to any increase in duty is extremely problematical, while
it would result in higher prices for alcohol and alcohol products.

Blackstrap molasses, prior to 1914, considered largely as waste, is now a useful
by-product of the sugar industry. Since the World War, technical methods
have been developed by which this material can be converted into industrial
or ethyl alcohol. Consequently plants have been constructed on the seaboard
or in other favorable locations'for the utilization of molasses, about two-thirds
of which is imported from Cuba. To-day approximately 85 per cent of the
industrial alcohol used in this country is made from blackstrap.

It is contended that a high tariff on blackstrap will compel the alcohol manu-
facturers to substitute corn for molasses, thus increasing the demand for corn
by about 40,000,000 bushels and excluding the importation of some 200,000,000
gallons of molasses from Cuba. While this argument sounds plausible on its
face, there are several factors which will hinder if not entirely prevent this
shift from taking place. These factors are:

(1) The manufacture of alcohol from corn is a more expensive process. Fifty-
seven of the sixty plants in operation during 1928, were fitted to convert the sugar
present in molasses into alcohol. In order to use corn as a raw material, these
plants would have to equip themselves with facilities for first converting the
starch in corn into sugar. This would involve the expenditure of large sums of
money for equipment, and would at the same time increase the cost of producing
alcohol by adding to the capital charges, making an additional process necessary,
in addition to the use of a higher priced raw material.

(2) The freight charges to bring corn to the seaboard plants will be a large
part of the total cost, since most of the existing alcohol plants are located on or
near the seaboard outside of the Corn Belt.

(3) The production of alcohol from softwood waste and by synthetic methods,
now being done on a small scale, will be encouraged. To-day there are at least
four ways in which alcohol may be produced without the use of a sugar or starch
substance as tile raw material. A small incentive is all that is needed to induce
men to start the production of alcohol by these new methods.

(4) Some plants will continue to use domestically produced molasses and
molasses admitted, duty free, from our insular possessions. It is possible that
about half our present consumption of blackstrap molasses might be furnished
by our domestic producers and our insular possessions. To the extent that cheap
molasses was available, the use of corn would not be stimulated.

In the face of all these facts bringing elements of uncertainty into the alcohol
industry, it is quite unlikely that the alcohol producers would rebuild their present
plants or open new ones nearer the supply of corn. Molasses would continue to
be used as the chief raw material in the manufacture of alcohol; and synthetic
methods now in actual use would gradually be developed. The corn farmer,
therefore, cana expect little or no benefit from a tariff on blackstrap molasses.
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WOOL

It is proposed to raise the duty on scoured wool from 31 cents to 34 cents per
pound. If this is done it Is likely y that the American wool producer will receive
the full benefit of the 3-cent increase in the duty.

Under the present rate the wool growers in Texas, Montana, Wyoming, Utah,
California, Ohio, etc.-6.8 per cent of the farmers-are getting an annual average
benefit of $43,000,000. Under the proposed rate they will probably get
$47,000,000, a total additional benefit of $4,000,000. These amounts include the
benefit derived from "pulled wool," since the tariff on live sheep of $2 per head is
effective as a wool tariff and not as a mutton tariff.

The effectiveness of the wool tariff can be seen by the fact that during the last
six years the price of scoured wool in Boston averaged 20 cents higher than in
Lonldon. If allowance is made for differences in grading and transportation
costs, amounting to 5 cents, it is found that the present duty of 31 cents is fully
effective. The increase of 3 cents per scoured pound should also be effective in
the future.

In order that the woolen mills may be able to sell their product in competition
with foreign producers they are protected against foreign competition on manu-
factured wool by compensatory duties designed to offset the increased cost due
to the tariff on "wool. In addition, it is inow proposed to give to the manufac-
turers, on about one-third of our woolen imports, an extra ad valorem rate over
and above this compensatory duty.

The revenue of the government from the imports of wool, woolen goods, and
other woolen materials averages $69,000,000. This amount, added to the farm-
ers' benefit of $43,000,000, increases the total annual cost of wool and woolens
about $112,000,000. To this must be added the increased cost on all shoddy,
inungo, and other wool substitutes domestically produced and consumed, or about
$13 500,000, together with the carrying charges of interest, insurance and taxes,
probably 8,000,000, making the cost to the ultimate consumer approximately
$125,000,000.

The wool passes through several hands before it reaches the ultimate con-
suner in the form of clothing. These are the wool buyer, the spinner, the cloth
manufacturer, the clothing manufacturer and the retailer, all of whom add these
increased original costs to their expenses. It is claimed also that they obtain
increased profits by reason of these increased tariff costs, and it is generally
estimated that the original cost of the tariff, $125,000,000, is marked-up and
snow-balled or pyramided until it costs the ultimate consumer over $300,000,000.

But we do not find that this total mark-up has been effective. In the present
period of depression of the woolen industry many manuficturers have been unable
to pay the usual dividends or even, at times, to cover c,,sts. Others have greatly
increased their efficiency, thereby reducing costs. Workmen have been laid off
for both reasons.

The consumption of men's woolen clothing has fallen off since 1925 on ac-
count of the high prices of garments. Lower-priced woolen garments had to
be made, with some reduction in quality. Substitutes for wool, especially in
women's wear, such as rayon and silk, have been found.

Since 1925, the tariff eosts have not generally been pyramided as alleged. All
of the costs, including the increased tariff costs, have been distributed among
prducers along the line, instead of falling wholly upon the ultimate consumers.
The proposed increase in the tariff adds a proportionally heavier burden on the
Industry and on the consumers.

BUCKWHEAT

One hundred and thirty thousand buckwheat growers, mainly of New York
and Pennsylvania, who produce over one-half the total buckwheat crop of
about 14,000,000 bushels annually, will benefit somewhat from the proposed
tariff increase. The House bill increases the tariff on buckwheat from 5 cents
to 12 cents a bushel. The total tariff benefit will be negligible, because there Is
no natural, well-organized buckwheat market, and prices depend largely upon
local conditions.

The United States since 1921 has been definitely on an import basis. Vir-
tually all imports of buckwheat originate In Canada. Large amounts of Cana-
dian buckwheat have entered this country from 1922 to 1925, inclusive. Three
hundred and sixty thousand bushels were imported In 1924 and 320,000 bushels
in 1925. During this period buckwheat prices received by New York producers
exceeded, on the average, the prices of Ontario, Canada by 28 cents a bushel.

p I
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In 1926 and 1927 this market of New York over Ontario decreased to 12 cents
and imports dropped off sharply.

CORN

The present tariff of 15 cents per bushel on corn is practically ineffective.
The proposed increase to 25 cents in the House bill will likewise be'of no benefit
to the corn producers.

Although corn is our largest domestic grain crop, it yields a relatively small
cash income to the farmer. This is due to the fact that 84 per cent of the crop
is used directly on the farm for animal and poultry feed. About 10 per cent
enters into the organized corn markets. Our corn imports are insignificant-
seven hundredths of 1 per cent of our production.

The bulk of the corn which is used by the farmer as feed finally enters the world
market as hog products and is therefore dependent upon the price of pork and
lard. The greater portion of that which enters the channels of trade directly,
on the other hand, is converted into corn meal, corn oil, corn starch, glucose,
grape sugar and allied products, all of which are also on an export basis.

Any attempt therefore to raise the relative value of corn in the United States
will be unsuccessful in the near future unless the value of the direct products of
corn can be increased. This is difficult because we export 28,000,000 bushels of
corn and corn refinery products, and a billion pounds of pork and lard, which is
equivalent to 165,000,000 bushels of corn. The corn which enters the hog
market alone consists of 40 per cent of our total annual production.

Pork and lard are in competition with foreign producers and are therefore
definitely on a world market basis as our competitive system is at present or-
ganized. Unless, therefore, some means is devised to raise the price of pork and
lard, the tariff on corn is destined to be ineffective.

Corn illustrates well the interdependence of farm prices. There appears over
a period of years a quite definite relationship between corn and swine prices which
is called the corn-hog ratio. This ratio varies with relative changes in quanti-
ties of hogs and corn. During the past 25 years, with the exception of the war
period, at the average prices, prevailing, the corn-hog ratio has been approxi-
mately 11.25 to 1. This means that 11.25 bushels of corn will buy 100 pounds
of live hog. If hogs are worth $10 per hundredweight, corn at this ratio would
be worth about 90 cents per bushel. As the price of hog rises, the farmer in-
creases his production, with a resultant rise in the demand and price of corn.
But the quantity of hogs which the meat packers can profitably convert into
pork and lard depends upon the prices which these products will bring in Euro-
pean markets. These prices are in turn related to other meat prices. Since the
price of corn is dependent primarily on the price of meat animals and since m1eat
prices are determined in the world market, there is little possibility that a tariff
on corn can be effective.

CASEIN

The present duty on casein is 21/ cents per pound and is left at that rate in the
House bill. Representatives of the farmers ask that this duty be increased to
8 cents per pound. If granted, this increase will be of a very small indirect benefit
to American milk producers.

Casein is made from skim milk. It is used chiefly in the manufacture of coated
paper; and In small amounts for the production of insecticides, paints, medicines,
textiles, and other products. The consumption in 1927 was 42,000,000 pounds,
of which about 60 per cent was imported. The tariff of 1922 has already stimu-
lated casein production in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and New York. The effect of
the additional tariff would be to increase further the use of domestic skim milk
for this purpose.

Since farmers usually sell their milk to the creameries and condensers at a
contract price, the utilization of the skim milk would first benefit these plants.
Should the tariff be put high enough to prohibit imports entirely these manu-
facturers would be able to use sonic of the skim milk now wasted and divert
part of that now used for skim-milk powder and sold for hog feed. By doing
this the increased tariff on casein would benefit the milk plants by about $2,500,000
annually. If the farmers are able to get an increased price in their milk contracts
so that the entire amount would be passed back to them, it would be equivalent
to about a half cent per hundred pounds of milk, or only four-tenths of 1 per
cent of the total value of their milk. This is equivalent to only about 50 cents
per farmer annually in the five chief milk-producing States.
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CREAM AND MILK

The Fordney-MeCumber tariff act of 1922 placed a duty of 20 cents per gallon
on cream and'2'A cents per gallon on fresh milk. The proposed increase, it, the
House bill, to 48 cents on cream and 5 cents on fresh and sour milk will virtually
exclude imports from Canada and thereby benefit the American milk producer.

The prices of milk and cream are related to butter and cheese prices. When
the tariff on butter practically stopped its importation, Canadian producers
shipped in their milk and cream. These were manufactured into butter on this
side of tile border, thereby avoiding the butter tariff. This was possible because
the duty of 214 cents per gallon on fresh milk was equivalent to only about 7
cents per pount(d on butter; and tile present cream duity is equivaleiit to about
6 cents on butter. The proposed rates, however, will be equivalent to the higher
rates on butter antd clese.

The milk and cream now imported come from Ontario and Quebec and is
consuinled in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and contiguous territory. The
Canadian producers who ship to the United States are for tbe most part within
anl area of about 20 miles of the American border. ''hese producers can ship
either to Montreal and other Canadian cities or to New York and Boston, de-
pending on the market. The markets and uses of milk and cream differ enough
so as to necessitate independent analysis.

The American creameries receiving tile Canadian milk convert about 00 per
cent of it into butter and other dairy products. Ti3 pasteurize alnd ship the
remaining 40 per cent into New York for fluid use. Most of this milk comes
in over the present tariff chiefly during the period of heavy milk production-
May to September-and tends to depress tie domestic price. That which is
manufactured into blltter competes with the domestic milk available for this
purpose and tends to affect this market.

The cream imported, on the other hand, is of more significance, though equiva-
lent to onl, one-fifth of I per cent of our total production. Lihe milk, it is shipped
into this country chiefly during the sumnner months. The New York price of
creamn has been about 25 cents per gallon above Montreal during tile last two
years, the differential varying between 14 cents in April, 1924, to 47 cents in
december, 1927. It is practically impossible to nfeasure the quantity of cream
being kept out by the present duty of 20 cents. Should tile proposed duty of
48 cents become effective, however, it will probably entirely exclude imports
from Canada. The total consumption of the New'York anil Boston markets
will then be met by domestic producers. It appears that New England dairymen
will not increase their production sufficiently to meet the demand. The price
should, therefore, rise high enough to encourage the necessary shipments of three
to four million gallons annually from the Middle West. Since this will require
time payment of an additional freight rate of about 10 cents per gallon, tile price
of cream will probably rise by this amount. This will aid the New England
producers accordingly'and will directly benefit the Middle West by increasing
its market, and indirectly aid b' raising butter prices. All dairymnen will benefit
to the extent that the domestic butter market will be strengtlened.

The magnitude of the benefit under the present and proposed tariffs is difficult
to ascertain because of the smallness of the imports and the relatively unorganized
state of the milk and cream markets. The fact, however, that imports will be
entirely prohibited places upon domestic producers the responsibility of pro-
ducing and marketing their products in such a manner as to insure themselves a
good price. While in the past few years those imports have had merely a seasonal
effect, at present their influence is spread throughout the year.

Whether the tariff on milk, cream, butter, and other daily products can be
made more effective depends entirely upon the extent to which domestic producers
cease competing against one another and thus prevent decreases in the domestic
price. Increasing production of dairy products at the present time, however,
indicates that internal competition will keep prices of these products from going
unduly high.

SHEEP, LAMB, AND MUTTON

The present tariff o1 sheep is $2 per head; on fresh lanlb, 4 cents per pound;
on fresh mutton, 2/1 cents per pound. Tile duties proposed in the bill which
recently passed the House are $3 per head, 7 cents and 5 cents per pound,
respectively.

These changes will be practically of no benefit to tile sheep producers.
Our imports of sheep alnd lambs come chiefly from Canada. They are equiva-

lent to about 1 per cent of our annual production.
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While the tariff covers both sheep and lambs, the bulk of our slaughter consists
of lambs. Lamb prices are subject to both cyclical and seasonal movements.
The cyclical movements cover a period of approximately 10 years. They are
due, among other factors, to changes In lamb production. The seasonal move-
ment consists of a gradual rise in prices beginning about March. The peak is
reached about June, from which point prices decline until about October. Tile
relation between Chicago and Canadian lamb prices Is not consistent. During
the months of April, May, June, July, August, and September the two prices
remain quite close together, Toronto generally being higher than Chicago.
During this period the tariff is practically without effect; imports are small-
about one-half of I per cent of our total slaughter.

During tile months of October, November, December, January, February, and
March, when lamb prices decline both in the United States and Canada there is
a tendency generally for Chicago prices to remain above Canadian prices. During
this period Canadian imports are about double those of the summer period. The
tariff has a tendency at this time to exclude Canadian sheep Which might come in.
Due, however, to the small volume of imports even at this period, less than 1 per
cent of our production, it is difficult to estimate accurately the benefit due to the
tariff at this season. It appears, however, that the benefit is equivalent to
$1 per head.

The lamb tariff must, however, be considered in relation to the present wool
tariff of 31 cents per scoured pound. Since the fleece on the bodies of live sheep
pays no tariff as "wool," the importer of live sheep really brings in from 2 to 3
pounds of wool, without paying the wool duty. He could therefore afford to
pay about 60 cents to $1 more per head in Canada, allowing for freight and
other charges, than would be the case were wool in the free list. It may be said,
therefore, that the duty on sheep and lambs is effective only as a wool tariff.
This is substantiated by the fact that there is practically no benefit from the
tariff on dressed lamb.

This points to the fact that at present this country raises practically all of the
lamb and mutton which we consume. An increase in the tariff will probably
shut out the few lambs which we now import. Since, however, lamb and mutton
must compete for the consumer's dollar with other meats, notably pork, of
which we have a large stirplus over domestic needs, it is not likely that the
prospective increase in the tariff will be of any appreciable benefit to the American
sheep producer.

WHEAT

Since the United States exports 25 per cent of its total wheat production, the
general price is set by the world market. But due to a special demand for high
protein wheat, the 42 cent tariff, otherwise ineffective, maintains a price ad-
vantage of about 9.8 cents per bushel on this portion (26 per cent) of our wheat
crop.

Prior to the 1922 tariff our only wheat imports were of the high protein grade
from Canada; and these imports have been reduced to one-tenth of 1 per cent of
total consumption. The protection thus afforded results in an average annual
benefit of about $17,600,000, which goes, of course, only to the growers of high
protein wheat. Tariff aid for other producers is dependent on the rather distant
possibility that domestic consumption may come to equal production. In this
case, prices would be fixed not on the world market but by tariff protected
American markets.

SUGAR

The proposed tariff increase on sugar will be of benefit in three quarters.
It will give the small group of domestic producers a probable increase in benefit
of $26,0001000; it will raise the income of island producers by about $28,000,000;
and it wilt increase Government revenues on sugar from $135,000,000 to
$160,000,000 annually.

But balanced against these benefits will be a tax burden on all domestic con-
sumers of 3.2 cents per pound, which to the farm family means an increase in
cost from $10 to $15 a year.

PEANUT OIl

Tie efficacy of the 4-cent duty on peanut oil is shown in time fact that in 1920
the domestic consumption of 'oil, chiefly In soaps and oleomargarine, was
107,000,000 pounds, of which 90 per cent was imported; that by 1927, as the tariff
raised the price of oil, tihe use of oil in soap had dropped, and domestic consump-
tion was about 13,000,000 pounds, of which only 17 per cent was imported,
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This tariff is, however, only partly effective. Since the domestic oil is a salvage
product of low grade, the domestic producer benefits to the extent of about 2
cents a pound, or $180,000, on the average annual yield of a million pounds.
The new bill provides for a continuation of the 4-cent duty, which is sufficient.

SOY BEAN OIL

The present soy-bean oil duty is fully effective, and the proposed tariff of 5
cents a pound will also probably raise the domestic price above the foreign by
the full amount of the tariff. This probability is strengthened by the fact that
linseed-oil duties have recently risen, so that it will not form a cheaper substitute.
There is no domestic soy-bean industry, but some oil is salvaged for drying pur-
poses from soy beans used as forage and nitrogen crops.

WOOL

Under the present wool duty of 31 cents per scoured pound, 6.8 per cent of our
farmers are receiving a benefit of $43,000,000 annually. The proposed rate of
34 cents will probably increase this benefit to $47,000,000.

Allowing for a 5-cent difference due to grading and to transportation costs,
the 26-cent price differential of Boston over London shows the 31-cent tariff
fully effective.

It is estimated that present duties on manufactured wool, designed to protect
the woolen mills, add about $69,000,000 to the cost of woolens. Thus the total
burden of approximately $125,000,000 is shared by manufacturer and consumer.

OATS

The 15-cent tariff on oats is not effective because oats prices depend on the
world market. Even an effective tariff would be of negligible benefit to the
farmer on a crop of which he retains two-thirds for horse and livestock feed.
Any increased price would of course apply only to that portion of his crop which
enters the market. Thus, neither the present 15-cent nor the proposed 16-
cent tariff is of any appreciable value.

RYE

The United States exports 48 per cent of its rye crop. There are no rye im-
ports. Therefore both the present (15-cent) and the proposed (30-cent) tariffs
are absolutely useless.

BLACKSTRAP MOLASSES

An increase from one-sixth cent to 8 cents per gallon, tariff on blackstrap molasses
has been requested by Corn Belt farmers with the idea of effecting a substitution
of corn as a raw material In the alcohol industry. The following farmers com-
plicate the situation of the alcohol industry in such a way that benefits to corn
farmers are extremely problematical:

(1). Prohibitive costs involved in conversion of blackstrap plants for the use of
corn.

(2) Added expense of transporting corn to seaboard plants.
(3) Probable development of already existing synthetic methods of alcohol

production.
(4) Increased use of domestic and of duty-free molasses (from insular posses-

sions).
COTTONSEED OIL

Since the United States produces about 44 per cent of the world's supply of
cottonseed oil ahid is consistently on an export basis, no increase in the present
3-cent duty is necessary. The 3-cent tariff is proved effective by the decrease
of imports from 9,458,000 pounds in 1920 to 394 pounds in 1927.

FLAXSEED

The proposed increase of the tariff on flaxseed from 40 cents to 84 cents per
bushel should double the present benefit to growers. Such an increase may be
expected to nullify the advantage of lower transportation costs held by Canadian
producers.

This benefit may be questioned in view of resultant higher prices which all
farmers must pay for linseed products.
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COCONUT OIL

The 2-cent duty on coconut oil, which the present tariff bill proposes to con-
tinue, has shifted the source of supply to the Philippines with their free-trade
privilege and has not affected the price.

OLIVE OIL

The duty of 6%-7% cents per pound on olive oil is virtually a revenue and not
a protective tariff. Only six-tenths of 1 per cent of our domestic consumption is
supplied by domestic industry. Consequently, consumers pay over $6,000,000
in order to give the producer a gain of $70,000.

CHEESE

The tariff is significant only in relation to Cheddar and American-made Swiss
cheeses, because other grades are noncompetitive with American production.
Since we produce practically our entire consumption of Cheddar cheese, the
present duty of 5 cents per pound, not less than 25 per cent ad valorem, and the
proposed increase to 7 cents per pound, or 37 i per cent ad valorem, are ineffective
measures.

The present 71-cent tariff on Swiss cheese has been about 70 per cent effective,
giving an average annual benefit of $1,050,000. In the proposed schedule, Swiss
was not differentiated from other cheeses, thus reducing the tariff to 7 cents and
the probable benefit to $1,600,000.

BUTTER

The continued increase of butter production in this country tends to nullify
the benefits of a protective tariff. The tariff does protect farmers from foreign
competition, but no tariff can protect them from competition against one another.
A continuation of butter production at the present rate will probably reduce the
benefit of 6 cents received under the 12-cent duty to about 5 cents. A 15-cent
tariff would be just as Ineffectual.

BUCKWHEAT

The proposed increase of the tariff on buckwheat from 5 to 12 cents per bushel
may be of some slight benefit to the 130,000 growers. The effect of a tariff is
limited by the lack of an organized market and consequent dependence of price
on local conditions.

BARLEY

Tile 20 cent per bushel tariff on barley, effective since 1922, has given the
farmer practically no benefit. Since barley prices are fixed by European buyers
who take our 15 per cent surplus, any increase of the tariff will prove futile as a
price regulator.

ExHiBIT B

THE TARIFF ON WOOL

The tariff bill of 1929 (Schedule 11, R. H. 2667) passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives May 28, 1929, has increased the duty on scoured or cleaned wool from
31 cents to 34 cents per pound. This increase will probably be of benefit to
American wool producers, and the increased costs will be borne by the American
public.

At present there Is a duty of 45 cents per pound, plus 50 per cent ad valorem,
on manufactures of wool. The specific duty of 45 cents is intended to coipensate
the manufacturer for the higher prices of his raw material cost occasioned by
the duty on raw wool. The ad valorem rate is intended to protect him against
the lower manufacturing costs of foreign competitors. The compensatory rates
on these manufactures under the proposed duties will average approximately
50 cents per pomld plus 50 per cent ad valorem.
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PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION

The production of wool has Increased 30 per cent in the United States (luring
the last five years while consumption has decreased 21 per cent, as is shown In
the following table:

1923 1928

Consumption in pounds I ............. 268,000,000 I 211,000,000
Domuestio wool used ................................................. 122,000,000 159,000,000
Foreign wool used .............................................. 140,000,000 6 2,000,000
Domestic production .2000......................................... 1 ,000 159,000,000

I These figures are based on a revision of the Department of Commere figures, which they advise us are
complete due to the omission of statistics for one large and several small concerns.
Figures are for wool in the scoured or "clean" state.

The decrease in consumption is due chiefly to changes in women's styles.
More silk and rayon is now the fashion in women's wear. Production has been
stimulated by the increased price and because we are now on an upward trend
in the sheep cycle. Previously to the passage of the tariff act of 1922, we pro-
duced only about 55 per cent to 60 per cent of the wool needed for our manu-
facturing requirements. Due to the increased production and decreased con-
sumption our domestic producers grew 75 per cent of our total needs in 1928.

TARIFF IS EFFECTIVE

There are some cases in which an addition to the duty does not increase the
price of the product. Since, however, it is the purpose of a tariff to raise the
domestic price, a duty which does any good to the producer usually raises the
domestic price above that received by foreign competitors. The duty of 31
cents per pound on wool has been effective since it was enacted in 1922. The
additional duty is also likely to be effective.

The effectiveness of the wool tariff can be seen by the fact that during the last
six years the price of scoured wool in Boston averaged 26 cents higher than in
London. If allowance is made for differences in the grading and transportation
costs, amounting to 5 cents, it is readily seen that the present 31-cent duty is
fully effective.

As a result of this tariff, the wool growers in Texas, Montana, Wyoming, Utah,
California, Ohio, and other States-6.8 per cent of the farmers-are getting an
annual average benefit of $43,000,000 on the wool they are producing. If the
tariff is increased, they will probably get a benefit of $47,000,000 based on present
production.

WHO PAYS THE TARIFF?

Wool which is sold by the producer must go through a number of processes
before it reaches the ultimate consumer. The burden of any increase in the
pride of raw wool is, therefore, borne first of all by the wool manufacturer. When
the wool leaves the farmer's hands, it goes first to the wool buyer, then to the
spinner, the cloth manufacturer, the clothing manufacturer, the wholesaler, and
retailer. If these people are to make the same profits which they made prior
to the tariff, they are obliged to pass on to the consumer at least 31 cents per
pound additional. This is the amount which they pay to the Government as
revenue on such wool as they import and to the domestic wool producer in higher
prices on the wool which they buy from him. This is what is called shifting of
the tariff duty and is to be distinguished from pyramiding.

IS COST OF DUTY SHIFTED TO THE CONSUMER?

The extent to which the tariff of 31 cents is paid by the consumer depends
upon the ability of the woolen industry to shift this cost in the form of increased
prices (or perhaps, decreased quantity or quality) to the consuming public. In
this respect, the 31 cents which the woolen manufacturer pays on account of
the tariff is a part of his cost of production in exactly the same sense as labor,
rental, insurance, taxes, overhead, maintenance, obsolescence, reserves, etc., are
parts of his cost of production. If lie is to make a reasonable profit, lie must.
Bell his goods above his costs.
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A manufacturer sometimes operates at a loss. At other times he covers his
costs but makes no profits. Sometimes he makes a small and at other times a
large return on his investment. The rate of profits which any business can
make in any particular year is determined by a great number of factors includ-
ing prices at which the public is willing to pay for a product, competition of
other producers, and the general prosperity of the country. Since the 31 cent
duty or benefit must be paid by some one, the woolen industry is obliged either
to increase the price of its materials to the consumer by 31 cents per pound
or themselves stand the charge in whole or in part. Since, however, there
appear to be actual expenses connected with the duty amounting to about 2
cents per pound, the total cost of the duty rises to about 33 cents, as explained
below. If the manufacturer is to be reimbursed for this outlay, he is obliged
to shift this amount to the ultimate consumer.

IS THE DUTY PYRAMIDED?

It has been contended in the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives by many people that the consumer actually
pays three times the amount of the actual tariff. Hence, it is argued by a
a great many people that a duty of 31 cents per pound actually costs the con-
sumer about 90 cents per pound.

In order to defend this point of view, its proponents presented statistics to
show that it is the custom of every business to "mark up," i. e., to "pyramid"
the prices of its products by a given amount above cost prices and thus arrive
at the selling prices. Hence, it is claimed that the five or six successive mer-
chants and manufacturers pyramided the 31 cents by a system of cumulative
mark tips until it expands to about 90 cents when it reaches the ultimate
consumer.

Under the assumption that the 31-cent duty is merely shifted to the consumer,
the wool tariff costs the American public in the neighborhood of $100,000,000
annually. However, if it be true that the duty is "snowballed" or "pyramided,"
the cost of the tariff to the consumer reaches $300,000,000 annually. Hence,
it is even claimed that the manufacturers and merchants make an additional
profit by this "pyramiding" process whenever a tariff is levied. This view
appears to be an exaggeration and, especially in the ease of wool, can not be
substantiated.

If, as is claimed, the tariff on wool costs the consumer $300,000,000 annually
and the farmer and the Government get only $100,000,000 then someone is getting
the other $200,000,000. It is often claimed that the latter amount constitutes
the "graft" of the tariff in additional profits to the business man. Thus it is
falsely acsumed that a rise in the cost of raw wool Increases the net profits of the
woolen industry.

The apparent truth in the pytamidiug argument lies in the fact that, as men-
tioned above, it costs the industry something to handle the 31 cent duty. These
costs consist chiefly of the interest charges on the additional capital required to
carry the higher-priced wool, sightly greater insurance charges, possibly taxes,
etc., which probably amount to only 5 or 6 per cent of the wool duty. The
woolen industry must collect this amount or about 2 cents per pound in addition
to the tariff in order to defray all of the expenses connected with the duty. If
these charges only be included, the cost of this duty rises to about 33 cents instead
of to 90 cents as is claimed by those who insist that the tariff is pyramided.

PYRAMIDING APU UMENT FALLACIOUS

It is quite impossible for a manufacturer in a competitive line of business
arbitrarily to "pyramid" the cost of the tariff, thus making an additional profit
merely because his costs have been increased. He is usually able to make only
his regular rate of profit on the total capital invested and to collect the additional
cost which is actually Imposed upon him by virtue of the duty. Should he
attempt to "pyramid)' these costs, as is claimed, he would find it a difficult thing
to do. Evidently manufacturers do not accept the point of view that they can
pyramid the tariff, since throughout the hearings before the Ways and Means
Committee, many manufacturers have opposed increases in the cost of the tariff
on the raw materials which they use. If the manufacturers and merchants could
got back the amount of the tariff, plus 200 per cent more by increasing the prices
to the consumer, it would seem that they would welcome rather than oppose
additions to their costs.

63310-29--voL 16, sonD 16-0

I
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The Increased price paid for domestic wool, or the duty on imported wool, is
simply an addition to the manufacturers' costs. Why should this addition to
costs be returned to the trade three-fold by the consumer? By what process
can it be collected in a competitive industry? If an addition to costs due to
the wool tariff is pyramided, then it can be argued with equal cogency that all
labor costs and freight rates are pyramided-not to mention taxes, interest,
insurance, depreciation, obsolescence, and every other conceivable cost. If this
were true, then it seems there would be practically no limit to prices and business
profits. Pyramiding was actually practiced during the World War when the
cost-plus-10 per cent plan was used by the United States Government. In those
cases it was true that because a firm's costs increased its profits were likewise
arbitrarily increased. This condition -an not, however, be applied to competi-
tive industry to-day. Whatever may bt the merits or demerits of any tariff
schedule, it is fundamentally fallaciou' to use as an argument against it that the
cost of the duty is always multiplied until on reaching the consumer it is several
times the original amount. In the case of wool, such an argument is especially
fallacious.

WOOLEN INDUSTRY DEPRESSED

The woolen industry is an integrated industry in which the several processes
of production are controlled by lrge corporations. If this industry had been
able to "pyramid" the tariff during the last Feven years, it could have made
large profits. However, if one inspects the balance sheets of the various woole,"
companies lie will quickly see that some of them have not been able to maL.i
their operating expenses.

When the industry is prosperous it is due to factors other than the high tariff
on raw wool. One would hardly be justified in saying that the woolen industry
in the United States has made profits, when it has done so, because it has paid
31 cents more per pound for wool. In prosperous times when there is a good
demand for its products, the industry can often make good profits. These profits
can hardly be attributed, however, to the existence of 31 cents duty on rav wool
which the industry pyramids. To the contrary, the duty on the raw material
of an industry is usually a detriment to that particular industry and not an aid
to it in increasing its profits.

The present duty of 31 cents per pound was enacted in 1922. In 1922 and
1923, during a period of general business recovery, the woolen manufacturers
were prosperous. At this time they were, no doubt, able to pass on to the con-
sumer the actual costs connected with the duty. From 1924 to the present
time this industry has been in a relatively depressed condition. Some concerns
have not been able to cover their costs of production. At other times they have
made a slight profit. There are a few exceptions, namely, some prosperous
concerns in the clothing industry who have greatly increased their efficiency.
If the entire amount of the duty and actual costs connected therewith were shifted
to the consumer, it would, for instance, increase the price of a suit of clothes,
containing 3% pounds of wool, by about $1.20. If it is pyramided, it would
cost about $3.15. At no time can it be said that any concern makes increased
profits due to the tariff on raw wool.

COST OF WOOL DUTY

If, therefore, we assume that the woolen industry merely recouped the amount
of the duty which it actually paid on the imported raw wool, and the increased
price of the domestic product, and that the actual revenue collected on woolen
goods was passed on to the consumer, the total annual cost of the entire woolen
duty to the American public is about $106,000,000 annually. To this amount
must be added the increased cost on all shoddy, mungo, and other wool substi-
tutes domestically produced and consumed-about $13,500,000, together with
the carrying charges of interest, insurance, and taxes-probably $6,000,000-
making the total cost to the ultimate consumer approximately $125,000,000.

It may, therefore, be said that, in some ways, the duty on raw wool, although
it helps the wool producer, is probably injurious to the woolen manufacturer.
However, since the woolen manufacturer himself is asking for a tariff on manu-
factured woolen products, lie is not in a position to protest either against the
present or an increased duty on raw wool. Consequently, the woolen industry
has generally not opposed an Increase in the cost of its raw material, as is done by
other manufacturers such as, for instance, the automobile interests. Instead,
they ask for compensating duties.

I I
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The consumption of woolen goods has decreased during the past several years
because of changes in women's styles and the increased use of rayon and silk.
(See chart on Consumption of Wool and Competing Products.) These changes
are vitally affecting the profits of the woolen industry, but they have practically
nothing to do with the tariff.

The future effect of the tariff on raw wool will be conditioned largely by the
trend of domestic consumption. The duty will probably be effective in raising
the relative price of raw wool for at least a few years-thus aiding the wool
producer.

U. S. CONSUMPTION OF WOOL AND COMPETING PRODUCTS*

10- Wool, SilK and iRayon in Millions of Pounds; Cottoit i Milli ions olfles -10

9- LECEND:
s., wool

Cotton

8 .- Rayon

4- /- //-4 1 0
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* The figures for wool are based on a revision of Department of Commerce figures giving vool consump.
tion In grease and mixed totals which they advise are incomplete due to the omission ofstatistos for one
large and several small concerns. The corresponding scoured totals are, of course, much lower. The
silk, rayon, and cotton figures are from the U. S. Commerce Yearbook and Statistical Abstract for 1928.

The profitableness of the woolen manufacturing industry, however, in the near
future is dependent, not so much upon the duty of raw wool, as it Is upon domestic
consumption and the ability to sell woolen goods to the consumer in competition
with silk and rayon. Whether or not competitive conditions and the demand of
consumers will make the woolen Industry profitable depends also upon the internal
financial structure and management of that industry. The proposed duty of
34 cents on raw wool will probably have very little effect upon the industry.
Whatever effect it does have, however, seems to be detrimental to the industry,
though beneficial to the wool grower. B. H. HIBBAD,

JOHN R. COMMONS,
SELIG PERLMAN,

Of the University of Wisconsin.
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EXHIBIT C

BRI.F OF Tim: W. T. RAWLEIGH CO., FREEPORT ILL.

FREE LIST

To the honorable Members of the Finance Committee of the United Stares Senate.
GENTLEMEN: Tie business of The W. T. Rawleigh Co. was founded in 1889

and ever since that time its principal offices and factories have been situated
in Freeport, Ill.

It now has factories and branches in Memphis, Denver, Oakland Chester
Albany, Minneapolis, and Richmond. It is engaged in the manufacture of
medicines, food products, spices, toilet preparations, polishes, stock and poultry
preparations, stock dip, insecticides and disinfectants. Its business extends into
practically every county and Into every State in the United States.

In its manufacturing processes, the company uses large quantities of imported
materials, and in keeping with an old, established policy the company not only
makes or prepares practically everything it sells, but, to enable its customers
and consumers to get the best values, it imports many of its raw materials.

There was a time, we believe, when there were good reasons for tariff protec-
tion. That was during the pioneering period of our country, when industry was
in its infancy, when practically all businesses were small and were owned and
conducted by individuals or small partnerships.

The situation is very much different to-day. The period of pioneering is past.
Industries which had but small beginnings have prospered as a result of the
natural wealth and resources of the country, until we have some of the largest
commercial enterprises the world has ever known.

As a result of mass production and high efficiency in operation, and increased
buying power on the part of the American public, there is but very little need
any more for tariff protection. There arc undoubtedly instances where protection
is essential, but in most cases the tariff is an imposition upon the general public
for the benefit of a comparative few.

While we recognize tNat the Government must raise revenue, with which to
pay expenses and meet its obligations, we arc convinced that the soundest and
most equitable method is by the levying of tax on real property anl on the
income of companies and individuals.

It is clearly unfair and an imposition on consumers for the Government to tax
commodities, and especially the necessities of life. We contend, therefore, that
custom duties should be confined to only those articles, which careful investiga-
tion shows conclusively require protection, not as a special class privilege, but for
the best interests of the country as a whole, and that no custom duties be levied
on articles that are not grown or produced and especially not on those articles
that can not be grown or produced in the United States.

SPICES

A reasonable duty on ground or otherwise prepared and/or packaged spices
for the protection of domestic grinders would not be objectionable, although we
do not believe even this is essential. We contend, however, that whole spices,
which, because of climatic and/or soil conditions are not and can not be grown in
the United States, should be permitted entry free of duty.

Black and white pepper, cloves, cinnamon, allspice, nutmeg, and ginger are
grown in tropical and semitropical climates. These spices have been given tariff
protection in the acts of 1909, 1913, and 1922, but because they are exclusively
tropical products, this protection has not, and ahy future protection can not
induce or stimulate production in the United States.

Our calculations indicate that for each dollar of duty assesses on these items,
there is an increase of $2.51 to the consumer. We respectfully urge, therefore,
that these spices be placed on the free list and thus discontinue the imposition
of this unnecessary and unreasonable tax on the food of consumers.

The removal of the duty amnd the transfer of these spices to the free list will,
according to our calculation, reduce the profit of this company and its dealers
$33,053 but it will also reduce the cost to consumers of our 1;roducts $54,260,
and based on total United States 1927 importations, it will save United States
consumers $3,048,703 annually.
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VANILLA BEANS

Vanilla bea s, which are necessary in the manufacture of vanilla flavor, tile
most popular flavor for foods in this country, are grown in and imported from
Mexico, Madagascar, Tahiti. Java, Guadeloupe, and other tropical countries.

The W. T. Rawleigh Co. is one of the largest, if not the largest single importer
of Bourbon vanilla beans in the United.States, Importing for its own manufac-
turing requirements, and for resale to other manufacturers, approximately 20
per cent of the total importations.

Like spices, vanilla beans are grown in tropical climates, and because of climatic
and/or soil conditions, can not be l)roduced in the United States. The protection
of 30 cents a pound for 15 years past, by the acts of 1913 and 1022. therefore, has
not stimulated production.

The removal of the duty on vanilla beans will, according to our calculation,
reduce the profit of the W. T. Rawleigh Co. $10,489, but it would also reduce the
cost to consumer., of the company's products $12,886, and based on the total
United States 1927 importations, will save consumers $228,744 annually.
While some vanilla beans are produced in Mexico and other countries, most ol

the vanilla beans are produced by and imported from France's colonies and depend-
encies. France has rightfully protested against the United States imposing
excessive duties on products from France and her possessions and, we under-
stand, has threatened to retaliate, therefore, inasmuch as vanilla beans can not
be grown in the United States, and conseq tiently no tariff protection is needed,
we respectfully urge, for the sake of our foreign commerce and in the interest
of friendly relations with France, that vanilla beans be transferred to the free list.

OILS OF ORANGE AND LEMON

Oil of orange had protection of 10 per cent ad valorem under the act of 1909,
and both oil of orange and lemon had protection of 10 per cent ad valorem Under
the act of 1913. The duty on both of these oils, by the act of 1922, was increased
to 25 per cnt ad valorein. It was said that that increase in duty was for the
purpose of sdlmulating production of these oils in California.

In a report on an investigation we recently had made, our Oakland, Calif.,
manager, Mr. '. M. Cooper, reports that the production in the United States is
practically confluied to California, with a total of onlyapproximately 000 employees
in both the oils of orange and lemon industry.

We would much prefer, quality and price being equal, to use domestic oils of
orange and lemon, and we iavo from time to time for several years, conducted
experiments in our chemical and analytical laboratory for the purpose of determin-
ing whether we could use these oils without adversely affecting the quality of
our extracts.

Our latest tests wcro completed only a few weeks ago and our production
manager, Mr. Leslie 0 Hill, Ih. C in reporting on time results, said:ma think it advisrYble to refrain fronm recommending the use of any California
citrus oils in our extracts because

"(1) Domestic oil of orange and lemon is inferior in quality, because of its
low citral content as compared to Italian or Sicilian oil, and this we believe is
due to the difference in the American and the Sicilian fruit used in the manufacture
of these oils.

"(2) The aroma and character of the extract does not stand up after aging.
"(3) There is considerable sediment carried down, causing manufacturing

difficulties.
"(4) The strength of the flavor produced from California citrus oils would not

approach the strength of flavors produced from the use of straight Sicilian
citrus oils."

This is, in substance, a repetition of the results of several previous tests which
wo have made with ;iew to using domestic oils of orange and lemon. We,
therefore, have not used and do not use now, and we understand many other
manutfacturers do not use, domestic oils of orange and lemon in the manufacture
of orange anid lemon extract, and this we believe explains time small and practi-
cally Insignificant domiestie production of these oils.

Our calculations indicate that for each dollar of duty on oil of orange there is
an added cost of $1.98 to the consumer, and that for each dollar of duty oi oil of
lemon, there is, an added cost of $4.88 to the consumer. This is an unjust and
unreasonable tax upon the consumers in the entire country for the benefit of an
industry employing only about 600 employees, and which to the best of our
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knowledge and belief has been unable to produce a product that is equal in
quality to the Sicilian oil, nor even one that can be used satisfactorily in tile
manufacture of orange and lemon extract.

The removal of tile duty on oils of orange ani lemon will reduce the profits
of the W. T. Rawleigh Co. and its dealers by $2,570 and $34,311, respectively,
but tie removal of these duties will also reduce costs to consumers of its products
by $4,290 and $48,879 annually, and, based on the total United States 1927 im.
portations, the removal of the duty on these two oils will result in a saving to
consumers of $521,361 and $1,301,722, respectively, annually.

We respectfully urge, therefore, the removal of oil of orange and oil of lemon
to the free list. *

TARTARIC ACID

Tartaric acid is a by-product in the manufacture of wine; consequently the
production in the United States is a comparatively negligible quantity. Tartarie
acid has been protected continuously since the act of 1909. The )resent duty
is 17 cents a pound. The Hawley bill provides for an increase in the duty to
18 cents a pound.

Our calculations indicate that for each dollar of increase or decrease in the
duty there will be a consequent increase or saving in cost respectively of $1.89
to tihe consumer.

It is unjust and unreasonable to tax the consumers for the protection of do-
mestic producers on this by-product in the manufacture of wine which, because
of prohibition, there can be only a limited sale.
V The removal of duty on tartaric acid would reduce the profits of the W. T.
Rawleigh Co. and its dealers by $21,900, and the cost to its consumers by $263,716,
and, based on the total United States 1927 importations, result in total savings
to the United States consumers of $778,014 annually.

We respectfuNy urge, therefore, the removal of tartaric acid to the free list.

CONCLUSIONS

The removal of the duties, and the placing of tile articles mentioned herein'
on the free list, according to our careful calculation, will lessen the profits of the
W. T. Rawleigh Co. and its dealers approximately $102,323 annually, but it
will at the same time, according to the same calculation, save the company's
consumers alone approximately $147,037 annually, and will result in a saving to
consumers throughout tile United States of approximately $5,878,604 annually.

The W. T. Rawleigh Co. will gladly accept this loss of revenue of $102,323
annually, in order to bring about the enormous saving of $5,876,604 to consumers
annually, because it is its conviction that such a policy will produce, not only a
more sound condition with the consuming public, but that industry also will be
eventually but surely benefited as a result of increased purchasing power of the
consumer and a more healthy economic situation generally.

Moreover, we are confident that such articles as are mentioned herein, when
imported from foreign countries, do not compete with domestic producers in that
these particular articles, or articles of the same quality as those produced in
foreign countries, are not and can not be produced within the United States, and
that everyone should, therefore, and particularly tile housewife, who by virtue
of her position is the purchasing agent for the American family, be gratified if the
duty on these items are removed.

There is nothing, in our opinion, that can bring about more prompt and effec-
tive relief to the farmer and those industries which are dependent upon the farmer,
than a reduction in the cost of the articles that tile farmer buys, and we are con-
vinced the removal of the duty on the articles herein referred to will greatly
reduce the cost of the finished product in which they are used, all of which are
actual necessities.

TimE W. T. PAWLEmms Co.,
R. G. SAPPENFIELD,

Vice President.
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STATEMENT OF C. E. DURST, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING
THE NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL

(T[ie witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
Tihe CHAIMAN. You'were before the agricultural subcommittee,

were you not?
Mr. DraST. Of tie House?
The CIHAIMAN. I notice from your statement, which was very

complete-and you are not going to repeat what you said down
there, are you?

AMr. DURST. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Please do not, because we have that record, and

I (1o not see that you could make it any plainer than you did there.
.if you have anything else here on the free list you want to discuss,
go' allead anid (liqclss it.

Alr. I)uiST. You have reference to the-
The CHAIIMAN. Tie agricultural schedule.
Air. DJirms'r. In the tariff hearings?
The CIrAmu01AN. Yes.

,lMr. ])URST. Yes; that was rather complete.
The CHAMMAN. It, was. You made a very complete staitement

there. We have to go over that anyway. if you have anything
new, confine yourself to that, please.

Mr. DulisT. Could you give me al)out 10 mites?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. If you hav' a Irief on this, I wish you

would file it here.
Mr. Duus'r. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, our

organization is an organization of fruit and vegetable growers of the
country. We have 45 fruit and vegetal)le organizations in our
membership, distributed over the country, and a considerable number
of individual growers.

We appeared before the House committee on the free list and
asked certain changes. Some were granted and sonie were not.

The House took horse-radish off the free list, where it has been
classed with tie mosses and seaweeds, and put a duty on it. We
are not greatly concerned about that duty, but we do think that. in
order to promote the growing horse-radish industry in the country
the duty of five cents a pound on the crude roots, and of 60 per cent
ad valorem on the processed forms, should be allowed. The House
bill does not allow those amounts of duty.

We a)lpreciate the action of the House in transferring chick-peas,
a product that competes with peas and beans grown in this country,
taking it off the free list and placing a duty oIl it.

We want to call particular attention to the question of fertilizers.
The fruit and vegetable growers of the country use large quantities
of fertilizer, particularly nitrogenous fertilizerrs. The -Iouse l)ut
urea on the free list, for which we are duly thankful. It is a concen-
trated form, and its use is increasing.

However, ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate have been
left dutiable, and we are particularly concerned about the ammonium
sulphate, because it is Used very extensively in the fruit and vegetable
industry.

We ask, in all seriousness, that you reconsider that matter and
endeavor to transfer ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate to
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the free list. We think that it has been the policy for Congress to
have fertilizers on the free list, the same as farm implements. The
list of fertilizers shows practically all fertilizers on the free list, and
we think these ought to be there also.

Just very briefly on the banana question
Senator KING. Before you leave that, Mr. Witness, have you given

any consideration to arsenates and arsenical preparations used for
insecticides? There is a tariff of 5 or 6 cents a pound on metallic
arsenate, which is a component part, of course, of all insecticides.

Mr. Duits'r. Yes.
Senator KING. What is the attitude of your organization with re-

spect to insecticides, or the bases of insecticides?
Mr. DURis'T. We would very much like to see all of them on the free

list, because they are used here in enormous quantities.
Senator SHOa'rRIDGE. )o you think that we should be dependent

on a foreign country for these articles if we could develop them here
in America?

Senator ING. Arsenic? We do 1rodllce that.
Mr. Duiis'r. We produce a lot of it here.
Senator SHOIUTIDGE. If we could develop them and bring them

into condition to be used, by employing American labor and American
capital, would not that be better than to bedependenton the foreigner?

Mr. DunsTr. I most certainly think it would.
Senator Snowrm1)Gj!. And ultimately, perhaps, as cheap.
Mr. DURST. Yes, sir.
Senator SuOItTIulDmim. All right. Go ahead.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you use luna saltpeter? Don't you

use that as a fertilizer?
Mr. DUms'r. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you use it entirely?
Mr. DL'IST. We use potassium sulphate an(l-
The CHAImMAN. Leuna saltpeter is the name of an article that is

composed of amnmoniumn sulphate and ammonium nitrate, When
they are combined they come in here free. Do not the farmers use
that instead, mixing it themselves?

Mr. DuRST. They do not use a great quantity.
The CHAIIMAN. Why (10 they not?
Mr. DUmST. It is pretty expensive.
The CHAIRMAN. It IS not any more expensive than applying the

articles themselves before they are mixed. That comes from Ger-
many. Leuna saltpeter is made from ammoniumn nitrate and ammo-
nium sulphate. That is what you use?

Mr. I)TUsr. Of course, Senator, here is the problem. A great
many of the soils of the United States are sufficiently rich in potash
so that they do not need that material, and therefore the growers
do not care to buy that.

The CHAIR.MAN. What do they buy?
Mr. Duisr. They buy nitrogen chiefly, in the fruit industry, and

phosphorus and potash for the soils that )articularly need it.
The CHlAIRMAN. Of course, you know that there is no l)otash what-

ever in this ammonium nitrate or ammonium sulphato.
Mr. DURST. No; there is no potash in them at all.
The CmAm MAN. These are the two you want on the free list?
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Mr. DuRSr. Yes. Of course, we would like all fertilizers to bo on
the free list.

The CIIAIIIMAN. Thoy are.
M'r. )U'IST. WO are committed to that general principle.
Senator SACKETT. Do you know what the imports of ammonium

sulphate are?
Mr. DuimST. No, sir, I do not.
Senator SACKEar'T. Do you know what the exports are?
Mr. )uttsr. No, sir, I'do not.
Senator SACKET'T. Do you know whether it is exported?
Mr. )URsr. No, -ir, I could not tell you that.
Senator GEOJiE. Yes, it is exported.,
Sentor SACKEr'rT. My information is that largo quantities are

exported.
Senator GEOI IE Yes. It is exported and tie exports arc growing.
Tlte (tITAIIMAN. 'T"here are i3(,3, 8,S00 pounds of that le1a salt-

peter coming in here, anti it comes in here free of duty. I'he farmers
use that as fertilizer because of the facet that it 'is coml)osed of
amlmolitnl nitrate and a iltloni um sitlphate.

Sen..tor SACKIEiTT. But there is a good deal of ammonium sulphato
separate from that.
The ( ',AHMI1AN. Yes, but that is used, of course, for many purposes.
Senator SACKErTT. It is used largely for fertilizer.
The CTuICrN.IAN. I will find out what the importations of that tre.

In 1928 there were 37,609 tons; the value was $1,572,242. Now,
there were 103,776,960 tons of the leuna saltpeter imported, and the
louna saltpeter is made. entirely from the ammonia nitrates and
ammonia sul)hates.

LU TIIt O C. l. DuiST, SI-IIETAJIY NATIONAL, ]HOI1TICUTUAT, COUNCIL

CHICAGO, ILL., July 15, 1929.
Senator WRIso SMoor,

Chairman Sen'cmute imnace Committee, United States Senate,
ll'aiuftol, D. C.

MYI D)1UAlt SRNATO. SMOOT: The members of our' organization are particularly
anxious to have atnomniunt sulphate placed on the free list. In the hearings
before the Ways and Means Committee of the House we requested that anaon-
iumn sulphate, ammoniun nitrate, and urea b)e placed ol the free list whenl used
for fertilizing. Urea was placed onl the free li.t, for which we are thankful.
However, the other two forms were left .In the dutiable list.

We are particularly concerned ahout mnntoniuni sulphate because it is the
leading fertilizer constituent, used by fruit and vegetable growers. Its use has
been increasing ii, recent years and promises to continue to increase, especially
for acid-tolerant crops, of witich there are many in the fruit. and vegetable fields.

It seems to have beetn a policy to admit fertilizers into the country dutty free,
the same as in the case of fari iitilements. All other fertilizers, except ammon-

tim sitphate and ammonium nitrate, are now admitted dtty free. or would
come into the country (lte free under the louse ill. We believe this is good
reason in itself why amtlottltm suil)hate and atntniutim nitrate sltould also be
added to the free list.

Please allow us to call vour attention to the filet that the Natlontal Fertilizer
Association, representing ttiuttfac(!tttrer. and importers of fertilizers, is asking
that atmmonim sulphate and ammonium nitrate be )laced ott the free list.
The fact that the manufaettrers and the users agree ott the proposition is the
strongest, kind of evidence that the request shottld be granted, it our o)ilnion.

While aammonhiat sulphate is used exlinsively by fruit and vegetable growers,
nitrate of soda is still used in large quantities. 'his product cotes from Chile.
'rhe Chilean Govertnent assesses anl export tax ott this commodity which, ae-
corling to our uttntderstantlditg, largely littattees the Gtovernt itmeit of (hile. Ihthus,
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it appears that tile fruit and vegetable growers of the United States are compelled
to a large extent to contribute toward the payment of Chilean taxation. The
placing of aminonium sulphate on the free list will assist in lowering the prices of
ammoninum sulphate and this should force corresponding decreases in the price
of nitrate of soda also.

The placing of ammoniun sulphate and amnionium nitrate on the free list
along with other fertilizers will be a material factor in lowering production costs
of American fruit and vegetable growers, and this is, of course, in line with the
program of the national administration to improve economic conditions in agri-
culture and lort icult tre.Respmeetfully yours, NATIONAL IORTICULTURIAL COUNCIL,

C. E. DURST, Executive Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HARRY D. WILSON, COMMISSIONER OF AGRI-
CULTURE, STATE OF LOUISIANA

Senator CONNALLY. I understand, Mr. Wilson, you wanted to
file a brief here?

Mr. WILSON. It is nothing but a resolution passed at the conference.
(The resolutions referred to are as follows:)

RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT A CONFREmNCE OF SOUTIIEItN COIMISSIONEIS OF
AGRICULTURE. AND TimIi AUThiORIZED RNPIESENT'IA'rIVES AND ALLIED INTER-
ESTS IN SESSION, RALEIGh HOTELI, JUNE 18, 1929

Whereas there has developed during recent years conditions of intense com-
petition front abroad against our American grown farm crops: Therefore, be it

Resolved by the Conference of Souihrit Commissioners of Agrictilure and their
authorized reresiettivs and allied interests, (1) That we ask for protection oil
American agricultural products and suhbstitutes.

(2) That we cooperate with organized groups, especially farm groups, wlich
are asking for protection.

(3) That wo do not overstress the things needed for our section against those
needed in other sections, but all work together for tile common good for agri-
cultnre.

(4) That it is our desire that this agricultural protection be placed on the
same basis as that accorded other induistries.

(5) That the tariff is an econonin question; it is both local and national ill its
aspects.

(6) Resolvd, fIrlher, That in levying tariff duties tle same rates be applied
against tile hi lilill o Islands when such products from the Philippine Islands
are in serious competition with American agricultural products as are levied
against other foreign nations, except that they be allowed a preferential rate of
25 per cent.

(7) We urge that the following items, particularly products of our southern
regions now on tile free list, should have a protective tariff; that it would directly
benefit our southern agriculture: (a) Jute and jute products; (b) long-staple
cotton; (c) vegetable oils and oil-bearing materials; (d) Spanish moss or palm
fiber.

Alabama.---William Hloward Smith, representing department of agriculture
amil Alabama Cotton Association, Prattville, Ala; Edward A. O'Neal represent-
ing departeit of agriculture, Montgomery, Ala; 1). Webb Hurst, representing
State department of agriculture, Tuskegee, Ala.

Arkansas.-Earl Page, comminissioner of agriculture, Little Rock; Paul Jones,
cotton fartner, Texarkana; C. L. MeNutt, secretary, Arkansas Farn Bureau
Federation, Little Rock.

Florida.-Lorctio A. Wilson, elairmnan, Florida division, Southern Tariff
Association, Jacksonville; It. I. Herr, tomato grower, Miami; L. L. Chandler,
Gouldls Growers (h Gu.), ( lds; II. T. Bennett, Manatee County Growers Associa-
tion, Bradenton; Phil S. Taylor, representing State department of agrictlt ure,
Tallahassee; I lernan A. Dann, Florida State Chambher of Commerce, St. Peters.
bur!,; G. 8. Fletcher, president , Florida East Coast Gruowers Association, Miami;
Cary A. Hlardee, ex-Governor of Florida, Live Oak.
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(Georgia.-Eugene Talmadge, commissioner of agriculture McRae; NN. J.
Vercen, representing department of agriculture, Moultrie; Thomas S. Kenan,
Atlanta Cotton Oil Co., Atlanta; J. H. Mills, Farmers Union, Atlanta; A. Steve
Nance, representing Georgia Federation of Labor, Atlanta; T. N. 1'own, member
of State legislature and cotton farmer, Swainsboro.

Louisiana.-fHarry D. Wilson, commissioner of agriculture, Baton Rouge; S.
Odenheinier, textile manufacturer, New Orleans; Ben L. Thompson, representing
Louistia State Chamber of Commerce, Alexandria; C. T. Bourg, sugar and rice,
Thilodaux

Marylatid.-Riehard Woods Ednods, editor, Manufacturers Record, Balti-
more.

Mississippi.--J. C. Ilolton, commissioner of agriculture, Jackson- J M.
Aldrich, farmer-banker, Michigan City; Edgar Wilson, journalist, Jackson;
tforace S. Stansel, representing commissioner of agriculture, Ruleville; P. IH.
Sanders, State department of agriculture, Jackson.

Oklaloma.-Z. If. Lawter, representig department of agriculture, Oklahoma
City; G. A. Van Nory, representing State board of agriculture, Tishomingo;
Ed L. Speairs, State board of agriculture, Oklahoma City.

'Jcancssee.-William J. Fitts, commissioner of agriculture, Gallatin; S. N.
Vannel, fruit and dairying, Cleveland; W. I. Clark, Rutherford County Creamery
Association, Murfreesboro; A. E. Markham, representing Cotton Growers
Association, Tiptonville.

Texas.-Ed Woodall, representing Texas & Oklahoma Cottonseed Crushers
Associations, Dallas; .. E. Bell, representing chambers of commerce, growers
and shippers of lower Rio Grande Valley, fruits and vegetables, San Benito;
Roy Campbell, onion grower, Laredo; F. L. Crawford, livestock, Mullen; C. C.
Belcher, Sheep & Goat Raisers Association, Del Rio; Brown White, representing
Rio Grande Valley Shippers Association, San Benito; A. L. Price, representing
shippers and growers in Rio Grande Valley, San Benito; 1. R. Stahl, representing
shippers and growers in Rio Grande Valley, Weslaco; J. E. Nichols, representing
Texas cotton growers, Clarksville; It. B. Creager, lawyer aid bank, Brownsville.

South Carolia.-A. C. Summers, representing department of agriculture,
Columbia; Wade Stockhouse, farmer and feed, Dillon; E. W. Dobbs, farmer,
Waynesville; W. H. Keith, cotton manufacturer, Greenville.

Virginia.--J. 11. Meek, representing department of agriculture. Richmond;
3. A. Arnold, Southern TarifY Association, Washington, D. C.; Vance Muse,
Southern Tariff Association, Washington, D. C.

CREAM SEPARATORS

[Par. 16041

STATEMENT OF E. W. MEESE, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING
THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS OF CREAM
SEPARATORS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the committee.)
The CHAIIIMAN. This is paragraph 1604.
Mr. ME lSE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, may I be permitted to

make a short carefully prepared statement that wlvl explain my posi-
tion before your committee?

Te CIIAItMAN. You may make your statement. I suggest that
we let the witness make his statement without questioning him until
he has finished. It is about creai separators.

Mr. MESE. I have appeared before the Ways and Moans Coin-
mittee and before your subcommittee on metals, Schedule 3, repro-
senting the American manufacturers of centrifugal cream separators
and asking that cream separators of a value under $50 be taken from
the free list, classified with larger machines over a $50 valuation, and
all subject to a duty of 45 pe' cent ad valorem.

There is a natural disposition on Cho part of many Senators and
Congressmen at the present time to inim(diately jump to the con-
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clusion that such a move would be to the detriment of the farmer and
to the exclusive benefit of the separator manufacturers. The Amer-
ican farmer certainly needs help and from all appearances will un-
doubtedly got, consiilerable aid, even though he may not receive all
that he and his representatives request.

Tile American manufacturers of cream separators are strongly
interested in anything that will aid tie farmer and improve his
financial condition, for we are more vitally interested than most
business men in his welfare and, therefore, would consider well his
ultimate interests before making our request. The well-posted farm
organizations and their representatives know that the American
manufacturers of cream separators have dc no as much for tile farmer
in dairying education and the growth of this largest and most profit-
able branch of agriculture as any single agency, and they are (lilly
appreciative of this help.
Tie intense competition among American manufacturers has kept

the price of eream Sep)arators on a far lower comparative basis than
any other piece of farm equipment, the l)resent price basis being but
25 to 33% per cent higher than the lowest I)re-war price as against
the customary 100 Ier cent and over advance of most other agri-
cultural equipment..

Consequently, the manufacturers' margin is extremely close-so
close, in fact, that practically none of the American manufacturers
have made even a reasonable profit from the manufacture and sale
of cream separators since the war.

But how about the importers of European-made machines?
The gentleman representing Babson Bros., Chicago, importers of

the Belgian Melotte machine, asked your subconimittee on metals,
Schedule 3, to make no change because of the farmers' interests.

Cream separators under $50 valuation have been on the free list
since tie Underwood bill of 1913, and during those 16 years of experi-
ence the farmer has not profited 1 cent on the price of cream separators.

lhe price which Babson Bros. place on their Melotte sel)arators is
practically the same as the prices to the farmer on the leading Ammeri-
can makes. If there is anything for the farmer in duty free separators,
why have not Babson Bros. and other importers given him the benefit
of it?

Babson Bros. representative stated before the subcommittee on
metals that their 740-pound capacity machine, which is their best
selling size, cost them $30. Still the l)rice to the farmer is $107.50.
No wonder the importer opposes it duty on cream separators, and
their purported interest in the farmer is bunk.

The excessive spread between their admitted cost of $30 or the
average valuation on their particular Belgian machines of $26.78,
shown by the Department of Commerce figures, is used to l)romote
their own business in ways that can not be met by American nian-
ufacturers except with severe actual losses.

Babson Bros. advertise a $20 trade-in allowance on any old separa-
tor, regardless of age, make, or condition, mid, although trade-in
allowances are made on Americon machines as well, no such large
amount is justifiable or possible without actual loss to tile Amnerican
manufacturers or their dealers.

Excessive and un,'easonablo advertising exlpenditl',c" are also muade
out, of this unusual margin rcttined by the importers. In 1927
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Babson Bros. spent over $11 per machine imported that year in farm-
paper advertising alone. This amount, 10 per cent per cream separa-
tor, is far greater than that spent by any automobile manufacturer
in magazine or newspaper advertising, if current reports are correct.

No wonder the advertising agency handling their account took
such an active and questionable part in getting the conference com-
mittee to change the decision of both the House and. Senate committees
when the Fordney-McCumnber tariff bill was w-itten in 1922.

If the importers are interested in the farmers' welfare, why do they
not Vive him the benefit of their duty free privilege on their low-cost
machines? The prices asked by Babson Bros. on their Melotte ma-
chines in the United States are practically twice those asked of the
Belgian farmer by the Belgian manufacturer of Melotte separators.

Naturally, the importer'will cite production figures of American
separator manufacturers and comparative import figures to divert
attention front tile purpose of the request of the American manu-
facturers.

But, if the American farmer is not benefited, as we conclusively
show, and the importer is the only one benefited, to the danger and
detrilent of the loyal American mnnufacturers, is there any reason
why our request is not worthy of your consideration?

The duty requested-45 per cent ad valorem on all sizes and valua-
tions of cream separators-will not prohibit importations, but will
siml)ly equalize importers' costs with American manufacturers
factory costs and still perinit them to sell imported cream separators
on just as favorable a basis as American manufacturers and their
thousands of local dealers.

The importer perhaps can not give such excessive trade-in allow-
ances, spend so much for advertising, or give such generous discounts
and commissions as formerly-but. the farmer will not suffer.

We have filed briefs, containing exhibits, with the metals subcom-
mittee, which briefs, together with those submitted to the Ways and
Means Committee, will prove our statements made herein and which
give other pertinent facts.

We have spent much time and care in presenting our case before the
tariff committees in 1922 and 1929, in order to try to correct the
unfair basis to American cream separator manufacturers, and we will
continue to do so, if necessary, until the situation is remedied. We
want no advantage, but we do want to have as good an opportunity
to sell American-ma(e cream separators on a profitable basis as that
granted by Congress to the importer of foreign-made machines. And
on such claims we believe we can appeal to all Senators, regardless of
their political affiliations.

Senator WA'rsoN. How is the production in the United States?
Has it been increasing or decreasing since 1912?

Mr. MEESE. It went (town. It is less to-day than it was in 1912.
Senator WATSON. How has it been since 1922?
Mr. MEESE. It decreased for a while, but has come back in the

mean time.
Senator WYATSON. It is increasing again, you say?
Mr. Miusv. It, did this last year, but it did not in the previous

year, although time l)revious year was consi(leredi a better agricultural
year than this last year.

I
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Senator KING. Is it not a fact that your exports have been increas.
ing from year to year that is, American production?

Mr. MEESE. No, sir.
Senator KING. Is it not a fact that exports in 1928 were $797,460

as against $429,163 in 1927?
Mr. MEESE. That may be true, Senator, but you can not go by

those figures, for the reason that a cream separator is a unit as an item,
and that low value from one year to another would be dependent on
the sizes.

Senator BINGHAM. Senator King, read the figures for the year
before that.

Senator KING. You can read them if you want them.
Senator BINGHAM. You are reading them. I thought you might

read the figures for the year before that and help the witness out.
Senator KING. Is it not a fact that in 1923 the value of your ex-

ports was $488,000; in 1924, $305,000; in 1925, $553,000; in 1926,
$883,000; 1927, $429,000; and in 1928, $797,000?

Mr. MEESE. That is undoubtedly correct. You are reading from
the records, Senator.

Senator KING. Yes.
Mr. MEESE. But I ask you to go by units. A unit is sold to the

farmer, and there is a difference whether it is a $70 separator or a
$125 separator.

Senator KING. Is it not a fact that the imports last year were only
$533,000; for 1927, $610,000, for 1926, $702,000; and for 1925, $539,-
000; and for 1924, $452,000?

Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir; no doubt it is correct. I wish to call the
attention of the committee to the fact that 90 per cent of those
separators that have been exported go to Canada. We have no hope
of competing with European countries on the manufacturing cost of
cream separators.

Senator KING. The value of the imports would be less than 10 per
cent of the value of the domestic production.

Mr. MEESE. Perhaps so, but if 27,000 were imported last year,
speaking about units, that means 27,000 orders taken away from
American manufacturers.

Senator KING. But you take some orders away from the manu-
faiturers in other countries by your exports.

Mr. MEESE;. No, sir; only in Canada.
Senator KING. Well, in Canada.
Mr. MEESE. Ninety per cent of those exports are to Canada.

That is the only country where the American manufacturer of cream
separators can expect to compete on account of a similar labor rate,
or labor cost, manufacturing costs. Ninety per cent went to Canada.
Of that 90 per cent practically all were shipped by one American
manufacturer to their own selling organizations, which have been
organized in Canada, and not to compete with European machines.

Senator KING. Whom do you represent, Mr. Meese?
Mr. MEESE. I represent the Association of All American Manu-

facturers of Cream Separators.
Senator KING. However, one of those is the DeLaval Co., is it not?
Mr. MEESE. That is one of them.
Senator KING. Do you represent that company?
Mr. MESE. I represent them with the others; yes, sir.
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Senator KING. Are you the sales agent for these other companies?
Mr. MEESE. I am connected with the DeLaval Separator Co.,

Chicago.
Senator KING. What position do you occupy?
Mr. MEESE. General manager.
Senator KI;o. What were the dividends of that company in 1926?
Mr. M.ESE. Less than 6 per cent.
Senator KING. What were they in 1927?
Mr. MEESE. Less than 5 per cent.
Senator KING. What stock dividends have you declared in the past

10 years?
Mr. MEESE. None that I know of.
Senator KING. How long have you been connected with that

company?
Mr. MEESE. Five ears.
Senator KING. What were your earnings in 1927 that wero not. dis-

tributed, and put to your surplus account?
Mr. MEESE. I can not tell you that. It was read out in the meet-

ing. You had the figures, Senator, which showed that their earn.
ings were $750,000, which I contend on a $12,000,000 investment is
not making money very fast.

Senator KING. Ihat'is, after paying your dividends.
Mr. MEESE. The total net profits, as I understand those figures.

I did not have them myself. Somebody read them into your records.
Senator KING. After paying your dividends, your profits were more

than $700,000, were they not?
Mr. MEESE. But on a $12,000,000 investment-and I wish to say

those are not my figures; I do not know what the figures are-I have
no access to them-this, you understand, is a privately-owned
concern.

Senator KING. I thought you were one of the officers of the com-
pany.

Mr. MEESE. No, sir; I did not say that..
Senator KING. What position do you occupy-general manager?
Mr. MEESE. General manager, Chicago.
Senator KING. Are you a stockholder?
Mr. MEESE. No, sir; there is no stock on the market, as I under-

stand it.
Senator KING. Who are the owners?
Mr. MEESE. The heads of the business, I presume.
Senator KING. Who are they?
Mr. MEESE. F. J. Aaron is president r-nd general manager. Mr.

Ralph Stoddard, Nonw York, is secretary. There are several others
who are not active in the business, but form the board of directors.

Senator BINGIIAM. Mr. Chairman, I beg the Senator to confine his
questions to something that will really have a bearing on the issue.
What difference does it make who owns this company so long as the
business is in such and such a condition?

Senator KING. The Senator may have his views, but I have my
own.

Does the International Harvester Co. manufacture these separators?
Mr. Mi.sE. Yes; that is a small part of' their line.
Senator KING. Do they manufacture them, is what I asked you.
Mr. Elt:ESE. They (1o.
Senator K.,'. What number do they manufacture?
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Mr. M'ESE. I could not tell you, sir.
Senator KING. They are a coml)etitor of your company, are they

not?
Mr. MEESE. They certainly are one of the strongest coml)etitors

we have.
Senator KING. Are they here asking for all increase in tariff?
Mr. MEESE. Only as I represent the entire association.
Senator KING. Well, you represent them.
Senator SIIORTRIDGE. Your answer is "yes," then?
Mr. MEESE. Yes.
Senator KING. Have you been asked to represent the International

Harvester Co.?
M|r. MEESE. All of the creamery companies.
Senator KING. Pardon me; have you been asked by that company

to represent it?
Mr. INEESE. Not except that they are members of our association.

I do not know how I can answer that more directly. If you mean
to ask if Mr. Legg or somebody else came to me in person and asked
me personally to represent them--

Senator KING. Do you know what proportion of the domestic
production came from" the International Harveste- Co.?

Mr. MEESE. That I could not tell you. I imagine, based upon
the statements of the importers, that their production will be approxi-
mately the same as the production of the DeLaval Seperator Co.

Senator KING. What is your production?
Mr. MEESE. I can not tell you, sir.
Senator KING. I mean the proportion of the domestic production.
Mr. MEESE. Our production would be about one-fourth.
Senator KING. And the International Ilarvester Company about

one-fourth.
Mr. MEESE. I do not know, sir, but I assume so.
Senator KING. It is a member of your association, is it not?
Mr. "MEESE. Yes, Sir.
Senator KING. What other companies manui facture them?
Mr. MEESE. The Iowa Dairy Separator Co., Waterloo, Iowa;

the Dairy Cream Separator, Lebtnon, Ind.; the King Manufacturing
Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.; the American Separator Co. of Bainridge,
N. Y., Sharpies Separator Co., Westchester, Pa. There is quite a
list of them. I can not recall them.

Senator KING. And those other companies, manufacture, then,
the other half, if the DeLaval Co. and the International Ilarvester Co.
manufacture one-quarter each.

Mr. MEESE. I assume so.
Senator BINGHAM. Are you speaking now for all American separa-

tors, or for those that we are now considering?
Mr. MEESE. Those that are under $50 valuation.
Senator BINGHAM. What?
Mr. MEESE. Those that are under $50 valuation and are on the

free list.
Senator BINGITAM. I mean when you say half manufactured by two

concerns.
Mr. MEE:SE. Yes, sir'.
Senator BINGHAM. You are only speaking of the cheaper grades.
Mr. MEESE. I am speaking of the small ones.
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Senator KING. Do not the farmers themselves, the small farmers,
use these cream separators to a large extent? And was not that the
evidence before the committee of which Senator Reed was chair-
man?

Mr. MEESE. To entire sale of the machines such as come under
the free list are to farmers.

Senator KING. Yes. That is ill.
Mr. MEESE. But I want to call your attention, gentlemen, to one

thing, that, although there is a classification of cream separators
under $50 valuation, and that class of separators are put on the
free list, it does not mean that those separators are sold to the farmers
for under $50. That meaus the declared valuation, import valua-
tions, of under $50; and none of the farm machines come in over $50.
Therefore they are all duty free; that is what you call the farm size.
They may be operated by hand, or a small electric motor, or some
other kind of power, but 80 per cent of these farm separators that
come in duty free are sold to the farmer at prices above $50.

Senator STIORTRIDGE. About how far above would you say?
Mr. MEESE. The average price of the leading separators, Senator,

is, as a representative of Babson Bros. stated their size 740 was
their b ggest seller, and I assume that is the average-their price is
$107.50.

Senator BARKLEY. What is your price on the sane thing?
Mr. MEESE. Our price list is from $107.50 to $115.
The CHAIRMAN. $107 is the lowest price a separator sells for that

comes in free as being valued under $50?
Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. There is quite a spread there.
Mr. MEESE. There has to be.
Senator DENEEN. What does the $107 separator sell for in

Belgium?
Mr. MEESE. That separator in Belgium-that 750-pound separa-

tor which sells in the United States for $107.50, sells to the Belgian
farmer by the Belgian manufacturer at $48.80.

Senator BINGHAM. Do you not think it would be a good idea for
sonm of the cooperative associations to import some of these under
$50 and sell them at cost?

Mr. MEsE. If they want to get any benefit of the duty-free clause
it will have to l)e donie.

Senator BAIRKLEY. You stated a while ago that this free impor-
tation of these separators under $50 in value was of no benefit to the
farmer.

Mr. MEE:sH. That is the fact. ie pays just as much for them as
for the similar size American-made machines.

Senator BAIRKLEY. By how much does the imported article that
comes in duty free undersell the American product?

Mr. MEESE. It does not undersell them at all.
Senator BARKLEY. It does not?
Mr. NIEESE. They might in our case. Our price is a little higher

than soine of the others. They arc around an average price.
Senator BARKLEY. If we accept your testimony and put a 45 per

cent tariff on them, then the $50 macline that comes in would pay
$22.50 tariff.

0: -21)--voz. 1(1. scim) 1---7
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Mr. MEErsE. How is that?
Senator BARKLEY. If an article is brought in duty free at $50, thenk

when you put a 45 per cent tariff on the same article you would have,
to pay $22.50 duty.

Mr. MEESE. The average import valuation, Senator, of all separa-
tors under $50 valuation last year was $19.

Senator BARKLEY. Whatever it is, it pays 45 per cent.
Mr. MEESE. That would be 87 or $8.
Senator BARKLEY: SO that would have to be added to the price

the farmer pays, would it not?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Not at all; not at all.
Senator BARKLEY. Why not?
Mr. MEESE: It would simply reduce the importers' margin of

profit that much.
Senator DENEEN. It reduces his hundred per cent profit.
Senator BARKLEY. If he adds that $22.50 or any part of it, it in-

creases the price.
Mr. MEESE. It would if he added it.
Senator BARKLEY. And if he tried to undertake to increase his

price by the amount of the duty he paid, you would immediately
increase your price to the extent your tariff would allow you.

Mr. MEESE. Pardon me, Senator, but that possibility is very
remote, and is almost precluded by the extremely keen domestic com-
petition, regardless of the imported machines. The importers
would be compelled to take it out of their profits.

Senator BARKLEY. If the price has been obtained in the face of
domestic competition, and in the face of free importation of those
under $50, wherein lies the interest of the Ameriean manufacturers
unless he expects by this tariff to be able to raise his price to the
farmer?

Mr. MEESE. As explained in my statement, that extreme margin-
we will say between $30, the admitted cost of the imported article,
and the sale price of $107.50, less what was stated--4 for trans-
portation, insurance, and so forth, which, by the way, seems very
excessive-

The CHAIRMAN. As I understood you, that would require the
importer to make a smaller price for exchanging ord machines.

Mr. MEESE. He has used that-that is part of it--Senator. He
has taken out of that flat spread between $30 and $107.50 a $20-
trade-in allowance.

Senator DENEEN. And $10 for advertising.
Mr. MEESE. $11 per machine for 1927 for advertising.
Senator SACKETT. That allowance is an advantage to the farmer..

If you raise the tariff, would he not lose that?
Mr. MEfSE. Not necessarily.
Senator SACKETT. Would he not probably lose it?
Mr. MEESE. No. The importer if he wished to continue to do so

could sell the American farmer on the same basis as the American
manufacturer did and it would not be taking advantage of the
American manufacturer.

Senator SACKETT. The advantage you would get would be this raise
of $5 or $6 in the tariff.

Mr. MEESE. The only thing we would get would be their inability
to give the farmer these excessive allowances which we have tried
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to meet in lots of cases in order to hold our business which we can not,
and are establishing bad precedents.

Senator SACKETT. That would be taken away from the farmer,
again?

Mr. MEESE. It would in some cases be taken away from the farm-
er, but what about the fanner who has no old machine to trade in?

Senator SACKETT. There are not so many farmers of that class as
there are of the other, are there?

Mr. MEESE,. No; but that catches the southern farmer.
Senator BARKLEY. You do not contend that these importers have

undertaken to dump their product here to undersell you?
Mr. MEESE. No, sir; absolutely not.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Is the result of this distinction

in the valuation of these separators this-that the farmer who buys a
separator valued at tinder $50 does not have to pay any tariff duty,
while the dairy-product Producer or manufacturer who uses large
machines has to pay the dlity levied in this bill?

Mr. MEESE. No; it means this, Senator-that that $50 valuation,
is merely an arbitrary division point which was set to denote sizes
that ordinarily went to the farmer, thus distinguishing them from the
big power machines.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. From the standpoint of the
manufacturer, you need as much protection to protect American
labor on the smaller and cheaper machines as you do upon the larger
and more expensive machines?

'r. MEESE. Absolutely.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. So if the principle is sound on

a machine that costs more then $50, it is sound on a machine that
costs less than $50?

Mr. MEESE. Absolutely. Twenty-five per cent on the power ma-
chines, gentlemen, that is now allowed under Schedule 3, is inade-
quate. The fact of the matter is, if you were to equalize European,
Belgian factory cost with American factory cost, a duty of over 100
per cent would be necessary. We have not asked for that. We
merely ask that the importer's price--the price that the importer
pays to the Belgian manufacturer, and which is declared in this. coun-
try- be equalized with the American factory cost, so tnat the importer
has no advantage over us in the resale of those goods.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. You ask that he pay something to get into
our home market?

Mr. MEESE. Merely to equalize it-not to cut him out; merely to
equalize it with our factory cost.

Senator SIMMONS. You are manufacturing, and you are selling this
product in competition with the importer?

Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir.
Senator SiMm oNs. Now, I can not understand, if the importer buys

this article from Belgium at am' average, you say, of $30--
Mr. MEESE. He buys it from the Belgian manufacturer at. $30, or

$26.78, to be accurate.
Senator SINUMONS. The importer gets it in free of duty, and. it costs

him about $30, I understood you to say?
Mr. MEESE. The other gentleman stated that the freight they paid

was around $4, as I recall it, although that seems to me to be very
excessive.
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Senator SxiMLoNs. Well, what does he pay for it? What does the
importer pay for it?

Mr. MEESE. That is what he pays for it.
Senator SIMMONS. $30?
Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir. set
Senator SIMMONS. Now then, that importer, with you as his com-

petitor, is able in some way or other to sell that separator in the exc
American market at $107? w

Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir; that is our point exactly. Wh
Senator SIMMONS. What does it cost you to produce one of those

separators?
Mr. MEESE. The average cost of those three large sizes, as sub-

mitted by the manufacturers and contained in one of the earlier mig
briefs, is $41. or

Senator SIMMONS. $41 is the cost of your material?
Mr. MEESE. That is the factory cost, without any overhead, in- too

terest on investment, advertising, sales expense, or anything else-I
bare factory cost. S

Senator SIMMONS. Taking in all the elements of cost, what is the S
cost of producing, by you, one of those separators that sells in compe- litt
tition with the one that the importer brings in here at a cost of $30? S

Mr. MEESE. To compare with his $30 cost, $41 would be our cost. S
Senator SIMMONS. $41 would be your total cost. Now, do you sell $30

in this market your product that cost you $41 high enough to allow He
the importer, your competitor, to get out of the American, market of t
$107?

Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. Then do you not make too much profit? is it
Mr. MEESE. We have not paid any dividends to speak of, and X

none of the manufacturers have made any money since the war to S
speak of. mit

Senator SIMMONS. How do you reconcile that difference? You are add
selling for about the same price, probably? coni

Mr. MEESE,. Yes. like
Senator SIMMONS. Your price is $107. Your cost is $41. Now, I sh

what absorbs the difference? S
-Mr. MEESE. The expense, discounts to dealers- X
Senator COUZENS. What is the discount to dealers? S1
Mr. MEESE. I can only speak for ourselves, Senator; 25 per cent S,

is the standard discount. We have a trade-in allowance that is the
limited- on old machines that my company allows to the dealer of abo
one-half of the amount allowed up to $12.50 for a competitive machine. ?V

Senator COUZENS. So, when you say "$107,'t you mean that is the com
retail price.to the farmer? and

Mr. MZEESE. That is the list price to the farmer. In other words, Stat
a farmer who has no cream separator, and wants a cream separator, Sep
pays $107.50 for it. outp

Senator COUZENS. You give the dealer who sells him 25 per cent? Se
Mr. MEESE. That is the idea. IV
Senator BARKLEY. Is that 25 per cent on the $107, or 25 per cent tisin

on the $41? spen
Mr. MEESE. Twenty-five per cent on the $107. S1
Senator KING. You say that the cost of this separator is $41, and mac

yet you sell it to the ultimate consumer for $107?
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Mr. MEESE. Yes.
Senator KING. That is all.
Senator SiMMoNs. That is the spread, now?
Mr. MEESE. The cost of the imported machine is $30, and they

s'l it for $107.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the average price which you allow on

exchanges for that class of machine? Is it like a sewing machine,
where you lose what you allow on the machine that you take in?
What is your loss per machine on the traded-in machines?

Mr. MEESE. It is all loss.
Senator BARKLEY. What is the life of one of these cream separators?
Mr. MEESE. That is, it is practically all loss. Occasionally you

might get a new machine that might be traded in to exchange a size,
or something of that kind.

Senator KING. Would there not be the same loss to the importer,
too, if he took in an old machine?

Mr. MEESE. Certainly; but lie offers $20.
Senator BARKLEY. What is the life-
Senator SiMvioNs. I want the witness a minute. I had him a

little while ago, and somebody took him away from me.
Senator COUZENS. I beg the Senator's pardon.
Senator SIMMONS. This importer who buys his cream separator for

$30 is enabled to make a profit of about $70 if he sells it for $107?
He is enabled to sell that machine for -a profit of $70 in the market
of this country because you are selling yours at $107?

Mr. MEESE. You are right.
Senator SIMMONS. Your spread between cost and sales price is $66,

is it not, on a $41 machine?
Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir.
Senator Sio.zoNs. Now I wish you would explain to this com-

mittee, and also, through it, to the country, what makes up that
additional $66-how much is profit, how much of it is expenses in
connection with sale, and so on. If it costs that much, or anything
like that much, for the factory here to sell in the American market,
I should like to know it.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. The factory cost is $41.50, is it?
Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir.
Senator SIIOTRIDGE. Now go on and answer the Senator's question.
Senator SIMMoNs. I want the witness to analyze this, and show

the committee what becomes of that $66 spread. Let him tell all
about it.

Mr. MEESE. I will say this: I have not the actual figures, but the
company that I happen to be with is the De Laval Separator Co.,
and is reputed to be one of the largest advertisers in the United
States in the farm field. I think the expenditure of the Do Laval
Separator Co. will run about 5 per cent, maybe 5%/ per cent, on their
output of cream separators, for advertising.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. For advertising?
Mr. MEESE. That is all advertising, of which farm-paper adver-

tising, we will say, is about one-half. The Belgian machine people
spent 10 per cent per machine imported in 1927.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. The Senator asked you about your own
machine.

I
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Mr. MEESE. Ours is 5 per cent. The actual discount to the dealer, these
plus the trade-in allowance, will run about 30 to 33 per cent, con- excess
sidering cash discount, etc. of tha

The CHAIRMAN. That is on the $107? effect
Mr. MEESE. That is on the $107; yes, sir. later-
Senator S1oiTRIDGE. Thirty-three per cent and 5%2 per cent. Now was b,

go ahead, of the
Mr. MEESE. As to the traveling sales expense, it is very hard to whom

tell. I can not give it to you accurately, but I will say that the cost certain
of selling separators to the dealers through our own sales organization whate,
runs around15 per cent. I am not certain as to that. I know what name
it costs in certain territory: but that fluctuates, and I am not in $7, us
possession of all tile facts. Sen

The CHAIRMAN. There is $55.50. the pr
Mr. MLESE. Now then, we will say, roughly speaking, that we are Mr.

supposed to get a profit- Sene
The CHAIRMA.N. $55.50 plus $41 makes $96.50, and you sell it for ask soi

$107. did no
Mr. MEESE. Well, say there is a gross profit of $11 to pay interest here as

on investment, and possibly your executive overheads, and things of Mr.
that kind. Sena

Senator BARKLEY. I did not understand what that 15 per cent Mr.
item was. Sena

Senator COUZE4S. Traveling salesmen. out of
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Traveling expense incident to the sale of the Mr.

goods. Sena

Senator BARKLEY. Do you mean that you pay your traveling sales- separaf
men 15 per cent in addition to the 25 per cent commission that you Mr.
pay the man who sells the machine? We cai

Mr. MEESE. The local dealer; yes, sir. expense
Senator BARKLEY. Do you sell most of these cream separators Sena,

through traveling salesmen, or by direct order? He gets
Mr. MEESE. We sell them to the dealer. Our traveling salesmen Mr. 1

go to the dealers all over the country. We have a total of perhaps Sena
10,000 or 15,000 dealers all over the United States who sell these give hi
separators. We have to call on them. We have service to render; Mr. -
and that, gentlemen, by the way, is one of the most important things do not
to the farmer, and particularly on a cream separator. If a cream Senat
separator goes to the bad this morning while they are skimming allowani
their milk, it means the loss of the entire day's milk to that farmer Mr. i
unless he can get it repaired by evening. That is one of the services Sena
supplied by American manufacturers, and represents a tremendous does he
saving to the American farmer which is little appreciated by the Mr. 1
average business man. Senat

Senator SHORTRIDGE. You ha';e accounted for the increase from him if t
$41.50 to $107. the fore,

Senator CONNALLY. .. )w much will separators go up if we give Mr. I
you this tariff? allowanc

Mr. MEESE. What is your question? Senate
Senator CONNALLY. How much more will these separators cost if my ques

we put on the tariff that you request? Mr.V
Mr. MEESE. I do not believe it will increase the price to the Ameri- Senati

can farmer one nickel. It would reduce some of the expense to which not?
the American manufacturers are put in attempting to meet some of Mr. Tv

I
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these bad practices that have been established by the importers-
excessive allowances, excessive expenditures and discounts, and things
of that kind. As I understand-I do not know whether it is still in
effect or not; the gentleman who represents Babson Bros. will appear
later-but they had a proposition a year or two ago-this machine
was bought on the mail-order plan-by which if a farmer bought one
of their separators and then gave them the name of a neighbor to
whom they might possibly sell a separator, and later on, within a
certain length of time-we will say three months or six months,
whatever it might be-they succeeded in selling that farmer whose
name was given to them a separator, they gave the first farmer 86 or
$7, just for sending in the name.

Senator KING. What you are trying to do, you say, is to reduce
the profits of these importers?

Mr. MEESE. Is there any reason, Senator-
Senator CONNALLY. Wait a minute; I will get to that. I want to

ask some questions myself first. I am not a witness here. If you
did not expect to make more money out of this, you would not be
here asking for this tariff, would you?

Mr. MEESE. We certainly hope so; and we need it.
Senator CONNALLY. I say, that is your purpose?
Mr. MEESE. Certainly.
Senator CONNALLY. If you make more profit, it has got to come

out of the farmer who buys the separator?
Mr. MEESE. No, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Who is it coming out of? You say all of your

separators are sold to the farmers.
Mr. MEESE. We will have to eliminate some of the allowances.

We can eliminate some of the allowances. We can curtail other
expenses.

Senator CONNALLY. That comes out of the farmer, does it not?
He gets the benefit of these discounts now, does he not?

Mr. MEESE. Some of them do, but some of them do not.
Senator CONNALLY. He gets the trade-in value, does he not? You

give him that?Mr. MEESE. Those who have an old separator do. Those who
do not have an old separator do not.

Senator CONNALLY. I do not suppose you would make a trade-in
allowance to a man who did not have a separator to trade in.

Mr. MEESE. Twenty-five per cent of the farmers do not have them.
Senator CONNALLY. But the man who has one gets that benefit,

does- he not?
Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. You are going to take part of that away from

him if this bill passes, because you will not have the compulsion of
the foreign product to make you do that?

Mr. MEESE. We will still continue to give our standard trade-in
allowance, which is $12.50, to the farmer.

Senator CONNALLY. Did you not say a minute ago, in answer to
my question, that you were going to save some of those allowances?

Mr. MEESE. That will be because-
Senator CONNALLY. Answer my question: Did you say that or

not?
Mr. MEESE. Yes, sir.
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Senator CONNALLY. You are going to do it, then, are you not?
Mr. MEESE. We will stick by our regular allowance, instead of

having to go to $20 to meet some competitor.
Senator CONNALLY. Precisely. That is exactly what I was getting

at. The farmer, then, will suffer between what you are giving him
now and your standard allowance, will he not?

Mr. MEESE. No; he will not suffer, because it will only eliminate
something that he will not get for nothing.

S enator CONNA r.LY. He is getting it now, and you want to eliminate
it and get it yourself. I do not see why witnesses can not be frank,
and just state what that means, as all of you know. You are here
because you expect to get more money out of the farmers who buy
these separators than you are getting now. That is the truth, is it
not?

Mr. MEESE. In that light; yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Well, that is the light I am talking about.

That is all.
Senator BARKLEY. Do these importers have these charges of 15 per

cent for traveling salesmen and 25 per cent to dealers also?
Mr. MEESE. I can not speak definitely about that. I know they

have their travelers; they have their sales expense. Whether it is
15 per cent or not I do not know. It may be even more.

Senator BARKLEY. They have to have these same overhead
expenses?

Mr. MEESE. If they sell to the dealers, they give the dealers a
discount, and usually it is a far larger discount than the one given
by American manufacturers.

Senator BARKLEY They do not sell directly to the farmers?
Mr. MEESE. Some of them do; yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Do Babson Bros.?
Mr. MEESE. Ye*, sir; part of the stuff, although they try wherever

they can to get a local agent, because they know the value of a local
agent.

Senator SIMMoNs. I want to ask the witness one question. Re-
ferring to your statement where you were asked to account for this
spread of $66, I want to ask you now how much of it you say is
profit?

Mr. MEESE. I have not figured it out myself, but I should just
guess that that would leave perhaps 8 to 10 per cent gross profit.

The CHAIRMAN. It leaves 10 per cent, the way you figured it.
Senator SIMMONS. When you started out and made your first

statement that the importer bought this machine for $30 and then
sold it for $107, I was very much astonished, or, rather, shocked;
but I find now that you turn it out for just $11 more than he does,
and you sell i.t for $107. You are very nearly or quite as bad as he is,
are you not?

Mr. MEESE. In the way of percentage, you will see that it makes
quite a difference.

Senator SIMMONS. You export this article, you say, to Canada, and
only to Canada?

Mr. MEESE. We do.
Senator SIMMONS. How do you meet this Belgian opposition, this

opposition from abroad, over in Canada?
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Mr. MEESE. We are up against the same thing in Canada that we
•are right here in the United States.

Senator SHORTRIDCE. What is the tariff?
Mr. MEESE. Nothing. There is no duty on cream separators

there.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. So you are just even.
Senator SxMt,!oNs. You meet this opposition very well in Canada,

do you not?
Mr. M EESE. We are losing ground.
Senator SIMMONS. You are meeting this opposition in Canada, and

you are making a profit in selling your goods to Canada. I assume
you would not sell them there unless you were making a profit.

Mr. MEESE. Well, I can not speak for that. I can say this, Sen-
:ator: The average valuation of American machines going to Canada
which would reflect American costs is sixty-some dollars and some
cents, as against the importations from Europe to the United States
of nineteen dollars and twenty-some cents.

Senator SIMiiozs. How does the valuation of your machines go
from $41 to $66? If it is $41 here, it is $41 wlen you send it to
Canada, is it not? The machine that you manufacture here for $41
and sell for $107 is the same machine, costing you $41, that you sell
to Canada is it not?

Mr. MEEsE. Yes; at a cost of sixty-some dollars.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What causes that increase?
Senator SIMAuONS. Do you say it costs sixty-some dollars to get it

into Canada?
Mr. MEESE. You are getting into some market when you sell any

stuff anywhere.
Senator SmIuTIONS. Is that what you sell it for in Canada?
Mr. MEESE. I do not know what we sell it for; but that is the aver-

age valuation of all separators exported to Canada.
Senator SIuMONS. What is the price at which you sell in the Cana-

dian market the product for which you charge the American farmer
$107?

Mr. MEESE. We sell it, I assume, at the same price.
Senator SIMMONS. $107. What are you talking about the $60 in

Canada for then?
Mr. MEESE. That is the export valuation.
Senator SHORTIDGWE. What do you mean by that-freight added

to carry it to the border?
Mr. MEESE. That is the declared valuation for customs purposes

into Canada.
Senator REED. The American invoice value.
Senator SIMMONS. You can not tell us, then, what you sell this

same article for in Canada that costs you $41 to produce. You have
told us what you charge the American farmer. I should be very glad
if you would find out and put in the record, for the benefit of the
committee, the price at which you sell this same machine in Canada.

Mr. MEESE. The retail price to the farmer? I can answer that.
It is the same as in the United States, but what we sell it for to a
Canadian concern to sell to the farmer, I do not know.

The CHAIRMAN. You have no distributing agents up in Canada?
That is done by Canadians?

Mr. MEESE. Yes.
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Senator SIMMONS. You sell it at wholesale to Canada and not at
retail? 9,

Mr. MEESE. We sell it f. o. b. our factory in Now York.
Senator SIMMONS. And they pay you, by wholesale, $60?
Mr. MEESE. I assume so. ' That'is the average valuation. I (1o

not know. I have not anything to (1o with that.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE H. GARNETT, REPRESENTING BABSON
BROS., CHICAGO, ILL.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the committee.)
The CHAIRMAN. You appeared before the House committee?
Mr. GARNETT. I appeared twice before the House committee.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not going to repeat all that again, are you?
Mr. GARNETT. I 1101)0 not.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope not, too.
Mr. GARNETT. I represent Babson Bros., of Chicago, Ill. They

are importers of separators from Belgium, known as the Melotto
separator. They have been in this business of importing separators
for a great many years.

The average value of the imports of Babson Bros. is from 60 to 80
per cent of the total value of all imports of separators into this
country.

In 1913, when agricultural implements generally were put on the
free list, cream separators of farm sizes were also put on the free list.
and they have been on the free list ever since.

In the 1913 bill the dividing line between the free separators and,
those subject to duty was made $75. In 1922 the dividing line was,
made $50, because it was found that all separators of farm size
came under the $50 valuation.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you import any over $50?
Mr. GARNETT. We do not.
The CHAIRMAN. Every separator you import is less than $50?
Mr. GARNETT. They are all less than $50. The three sizes that we

import range from $25 to $45. What we call our average size machine
which constitutes about 90 per cent of the business, is our so-called
740-pound machine, which costs us, laid down in our warehouse in
Chicago, $34, $30 of which we pay to the Belgian maker. The rest
is. for freight, insurance, cartage, and handling into our warehouse.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you distribute from New York at all?
Mr. GARNETT. Not that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. You would know it; would you not?
Mr. GARNETT. No; I am an attorney. There are some things

about the business I do not know. I know a good deal about this
business, but that is simply.one item that I do not know about.

The cost of the same size American separator, as stated in the
brief of the American manufacturers-that is, the one that costs us
$34-is $40.52, according to their brief filed in the House. That is a
differential of $6.52.

The method that we adopt in putting our machines in the hands of
the farmer is entirely different from that adopted by the American
manufacturers generally. The De Laval Co., for instance, whose
general manager has just sopken, as I understand, does business
entirely through local dealers. More than 90 per cent of our business
is done on the mail-order plan.
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We send our separators to the farmer, having gotten his inquiry by
advertising; we send him a catalogue, and we give him 30 days' free
trial. If, at the end of 30 (lays, he wants to keep the machine, he is
permitted to give us his note payable over a period of 18 months, and
no interest is charged on those notes during the 18 months' period.

Our price, as stated, for our 740-pound machine is, $107.50.
Senator WATSON. What does it cost you to make it in Belgium?
Mr. GANNETT. AVe do not make it in Belgium.
Senator WATSON. Where do you make it?
Mr. GARNETT. We do not make it at all. We buy it from the

Belgian manufacturer for $30.
Senator WATSON. What (les it cost him to make it?
Mr. GARNETT. We do not know. We tried to find out, but they

will not tell us.
Senator WATSON. You buy it from him at a fixed price?
Mr. GANNETT. We buy it'from the Belgian maker at a fixed price.

The president of our company recently went to Belgium to see if he
could not get a lower price. The answer was: "No; your price will
probably increase, (lite to a very large recent increase in the-cost of
labor and materials in Belgium."

How does the farmer benefit by oulr plan over these other plans?
In the first place, he gets a free'trial for 30 days.
In the second place, he gets 18 months to pay.
In the third place, he gets a larger allowance for his old machine

than he is allowed by the American manufacturer, equal to just about
the difference between what our machine costs us laid down in our
factory and what their machine costs them; namely, about $6.50.

The CHAIMAN. Tie De Laval people, for instance, in selling their
cream separators, give no time whatever to the farmer?

Mr. GARNETT. I can not answer that question authoritatively,
Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. You state that your company gives him a year
and a half?

Mr. GARNETT. A year and a half, and a month's free trial.
The CHAIRMAN. And then you said that was an advantage that

was not given by the De Laval people?
Mr. GARNETT. Naturally that would depend upon their dealers,

as to how they will sell to the particular farmers. Our practice, at
least, is uniform. We allow them a discount-

The CIRAIIMAN. You do not know whether they allow them any
time or not?

Mr. GARNETT. I have not any doubt that some of them do.
The CHAIRMAN. You know tfiat they all do, d6 you not?
Mr. GANNETT. Perhaps I should, but I do not.
Senator COUZENS. What discount do you give them for cash?
Mr. GARNETT. I think it is 5 per cent.
Senator COUZENS. On the retail price?
Mr. GANNETT. On the retail price.
Senator DENEEN. How much?
Senator CouzENs. Five per cent.
Mr. GARNETT. We make, as I say, an allowance up to $20 for the

old machine. They make an allowance, as they say, which ranges up
to $15, according to the age of the old machiine that is turned in.
So you can see that we give to the farmer something that is equiv-
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alent to the difference between the cost to us, laid down in our ware-
house, and their cost.

The CHAIRMAN. IS that allowance irrespective of how long the
machine has been used? Is it $20 without regard to that?

Mr. GARNETT. It does not make any difference.
The CIAJIIRMAN. If they had used it for a month it would be $20,

and if thev had used it for 10 years it would be $20?
M[r. GAINETT. They do not have to trade it in if they think it is

worth more than that.
The CHAIRMAN. It is something like they do in the sewing-machine

business; is it?
Mr. GARNETT. And typewriters and automobiles. The Chevrolet

automobile people will give you $50 for any kind of a car, whether it
will run or not. Now as to service: We have what we call a 12-hour
service. Every order for a repair )art that has ever come into our
warehouse in Chicago has been filled before sunset on the (lay on
which it was received. We sent out a (juestionaire to 100 of our
users, and got replies, as I remember, from 52, as to what their repair
expense was on our sel)arator over a period of eight years. Those
that replied to us gav, us figures which showed that the average
cost of keeping our machines in repair over a period of eight years
was 20 cents per machine per year.

Senator WATSON. fIow many distributing points have you in the
United States?

Mr. GARNETT. I can not answer that question.
Senator SI M %s. If we were to place a duty of 45 per cent on

these machines, would you add that to your $107?
Mr. GARNETT. We feel that if a diity of 45 per cent or any sub-

stantial per cent is put on the imported separator, the importers will
be out of business. Bear in mind that there is a smaller margin of
net profit on the imported machine than there is on the domestic
machine. A great concern like the International larvester or Do
Laval has been in business a great many years. The unit of an inter-
national organization owned in Sweden has more prestige than any
importer can possibly have. There is less sales resistance; so we
have to spend more money in order to make our sales. Our margin
of profit is necessarily much smaller than theirs because of this in-
crefised sales resistance--the added cost of educating the farmer to
what we say is the superiority of our machine over anything made in
this country.

Senator KING. Does the De Lhval Co. have factories in Europe?
Mr. GARNETT. The De Laval Co. was originally a Swedish organi-

zation with a branch in Germafhy, and at one time, they tell us, in
Austria and Russia, and this great factory in the United States.

Senator KtNG. Have they factories now abroad?
Mr. GARNETT. They have. They have factories abroad, at least

in Sweden, and I suppose still in other countries.
The CHAIRMAN. The patent was obtained in Sweden?
Mr. GARNETT. The fundain6ntal patent was a Swedish patent.

The fundamental patents have now all run out.
. There is another company in this country besides De Laval that
has foreign factories-Sharples, of Pennsylvania. Sharples never
found it advantageous to import any of these so-called low-cost
machines until 1925. He discontinue it in 1926. He did not find
it profitable, and quit.
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Every time we have appeared before on this tariff issue with the
representative of Do Laval, we have said to them, "If the cost
abroad is so much less than it is here, as you say, notwithstanding
the fact that all these machines are made by automatic machinery,
why do you not bring in your Swedish machine that you say you can
produce for $21 ever there?" They never have brought one in from
their Swedish factory, unless it is this year. We put that question
up to them in January of this year. What do they say? They come
back at the next hearing, in February, and say, "We have considered
every year, and always decided not to do it; we have been deterred
partly through patriotic motives. "Now," they say, "we are
placing an order."

Senator WATSON. What does it cost you to lay down one of your
machines in Chicago-total cost?

Mr. GARNETT. $34.
Senator WATSON. $34 in Chicago?
Mr. GARNETT. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. What do you sell it for to the customer?
Mr. GARNETT. $107.50, less the trade-in allowance.
Senator SIMMoNs. That is a little more than twice as much as the

value of the machine.
Senator WATSON. You sell your machine at the same price that the

De Laval people sell their machine; do you?
Mr. GARNETT. Our list price is the same as theirs. We give them

a little advantage in the trade-in. We think we give them a little
advantage, at least, in the time payment and in the free trial.

Senator WATSON. Is there any kind of an understanding between
you that you shall fix the same price on the machine whether it is
made abroad or in this country?

Mr. GARNETT. There certainly is not. There certainly is no under-
standing whatsoever between us.

Senator COUZENS. Just how did you arrive at the same list price as
theirs, then?

Senator WATSON. That is just what I was going to ask.
Mr. GARNETT. I was not there when the price was made. 1 have

no doubt that we get their catalogues, and they get ours. We claim
that our machine is a better machine, and I suppose they claim that
theirs is the better machine, but we have to meet competition.

Senator COUZENS. I fail to see where American industry gets any
benefit out of these importations from Belgium.

Senator KING. Suppose there were no importations; might not the
domestic manufacturers raise the price above $107.50?

Senator COUZENS. We are relying upon the testimony of the pre-
vious witness, who says there is internal competition. Of course there
is internal competition in the motor-car business and a lot of other
industries. These gentlemen are under oath, and I assume that they
are telling the truth. I do not see any advantage in bringing these
separators in from Belgium and giving no employment to American
workmen or American industry if there is not some advantage to
somebody; and I see no advantage on the testimony of the witness
himself.

Mr. GARNETT. We give them a better machine. We claim it is a
better machine.

Senator CouzENs. Of course that is advertising.
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Mr. GARNETT. There is a feature in our machine that does not
exist in any American machine except one that is made in a little
factory up in Michigan that has no national distribution. Our bowl,.
which is the vital part of the machine, can not get out of balance,
because it is suspended on a single ball bearing.

Senator WATSON. How many did you sell in the United States
last year?

Mr. GARNETT. About 8,000 last year.
Senator WATSON. Do you know how many were sold in the

aggregate?
Mr. GARNETT. I do not know how many were sold, but I know

how many were made.
Senator WATSON. How many?
Mr. GARNETT. The production last year in the United States was

203,000, according to the preliminary report of the Census Bureau.
Senator WATSON. And you brought in 8,000?
Mr. GARNETT. I think we brought in somewhat more than that.

You asked me how many we sold.
Senator WATSON. Yes.
M'r. GARNETT. Our imports last year were in excess of our sales.

In 1922, when the present act was put into effect, the domestic pro-
duction was under 100,000.

Senator WATSON. How many grades of these do you make under
$50 cost?

Mr. GARNETT. Only one grade.
Senator WATSON. Just one?
Mr. GARNETT. Well, we have two types, but we are abandoning

one type-the old type. We are abandoning the type that is equiv-
alent to the Do Laval.

Senator GEORGE. You say your sales were about 8,000?
Mr. GARNETT. About 8,000.
Senator GEORGE. How many of them were replacements?
Mr. GAINETT. I understand that about 85 to 90 per cent of our

sales are replacements.
Senator GEORGE. So that 85 to 90 per cent of 8,000 purchasers got

the advantage of the increased allowance that you made?
Mr. GANNETT. They did.
Senator BINGHAM. H-o1w much of an allowance did you make?
Mr. GAnNETT. We make an allowance of $20.
Senator BINGHAM. On a machine selling for $107.60?
Mr. GARNETT. On a machine selling for $107.50.
Senator BINGHAM. You sell about 85 per cent of these machines,

then, for-
Mr. GARNETT. For replacement.
Senator BINGHAM. For replacement-you sell them for $87.50?

Is that right?
Mr. GARNETT. That is right.
Senator BINGHAM. You sell them for $87.50, and they cost you $34?
Mr. GARNETT. $34.
Senator BINGHAM. Do you think that is a fair margin of profit?
Mr. GARNETT. We have about $750,000 of invested capital, and

we made $40,000 last year on that branch of our business.
Senator WATSON. How many other importers are there?
Mr. GARNETT. We do not know exactly, but we think there are

probably eight or nine.
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Senator WATSON. What was the total importation?
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Twenty thousand sir hundred

and forty-four units in 1925, and 168,857 units produced in Anierica.
Senator REED. Twenty-seven thousand two hundred and nineteen

units imported in 1928.
Senator BINroHAM. What I can not understand is why you do not

sell your machine for about $75, and be satisfied with 100 per cent
profit, and sell a great many more of them.

Mr. GANNETT. We would not make anything at that price.
Remember, the cost of doing business on this plan that we have is
greater than the cost of doing business through the dealers.

Senator BINUHAM. You would not have to do it on that plan if
you sold the machile for an ordinary 100 per cent profit.

Mr. GARNETT. Selling this type of machine is largely a matter of
education. Suppose you had an automobile that nobody knew any-
thing about, but which was it very good automobile--

Senator BINGHAM. I do not think you would have to educate the
Connecticut farmer much if you offered him a cream separator at $75
which is the same as one that costs him $107.50.

Mr. GANNETT. The educational cost is very high.
May I state the figures of our exports and imports?
Senator S1iMONS. Before you get to that, your selling price is

$107.50?
Mr. GARNETT. Less $20.
Senator SimMONs. What is the $20 for?
Mr. GANNETT. Trade-in, old machines.
Senator SIMMONS. Old machines. You sell to some people who

have no old machines, however. The selling price is $107.50. That
is the selling price of the company represented by the gentleman who
preceded you?

Mr. GARNETT. Yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. Is that the selling price of all the other im-

porters? You say there are other importers as well as yourself.
Are you all selling at the same price?

Mr. GARNETT. No; there are different machines imported.
Senator SIMMONs. I am talking about the same machine.
Mr. GARNETT. I do not know what the other importers sell for.
Senator SIMMoNs. Is there not a concert, an agreement between

you as to price, and do you not all sell at the same price?
Mr. GARNETT. Montgomery Ward & Co.-
Senator SIMMIONS. I want you to answer that question squarely.
Senator WATSON. Say "yes" or "no."
Mr. GARNETT. No; it is certainly not true that there is any concert.
Senator SIMM1ONS. How does it happen that your price and the

price of your competitors happens to be the same to a cent?
Mr. GARNETT. I do not think it is quite to the cent, but we have

always looked upon the Do Laval as our natural competitor. We
try to beat them a little every time, and we do it by giving a little
greater discount.

Senator Si imONs. You are now selling at $107.50, and they are
selling at $107 50. If we put a duty on this machine of 45 per cent,
woulN it not work out in this way: This company represented by the
gentleman who just preceded you will add that 45 per cent to the
price of his machine, and you will add it to the price of your machine,
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and the farmer will get it at no less? That would hurt you 45 per
cent, and it would profit him 45 per cent, but the farmei- would get
nothing out of it. The purchaser of those machines would not get
anything out of it.

Mr. GARNETT. Of course if it worked out that way, nobody would
be hurt but the farmer.

Senator SIMMONS. Nobody would be punished but the farmer?
Mr. GARNETT. Nobody would be punished but the farmer. The.

De Laval people say that they do not intend to increase the price.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. But would it work out that way?
Mr. GARNETT. I think it would work out in this way: They

would first exclude us by a duty, and then they would raise the price,
to the farmer.

Senator SuIORTRIDGE. That is your theory?
Mr. GARNETT. That is our theory.
Senator SIMMONS. Out of that $73 spread-I believe it is $73-

between the Chicago cost and the selling price, could you not pay
that 45 per cent and get along?

Mr. GARNETT. Our total profit per machine last year was $5.
Our net profit was $5 per machine last year.

Senator BARKLEY. If you had a duty of 45 per cent, which on a
$30 machine would be $13.50, you would either have to reduce your
expense of selling or increase the price?

Mr. GARNETT. One or the other. We can not reduce our expense.
of selling, because our expense of selling is by mail. We get a certain
percentage of returns for a certain amount of advertising and cata-
logues.

Senator BARKLEY. So that if the duty is imposed, and you keep
on doing business in this country, you have got to pay that $13.50'
and add that to the retail price of your machine?

Mr. GARNETT. Add that to the price.
Senator DENEEN. Do Montgomery Ward & C6. and Sears, Roe-

buck & Co. sell these machines?
Mr. GANNETT. Yes; Montgomery Ward & Co. and Sears, Roebuck

& Co. both sell them. They sell both imported and domestic ma-
chines.

Senator DENEEN. At what price?
Mr. GARNETT. They sell much smaller machines than we sell.

Montgomery Ward has a machine made in this country that sells for
$19.95.

Senator DENEEN. What does Sears, Roebuck & Co. sell for?
Mr. GARNETT. Sears, Roebuck have a slightly smaller machine,.

made in Finland, which sells for a little under $19. Of course they
sell the laroaer machines, also.

Senator "ACKETT. At what price do they sell your machine?
Mr. GAIiNETT. They* do not sell our machine. They can not getit.
Senator SACKETT. At what price do they sell a comparable ma-

chine?
Mr. GARNETT. 1 do not believe they have & comparable machine,

Mr. Senator.
Senator SACKETT. Do they sell any machine at all over $100?
Mr. GANNETT. I have a catalogue. I should be glad to refer to,

it. I think not.
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Now may I say a word, Mr. Senator, about the increase in domestic
production, the decrease in imports, end the increase of exports?

In 1922, when the present act went into effect, the domestic pro-
duction was about 98,000 separators. In 1928, according to the pre-
liminary report of the Census Bureau, the domestic production was
203,000-an increase of over 100 per cent.

In 1922 the value of separators imported into this country was
about $568,000. In 1928 the value had declined to $530,000. In
other words, there was an actual decline in value of imports as
against a doubling of the number of domestic milts. There was a
slight increase in the number of imported machines, due to the fact
that of late years there has come into use a very small machine to
screw down on a table, for a farmer that has one or two cows. A lot
of those are coming in; and while the number has increased since
1922, the total value has decreased.

Now as to exports: In 1922 our total exports amounted to $268,000.
In 1928 they amounted to about $800,000. They have increased
more than three times since 1922.

Mr. Meese says that 90 per cent of them go to Canada. That is
not quite true now. It was true at one time. Our exports to Canada
last year were about $560,000 out of a total of approximately $800,000.
In other words, new markets other than Canada are being developed
by the domestic producer.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you want to file a brief? You have filed one,
however.

Senator REED. He filed a brief with us.
Mr. GANNETT. I did not file one with you. It would merely be a

duplication.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the same brief you filed in the House; is it?
Mr. GARNETT. No; it is merely supplemental.
The CHAIRMAN. Hand it to the reporter.
(Mr. Garnett submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF BABSON BROTHERS

FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE.
GENTLEMEN: The undersigned Babson Bros., of Chicago, Ill., are importers of

farm-size cream separators, made by Melotte in Belgium, now admitted duty
free (with other agricultural implements) as "cream separators valued at not
more than $50 each." (Par. 1504, Schedule 15, tariff act of 1922.) They are
used exclusively on farms. The value of Babson Bros.' cream separator imports
has, in some years, been 80 per cent of the total imports, and for many years has
never been less than 50 per cent.

We are not interested in cream separators having an import value of more than
$50 each, now subject to duty under paragraph 372, Schedule 3, tariff act of 1922.
These are not used on farms, but in creameries, cheese factories, and city milk
depots.

FARM-SIZE CREAM SEPARATORS ARE AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND HAVE
BEEN SO CLASSIFIED IN THE TARIFF ACTS SINCE 1913

It Is hard to believe that anyone would contend that farm-size cream separators,
which are used exclusively on farms, and which are advertised exclusively in farm
papers, and which have contirbuted so materially in bringing the dairy industry
up to $5,000,000,000 a year, are not farm implements.

Every one of the million farmers we have done business with knows that it is.
If a cream separator is not a farm implement, then a dairy cow is not a farm animal
and the hay and grain fed to cows are not farm products.

The American manufacturers made the claim in 1922 that farm-size cream
separators were not agricultural implements. We then caused the question to be

63310-29--vo. 10, sonE) 16-8
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put up to numerous farm papers and agricultural colleges. The question was
baldly stated, without disclosure of any purpose, and without any suggestion that
the question was involved in a hearing on the tariff.

Thirty-eight publishers of farm journals and heads of eight agricultural colleges
replied, in varying language, that cream separators of farm sizes were undoubtedly
agricultural implements. Not one of them took a contrary position. Dr. C. F.
Curtis, dean and director of Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, said: "A hand or
farm-sized separator is clearly an agricultural implement just as much as a corn
sheller. A creamery sized separatory is not."

Dr. H. L. Russell, dean and director of University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.,
said: "Consider farm cream separator without question agricultural implement.'

We filed all these replies with the Senate Finance Committee in 1922.

POSITION OF AMERICAN FARM FEDERATION BUREAU

The American Farm Federation Bureau, recognizing the fact that fr 'n-size
separators are agricultural implements of the highest importance to the farmers,
naturally demands that they be left on the free list. The item is given first
consideration in its brief filed with the Ways and Means Committee. (See Vol.
XV, p. 8039.)

HISTORY OF TARIFF ON CREAM SEPARATORS

Prior to 1913 all cream separators were dutiable. In that year, notwithstanding
the protests of American manufacturers, cream separators valued at not more
than $75 each were put on the free list. Under this classification all farm-size
separators came in free.
The tariff act of 1922 left farm-size separators (those having a value of not

more than $50 each) on the free list.
The tariff bill of 1929 (H. R. 2667), as passed by the House of Representatives,

makes no change in the existing law with respect to cream separators.
In 1913 the American manufacturers prophesied, in a brief filed with the Senate

Finance Committee, that, if the duty were taken off, the foreign makers would
dominate our market. The duty was taken off farm-size separators, but the
prophesied results did not follow.

Again in 1922 the American manufacturers filed a brief with this committee,
stating that they believed American manufacture of cream separators would be
destroyed in five years if a duty were not imposed. Farm-size separators were
left on the free list and the prophecy again failed. Domestic production and
exports steadily increased while the value of imports declined.

On the hearings held in January and February, 1929, by the Wa) R and Means
Committee, oral testimony was given and briefs were filed, both by the American
manufacturers and by the undersigned importers, first, on consideration of the
metals schedule and again when the free list was tinder discussion. The testi-
mony and briefs are printed in Volume III (Schedule 3, metals and manufactures
of), pages 2442 to 2469; and in Volume XV (Schedule 15, free list), pages 8089
to 8115, of the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee.

The testimony given and the briefs filed with the Committee on Ways and
Means, in January and February, cover the subject quite fully, and we do not
intend to do more here than summarize a few of the principal facts appearing in
the printed volumes of that committee's proceedings and make some comment
relative to matters set forth in the brief filed in February by the American manu-
facturers, which we have had no opportunity to answer until now.

Both in 1922 and this year the principal proponent for a tariff has been the
De Laval Co., the largest or second largest American manufacturer. That com-
pany is the American unit (whose stock is chiefly owned in Sweden), of an inter-
national organization having factories in several European countries.

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Number of separators produced in United States:
1922 --------------------------------------------------- 98,433
1923 --------------------------------------------- 162,169
1924 --------------------------------------------- 143,977
1925 ------------------------------------------------------- 170, 505
1926 ------------------------------------------------------ 194,270
1927 ------------------------------------------------------- 191,966
1928 (preliminary estimate by Census Bureau) ---------------- 203, 857

Production in the United States has more than doubled since 1922.
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EXPORTS

In 1922 our separator exports amounted to only $268,116. In 1928 they
were nearly $800,000. Canada admits cream separators duty free and American
makers compete there on equal terms with separators from all European producing
countries. In that free market the value of the separator trade of the United
States is more than double that of all other foreign countries combined. The
separator exports from this country to Canada alone exceed in value imports
into the United States from all foreign countries. If the Do Laval Co.'s exports
to Canada have fallen off, as it says (notwithstanding our greatly increased
exports to that country), it must be because other American manufacturers
(International Harvester principally) have increased their proportion of the
rapidly increasing total.

IMPORTS

Since the present tariff act was passed, although domestic production has more
than doubled, the number of separators imported has increased less than one-
third. The value of separator imports has declined, the 1928 imports being
valued at about $530,000, which was less than in 1922 or in any other year since
1922. The reason for the increase in number of separators imported, while the
value has declined, is that there are now more small table-size machines being
imported for use by farmers having only one or two cows. In 1928 the number
of separators imported was 27,159 as against domestic production of over 203,000.

SUMMARY OF TRADE CHANGES SINCE 1921

Domestic production of cream separators has more than doubled.
The value of separator imports has decreased.
Our exports have trebled and now greatly exceed our imports.

FAILURE OF AMERICAN MAKERS WITH FACTORIES ABROAD TO IMPORT SEPARATORS

The Sharples Co., of Pennsylvania, has a separator factory here and factories
in Germany. It tried importing from its German factories in 1925 and 1926,
but evidenitly found it unprofitable, for it has not imported for two years.

De Laval, notwithstanding its assertion of lower costs abroad, admits it has
never imported from its foreign factories. On January 16, 1929, we told the
Ways and Means Committee that De Laval had never imported from its so-
called low-cost foreign factories. A letter dated February 3, 1929, from Mr.
Arend, president of the De Laval Co. (American unit), was presented to the
Ways and Means Committee, saying that every year the De Laval Co. had
considered importing separators from their foreign factories, but, guided in part
at least by patriotic motives, had never done so. Now, however, they say in
their letter that this very year for the first time they have placed an order for
foreign made De Laval separators. (Hearings before Committee on Ways and
Means, Vol. XV, p. 8086.) Evidently a gesture to help secure a tariff, made
although De Laval has always heretofore concluded that importation would be
unprofitable.

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COSTS OF PRODUCTION

We do not know how the American manufacturers arrive at the figures they
use for the average American cost of manufacture of the three principal size
separators ($40.52), but we do know that average size American made separators
are being sold here at retail by shrewd and successful merchants at prices little
or no more than the manufacturers claim to be the actual average American
manufacturing cost.

Regardless of the estimates of costs in Europe furnished by American manufac-
turers, the fact remains that we pay in Belgium about $30 per machine and the
additional cost of freight, insurance, and cartage brings the total to $34 laid down
in our warehouse. These separators weigh about 250 pounds and the raw material
alone can not be bought for the price the American manufacturers state to be the
total cost in Belgium.

CONDITION OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY

There are only about a dozen American manufacturers of cream separators in
the United States, and the number is declining, but American production and
exportation of separators are both increasing, the increase in production since
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1922 being over 100 per cent, while exports have tripled in value since 1922.
This increased American production, as in many industries, is gradually being
concentrated in a few strong, efficient producers, the outstanding makers being
De Laval and International Harvester. These two are already probably doing
more than two-thirds of the total domestic business. Do Laval and International
Harvester, with the companies whose output is sold by Montgomery Ward, Sears,
Roebuck, and the John Deere Co. probably sell 90 per cent of all American-made
separators and they are all, no doubt, oil a profitable basis.

UNPROFITABLE OPERATIONS BY SMALL AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS

The unfortunate condition of a few of the smaller American makers is exempli-
fied by the American Separator Co. which filed a brief with the Committee on
Ways and Means. It has an output of only about 6,000 separators, 20 a day.
It says its bare manufacturing cost on its small table size 201)-pound machine is
$19.11. Its selling price is $24.95. Montgomery Ward sells a slightly larger
machine, made in the United States, for $19.95, only a few cents more than bare
factory cost of production for the smaller machine of American Separator Co.
What is bound to happen (tariff or no tariff) to the American Separator Co. and
other small producers, with small output, high production cost, and 1e national
sales organization, is apparent. (See our brief filed with Committee on Ways and
Means, Vol. XV, p. 8110.)

THE IMPORTED, SMALL, LOW-PRICED CREAM SEPARATORS ARE EFFICIENT AND EQUAL,
TO TIlE AMERICAN PRODUCT

Tile contention of the American manufacturers that the small-size, low-cost,
imported separator is an inferior product was conclusively disproved by facts
set forth in our second brief filed with the Committee oR Ways and Means. (See
Vol. XV, pp. 8109, 8110, 8111, 8112.)

Respectfully submitted. BABSON BROS.

By HENRY B. BABSON.

FORKS, HOES, AND RAKES

[Par. 1604]

BRIEF OF JOHANESON, WALES & SPARRE, NEW YORK CITY

Hon. REED SMOOT,
Chairman Committee on Finance, United States Senate:

We are respectfully subtnitting this brief in opposition to the proposed duty
of 30 per cent ad valorem on forks, lboes, and rakes. These articles are agricu-
tural implements and, with the exception of certain forks, that is, hayforks,
which we will refer to more specifically hereinafter, are now on the free list,
paragraph 1504 of the tariff act of 1922.
Paragraph 1504 of tile tariff act of 1922 and paragraph 1604 of H. R. 2667 are

identical in language and provide as follows:
"PAR. 1604. Agricultural implements: Plows, tooth or disk harrows, headers,

harvesters, reapers, agricultural drills and planters, mowers, horserakes, culti-
vators, thrashing machines, cotton gins, machinery for use in the manufacture
of sugar, wagons and carts, cream separators valued at not more than $50 each,
and all other agricultural implements of any kind or description, not specially
provided for, whether in whole or in parts, including repair parts: Provided,
That no article specified by name in Title I shall be free of duty under this
paragraph."
The proviso, to the effect that no article specifiedby name in Title I shall be

free of duty under paragraph 1504 of the tariff act of 1922, and paragraph 1604 of
H. It. 2667, was not embodied in the provision for free entry of agricultural
implements in tile act of 1913, paragraph 391, but was inserted for the first time
in the act of 1922. The effect of this proviso is to exclude from free entry any
agricultural implement that may be mentioned by name in the dutiable schedules
of Title I. Thus, the free entry privilege accorded agricultural implements,
was very much curtailed in the act of 1922, and this will also be true if the same
language is adopted in the bill now under consideration.
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Under the act of 1913, many articles used for agricultural purposes were free
of duty, which under the act of 1922, by reason of the said proviso, became
dutiable. As an example, hay forks were free of duty as agricultural implements
under paragraph 391 of the tariff act of 1913. By reason of the proviso these
hayforks were held to be dutiable by the United States Customs Court under
paragraph 355 of the tariff act of 1922, which provides for various knives, includ-
ing hay knives and similar knives and forks. If imported without handles, they
are assessed with duty at 8 cents each and 45 per cent ad valorem. (Abstracts
3649, July 25, 1927, 3097, May 17, 1927.)

There was no personal appearance before the Ways and Means Committee
by any of the proponents of the assessment of duty on forks, hoes, and rakes,
but a brief was submitted by Mr. A. B. Durell, in which lie stated he represented
the five domestic manufacturers of these articles. Of five of these companies,
two, namely the American Fork & Hoe Co. and the Union Fork & Hoe Co., are
believed to be closely affiliated or controlled by the same interests. They are
the dominating influence in the industry.

THE INDUSTRY NEEDS NO PROTECTION

The brief submitted by the domestic manufacturers in support of the proposed
duty is the best authority for our proposition that no protection tariff on these
articles is needed. The industry, so the brief states, is earning from 8 to 10 per
cent per year on the invested capital and is paying 7 per cent dividend. Fur-
thermnore, from the brief we learn that there is no foreign competition. The
appeal to the Ways and Means Committee for the assessment of duty on these
articles is rather novel in that it was not an appeal for protection against present
competition but for protection against competition which it was feared might
start in the future. The sole basis of the fear was that a German concern hind
made a. futile attempt to sell these articles in the United States and, also, that
one small sample order had been imported front Sweden.

We refer to the Sunmmary of Tariff Information, 1929, on the tariff act of 1922,
Schedule 15, free list, which was compiled by the United States Tariff Commission
for use of the Committee on Ways and leans of the House of Representatives,
and cjuotc from page 2173 there;f the following:

"The United States implement industry competes in practically all export
markets and is the dominant smrce of supply for many such iharkets * * *.
Exports in 1927 amounted to 20.5 per cent and the imports to 1.09 per cent of
domestic l)rodlction."

This summary shows that the value of the domestic production in 1927 was
$442,135,372. Included in these figures were some articles which are not
devoted chiefly to agricultural purposes. The value of this miscellaneous and
uncertain class of equipment, produced in the United States in 1927, is stated
to be $95,760,672, and of this amount it is estimated that one-half represents
articles that are strictly agricultural machinery. By deducting, therefore,
one-half of $95,760,672 from the total production of $442,135,372, we get a
fairly accurate statement of the total value of agricultural implements produced
in lle United States for 1927, which is $394,255,036.

The exports for 1927 were $97,359,082 and for 1928, $122,289,912.
The imports were as follows: 1927, $5,406,000; 1928, $4,838,652.
A tariff on forks, hoes, and rakes would be directly contrary to the purposes

of the present tariff revision. It has been stated that Congress at this time
proposes to aid the agricultural industry by affording it proper protection from
competing products and also to protect these domestic industries which have
suffered during the past years from foreign competition.

The proposed tariff on forks, hoes, and rakes would be directly contrary to
these intents. Not only would there be an increase in the cost to the farmer
for the tools with which'he earns a livelihood, but said increase would be entirely
for the benefit of an industry which is now in a prosperous condition and which
meets with practically no foreign competition.

Duties assessed on agricultural implements are reflected in the prices charged
to the farmer by domestic manufacturers, so that the effect of the proviso to para-
graph 1604 of H. R. 2667 and the inclusion of forks, hoes, and rakes in para-
graph 373, and clippers, pruning and sheep shears in paragraph 357, and also the
enumeration in paragraph 355 of hay knives and similar knives and forks, will
be to increase the cost to the farmer of these enumerated farming implements.

The United States Customs Court held in protest No. 131503-G, T. D. 41945
that cutters or plates used exclusively in power-driven sheep-shearing machines
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were dutiable under paragraph 357 of tile tariff act of 1922, at 20 cents each and
45 per cent ad valorem. The record in that case shows that the plates or cutters
were imported for use in a sheep-shearing machine manufactured in tie United
States; that the particular importation of cutters cost $1,026 (foreign market
value); and that the duty assessed under the decision of the court amounted to
$1,811.70, or nearly $800 more than the foreign selling price of the cutters in
question.

Tile production of wool should not be handicapped by excessive costs of the
necessary implements, and these implements, which are essentially agricultural
implements, should not be removed from the free list.

Our interest in all this matter is that we do a general line of hardware business.
Certain of the agricultural implements which we have referred to, viz, forks,
hoes, and rakes, have been imported by us to a very limited extent as a supple-
ment to our regular line. While we htope to buy wherever it is for our best
interest, either from domestic or foreign manufacturers, we do not desire to see
any American industry suffer. However, as an American company, we do not
wish to see a tariff oil these articles because we are convinced that it is not
needed and would mean a virtual monopoly of the business to one or two closely
related domestic manufacturers, and would raise the prices to the farmer of these
articles which are necessities to him.

We therefore urge that in the reenacting of the paragraphs to whieh we have
referred, forks, hoes, and rakes, be omitted from paragraph 373; hay knives from
paragraph 355; and animal clippers, pruning and sheep shears from paragraph
357; and that the proviso "that no article specified by name in Title I shall be
free of duty under this paragraph" be likewise omitted.Respectfully submitted.

JOHANESON, WALES & SPARE,
By PrmN SPARE,

250 Park Avenue, New York City.
STATi OF NEW YORK,

County of Nev. York, sx:
Pehr Sparre.'being duly sworn, depose and says that lie signed the attached

brief in opposition to the rate of duty proposed in 11. I. 2667 on certain agricul-
tural implements; that the matter vhich is stated in said brief, as of his own
knowledge, is truce, and that which is stated on information and belief, lie believes
to be true.

PEa SPAIRRI.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of July, 1929.

[SEAL.] At. V. MAIISHALL, Notary Public.
Commission expires March 30, 1931.

BLOOD ALBUMEN

[Par. 1605] '

STATEMENT OF WILLARD C. WHITE, REPRESENTING ARMOUR
& CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. WHITE. I am vice president of Armour & Co., of Chicago.
Senator WATSON. How long have you been connected with

Armour.& Co ?
Mr. WHITE. About 35 years.
Senator WATSON. You may make any statement you would like

to make. 4
Mr. WHITE. With your permission I should like to submit a state-

ment and ask permission to file a brief which will cover it in detail.
We wish to present to the committee facts showing the necessity

for an import duty upon light blood albumen and dark blood albumen.
Senator WATSON. What section is that?
Senator CONNALLY. Free list.

I
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. On what article?
Mr. WHITE. Blood albumen, a by-product of the livestock indus-

try, made from cattle blood.
I am here as the representative of Armour & Co. to ask for a pro-

tective tariff on blood albumen, a by-product of the livestock indus-
try, made from cattle blood. I am asking the committee for a dutyof 4 cents per pound on the dark albumen and 8 cents per pound onthe light or higher-priced product. This would probably afford us
reasonable protection to meet the foreign competition, though 6 cents
and 12 cents would stimulate the industry to a greater degree.We have been engaged in the manufacture of this product for a
period of years, but until comparatively recent date use was prac-
tically confined to that as a waterproof adhesive largely in wood
lamination or veneering in airplane manufacture. The demand wasnot at its peak during the war period, but subsequently thereto there
was a marked decrease in the demand for these purposes, with the
result that departments operated at three of our major plants outside
of Chicago, viz, St. Louis, Kansas City, and Omaha, were shut
down and manufacturing carried on at Chicago only.

Senator WATSON. What is blood albumen?
Mr. WHITE. It is a dried product. The white blood, or green

blood, as it is taken direct from the killing floor, is put into separators
wherein the serum is separated from the red or blood corpuscles.
The white or the serum makes the product termed in the trade light
albumen. The residue or corpuscles make the dark color, or some-
times referred to as red or black albumen.

Senator WATSON. It is used for what?
Mr. WHITE. That is stated in detail in the brief, Senator.
Senator WATSON. But I just wanted you to make a statement.
Mr. WHITE. It is used by the textile manufacturers, and it is used,

as I have just mentioned, in wood lamination or veneering in air-plane manufacturing. It has been used recently quite extensively,
and, as a matter of fadt, its use is developing.

One remarkable use which has been made of it recently-and thisis something which the Senator from California will be interested in-
was that as a base for a poison spread because of its adhesive
properties. It is not washed off of the vegetation by rain nor is it
blown off.

Senator WATSON. Are there imports?
Mr. WHITE. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. From where?
Mr. WHITE. There has been a marked development in European

manufacture in the past two years. My understanding is that there
are now plants located in Hamburg, Berlin, Vienna, and at one
point in Italy, although I am not just sure where, and in France and
in England.

Senator WATSON. Did we begin to make it first or was it made
first over there?

Mr. WHITE. I am quite sure we made it here.
Senator WATSON. And they took it up over there?
Mr. WHITE: Yes, sir; and they developed uses for it. We had

formerly gone along on about a 1-line theory.
In 1922 we first began to feel the effects of European competition,

which has been intensified since that time, as evidenced by the
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marked increase in imports, which ranged from a total of 29,000
pounds in 1921 to 282,000 pounds in 1927. The manufacture of this
product necessitates costly equipment turning out a relatively low
tonnage of finished product as compared to investment in mechanical
equipment, space. and selling expense.

Experimental work in laboratories, other than our own, and in
manufacturing plants in the past two or three years, have strongly
indicated that blood albumen is a remarkable product, adaptable to
a variety of uses, and with every prospect that use will grow in
channels already developed and in others now being tried out, if
American manufacturers are encouraged to proceed through proper
tariff protection so as to permit us to compete with the European
manufacturers located in Germany, Austria, Italy, France and Eng-
land, whose selling prices in the U. S. A. have been so low as to make
manufacture here unprofitable. We feel that a protective tariff will
warrant expansion of our manufacturing facilities to other of our
major plants outside of Chicago, with the possibility that we may be
able to utilize our entire production of cattle blood or a very con-
siderable portion thereof, in the manufacture of a high grade product,
increasing the value of our cattle by-products materially. The his-
tory of the packing business has shown conclusively that by-product
production, and the value thereof, has been an important factor in
the valuation of the live animal, and we feel that a wonderful oppor-
tunity exists to take cattle blood out of the low valuation class of
by-product into a much higher-priced class and a field of unlimited
possibilities of use.

Reference is made to those uses in a brief which I ask leave to file
with the committee, with the request that it be made a part of the
record.

To summarize, in my opinion, the manufacture of animal albumen
is an infant industry with great potential value to an important de-
partment of livestock production and one that must have a protec-
tive tariff in order to survive and prosper.

Senator WATSON. Does anybody make this but Armour & Co.?
Mr. WHITE. There is but one manufacturer at the present time.

I think one other firm has made three attempts over a period of years
to get into the business, but for some reason or other, probably
because of unsatisfactory results, did not continue. It is, as we term
it in the trade, rather a tender product to make.

Senator WATSON. Is it a patented affair?
Mr. WITE. No, sir.
Senator WATSON. Do Swift & Co. enter into it?
Mr. WHITE. I believe they have made it. That is the firm to

which I referred.
Senator WATSON. How many plants have you that manufacture

this particular product?
Mr. WHITE. We would be interested particularly in the develop-

ment of the manufacture in probably nine of the so-called major
plants. Those would be Fort Worth, St. Louis, Kansas City,
St. Joseph, Omaha, St. Paul, and Chicago.

Senator WATSON. How do you measure it-in pounds?
Mr. WHITE. The finished product is sold by the pound.
Senator WATSON. How many pounds did you produce last year?
Mr. WHITE. Our production was, I think am reasonably accurate

in saying, 480,000 pounds, as against an import of 282,000.

I
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Senator WATSON. An import of 282,000 pounds?
Mr. WHITE. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Is it in general use for these particular purposes

of which you spoke or is it so new that it has not yet developed?
Mr. WHITE. It is comparatively new. Most of these uses have

developed in the last 18 months or 2 years.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What are those purposes?
Mr. WHITE. May I refer to my direct testimony, Senator, and I

will name some of the uses. The light blood albumen is used princi-
pally in the leather industry as a glazing agent, and in the textile
industry as a mordant, or adhesive, to set colors fast. Light blood
albumen is also used as an adhesive in making light veneer woods
and by the cork manufacturers as a binder. Experimental work is
under way in the paper industry with a view to finding a use for this
product in the glazing of fine writing papers and experimental work
is also being done with the hope of finding a use for this product in
the making of waterproof boards, in the manufacture of a light shade
of buttons, for the making of plastic molding and for like purposes.
In the technical field light blood albumen comes into competition
with egg albumen s;nce large quantities of egg albumen are used in
the leather, bookbinding, lithographing, and engraving industries.
There is also a small amount of egg albumen used in the textile field.

Dark blood albumen is used for glazing on dark colored leathers
as a precipitant in clarifying tanning extracts, and as an adhesive
in wood lamination, principally in aircraft manufacture, which latter
use comprises the principal outlet for this product.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. So the manufacture of that article is directly
related to agriculture?

Mr. WHITE. I would say so, Senator, because of its influence on
the by-product of our cattle killing.

Senator CONNALLY. Do these other plants that do not make it use
the blood for other purposes. Is that it?

Mr. WHITE. Yes, sir. It is used at the other plants largely
dried in process and cooked.

Senator WATSON. What rate do you want on this?
Mr. WHITE. I have named in my petition 4 cents on the lower

priced product and 8 cents on the higher priced product. The higher
priced product sells at approximately 40 cents to 44 cents a pound,
and the dark product sells at 11y cents to about 12 cents a pound,
Chicago.

Senator CONNALLY. With these foreign manufacturers are they
all side lines of the packing business, like yours, or are they separate
establishments?

Mr. WHITE. I think they largely get their products from the
abattoirs, the municipal abattoirs in the European countries.

Senator CONNALLY. They buy the blood, in other words?
Mr. WHITE. And then process it.
(Mr. White submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF ARMOUR & Co., CHICAGO, ILL.

We wish to present to the committee facts showing the necessity for an importduty upon li ht blood albumen and dark blood albumen.
These products are made from the blood of cattle. They are, therefore, agri-

cultural products of American farms and ranches, fully entitled to tariff protec-
tion along with that now extended to like products and by-products of livestock
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such as oleo oil, oleo stearin, lard, meats extract of meat and other items. With
a higher starting cost for our raw material, I. e., cattle, and-higher labor and manu-
facturing costs the domestic production of blood albumen is carried on at a loss.
In order that American farmers and ranchers may receive satisfactory prices for
cattle, the production of this important by-product of cattle slaughter must be
given tariff protection along with like products and by-products of the live-
stock industry.

The present tariff law and importations thereunder.-Under schedule 7 of the
existing tariff act of 1922, an import duty is provided only on "egg albumen,"
as follows:

"PAR. 713: * * * egg albumen, frozen or otherwise prepared or pre-
served and not specially provided for, 6 cents per pound; dried egg
albumen, 18 cents per pound."

By paragraph 1505 of Schedule 15, "albumen not specially provided for" is
placed on the free list.

In the proposed tariff act of 1929 (H. R. 2667) the duty on "egg albumen,
frozen or otherwise prepared," has been raised to 8 cents per pound; the duty on
dried egg albumen remains at 18 cents per pound and all other blood albumen is
-on the free list as "not specially provided for." (Par. 1605.)

The present situation is, therefore, that foreign manufacturers of blood albumen
may ship into this country, free of import duty, either light or dark blood albumen.

That such importations, in increasing quantities, are being made is quite
-evident from the following data furnished by the Department of Commerce, as to
imports of blood albumen: Pounds. Pounds.

1918 -------------------- 1.378 1923 --------------------- 282,800
1919 ---------------------- 885 1924 -------------------- 131,916
1920 ---------------------- 44,331 1925 --------------------- 148,886
1921 ---------------------- 29,411 1926 -------------------- 273,615
1922 ---------------------- 110,808 1927 -------------------- 281,989

Nature of the industry.-Blood albumen Is a dried product, made from the blood
of cattle. The blood of the slaughtered animals is caught on'the killing floors
and taken to the separators, wherein the serum is separated from the corpuscles.
The serum thus recovered is further processed by removing the fibrin and fatty
substances, and is then dried. This product is commercially known as light blood
albumen.

The corpuscles which remain after the serum is removed is then taken from
the separators to the driers, and the resulting product is commercially known
as dark blood albumen. From each 100 pounds of liquid blood there is obtained
4.25 pounds of light blood albumen and 14 pounds of soluble dried blood or
dark blood albumen.

The light blood albumen is used principally in the leather industry as a glazing
agent and in the textile industry as a mordant or adhesive to set colors fast.
Light blood albumen is also used as an adhesive in making light veneer woods
and bv the cork manufacturers as a binder. Experimental work is under way
in the'paper industry with a view to finding a use for this product in the glazing
of fine writing papers, and experimental work is also being done with the hope
of finding a use for this product in the making of waterproof boards, in the
manufacture of a light shade of buttons, for the making of plastic molding, and
for like purposes. In the technical field light blood albumen comes in competi-
tion with egg albumen since large quantities of egg albumen are used in the
leather, bookbinding, lithographing, and engraving industries. There is also a
small amount of egg albumen used in the textile field.

Dark blood albumen is used for glazing on dark colored leathers, as a precip-
itant in clarifying tanning extracts, and as an adhesive in wood lamination,
principally in aircraft manufacture, which latter use comprises the principal
outlet for this product.

Production and competition.-Our production of light blood albumen last
ear amounted to approximately 50 tons. The data showing importations of

blood albumen above set forth disclose that the quantity of blood albumen im-
ported has more than doubled during the past four years. Such figures include
a small quantity of soluble dried blood but the exact quantity of this product
imported is not definitely known since segregation thereof is not made in the
list of importations. These imports of blood alburnen come principally from
Austria and Germany, and a small amount from England. The Department of
Commerce advises that Austria imposes an import duty on blood albumen of

'I
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14 gold crowns for 100 kilos plus 3 per cent ad valorem, and France imposes an
import duty on this product of 10 francs per 100 kilos. However, all of our
business on blood albumen is in the United States, since we have never been able
to manufacture these products on a cost basis sufficiently low to allow of competi-
tion with foreign manufacturers. Moreover, the situation is now such that we
are not able to compete on a price basis with foreign manufacturers who ship
these products into this country.

Costs and sale price.-Cost data carefully compiled show that light blood
albumen at point of production, Chicago, costs 39.85 cents per pound, and that
dark blood albumen costs 19.54 cents per pound. These costs do not include
any selling expenses or freight. Assuming a sale price on light blood albumen
of 40 cents per pound and on dark blood albumen of 20 cents per pound delivered
New York, there must be deducted therefrom a 5 per cent sales commission to
a jobber and $1.25 per hundredweight freight to the East, which would net
36.75 cents per pound for the light and 16.75 cents per pound for the dark blood
albumen.

Price quotations, extending over the past three years, from importers of blood
albumen to prospective American buyers, disclose a determined effort on the
part of foreign manufacturers to secure control of this business by keeping their
prices below cost of production in this country. The statement has been made
by representatives of such importers that they Intend to secure the entire albu-
men business of this country within the next year. Their recent action in offering
product at prices far below cost of production bear out the statement of their
intention in this matter. A letter from the Metal, Ore & Chemical Co. (Ltd.),
of London, under date of December 28, 1928, quotes prices per pound "c. i. f.
New York and/or main Atlantic ports" as follows:
Grade: Cents

Pale No. 1 --------------------------------------------------- 32. 5
Pale No. 2 --------------------------------------------------- 29. 3
Pale No. 3 ------------------------------------------- 24. 6
Dark -------------------------------------------------------- 11.0

Necessarily, we can not remain in business and meet this price competition.
The present price situation, while worse than heretofore, is not of recent origin
but has existed for several years. Another recent offer of product made by an
importer of light blood albumen representing German manufacturers quotes a
price of 34 cents per pound on light blood albumen f. o. b. New York. Another
quotation from an agent of an English concern, prices per pound f. o. b. New
York, is:
Light blood albumen: Cents

No. 1 -------------------------------------------------------- 34. 3
No. 2 -------------------------------------------------------- 31.3
No. 3 -------------------------------------------------------- 25. 7

Dark blood albumen -------------------------------- -------------- 10. 7
We are advised that labor in Austria and Germany is employed at a rate of

approximately 19 cents per hour for unskilled labor and 2331 cents per hour for
skilled labor. The labor employed by us in the manufacture of blood albumen
and soluble dried blood is paid oi a basis of 45 to 5Q cents per-hour for ordinary
labor. It is generally understood that not only labor costs are 10wer in Germany
and Austria but that other manufacturing costs are likewise proportionately
lower.

Unless immediate relief in the form of an import duty is approved whereby we
may meet this foreign competition, the manufacture of blood albumen will be
discontinued and the buyers thereof in this country will be forced to depend upon
European production for their supplies. Our production thereof is gradually
decreasing in volume, such production last year of light blood albumen amounting
to but 50 tons against importations of over 140 tons in 1927, more than double the
importations in 1924. There is ample production of blood albumen In this
country to take care of all domestic consumption. Importations of foreign
albumen represent nothing more than an effort of European manufacturers to
dump their surplus product on this market. On January 18 we cabled our repre-
sentatives in England for information as to present prices at which light albumen
and dark blood albumen were offered in their territory. In reply they advised
light grade No. I was offered at 38.4 cents per pound; grade No. 2 at 33 cents per
pound, and dark blood albumen at 12 cents per pound. These prices in England
on the light blood albumen are 6 cents per pound more than the prices "c. i. f.
New York and/or main Atlantic ports," quoted on December 28, last by the
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Metal, Ore & Chemical Co. (Ltd.), of London. The effect of this dumping of
foreign albumen has demoralized values in this country and is surely destroying
the domestic manufacture of blood albumen. We feel that encouragement
should be given our efforts to utilize this product of livestock by a duty consistent
with that imposed to protect other products of cattle such as meats, stearine,
extract of meats, etc.,

Import duly recominended.-It is recommended that the committee in order to
protect the development of this industry and equalize costs of production should
provide a duty of at least 8 cents per pound on light blood albumen and at least 4
cents per pound on dark blood albumen. We suggest there be added to paragrali
705 of Schedule No. 7, relating to agricultural products and provisions, the
following:

"Light Llood albumen, 8 cents per pound; dark blood albumen, 4 cents per
pounl."

Respectfully submitted. ARMOUR & CO.,

By WILLARD C. WHITE.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH MORNINGSTAR, REPRESENTING JOSEPH
MORNINGSTAR & CO., NEW YORK CITY

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom.mittee.
Mr. .1OnNI.osTAR. I came here to talk about blood albumen, which

is on the free list.
Blood albumen is made by the separation of the albuminous serum

in cattle blood. The blood is allowed to coagulate, the serum rising
to the top, and being separated and dried. In America this is done
by a centrifugal process. In Austria, where the great bulk of the in-
ports of blood albumen originate, it is done by the hand method,
that is, allowing it to settle and dry in little pans. That really ac-
counts for the great difference in quality.

Imported albumen has always been sold at a premium in the United
States because of this.

The sole producer of blood albumen in the United States is Armour
& Co.. and we have time and again, in coml)etition with this concern,
sold tie Austrian albumen at a premium over the domestic price.
Armour & Co. is now asking for a tariff of 8 cents a pound on the
light blood albument and 4 cents a pound on the black blood albumen.
This would virtually amount to an embargo.

It hardly needs any evidence to prove that Armour & Co., with its
enormous supply of cattle blood available, needs no protection against
the few tons of blood albumen which are imported annually into the
United States. The quantity is so small that the Department of Com.
merce. in its yearbook, does not make a separate category for this
material.

In this respect, let me point out that blood albumen should not be
confused with egg albumen, as the two are not comparative in
any way.

The average kill of cattle in the city of Vienna, where all the Aus-
trian albumen originates, does not exceed 3,000 head a week, whereas
the figures for slaughtered cattle in Federally-inspected abattoirs in
the United States is in excess of 9,500,000 head for the year. In other
words if Armour & Co. secured its fair share of this business, its own
kill of cattle is far in excess of the entire kill in the city of Vienna.

Senator SmooT. You want it to remain on the free list.
Mr. MORNINGSTAR. I do, sir. It has always been on the free list.
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Senator REED. Have we had any testimony from Armour & Co.?
Mr. 3NORNINrUAR. Not before thief committee.
Senator Sb00T. They were briefs filed in the House; but nobody

has appeared here.
Mr. MORNING s'rAR. No.
Senator SMiooT. I do not think we need to take much time on that.
Senator REED. I want to ask you a question or two about arrow-

root. Do you import the root, or the starch?
MOr. OIININGSTAit. Tile starch.

Senator REED. Where do you get it-St. Vincent?
Mr. MOnIxxxUSTAin. Entirely.
Senator REED. What do you pay for it?
Mr. MORNINGSTAIR. Our average cost to-day, duty paid, is 7.75,

landed in New York.
Senator REED. Seven and three-quarters cents a pound?
Mr. MORNINGSTAR. Yes.
Senator REED. Do you wholesale it, to druggists?
Mr. MOENINGSTAR. We do, sir.
Senator REED. At what price, approximately?
Mr. MoTN Il sTA. The prices vary on different qualities, Senator-

I .Jbould say anywhere from 9 to 27 cents a pound, in bulk.
Senator REi.l). The druggists put it up in packages and sell it for

about a dollar 1111 pound.
Mr. MORNINGSTA R. IMore than that. When the druggists sell it,

they sell it. I think, for 10 cents an ounce.
Senator REED. And you import it at 734 cents a pound?
Mr. 3MOININGSTAR. 'hat is right.
:enator il.FD. If we were to take the duty off that, would that

pIobably be reflected in the price to the consumer?
Mr. ,SIoRIxN.STAR. No, sir. I claim that as arrowroot is not in

comuPetition with any other starch on the market, the present tariff of
a cent a pound, or the proposed tariff in the House bill of 11/2 cents a
pound, is simply a nuisance tax. It does not protect anybody. The
amount of revenue raised is so negligible that it does not amount to
anything.

Last year I think there were only one and a quarter million pounds.
At a cent a pound it represented about $12,000 revenue for the
Government. and the House bill proposes to raise that to $18,000.
In other words, it is not competitive in any way.

Senator REED. Who pays the $18,000-you or the wholesale drug-
gist?

Mr. MORNINGSTAR. Of course, we pay it and pass it on.
Senator REED. But it comes out of the wholesale druggist, does it

not?
Mr. MoiI.-,-NOsT.%n. Yes; or the biscuit manufacturer. It has been

recommended all over the country by the medical profession as one
of the first solid foods for infants, and I believe it would be a great
help there. In other words, if we could reduce the price of arrow-
root to the nanufactur ers of biscuits, the bakers, and people like that
it would tend to increase the consul option.

Senator Kix.N. Why (1o you not sell directly to the people to whom
you have just referreil. instead of to the druggists?

Mr. MORNIN-STAR. We are not equipped to distribute packages
Senator. That takes an organization, and more than one product oi
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that nature. To-day it is absolutely out of the question for us to
attempt that, in competition with the chain grocery stores and such
organizations.

1Ve have noticed this, Senator Reed. There have been times of Me)
scarcity of arrowroot, and we have had to sell our arrowroot as high C

as 15 cents a pound to the bakers and factory people. We have noticed Ger

that their consumption goes up only when the price of arrowroot 0th
goes down.

STATEMENT OF F. E. MOLLIN, DENVER, COLO., REPRESENTING
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION

par,
Mr. MOLLIN. A matter of direct interest to the beef-cattle industry a

is albumin. It is made entirely from the blood of cattle, and there o
is at present only one packing plant in this country that produces it. lt
The others who did manufacture it have given up the fight in an
unprotected market. It has many uses, and it would seem proper
that a duty be allowed. Otherwise, the industry might be discon- Pro
tinued entirely. We would like to see the fullest possible use made of Pro
every by-product. Pro

Senator SHORTRIDGE. It is on the free list now? Lab
Mr. MOLLIN. Yes, sir; it is on the free list now. Sup

Senator SHORTRIDGE. What rates do you ask there? Fre
Mr. MOLLIN. Eight cents on light-blood albumin and 4 cents on Cas

the dark. Mar
Senator CONNALLY. That is what the packer asked the otb'r day,

is it not?
Mr. MOLLIN. I think so. C.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Yes; I think it is. Ann
Mr. MOLLIN. It is a packing house by-product, the same as oleo Ton

oil and oleo stearin, on the dutiable list now. Our only interest is Hey.
to see that the fullest possible use is made of these products. A

It I!cove

ARSENIOUS ACID OR WH!TE ARSENIC com
the

[Par. 1614] custl
cost.

-BRIEF OF THE SARDINE MINING CO. AND OTHER PRODUCERS c
OF WHITE ARSENIC ratei

cons
The Jardine Mining Co. and other producers of white arsenic urge that costE

arsenious acid, or white arsenic, be taken from tjie free I st, paragraph 1014, As
and placed on the dutiable list and a duty of two cents a pound be imposed. than

Also that sulphide of arsenic be taken from the free list, paragraph 1613, safe
and placed on the dutiable list, and a duty of two cents a pound be imposed a PO
on the arsenic content thereof figured in terms of arsenious acid or white C
arsenic. lint

In support of their request the following facts are set forth. tion.
White arsenic is used largely in the manufacture of glass, paints, arsenical 50 1)

insecticides and fungicides, weed killers, and smaller amounts in other indus- Stat
tries. There is consumed annually in the United States about 23,000 tons, of c
approx lately one half of which is imported free of duty. In 1927 and 1924 is gr
the following amounts were imported from the countries named: TI

is I1(
the
inep

suppi
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A 1927 1928

o f M exico 9,374............................. 8 3 Ton'

Canada .................................................... 8,136..... .... .... .... .... .... .... . t847 1,650.
Gedrman8y............................. "................................17 6]lepaiin ........ ..................... "......................................... 19 08 ,60

lot Other countries .................... . ........................... 17 378Total ................................... ........................ t 1 3
United States production ............................................ 12,533 11 ,151

11,560 11,834

Imports during the first five months of 1929 amounted to 5,330 tons com-
pared with 4,832 tols for tile corresponding period of 1928.

No detailed cost figures were presented to the Ways and Means Committeeand the Jard.ne Mining Co. now offers the following statement of costs basedon the production of more than 7,000,000 pounds of white arsenic at its plant
it. at Jardine, Mont.
an Oo8ta per pound of Producing white arecnio Centscm" Proportion of mining costs ---------------------------------- 2. 579
of Proportion of milling costs ----------------------------------- 637

Proportion of overhead costs -------------------------------- 1. 17a
Labor in arsenic plant ---------------------------------------------- 1.072
Supplies -------------------------------------------------------------- 1.165Trucking arsenic to railroad ---------------------------------- .143
Freght to destination . --------------------------------------- 87

on Cash discount and other charges ------------------------------ 03a
Marketing costs -------------------------------------------- 110

_' Total costs ---------------------------------------- 7.595
Cost figures furnished by other producers are as follows: Centsper pound

Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Anaconda, Mont -------------------- 6.351
Toulson Arsenic Co., Toulson, Nev ---------------------------- 7.2604
Keystone Arsen'c Co., Keystone, S. Dak ------------------------ 6.65)

A vice president of the American Smelting & Refining Co. in 1922 stated that
it is not until the price reaches 6 or 7 cents a pound that arsenic can be re-
covered at a profit, but their brief recently filed with the Ways and Means
Committee states there is a reasonable profit in its production at approximately
the present price of arsenic (4 cents a pound). This discrepency is due to the
custom of arsenic producers of charging a large proportion of their arsenic
costs, such as mining, milling, and overhead to other products.RS Compar ng peon and coolie wages with wages here, inland and ocean freight
rates of foreign producers with railway freight rates in the United States, and
construction and other foreign costs with ours, it is evident that foreign arsenic-

tat costs must be much less than in the United States.
14, As wh'te arsenic is imported in large quantity when the price here is less,d than 3 cents a pound, foreign costs must be much below that figure, and it is
1i3, safe to assume that it can be laid down in this country at probably 2 centssed a pound.
ite Commencing in 1901, production of arsenic In the United States Increased

until In 1922, 90.3 per cent of the total coisuned was from domestic produc-
tion. Since 1923 imports of foreign arsenic have increased and now only

3,1 50 per cent is produced here. With plenty of arsenical ores in the United
US- States there is no excuse for this condition, but it can not be changed In face

of competition with cheap foreign labor and other costs unless protection
24 is granted.The gain to labor and industry by producing here the 50 per cent that

is now imported would be in excess of $1,000.000, and In the prodnetion of
the arsenic there would be a gain to the country in gold. silver, an( other
metals of at least $10.000,000. so that the total gain would be $11.000.000,
which means employment to 5,000 or 6,000 men, and with dependents wold
support 25,000 people. A large portion of this gain would reach the farmer,
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either for his products or directly paid to him for work performed for the
mining companies.

There are many deposits of arsenical ores in this country capable of pro.
ducking sufficient white arsenic for all present and future needs. The United
States Geological Survey lists 19 States in which they occur and production
has already been made from nine of them, but as a result of importations STA!
of low-priced foreign arsenic all independent producer have been forced
to close their plants and the industry is practically dead.

In 1925 the arsenic plant of the American Smelting & Refining Co. at San
Luis Potosi, Mexico, was put in operation and importations from that court.
try increased from 1,900 tons a year to 9.374 tons in 1927, 8,136 tools in 1928, (T
and for the iirst five miontlhs of 1929 at the rate of nearly 10,000 tons a year.
In 1927 ,Mexico furnished 75 per cent of all the arsenic imported, and in
1928, 73 per cent, nearly ill of which came from the plant of the American Ser
Smelting & Refining Co. It is plain why this company has been so active parag
in opposing a duty on white arsenic. Mr

While a duty of 2 cents a pound would not build up the arsenic Industry Sen
as should be done, it would tend to stimulate production by assuring domes.
tie producers an outlet for their arsenic itt not less than 4 cents, and 'would Mr
protect them from tile dumping of forel-!v arsenic on tile American market. bags
In 1926, when the market was deinoraiL.td and the price 2.9 cents a pound, produ
Mexican arsenic continued to lie imported and sold to the exclusion of do- 2667:
mestic production.

Conditions in the Industry have entirely changed since the tariff act of Sen
1922. Consumption of white arsenic in this country has more than doubled US.
and the increased amount has been supplied by foreign producers whose duty
Imports have increased 1,000 per cent. Production costs have remained the e:
stationary while prices have declined from 71, cents a pound in 1922 to
2.9 cents in 1026, and an average price for the past three years of 3 cents.

It is vitally important to the United States that its large arsenical deposits crinlu
be developed and made available to meet present and future demand. While bags,
there is sufficient arsenic to meet the present demand, it is from a limited and iag th
precarious source, and any suspension or curtailment of operations by one or
two of the few producing companies would cause a scarcity of arsenic that
would send the price to high levels. This has happened in the past and will parag
surely happen again if conditions are not changed. And

With the imposition of a 2-cent duty, the price of arsenic would be raised a cont,
little if any, and there should not be any increased cost to agriculturists. In even th
asking for a 2-cent duty our purpose is not to raise the price but to prevent and dr
the dumping and selling of arsenic in this country at prices that preclude the
sale of domestic arsenic.

H. C. BACoRN, comes
Ju~y 12, 1929. General Manager, Jardine Mining CJo., Jardne, Mont. Govor

STATE-OF MONTANA, gives

VountY of Park, 88: ines
H. C. Bacorn, being duly sworn, says that he is the general manager of the Tha

Jardine Mining Co.; that he has read the foregoing brlf of the Jardine Mining
Co. and knows the contents thereof; that the same is true of his own knowledge bag m
except as to those matters therein stated on information and belief, and as to drawb
those matters he believes them to be true. OnH. C. BAC~nN. about

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of July, 1929. tomer

(SEAL.] - M.E . SHERLOCK, Notary Pubhlo. an ev
My commission expires July 13, 1931. For

he has
does n,
becaus

So,
Europ,
give to



AMERICAN GOODS RETURNED FROM ABROAD
[Par. 1615]

STATEMENT OF DUANE HALL, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
THE TEXTILE BAG MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

(lute bal)

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
nittee.)

Senator BINGOIAM. Mr. Hall, you wish to be heard in regard to
paragraph 1615?

Mr. HALL. Yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. What is that, Mr. Hall?
Mr. HALL. That is with reference to the reimportation of jute

bags that may come back to this country filled with some foreign
product. You will find that on page 121 of the House bill, (H. R.
2667).

Senator BINGIHAM. That is on page 285 of the print of the bill before
us. You are referring to the phrase, "but the exemption of bags from
duty shall apply only to such domestic bags as may be imported by
the exporter thereof"?

Mr. HALL. Yes, sir. The way that paragraph reads now it dis-
criminates against American bag manufacturers in the export of those
bags, and attached to our brief you will find two suggestions, indicat-
ing the way in which we would like to have that paragraph read.

We also think that perhaps it would simplify matters if we take that
paragraph, 1615, just as it is, and make this addition to it:

And provided still further that this paragraph shall not prevent bags when used
as containers of imported merchandise from coming in free of duty as containers,
even though they may have been manufactured or produced in the United States
and drawback paid upon them when exported.

To explain this situation a little bit, it is like this: When the burlap
comes into this country it pays a duty of 1 cent per pound, and our
Government, in order to foster and encourage our foreign trade rela-
tions, when we take that burlap and convert it into bags and export it,
gives us what is called a drawback, which we get from the Government.
In other words, the duty is paid back to us.

That duty that is paid back to us, in order to compete with foreign
bag manufacturers in Canada, Europe, and elsewhere, we deduct the
drawback paid to us from the price we quote to the customer.

On bags going to Chile, and used for nitrates, the duty amounts to
about $7 per thousand bags. In making our quotation to the cus-
tomer, we give the customer the benefit of this drawback to put us on
an even keel with the foreign manufacturers.

For instance, if a man in Chile wanted to buy jute bags in Canada,
he has no duty added to the cost of his bags there, because Canada
does not place any duty on burlap coming into Canada from India,
because it comes from another British possession in that case.

So, for us to be on an even basis with our Canadian friends or our
European friends, the Government allows this drawback, which we
give to the customer.
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According to that paragraph, if a shipper of nitrates in Chile should
send some of ds nitrates back to this country, which they are now
doing, in a bag bought of us, when the nitrate landed here our Govern-
ment would then charge a reimport duty on the bags because the
drawback was paid to us.

Senator GEORGE. Is that true if this nitrate is on the free list?
Mr. HALL. I have no idea whether nitrate is paying a duty.
Senator GEORGE. Nitrate of soda does not pay any duty; it is on

the free list. Would they collect a duty on the bags or the containers?
Mr. HALL. On the containers, according to this paragraph, and that

is what we are trying to rectify.
The shipper of nitrates from Chile, if he buys his bags in Canada or

in Europe, when those bags came into this country carrying that
nitrate, there would be no duty on them.

Senator GEORGE. Why not?
Mr. HALL. Because they did not come from this country. They

would simply come in as the containers of the nitrate.
But, on the other hand, if the nitrate came into this country in bags

of our manufacture there would be a duty on them because the Gov-
ernment had paid us the drawback when the bags were exported. So
you can see how the United States bag manufacturer would be dis-
criminated against in favor of European or Canadian manufacturers.

Senator SACKETT. It seems to me that these duties ought to be put
on the bags from other countries the same as on ours.

Senator Bingham. He is referring to bags made in America.
Senator SACKETT. I know; if they are exported there is a rebate,

and they are subject to a reimport duty. The bags that come from
other countries are containers, and on everything that is shipped from
abroad a value is placed not only upon the article but the container as
well. If you buy a trunk and ship anything home in it, you have to
pay on the trunk. It seems to me we ought to arrange some way to
pay the duty upon the containers that come in there.

Senator GEORGE. If you make them out of cotton, you would not
have to pay any import duty then.

Mr. HALL. I wish to say ve did make up some shipments of our
special bags and sent then to Chile, made out of cotton, but unfor-
tunately they would not answer the requirements of the trade. They
were too expensive and they would not stand the wear and tear to
which they are subjected.So we had to go back to jute bags.

Senator SIMMONs. You send them jute bags to put the nitrate in?
Mr. HALL. Yes, Senator. When we sell them jute bags down there

in competition with the European and Canadian manufacturers, we
get this drawback from the Government, which is a refund of the
ties paid on the cloth when it comes in as cloth, and it is deducted
in our selling cost to the user of the bags. We do that in the case of
those bags that we sell them because the Government pays us back a
drawback. Then when the nitrate comes in the Government says,
"You can not bring those bags in unless you pay a duty on them."
But when the shipper bought hi bags in Canada or in Europe, he
would not have any duty to pay on them.

Senator GEORGE. I do not understand that. The Canadian bags
are dutiable, are they not?

Mr. HALL. I beg pardon?
Senator GEORGE. Burlap bags coming in from Canada or Europe

would be subject to duty?
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Mr. HALL. As empty bags, yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. As empty bags they would be?
Mr. HALL. As empty bags they would be, yes. But we are not

discussing the subject of empty bags.
Senator BINGHAM. But if the nitrate comes in a bag of Canadian

manufacture there is no duty paid on the bag?
Mr. HALL,. In that case there is ro duty paid on the bag, but if the

'bag comes into this country filled with nitrate, a hag that we furnished,
and on which we collected a drawback from the Government when
those bags were exported to Chile, then there is a duty paid.

Senator SnIioNs. Where is the section in this bill that makes that
monstrous discrimination? That ought to be stricken out.

Senator BINGHAM.A Where is that provision in the bill? I can not
find it.

Mr. HALL. It is right here [indicating].
Senator SACKETT. In section 1615?
Mr. HALL. Yes, sir.
Senator BINGIIAM. It is the proviso near the end, on page 286, line

14, reading as follows:
Provided, That this paragraphl shall not apply to any article upon which an

allowance or drawback has been made, the reimportation of which is hereby
prohibited except upon payment of duties equal to the drawbacks allowed.

Senator GEORGE. If yOU struck that out, it would be all right,
wouid it not?

Mr. HALL. If yoU strike that out it will make everything clear and
satisfactory to us.

Senator SIMONS. If we allow that drawback by the Government it
is because it is in the interest of trade?

Mr. HALL. That is it exactly.
Senator SINMIONS. Now, you have exercised your right, the Govern-

ment has accomplished its purpose, and that burlag ought to be a
free article of commerce?

Mr. HALL. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator SIMMoNs. Without any discrimination against it?
Mr. HALL. Right.
Senator GEORGE. Otherwise, you have a sales resistance in a

neutral market that you can not overcome?
Mr. HALL. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator SACKETT. Why should not this same duty apply to the

containers coming in from other countries?
Senator BING JAM. As I understand it, there is no duty on con-

tainers that bring in duty-free goods.
Senator SIMMONS. I think not; you would complicate the situation.
Senator BINGHAM. As the situation now stands, you are at a

disadvantage with foreign manufacturers of bags in attempting to
sell bags to foreign shippers of such articles as nitrates?

Mr. HALL. That is it. It would be the same in the case of any-
thing else if it came back to this country.

(Mr. Hall submitted the following brief:)
FINANCE COMMITTEE, UNITED STATES SENATE,

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEMEN: A meeting of the tariff committee of the Textile Bag Manufac-

turers Association of the United States was held at New York on July b to
consider paragraph 1514, tariff act 1922, H. R. 2667, paragraph 1615.
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The membership of the above-mentioned association together with the location
of their various plants are shown on Exhibit A herewith.

The tariff committee of the association is made up as per Exhibit B.
At the meeting referred to, this committee prepared a brief, Exhibit C, a copy

of which has been nmailed to every member of your committee, and two further
copies have been mailed to the clerk of your committee. Two additional copies
are tendered herewith.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
Yours truly, DUANE HALL,

Secretary of the Tariff Committee of the Textile Bag
Manufacturers Association of the United States of America.

(Room 1822, 250 West Fifty-seventh Street, New York City.)

EXHIBIT A

Members of the Textile Bag Manufacturers Association of the United States of
America

Ames, Harris, Neville Co ----------
Arkell and Smiths ---------------
Bemis Bros. Bag Co --------------

Chase Bag Co -------------------

Central Bag & Burlap Co ----------
Crystal Springs Bleachery Co_-
Fulton Bag & Cotton Mills --------

Hutchinson Bag Co -------------
John C. Griffiin Co ---------------
Millhiser Bag Co -----------------
M. J. Neahr & Co ---------------
Percy Kent Bag Co --------------

Philadelphia Bag Co --------------
Richardson-Garrett Bag Co --------
Sterling Bag Co ----------------.. .
Werthan-Morgan-Hamilton Bag Co.

Location of factories
San Francisco, Calif.; Portland, Oreg.
Canajoharie, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.; Seattle, Wash.; San

Francisco, Calif.; Omaha, Nebr.; New
Orleans, La.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Kan-
sas City, Mo.; Indianapolis, Ind.;
Memphis. Tenn.; Houston, Tex.; Buf-
falo, N. Y.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; Wichita,
Kans.; Ware Shoals, S. C.; Peoria, Ill.

St.. Louis, Mo.; Minneapolis, Minn.; Mein-
plhis, Tenn.; Dallas, 'rex.; Buffalo, N. Y.;
Kansas City, Mo.; New Orleans, La.;
Toledo, Ohio; Milwaukee, Wis.

Chicago, ]ll.
Chickamauga, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.; St. Louis, Mo.; Brooklyn,

N. Y.; New Orleans, La.; Minneapolis,
Minn.; Dallas, Tex.; Kansas City, Mo.

Hutchinson, Kans.
Baltimore, Md.
Richmond, Va.
Chicago, Ill.
Buffalo, N. Y.; Kansas City, Mo.; Nor-

folk, Va.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Jersey City, N. J.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Nashville, Tenn.; New Orleans, La.

Respectfully submitted by Duane Hall, secretary of the Tariff Committee of
the Textile Bag Manufacturers Association of the United States of Amuerica,
room 1822, 250 West Fifty-seventh Street, New York City.

EXHIBIT B

Members of the tariff committee appointed by the Textile Bag Manufacturers
Association pf the United States of America. "Mr. L. W. Barris, chairman,
vice president Ames-Harris-Neville Co., San Francisco, Calif.; Mr. Duane hlall,
secretary, secretary Chase Bag Co. (Ine.), New York City; Mr. Adolph Elsas,
vice president Fulton Bag & Cotton Mills, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mr. F. M. Ewer,
treasurer Bemis Bro. Bag Co., Boston, Mass.

Respectfully submitted by Duane Hall, secretary, room 1822, 250 West Fifty-
seventh Street, New York City.
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EXHIBIT C-1

BRIEF OF THE TARIFF COMMITTEE OF TilE TEXTILE RAG MANUFACTURERS ASSO-
CIATION OF TIlE UNITED STATES TO TIlE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1. Paragraphs in. which interested.-Paragraph 1514, tariff act 1922; H. R.
2667, paragraph 1615.

2. Importance of industry.-Aecording to figures received from the Bureau of
Census for 1927 there are 181 establishnlents actually engaged in the manufac-
ture of bags other than paper, and located in the following States: New York,
39; Illinois, 16; Missouri, 12; Pennsylvania, 12; Ohio, 11; Texas, 9; Virginia, 9;
California, 8; New Jersey, 7; Louisiana, 6; Maryland, 6; Tennessee, 6; 19 other
States, 41; total, 181,

3. There is approximately $70,000,000 of capital invested in the textile bag
manufacturing industry.

4. The industry gives employment to approximately 11,000 people.
5. The annual wages are approximately $9,500,000.
6. The combined volume of business is about $163,000,000.
7. The textile bag manufacturers are very large manufacturers of jute bags.
8. There are a)proximately 550,000,000 jute bags manufactured annually in

the United States.
9. Jute cloth for bags, otherwise known as burlaps, is not manufactured in

the United States. It is imported, mostly from India, England, Gerlmany,
Belgium, Holland, Italy, and other countries of Europe.

10. The present rate of duty ou jute cloth is 1 cent. per pound, specific.
11. We attach copy of letter addressed to Hon. Willis C. Hawley, chairman

Committee on Ways and Means, addresse(i to him March 22, 1929, by Benis
Bros. Bag Co., wherein a change is requested in paragraph 1514 but none were
nmade for paragraph 1615, H. I. 2667, is practically the same as in the act of 1922.

BEMIS BROS. BAG Co.,
Boston, Mass., March 22, 1929.Hon. WILLS C. HAWLEY,

Chairman Committee on 1lrays and Means,
W1"ashiagton, D. C.

(Paragraph 1514 of the tariff act of 1922)
DEAR Silt: In so far as this paragraph applies to bags, and condensing it in

a few words, it reads practically as follows:
"Bags manufactured in the United States which are exported empty, and then

returned as containers of foreign products, comIe in free provided no allowance
for drawback was made wheu exported empty, in which event, however, they
would be (utiable to the extent of the drawback paid upon them when exported."

re find nevertheless that this provision under paragraph 1514 is contained in
ahost identical language in the tariff acts of 1897-1909 and 1913, although
burlaps out of which jute bags are manufactured in the United States were free
under the act of 1913.

This provision discrimninates against bags manufactured il the United States
in favor of forcig-nmade bags, and we question whether it was the real intent
of Congress to impose these restrictions upon Anlerican manufacturers.

One example of this is Alnerican-inade bags for a binder twine plant located
in Canada. The binder twine comes into the United States free of duty, but if
the bags are of Anerican manufacture they are subject to duty to the extent
of the drawback that was pail uptin them at the time they were exported elpty
to Canada, whereas if this twine is imported from Canada in Canadian-made
bags, the bags are not then dutiable.

We will appreciate it if your collllittee will consider this feature when the
free list is having attention in the new tariff bill under consideration.

We are not making any suggestion as to how to change the phraseology in para-
graph 1514 t, cover this point, ilasmuhe as this paragraph is already more or
es5 collplicated so far as it refers to bags.

We would further mention that since early in 1928 there has been no duty on
burlaps in Canada when imported directly from India or other British possessions.

Yours truly, BEMis BROS. BACI CO.
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EXHIBIT C-2 STA!
It is clear that bags manufactured in the United States are discriminated against

in favor of foreign-made bags because of the fact that foreign-made bags used as
containers for merchandise or produce imported into the United States come in
duty free, whereas if the bags were exported from the United States and drawback (TV aid, these bags containing similar merchandise or produce imported into the

nited States would then be subject, as containers, to United States duties to S
the extent of the drawback refunded on them when exported. M,

In so far as this paragraph applies to bats, and condensing it in a few words, Sc
it reads practically as follows: Vh ,

"Bags manufactured in the United States which are exported empty, and then
returned as containers of foreign products, come in free provided no allowance M
for drawback was made when exported empty, in which event however, they Se.
would be dutiable to the extent of the drawback paid upon them when exported." M

This provision discriminates against bags manufactured in the United States for r
in favor of foreign-made bags, and we question whether it was the real intent of
Congress to impose these restrictions upon American manufacturers. W

Attached we offer two suggestions regarding changes we desire made in the that
present reading of paragraph 1514, the adoption of either by your committee Unit
being acceptable to us. ent.

All of which is respectfully submitted. ce
Yours truly,I'

DUANE HALL, an ill
Secretary of the Tariff Committee of the Se

Textile Bag Manufacturers Association of the United States.
(Room 1822, 250 West Fifty-seventh Street, New York City).

SUGGESTED CHANGE, PARAGRAPH 1514

PAIR. 1514. Articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States, Hon.6
when returned after having been exported, without having been advanced inG
value or improved in condition by any process of manufacture or other means itfE
imported by or for the account of the person who exported them from the United you tc
States; steel boxes, casks, barrels, carboys, bags, and other containers, or cover- in the
inlgs of American manufacture exported filled with American products, including is loca
shooks and staves when returned as barrels or boxes; also quicksilver flasks or of equ
bottles, iron or steel drums of either domestic or foreign manufacture, used for Unc
thi, shipment of acids, or other chemicals, which shall have been actually exported Unitei
from the United States; but proof of the identity of such articles shall be made, value
under gnerlrgltoso be prsribed by h Secretary of the Treasury, but impor

0~~~~o t n Pr i

te exepton of empty bags fro duysaIpl only to such domestic bags as of the

'atio~~~~~ 
s tothroete h

may 1) port ilee the reof,,anddif any such articles are subject to We

In cre tur ed atrh vn eex porte d, witou fa in been Id 
a cd

internal-re enue ta a tie te of pe ortaon such tax shall. be proved to have of th
bee aid beore e at in anid no reunded photographic dry plates and exceec
ilms of American manufacture expt moving picture films) exposed abroad, The
whether deve hoped or not, and p otographic f ls light struck or otherwise dam- 2667,
aged, or Nvorn out, so as to be unsuitable for any other purpose than the recovery The
of the constituent materials, provided tih e basic films are of American manufacture, in the
but proof of the identity of such articles shall be made under general regulations finish
to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury; articles exported from the comm
United States for repairs may be returned upon payment of a duty upon the value touring
of the repairs at the rate at wiie the article itself would be subject if imported, under
under conditions aord regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury: are an
Provided, That tllis paragraph shall not apply to any article upon wvhichl an aillowv- their
ance of drawback has been made, the reimportation of which is herehy prohibited We
except upon payment of duties equal to tile drawbacks allowed, except bags when shown
used as containers for other Imports; or to any article manufactured in bonded and A
warehouse amd exported tinder any provision of lah: Provided further, That when out th
manufactured tobacco woich has been exported without payment of internal- 10 to
revenue tax shall be reported it shall 1) retained in the custody of the collector "artic
of customs until internal-revenue stamps in payment of the legal duties shall turned
be placed thereon: And provided further, That ithe provisions of this paragraph ng or
hall not apply to animals made dutiable under provisions of paragraph 1506. repairs

rate at
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STATEMENT OF T. M. RUSSELL, REPRESENTING RUSSELL MANU-

FACTURING CO., MIDDLETON, CONN.

[Brake fining)

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the committee.)
Senator BINGHAM. Whom do you represent?
Mr. RUSSELL. Russell Manufacturing Co., of Middletown, Conn.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. He just wants to file a brief.

What is it about, Mr. Russell?
Mr. RUSSELL. It asks for the amendment of paragraph 1615.
Senator SMOOT. 1615?
Mr. RUSSELL. Yes; as to articles exported from the United States

for repairs and articles partly manufactured in the United States.
We request a modification of that so that there will be no duty on

that part of the article which was exported and returned into the
United States, provided the repairs or additions do not exceed 50 per
cent.

I would like to file this brief, and with it a sample of brake lining, as
an illustration.

Senator SMOOT. They may be filed.
(Mr. Russell submitted thb following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE RUSSELL MANUFACTURING Co., MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Hon. REED SMOOT,
Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee.

GENTLEMEN: My name is T. M. Russell. I am president of and appear before
you to represent the Russell Manufacturing Co., of Middletown, Conn., engaged
in the manufacture of asbestos brake lining for automobiles. Our main plant
is located at Middletown, and we also own and operate a branch finishing plant
of equal capacity at St. Johns, Province of Quebec.

Under paragraph 1514 of the present tariff act articles exported from the-
United States for repairs may be returned upon payment of a duty upon the
value of the repairs at the rate at which the article itself would be subject if
imported, under conditions and regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary
of the Treasury.

We understand it is the practice of the department to restrict the application
of this provision of the law to eases where the value of the repairs does not
exceed the total value of the article.

The same provision, without change, is carried into paragraph 1615 of H. R.
2667, at page 286, lines 10 to 14, inclusive, thereof.

There is, however, no such provision in favor of articles partly manufactured
in the United States, of domestic material, when sent abroad for processing or
finishing and subsequent return to this country without having entered into the
commerce of the foreign country to any further extent than a partial manufac-
turing or finishing process. Under the current tariff act and, we understand,
under all previous tariff acts such articles upon their return to the United States
are and have been assessed for duty on their total value, regardless of whether
their value was increased 1 per cent or 100 per cent in the foreign country.

We have the honor to request, therefore, for economic reasons hereinafter
shown, and which are believed to be in the interests of both American industry
and American labor, that paragraph 1615, I. R. 2667, be amended by striking
out the provision therein relating to articles sent abroad for repairs (p.'286, lines
10 to 14) and substituting in lieu thereof language as follows:
"articles exported from the United States for repairs and articles partly manufac-
tured in the United States and sent abroad for additional processing, m~anufactur-
ing or finishing, may he returned upon payment of a duty upon the value of the
repairs or the value of the additional processing, manufacturing or finishing at the
rate at which the article itself would be subject if imported, provided the value of
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such repairs or the value of such additional processing, manufacturing or finishing
shall not exceed 50 per cent.of the total value of the article returned, all inader
conditions anl regulations to he prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury."

The purpose ant effect of this proposed aendent, if a~lopted, is and will he
to make such reimported articles sub~ject to duty only upon01 the value added
abroad, and to icave that part of the article exaored from the Uni td States frc-
of duty usol reinmportation, under theeonditions Specified.

All our brake lining or tape is woven at the Middletown plant and part of this
is shipped to the Canadian plant where it is finished and sold through the Cana-
dian and certain export markets.

Our equipment at our main elant is ample for weaving all material which can be
rocessed and finished at octi e mau plant an the Canadian plant. Pboduc-

tion from this weaving equipment is flexible and can he increased or reduced in
large or sinll amounts as may he necessary. The production of material from the
finishing equipment is almost a fixed quantity aecs can not be economically !c-
(ucel or increased because the character of tie equipment is such as to require
fixed hourly production without stops or interruptions for continuous 24 hour runs.

Tie requirements of our business in the United States are ow somewhat in
excess of the possible production of our present equipment at our main plant but
not sufficient to warrant t ue installation of duplicate equipment. This dupli-
cate equipment would he materially in excess of our requirements and would
entail an increase in both overhead charges and operating expense whieh would
he prohibitive for the relatively small increase in production over and above our
present cap~acitv which we now require.

Could we ship an additional amount of untreated material to our Canadian
plant, process it there and return it to the United States, paying duty only on
the added value given it in Canada, we could dispose of it. in the United States
at a price which would not ow us a loss, although the profit would he material].
less than we would derive from the product cutirely manufactured and processed
at our main plant.

We can not carry out this program under tile tariff law as noww~ritten, because
tile 30 per cent duty on tile whole value of the material returned to the United
States would bring our costs considerably above tile market price.

Unless this relief is granted' us we will have to restrict our manufacture of
asbestos tape to the quantity which we can process and finish at our main plant
plus what we ship to the Canadian plant upon which tile demands are not sufficient
to warrant full-time operation.

If we do get this relief we can immediately increase production in our weaving
department and increase our sales in the United States and also reduce the cost
of manufacture in our Canadian plant through the increased production which
they will achieve.

Three-fourtlhs to four-fifths of the value of finished brake lining is in tile
asbestos tape as we manufacture it at the main plant and one-fourth to one-fifth
is in the processing as done at the main plant or the Canadian plant, the value
varying somewhat with the character and sizes of the lining.

The labor cost of weaving is approximately 50 per cent of the cost of the raw
tape, whereas the labor cost of treating represents only 10 per cent. This would
figure out approximately as follows: $100,000 of raw material manufactured in
this country, of which $50,000 would be for labor and the other $50,000 for mate-
rial and overhead; $25,000 for treatment and finishing, of which $2,500 would be
for labor and $22,500 for material and overhead.

Under the present law, if we exported this $100,000 worth of tape to Canada
and added $25,000 of value there and reimported it at 30 per cent duty it would
cost us $162,500 as against our main plant cost of $125,000, which is a prohibitive
duty. Under our proposed plan, we would export the $100,000 worth of tape
and add the $25,000 of value in Canada and reimport it, paying a duty of 30 per
cent of the $25,000 added value only, which would give it a cost of $132,500,
which would be safely over our own manufactured cost, but still within a range
where we could sell it without loss, and the cost would be less to us than if we
installed duplicate equipment at our main plant and could not operate it at full
capacity. No. 1501, House sundry schedule, 40 per cent proposed instead of
30 per cent, No. 1401, Senate.The labor part works out roughly that we would be enabled to pay $50,000 for
additional labor il the United States by paying $2,500 to Canadian labor, but
that if we can not be granted relief from payng duty on the full value we simply
have to forego this increased production or spend a large amount of money for
additional equipment and then produce at higiler cost and part-time production.
which is equally unsatisfactory to both employer and employee.
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Onr expectation i8 that this business will grow if given the opportunity. so that

we can materially increase our weaving production where labor is the chief compo-
nent part of the cost, and ultimately this increase will warrant increased finishing
facilities at our main plant. Without the relief which we seek, we anticipate
,. :,,g confronted with a serious problem in our manufacturing costs if we attempt
co take care of the increased volume of business which is coming to us.

We believe that there are a few other industries in the United States which
might find it desirable from an economical standpoint, and in cases of emergency
similar to the conditions existing in our own plant, to perform a small portion
of their manufacturing or finishing processes abroad, possibly for the most part
in Canada, because of the additional expense of shipping to Europe for that
purpose, and which probably would utilize such a provision of the law as we are
urging herein to facilitate operations and also in the interest of both labor and
capital, as shown above in our particular case.

It has come to our attention that information has been developed at the hear-
ings before this committee indicating a tendency on the part of a few manufac-
turers in certain industries to transfer their entire manufacturing operations
abroad. It is readily understandable why such procedure might well be carried
out by manufacturers under the present state of the law, for the reason that
they are required to pay no more duty upon the completed article manufac-
tured in its entirety abroad than they are required to pay at the present time
when any portion thereof whether great or small is of American production.

We have no knowledge of any particular industry engaged in such a practice.
If the same be true, however, we believe that the tendency in that direction
would be materially checked, at least the necessity therefor entirely obviated,
by the enactment of the proposed amendment.

All of which is respectfully submitted. RUSSELl, MANUFATIUNG CO.
By T. M. RUSSELL, President.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day of July, A. D. 1929.
[SEAL.] CHARLES J. CRUMP, Notary Public.
My commission expires January 28, 1933.

BRIEF OF HON. DUNCAN U. FLETCTER, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Amendment Intended to be proposed by Mr. Fletcher to the bill (11. R. 2607)
to provide revenue, to regulate commerce with foreign countries, to encourage
the industries of the United States, to protect American labor, and for other
purposes, viz:

On page 210, line 2, Insert the following after "United States;": ": Provided,
That articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States, when
returned after having been exported, advanced in value or improved In condi.
tion by any process of manufacture or other nteans, if imported by or for the
account of the prson who exported them from the United States, shall be
dutiable only on the advanced value or improved condition after deducting the
value of the articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of the United States,
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe ;".

The reasons for this amendment are as follows:
It Is understood that this paragraph 1514 of the tariff act of 1922 now ap-

pears as paragraph 1615 of the proposed new act, and that there is no provision
In the new act to assist the American producer in marketing his goods abroad
against the goods from other countries even when such goods of American
origin are returned to America.

It Is submitted that with the increasing duties there should be sonic induce.
ment held out to the foreign customer to purchase American products raw or
partly manufactured and when returned to America at least to allow the
American part of the product to come in free.

Unless something along these lines is done why may uot the foreign manu.
facturer of certain cotton goods purchase the cotton elsewhere than America,
but with this slight concession he is induced to favor the American cotton, and
makes his product not only for the American market, but for elsewhere as
well. More American cotton is taken, and this is true of other American prod-
ucts as well.

Regulations by the Treasury Department can be made to follow the American
product when Intended for return.
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BRIEF OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN IMPORTERS Thi
AND TRADERS (INC.) the in

Hon. REm SMooT, of w
Chairman Oommittee on Finance, Washington, D. 0.: wouk

We believe that articles of growth, produce, or manufacture of the United Th,
States, when returned to this country, after being exported without having
been advanced in value or improved In condition by any process of manufac- they.
ture or other means, should be entitled to free entry, irrespective of whether proxil
or not such articles are brought back to the United States by or for the account I I
of the person who exported them from this country. they

This provision, limiting free entry of American goods to such as were brought th
back to this country by the person who exported them, was inserted in the act wish
of 1922 for a special reason. Immense quantities of American goods, which withol
constituted part of the supplies for the American expeditionary forces, were factursold at very low prices abroad by our Government at the close of the war. It The
was to prevent the return of these articles, without the payment of duty, by (,
persons who might acquire them abroad, at nominal prices, and their intro.
duction into the commerce of the United States at prices far below the selling B
prices of the domestic manufacturers who had originally produced the articles
in question, that the restrictive provision was inserted in the act of 1922.

The necessity for such a provision is now past, and it is submitted that an CoMM
article which is of American manufacture, and which has been sold abroad This
at what the exporter believed to be a fair price, should not be assessed with represe
duty upon its return to this country for any cause, whether such return be by country
the party who originally exported it or by anyone who may have acquired 500,001
ownership, than 3,

It Is. therefore, requested that time following words be om'tted from para- The
graph 1615 (lines 1 and 2, page 210, H. R. 2667) : "If Imported by or for the to wasf
account of the person who exported them from the United States." WeI

Respectfully, First
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF A.ERIICAN IMPORTERS AND TRADERS (INC.), the par
PETER FLETCHER, President. Seco
FRANK VAN LEER, Jr., Executiv SecretV. pletely
0. Gix, Member Customs e tommision. Thir

We
NEw YORK, N. Y., July 12, 1929. interest

Sworn to before me, July 15, 1929. affection
CARL W. STEVENS, be mag'

Notary Publio. to rema
A de

WASTE BAGGING ReprescTariff

[Par. 1617) Resp,

BRIEF OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE JUTE
PAPERS

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Dean
Wheatley, of Boston, Mass., is present representing the Warren
Manufacturing Co., of New York City; the Hollingsworth & Vose Co.,
of Boston, Mass.; the American Writing Paper Co., of Holyoke,
Mass.; the Adams Bag Co., of Chagrin Falls, Ohio; the Ashiuelot STATE
Paper Co., of Hinsdale, N. H.; the Coy Paper Co., of Claremont,
N. H.; and the Baeder-Adamson Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., all of
whom are in opposition to any change in the present law contained
in paragraphs 1516, 1582, and 1651 (act of 1922). quest

These companies very strongly urge that waste bagging, waste United
sugar sack cloth, and jute butts remain on the free list. All these joke, b
commodities are used in the manufacture of high grade lute paper I b
which is one of the most important paper commodities being pro- fruit g
duced by them. that Ic
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They state that there is no satisfactory substitute for jute fiber in
the manufacture of these particular papers and that the major portion
of waste jute is imported. To make these waste products dutiable
would be ruinous to this important industry.

These companies employ more than 3,950 persons and together
they have a capital investment of more than $27,500,000, with ap-
proximate annual gross sales totaling $28,300,000.

I request in their behalf that they be permitted to file a brief as
they are desirous of saving the time of the committee and simply
wish to call our attention to their plight should legislation be enacted
without proper consideration of the high grade jute paper manu-
facturers.

The CHAIRMAN. He may do so.
(Mr. Wheatley subsequently submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS OF iIGH-GRADE JUTE PAPER

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE OF UNITED STATES SENATE:
This brief is being submitted in the interest of the undersigned companies who

represent an important part of the high-grade jute paper manufacturers in this
country. These companies have a combined invested capital in excess of 827,-
500,000, their gross sales total in excess of $28,300,000, and they employ more
than 3,950 people.

The paragraphs above specified are important to them in so far as they relate
to waste bagging, waste sugar sack cloth, and jute butts.

We ask that these materials remain on the free list for the following reasons:
First. There is no other fiber known which will satisfactorily replace jute in

the particular papers in which it is now used.
Second. Any increased cost imposed upon these waste materials would com-

pletely destroy this important industry.
Third. These are waste materials and have served their primary purposes.
We therefore submit that, regardless of what legislation be enacted in the

interest of the cotton farmer, that our position may be fully protected without
affecting in any way any other American industry if an exception of our case
be made and waste bagging, waste sugar sack cloth, and jute butts be allowed
to remain on the free list as heretofore for conversion into paper only.

A detailed brief filed before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives appears in their records, page 9140, volume 15, Schedule 15, of
Tariff Readjustment, 1929.

Respectfully submitted.
The Warren Manufacturing Co., New York City; The Hollingsworth

& Vose Co., Boston, Mass.; Ame, ican Writing Paper Co.,
Holyoke, Mass.; Adams Bag Co., Chagrin Falls, Ohio; The
Ashuclot Paper Co., Hinsdale, N. H.; The Coy Paper Co., Clare-
nmont, N. H.; Baeder-Adamson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BANANAS

[Par. 1618]

STATEMENT OF C. E. DURST, CHICAGO, ILL., REiPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL COU±'CIL

Mr. DURST. Gentlemen, just briefly with reference to this banana
question; that is a very serious question to the fruit growers of the
United States. Attempts have been made to place it in the class of a
joke, but it certainly is not a joke with the growers in this country.

I want you to consider, just briefly, the returns that some of these
fruit growers are getting. One of the best cost accounting studies
that has ever been made of the fruit industry has been made by Cor-
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nell University. Now York is one of our leading fruit States. The
number of farms studied has varied from 81 to 202 in the different He
years. The average investment per farm has been $16,968. After
allowing the owner $299 per year for his management and labor there
was un average return of $408.94, making a total income of $707.94.
No allowance was made for the work of the other members of the the
family. That means that the growers have been receiving for their
management and labor $299 a year, or a total of $707 a year with which
to rear a family and pay the interest, taxes, repairs, and upkeep.

In Ctdifornia, according to the crop yields of the Department of IO
Sol)Agriculture, the deciduous fruit growers of that State lost $15,439,-

141.80 in 1927 and $20,184,484 in 1928. Those are just two instances.
I could give you a number of others of similar effect. r

The wastage in the fruit industry in normal crop seasons is very
great.

Senator BARKLEY. What part of that loss do you charge to bananas?
Mr. DURST. We believe a very large part of it is due to the banana are

importations.
Senator BARKLEY. Is there any way to estimate the amount of it? anc
Mr. DURST. You could compare the imports and the displacements t

of American fruits by imports. gro,
Senator BARKI EY. Is there any way to predict how many apples a t

man would eat if he could not get bananas? the
Mr. DURST. I did not hear you?
Senator BARKLEY. Is there any way to predict how many apples a the

man would eat if he could not get bananas? ae
Mr. DURST. I do not think there is any way directly to predict

that; but in the advertising and publicity used in connection with t
bananas, the banana has been promoted as a fruit.

Senator BARKLEY. Is it a comparable fruit?
Mr. DURST. It is a fruit.
Senator BARKLEY. Is it a comparable fruit, I said, with any fruit ask

produced in this country? pre
Mr. DURST. The claim is made that it is; but it is not. re
Senator BARKLEY. It is really not a comparable fruit.
Mr. DURST. No, sir; it is not a fruit that is cqual to the Americani

fruits in health value or food value either.
Senator BINGHAM. Are you speaking under oath now?
Mr. DURST. Yes, sir. 0
Senator BINGHAM. You say it is not comparable in food value with ciat

A~ fuithasany American fruit?The
Mr. DURST. I will have to qualify that. Some fruits will furnish D

calory value cheaper than bananas. ditio
Senator BINGHAM. You did not say anything about the costs. ditio
Mr. DURST. What is that? te
Senator BINGHAM. You did not say anything about the cost.
Mr. DURST. Well, it was a play on words.
Senator BINGHAM. I just thought you did not want to let the record

stand that way. Econ
Mr. DURST. Thank you very much. Drs.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I would like to make the observation that condi

witnesses are sworn, but necessarily, they address themselves to facts N. Y
as they understand them, and then we invite their expression of
opinion. The witness, I take it, has the liberty of expressing his
opinion without running counter to his oath.
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Senator BINGHAM. I did not know that he expressed his opinion.
He stated, Mr. Chairman, that the banana was inferior in food value
to American fruits.

Mr. DURST. It is.
Senator BINOHAM. I did not think that he wanted that to stand in

that form, because if it is true I would like to know it; but that is not
my personal opinion. However, that is neither here nor there.

D Ir. DURST. Generally speaking, in comparison with American
fruits, that would be true; but if you want to consider calory value
alone, you can buy calory value a little cheaper in bananas than in
some American fruits, but not in all of them.

Senator WALSIH. Can we not do something to expedite these
hearings?

The CHAIRMAN. I am doing everything I can to expedite them.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. You are right; they should be expedited.
Mr. DURST. We think that the conditions in the fruit industry

are due very largely to the imports of bananas. The bananas are
grown under low standards, tropical conditions, labor is very cheap,
and the production conditions in general are very cheap. Naturally,
the bananas grown under those conditions force American fruit
growers, and farmers, and laborers in general-or tend to-down to
the same level of conditions.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Durst, you are going into a long paper on
the banana question, and recovering the matter you presented before
the House committee. I would not repeat it; it is there; it has
already been stated; and it has been printed. It does not add any
weight to take the time of this whole committee here to listen to a
thing when we have already got the record of it before us.

Senator WALSH. There are many others on the calendar who want
to be heard.

Mr. DURST. With your permission, then, I will withdraw. I will
ask that you give the most serious consideration to the brief I have
presented before the House and to the brief that we would like to
present here with your permission. Thank you.

(Mr. Durst submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF CHARLES E. DURST, SECRETARY, NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL
AND EDITOR OF FRUITS AND GARDENS

Our organization represents 45 horticultural societies and cooperative asso-
ciations scattered over the entire country. We believe it is the largest unit that
has ever represented the horticultural interests before a committee of Congress.
The list of representation is given at the close of this brief.

During the last five years there has been much discussion about the con-
ditions among general farmers, but not so much has been said about the con-
ditions in the fruit industry. Perhaps the opinion may prevail among some
people that there is no economic problem in the fruit industry. Let us examine
the facts briefly.

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE FRUIT INDUSTRY

New York is one of our leading fruit States. The Department of Farm
Economics of Cornell University is one of the best of its kind in the country.
Drs. G. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson of that department have been studying
conditions for many years on large numbers of fruit farms in Niagara County,
N. Y. The number of farms has varied from 81 to 202 in the different years.
The average investment per farm has been $16,968. After allowing the owner
$299 per year for his management and labor, there was an average return of
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$408.94, making a total income of $707.94. No payment was allowed for the
work of the other members of the family. Such returns are entirely inadequate
for maintaining a family and for paying interest, taxes, repairs and upkeep.
This country has no right to ask its fruit growers, who represent one of the most
highly specialized branches of agriculture, to exist under such conditions.

Washington is another important fruit State. A summary of a survey made
by the agricultural experiment station of that State not long ago shows that
returns of Washington fruit growers are below the cost of production in many
seasons, that properties are deteriorating through lack of proper care, that many
banks are Inwiling to assist in further financing, and that sales of orchard lands
are practically at a standstill.

An analysis of the fruit industry in California shows that deciduous fruit
growers of that State lost 815,439,141.80 in 1927 and $20,184,484 in 1928. These
figures are based on the crop yields reported by the State department of agricul.
ture and upon very reasonable cost of production figures. For instance, only
$14 was allowed per acre for interest, and since the average investment in orchards
Is considerably in excess of $500 per acre in California, it can be seen that very
reasonable figures were employed in computing these results.

A special report of the New York College of Agriculture shows that between
1922 and 1926, growers in Niagara County, N. Y., on Dunkirk soils made 6 cents
per bushel on apples and that growers on Clyde soils lost 4 cents per bushel.
These figures do not include costs of packages, storage, or commission. Allowing
for these expenses, the growers on both types of soil suffered losses.

The market News Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, in
a publication entitled "The Pacific Northwest Apple Deal of 1925-26," shows
that growers in the Wenatehee district of Washington suffered an average loss
of 11.8 cents per bushel in 1925. The average loss on apples between 1912-1925
in the Wenatehee-Okanogan district was 23 cents per bushel.

These results and others which thight be given should convince anyone that
conditions in the fruit industry are serious. The depression in this industry did
not come as quickly after the war as in general farming. However, the de-
pression had to come and is nov in full force the same as in general farming.

EFFECT OF THE ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

The ccon6mic conditions above mentioned are having a pronounced effect on
the industry as a whole. The apple is the leading American fruit and is recog-
nized generally by medical authorities as one of the most healthful fruits in exis-
tence. The number of apple trees in the country has been declining steadily
during the last 30 years, both bearing and nonbearing. Peach trees declined iii
number between 1909-1919 but increased slightly between 1919-1924. In the
latter case, the number per capita showed no gain. Prof. T. H. Meltatton, head
of the Department of Iorticulture in the Georgia State College of Agriculture,
stated in a speech last winter that 700,000 peach trees were removed in Georgia
in 1927-28 and that probably 500,000 more would be taken out in the winter of
1928-1929. Large acreages of grapes are going out of production in California.
The aercage in the Great Lakes region appears to be decreasing.

The Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture states that the following
amounts of grapes remained unharvested for lack of a market in California:
In 1925, 138,000 tons; in 1920, 15,000 tons; and in 1927, 142,000 tons. Losses
have also been occuring in other States. The agricultural Yearbook for 1927
shows that 1,462,000 bushels of peaches were unharvested in six Eastern States
for lack of a market in 1926 and that 2,708,000 bushels were not harvested in
California in 1927. Large losses also take place frequently in strawberries,
apples, and other fruits.

The conditions are having an effect in decreasing the per capita consumption
of American fruits. Apple consumption has declined about 34 pounds per
capita or about 32 per cent in the last two years. Peach production has de-
clined about 2 j pounds or 10 per cent since 1928. Pears have increased about
3,/4 pounds per capita since 1908. Grapes declined in per capita production
between 1909-1919, but since 1919 have shown a gain of about 3 pounds per
capita due to the increased demand for juices. Raisin and currant consump-
tion have increased a little over a pound per capita since 1909. Lemon and
cranberry consumption, notwithstanding extensive advertising and publicity,
have remained practically stationary in per capita consumptiofi. Only oranges
of our leading fruits have shown any consistent increase in consumption. Their
consumption increased about 13 pounds per capita between 1900 and 1925.
This increase is due to large organizations which have exercised strong control
over the product.
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THE FRUIT INDUSTRY

There are about 3,000,000 people involved as owners and regular workmen
in the fuit industry of this country. Probably another million are engaged in
handling the product. There are about 6,000,000 acres of fruit in the country.
The average investment ranges from about $500 to $1,900 per acre. The in-
vestments in orchards are at least $3,000,000,000 and the investments in im-
provements and equipment are easily $2,000,000,000 more. The fruit farms
of the country have been built tip through long years of patient work and great
financial risk. They have been developed in the expectation that the returns
would justify the labor and investments. Unless Congress applies the principles
of our protective tariff system to the fruit industry, the conditions can not be
materially improved, in our opinion.

PAUSE OF THE DEPRESSION

We believe that the large and steadily increasing imports of duty-free bananas
are responsible for the greater part of the depression in the fruit industry. If
bananas came into the country under conditions that gave American growers
a fair competitive opportunity under our protective tariff system, no complaint
could be made, but they do not come into the country under these conditions.
They come in without a cent of duty. Fresh bananas are the only fruit in the
world that is allowed to come into our ports without duty. Even dried bananas
and banana flour pay duty. The absence of a duty on bananas, coupled with
the tremendous size and the rapid increases of the imports, are compelling
American fruit growers to compete directly with the low-grade peon labor and
the cheap production conditions in Central America and the West Indies.

IMPORTS OF BANANAS

The banana imports in the United States have developed very largely in the
last 30 years. In 1898, about 12,680,000 bunches were imported. In 1929,
64,298,000 bunches were imported. The increases have averaged about 8 to
10 per cent a year in the last four or five years.

The imports of bananas now exceed the carlot shipments of each of our native
fruits. As Americans, we have often pointed with pride to the apple as the
"King of American fruits." That expression is not true any more.. The
banana is the king of American fruits. We have allowed this foreign fruit,
grown by some of the lowest-grade labor and under the cheapest production
conditions in the world, to come into our country duty free and take the leading
position away from one of our own fruits. The imports of bananas in 1927
amounted to about 138,858 cars. The carlot shipments of apples were 102,517
cars in 1927, and the average shipments for the 10 years 1918 to 1927 were
107,154 cars. Under present conditions, these figures will rapidly be widened
in favor of the banana.

BANANAS CREATE A SERIOUS SURILUS I, PROBLEM

The banana is a direct competitor of all fruits grown in the United States.
Tie car-lot shipments of all fresh and (ried fruits during the eight years, 1920 to
1927, were 2,964,058 cars and the shipments (if bananas were 878,262 cars.
The banana imports during this period were equal to 29.2 per cent of our total
car-lot shipments of all fresh and dried fruits. I am sure the committee members
will realize what a surl)lus of this kind means to the industry, especially when the
surplus is allowed to come into the country duty free from countries of low-
grade labor and cheal) production conditions.

The seriousness of the banana imports from the surl)hs st ndpoitt is further
shown by a comparison of imports and exl orts of fruil. The imports of bananas
were 2,050,471,250 pounds in 1927, while the imports of all other fruits totaled
only 48,051,119 pounds The fresh bauata imports alone constituted 92% per
cent of the total imports of fruit. The imports of bananas alone exceeded our
total exports of all fruits by 1,060,777,613 ioUm'uls.

It is thus clear that were it not for the imports of Iai,auns, we would have an
export balance in the fruit imuustry. We ire l'uing forced into an export po.'ition
in the American fruit industry in rider r to nmke a liNce for the imports of bananas.
There would be no surplus lfrol,lemn in the American fruit industry were it not
for the banana imports.
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We do not mean to suggest by this that Congress should apply a prohibitive
tariff to bananas. Wo realize that some people want bananas and we do not wish
to refuse the product to them. However, we feel that the product should colne
into the country under conditions that give American growers a fair opportunity
under our protective tariff system. If tariff is right for other groups of people,
we believe it is right for the fruit growers of America also. It the people of the
United States are to be asked to pay tariffs on other articles, we believe it fair
to ask them to pay a tariff on imported fruits also.

TIlE BANANA AS A FRUIT

The opposition to a duty on bananas has been of peculiar nature. No member
of the banana, industry appeared in ler;on before the Ways and Means Coi-
mittee of the House to give the committee an opportunity to ask questions.
Two short briefs were presented, but these were not accompanied by personal
appearances of the authors. In contrast to this, tihe organizations favoring a
tariff on bananas had their representatives appear before the Ways and Means
Committee and they are now appearing before this committee.

No attempt is lucing niade by tile op.I)Oition to meet tile situation on tile
basis of fact. They are basing their entire case oi sentiment and prejudice.
They can not meet the issue oi the basis of fact.
Tie claim is being inade that the banana is a wonderful fruit and that it would

be detrimental to the American people to place a duty on it. This contention is
not borne out by the facts. Numerous medical authorities have expressed doul)t
as to the health value of bananas and many of them have emphasized that
bananas are fit for consumption only when fully ripe.

Even tile publicity used in connection with bananas almost invaribly modifies
the claim that the banana is a valuable food by adding the words "when fully
ripe." Apparently, these qualifications are made to prevent possible criticism.
By fully ripe is meant when the bananas are showing brown spots on tile skin.
Few people wait until they reach this stage. This means that practically all tile
banana are eaten before they reach the proper stage for consumption.

The following statements are taken from a health course recently published by
Dr. Dwight I. Roush of the Roush Sanitarium, Springfield, Ohio:

"T he banana, unlike other fruits, should be used very sparingly, if usedatall. In
the tropics where it ripeus on tile plant, it is a wholesome food. But to be used in
this country, it nust be cut very green before tile tannic acid returns to tile plant.
This fact, together witl its unnatural ripening, renders our banana unwholesome
as a food. At its best, it contains less than half of the mineral elements and
vitamins of the strawberry.

"If eaten at all, the entire meal should be made of bananas, for they do not
combine well with any other food. When eaten, they should be so ripe that they
are brown, or speckled with brown, and yet solid. They should never be eaten
between meals.

"The banana is one food that can not be recommended for this purpose. It
contains too much starch and sugar, and these are of inferior quality."

Some authorities are reluctant to recommend bananas to children. Bananas
have a constipating effect on some people and a laxative effect on others. Bana-
nas contain relatively small quantities of fruit juice. They are not particularly
good sources of vitamins. They are rated as a "good" source of vitamin C only
and this vitamin is one of the most common of the vitamins. Some of our
Americp,n fruits are richer in all three of vitamins A, B, and C than fresh bananas,
and many are richer in vitamins A and B.

THE BANANA AS A FOOD

The advertising and publicity used in connection with bananas have also given
the impression to American people that the banana is a valuable and a cheap
food. The facts do not bear out this contention. It is true that bananas quoted
at 25 to 35 cents per dozen or 8 to 10 cents per pound sound cheap, but a compari-
son of values shows otherwise. Our people have been led to think they are getting
a good and a cheap food in the banana, but they are not.

In the first place, the large wastage in bananas must be taken into account.
The skills constitute 35 per cent of the weight. No American fruit shows such
large wastage. Lemons show 30 per cent; oranges, 27 per cent; apples 25 per
cent; and other American fruits less.

I
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In comparing foods, the basis most commonly used is calorie value. Other

factors imust be considered, especially in comparing fruits. As already indicated,
such a comparison shows American fruits to be superior. The accompanying
table shows the number of calories which can be purchased for 5 cents in bananas
and in a. large number of common American foods. The prices used were obtained
from the reports of the Bureau of Labor Statistics in so far as these were available.
Prices for the remaining commodities were obtained from the Superintendent of
Center Market, Washington, D. C. The analyses are based on the figures in
Chenistry of Foods and Nutrition, by 11. C. Sherman, 1928.

TABLE 1. Calories purchasable for 5 cents in bananas and in common American
foods

Retail Calories Calories
Product (as purchased) price Per In I purchas-

pounid pound able for
(cents) 5 cents

Bananas .................................................................. 1 8.3 290 175
Bread, white . .............................................. 0.0 1,1b2 657
Flour, wheat ............................................................. 5.1 1,640 1,608
Cornmeal ................................................. 5.3 1,620 1,529
Ilolled oats ............................................ 8.9 1,880 1,039
Rtie .................................................................... . 9. 9 1,591 804
Milk, wholo .............................................................. 7.1: 314 221
Butter .................................................................... 0.3 3,491 295
Lard .................................................................. 18.7 4,080 1,491
Suar .................................................................. 6.7 1,815 I 1,355
Potatoes, white ........................................................... 2.2 302- 687
Potatoes, sweet ........................................................... 8.3 447 269
Onions .......................................................... 7. 1 199 140

cabbage ............................................................... 4.7 121 129
Beanse ............dri.d............................................... 12.8 1,265 611
ABiples . .............................................................. 7. 5 214 142
C berries ................................................................. 0.0 337 169
G ra ..s .................................................................. 8.3 328 198
Pears ............................................................... .. 10.0 256 128
Prunes, fresh ............................................................ . 10.0 335 lm
Prunes, dried .............................................. 14 1 1.160 412
Raisins ................................................... 11:8 1,407 596

This table shows that only 175 calories can be purchased in bananas for 5
cents. Several times this quantity can be purchased in flour, cornmeal, oatmeal,
lard, sugar, etc. A number of fruits will furnish caloric value cheaper than
bananas and all of them are practically as cheap from the standpoint of calorie
value.

With energy and heat values being purchasable in many American foods at
lower cost than in bananas, and with various fruits and vegetables offering
greater values from a health standpoint, there is no foundation for the theory
that bananas are a cheap food. People who need to economize can purchase
their food much more cheaply in other products if they desire. People who seek
health should use American fruits. The bananas is a plain ordinary carbohy-
drate food. It has a pleasant taste to many people, but from the standpoint of
food value, it is in about the same class as the potato. It is a fat producing and
a heat producing product. Carbohydrates are the most common food nutrient,
and as a people we are now consuming more carbohydrates in proportion to other
food nutrients than we should for our best health.

The placing of a duty on bananas would not be a detriment to our people from
any standpoint. A duty would encourage greater consumption of American
foods and fruits and this would be an advantage to the people from the stand-
point of both health and economy.

BANANAS ARE DIRECTLY COMPETITIVE WITH OTIIER FRUITS

The claim is being made that bananas do not compete with American fruits,
that when people want bananas they do not want other fruits, and that the
use of bananas does not decrease the use of American fr.its. This contention
also is not borne out by the facts.

In recent years, much stress has been placed by medical authorities and dieti-
cians on the vitamin value of foods. Fruits are regarded as particularly valuable
from this standpoint and also because of their fruit juices and their effect inL 3310-29--voL 10, SCIJED 10 -1O
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creating an alkaline reserve in the body. The advertising and publicity used
in connection with bananas have emphasized the banana as a fruit and have
given the impression that the banana is a superior fruit. As an example, many
of the banana cars carry the phrase "Bananas, the food fruit" in bold letters.

Such methods of advertising and publicity have caused many people to regard
the banana as a valuable fruit and to believe that it takes the place of other
fruits. Most people feel that they ought to eat some fruit every (lay. When
they eat bananas, they feel this need has been supplied, and they decrease the
consumption of American fruits in corresponding quantities.

When people eat bananas for breakfast, they (1o not cat other fruits. When
they eat bananas for dessert, they (to not cat strawberries, oranges, cherries,
raspberries, or apple pie. When a mother gives her child a banana during its
play, she does not give it a peach or all apple.

People are not eating more than they formerly (lid, according to the dieticians.
In fact, they are eating less; especially is this true of women. The lumall
stomach holds about a quart. When it is partly filled by bananas, this space
will not be filled by other foods or fruits.

As already stated, the imports of bananas in 1898 were about 12,690,000
bunches, and in 1928, 62,298,000 bunches. Tihus, the imports of bananas have
Increased about 500 per cent in the last 30 years. In that same time, our popu.
lation increased only about 60 per cent.. *There can be no question but that
other foods and fruits are being displaced by bananas.

Bananas are displayed for sale everywhere. In the fruit stands and stores
they are offered to the public directly in competition with American fruits.
Every time a consumer buys fruit, the question arises as to whether he shall
ouv bananas or American fruits.

A study of fruit consumption as a whole, including bananas, shows that people
are eating about the same quantities of fruit per capita as they consumed 30
years ago. Since bananas have shown a decided increase in consumption during
that time, it is quite evident that this increase has taken place at the expense of
American fruits.

THE QUESTION OF TARIFF POLICY

Tihe opponents to this duty raise the question of tariff policy. They claim it
is against our tariff principles to place a duty on a product not grown in the
United States. The argument does not fully apply to bananas, for we do grow
considerable of them in our territory. We produce them in Florida, Porte
Rico, Virgin Islands, Canal Zone, Hawaii, and the Philippines. According to a
bulletin of the Hawaii Experiment Station, there are large possibilities for
expansion of the industry in Hawaii. About 250,000 bunches are being shipped
per year now from tlawaii to the United States.

Under the circumstances, we feel it is appropriate to advance the argument
that a duty should be applied to encourage aid protect the -nfant industry in
these places, which argument has frequently been used by industry. A tariff
on bananas would undoubtedly encourage production in our possessions. As
between the two, we take the position that it is far better national policy to
encourage the production of bananas in our territory by means of a tariff than
to encourage it in foreign countries by absence of a tariff. Labor and production
standards are higher in our own possessions than in the foreign banana producing
countries and American growers would not be damaged by this production to the
same extent as they are now being damaged by the banana imports.

The opponents to a tariff on bananas incorrectly assume that it is our tariff
policy to admit free of duty products we (1o not produce. We have tariffs on
numerous products we (1o not produce in the United States. Among these are
spices, silk and silk products, cork andi cork bark, Brazil nuts, coconuts, coconut
oil, vanilla, cacao butter, chocolate, and many other articles. We produce
pineapples in only limited quartitics on the mainland of the United States and
yet we have a liberal tariff on them. We grow lemons, dates, and several other
products in only limited sections of the country and yet we have tariffs on them.
We grow only about one-sixth of our sugar needs, but we have had a tariff on
sugar for many years and are now about to increase the same.

On the other hand, we are allowing some products to enter the country free
of duty which we produce in large quantities. Among these are petroleum and
petroleum products, gold, silver, coal, and other commodities. We have no
consistent tariff policy in regard to these matters, and we shall not be creating
any new precedents or violating any established ones by placing a tariff on
bananas. A tariff is needed on this product for the welfare of an important

I
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American industry and this is the principle that the committee should bear in
mind in considering this matter.

THE QUESTION OF SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS

We believe that an important principle is involved in this connection from the
standpoint of the national argicultural policy we are now trying to develop.
In a general sense, all food products are competitive with each other, for they
all supply food nutrients. These consist of protelds, carbohydrates, fats,
minerals ind calorie value. Appetite is simply the result of a demand of the
body for food nutrients and calorie value. Taste may influence the selection
of foods, but the body is not greatly concerned over vhat foods furnish these
nutrients. The Ilody requires rather definite amounts of nutrients and caloric
value very day, and it makes no difference what foods supply them.

In a larger sense, agricultural products are competitive from the standpoint
of acreage displacement. Any foreign product which comes into the country
displaces a certain acreage of American products or forces the production of that
acreage onto the world market. For the proper protection of American agricul-
ture, there must be a duty on such products no matter whether they are produced
in this country or not. 'Unless Congress takes this principle into account in the
new tariff law and places appropriate duties on substitute agricultural products,
the door will be left wide open for breaking down any agricultural program we
miay attempt to develop. If we are to develop a workable agricultural program
in this country, we must not allow substitute products to come into the country
free of dut'.

In the ;ast few years many substitute products have been developed. The
banana imports have grown almost entirely in the last 30 years. Copra or
(oconut oil has developed since we l)laced a duty on soybean oil a few years ago.
The publications ol the Department of Agriculture show that there are numerous
plants in foreign countries from which products can be obtained for American
consumption. Rapid advanA'mnents are being made in the handling and pro-
cessing of such products.

Investments of capial in foreign countries are increasing rapidly. Before
the war, $1,000,000,000 of American money was invested in Latin Aierica. At
the close of 1928, there were $5,500,000,000 invested. This capital is develop-
hig the resources as ral)idly as possible and these resources are largely agricul-
tural in character. Every effort is made to bring them into the United States
under the best tariff rates possible. If we follow the principle that there should
be L duty only on products we produce in quantity, then there will he a mad
scraimble for the production of pLroducts we do not l)roduce in quantities in this
cmuntrv. The result will be a breakdown of any agricultural program we may
work out.

For the proper protection of agriculture, duties must be placed on bananas and
all other substitute agricultural products, because all such products compete
directly with the American products on the basis of food nutrients and acreage
displacement.

TRADE RELATIONS WITH THE BANANA PRODUCING COUNTRIES

The nature of our trade with the banana producing countries has a relation to
this matter. The export and import trade of the United States with these
countries during 1925, 1926, and 1927 are shown in Table 2. These figures show
that the imports as a whole exceed our exports to these countries by large margins.
It is evident that even if a tariff on bananas should tend to retard shipments
somewhat, there could be no material damaging effect on our export trade with
these countries. In fact, the banana imports could be greatly reduced without
hampering trade relations. No such trade reductions are asked by American
fruit growers; they simply ask that a tariff be placed on bananas in order to give
them a fair competitive opportunity.

If the imports of bananas were compensated for by increased shipments of
American fruits to the banana-producing countries, no serious concern would be
felt. In 1925, 1926, and 1927, the total exports of all American fruits to the
banana-producing countries averaged about $2,700,000 in value. This is a very
small amount. The exports of American fruits to the banana-producing countries
is less than one-tentl the value of the imports of bananas from those countries,
and in addition other fruits are also imported.

It is thus clear that the increased export trade with the banana-producing
countries made possible by the banana imports is not proving an advantage to
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the fruit growers of America. The banana imports are damaging the fruit
growers of America by increasing the supplies of fruit in this country and de-
pressing prices in consequence. On the other hand, the benefits from the in-
creased export trade are going to other groups in this country or to foreign
countries.

TABLE 2.-Trade in fruits with banana-producing countries

1925 1926 1927

Country Eports it Imports to Exports' Inports to Exports I ports to
frol I Itedl United from United' united ontite I iled

I States States States States States :tates

Mexico ........ .. .:140R60,0W $178,K35,O0 $131, 059, 000 $169,300,000 $105,928,000 $137,815,000
Britisi Itonduras ....... 2.151,000 2,831,000 2,364,000 2,848,000 2,0., 000 3,749,000
Costa Rica.......... 0.738,000 4,702,000 6,264, 000 7,0i2,000 7,241,000 6,035,000
Guatemala ............ 9299.000 i 11. 338, 000 10,95A000 14,491,000 10, 0,000 10,179,0 0
Honduras ..............1 11,481,0001 8,719,000 7,428,000 8,720,000 8.392,000 9.311,000
Nicaragua ............. 7,328,00 0,188,000 0.1:,9,000 5,97,000 0,874,000 4,227,000
Panama .............. 283,23000 , 131, 000 1 31,704,000 5,549,000 33.816.000 5.381,000
Btritish West Indies ...... 2, 942, 000 18.%4,000 1 23,855,000 2-2.41S.000 25,449,000 22,|17.000
Cuba ........ 19' 513,000 261.673,000 156450,000 250, 000, 000 151, 127,000 2.7,6, 7A. 000
Dominican 1epubiic::.. 17,395.000 7,58 ,000 1 00 8,131,00 18.327,000 11,050,000
Colombia..... ... 40470.0001 63,371). OW 48,495,000 00,732,000 48,058,00)0 87,%03.000
Venezuela............ 24,987,000 19.M,000 39,500,000 23.316,000 34,537,000 28,598,000

Total ............. .502, IS7,000 1589, 592, 000 478,387,000 608,C49,000 452,335,000 &83,00,000
S I I

ACREAGE DISPLACEMENTS OF AMERICAN PRODUCTS BY BANANAS

In view of the importance of the surplus problem in developing a solution of
the agricultural probleli in the United States, it is pertinent to consider the
banana importations from the standpoint of acreage displacements of important
American crops.

Probably the most logical basis for such comparison is the caloric basis. The
accompanying table gives such a comparison. Tise average yields for apples,
pears, and grapes are based on the 5-year average for 1923-1927. The figures of
the other crops are based on the average yield of 1927. All figures are based on
the reports of the United States Department of Agriculture. The figures for
bananas are based on the average weight of 4.27 pounds per dozen (Phillips, The
Banana, p. 114) and 100 bananas per bunch. The caloric values are based on
Bulletin 28 of the Office of Experiment Stations.

TABLE-3. Acreage displacements of American crops by bananas

Acres
Yield Calories displacedby ba-
per acre per acre nana im.

ports

Apples:. 1Total crop ......................................................... 71.0 - 969,980 071,000

Commercial crop .......................................... ...... 150.0 I 1,343,00 454,000
Pears .................................................................. 12.0 1,965,000 331,000
Grapes ................................................................. 6.019 3,03,730 215,000
Potatoes ............................................................... 111.4 2,133',420 305,000
Tomatoes ............................................................... 120.5 71,460 8,55000
Sweet potatoes ......................................................... 93.5 2,322,640 280,000
Corn .................................................................. 28.2 2542,512 250,000
Wheat ................................................................ 13.9 1,497,450 435,000
Oats .................................................................. 1 28.3 1,675,000 389, 00

PROMISE OF EXPANSION

As already stated, the banana industry has developed largely in the last
30 years and the imports have increased 8 to 10 per cent on the average in recent
years. The investments of capital in tropical American countries have been
growing with great rapidity. Increasing acreages have been reported from Ja-
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maica, Mexico and several Central American countries. Consular reports from
various countries mention the excellent opportunities for growing fruits of all
kinds, including bananas, for exportation to the United States.

The reports of the banana-producing corporations show that these companies
have very large acreages of unimproved land and that this is being developed
rapidly. There is every indication that the banana imports will increase rapidly
under present tariff conditions.

COSTS AND PRODUCTION CONDITIONS FOR BANANAS

We have been unable to obtain definite data in regard to the costs of producing
bananas. Apparently, the land is quite cheap. The rep ort of the United Fruit
Co. for 1926 shows that this company valued its undeveloped land at $9.54
per acre.

The land for bananas is not cleared in advance of planting as in the case of
American fruits. The undergrowth of the tropical jungle is cut down but is
left on the ground. Lining and staking then take place and the rhizones or
rootstocks are set in the soil. After the crop is planted, the trees are felled but
are not removed. The tropical climate causes the logs to rot in a couple of
years. Until the bananas reach some size, the weed growth is cut by hand
labor, but the shade of the growth soon discourages weeds and undergrowth.
After the Jogs rot, the areas are cultivated with tractors and disks. The chief
item of expense is the development of sanitary conditions. These expenses
compare with the building of American cities, railroads, terminal facilities
hospitals, drainage systems, etc. They should not be charged to the cost of
banana growing any more than the building of a city in the United States should
be charged to the cost of business operation.

Bananas come into bearing in about a year and continue to bear for about
10 ycars. A stalk bears one bunch of bananas, then it is cut down at the base.
Sprouts from the roots develop new stalks. The banana plants require no
fertilizing in most cases. Except in a few localities, no irrigation is employed.
The banana is comparatively free from insects and disease, and little or no money
s spent, as in the United States, on expensive spraying methods. Bananas are
very productive. The production varies irom 125 to 150 bunches per acre in
Central America and from 200 to 250 bunches in Jamaica. A bunch weighs a
little more than a bushel of apples, peaches or pears, on the average, and there-
fore the bushel production in the United States Is a fair basis of comparison.
American orchards on the average bear fewer bushels to the acre than there are
bunches of bananas produced per acre in the tropics.

In growing bananas, the peon labor of the tropics is employed. This labor
is extremely low grade. The peons go about with little clothing and live in small
huts without windows, screens, or floors. The labor is usually obtained by the
producing companies on a contract basis through local contractors.

The import value of bananas has ranged from about 30 to 50 cents per bunch
in different years. According to our understanding, the bananas are often
purchased from independent growers in the tropics at lower figures than this.

COST OF FRUIT PRODUCTION IN TrE UNITED STATES

The costs of production in the United States constitute a decided contrast
to the costs involved in producing bananas. The land must be cleared in advance
of planting. It takes from 8 to 12 years for apples to reach bearing; 3 to 5 years
for plums and peaches; 3 years for grapes; 2 years for strawberries; 2 years for
cane and bush fruits; 6 to 8 years for pears, etc. Operating expenses are heavy.
Most orchards must be fertilized. Irrigation is necessary in western sections.
Pruning is an annual and expensive task in all tree, bush cane and fruit planta-
tions, and expensive equipment is necessary in the handling of the products.
Storage and processing are necessary for some of the American fruits.

According to a survey reported in Minnesota Experiment Station Bulletin
207, the cost of bringing an apple orchard into bearing ranges from about $500 to
$1,925 per acre in the different sections of the country.

A survey of the peach industry made cooperatively by the Department of
Agriculture and various state institutions shows that it costs from $140 to $333
to bring peaches to 3 years of age. The costs involved during the bearing life
of peaches varies from $1,200 to $2,200 per acre in the different states.
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The costs of producing apples in various states summarized in the following
table are taken from authoritative sources:

TABLE 4.-Costs of producing apples

Num.
Yeirs in ber of Average Cost of
which or- yieol per! productionSection yi9wrecad

'Isleo were chards C' er ountosecure ill- acro per unit
volved

Bushels
Frederick County, Va ........................................ 1916-192.0 48 132 $0.96
Niagara County, N. Y.:

Dunkirk soils ............................................ 1922-1920 75 141 .69
Clyde soils ............................................... 1922-1926 54 t9 .71

Wenatchee district, Wash .................................... 1925 ........ 1345 1.468
Minnesota ................................................... 1016-1920 04 1.50 .84
West Virginia ................................................ 1910-1912 ........ 121 .42
New York ................................................... 1910-1015 ........ 252 .47
Payette Valley, Idaho ........................................ 1910-1914 ........ 337 .71
Wenatchee Valley, Wash .................................... 1909-t1914 593 .79
Yakinia Valley, Wash ........................................ 1910-1914 432 .80
Western Colorado ............................................ 110-1914 ........ 24 .84
Hood River, Oreg ............................................ 1910-1914 ........ 2 1.02

Boxes

COMPARISON OF COSTS

As already stated, bananas are valued at 30 to 50 cents per bunch. This is
the value at the place of shipment, according to our understanding. A bunch
of bananas and a bushel of American fruits weigh practically the same. As
shown in Table 4 the average cost of producing apples in the United States has
ranged from about 70 cents to $1.50 per bushel in recent years. These prices
represent the cost at the orchard and not in the markets. The cost of handling
and transporting American fruits is o1 the average considerable higher than the
cost of handling and transporting bananas to American ports.

According to reports of the Department of Commerce, the banana imports in
1927 were valued at 1.1 cents per pound as compared with an average of 8 cents
for all other imported fruits. in all probability the bananas did not cost over
2 cents per pound delivered to tile markets. Our own fruit exports averaged
6 cents per pound at our ports. Thus, the bananas were probably delivered to
our large markets at about one-third tile price our fruit could be placed there.
These figures show the margin of difference under which the banana-producing
companies are able to operate in conpetitioni with American fruit growers. It
is to be expected that they will handle this margin to protect the banana interests.

Tihus, the difference in costs of placing American fruits and bananas on our
eastern markets is about 4 cents per pound. We ask that the committee place
4 duty of 1j cents per pound on bananas as imported. This will amount to
about 75 cents per bunch. This duty will not equalize the differences in the
costs of placing bananas and Amneiican fruits o1 our markets, but it will, never-
theless, be a decided help to American fruit growers. The amount of the duty
we are asking compares very favorably with the duties which now exist or are
being asked on other fruits.

BANANAS ATTACKED BY MEDITERRANEAN FRUIT FLY

In recent.nlonths, we have heard a great deal about tile Mediterranean fruit
fly in Florida. No one knows how the fruit fly entered the Utited States. We
raise the question as to whether it may have entered in bananas. Tile banana
is one of about 80 plants that are attacked by the fruit fly. Our imports
of fruits are mainly bananas. In fact, our other fruit imports are small in
comparison. We import about 26 per cent of our bananas from Jamaica, and
that island is infested with the fruit fly. Time fly is said not to attack bananas
until they begin to ripen, but I have watched the unloading of bananas at New
Orleans, our largest receiving port, and many ripe bananas are present in the
bunches when they are unloaded. Even if no ripe bananas come into this country,
the chances are excellent that some of the insects could be secreted ill the green
bunches, the same as the spider tarantula is often secreted. Such insects, ar-
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riving in a climate like that of Florida, Louisiana, or Texas, would quickly
multiply.

With this situation in mind, we take the view that bananas should not only
be placed under a duty, but that their Importation should be positively barrel
from Jamaica, the Bermuda Islands, and other places infested with the fly.

Down in Florida our officials are taking no chances in their campaign to elim-
inate the fly. If there is any chance of a tree or a plant being a source of infesta-
tion, it comes out. This is the attitude the whole country is taking in this matter,
and it is the spirit in which Congress appropriated four and a quarter million
dollars to fight the fly. It is altogether inconsistent for us to impose such exacting
conditions on our people in this country and then take such a big chance in
allowing the fly to enter with the huge quantities of duty free bananas from
Jamaica and other fly-infested countries.

A TARIFF ON BANANAS WILL WORK

In recent years there has been a great (heal of discussion of the practicability
of applying the tariff to agricultural products in the same way as applied to
industrial products. I think it is generally recognized that the tariff will not
work, as now applied, on products of which we produce a surplus. That is why
some of our agricultural organizations have proposed the equalization fee and
the debenture plan, and I presume it is the reason that the Senate favored the
debenture idea in connection with the farm bill.

However, in the fruit industry we have a case in which a tariff can be made
to work in the manner we have been applying it. The banana constitutes our
surplus problem in the American fruit industry, as shown. Ninety-two and a
half per cent of our imported fruits are bananas. The banana imports alone
exceed our total exports of all fresh, dried, and canned fruits by over 1,000,000,000
pounds a year.

Therefore, if we apply a tariff to bananas and bring this product under our
protective tariff system; we shall be giving American growers needed protection
against the commodity which is chiefly responsible for their difficulties. Such
a tariff would protect American growers against the low-grade peon labor and
the cheap production conditions of the Tropics and give them a fair competitive
opportunity.

Without a duty on bananas, the economic problems of the fruit industry can
not be materially improved, in our opinion. Neither will it be possible to give
material relief to the fruit industry by means of the farm bill or in any other way
if bananas continue to come into the country duty free.

IN LINE WITH POLITICAL PROMISES

We believe our request for a tariff on bananas is in line with the principles of
both major parties in the recent campaign. The Democratic Party repeatedly
stated that the principles of the tariff should be applied to American agriculture.
Various Republican leaders agreed that the tariff should be made effective for
agriculture. President Hoover gave special attention to the subject in his
speeches. In his acceptance speech lie made the following statements:

"An adequate tariff is the foundation of farm relief. Foreign products raised
under lower standards of living are to-day competing in our home markets. I
would use my office to give the farmer the full benefit of our historic tariff policy."

At St. Louis he made time following statements:
"Many factors enter into a solution of this whole problem. One is by the

tariff to reserve to the farmer the American market; to safeguard him front the
competition of imports of farm products from countries of lower standards of
living.

"Adequate tariff is essential if we would assure relief to the farm. Time first
and most complete necessity is that the Amneri an farmer have the American
market. That can be assured to him only through the protective tariff."

There is nothing in President Hoover's statements which indicates that he is
opposed to a tariff on bananas and other substitute products. We do not see
how his statements can be interpreted otherwise than as being broad enough to
include products like bananas. There can be no question of their coming from
countries of lower living standards, and there can also be no question of their
competition with American foods and fruits on the basis of food nutrients and
acreage displacement. Thus, they fulfill time two requirements named by the
President, and we therefore believe Congress is justified in bringing bananas
under the protective tariff system.

I
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CONCLUSIONS

We feel that a duty of 1y cents per pound on bananas is justified for the fol.
lowing reasons:
1. A duty on bananas is necessary to place the American fruit industry in a
position of economic equality with other industries in this country and to protect
American growers against the low-grade peon labor and cheap production con-
ditions of the Tropics.

Fresh bananas are the only fruit in existence which are allowed to enter the
country duty free. All other fruits and fruit products, including dried bananas
and banana flour, pay duty.

The banana imports constitute 92% per cent of our fruit imports and exceed
our total fruit exports by over 1,000,000,000 pounds a year. The banana imports
exceed our car-lot shipments of each leading American fruit. They equal 29 per
cent of our car-lot shipments of all fresh and dried fruits. These conditions are
forcing American growers to export steadily increasing quantities of fruits.

The money raised by a duty on bananas will reduce Federal taxation. Since
most Federal taxes are raised through the Income tax, city people will reap the
benefits from any taxation decrease which may take place.

A duty on bananas will increase the buying power of the fruit industry, and
industry and business will benefit by the same. A duty on bananas will improve
conditions among American fruit growers and enable them to increase their
efficiency. Thus, they will be able to create more wealth, and this will be of
benefit to the entire country.

The banana is not a cheap or a valuable food or fruit. Food nutrients and
calorie value can be purchased much cheaper in many American foods; even
some fruits will furnish calorie value cheaper than bananas. In addition,
American fruits as a class are far superior to bananas from the standpoint of
vitamins, fruit juices, and general effect on health. The banana is a questionable
source of food in the opinion of many medical authorities, especially in the con-
dition in which most bananas are consumed in this country. Congress will
benefit the American people both in health and pocketbook by placing a tariff
on bananas, and at the same time an important American industry will be given
the benefits of our protective tariff system.

REPRESENTATION OF THE NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL

New York State Horticultural Society.
New York State Farm Bureau Federation.
New York State Vegetable Growers Association.
South Shore Cooperative Association, Alver Creek, N. Y.
State Vorticultural Association of Pennsylvania.
Erie C -: ty Agricultural Extension Association North Girard, Pa.
Erie C ),.aty Horticultural Association, North dirard, Pa.
Keystoae Cooperative Grape Association, North East, Pa.
New Jersey State Horticultural Society.
Peninsula Horticultural Society (of Delaware, Maryland, and Virgi]
"Virginia State Horticultural Society.
Georgia Peach Growers Exchange,
Tennessee State Horticultural Society.
Kentucky State Horticultural Society.
Iowa State Horticultural Society.
Ohio State Horticultural Society.
Indiana State Horticultural Society.
Indiana Fruit Growers, (Inc.).
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society.
Illinois State Horticultural Society.
Illinois Fruit Growers Exchange.
Peoria Market Gardeners and Fruit Growers Association, Peoria, II
Anna Growers Association, Anna, Ill.
Missouri State Horticultural Society.
Nebraska State Horticultural Society.
Louisiana Farm Bureau Truck Growers Association.
Delta Potato Growers Association, Delta, Colo.
Idaho State Horticultural Society.
Pacific Coast Horticultural Tariff Conference.
California Pear Growers' Association.
Jackson County Fruit Growers Association, Medford, Orw.

dia).

1.
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Apple Growers Association, Hood River, Oreg.
Hood River Traffic Association, Hood River, Oreg.
Washington State Horticultural Society.
Yakima Fruit Growers Association.
Yakima Valley Traffic and Credit Association.
Washington Berry Growers Association.
Wenatehece-Okanagan Cooperative Federation.
Skookuni Packers Association.
Peshastin Fruit Growers Association.
Cashmere Grange No. 380, Cashmere, Wash.
Beacon Hill Grange No. 389, Wenatehee, Wash.
Chelan County Pomona Grange, Chelan, Wash.
Individual grower members in various States.

Respectfully submitted.
NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL COUNCIL,

By CHARLES E. DURST, Secretary.

BRIEF OF HENRY M. DUNLAP, SAVOY, ILL., REPRESENTING ILLI-
NOIS STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND THE ILLINOIS
COMMERCIAL APPLE GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

Hon. REED SMOOT, Chairman Senate Finance Committee.
MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE: The fruit growers of Illinois

whom I have been appointed to represent, are deeply concerned in what is taking
place in Washington with reference to tariff charges'on imported products affect-
ing their interests. While tariffs imposed on all products affecting grains, live-
stock, etc., are of great interest to the farmer and greatly concern the future of
agriculture in the United States and must be carefully considered, we as fruit
growers in Illinois call not help but-feel that those matters affecting horticulture
may be overlooked.

While we heartily agree that an adequate protective tariff should be imposed
on citrons and all other semitropical fruits, we are especially concerned in theimposition of a tariff on the banana. The banana probably will never be pro-
duced in this country successfully, and a so-called protective tariff would not
increase its production here; it probably has no just claim as an "infant industry"
demanding protection.* As fruit growers of the Middle West and especially those of Illinois, for whom
we are authroized to speak, we are asking that a tariff of 2 cents per pound be
levied on all bananas nnported into this country. Bananas now admitted free
come directly into competition with apples and other fruits. Grown by the
cheapest labor in the world, by persons wearing neither pants, shirts, coats,
shoes, nor headgear and living upon the cheapest foods of the Tropics, the product
of their labor comes into direct competition with our fruit in the markets of this
country which have been built up by a tariff on manufactured products which
the fruit growers and farmers have had to buy.

Without pavitg a cent toward the expense of Government or in any way con-
tributing to our national defense, this product, the banana, has come into this
country free of duty; had the advantage of the best markets in the world, and has
displaced, I)y the 'enormous amount of its importation, just that amount ofAmerican-grown fruit to the great disadvantage of the fruit-growing interests
of this country.

It is a self-evident fact that when one is eating a banana he is not eating an
apple or an orange. That if his system is filled upon the banana and his appetite
satisfied he has no room for other fruits.

The writer can well remember when the banana was unknown in this country,
and it was not until lie was a grown man that he ate his first banana. Since
then the banana has increased in the markets from a small beginning until filially
it has come under the supervision and domination of unlimited capital and the
banana at present is coming close to domination of the fruit markets.

According to the'United States Government statistics, in 1927, the commercial
movement of all fruits in the United States amounted to 375,409 cars, while
that same year 135,576 cars of bananas were imported into the United States
duty free. In 1918 there were imported into the United States 71, 65 carloads
of bananas, while in 1928, 10 years later, the importations had increased to
142,883 cars. The banana in 1'927 equaled 36 per cent of the American fruit
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production. In 1928 the importation of bananas equaled the commercial pro.
auction of apples in this country.

According to medical authorities, the banana when ripe, and that is when the
skin is black, is a wholesome food, but as commonly eaten, when skin is yellow,
it is more or less indigestible. It is in no wise better as a food than the apple or
the orange, while both the apple and orange possess other properties not possessed
by the banana that are much more health conserving.

A great deal of propaganda has been given out, the origin of which can be
traced to those interested in the free importation of the banana, that to impose
a duty on the banana is to tax the "poor man's food." Nothing has been said
about the poor fruit grower who is being put out of business by the free importa-
tion of bananas sold in competition with the fruit for which" he has paid high-
priced labor and bought costly chemicals and fertilizers to produce.

When it comes to a tariff on manufactured articles, or even on sugar, may I
ask this committee if there is any great amount of consideration given the con.
sumer. On a banana tariff the question hinges on whether this committee is
giving the United Fruit Co., which practically controls the growing, transporta-
tion, distribution, and sale of the banana grown by the cheapest labor in the
world the entree to our markets when they can be sold just enough lower than
native fruit, free of any duty, or contribution to the expense of maintaining our
Government, or whether it is going to give the fruit growers of our Nation pro-
tection to which they are entitled by the imposition of a tariff duty on bananas.

The fruit growers of the Middle West have lost money during the past eight
years, taken as a whole, and we attribute this to the increased importation and
consequent competition of bananas during that period and the increased cost of
what the fruit grower has had to buy; to the high cost of labor and to the in.
creased number of insects and fruit diseases with which he has had to contend.

The manufacturer has his articles of manufacture protected against cheap
foreign labor and sells his surplus in foreign markets at a lowered price.
t The railroads are protected by high rates of transportation both in passenger
and freight tariffs and were never so prosperous as now, and, if I may say it,
largely at the expense of the farmers and fruit growers. I could cite you to
numerous instances where the freight rates on fruits have been two-thirds the cost
of the product to the consumer, in some instances the freights are prohibitive.

Labor has its protection in restricted Immigration.. The price of skilled labor
now and the most of common labor is above what it cost during the World War.

We trust your committee will find it possible to do something at this time that
will put fruit growing in Illinois, and the whole country as well on a permanent
basis of propriety. We sincerely believe that a tariff of 2 cents per pound on
bananas will be of more benefit to apple growers than any other tariff duty that
could be imposed.

We are asking you to act favorably upon this modest request from the fruit
growers of Illinois, and believe, if granted, that it will benefit all growers of fruit
in the United States.

Respectfully submitted. HENRY M. DUNLAP,

Chairman Legislative Committee Illinois State Horticultural Society,
Illinois Commercial Apple Growers' Association.

THE AMERICAN FRUIT GROWER V. THE BANANA

By J. E. Bergtholdt

Bananas, admitted duty free, and imported in larger volume than our domestic
apple movement, are putting more fresh fruit growers on the rocks than any
other competitive factor.

In 1918 there were imported 71,665 carloads of bananas; in 1928, 142,883 cars-
an increase of 100 per cent within the 10-year period.

In 1927 the commercial movement of apples, oranges, grapefruit, lemons,
peaches, pears, grapes, cherries, plums, and strawberries totaled 375,409 cars,
while there were imported duty free 135,570 cars of bananas. Or, in other words,
the banana importation for 1927 equaled 36 per cent of the American fruit
production and equaled 26 per cent of the entire American fresh-fruit consumption.

- The progressive encroachment of the banana upon domestic fruit production
Is limited only by the capacity of the American consumer to eat bananas, and to
the degree that the banana consumption progressively increases, to that same de-
gree the American fruit grower is submerged and effaced In bankruptcy.
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The potential increase of banana production in the Tropics is limited only by

the ability of the world to consume bananas, it being reported that but 25 per
cent of the acreage that can produce bananas is now employed in their production.

Every annual increase of banana importations accomplishes the bankruptcy
of thousands of American fruit growers, aside from the economic loss to the com-
inunitics where they reside and operate.

This result is inevitable under the present free importation and low cost of
bananas.

The banana is a staple food and wholesome, but no more so than the apple,
the peach, the pear, the orange, the grape, and other standard fruit varieties.

The banana is grown by the cheapest labor on the face of the globe and in soil
more fertile and under climatic and cultural conditions more favorable than any
,other commercial fruit.

The banana is the only commercial fruit that is harvested throughout the 12
months' period.

The banana is grown, harvested, and distributed at a lesser per unit cost than
any other fruit, and as a result can be delivered at every jobbing market at from
one-third to one-half the delivered cost of the home-grown fruit product.

The banana trade is principally under the control of the United Fruit Co. and
the organizations that are engaged in the importation and distribution of bananas
in any volume can be counted upon the fingers of your right hand.

While the loss to the American fruit grower in displaced consumption (38 per
cent of the American fresh-fruit production) is enormous by comparison, yet this
is a small factor compared to the total loss imposed on American producers.
For in addition, there results a demoralization and depreciation of values, occa-
sioned by the difference between the cost of American-grown fruit and the cost
of the banana laid down at American tidewater.

The American producer can endure and adjust himself to the displaced con-
sumnption, but he can not endure the demoralization and depreciation of the value
of his product imposed upon him by the banana.

The American fresh-fruit grower at the present moment is in poorer economic
status than any other branch of agriculture. The one big cause is the banana.

On the other hanol, the banana trust is making immense profits by exploiting
American consumption, aided by its control of shipping engaged in the traffic
to and from banana-producing countries-with resulting advantages in trade
and finance.

Covering an 18-year period, the average declared valuation of bananas imported
was 43.7 cents per bunch. The average declared valuation of the 1928 importa-
tion was 55 cents per bunch.

(All the calculations herein made are based on United States Department of
Commerce statistics.)

The cost of transportation from the tropics to American-tidewater is 15 cents
to 25 cents per bunch, or an average of 20 cents making a total cost of 75 cents
per bunch at American tidewater, or $337.50 per car.

The average cost of a carload of fruit on the rails at point of shipment to the
American producer will vary as between one locality and another and one variety
and another but will safely' approximate $800 per car.

The market value of the American product is not determined at point of ship-
meat, but on nearly all perishable fruit is determined at the primary markets of
Now York, Boston, and Philadelphia-mainly New York, which is the recog-
nized clearing house in the determination of fruit values for the United States
and Canada.

The comparative basis of cost therefore between the banana and the home-
grown fruit, must be determined by the cost of these products delivered at New
York.

The cost of a car of bananas at New York for 1928 was $337.50. The average
cost at point of shipment of a car of fruit to the American producer is $800. To
this should be added transportation to New York.

As the majority of fruit consumed on New York market is from points as dis-
tant as Georgia, Florida, California, and the Pacific Northwest, it is safe to cal-
culate that the average cost of transportation of the fruit offered for sale In the
New York market from the various shipping points of the United States is $400
per car, or a total cost to the American fruit producer of $1,200 per car, delivered
at New York.

A depreciation of $100 to $200 per car in the market value of any fruit at New
York immediately and automatically is reflected to a like degree in the value of
that product in every North American market.
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The difference therefore, between the cost of a car of bananas at New York
($337.50) as against the $1,200 per car of the home-grown product, gives to the
banana a stupendous competitive advantage that no producing or marketing
ingenuity cal overcome without legislative assistance. A like advantage exists
throughout every market of the United States, giving to the banana, a strangle-
hold on the American fruit market.

Added to the burdens imposed on American fruit growers, is the fact that the
banana movement is heavy at the very peak of fresh-fruit marketing. During
the 1928 peak movement (July and August) of the Cotton Belt peach; of straw-
berries from the Ozarks and Olito River States; of the cantaloupe, peach, plum, and
Bartlett pear from the Pacific coast -when every market was receiving its greatest
supply of these domestic fruits-there were imported 29,480 carloads of bananas!

During this period the market value of these home-grown products was de.
pendent on a very close balance, and was with great difficulty maintained even
at cost or less than cost of production; in some instances, in fact, at less than cost
of transportation.

You call readily appreciate how tile daily arrival of 400 to 500 carloads of
bananas at American tidewater, particularly when concentrated at the clearing-
house market of New York, would demoralize and enormously depreciate the
value at New York of the American product, entailing a loss upon every carload
of American fruit moving in interstate commerce.

And inasmuch as the same comparison applies to the peak movement of apples,
oranges, and other fruit products, the losses in value of the American production
annually aggregate at least a hundred million dollars.

This unequal competitive advantage of the banana over the American grown
fruit products spells "Waterloo," to the American grower.

The American producer will be tile victim of this situation as long as tile banana
is imported free-a handicap that can not be overcome by any effort to increase
his efficiency in orchard practice, to improve quality and distribution, or to
organize cooperative marketing.

Will we perpetuate this condition that is wrecking the lives and fortunes of
thousands of fruit growers in every horticultural State of the Union, together
with tile economic loss entailed upon tie business, industry and finance of tile
commonwealths where they reside? Will we continue to sacrifice an industry
which represents the very "backbone" of the Nation, to the sole profit and ad-
vantage of these limited organizations engaged in tIle enormously profitable
banana traffic?

The American fruit grower does not oppose tile inportation of the banana and
Is willing to submit to tile loss of displaced consumption that a normal importa-
tion of bananas on an even competitive basis would entail; but the American
fruit grower is entitled to and asks a measure of relief from the present imsurmount-
able competitive advantage held by the banana, that will enable him to maintain
fruit values at least high enough to permit his continued existence.

A duty of 2 cents per pound oil the banana would, in a measure, ameliorate the
present condition and would still leave to the banana the advantage of a cost of
$787.50 per car at New York tidewater as against tile American producers' cost
of $1200-a difference of $412.50.

The cost of the 1928 importation of bananas at Atlantic tidewater wasan approx-
imate 1% cents per pound.

Department of Commerce statistics show an average price to the jobber of
4 to 5 cents per pound, a profit of all approximate 150 per cent-a margin that call
absorb a duty of 2 cents per pound without any or at least very little increased
cost to the consumer.

The Nation has always granted to American industry and organized labor
tariff protection, which the producer has always supported by his ballot.

And the Government now grants to railroads and other pulblic-service corpora-
tions rates triat assure a net income upon investment.

The slogan that "tile banana is tile poor mlan's fruit" insidiously broadcast
and that its cost must not be increased is pure bunk in light of tile fact that tariff
protection to organized labor and organized industry should have increased
(but did not) tile poor man's cost of every industrial product-the clothes he
wears to keep him warm and tile iinumerable industrial appliances that comprise
his household necessities, not to speak of tile net income assured by statute to
the public-service corporation that supplies his transportation, heat and light.

To-day tile fresh-fruit grower, thousands of whom in many States are bankrupt
and tile majority of whom are on the verge of bankruptcy and suffering economic
privation, asks amid is entitled to a measure of tariff protection o1 the banana that
will enable him to survive in tile pursuit of his vocation.
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On account of wide crop diversification and the scattering of production in

many States, the fresh-fruit grower is not prepared to carry on an organized
effort for tariff protection as are other branches of agriculture.

In his plea for protection against the banana, the fruit grower is opposed by
powerful financial factors and by the activity of a powerful aggregation of fruit
jolbbers and commission merchants.

Nevertheless, the plea of the American fruit grower in asking protection from
tile free importation of bananas is based on equity, fair dealing and justice and
on the true and tried American policy of protection to American industry. Our
fruit growers face the greatest crisis of their history. They must not appeal in
vain.

BREAD

[Par. 1623]

STATEMENT OF H. M. AUSMAN, SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.,
REPRESENTING THE BAKERS AND ALLIED INTERESTS OF
NORTHERN NEW YORK

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Senator WATSON. Whom do you represent?
Xr. AUSMAN. The bakers and allied interests of northern New

York.
Senator WATSON. Northern New York?
Mr. AUSMAN. Yes, sir. We have filed a brief in this matter which

went before the subcommittee considering wheat and agricultura
products. That was filed on June 25. This statement is in addi-
tion and supplemental to that. It brings up some new matters, and
I will try not to go over the old matters that were touched upon.

We find no opposition to bread being removed from the free list,
lkit we do find that in some instances it has been characterized as a
loctl situation.

Senator HARRISON. I don't know just what it is-bread from the
free list.

Mr. AUSMAN. Yes; we are trying to have bread removed from the
free list. We are meeting intense Canadian competition, cheaper
prices, cheaper flour, cheaper labor, and what we want is to have bread
as an article of commerce placed upon the same parity as wheat,
flour, and other products.

Senator SHORTRlIDGE. Where is your home town?
Mr. AUSMTAN. Saratoga Springs.
Senator SHOItTRIDGE. That is in northern New York?
Mr. AUSMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. And your industry is in competition-
Mr. AUSMAN. With the Canadian industry.
Senator HARRISON. To a certain extent it is true that there is no

competition except along the border?
Mr. AUSMAN. Yes, sir. But in my brief I mentioned the fact that

bread is now becoming an easily transportable article of commerce.
They are now going down through the border to a depth of 40 and 50
miles, and they will go further just as soon as they can develop profit-
able routes.

I would like to clear up, first, the point of characterizing this as
local.

Senator WATSON. As what?
Mr. AUSMAN. As local.
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Senator HARRISON. Do they sell bread for higher prices in the
United States than they do over there?

Mr. AUSMAN. They sell for a higher wholesale price but not a higher
retail price. The only ones profiting by this are the retail groceries,
who are pushing this Canadian product for the benefit of their own
pockets. No consumer is getting the benfit of the cheap Canadianbread.

The point I want to make about this being local is that it has only
just started. Everything is local at the1 beginning, every movement,
whether it is for good or for evil. This is spreading. We have a
border 3,000 miles long with large cities along the border, and it
would be very easy for Canadian bakers to establish their plants near
the border, with their lower manufacturing costs, particularly their
lower labor costs, which are nearly half of what the wage scale is in
the United States.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Does this brief set out the wage scale?
Mr. AUSMAN. No, sir. This was brought up so suddenly that we

had no chance to file a brief with the Ways and Means Committee of
the House, and we were still working on this when we received a wire
from Mr. Stuart to appear here yesterday.

Senator HARRISON. I noticed in the summary of the Tariff Com-
mission that 68 per cent and more of the importations of bread come
front Sweden.

Mr. AUSMAN. I want to say that the Swedish rye bread manufac-
turers of this country were represented, and that bread, which is an
infinitesimal part of the bread used in this country, was taken off' of
the free list and put upon the same basis as crackers and other prod-
ucts like that.

Senator WATSON. I think you are wrong about that, according to
the House report, paragraph 1623, bread. It is to remain on the free
list provided that no article shall be exempted front duty as bread
unless yeast was the leavening substance used in its preparation.

Mr. AUSMAN. But they reclassified it as a cracker.
Senator WATSON. I am informed by the experts that that may have

been a customs decision, but it was not done by the Ways and Means
Committee.

Mr. AUSMIAN. It was not?
Senator WATSON. No, sir.
Senator HARRISON. The whole importation from Canada is about

10 per cent, is it not?
Mr. AUSMAN. But that is the big point that we want to stress.

While it is local in character now, it is spreading, and the oppor-
tunity exists for intense competition with the Canadian bakers, with
their lower costs.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. In what form is it brought in?
Mr. AUISMAN. In the form of bread. It is wrapped, the same as

our Now York State law compels us to wrap bread. So, of course,
they have to wrap the bread before it is sold.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. It keeps?
Mr. AUSMAN. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do you use that term?
Mr. AUSMAN. Yes. It has keeping qualities, and the keeping

qualities of our own American manufactured bread.

154
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Senator SHORTHIDGE. It could be shipped anywhere throughout
the United States?

Mr. AUSMAN. No; not anywhere within the United States, but it
can be shipped to a distance of 100 or 200 miles south of the border,
which would take in considerable territory.

Senator WATSON. The Tariff Commission says the exports from
Canada are mainly of ordinary white bread.

Mr. AUSMAN. That is correct.
Senator WATSON. And of minor importance the imports of

Swedish bread, called unsweetened crackers. Swedish bread is used
for similar purposes as these products, and resembles some of them.

Mr. AUSMAN. Yes; but the bread we are asking to have put upon a
dutiable basis is entirely leavened with yeast.

Senator WATSON. What duty do you think you should have on
bread?

Mr. AUSMAN. About the same as Canada imposes-20 per cent.
Senator WATSON. Canada imposes 20 per cent on our bread going

to that country?
Mr. AUSMAN. You can not take two loaves of bread into that

country.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is something I wish a lot of people

would bear in mind, what you have just said. That is a fact, is it?
Mr. AUSMAN. Yes.
Senator SHORrnIDGE. That Canada imposes a tariff on bread?
Mr. AUSMAN. Yes.
Senator WATSON. Is that bread, or crackers, or what?
Mr. AUSMAN. That is bread. I don't know anything about the

crackers. I know the cracker manufacturers can take care of them-
selves.

We are a comparatively small industry up there and we are being
harrassed by this competition. I don't think we export much bread
for the reason that the Canadian duty is prohibitive. It is prac-
tically an embargo.

To digress just a moment, the Senator spoke a little bit ago of the
customs in Canada and about the restrictions, Mr. Munson, of
Clint County, N. Y., at my request wrote to Senator Smoot asking
for a tariff on bread. At the same time he told me that the day
before lie had been over into Canada for the purpose of buying
some cattle. He is a large dairy farmer. Inadvertently he told
them he was on business. They made him leave his car at the
border and hire a Canadian taxicab by which to do the business.
You can go over there for pleasure,'if you want to spend rnoroiy for
booze, but you can not go in for business without being hedged
around by almost intolerable restrictions.

Senator SHORTRIDGE.. It appears we have not exported into Canada
any considerable quantity of bread.

Mr. AUSMIAN. That is right.
Senator SHORTrIDGE. But that may be for the reason that they

impose a tariff on it.
Mr. AUSMAN. We cannot do it. If we could, we would retaliate.

That is set forth in my brief. If we could retaliate we would, but
we can not do it.

Senator WATSON. Except by a tariff.
Mr. AUSMAN. I mean we can not retaliate in a competitive way.
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Senator WATSON. You may file your brief, if you like.
Mr. AUSMAN. The brief has been filed.
Senator WATSON. Have you concluded your statement?
Mr. AUSMAN. I just wanted to make a statement about this

Swedish bread. They were represented, and they secured what
they asked for, I believe.

Mr. JuVE. Swedish bread was not put on the free list.
Mr. AUSMAN. It was not?
Mr. JUVE. No.
Senator WATSON. All right, Mr. Ausman. We are very much

obliged to you.
Mr. AUSMAN. I believe you gentlemen, upon consideration, will

agree that this is a matter which should be taken care of.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. What rate (lid you ask in your brief?
Mr. AUSMAN. 20 per cent. I did niot ask it in the brief. We

thought it could take the same duty as crackers. And that is the
duty on crackers, isn't it?

Senator WATSON. When you say Canada imposes a 20 per cent
duty on bread, you are asking for that, are you not?

Mr. AUSMAN. Yes.
Senator WATSON. I am told our duty on crackers is 30 per cent.
Mr. AUSMAN. Twenty per cent would be satisfactory.
(Mr. Ausman submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE BREAD BAKERS AND CORRELATED INDUSTRIES OF NORTHERN
NEw YORK

The Fordney Act of 1922. paragraph 1522, exempts bread entirely leavened
with yeast, whether made with milk or not, from duty. In the pending !ariff
bill as sent to the Senate, this product-bread- retained oa the free list.

In as brief a manner as is possible, and 'et lrcscnt the salient points of our
case, we offer this, our protest against this discrimination, which adversely affects
the interests that join in filing this appeal.

We can find no substantial reason for bread having been exempted from duty
in the Fordney Act of 1922, and have, therefore, concluded that it was a senti-
mental gesture, born of the idea that a direct tax on bread would be objectionable
from a political viewpoint. When the Fordney bill was enacted this gesture
harmed no one, nor did anyone benefit thereby.

Since that (late (1922), however, the quality of bakers bread has greatly
improved. In particular through improved formula and methods, bread now
retains the quality of freshness and appetite appeal over a number of days.

Seven years ago it was not possible to ship or deliver bread over a very wide
iadius; today, coincident with the improved quality of bread and the great
advance in motor transport, bread has come to a greater increased importance as
an article of commerce.

In the various border towns of northern New York bread baking has grown
to be an important industry, employing at substantial wages both skilled and
unskilled labor, and a large body of American citizens are dependent upon this
industry for their livelihood. Through the energy and industry of these bakers,
and through the investment of considerable capital, a reliable delivery service
to the smaller centers in this section has been maintained. Summer and winter,
in good season and in bad, their trucks have made regular deliveries to their
customers. At times these deliveries have been made over almost impassable
roads.

Northern New York enjoys a greatly augmented population during the summer
months. Were it not for this seasonable increase in population, and the added
business this increase brings, it would be impossible for our bakers to profitably
maintain plants of their present capacity; neither would it be possible for them
to bear the expense of maintaining their winter deliveries In their present efficient
manner.

During the summer of 1928 Canadian bread made its appearance In several
of the border towns of northern New York. It was assumed at this time that
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this was being smuggled into the State and an appeal for protection was made
to our customs authorities. It was at hIs time that we first learned that bread
was on the free list and could be brought into this country, in any quantity,
without let or hindrance.

Because of lower flour costs in Canada and much cheaper labor, these Cana-
dian bakers sell their bread at a price which would be unprofitable for our bakers
to meet. A loaf weighing 20 ounces, when baked, was, and still is, being sold to
retailers at 7 cents per loaf. Our bakers, with their added costs for material
and labor, and the overhead charges incident to maintaining a strict sanitary
condition in their shops, must get 8 cents for a loaf approximately this weight
in order to make a fair margin of profit.

So far the only beneficiaries of this cheaper Canadian bread have been the
retailers on this side of the line. The consumer has not benefited thereby as
the retailers have maintained a price of 10 cents per loaf to their trade. With
a natural desire to further his own interests, the retailer pushes the sale of Cana-
dian bread, thus increasing his profits on this product 50 per cent. When business
declines in the winter months, and the trucks of our bakers are battling snow-
drifts and breaking out roads so that their trade may be served, these Canadian
bakers withdraw from the field and await the advent of spring, when, because of
their lower prices, they again begin to reap the benefit of the increased business,
leaving the unprofitable winter deliveries to our bakers.

The increase in the consumption of Canadian bread in this State in 1929, over
the amount consumed in 1928, is considerable. In 1928, on the border from
Rouses Point, N. Y., to Malone, N. Y., a distance of about 50 miles, there were
two Canadian bakers operating. So far this year there have been foir bakers
from north of the border, makin regular deliveries in these same New York State
towns and villages. They have penetrated as far south as Keeseville, N. Y.,
40 miles from the international border, and, we understand, that they contem-
plate establishing routes which will take them much farther south.

The damage to our bakers and related interests, in the section affected, is now
considerable; but the potential damage to our wheat growers, our flour millers, and
our bakers, and labor employed in all of these industries, is enormous, if this
condition is not corrected immediately. With Canada staggering under an
immense surplus of whest, this condition will not be confined to this locality:
but will inevitably spread along the entire length of the international border, ana
will penetrate southerly into the States, as far as bread can be trucked or shipped
profitably.

Bread entirely leavened with yeast is the only product of wheat which does not
enjoy protection. The Fordney Act takes cognizance of the fact that biscuits and
cakes can readily be shipped, and these products of wheat are protected. It is as
easy to ship or transport bread to-day as it was biscuits and cakes in 1922, and
therefore it is manifestly unfair to continue bread on the free list. As flour is the
principal product of wheat, so is bread the principal product of flour. If aur
wheat growers, to say nothing of the other interests involved, are to enjoy ade-
quate protection, bread must be made to carry a duty commensurate with the
duty now imposed upon wheat and other lesser wheat products. It would seem
unthinkable that while we are venturing into untried fields to aid our American
farmer, that so simple and obvious an all, as striking bread from the free list,
thus removing a serious menace to his prosperity, should go unapplied.

We feel that we are asking nothing unreasonable, nor out of line with the policies
upon which our national prosperity has been based, when we ask that bread, the
principal product of wheat, bear the same relative duty, as do the principal
ingredients from which it is made. Milk is another important component of
good bread, and thus our dairy farmers are adversely affected by allowing bread
free entry.

We would not think of requesting you to go as far as has Canada in protecting
their agricultural interests and their bakers. They do not allow our bread to
enter their country duty free, be the quantity ever so small. All we ask is that
bread, as an article of commerce, be placed upon a parity with other wheat
products.

We would suggest that paragraph 1522 of the Fordney Act, be amended to
read, "Bread entirely leavened with yeast, whether made with milk or not
when intended for the personal consumption of the Importer, shall be admitted
duty free." With this paragraph so amended, bread could not be then brought
In for resale, and the present unjust discrimination against all the interrelated
American interests, removed. This would remove the menace of Canadian wheat
pouring over our border In the form of bread, which would greatly hamper our
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program for farm relief; and by exempting bread for personal use of the importer,
would preserve the sentimental gesture of the Fordney Act.

H. M. AUSMAN
(For the Bakers and Flour Dealers of Northern New York).

BOOKS, ETC., PRINTED IN. FOREIGN LANGUAGES
[Par. 1630]

BRIEF OF FREDERICK PUSTET CO. (INC.), B. HERDER BOOK CO.,
SEIZ BROS., THE C. WILDERMANN CO., AND BENZIGER BROS.

STATEMENT

This is a petition in behalf of Frederick Pustet Co. (Inc.), B. Herder Book
Co., Seiz Bros., C. Wildermann Co., and Benziger Bros., importers of religious
books printed in foreign languages, for the reenactment of paragraph 1529 of
the act of 1922, which provides in part for the free entry of books printed in
languages other than English.

Paragraph 1529 of the act of 1922 appears it the tariff bill of 1929 as passed
by the House of Representatives (H. It. 2667), as paragraph 1630. The lan.
guage of the latter paragraph is identical with that of the corresponding para.
graph (1529) of the act of 1922. 11. R. 2667 has been passed by the House of
Representatives and is now before the United States Senate.

While we are confident that your committee will make no material change
In paragraph 1630 as approved by the House, we nevertheless ftl, in view of
certain representations made before the Ways and Means Committee, that we
should place before you the facts on which our confIdnce is predicated.

In the hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives in connection with the proposed new tariff act we find in Vol.
unie XV, Schedule 15, free list, at page 8212, a statement by one Nathan
Drosher, representing a New York typographical union, in which an appeal
was made to the said committee for the imposition of a duty on books printed
in foreign languages. Notwithstanding. as above indicated, that the Ilone bill
did not adopt the suggestion of the witness who appeared before the said com.
mittee. we believe if any change is made by your committee in the consider.
tion of paragraph 1630 of the proposed new act. that in any event, such religious
books as are printed wholly or chiefly in languages other than English should
under no circumstances, be placed in the dutiable list.

FACTS

We are concerned solely with books and pamphlets printed wholly or chiefly
in languages other than English that are used or intended to be used in connect.
tion with religious ceremonies or in association with religious festivals, either
ly the clergy or by the laity, or are used or intended to be used in religious
educational institutions. The particular classes of books in which we are inter.
ested are such foreign-language books as are used in connection with ihe Ronmnn
Catholic Church by its clergy and laity in tite United States, and while we feel
that no distinction should be made iit this connection between tite Roinmtn Cath.
olic and other Christian or non-Christian churches, nevertheless, for the purpose
of this petition, it seems proper to set forth the particular classes of foreign
language books in which we are interested:

(1) Prayer booked used by the Roman Catholic clergy and laity.
(2) Religious educational books used by students for the priesthood in

Roman Catholic seminaries, schools, colleges, and academies.
(3) Books used on the altar during the celebration of tle mass and other

religious ceremonies in the Roman Catholic Church.
(4) Books of religious character used by the Roman Catholic clergy in con.

nection with their duties, such as theology, philosophy, history, canon law.
sermons, etc.

Books in foreign languages have been provided for in the free list for more
than 40 years, and It is respectfully submitted that there Is no good reason for
changing this long-contintud practice at time present time. It may furthermore
be noted that for as many years Bibles comprising tle books of the Old or
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New Testament. whether bound or unbound, bave been admitted free of duty
and that tile present bill. as passed by tile House (II. R. 2007), provides in
paragraph 1621 for the continued free entry of books of this character, without
any limitation as to the language in which they are printed nor the religion or
sect for which they are imported. For the information of your committee, we
beg to state that the statistics of the sect known as Roman Catholic disclose
tile following: 20,112,758 regular members of the Roman Catholic Church
20.333 regularly ordanled Itoman Catholic priests; 14,8 students for the priest-
hood in Roman Catholic seminaries.

Statistics also indicate that the average value (of the annual imports of tho
books herein specifically referred to, extending over a period of 10 years, (1o not
exceed the following:
Prayer books ------------------------------------------------ $50, 000
Religious educational books used by students for the priesthood ---- 150,000
Books used on the altar during religious ceremonies ----------------- 100,000
Books of a religious character used by the pristhood tand laity ---- 50, 000

Approximate total annual value not in excess of ------------- 350,000
So far as WE have been ablh to ascertaln. non, of the above-nentioned books

printed in foreign languages are published in this country, but if there are any
such published the quantity must be so small that there Is nothing by way of
protection which would counterbalance the rellgous and moral advantage of
free inportation and consequently lower price.-.

ARGUMENT

We have seen that there aire over 20,000,000 regular members of the Catholic
Church in the United States and approximately 40,000 ordained priests and
students for tile iriesthood. In ninny obscure communities throughout tie
United States the difference in the price of religious foreign-language books used
by the laity and by the clergy is a serious factor in religious life, and a very
powerful reason shouhi be alvanced before the privilege of free Importation
is Discontinued and the practice of over 40 years changed, 

The several paragraphs of the free list of the act of 1922, in so far as they
might be compared by virtue of their purpose with the articles covered by
paragraph 1030 in the proposed new act, have been approved by the House of
Representative, (H. R. 2667), practically in the form in which they appeared
in previous tariff acts, to wit:

Paragraph 1028: Books, engravings. etc., for the use of the United States or
for the Library Elf Congress.

Paragraph 1629: Hydrographic charts and publications issued by scientific
or literary associations, etc. Books, maps, music, engravings, etc., which have
been printed more than 20 years.

Paragraph 1631: Books, etc., for the use of religious, philosophical, and other
institutions when such books, etc., are not for qale.

Paragraph 1722: Newspapers tind periodicals.
Paragraph 176S: Statuary and casts of sculpture; church regalia, etc.
Paragraph 1769: Allars. pull)its, communion tables, baptismal fonts, shrines

or parts thereof.
Paragraphs 1802. 1803. 1804, 1805. 1806: Works of art of various kinds and

within certain limitations.
The importance of the en.oura:.enent of religion ald education by elinilhit-

lng customs duties on artlehes which are imported and used for such elvating
purposes can nit be questioned. liartieularly whena as a inatte' of revenue, It Is
obvious that the aniount involved by the Imposition of a customs duty is
comparatively negligible ulnd there is no (lomestle industry to be protecteO

In view of file fact that for more than 40 years books of the kind herein
referred to have ien admitted free of duty, we had no reason to beleve it
necessary to appear Iii f,.re tilt, Ways ald Means Comnittee in charge of tile
present tariff act to urge a continuance of tile existing provisions for free
entry of such religious boeks. Nor do we feel that your committee will make
any change in paragraph 1030 as adopted by the House. We believe, however,
that in view of the statements made before the committee of the House (Vol..
XV, Schedule 15. flee list, p. 18212, supra) that we are warranted in pointing
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out to your committee our reasons for requesting the approval by your cow.
mittee of the material provisions of the House bill.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
MIAtLOW & IIINES

New York, Attorncy/ for Petitioners.
FEDEtIUCK PUSTUT CO. (INc.),

Now York and Oiaclmati. (Oao.
B. IIEREiI 1300K Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
SEIZ BROS.,

New York.
TUE. C. WILDEIRMANN CO.,

New York.
I3ENZIOER BROS.,

New York.

SILVER BULLION

[Par. 1688]

BRIEF OF HON. KEY PITTMAN, UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEVADA

FINANCE COMMITrEFM
United States Senate:

I have the honor to submit for your consideration the following brief in
support of my proposed amendment to the 1929 tariff act, providing a duly
of 30 cents per fine ounce upon tho importation of silver, which prolo.ed
amendment was introduced in the Senate and referred to your committee. A
copy of such proposed amendment is hereto attached.

CONDITION OF SILVER-PRODUCING INDUSTRY IN UNITED STATES

1013. Average wholesale price of sliver per tine ounce, 61 cents.
1928. Average wholesale price of silver per fine ounce, 57 cents.
1929. Average wholesale price of silver per fine ounce, as of date of this brief,

54 cents.
For substantiation of these fl.ures I refer you to page 119 of the annual

report of the Director of the United States Mints for fiscal year ended June
30, 1028 (last report available), and current market quotations.

Attention is invited to the fact that the price of silver is 12 per cent below
the pre-war price, whilst the average wholesale price of all other commodities
is 38.7 per cent above the pre-war price of 1013.

I again refer to the said report wherein the Director of the mint, at page
8, says:

"Silver of domestic production during 1927 totaled 60,434,441 ounces, valued
at $3-,200,328; this compares with 62,718,740 ounces, valued at $39,130,497, for
1926. and with the record production of 1915, 74,061,075 fine ounces, valued at
$37.397,300."

The decrease in the production of mines In the United States, the principal
value of whose ores Is silver, is even greater than is indicated by the above
figures. In some mines the production of silver has increased by reason of
increased production of copper, but the decrease in those mines known as silver
mines has been very great. In support of this assertion I again quote from the
said report,-at p"age 29, wherein the Director of the Mint says:

"Indivldual Stales' material differences in silver production as compared
with the prior year include decreases of approximately 1,000.000 ounces each In
Arizona, Coloraol. and Nevada. and an increase of over 1,300,000 ounces In
Idlaho."
The Increase in the production of silver in Idaho was due to the increase In

the production of lead and copper mines in that State where sliver was pro.
(uced a, a by-product. Taking the total production of the States of Arizona,
Colorado, and Nevada for 1927 it will be 4aseertained from such statement of
the Director of the mint that the decrease In those States represents the
following percentages:
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Arizona, 14 per cent; Col8rado, 20 per cent; and Nevada, 20 per cent.
Tie States of Arizona, Colorado, and Nevada, which show such enormous

decrease in the production of silver, chiefly contain those mines known as
"silver mines," the chief value of whose e ores is in silver. Many of the "silver
mines" in the United States have closed down by reason of the low price of
the metal, the high cost of mining, and tihe large importation of silver from
Latin American countries where standards of living are low and labor is cheap.
Whilst the production of "silver mines" in the United States has decreased,
time production of "silver mines" in Latin Anerican countries hrs greatly
increased.

The chief production of silver in the United States at the present time is
derived from the mining of mixed ores such as copper, lead. and zinc ores in
the Western States where the silver occurs as a by-product. While such
by-product is comparatively small in value by comparison with the value of
the other metal,: in such ores and does not pay its proportionate part of the
cost of the mining and reduction of such ores, it is mixed with the other metals
in the ores and therefore must be minird and separated.

Dome,'dle production, consulltption, imports Fine ounces

1927. United States production -------------------------------- 60. 434.441
1927. United States consumption ------------------------------- 5 0, 035, 383
1927. United States Importation ------------------------------ 103,941.485

tSee pp. 8, 9, 41, 40, 47, 78. and 79, Director of the mint's report before
referred to.)

Source of 8ilver imports Ounces

Mexico ------------------------------------------------------- 69,607,578
Soath America ------------------------------------------------ 17, 498, 903
Canada ------------------------------------------------------- 8,015,S90
Other countries ----------------------------------------------- 8,819.114

Total --------------------------------------------------- 103,911,485
, Ste pp. 78 and 79 of said mint report.)

COST OF PRODUCTION O' SILVER IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN FORLION COUNTRIES
FROM WHICH WE IMPORtT SILVER

Avera:,e wages paid for labor in the leading mines producing silver in the
United States, as shown (in page 1 f' Bulletin N". 394 of United States Bureau
of Ltor Statistics for 1924.is 59.9 cents per hour. or for an 8-hour (lay $4.79.
This is 'tie latest report g.tton out, and it is well known that wages of miners
in the western States where the metalliferous itlnts exist were recently ini-
creased by reason of the rise in the Ia-ice of copper, and therefore it is safe
to say that the average wage is nearer $5 per day than $4.79, which existed
in 1924.

Average wagcs laid for labor in tie leading mine's producing silver in other
countries exporting to the United States, other than Canada, $1.21 per lay.

I have been unable to obtain the average wage paid miners in Canada. but
do not consider it material, its only t small portion of our imports of silver
come from Canada.

Talie, for Instance, the average wage of mine laborers in Mexico, which is
approximately the wage paid such labor in other Latin American countries.
I quote from the special report obtained by the Engineer:ng and 31" ning Jour-
nal (in January 14, 1928:

"Northern Sonora, 5.27 pesos daily; Chihuahua, 4; Coahuila, 2.85; Lower
California, 3.45; Guanajuato, 1.00; Jalisco, 2.07; Zacatecas, 2.SS; Ihidalgo,
3.00; Oaxaca, 1.68: Michoacan, 2.10; Guerrero, 1.04, and State of Mexico,
1.65."

These figures are given In the pesos. The pesos is the standard silver money
of Mexico. Its price varies in accordance with the price of silver. At te
present time it Is worth in our money 41 cents. The highest daily wage paid
miners in Mexico Is in Sonora, which is 5.27 pesos, which is equal to $2.15 a
day in our money. The average wage paid the miners In Mexico according to
the above report, in our money, would be $1.21.
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The only report that I have been able to obtain, Is prepared by the Ministry
of Industry, Commerce and Labor, Mexico, dealing with tile wages of miners
in Mexico, relates only to the States of Iidalgo and Guanajuato. This report
states that the wages paid to millers (peons), based on an 8-iuur day and
measured in our money is: State of Hidalgo, $1.50; State of Guanajuato, $1.46.

It is hardly probable that a government department of Mexico, who is seek.
lug to maintain her exports to the United States, would underestimate the
wages paid to miners. It would give more credence to the report by a special
investigator of the Engineering and Mining Journal, which is so conservative
and accurate in its statements.

It is not very material, however, which figures we adopt, as the fact remains
that the average wages paid in the mines that produco silver in the United
States are at least three times the wat.es paid in similar mines in Mexico.
The 8-hour law Is not univerally adopted in the mnes of Mexico as it is In
the mines which tire the chief producers of silver in the United States. In
many cases, and, in fact, in nmost cases, the day's labor Is 10 hours and longer.

I p'esnnje that the cost of materials used in mining In the respective countries
is similar by comparison to the costs of labor in such countries. This presunp-
tion Is snitaithe, by tile evidence given before the Ways and Means Commlttee
of the House of Representatives in the hearings; held tilon the 192!) tariff act.

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC CONDITION OF SILVER MINING INDUSrIY

I ask your consideration of the comparative econulc condition of the silver
mining industry with industries producing other commodities. Taking the
wholesale prices of all commodities In 1913 as the basis for determining the
increase or decrease of such prices since tbat date and until the present time
we will assume that the price for the product in 1913 was 1Ot) per (eat. In other
words, the Department of Commerce in making its intlex figures to determine
the average increase or decrease in the wholesale price of it product since
1913 takes the figures of 10t). What tre the results of the compilation by the
Department of Commerce relative to the increase or decrease in the wholesale
price of cotmmodities as of date April, 1929? They are as follows:
1913 average of all commodities -------------------------------------- 100
1929 average of all commodities -------------------------------------- 138.7
1913 average of farm products ..----------------------------------- o
1921) average of farm products --------------------------------------- 140.7
1913 average of all foods ..------------------------------------------ 100
1929 average of all foods -------------------------------------------- 152.2
1913 average of textile products -------------------------------------- 100
1929 average of textile products -------------------------------------- 166.7
1913 average of building products ------------------------------------ 100
1929 average (if building products ------------------------------------- 172. 7
1913 average price fine silver per ounce --------------------------------- 00
1929 average price fine silver per ounce -------------------------------- 88.5

I attach hereto letter from the Department of Commerce tran.mttting to me
index number of wholesale prices by major commodity groups upon which the
percentages above set out are taken.

So the prices of all products have risen above the 1913 pre-war prices from
38.7 per cent for an average of till commodities to 72.7 per eent for building
products, except silver, and that commodity has decreased in price since 1913,
12 per cent.

The tariff bill of 1929, to a certain extent, bas provided a tariff duty upon
certain raw products that have heretofore been upon the free list, and has
slightly increased the tariff duty upon other raw products.

For instaflce. the following duty is provided on the following metals:
Iron in pigs and iron kentledge, $1.121/2 per ton.
Manganese ore or concentrate-; containing in excess of 30 per centuni of

metallic manganese, 1 cent per pound on the metallic manganese contained
therein.

Tungsten ore or concentrates, 50 cents per pound on the metallic tungsten
contained therein.

Silicon alumium, aluminum silicon, alsimnin, ferrosillcon aluminum, and
ferroaluminum silicon, 5 cents per pound.

Aluminum, aluminum scrap, and alloys In which aluinum is the component
material of chief value, in crude form, 5 cents per pound.
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Lead-bearing ores, flue dust, and mattes of all kinds, 1y cents per pound on

the lead contained therein.

Lead bullion or base bullion, lead in pigs and bars, lead dross, reclaimed
lead, scrap lead, antinionial lead, antimonial scrap lead, type metal, Babbitt
metal, solder, all alloys or combinations of lead not specially provided for,
2% cents per pound on the lead contained therein.

On zinc there is a rising schedule of duties provided.
The manufacture of silver articles and wares is protected. Paragraph 308

provides:
"Articles or wares not specially provided for, if composed wholly or in chief

value of platinum, gold, or silver, and articles or wares plated with platinum,
gold, or silver, or colored with gold lacquer, whether partly or wholly manu-
factured, 65 per centum ad valorem; if composed wholly or in chief value of
iron, steel, lead, copper, brass, nickel, pewter, zinc, aluminum, or other metal,
but not plated with platinum, gold, or silver, or colored with gold lacquer,
whether partly or wholly manufactured, 50 her centum ad valorem."

The manufacture of articles or wares made of or containing silver are In
competition chiefly with such articles and wares made in such countries as
Germany, England, France, and Italy. The average wages paid to laborers
in such manufacturing industry in the countries coming In competition with the
manufacture of articles and wares containing silver in the United States are
not nearly so low by comparison with the American wage in such industry as
the wages of miners in Mexico and other Latin American countries are by com-
parison with the wages paid in the mines in the United States producing
silver.

The value of the silver contained in most of the articles and wares pro-
tected in paragraph 398 Is only a very small percentage of the total value of
such articles and wares.

If silver were placed on an economic equality with the average of all com-
modities, then the pre-war price of 61 cents per fine ounce would have to be
increased 38.7 per cent. If the pre-war price of silver of 61 cents per ounce
were increased 38.7 per cent that would mean 23.4 cents, which, added to the
pre-war price of 61 cents, would give a price of 84.4 cents per ounce. file
difference between the present price of silver of 54 cents and the equalized
price of 84 cents would be 30 cents.

If silver were placed upon an economic equality with the average price of
all farm products the pre-war price would have to be raised 40.7 per cent, which
would mean that the price would be raised 28.4 cents. Twenty-eight and four-
tenths cents added to the pro-war price of 01 cents would give 89.4 cents
that the price of silver at present wouhl have to be at to be on an economic
equality with the average wholesale price of all farm products.

Deducting the present price of silver of 54 cents from 89.4 cents, we have
$5.4 cents, the price that would have to be added to the pres(-nt price of silver
to place it upon an economic equality with the average wholesale price of
farmi products.

It is the desire of the administration and, in fact, the expressed desire of
both great political parties, to raise the average wholesale price of farm
products to an, economic equality with the wholesale price of other more
favored products. If the average wholesale price of farm products is raised,
then the wholesale price of silver would have to be raised more than 35.4 cents
1per ounce to be maintained upon an economic equality with the average whole-
sale price of farm products.

It Is evident, therefore, that a duty of 30 cents an ounce is justified uader
the pledges of both parties to maintain an, economic equality as between the
various industries.

If the duty on silver is based'on the difference in cost of production in the
countries from which sliver is Imported and the cost of production in the
United States, then the duty should be more than 100 per cent ad valorem, or
over 54 cents an onmice.

I respectfully contend that this request for a duty of 30 cents an ounce is
well within the promises made in the platforms of both the Republican and
Democratic parties relative to duties upon imports.

Silver is a valuable product of out- country and is used throughout the world
as money in the form of colas. Silver is used almost exclusively as the imeas-
ure of values and the medium of exchange in China and India. As China
becomes pacified and develops, our trade with China should increase, find at
least be equal to that of any other country tit the world. A large production
of silver at that time will be of great value to our wholq country.
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The closing down of our sliver mines throughout tie West has affected every
industry in that section of our country. It has lwrtieularly injured tile fariner
by depriving then of their most valuable market, the local market.

I unhesitatingly say that the silver-producing Industry lilts not only been
the most neglected but has been the most outrageously treated industry of any
in tle lnilted States. Our own Government buys foreign silver at as cheap
a price as it caln obtain and then manufactures it into dimes, quarters, and
halves and sells such dimes, quarters, and halves to banks and to conimerce
at a value of $1.38 an ounce. During the fiscal year 1928, as the report of
the director of the inot shows, the Treasury Department purchased several
million ounces of foreign silver at al average of 57 cents an ounce, and dis.
posed of such silver' at a valuation of $1.38 all ounce In the form of subsidiary
coill.

More should be done for the silver-mining Industry than is sought in this
amendment, but .I hope to get innediate action and therefore have made a
IninlmUnin request.

Respectfully submitted.
KEY PITTMAN.

DIEP.RnTMENT OF C O.\I*RCE,
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE.

WI'ashington, Mal 28, 192-11.
HD. KEY AITTMAN,

1nIitl States Renale, llash;ngton. C'.
My DEAR SENATO. •: Receipt is aeknowledged of your letter of May 24

requestig inlex zUnumbers showing conindIty prices on a 1113 ba.-:e.
The old series of Index numbers of tile Bureau of Labor Statistics, shown In

Table 333 of tile Statistical Abstract of the United States for 1928, has leen
discontinued. The Bureau of Labor Statistics Is now Issuing regularly a
serle. of Index numbers on a 1926 base, but has carrIod this new series back
as fat as 1913. For your convenience I am svdiling you, enclosed. a table
showhIg this new series of Index numbers conve'!vd to ik 1913 base. Data
are shown by groups for each year Alnce 1913 ai, Zor each month sInce
January. 1128.

I trust that these Index numbers will bie satisfactory for your purpose.
Very truly yours,

0. P. Horixxts,
Ac/in Director.

Index ,'111bers of ,chole.sale)irh', bi major corni.odt! groups

[1tIO. 101)1

All am lides a'ex- Fuel Metals Bulhl- Chem. 11ouse- b.
Form , and il and ,':" lg ials fri,.

Year or CoUI prod. I Foods leather (lod fid metal lag Ile fulsh- cela.moth r prod- light- prod. prod. and Ingmd uets udta tag urts drugs goodst___ uI __ 1 - ut__a

1913 .......... 100,0 100.0l 100.01 100.0 100.01 100.0 100.0 o o o .0
1014 ..........170 99.0 100.8 104.1 95.3 92.3 88.3 92.0 101.5 100.9 96
1015 .......... 09. 100.0: 101.0 1, 10.9 14.4 81.5 05.01 94.4 139.7 09.5 P1.3
1910 .......... 122. 118.0 I 117.9 137.2 122.9 121.2 128.3 119.2 200.4 109.1 10.1
1917 .......... 168.3 180.41 162.8 181.8 172.3 171.9 165.0 155.6 205.7 131.8 131.1
1018 .......... 188.1 207.0 1 185.5 181.6 239.4 178.1 160.3 173.0 227.3 165.7 144.4
1919 .......... 198.0 220.4 201.7 235. 7 230.1 170.1 144.2 203.9 195.8 188.1 149.4
1920 ......... 221.2 210.81 214.0 251.5 287.6 207.0 164.5 264.7 205.4 251.0 179.9
1921 ......... s 139.8 123.6 j 141.1 160.4 164.9 157.0 129.4 171.8 143.4 200.7 117.3
1922 ......... 138.5 131.2. INu 4 63. 6 174.9 175.0 113.3 171.61 125.1 183.8 99.7
192 .......... 144.1 137.0 144.4 153.0 194.2 158.7 120.4 191.7 126.1 193.4 IOIU
1924 .......... 140.5 139.9. 141.7 148.9 180.21 150.1 117.1 180.4 123.3 180.3 102..
1925 .......... 148.3 153.6 156.1 154.8 189.0 157.4 113.7 179.4 1l09 183.1 122.3
192 .......... 143.3 139.9 155.8 140.8 174.5 163.1 110.1 170.4 124.7 177.6 107.2
1927 ......... 131.7 139.0 150.3 158.4 167.0 141.1 108.1 164.0 120.4 174.4 96.6
1923 .......... 140.0 148.1 157.3 1 178.7 168.1 135.1 109.0 165.3 119.1 173.0 89.2
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Index numbers of wholesale prices, by mocor commodity groups-Continued

Al Hides Toz Fuel Meta Build- Chem. House. its.
I Palm and t uee and e o M.s-

Year or coml- prod. Foods leather trd ight-metal p%- ad furnish., cel.month duts prod prod-tisctssprd uet prodcs
ucts ucts I drugs os e o""

1928
January ...... 138.0 148.4 153.4 177.7 108.8 131.8 108. 160.1 120.1 175.1 95.6
February ..... 138.1 146.2 153.7 i 1822 168.6 132.5 108.3 160.5 1.5 174.8 03.8
March ........ 137.5 144.8 152. 6 182.1 168.4 131.8 108.4 160.5 119.2 174.6 93.2
April ......... 139.5 150.5 155.0 186.1 168. 4 131.8 108.4 163.1 119.4 173.9 91.2
May .......... 141.3 153.6 157.6 185.5 168.6 133.4 108.6 164.9 118.8 173.7 91.4
June .......... 139.8 149.2 156.2 181.6 108.1 133.9 108.7 165.6 118.3 172.3 88.3
July .......... 140.8 149.8 159.3 182.4 168.9 135.1 108.6 166.5 117.8 172.1 86.8
August ....... 141.7 149.7 162.1 177.7 168.1 138.0 110.6 166.8 118.1 172. 6 85.2
September .... 143.4 152.2 166.5 177.2 160.8 138.8 110.7 167.0 118.6 172.6 85.6
October ...... 140.1 144.8 159.3 172.5 167.7 138.5 111.2 167.5 119.2 171.4 88.3
November .... 138.5 142.1 155.9 169.6 167.7 137.7 112.0 169.3 119.7 171.2 83.9
December.... 138.5 144.9 152.6 169.9 187.7 130.2 113.3 170.7 119.8 171.2 86.0

1929
January ...... 139.3 148.1 153.9 166.8 168.2 134.6 114.1 170.4 119.6 171.6 86.5
February..... 138.5 147.4 152.8 160.1 167.7 132.6 115.0 172.0 110.8 171.6 80.4
March . 139.7 149.8 152.8 159.0 167.7 131.5 117.2 172.5 119.2 171.4 85.9
April . 138.7 146.7 152.2 158.4 166.7 131.5 117.2 172.7 118.3 171.8 85.1

[H. I. 2887, Seventy-first Congress, first session)

Amendment Intended to be proposed by Mr. Pittmatin to the bill (II. 1? 2687) to
provide revenue, to regulate comineree with foreign countries, to encourage the
industries of the United States, to protect American labor, and for other pur-
poses, viz: At the proper place insert three additional paragraphs, as follows,
to wit:

PAR. -. Silver-bearing ores and mattes of till kind,,, 30 cents per ounce on the
silver- contained therein: Provided, That oni all inlportltiolls of silver-bearing
ores and mattes of till kinds the duties shall be estimated at the port of entry
and a bond given in double the amount of such estimated duties for the trans.
portation of the ores or mttes by common carriers bonded for the transporta-
tion of appraised or utiappraised merchandise to properly equipped sampling or
sniielting establlshmlents, whether designated its bonded warehouses or otherwise.
Oil tile arrival of the ores or mltes at suell establishments they shall be sampled
according to commercial nptht.ds under tle supervision of Oovernment officers,
who shall be stationed it such establishments, and who shall submit the salinples
tilts obtained to a Government assayer, designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury, who shall make it proper assay of the sample and report the result
to the proper customs officers, id.the import entries shall be liquidated thereon.
And the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make all necessary regula-
tions to enforce the provisions of this paragraph.

PARs. -. Silver bullion or base bullion, silver dross, reclalnl,,d silver, scrap silver,
all alloys or combinations of silver not specially provided for, 30 cents per ounce
on the( silver contained therein.

PAR. -. Silver-bearing ores, mattes, base bullion. silver dross, reclaimed silver,
scrap silver, and till alloys or combinations of silver imported into the United
States for the purpose of processing or refining for export to a foreign country
and not for use, sale, or' disposition within the United States o1r any of Its
possessions, may be Iported for suelb purpose free of duty upon the execution
of a bnd given in double the amount of the estimated duties that would be
charged upon such silver contents so imported if for use, sale, or disposition in
the United States, conditioned that such silver contents will not be used, sold, or
otlerviwse disposed of il the United States prior to export therefroln, and upon
further compliance with such regulations and gnarulittles as the Secretary of the
Trea.su'y may by regulations require.
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CRUDE CHALK

[Par. 1644]

BRIEF OF MANUFACTURERS OF WHITING AND PARIS WHITE

[Including cliff stone, par. 17701

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
United States Senate, Washinglon, D. C.

The undersigned are manufacturers of whiting and paris white, obtained by
the mechanical reduction of crude or raw chalk and crude or raw cliffstone.

The whiting or paris white industry in the United States is dependent for its
raw material upon imported chalk an(cliffstone, coming principally from England
and France.

These articles have always been duty free and it is urged that they remain
on the free list in the new bill.

The imported chalk and cliffstone is amorphous in character which is necessary
and required by the many varied industries which use whiting and paris white
in their product and there are no amorphous chalk or any cliffstone deposits in
the United States. If any duty is placed upon the raw material used by the
manufacturers of whiting and paris white, it will eliminate the Industry in the
United States.

The importance of the industry Is recognized( by the United States Tariff Corn.
mission in their recent investigation, known as Docket 05.Respectfully submitted, THE SOUTHWARK MANUFACTURING Co.,

Camden, N. J.
Tim TAINTOR COMPANY, Bayonne, N. J.
STICKNEY, TERRtIELL & Co., Boston, Mass.
THE PHIILADLEPHIIA WHITING WORKS,

Philadelphia, Pa.JUL~Y 8, 1929.

CREOSOTE OIL
[Par. 1650]

STATEMENT OF E. B. FULKS, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
CREOSOTING CO., LOUISVILLE, KY.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the sub.
committee.)

Mr. FuxKs. Gentlemen, I ain.vice president of the American Creo.
soting Co., whom I am representing here to-day. Our main office is
in Louisville, Ky. We own and operate plants at Kansas City and
Springfield, Mo Hugo, Okla.; Marion, Ill.; Indianapolis and
Bloomington, ind.; Russell, Ky.; New Haven, Conn.; Livingston
Manor and Rome N. Y.; Tol do, Ohio; Paterson and Constable
Hook and Manville, N. J.; Shreveport, Chalmette, De Ridder, and
Bogalusa, La.; and Brunswick, Ga.

I want to apologize for appearing here at all to-day-
Senator SMOOT. Do you want any change from the existing law?
Mr. FULKs. No, sir. We want creosote-
Senator SIooT. You want free creosote?
Mr. FUl,KS. Yes, sir; just as it always has been.
Senator EDGE. Has there been any proposition or proposal made

to the House committee or the Senate committee to transfer it from
the free list?
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Mr. FULUS. Yes, sir. That is the reason that I decided to appear
here to-day. While satisfied with the situation as it was--

Senator 'SMOOT. Nobody has appeared before this committee.
Mr. FULLS. This bulletin shows that-
Senator SIooT. It has not been filed.
Senator Kizo. You are not asking to be put on the dutiable list?
Mr. FuIKs. No, sir. I am asking that it be not put on the dutiable

list.
Senator EDGE. I am trying to find out who did ask that it be put

on the dutiable list.

Mr. FULKS. In the House hearings the Barrett Manufacturing Co.,
the American Tar Products Co., and the International Engineering
Corporation. or whatever their name is, filed briefs asking, not that
a tariff be put on it. but stating that it was not specifically necessary
now, but they thought that within a few years it would be necessary,
and they asked that the President be given authority if and whensuch a situation should arise, to impose such a tariff. So, we did not
appear at that time, but we did file a brief with the House coramittee.

Senator STMoOT. You filed a brief?
Mr. F'LKS. We filed a brief, and it has been printed.
Senator REE. Tell me, in a word, why you think there ought not

to be a duty on it.
Mr. FULUS. In the first place, there is not enough creosote manu-

factured in the United States to supply the demand, by approxi-
mately 50 p6r cent.

Senator RED. About half the demand is imported and half is
produced here?

Mr. FULICS. Yes.
Senator REED. And the domestic production is increasing fast.
Mr. FUliKs. It is increasing rapidly, and the consumption is in-

creasing rapidly. We contend that if there is an ample supply of
creosote at a reasonable price, the consumption will continue to in-
crease tactically as rapidly.

This is an enormous business-that is, it is an enormously grow-
ing business, which is just really getting going well. I mean by
that that the benefits resulting from the conservation and treatment of
timber to prevent decay are just beginning to become apparent and to
be realized by people generally. Railroads were the first to realize
that. They have been following that practice for the past 1) or 20
years, and they" are now reaping enormous benefits from the fact
that they have been treating their ties for such a long time. They are
now realizing the effect. The tie renewals per mile have been greatly
reduced. The telephone companies within the past 5 or 6 years
have realized the same thing, and they are going into the treatment
of poles on an enornious scale. Its effect on the lumber industry
generally, in connection with fence posts, bridge timbers, silos, and
everything like that, is just. beginning to be noticeable. We treat
millions of fence posts, but there are a great many more millions that
will be treated later, because the people are just beginning to realize
the benefit of it.

That hias come about largely, too, from the fact that there has
been a practical exhaustion ol the long-life timber, such as white
oak, and things like that, that people were accustomed to use in the
old days, which lasted 8 or 10 years, and did not cost very much.
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Those timbers are all tone. The only timbers that call be used are
the so-called inferior woods, the minor oaks, red oaks, maple, beech,
and things like that, which decay rapidly in contact with the ground.
Three or four years is the life of any of them. Without some means
of preservation against decay that is a very expensive business, but
it has been discovered that by treating them with creosote the life of
those timbers can be increased to 20, 25, or 30 years.

Senator EDGE. Just to keep the record straight, the question was
asked as to who did appear. Mr. Batson, and others, appeared
before our subcommittee.

Mr. FULKS. I did not want to say anything, but that was the reason
for my appearing to-day. We had no intention of coming here.
We were satisfied with it as it stood.

COFFEE
[Par. 16581

STATEMENT OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN LOUISSON, HONOLULU,
HAWAII, REPRESENTING THE HAWAIIAN COFFEE INDUSTRY
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom.

mittee.)
Senator WATSON. Whom do you represent?
Mr. LouIssoN. For 26 year, I have been interested in coffee. I

have quite an interest in the coffee industry.
I am not going to ask you for something. I am going to offer
io a suggestion, because at this time the interests here on the main-

land see some menace in similar products of the Philippines, and they
would like to restrict these products, and I have a suggestion to offer.
I am not asking for anything. So I prepared a paper which I would
like to read. I am handling this subejet from an entirely different
angle. May I read the paper?

Senator WATSON. Yes.
Senator SORTRIDGE. It is with relation to coffee?
Mr. Louisso.x. Yes, sir; it is with relation to coffee. But it also

has relation to the great controversial subject now taking place
regarding the restriction of Philippine products. This is an idea of
mine. I have had this idea in mind for more than 25 years, because
of the very situation that has arisen now, and I foresaw it 20 or 25
years ago.

I am from Hawaii, and I have not come before this esteemed
committee to ask for something, but rather to suggest an idea which
at this time seems opportune and ripe for consideration.

It appears that some of the mainland industries are opposed to,
and do not relish, unrestricted competition of like products from
Philippine sources, and their leaders have become obsessed with an
imaginat ion, real or problematical, that a steady and continuous
expansion means ruinous and disastrous competition at some future
Period. However correct or unfounded this viewpoint may be, would
it not be a good idea-sound, logical, and even tangible-for the
Congress of the United States to aid the development of a non-
comnpetitive product in the Philippines, and in all of our other tropical
regions overseas, and to which they are well adapted without exception?

Having had 29 years' practical experience in the growing of coffee
in Hawaii, under various situations and conditions, I can state posi-
tively that if the Congress of the United States would impose a reason.
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able tariff against coffee grown in foreign lands, not subject to our
political, fiscal, and commercial jurisdiction, a vigorous and rapid
development would ensue under our flag. In this way an earnest and
sincere interest in its growth and development would follow. It
seems to me, and I so believe, that you can consider this a legitimate
and worthy suggestion.

I shall not take up any of your valuable time for an extended presen-
tation, but I would like to submit---for record with your committee-
my brief that was filed with the Committee on Ways and Means, and
would kindly ask you to peruse its contents. It contains data and
statistics in abundance on this subject matter, as to what relates as
regards areas and possibilities in all of our tropical dominions.

You may judge whether or not my plea in its behalf warrants the
Congress of the United States to bestow upon it, at least some of the
milk of human kindness so as to insure its future growth and steady
forward development. The well-being of a multitude of farmers-
now and in the future, whose existence is under our flag, and who will
be contributing factors and builders of their respective common-
wealths-is herewith involved. In passing, I should like to empha-
size that the growing of coffee is an orchard industry, or, in other
words, the industry of the small man.

To reiterate, I will affirm that inasmuch as all of our tropical and
subtropical dominions, niamely, the Philippines, Porto Rico, Hawaii,
and the Virgin Islands, are woll adapted to its culture; we have in
this industry, the coffee industry-the basic foundation for the growth
of a product that does not come in conflict with any commodity
produced in the continental United States, and therefore offers no
menace to mainland farmers from a competitive standpoint. With-
out some guarantee of stability in our home markets, as against the
product grown by very cheap labor in foreign lands, it never can or
ever will make steady and continued progress.

In the past its history has been a most precarious, doubtful venture
and undertaking; consequently the inhabitants in those va'ious
tropical regions have been afraid to engage in it, as they should have
done.

Naturally, as a consequence of such a condition and of such a fact,
capital and enterprise in all our overseas dominions will flow only
into such channels and industries that have protection in our mainland
markets.

I stand ready to answer any questions you may wish to ask.
Senator WATSON. How much do you raise in tle Hawaiian Islands,
Mr. LovIsSON. About 7,000,000 pounds pr year.
Senator WATSON. Your imports to the UnitedStates have increased

from 2,070,000 in 1923 to 5,423,000 in 1927. You import practical
four-fifths of all your production to the United States. How much
more could you produce if you had a protection such as you suggest.

Mr. LouISsoN. How much more could we produce?
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. LouIssON. My brief deals with the statement made by Federal

officials. I have not taken my own figures. I think we have 250,000
to 300,000 acres of land available for coffee in the island; perhaps
more. It all depends upon how much of a tariff we get, as to how
fast we grow.

Senator WATSON. And I am asking if you had an adequate tariff.
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Mr. LouissoN. How much we could produce in the islands?
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. LOUISSON. Weocould produce about a million and a half to two

million bags.
Senator WATSON. I don't know what that means. How many

pounds is that?
Mr. LouISSoN. That would be probably 150,000,000 to 200,000,000

pounds.
Senator WATSON. How long a time would it take you to do that?
Mr. LouISsoN. Probably 15 to 20 years.
Senator WATSON. Do you think you could produce in the United

States at any time, no matter what the protection, a sufficient quan.
tity to supply the American demand?

Mr. LoUIssoN. Yes, sir.. The island of Minandoa, the most
southerly of the group, has millions of acres suitable for coffee. That
island aione could raise the coffee for the world. My statements
are in my brief.

Senator WATSON. We consumed last year 1,456,000,000 pounds.
Mr. LouIssoN. Yes; 1,500,000,000 pounds imported into the United

States.
Senator WATSON. How about Porto Rico? Doesn't it produce

a good deal of coffee?
Mr. LouIssON. Yes, sir. They can produce it. They had a

hurricane there, and they produced 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 pounds.
Their output in 1897, at the time of annexation by the United States,
was about 59,000,000 pounds. And that official statement at that
time said they could produce three or four times as much as the
60,000,000 pounds.

Senator WATSON. You can send to the United States right now all
that you produce, can you not?

Mr. LouISsoN. Yes.
Senator WATSON. And for a long time to come all that you produce?
Mr. LoulssoN. Forever, provided we can continue to live in the

industry.
Senator WATSON. You are increasing slightly all the time?
Mr. LouIssoN. Yes, sir. Of late years it has been a little bit.
Senator WATSON. And we get about 70 to 75 per cent of all our

coffee from Brazil.
Mr. LouIssoN. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Would the tariff on coffee drive people to tea?
Mr. LouissoN. I don't know. Coffee is the popular drink, but it

is very unpopular with politicians when it comes to talking about
putting a tax on it.

Senatbr WATSON. Of course, you understand the action as to coffee
by Brazil has put the price of coffee up?

Mr. LouzSsoN. Yes.
Senator WATSON. And helped you and everybody else?
Mr. LouIssoN. Yes. But they are facing a big overproduction.

I think it may be too heavy, and if they get too much stuff on hand
it will break. The farm relief is a similar proposition. They do not
dump it all on to the market at once; that is the program. But if it
gets top-heavy and grows it will be different. It looks as though it is
getting that way now.
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STATEMENT OF HON. FELIX CORDOVA DAVILA, RESIDENT COM-
MISSIONER FROM PORTO RICO

Senator WATSON. Mr. Delegate, have you anything to offer on
any subject that you have not already discussed with this committee?

Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir; I have something new to say.
Senator WATSON. When you were before us previously you testified

as to coffee.
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir; but the matter I an going to put in now

for the consideration of the committee-
Senator WATSON. We do not want to hear anything we heard

before.
Mr. DAVILA. No; I am not going to do that.
Senator WATSON. Proceed.
Mr. DAVILA. It is my purpose to suggest a duty on coffee imported

into Porto Rico.
Senator HARRISON. Coffee?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, on coffee imported into Porto Rico from foreign

countries. Before the House Ways and Means Committee I asked
for a duty of 5 cents a pound on coffee imported into the United
States. There should be a duty on coffee imported in Porto Rico,
so that our industry will be protected. I will explain my view on
that a little later.

Before I approach this subject I want to make a short reply-
Senator HARRISON. Do you produce much coffee in Porto Rico?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes. Prior to the hurricane of last September the

crop was estimated to be 40,000,000 pounds. In 1928 we only pro-
duced around 8,000,000 pounds, but that was due to the hurricane
of 1926. The effect of this hurricane was felt in 1927 and 1928.

Senator HARRISON. What is the consumption of coffee in Porto
Rico?

Mr. DAVILA. I have not the figures, but we export almost all of it.
Senator HARRISON. You produce more than you consume?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator HARRISON. And you export most of it to the United States?
Mr. DAVILA. No.
Senator WATSON. How much coffee is imported into Porto Rico

from other places?
Mr. DAVILA. It appears to be about 800,000 pounds,
SENATOR WATSON. Eight hundred thousand pounds?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Where does it come from? Is it imported from

the United States?
Mr. DAVILA. It is imported from the United States, but it is not

United States coffee.
Senator WATSON. Where does the coffee that goes into Porto Rico

tome from?
Mr. DAVILA. It may come from Colombia or other South American

countries. It comes to the United States and from the United States
is imported into Porto Rico. The exact figure is 854,236 pounds,
according to the report of the governor.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. There is a very easy way to get at this.
You raise coffee in Porto Rico. do vou not?
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Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTHIDGE. Coffee is brought into Porto Rico?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator STIORTRIDGE. From where?
Mr. DAVILA. From the United States.
Senator SionTlucDE. Is coffee sent from here to Porto Rico?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir; it is imported-
Senator SHIORTRIDGE. Never mind. Coffee comes here from differ.

ent countries and then is sent from here to Porto Rico?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is that the fact?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator STIORTRIDGE. What do you want now?
Mr. DAVILA. What we want is a duty on coffee imported into

Porto Rico.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Not from the United States, of course, do

you?
Mr. DAVILA. Well, let me say-
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Wait a moment. I have tried a great many

cases and there is a way to get at a fact and the way is to ask a question.
Mr. DAVILA. I can not answer that question unless I have an

opportunity to explain it.
Senator StIORTRIDGE. You want a tariff on coffee which is taken

into Porto Rico, no matter where it comes from?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir; because it is not American coffee.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand that. It might be coffee

coming first to the United States and then shipped on to Porto Rico?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Now, you want a tariff thrown around

Porto Rico, as far as coffee is concerned?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir. This duty on coffee imported directly into

Porto Rico from foreign countries would be of no effect if coffee can be
imported free of duty through the United States.

Senator SHORTIIIDGE. You want a tariff of a certain rate in order
to develop your coffee industry in Porto Rico, is that the idea?

Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir. But this is not new. When the organic
act was passed by Congress for Porto Rico in 1900, Senator Foraker
proposed a duty of 5 cents per pound on every pound of coffee im-
ported into Porto Rico. That was enacted into law.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. What rate do you ask now?
Mr. DAVILA. Ten cents. It was 5 cents before.
The reasons advanced for the recommendation of this duty by the

Senate committee in charge of Porto Rico were explained by Senator
Foraker, chairman of the committee, in a speech delivered in the
Senate on April 30, 1900. Senator Foraker said in part:

The committee also found that the coffee grown in Porto Rico Is of the highest
grade and quality, and that it has always been protected by a tariff duty high
enough to keep out of Porto Rico the cheap and low grades of coffee grown in
Central and South America. We do not grow coffee, and therefore we admit it
into the United States free of duty.

Senator Foraker further said:
We decided that we would protect their coffee, which constitutes their chief

Industry and amounts to more than two-thirds of their exports, from iniJurlous
competition of levying a duty of 5 cents a pound on all coffee into Porto Rico.
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. Here is the thing that is a little embarrassing:
We take everything from Porto Rico and allow it to come into the
United States free. You realize that, do you not?

Mr. DAVILA. Yes, sir; and that is perfectly all right.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. We have received everything thus far from

Porto Rico free of duty.
1 r. DAVILA. Yes, sir.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. You are asking now that on coffee, for
instance, that goes from the United States, coining from sonic other
quarter of the world, pay a duty when it goes into Porto Rico?

Mr. DAVILA. As it was in tle former law and it was eventually
repealed. It was repealed by implication. We are not asking a
duty on an American product. We are asking a duty'on a commodity
coming through the United States into Porto Rico.
Senator HARRISON. Is that coffee that you produce in Porto Rico

as good as the Brazilian coffee?
Mr. DAVILA. It is better.
Senator HARRISON. It is a high quality of coffee?
Mr. DAVILA. It is a high quality of coffee. This is not an American

product. This is a foreign product and we desire a duty on it to
protect us.

Senator SiHORTRIDGE. That is your position?
Mr. DAVILA. Yes.
Senator HARRISON. When did they take the duty off of that Porto

Rican coffee?
Mr. DAVILA. In 1909.
Senator HARRISON. How long had they a tariff on that coffee?
Mr. DAVILA. About nine years; from 1900 to 1909.
Senator HARRISON. Do you remember why they took it off?
Mr. DAVILA. I understand there was not any reason given. Prob-

ably they did not know they were taking it off or that they were
repealing that portion of it. '
Senator HARRISON. You file your brief and we will go into that.
Mr. DAVILA. This legislation is approved and asked for by the

Governor of Porto Rico, the legislature of the island, the chamber of
commerce, the coffee producers, and the Farmers' Association of
Porto Rico. It also has the apl)1ovai of the War Department. A
bill to this effect was introducedby Ine and was passed by the House
of Representatives during the first, session of the last Con ress. It
was referred to the Senate Committee on Territories an Insular
Possessions and was favorably reported by the committee, but on
motion of Senator Reed of Pennsylvania, on the floor of the Senate,
the bill was reconmitted to the Comnittee on Finance, but no action
was taken.

The Porto Rican coffee is exported principally to Spain, Cuba,
Germany, and the Netherlands. The Porto Rical coffee growers are
continually apprehensive that coffee introduced into Porto Rico free
of duty will be exported as Porto Rican coffee thus injuring the
reputation of Porto Rican coffee in its present market.

There is likewise the feeling that the Porto Rican coffee grower
should be protected in his home market from the introduction of
cheap coffee. This duty of 10 cents will protect the local market and
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prevent fraud. It will not injure the United States and will benefli
Porto Rico.

In view of the aforementioned facts, I hope that this committee
will do us justice recommending the imposition of the duty asked t(
protect our coffee.

I believe I should make a very short reply to Mr. Gray regarding
Porto Rico-

Senator WATSON. No, we do not care anything about that.
Mr. DAVILA. There was something saidl before this committee

that I have a right to deny.
Senator WATSON. What was his remark?
Mr. DAVILA. He asked for a duty on sugar coming from Porto

Rico and on all products coming from Porto Rico to the United
States.

Senator WATSON. You have already gone into that. We are
perfectly familiar with that phase. You can not come in here and
deny everything that somebody may say.

Mr. DAVILA. I am satisfied that theSenate of the United States
and the people of the United States will never discriminate against
my country, but I am representing 1,500,000 people and they would
not understand my silence in the presence of this attempted discrimi-.
nation against my country.

Senator HIARRIISON. You presented that matter very forcibly and
fully before, and Ave believe this committee understands your view on
it thoroughly.

Mr. DAVILA. Have you read my brief?
Senator HARRISON. Yes. We have looked into that. Personally

I am thoroughly in sympathy with your views.
Mr. DAVILA. If that is the case, I am satisfied.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. I understand your position.
Mr. DAVILA. I do not think you ought to discriminate against a

country that is under the American flag and who has showed its
loyalty in a national emergency as Porto Rico has done. They are
second in that egard to no State in the Union.

Senator WATSON. We understand your position. You have pre.
sented it very well, and everybody, I believe, understands it.

COTTON
[Par. 1661]

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY F. LIPPITT, PROVIDENCE, R. I.,
REPRESENTING DOMESTIC COTTON MANUFACTURERS

(The witnesses were duly sworn by the chairman of the subcoin-
mittee.)

Mr. LIPPITT. Mr. Chairman, I am here as a representative of the
American users of long staple cotton to oppose a proposed duty on
cotton. At a hearing before the Ways and Means Committee I
presented a brief prepared in conjunction with those users which
covered our views. I do not want to take the time of this committee
to repeat that testimony. I have copies of it printed in convenient
form for the use of such members of this committee as care to ex-
amine it.
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Since that hearing, and in consequence of it, the position of the
proponents of this duty has materially changed. I want, therefore,
to discuss the condition as it now exists.

Before the Ways and Means Committee, representatives of the
cotton growers asked for a series of duties on cotton, covering all
varieties and running from a minimum of 7 cents per pound on
ordinary lengths by successive steps to 24 cents per pound for the
longest staples.

Senator SIMMONS. You speak in reference to raw cotton?
Mr. LIPPITT. In reference to raw cotton, Senator; yes.
It was shown in the testimony, however, that as concerned all

but a small percentage of the cotton grown in the United States, no
duty could possibly be of benefit to anybody, as substantially 50
per cent of the cotton crop was exported, and therefore the price
wa.s necessarily fixed by the world market and not by thb American
market alone. As a result of the testimony given on both sides,
the House decided not to put a duty on cotton.

As a result of this, there was presented at a hearing before the
Subcommittee on Agriculture a revised schedule of duties which was
supported by Representative L. W. Douglas, of Arizona, and Repre-
sentative W. M. Whittington, of Mirsissippi.

Their proposed duties are much lower than the original demand.
They do not agree, however, as to what the duty should be. Mr.
Whittington asked for a duty of 7 cents a pound on all cotton of
P 8 inches or longer. He particularly represents the growers of the
so-called Delta cotton of the Mississippi Valley, with a staple running
from 139 to 1/ inches, with a small amount of 1% inches. He is, there-
fore, particularly interested in those varieties.

On the other hand, Mr. Douglas, coming from the State of Arizona,
is more particularly interested in the so-called Pima cotton of Arizona
and California, with a staple of 1,s inches and above. Instead of the
straight duty of 7 cents per pound he proposed a duty of 3 cents per
pound for cotton from 11j to 1/%4 inches, and 7 cents per pound on
cotton 14s inches and above, giving as a reason for limiting the duty
to 3 cents on the shorter lengths that he did not want to advocate
anything except what "lie believed he could defend" and what he
thought "was fair and reasonable."

A third proposition was proposed to the Ways and Means Com-
iittee by the California-Arizona-New Mexico Cotton Association
of Los Angeles (p. 7632). I presume it is an acknowledged repre-
sentative of the Pima cotton growers. They proposed a duty of
3 cents on cotton from 1 . to 1 4 inches, and 5 cents per pound on
cotton longer than 1 inches.

We have, therefore, these authorities, all of them familiar with
the cotton situation, very much opposed to each other as to their
ideas of what is necessary. Mr. Douglas is perhaps influenced in
his views by the fact that the cost of growing 139-inch cotton is about
3 cents per pound more than the cost of ordinary staples, so that his
proposed duty would be equivalent to 100 per cent of this increased
cost, whereas, Mr. Whittington's duty of 7 cents would amount to
233 per cent of that same cost.

There is probably something over 800,000 bales of cotton grown
in America that these proposed duties would apply to, which is about
5 per cent of the American crop. The other 95 per cent of the
American crop will not be affected in any way.
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The duties would apply to about 200,000 bales of imported cotton,
equivalent to less than 1 ,% per cent of the total American crop.

There are two distinct varieties of cotton affected by these pro.
posals. The first is the Delta cotton of 11 to 1% inches in length.
The crop is from 800,000 to 1,000,000 bales. As regards length of
staple, it corresponds to Egyptian Uppers, of which about 165,000
bales were imported from the last crop.

Senator SINIMONS. Will you permit me to ask you a question right
there?

Mr. LippiTT. Yes, sir.
Senator SistsO-S. What is the difference in the world market,

I will say, in Liverpool-that is, in the prices in Liverpool?
Mr. LIPPITT. 1 will come to that a little later, if I may be

allowed to.
Senator SININMONS. All right.
These were principally used for tire fabric, but also in varyin

quantities, depending upon the changes in fashion, by yarn an
weaving mills. 'T'he same difference in the character of staple
exists between the American and Egyptian cotton of these lengths
as in the longer staples. The Egyptian cotton is substantially
different, and for some purposes it is much preferred by the manu.
facturers.

The other is the Pima cotton of Arizona, of which there were
28,000 bales grown last year, about 15,000 of which were used in
this country and 13,000 exported, which corresponds in lengths of
staple to the Sakellarides cotton of Egypt. While these cottons
are comparable in length of staple, they are quito different in other
respects. Both have their uses, but for many purposes they are
not interchangeable. The Egyptian cotton is a much smoother,
more silky fiber. There were about 35,000 bales of Saks imported.
The principal users of it are emphatic in their statements that they
can not produce proper results by substituting the American cotton.
Even Mr. Whittington testified that he thought it was a fair state.
ment that the American mills needed 50,000 bales annually of this
cotton.

The Arizona Pima cotton that is exported is principally used by
the lace makers of France. They are willing to pay and do pay a
premium for this cotton over the price of Egyptian Saks.

The Pima that is used in this country which is a very small amount
anyway, is used for a variety of specialty fabrics, mostly made with
fine yarns.

There is not enough of this Pima cotton grown to-day to supply
the users of America and of Europe. The best Pima sells at a higher
price than the best Saks. The crop last year was all taken ! v these
two markets for it, but it has needed a foreign demand, as well as
the domestic demand, to bring about this situation.

Therefore, as we see it, all of these American-grown cottons depend
to a controlling extent upon the European as well as the domestic
markets, and we can not see how putting a duty on the very small
amount of Saks cotton that is used in this country can possibly help
the Pima situation.

These three Yarieties, therefore, the ordinary, the Delta, and the
Pima staple, ai ! al! on the same basis. A material part of each is
exported.
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Senator SIMMONS. You say a material part of each is exported?
Mr. LippiTT. Of all varieties.
Senator SIMMONS. I suppose you export it because there is no

dejuand for it in the American market, or the American market is
not equal to the supply.

Mr. LIPPITT. I did not catch your question.
Senator SIMMONS. You say that a part of this long staple cotton

grown on this country is exported. Is that because there is not a
sufficient American demand to absorb the total output?

Mr. LIPPITr. Yes, sir.
Senator BINGHAM. As I understand it, it sells for a higher price

than any other grade of cotton.
Mr. LIPPITT. The Arizona Pima sells for a higher price than any

other cotton.
Senator BINGIAM. In the world?
Mr. LIPPxTT. In the world.
I was talking about the fact-
Senator SIMMONS. Right at that point, I would like to develop

the thought I had in mind a little while ago.
My understanding from your statement, and from my information

of a general character, is that the long staple grown here for special
uses is not regarded by the trade as being equal to the Egyptian
cotton. What is the difference in the staple that makes the Egyptian
cotton more desirable?

Mr. LIPPITT. Senator, the Egyptian cotton has a much finer fiber.
Senator SIMMONS. They are both long staple?
Ir. LIPPITT. I am talking now about long staples. The Egyptian

cotton has a much finer fiber. Each individual fiber is not so thick
as the fibers of the American cotton; in every pound of the Egyptian
cotton there are more fibers than in a pound of the American cotton.
That seems to produce a cotton that is softer and silkier, and will
make a smoother thread than you can make with the American
cotton.

I am not for a moment saying anything, or criticising any of these
different kinds of cotton. They all have their uses in the markets
of the world, but there is a difference, and we will bring that out later.

Senator SIMMuONS. There is a difference in the fineness of the fiber?
Mr. LIPPITT. Yes.
Senator SIMMONS. And the count of the fiber, as I understand it.
Mr. LIPPITT. Yes.
Senator SITmAONS. Is it necessary to have that finer quality?
Mr. LIPPETT. Oh, yes.
Senator SIMMONS. In making certain very fine goods that you

make up in New England chiefly, and that we are beginning to make
sonie of down South, is it so much better for that purpose than the
long staple cotton here that you prefer it to the long staple here?

SMr. LIPPITT. Yes, that is so. There are, perhaps, with the
Egyptian cotton-
k Senator SIMMONS. I wish you would nake that as clear as you can,
because that is one of the essential questions involved in that matter.

Mr. LPPITT. I think you will find that I will go into that more
ininutely later, and that some of the testimony I aim going to give
you will answer the question.
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Tile tire-fabric people, in a very complete brief before the Ways
and Means Committee, declared that "Exhaustive tests by tire
manufacturers over a period of years have demonstrated that ,gyp.
tian Uppers have certain qualities of fineness and uniformity that
American staples of the samc length do not possess. Because of
this fact, the tire manufacturers have paid an average of 3 to 4 cents
per pound more for the Egyptian Uppers than for American staples
of the same or slightly longer length. For 1927-28 this premium
amounted to $3,000,000."

The production of the Delta cotton-that is, the 1K-inch is mate-
rially more than the American demand for it. At least 300,000 bales
are exported. Even if a tariff high enough to exclude Egyptian
Uppers were put in force so that none of it was imported, ai( the
American mills used an equivalent amount of Delta cotton in place of
what is now imported, there would still be a very material amount of
this Delta cotton that would have to find a foreign market.
The situation, therefore, would be similar to the admitted situation

in regard to ordinary staples. The price that could be obtained for
this exportable surplus would fix the American price, and this export.
able surplus would have to compete not merely with the proportion of
Egyptian cotton that is now used abroad, but with an Egyptian crop)
augmented by the 165,000 bales or so excluded from this country.

We believe, therefore, that the growers of Delta cotton would
obtain no benefit from the proposed duty. On the other hand. it
would be a definite injury to the cotton manufacturers. If it was
effective in reducing imports, they would be deprived of an essential
raw material. If it was ineffective in excluding Egyptian cotton, it
could certainly be of no benefit to the grower, but would definitely
increase the cost of such proportion of the present Egyptian su)ply aS
could be used here.

Mr. Whittington, in the course of his testimony, makes several
statements to which I wish to call attention. lie seems to think it
helpful to his case to show that the American cotton manufacturers-
who, after all, are his customers-are unduly benefited. Both in his
testimony before the Senate subcommittee a1(d ill a speech he madc in
the Hou'se of Representatives, he asserts several times that the
schedule in the House bill is the highest duty on cotton goods known
in history. We think lie is v1ery much in error in this matter.

Tie average ad valorein equivalent rate of duty collected ou
Countable cotton cloths is as follows:

McKinley bill, 1898 to 1919, 39.50 per cent; Aldrich bill, 1910 to
1914, 42.30 per cent; Underwood bill, 1914 to 1922, 21.56 per eent;
and the present hill, 1922 to 1927, 28.56 per cent.

The schedule as prol)osed by the Ways and Means Committee will
add not to exce.ed 4 per cent to tile present rates on countable cloths,
which would make them 32.56 per cent.

In some cases it will materially reduce the existing rates, notably
in the case of thread made out of the finest of yarns, where the dutv lips
been reduced from 35 per cent to about 25 per cent, and oni tire
fabrics, where the (hity has been reduced from 25 per cent to from 10
to 17 per cent.

Senator SAcKtuTi. What do those duties refer to? Do they refer
siml)ly to cotton cloths?

Mr. IPPITT. That is the average of countable cloths.
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Senator SACKETT. It does not take in the yarns?
Mr. LIPPITT. It does not take in any of the specialities.
Senator SIMMONS. It does take in the yarns, does it not?
Mr. LiPPITT. No; this simply refers to countable cotton cloths

alone. But the yarns are on an identical basis.
Senator SIaMtows. You mean that yarns are at the same rates that

have been maintained throughout?
Mr. LJPPITT. This is relative to the duties on cloth. The item in

the cotton scheduk, which includes by far a majority of all cotton
manufactures, refers to countable cotton cloths.

Senator SIMMoNs. Let me see if I understand you. You say that
the rates proposed in the House bill-that is, the pendingbill-alre only
4 per cent higher than the rates-I mean the average rates-carried
in the present bill?

.Mr. LIPPITT. Yes.
Senator SIMMONS. Where is the 4 per cent increase? Is it an

increase upon sonic specific part of cotton goods, or is it an increase
that spreads out over the whole volume of cotton goods?

Mr. LIPPITT. The cotton schedule, Senator, first deals with what
are called countable cotton cloths; that is, the ordinary cloths as
you see them coming from the mills. Any man with a glass can
count the number of threads to the square inch; so those goods are
called countable goods. There is one item in the schedule that covers
those countable goods.Then there is a -ariety of items covering specialties. The great
bulk of cottoii manufacturi-es are included under the countable cloths,
so when I compare th ( duties on these countable cloths I am compar-
ing, I should say, 75 per cent of the entire cotton manufactures.

Senator SIMMNS. What 1 was trying to get at was this: Is there
just one special kind of cotton goods that gets the benefit of this 4
per cent increase?

Mr. LIPPITT. Oh, no; sir.
Senator SiAiMMNa. Or do el cotton goods participate, relatively, in

the increase?
Mr. LmrP'rT. At least 71 per cent, and probably more, aire covered

by that particular cloth."Senqtor SIMMoNs. There is no discrimination, so far as that increase
is concerned, in favor of one specific kind of cloth?

-Mr. LiPI'ITT. 1 think it is fai' to say it (toes not (1o that; no.
Senator SACKETT. Does that mncan 75 per cent of cotton cloths, or

75 per cent of all cotton imports?
Mr. LJ'PPITT. Cotton cloths.
Senator SACKETT. What proportion of tie total cotton imports are

the cotton cloths you are referring to?
Mr. LiPITT. YOU have, Senator, all those fig ures before you3.

The imports, as I remember the figures-I do not know that I carry
that verv distinctly in my mind-l think the total imports are about
877,000,00 of cotton fabrics of all kinds. That includes a great
many specialties. It includes laces and other things.

Senator SACKETT. And yarns?
Mr. LiPPITT. It includes yarns.
Senator SACKETT. Practically everything?
Mr. Lil'PITT. It includes everything. I am simply relying on my

memory, but I think the imports of countable cotton'cloth were in the
neighborhood of $17,000,000, and there aro a number of specialities.



There are very large imports of plush and a variety of things that go
to make up the other items.

Senator SACKETT. I thought those figures were very interesting to
show the relative height of these duties, and I wanted to see just what
it was on.

Senator SiMzsoNs. I understood you to say that you referred to the
average of the 1913 act as 21 per cent.

Mr. LIPPITT. Yes; the Underwood bill.
Senator SINMONs. Then in reference to the 1922 act, what was the

average for that act?
Mr. LIPPITT. The average under the Underwood bill was 21.5 per

cent, and under the present bill, so far-
Senator SIMMONS. The 1922 hill, I mean.
Mr. LIPPITT. Yes, the 1922 bill.
Senator SIMMONS. What was that?
Mr. LIPPITT. 28.5 per cent. The present bill increases the duties 4

per cent.
Senator BINGHAM. What was it under the McKinley bill?
Mr. LIPPITT. It was 39.5 per cent.
Senator BINOIKAM. That was higher than the proposed House bill?
Mr. LIPPITT. The proposed House bill will make it about 32 per

cent.
Senator BINGIAM. And under the McKinley bill it was 39.5 per

cent?
Mr. L PPITT. Under the Aldrich bill it was 42.3 per cent.
The facts, therefore, are that, instead of this being the highest

tariff in history, with the exception of the Underwood bill and the
bill now in force, it is the lowest tariff in the last 30 years.

Mr. Whittington states again, to show the importance of the
industry he represents, that millions are engaged in cotton growing
where hundreds are engaged in cotton niantfacturing. The facts
are that there are approximately 500,000 people directly engaged in
cotton manufacturing, so that, if his statement is true, there must
be 5,000,000,000 people engaged in the cotton fields.

Again Mr. Whittington testified that it is substantially undisputed
that "American cotton can he substituted for all the Egyptian cotton
ir'ported." Before the Ways and Means Committee there was
ample testimony by the users of these long staple cottons that just
the opposite was the fact.-that there were many uses for which it
could not be, substituted on account of tile lundalinental difference in
the character of the two cottons.

Included in the cotton imports that would become dutiable atre
some 23,000 bales of Peruvnin cotton. Mr. \Vhittinton in his
testimony before tile Ways and Means Committee, Said that this
was use(d for tire fabrics and threads. We think he is in error here
as this cotton is mostly used in the manufacture of some kinds of
woolens. Nobody clailus that it competes with any grade of Amer-
ican cotton. Th'e only possible rc;tilt of putting a (luty upon it
would )e to increase the cost to the consumer without benefiting a
single American citizAn.

Mr. l)ouglas testified( that in the year 1920 there were 4185,000
bales of Egyptian cotton iml)orted; and that tile next year, when
the emergency tariff l)ut a ( u ty of 7 cents per pound on tile long
staple Egyptian cotton, there were only 85,167 bales imported; but
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t go that for the next year, when the tariff wias taken off, the imports
jumped up to 233,729 bales.

kg to lie made a great point of this, and in reply to a question of Sen-
6vhat; ator Shortridge he stated that this proved that when the tariff was

011, the manu facturers "secured their cotton from the American
the producers."

The facts are that (he .485,000 bales imported in 1920 were by far
the largest imports of Egyptian cotton in any recent year. For the

thle two years preceding 1920 the imports were only 135,000 and 285,000
bales annually. In the year after the emergency tariff went off,pr the imports were about 250,000 bales.*

The fact about these imports of 1920 is that it was the height of
the war boom. Cotton textile products were bringing enormous
prices. Users of these long staple cottons were afraid that they
could not get an ample supply. The price of staple cotton went upAes5 4 to nearly $1 per pound, and the American users bought every bale
of staple cotton they could find anywhere.

Tile next year, 1921, which happened to correspond with the Emer-
gency Tariff, there was a great business crash. These purchases had

bill? to be liquidated at an enormous loss. The reason there were so few
per iimportations in 1921 was because of the enormous oversupply in 1920

and the combined importations for the two years 1920-21 of 570,000
per bales average just about the same number of bales that we haove been

in the habit of importing since that time. These imports, therefore,
furnish no information ar all as to what might or might not have been

,host the case if Egyptian cotton was barred from the country.
the Senator GEonGo. Before you leave that point, let me ask you this

question. I believe you said that after the Emergency Tariff had
thle been taken off that the imports increased in 1922 to 233,000 bales.

yin, Mr. LPPITT. That is ie normal amount of Egyp tian cotton that
'actI is used. If you will go on to the other years you will see that it

Al in corresponds.
111lust Senator GEoRGE.. WherL the tariff was laid if fell to about 87,000

bales.
'uted Mr. LPPITT. Yes, l)ecf.use there were over 500,000 bales imported
'-ton tile previous year, which is twice the consumption of the country.
was Senator SACKETT. It is l)erfectly possible to ipllort cotton aiid
just hold it indefinitely, is it not?
h it Mr. LIPPITT. .If you have money enough to pay the charges.
e in Senator SACKETT. It keeps its form?

Mr. LimPPTT. It keeps its fori, yes, sir.
Senator SACKETT. So You couhli import a large amount one yeai. and

his feed it out the following year?
this Mr. LiPPIrT. Yes. I might say here, since tie Senator has brought

Acre that question up, that the proponents of this duty on Pina, before the
ot subconamittee--I do not know whether it was this subcommittee, Mr.

muier- Chaiiiiuan, or tile Agricultural subcommittee-
m it Selator BINGHAM. It was the subcommittee on Agriculture.
11" a Mr. LIPPITT. They made a great point of this fact, that so much

cotton had been brought in that year, and then when the tariff was on
POO0 . there was a very small amount being brought in, and the next year
;Ile thliere was a vcry substantial amount.
long I They attenpted to prove that that showed that the instant the
but Vtariff was on the American manufacturers were substituting Pima cot-

ton for the other cottons that had been brought in.
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There are two answers to that, one of which I have made, and the Let
other is that there was not Pima cotton enough grown in the country fie (i
to make up the deficit. ane

Senator SIMMONS. Was it not a fact that the cottont industry saw of li
that Congress was going to pass an emergency tariff putting a duty
on and took advantage of the opportunity and brought in a consider. profit
able supply? cotto

Mr. LIPPITT. That was done.
Senator SIMiMoNs. In anticipation of this duty?
Mr. L!PPITT. That was done, Senator, to some extent, but the duty )ite c

did not go on until May 27. The duties (lid not correspond with the is les
calendar year. They called it the duty of 1921, but the duty went on ing A
in May, 1921, and these figures about the imports are for the calendar I
year.

There was a very considerable amount of cotton brought in in that
way, and there has'been a very considerable amount of cotton brought luver
in to-day, anti(il)ating tlat you gentlemen are goingto put a duty onit. to Col

Senator SxiMioNs. Then you say, if the conditions of 1920 had con- I as
tinued the importations would not have been more than sufficient to stateir
supply the demand; but because of the changed conditions there was Sea.
not such a demand in the next year?

Mr. LIPPITT. There was not so much of a demand, and there was
also a supply of cotton equal to the full volume. In the first year,
they imlported double their consumption.

It was pointed out. before the WIays and Means Committee that
there was a considerable amount-estimated at 100,000 bales-of t-HAR

Egyptian cotton imported into this country in the form of nerchan. Bostc
disc; and that this merchandise was a class which competes most e
severely with the American cotton manufacturers. tile,

It was also testified that many of these fabrics could be made only 1rm ,eet
of Egy)tian cotton, for which there was no equivalent substitutes

grown in the United States or anywhere else in the world, and that, tion of
therefore, if a duty was put on Egylptian cotton, a compensatory (uty The
would have to bIe put on goods containing Egyptian cotton; other cislsstl
wise the imports would be undoubtedly materially increased, and this
would be disastrous to the lairgc number of mills now engaged in
making these fine fabrics. _ .

Mr. Whittington bIrushes this situation aside as a matter of no Bristol

accc .int and as something the committee ay safely ignore. WeV
earnestly protest against such al assumption, and, as has been pointed
out in the Ilouse testimony, if a cotton dlty is passed, there should flatium
be a comlensatory duty of 40 l)er (cat greater than the dity on th e rve

raw cottont, to ai,-i|in plit tihe nla ui rer oil all equitable basis; that
is, if there is a duty of 7 cents per ponid on cotton, there should 1)e
a compensatory duty of 9.8 cents on the manuaetured Cloth. St'iii

It is evident that's duty which permits ia|ufacttre( articles to be pice 0
imported would be injurious not only to the manufacturers but to Ir.
the cotton growers as well, as they e'ani not expect to sell their cotton price?. • . . •S na
to run American spindles if the *Product of those sldles has been bonh
rella'ed by imported goods.

We cali not imagine any more wecoll e news that, could come to
Liancashire than to hear that the United States hd l)ut i duty oil in Egy

Egyptian cotton without putting a compensatory duty on the yl rl s fr
and fabrics made out of it. IAltrn
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Let us say here that while we have no desire to discredit or minimize

tile (ifficulties of agriculture or the importance of Government assist-
ance to the farmers, we think we are justified in calling to the attention
of this committee the fact that there has been no industry, either
agricultural or otherwise, that has recently worked at so small a
profit and had had such hard work to keep its head above water as the
cotton manufacturers.

Much might be said about it, but as a striking bit of testimony, I
have here a clipping from a recent Boston newspaper giving a list of
nine corporations in New Bedford, the market price for whose stock
is less than the actual value per share of their quick assets, sayingnoth-
ing about the amount of money that is invested in land, machinery,
builings, etc.

'1'liis would be equivalent to a farmer who wanted to dispose of his
farni having not merely to give the farm and all his equipment to the
buyer but who would also have to pay some amount of ready cash
to consummate the sale.

I ask permission, Mr Chairman, to have printed as a part of my
statement the clipping to which I have referred:

Senator BINGHAM. Very well.
k, 1lie clipping referred to is as follows:)

BOSTON NEws BUREAU,
June 25, 1929.

Nnw BEDFORD MILLS FOR NOTHING

,IIARES OF MANY COMPANIES SELLING FOR LESS THAN NET QUICK ASSETS

Boston-The spectacle of Ncw England mill stocks selling at considerably
less than the anounit of the net quick assets per share is not unfamiliar. At this
time, when a certain ainount of liquidation talk is in the air, and outside interests
are ,eeking to effect a merger involving some New Bedfrod mills it is of more than
paying interest that amanV New Bedford textile stocks are selling at much less
lhan their ''net quick " per share-in other words, the plants are given a valua-
lion of less than nothing.

The following table compares the )resent selling price of several New Bedford
mill stocks with the amount of net quick assets behind each share: (In some
cases Cash holdings per share are greater than the selling price.

Net quIck Cmnrent
per share market

Aushnet Mills ---------------------------------------------- $51) $35
Bristol Manufacturing Co ----------------------------------- 67 48
City Manmmufacturing Corporation ------------------------------ 53 38
HullIIDi 'Mills ---------------------------------------------- 06 50
(0r elMauctrnCoprto---------------------------- 89 4Gricnell 'manufacturing Corporation .. . ........... 9 46
]lathia way Manufact uring Co --------------------------------- 69 .19
hierve maufacturing Corporation ---------------------------- 30. 260
Potomiska Mills ---------------------------------------------- 53 30
Quik:ett Mills common ------------------------.------------- 92 05

Senator S.MMoxs. Let ine ask you a question or two. What is the
e price of Egyptian cotton in the American market?

Mr. LwiPITT. You mean the comparative price or the actual
price?

Senator Siiiioxs. The actual price at which Egyptian cotton is
bought in this market.

0 MiV. LIPrIr'r. The actual price for this year-there are two staples
in lE0gyptian cotton, onit very long staple, and the long staple price
runs from 33 cents a pound to about 50 cents.

I Alter nllowluig for preferred at par.
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Senator Srmmioxs. What is the price in the American market for
this Delta cotton and the Pima cotton?

Mr. IAPPITr. The Pima cotton sells higher than the Sakellarides. liil
Senator SImmo.ss. Give us the prices. alrc(
Senator BIN'Gaiz~1. In the Summary of Tariff Information furnished SC1Me

us by the Tariff Commission, on page 2306, price quotations are All
given as of February 26, 1929, on live different grades of Egyptian the In
cotton, varying from 25.50 cents up to 42.65 cents, and giving the and ii
price of American-Egyptian, or Pimna, cotton, as 43 cents. jcally

~mator SiM~.~'s. In the American market?
Senator BIxoti.im. That is in the Boston market.
Senator S.m'moxs. I would like to get his figures. tiling.
Ml r. LIPPITT. I answered the first laestion. gre t
Senator SimMo.s. You answered tile question in reference to the Otto

price of Egyptian cotton in the American market. Now I am asking 10111 C
you what is the price of long staple cotton grown in the same market, can W
the l)elta and liina cotton?
Mr. LIPPITT. Senator, I do not think that I could tell ou those Mi.

prices. They are varying all the time. But I happen to Lave that have
information about Egyptian cotton on this schedule. Sell

Senator SIMoxs. Are you speaking of the present day, when you tiiiiii
speak of the price of Egyl)tian cotton? ( ittou

. McG)x:VITT. The price of the Egyptian cotton we are talking Nir

about is 43 cents. Sen
Senator Simx.xio's. In the American market? Vabmim.
Mr. McI)aVIT-'. In the American market. There is not mn\': ')cifi

that is the reason it is so high. Egyptian cotton of comparilile for on
quality is about 35 or 36 cents. Mr
The Senator asked the price of the American-Egyptian oi 'i Tis

cotton. To-day it is about 43 cents for the spot variety. goes It
Senator SI.i.iox:\. That is raw? vY I

lr. McDEWIT'r. That is the raw cotton, against a price of about Sen
35 or :36 cents for good Egyptiaii spot cotton. Iir.

Senator SImm :oxs. Can' either you or Senator LIppitt give the f
price of Egyptian cotton in the Liverpool market and the price of this jorel

Pima or Delta cotton in the Liverl)ool market? is It v
Mr. Lrm, rrr. It is the same price, subject to the transportation 4 haf a

charges.
Senator Sim'moxs. That is what I assume; but I want to ._(t at

what it is. cotton
Mr. LIUPITT. It is the same )rice, less the freight rate, and that i e

also applies to the American cotton. It is the same price as it ij to a1n
in tile United States, )ills tile freight rate. talking

Senator SACKETT. Senator Lippitt, I wanted to ask you if the duty Semi
were put oil this long staple how far the compensatory duty would jl it all,
to the cotton manufactures of thhi country. Would it go to all the prodi
cotton manufactures? I may

Mll'. LIPPITT. No; the compensa tory duty would be a duty on the vc
importations containing cotton of a certain length. than ,

Senator SACKE:'rT. What l)rOl)ortion of the cotton iiaifotfati'ci (len
wonld that aftfct?

Mm'. LIPPiTT. This whole question, Senator Sackett, affects less than Seli
5 per cent of the cotton growth in America. It really is a very smi1ll hot P
question. There has been a great deal of attention called to it; there Mm.



has been a great deal of agitation about it; and there was a time when
certain people in the South were representing to the planters that by
having a tariff they were going to have the millennium come. It has
already )een (Iemonstrated by the position they have taken them-
selves thi anyt such thing is an impossibility.

All of these three kinds of cotton are on exactly the same basis. Of
the medium staple cotton there is something like 33 per cent exported,
ald in this very long staple there is half of it exported. It is econom-
ically impossible to l)ut an effective tariff on an article which has a very
large foreign market.

Senator SIMMONS. Senator, I am somewhat puzzled about this
thing. If the American cotton buyer regards the long staple cotton
grown in the United States as worth more money than the Egyptian
cotton, it must l)e because there are certain specific uses of tle Amer-
ican cotton and certain specific uses of the Egyptian cotton, and we
can not interchange these different cottons so as to niake them equally
valuable for those respective uses.

Mr. LPPIT. I could not express it better myself, Senator, and I
have tried very hard to do so. That is absolutely the state of the case.

Senator SIMMONS. You do not think the American cotton is better
than the Egyptian cotton, but that it is better suited to some con-
ditions?

Mr. LIPPITT. That is right; yes, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. You (1o not think the Egyptian cotton is less

valuble than the American cotton, hiut it is not serviceable for certain
specific uses. That is what puzzles me; why cotton shoul be higher
for one use than like cotton that is just as vluable for another use.

Mr. JIPPITT. I think I can explain that by a little illustration.
This Piia cotton, which is long-staple Arizona cotton, tWiat is exported
goes largely to France and Belgium. to make lace. In lace they want
very long and wiry threads.

senator SIABMONS. It is better than the Egyptian for that purpose?
Mr'. LIPPITT. It is better and they pay a higher price for it. There-

fore, tl~e quantity of Egyptian cotton iml)ortel into this country is
largely used for niaking sewing thread where one thing that they want
is a very35 smooth, pliable thread. These thread. people contributed
half a million dollarss to have Pima cotton grown in Arizona when the
thing first started. With that amount of capital invested in it, you
Ca timgine that they quoted a favorable condition to every, kin d of
cotton that (!ame out of that area. They are here to-day and will
give illustrations to the effect that they can not use that Pima cotton
to make the best thread. It, is only a small amount. We are only
talking about 25,000 or 35,000 bales.

Senator Si. txoxs. That is a very significant fact in connection with
it all, to my mind. Generally speaking, we say that the price of a
product del)ends very largely l)on the volume of that product. Now,
may it not be that ihis difference in price grows out of the fact that
the volume of Egyptian cotton as compared to the uise of it is greater r
thain the volume of the American long staple as coml)ared to the
deriland amld sues of that?

M\Ir. fil' vir. Yes; I tlink that is trl'e.
Senator SIMM.NONS. If that is true, that would indicate that we are

hot producing enough of tile Pilua and the Delta-
Mr. I Dip'r. i)elta is (lilereint.
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Senator SIMIoxs. There is somewhat of a scarcity in tie world's
supply of that product and not a scarcity in the word's supply of the
Egyptian cotton, and that tile matter of difference in volume as coni.
pared with the demand has something to do, probably, with making
the price of one higher than the price of the other.

Mr. LIPPITT. I think you are absolutely correct.
Senator SIM.N.xS. I am asking you whether I am or not.
Mr. LiPPrrT. I think you are; yes, sir.
Senator SIMiMoN's. I am speculating; I am not saying thatt
St,,ator BIXHA.. Senator, I 1ope you are not speculating.
Senator Si, t.io.s. No; I am not speculating in cotton; I am spec.

ulating in statistics; but I have discovered recently that a man has to
I)e mighty particular in tie use of his language, otherwise he will he
misconst rled.

Senator BING1A.M. Have you anything further, Senator Lipitt?
Mr. LPPITT. Nothing, except that I would like to say this" one

thing: To use the gist of this whole matter is that here are three kinds
of cotton. Of each of them there is a very substantial amount
exported, and those exportations are such that they Will control the
price. That is, the price must be made by the wool market and not
by the American market alone.

Senator BINOGHA.. I un(lerstand also that unless a duty is put up)01
Egyptian cotton, a comipellsatory duty )laced Ul)O1t all articles ma.
ufactured thereof, you will be placed at a disadvantage with the for.
eign manufacturer?

Ir. Li'I'Mr. Most emphatically so. It will b) a great injustice.
Senator SLlnoxs. Would it be possible to ascertain the amount of

Egyptian cotton in certain yarns tlat might he imlported into this
country?

Mr.lI rrLT. You mneani tile character of ti1e Egyp)tian?
Senato' SIfmo.s. Yes.
Mr. LwiPITT. I think it would be very difficult. It would be easier

in yarns than it would be in fabrics.
Senator SIMMONS. It will be necessary then to place a compensator%

duty on all fabrics into which Egyptian cotton has entered?
'. LIP'IITT. Ys.

Senator SIMMONS. How would you determinee whether Eglyptiti
cotton cotton did enter and. whether it was the chief componelm?.
value?

Mr. LUPI)ITT. Ti duty would not be described as Egyptian cotton.
The nomenclature of the clause would be that tlre was such and
such a duty on fabrics containfig staple cotton of more than an inch
and a quarter in length. Then they would have to break it. apart and
discover wlhtler he fabrics in that article were an inch and a quarter
long, or whatever it was.

Senator SmMtmoxs. Do you think that they could discover it ill that
way?

Ml'. LIt1-ITr. It. couh(l be done in yarns. Well, it could le doe il
all ordinary pieces of goo(ls, but wht, you coiiie to a garment, for
instance, made out of cloth having Egyptian long stal)le, tile oly
WAN you ')Coul find out would heo t(cut somite of the cloth out
anid ilke the individual threads al't. i justice a col11l)tQ1M'
tory (luty is 'ssiitial, hut in )racti('al Operati.ii it willt'be quit,
dIifficlult.'



Senator SIMMONS. Would you want a compensatory duty without
regard to the amount of Egyl)tian cotton that was used in proportion
to other kinds, or would you want it only in case the Egyptian cotton
was the element of chief value?

Mr. LIPPITT. I should think that on account of the difficulties of
determining the long-staple cotton you would have to put it on any-
thing contailing long-staplh cotton.

Selator SIMMONS. It would not make aiiy ldiflel'rnce how small the
qunutity is?

i r. 1,il'PITT. It. would not make any difference lio'v small the
quantity is, but nothing would he brought ill; it. is only a small amount.

Scnatol' SACKETT. But we are talking about the trouble in getting11p a1 schedule. I

Mr. IAPPIirT. I ended my testimony by saying that it was a very
stormy field for Congress to enter upon and they had better let It
alone.

Mr. Chairman, may I (iscuss another branch of the cotton manl-
facture?

Senator GIEOiGE. Before you do that, Senator Lippitt, there is
something that 1 want to call your attention to. I have been reading
the testimony of Congressnan Douglas, bf Arizona, and Congressman
Whittington, of Mississippi, given before the agl'icultl ral slbcom-
mittee, and I want to direct your attention to this fact: It is claimed
by Mr. Whittington particularly that the complensatory duty has been
allowed, and the statement thit lie mrkes in that connection, which
you have already noted, is that all tho fine fabrics have the highest
tariff in history. In the figures which you submitted to us you were
dealing vith the average tariff on cotton fabrics in the various tariff
acts. He points out. that while the average is, as you state, neverthe-
less, tie duty on tie fine fabrics is very nuch higher than that, and lie
takes the position that those very high duties which were increased
in the House bill really proved adequate compensatory duties, oven
if a tariff of 7 cents a pound should be given oil this long staple.

Mr. LiPPITT. Senator, one of the duties, the duty ol thread, made
out of No. 90's yarn and above, was reduced from about 35 cents a
F ound to 25 cents. The duty on tire fabrics-well, that is not a fine
abric, and I will not talk about that. You want a broad answer, do

you not?
Senator GEoom]u. Yes. On the tire fabrics we are familiar with the

fact that the duty was reduced from 25 to about 17 per cent.
.Mr. IUPPITT. I was going to talk about that. Mr. Whittington is

in error about those duties. Ile has made this declaration about this
being the highest tariff in history.

Senator Gim'omtoI.. I wanted to call your attention to the fact that
lie says it is the highest on these fine fabrics.

Mr. Ln, 'T. I emphatically (eny it, and the figures that. I have
give are (r'eot.

Slmator GE~oRaE.. 11t I wanted to ask you if you had not given us
figures that deal with the general average of the tariff on cotton
fabrics and not oil the fine fabric, which, of course, is made out of the
finer grade Egyptian cottons.

'Ur. LiP'1qTT'. They deal with both.
Semtor lGEoI E. I und(erstald you have Consi(lered both, but you

have given tie average.
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Mr. LIPPITr. The figures that I have given are the average.
Senator GEORGE. But I am calling your attention to tile fact that

he points out in his testimony before the agricultural subcommittee of
the Finance Committee that the line fabrics do now carry the highest
duty in the history of our tariff. I do not know whether he is correct
or not.
Mr. LiIPPITT. Ile is not only incorrect, but the duty on the fine

fabrics under the proposed tariff is tile lowest. duty that has been on
cotton fabrics, with the exception of the Underwood bill and the bill
now in force, for the last 30 year and I think for tie last 60 years.
That statement is not correct.

Senator GEORGE. Well, I think it is an important matter hero.
Just let me read you this sentence:
The tariff on textiles mianufactured front staples has becn raised materially.

Inasmuch as tho tariff on finer yarns has been raised materially, it must follow
that. while the average duty ol'all tire fabrics mny be 17 per cent ad valorem
where it is now 25 per cent, it will be much more than 25 per cent on the tiro
fabrics using staple cotton. The tariff, therefore, upon fine threads, fine yarns,
and the better grade tire fabrics, has been increase(d. It has been denied on the
raw cotton. As shown by page 8502 of the hearings before the Ways and Mens
Committee, the tire industry uses about 700,000 bales of cotton annually, of
Which only about 30 per cezit isstaple cotton. The remainder is shorter than
1! inch ctton.

Hero is what he has to say about a coml)ensatory duty:
Ordinarily, a tariff on the raw product should provide for a compensatory duty.

The House bill has anticipated compensatory duties. Senator Lippitt, on page
8470, and again on page 8484, sali that there should be at least 40 per cent more
(luty on the products than the (luty levied on cotton. Careful estimates have
been made. An Increase of 7 cents per pound on staple cot ton means an increase
in the cost of thread per spool of fifty-eight thousandths of a cent. It means an
increase of from 6 to 10 cents on an automobile tire.

His contention is that those compensatory duties have actually
been allowed. Let nue call your attention to tile summary of tile
duties and a coml)arison of tiess in the House bill and in the present
act made by tie Tariff Commission. I do not know that you have
had an opportunity to see that, but from a study of that I think
you Will see that there has been an, increase in tile duty on tile fine
fabrics, although the general average of this tariff on cotton fabrics
may be 1)elow the general average carried in some of the previous
acts.

Mr. LIPPITr. May I answer that?
Senator GEORGE. Yes. I am calling your attention to it because

I would like to hear your answer.
Mr. Lsrr'r'r. Mr. *Whittington says there that Ibecause there

has been a (luty on fine fabrics that, therefore, there is an increased
(luty on tires I)te aulse they use long-staple cotton. Well, he evidently
is Very much confused on1 that Merely because long-staple cotton
is sometimes used in fine fabrics, it (hoes not, therefore, follow that
anything, that long-staple cotton is used in is a fine fabric. The facts
of the case are that tie tire fabric of to-day is made out of No. 23
yarn whether they use common cotton or l]gyl)tianl cotton or some
other kind of cot ton, and tile (lutits on yarn vary, according to their
fineness mid not according to whether tlhev ar uuade o1t of this kind
of cotton or that kind of cotton. .IMr. Whittington, if I may be
excused lo'r using an impolite phrase, shows a noimmentill ignorance
of the whe( situation there. The fact is that the dity on every
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clas of tire has been reduced from 25 per cent to at least 17 per cent
and possibly in some cases as low as 10 per cent.

Senator GEORGE. Are you going to discuss that other questionlater?
Mr. LIPPITT. Ver" hiefl,, yes. But Mr. Whittington is not

correct about those assertions at all.
Senator GEORIE. I am merely calling your attention to his state-

ment and to his figures.
Mr. LU'PITT. Tfiere was one other statement there that I think I

should answer, but, perhal)s, it is of no importance unless you desire
me to do so.

Senator Gm'oclta. I do not know just what you are referring_, to.
lie makes the general statement that all the line fal)ries have tie
highest duty.

Mr. LIPPITT. Yes; and that, therefore, they would not want a
coll) pensatory duty.

Senator Gonhoa . And therefore you have, in effect, a complensa- -

tory duty.
Mr. LIPPITT. Yes; and that is a thing that I want to speak of.

The answer to that is this, that the W ays and Means Committee
fixed a tariff oil cotton goods on the basis of there being no tax on
cotton. They did increase the tariff on some cotton goods and oin
the line) yarns to a very small extent, the average of Which is about
4 per cent. They manifestly were not putting this duty on as a
conl)ensatory (uty for anything that ha(l occurred to cotton; they
wore doing it because they thought the circumstances of the case
justified that without regard to that duty there should be a small
additional duty on cotton fabrics. Is there anything further,
Senator?

Senator GonGHR. I wanted to ask you something about the reduc-
tion of that duty on automobile tires, but you said that you were
going to deal with that.

Mr. LiPPITT. I only want to deal with it very briefly.
Senator BINGIAM. May I say just here that in the comparison of

rates of duty in the pending tariff bill that the pi'esent law furnished
us by the Tariff Commission shows that for paragraph 904, which
includes tire fabrics at the present time, that having been taken out
of 1)aragraph 905, the average increase is 5.07, or a trifle more than
the general average for the entire Schedule 9, which is increased from
40.26 to 43.58, or an increase of 3.32.

Mr. LIPPITT. Does that say that there has been an increase in the
duty on tires?

Senator BINGHAM. No. The tires have been taken out of para-
graph 905 and put in paragraph 904, and the average of all duties in
paragraph 904 shows a figure a trifle over 5 per cent, so that it is prac-
tically what you said, that the increase is about 4 per cent, which is
the general average.

Mr. LiPPITT. What I wanted to say about tires was this: They did
have a special duty of 25 por cent. For some reason that none of the
People interested In the industry knew about that special classifica-
tion was removed and they were i)ult in the general class which rc-
duced the duty from 25 per cent to about 17 per cent if the tire is

,maode out of No. 23 yarn. There was no evidence of any kind given
7 ymmu .111-ii--\'c.1. Lill El!10- 13
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before the House committee. There was no reference to the duty on
tires. Nobody asked to have it reduced. There was no testimony
put in in regard to it and the people who are making the tires are a
little chagrined about it.

Senator GEORGE. Do you have any idea why that was reduced?
That is a question that I wanted to ask you.

Mr. LJPPITT. I can not tell you, but the rumor about it is that
somebody in connection with the Ways and Means Committee tele.
graphed to some of the tire fabric makers-I think I will have to

Mil and answer that question again, Senator. Time tire business b
in an unusual situation. There are two distinct classes of produced
of tire fabric. There is the independent producer who makes the
fabric and sells to the tire maker. Tiere is the tire maker himself
who has his own mills and produces al)out a third of the total quan.
tity produced. I have heard it said that there was a telegram sent
to some one person of the tire makers asking him if lo wanted that
duty and lie said he did not care about it. I do not know whether
that is true or not.

Senator SACKETT. The effect of that would he that a tire maker
could go to a foreign country and produce his material and send it
into this country and make his tires cheaper here.

Mr. LIPPTT. And there are tire fabric plants in Canada.
Senator Giont:OR.. Yes; I knew that and I heard the same rumor.

It is so unusual that there should be this drastic reduction without
any apparent reason for it.

Mr. LPPITT. What I wanted to say about this tire fabric is that
although it is made out of coarse yarns it i.- one of the most perfectly
made fabrics in America. The inspections of the tire makers ar
very severe; they demand a very high standard of yarns; they haye
to bo very smooth. They reject any imperfections. And I wnt
yo,i Senators to bear in mind the great progress that has been mhad
in automobile tires. If you will remember, it is only a few years ag(
when if we had a tire that would go 2,000 miles without a blow-iw
or a tire coming off or something like that we were very much pleased,
whereas now a tire will go 10,000 or 20,000 and even 40,000 or ,50,O0(
miles. All of that has not occurred just by accident. It has occur
by an enormous amount of protecting the article, both on the part!
the tire maker and on the part of the manufacturer.

Frankly, gentlemen, I do not know what the duty should be in thii
case, but it is a thing in such a position that there is no chance of a
tariff, however high, being an injury to the American people, becauzi
the instant tile independent tire lnmakers try to ouiake too high a pric0
the tire people themselves will l)ut us out of business by building their!
own plants, which they are goingg to a very great extent, but tud
great possibilities. We (10 not Know what, the tire of the future!
going to be made out of. It ias changed its construction niany.
man, times in this progress of perfection. We d0 not know w:
yarn it may be made out of five years from now. If they shmlc
make it out of 13's instead of 23's, then our )roteetion instead o
being 17 per cent would be 10 per cent, which would absolutely be to
lo,' because very fine, earefilly prepared and perfected yarn wouk,
havje the sanme ( uty as the ordinary l'(gh, comnion yarn of tie country
So we feel that there cln not be an injury to anybody find that I;Iw
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should have that duty put back. I have stated the case as fairly as I
know how to state it.

Senator BNo 11NAM. lave you anything further?
il'. LAPPITT. No.

SenIatoir BINGrrA.m. Thank ".'ou very much for your kindness. It
is not often that we have before us a witness who knows as much
about his subject as the former Senator front Rhode Island.

Mr. ILwArrT. I al)l)'eciate the coinllIient. lI.re is a sample of
that modern tire fabric and here is the old fabric.

STATEMENT OF F. 0. MoDEVITT, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., REPRE-
SENTING THE PAGE MILLS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr.I \MIcDI-V'r. WO have mills in Massachusetts, Connecticut,

and South Carolina. I merely %vish to confirm the testimony ofSenator Lippitt, as I believe he has already an)ly covered the sub-
ject. I do wishi to state, however, that some of our mills make
cloths that require either Pima or Egyptian cotton, and we use some.
tines one and sometimes the other.

I wish to correct the impression I gave you a short while ago with
regard to the dlilerence in th, price between Sako'l and Pima cotton.
That is temporary, duo to tie fact that the supply of Piin cotton is
exlausted for this year, hut ordinarily there is a premium of 3 to 4
cents a pound Oi Pitoa over E vptin

fhie cloths that we make, eitfler fine nuar(Juiset.tes and other fabrics,
Complete with those marie in England of 1gyptian cotton, and if a
tariff were puit on Egyptian cotton we would not be able to oml)cet(o
with the cloths that aro imported into this country and made from
those yarns.

Senator George spoke a few minutes ago in regard to the tariff
being nmuch higher on tho lier f yarns, and the reason for that is thatlabor enters into the liner yarns a great deal more than it does on the
coarser yarns? fnd the purpose of the tariff, as 1 understand it, is to
protect American labor. That is all, sir.

Senator BINGIAM. We thank you.

STATEMENT OF R. C. KERR, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
THREAD CO., NEW YORK CITY

(Tile witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. Kimni. Mr. Chairm'han anI gentlemen, I would like to say, in

tle first place, that I have had the opportunity of hearing and stu(ldying
the brief presentedl by ex-Sonator Lippitt, of Rhode Island, alid I
wish to say that I indorse every word that he has uttere(l lere.

I want to halve the opportunity of appearing l)efore this committee
in connection with the question of t duty on E, gylptian cotton so that
I might make a statement as to how our l)artieular company, the
American Threal Co., would be affected. We are quite a large, coin-
Ipmn ind are very large users of Egyptian cotton find, of course, we
t'nh1l)hoy a great maly tlhousild hands.

1 d( not'know whether before procee(ling to my specific statement
it would be in order to enlarge upioni two of tile matters which came u)
in Senator Lippitt's testimony. Senator George referred to a state-
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ment by Representative Douglas, of Arizona, regarding an increase
on fine varns. I do not know anything at all about the cloth business,
but I do know about yarns. We have a mill in western Rhode Island
which is exclusively devoted to the manufacture of single yarns.
They go almost entirely to the tire trade.

It must be remembi red that the difference between the proposed
law and the law now in effect is that the House bill has eliminated,
so far as yarns are concerned, all specific duties, so that as soon as
we saw the rates, being interested as we are in 100-yarns, we made a
comparison to see whether those rates were giong to be beneficial or
otherwise to our particular industry. As I said, the specific tares
have been wiped to one side, so that'the first thing for us to do was to
get a quotation on 100-yarns from Manchester. We got a quotation
of 66 cents and 63 cents. It makes a difference whether your basic
price is 66 cents or 63 cents. We took the highest price and worked it
out and compared it with the present rates and we found not an
increase in the duty but a decrease in the duty. I think that is a very
important point to bring out when the statement is made that the
duties have already been reduced to such an extent on fine yarns. I
think it is important to bring out the fact that in 100-yarns the rates of
the House bill bring about a small decrease on a yarn costing 66 cents
in Manchester. If the 63-cent yarn were applicable, then it would be
63 cents plus that duty.

Senator GEORGE. at statement does not appear in the testimony
of Congressman Douglas, but in the testimony of Congressman
Whittington.

Mr. K ERR. Excuse me, sir. I am glad to be corrected.
The other point is a technical one. It is one raised by Senator

Simmons. Actually you gentlemen are somewhat astonished by the
quotations in Pima cotton as compared to the present quotation in
Sakelaridis cotton. I think I can perhaps clear up that situation by
explaining that the Pima cotton crop is nearly always a short crop.
There is never enough of it to go round with the export and at present
Nos. l's and 2's, which are the highest quality of Pima cotton, are
offered in quantities which are not commercial. It is true that
transactions have taken place within the last few weeks in New
Bedford at 43 cents a pound, but we have had quotations on Pima
cotton and we can tell that that particular variety is almost unobtain-
able. I think we have got to take into account the normal difference
between the price of Sakelearides cotton and Pima cotton. First,
Pima is not what was stated. I think the testimony rather gave the
impression that there was a tremendously wide difference between
the average price of Pima cotton and western Sakelaridis. If you
ask for a quotation you will get 43 cents, but the difference, as a rule,
is not as great.

Senator BINUHAM. The figures that I quoted showed that the
difference between the highest grade of Egyptian and Pima No. 2
was less than 1 cent.

Mr. KERR. That is more nearly correct than I thought.
Senator SM ONS. I was very much astonished myself at the figures

given the committee by the witness.
Mr. KERR. The figures are correct, sir.
Senator SIMMONS. You say they are correct, but with the quali-

fications that you make. As I understand it, they are not normal
prices; they are exceptional prices.



Mr. KERR. Yes.
Senator SIMMONS. But the normal spread in the difference in prices

between the Egyptian and Pina is about 1 per cent per pound.
Mr. KERR. Yes, sir. They run very close together. May I pro-

ceed with the statement on the part of the American Thread Co.,
Mr. Chairman?

Senator BINGHAM. Yes; you may proceed.
Mr. KERR. In the first place, I should like to say that I appeared

before the subcommittee of the Senate on cotton threads and several
of you gentlemen were present. We are asking for certain duties on
the article which we manufacture. It may be that I am seeming to
talk with two voices, but that is not so, because if I really believed
that putting a duty on cotton in the long run would be beneficial and
would be permanent and stable, I do not think I would oppose it,
but I do not believe for one moment that it would in the end do them
one bit of good, and I think I can perhaps make that point clear.

It is essential in dealing with this subject to take into account the
history of the cotton business. Statements have been made by wit-
nesses-I do not think I can name them-and the extent of Sea Island
cotton has been introduced and deductions have been drawn that this
Egyptian cotton resulted in wiping out the Sea Island crop. That is
an absolute fallacy. The one thing that wiped out the Sea Island
cotton was-

Senator GEORGE. The boll weevil.
Mr. KERR. Yes, sir; the boll weevil.
Senator GEORGE. We used to have the biggest inland sea island

market in the world in southern Georgia.
Mr. KERR. Yes, sir. It is rather unfair to use as an argument that

this long staple Egyptian cotton resulted in pushing the sea island off
the map. I was shown maps in the Department of Agriculture-my
son is employed there-showing the spread of the boll weevil each
year. It was shaded off the ,. *- qW.read eastward. I remem-
bei' renmarking, "What isgong o..Jiappe w~4l that shading creeps
down across Georgia, adt 6L t'd Thit.,w4 n I was talking
just shrugged his shutd .1p. * W know wh rne . The crop
disappeared in about one season.i, '111 1* V ;VOur company. i thosq dys lO atly on an
average of seti* cottons. Th11he 1 3.m#*Icro p t 100,000
bales. I shoadM"'bAhk that a-ieast' P ent o4 i, exported
A very large tiit44ng6 %itS to., weter an t France.
Therefore, otir. p f a19 ,f--', t"" -f - -1is a va e part of
the availablW60i ? MQpt .o h neha
to find a subtie or this *t)u i'unately
for us this long stple Egypti ta ok3 z e" b on the
market. It wia'sihtton kn ,. ,Ya.o.itz cotton7* was the
beginning of a g.itaple cO t. 'W 0. It wo.itOeoeeded by
the Soudan. 3':ras.a'vet~cetithe cot".nn*i ed in the
Soudan. .

To-day Egypitazi O ft~n. the Ion qualities in
Sakelaridis and tlin4 growths af$64ft f6h only substi-
tutes. Arizona Egypdih ii A' rcan long staple
cotton grown-I mean imt p4! j~ier-but it is lacking
in the qualifications that tend t0produie the strengths and qualities
of finished thread yarns demanded by the high-powered factory sewing
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machines and speed working conditions, and high premiums are fe
paid for the best qualities to meet these trade demands. f

The government statistics for July, 1928, bring out the fact that N11
the total imports of these long staplo Egyptian cottons was 33 752 hgh
bales, say 34,000 bales in round numbers: At the same time there
were 15,000 bales of Arizona Egyptian cotton used in this market.
I believe-I do not state this unier oath and it is just my belief- e
that the export of Arizona for that period was about 10,000 bales, 'npo
and these figures fit in pretty closely because the total crop was some. te
where in the neighborhood of 34,000 or 35,000 bales. appa

These figures would indicate that the trade as a whole demands a a po
considerable quantity of cotton better in quality than any produced Se:
in the United States and is willing to pay the full market price for Mr
same. Se

Although considerable is said in some quarters regarding the super- Sin
iority of Pimas, this growth does not by any means produce a sewing Mr
cotton thread equal in strength to thread made from long staple A ver
imported Egyptian cotton.

If I might digress for just a moment, talking of this Pima cotton, ago w
when it first came out the American Thread Co. was very much out o
interested in it. We thought that at last we had a cotton that we best a
could use in place of this Egyptian cotton. We so much liked this
cotton that we invested money in Arizona. Our company invested is une
almost $500,000 in trying to make a success of this Pima cotton. gei
We built generators; we built an oil mill, and we advanced money to enV
the farmers to finance their crops before they were grown. Finally, te.
after spending all of this money, we found that this Pima cotton Mre
was not suitable for our thread purpose and we were fortunate enough
to get out of it. vw

Senator GEORG-E It is not so good for thread purposes as the old ery It
sea island cotton, is it? oxton

Mr. KERR. You mean the long staple Egyptian cotton?
Senator GEORGE. Yes. fulyn
Mr. KERR. I can not answer that in the affirmative. grow
Senator GEORGE. No; I meaa the Pima cotton. s9e61
Mr. KERR. No, sir; quite right. asn9,0.
Senator SIMMONS. While it is not as good for your business it is legth

very much better than the Egyptian cotton for some other business? toe, pr
Mr. KERR. The Pima is better. The fact is there are 15,000 bales to time

of Pima cotton consumed in this country and 10,000 or 12,000 bales light o
consumed in France in making very fine yarns for the lace business, lg o
but the peculiarity about it is that when it is twisted into threads it No
does not give the same strength or take the same finish when we come the De
to winding it in our finishing machines. worker'

No matter what duty is put on Egyptian Sakellarides cotton the That is
American Thread Co. will be forced to pay the duty and make the It is
best of things. If we can get it back out of our customers we will do since b,
so; if not, we will do the next best thing. sine f

would like now to deal with the question of a duty on the Delta have f
cotton. To begin with, the boll weevil. was a very important factor
in the lessening of the staple cotton grown in the Delta. seed c

Senator BINGHAM. You are speaking of the Mississippi Delta? l%6-inc,
Mr. KERR. Yes, sir. to 1%awful 11
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Senator GEORGE. You mean that it has lessened the length of the
fiber?

M,,r. KERR. Yes; and for the time being it killed the industry.
Senator SIMMONS. If a duty were placed on Egyptian cotton so

high that you could not import it, what would you do in your industry?
What would be the effect?

Mr. KERR. I can scarcely imagine it so high that we could not
import it. We would have to import it. Senator Lippitt referred to
the fact that during the period just after the war, when there was an
apparent shortage of everything, Sakellarides cotton went to a dollar
a pound. As a matter of fact, it went higher than that.

Senator SIMMONS. Suppose you could not import it at all. What
would you do? You would buy Pima cotton, would you not?

Mr. KERR. Certainly.
Senator SIMMoNs. What effect would that have upon your

business?
Mr. KERR. You can not make a pair of shoes without fine thread.

A very large part of this thread goes into the shoe industry. Years
ago we used linen thread. If a bootmaker could not get thread made
out of long Egyptian, Sudan, or Sakellarides, we would give him the
best tlng we could make. So the answer is we would take the next
best article that we could find. I am assuming that Egyptian cotton
is unobtainable. You can not imagine a case where we could not
get it.

Senator SACKETT. Would you go back to linen thread in place of
the Pima cotton?

Mr. KERR. No, sir; I do not think we would ever go back to it.
Linen thread does not make as lasting a seam as cotton thread.

I would like to draw attention to the fact that our company were
very large users at one time of 1 to 1 %6 inch cotton. During an
extended period, up to and including 1910, our annual purchases of
American cotton, having a length of 11%6 to 1% inch staple, averaged
fully 8,000 bales a year, and we were always able to obtain this cotton
grown in the Mississippi Delta in sufficient quantities. During the
same period, from the same territory, we bought in addition as high
as 9,000 bales annually of a staple running from 1 % to 1,5J6 inch in
length. Since the advent of the boll weevil all of the above cottons
are, practically speaking, nonexistent; that is to say, while from time
to time we can find a few hundred bales made up of many small par-
cels, this is not a commercial quantity which can be considered in the
light of our heavy requirements.

No one can remember better than the producers of this long staple
Mississippi cotton what happened when the boll weevil first reached
the Delta. In many cases farms were sold for little or nothing, cotton
workers left the district, and a condition bordering on panic ensued.
That is a matter for you to remember.

It is useless to say that the boll weevil conditions in the South have
since been overcome. What has happened is that the planters there
have followed the line of least resistance and confined themselves
largely to planting a quick maturing staple crop known as "Delfos
seed cotton," which rarely produces anything better than a full
l1/rinch staple. This cotton is known commercially as 1 % inch
to 1% inch. Those are very technical points but they mean an
awful lot.
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In corroboration of the above statement I would quote from a ST
communication recently received from the Staple Cotton Cooperative
Association, from whom we buy conisderable cotton:

So far as our association is concerned, we have little interest in a tariff on
cotton that is longer than 13,(1 inches to I/ inches. As you know, the great bulk
of cotton grown in the Delta is produced from Delfos seed, which produces a length
of staple from 1 j to 13io inches, inclusive. ow

I merely mention that to bear out my statement that these longer We
lengths are unobtainable in commercially large quantities. Sah.

This Delta seed cotton is of very great interest to our company, as S
possibly one-third of all the cotton we use is Delta seed cotton. So the
we do not belittle this cotton. In fact, we have a mill in Dalton,
Ga., where we do not use anything except American cotton. There whi
is no competition between this cotton and the Upper Egyptians, as thai
the latter, in such grades as we use same, is in no sense interchange. for
able with the Delfos seed cotton. The Egyptian costs 3 cents a cros
pound more than Delfos and we pay this premium for the very elas
simple reason that it produces a stronger thread. I am talking of on
Upper Egyptian cotton and not the long staple Sudan.. We have to who
ma ke all , arieties and where we have to use a bette' itfhread we use in i
this Upper Egyptian. V milL

The point that we desire to emphasize is that if this really long nak
staple cotton (that is from full 1% inch staple up to 1% inch) were bay
procurable in sizable quantities, we would use it as we did in the "Ph
past, without any compulsion being put upon us, as we feel is now and
being attempted in the proposals to put a duty on our raw material. W

There was no protective tariff on cotton during the early years of and
which we speak, and if it is possible for the Southern planters to a di
overcome the disadvantages, which have resulted from the boll R
weevil, and produce a staple cotton such as we require for the manu- laric
facture of high-quality thread, we shall be only too glad to use it, and nate
no duty will be necessary to have us do so, any more than was the rava
case during the period above referred to. resu

Why, therefore, consider the imposition of a protective tariff on an Stat
Egypiian cotton when the price of same is already 3 cents higher than matt
the American cotton with which it most nearly compares? stamp.

I would like in closing to refer to this quotlition from the Bureau eage
.of the Census Bulletin No. 164 dealing with the consumption under to ob
the heading "Imports" of foreign cotton. This is what they say: no di

Imported cotton consumed in the United States during the five years ending I r
July 31, 1928, was only 4.6 per cent of the aggregate quantity consumed, exclu. we n,
sive of linters. Tie largest annual.ratio during this period was 5.8 in 1924 and Flori(
the smallest 4.3 per cent in 1927. These comparatively small amounts are W"*
brought in for special purposes. only

If the C ,vernment figures show that the consumption in America be re
of these I .ported cottons is about 4.6 per cent, it means that this amou
cotton inounts to perhaps 231 per cent of the American cotton. It lent t
is a very small thing, compared to all the cotton grown here, but it is the ci
a very big thing in the interest of the American Thread Company, We
because we have to import two-thirds of all the cotton we use in F. Li
making thread. absolu

Senator BIN0HAM. Have you anything further, Mr. Kerr? betwe
Mr. KERR. I have nothing further. quality



a STATEMENT OF G. BION ALLEN, REPRESENTING THE COATS
ye THREAD CO., PAWTUCKET, R. I.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
'lk MNkIr. ALLEN. The consimiption of imported long staple cotton,
gth l inch and longer, in the United States is only about 36,000 bales

out of a total of about 200,000 bales of imported cotton of all lengths.
_,er We wish to emphasize the fact that there is no substitute for the

Sakel and Sudan cotton used in our product. The Sudan cotton is
as similar to the Sakel, but is grown in the Sudan district and is displacing

So the long staple Sakel crops.
The 28,000 bale crop of cotton grown in Arizona in the past year,

re which is known as "Pima," although equal, and sometimes longer
than Sakellarides and Sudan staple, can not be used for the purposes
for which we use Sakellarides and Sudan, as it has fewer fibres to the

a cross section, and is irregular and wastcy, and does not have the
*y elasticity necessary in the finished artic'e. This statement is based
of on our experience and the experience of othe.: thread manufacturers
to who were instrumental in aiding the Government to grow this cotton
IS in Arizona, and who, we understand, at one time invested half a

million dollars in that State, expending time and effort in trying to
ng make this crop a successor to foreign grown cottons. They and we

le have conclusively proved to their and our own disappointment that
"Pima" cotton can not be used for our purposes for wh c Sakellarides

w and Sudan are necessary.
We maintain that we will be obliged to continue purchasing Sakel

of and Sudan cotton for the purposes for which it is now used whether
to a duty is levied on it or not.

Representative Douglas's statement relative to the use of Sakel-
larides in place of sea island is erroneous, as sea island was not elimi-

d nated by the importation of Sakellarides, but was terminated by the
te ravages of the boll weevil and the deterioration of the growth, which

resulted practically in the elimination of this cotton from the United
States, as the growers insisted on planting varieties which would
mature earlier and produce more lint per acre, even though the
staple was shorter. At this time the American spinners were very

u eager to accept the long staple Sakellarides cotton, as they were unable
to obtain sea-island cotton to meet their requirements. There was
no difficulty encountered by the spinners in adopting Sakel cotton.

g9 I remember in the earlier years that for the purposes for which
we now use Sakel cotton, we used cotton grown in Georgia and

d Florida from sea-island seed and termed then sea-island cotton.
With reference to the statement that 7 cents a pound on cotton is

only a small portion of the value of the finished product, it should
be remembered that all these fine cottons are combed and a large
amount of waste is removed, and 7 cents on the raw cotton is equiva-
lent to about 10 cents per pound of the finished product. The finer
the cotton, the greater the amount of waste.

We are familiar with the facts and arguments which Mr. Henry
F. Lippitt is presenting to your committee in his brief. We agree
absolutely with his statements in regard to the difference in quality
between Egyptian and American cottons of both the Pima and Delta
qualities.
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We indorse his statements as regards the noninterchangeability of
these cottons for many purposes, and we are convinced that a duty
on foreign cotton would be an injury to the American cotton manu-
facturer, and would be of little, if any, benefit to the cotton grower.

This is submitted by-
Holmes Manufacturing Co., Now Bedford, Mass.; Wamsutta Mills,

New Bedford, Mass.; Page Manufacturing Co., New Bedford, Mass.;
American Thread Co., New York; Nashawena Mills, New Bedford,
Mass.; Nonquitt Spinning Co., New Bedford, Mass.; J. & P. Coats
(R. I.), Inc., Pawtucket, R. I.; Gosnold Mills Co., New Bedford,
Mass.; Max Pollack & Co., Groton, Conn.; Bay State Thread Works;
C. E. Chaflin, Springfield, Mass.; Seamans & Cobb Co., Hopkinton,
Mass.; Cranksa Thread Co., Worcester, Mass.; The Clark Thread
Co., Newark, N. J.

Senator BINGHAM. Is that all?
Mr. ALLEN. That is all.
Senator BINGHAM. We thank you, Mr. Allen.

STATEMENT OF ALLAN BARROWS, REPRESENTING THE GOSNOLD
MILLS CO., NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

(The witness was dtly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Mr. BARROWS. Gentlemen, I do not think I have anything to add
particularly to the testimony of Mr. Lippitt, Mr. Kerr, and Mr.
Allen, other than, perhaps, from the Pima standpoint. We use
Pimas as well as Sakels. Approximately half of the Pima crop is
exported and in order to have our mills get the proper quality of
Pima cotton, we have to go into the market exceedingly early in the
year, as that crop matures in September.

Senator BINGIHAM. What do you use it for? What do you make of
it?

Mr. BARROWS. We make cloth from it.
Senator BINuGHAM. What kind of cloth?
Mr. BAitRows. Fine cloth; marquisettes, broadcloths, and so

forth, running into yarns up to 80's, 90's, and 100's.
Senator BINGHAM%. I am curious to know what kind of cloth is

specially adapted to the use of Pima cotton.
Mr. BARROWS. Well, for instance, marquisette, which is a very

fine curtain cloth, a drapery," you might say, and, of course, broad-
cloth is a very fine cloth.

Senator BINGHAM. Is it used in mercerizing broadcloth?
Mr. BARROWS. Yes. I might say on that point, for the yarn

manufacturers and thread manufacturers, the manufacturers of
finer threads, that Sakel cotton carries a much higher luster in its
mercerization than the Pima cottons. Pima cottons, of course, are
much more irregular and not as strong and, of course, strength in
certain manufactures, is a very important factor. When the yarns
are twisted and go through a very fast moving sewing machine,
strength, of course, is absolutely required, whereas in other manu-
factures it is only necessary to have strength enough to carry the
yarn across the loom, you might say.

As I say, we have to get our Pima cotton early in the season in
order to secure what we want as to quality. We must remember
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that all of the Pima cotton raised is not adapted to the yarns we
want. There are pool qualities of Pima cotton as well as poor quali-
ties of Delta cottons, Out of 25,000 bales there are probably 5,000
bales of so-called immature Piima cotton, which has to go, of course,
into lower manufactures.

I have really no more to add than that.
Senator BI NC.JAM. We thank you.

STATEMENT OF C. E. CHAFFIN, REPRESENTING THE BAY STATE
THREAD WORKS, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

(he witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mlittee.)

M1r. CItAFFIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, I represent several large spinners of fine yarns located
in other sections of the country than the New Bedford group. These
mills are the Lawton Spinning Co., Woonsocket, R. I.; Shawinut
Mills, Fall River, Mass.; New Ilampshire Spinning Mills, Penacook,
N. I-.; Groves Mills, Gastonin, N. C.; Fitchburg Yarn Co., Fitch-
burg, Mass.; and the Lily Mill & Power Co., Shelby, N. C.

I also appear its a member of it committee representing over 30
thread manufacturers, most of whom purchase their yarn from the
spinners. These spinners state that having tried to use Pima cotton
to replace Sakellarides for thread purposes, the results have not been
satisfactory, and they know that to maintain their present standard
anti satisfy their thread customers, it is necessary to use Sakellarfideshe real reason, to my mind, why -
tian cottons is because of the Ipeculiar character of the cotton. I
want to read from at statem-ent mnade by Representative Whittington
on page 8447, where he states:

I say this: That 1%, cotton produced in Texas is not a real competitor of the
1l)-inch cotton raised in the Mississippi Delta; nor is the 11,i cotton raised in the
hill section of Mississippi a competitor of the 1)4-ineh cotton raised in the Delta.
It depends very largely on the soil. Ours is an alluvial soil. The quality
depends very largely on the soil.

In our trials we have found that the difference in soil between the
Egyptian and the American section was shown in the quality of the
cotton. I also want to refer to it statement which is found on page
8466, which refers to the thread manufacturers' brief, which was
read by Mr. John C. Clark. It reads:

Consequently, because of the testimony of Mr. .John C. Clark, to the effect
that Delta stal;les are and can be used satisfactorily in lieu and are the equivalent
of the Egyptian uppers and because, of the at lull substitution effected within
the last year, it is reasonable to conclude that Delta staples are substitutable
for Egyptian cotton and that the domestic market should be preserved for the
domestic production of Delta staples.

I think Representative Douglas was mistaken, so I will read the
actual testimony given by Mr. Clark and found on page 8490. Mr.
Clark states:

I (lid not say that the Delta staple could not be substituted. I say that the
Delta staple would not make as good a product as Egyptian, and I say that the
Pima cotton would not make nearly as good thread as Egyptian. Pima would
make practically an unusable article when twisted into thread.

Our company, the Bay State Thread Works, of Springfield, Mass.,
tried to use Pima cotton when the emergency tariff was in effect.
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We found a marked difference in the finished thread and in the opera-
tion of manufacture through our different processes. Our customers
complained that the thread would not work as satisfactorily on their
sowing machines and after thorough experiments and checking up
our results with other thread manufacturers, we discontinued Pima
yarns regardless of price differentials, and have used no Pima since.
This group of thread manufacturers and spinners wish to go on record
as stating that we know of no satisfactory substitute available to-day
for Sakellarides and Sudan cotton for thread purposes.

Senator SIMmONS. You say that strength is required-that strength
is an important thing?

Mr. CHAFFIN. For thread, you mean?
Senator SIMMvioNs. Yes.
Mr. CHAFFIN. No; it is a combination of the flexibility and the

strength; it must have strength, but it must be pliable on account of
going through the tension of the needle.

Senator SIMMfONS. Where those two qualities are required, strength
and flexibility, you say there is no substitute for the Egyptian cotton?

Mr. CHAFFIN. Yes, sir.
Senator BINGIHAM. Is that all?
Mr. CHAFFIN. Yes.
Senator BINGHAM. We thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILL M. WHITTINGTON, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

Mr. WHITTINGTON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the commit-
tee, I shall not repeat any statements made by my colleague, Mr.
Douglas, nor shall I repeat the statements I made 'before the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, nor repeat anything in the brief I filed
with said committee in behalf of the tariff on staple cotton. I will,
with your permission, make a statement and then I will be glad to
answer any questions I can. Probably I shall anticipate a good
many of the questions that may occur to you.

I am representing the third district of Mississippi.
Staple cotton constitutes approximately 5 per cent of the domestic

production. Last year there were produced in the United States
14,269,313 bales of cotton. Of this amount approximately 700,000
bales is what is known as staple cotton. I may say in this connection
that until two years ago there were no Government statistics as to
the domestic production of staple cotton, so that when the rate was
fixed in the emergency tariff act of May 27, 1921, there were no Gov-
ernment statistics as to the production of domestic staple cotton.

I may also say when you refer to "The Summary" furnished you
by the Tai'iff Commission you will find this statement, that there are
probably more than a million bales of staple cotton exported from
the United States, but it is sulpplemented by this observation, that
there are no accurate records. I want to call your attention to and
emphasize this fact, that the matter of the domestic production is
more certain now than it has ever been because of a provision in the
Agricultural appropriation bill two years ago, requiring the Bureau
of Agricultural Economics to assemble information as to domestic
production.
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Senator HARRISON. Before you proceed, there is one thing that
ought to be qualified. It has been stated in the emergency act that
a greater duty went on one and one-eighth staple. It did not. It
started with one and three-eighths.

Mr. WHITTINGTON. You are correct. The emergency tariff act
provided-that was one of its defects-for a tariff of 7 cents per pound
on one and three-eighths in staples and longer. The tariff was in
effect from May 27, 1921, the (late of the emergency act, until Sep-
tember 21, 1922. I maintain it was beneficial notwithstanding the
inequality and notwithstanding the defects in that act; it ought to
have provided a tariff on one and one-eighth and longer staple cotton,
because you can see as a practical proposition it is difficult to differ-
entiate between one and one-eighth and one and three-eighths. The
longer might come in as the shorter and the shorter might come in as
the longer.

To answer that question at this time as to the effect of the emergency
tariff, let me call your attention to the statistics of the Tariff Comi-
mission. In 192', from May, 1921, to January 1, 1922, there were
imported 16,000 bales of Sakellarides cotton. That is the longer
Egyptian cotton. That is the cotton that comes into competition
with the Pinma cotton of Arizona. and the sea-island cotton of Florida,
South Carolina, and Georgia. In 1922, to show you further that that
tariff, inadequate as it was, was effective, there were imported, ac-
cording to the statistics of the Tariff Commission, 31,000 bales of
cotton.

Senator CONNALLY. Are those for the fiscal year?
Mr. WITTINGTON. No; that was the calendar year.
Senator HARRISON. I am informed by the experts of the Tariff

Commission that the 30,789 bales came in under the emergency
act in 1922.

Mr. WHITTINGTON. I gave the figures. There is not very much
difference between the 31,000 and the 30,789.

Mr. Chairman, there are two kinds of Egyptian cotton-what is
known as the Egyptian uppers, produced in the upper Valley of the
Nile and in the Sudan country, and what is known as the Sakellarides.
We import approximately 250,000 bales of the Egyptian cotton
annually of the two kinds.

There are imported into the United States approximately 150,000
to 200,000 bales of the uppers. That is the direct competitor of
your Rio Grande cotton and the Delta staples and the California
cotton. That cotton is used in the manufacture of tires, fine yarns,
and fine threads.

Now, according to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics for the
last calendar year, there were imported into the United States 50,000
bales of the Sakellarides cotton. I think the fair result and a fair
conclusion of the testimony before the Ways and Means Committee
is to the effect that the Delta staples, the California staples, the Ari-
zona staples, the Texas staples, and other staples in this country
can be substituted for the Egyptian uppers. I am frank to say, Mr.
Chairman, that as the result of the ravages of the boll wevil and as
a result of the difficulty of raising the longer staple cotton in the United
States, where the cost of production is four times the amount of the
cost of production on the Egyptian cotton, that the production of
staple cotton is disappearing in the Delta of Mississippi, in Arizona,
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in the Carolinas, and in Florida and in California. We are going to
the short staples.

Senator WATSON. Is the long-staple cotton subject to the ravages
of the boll weevil?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. Yes, sir; all cotton is subject to the ravages
of the boll weevil, but they are more disastrous as to the long staples.
The production per acre is less; the effect of the boll weovi 1and the
shorter growing season is less pronounced in the case of the short
cotton. The boll weevil has accentuated the distress of the producers
of staple cotton, and unless some protection is given to the producer
of long staple it will be but a short time until the great American
public, the consumers of the country, as well as the manufacturers,
will be utterly dependent upon foreign production for our longer
staple cotton.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Then they will fix the price?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Yes, sir; absolutely.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. And we will be dependent upon them?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Absolutely.
Senator WATSON. IS there any difference in the texture of the

Sakellarides, for instance, or the uppers and the long-staple cotton
that you produce, so that one can not be used for the other?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. That is a fair question. This matter was gone
into very thoroughly before the Committee on Ways and Means.
We undertook to answer objections that were urged against a tariff
on staple cotton. I want to call your attention to this significant fact,
that the Ways and Means Committee, with all deference to them,
made absolutely no reference in their report to the matter of a tariff
on staple cotton. We answered the objections and the committee
made no reference to the request for a duty in their report. I think
the fair conclusion now is, the fair statement of the automobile trade
the manufacturersof the finer yarns and of the finer textiles, that all
of our domestic staples now produced, the production of which should
be stimulated and encouraged, can be substituted for the Egyptian
cottons, except around 50,000 bales of the Sakellarides annually.
The situation shows that the cotton manufacturers require 50,000
bales of foreign cotton at the present time. -We answer by saying
tha.t we ask for no embargo; we ask for no prohibitive tariff. We
believe, and it is acknowledged and it is agreed in the record and in
the hearings, that if we could go 'back to the production of sea-island
cotton, finer than Egyptian Sakellarides, it could be substituted abso-
lutely for the Egyptian Sakellarides cotton.

Senator CONNALLY. I do not understand that.
Mr. WHITTINGTON. If the United States could produce, with suffi-

cient encouragement and protection, sea-island cotton to-day, it
could be substituted absolutely for this 50,000 bales of the longest
Egyptian cotton.

Senator CONNALLY. We are not doing that?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. There is always the conflict between manufac-

turer and the producer of the raw material.
Senator CONNALLY. I did not get clearyour answer to the chairman

'as to this 50,000 bales and the finer quality of the Egyptian cotton.
You seem to admit we can not substitute that.

Mr. WHITTINGTON. I think it is fair to say that the trade at the
present time would require approximately 50,000 bales of this foreign
cotton.
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Senator CONNALLY. What does that go into?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. The finer yarns and into the threads.
Senator CONNALLY. Do we not produce any of that here at all?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Yes, sir; we do. We produce it in Arizona,

but the manufacturing conservatives maintain it is difficult to sub-
stitute absolutely and entirely our domestic cotton for that Sakella-
rides cotton. In an effort to be fair I think the trade generally admits
it requires some 45,000 to 50,000 bales of that Sakellarides cotton.

Senator CONNALLY. Regardless of whether we have a tariff on it
or not?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. I think for the present we would import that
much until we got into a production of the longer cotton.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. We can produce it, though?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Certainly. We have a tariff on wool and we

import wool, a great deal more than we produce.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Pardon me right there. This higher grade

of Egyptian cotton, how does that compare with what you term the
sea cotton?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. The sea-island cotton?
Senator SHORTRIDGE. The sea-island cotton.
Mr. WHITTINGTON. The thread manufacturers, Mr. Clark and

others, were before the Committee on Ways and Means, and the state-
ment was made, and it is uncontradicted, if we could produce the
sea-island cotton to-day, and if they could get it, it could be substi-
tuted, and it is far better than the Egyptian sakellarides.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do they not raise that in Florida?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. They do raise it, but because of the inequalities

in the cost of production, because of the ravages of the boll weevil,
that has happened in Florida and it has happened in my district-
while I represent that area in Mississippi between Vicksburg and
Memphis, I am also a producer of staple cotton. I tell you we can
not compete with the free labor of Egypt, and the staple cotton is
disappearing in my district. The production of sea island and other
long staples that can be substituted for sakellarides will be promoted
by a tariff. Weevil has decreased the production, but my colleagues
from Georgia and other Southern States say that with tariff protection,
the production of sea island would be greatly promoted.

The importations of Egyptian cotton are increasing. In May,
1928, imports were 19,842 while in May, 1929, imports increased to
42,486. The imports for the 10 months ending May, 1928, were
182,708, while for May, 1929, the imports had increased to 265,590
bales.

One of the witnesses before the Ways and Means Committee testi-
fied that formerly he could buy 10,000 bales of inch and a quarter
in my district. He can not get it to-day?

Why?. Because of the depression in price and because of this im-
portant factor. You understand that the effect of the importation
of staple cotton is to reduce the premiums that we receive on our
staple cotton. Ordinarily the grower of the long-staple cotton must
receive from 5 cents to 10 cents a pound more for that cotton than
the grower of short cotton. You can not grow as much per acre,
and the hazards are greater, and as a result of the importation of
approximately 250,000 bales of staple cotton annually the prices on
premiums for staple cotton have been depressed. So in California
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and in the Delta we are getting from 2 to 3 cents for lS-inch cotton
more than we are getting for short cotton.

Senator WATSON. What is the difference between sea-island cotton
and the kind you produce down in the valley?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. Sea-island cotton is the longest and finest
cotton produced. It is from 1/1,f to 2 inches in length.

The boll weevil now covers the entire cotton area. It has resulted
practically in the elimination of the sea-island cotton. I am some-
what famiiliar with that area down there, and I give it to you as my
i(ldg-ient that the production of sea-island cotton would be resumed

in this country if they could got a sufficient price for their product;
in other words, the farmer would take the hazard and would amble
with the weather, and so forth, and it could be substituted absolutely
for the longest Egyptian cotton, which is the Sakellarides.

Senator WATSON. If you had the proper protection you think you
could produce sea-island cotton vet in the United States?

M1'. WHITTINGTON. I think we could.
Senator WA sOx. That would enable you to get h price?
Mr. WIIITINGTON. Yes, sir. The Government has given ever, aid

and assistance it could give to the elimination of the'boll weevil. I
would produce a longer cotton personally if I could get a better price.
But for the last two years I have been receiving 2 or 3 cents premium
per pound where I should be getting 5 cents to 8 cents a pound.

Let me say that staple cotton is used pretty generally in automobile
tires and fine yarns and threads.

Senator WATSON. What tariff do you want?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. I suggest a fail', equitable tariff would be

7 cents a pound at least on staples 1 1,8 inches and longer.
If you will examine the records of sales, which you can get from the

Bureau of Commerce as well as from the Tariff Commission, you will
find the difference in prices between upper and Delta staples to be
the same as the difference between Sakellarides and Pima.

The difference in price between the Pima, American, Egyptian,
and Sakellarides is substantially the difference in price between Delta
staples and the Egyptian upper staples.

The American textile industry gets the average grades of Egyptian
uppers. They buy the best grades of Delta staples, you understand.
Ifi this country pretty largely they buy the better grades, while
England buys the lower grads, but I maintain that the cost of
production of the 1/1-inch is substantially the same as the cost of
production of 1%8-inch. That is an essential factor.

I have emphasized the importance of the industry and the size
of it. Cotton is the greatest factor in the export trade of the United
States. Generally the cotton exports constitute one-fifth of the
volume of the export trade of the United States.

And while we are talking about grades and staples, keep in mind
that we have not perfected altogether our Government standards
in the matter of grades or staples.

You will find that the statement is sometimes made that we export
approximately a million bales of staple cotton. The 1 19-inch staple
of Texas is not the same as the one and one-eighth staple of Arizona
or the same as the one and one-eighth staple of the Mississippi Delta.

Senator WATSON. Why isn't it?
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Mr. WHITTINGTON. That is the opinion of the trade, sir. That is
the commercial term. The trade will prefer the Delta staples and the
staples of the valley to the ordinary staples of other sections.

Senator WATSON. Is there a difference in the texture?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. I think so. And it is perfectly natural for me

to say that, growing Delta staples as I do.
Senator CONNALLY. The color has something to do with it?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Yes; it does.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Whether the Delta, or we will say, the Mis-

sissippi, or the Texas, or the California, or the Arizona is" the better
or the inferior, we are all standing on the same general proposition.

Mr. WITTINGTON. Absolutely. In other words, we believe the
proposition we have advanced lhere is economically sound, that if the
manufacturer is to be encouraged, if he is to be protected, there is no
reason why the producer of the raw material should not be en-
couraged and protected.

I may say in this connection that the House bill has given to the
manufacturers of staple cotton the highest tariff in the history of
tariff legislation.

And I call attention .to this significant fact: Anproximately
700,000 bales of cotton are used in the manufacture of automobile
tires. Seventy per cent of that amount is less than 18,' inches in
length.

A fair statement is that the Delta staples, the inch and one-eighth
nud the inch and three-eighths, can be substituted for practically all
of the staple cotton one inch and an eighth and longer used in the
manufacture of tires.

If it be sound that the American market ought to be preserved to
the American manufacturer, it certainly ought to be preserved to the
American producer.

The thread trade, the automobiles-tire trade, and the finer textile
representatives appeared before the Ways and Means Committee and
they objected to a tariff on staple cotton. They assigned these
reasons:

They said if this Egyptian cotton does not come in in the form of
raw material it will come in in the manufactured product.

The answer is that the manufactured product is protected.
Secondly, it was suggested if we put a tariff on Egyptian cotton it

would encourage Great Britain in her efforts to produce staple cotton.
The answer is that for half a century Great Britain has undertaken

to develop the production of cotton in all of her provinces and depen-
dencies. It has been extended to the Sudan the past five years. The
only reason Great Britain, the great competitor of the United States,
does not produce staple cotton and all other cotton she needs is
because they do not have the climate and the soil.

In the third place, it is suggested-and our textile friends manifest
an unusual interest in the cotton producer-that the Federal Gov-
ernment ought to solve this problem, the Federal Government ought
to eliminate the boll weevil. It will be suggested that the duty on
tire fabrics has been decreased, but this applies only to tires made of
short cotton, while, because of longer counts, the tariff on the tire
fabrics made of staple cotton has been increased.

63310-29--vol 10, SM.ILTJ 16---14
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I have no fault to find with your Government and mine. They
have done nobly in this matter. The boll weevil has infested the
entire area. They have done their best to eliminate it. Our friends
of the textile industry beg the question when they say that.

They say we should prohibit the exportation of American cotton-
seed to Egypt. They say we should standardize seed.

Senator SHORTRIIDGE. I do not happen to be a citizen of your
State, but I have been through the cotton fields from Sacramentc
down through the San Joaquin and Imperial Valleys and acrosE.
Arizona and New Mexico into El Paso. You standardize your seed
in California. You have anticipated our opponents. We have
standardized seed. We must have exportation. Cotton is a world
product. I must change the seed on my farm every four or five years.
And you do the same thing in Texas. And you have answered these
arguments which have been advanced against the tariff.

1 have already stated that there is a difference, and I want to quote
from the report of the consul at Alexandria, Egypt, as to the cost of
the production of the cotton of our competitor.

The Egyptian Government makes loans to its cotton growers. The
British Government aids and assists cotton production in every
manner possible.

Senator WATSON. They do not subsidize it directly from the
Treasury, do they?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. I think not. They do make loans over there.
And I say that that affects the price of the product, by the way. That
is exactly what they do.

Senator WATSON. I know about that.
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Absolutely.
It costs, according to the report of the consul at Alexandria, from

7% cents to 25 cents a day to pick Egyptian cotton. That is not my
statement.

It costs in Arizona, California, Mississippi, and Texas from $1 to
$3 a day. They pay men from 30 cents to 50 cents a day in Egypt,
and women and chdren are paid from 15 cents to 25 cents a day.

Senator WATSON. That is American money?
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Yes; that is the equivalent of American money.
The costs in the delta of the Mississippi and in the Southwest are

from $1.25 to $2 per day and more, I understand, in some areas.
Is that a difference in the cost of production?
I quoted in a statement I made a short time ago from the American

consul at Alexandria the fact that in Egypt the overseers drive with
a lash the children who pick the cotton. The laborers in the cotton
fields of the South and West must compete with this cheap labor.

I want to say, Mr. Chairman, that in this audience at the present
are cotton growers and representatives of growers from the State of
Mississippi; the director and commissioner of agriculture, Mr. J. C.
Holton; Mr. H. S. Stencil, a grower of the delta section of the Missis-
sippi; Mr. J. M. Aldrich, a grower; Mr. Edgar Wilson; and Mr.
P. Sanders, assistant commissioner of agriculture.

Senator WATSON. Their testimony is not essentially different from
yours?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. They would probably state it much better
than I can, but it is substantially the same.
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Senator WATSON. I don't know about it, unless~they, too, request
to be heard.

Senator HAnisoN. If they want to be heard we want to hear it.
Senator WATSON. I mean if they are simply going to repeat what

Congressman Whittington said, and they would have to do it very
well if they were to make a statement equal to his, there is no use
hearing them; it would take up time.

Mr. WHITTINGTON. I will conclude with this statement, Mr.
Chairman. The aim of agricultural legislation has been to encourage
cooperative marketing. The two most successful cotton cooperatives
in the United States are the cooperatives who handle the product of
domestic staple cotton, the California-Arizona-New Mexico Associa-
tion, covering the production of cotton from El Paso to Sacramento,
and they favor this tariff. Those men are producers.

The 'Delta Cotton Cooperative Association handles probably
one-third of the Delta staples. Our average annual production is
around 500,000 bales. •

Senator WATSON. Is cotton in Egypt raised on Government land
or on privately owned estates?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. I am unable to answer that question, and
being unable to answer it accurately I prefer not to answer it.

So I say, Mr. Chairman, that having taken advantage of the cooper-
atives and of the cooperative laws, we have been authorized by the
growers of the Delta staples and of the Pima cotton and American-
Egyptian cotton to say that they have studied their problem-and
they are the men of large experience. And they need a reasonable
tarff on domestic staples to compete with their competitors.

And I concluded my statement before the Ways and Means
Committee as I conclude it here, by saying that I believe when you
consider the differences in the costs of production that a tariff on
staple cotton of at least 7 cents per pound for ly inches and longer
would be fair and reasonable.

Senator CONNALLY. You would not make any difference between
the 1/ 8 and others?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. That is my statement, although, personally,
I think the tariff on longer than 1% should be somewhat more.

Senator CONNALLY. You would not agree to 7 and 9, say, or anything
like that?

Mr. WHITTINGTON. I have no objection to that. It does seem to
me there might be some differential.

Senator WATSON. Congressman, I congratulate you. You have
made one of the best protective tariff speeches I have heard in a
long time.

Mr. WHITTINGTON. Now, I would like to leave with you some
facts and statistics that I have in a supplemental statement, which is
as follows:

BRIEF ON BEHALF OF A TARIFF ON STAPLE COTTON, BY WILL M. WHITTINGTON

Paragraph and item.-Cotton is on the free list in paragraph 1661 of H. R.
2667. It was contained in paragraph 1560 of the tariff act of 1922.

The staple-cotton growers ask that cotton be transferred from the free list to
the dutiable list. It might be included in Schedule 7 by the insertion of a new
paragraph under "Agricultural products and provisions," or it might be more
properly inserted as a new paragraph in Schedule 9, where the title might be
changed from "Cotton manufactures" to "Cotton and manufacturers of."
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Hearings before Committee on Ways and Means.-The staple-cotton growers
are well organized and are largely represented by two cooperative associations.
Both of these associations filed briefs with the Committee on Ways and Means.
The Staple Cotton Cooperative Association, representing Delta staples, filed a
brief, and it can be found in Volume XV, page 8453. The California-Arizona-
New Mexico Association, representing cotton growers from El Paso to Sacremento,
submitted an able brief, and it may be found on page 8469. I also submitted
briefs and made a statement before the Ways and Means Committee, which
way be found on pages 8438 to 8461, inclusive.

The staple-cotton growers operate the most successful cotton cooperative
associations in the, United States. These associations are familiar with Elh
problems of the grower and they have taken the initiative in asking for the
benefits of the tariff. Their request, however, was denied by the Committee
on Ways and Means. Practically every objection to a tariff was .lswered by
the growers. The Committee on Ways and Means made no refererie to a tarift
on cotton in their report. and made no attempt to answer the arguments in
behalf of a reasonable tariff on staple cotton.

laImnrtance.-Doinestic cotton is usually called upland cotton and is divided
into long-staple cotton and short-staple cotton. Cotton having a staple of
1,4 Inches or more is called long cotton, and cotton under 11% inches is, classed as
short cotton. There isa third*class of staple cotton, known as American-Egvpti,,n
or I'ima cotton, embracing approximately 114 inches and over. "lTheie was
formerly produced in the Southeast long staple cotton known as sea-island
cotton, but in the past 10 years the production of sea-island cotton has practically
disaipeared, less than 200 bales having been produced last year.

The domestic production of staple cotton in 1928 was 14,269,313 bales. There
was formerly great difficulty in estimating the domestic production of staple
cotton. Congress provided, however, for these estimates for the first time some
two years ago. According to the report of April 19, 1929, by tile Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics, the domestic production of staple cotton 1% inches and
longer in 1928, was 632,216 bales, while the production of American-Egyptian
cotton was 28,310 bales.

The Department of Agriculture estimated that for the fiscal year ending July
31) 1928, the United States consumed 537,826 bales of American staple cotton
1,1s inches and longer and 15,137 bales of American-Egyptian cotton. At the
same time the United States consumed 217,584 bales of Egyptian cotton and
16,106 bales of Peruvian cotton. In other words, foreign growers are supplying
the American market with practically one-third of its staple cotton.

Imports.-About 250,000 bales of Egyptian and Peruvian cotton are imported
annually into the United States. The imports of Egyptian cotton for the year
ending July 31, 1928, were 202,000 bales, while the imports of Peruvian cotton
were 23,000 bales. They are increasing. The imports in May, 1928, were
19,842 bales, while in May, 1929, they were 42,486 bales. The imports for the
10 months ending May 31, 1928, were 182,708 bales, while for the same period
ending May 31, 1929, they were 265,590 bales.

Peruvian cotton averages about 114o inches in staple. Egyptian cotton ranges
from 1%4 inches to 114 inches and over. It is divided into two classes, uppers,
which is 114 inches in length and shorter, and Sakellarides, which is 17/10 inches
in length and longer.

I am advised by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce in a letter to
me dated February 19, 1929, that Egyptian exports statistics indicate that only
about 30 per cent of the cotton exported from Egypt to the United States is 1%
inches in length and over; 70 per cent: of Egyptian imports is 114 to 151 inches.

The Bureau of Agricultural Economics shows for the fiscal year ending July 21,
1928, imports of 47,000 bales of Sakellarides cotton.

In other words, there is, according to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, a
consumption of approximately 800,000 bales of staple cotton and a domuc,,ie
p production of approximately 700,000 bales. As matters now stand, the 1'n!ited
States imports, as I have stated, one-third of the staple cotton consutned, and

exports about one-fourth of its production.
From one-half to two-thirds of the Egyptian cotton imported is used ill the

manufacture of tire fabrics. Tile longer cotton, or the Sakellarides, is used in fine
yarns and threads.

Mr. John B. Clark, representing the Clark Thread Co., as shown by page 8490
of the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee, stated that Djelta staples
could be substituted for Egyptian uppers. Tile fair conclusion of all the testimony
is that the American trade needs now about 50,000 bales of Sakellarides cotton.
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It is substantially undisputed that domestic cotton can be sutstituted for prac-
ticall, all of the other Egyptian cotton imported.

We do not at the present time grow enough of the longest staples for domestic
consumption, neither do we produce enough wool for domestic purposes. A
reasonable tariff on staple cotton would promote its growth. We do not ask for
an embargo. We believe that a reasonable tariff would foster domestic production
and would protect the domestic producer in the difference in labor costs in the
United States and Egyptian costs of production. It is generally conceded that
foreign costs of labor are 40 per cent less than in the United States. Tlie cost of
labor in Egypt in the production of cotton is approximately one-fourth the cost
*of domestic production. A report from the American consul at Alexandria, Mr.
Raymond Geist, dated December 22, 1928, stated that the daily wage rates of
agricultural workers were from 30 to 50 cents for men and from 15 to 25 cents for
women and children in Egypt. The wage rate in the staple areas of the South
and the Southwest is from $1.25 to $2 a day. Cotton pickers in Egypt are paid
from 7 ' to 25 cents per day for picking cotton. They receive from $1 to $3 in
the South and Southwest.

Labor is the major cost in any product. This applies to the raw, as well as the
manufactt'ed product.

Delta staples and American-Egyptian.-Longstaple cotton is composed of what
is known as American-Egyptian and Delta staples. The average annual
production of Delta staples is around 500,000 bales, and the production is largely
confined to the alluvial sections of the Mississippi Valley in Arkansas, Mississippi,
and Louisiana. Staple cotton is produced in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and
California. American-Egyptian cotton is raised in the Salt River Valley of
Arizona. Egyptian uppers is the direct competitor of Delta staples. Egypitian
Sakellarides is the competitor of American-Egyptian cotton.

The Egyptian Government cooperates to promote the growth of Egyptian
cotton. It makes loans to Egyptian cotton growers.

The growers of American Egyptian cotton in 1922 stated that if the benefits
of the tariff were denied, the production of long-staple cotton would gradually
decline in the United States. What has happened? In 1922, 32,284 bales of
Pinia cotton were produced. In 1927 24,223 bales were raised. In 1922, there
were produced 5,125 bales of sea-island cotton. In 1927, only 179 bales were
raised. I represent the Delta section of Mississippi. I know that the produc-
tion of staple cotton has decreased. The odds are against the American producer.
The boll weevil has decreased the production of all kinds of cotton.

There is no similar tariff question in the major part of the American cotton
crop. We export 60 per cent of our short cotton. There is practically no
'competition. All cotton is grown in the United States, despite the boll wevil.
It is more difficult, however, to grow staple cotton. The weather, the pests,
and the labor costs are against the cotton grower.

Manufactures.-H. R. 2667, while denying a tariff to the growers of staple
cotton, vastly increases the tariffs on cotton textiles. The manufactures of
staple cotton are especially favored. The tariff on the fine yarns, which are
made from staple cotton, has been vastly increased. It is rank injustice to
increase the tariff on the manufactured product while denying a similar benefit
to the grower.

It mav be said that while automobile tires, tire fabrics, and automobiles are
on the dutiable list 11. R. 2667 has reduced the tariff on tire fabrics from 25 per
cent to an average of 17 per cent ad valorem. I admit that the present bill
carries a smaller tariff on tire fabrics generally.

I call attention to the fact that Senator Henry F. Lippitt, on page 8,484 of the
hearings, stated that long staples are combed and that they make very fine
numbers, such as 100 cr 150. All the fine fabrics have the highest tariff in history.
The tariff on textilesi manufactured from staples has been raised materially.
Inasmuch as the tariff on the finer yarns has been raised materially, it mulst follow
that while the average duty on all tire fabrics way be 17 per cent ad valorem,
where it is now 25 per cent, it will be much more than 25 per cent on the tire
fabrics using staple cotton. The tariff, therefore, upon fine threads, fine yarns,
and the better grade tire fabrics, has been increased. It has been denied on the
raw cotton. As shown by page 8502 of the hearings before the Ways and Means
Committee, the tire industry uses about 700,000 bales of cotton annually, of
which only about 30 per cent is staple cotton. The remainder is shorter than
1%-inch cotton.

Compensatory dities.-Ordinarily, a tariff on the raw product should provide
for a compensatory duty. The Ifouse bill has anticipated compensatory duties.
Senator Lippitt, on page 8476, and again on page 8484, said that there should be
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at least 40 per cent more duty on the products than the duty levied on cotton.
Careful estimates have been made. An increase of 7 cents per pound on staple bi
cotton means an increase in the cost of thread per spool of fifty-eight-thousandths
of a cent. S

It means an Increase of from 6 to 10 cents onl an automobile tire.
Alleged arguments against tariff on staple cotton.-It has been argued that com- w

pensatory ditties would be difficult. This begs the question. If compensatory
duties can be written on the products of wool and other raw products. they cani if
certainly be written on the manufactures of cotton. I have already quoted ar
Senator Lippitt as to the amount of compensatory duties. It would certainly
be no more difficult to write compensatory duties on cotton titan on cotton
manufactures. C

The manufacturers of textiles have manifested much solicitude about the A
growers of staple cotton. They admit that his case is different from the case of I
the grower of short cotton. They admit that lie has a foreign competition. lot
They admit that the Government should aid. Senator Lippitt sugests a bounty. C
Of course the country is opposed to direct bounties, and the Senator was safe in CO
making the suggestion. It means no relief. The textile manufacturer opposed no
to a tariff on raw cotton has suggested that the Government aid in stamping out dif
the boll weevil, that there be no exports of cottonseed, and that cotton planting Jul
seed be standardized. The suggestion betrays an ignorance of the .iubjeet.
The Government has been engaged in efforts to eradicate the boll weevil for 20 if
years. Boll weevil now infests the entire cotton area. Cotton must be culti- Is
vated in spite of it. It has been largely responsible for the decrease of staple
cotton, but a contributing factor has been the Egyptian competitor. Egypt has Fit
no boll weevil. It would be folly to prohibit the exportation of cottonseed. on
Cotton is a world product. There must be cooperation. Seed are being con-
stantly changed. Marvelous progress has been made in standardizing seed.
Cotton growers must encourage rather than oppose an interchange of seed.
Cotton growers know that there must be a change in seed on the same lands
every few years. When pressed for a solution and a method as to how the Govern-
ment can eradicate the boll weevil, the representative of the textile indIustry
frankly said he didn't know. These suggestions were thrown out as smoke
screens by those opposed to a tariff on staple cotton. br

It has been asserted that if Egyptian cotton does not enter the United States as
raw material, it will still come i as the manufactured product. Foreign manu-
factures are being kept out. The tariffs on the manufactured products of staple em
cotton have been increased in the present bill to the highest point in history.
They are really prohibitive. The tariff is fundamentally unreasonable, and
unsound if its benefits can be extended to manufacturing while denied to
agriculture.

It has again been suggested that a tariff on Egyptian cotton would induce the
British Government to encourage and promote the growth of cotton in Egypt am
and in other British dependencies and colonies. Who is so childish as to think
that the British Government does not now promote the cultivation of cotton, so
that it can be grown in the United States? The British Government has for
half a century encouraged the production of cotton in Egypt and its dominions
and colonies. There is just one reason why the British Government does not
'raise enough cotton for its own requirements. They have neither the soil not the .
climate. The United States, by using Egyptian cotton, is aiding and promoting
the competitor of the United States.

Tariff effctite.-The emergency tariff act carried a dtty of 7 cents per pound
on staple cotton, and it was in effect from May 7, 1921, to September 21, 1922.
I refer to page 2304 of the Summary of the'Tariff Commission. There were emi
16,000 bales of Sakellaridea cotton imported during the emergency tariff in 1921,
and there were 31,000 bales imported in 1922. The tariff will be beneficial. It
has been tried and found effective.

Premiums.-The growers of staple cotton usually receive a premium of from
$10 to $40 a bale. These premiums have been virtually eliminated in the past to
two years. There is distress among the growers of staple cotton. Millions are
engaged in the cotton fields of the South, while hundreds are employed in the
factories. The importations of Egyptian cotton have increased the carry-over
and have materially reduced the premiums on staple cotton. Staple cotton is
about 5 per cent of the American production. According to the Bureau of Agri- 1ig
cultural Economics, for the fiscal year ending July 31, 1928, there was a.carry-
over of American and foreign staple cotton of 566,702 bales. The carry-over of
the entire crop was 2,531,702 bales. In other words, the carry-over of staples, sta
approximately 5 per cent of the American production, was 20 per cent of the total
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carry-over. Is there any wonder that the Delta staples have for the past season
brought but little more than 26 or 3 cents more per pound than short cotton?

It takes an unusual soil, a longer growing season, and better cultivation to
grow long-staple cotton than short. The yield is smaller per acre. It costs a
good deal nore per pound to raise staple cotton. The hazards on account of boll
weevil and weather conditions are greater.

A reasonable tariff.-In conclusion, I submit that the importance, the develop-
ment, future prospects, the number of laborers affected, the difference in domestic
and foreign costs, and the best interests of the United States would be promoted
by a reasonable tariff on cotton.

The difference in the cost of producing Delta staple cotton and its Egyptian
competitor ih substantially the difference in the costs of production between
American-Egyptian or Pinma cotton and its competitor, Egyptian Sakellarides.
I believe that a tariff of at least 7 cents per pound on staple.cottoi 11i inches and
longer would be fair and reasonable. I first suggested to the Ways and Means
Committee a higher tariff. I suggested the graduated tariff but, I stated to the
committee that we only desired a reasonable tariff. We stated that we wanted
no embargo. We opposed a prohibitive tariff. The hearings disclose that the
differences in the costs of production in the United States and Egypt would
justify a tariff of at least 7 cents per pound.

If the tariff can benefit any agricultural product, it will benefit staple cotton.
If it be the policy to preserve to the American farmer the domestic market, there
is no reason why'a tariff to the domestic grower of staple cotton should be denied.

If agriculture is to be placed upon an equality with manufacturing, the Senate
Finance Committee will include a reasonable tariff of at least 7 cents per pound
on staple cotton 1% inches and longer.

STATEMENT OF HON. LOUIS W. DOUGLAS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. DOUGLA". I appear in advocacy of a reasonable tariff, a
reasonable protection on certain types of cotton, namely the so-called
long-staple cotton.

Senator WATSON. We put a tariff on that, did we not, in the
emergency tariff?

Mr. DOUGLAS. There was a tariff of 7 cents a pound in the eiuer-
gency tariff act of 1922.

Senator WATSON. Was that tariff sufficient?
M\r. DOUGLAS. I think that tariff was sufficient, yes, Senator. I

am not advocating anything in excess of that tariff.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That was 1M?
Mr. DOUGLAS. One and one-eighth and over.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. One and one-eighth and over?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator STIORTRIDGE. Seven cents per pound?
.M'r. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. How long did that remain on?
Mr. DOUGLAS. That remained on during the existence of the

emergency tariff act. It was removed-
Senator WATSON. It was not in operation a sufficient length of

time to test what it might do?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, it was in the tariff a sufficient period of time

to permit of certain deductions as a result of its operation.
Senator WATSON. Tell us what happened.
Mr. DOUGLAS. In the first place, if I may be permitted to give

Fome figures, first of all may I say this, that so far as the staples of
1.14 and less are concerned a tariff would be ineffective. We export a
great surplus. We are the great producing nation of so-called short-
staple cotton.
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Senator WATSON. But we are talking about long staple.
Mr. DOUGLAS. So far as the long-staple cotton is concerned, there C

are two foreign competitors. One is the so-called Egyptian uppers,
which competes with the Delta cotton.

Senator WATSON. Is that the Sakellarides?
Mr. DOUGLAS. No; the Sakellarides is the long staple.
Senator WATSON. I thought we were talking about the long staple?
Mr. DOUGLAS. There are really two classes, the fiber of one and

one-eighth to one three-eighths and then the fiber one and three-eighths
to one and five-eighths.

Senator WATSON. Are they the long staple?
Mr. DOUGLAS. They are both generally termed long staple, but

the Egyptian upper is the competitor of the one and one-eighth to one
and three-eighths, which is known as the Delta staple. The Egyptian 0
Sakellarides, which is one and three-eighths and over, is the competitor
of our one and three-eighths and over, commonly known as the Pima
cotton.

With respect to both of those types or varieties of long-staple
cotton we produce an amount whicl is just about equivalent to our c
domestic demand. If the American product is the equivalent of its ai
foreign competitor, then the domestic production and domestic de-
mand would just about balance, but to date with the exception of a c
period of nine to twelve months in which the 7 cents per pound tariff ta
in the emergency act was in effect, with the exception of that period P
the foreign cotton has been sold in this country at a lower price than b
the domestic cotton.

With the exception of the few months in which the 7 cents per
pound tariff, carried in the emeregney act, was in effect, the foreign
cotton, the Egyptian cotton of these long staples has been sold in mi
the United States at a lower price than the domestic cotton, the result ta
being, of course, that the manufacturers of textiles, thread, and of
tires have naturally purchased the cheaper grade. During the period, pr
however, in. which the 7 cents emergency tariff was in operation the
textile.mills and the thread people and the tire people actually sub-
stituted for the cotton which they had previously been using, namely
the Egyptian cotton, the domestic production; that is, cotton of one
and one-eighth and over. In addition to that the tariff of 7 cents to
did not increase the price to the consumer or to the producer, rather,
of the textiles, tires, and thread. It simply stabilized the price, and
I may refer the members of this committee to the report of the Tariff fo
Commission as to the effect of that.

Senator WATSON. I would like to ask some questions to get the 90,
thing clear in my mind. I remember when the emergency tariff was
up. I made some study of it and had it in mind, but it has all passed ye
away. There are two kinds produced in Egypt?

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.

Senator WATSON. They both come in competition with what you anc
produce in Arizona?

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. In the Salt River Valley?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir. the
Senator WATSON. Now, what competes with the commodity you

produce? it
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Mr. DOUGLAS. We produce two varieties, one and one-eighth to
one and three-eighths, and we produce one and three-eighths and
over, but of our production most of it is the one and three-eighths
and over.

Senator WATSOn'. They are both used for the same purpose?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Well, I can refer the Senator to the reports of the

Department of Agriculture-
Senator WATSON. Please answer the question.
Mr. DOUGLAS. You mean both types?
Senator WATSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Not so much; no.
Senator WATSON. Which is used in the manufacture of tires?
Mr. DOUGLAS. The shorter staple is now used in the manufacture

of tires.
Senator WATSON. Not the longer?
Mr. DOUGLAS. And not the longer. That was not the case, how-

ever, when this question originally came up before the Senate in 1921.
Senator WATSON. Now, after the tariff was placed on long-staple

cotton and the emergency tariff act, how much did you then produce
as compared with what you had produced theretofore?

Mr. DOUGLAS. In 19"20 we produced 91,000 bales of the Pima
cotton. There was a large carry-over, and when the emergency
tariff act went into effect that carry-over was absorbed. During that
period our production has fluctuated from the maximum of 91,000
bales in 1920 to a minimum of 4,000 in 1924.

Senator WATSON. Now, while the tariff was on-
Mr. DOUGLAS. No; the tariff was not in 1924, but in 19-
Senator WATSON. Let me ask you these questions first. How

much of this long-staple cotton were you producing before the 7-cent
tariff was put on?

Mr. DOUGLAS. We produced 91,000 bales in 1920. Our normal
production in Arizona can be approximated at 60,000 bales.

Senator WATSON. Sixty thousand bales?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, Sir.
Senator WATSON. Under the most favorable conditions?
Mr. DOUGLAS. No; under normal conditions. They have gone up

to over 100,000 bales.
Senator WATSON. I mean the most favorable tariff conditions.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes; that would be a perfectly natural production

for the State of Arizona-60,000 bales.
Senator WATSON. Before the tariff went on you were producing

90,000 bales?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir; during that one year, which was a bumper

year.
Senator WATSON. Then what effect did the tariff have?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Perhaps I can answer the Senator's question in

another way. The object of the question is to find out what effect
this had upon our production and the consumption of our cotton?

Senator WATSON. Yes, sir; that is right.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I can answer it by telling the Senator what effect

the tariff had on imports.
Senator WATSON. Yes.
Mr. DOUGLAS. That would be just as indicative of the fact, would

it not?
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Senator WATSON. Absolutely, with normal consumption.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. In 1920 there was imported into the United

States of the one and one-eighth-one and three-eighths fiber, 485,004
bales. In 1921, when the emergency tariff was in operation, the im-
portations fell to 87,000 bales-87,168.

Senator CONNALLY. For the whole year?
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is for the whole year.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. From 485,000?
Mr. DOUGLAS. From 485,000. Now, then, may I tell the Senator

what happened in 1922?
Senator WATSO.N. Just what date did the emergency tariff go into

effect?
Mr. DOUGLAS. It went on in 1921.
Senator WATSON. Do you remember the month?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I can not give you the exact date here.
Senator WATSON. You are giving the imports, and I was wonder-

ing if the entire year 1921 was under the 7-cent tariff?
Mr. DOUGLAS. No; not entirely.
Senator CONNALLY. Those bales imported were 500 pounds?
Mr. DOUGLAS. This is reduced to the 500-pound basis. In 1922,

when the emergency tariff act was taken off, the importations jumped
from 87,000 bales in 1921 to 233,729 bales. In 1923 the imports were
329,335 bales. I think that answers the Senator's question, does it
not?
k Senator WATSON. In part. Now, what effect did the increased
imports have upon that production in Arizona?

Mr. DOUGLAS. The increased imports naturally drove the price
down and it drove a great many of the producers out of business.

Senator WATSON. Are you producing now?
M\r. DOUGLAS. We produced last year 24,000 bales.
Senator WATSON. Twenty-four thousand bales. You think with a

proper protection of 7 cents, for instance, that you can produce as
much as 60,000 bales?

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir; I am certain there could be that produc-
tion.

Senator WATSON. Of long-staple cotton?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, Sir.
Senator WATSON. How about the sea-island cotton?
Mr. DOUGLAS. The sea-island cotton is practically nonexistent.
Senator CONNALLY. That is a long-utaple cotton?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir; that is a long-staple cotton that was in

common ,seage before the Egyptian Sakellarides was developed.
When the Egyptian Sakellarides was developed the British Govern-
ment had a lot of difficulty in pezsuadiiig the textile people to use
Sakellarides in place of the sea-island. Now, the Sakellarides is the
equivalent or better than the sea-island.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I want this clearly in the record. In 1920,
when this price of cotton was on the free list, there was imported
485,000 plus bales?

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is right.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. In 1921 we put on a tariff and the imports

dropped to 85,168 bales?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
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Senator CONNALLY. Are those figures for full years? The tariff did
not go on on the 1st day of January and the act of 1922 did not go
into effect until in September.

Mr. DOUGLAS. The emergency act went into effect on May 27.
Senator CONNALLY. Those figures may not be illustrative of the

fact.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is what I was trying to get at. We

ought to get those figures exact. But, taking it by the year as you
gave, the imports dropped from 485,000 to 87,000 in 1921. Then
when the duty was taken off the imports leaped up to 233,729 in 1922?

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. The emergency tariff went into effect on May

27, 1921.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Then for 1923, for illustration, they were

329,000? .
Mr. DOUGLAS. That is right.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Your point is, if I grasp it, that when the

tariff was on the imports were reduced and the purchasers of cotton,
using it in different ways, secured their cotton from tbe American
producer?

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is right.
Senator WATSON. Under the most favorable conditions you say

you could produce at the extreme 100,000 bales?
Mr. DOUGLAS. One hundred thousand bales, approximately; yes,

sir.
Senator WATSON. What is the American consumption of that

cotton?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Of the one and three-eighths, 62,000.
Senator WATSON. And the other kind?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Five hundred and fifty-two thousand, but we pro-

duced 685,000 bales last year of the other kind.
Senator WATSON. Of the other kind?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir; of the one and one-eighth to one and

three-eighths.
Senator WATSON. Without the tariff?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Without the tariff; yes, sir. But there was im-

ported into the United States 248,018 bales.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Last year?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Last year-1928.
Senator WATSON. IS there a production of that anywhere else

except in Arizona?
Mr. DOUGLAS. No, sir; not the so-called Pima cotton anywhere

except in the Salt River Valley. There used to be a small amount
in the Imperial Valley-

Senator SHORTRIDGE. We are producing, to speak generally, long
staple not only in Imperial County but up in the Joaquin Valley-
Kern, Madera, Fresno-all up through that section of the State and
enlarging the acreage. We are raising that type of cotton and very
deeply interested in it. It is raised in Texas, we know; they raise it
in Mississippi.

Senator WATSON. Did this tariff raise the price to the consumer?
Mr. DOUGLAS. No; it stabilized the price.
Senator WATs8ON. It did not raise the price?
Mr. DOUGLAS. No.
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Senator WATSON. So that the maker of tires had no more to pay
for his product after the tariff was imposed than before?

Mr. DOUGLAS. No. Let me say this: I am asking for a 3-cent
tariff on one and one-eighth to oie and three-eighths and a 7-cent
tariff on one and three-eighths and over because those two rates
equalize the price. No one can tell what the relative costs of pro-
duction are. One can tell from the market prices what the relative
prices are. So I am only asking 3 cents on one and one-eighth to
one and three-eighths because that is the difference between the
price of the American product and the price of the Egyptian product.
Senator CONN-ALLY. Does that differential always remain the same?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir; that is over a long period of time.
Senator CONNA1,L Y. You raise both kinds of cotton in Arizona?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. In connection with the Pima or long-staple

cotton the difference in price is 7 cents. I am only asking for a rate
which will equate the prices. The Senator asked me if those tariff
rates actually are reflected equally in an increased price to the tire
manufacturer and the textile manufacturer. The 3 cents would
increase the cost of a tire 6 cents.

Senator WATSON. How much?
M1\r. DOUGLAS. Six cents a tire. The 7 cents-
Senator SHORTRIDGE. If wholly passed on to the consumer?
Mr. DOUGLAS. If wholly pased on. If the experience of the

emergency tariff act is worth anything, it indicates it will not be
passed on; that the effect is solely to stabilize.

Senator WATSON. What proportion of the cotton that you produce
is used in the manufacture of tires?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I can not tell you what our State production of

one and one-eighth to one and 'three-eighths is because I do not
think the Department of Agriculture has it completely by States.

Senator WATSON. Was it all used for tire purposes?
Air. DOUGLAS. No. Some of it was used for thread purposes and

some of it was used for coarser cloths.
Senator LIARRISON. A large majority of it goes into tires?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir; tiat is true.
Senator HARRISON. Let, me ask you this question: Is there more

uncertainty in the price of long-staple cotton than there is in the
short-staple cotton? That is, the short-staple cotton is fixed on the
exchange and you know exactly what it is and there is always a sale
for it?

M'r. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator HARRISON. But the other proposition you have to wait

for a buyer?
Mr. DOUGLAS. It is a much more speculative crop. Let us as-

sume that if the 7 cents is passed on to the consumer entirely, there
would result an increased cost to the producer of 7 cents. 'the con-
sumer, for example, on a spool of thread, would have to pay fifty-eight
one-thousandths of a cent.

Senator WATSON. Do they make thread outof it?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir. So that the question of a compensatory

tariff, Senator is not presented as a result of the rate sought. For
that reason I settled upon these rates because they are fair, they are
moderate, they do not add anything to the cost.

Senator WATSON. What rate is it you are asking?

p
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Mr. DOUGLAS. For 3 cents on one and one-eighth to one and three-
eighths and 7 cents on one and three-eighths and over.

Senator WATSON. Any other questions?
Senator CONNALLY. You stated earlier in your testimony that the

foreign long-staple cotton was sold for less than the American?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. And consequently the manufacturers went to

the foreign stuff?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. And the production of yours-
Mr. DOUGLAS. Our production fell off.
Senator CONNALLY. But you sell what you produce?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. What was your lowest production?
Mr. DO.UGLAS. Four thousand seven hundred bales.
Senator CONNALLY. What year was that?
Mr. DOUGLAS. In 1925.
Senator CONNALLY. Don't they use this long staple in making the

airplane fiber?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir. It is susceptible of being used for that

purpose.
Senator CONNALLY. And broadcloth?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. You do not produce any of that in Texas?
Senator CONNALLY. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Very much?
Senator CONNALLY. Quite an industry in two or three counties.
Senator HARRISON. What percentage of the production of one and

one-eighth to one and three-eighths in Arizona to the whole amount
of that class of cotton produced in the United States?

Mr. DOUGLAS. The Mississippi Delta produces the great bulk of
the one and one-eighth to one and three-eighths. That is why it is
called the Delta staple.

Senator WATSON. Anything else?
Senator HAYDEN. I wanted to develop and emphasize the idea that

the rates asked for are merely the difference between the average
market price on cotton and constitute a low hurdle, merely enough
to stabilize the American market-that is the object-and not enough
to be reflected in the cost of the manufactured article to make any
difference.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. But what you are seeking and what others
are seeking is to continue to raise that type of cotton and find an
American market?

Senator HAYDEN. There is not any question but that there can be
produced in the United States an adequate supply of both of these
classes of long-staple cotton to completely care for the American
market.

Senator WATSON. Do you really think that is so?
Senator HAYDEN. I do not think there is any doubt about it.
Mr. DOUGLAS. The figures are quite conclusive.
Senator WATSON. Of both kinds?
Senator HAYDEN. Of both kinds.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I would like to file a brief in this matter.
Senator WATSON. I do not know why you should not ask for a

higher tariff.
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Senator HARRISON. I might say that the letters I have received
about this matter would indicate that they really wanted more than
3 cents on the one and one-eighth.

Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes. I might say there is a difference of opinion
on that. Congressman Whittington is inclined to disagree with me
and asks for 7 cents on everything over one and one-eighth. I dis-
cussed the matter with him, and I felt in order to be perfectly con-
sistent and not to ask more than I felt my particular growers were
entitled to have, I would stick to my original proposition.

Senator HAYDEN. The other reason is if you add more than that,
then there comes perhaps a legitimate demand for a compensatory
duty which is reflected all along the line.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. This is somewhat out of order in this hearing,
as you know, but before we are through California will present the
view that there should be 7 cents on one and one-eighth and over, and
I have been advised that that will hold good as to Texas and also as
to Mississippi.

Mr. DOUGLAS. That is right.
Senator SHIORTRIDGE. I see you have advanced another view here.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. But they are not necessarily in conflict.
Mr. DOUGLAS. No; they are not particularly in conflict.
Senator SEIORTRIDGE. Bjut I shall undertake to make it perfectly

plain before we are through with the hearing that the American
industry raising long-staple cotton is entitled, according to the true
theory of developing that industry, to 7 cents on one and one-eighth
and over.

Senator CONNALLY. It seems to me the rates 3 and 7 are out of
proportion because the qualities of the cotton make a differential of
4 cents. It seems to me that would make a 4-cent difference on the
tariff, which would throw the values out of proportion.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I would think so.
Mr. DOUGLAS. It might possibly. I felt, for my own mind, I

could justify the rate sought better than though I had made it a
flat 7 cents, and I preferred to stick to something which I knew I
could justify rather than to ask something else.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. There will be those who will argue it will
stabilize the industry by making a uniform rate of 7 cents for one and
one-eighth and over.

Senator CONNALLY. Three cents would be 10 per cent of 30 cents
per pound; 7 cents would be 10 per cent of 70 cents, and yet there is
only that difference between the two grades of less than that.

Senator WATSON. We will get the expert from the Tariff Com-
mission here and get his view about all matters of that kind.

Mr. DOUGLAS. I went at it from the point of view of equating
prices.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Very well.
Mr. DOUGLAS. As a rough measure.
Senator HARRISON. Mr. Whittington is here.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I do not want to say anything, Senator, in the way

of deterring a 7-cent rate all the way through if the committee feels
that way about it.
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN L. W. DOUGLAS, OF ARIZONA,
IN SUPPORT OF A TARIFF ON LONG-STAPLE COTTON

The question of a protective tariff for or stabilization of the price of cotton is
a rather perplexing one to the person who attempts to analyze what facts are
available, to discriminate between the various contentions made, and to arrive at
a supportable conclusion.

That the domestic production of cotton of all classes is in excess of the domestic
consumption can be conceded without fear of refutation. That a tariff on a
commodity of which there is invariably an exportable surplus Is ineffective at
best, and possibly disadvantageous at worst, can likewise be conceded without
fear of successful refutation.

The general proposition in its application to cotton is not, however, as clear as
it might appear to be at first blush. There are various kinds of cotton; i. e.,
cotton with fibers of various lengths. If they be classed in two general cata-
gories--() Cotton of a fiber length less than 1 inches, and (2) Cotton of a
fiber length of 11% inches and longer-the problem can be materially simplified.

Domestic cotton of a fiber shorter than 1l inches is produced in quantities
which exceed the domestic demand. There is, therefore, an exportable surplus
of such cotton. Consequently its price is controlled largely by the world price.
Except in so far as an indirect benefit, if any, may accrue to it as a resultant of
a tariff on or stabilization of the longer staple cotton, it need not be considered
in this argument. This discussion will therefore be confined to cotton of a
staple of 1 inches or longer.

In order that the problem may be further simplified staple cotton, for the
purpose of this discussion, will be divided into two general classes-

1. Cotton of a fiber length of 1% to 13% inches, commonly called Delta staple,
the American product; Egyptian "uppers," the imported product; and

2. Cotton of a fiber length of 13% inches and over, commonly known as Pima
cotton, the American product, and Sakellarides, the Egyptian cotton.

PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND IMPORTS

The Bureau of Agricultural Economics estimates the 1928 crop of staple cotton
at 685,000 bales. There are no reliable data with respect to the amount exported.

The consumption of the domestic cfop was 552,963 bales.
Imports of staple cotton-from Peru, 23,319 bales; Mexico, 22,843 bales; and

Egypt, 201,856--totaled 248,018 bales. Of this imported cotton the United
States consumed 233,690 bales. The total consumption of staple cotton was
therefore 786,653 bales, or 102,000 bales ir1 excess of the American production.

(Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 19281

United Total domestic
States con-Uite

Production summption Imports itescon. on over
Staescostic vedomestic sumption domestic

crop production

Staple cotton ' (bales).. W 0800 552,905 24.,0181 7%063 101,928
Cotton 1% to 19 inches'.............. 650,047 537,820 201,018 724, 616 68,469
Cotton 198 Inches and longer ........ 28,678 15,137 47, 0X0i 62,137 43,459

No accurate data available relative exports American staple cotton.
2 Peruvian and Mexican cottons relatively negligible in amounts are included.

With respect to both classes of staple cotton it therefore can be concluded
from the above figures that-

(1) The domestic demand for staple cotton exceeds the domestic production.
(2) If American staple cotton is time equivalent of and can be substituted for

Egyptian staple cotton then there is no surplus of American staple cotton which
must seek an outlet in a world market, and there is reason for granting a tariff
on staple cotton.

The case therefore hinges on the substitutcability of the American for the
Eg ptlan staple cotton.

Zub8tituteability of 1,% to 1% inch A merican or Delta for Egyptian uppers.-In
answer to the following interrogation by Mr. Collier: "You stated In answer to
Mr. Bacharach's question that this Delta staple and American Pima cotton
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could not be substituted for Egyptian cotton in thread making." Mr. John C.
Clark, of the Clark Thread Co., Newark, N. J., replied: "I did not say that the
Delta staple could not be substituted. I say that it would make as good a sub-
stitute, and I say that the Pima cotton would not make nearly as good a sub-
stitute" (pp. 7657, committee print, Tariff Readjustment, 1929, hearings before
Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 70th Cong., 2d sess.,
Schedule 15, free list).

In March, 1928, when the premiums on Egyptian uppers went above $25 a
bale, the tire manufacturers and textile manufacturers substituted the Delta
staple cotton for the Egyptian.

Those representatives of the thread, tire, and textile industries who testified
that there is no substitute for Egyptian cotton were and are refuted by the
substitution which had already been effected. After a substitution has'been
made it is folly to contend that that substitution is impossible. The argument
of the representatives of the textile industries reduced to its simplest terms can
be stated therefore as follows: The substitution which has been made, can not
be made; what is is not.

Tariff requested on cotton 1% to 1% inch.-Consequently, because of the testi-
mony of Mr. John C. Clark to the effect that Delta staples are and can be used
satisfactorily in lieu and are the equivalent of Egyptian uppers, and because
of the actual substitution effected within the last year, it is reasonable to con-
clude that Delta staples are substituteable for Egyptian cotton and that the
domestic market should be preserved for the domestic production of Delta
staples.

The object can be accomplished, if not in whole at least in part, by a tariff.
What that tariff should be is more difficult to state. There are no reliable figures
with respect to the cost of production and delivery of Egyptian uppers. In the
absence of any reliable data on the subject it can be assumed that Egyptian
costs, because of cheap labor, are less than Delta or American costs. What
that discrepancy may be, however, can not now be determined. In the absence
of such information I suggest a tariff of 3 cents a pound on all cotton of a fiber
length of between 1% and 13% inches.

If such a tariff is imposed its effect may be expressed in one or more of three
different ways:

(1) Stabilization of price and market.
(2) Increase in price.
(3) Increase in consumption of domestic staples, reduction of imported cotton

and relief from pressure to suppress price of shorter fiber cotton.
Substitutability of Pima cotton for Sakellarides.-On page 3, United States

Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 742, there is the following:
"Egyptian cotton is used princippally for mercerizing and for other processes

that give a high finish to cloth; ii, the manufacuter, without dyeing, of balbriggan
underwear and lace curtains in which the ecru shade is desired; for automobile
tires, and the manufacture of sewing thread and other similar articles which
require a long fiber of great strength."

'Egyptian cotton is used especially in the manufacture of goods in which
strength or fineness or a combination of both qualities is desired. Some of the
principal articles manufactured from this cotton are sewing thread, hosiery,
automobile tire fabrics, and fine and fancy dress goods."

In United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 1184, Utilization of
Pima Cotton, November, 1923, there is to be found the following:

"Pima cotton has been manufactured successfully into tire yarns, tire fabrics,
ballon cloth, and airplane fabrics, where strength" and elasticity are the chief
reuisites.

'Pima cotton is being manufactured satisfactorily into fine yarns, fine shirtings,
dimities, lawns, and voices."

In the same document, on pages 24 and 25, there is to be found the following:
"Possibility of substitution for Sakellarides or Egyptian long staple cotton."
"* * * Yarns made of Pima cotton when mercerized are as lustrous as

Sakellarides * * *.
"Pima cotton grown under suitable conditions and properly ginned and well

handled is equal to * * * Sakellarides cotton for the manufacture of fine
yarns and sheer goods.

"Owing to the * * * possible reduction in acreage of Sakellarides Egyp-
tian, and the likelihood of the further deterioration of this variety, it will'be
advantageous to the growers and the manufacturers to encourage and promote
the use of Pima cotton."
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Based upon testimony of a Government agency the uses of Pima cotton are

idomtieal to the uses of Sakellarides, and with the one possible exception of the
manufacturers of fine threads, Pima cotton is a good substitute for the Sakel-
larides.

In this connection, on page 17 of the emergency tariff act and Long Staple
Cotton pamphlet issued by the United States Tariff Commission (Tariff Infor-
mation Series, No. 27) there is the following:

"The amount of Pima used by the thread industry is small as compared with
its consumption of Sakellarides, but has increased so markedly during the past
eight months that its increasing substitution for Sakellarides is very evident.
This substitution has been due in large measure to the very much lower price,
relative to Sakellarides, at which Pima cotton could be sought since the passage
of the emergency tariff act.

"The fine-cloth mills afford the most striking instance of the substitution of
the cheaper Pima for the Sakellarides type during recent months. These mills
when they use Egyptian require mainly Sakellarides, hit their consumption of
Egyptian'cotton has decreased and their consumption of Pima greatly increased.
It is said that Sakellarides is still required for cloths made of the finest yarns,
but that Pima is being rapidly substituted for Sakellarides in cloths made of
yarns not finer than 80s. Introduced because of its lower price, it is finding
nereased favor with the fine-cloth mills of New England, particularly those of

New Bedford, for use in the manufacture of mercerized sateen linings as well
as in voile and fine lawns."

Based upon the opinion of an impartial governmental agency and not upon
the testimony of a partisan for or against a tariff on Pima cotton, the weight of the
evidence Indicates that Pima cotton can be very largely substituted for its Egyp-
tian competitor.

Since the removal of the 7-cent tariff on cotton of 1%-inch fiber provided for
In the tariff act of 1921, the price in Boston of Sakellarides has been less than the
price of Pima. In 1926-27 Sakellarides commanded an average of 31 cents a
pound while Pima sold for an average of 37.79 cents a pound. In 1927-28
Sakellarides brought 39.22 cents a pound while Pima sold for 46.39 cents a
pound.

The motive of the textile manufacturers in opposing a tariff on Sakellarides and
in claiming that Pima cotton Is not the equal of its Egyptian competitor is quite
obvious.

While the emergency tariff act of 1921 was in effect the imports of Egyptian
cotton fell from 485,000 bales in 1920 to 87,000 bales in 1921.

The following gives imports from Egypt for the decade from 1919 to 1928:

IMPORTS OF EGYPTIAN COTTON FOR LAST 10 YEARS

Department of Commerce figures, in 500-pound bales, for fiscal year ending
July 31: Total Total
1928 ------------------- 201,856 1922 ------------------- 233, 729
1927 ------------------- 231, 767 1921 -------------------- 87, 168
1926 ------------------- 238,620 1920 ------------------- 485,004
1925 ------------------- 190,313 1919 -------------------- 100,006
1924 ------------------- 164, 152
1923 ------------------- 329, 335 Total ------------ 2, 261, 950

The marked decline in 1921 is significant. The marked increase since the
removal of the emergency tariff is equally significant.

To translate all of the above information: The manufacturers reduce their
consumption of Sakellarides when it commands a higher price than Pima cotton
and conversely reduce their consumption of Pima when it commands a higher
price than Sakellarides.

As in the case of Delta staples the manufacturers represent that a substitution
that has been made can not be made, that what is is not.

Effect of emergency tariff act.-(1) o raise price of Sakellarides above that of
Pima cotton.

(2) To reduce consumption Sakellarides.
(3) To stabilize price of and market for Pima,
(4) To increase consumption of Pima.

63310-29--voL 16, SoHD 16-15
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Possible production of Pima.-The United States production of Pima cotton
has fluctuated because of market conditions from 91,691 bales in 1920 to 4,374
bales in 1924 (United States Bureau of Agricultural Economics).

Though it would not be feasible to constantly produce 91,000 bales annually,
nevertheless on the basis of historic production an &nnual amount of a roxi-
mately 60,000 bales can be successfully grown provided the market is stagilized.

Stated in other terms, were the market for and price of Pima to be stabilized,
domestic production would be adequate to supply the domestic demand.

(The above information is given in answer to Mr. Treudway's question with
respect to quality and quantity of Pima cotton.)

Tariff of 7 cents on cotton 1% inches and longer.-By referring to the average
prices of Sakellarides (1926-27, 31 cents a pound; 1927-28, 39.22 cents a pound)
and Pima (1926-27, 37.79 cents a pound; 1927-28,46.39 cents a pound), a simple
process of arithmetic indicates that Pima costs 7 cents more than Sakellarides.
To equate the prices of these competitive cottons I submit for consideration the
proposal that a 7-cent tariff be imposed on all cotton of 1 inches and longer
fiber.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1. Tariff proposal submitted and possible effct.-Both with respect to the
Delta staples and Pima cotton the evidence submitted Indicates that both are
largely substitutable for their respective foreign competitors; that the substi-
tution as a matter of fact has been effected successfully; that a tariff of 3 cents
and 7 cents, respectively, on 1,% to 1.3% inch and 13% inch and longer fiber cotton
will hasten the substitution, eliminate an exportable surplus, determine the
price by domestic demand rather than world demand and so stabilize markets
and prices.

2. Effect on mnanufacturers.-A 3-cent tariff oh 1j to 19% inch cotton would not
lead to a compensatory duty. In the tire industry for example an increase of
3 cents in the price of cotton would mean an increase in the price of tires of
approximately cents a tire.

Nor would a 7-cent tariff on 131-inch and longer result in a demand for a
compensatory duty. The representatives of the thread manufacturers testified
that a pound of cotton makes 120 spools of thread. An increase of 7 cents in
price on 1-inch or longer (it is doubtful whether the effect would be to in-
crease price) translated into cost of production of thread means an increase
in cost per spool of not more than $0.00058 or fifty-eight one-hundred-thou-
sandths of a dollar, or fifty-eight one-thousandths of a cent. Consequently it
can not be contended that the tariffs herein suggested will, if granted, work
to the disadvantage of the manufacturers.

To urge as a general principle a prohibitory tariff on the grounds of forcing
the substitution of a domestic product for a foreign one would be questionable.
For example, it would be nothing short of ridiculous to urge a prohibitory
tariff on terrapin to compel the substitution for it of mud turtles. In the case
of cotton, however, the general truths that Delta staples and Pima cotton are
approximately the equivalent of their foreign competitors and that the tariffs
herein suggested are not in any sense prohibitory are inescapable.

STATEMENT OF HON. SAMUEL M. SHORTRIDGE, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

I

Senator SIOTRtWF. I invite your attention to the hearings be-
fore the House Committee on Ways and Means, found in volume 15
at pages 8463 et seq., as to long-staple cotton and to the reasons
given for placing a duty of 7 centg a pound on imported long-staple
cotton; that is, cotton of 11/8 inches and over.

In addition to what there appears I now submit for the record a
letter addressed to me by J. G. Boswell, president, J. G. Boswell Co.,
Cotton Exchange Building, Los Angeles, Calif., together with a
statement of facts bearing on the subject of a tariff on long-staple
cotton; and also a sample telegram from J. M. Hansen, of Corcoran.
Calif., a grower cultivating 1,000 acres of long-staple cotton.



(The communications referred to are as follows:)
J. fV. BOSWELL CO.,

Los Anyeles, Calif., May 17, 1929..
Hon. SAMUEL M. SHORTRIDGE,

United Stales Senate, Washington, D. 0.
My DEAR SENATOR SHORTRIDGE: There is enclosed for your information copy

of a brief, or r~sum6, bearing upon the subject of the tariff on staple cotton,
which contains all of the pertinent facts and data to stipport the contention
that such a tariff is essential.

As you are aware, cotton growing In California has become one of the
major agricultural activities. The increasing importation of foreign cottons
of similar lengths to California cotton, however, is having a general detri-
mental effect upon the entire industry, and it is earnestly hoped that your
activities may result in according some measure of relief not alone to Cali-
fornia cotton growers, but to sorely pressed agriculture as a whole.

The latest figures on importation of foreign-grown staples show that dur-
ing the month of April America took from Egypt 69,533 bales and from Peru
1,335 bales, or over three times more that one month than the average per
month (luring the preceding eight months; or in the last full month, over
28 per cent of the entire importation of staples up to April 30 of this cotton
year.

Should you feel that you need any further information on this subject,
I should be very glad of an opportunity of attempting to furnish it.

Yours very truly, 3. G. BOSWsLL, Prcsidenlt.

STAPLE COTTON TARIFF

Like the wheat growers of the Northwest, who now enjoy tariff protection
on their quality wheat, the staple-cotton growers of the country ask that the
7-cent emergency tariff on their quality cotton, detrimentally removed in 1922,
now be restored. Due to the slight shrinkage in the lengths of foreign cottons,
we ask that this duty be placed on staples an inch and an eighth and longer.

According to the latest figures from the Department of Agriculture, mill con-
sumption of the quality cotton is 780,053 bales, whereas production is 684,725
bales; hence there is no exportable surplus. Imports of this quality cotton are
225,175 bales. These imports, practically all consumed, can only add to the
carry-over of domestic staples each year. At the beginning of the present
season, this burdensome carry-over was 496,887 bales American. At the present
monthly rate. importation of staples this year will be 268,492 bales, exceeding
every year since 1920, except 1922 and 1923, the first years following the repeal
of the emergency tariff of 1921. During 1921, with the tariff in force, imports
were slightly over 100,000 bales.

With the enormous carry-over of staples, growers' premiums vanished,
naturally. Cotton, like lumber, apples, and other commodities, is sold on
quality. Thus, when the highest quality tumbled, it pressed down in propor-
tion practically every bale of cotton grown in the United States, with the result
that the cotton growers of the country, from Richmond to Sacramento, lost
approximately $150,000,000.

With the immense irrigation facilities projected in the Sudan, corporation
owned and operated cotton plantations in Egypt will only make larger the
foreign supply and under current conditions further aggravate the unhealthy
state of our cotton farmers. While manufacturers can not be blamed for want-
ing to continue to use these foreign cottons, grown by corporations with very
cheap labor, tests and experience have shown that these cottons are Inter-
changeable, especially at reasonable price differentials.

As for tariff reprisals, all this class of imported cotton comes from Egypt
and Peru, where tariffs are already in existence. The only argument against
this requested tariff is such as could be used against any manufactured article
or commodity, and the assertion that such a tariff will not benefit the farmer
can be answered by the simple statement that since the removal of the 1921
7-cent tariff, the premium on staples ha.,; declined from 7 and 10 cents a pound
to a point where they sold this season for one-tenth of 1 cent premium.
Translated into dollars, this means from $50 to 50 cents a bale.

This proposal offers an opportunity, which it is known Congress sincerely
seeks, to grant relief to a large number of our farmers.

223FREE LIST
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CORCORAN, CALIF., May 30, 192P.
Senator SAMUEL W. SUOaTIDOE,

Washington, D. 0.:
Have grown cotton here for five years and with brother and father grow lg

thousand acres this year. Have studied tar ff situation as applies cotton
closely and know we are entitled to protection asked by staple growers. You
will do California great service by getting this protection.

J. M. HANSEN,
Member Republican Central Committee, Kings Counityl.

Senator SHORThIDGE. Also, letters and telegrams addressed to me
from cotton growers, chambers of commerce, farm bureaus, news-
papers, banks, and other organizations, merchants and other indi-
viduals in the cotton-growing districts of California, each and all
urging protection for this kind of cotton.

I have here many telegrams from the following cotton growers:
George M. Dick. C. W. Fancher, H. Peterson, John Roland, A. P. Howe, E. It.

McCle.lan, Forrest Howes, Leonard A. Dibble, J. H. Smith. H. W. Caddell,
C. D. Clute, P. W. Howes, E. Jones. John Jones, E. 1. Johnston, W. J. llotch-
kiss, 1). M. Biancucci, A. M. Lalioner, Ernest Northcote, R. C. Slaybaugh,
J. M. HansOn, T. M. Boyd, C. F. Burns, A. R. Van Antwerp, Erwin E. Cooper,
B. F. Gilbert, Henry Anderson, Ray G. Wallace, W. S. Allen, B. B. Lester,
John Stone, Paul P. Butler, Bruce E. Denalels, G. MeAbee, John Stevenson,

. N. Stark, and W. A. Swal.

I have here telegrams from the following chambers of commerce:
Corcoran Chamber of Commerce, Delano Chamber of Commerce, and Tulare

Chamber of Commerce.

I have here telegrams from the following farm bureaus:
California Farm Bureau Federation (comprising Kern, Tulare, Kings, Fresno,

and Madera Countis), Kern County Farm Bureau, Colusa County Farm
Bureau, Kings County Farm Bureau, and Tulare County Farm Bureau.

I have here telegrams from the following newspapers:
The Journal, Corcoran, Calif.: the Daily Sentinel, Hanford, Calif.; the Times,

Tulare, Calif.; the Advance Register, Tulare, (Calif.

I have here telegrams from the following banks and other organi-
zations:

First National Bank of Coreoran, Ameriean Legion Post of Firehaugh, Kings
County Central Committee. Hanford Board of Trade, First NatIonal Batik of
flanford, and Tulare County Central Commttee.

I have here letters and telegrams from the following merchants:
J. G. Boswell Co., California Cotton Mills Co.. Corcoran drug store, Cor.oran

meat market, W. H. Wright, Coreoran dcpartrmnt store. Haley & Haley, F. G.
Cross Hardware Co., Bartlett & Mncklin, Corcoran Hardware Co.. G. W. Kelly
Co., Ahren Motor Co., Corcoran Electr'c Co., Carden & Harrison, Ellett Gil
Co., Lankin Clothing Co., Radin & Kamp (Inc.), MeCourt Bros., L. J. Lafond,
Rose Bros., Turner Nelson, and A. W. Wheeler.

I have here telegrams from the following citizens:
J. C. Stewart, Harry Osting, E. J. Harp, J. B. Capse, R. P. Williams, C. E.

Beckett, Eugene Losey, E. D. Burns, M. D. Baihley, Judge Dbble, J. P. Tells,
Sidney J. S. Sharp, G. M. Wilson, William Fults, S. L. Philll6, W. E. James,
Elmer Chase, J. A. Patterson, Corrall Swall, G. W. Linder, A. H. Schultz, L.
Gregory. J. Shannon, William Swall, R. L. Culpepper, C. I. Shannon, and
U. R. Shannon.

All these organizations and citizens, directly and indirectly in-
terested in the cotton industry in California, are in full accord
with Arizona, Texas, and Mississippi in their request for a tariff of
7 cents on 11/8-inch long-staple cotton.



STATEMENT OF 3. 0. HOLTON, JACKSON, MISS., COMMISSIONER OF
AGRICULTURE OF MISSISSIPPI

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Mn. HOLTON. I am commissioner of. agriculture, Jackson, Miss.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I assure you I

shall not detain you more than a moment. Being from a cotton-
growing State, I am very much interested in a protective tariff on
cotton particularly. There will be other phases of agriculture pre-
sented at some future date, but my few remarks and the brief I hope
to file deal particularly with long-staple cotton.

Through the period of years the long-staple cotton in Mississippi,
p)articularly, has grown to be one of our leading products, especially
of the )elta section.

Due to the fact that the spread between the price of long-staple
nnd short-staple cotton has been so small in the last few years, the
long-staple cotton industry has not developed like it would have de-
veloped if that spread had been greater.

That section is particularly adapted to the growing of long-staple
cotton.

Senator SmoOT. You would not think for a moment that you
could export it, would you?

Mr. HOLTON. I beg your pardon.
Senator S.MOOT. You do not think you could export the long-staple

cotton?
Mr. HOL.ON. No, sir; I do not.
Senator SMOOT. Then, the only way of creating a demand for it in

this country would be to have it used here by our local manufac-
turers?

Mr. HOLTON. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. Do you think that putting a duty on it will

increase that use by American manufacturers? Will it increase the
use of it by American manufacturers?

Mr. HOLTON. I don't know about the use of it, but if we can get
a tariff of 7 cents, which is what we are asking for on long-staple cot-
ton, it will enable those people down there to grow long staple instead
of short staple, which, as has been explained to you by our very
splendid Representative, Hon. Will Whittington, giving the reasons,
why it costs more to produce long-staple cotton than short-staple
cotton.

Our normal production of long-staple cotton is about 25,000 bales,
and we consume in this country 700.000 or 800,000 bales. Therefore
if the Delta section of Mississippi and those other sections of
Arizona, Texas, and New Mexico, and California could get this
protection, we would enable to produce all .of the cotton that is
needed for production in this country.

Senator Smoor. You think if it was 7 cents a pound on long-staple
cotton there should be a compensatory duty on the goods manufac-
tured from it?

Mr. HOLTON. I beg your pardon.
Senator SMooT. If we placed 7 cents duty on long-staple cotton,

then you think, if that is done, there ought to be a compensatory
duty on goods manufactured from long-staple cotton?
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Mr. HOLTON. Well, now I am not a tariff expert. I can not
answer that. The manufacturer has always taken care of himself.
I am representing the cotton industry of Mississippi.

Senator SMooT. I just wanted to know how you felt about it.
Mr. HOLTON. The manufacturers have taken care of themselves.

They already have the tariff. We are asking for a tariff on the raw
product, for the man who produces it and brings it out of the soil.

Senator SMooT. Yes, but they have a tariff based upon free cotton.
They have had their 7 cents a pound. You would not object to
giving them a compensatory duty, would you?

Mr. HOLT*N. I can not answer that Senator, because I am sure
that the manufacturers will take care o? themselves.

Senator SMooT. If it was a dollar a pound they could not make
any goods in this country, could they?

Mr. HOLTON. No, sir.
Senator S.%ooT. You want the manufacturer here to be successful

and use your long-staple cotton, don't you?
Mr. HoLurox. Yes.
Senator S~tooT. That is exactly what I wanted to know.
Mr. I1oLTo.-. We simply want this, Mr. Chairman, a protection

sufficient to take care of tle cost of production, or that excess of cost
of production in this country as compared with foreign countries.

Senator SMOOT. But I wanted to find out what vour idea was.
Senator HARRISo.N. You only want cotton placed upon the same

basis as wool and every other iiidustry?
Mr. HoLTo.x. Absolt'tely.
Senator SIIoIITRUIDE. If that should call for what we may term a

compensatory duity, of course you are willing that that be done?
'Mr. HOLT(ox. Certainly.
Senator SronTRiDmE. 'hat is what the Senator meant.
Senator SMOOT. That is what I asked him.
Senator SFORTmcnw. He probably did not understand the sig-

nificance of the question.
Mrm. IOLTON. I did not understand vour question. Senator.
As this matter has been fully presented by" Ir. Whittington and

others. I shall not take up your time. hut siml)ly ask the privilege
of sulbiitting a brief.

Senator SMOOT. Verv well.
Senator HAmnso.N. iou do not make any difference in the rate on

1%5 and 1%?
Mr. HO-To-.. No. sir; we are asking for a flat rate on all long.

staple cotton, 11/8 and above.
In addition to representing the farmers in Mississippi I am also

representing the farmers of the South, of the cotton-growing sec-
tion. as a result of it meeting we had here the other day.

Senator SuOnTmmoE. I think you spoke of the cotton growers of
California.

Mr. HOLTON.q. Yes; of the entire cotton-growing section.
I thank you. I will submit the brief.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)
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BRIEF or HON. J, C. HOLTON, COMMISSIONER Or AomcuTuam or Tus STATE Or
MISSiSSIPPIr, JACKSON, MISS., FO A TARnx or STAPLE C TTON

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I appear in the interest of a
readjustment of tariff duties that will equalize production costs on agricul-
tural products such as now obtains on industrial products. I am particularly
interested in inserting a new paragraph under Schedule 7 or Schedule 9, pro-
viding for a tariff on cotton having a staple of not less than 1% inches, of 7
cents per pound. Paragraph 1661 of the free list may be so amended.

Because of birth, training, education, and the duties of the office I hold, I
am vitally and personally concerned with the agricultural prosperity of the
Southland. I was born and reared on a Mississippi cotton farm and am
intimately acquainted with the difficulties under which the average cotton
farmer labors; and while I frankly do not come before you, Mr. Chairman and
gentlemen of the committee, as a tariff expert or as a long.staple cotton expert,
I believe that because of my knowledge of general agricultural conditions In
our section I can present to you the plain dirt farmer's conception of condi-
tions bringing about the Importance and the necessity of a tariff on long-staple
cotton.

Because of a number of important contributing factors I am convinced that
long-staple cotton presents an ideal field for the operation of the protective
tariff, these being: Active and detrimental competition by foreign long-staple
cotton on the American market; unequal costs of production which give to the
foreign cotton growers advantages in price that render domestic production
unprofitable to the extent of seriously diminishing the growing of certain
staples and working a hardship In those sections where the growing of long.
staple cotton is continued that will soon lead to further reduction In acreage
at home and greater dependance on the foreign market; a home-grown product
that can be substituted substantially if not completely for the foreign-grown
product; and possibilities of price improvement that apply not only to long-
staple cotton but also to short-staple cotton.

Thme production of all grades of American cotton has ranged in compara-
tively recent years from 12,000,000 to 18,000,000 bales, being influenced from
year to year by conditions that increase or decrease production. Of this total
production the amount of long-staple cotton has been estimateI at figures rang-
Ing from 700,000 bales to 1,000,000 bales. Exact figures are obtainable which
show the total production of cotton from year to year, but no degree of ac-
curacy has obtained a.s regards hint part of the total production which is long.
staple cotton until 1928. On January 4. 1929, the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics estimated that -if the 12,561,618 bales of the 1928-29 crop ginned to
December 8, 1928, there were 21.343 bales (if American-Egyptian cotton, em-
bracing staples 1 , 1% an(d over; and 12,540,275 bales of upland cotton,
embracing staples thirteen-sixteentihs and under, to 11/A and over. The chief
staple in the United States is seven-eighths inch, 42 per cent of the 1928 crop
being of that length; 13 per cent being tli-'ceimsixtcentlts and under, 23 per
cent being fifteen-sixteenths; 12 per cent being 1 and 1. Z: while there was 5
per cent of 1h and 1h. The estimated production of 1, and 1 ha was 413,117
bales; of 1P and 1Jq was 155,599 bales, while there were 27.692 bale-, with
staple of 1 and over. There was a production in 1928, therefore, of approxi-
mately 700,000 bales of long-staple cotton.

Imports of cotton from foreign countries into the United States during 1928
were as follows: From Egypt, 201,856 bale; from China, 62.,,88 bales; from
Peru, 23,319 bales; from India, 25,663 bales; from Mexico, 22,843 bales; and
from all other countries. 1,657 bales. Chinese cotton anl Indian cotton are
of short staple and inferior quality; the remaining importati(ns during 1928,
said to be approximately a representative year, were admitted duty free and
sold in direct competition with American long-staple cotton. Egyptian cotton
constitutes approximately two-thirds of the cotton imported, the Importations
averaging about 250,00 bales annually.

Egyptian cotton is produced at costs far below the costs of American cotton,
and the Egyptian grower is thereby enabled to undersell the American grower on
ihe American market and make money while the American grower loses money.
Fhe Egyptian laborer receives approximately 30 cents per day; the American
hired laborer from $1 to $2 per day. Most of the American crop is produced by
land-owning and home-building citizens, though much of it is produced under a
system of tenancy which makes the tenant a partner of the landowner. In
the case of hired labor, American costs are approximately five times as great
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as in Egypt; and In the cases of land ownership and tenancy, production costs
must include all the costs of the modern civilization we Americans enjoy.
Thus In foreign cotton as in other foreign agricultural commodities, costs of
production are so low that American fat-mer- mu-t meet foreign living condi-
tions or he must be protected by on equalization of production costs.

To this greater expense of producing the general run of cotton in America,
further and additional costs face the grower of our long-staple cotton. Long-
staple cotton is slower in maturing, requiring a longer period of cultivation.
It is more difficult to pick, and therefore more expensive. A smaller percentage
of lint is obtained front the teed cotton requiring more pounds of seed cotton
to yield a bale of lint; seed cotton is picked and ginned at stipulated costs per
hundred pounds; therefore more pounds must be picked and ginned, and costs
of picking and ginning are increased accordingly. Finally, and of paramount
importance, long-staple cotton, because of its longer growing season, is more sus-
ceptible to insect pests. This means the boll weevil, and cotton growers make
every effort to mature their cotton before weevils are sufficiently numerous to
do irreparable damage. Practically all American cotton Is made under boll-
weevil conditions, and the grower of long-staple cotton faces a decided loss
in that lie can not mature his crop as early as can the grower of short staple,
and is therefore subject to greater weevil damage.

For these reasons, costs of producing long-staple cotton are substantially
more than costs of producing short-staple cotton; and long-staple cotton must
sell at a rate per pound considerably higher than short-staple cotton or it will
be unprofitable to the grower.

In the years preceding the World War, when short cotton sold at 10 cents to
12 cents per pound, the grower of long staple expected and generally received
an extra price or premium ranging from 3 to 10 cents per pound: a
premium ranging from 25 to 100 per cent. During the war period of high
prices long-staple cotton sold at double the price of short-staple cotton, which
is 100 per cent premium. During the year 1928 there were periods when there
was no premium whatever on long-staple cotton, the entire season showing
premiums ranging from nil to 1 or 2 cens per pound; that is, no premium at its
worst and 10 per cent premium at its best.

These figures apply to the types of long-staple cotton customarily grown in
the Mississippi Delta, amounting to approximately 500.000 bales per year.
I am informed by Mr. J. E. Nichols, a representative cotton grower and buyer
of Texaq, that as regards long-staple cotton grown in the vicinity of Clarks-
ville. Tex., production costs were still higher because of the greater length of
staple. In that area, which formerly shipped 10.000 bales of long-staple cotton
from Clarksville and now shlp almost none, the farmer receives a 500-pound
bale of cotton from 1,250 pounds of seed cotton when he gins short cotton;
while for cotton having a staple of 1'i to 1% inches, 1,70(l pounds of seed cot-.
ton were required to gilt out a 500-pound bale of lint cotton. I feel sure that
still greater production costs obtain in the Pitna-producing area of the
Western States.

Extra production costs of American long-staple cotton being evident and the
Importation of large quantities of competitive cotton being unquestioned, what
is the effect of the con.sequent low prices received by the American cotton
grower? Clarksvile, Tex., has almost completely withdrawn from the produc-
tion of long-staple cotton. In 1916 American farmers produced 117,599 bales of
sea-island cotton; in 1927 we grew 179 bales, Why? Production costs were too
high, selling prices were too low, and boll weevils were too numerous. The
remaining growers of long-staple cotton are truly in need of farm relief, and
unless relieved a decline may be expected in the American acreage and produce.
tion. Tius w-e as a Nation are becoming increasingly dependent upon foreign
nations for necessary agricultural materials that could be grown at home,
while American farmers are producing exportable surpluses of olher com-
modities the export price of which has the effect of decreasing domestic prices.

Is this dependence upon foreign countries for required raw materials neces-
sary? This is a debated question, both sides of which have been presented to
you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee. Generally it appears that
Egyptian uppers competes with our Delta type long staple in the manufacture
of automobile-tire fabrics, and that Egyptian Sakelarhilis competes with the
Pima cotton of California, New Mexico, and Arizona it the manufacture of
thread, altogether there are numerous lesser uses, and in many maunfacturing
processes staples of varying lengths are intermingled. The first item requires
approximately 500,000 bales per year. and the second item approximately
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50,00 bales per year. According to the Staple Cotton Associadon of Mississippi,
which successfully markets a very large percentage of the Delta staple cotton,
"A tariff on Egyptian uppers would make it possible to consume it America
practically the entire growth of 1/8 and longer staples. The tire trade for
many years has been accustomed to use Egyptian cotton in the manufacture of
their fabric, though it is an acknowledged fact among the best manufacturers
that 11,4 to lAi, Inch staple grown in the Delta will under proper manufacturing
conditions produce a tire fabric equally as satisfactory as the fabric manu-
factured from Egyptian cotton. If a suflicenzlt tariff was imposed on Egyptian
uppers the result would be that tle Delta states would be used in lieu of the
cotton we are now importing from Egypt, and instead of having lan nmual
carry-over and 'surplus of approximately 400.000 hales, this amount would be
reduced to all annual carry-over not exceeding 100.000 bales. It has been this
excess surpluss of staple cotton which has resulted in practically no premium
at all being paid for 11 to 1.4, ich staple cotton."

It being the inanifest desire of the lPresdent amd Congress to aid in farin relief
by extending to farm products a degree of protection against foreign imports
comparable with that extended to industry. it is our earnest desire that long-
staple cotton be removed front the free list atid adequately lrotected. We feel
that i) long-staple cotton we have an ideal sublject for the application of the
proposed agricultural tariff. It Is our opinion that the tariff is an economic
question adl not a llitical one. It is an unfair tariff w.-hIch protects one grotlp
of people and leaves anotlnr group defens'Ivs. It is an unfair tariff which
exacts Its costs from all the people, yel extends its hoInelits to only a part of
tile people; and Inasmuch as tile tariff i s an established institution in Aimurica,
we contend that the farmers of this Nation should b given the sanie degree of
protection that is now given other Industries. We believe that tile suggested
tariff of 7 cents per pound on long-staple cotton 114 inches atil( longer is a direct
application of the principles enunciated by leaders of both political parties, and
that if and when included in the bill the proposed import duty will reflect
lasting good.

Senator Tn.M, EL,. Mr. Chairman, I just want to sy that we join
with these other gentlemen in requesting this duty on long-staple
cotton. It used to be a great industry in my State, but it has lan-
guished, very largrelv due to the fact Nat competition ha:s helped to
destroy the industry. And we would like to see the tariff placed on
long-staple cotton.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Nichols. of ray State,
Texas, is here, and I understand he just wants to indor:e what was
said.

Mr. J. E. NICHOLS. Yes. I indorse what he said. I ain from
Clarksville, Tex.

BERYLLIUM

[Par. 16631

BtIEF OF THE YORK METAL & ALLOYS CO., NEW YORK CITY

To thle FINANCE CoMmITrr,
United Statc8 Senate, Washington, D. 0.

Sias: We ask that tile words "and metals unwrought, whether capable of
being wrought or not," be omitted. Under the present wording new metals
which are lit tile process of development, both here and abroad, cal be brought
Itt free, and there is no Incentive for tn American manufacturer to deve'.op
their production and use. For example, take beryllium. This Is a new metal
which, if it can be manufactured cheaply enough, will probably revolutionize
structural as well as motor designs for ill aircraft. The nletal is lighter than
aiutninun, tougher, has greater rigidity and has much more resistance to cor-
rosion. It is itleal for this purpose except for the present high cost. What
incentive is there for a manufacturer to spend large sums in learning to make

I
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such a metal cheaply If the Europeans can export the same to this country
without paying any duty.

Undoubtedly other metals will be developed by American ingenuity provided
only the manufacturer knows he will be duly protected in his expense of re-
search and development.

We therefore respectfully request that paragraph 1663 be modified to read
as follows (matter omitted is inclosed In black brackets) :
"PAR. 1663. Metallic mineral substances in a crude state Cand metals un-

wrought, whether capable of being wrought or not], not specially provided for."
Respectfully submitted.

VAN RENSSELAEn LANSINGH,
President York Metal d Alloys Co.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th day of June, 1929.
[SEAL.] FLORENCE 3f. STEPHENSON, Notary Public.
My commission expires April 28, 1931.

BRIEF OF GEORGE F. LAMB, NEW YORK CITY

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: Paragraph 1663 in the House bill now before your committee
reads as follows:

"PAR. 1663. Metallic mineral substances in a crude state, and metals un-
wrought, whether capable of being wrought or not, not specially provided for."

The history of this paragraph shows that it was provided for in paragraph 187
of the tariff act of 1897 at the rate of 20 per cent ad valorem. It was continued
in paragraph 183 of the tariff act of 1909 at the same rate. Under the tariff
act of 1913, paragraph 154, the rate was reduced to 10 per cent ad valorem.
Under the tariff act of 1922, paragraph 1562, it was placed under the free list.

The phrase, "metals unwrought, whether capable of being wrought or not,"
constitutes such a vague and general classification that it is practically impossible
to designate the kind of merchandise which may be included within its scope.
In a tariff bill which is being drafted with the avowed purpose of encouraging
the industries of the United States, it would seem highly important that in
creating the free list only such language should be employed as would precisely
describe the merchandise intended to be covered by the provision for free entry.
The use of language in a tariff paragraph which does not clearly describe the
merchandise intended to be covered therein only invites litigation in the Customs
Courts with resulting uncertainty and danger to the domestic industry concerned.
An illustration of the above statement is shown by the decision of the Treasury
Department rendered on December 4, 1928 (T. D. 43066), concerning the classi-
fication of sodium calcium, lithium, barium, and potassium. All of these articles
had been classified for years by the customs officials under paragraph 5 of the
tariff act of 1922 as chemical elements dutiable at the rate of 25 per centum ad
valorem. The department, however, in the above Treasury decision decided
that these products should be admitted to entry free of duty as "metals un-
wrought, whether capable of being wrought or not, not specially provided for,"
under paragraph 1562 of the tariff act of 1922.

The decision of the department was a serious blow to the domestic industry
which had been manufacturing metallic sodium in the United States for over 25
years and which, during that period, had steadily decreased the price. During
that same period research work, involving the expenditure of large sums of
money, had been carried on in this country to establish the manufacture of
calcium, barium, and lithium; in fact, quite recently a small commercial pro-
duction of lithium has been attained. The placing of these products on the free
list will certainly tend to discourage further attempts at their manufacture in
this country.

In connection with the decision of the Treasury Department mentioned above,
it is interesting to note that in enacting the tariff bill of 1913 Congress, in para-
graph 143, provided for barium, calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium
by name at the rate of 25 per cent ad valorem. In paragraph 154 of the same
tariff, Congress enacted the provision for-

"Par. 154. Metallic mineral substances in a crude state, and metals unwrought,
whether capable of being wrought or not, not specially provided for in this
section, 10 per cent ad valorem; * * *."
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This would seem to indicate the intention of Congress (which, after all, is the
law) that barium, calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium should not be
considered as coming within the same classification as "metals unwrought,
whether capable of being wrought or not." In the House bill now before your
committee, a duty of. 25 per cent ad valorem is assessed on barium, calcium,
sodium, and potassium, again showing the intent of Congress that these articles
should not come in free of duty.

At the present time, large sums of money are being expended in research
work in the United States for the purpose of making possible the manufacture
of rare metals, particularly those which are of value in connection with the
rapidly expanding aeronautical industry of the -United States. The metal,
beryllium, offers at, illustration of a valuable new metal which urgently needs
protection to become an established industry. It is only-about four years since
the mechanical merits of this very light metal were recognized. gince then,
at considerable expense, an American research group devised methods of mianu-
facture, and has begun production on a small scale. Very recently, the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has decided to institute extensive studies
to test beryllium in connection with the manufacture of aeroplanes. From de-
posits in the United States of the raw material from which beryllium can be made,
an ample supply will be produced if the domestic manufacturers can secure pro-
tection under this act.

It is quite certain that if beryllium is imported into the United States. it will
be passed free of dltity as a "metal unwrought, whether capable of being wrought
or not, not specially provided for," and will speedily drive the domestic product
out of the market. The same danger confronts any other rare metal which
may be manufactured in the future. Because of this situation, it is suggested
that paragraph 1663 be amended by striking out the words, "Metal mnwrought,
whether capable of being wrought or not," so that the paragraph will read, as
amended:

"Par. 1663. Metallic mineral substances not specially provided for."Respectfully, GEORGE F. LAMB,
25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Sworn to before me this 16th day of July, 1929.
( SEAL.! MOLTE F. DixoN, Notary Public.

Commission expires March 30, 1930.

GARNET
[Par. 16711

STATEMENT OF FRANK C. HOOPER, REPRESENTING THE NORTH
RIVER GARNET CO. AND THE BARTON MINES CORPORATION,
NORTH CREEK, N. Y.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Senator KING. What is your product?
Mr. HOOPER. Abrasives.
Senator REED. What is the paragraph of the House bill?
Mr. HOOFER. Paragraph 1415 of the old law; 1514 of the House bill.
The CHAIRMAN. It is paragraph 1671 of our book here--
Minerals, crude, or not advanced in value or condition by refining or grinding,

or by other process of manufacture, not specially provided for.
Mr. HOOPER. That covers the artificial abrasives, does it?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; that is "minerals, crude, or not advanced

in value or condition by refining or grinding, or by other process of
manufacture, not specially provided for."

Mr. HOOPER. I was given that as 1514. Under the old bill it was
1415.

Senator REED. We have found it anyway.
Mr. HOOPER. I have a prepared brief here, and a statement. I am

not going to read them, gentlemen. I just want to stress one or two
points. This was not presented before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee. Having been a pioneer in the mechanical preparation of
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this material, I was selected to present the subject. When those
hearings were going on before the House Committee I was too ill to
appear. That is why I am here now.

Senator KING. You appear in connection with abrasive grains and
emery?

Mr. HOOPER. That is the clause; yes.
Senator REED. That is in the sundries schedule. That is not on

the free list at all.
Mr. HOOPER. Garnct'is on the free list. Here is the paragraph,

Senator.
Senator REED. Let me see if I can state this: At the present time

garnet comes in free of duty under the crude-minerals section of the
free list?

Mr. HOOPER. Yes.
Senator REED. You want it transferred to the old section 1415 in

the sundries schedule, where emery, corundum, and artificial abrasives
are subject to a 20 per cent tax?

Mr. IIOOPER. Yes.
Senator REED. I think that is understood.
Mr. HoopER. But I want a larger duty than 20 per cent, though.
Senator KING. It is not on the free list.
Mr. HooPER. Ii. is imported free to-day; yes.
Senator KING. I find in paragraph 1514 that it has a duty of 20

per cent ad valorem.
Mr. IOOPER. No; that is the garnet papers, artificial and natural

abrasive papers-not the grains; not the crude mineral. That is a
manufactured article.

Senator KIxG. The crude mineral is now on the free list?
Mr. HOOPER. Yes; the crude mineral and the grains.
Senator KING. It has been on the free list for a long time, has it?
Mr. lOOPER. Yes; always-35 or 40 years.
Senator KING. Now youA want it transferred to the dutiable list?
Mr. HOOPER. Yes. We are up against a serious situation.
C nator REED. Mr. Hooper, it can not be a very serious situation,

because the production in the United States was over 8,000 tons
last year and the year before, while the importations were 2 tons in
1925, nothing in 1926, nothing in 1927, and 2 tons in 1928.

Mr. HOOPER. No; there were 400 tons imported in 1928. That
is an error. The trouble is that in the ports, being an unusual
product, it is not always classified right.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to say that the customs division
has not classified garnet right?

Mr. HOOPER. Absolutely. That is the trouble. I took it up with
the head of the Bureau of Mines. I got actual figures from my
customers.

The CHAIRMAN. All right; we will look it up and see.
Senator REED. I am told that the trouble was in the statistical

division; that it was correctly classified on importations, and admitted
duty free, but in the preparation of the statistics it was put in tho
wrong place.

The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
Mr. HOOPER. We have not been affected by the importations up

to within two years, for this reason: There is a new artificial abrasive,
made in the electrical furnace, that has competed in certain lines with
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garnet. This has cut down the production, so that now we feel these
importations very much.

Senator KING. Your production has been increasing.
Mr. HOOPER. No; our production dropped 40 per cent last year,

from about 7,000 tons in 1927 to about 4,000 tons last year.
Senator REED. What is that artificial abrasive?
Mr. HOOPER. It is called aloxite.
Senator REED. It is not a carborundum?
Mr. HOOPER. It is similar. It is an aluminum product.
Senator REED. Where is that being made?
Mr. HOOPER. It is made in this country and in Canada.
Senator REED. In Niagara Falls?
Mr. HOOPER. Yes; and the Norton people also make it.
The CHAIRMAN. In 1927 the production was 6,939 tons.
Mr. HO'OPER. Yes. In 1928 the production was about 4,000 tons-

last year.
Senator KING. But you said there were only 400 tons imported.
Mr. HooPER. Last year.
Senator KING. So you could not attribute the difference to the use

of the imported product.
Mr. HOOPER. Still, it is at a point where it does affect us by a low

domestic market now.
The CHAIRMAN. But the imports in 1928 were only 2 tons.
Mr. HooiE,. No; they were 400 tons. That is an error.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what is stated here-2 tons-and in 1925

they were only 2 tons.
Senator REED. It is explained that that was the fault of the

statistical division.
The CHAInruAN. As to the 2 tons; but do you have any idea of

what the amount was?
Mr. MIINNICH. The merchandise might have been invoiced as a

crude mineral, and so returned free of duty, instead of specifying
that it consists of garnet.

The CHAIRMAN. What difference does its make? You have always
had garnet, and you have always reported garnet in the Department
here, as to the amount of importations.

Mr. MINNICd. The statistical bureau at the customhouse would
report the invoice designation if it were not changed by the appraising
office.

The CIAIRMAN. There was nothing there to indicate whether it
was garnet or something else?

Senator KING. However, there were only 400 tons imported?
Mr. HOOPER. Yes; but there is going to be a good deal more.
Senator KING. Who manufactures it-you say the Aluminum

Co. of America?
Mr. HOOPER. The artificial abrasives. The garnet is a natural

mineral.
Senator KING. A natural mineral?
Mr. HooFR. Yes, sir. This is a sample of the ore, and the product

manufactured from it [producing samples].
Senator KING. You get the ore in the United States?
Mr. HOOPER. Yes. Nearly every State that has rock outcrops

has this mineral.
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Senator KING. All that you need to do is to take that rock and
grind it?

Mr. HOOPER. Crush it; yes, sir. The plant for handling this
material, an ordinary plant with an output of three or four thousand
tons a year, costs about $400,000.

The CHAIRMAN. How many companies are there in the United
States?

Mr. HooPER. There are three plants in New York State, one in
New Hampshire, and one in North Carolina. It is a personal ex-
perience with other raw materials that brings .me here. In 1914 I
built a graphite plant. Our cost was 5 cents. In 1917 new sources
were discovered abroad. I bought the product by the carload in
1916, 1917, and 1918 for 2 and 3 cents a pound. To-day, after the
American plants-40 of them-were all wiped out, you can not buy
that particular product for less than 63 to 8 cents a pound. I have
the quotations right here for this week.

I lost a great deal of money, and lost that plant. That set me to
thinking that the geology of garnet and graphite were a good deal
alike. I got letters from influential people and went abroad, and
looked up foreign sources; and I discovered that these garnet deposits
in the colonies of foreign countries are placer deposits, like the Cal-
ifornia gold. They do not require any plant at all. The garnet is
washed down by the streams; and when lines of transportation go
into these deposits you simply have to shovel it up and put it on
the cars. I have been through this experience once, and I do not
like to go through it again.

Senator KING. What is garnet used for?
Mr. HOOPER. For making sandpaper for finishing woodwork.

That is the way it looks on paper [indicating].
Senator KING. It is just a silica?
Mr. HOOPER. No; it is a compound silica. It is the same mineral

as the gem that you have, but these minerals are more full of flaws.
Senator REED. As I understand you, your trouble comes not so

much from importation as from the development of this new abrasive
which is artificially made at Niagara Falls?

Mr. HOOPER. Yes; that is our present trouble; but inside of two
or three years wp are going to be wiped out-the whole industry
in this country-unless you give us protection.

Senator REED. Will you not be wiped out by this new abrasive?
Mr. HOOPER. No; that is limited in its uses. It is a new thing,

and it has gone a little farther on the start than it is really adapted for.
We are going to get back a fair production; we can bring it up; but I
have investigated these foreign sources, gentlemen, and inside of two
or three years, at least before Congress takes this up again, we are
going to be wiped out.

Senator REED. Where are these deposits abroad that menace you?
Mfr. HOOPER. In the foreign colonies-Africa, Madagascar, India.
Senator KING. Who is importing from India or from Madagascar?
Mr. HOOPER. They are not importing from there. The most of it

has come from Spain; but I have been through this situation once in
another mineral, and I hate to be wiped out again.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. HOOPER. I have a statement and a brief here which I will file.

I
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(The statement referred to is as follows:)
Though abrasive garnet and gem or jewel garnet are one and the same mineral,

they are physically different. Garnet used for jewels has few if any flaws, while
the abrasive mineral is full of flaws. The gem garnet usually occurs In small
crystals up to 1 inch in diamater while crystals of the abrasive garnet though often
less than 1 inch in diameter are found in American mines as large as 3 feet in
diameter weghing over a ton. Garnet is found in nearly every State that has
rock outcrops, and domestic deposits comprise an inexhaustible supply. [Sam-
ples of rock.)

The total production of garnet for gems in this country seldom exceeds $1,000
or $2,000, while the value of the abrasive production approximates $500,000
yearly, the figures for 1925 being over $700,000.

The largest use for this mineral is for smoothing and polishing wooden surfaces,
the garnet being crushed and graded into different sizes and then glued to a tough
paper or cloth. It largely replaces common flint or sand paper. (Samples of
paper.) It is also used for polishing plate glass, finishing felt and silk hats, and
in the rubber and leather industry. The oblong cards or pasteboards used by
manicurists and dentists are usually coated with the reddish brown garnet on
one side and with white flint on the other.

Its suitability for abrasive purposes was discovered about 1882, but until
1894 very few manufacturers of abrasive papers and cloth used the mineral as
the supply of raw material was very uncertain, being obtained by knocking out
the crystals with hand hammers after the garnet rock was blasted from the
ledges. The production by these methods was uncertain as to quality and
quantity.

In 1693 and 1894 the witness pioneered in developing mechanical methods of
separating the garnet from the rock, which insured the trade a reliable supply of
raw material. It is this industry-the quarrying, crushing, and mechanical
preparation of abrasive garnet as a raw material and sold to abrasive manufac-
turers-that appeals for a protective duty.

WHY THE ABRASIVE GARNET INDUSTRY NEEDS PROTECTION

While abrasive garnet has been imported since 1907 it has not in the past seri-
ously affected the domestic industry. Within the last two years, however, a
new situation has arisen which has reduced the tonnage of garnet used from 30 to
40 per cent. This reduction is due to the replacement of certain lines of garnet
products by a new artificial abrasive that is made in the electrical furnace by
domestic manufacturers. The combined tonnage of imported garnet and the new
artificial abrasive was sufficient not only to reduce consumption of domestic
garnet from 7,000 tons in 1927 to 4,000 tons in 1928 but to seriously increase the
production costs of domestic mineral. This places the industry at a great dis-
advantage in meeting foreign competition.

A comparison of operating conditions here and abroad will illuminate this
situation. The American deposits of abrasive garnet consist of crystals of garnet
from one-fourth inch up to 1 foot in diameter, scattered through a mass of hard
rock, the garnet forming about 10 to 20 per cent of the mass. The rock has to be
quarried, crushed, and mechanically separated from the rock. The mills and
equipment cost from $150,000 to $300,000 and $400,000. Similar deposits occur
abroad but there are also many deposits of commercially pure garnet in the beds of
streams-so-called placer deposits formed by the rivers cutting through the rock

ledges puring past ages and concentrating the garnet by natural processes such
as produced the Californian and Alaskan gold placers. No plant is required,
simply the cheap labor of remote districts to remove the garnet from the stream
beds.

Fortunately for the American industry the richest and most extensive of these
river deposits in foreign countries have lacked means of transportation to the sea
coast. Transportation lines are now being advanced in the colonial possessions
of several foreign nations which will make them accessible and in a year or two-
at least before Congress again considers the tariff the American industry will be
entirely eliminated. This argument is based on the results of an extensive in-
vestigation by the witness of scientific sources of information both in this country
and abroad.

A tariff will not increase the local price of this mineral because of the abundant
domestic deposits. If no duty is allowed the foreign mineral will only be sold at
a much reduced figure just long enough to compel the closing of American plants.

I
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when the price will be raised to or above the present price of the domestic mineral.
This has been the record of small tonnage commodities in the past.

. Garnet is the only high.grade abrasive, whether natural or artificial, that Is
not protected by a tariff. The producers of abrasive garnet request that they
be included, and their attitude is indorsed by their customers-every abrasive
manufacturer that makes garnet paper, cloth, and other garnet products--in a
letter to your committee, a copy of which is attached to these notes.

The lowest American costs for the best grade of American garnet is 3% cents
a potmd as compared with less than three-fourth cent a pound at foreign ports
and 1 cent at domestic ports, allowing one-fourth cent ocean freight. The
foreign cost figure of three-fourth of a cent per pound Is taken from the Daily
Consular and Trade Reports for March, 1914. These figures would Indicate a
difference in cost of at least 2j4 cents per pound In favor of foreign garnet. While
the foreign costs are not recently compiled they are the only figures available
and as the deposits are located in remote districts their costs outside of ocean
rates would be slightly increased, If any, since the war. Allowing one-half cent
a pound or $10 per ton for any possible increased cost, it requires a tariff of 2 cents
a pound to place the domestic mineral on the same footing with the foreign mineral
in the American market.

Attached to the brief and these notes that I am filing with this committee is
the form of the amendment to paragraph 1514 that is desired.

(Mr. Hooper submitted the following brief:)
BRIEF OF THE NORTH RIVER GARNET Co. AND THE BARTON MINES CORPORA-

TION, NORTH CREEK, N. Y.

THE GARNET INDUSTRY

(1) Abrasive and gem garnet.-Garnet is the name of a group of six minerals
which are silicates of various combinations of iron, lime, alumina, and other
elements.

Of the six minerals, pyrope and alamandite have furnished the bulk of the
supply of jewels and for abrasive purposes. While the jewel must possess a
high degree of transparency and be free of flaws, the efficiency of the abrasive
garnet depends only on hardness and the character of its fracture. Garnet will
cut glass but is less hard than the diamond.

The principal source of the gem variety is Bohemia while beautiful gems of
rhodolite garnet ale found in North Carolina and pyrope gems in Utah and
Arizona. The total domestic output of gems amounts to only a few thousand
dollars.

The jewel garnet occurs iii small crystals usually not over Y4 to 1 inch in diam-
eter, while the crystals or large pockets of American abrasive garnet have
been obtained as large as 3 feet in diameter and weighing 1% tons. Good abra-
sive garnet does not occur in solid veins but as pockets or crystals scattered
through a bed of rock and has the appearance of a large-size case of smallpox.

(2) History of industry and uses.-The abrasive garnet industry is inherently
an American institution, the adaptation and high efficiency of this mineral
for abrasive purposes being discovered in the early eighties by a Philadelphia
abrasive manufacturer who secured his garnet from the Adirondack Mountains
in New York. While it almost completely replaced the use of sand or flint
papers for wood surfacing in America, only 4 or 5 per cent of the domestic tonnage
is being used abroad after more than 40 years of domestic use of this mineral.

In the early days of the industry the garnet was mined by picking out the
garnet crystals by hand after breaking down the rock in which the garnet occurs
by blasting and hand sledging.

Production of garnet by machine methods-that is, crushing the rock and
garnet and separating the garnet from the crushed rock by machinery-was
first placed on a commercial basis in 1893.

From a few hundred tons the industry has grown to a market of 5,000 to 0,000
tons per year of pare garnet.

Sized or graded garnet both as a loose grain and as a coating for garnet paper
and cloth is used in several industries-the largest amount in all lines of the
woodworking industry where a smooth or polished surface is desired. It is also
used in the rubber and leather industries, in finishing felt and silk hats, in polishing
plate glass, and in dental work. The oblong cards used by dentists and mani-
curists are covered with reddish-brown garnet on one side and white quartz on
the other.
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(3) Sources of supply.-(A) Domestic.-Garnet is found in nearly every Statethat has outcrops of rock within its borders. Deposits of commercial quantityoccur in these States: Maine, New Hampshire, Connecticut New York, Penfnsyl.vania, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, South Dakota, Colorado,Montana, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, and California, also In Alaska.The wide range and extent of these deposits comprise an inexhaustible supply

of this mineral.
(B) Foreign.-Large deposits have been located in Africa, Bohpmia Canada,Madagascar, Malay Peninsula, India, and Spain. (Reference, T S. bureau of

Mines Bulletin No. 256.)
(4) Extent o? garnet mining induetry.-The total capital invested by six com-panies in three States-New Hampshire, New York, and North Carolina-is

$1,300,000.
(5) Production and import.-Production of domestic garnet for the sevenyears 1921-1927, inclusive, ranged from 3,048 tons in 1921 to 9,006 tons in 1923.The latest available figures are 6,939 tons for 1927.From 1910 to 1916, inclusive, imports ranged from 547 tons to 1,343 tonsyearly. Since the war the largest imports were in 1923, of 1,250 tons-the latest

figures being 400 tons in 1928.
(6) Domestic and foreign prices and costs.-Pre-war prices for domestic garnetwere $35 and $40 per ton of 2,000 pounds, while imports were valued at from$14.77 to $20 per long ton of 2,240 pounds.
Since the war increased costs have forced the domestic price to a little morethan double pre-war figures. The Engineering and Mining Journal, New York,for April 6, 1929, quoted domestic at 4% cents per pound and foreign 3 cents perpound in car lots at shipping point and port of entry.Domestic costs at present range from 3%4 to 4 cents per pound. It is difficultto obtain foreign cost figures, and the only available data is from the DailyConsular and Trade Reports for March 13, 1"914, for the cost of producing garnetfrom placer or stream washed deposits in Spain at $7.75 a ton at the mines, andfreight to seaboard $6.65, total $14.40 a ton, indicating a cost of less than 1 cent

a pound at American ports.
The increased price of foreign mineral from less than 1 cent a pound duringpro-war years to 3 cents a pound now is due to a policy of keeping prices withina certain range of the domestic figure and not to a trebling of production costs inremote districts where there is little or no market for labor.
(7) Reasonsfor proposed duty.-That the American market for abrasive garnethas not been completely eliminated by the foreign mineral is simply due to thelack of transportation for the mineral from' several large commercially puredeposits, where the garnet occurs as placers along streams in commercial purity,requiring no mechanical preparation. Transportation lines for the developmentof mineral resources are now being advanced in colonial possessions of severalforeign nations which will make accessible several of these rich deposits, withthe probability that the American industry will be eliminated in a few years-

at least before Congress will again legislate on the tariff.Aside from the threat of the new sources of supply, the industry is understress at present due to the replacement of certain market lines for garnet byartificial abrasives, resulting in the loss of an appreciable tonnage and conse-quent increase in overhead costs. Theforeign producer requires no capital for
plant as compared to individual domestic investments of $300,000 to $400,000.These considerations suggest the necessity of guaranteeing the domestic market
to the domestic producer.

A tariff will not increase the local price of this mineral because of the abundantdomestic deposits. If no duty is allowed the foreign mineral will be sold at areduced figure just long enough to compel the closing of the American plants,when the price will be raised to or above present quotations for American mineral.In support of this contention reference is made to the price of $30 to $60 perton for imported graphite at the close of the war as compared to normal Ameri-can costs of about $100 per ton for No. 1 grade. When the American plantswere eliminated the price was gradually raised until now the market price forforeign No. 1 grade is $130 to $140 per ton-figures more than acceptable toAmerican producers. (Engineering and Mining Journal, April 6, 1929.) Thisprice would be reduced, of course, the moment American production reached
any appreciable tonnage.

Garnet on the free list will not mean lower market prices, but a duty on thismineral will guarantee the continuation of an American industry that has been
established for over 40 years.

63310-29-voL 16, SCHED 10--16
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(8) Proposed duty.-The lowest American costs for best grade are 3% cents a
pound and the only known foreign coats for garnet at American ports of entry

Is 1 cent a pound. Making an allowance of one-half cent a pound for any possi-
ble increases in the production of foreign garnet, the difference of costs to be
adjusted by a tariff is (3 cents minus 1 cents) 2 cents a pound.

(9) Proposed tariff clause on abrasive garne.-The following clause is suggested
to provide for a duty on Abrasive Garnet: "Abrasive garnet, crude or refined,
lump or grain, sized, unsized, or pulverized, 2 cents per pound."

It is suggested that this clause be made a part of paragraph 1514 so that it
will read as follows, the new matter being underlined:

"Paragraph 1415. Emery, corundum and artificial abrasive grains and emery,
corundum and artificial abrasives, ground, pulverized, refined, or manufactured,
1 cent per pound; abrasive garnet, crude or refined, lump or grains, sized, unsized,
or pulverized, 2 cents per pound; emery wheels, emery files, and manufactures of
which emery, corundum or artificial abrasives is the component material of
chief value, not specially provided for; and &11 papers, cloths, and combinations
of paper and cloth, wholly or partly coated with artificial or natural abrasives,
or with a combination of natural and artificial abrasives; all the foregoing, 20
per centum ad valorem."

ABRASIVES, N. S. P. F.
[Par. 167 J

BRIEF OF VAN RENSSELAER LANSINGH, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN TUNGSTEN REFINERS

FINANCE COMMITTEE.
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

Sins: Paragraph 1514 provides for duties on certain abrasives, nail Is now
changed from the tariff act of 1922. We have suggested, however, that new
metal abrasives containing tungsten, vanadium, molybdenum, or chromium,
should take the duty provided for similar metals In paragraph 352.

In order to avoid any possible confitsion in the meaning of paragraph 1671,
we suggest that the words "not specially provided for" be added, so that the
paragraph as then amended will read as follows (new matter is italics) :

Emery ore aid corundum ore and crude artificial abrasives, not specially
provided for

Respectfully submitted for the American tungsten refiners.
VAN RENSSELAE1 JANSINGH,

President York Metal d Alloys Co.
Sworn and subscribed before me a notary public in the District of Columbia,

this 25th day of June, 1929.
[SEAL.] CORNEAL J. 'MACK.

N otary Public.

NATURAL FLINTS

[Par. 1678

BRIEF OF NEW PROCESS METALS CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. 3.

(!osmmirEE ON FINANCE,
United States Senate.

GENTLEMEN: Paragraph 1577 of the tariff act of 1922 (fr ,e list) reads as
follows:

"1577. Flint, flints, and flint stones, tngr(und."
H. R. 2667, as passed by the House of Representatives, changed this para-

graph so that it now reads:
"1678. Natural flint, natural flints, and natural flint stones, ungrutmd."
It will be observed that the only change in the paragraph was the insertion

of the qualification "natural" before the sub4tantives. This change was In
accordance with the request made by the writer of this brief, representing the
New Process Metals Corporation of Newark, N. J., a manufacturer of the
alloy called ferrocerlum. This alloy is a combination of fle metals cerium

I
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and iron and it is used for cigar lighters, gas lighters, miners' safety lamps,
etc.. as part of the machanisin which makes the spark. Upon testimony which
wam afterwards shown to be false, the United States Customs Court, in a
decision reported as Treasury Decision 4280, found the merchandise to be
commercially known as flints and held it free of duty under the provision for
flints, although it had been classified and assessed for duty by the collector
under the specific provision for ferrocerium in paragraph 302. A new trial
was had and the case is now awaiting decision.

The purpose of the amendment Is to forestall a repetition of this attempt
to evade the law, and the effect is to limit the right of free entry to natural
flint, and to this end it is requested that the paragraph as passed by the House
be accepted without change by the Senate.

Itespectfully submitted.
NEW PROCESS METALS CORPORATION OF NEWARK, N. J.,

By TIIOuAS J. DOnERTY, Attorney.
JULY 15, 1029.

JUTE AND JUTE BUTTS
[Par. 1683j

STATEMENT OF HON. J. HARRY COVINGTON, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
REPRESENTING THE LUDLOW MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATES,
LUDLOW, MASS.

Mr. COVINGTON. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to be heard, but
I ask permission to file a sworn statement on behalf of Mr. Malcolm
B. Stone, the Ludlow Manufacturing Associates, who did not ask
for time because he did not feel he wanted to repeat the arguments
that had been made heretofore. It is a condensation of the House
hearings and the statements contained therein respecting the jute
schedule.

Senator BINGHA.t And is in the form of an affidavit?
Mr. COVINGTON. Yes.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

BRIEF OF THE LUDLOW MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATEs, BOSTON, MASS.

COMMITTEE OF FINANCE,
United States Senate.

GENTLEMEN: As manufacturers of the jute carpet yarns, jute twines, and jute
bagging for covering raw cotton we earnestly submit that H. R. 2667, paragraph
1683 of Schedule 16, the free list, should remain unchanged. That paragraph
reads as follows:

"PAR. 1683. Grasses and fibers: Henequen, sisal, manila, jute, jute butts,
kapok, istle, tamipo fiber, New Zealand fiber, sunn, maguey, ramie or china grass,
raffia, pulu, and all other textile grasses or fibrous vegetable substances, not
dressed or manufactured in any manner, and not specially provided for."

This paragraph is substantially the same as paragraph 1582 of Schedule 15 of
the 1922 act as construed by the Treasury Department.

"None of the fibers covered in this section are produced commercially in the
United States, and imports of all of them are and have been since October 6,
1890, free of duty." (Tariff Information Survey, FL-16, p. 28.)

Certain cotton-spinning interests are advocating a duty of 3 cents per pound
on jute and jute butts--the latter being the cuttings from the butt of the stalk
of the jute plant. These duties are advocated not because jute is or can be
grown in the United States, nor because the raw jute now imported into the
United States competes with cotton, but because these interests believe that
cotton can be substituted for burlap, tile principal jute fabric used in the United
States. The duty on raw jute is proposed as the corner stone of a tariff program
which has for its aim the total exclusion of jute fiber and its products from the
United States.
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REFERENCE TO PRIOR BRIEFS

In order not to encumber the record with repetitious material, we simply
refer the committee to our prior brief on this paragraph before the Ways and
Means Committee, Hearings, Volume XV, page 8542. See also brief before the
subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee on Schedule 10, manufactures
of jute. Two points, however, may be stressed here.

"The jute and jute butts imported do not compete with any American product
and constitute the raw material of an established American industry."

A little more than 20 per cent in weight of the jute and jute products imported
consists of the unmanufactured fiber. This is manufactured chiefly into yarn
and twine in about equal amounts by an American industry employing approxi-
mately 11,000 persons and having an investment of approximately $65,000,000.

A duty of 3 cents a pound on raw jute would destroy the twine industry and
cause substitution of sisal, henequen, manila, and istle. It would increase the
cost of yarns by $6,000,000 per annum and would not cause the use of a pound
of cotton. See our former brief, House hearings, page 5861.

There is no serious contention that cotton can or would be substituted for the
jute yarns and twines now manufactured from the raw jute imported into thi3
country. The duty on the raw material is really advocated to prevent the
manufacture of jute fabrics in this country, none of which are now manufactured
here.

The proponents of these duties would destroy American jute yarn spinning
industry as a mere incident in a policy of attempting to force the American
public to use cotton as a coarse wrapping material instead of the cheaper jute.

"The adoption of the entire program of antijute duties would not substantially
affect the consumption of cotton."

It was stated by the advocates of these duties before the Senate subcommittee
on Schedule 10 that the proposed jute duties would lead to a use of 1,000,000
bales of cotton per annum, through the substitution of cotton fabrics for burlap.
This is a patent absurdity, as a glance at the figures will indicate.
1. Average quantity of burlap and burlap bags imported annually

under tariff act of 1922 ---------------------- t.pounds._ 600, 000, 000
2. A substantial amount of burlap will admittedly continue to be

imported for which there is no substitute. A most conserva-
tive estimate is 25 per cent of present imports of burlap

------------------------------------------- pounds - 145, 000, 000
3. Paper, waste materials, etc., would be used in part as substitutes

certainly to the extent of 25 per cent of present imports of bur-
lap ------------------------------------------ pounds.. 145, 000, 000

4. Certain uses of wrappers would be discontinued on account of
cost, i. e., a greater amount of agricultural produce would be
shipped in bulk. This would shrink the consumption of bur-
lap open to substitution by at least 10 per cent -...pounds. 60, 000, 000

5. Remainder --------------------------------- do....-- 250, 000, 000

Cotton fabrics and burlap would compete for the remaining 250,000,000
pounds. Since cotton is one-third heavier than jute a complete substitution of
cotton for this amount of burlap would result in the use of only 334,000 bales of
cotton. But obviously the disturbance of world prices of burlap by such a
reduction in the world's principal market would'so lower the price of burlap as
to enable it to take a considerable share of this business.

Instead of an increased use of 1,000,000 bales of cotton in the United States,
the duties might produce an increase of between 100,000 and 200,000 bales in this
country. But this increase would be far more than offset by loss of exports.
We export half of our cotton crop. If burlaps compete with cotton fabrics in
this country, they also must compete in foreign markets to which the burlap
manufacturers will have to turn.

The duties would cost at least $62,000,000 per annum, of which $42,420,000
would be borne by agriculture in increased cost of crop containers. (House
hearings, pp. 5862, 5864.)

No American industry would be benefited; an established American industry
would be destroyed; and consumers, principally agricultural consumers would
be left with a heavy and useless burden.Respectfully submitted.

LUDLOW MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATES,
Boston, Mass.

By MALCOLM B. STONE, Treasurer.
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STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS,
County of Suffolk, 88:

Malcolm B. Stone, being duly sworn, says that he is the Treasurer of Ludlow
Manufacturing Associates and is authorized to verify the foregoing brief on their
behalf; that lie has read the same and that the statements of fact contained
therein are true except such statements as are made upon information and belief
and those statements he believes to be true.

MALCOLM B. STONE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of July, 1929.
[SEAL.] ChARENCE G. CHAPIN, Notary Public.

STATEMENT OF S. S. EVANS, PATERSON, N. 3., REPRESENTING
JUTE, TWINE, AND YARN MANUFACTURERS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. E-VANS. Mr. Chairman, I represent 15 jute manufacturers'who

wish to present a brief asking for tlhe retention of jute and jute butts
on the free list. Our reasons are stated in this brief and are sub-
stantially the same reasons we presented to the Ways and Means
Committee, and if you prefer I am willing to file this brief without
reading it.

Senator BINOHAM. If it is the same argument you made before
the Ways and Means Counmittee, I think it would he well for you to
present your brief and we will receive it without having you read it.

(The brief referred to is as follows:)
Hlon. Wrl) SMOOT,

Chairman ,'Scnafe Finance Committee, lrashington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: We, the undersigned, jute yarn and twine manufacturers of the

United States, herein present, for your favorable con .-deration, the retaining of
jute and jute butts on the free list tinder paragraph 1683 of the tariff act of
1929 (11. R. 2667).

Jute and jute butts are fiber grown in sone districts of India anl, because of
conditions noted helow, said fiber can not be grown with commercial success in
the United States:

1. The subtropical climate, together with the extended season of intensified
humidity, is very favorable to the cultivation of jute.

2. Tle peculiar soil conditions containing certain soluble salts so nece.-sary
for the growth of jute fiber have not been found outside of India.

3. The part of India where jute is grown is penetrated by a number of rivers
and streams and, during the mouths of March and April (which is the period
for jute sowing) heavy seasonal rains cause the waters to rise and flood neighbor-
ing lands ani in May, they experience very hot and dry weather, causing the
waters to quickly recede, all of which is absolutely neee.sary for the successful
growth of jute fiber.

No similar conditions have been found in the United States.
Jute fiber imported into this country is the raw material entering into the

manufactured articles mentioned hereafter. It has been on the free list since
1890, resulting in a development of an industry in this country employing some
11,000 people and the use of invested capital amounting to $65,000,000.

Eighty million pounds of jute fiber is made into yarn for the manufacture of
medium" and low-priced carpets ani rugs; 5,000,000 pounds of jute fiber goes
into the nmanufacture of yamn and rove used as insulating material for electrical
cables; 100,000,000 pounds of jute fiber goes into the manufacture of twines
for tying of packages and similar purposes; 10,000,000 pounds of jute fiber goes
into the manufacture of packing, used for caulking of water pipes, eto. Total,
195,000,000 pounds.

It has been proposed by representatives of a number of cotton manufacturers
to take from the free list jute and jute butts, which is a raw fiber imported from
India, and to levy thereon a duty of 3 cents a pound for the sole purpose of
increasing the consumption of cotton by supplementing the same for jute wherever
it is now used. Such substitution is not practical, for the reason that cotton
can not replace jute in articles previously enumerated.

I I
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YARNS MADE OUT OF JUTE FIBET

Copies of letters from a number of prominent carpet manufacturers attached
(marked "Exhibit A") prove, without question, that cotton varn can not sup-
plant jute yarn in certain grades of carpets and rugs. Consequently, a duty on
jute fiber will result only in raising the cost of the yarn to the carpet nanu-
facturers.

Twines for tying of packages.-Are made principally from the following fibers:
Colton.-For fine twines.
Jute.-For some fine twines, but principally for course, strong twines which

are sold at moderate prices.
Sisal, hennequen, and istle.-For coarse, strong twines, sol at slightly higher

prices than jute twines.
Cotton for coarse twines, for the purpose of tying medium and heavy-weight

packages, proves unsuitable because it stretchesand does not hold the'package
tight. As a comparison, cotton stretches two or three times as much as jute.

A duty of 3 cents a pound on jute fiber would increase the cost of jute twines
to such an extent that practically all demand for coarse twines would go to twines
made of sisal, hennequen and istle. These fibers now come in duty free from
Mexico, Africa, and Java.

From the foregoing, it is quite plain that cotton will not benefit by the elimina-
tion of jute fiber; therefore, a duty of 3 cents a pound on jute fiber will only
result in putting the American Jute Twine industry practically out of business
and the coarse twine business would be diverted to hard and semi-hard fiber
manufacturers.

The industry of manufacturing Jute fiber into yarns and twines has been
established in this country for over 75 years and has served the purpose of sup-
plying its production at low prices, resulting in economical benefits to all its users.

We earnestly request that you retain raw jute fiber on the free list where it
has been since 1890.

American Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Barbour Fiax Spipi-
ning Co., Paterson, N. J.; Chelsea Fiber Mills, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Columbian Rope Co., Auburn, N. Y.; Dolphin Jute .Mills. Pater-
son, N. J.; Ensign-Bickford Co., Simsbury, Conn.; Hanover
Cordage Co., Hanover, Pa.; Hooven & Allison Co., Xenia, Ohio;
Thos. Jackson & Son Co., Reading, Pa.; Ludlow Manufacturing
Associates, Boston, Mass.; Morice Jute Mills, Philadelphia. Pa.;
Revonah Spinning Mills, Hanover, Pa.; Schlichter Jute Cordage
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Wall Rope Works, Beverly, N. J.; Wil-
mington Jute Mills, Wilmington, Del.

EXHIBIT A, RELATING TO BRIEF DATED JULY 11, 1929

This exhibit contains copies of letters from several prominent carpet manu-
facturers outlining their position relative to jute yarns versus cotton yarns in
the manufacture of medium and low priced carpets and rugs:

THE MAGEE CARPET Co.,
Bloomisburg, Pa., February 8, 1029.

I have your letter of the 6th and the paragraph in your brief quoted in your
letter about covers, all that can be said relative to jute backing for carpets.

The claim made by some of the witnesses before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee on Monday that cotton can be used wherever jute is used, is absurd.

The jute used in carpet is really the foundation on which the pile is built, and
must be firm in order to keep the carpet in shape. Take, on the other hand,
cotton could not be sized heavv enough to hold it in place and the carpets and
rugs would become sleasey, lose their shape, wrinkle up, and would not be worth
50 per cent of the value of a carpet and rug made with jute backing.

It is too bad that we did not have a practical carpet man who could in a very
few words demonstrate to the committee just why cotton could not be used in
floor coverings except as it is now, as a binder.

They may have lost sight that nearly aU carpets, low grade and high grades,
use two threads of cotton as a binder, and on some grades use a cotton filling.
At the present time, of the yarns used in the various grades we make 12 per cent
is cotton, 50 per cent is jute, and 38 per cent is Wool.

If there is any other information required in regard to the above I will be
very glad to supply it. (Signed by) W. L~w, President.



BIGELOW-HARTFORD CARPET CO.,
385 MADISON AVENUE,

New York City, February 11, 1929.
Regarding the question of the proposed duty on raw jute would sa , as you

know, this is a vital product for carpet manufacturers in the United States, we
ourselves using several million pounds annually.

This jute yarn Is used very extensively in the production of carpets and rugs,
especially in such types as Axminsters, velvets, and tapestries. Cotton yarn is
not a substitute for this purpose, as in this class of goods it is very necessary to
have a fiber in the back of the carpets and rugs which will make them lay flat,
keep their shape, and readily absorb and retain a sizing.

We believe that a duty on raw jute would seem to accomplish nothing except
unnecessarily increase the price of floor coverings to the consuming public.

(Signed) F. H. DEKNATEL. Treasurer.

THE BEATTIE MANUFACTURING CO.,
295 FIFTH AVENUE,

New York City, February 14, 1929.
Replying to your letter of the 12th instant, the writer was in communication

with Mr. Paull, of the Carpet Institute, last week regarding the proposed 3 cents
per pound duty on jute fiber.

Jute is an absolute necessity to us, and a 3 cents per pound duty would not
result in our using one additional pound of cotton.

The proposed duty would be an additional severe handicap for us without in
any way adding to the consumption of cotton.

(Signed by) HOWARD BEATTIE, President.

FERTILIZERS
[Par. 1684]

STATEMENT OF S. B. HASKELL, REPRESENTING THE SYNTHETIC
NITROGEN PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK CITY

(The witness was duly sworn. by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. HASKELL. I am'representing the Synthetic Nitrogen Products

Corporation, New York.
Mr. Chairman, I am appearing on two paragraphs-paragraph

1687 of H. R. 2667, and also paragraph 5 of the same House bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Paragraph 1684 is the one dealing with fertilizers.
Mr. HASKELL. I have the old bill. It is the so-called guano

paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. Go on, then.
Mr. HASKELL. The National Fertilizer Association, before the

House Ways and Means Committee, made presentation to the effect
that there should be a duty on all fertilizers carrying two or more
plant-food elements. I wish to content myself on this paragraph
simply with calling attention to the testimony which I presented
before the House Ways and Means Committee.' I will not'repeat it,
unless there are questions.

The CHAIRMAN. No; we have that.
Mr. HASKELL. Regarding paragraph 5, on sulphate of ammonia

and other materials, there was presented, but not in public hearings,
before the House Ways and Means Committee a brief from the By-
Product Coke Producers' Association. In this brief there is one
statement to which I shall have to take exception. It is found on
page 310 of the House hearings, Volume I, Schedule 1, on chemicals,
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oils, and paints-a statement to the effect that the importations of
leunasaltpeter represent an evasion of tie tariffs, respectively, on
ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulphate.

That is not in accordance with the facts in tho case. Leunasalt-
peter is a different product. It is far different.

The CHAIRMAN. Do they not use it for fertilizer?
Mr. HASKELL. It is used for fertilizer.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all it is. Sulphate of ammonia and phos-

phate of ammonia, the two mixed, make leunasaltpeter.. Mr. HASKELL. It is admitted that the raw materials entering into
leunasaltpeter are ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulphate. The
resulting product, however, is not a physical mixture. It represents
a chemical combination, a new salt, ammonium sulphate nitrate, a so-
called double salt.

The CHAIRMAN. Give me the importations.
Mr. HASKELL. The inportations were about 80,000 tons in the last

two years, respectively.
Senator KING. They are important as a base for fertilizers?
Mr. HASKELL. They are used solely in mixed fertilizers.
The CHAIRMAN. You are correct, as I remember, about the amount

of importations.
Mr. HASKELL. I am correct. It is about 80,000 tons.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your idea? Are you opposed to having

the leunasaltpeter come in duty free?
Mr. IIAsKELL. No; I am here in support of its continuing to come

in free, and opposed to the contention of the by-products coke pro-
ducers that it be admitted under a duty.

The CHAIRMAN. The farmers want it to come in free. What is
your attitude in relation to sulphate of ammonia and phosphate of
ammonia?

Mr. HASKELL. Sulphate of ammonia I believe should come in free.
We are importers. I have no expectation, however, that should it
be free there will be any great change in the amount of the importa-
tions.

The CHAIRMAN. What about phosphate?
Mr. HASKELL. The phosphate of ammonia is in pretty nearly the

same position.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not care whether it is free or not?
Mr. IHASKELL. I think it should come in free; but at the present

moment, even if it should be free, my own company could hardly
import it in quantity, owing to the fact that the cost abroad is toohigh.

From the standpoint of the contention of the American Farm
Bureau that all fertilizers should be admitted free, there is, I think, a
very important point of public policy. I believe it is true; but as to
any effect on my own company, an importer, I think there would be
no such effect in any significant way. That is, I think the flow would
not be significantly increased were it free.

The CHAIRMAN. One way or the other?
Mr. HASKELL. Yes.
Senator KING. What is the controversy, if there is any, between

the Farm Bureau and the fertilizer organizations, the manufacturers of
fertilizers in the United States?



Mr. HASKELL. There is no controversy between the Farm Bureau,
and the fertilizer manufacturers save on complete fertilizers. It is
really a 3-party-not argument, exactly, but something akin to an
argument. The by-products coke producers wish a maintenance of
the present tariff on sulphate of ammonia, and likewise a tariff on the
sulphate of ani.onia constituent of leunasaltpeter. The fertilizer
manufacturers wish one of two things: Either fertilizer raw materials;
as nitrate af soda, muriate and sulphate of potash, ammonium sul-
phate, and urea, on the free list, or protection on the completed prod-
uct--a complete fertilizer containing three plant-food elements.

The Amerk'an Farm Bureau takes the stand that all fertilizers,
whether raw materials or in mixture as complete fertilizers containing
the three plant foods, should be admitted free.

Senator KING. Is there not some effort made to divide or differ-
entiate and to subject to a tariff importations that carry plant foods?

Mr. HASKELL. The National Fertilizer Association is making the
effort to secure single-element carriers on the free list, and two or
more elements on the dutiable list. It is against this contention
that I appeared before the House Ways and Means Committee.
That testimony is on record.

The CHAIRMAN. I was going to say that that testimony is on record.
Senator KING. What two elements, then, would come within the

category of the products that are to be subjected to a duty, according
to the contention of this other organization?

Mr. HASKELL. All fertilizers containing nitrogen and potash, or
nitrogen and phosphoric acid, or potash and phosphoric acid, or all
three. All carriers with a single element alone, under the contention
of the National Fertilizer Association, would be admitted free.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, Senator King, the amount of fer-
tilizers imported into the United States, or any part thereof, that was
dutiable in 1926 was 1 per cent of the total.

In 1925 it was 3 per cent.
In 1927 it was 2 per cent.
In 1928 it was 4 per cent out of the total importations.
Senator REED. Ninety-six per cent of the fertilizers imported come

in duty free.'
The CHAIRMAN. In 1928.
Senator REED. Under the 1922 law.
The CHAIRMAN. Under the 1922 law.
Senator REED. The House has gone further than that, and has put

urea on the free list, which will reduce that percentage.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course you have no objection to that?
Mr. HASKELL. No. In fact, our own company, being an importer

of urea, hopes it will be maintained on the free list.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I thought.
Senator KING. Your point is, though, that sulphate of ammonia

should be on the free list?

Mr. HASKELL. Well, may I explain that just a bit? My point is
that the sulphate of ammonia constituents of leunasaltpeter should
not be made dutiable. I believe it would be against public policy.

My own company has taken no position as to sulphate of ammonia
being on the free list or on the dutiable list, although it is an importer
of sulphate of ammonia, with a chance to do almost no business on
account of the fact that it is under a duty. Sulphate of ammonia
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being a by-product, it is questionable if the situation would be changed
to our advantage were it on the free list. I have to admit that.

The CHAIRMAN. I can plainly see your position here, of course,
being an exporter.

Mr. HASKELL. We are an importer.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean an importer into this country; an ex-

porter from Germany.
Mr. HASKELL. We are not exporters from Germany; excuse me.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you were located in Germany.
Mr. HASKELL. No; I am located in New York. My company is

purely an American company, an importer which purchases its
products abroad.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what I meant. I meant the product
itself. I did not mean the individual.

Senator KING. Where do you purchase it?
Mr. HASKELL. We purchase our products mainly in Germany,

although in one case in Sweden.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator KING. I am not quite satisfied yet. What is the tariff

now on sulphate of ammonia? Why should there be a tariff on that,
since it is such an indispensable ingredient?

Mr. HASKELL. The present tariff is $5 a ton. As to why there
should be a tariff, I can not answer that. It seems to be not in accord
with public policy. That, however, is a statement of opinion.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. We understand the situation.
(Mr. Haskell subsequently submitted the following memorandum:)

JULY 19, 1929.
Hun. REED SMOOT,

Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.

My DEAR SENATOR SMOOT: I find, in going over the transcript of the testimony
which I presented last week before your committee, relative to proposed tariff
on fertilizer, that I did not sufficiently explain the situation with reference to
leunasalpeter. If I may, I wish to present the following for your committee:

1. Leunasalpeter is a double salt, called technically ammonium-sulfate-nitrate.
It is produced by the chemical combination of molecular cluivalents of ammonium
nitrate and sulfate of ammonia, giving a final product containing 26 per cent of
nitrogen, one-fourth in the nitrate form, and three-fourths in the ammonia form.

2. Statement made by the by-product coke producers, in testimony present
before the House Ways and Means Committee, to the effect that leunasalpeter
is used more or less interchangeably with sulfate of ammonia; that is, for the
same purposes, is in error. Leunasalpeter is used in mixed fertilizers under those
conditions where nitrate nitrogen is required, and not to replace stmiate of
ammonia.

3. Leunasalpeter physically is a product differing absolutely from either sulfate
of ammonia or ammonium nitrate. It also differs physically from a mere me-
chanical mixture of its two constituents. This from its chemical nature would
be expected.

4. Since leunasalpeter is purchased primarily because of its carrying nitrate
as well as ammonium nitrogen, it is in competition with Chilean nitrate of soda,
which is on the free list.

The value to American agriculture of leunasalpeter lies in the fact that it
supplies the combination of nitrate and ammonium nitrogen at a lower cost than
any other product or mixture of products now on the market. It would, there-
fore, be of distinct harm to agricultural industry were this product placed on
the dutiable list.

Thanking you for whatever attention your committee may give to these state-
ments, I am,

Very truly yours, S. B. HASKELL,

Vice President Synthetic Nitrogen Products Corporation.
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GUM TRAGASOL
(Per. 168]

STATEMENT OF S. E. TYLEE, JR., REPRESENTING JACQUES
WOLF & CO., PASSAIC, N. .
(rUcludlag locu bean and seeds, pan 177.)

(The witness was dily sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. TYLEE. It will take me just about five minutes to read this

brief.
Senator KING. What is it that you are interested in?
Mr. TYLEE. Gum tragasol. It is now on the free list. It hds

never been manufactured before in this country, and the importa-
tions have amounted to about $80,000 a year. We are now manu-
facturing a product which will take the place of gumn tragasol, and we
are seeking a 30 per cent duty on it.

We have been importing from Europe gum carob and industrial
gum, a sizing and finishing preparation for the textile industry, also
used for food purposes. These two products are likewise known as
tragasol. During the past year we have obtained a formula and
process for manufacturing a preparation which answers all the pur-
poses of gum tragasol, gum industrial, or gum carob. We are manu-
facturing and have placed this product on the market under the name
of lupogum.

Lupogum is used in the textile industry for sizing, filling, and
finishing of all textile fibers; but we are manufacturing this product
chiefly for use in the food industry.

Lupogum and gum tragasol, as used by the textile industry in the
sizing and finishing of all textile fibers, are employed principally by
the textile plants engaged in making fabrics of high quality. Those
plants manufacturing a medium-grade material find these two prod-
ucts too expensive.

Lupogumn is also used as a thickener for printing pastes. It is
likewise used in the leather and paper industries and in all other
industries requiring the use of a thickener and binder.

We would particularly direct your attention to the fact that
lupoigum has never been manufactured in this country before, and is
a noncompetitive article from an American manufacturing standpoint.

Senator KING. You call this lupogum?
Mr. TYLEE. Lupogum. That is just the name.
Senator KING. What do you make it oit of?
Mr. TYLEE. It is made out of locust-bean seeds.
Senator KING. Tragasol is-
Mr. TYLEE. An imported article.
Senator KING. Tragasol is the seed of the carob tree?
Mr. TYLEE. That is the same thing. Carob and locust bean are

the same types.
Senator KING. You have developed your process, knowing that

tragasol was on the free list?
Mr. TYLEE. Absolutely.
Senator KING. And that there were hiportations, and that they

were large. Were you seeking, rather, to make an edible product
out of yours? You said you used it for food-that it had food value.
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Mr. TYLEE. Th6 development now has turned chiefly to food
purposes.

Senator KiNo. Tragasol is not used for food purposes?
Mr. TYLEE. It has not been used heretofore. Wolf & Co., are the

ones that have opened up that field.
Senator KING. One of its chief uses is in the tanning of leather.
Mr. TYLEE. No; it has been used in the textile field heretofore as a

sizing.
Senator KING. I am reading from the tariff summary.
Senator REED. Where do you get ymiir seeds?
Mr. TYLEr. From Europe, from the Mediterranean countries.

This is the seed [exhibiting samples].
Senator REED. You can not use the seed of the domestic locust?
Mr. TYLEE. No; there is not enough of it produced in this country

to manufacture it. The seeds come in at 8 cents a pound. The pod
comes in at 10 cents. The manufactured product comes in from
Europe free. It is all arranged exactly wrong as far as the American
manufacturer is concerned. If we want to produce the gum tragasol,
which will be known to us as lupogum, we will have to have the seeds
on the free list, and get protection against tragasol, which we are
seeking in this brief, of 30 per cent.

Senator KING. Why not have all of them on the free list-both the
seeds and the product itself?

Mr. TYLEE. I will read the rest of this to you.
The development of lupogum has involved many costly experi-

ments installation of machinery, equipment, and increasing our
manufacturing facilities; but we can not meet foreign competition
unless we receive tariff protection in accordance with the following:

We are seeking to have the above-mentioned imported products-
gum tragasol and gum carob, and under whatever other names
known-which are manufactured in Europe, and to date have never
been manufactured in this country, subject to a 30 per cent ad valorem
duty to harmonize with our American manufacturing costs. This
would make the duty approximately 7// cents per pound on the
basis of the European product costing 21 cents per pound laid down
at New York.

Senator KING. I find here that the unit value of tragasol is 4 cents.
Mr. TYLEE. Not of gum tragasol. It costs 20 to 21 cents.
Senator KING. It is stated here that the value of tragasol per unit

of quantity is 4 cents.
Mr. TYLER. No; it absolutely costs 21 cents to lay it down here.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me that you are in a very much better

position now than you were before. Before there was a duty of 8
cents on the seeds.

Mr. TYLEE. The duty still exists on the seeds.
Senator REED. The House bill takes it off.
The CHAIRMAN. It is free now; so you are in a very much better

position with the free seeds than you have ever been. I do not
think there is any intention whatever of putting a duty on the seeds;
so all that you are stating here has no particular application, other
than just for the record.

Mr. TYLEE. What I want to have is a 30 per cent ad valorem duty
on the finished product.

The CHAIRMAN. As well as free seeds?
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Mr. TYLEE. Free seeds.
The CHAIRMAN. You can say what you wish about that.
Mr. TYLEE. Suppose I submit some'of these cost figures to you.
The cost of manufacturing lupogum is as follows:
It takes 212 pounds of locust-bean seeds at 6 cents per pound.

That is 15 cents. The duty was formerly 8 cents a pound. That is
20 cents. It has been wiped out by the'House bill; but it is still 15
cents.

Senator REED. That is out.
Mr. TYLEE. The cost of manufacture is 5 cents. That is 20. It

costs us to get from Europe this imported, finished product, 21
cents; so we are getting no protection from the Government at all as
far as a protective tariff is concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. How have you been living and paying the duty
on the seed?

Mr. TYLEE. We brought in the pods, which carried a 10 per cent
duty, and we have separated the seeds from the pods at a very great
expense to us.

The CHAIRMAN. But you do not have to do that any more. You
can get your seed free.

Mr. TYLEE. But you can see that we will not be able to produce
tragasol at 20 cents a pound and compete with the European product
at the same price, because that is their selling price.

Senator REED. They get their beards cheaper than you do?
Mr. TYLEE. Absolutely.
Senator REED. And of course their labor is cheaper.
M[r. TYLEE. Absolutely.
Senator KING. Where do you get your beans?
Mr. TYLEE. From Europe; from the Mediterranean countries.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not see how you have been living in the past.
Mr. TYLEE. We have only been manufacturing since the 1st of the

year.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, this year?
.Mr. TYLEE. Yes.
Senator KING. You started in knowing that this product was on

the free list?
Mr. TYLEE. We started in under the assumption that if the

finished material, tragasol, comes in free, the raw materials will
likewise come in free. The House has seen fit to put the seeds on
the free list, which is the bone of our contention. Now we have got
to the pont where we are manufacturing tragasol, and our lupogum
costs us 20 cents a pound without a duty on the seeds, and the im-
ported stufi also costs 21 cents a pound laid down, and this material
sells for from 26 to 30 cents a pound to the consuming trade.

The CHAIRMAN. You have a pretty fair profit, then, between what
it costs you and the price at which you sell it.

Senator KING. You started in this business knowing what the
situation was; did you not?

Mr. TYLEE. We started in undei the assumption that if the
finished product comes in free, the raw materials will likewise come
in free.

Senator KING. As I understand, the raw material is coming in free
now.

249FREE LIST
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Mr. TYLEE. It has not. It has only been before the House-
accepted by the House.

The CHAIRMAN. If we agree to it, then it will not be in conference.
Mr. TYLEE. That is the fact.
Senator REED. Mr. Tylee, you are better off than most manu-

facturers, because you have 1 cent advantage over the laid-down cost
of the importer; so, if he can sell at a profit, you certainly can.

The CHAIRMAN. And that is 5 per cent.
Mr. TYLEE. But that is his selling price in this country-21 cents-

and our cost price in this country is 20 cents.
Senator REaD. But you said that was the laid-down cost to the

importer.
Mr. TYLEE. The laid-down cost from Europe is 21 cents, and our

cost price is 20 cents. That is where the rub comes. I mean to say,
we want to get the same protection that he will get, because he will
sell his for 26 cents, and we want to be put on a parity with him.

Senator KING. He has got his selling expenses here, and his over-
head.

Mr. TYLEE. But he has sold it at 21 cents in this country because
he can manufacture that much cheaper abroad.

Senator KING. If you can manufacture as a beginner, just having
started, at 21 cents, it seems to me that as you develop you can
manufacture it much cheaper.

Mr. TYLEE. I doubt it very inuch.
Senator REED. Well, we will think-it over, Mr. Tylee. You will

leave your brief?
Mr. TYLEE. Yes.
(Mr. Tylee submitted the following briefs:)

BRIEF OF JACOUES WOLF & CO., PASSAIC, N. J.

SUBMITTING ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF A CHANGE IN CLASSIFICATION OF T£1E
FOLLOWING ITEM, PARAGRAPII NO. 1055 (FORMERLY PAR. NO. 154, TARIFF ACT
OF 1922), SECTION, FREE LIST

1. Gum tragasol and gum carob, also known as industrial gum, neogum,
tragon gun, janda gum, locust gum, lake A, gum gatto, tragagum under
paragraph No. 1685, free of duty.

We have been importing from Europe gum carob and industrial gum, a sizing
and finishing preparation for the textile industry, also used for food purposes.
These two products are likewise known as tragasol. During the past year we
have obtained a formula and process for manufacturing a preparation which
answers all the purposes of gum tragasol, gum industrial, or gum carol). We are
manufacturing and have placed this product on the market under the name of
lupogunm.

Lupogum is used in the textile industry for sizing, filling, and finishing of all
textile fibers, but we are manufacturing this product chiefly for use in the food
industry:

Lupogum and gum tragasol as used by the textile industry in the sizing and
finishing of all textile fibers, are employed principally by the textile plants engaged
in making fabrics of high quality; those plants manufacturing a medium-grade
material find these two products too expensive.

Lupogum is also used as a thickener for printing pastes. It is likewise used in
the leather and paper industries and in all other industries requiring the use of a
thickener and binder.

We would particularly direct your attention to the fact that lupogum has never
been manufactured in this country before and is a noncompetitive article from an
American mnanufactuirng standpoint.

The development of lupogum has involved many costly experiments, installa-
tion of machinery, equipment, andjincreasing our manufacturing facilities, but
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we can not meet foreign competition unless we receive tariff protection in accord.
ance with the following:

We are seeking to have the above-mentioned imported products, gum tragasol
and gum carob and under whatever other names known, which are manufacturedin Europe and to date hove never been manufactured in this country, subject toa 30 per cent ad valorem duty to harmonize with our American manufacturingcosts. This'would make the duty approximately 7% cents per pound on thebasis of the European product costing 21 cents per pound laid down at NewYork. The cost of our manufacturing lupogum is as follows: Cents2% pounds of locust-bean seeds at 6 cents per pound ------------------- 15Duty on 2%t pounds of locust-bean seeds at 8 cents per pound ----------- 20(This duty of 8 cents per pound has now been eliminated, as the House ofRepresentatives has placed locust-bean seeds on the free list under par.

No. 1777.)
Cost of manufacturing, per pound ------------------------------------ 5

40
making a total cost of 40 cents per pound for the finished product, which sells tothe food and textile manufacturers at a price range from 26 to 30 cents per pound.It can readily be seen that a cost of 40 cents per pound will not permit us to com-pete with the imported product selling at 26-30 cents per pound laid down atNew York.

We therefore suggest that a new paragraph under Schedule I be inserted, to
read:

"Gum tragasol, or by whatever other name known, such as gum carob, indus.trial gum, ncogum, tragon gum, locust gum, gum gatto, tragagum, janda,
Lakoe A, 30 per cent ad valorem duty."In support of the foregoing request, we quote the following reply from the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Cbmnmcrce, Washington, D. C.P to our tele-graphic inquiry, as.per original telegram attached hereto and marked "Exhibit
A":

"Reply your wire January 22, imports gum tragasol entered for consumptionUnited States, calendar year 1927-1,495,806 pounds, $54,197. Six monthsending June 30, 1928-666,127 pounds, $40,916. Gum locust and janda not
separately enumerated in import statistics."

Taking into consideration the im)ortations of gum tragasol for the six monthsending June 30, 1928, were valued at r40,916, the average for 1928 would approx-imate $80,000. With a 30 per cent ad valorem duty on this commodity, theGovernment would derive a tariff revenue of approximately $24,000 and accord
protection to a new United States industry.

The levying of such duty would be in accordance with the spirit of the tariffact of 1922, which provides in its subtitle the tariff was made "to encourage theindustries of the United States." The manufacture of the finished product,lupogum, would naturally )e advantageous to United States industry and labor,but, as stated in the foregoing, in order to compete with foreign competition, itis necessary for us to have Government aid in the way of tariff protection.
Submitted by'
[SEAL.] JACQUES WOLF & Co.,

S. E. TYLEE, Jr.,
Vice President.

JACQUES WOLF & CO., ~WASIINGTO.v, D. C., January 23, 1929.
Passaic, N. J.:

Reply your wire January 20. Two imports gum tragasol entered for consump-tion, United States, calendar year 1927-Pounds, 1,495,806, 854,197. Sixmonths ending June 30, 1928-Pounds, 660,127, $40,916. Gum locust andjanda not separately enumerated in import statistics.
BUREAU FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE.
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ADDITIONAL BIIEF OF JACQUES WOLF & Co., PASSAIC, N. J.

SUBMITTING ARGUMENT TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE IN SUPPORT OP
THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS: PARAGRAPH NO. 1777, FREE
LIST (FORMERLY CLASSIFIED UNDER PARAGRAPH NO. 762 OF SCHEDULE NO. 7),
AS FILED WITH THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES, AND ACCEPTED BY THEM

1. Seeds of locust beans or seeds of St. John's bread under paragraph No. 762
Schedule 7, tariff act of 1922, as "Tree and shrub seeds when used for planting
or other purposes at 8 cents per pound."

2. Locust beans or St. John's bread classified under paragraph 1459, tariff act
of 1922, at 10 per cent ad valorem (T. D. 40671).

3. Gum tragasol and gum carob, or by whatever other name known, such ae
industrial gum, neogum, tragon gum, janda gum, lake A, gum gatto, locust
gum, tragagum, under paragraph No. 1584, tariff act of 1922, and G. A. Abstract
47877 as free of duty.

We have been importing from Europe a sizing and finishing preparation for
the textile and food industries known as gum carob and industrial gum. This
sizing and food preparation is made from the seeds of locust beans and is imported
into this country free of duty under paragraph 1584 of tile tariff act of 1922, in
the form of a white powder under various names such as gum tragasol, neogum,
tragon gum, gum gatto, tragagum.

While heretofore we imported the finished product, gum carol) or industrial
gum, during the past year we have obtained a formula and process and are
now manufacturing a preparation which we have placed on the market under
the name of "Lupogum."

Lupogum is used in the food industry and also in the textile industry for
sizing, filling, and finishing of all textile fibers.

Lupogum can likewise be used as a thiellener for printing pastes.
Lupogum is also employed in the leather and paper industries and in all other

industries requiring the use of a thickener and binder.
Lupogum answers all the purposes of gum carol), industrial gum, or gum

tragasol, and with the protection for which we are asking we can meet foreign
competition. The development of this product involved many costly expert.
ments, installation of machinery, equipment, and increasing our manufacturing
facilities. For your information, we have placed an order in Europe for a large
quantity of the seeds of locust beans subject to the material being placed on the
duty free list. We have proceeded expecting to be able to import the raw product
free of duty since the finished article is oR the duty-free list.

The Treasury Department of the United States Customs Service at Boston in
a letter addressed to the United States appraiser at Now York, referring to the
above situation, writes: "From the first it was tile opinion of this office that an
anomalous condition was produced by classifying tile cruder products such as
"gum farinol, gum gatto, and ncoguni as dutiable, while the more finished articles,
gum tragasol and gum carob, were free of duty. The decision, therefore, in
Abstract 47877 was entirely il harmony with our views." Reference is made to
this important point because it sustains our claim.

We have taken up this question with the United States Customs Department
and received tile reply that the seeds of locust beans come under plaragraph
No. 762, section "Tree and shrub seeds," Schedule 7, tariff act of 1922, which
provides for a duty of 8 cents per pound.

An anomaly exists in this ruling because of the fact the fruit of the 1)od of
locust beafis contains an appreciable percentage of seeds, yet pays only 10 per
cent ad valorem. This fact contradicts the spirit of tile tariff act of 1922 which
provides in its sul)title that the tariff was made: "To encourage tile industries of
the United States." From the foregoing it is apparent we can not carry on the
manufacture of the finished product without government aid in the way of
tariff protection.

In tile meantime, large quantities of the finished product are being imported
daily from Europe free of duty.

Gum tragasol or gum carob which is illlported from Europe and at present
on the free-duty list, is produced from locust bean seeds. This naturally makes
prohibitive the production In this country of lupogum made from locust bean
seeds under the present duty of 8 cents per p6und.

In view of the advantage n hich will accrue to United States industry and
labor, we are seeking to have the crude material known as locust bean seeds
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placed on the duty-free list; and to have the finished products which are manu-
factured in Europe and to date have never been manufactured in this country,
namely, "Gum tragasol and gum carol), or by whatever other name known such
as industrial gum, neogum, janda, tragon gum, locust gum, gum gatto, lakoe A,
tragqgum." subject to a 30 per cent ad valorem duty to harmonize with American
manufacturing costs, making the duty approximately 7% cents per pound.

The foregoing facts lead to this conclusion: The cost to Jacques Wolf & Co. of
imported gum carob or industrial gum laid down at the factory is 21 cents per
pound. With the proposed 30 per cent ad valorem, which equals 6.3 cents per
pound, this product would cost the American importer 27.3 cents. The cost of
manufacturing lupogum under the present duty of 8 cents per pound on locust
bean seeds is as follows:

Cents
214 pounds of locust bean seeds, at 6 cents per pound ------------------ 15
Duty on 2! pounds locust bean seeds, at 8 cents per pound ------------- 20

(This duty of 8 cents per pound will be eliminated if the Senate con-
curs with the House of Representatives, which has placed locust bean
seeds on the free list under par. No. 1777.)

Cost of manufacturing per pound ------------------------------------- 5

40
Making the total cost of 1 pound of the finished product 40 cents under the present
duty charge of 8 cents per pound m locust bean seeds. This product sells to the
United States food manufacturer and the textile consumer at a price range of
26 cents to 30 cents per pound. It therefore follows if the seeds of locust beans can
be imported under the free-duty list, it will reduce our manufacturing costs 20
cents per pound, placing us in a position to compete with the foreign product.

We therefore suggest that the Senate concur with the House of Representatives
in maintaining paragraph No. 1777 of the free list reading as follows:

"Locust or carob beans and pods and seeds thereof," and a new paragraph in
Schedule I be inserted to read:

"Gum tragasol, or by whatever other name known, such as gum carob, indus-
trial gum, neogum, tragon gum, locust gum, gunm gatto, tragagum, janda, lakoe A,
30per cent ad valorem duty."

For your further information we have checked in volume I, page 451, of the
yearly book issued by the Bureau of Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the
United States for the calendar year of 1927 that section which deals with all tree
and shrub seeds carrying duty of 8 cents per pound, and in 1927, 77,626 pounds
were imported, valued at $57,799, from which the Government derived a duty of
$6,210.08.

For the first six months of 1928, 45,522 pounds were imported, having a value
of $35,788. We were not able to estimate the duty collected from these importa-
tions. The record does not give the amount of locust bean seeds. It merely
bulks all seeds imported during the year. From these figures, however, it can
be seen that a very small amount was imported, and the locust bean seeds which
this company imported during 1927 were included in that amount. From this
fact it is apparent that the Government has been deriving a very small duty from
this classification.

From the foregoing figures, it is plain that the Government derived a very
little revenue from tree and shrub seeds at 8 cents per pound. Further we add
that seeds of locust beans have never been used for industrial purposes in this
country. Gum tragasol, gum carob, and the other gums mentioned have pro-
duced no tariff at all for the Government, being imported under the free list, and
in very large quantities. If the tariff is changed in accordance with the request
outlined above, locust bean seeds will be imported in this country on the free list
with little or no loss to the Government, and gum tragasol, gum carob, etc., which
have been imported in large quantities in the past, will carry 30 per cent ad va-
lor~m, resulting in a large tariff for the Government.

We offer In support of the foregoing contentions the following quotation from
a letter of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C.,
dated January 19, 1929, the original of which is appended hereto:

"In reply to your favor of January 16, asking for imports of locust beans or
St. John's bread for 1927-28, we regret very much Indeed to advise that the In-
formation is not available. The quantity Imported is so small that it is not
classified separately in our statistics, but is simply thrown into a general classi-
fication of 'all other feeds.'"

63310-29-VOL 10, sCHED 16-17
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Further we quote the following reply from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestio
Commerce, Washington, D. C., to our telegraphic inquiry, the original telegram
being attached hereto:

"Reply your wire January 22, imports gum tragasol entered our consumption
United States, calendar year 1927-1,495,800 pounds, $54,197. Six months
ending June 30, 1928-666,127 pounds, $40,916. Gum locust and janda not
separately enumerated in import statistics."

Taking into consideration the imports of gum tragasol for the six months ending
June 30, 1928, were valued at $40,916, the average for 1928 would approximate
$80,000. With a 30 per cent ad valorem duty on this commodity, the Govern.
meant would receive a tariff of approximately $24,000 as against 8 cents per pound
on locust bean seeds under paragraph No. 762 of the tariff act of 1922, under
which the total revenue for 1927 for "Tree and shrub seeds" without classification
only netted the Government, $6,210.08.

Submitted by. JACQUES WOLF & Co.,

S. E. TYLEE, jr., Vice President.

EXHIBIT A

[Telegranil
25N K 1211 P 64 Collect

WB WASHINGTON, D. C., January 28, 1929.JACQUES WVOLF & Co.,
Passaic, N. J.:

Reply your wire January 22. Imports gum tragasol entered for consumption
United States calendar year 1927; pounds, one, four, nine, five, eight, naught,
six; dollars, five, four, one, nine, seven. Six months ending June 30, 1928;
l)ounds, six, six, six, one, two, seven; dollars, four, naught, nine, sixteen. Gum
locust and janda not separately enumerated in import statistics.

BUREAU FOREIGN DOMESTIC COMMERCE.

[copy]

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE,

JACQUES WOLF & CO., lVashington, January 19, 1929.

Passaic, N. J.
(Attention Mr. F. G. Lobdell, purchasing agent):

DEAR SInS: In reply to your favor of January 16, asking for imports of locust
beans, or St. Johns bread, for 1927-28, we regret very much indeed to advise
that this information is not available. The quantity imported is so small that
it is not classified separately in our statistics, but is simply thrown into a general
classification of "all other feed.".

Yours very truly, (Signed.) THEO. D. HAMMATT,

In charge, Grain, and Flour Section, Foodstuffs Division.

(Copy. Original filed with House of Representatives.)

COPPER IODIDE
[Par. 1696]

BRIEF OF E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, NEW YORK CITY

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTED,
Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: On February 16, 1929, we presented a brief to the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives requesting that copper iodide
be placed upon the free list of the tariff schedule. That committee placed copper
Iodide upon the free list.

Copper iodide Is not manufactured by any company in the Unitad States and
It has no use as copper iodide, except as a crude form of iodine.



Our previous brief pointed out in full the importance of this product and the
reasons why it should be included in the free list. We respectfully wish to call
to your attention that no real or adequate objection has been or can be submitted
to our recommendation that this product be admitted free of duty.

Respectfully submitted. E. R. SQUIBB & Sons.

WOOD PULP

[Par. 1713]

STATEMENT OF ELISHA HANSON, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRE-
SENTING THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS' ASSOCIA-
TION

(Including standard newsprint paper, par. 17671

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Senator COUZENS. Please state whom you represent.
Mr. HANSON. I am attorney for the American Newspaper Pub-

lishers' Association.
Senator CouzENs. Where are they located?
Mr. HANSON. Their offices are in New York. The American

Newspaper Publishers' Association is a membership corporation of
the State of New York, the members of which are publishers of daily
newspapers located throughout the United States.

I am appearing with respect to two paragraphs on the free list, one
of which permits the free entry underl the present law and in the bill
as it passed the House of mechanically ground wood pulp, and the
other of which permits free entry, both in the law and in the bill as
it passed the House, of standard newsprint paper.

I do not want to take up much of the committee's time, but I do
want to say that the publishers very much hope that the Senate
Finance Committee can approve of the policy of the present law and
of the phraseology of the bill that has passed the House and main-
tain these two items on the free list.

The policy was laid down some years ago; and in the report of Mr.
Fordney, chairman of the Ways and Means Committee in 1922, 1
find this:

The paper schedule removes from the dutiable list wood pulp of all kinds and
standard newsprint. The designation of standard newsprint is a new term, but
thoroughly understood both in the trade and in the customs office. It is that
form of printing paper upon which newspapers are printed. The consumption
both of pulp and standard newsprint is greatly in excess of our production. It
is therefore logical in the interest of conservation of stable supply that these
articles should be on the free list.

When the bill came to the Senate Senator McCumber, for the
Senate Committee on Finance, in reporting the measure, said:

Your committee has adopted the policy of the House bill in recommending
the free entry of mechanical wood pulp and standard newsprint paper.

In 1922 the American Manufacturers of newsprint paper were
manufacturing slightly more than 50 per cent of the requirements
of the publishers of the country. In 1928 they were manufacturing
about 39.1 per cent; so that the publishers were compelled in 1928 to
obtain 60.9 per cent of their newsprint from other countries than the
United States; and the record for a number of years past shows a
diminishing supply of newsprint paper manufactured in the United
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States and a diminishing supply of wood pulp available for the manu.
facture of newsprint; and it is on that basis that the publishers of the
country hope that the policy which was laid down in 1922 and which
has been approved by the House committee will in turn be approved
by the Senate Finance Committee.

Senator COUZENS. In other words, the bill that is before us now
is satisfactory to your association?

Mr. HANSON. Exactly so; yes, sir.
I think that is all I have to offer, unless there are any questions.

I do not believe we even want to bother the committee with filing a
brief unless they want me to go into detail.

STATEMENT OF H. E. ATTERBURY, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRE.
SENTING THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN WOOD PULP
IMPORTERS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom.
mittee.)

Mr. ATTERBURY. I presume that you gentlemen have a copy of
the brief that was presented to the House committee and which
was forwarded, I know, to all of you gentlemen?

Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. ATTERBURY. I do not suppose that there is anything more

that you really want to ask me, sir, because I think that covers the
situation very fully.

Senator COUZENS. We do not want any duplications. If you
have anything new to say we would be glad to hear you.

Senator THOMAS. State briefly whom you represent.
Mr. ATTERBURY. The wood pulp importers acting on the part of

the paper mills and the Paper Pulp Association.
Senator THOMAS. Give us some idea of what that organization

consists of in its various units.
Mr. ATTERBURY. The Paper and Pulp Association is a national

association of all the paper manufacturers and pulp manufacturers in
the United States, and we are affiliated with that as a suborganiza.
tion. We import wood pulp into this country, our association and
the members of it.

Senator THOMAS. What does the bill propose to do with the inter-
ests which you represent?

Mr. ATTERBURY. So far it proposes to leave it as it is on the free
list.

Senator THOMAS. What do you want done?
Mr. ATTERBURY. Left on the free list.
Senator WALSH. Is there anybody asking that it be removed from

the free list?
Mr. ATTERBURY. There has been a brief presented to the House

committee asking on the part of the Pacific coast manufacturers as
to certain qualities of wood pulp for a duty, but I understand the bill
as reported does not provide any duty. I came down here to answer
any questions that you might desire to ask.

Senator CouzENs. Are there any other persons on the calendar
who are interested in a duty on wood pulp?

Mr. ATTERBURY. I do not think so.
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Senator COUZENS. So far as you know, there is no one appearing
before the Senate Finance Committee?

Mkr. ATTERBURY. No, sir.

OTTER TRAWL FISHING NETS

[Par. 1721]

STATEMENT OF W. WARREN BARBOUR, NEW YORK CITY, REP-
RESENTING THE LINEN THREAD CO.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. BARBOUR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, yesterday the

domestic netting manufacturers, in order to conserve time, were
represented by one witness alone, Mr. MacInnis, but after Mr.
MacInnis had testified a witness appeared opposing the petition that
otter trawls be restored to the dutiable list. In view of the testimony
of that witness I would like to take up only a few minutes of your
time because of an impression that was made, which, in fairness to

tour committee and in fairness to the netting manufacturers, shouldbe clarified.
It was stated that manila trawls have nothing whatsoever to do

with trawls made from cotton. Prior to 1922 domestic manufac-
turers had a substantial part of the trawl business on cotton trawls,
particularly in small and intermediate sizes. Fishermen liked the
cotton trawl as it was easy to handle and to fish, but when manila
trawls were put on the free list owners would not buy a cotton trawl
when they could outfit ticir vessel.with the cheaper imported net.
Now the use of cotton trawls has dwindled to the vanishing point,
although the use of trawl netting has vastly expanded and is growing
by leaps and bounds, as a study of imports will show.

Another point-Dutch trawls operating in the North Sea are
machine made. These trawls now are beginning to be imported into
the American market in competition with handmade British trawls,
and this fact substantiates the contention of the American manufac-
turers that a suitable trawl can be made from machine-made netting.
All other netting used in America in commercial fisheries is machine
made, and the reason there is no complaint about this netting is
because the American industry is portected on all other types of
netting and it can not be purchased cheaper elsewhere.

In conclusion, I wish to give to your committee a clear conception
of the added cost to the trawling industry were otter trawls dutiable
under paragraph 1006. According to the analysis made by the
Atlantic Fisherman, which appears in our brief, 1 % per cent of the
cost of outfitting a trawler is attributable to its netting and gear
and in the operation of the trawler all replacements which would
include netting constitute 231 per cent of the outlay. Therefore the
additional cost to a trawler, were trawls stricken from the free list,
would not be of any great consequence and would be negligible as
conpared with the benefit asked for and received in the form of an
increased duty on their product-fish.

Gentlemen, this is the last day for many a year that the American
netting industry will have its day in court, and we earnestly express
the hope that the present unfortunate predicament will be corrected

I
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so that the American netting manufacturers can compete with what
is now a foreign monopoly with netting knit by American wage earners
from a twine produced by American cordage manufacturers.

Ye. terday a witness referred to an affidavit made by one Chris
Johanson to the effect that the American machine-made trawl was not
satisfactory to the finishing industry.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I desire to insert in the body of my remarks
what I certify under oath is a true copy of an affidavit made by
Johanson in question and sworn to on the 5th day of March, 1929, in
which the same Johanson states that the American manufacturer is
in a position to furnish any size or any type of net which the fishermen
desire or whatever kind of net "American fishermen want."

(The affidavit referred to is as follows:)
I, Chris Johanson, of 77 Centennial Avenue, Gloucester, Mass., on oath depose

and state as follows:
For many years I have been engaged in different capacities in the fisheries,

and particularly on vessels usiig the otter trawl method of fishing. I am familiar
with the otter trawls used in the business, and for a time was employed in making
these trawls in Rockland, Me. From July 2, 1928, to October 8, 1928, I was
employed by the American Net & Twine Co. in their mill t Gloucester, Mass.,
as foreman of their otter trawl department, and while in tha.apacity I had over.
sight of the otter trawls which were made. The netting for these trawls was
made by machine in the mill, and fashioned into otter trawls of different sizes
and dimensions under my supervision. These otter trawls and sections of
trawls were sold to vessels engaged in the otter trawl fishing out of Gloucester.
I am familiar with the plans and specifications of otter trawls and know just
what is needed so that a trawl will work. I made these trawls while I was
employed by the American Net & Twine Co. to the best of my ability, and I
know that the trawls have given satisfaction to the captains and crews of the
vessels on which they were used. From the experience which I had in the mill
of the American Net & Twine Co., I know that American manufacturers are
equipped to furnish whatever American fishermen want in the way of otter trawl
nets and sections of nets. They can make any size and any type which the
fishermen desire.

CHRImS JOHANSON.

Mr. BARBOUR. This affidavit was properly sworn to under oath
and witnessed by Guy F. Collins, of Gloucester, Mass. The original
affidavit is now in the possession of Congressman Richard Aldrich, of
Rhode Island, chairman of the House subcommittee on the free list.

Senator GEORGE. Let me ask you one question. The twine out
of which this netting is made is manufactured in the textile mills
cotton textile mills, in different parts of the country, is ir not?

Mr. BARBOUR. You are referring to the manila twine?
Senator GEORGE. No; the twine out of which this otter trawl is

made. It is spun in American mils, is it not?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes; they do make manila twine in America.
Senator BINGIIAM. It is not cotton.
Senator GEORGE. No; but it is actually made in the American

mills?
Mr. BARBOUR. It is.
Senator GEORGE. And then it is sent to the netting mill and con.

verted into a net, and you say that certain of these imported nets are
also machine made?

Mr. BARBOUR. The Dutch nets are machine made.
Senator GEORGE. But the English nets-
Mr. BARBOUR. Are hand made.
Senator SIMMONS. Well, now, are the Dutch nets the nets that ar

imported, or the English nets?
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Mr. BARBOUR. They are both imported, although the English nets

greatly predominate.
Senator BINGHAM. The testimony yesterday was that 90 per cent

were English.
Mr. BARBOUR. I do not know the percentage, but I know there are

a great many more English nets. The others, however, are coming in.. Senator BINGHAM. The fact is that you can not make these manila
otter trawl nets now-is that the fact?

Mr BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator BINGHAM. Because you have to pay a duty on the materialout of which they are made, and that puts you at a disadvantage incompetition with the people who import them free.
Mr. BARBOUR. Forty per cent on the twine.Senator BINGHAM. If you could make, as you believe you can, agood machinemade net that would be satisfactory and would competewith the handmade nets imported from England, would it enable youto perform this function if we were to do for you what has been donein two or three other cases, permitting you, after paying your duty onthe Manila twine and satisfactorily proving to the Treasury Depart-ment that you had used it in the manufacture of otter trawl nets, toget a rebate on what you had used in the manufacture of these nets?Mr. BARBOUR. Of course, that would apply in the case of ourimported twine. We would prefer to purchase the domestically

manufactured twine.
Senator BINGHAM. Is there a duty on the imported fiber out of

which the twine is made?
Mr. BARBOUR. I do not really know that.Senator GEORGE. If so, that principle should be applied to that.
Mr. BARBOUR. I can not answer that question.
I am informed that there is no duty on the fiber.Senator SIMMONS. What effect would it have upon the industryengaged in spinning this material if it were put on the free list?Mr. BARBOUR. I did not get your question, Senator.Senator SIMMONS. If the raw material, the manila product, were puton the free list, what effect would that have upon the industry in thiscountry that is importing it and spinning it?Mr. Barbour. I really do not feel that I can answer for the hard-fiber spinners. We do not engage in that business ourselves.Senator BINGHAM. There is at present on cords and twines, tarred oruntarred, single or plied, wholly or in chief value of manila, and soforth, a duty of 40 per cent ad valorem, and since practically noneof that is used in the manufacture of otter trawls to-day, as I under.

stand it-is that correct?
Mr. BARBOUR. Not very much of it, because the domestic netting

manufacturers are unable to compete.
Senator BINGHAM. You can not sell them, so you do not use it for

that purpose?
Mr. BARBOUR. Not very much.
Senator BINOHAM. So that virtually little or none of this materialthat comes in at 40 per cent ad valorem is used for that purpose. Ifwe created another use for it and let you have a drawback on it whenyou could prove to the Treasury Department that you had used itfor making these trawl nets, why would that not do two things,

permit the fishermen to get their nets at the same cost they are getting
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them now and permit you, with a good machinemado product, to
compete with the handmade product or the machinemade product
that comes in?

Mr. BARBOUR. I had not thought of anything of that kind. In
that event, you would have to import your twine to get that advantage.
You would be really debarred from purchasing a domestic twine.

Senator BINGHAM. We would not be hurting the domestic manit.
facturers, because we would not be destroying any of their present
inarlct.

Mr. BARBOUR. No, but you would be helping them very mu.,h if
you put them in the position to make tho trawls.

Senator BINGHAM. Then vou would be hurting the fishermen.
Mr. BARBOUR. But very )ittle.
Senator BINGHiAM. That is a matter of opinion.
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes; 1 SUll)]OSC it is.
Senator BINGHAM. It depends on which foot the shoe is.
Senator SIMMONS. What per cent on the twine that is manufactured

out of this material goes into the making of these otter trawls?
Mr. BARBOUR. I do not believe I understand your question, Senator.
Senator SIMMONs. My question is directed to this: To what extent

is this Manila product used by the American manufacturers for any
other purpose than making these fishing nets? They import that
material here in large quantities-we will say considerable quantities.
Now, I am asking you what per cent of that material, after it is con.
verted into twine, is used for other purposes?

Mr. BARBOUR. Most of it. There is very little that goes into the
otter trawls.

Senator SIMMONS. That is what I had supposed.
Mr. BARBOUR. Because the domestic manufacturer of that can not

manufacture that netting now; so, obviously, there is very little of
the twine used for it.

Senator BINGHAM. If you could manufacture a net that was satis.
factory to the fishermen, do you think that the use of that twine for
that purpose would be largely increased?

Mr. BARBOUR. There is no question about it.
Senator SIMMONS. Now,, if you had the duty rebated to you,

how would that hurt or injure the domestic manufacturer of the
twine? It would help you, but how would it hurt the manufacturer
of the domestic twine? It would make a bigger market for him and
he would sell it to you at the same price, with the duty added, but you
would get that duty rebated.

Mr. BARBOUR. On the foreign twine?
Senator SIMMONS. Yes.

Mr. BARBOUR. That certainly would not hell) the domestic ionine
manufacturer, because you would not buy his twine.

Senator SIMMONS. It would not hurt him. His market would be
enlarged and he would not get the benefit of the rebate, but you
would.

Mr. BARBOUR. Yes, I see the point, but we would prefer to buy
from the domestic manufacturer, generally speaking.

Senator SIMMONS. I understand you would buy from the domestic
manufacturer, but he would have paid this duty on his raw material
and he would manufacture it and sell, it to you with that duty added
and you would get the duty rebated. He would not be hurt, his
market would be enlarged, and you would be helped-is not that so?
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Mr. BARBOUR. I see your point, yes. I do not want to speak for
the hard-fiber manufacturers.

Senator SIMMONS. I do not see what ground you would have to
complain on at all.

Senator BINGHAM. IS that all?
Mr. BARBOUR. Yes.
Senator BINGHAM. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. MacINNIS, BOSTON, MASS., REPRE.
SENTING THE AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS OF FISH NETTING

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MACINNIS.. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

the next two speakers will not be heard, as they are practically willing
to let me speak for the three of us, so as to conserve the time of the
committee.

I am representing here to-day all of the American manufacturers
of fish netting, with factories in five States of the Union. This
industry gives employment to 5,000 American wage earners.

I appeared before the Ways and Means Committee and I filed a
brief. I ask the permission of this committee to file a supplemental
brief containing further facts substantiating our claim and correcting
the unfortunate impression made upon the committee, which made
it appear that the American manufacturers of fish netting were asking
for a 90 per cent ad valorem duty. There already is a 40 per cent
ad valorem duty on the twine, the raw material, which goes into these
nets. Our thought was that the 40 per cent duty as applied to the
netting would be based on the price of the twine, and the 50 per cent
which we asked for was 50 per cent of the conversion cost, in order
to equalize the costs of making netting abroad and in this country.
What we intended to ask for was a 50 per cent duty, and that is
what we ask for now.

Senator SMIM o~s. Do I understand you want the 40 per cent on
the raw materials to remain and then you want 50 per cent for the
conversion of that raw material into the finished product?

Mr. MACINNIs. No; that was the impression that was left before
the Ways and Means Committee. Now, paragraph 1006 says that
the netting shall take the highest rate which applies to the thread,
twine, or cord, and 10 per cent in addition. It happens to be that
the rate of 40 per cent and the 10 per cent addition would make it
50 per cent, all applying to the netting, and that is all we ask for.

Senator SACKETT. Are you objecting to section 1721, under which
nets are on the free list?

Mr. MACINNIS. Yes. We want to take it from the free list and
put it in paragraph 1006 with other nets.

Senator BINGHAM. In other words, paragraph 1721 takes certain
fish nets, called otter trawls, actually used for deep-sea fishing and
not for otters at all, out of the general paragraph 1000, which is sup-
posed to cover all fish nets?

Mr. MACINNIS. That is right.
Senator BINGHAM. And your contention is that since a large amount

of fish nets are covered in that paragraph that the nets called otter
trawl nets should be allowed to come under that paragraph?

Mr. YACINNIS. Yes.
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Senator BINOHAM. You do not ask for any increase on what is now
put on such fish nets?

Mr. MACINNIs. No, indeed.
Senator BINGHAM. Have they always been on the free list?
Mr. MACINNIs. No, sir.
Senator BINGHAM. When was the first time they were put on the

free list?
Mr. MACINNIS. In 1922, after the Senate Committee hearings, on

the floor of the Senate, an amendment was offered just making manila
otter-trawl nets free and it was adopted. Previous to that they were
dutiable.

Senator SACKETT. What was the effect on the business? Did it
increase the imports?

Mr. MAcINNIS. The increase of the business was this: In 1922,
gentlemen, there were comparatively few of these nets used in the
country. They were making small otter trawl nets, made from
cotton, all of which the domestic manufacturers made. The industry
was in the doldrums. The trawlers were not successful, and their
product was a glut on the market. Well, the nets went on the free
list. Following that came the discovery of the filleting method of
fishing, taking the fish and slivering it and doing away with all the
waste material. They just used the two pieces of the fish that had
been sut off and then put the bones, the heads, and the tails into waste.
Together with that came the advance and improvement of refrig-
eration, so that now fish can be sent to the remotest parts of our
country. The result was a great demand for fish. The otter-trawl
method of fishing is an economical method of fishing, so that the otter
trawls grew and grew and otter-trawl nets were more and more in
demand, and because of the difference in the price of the cotton nets
and the imported trawl nets the manila imported trawl nets were pre.
ferred. Now, answering your question, Senator Sackett, in 1922,
when it went on the free list, 65,000 pounds were imported. In 1927,
485,000 pounds; in 1928, 1,035,000 pounds-an increase of 1,500 per
cent since the last tariff.

Senator SACKETT. Are they made in this country at all?
Mr. MACINNIs. The American manufacturers have been endeavor.

ing to meet the demand occasioned by the change over from the
cotton to the manila net and also because the larger trawlers claim
they desire the manila net.

N~ow, according to what I have learned this seems to be the only
case of this kind in our tariff. There is a 40 per cent duty on the
raw material that goes into the nets, while the fish not comes in free,
so that when we buy our twine from the cordage manufacturers the
price is predicated on the 40 per cent duty, but when the netting
comes into *this country it comes in absolutely free. So the result is
the foreign price is 42 cents per pound and the domestic price is 64
cents per pound, so it is only a friend here and there, or some man
who believes in buying American products, or some one who is not
familiar with the foreign price or does not care to wait long enough
to get the foreign article, who will buy our goods. We have sold a
considerable quantity of goods.

Senator BINOHAM. The nets that are imported are used largely in
the cod and haddock fishing industry?

Mr. MACINNIs. And flounder fishing.
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Senator BINGHAM. The nets are towed by steam vessels?
Mr. MAcINNIS. Yes.
Senator BINGHAM. And these nets which are imported are largely,

if not entirely, made by hand?
Mr. MACINNIS. The English nets are made by, hand while the

Dutch nets are made by machinery.
Senator BINOHAM. There is no handmade industry of that kind

in this country?
Mr. MACINNIs. No, sir.
Senator BINGHAM. Your nets are made by machine?
Mr. MACINNIs. All made by machinery.
Senator BINGHAM. And are considered by the fishermen to be not

so satisfactory when used in this rather difficult work of being towed
at sea?

Mr. MACINNIs. That claim is made.
Senator SACKETT. Would you mind answering the question I asked

as to what the domestic production has been since 1922?
Mr. MACINNIS. In 1922 the domestic manufacturers made of the

smaller sizes, otter trawls, made of this material, of cotton, about
750,000 pounds; this last year they made about 250,000 pounds, so
that they lost to the manila competition about a half million pounds.

Senator SACKETT. When you say they lost to the manila compe-
tition, do you mean they lost to the imported article?

Mr. MACINNIs. To the imported article; yes, sir.
Senator SACKETT. That is, from Belgium and England?
Mr. MACINNIS. From Holland and England.
Senator BINOHAMu. The net you have there is made of cotton, is it?
Mr. MACINNIS. I was going to say, in answer to your question,

Senator Bingham-
Senator BINGUAM. No; just a minute. I want to know if the net

you have just shown Senator Sackett is made of cotton.
Mr. MAcINNIS. Yes.
Senator BINOHAM. While the nets we are speaking of here are com-

posed wholly or in chief value of manila or vegetable fiber?
Mr. MACINNIS. Yes, sir.
Senator SACKETT. I was asking whether you had that competition

on this kind of a net?
Mr. MACINNIS. Yes, sir. Here is a sample of one of the nets, one

section of a net, made in the factory of the American Net & Twine
Co. at Gloucester, the twine being purchased from one of the leading
cordage manufacturers of the country.

Senator SACKETT. What has been the history of the domestic pro-
duction of that manila net?

Mr. MACINNIs. The history of the domestic production of the
manila net is this, that with the foreign price at 42 cents a pound
and our price at 64 cents a pound, we had absolutely no chance
whatever of competing. The foreign manufacturers have been
engaged in this industry for a great many years, and the American
manufacturers were forced to take it up because of the great demand
for it and the substitution for the cotton nets, but it was difficult for
them to sell their product to customers because of the difference in
price.

Senator SACKETT. I am asking you what was the amount of pro-
duction since 1922 of this manila'net?
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Mr. MACINNIS. By American manufacturers?
Senator SACKETT. Yes.
Mr. MACINNis. Take one year-for instance, last year; it was

more than 15,000 pounds.
Senator SACKETT. What was it in 1922?
Mr. MACINNis. Nothing in 1922 of the manila not.
Senator SACKETT. What was the duty on these nets before 1922?
Mr. MACINNIS. In the act immediately preceding 35 per cent,

an(l in the act previous to that 45 per cent.
Senator SACKETT. On the nets?
A11'. MACINNIS. On the nets.
Senator SACKETT. A little more than it was on the thread or the

twine? It was 40 per cent on the twine?
Mr. MACINNIS. I (1o not know what it was on the twine in those

acts. Have I made myself clear, Senator?
Senator SACKETT. Perfectly clear.
Mr. MACINNIS. The failure to supply these nets as has been

indicated by Senator Bingham, has been questioned but it seems
significant to us that in the various ramifications of the netting
industry, which is a very old inoiostry in the country, that point
has never been brought up, and we believe it is because the other
netting has been sufficiently protected, so that the foreign manufac.
turers can not make a better price than we can, but in this case,
where they can buy the netting at 50 per cent less, there would be no
reason for buyers in this country to prefer our netting as against the
imported netting. We feel we have a just claim inasmuch as the
raw material has a 40 per cent duty and our product has no duty
whatever.

Senator BINGIIAM. Have you samples of the imported netting?
Mr. MACINNIS. I have not, sir. This netting, as it appears on

tie table, is in a sort of tumbled condition as it has been in my bag
for two or three days, but when it is put into use it will stretch and
straighten right out.

Senator GE:ORGE. As I understand, the twine of which these nets
are made is made in quite a number of factories in this country?

Mr. MACINNIS. Yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. South and East?
Mr. MACINNIS. Yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. Then the twine is shipped to the net makers,

who use highly specialized machines to put it in good form?
Mr. MACINIS. Yes.
Senator GEORGE. All your nets are machine-made n6ts?
Mr. MACINNIS. Yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. Nets that are used in the same way, but for

other kinds if fishing, are really made and sold by American manufac-
turers?

Mr. MACINNIS. Yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. Practically all of them?
Mr. MACINNIS. Practically all; yes. However, the otter-trawl net

is now being applied to other lines of fishing and can easily be applied.
The only principle of the otter-trawl nets is the two doors to keep
the net open.

Senator BINGIRAM. But it has very rough handling?
Mr. MACINNIs. Yes, sir.
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Senator BINGHAM. Being towed by a boat that costs $200,000 or
$300,000?

Mr. MACINNIS. Some cost $40,000. There are small boats and
big ones, costing $40,000, $30,000, $25,000, and some $150,000.

Senator GEORGE. The principle of the otter-trawl net is now being
apl ied to the netting of shrimp?

Mr. MACINNIS. Yes. There is an attempt now being made to
adapt the otter trawl to shrimp fishing, and it siniply means that if it
is continued the manila net will be substituted for all others.

Senator BINOHAM. What is the material from which shrimp nets
are now made?

Mr. MACINNIS. They are cotton nets. They are smaller ones
like these here [indicating].

Senator BINGHAM. They are not towed over the same kind of
bottom?

Mr. MACINNIS. Well, I do not know how the bottom would be.
I think, however, that shrimp lie a little up above the bottom. These
nets are not only fished on the bottom but they are weighed so that
they will catch the fish that are not on the bottom.

Senator GEORGE. They are towed on the bottom, but I think
shrimp will usually be found on smoother bottoms.

Senator BINOHAM. That is what I had in mind.
MI'. MACINNIS. I want to say, Mr. Chairman, that tiir cordage

manufacturers of the country, the Cordage Institute, ho've written
me a letter which I have left at my hotel, and I would like to have
permission to include it in my verbal statement. Ihey all support
the position of the net manufacturers who use, of course, their fin-
ishe( product as raw niaterial.

(Mr. MacInnis submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF NET MANUFACTURERS

To the COMMITTEE ON F FINANCE,
United States Senate:

PROPOSAL OF NET MANUFACTURERS

We, the undersigned nct manufacturers of the United States, with factories
In five States and an industry representing some 5,000 employees, respectfully
submit for your consideration our brief in justification of our request that para-
graph 1721 of Schedule 16, title 2, of H. R1. 2667, now pending before your com-
mittee, and reading as follows:

"Nets or finished sections of nets for use in otter trawl fishing, if composed
wholly or in chief value of Inanila or vegetable fiber,"
be eliminated, and that in lieu thereof paragraph 1006 of Schedule 10 of LI. R.
2667 be made to read as follows:

"Par. 1006. Gill nets, nets, webs, and seines, and other nets for fishing, wholly
or in chief value of flax, hemp, or ramie (or manila or other liard fibers), shall be
subject to the same duty per pound as the highest rate imposed in this act upon1
any of the thread, twines, or cord of which the mesh is made, and in addition
thereto, 10 per centum ad valorem."

A FOREIGN MONOPOLY

Under the tariff act of 1922 in connection with this industry there has arisen
a foreign monopoly In the manufacture and sale of an article used in a vast
American industry, which article has been and may again be manufactured by
American industry if given adequate protection.
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The facts concerning this monopoly and the injury done to one of the oldest
American industries will, we believe, convince you of the justice of our petition
for relief at this time.

It a broad sense, an otter trawl is an implement made of fish netting having
as its distinguishing characteristic the shaping of the netting into a conical bag
furnished with two heavy wooden doors, one at each side of the opening of the
bag. The otter trawl is dragged behind a vessel the effect of the motion through
the water being to spread the doors as far apart as the netting will permit, thus
making the opening to the net as big as possible for fish-catching purposes. The
otter trawl net is made in sections, there being as many as 10 to 12 sections in a
trawl. Any section becoming damaged in use can be removed from the net and
a new section inserted. These trawls vary greatly in size, depending on the
tonnage of the vessel.

Before the passage of the 1922 tariff act domestic manufacturers furnished
practically all of the otter trawls used. This netting was made from a cotton
twine. In only exceptional cases was a manila net used and such cases were
confined only to trawls of the largest size as used by comparatively few vessels
of the greatest tonnage having the most power. In such instances where the
utmost strength was required an imported net was used knit from manila twine
What has happened since, when otter trawls were placed on the free list? The
imported manila trawl rapidly displaced the domestic cotton trawl irrespective
of its size. This extension of the use of manila is shown by a 1,500 per cent
increase in imports-1922, 66,603 pounds; 1927, 499,767 pounds; 1928, 1,031,217
pounds.

DRIFT FROM COTTON

This drift away from the use of cotton is simply and solely because of the fact
that the imported article is the cheaper. Importers of foreign trawls and trawling
operators using imported netting now base their claim that trawls should be
kept on the free list by contending that the domestic manufacturer can not
furnish a trawl suited to their needs. This claim is a vicious falsehood and
utterly ridiculous. Domestic manufacturers are thoroughly familiar with the
art of making trawls through many years of experience 'in making this very
type of net. It is significant that no like charge of incompetence is made in the
ease of any other type of net, be it knit from manila, flax, hemp or cotton where
the domestic price does not suffer by comparison through competition with a
foreign article on the free list.

Those who opliuse our plea that paragraph 1624 of the tariff act of 1922 be
stricken from the free list (1721 H. R. 2667) claim that the great increase in the
use of trawls dates from 1922 and is due to the fact that at that time trawls were
admitted free of duty. This, too, is utterly false. We attach and make a part
of this brief a chart showing the distribution of fishing-vessel costs engaged in
trawling. This shows that "net and gear" constitute 1 per cent of thb total
costs. The same chart shows the distribution of these same vessels' operating
costs. Here gear replacements of all kinds, including nets, constitute 21% per
cent of the operating cost. It is manifest that the advantage gained by the
trawler by placing the manila trawl net on the free list in 1922 can not account
for the enormous expansion of the trawl-fishing industry, for the reason that the
item of netting is but a negligible and trivial part of the cost of trawl operation.
The reason for the expansion must therefore be sought elsewhere.

The facts are these. Since 1922 instead of shipping whole fish to all points of
the country, the filleting process was adopted. In this way two clear pieces of
fish were sliced off, leaving the fish head, tail, fins, and bones to be disposed of
as waste. Fish thus prepared were attractive to the consumer and ready for
cooking. • Fish fillets could be transported economically. Finally better methods
of refrigeration were introduced and as a result the improved product, the filet,
would reach any part of the United States in perfect condition ready for the oven.
The huge catches of the otter trawls, instead of being a glut on the market,
now met a ready demand, with the result that more and more trawlers were
built.

AN UNENVIABLE POSITION

Operators of trawling vessels were protected by a 1 cent per pound duty on
fish under the 1922 act. As stated, since that act the use of filets has been
developed. The producers asked the House for a duty of 2% cents per pound
on the filets and 3 cents per pound on the smoked filets. In the House bill,
which is before you, this request was granted. With this the domestic net
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manufacturers have no quarrel. The fact remains, however, that the producer's
argument was based on higher production costs operating in the United States.
That this is a fact can not be denied. But the producers and importers do not
come into court with clean hands when they oppose a reasonable and logical
plea of domestic manufacturers for consideration on like grounds.

The domestic net manufacturer is now in an uneoviable position, indeed. In
the 1922 act and in the act now under consideration imported manila trawls
and sections thereof enter duty free, yet the manila twine from which such a
net is knit is dutiable at 40 per cent ad valorem. Thus, while there is a 40 per
cent ad valorem duty on the twine from which the nets are made, this same twine,
when imported in the form of nets, comes in duty free. How can the domestic
manufacturer compete?

In order that the American manufacturer can recover the cotton poundage
that has been displaced by the cheaper manila in the lighter and intermediate
sizes of otter trawls and in order that he can compete with the imported manila
trawls in the heavier size. it is vital that paragraph 1721 of Il. R. 2667 be elimi-
nated from the free list and trawls restored to the dutiable list. The domestic
manufacturer of trawl nets should be accorded a protective duty equalizing cost,
differences at least to the same degree as in tlie case of all other netting for tile
fisheries, such as pound nets, gill acts, fyke ,nets, trammel nets, smell bags, floating
traps, etc.

DIFFERENCE IN COA-TS

Herewith arc set forth the comparative costs of twine necessary in the manufac-
ture of otter trawl nets which the domestic and British and Dutch manufacturers
have to pay:

In the United States, 32 cents per pound; in England, 20 per cent per pound;
in Holland, 20 cents per pound.

At the very commencement of manufacturing, therefore, it is manifest there is a
difference in favor of the foreign manufacturer of 12 cents per pound for the
material out of which the otter trawl net is to he manufactured.

The price of the finished imported otter trawl net based upon market quotations
in America is 42 cents per pound free of duty.

Domestic manufacturers to produce the same otter trawl not profitably would
have to sell the domestic product at a price of 64 cents per pound.

Thus, there is in the finished product a differential of 22 cents per pound in
favor of the foreign manufacturer, a difference which constitutes a complete
barrier against the American manufacturer and creates a foreign monopoly that
is invulnerable under the present tariff act.

The relief requested in our brief, if granted, will enable us to compete with
foreign manufacturer for a business which was ours at one time and which should
be ours at the present time. The desirability of permitting American industry to
compete with foreign industry in this product is all the more important in view
of tile great expansion of the otter trawl principle in tme conduct of the commercial
fishing industry of America.

ADDED COSTS WOULD BE NEGLIGIBLE

The added cost to any given trawling vessel would be slight as compared with
the total cost of operating such a vessel. In fact, the added cost would figure
about one-third of the vessel's ice bill, which ice bill is only 3 per cent of the total
cost of operating the vessel. Such an item of cost to thme trawler is trivial when
compared with the benefit secured through being accorded an increase of from
250 per cent to 300 per cent in duty on fish as set forth in the present act under
consideration. In face of the fact that a trawler, according to the attached
exhibit, prepared by the Atlantic Fisherman, 1928, a leading trade journal,
should earn a net return of 16 per cent under the protection accorded under the
1922 act (see Exhibit A attached hereto, being p. 24 of The Fishing Industry,
A Mill that Never Stops Grinding Nor Buying, published by Atlantic Fisherman
(Inc.), 1928), we feel certain that if our opponents had any idea that their incon-
sistent stand might prejudice increases afforded them as recommended by the
House they would be the first to resent the extravagant claims and protestations
made before the House and would he the first to incline a sympathetic car to
that which heretofore they so bitterly opposed.

We quote from the Atlantic Fisherman, May issue, pages 21 and 30, where
editorially the charge that this journal was not active in advocating that trawls
remain on the free list was answered as follows:

"* * * The sensible way was to dope the question out in a quiet moment
and follow the dictates of be;t judgment. Our best judgment was that much
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more would be gained by the 'poor fisherman' by a duty on Canadian fish than
by a continuation of free-list trawls, and it seemed reasonable to presume that tle
members of the Ways and Means Committee would find It difficult to reconcile
agitation for a high tariff on fish one week and a request a few days later from the
same men for no duty on an affiliated product. In other words, the Masthead.
man thought, and still thinks, that committee members, not thoroughly acquainted
as they are with fishery subjects, would decide that the representatives of fish
producers appearing at the hearings were basing their arguments not on facts
but on selfish motives," nte.

The heavy-duty knitting machines of domestic manufacturers are largely idle,
as the situation now stands. Such machines now knit the same manila twine
into trail) netting which gives perfect satisfaction, due to the fact that a foreign
article can not be bought more cheaply. We now manufacture a quantity of
the manila trap netting for the Pacific coast, but, of course, under protection.
These machines will produce a more even mesh than can be produced by the
hand knitter. We submit saniples of manila trawl netting of domestic manufac.
ture, substantiating our contention that from the standpoint of quality it is
fully equal to imported machine-made trawl netting and superior to imported
netting when such netting is knit by hand. But this fact is conceded, and that
is the domestic netting costs more to a buyer than would a like piece of netting
of foreign manufacture now on the free list.

FIVE THOUSAND WAGE EARNEUiS

As stated, there are seven domestic net manufacturers with factories located
in St. Louis, Chicago, Baltimore, Newark, Paterson, Jersey City, and Gloucester.
The capacity of these domestic mnanufacturcrs is wlolly adequate to meet the
requirements of our fishing industry. Their em'pioees for the most part have
been engaged for many, many years in the exacting, specialized work required of
them and if thrown out of employment through continued importation of Dutch
and British nets would have difficulty in adjusting themselves to other industry.
Such netting mills in turn depend upon yarn thread and twine mills located in
various States of our country from Rhode Island to Alabama.

Tile manufacture of fish inetting in this country gives employment to about
5,000 people. This is anl industry which during the war was repeatedly impressed
by the Federal and State Governments with the necessity of supplying more and
more nets to increase the fish-food production.

The production of fish increased enormously and American netting manufac-
turers supplied all the netting required without resorting to importations of foreign
manufacturers. This is tile old American industry which is threatened by the
policy of placing a duty of 40 per cent on the industry's raw material and no
duty'on its manufactured product in so far as this type of net is concerned, which
character of net is assumiing greater "mportance in tile fishing industry year by
year.

In face of the facts as hereinbefore set forth, we submit our case to your com-
mittee, confident that the justice of our position has been adequately set forth.

Respectfully submitted.
Ederer Net & Twine Co., Chicago, Ill.- Fish Net & Twine Co.,

Jersey City, N. J.; National Net & 'Twine Co., Paterson, N. J.;
W. & J. knox Net & Twine Co., Baltimore, Md . Pauls Net &
i'wiine Co., Chicago, Ill.; Adams Net & Twine o.,St. Louis,
M~o.;, Anmerican Net & Twine Co., Boston, Mlass. By Williamn J.
Macminds.

DISTRICT pF COLUMBIA, 8s:
This day personally appeared before 11e William J. Maclnnis, to me known

to bu the person who executed the foregoing statement, who, being duly sworn
upon his oath, doth say that he is the prol erly authorized representative of the
firm whose names are attached to the above statement, that the said firms sub.
scribe in full to all statements made therein, and that all statements made therein
are true and correct to his best knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and sworn to before me tlis 11th day of July, 1929.
[SEAL.j JEssIE G. LANE,

Notary Public, District cf Columbia.
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EXHIBIT A

[From Atlantic Fisherman, 19281

DISTRIBUTION OF FISIIING VESSEL COSTS Per cent

Builder ----------------------------------------------------------- 28
Engine room ------------------------- .-------------------------- 40

Main engine --------------------------------------------------- 22
Main auxiliaries ------------------------------------------------ 3j
Stand-by auxiliaries -------------------------------------------- 1
Batteries ------------------------------------------------------ 2%
Oil tanks ------------------------------------------------------ 2%
Installation ---------------------------------------------------- 8%
Deck machinery and gear ---------------------------------------- 13%
Trawl winch --------------------------------------------------- 5,14
Bollards, etc -------------------------------------------------- 2
Gallows frames ------------------------------------------------ 1%
Nets and gear --------------------------------------------------- 12
Warp -------------------------------------------------------- 2
Deck ---------------------------------------------------------

Miscellaneous ---------------------------------------------------- 18

DISTRIBUTION OF FISHING VESSEL STOCKS

Joint expenses ----------------- ----------------------------------- 8
Fuel oil ------------------------------------------------------ 4
Lubricating oil ------------------------------------------------ 1
Ice ---------------------------------------------------------- 3

Vessel's share- ------------------------------------------------- 37
Skippership --------------------------------------------------- 4
Insurance ----------------------------------------------------- 5
Depreciation -------------------------------------------------- 5
Repairs ------------------------------------------------------- 4"%
Replacements ------------------------------------------------- 2 1%
Earnings ------------------------------------------------------ 16

Crew's share ------------------------------------------------------ 55
Groceries and provisions --------------------------------------- 5
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------------------- 3
Earnings ------------------------------------------------------ 47

BRIEF OF THE CORDAGE MANUFACTURERS OF THE UNITED
STATES

To the COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
United ,States Senatle:

We, the undersigned cordage manufacturers of the United States, representing
the entire domestic hard-fiber industry of tile United States, in fairness to tile
net manufacturers, whose product is largely the product of twine manufactured
by our industry, respectfully submit herewith our view that tile request of tile
said net manufacturing interests of the United States is justified oil the basis of
the facts of this situation, and for the reasons hereinafter given we indorse the
petition of the net mlanufacturers to wit: That paragraph 1721 of 1I. R. 2667,
now pending before your committee, be eliminated from the bill, thereby removing
otter trawl nets front the free list, and-

That paragraph 1006 of II. R. 2667, now pending before your committee, be
amended by the insertion after the word "ramie" in line 3 thereof, the words
"or ilanila or other hard fiber."

TIe purpose of the amendment of paragraph 1000 is to make possible tile in-
clusion of the otter trawl net within the same paragraph as all other inets used
in the commercial fishing industry.

REASONS FOR OUR POSITION

Our particular interest in the petition of the net manufacturers Is found in
certain charges made by imlporters of the foreign otter trawl nets in connection
with the manufacture of said nets, it having been alleged that the domestic net

13310-29---voL 16, SCIIED 10-18
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could not compare to the foreign-made product in quality. We desire to point
out that the cordage manufacturers of the United States will provide, as they
do now and have in the past, for these and other nets, the twine used in the manu.
facture of domestic otter trawl nets. Inasmuch as the quality of the twine used
in the said manufacture is a large factor in the quality of the net itself, we re-
spectfully represent that the domestic made twine does compare, as to quality,
favorably with any twine for such purpose made anywhere in the world. We
do not desire to let go unchallenged the intimation of inferiority of the domestic
twine used in the manufacture of such trawl nets. We desire to point out that,
at the present time, in the manufacture of Manila yacht rope and other articles
which might be mentioned, the domestic article is superior to any other made
anywhere in the world. There is nothing in the line of cordage and twines which
can not be made by domestic manufacturers equal or superior to that made by
any foreign manufacturer.

We further submit that we are in full accord with the position of the net
manufacturers in their opposition to a situation which permits the foreign man-
ufacturer of otter trawl nets to import said nets free of duty, although the twine
out of which they are manufactured bears a duty of 40 per cent ad valoreni
under the act of 1922. We submit that we are in accord further with the view
of the net manufacturers that, in addition to the conipensatory duty upon the
nets as indicated above, there is a justification in their request for a 10 per cent
additional ad valorem duty to represent the difference in labor costs between
the manufacture of said nets abroad and in the United States and, for the reasons
herein set forth, we again submit to your committee our coniplete endorsement
of the petition of the net manufacturers in re paragraph 1721 of 11. R. 2667.

Respectfully submitted.
J. S. MCDANIE,,

Chairman, Cordage Institute.

Representing:
American Manufacturing Co., Brook-

lyn, N. Y.
Caifornia Thorn Cordage (Inc.), Los

Angeles, Calif.
Columbian Rope Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Cupples Co. Manufacturers (Inc.),

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Edwin H. Fitler Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hooven & Allison Co., Xenia, Ohio.
R. A. Kelly Co., Xenia, Ohio.
New Bedford Cordage Co., New Bed-

ford, Mass.
Peoria Cordage Co., Peoria, Ill.
Plymouth Cordage Co., North Ply-

mouth, Mass.

Portland Cordage Co., Portland, Oreg.
Portland Cordage Co., Seattle, Wash.
John Ramisehenberger Co., Milwaukee

Wis.
Rinek Cordage Co., Easton, Pa.
E. T. Rugg Co., Newark Ohio.
St. Louis Cordage Mills, At. Louis, Mo.
Tubbs Cordage Co., San Francisco,

Calif.
Wall Rope Works (Inc.', Beverly,

N.J.
Waterbury Co., New York, N. Y.
Western iCordage Co., Orange, Calif.
Whitlock Cordage Co., Jersey City,

N.J.

CITY OF WASHINGTON,.,
. District of Columbia:

This day personally appeared before me J. S. McDaniel to me known to be
the person who executed the foregoing statement and who being duly sworn
upon his oath deposes and says that he is the chairman of the Cordage Institute,
and as such is duly authorized to represent before the Finance Committee of
the United States Senate the companies whose names are appended as repre-
sented by himself, and that the brief and statements of fact submitted herewith
were prepared by him; that the facts stated therein are true, except those facts
stated to be upon information and belief, and those facts he believes to be true.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of July, 1929.
[sEAL.] MAnGUERITE H1. COLLIER,

Notary Public, D. C.My commission expires October 8, 1932.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD H. COOLEY, BOSTON, MASS., REPRE.
SENTING THE MANILA OTTER TRAWL FISHERMEN

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, I represent the manila otter trawl

fishermen.
Senator BINGHAM. You represent the other side of this story?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes; I represent an industry which is notably silent

because the men are, in the main, unable to come and talk to the
crowd and tell their story.

My position is that of an executive of an association. I would
like to put this sample in your hands or else demonstrate it, so that
you may visualize what we are talking about.

Senator BINGIrA. That is just a miniature model?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes, of the otter trawl, which is dragged along the

bottom of the ocean, and after we put it overboard it sinks and we
can not tell what is going to happen until an hour and a half later
when we pull it up. Then, perhaps, we will have fish and perhaps
we will not. The boats that drag these trawls cost about $300 per
day to operate and the value of a boat will run from $100,000; some
of tie smaller ones, say, $60,000, but some of the larger ones, $325,000.

Those are the boats that drag these nets along the bottom.
Senator BINGHA. They are only able to drag one at a time?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes; one at a time.
Senator Sixi.MONS. What is the size of the ordinary net they drag?
Mr. COOLEY. About 100 feet. They vary in size from 50 feet up.

It depends on the power o'f the engine in the boat. We buy them by
the horsepower of the engine, in other words, one boat may tow a
hundred horsepower net, that is, the fisherman designates it in that
way.

Senator GEORGE. Are they dragged at any speed?
Mr. COOLEY. At about 3 miles per hour.
Senator BINGHAM. But the net has to correspond in strength to

the horsepower of the boat?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes, sir. If we had a boat that could not drag the

net a proper speed, the net would not catch the fish; they would
swim out of the net or else the net would not hold them.

Senator SACKETT. Are these nets used for any other purpose ex-
cept for fishing in that way?

Mr. COOLEY. None that I know of. The word "otter," I believe,
comes from the two doors you find here [indicating].

Senator SACKETT. I want to know whether they could be sub-
stituted for any other use?

Mr. COOLEY. Not that I know of.
Senator SIMMONS. These nets are made out of what material?
Mr. COOLEY. Manila.
Senator SIMMONS. All of them?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes, and we are not saying a word about cotton.
Senator SIMMONS. You mean that the nets which are imported are

made out of manila and the nets you make here are made out of
manila?

Mr. COOLEY. We do not make any here.
Senator BINGHAM. Where are they made?
Mr. COOLEY. They are made mostly in Great Britain, as far as

I know.
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Senator BINGHAM. Are they made by hand? sizi
Mr. COOLEY. They are handmade. Ti
Senator SACKETT. Why are they not made here? in
Mr. COOLEY. Because, as I see it, the manufacturers refuse to net

attempt a handmade article. sta
Senator BINGIIAM. And it would make it too expensive? tie
Mr. COOLEY. It would make it too expensive. I said before the

Ways and Means Committee that if the American manufacturers our
would put out a trawl that was satisfactory at a reasonable price, !
our fishermen would take it. refe

Senator SImMo.\s. What do they put out as a substitute?
Mr. COOLEY. A machine-made article. tal
Senator SIM1iONs. Made of what? Pag
Mr. COOLEY. Made of manila, just the same, because the fishermen was

will not buy cotton. They can not use cotton. you
Senator BINGHAM. Have you a sample of one of the full-sized nets n

used in towing? mdi
Mr. COOLEY. No, I have not. I have samples of the American be

nets, which have been over in the House Office Building. 9
Senator BINGHAM. Are they any different from the samples you give

have just offered here? that
Mr. COOLEY. They are practically the same thing. These two

here are American articles, while this one here is an English article. the

Senator BINGHAM. You have samples of the two different kinds? traw
Mr. COOLEY. Yes. cans
Senator SuIMONS. Is this a handmade net [indicating]? capt
Mr. COOLEY. Yes. fish,
Senator BINGHAM. While this is machine made? se
Mr. COOLEY. Yes. You will notice there is a difference in the se

two. When a net is made by hand the man making it takes the in mu
kinks out of the twine and there are no kinks in the twine, as you M
will notice in this finished article. You will notice it is tight and Se
has no kinks in it. Now, our opponents say they have a stretching very
machine that will stretch all of this out, but some of these were MI
purchased and tried and it was found that instead of remaining has
tight the kinks will loosen it. Wpo

Senator SIMMONS. Let me ask you this: The object of putting a signir
duty, in your opinion, upon it is to force the fishermen of this country the I1
to use a machine-made product-? polist

Mr. COOLEY. Nothing else. that
Senator SIMMONS. That is all there is in it, in your judgment? manu
Mr. COOLEY. That is what it amounts to. The fishermen can ness;

not use it, no difference what duty you put on it. Linen
Senator GEORGE. What is the real reason they cannot use it? York
Mr. COOLEY. As this net is dragged along the ocean it may have subsi(

4 or 5 or more tons of fish down in this end, which we call the cod end. tariff
Logically, the only thing that is going to hold that load of fish is their
the strength of each individual twine. Each twine must take its rear(
portion of the load or it will break, with the result that once any better
one that is overloaded breaks an additional load is put on the next Sen
twine to it. Breaks, therefore, occur and troul)le results. Now, if fishin
this net is machine made it is pieced up from sections which are cut h.
from a big portion of manila netting. The operator will conic along in the
with shears, snippers, or whatever they use; cut out a piece of proper by the
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size and fashion it by hand selvage, dog-ears, or other needed pieces.
This will not work so well as a not which is handmade because it is
impossible to have the strain evenly distributed. The pull of the
net is taken ol these two corners right here [indicating]. As I have
stated the fishing industry has tried these machine-made nets but
they have been found not to work at all satisfactorily.

Now, I want to read to you some excerpts from the brief filed by
our opponents.

Senator BINGIIAM. As those briefs are in the record you might just
refer to them.

Mr. COOLEY. Beginning on page 8843, you will find excerpts
taken from the briefs which our opponents presented, and then on
page 8844 you will find an affidavit from Kristian M. Johansen, who
was hired by the Linen Thread Co., of Gloucester, and I shall tell
you some more about that company a little later. They hired this
man to come in and try to make their article fit the needs of the
industry, but there is an affidavit here which tells that it would not
be satisfactory according to his view. Then I have another one-

Senator BINGHtAM. As you have made one page reference that will
give us the place in the book and that will be all that is necessary on
that.

Mr. COOLEY. Then we had one otner boat which used nothing but
the American trawler, and the captain said it was all right, it wasa good
trawl; but, gentlemen, the owner took that captain off the boat be-
cause lie could not catch half a share of fish, and they put another
captain on who said he understood the American trawl and could catch
fish, but lie has made a fizzle of it.

Senator GEORGE. There is a lvt of difference in fishermen.
Senator SACKETT. I have made a fizzle of several kinds of fishing

in my (lay.
Mr. COOLEY. Most of us have.
Senator SACKETT. So I do not think that negative argument goes

very far.
Mr. COOLEY. The point I wish to emphasize is this, not one of these

has been sufficient and we can not use them. I have noticed the
opponents line up in the House brief and that out of seven companies
signing, three companies have the same family name. I said before
the Hlouse committee that our industry felt it was simply a mono-
polistic request. I went further into that and I want to give you this,
that across the water there were two competing companies who
manufactured these trawls; one company got practically all the busi-
ness; the other company came to the United States and to-day the
Linen Thread Co., by report from England and from reports fronNcw
York State, which I have secured, from New Jersey and others, is a
subsidiary of the Linen Thread Co. of England. Now, if you erect a
tariff wall it would be lovely for this crowd to automatically shut off
their competitors across the water, but we can not use their articles
reirtardless of the tariff that is liut on. They will have to produce a
better net or else we will continue to import the article.

Senator BINGHAM. What would l)e the increase in the cost of
fishing?

Mr. COOL.:v. In 1928 the total value of manila otter trawls used
in the United States amounted to $225,000. The duty as requested
by the machine knitted people would increase the cost to $450,000 or
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three-tenths cent per pound of fish, or about 10 per cent of the landed
value. tra

Senator BINGHAM. Do you mean to say it would increase the cost by
100 per cent? ma

Mr. COOLEY. That is what it amounts to, according to different
interpretations that have been made. I have read their briefs ne"
repeatedly and I can get a different interpretation of a lot of things not
every time I read them. Every one of these is most interesting.
The statement is made that this manila otter trawl industry is put- net,
ting the cotton people out of business, that they have lost their trade. S
One of the arguments was that nm longer do they fish to such an anc
extent with cotton lines and hooks; fastened to them, and yet, gen- well
tlemen, the Government statistics show that in Boston alone the
average increase has been 5,000,000 pounds per year. What are they any
using to catch them with? They are all cotton lines. you

Senator SACKETT. I do not see" what that has to do with this fish-net uct,
matter. arti

Mr. COOLEY. Well, Senator, it is my duty to let you see the inside of
this.

Senator SACKETT. But you want to continue to have these nets
made of manila?

Mr. COOLEY. Yes. w
Senator SACKETT. And you want them on the free list?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes, sir; just where they are to-day. way
Senator SACKETT. And there is no argument against it except Scliec

from people who would like to make them here and have a duty put taic
on them?

Mr. COOLEY. That is true. Buel
Senator SACK TT. And you say that if a duty were put on them netting

they would make a machine article which you could not use? prope
Mr. COOLEY. That is right. eac
Senator SACKETT. That is the ical argument, so what more is Impos

there to be said? a NMI
Mr. COOLEY. May I look over my notes to see if I have left out all its

some points? The
Senator GEORGE. How is a net sold, by the yard or pound? rcgarc
Mr. COOLEY. By the pound. could
Senator GEORGE. What does it usually sell for?
Mr. COOLEY. I do not know the pound price, but the net costs from otter t

$80 to $300, depending on the size. be of
Senator GEORGE. And I understand that the amount imported, Man

in dollars, was something like a quarter of a million?
Mr. COOLEY. Yes; last year. This matter becomes of more measure

importance because of the great increase in the fishing industry. fisherni
Senator BINGHAM. Is that due to the improved methods of re- to oper

frigeration and shipping? below
Mr. COOLEY. It is to a great extent. The fishing industry has Bporat

been 300 years behind the times until the last 10 years. We have
just begun to got on our feet, and we have done it ourselves. We cause t
have not had any help from anybody and now we do not want an that thn
hindrance from anybody. Give us a chance to do something with he mar
this big food industry. We t

Senator SIMMONS. I understood you to make the point that they Our
have suggested the idea that if you would get rid of this manila net
you might be forced to use the cotton net; is not that the idea?
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Mr. COOLEY. Their point is that they want us to use the cotton
trawls or machine knitted manila trawls, but we could not use the
cotton trawls if they gave them to us nor can we use machine knitted
manila otter trawls.

Senator SIMMONS. But I understand you to say that the cotton
nets can not possibly be used for this purpose because they have
not sufficient strength?

Mr. COOLEY. That is the point exactly. We can not use cotton
nets.

Senator GEORGE. The manila twine is produced in this country
and the only point is whether a machinemade net can be used as
well as a handmade not.

Mr. COOLEY. We can not use it. We do not feel there should be
any duty on this article. As I have said before, no matter what duty
you put on the manila otter trawls, we can not use the domestic prod-
uct, and will be still required to purchase the imported hand-knitted
article.

(Mr. Cooley submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE MASSACHUSETTS FISHERIES ASSOCIATION AND OTHERS

We, the users of the manila otter trawls, respectfully request that manila otter
trawls shall remain on the free list.

Basic reasons for this are given in our brief which was presented to the House
Ways and Means Committee and appears beginning on page 8847 of Volume XV,
Schedule 15, Free List. We request a careful consideration of the facts con-
tained therein.

We submit that the domestic otter trawl, which is machinemade, can not be
successfully used in the fishing industry, since conclusive tests have proved that
such a trawl pieced up from cut and shaped sections of machine-knitted manila
netting can not be put together in such a way as to allow the net to hang or draw
properly in the water. A satisfactory net must be hand knitted. By so doing,
each individual thread or cord carries it proportion of the load of fish which many
tines amounts to tons. In the pieced up machine-knitted manila otter trawls it is
Impossible to secure the distributed strain which makes for successful fishing. As
a result overloaded cords or twines break, or the area under excess tension has
all its knots upset, meshes changed in size and the net is permanently put out of
commission or requires extensive patching and readjustment.

The fishing industry will be required to use hand-knitted manila otter trawls,
regardless of tariff duty. This clearly demonstrates that no benefit whatever
could accrue to the cordage manufacturers or the net and twine companies of the
United States, since the industry would neither buy twine to manufacture trawls
nor buy the domestic trawls. We submit that any duty placed on the manila
otter trawl or parts thereof will serve only to penalize this great food industry and
be of value to no one.

Manila otter trawl experts testify that less than 100 (60 to 70) knitters would be
required to knit all of the manila otter trawl needed each year in the United States
fisheries. I all of these trawls were made in the United States that would be the
measure of benefit which would accrue to the public. At the same time, the
fishermen using these trawls at the increased prices, due to tariff, would be unable
to operate their boats through the summer period when fish are sold (at auction)
below the cost of production. For at least two months each year these vessels
operate at a loss and their operation is continued to hold the crews together and
supply a livelihood and food for their families.

If our opponents' request Is granted, the increase in the cost of equipment will
cause the boat owners to lay up more of their boats each year. It is fair to say
that the livelihood will be taken from many many more families than would be
provided to the comparatively few knitters who would be required to hand knit
the manila otter trawls.

We therefore submit that a tariff on these trawls is economically unsound.
Our opponents, in their briefs and testimony, have endeavored to show that

manila otter trawls have Injured the cotton industry. Such is not the case. Tile
decrease in cotton Is due to facts fully explained in our brief, submitted to the
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House Ways and Means Committee and referred to previously herein, and wb
submit that cotton has nothing to do with the manila otter trawl question.

By careful investigation we have been unable to find a single instance where a
maehine-knitted manila otter trawl has proved satisfactory. Time Evelyn G.
Sears fished with Ainerican-made manila otter trawls and although the captain of
the vessel testified that these trawls were satisfactory, the managing over,
Antone S. Mears, replaced this captain in an endeavor to put the boat on a paying
basis. The affidavit of the owner relative to this boat appears on age 8852 of
Volune XV, Tariff Readjustments, and conclusively states that these domestic
trawls must be replaced.

To place the tariff on the manila otter trawl looks to the fishing industry to boa
favor to large company or companies which are apparently very closely allied.
Fromn all testimony and! briefs submitted by our opponents, it appears that the
desire for this tariff is mainly on the part of the Linen Thread Co. This company
and its sitbsidlialries appear it tlhemselvc's to be a subsidiary to the Linen Thread
Co., which is a British concern. Quoting from letters received from their Eng.
lish competitor:

"You will note the cablegram sent us some time ago and our reply to the effect
that the Linen Thread is a British concern, the American section being a branch
only. It is therefore peculiar for one British company to be applying for a duty
in order to oppose another British firm, and we should think that point has been
taken into consideration by the Ways and Means Committee.

"Yours truly,
"ImE GREAT GtiMsBy COAL, SALT & TANNING Co. (LTD.),
"W. E. WILSON."

From another letter received we quote:
"When we made our original inquiry regarding the Linen Thread Co., and their

association with time British concern, we also mentioned to our status office the
American Net & Twine Co., of Boston. We have only this morning received a
report, but it contains interesting information.

"It is stated that the majority stock and controlling interest of the American
Net & Tvine Co. is vested in the Linen Thread Co., of New York City. Seeing
that the latter are controlled by the Linen Thread Co., of Glasgov, it follows that
this concern has a financial interest in the American Net & Twine Co.

"Tile president is Mr. Frederick K. Barbour and tile vice president Mr.
Robert C. Barbour. Our report states that in 1905 the Linen Thread Co.
obtained control of the American Net & Twine Co., and that William Barbour
served as president until his death in 1917.

" We are sorry that it. was not possible to obtain this information in time for use
at tile recent Ways and Means Committee investigation. Perhaps it will be of
service to vou in your further discussions.

"Yours truly,
"Tim OUnAT GRIMSBY COAL, SALT & TANNING CO. (LTD.),
"W. E. WILSON."

From the brief which our opponents submitted to the House Ways and Means
Conunittee which appears on page 6002 to 6004, inclusive, can be found the signa-
ture supporting said brief. It will he noted therein the recurrence of a family
name, which would indicate a very close relationship between these concerns, and
it has been questioned if this entire movement is not a monopolistic competitive
move against the foreign company now furnishing the handmade manila otter
trawls.

Our opponents requested manila otter trawls to be taken from time free list and
made dutmable. Their original request asked for "gill nets, nets, webs, and seines,
and other nets for fishing comnposed wholly or in chief value of flax, hemp, or
ramie, shall pay the same duty per pound as the highest rate imposed in this
act uponm any (it the thread, twine, or cord of which the mesh is made, and li
addition thereto 50 per cent ad valorem," which can only be interpreted as a
duty amounting to 90 per cent. Before this committee, however, they deny such

intention and take a different position.
They state their impossibility of hamnd knitting manila otter trawls.

SUMMARY

1. We particularly re qest your study of tile facts in our brief and testimony
to the House Ways and Means Committee, beginning on page 8842, Volume
XV, Tariff Readjustments.
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2. Hand-knitted manila otter trawls are not produced in the United States.
Imported manila otter trawls are therefore noncompetitive, since our opponents
based their whole request on their claims of rt-illty to produce a satisfactory
machine-knitted manila otter trawl and state the impossibility to hand-knit
trawls.

3. The industry hues conclusively proved by tests that the manila otter trawls
made from pieced-up sections of manila netting are not satisfactory and has
submitted affidavits to the House Ways and Meats Committee in support of
such claim. (See Tariff Readjustment, Volume XV, page 8844.)

4. The industry can not use otter trawls made of cotton and any reference to
cotton lines, nets, or trawls serves only to be cloud the real issue.

5. Tihe industry can not use the domestic article and will be required to continue
the importation of manila otter trawls regardless of tariff duty; hence im benefit
can possibly accrue to either the domestic cordage inanufacturers or to the domes-
tic net and twine companies.

0. To load additional burden in the form of tariff duty on equipment will
cause many boats to be laid up through the summer months when fishing is
carried on at a loss, and will deprive thousands of fishermen and their families
of a means of livelihood.

7. Nothing but. injury to an industry which has just begun to make headway
can result from a tariff on these manila otter trawIs, and we respectifully request
that manila otter trawls and finished sections thereof remain on the free list.

Respectfully submitted.
E. H. Cooley, business manager Massachusetts Fisheries Association;

Portland Trawling Co., John Graham, president; Ocean Trawl-
Ing Co., John Burns, jr., president; Bay State Fishing Co.
Raymond C. Mudge, vice president; John Chisholm Fisheries
Co., A. J. Chisholm, president; New Bedford Fleet, Capt. Dan
Mullins, representative; General Seafoods Co. (Whitnman, Ward &
Lee Co.), John C. Wheeler, manager; Atlantic & Pacific Fish
Co., E. L. Dunn, business manager; Massachusetts Trawling
CG., hlerman. I. Cole, president; United Fisheries Co., Manuel
Dominges, president and manager- Gorton Pew Vessels Co.,
John McCleod, manager; F. J. O'llara Trawling Co., Boston,
Mass.; O'Donnel Bros., Boston, Mass.; Buscallochi Bros., Boston,
aws. Bures MeKeon Co., Boston, Mass.; It. O'lrien Traw-

ling do., Boston, Mass.; Ward Fisheries, Boston, Mass.; Willard
Daggett, Portland, Me.; Capt. Ruben Cameron, Capt. John
Morash, Capt. William Westerbeke, Capt. John M. Ilathaway,
Capt. Elmer Jacobsen, Capt. John 01. Murley, Capt. John J.
Sriter, Capt. John Williams, Capt. Louis Daucette, Capt. Chester
iathaway, Capt. D. F. Lynch, Capt. hians laran.

BRIEF OF THE ATLA1YTIC COAST FISHERIES CO. AND THE PORT-
LAND TRAWLING CO., GROTON, CONN.

rihe fishing industry of the United States would consider it an unfair measure
for the Senate to place otter trawls or sections of otter trawls on the dutiable
list. Otter trawls should be retained on the free list.

No manufacturer in the United States hits successfully made otter trawls.
Actual experience shos they have failed. The reason we must have imported
otter trawls is because we must have a trawl that catches fish. The (lomiestic
machinemade otter trawl will not catch fist. If thie dotiestic unufactier woul
make otter trawls by hand and if they would catch fish, we would be glad to use
them providing they (lid not cost 25 per cent more tltan the imported English
trawl.

The domestic trawl will not catch fish, because the tension on the twiute it;
even. As a result the net loses its shilpe and the mouth of the net closes.

Now with the English handtnade otter trawl the tension oi the entire net, is grad-
uated so that each portion of the net bears its share of the strain, anti it is impos-
sible for this net to become out of shape. This hadnmade net, therefore, Is much
slip~erior to a machinemade net.

The wording of tlte paragraph should be so constructed that sections of otter
trawls will come in free of duty. In this connection it might be well to explain
that we can import sections of handmade otter trawls ad fit them Iin t net which
has that section worn out or torn to pieces. We constantly replace sections of tle
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nets as they wear out or become torn, so that after several months of fishing the
entire net is made up of a dozen different sections.

In 1928the total value of manila otter trawls used in the United States amounted
to $225,000. The duty as requested by the machinery people would increase
the cost to $450,000, or 0.3 cent per pound of fish, or about 10 per cent of the landed
value. Ninety-five per cent of otter trawls used in the United States are used in the
Now England'fishery. In 1927 imports were 499,767 pounds, valued at $108,359,
but in 1928, according to the United States Tariff Commssion, imports were
1,031,217 pounds, valued at $216,955. This increase was (111e to increase( fishing
activities. It is entirely unfair to assume that because fishing activities increased
that any domestic industry was hurt. If there is no domestic industry to protect
no domestic industry can suffer. It is not fair to penalize the fishing industry
and it is not fair to make the fishing industry pay for any experiments of the
maehhiery people. If the machinery manufacturers will devise a handmade
trawl that will catch fish, the fishing industry will be glad to adopt it, but they
should assume the burden of the experintentfng and not pass it on to the fishing
industry. We would not consider it good ethics for them to pass this expense to
the fishing industry.

We are consistent in asking for the free entry of our otter trawls, because we
are consistent In our entire tariff attitude. We ask for free entry of otter trawls
because there is no domestic industry to protect. We ask for only minimum duties
on fish; that is, duties which only equalize the difference in the cost of production.
We would like to see a small duty of about 15 cents a gallon on cod liver oil, but
will not ask the senate for such a duty in order that we might be consistent in
asking for free entry of otter trawls and the minimum duty on fish.

Appeared personally before me Mr. C. L. Guynian, vice president of the Atlan-tic Coast Fisheries Co., who says that to til best of his knowledge the facts
presented in the brief herein are true and correct. C. tI. GUY'MAN,

Vice President the Atlaitic Coast Fisheries Co.
Sworn and subscribed to before me this 11th day of July 1929.
[SEAL.) FRANK SCIIARFEFNBERU,

My commission expires March 30, 1930. Notary Pblic.

OIL-BEARING SEEDS, AND ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE
OILS IN GENERAL

[Pars. 1723, 1727, and 17291

STATEMENT OF 3. 0. EASTLACK, PHILADELPHIA, PA., REPRE-
SENTING THE NATIONAL COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCERS'
FEDERATION AND ALLIED AGRICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS

(Including vegetable tallow, par. 17891

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommitteee)
Senator SAIOOT. Mr. Eastlack wants to speak upeu oil-bearing

seeds and oils, paragraphs 1723, 1727, 1729 and 1789.
You appeared before the House committee?

Mr. EASTLACK. I did not, sir. Our organization appeared, but I
did not personally appear.

Senator KING. Whom are you appearing for?
Mr. EASTLACK. I am employed by the Interstate Milk Producers'

Association of Philadelphia.
Senator SMOOT. We have the testimony of the National Coopera-

tive Milk Producers' Federation in the House hearings.
iMr. EASTLACK. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. Do you want to present additional evidence?
Mr. EASTLACK. Only a little additional evidence, Senator, with

respect to the importance of the free list in this whole problem of
the fats and oils as it relates to dairies.



Senator SMOOT. Well, that is the evidence they gave before the
House committee.

Mr. EASTLACK. Yes, except that we are not incorporating any old
material in this short presentation which I have here this morning.
I would like to put a bit of new information into the record, with
your permission.

Senator SMOOT. Yes. You may put the whole of it in the record
if you desire.

Mr. EASTLACK. Well, I would like to put this into the record, but
I would like to call the attention of this committee at this time to
one or two points in connection therewith.

The National Cooperative Milk Producers' Federation has been
joined in this presentation, as it was before the Iouse committee,
y practically all of the general farm organizations and many of the

organizations that are more directly concerned with the fats and oils
problems, such as tile livestock producers and certain of tie cottonseed
crushing interests. We are appearing on what has turned out to be
one of the most controversial subjects of the tariff. And tile farmers
of this country feel that it is one of the most important with which
they are confronted with respect to the tariff problem.

The magnitude of the oils and fats industry is excellehtly illustrated
by the fact that we are producing in this country about seven and
three-quarters billion pounds of vegetable, animal, and marine fats
and oils. In addition to what we are ploducinf', we are importing
about oie and three-quarters billion pounds, of which about a billion
pounds come into this country as extracted fats and oils, and three-
quarters of a billion pounds come in in the form of the raw materials
from which the oils are extracted. We are exporting about a billion
pounds-ahout three-fifths as much as we are importing. So that
we are annually consuming about seven and three-quarters billion
pounds net of oils and fats in this country.

Despite the fact that since 1921 representations have been made
to Congress by the producers, and Congress has met those representa-
tions with tariff rates from time to time, three-fifths of that entire
importation still enters this country duty free, and at this time I
would like to have each of the members of the committee examine the
chart which we have prepared here. I might state that our general
request to this committee is that all of the fats and oils he made
dutiable at 45 per cent ad valorcmn, and that the raw materials from
which the fats and oils are expressed be made dutiable at 40 per cent
a(1 valorem, leaving to the crushing interests in this country a 5 per
cent difrerential, whi'h could cover, except perhaps in exceptional
instances, tile additional manufacturing costs with regard to extrac-
tion as compared to the countries of origin.

Senator SmOOT. Are you an attorney?
Air. EASTLACK. No, sir.
Senator SNmOOT. What is your business?
Mr. EASTIACK. I am1 enli)loyed by the Interstate Milk Producers'

Association under the title of statistician, and have charge of the
re(colrds and tile general office work of that organization.

Senator SMOOT. I)o you think we could impose a 45 per cent duty
o0 copra from the Philippine Islands?

Mr. IEASTLACK. That is a problem, Senator, that I can not answer
from a legal angle. I think as a citizen. of this country that it would
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not be unfair to impose a. tax against the products of the Philippines, sen
except as we may ie committed by some specific agreement in our i
relationships withi the islands. If that be the case, and it is impos. tha
sible-and I might add that our organization intends to discuss with
this committee under section 301 our position on the question of the sit
Ihilippines-if it. be the case that the Congress of the United States I
can not assess either a full or a preferential tariff against the Philip. not
pines, we (10 not feel that that is a sufficient, reason not to impose equ
tariffs on the other things which do not originate in the Philippines.

Senator SMOOT. I haven't anly doubt but what we canll)05C a flax,
duty, but what is your ideas as to the moral side of the question? S
Have you given it. any thought? 1c0F

Senator KING. And the effect upon democratic principles if we are
to hol for exploitation foreign dominions? S

Mr. EASTLACK. If at some future (late the Philippines ay e fore
declared free and indellN(lent there will he no questions at that timeN
but that tariff' rates will go into effect against the islands, either a conl
preferential or fuji rate. not

Senator S11OOT. No doubt, but that is not what you are asking. in
Mr. EASTLACK. What I aml saying this morn'ling!, is that if this Aim

commit tee or if the Congress of tile United States (le'cides that a tariff tie
is not to be imposed against, the Philippines, that we (1o not want that tie
to be considered a complete reason as to why a duty should no(t be his
assessed against these fats and oils such as palni oil anld palm-keriel of 1
oil and coplra, which come from other sections of the world. to W-

Senator SMOOT. Well, of course copra does, but most of it homess of 0
from the Philippine Islan(ds. crp

Mr. EASTLACK. Granted. And if we call not secure the correction So
of the l)roblem as we see it at this tille we would have a partial li1
solution of this problem by the assessment of these rates against the of o.
other items. tilat

Seinato' KING. Is it your position that butter is not high enough? Stat
'IThat lard is not highl enough? fornil

Mr. E.ASTLACK. lhe rates now in tile House bill against lard are
higher thall those we requested, Senator. posit

Senator KING. Well, is it your contention that the doillestic you
prices of butter and lard and oleonmargariue find fats generally, and a po
soaps ale not high enough,? il tli

Mr. EASTLACK. Do you refer to farmer prices or retail )rices, ditur
Senator? surpli

Senator KING. Prices to the consumer. Se
h'. EASTLACK. I suspect that the consmUller feels that the surpli

high enough, Senator. * Farmers (o not feel that the fats market is and
high enough, and the- feel that they should have tile right, so far as vr
this county is concer'ned, so far as )hysically possible , to supply the Se
fats liarket in exactly tile same way as they "have the right to supply Sen
the oth(1 food markets of the country. show

Selatolr SNIOOT. You are asking the same rates on farin products Unite
and butter as fire asked by all of tie representatives of all of the farin Mr
organizations? lated

Alr. EASTLACK. Yes, si'. Sell
Senator Stoor. We have all of those tabulated. produ
Mr. EASTLACK. III the preparation of our brief we have not selected Mr

certain items with the idea that al exaggerate(d story coul be pre- Nort'



sented to this committee. Every item of fats and oils that has been
n)orted has been presented in this brief and in the previous briefs
that we have presented, with the idea that the committee would have
available a complete story with respect to the entire fats and oi!e
situation.

If the Senators will refer to this chart for a few minutes they will
notice that three-fifths of all of the fats and oils on the basis of all oil
equivalents, both fats and oils and raw materials, still enter this
country duty free. And that the one big item which is dutiable is
flhxsee( and linseed oil.

Senator KING. You appreciate the fact that we export farm prod-
u(.ts of various kinds to the extent of more than a billion dollars?

Mr. EASTLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator Ki.oG. Would those whonm you rel)resent like to see our

foreign markets for the products of the farmers destroyed?
Mr. EASTLACK. I believe the farmers of America, Senator, are

coming to the conclusion that the solution of the farm problem rests
not in increasing our exports of food products but in so diversifying
Anirican agriculture that we are able to supl)ly substantially all of
the demiands of the domestic market. So that before this (committeo
the largest single opportunity is l)resented in that they have here
tile opportunity of giving to the American farmer a chance to diversify
his agriculture aid supply the fats market of this country to the extent
of 1,731,000,000 pounds annually. And that if this famii problem is
to be solved it will be solved not'by continual incentive to production
o1' our surplus crol)s, bot by the allocation of lands now in surplus
crlops into crops on which we are not now on a self-sufficing basis.

Senator KING . Well, your surplus crops have in the main found a
market abroad to the extent that I have indicated, to the extent
of over a billion dollars, raw and semifinished products-if I may use
that expression. 1 imagine that the agriculturist of the United
States would like to find an outlet for agricultural products in various
fornis.

Mr. EASTLACK. Yes, Senator; but if the farmer would be in a
position to transfer a portion of his wheat acreage into flaxseed, as
you have made it possible in the House Bill, and if lie can transfer
a portion of his corn acreage into soy beans, as was made possible
in the House bill, his total income would be greater at a lesser expen-
diture of energy than to continue to produce these huge exportable
surpluses.

Senator KING. IS it not apparent to you that the exportable
surpluses have called for greater foreign commerce, both exports
and iml)orts, of legitimate and needed articles?

Mr. EASTLACK. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. All right.
Senator SM OOT. The chart that you handed to the committee

shows that there is 22.92 per cent of flaxseed oil importe(l into the
United States.

Mr. EASTLACK. 22.92 per cent ad valorem, Senator, is the calcu-
lated rate against the flaxseed.

Senator SMOOT. The ad valorem rate. It would be impossible to
produce that amount of flaxseed in the United States, would it not?

Mr. EASTLACK. I do not think impossible, Senator. Any of the
Northwestern wheat land is capable of producing flaxseed.
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Senator SIOOT. Well, we gave them a duty there and they do not S
seem to do it..

Mr. EASTLACK. We have increased our production of flaxseed, S
though, during the period of protection in the act of 1922. N

Senator SMOOT. In 1922 we gave them just exactly what they tha
asked. rece

Mr. EASTLACK. Yes, sir. S
Senator SM1OOT. And they said that if those rates would be given \

to them they could produce all the flaxseed that was required in the ma(
United States. Cep'

Mr. EASTLACK. They have produced more., sir. son
Senator SMOOT. They are not producing half. be
Mr. EASTLACK. Just about half, Senator.
Senator SM1ooT. Just about half. son-
Mr. EASTLACK. Yes, just about half. And the increase from 3.3

to 4.16 which the House rates have given we beleive will further utili
encourage that production. time

Senator SMOOT. You may proceed. S
Mr. EASTLACK. The present House bill as it has been passed and

presented to the Senate has made six changes in rates. 'The first of iml
these is that the rate on soy beans and soy-bean oil has been doubled.
The second is tiat the rate on sesame oil has been changed from the "k
free list to dutiable at 3 cents per pound. Tile third is that the rates the
on olive oil in cans of less than 40 pounds has been increased one cent to t
per pound. edib

Senator SMOOT. That does not help you very much, does it? chat
Mr. EASTLACK. No, sir; and it was interesting to note that that IupoI

increase was given largely because of representations of tle tin-plate T
manufacturers and not of the farmers. the C

Senator SMOOT. And the Italian cans are made of American tin shal
plate, are they not? other

Mr. EASTLACK. I could not answer for that, sir. The rates on refined she
wool grease have been classified and they will probably work to in- mat
crease the duty on that particular product. The rates on linseed Se
oil and flaxseed oil have been increased, the one from 40 cents per by t
bushel to 56, and the other from 3.3 to 4.16. raise
* Senator SMOOT. You do not want any increase over those figures? centE

Ir. EASTLACK. No, sir; we are not requesting that. That is I
substantially the request that we made before the committee. And So
the sixth is that palm-kernel oil has been made dutiable at 1 cent 81
per 1)ound if denatured at time of entry so as to he rendered unfit NI
for food l)Urposes. Se

Senator SMOOT. The President made a proclamation on flaxseed Sol
and also on flaxseed oil, (lid he not, increasing the rates? NI

Mr. EASTLACK. Well, I know that an investigation has been con- Se
ducted by the Tariff Commission. pound

Senator SMOOT. To 56 cents per bushel. That is what tile proc -  NI
lamation of the President was. And you are not asking any more infor
than that? Th

M r. EASTLACK. We did ask more, Senator, but we are not pressing tile c
this particular point. with

Senator SMrooT. But you have got that to-daV? dutia
Mr. EASTLACK. Fifty-six cents is therate established to-day by lishe(

reason of that proclamation. proce
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Senator SMOOT. By reason of tile proclamation of the President?
Mr. EASTLACK. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. And you do not want any more increase?
Mr. EAS'rLACK. The request before the committee originally was

that it be 84 cents per bushel, 1, cents per pound. And we have not
receded from that, but the other change has been made in the interim.

Senator SMOOT. All right.Mr. EASTLACK. Now with respect to the changes that have been
made in the House bill we find no particular criticism, with the ex-
ception that we are opposed and shall always remain opposed to the
soap makers' proviso that oils and fats if rendered unfit for food shall
be admitted to this country dutty free.

Senator SMOOT. Well, where would they get their fats to make
soap?

Mr. EASTLACK. We do not expect that all of the oils and fats
utilized in this country shall be produced here. Not for a very long
time.

Senator SMOOT. You want 45 per cent on coconut oil?
Mr. EASTLACK. We want 45 per cent on all of the oils and fats

imported into this country.
Stnator REED. Edible and nonedible?
Mr. EASTLACK. Yes, edible and nonedible, because we feel that

the influence on the price of the edible is just as marked with respect
to the conditions that surround unediblo as those that surround the
edible. While they are not entirely interchangeable, they are inter-
changeable sufficiently that the price influence on one is very marked
upon the othe'.

The specific request that I am making this morning is that all of
the oils and fats enumerated il )aragraphs 1626, 1630, 1632, and 1691
shall be lifted from the free list into their proper paragraphs in the
other schedules, Schedules 1 and 7; that the extracted oils and fats
shall be made dutiable at 45 Per cent ad valoremn, and that the oil
materials shall be made dutiable at 40 per cent ad valorem.

Senator REED.. You told us a while ago that lard had been put in
by the House at a higher rate than you had asked for. I see it was
raised by the House from 1 cent a pound under the 1922 law to 3
cents a pound.

M\r. EASTLACK. Four cents, was it not?
Senator Smoot. Three.
Senator REED. Three. What (lid you ask for?
Mr. EASTLACK. We asked for 4.6 cents, if I recall correctly.
Senator REEoD. Under paragraph 703, lard, 3 cents per pound.
Senator SMOOT. That is what the House allowed.
Mr. EASTLACK. I am misinformed on that particular point.
Senator REED. Lard compounds and lard substitutes, 5 cents per

pound.
Mr. HASTLACK. Five cents a pound I had in mind, but I am mis-

informed on that other point. So I beg the committee's pardon.
There is one other point, Senator, that I should like to make before

the committee, and that is, that irrespective of what might happen
with respect to the tariff against. the Philippines, that copra be made
dutiable; that the principle of establishing a tariff on copra be estab-
lished at this time. Copra contains 63 per cent of oil by tle ordinary
process of extraction. It is therefore but little more expensive to
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import copra into this country, from the transportation anglo, than
coconut oil itself. And we feel that if at any time in the future tile
Philippines shall be declared free and independent and that the full
rates of duty shall be then made effective against the Philippines, that
the protection which you have given .1s in the past of 2 cents a pound
on coconut oil will be immediately nullified by a complete switching
to Copra.

Senator SMOOT. If we change one, why, of course, we will change
the other.

MrII. EASTLACK. Of course the independence of the Philippines may
not necessarily be attached to a consideration of tariff matters. And
it is quite conceivable that copra, if it remains free, would imme-
diately

Senator StOOT. I think you need not lie awake at night over the
independence of the Philiplines.

Mr. EASTLACK. Well, we are not, sir, but we are earnestly asking
you that you (10 not consider t!at as a good and sufficient reason, as
apparently was done in the House, for not apl)lying duty on other
fats and oils.

(Mr. Eastlack submitted the following brief and chart:)

BIlE op Ttri NATIONAL COOPt.ERATIVE MILK PItODUCmIts' FEDEtATION AND
ALLIED AGItICULTUtAI, O(MANIZATtONS

Oilseeds, fish oils, vegetable oils, anid regetablc tallow. S'enatc hcaritqs, "Tariff act of
1929"-PIree list and 'J'itle I1, requ'sted rates, rates passed by House, anl rates
in tariff act of 1922

[Articles ia listel it (arif act orf 1922., with change.i liriiosel in louse hIll 2r,17, tariff bill of 19l291

Par.
No., Item Slatus, act Proposed shltus, Rates requested by allied agri.

act of (if 1922 hill of 19429 cultural groups I
1922

1626 Oil seels:
Copi 3 ................. Free ........ Free .............. 2 vents ;ier polid.

2

lielpseCil ................ ..... o.......... I vent per pound.Palm nults .............. ..... (to ........... (if) ............ 1.7 cents ler liound.

':lmln kerel mUts ............do. ... ....... ..... .1.2 cents tier loonId.
'lng Ils 4 .. . .. (o ........... do_ .. .10 ter cent a valorem.
IRlliesced ............. ....do ..... (o...... ."I. cents per pound.
l'erilla seeds ............ do ........... (o ............ 1.1 cents ier pound111.
.1es1ile seeds .......... ! ..... do ......... .... .... 2.4 cents ier imund.

All other oilseeds or nuts (. o -- do ............ .10 per cent ad v'alorem.
n. s. II. f. I

1030 Oils-Fish:
Coil .................. ) . d............ 3 cents per polund.5
Cod-liver .......... [ . do ...... o.......... 5.6 cents per pound.3

I These rates are identical with those requested by the alplicants before the louse ('omnmiltee on Ways
and Means.

2 In addition to and In conjunctilon with the requested spelfic rates, the following phrase is requested to
apply to each item of11inmolseils, Int hat e.i l0:1ti Ie icr (.ilil nil valoren."

3Request that rate of dtly aIIlying to colira Ie collected wit hnllt e bPiil ilt IcatUse of countyy of origin.
* No lung nuts illlprted iti 1927; duty requested to prevent iossilbl llllMeatIon of tiny rate assess ei

against tung iil.
'o extracted or expresed oils, "Ilu1t tiot less tha11n 45 ter telt[ul ti valorcoi."
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Animal, fish, and vegetable oils and fats, and combinations, Senate hearings, "Tariff
act of 1929," Schedule I, requested rates, rates passed by House, and rates in tariff
act of 1922
(Articles as listed in tariff act of 1022, with changes proposed In House bill 2607, Tariff Bill of 1020)

Par.
No., Item Status, act Proposed status, Rate requested by allied agri.

act of of 1022 bill of 1929 cultural groups 1
192"2

16:2 Oils-Vegetable, extracted,
or expressed:

Croton .............. None.
Paint .................. d.. . ....... 3.1 cents per pound.
Paint kernel ................. do... Free iftlenatured 1., 3.6 cents per pourd.
l'erlIla ....... .......... do...... Free ............... 4.6 cents per pound.
Sesan ................ ........ d. cents per pOllnd. 5.4 (cts per poUlit.
Sweet almond ......... ..... do . Free .............. 3.4 cents per plotind.
Olive-

Sunlplhtred or foots ....... do ...... ..... do ........... 3.9 cents per pound.
l)enatured ............. do.........do............ 7.5 cents per pound.

Tung ...... do. do.......... 5.9 (ellis per tiolind.
Nut oils, u. s. p. f ............ 4o ...... u..... do ............ .15 per cent nl( vlorell.

l1,9l Vegetable tallow..............do............ do .......... 3.1 cents per pound.
301 Prodltlts of 'hilip)ipe Is-;

lands: 3
Coconut oil ............... do .o......... 3.6 cents ier pound.4
lard ....... ......... ... do. . o ............ 4.6 cents per polnd.
Lard conipoltlnds ........... do do............ o.

30 Supplies for vessels of war:
Olive oil-

40-pound packages .. ...... ..... do.......... Free.
Other .................. (o ....... do........... o.

I Theo rates are Identical with those requested by tile applicants before tile House Conlmttee on Ways
and .MeIla.

I Il)tiuble In It. It. 2667 at 1 cent per poltund If Imported for edible purposes, otherwise free If rendered
unfit for use us food, etc.

3l addition to and lia conjnntltioln ,,ill the requl.,ted !pcCtlflc aile, the fI liowing phrase is requested to
apply to each Item of Illp.orts, "but not lesS than 45 per centllnl ll valorei."

'It is requested that tile exemnptiuu of products of the Philippine Islands from payment of (ilty be
abolished.

sports of animal, vegetable, and marine fats, oils, and greases, and related oil-
bearing raw materials

lUuder all paragrallhs concerned it act of 19221 F__ti__.

schledle articles listed Outline of articles In. Volule of Value of Duty paid lent ad
No. In- cluded Inports Inports valorem

rate

1o1 unds Ptr cent
Pars. Nos. I, Fatty acids, fish and 22.,912,6M8 $25,820,102 $0,7.",121.30 26.17

53, 51, 53, 57, allinl oils (Inedible),
58. extracted or ex resed

vegetable oils, hydro.
tellated oils and Lol-bInations of oils.

7 Pars. N)s. 701, (attlefalsani greases; 532,826, 506 .11,822,416 9,605,915.06 21.43
703, 7(0. hog fats and greass;oilstcels.,

14 1459.._....... OlIve 1t111s, ground ..... 5.000 320 64.00 20.00
Sliltolal, all dti.l 75S, 744,084 70, 442, iS 11,364,105. 30 23.16

able imports. ---- -- - -- ''-
Pars.Nos, 1626, Oilseeds,' fish ois, vege- ()7s, wM, 5 ,S,3.312,2 0 Nosne ...........

1M30, 1 32, table oils, expressed
1691, free or e\tracted, and
list. vegetable tallow.

Secs. 301 309, l tslts of Philippine 29 3,629,302 22,926,061; I None ...........
Title 111. Islands, supplies for

vessels of war of rec.
ognized foreign nia.
lions.

i4lnl'total. all nol. 9 72, 2.--, tKi ill, 2,, (.
dutiable fill. i I ..

ports. L

OranI total, ail 1 731,02N-01,I I, ,, . t,,
ports. .

I All articles Imporled as talulated It Table 25, "''lin ''ariY on Oils 6nd Fals," by II oialt utu otlrs.
l 0il.bearing raw Inttlials expressed it lerins of oil content at recognized percentages of extractiou.

Wg310--21F--voj.11 li ll vo 1--- 1il)
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Imports of animal, vegetable, and marine fats, oils, and greases and combination.
under Schedule I, tariff act of 19.2, during calendar year 1927

[AII Iteis of Imports classified under pars. 1, 53, 54, 65, 57, and 58)

Volume ofItem Imports

on ads
Acids, fatty .......................... 1,100,811
oiUs, fish and animal, classilled its ingdllo 110,825, 5%8
Oils, vegetable, expressed or extracted ...... 99,131,679
..... do ...................................... 14, 549,609
Oils, hydrogenated, vulcanized, etc ......... 184,793
OiIs, combinations, etc ..................... 117,068

Total, nil Imports classified under
Schedule I ......................... 225.012,578

Par.
No.

53
54
55
57
58

En.
tered
under
Par.
No.

63

U 4

Rate of duty

1U§ cents per pound.
..... (o ..............

Subtotal ..................................

Oils, fish:
Sod, herrin- men. 5 cents per gallon...

haden.
Whale ............ 6 cents per gallon...
Seal ................ do .........
Sperm ............. 10 cents per gallon...
All other fish oils, 20 per cent ad val-

n. S. p. 0. oremm.
Oils animal:

Wool greaso-
('ruide .......... ; cent per poundl...
Not crude ...... I cent per pound ....

All other Inedible 20 per cent ad val.
animal oils, fats, orom.
and greases, u,. s.
p. f,
Subtotal ...............................

Oils-Vegetable, ex-
pressed, or extracted:

Castor .......... 3 cents per luound...
Linseed ............ ' 3.3 cents per pound.
Olivo-

40.pound pack- 7 cents per pound.
age,

N. s. p. . 6t5 cents por pound.
Ioppy seed ........ 2 cents per pound...
Itapeoseed .......... 6 cents per gallon....
All other vegetable 20 per cent ad val.

oils, expressed or oreln.
extracted n.s. p.f.

Subtotal ................................
I

Value of
hmnports

279,544
150,41910. 72'.

Duty paid

$112,933 $10,512.62
5,7214 5 830,884.78

18, 830, 414 5,487, 414.93
1,10,924 415,180. 91

20,307 4,712.24
13,339 3,331,75

25,820,102 6,753,120.30

Volume of Value of
Imports imports

Poun ads
78, 560

1, 0±2, 275

,100,841

39,215,918

53,130,952
4, 718, 700
1, W4,873

693, 973

9, 009, 632
1,917,185144. 353

$7,140
105, 793

112,933

1,733,782

3,178,726
250,069
05,597
28,420

Equva.
lent ad
valorem

rate

Per cent
14. a14. Si
29.13
37.41
23.21

201r

Equiv.
Duty paid alent dvalorem

rate

Per cent
$1,178.49 16.11
15,334.13 14.49

10,512.62 I.2

261,439.45 1502

425,047.62 311
37,749.60 15.04
20,698.30 27.62
5,6W4.00 20.0

45.048.16 1A.11
19, 171 85 1S73
2-145.80 20. 0

110,-825, &8 5,728,185 830,884.78

18, 92 8,771 568.86

0, 360, 26 432,415 209,889.34

42, 202,490 9,782,192 3,169,6860.75

29,580,210 0,874,893 1,923,104.04
41,614 8,122 832.28

19,223,933 1,681,910 153,791.40
1,41,181 148,111 29,622.20

99,134,679 18,830,414 5,487,494.93

14,1

6.51

32.40

27.97
10.23
9.71

1 9.13

Item

O ec (red oil) .....
Stearic .............
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Imports of animal, vegetable, and marine fats, oils, and greases and combinations
under Schedule I, tariff act of 1922, during calendar year 1927-Continued

tered t y Volume of Value of Duty-ljld alent ad
under Item Rote of duty neports ot val e
Par. iprs imports valorem
No. rate

65Oils, tegetable,o-
I pressed or extracted: Pounds Per cent

Coconut, not prod. 2 cents.per pound... 38,014 2,990 760.28 25. 43
Uct of Phllilippino
Islands.

Cottonseed ........ 3 cents per pound... 394 521 11.82 22.73
lPeanut ............ 4 ceuts per pound... 2, 809, .50A 335,635 112.380.20 33.48
Soy bean ........ 21centsperpound. 11,515,027 713,657 287,875. i8 40.34
All other vegetable 29 er cent ad valo I f 2 14

oils, n. s p. f. reni. 180, 669 60,50 14,919. 00
Cocoa butter and 7M cents per pound !1 48.00

* olive oil front less 20 per cent. 1
Cuba.

Subtotal ............................... 14,549.609 1,108,024 415,180. 98 37.44

7 hydrogenated vegeta- 4 cents per pound...' 93,921 15,531 3, 757. 04 24.19
be oils.

Vulcanized, etc., vege- 20 per cent ad vao. 78,713 3,147 629.40 20.00
tlm.Ilo oils. reit.

Palm stearin.. . .. t............. . . 12,154 1,629 M 80 20. C0

Subtotal ............................... 184. 7931 20, 307 4.712. 241 23. 21

5s Combinations, etc., of 2 per cent ad vAol" 117,068 13,339 3,334. 25.00
vegetable oils. rent.

rand total.........................22,912,578 25,820,102 6,758,120.30 20.17

Imports of animal oils and fats and oilseeds under Schedule 7, tariff act of 1922,

during calendar ycar 1027

(All Items of imports classified under pars. 701, 703, and 760]

Item Rate of duty

Fats and olls-Anhnal: ITallow-- tllef ........... 9 cent per pound...
Mutton do ..............

Oleo oil .. Icen per pound ....
Oleo stoarin ........ .do.............

Subtotal ...............................

Fats and oils-Anuhal:
Lard ............... I cent per pound....
Lard compontls ....... 4 cents per pound...

Subtotal ...............................

Volume of
Imports

Pounds
10, b1, SiII
2 053, 1928 111 759
2, 064,125

15.788.0622

3,700
1, 250

5.092

Oil seeds: I
('astor beaus ....... , cent per pound... i1, 310, 12-
Flaxseed ........... 41) cents per bushel.. 449. m8.o. wiii
Ioppybeed ......... 32 cents per 100 2,797,07.1

potlids.
Sunflower seed ..... 2 cents per pound... 4G8, 032
Apricot and peach 3 cents per pound... 757

Kernels.
Soy e:m .......... , ceint per pounld... 710.:48
Cottonseed ........ ,! cent per pound... 1,858, 350

Subtotal ......... ...................... 032,832

(iranI total, l ..................... -'02-.12,500
imports. I

SEquiv.
Valueof Dutypaid alent ad
imports valorem

rate

Per cent
$7b7.243 $54, 272.73 1 6. .89

138,094 10, 265 90 7. 43
co,001 8,167.59 12.21

1b7.10 20,641.25 1l10

1,179, 848 3,347.53 i- 7.01

629 .37. 00 6.07

210 50.21 23.20

811 K .201 10.49

4, 29", 791 013,14.25 14.2i
a4,416,2i;0 8,8W3,345. 20 22.92

565, 354 18,843. 44 3.33

33,222 19, 744. 60 59.43
31-1 57.76 18(8

0;2,612 20,945.84 12. 8
15, 144 36,438.34 22. 06

43,011,727 9,512,479.33 21.80

•14,S22,.116 9035,19.06 21.43

Imports of oilseeds expressed in terms of oil content at recognized percentages of extraction,

Para.
graph1No.

701

703

709
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Imports of animal oils and fats and oilseeds under Schedule 14, tariff act of 19*,
during calendar year 1927

(All items of Imports classifled under par. 1459)

P'ara. volume Val of Dut Equira.
graph Item Rate of duty of t pay ent rateNo. imports impotstof duty

Pounds Per tent

1459 Oliv, nuts, ground ............. 20 per cent ad 5,000 $320.00 $64.00 20.00
valorem.

Imports of animal, vegetable, and marine fats, oils, and greases and combinations
under free list, tariff act of 1922, during calendar year 19027

[All items of Imports classified under pars. 12I, 1630, 1W32, 16911

gara- of dluty 'olmo of Value of
graph Item Jato import,, imports
No.

Pounds
1 6 2 1 ; O l l s e e d s I .. ... ... ... ............. . . . . . . . . . F r e e ........ 2 8 9 , 3 4 4 , 2 5 4 $ 2 1 . 2 5 9 , ,%
1630 O ils, fish ............................................ . (. o ------- 33,671,708 4,4S9,5 ,
1632 Oils, vegetable, expressed or extracted ................ do ....... 349.951,116 32,203,39
169 1 T a llo w , v e g e ta b le .. .. .. .... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ( o .. ... . 5 .68 7, ,5 1 3 S9, 740

Subtotal, all Imports entered under free lqt ...............6 178,654,659 58,342,210

Imports of olseeds oxpresied In ternes of oil content at recognined percentages of extraction.

Imports of animal oils and fats and oilseeds under free list, tariff act of 1922, during
calendar year 1927

M 1l Items of Imports classified under pars. 1626 and 1630

Entc ~d,
under i lato of Volume of Value of Duty
parA. I Item duty Imports Imports paidgraph
No.

'M Oilseeds: I Pounds
Copra .............................. Free. 284,126050 $20,641,189 None.
1leipseed ........ ................... Free. 971,044 105,288 None.Pan and pahln.kernel nuts ................. Free. 63,936 13,140 None.
tapeseed ................................... Free. 2,775,107 32S,591 None,

Perilla and sesame seeds ....................Free. 1 1,320, 888 156,851 None
All other oil, nut or seeds, i. s. p. f ......... Free. b9, 729 12,528 None.

Subtotal ............................................ 289,344,254 21,259,596 None.

1030 O1l-flsh:
Cod ........................................ Free. 15,85, 980 2,114,264 None.
Cod-liver ................................... Free. 17,814,728 2,375,297 None.

Subtotal ........................................ 33,671,708 4,48a,561 None.

(All Items of imports classified under pars. 1632 and 160911

1032 Oils, vegetable, extracted or expressed:
Crotou ..................................... Free. 1,010 1,288 None.
P11h -..................................... . Free. 159,911,079 11,039,519 None.
I 'alm kernel ................................ Free. 43,127,657 3,546,086 None.
lerilla ...................................... Free. 5,358,160 547,479 None.
Sesame ..................................... Free. 1,76M,129 203,413 None.
Sweet almond .............................. Free. 60,190 60,426 None.
Olivo-

Sulphured or foots ...................... Free. 42,307,314 3,691, 357 None.
Deuatured .............................. Free. 7,824,266 1,308,272 None.

Tung ....................................... Free. b9,050,411 11,809,643 None.

Subtotal .................................. ......... 349,951,116 32,203,353

1W91 Veglable tallow ............................... I Free. .5,687,581 389,740 None.

I Imports of oilseeds expressed in terms of oil content tit recognized percentages of extraction.
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Imports of animal oils and fats and oilseeds under Title III, tariff act of 1922,

during calendar year 1927

(All Items of imports classified under sees. 301 and 300]

See. No. Item Rate of Volume of Value of DutySeO te ... .duty imports Imports paid

301 Products of Philippine Islands: PoundsCoconut oil ................................. Free. 293,369,704 $22,899,807 None.
Lard compounds........................... . Free. 2,500 368 None.
Lard compounds......................Free. 248, 743 24,698 None.

Subtotal .................................. .......... 293,620,947 24, 3 None.

309 Supplies for vessels of war:
Olive oil-- , 1

40- ound packages ....................... ,301 1,501 None.Other .................................... 1,424 290 None.

Subtotal .................................. .......... 8,3551 1,7
Grand total ............................... 293,629,302 1 2,02,6&1 None.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD WOODALL, DALLAS, TEX., REPRESENT-
ING THE TEXAS & OKLAHOMA COTTON SEED CRUSHERS ASSO-
CIATION

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
Senator WATSON. Proceed with any statement you want to make.
M. WOODALL. I want to make it just ts brief as I can.
Senator WATSON,. Thank you.
Mr. WOODALL. But what 1 do want say is extremely, serious. I

represent the crude cottonseed oil crtishing industry of Texas and
Okilhoma. TIho vegretable-oil industry is a complicated one by
reason of the( innay ma11terials from which produced andi the further
fact that theyr aie produced Over it harge par1t of the worldl.

There is no lilnit to production as far as any prospective delnand is
concerned, in tropical countries in particular.

It is therefore manifest that without adequate tariff protection
vctetible oils and animal fats in the United States, exclusive of butter
which is protected in the Hawley bill recently passed-by the House
and a verdict peculiar to itself, we must produce' iats in the United
States at world-price levels of tropical and other low standards of
living tuod low cost of production countries.

It ilelns our domestic fats, both animal and vegetable must con-
tintit, to decline as foreign production grows and that, foreign pro-
diction will continue to grow until there is a very thin margin of
profit in its production.

I appear as an official representative of the Texas & Oklahoma
Cotton Seed Crushem Association. There are some 23Q crude
cotton-oil mills in these two States or 40 per cent of the entire crush-
iug industry in the South.

The Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers Association is also by official
expression demanding protection against foreign vegetable oils and
the substance from which made.

Time cotton-oil industry is one of tie largest manufacturing indus-
tries in the South-probably the largest.

It represents an annual total manufactured products of some
$250,000ooo.



It produces an average of 3,250,000 barrels of cottonseed oil-of
400 pounds per barrel.

It employs much labor, both common and skilled.
Within the past 20 years there has been a tremendous develop.

meant of the vegetable-oil industry ia the Orient, including coconut
oil in the Philippine Islands.

From Manchuria, soy-bean oil, on which the present rate of duty
of 216 cents per pound has been effective--Chinese peanut oil, the
House rates of 4 cents per pound would be effective. Cottonseed
oil 3 cents per pound would be fairly protective, and our imports of
cottonseed oil were never of any consequence. It is not particularly
material.

Senator SMOOT. Leave it as it is.
Mr. WOODALL. Three cents.
Senator HARRISON. You are in favor of all the rates as carried in

the House bill?
Mr. WOODALL. I think the rates ought to be raised to a common

level.
Senator WATSON. What do you mean by common level?
Mr. WOODALL. Well, the agricultural group filed a brief in which

all the agricultural organizations in the United States joined and in
which the industry that I represent joined in, asking for a 45 per cent
ad valorem or specific rate on the past two or three year basis trans.
lated to a 45 per cent basis.

Senator WATSON. Why do you prefer an ad valorem to a specific?
Mr. WOODALL. I prefer a specific. We asked for specific rate of

approximately 3% cents a pound.
Senator CONNALLY. On all of these oils?
Mr. WOODALL. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. That is what you meant to put them all on

the same level?
Mr. WOODALL. Yes, sir. We are also large importers of palm and

palm kernel oil from British West Africa and for the six months
period ending March 31st last, to the extent of 340,000 barrels. Th6
House bill provided a tariff on palm kernel oil of 1 cent per pound,
but provided if denatured and making it unfit for use other than in
soap, free of duty.

Palm oil is left on the free list.
Sesame oil, a high quality of oil available for use now on the free

list is made dutiable in the House measure at 3 cents per pound-but
the seed from which produced is left on the free list.

About one-half of our coconut oil comes in the oil itself from the
Philippine Islands, which is duty free. The other half imported is
in copra, which is on the free list from all countries, and of the copra
imported at least 80 per cent is from the Philippines.

The House bill raised the rate from 2,3 to 5 cents on soya bean
oil, but as under the schedule for oils as we now have it the 2% cents
were effective.

Senator HARRISON. Do you want that reduced?
Mr. WOODALL. I want it raised in proportion to whatever the

tariff on the other oil is if these rates that have been asked for by the
agricultural group is accorded why then soya-bean oil ought to be
raised in line.

Senator WATSON. How do you arrive at these rates?
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il-of Mr. WOODALL. They are all figured out, Senator, by Mr. Holman
and his associates.

Senator CONNALLY. He is an economist that works for these--
21p Mr. WOODALL. I think they are pretty scientifically worked out.
I Senator WATSON. Based on production cost?

lonut Mr. WOODALL. Yes, sir. I presume you have Peen the brief we

have filed, but if it is not before you we will put it in your hands.
uh There was no reason for this if the general rates and free list on both
tseed the oils and substances are to remain as the House bill provides.

As of The House bill left the following oil-bearing substances on the free
ary list, viz:

Copra, palm nuts, palm nut kernals, rapeseed, hempseed, sesame.
The last three are of minor importance. The first three of great

importance, if so enacted in the tariff law as passed by the House
3d i would invalidate the whole schedule. Each 1 cent per pound

effective duty on foreign vegetable oils means 83 pet ton of added
111o1 value to cottonseed or $18,000,000 to the average cotton crop.

The most serious of all competition is in coconut oil and copra
imported from the Philippines.

Thich For instance, for the six months ending March 31 last, we imported
id i from the Philippines approximately 500,000 barrels of coconut oil
cent and a like amount of oil content in imported copra, 80 per cent of

which was from the Philippines. At that rate we are importing from'as the Philippines of coconut oil approximately 1,800,000 barrels, or
"ific? 55 per cent, of our average annual production of cottonseed oil.
_z Of For that period we imported of coconut oil and in oil content in

copra of palm and palm kernel, all duty free, at the rate of 2,680,000
barrels annually as against our average annual production of cotton
oil of 3,250,000 barrels-or more than 82 per cent.

on aBoth of these oils are produced under the most favorable conditions
as to costs and we simply can not compete with them in the production

and of annual and vegetable fats in the United States.
Mks Of the 448,000,000 acres of land in thePhiippines only 8,300,000

,h6 were estimated in cultivation in 1920 ' (:B noriou amounts are yet
public domain. A corporation that wants t pjt utlt coconut grove

1 can obtain a grant of 50,000 aies'ia;out, a tt practically
no cost. ,h j -. .. I . , J•j( "4 ,

Senator WATSON. YOU -aro.aArnican citizeu®1.e1 to bear
all the burdens and .ob1I ions by reason of uhtka listing.-bt We have the Phi ii. Now, i'it your id.hat i st ll
have them and yet *ua to receiv* f p 0diiots cor Ito this
t untry? How d o _upo sto deal 'Rtlth~tsituatid ?':

Mr. WOODALL.iI'4 O.O'aiw, S tor. lU~hat is a 4 t ' for
Congress to decideaj *p_ i tro .ay ',, .'ym .Da Senator WATSo*Mj.~iOW thati ,(1 t .' ; r rsa rci

Mr. WOODALL. W'M}I&Ve got to' itl s aft.l, has
ents been a lot said about a sugar tar. '&iiato Smoot is i in

sugar because I was ou 4a his SWa,!m #6mg~r. But nt I
want to make is thit 10 per f.tf the we u° n the
Philippines. We ca 40* ii caVe tari t uua uh as
we are importing 70 'pe *' it; and still' - ° M free for

be the time being. But weit- own thea r ''seed and
producing other fats in' We *tty different
situation. They are making 0W io l ti *d down. evi-
dently below any reasonable basis of cost of production.
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Senator WATSON. Go ahead.
Mr. WOODALL. It was estimated there was planted 1,200,000 acres

in coconuts in 1926, and if this acreage will produce 55 per cent as ist
much coconut oil as we are producing cotton oil in the United States,
it is easy to understand therm is nothing to stop increased production, 8
except the price level. That price level will destroy the properties of of t
the fat producers in the United States and facts will only continue to A,
be produced as an incident to other production. S

There is no way the vegetable oil industry or other fat producers
in the United States can be protected except in either taxing the S
Philippines or limiting their exports. N

There was filed before the Ways and Means Committee by the it.
agricultural group, a very comprehensive brief in this matter and Sc
in which the interests I represent joined. All the facts are set out othe
in that brief. It included practically every farm organization M
in the United States. Se

At the time the brief was filed the Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers pine.,
Association had not taken action on the tariff question. Except M
for that fact the entire agricultural group and the entire cotton oil it is
crushing industry, as represented in official organization, would have So
formally joined in this common cause. M

It is a very big and somewhat complicated question. The points S
can not all be presented without considerable time, therefore, I can R
only urge the members of the committee to study the brief filed Set
by the Ways and Means Committee by Charles W. Holman and thin
associates.

The interests of the cotton seed oil mills are secondary in that
whatever prices they receive for the products of cottonseed, deter- STA
mine what they must pay the farmers for cottonseed.

It is freely predicted that with the enormous supply of foreign
vegetable oils now in this country, as well as the supply available (T
yet to come, and with the large carry-over of cotton oil by reason Sen
of these cheap foreign oils, that crude cotton oil will sell at 6 cents Ways
per pound this coming crushing season-6 cents is the average Mr
5 year pre-war price level. Sen

Coconut oil, at Pacific coast points, is now selling at 6% cents and hearing
the price of coconut oils as a rule is at the same price-sometimes mittef
one is higher than the other and the reverse. of Ho

It will be nothing short of a disaster for southern farmers for the are lo
further reason that the costs of crushing cottonseed are 60 per cent what
higher than before the World War. We could crush seed at that S
time as low as $4 per ton. It now costs on an average of $7 per ton, so soap
there is nothing the mill can do but deduct the increased costs of Mr.
crushing from the price it pays the farmer for the seed. their

I am sure we are all unhappy that we must either tax or limit mittee
Philippine importation, but we must choose between the well being House
of our American fat producers and the Philippines. Our advices attack
are that the coconut groves of the islands belong mostly to foreigners, on all
probably 25 to Americans. only t,

Finally this competition is impossible to meet, and I can see the so
nothing but deterioration of my industry and impoverishment of that th
every southern farmer who produces cotton if no relief be granted. and
As the situation is so desperate it justifies extraordinary consideration was Fr
at the hitnds of the Congress in finding a solution. that s,
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Senator CONNALLY. Setting the Philippines aside, the House bill
8 as I understand it, does not tax copra, even from other countries;
a is that true?
BS, Mr. WOODALL. That is right; yes, sir.
in, Senator CONNALLY. Why would not a tariff on copra from the rest,
of of the world help a little?
to Mr. WOODALL. It would help a little.

Senator CONNALLY. Have you got that in the brief?Is Mr. WOODALL. Yes, sir; that is all asked for in there.
Senator CONNALLY. How much do you want on copra?
Mr. WOODALL. It is about two and three-quarters, as I remember

ie it.
d Senator SMooT. There is no copra comes in or copra oil from any
it other place?
in Mr. WOODALL. Some; not much.

Senator CONNALLY. The witness said 80 per cent from the Philip-
15 pines. I suppose 20 per cent came from some place else.

Mr. WOODALL. Of course, it could come from anywhere where
d it is available.

Senator CONNALLY. How about the other oils?
Mr. WOODALL. That would help a little bit for the time being.
Senator CONNALLY. A little bit is better than nothing.
Mr. WOODALL. Oh, yes.
Senator CONNALLY. Have you got those rates on these otherthings?
Mr. WOODALL. Everything we asked for is in there.

STATEMENT OF F. M. BARNES, CINCINNATI, OHIO, REPRESENT-
ING THE AMERICAN LAUNDRY SOAP INDUSTRY

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Senator SMOOT. Mr. Barnes, you appeared before the House

Ways and Means Committee?
Mr. BARNES. I lid.
Senator SMooT. . wish you would not repeat what is in the House

hearings, because it only makes double reading, and when this com-
mittee gets together to decide upon the rates we have 11,000 pages
of House hearings, and our hearings will be about the same, and you
are loading us down with all that. So I wish you would not repeat
what you have already said.

Senator REED. Tell us in a nutshell what it is that the laundry-
soap industry wants.

Mr. BARNES. The laundry-soap industry is here simply defending
their position. We have not asked for anything before the com-
mittee except to be let alone. And that was our position before the
House Ways and Means Committee. We, of course, were vitally
attacked by this demand for a blanket 45 per cent ad valorem duty
on all vegetable oils and fats, which was a very serious matter not
only to the industry itself but to the country at large, because after all
the soap industry are merely converters. We produce nothing. So
that the increased cost naturally would have to be added to the price
and passed on to the public generally. And it seemed to us that it
was from a lack of understanding of the entire fats and oils situation
that such a demand was made.
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Senator SMOOT. Do you represent the soap manufacturers?
Mr. BARNES. The soap manufacturers. Mah
Senator SMOOT. You know that business pretty well, do you? S
Mr. BARNES. I know it; yes.
Senator SMOOT. Could you say offhand what is the profit on a case

of Ivory soap from the completion of manufacture to the first whole.
sale price?

Mr. BARNES. I could not answer that about an individual brand perf
of soap because the records are not kept of that.

Senator SMOOT. Well, what is it generally? Is it a small profit? coun
Mr. BARNES. It is a small profit. whit
Senator SMOOT. And made large by the great quantity produced, So

is that it? the
Mr. BARNES. Entirely. M.
Senator S.rooT. Well, have you not an idea of what that profit is? So
Mr. BARNES. Vell, it is a very small profit. It probably averages that

less than 6 per cent in the soap industry. M
Senator SMOOT. Well, if it is 6 per cent it is higher than they in

testified it was in 1922.
Mr. BARNES. I say it averages less. State
Senator KING. Do you mean for the entire output? I
Mr. BARNES. For instance, a box of laundry soap in 1912 was $3.90. thet

A box of laundry soap to-day is about $4.35. Se.
Senator SMOOT. Yes; but I am speaking of your profits. In 1922

when the question of profits came up I remember very distinctly ering
that a case of laundry soap was sold on a basis of less than 5 per cent So.
profit. years

Mr. BARNES. On laundry soap. That is true on laundry soap. Of Mr
course, there are other items in the soap industry. iidus

Senator SMOOT. Of course, fancy soaps. 30 ye
Mr. BARNES. The soap business as a whole has been in very unsat- anyth

isfactory shape. Sel
Senator KING. You made the statement that there has been an in. The

crease in price on laundry soap during the period indicated in your sand
former answer, is that true? Mr

Mr. BARNES. From 1912, before the war, as compared with to-day's Meallf
price. We have had a very little increase in the price of soap in that but y
period as compared with the increase in price of labor and raw mate. lilpk,
rials and other factors that enter into it. Sel

Senator REED. YOU are principally concerned with coconut oil, lot Of
are you? was it

Mr. BARNES. We are concerned with all the soap-making vege- Mr.
table, animal, and sea animal oils. They all have their uses. There t.
are certain oils that are absolutely essential to certain branches of Sen
the industry. For instance, sulphurated olive oil is absolutely essen. Senn
tial to the textile soap industry. An coconut oil is absolutely essen- Mr.
tial to the white soap industry. All these various oils are essential. Country
And some of the others supplement the deficient domestic supply of tday
tallow. The whole fats and oils position is a very simple one if it is rather
boiled down, and that is that we have an exportable surplus of edible geasC4
fats and a shortage of about the same amount of the inedible fats or or tha
foreign fats, if you want to refer to them in that way. recov

Senator SMOOT. Let me ask you a question. Suppose we put an the scr
embargo on copra and coconut oil against the world, what oils would and th
you use in the making of soap for the American people?
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Mr. BARNES. Well, of course, we could not make the soap we are
making to-day; that would be an impossibility.

Senator SMOOT. It would be an inferior grade of soap?
Mr. BARNES. It would be an inferior grade of soap; nothing else.
Senator KING. Could cottonseed oil take their place?
Mr. BARNES. No, sir; it could not.
Senator BARKLEY. What is the particular function that copra oil

performs?
Mr. BARNES. Well, we have a great deal of hard water in this

country, and lathering is most important. Then the question of
white soap.

Senator BARKELY. What ingredient is it in the soap that creates
the lather?

Mr. BARNES. That is the coconut oil.
Senator BARKLEY. That is the coconut oil. Is there any other oil

that will produce that satisfactorily?
Mr. BARNES. Well, palm-kernel oil is the nearest to coconut, but it

is not quite as good.
Senator SMOOT. None of that is produced to speak of in the United

States.
Mr. BARNES. There are not any of these oils that are produced in

the United States.
Senator BARKLEY. Soap without lather is of very little use.
Mr. BARNES. Very little. If you use hard water with an unlath-

ering soap you will find that out.
Senator SMOOT. Without that the soap would be like that of 30

years ago, when I remember the soap was as yellow as sacking.
M8r. BARNES. The whole industry has changed, just like any other

industry. We have gone from yellow soul) to white soap in the last
30 years. You can go back to something poor if you could not get
anything better, and you would have to use it.

Senator REED. You saw the effect in Germany during the war.
The soap there was absolutely without lather. It was clay and
sand mostly.

Mr. BARNES. I was asked the same question by the Ways and
Means Committee, and I said that you could make a soap out of sand
but you would have to have a pretty hard skin to use it on. It is
simply a question of giving the public what they want.

Senator BARKLEY. When I was a boy my mother used to make a
lot of lye soap out of lye created from wood ashes and grease. What
was it that produced the lather?

Mr. BARNES. You made it, I suppose, out of nothing but animal
fat.

Senator BARKLEY. That is all.
Senator SIOOT. Hog fat.
Mr. BARNES. Well, from the standpoint of the plants in this

country our supply is not increasing. They are killing less cattle
to-day than they killed 20 years ago, so our supply is diminishing
rather than increasing. And from the standpoint of the talbw and
greases, about 70 per cent of the tallow and grease that we get to-day,
or that is produced in the United States to-day, is what we call
"recovered fats." In other words, that has been sold as meats and
the scraps have been picked up from the butcher shop, the restaurant,
and the hotel and rendered, and we get our tallow that way. In
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other words, on a 1,000-pound steer killed in the packing house we
get about 6%3 pounds of tallow. It i s passed on and weighed in as meat.
And the consumer pays the meat price, and the butcher cuts it off and
throws it behind the counter, and the renderer comes along and picks
it tip. So that no duty is going to help the cattle raiser as far as the
price of tallow is concerned, because it is not coming from that source.
And the same way in connection with the importation of oil. We are
exporting about 800,000,000 pounds of lard.

Senator SMOOT. Where does that mostly go to?
Mr. BARNES. It is going to Germany, to England, and to a lesser

extent into Central Europe.
Senator KING. Did you state that we exported 800,000,000 pounds

of lard last year?
Mr. BARNES. Yes, sir. In addition to tha , we are exporting a

certain amount of cottonseed oil, lard compounds, and other items
which about balance our importations. But we are selling in the
place of the lard that we are exporting our lard compound made
from cottonseed oil. And 99 per cent of the cottonseed oil last year
was used edibly. I am speaking now of the refined cottonseed oil.

Senator SMOOT. You mean 99 per cent of the total production?
Mr. BARNES. Ninety-nine per cent of the total production of

cottonseed oil in this country was used. And only 1 per cent, and
that was a poor quality, or made from bad seed or something of that
kind, drifted into industrial channels.

Senator SMOOT. Most of it went into margarine?
Mr. BARNES. No; very little went into the margarine. It went

into the lard compounds. And it is an ideal situation, because, you
see, the average price on lard is 12 cents a pound at New York.
We are selling compounds in the place of our lard here at practically
the same price as pure lard. We are importing in the place of these
fats these various oils on a differential basis of about 4 cents a pound.
So it makes an ideal arrangement as far as the United States is con-
cerned, not only from the standpoint of getting the cheaper oils and
the cheaper soap to our people here but from the standpoint of the
hog producer, who is getting a higher price for his lard on account
of being exported.

Senator KING. Do we get a good price for the exported lard?
Mr. BARNES. Yes.
Senator KING. A higher price than we get at home?
Mr. BARNES. They get practically the market price.
Senator KING. And as substitute for the higher priced lard these

compounds are taking its place?
Mr. BARNES. These compounds are taking its place. I said 99 per

cent of the cottonseed oil production last year was used edibly. The
average of the last 10 years is 9814 per cent of the cottonseed oil
production that has been used edibly. Now, my experience goes
back to the time when every bit of cottonseed oil which was pro-
duced was used in the soap kettle. And we people who are also in
the refining have spent millions of dollars improving the processes
of handling cottonseed oil in order to bring up the level of quality
to a point where it would compete as an edible product in this country.
And after years of labor along that line we have finally seen cotton-
seed oil come into its own from an edible standpoint.
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Senator KING. As an edible it commands a higher price than as
a soap product?

Mr. BARNES. Absolutely, and it would always command that.
Senator SMOOT. Was there anything else?
Mr. BARNES. I will present a brief.
Senator SMOOT. All right, thank you.
(Mr. Barnes submitted the following brief:)

BI3IEF OF TUHE AMERICAN LAUNDRY SOAP MANUFACTURERS' AssoCIATION

COMMITTEE ON FIANCE,
United States Senate,

Hion. REED SHOOT, Chairman,
Washington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: On behalf of the soap industry of the United States, who, on
account of the lack of supplies available in the United States, must import 45
per cent of their raw materials in the form of fats and oils, I desire to make the
following statement and offer certain recommendat ions:

As an industry we are interested in the following schedules:
Schedule 1. Paragraphs 53, 54, 55, and 58.
Schediule 7. Paragraph 701.
Schedule 16. Paragraphs 1723 and 1729-
In order to get a clear picture of the fat and oil situation affecting the industrial

user it is necessary to consider all of the above paragraphs:
ScEDUiE, I.-Paragrapli 5:3. Oils, animal and fish: Cod, herring, and men-

haden, 5 cents per gallon; whale and seal, 0 cents per gallon; sperm, crude, 10
cents per gallon; sperm, refined or otherwise processed, 14 cents per gallon;
spermacetti wax, 6 cents per pound; wool grease containing more than 2 per
cent of free fatty acids, I cent per pounl; containing 2 per cent or less of free
fatty acids and not suitable fdr medicinal use, 2 cents per pound; suitable for
medicinal use, including adeps lane, hydrous or anhydrous, 3 cents per pound;
all othr animd anl fish oils, fats, anl greases not specially provided for, 20
per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph 54. Oils, vegetable: Castor, 3 cents per pound; hempsecd, 1)'i cents
per pound; linseed or flaxseed, and combinations and mixtures in chief value of
such oil, 4 '%ioo cents per pound; olive, weighing with the immediate container
less than 40 pounds, 81. cents per pound onl contents and containers; olive,
not specially p~rovidled for, (iii cents iier p~oundl; poppy)3 seedl, 2 cents per pound,
rap~eseed, 0 cents her gallozi; all other expressed or extracted oils not specially
provided for, 20 per cent ad valorem.

Paragraph .55: Coconut oil, 2 cents per pound; cottonseed oil, 3 cents per
pound; peanut oil, 4 cents per pound; palm-kernel oil, 1 cent per pound; sesame
oil, 3 cents per pound; aud soya-bean oil, 5 cents per pound.

Paragraph 5S: Combinatioiis and mixtures of animal, vegetable or mineral
oils, or of any of them (except combinations or mixtures containing essential or
distilled oils), with or without other substances, .nd not specially provided for,
25 per cent ad vo~orem, but noL less than the rate applicable to the component
material subject to the highest rate of duty: Provided, That no article containing
alcohol sliall be classified for duty under this paragraph.

SCHEDUiuE 7.-Paragraph 701 : Tallow, one-half of 1 cent per pound.
SciminuiE 16.-Paragraph 1723: Oil-bearing seeds and nuts; copra, hemp-

seed, palh nuts, pahn-nut kernels, tung nuts, rapeseed, perilla, and sesame seed;
seeds and nuts, not specially provided for, when the oils derived therefrom are
free of duty.

Paragralh 1729: Oils, expressed or1 extracted: Croton, palm, perilla, and
sweet ahld110111' olive oil and paln-kernel oil rendered unfit for. use as food or for
any but mechanical or manufacturing purposes, by such means as shall be
satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury and under regulations to be pre-
scribed by" him; Chinese anl Japanese tung oils; and nut oils not specially pro-
vided for.

The above represents the result of the hearings before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of Representatives.

The agricultural interests in conjunction with certain fish-oil factories on the
Atlantic coast and the Southern Tariff Association made a demand before the
Ways and Means Committee of the House for a blanket duty of 45 per cent
ad valoremn on all vegetable oils and fats.
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This was a most ill-advised demand and would seriously affect a great many
industries in the United States using vegetable fats and oils, such as the laundry-
soap industry, tin-plate industry, paint and varnish industry, tanning industry,
lubricating-oil industry, patent-leather industry, rubber industry, and a number
of other industries of lesser importance.

The United States has a surplus of edible fat in the form of lard, which is
exported to Europe. We have a shortage of inedible fats and oils for industrial
purposes of approximately 1,000,000,000 pounds annually. There is nothing
produced in the United States or that can bo produced in the United States that
will take care of this demand, for the reason that everything that is available in
the United States to the industrial-oil user is being consumed.

There was no change made in Schedule 1, paragraph 53, by the Ways and
Means Committee of the House.

Outside of a sentimental one, there is no good reason why there should be any
duty to-day on fish or whale oils. The following table shows the number of
whales caught by American fisheries and the amount of oil produced; also the
production of menhaden oil. Seal oil is no factor. Sperm oil mentioned in this
paragraph is not used by the soap makers on account of its peculiar quality.

Estimated
number Amount of Amountof
whales whale oil menhadencaught by oll

Amnerfea produced I produccd I
fisheries

Barrels Bfrele
1928 ................................................................ 852 230,416 '77,333
1927 ................................................................ 811 30,285 71,440
1926 ................................................................ 732 20,362 80, 53
1925 ................................................................ 598 21,530 103,
1924 ................................................................ 627 22, 570 7Z 938
1923 ................................................................ 708 25,498 149, 078
1922 ............................................................... . 1,020 30.725 131.280
1921 ............................................................ 212 7,642 108,901
1920 ............................................................ 1,707 61,469 73,63
1919 ................................................................ 648 23,332 34,178

I Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census.
2 Estimated.
(See Exhibits A and B.)
As far as fish oils are concerned, there is a ready market for all the fish oil pro.

duced by the American fisheries. The largest production of fish oil is the men.
haden fisheries along the Atlantic coast. This is a very fluctuating production
and is dependent entirely upon the run of fish, and as a matter of fact the success
of the industry also depends on the fish being caught in sufficient numbers to
justify the operation of these plants.

The smallest production in the last 10 years has been 70,000 barrels and the
largest production 150,000 barrels, so you can see that there is a wide spread in
production and a very uncertain supply for the soap maker and industrial user.

Regardless of this, whether this industry produces 70,000 or 150,000 barrels,
there is a market for it. Furthermore, a competitive market, as the soap makerbuys this oil in competition with the oil pressed or other interests going into such
lines of trade for technical purposes as the paint and varnish trade, leather, etc.

This is the only production on the Atlantic coast. On the Pacific coast the
production is limited on account of State or national legislation. The fishing on
the Pacific ooast is sardine and herring. The California Legislature passed a law
this year which provides that 13 i cases of sardines must be packed per ton of
sardines caught, and the herring fisheries on the Alaska coast are also surrounded
by a lot of special legislation, the whole purpose of which is to control the fishing
and curtail the operation of these plants to the canning of these fish for food in
order to control the supply.

All of the above, however, does not help the industrial-oil users in the United
States to secure supplies, they being short already 45 per cent of their requirements.

Whale oil: As far as the whaling industry in the United States is concerned, our
relations with them are very close and they have stated to us that they are not
interested in the tariff situation, and we can rightly see where this is no important
factor to them.
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The whaling industry is a very hazardous industry, and like the fishing industry

it depends on the whales caught whether or not the industry is a profitable one.
As the matter stands to-day, whaling has disappeared completely on thb

Atlantic coast, where at one time it was a thriving industry, solely because whales
have disappeared from those waters. In was then that the whaling interest was
switched to the Pacific coast. The whales are disappearing on the Pacific coast
and the industry is making no progress, and there is nothing that can be done
from the standpoint of the tariff that would help them.

The history of whaling is that through the interest all over the world in the
catching of whales they have been gradually forced back into the South Antarctic,
which is the only profitable whaling ground to-day. The world production of
whale oil this year (1928) was as follows: Barrels

United States ------------------------------------ 26, 060
Canada ---------------------------------------- 7, 568
British and Norwegian ------------------------ ---- 400, 000
Norwegian - --------------------------------- 1, 027, 000
Others ------------------------------------- 266, 372

Total ------------------------------------- 1,727, 000
The United States production was only 1% per cent of the world production.
Whale oil to-day entering the United 'tates pays a duty of 6 cents per gallon.

We asked for the removal of this duty and that whale oil be permitted to cater
the United States free when denatured and rendered unfit for food.

For the reasons cited above and in the broad sense we are not importing whale
oil from any country, this oil coming direct from the South Antarctic Ocean, the
only difference being that the whaling is done under the Norwegian and English
flags to-day rather than under the United States flag and nothing is gained by
having this oil on the dutiable list.

Paragraph 54. The soap industry is not interested in the oils under this para-
graph.

Paragraph 55. The soap industry and other large industrial vegetable-oil users
have no objection to the duties covered by paragraph 55 on the various oils, such
as coconut oil, cottonseed oil, peanut oil, palm-kernel oil, sesame oil, and soy-
bean oil, provided these industries are supplied with free raw materials under
paragraph 1723 and the denatured oil provisions in 1729.

The effect of this protects the soy-bean crusher and the cotton grower with
his by-product cottonseed. All of the cottonseed oil produced from crushing
cottonseed in the United States is going into edible consumption except such
refuse as may be unfit for food, and at the same time it takes care of the industrial-
oil user and provides him with a supply of raw materials for his particular line of
business.

Paragraph 58. We are satisfied with this paragraph as it now reads.
SCHEDULE 7.-Paragraph 701. Tallow one-half of 1 cent per pound duty.
There is absolutely no reason why there should be a duty on tallow except to

protect the production of edible tallow. In other words the class of tallow that
is covered by paragraph 701 is the grade of tallow that would be used for soap
and industrial purposes and should be followed by the clause "when rendered
unfit for human food," and added to paragraph 1729 and permitted to enter the
United States free of duty.

Our reason for making the above statement is-
(1) The production of tallow in the United States does not come from the

packing house. Seventy per cent of all the tallow and greases produced in the
United States is produced from recovered fats.

The following yields of inedible fats derived from the slaughter of hogs, cattle,
calves, and sheep were taken from the Packers Encyclopedia, a handbook publish-
ed by the National Provisioner, in Chicago, in 1922:

HOGS Pounds
per hog

White grease ----------------------------------------------------- 2. 73
Yellow grease ---------------------------------------------------- . 39

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 3. 12
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'CATTLE Pounds
Inedible prime tallow ........................... t.. 41

N o. 2 tallow ------------------------------------------------------- 95
Brown grease --------------------------.-------------------------- 1. 23

Total ------------------------------------------------------- 6.9
CALVES

No. 1 tallow ------------------------------------------------------ .45
Brown grease -----------------------------------------------------. 65

Total ------------------------------------------------------ 1.10
SHEEP

No. 1 tallow ------------------------------------------------------. 19
No. 2 tallow ------------------------------------------------------. 28
Brown grease -----------------------------------------------------. 19

Total ------------------------------------------------------ .66
Tile tallow from a 1,000-pound steer is worth 9 cents per pound, or 59 cents.

The gross value of the steer is between $150 and $160. Tile grease from an aver.
age-weight hog of 200 pounds is 3 pounds, at a price of 86 cents, is 25 cents,
while the hog is worth 88 a hundred pounds, or $10.

The tallow and grease from a calf is 1 pound at a price of 9 cents, while the
calf is worth approximately $15.

The tallow from a sheep is six-tenths of a pound, and at a price of 9 cents would
be worth 5 cents, while the sheep is worth $6.

A duty, therefore, on tallow would be impossible to find in the price paid to the
farmer or livestock grower.

Number of animals slaughtered

Cattle

1910 ............................................ 13, 541,000
1927 ............................................ 14,000,000
1928 ............................................ 12,452,000

Calves Sheep Swine

0, 553, 000 14,797,000 47,076,001
9,030,000 10, . 9,000 69, 250, 000
8,667,000 17,348,000 7, 593,O0

The 70 per cent of tallow that is produced in the United States from recovered
fats represents a class of material for which the consumer has paid meat prices
and is produced from tIle scraps from butcher shops hotels, restaurants, homes, etc.
which is rendered and tallow and grease recovered. Only 30 per cent is really
produced in the packinghouse from livestock.

The present duty on tallow is equivalent to 3 cents per steer, and is so negli-
gible as to be of no benefit to the farmer or cattle raiser and no duty that could
be placed on tallow would be of any benefit to them. On the other hand, it only
prevents the industrial user in this country from having these supplies of raw
materials from South America and Australia to draw upon, when market conditions
do permit the importations of these tallows from those countries, requiring him to
pay a tax of / cent per pound on a basic raw material required in so many lines
in the manufacture of products in the United States.

Furthermore, as tallow comes from the slaughter of cattle, we are not increasing
production in this country, which has been standing still for 20 years. In other
words, 20"years ago we killed as many cattle as we are killing to-day, while of
course, the demand for inedible fat has grown tremendously.

Therefore, our recommendation, as stated above is to leave tallow in paragraph
701 as is, and that tallow be added to paragraph 1729 with the following wording:

"When rendered unfit for use as food or for any but mechanical or manufac-
turing purposes by such means as shall bo satisfactory, to the secretary of the
Treasury and under regulations to be prescribed by him, shall be admitted to
free of duty,"

SCHEDULE 16.-Paragraphs 1723 and 1729. We recommend that no change
in wording be made in paragraph 1729, but if in order to protect the edible-oil
industry in the United States any duty is to be put on any of these oils, then in
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order that the soap manufacturer and the industrial oil usei may secure suppliesfor their business we propose the following addition:41 Herring oil, sardine oil, and other fish oils; whale oil and seal oil, sesame oil,95 sunflower oil, tallow to be added with the following clause:23 "When rendered unfit for use as food or any but mechanical or manufacturingpurposes by such means as shall be satisfactory, to the Secretary of the Treasuryand under regulations to be prescribed by him.With these additions to paragraph 1729, the paragraph would then read:"Oils, expressed or extracted: Croton, palm, perilla, and sweet almond-45 olive oil, palm-kernel oil, herring oil, sardine and other fish oils, whale oil and seal65 oil, sesame oil, sunflower oil, rapeseed oil, and tallow rendered unfit for use asfood or for any but mechanical or manufacturing purposes, by such mans as

10 shall be satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury and under regulations to beprescribed by him; Chinese and Japanese tung oils: and nut oils not specially
provided for."

19 We are eliminating the agricultural by-products which are produced in this28 country-cottonseed, oil, peanut oil, and soya-bean oil. These oils are all pro-19 tccted under Schedule 1, paragraph 55.- The House Ways and Means Committee in order to protect the infant soya.66 bean industry in the United States raised the duty from 2,14 cents to 5 cents perpound, which precludes any soya-bcan oil coming into the United States.its. We ask the indulgence of your committee in coupling up certain scheduleser- but it is impossible to give you a clear and correct picture of tiae fat and oiiindustry as affecting the soap industry unless they are coupled up.Our reason for appearing before your committee is solely to oppose certainhe interests that are proposing an increase in duties on imported vegetable oils andfats, giving as their reason that certain of these oils are being used for foodild purposes in competition with agricultural products of which oil Is a by-product
in the United States. The effect of this, however, would automatically put aduty on these oils when used for soap or other industrial usages. This would
be a very serious matter to the soap industry at large.The soap industry produces nothing in the way of raw materials and is thereforedependent upon the supply available in the United States, supplemented by theimportations of certain vegetable and animal fats. Only the low-grade fts inthe United States are available to the soap kettle, such as inedible tallow andgreases, low-grade stocks represented by the loss in refining of cottonseed oil,and corn oil and some fish oil. The latter must be bought in competition withthe paint and varnish trade and pressers of fish oil who sell the refined productow to the linoleum and certain classes of trade, other than the soap industry.

During 1928, the soap kettle consumed 1,650,000,000 pounds of all kinds offats and oils, of which only 55 per cent, or 900,000,000 pounds was availablein the United States and every pound that was available was used, as there was,es an absolute dearth of soap fats available from United States products. The
te. remainder, or 750,000,000 pounds, representing 45 per cent of the total consump-tiont was imported in the form of oils and fats.TIrefore, nothing is gained by shutting off from the soap kettle one of their

principal sources of raw materials except to bring about a sharp advance in theild cost of soap to the consumer, which the farmer must pay the same as anyoneelse without getting any real benefit in return.TIe soap industry is asking that they be divorced from the edible-oil industry,s and when oils are brought in that can be used for edible purposes as well as soapto that they be rendered unfit for food, thereby preventing their use for food prod-ie ucts but making them available for soap.
Coconut oil and palm-kernel oil (the latter in Schedule 16, paragraph 1729)ng are somewhat interchangeal)le, but palm-kernel oil is the lower quality. Neither

coconut oil nor palm-kernel oil is produced from an agricultural product grownf in the United States. Therefore, it does not compete with anything producedin the United States. When used in the soap kettle coconut oil does not supplantAli tallow, but is necessary to blend with tallow to produce white laundry soap.Coconut palm thrives in the Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, Straits, theoutlying Islands of the Pacific, and the island of Ceylon. There are crushingne mills in the United States bringing in the dried meat of the coconut called copra
to and expressing the oil here, and !i addition coconut oil is expressed in the Philip-pine Islands and shipped here as such. About 50 per cent of our receipts ofp coconut oil are in the form of oil and the other 50 per cent in the form of copra.)l 6 3 3 10-29-voL 10, BcORD 16--20

inI
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Coconut oil is an indispensable ingredient in the manufacture of white soaps.
This is particularly true in regard to the color, and it produces a free-lathering
soap, which makes it very valuable in districts where hard water prevails.

We have no substitute for coconut oil and palm-kernel oil, and there is no
means by which a duty on coconut oil or palm-kernel oil, which is used in soap
making, can enhance the value or price of any agricultural produce produced in
the United States. Our present source of supply is confined to the Philippine
Islands on account of the 2 cent per pound duty which became effective with the
new tariff act of September 22, 1922 and has prohibited the importation of this
oil from any other producing countries.

We recommend the addition of coconut oil and palm-kernel oil to the free list
when rendered unfit for use as food or for any but mechanical or manufacturing
purposes by such means as shall be satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury
and under regulations to be prescribed by him.

The following table shows the importation of coconut oil into the United States
during the past 10 years. In addition the table shows the copra (dried meat 1o

of coconut importations) and coconut oil produced therefrom, showing it com-
bined importation of either oil or copra in the shape of oil as follows:

Crurecoco- Combined
uopra irm. nut oil co. total receiptsnut oil In ported into coconut oilpol ted Into t ntdduced from in United

tile United tie United copra,im. tin nted
States States o0 (crude)

7'one Pounds Pounds
1928 ........................................... 3 282,193j045 251,947 29,011,000 578,204,045
1927 ........................................... 293, 269,000 225,497 281,654,000 874,923,000 8h
1928 ............................................ 245,129,000 228,799 255,247,000 60, 370, 000
1925 ............................................ 233.174,000 187,038 207,605,000 440,779,000 cis
1924 ............................................ 220,175,000 145,532 192, 175, 000 412, 350, 000 eat
192 ............................................ 178,0137,000 166,487 235,918,000 414,855,0001922 .................................... 221,164,000 134,478 185,525,000 4006 89, 000In

1921 ..........................-- - -179,671,000 94,660 112,989,000 292,660,000
1920.. . ....................................... 215,239,000 107,594 131,218,000 346,457,000
1919 .......................................... 281,003,000 129,458 215,542,000 400,605,000

I Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, 1-.,
I Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 191
3 Estimated. 191

In order that your committee may have a clear picture regarding the usages of
coconut oil, we give the following facts: the

Of the available supply last year, totaling 578,000,000 pounds, 61 per cent was Tli
consumed in soap, 24 per cent was consumed in te production of margarine, rep
12. per cent was consumed in the candy and biscuit trade, and 2 / per cent was not
consumed as lard substitute; or putting it in another way-61 per cent was oly
consumed in the soap kettle and 39 per cent was consumed in edible channels. an

The soap industry in the United States contend that because 39 per cent of the Imp
coconut oil goes into edible channels is no reason why they should be penalized, oil
but if 'there is to be a penalty, because the edible consumption might compete
with some agricultural product in the United States, then the duty should be
put on the oil when used for edible pirposes and no duty should be attached to V
the oil when used for soap or industrial purposes as nothing is to be gained by it. whh
It is an essential oil to the soap industry and one they must have under all con- SUM
ditions. The same thing is true in regard to palm-kernel oil. a

Palm oil.-Next to coconut oil and palm-kernel oil, palm oil is one of the most a
important oils available to the soap kettle and on account of its peculiar qualities,
it is very desirable in blending with other materials and producing palm-oil atat
soaps, thereby supplementing the supply of hard fats available to the soap kettle Thei
which are absolutely essential to the soap maker in the manufacture of soap.

The palm tree is forei g to the United States. It thrives in the heart of Africa
(Congo) and along the Gold Coast of Africa. It could never become a commercial
oil in the United States. The fact that some palm oil has found its way into edible
channels is no reason why the soap industry should be penalized and the suggestion
of the soap industry that when imported for soap or industrial purposes "it be
rendered unfit for edible purposes" prohibits the use in edible channels unless
a duty is paid.

The only other large users of palm oil in the United States are the tin-plate
manufacturers and palm oil is an oil they must have under all conditions as it is
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the only oil after exhaustive investigation, which they find can be used in their
industry. This, however, i. an industrial use and does not compete with any
agricultural by-product In the United States. We give below a statement showing
the imports of palm oil and palm-kernel oil into the United States showing the
amount that went into the soap kettle.

Palm oil Palm-kernel oil

Imports Soapusago Imports Soap usage

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds
1928 ................................................ 165, 219,507 135,000,000 61,865,04860,000,000
1927 ............................................... 159,911,079 112,400,000 43,115,337 31,248,000
1926 ................................................ 130,746,694 100.960000 74,979, 912 83, 6.3, 000
1925 ............................................. 139,178,587 AI9, 400,000 62, 624, 334 45, 07 000
1921 ............................................. 10,779,802 82,0,000 4, 747,6 97 4.440, 000
1923 ............................................. 1 28,498,679 102,323,000 (') 3,287,000
1922 ............................................. 57, 516, 8. 30,389, 000 (1) 85, 000
1921 ............................................. 23,155,230 24,386,000 2,383,48M 693,000
1920 .............................................. 41,948.224 120,000,000 1,693,740 (2)
1919 ................................................ 43,817,945 17,268,000 1, 029,493 4,551,000

I Estimated.
'Not available.
Source for Imports: Foreign Commerce and Navigation. Soap usage 1919-1923, Inclusive, Government

estimate, 1924 to date, estimated from Government data.

Sesame oil.-The Imports of sesame oil are rather small as this oil is not avail-
able in large quantities. This oil can be used for edible purposes and should be
classified in the dutiable class if imported for edible purposes, but tlh'e is no
earthly reason why it should not be available to the soap kettle if when brought
In, it is rendered unfit for edible or food purposes, and we have made it a part of
paragraph 1729.

Imports of sesame oil I Pounds

1926 ----------------------------------------------- 8, 861, 947
1927 ------------------------------------------------ 1,704,129
1928 -------------------------------------------------------- 6,239,073

Olive oil.-Sulphurated olive oil foots-the little olive oil that is. produced in
the United States is used edibly and therefore is not available to the soap kettle.
The large importations of so-called sulphurated olive oil from Spain and Italy
represents to a large extent the pressings after the pure oil is extracted. It is
not used for edible purposes and can only be used in the manufacture of soap as
olive oils for edible purposes are fully covered in the tariff. In order to avoid
any possible question about the matter we are recommending that they be
imported for the soap kettle only when rendered unfit for food purposes. This
oil is very essential to the soap manufacturers in making certain grades of soap.

SCHEDULE 10, PARAGRAPH 1789-VEGETABLE TALLOW

Vegetable tallow is the hard fat which coats the scuds of the Chinese tallow tree,
which tree grows wild in China. The fruit of this tree contains three oval seeds
surrounded by a thick tallow-like mass, white in color and having a titre of
around 52 degrees,- as against animal tallow running in titre from 43 to 47 degrees.

On account of the high titre it makes a very satisfactory hard fat for the soap
kettle when available. The production is not heavy and the imports, since the
statistics have been kept separately, into the United States have been as follows.
There is no production in the United States.

I Importations so small, they were not shown as separate Item until 1920.
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Imports of Chinese vegetable tallow
Pounds

1923 ------------------------------------------------------ 8,547,6171924---------------------------------------------------......5, 196, 904
1925 ------------------------------------------------------- 6,423,89&
1926 -------------------------------------------------------- 3,778,830
1927 ------------------------------------------------------ 5,687,581
1928 ------------------------------------------------------ 5, 750, 424

SCHEDULE 7, PARAGRAPH 701-ANIMAL TALLOW, CENT PER POUND DUTY

We recommend the addition of tallow to Sohedule 16, paragraph 1729, which
would admit it free of duty when rendered unfit for edible purposes. Our reason
for recommending such change is a severe shortage of soap fats in the United
States which makes it necessary to import oils and fats to supplement the supply
available to the soap kettle here.

The supply of tallows and greases in this country is not keeping pace with the
increased soap business. As a matter of fact there has been no increase in cattle
killing in 10 years.

Furthermore, only 30 per cent of the tallow comes from the killing of livestock.
The other 70 per cent is produced from the scraps from the butcher shops, restau-
rants, hotels, etc., which are rendered arid which have been sold to the consumer
at meat prices so that no duty would be reflected back to the producer.

At one time in the history of the soap industry in the United States the largest
supply of fats available to the soap kettle came from tallows and greases, but
the consumption of soap has grown so steadily, while the production of tallow
and grease has not kept pace with the requirements of the soap industry, due to the
fact that the killing of cattle has not increased.

In 1912 tallow represented 30 per cent of the total fat and oil used in the soap
kettle. In that year 775,000,000 pounds of all fats were used so that tallow and
greases represented 222,000,000 pounds.

In 1928 tallow represented only 27 per cent of the total fat anit oil used in the
soap kettle, but in 1928 the soal) kettle took 1,650,000,000 pounds of fat so that
27 per cent represented only 445,000,000 pounds.

While in 1912 tlhe soap industry was only deipenlent it)oin other sources for
fats and oils to the extent of 550,000,000 pounds in 1928 it was dependent upo
fats and oils to the extent of 1,100,000,000 pounds other than tallows and greases.

You can readily see therefore, that the production of animal fats in the United
States is not kceiing pace with the increasing delnands of the soap kettle due to
the increasing consumption of soap and this situation is going to grow worse year
b1 year. A reason for this reduction in the killing of cattle is (0e largely to the
fact that ranges are being broken up1) to farming. This is particularly true of the
Southwest.

A great deal of emphasis has beien laid by the farm representatives and others
on tile inlterchangeal)llity of oils. Oils naturally fall into three groups, viz:

Drying oils used in the paint, varnish and lillolemn trades; edible oils used for
ahl edible purposes; commercial or nondrying industrial oils utsed for soap making,
in tile manufacture of till plate and in'blending with petrolelim oils and other
industrial usages.

The first. group is very limited and covers linseed, Japanese tung oils, Chilla
wood oil, Perilla, soy bean, al(l ienladen oils.

Under the edible group we find cottonseed oil, corn oil, sesame oil, peanut oil,
olive oil, coconut oii, sunflower oil, pai-kernel oil, palmn oil, and various other
oils too inconsequential to mention.

Under the commercial or nondrying industrial group we find coconut oil,
paln-kernel oil, paln oil, olive oil foots, peanut oil, rapeseed oil, Chinlese vege-
table tallow, wiale oil, seal oil, fish oils.

The highest l)riced group is the drying oils. Soy bean oil has never been a
very satisfactory edible oil so that it falls naturally in tile first group where it
would have its greatest value, when produced in the United States in quantities
sufficient to take care of the demand, but of co.arse, the production at the present
time is so small as to hardly be lassified as a sotirce of supply.

Peanuts are grown in tile United States for tile edible nluts, not for crushing.
Only a few tons of refuse nuts or culls are crushed so that no supply of oil is
available to the soap kettle from this source.

Cottonseed oil.-The claim will be made that the shutting out of all foreign
oils will increase the value of cottonseed oil and thereby benefit tile Southern
farmer. This is all right from a standpoint of any edible usage, but it in no way
is affected by oils denatured for soal) making puirposes.
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In 1909-10,before the value of cottonseed oil as an edible product was generally

accepted in this country, cottonseed oil represented one of the major items of
fats in the manufacture of soap, running as high as 20 to 25 per cent of the total
fat u sed, but as the value of cotton-sced oil for food was recognized, cottonseed
oil gradually was eliminated from the soap kettle, until the last few years when it
has been negligible.

Furthermore, the average cotton crop for the last 10 years was 12,750,000
bales. During the last five years the South was fortunate enough to raise two
bumper crops, one of 16,000,000 bales and oie of 18,000,000 bales. If this had
not happened, there would have been a severe shortage of cottonseed oil for
edible purposes as the consumption has grown to such an extent that the United
States requires the oil from at least a 14,000,000-bale crop to take care of the
edible demand.

You can readily see that as 14,000,000 bales is above the average cotton crop
grown in this country, the soap kettle can not hope to secure any supplies from
this source and furthermore, from an agricultural standpoint, to attempt to force
back into the soap kettle an edible uil like cottonseed oil, which is in such demand
for edible purposes, would declassify it.

Cotton Seed Cottonseed Refined Total con-
crop, 500- crushed, oil produced, cottonseed sumption
pound tons of 2,000 refined oil used edibly cottonseed
bales pounds (pounds) (pounds) oil (pounds)

192-29 .......................... 14,373,000 5,090,000 1, 395, 6900. 000 1,380,000,000 1,400,000,000
1927-28 ...................... 12,956,043 4,653,663 1,311,509.019 1,333.200,000 1,353,200,0001926-27 .......................... 17,977,374 6,305.775 1,656,478,187 1,416.351,600 1,423.851,600
1925-26 ------------------- 10,103,079 5,558,243 1,363,208,345 1,387,434,800 1,392,434,800
1924-25 ................ .-13,627,930 4,605,227 1,276,218,402 1,199.334,400 1,207,334,400
1923-24 .........................-- 10, 139671 3,307, 898 862,333,994 884,385, 200 894,385,200
1922-23 ................... .0. 762,069 3,241,557 910.539,168 926.160,400 936,984 400
1921-22....................7,953 641 3,007.717 839,898,417 887.208,600 906,965,600
1920-21 ...................... 13,49603 4,069, 166 1,170,348,114 1,183,539,800 1,231,474,800
1919-20 .................... 11420,763 4,012,704 992,907,865 785,324, 000 835,324,000
1918-19 ......... ..........2,040,532 1 4,478,508 1,161,171,736 1,217,273,200 1,273,403,200

1928-29, estimated, based on 5 months' business.
See Exhibits R F ( next attached showing major production in United States, both agricultural and

animal and the relation of fats and oils to these products.

Furthermore, cotton is grown for the staple and not for the seed. Therefore,
the price of cotton (staple) determines the amount of land planted, not tile price
of seed. Oil in the seed is a minor factor in determining the return to the farmer
as compared with tile value of of a bale of cotton. A bale of cotton to-day is
worth approximately $100.

As approximately 700 pounds of cottonseed is available for crushing from each
bale of cotton, the return for cottonseed would be $15.75 based o a valuation of
$45 per ton, making the gross return approximately $15.75 to the farmer, of
which the oil content from 700 pounds of seed would be approximately 105 pounds.
having a value to-day of approximately 8 cents per pound or $8.40. The same
thing call I;e said ill regard to all the other fats and oils produced in the United
States whether available to the soap kettle or of edible nature, they are insig-
nificant items of value, in relation to the total valtle of the crops from'which they
are obtained.

The interest of the soap maker in this entire matter is solely a source of supply
of oils and fats for tile soap kettle of which there is a deficiency ill tile United
States as far as the soap kettle alone is concerned of approximately 900,000,000
pounds to-day and this is increasing each year. The reason for this is that the
entire production of cottonseed oil is being taken up edible. This is also trite to
a very large extent in regard to the supply of corn oil and so far as the domestic
production of soy-bean oil is concerned it is not a factor at all, it is so small to
be almost negligible.

There is therefore, nothing left to the soap kettle and we are absolutely forced
to bring in outside fats in order to supplement the supply here, to take care of
the demand from this source.

The soap manufacturer is in the unfortunate position of producing none of
his raw materials in the form of fats and oils, but is entirely dependent upon
such fats and oils as are available in the United States and oi1 importations from
outside countries. We are using every pound of material that is available in
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the United States in the soap kettle in the form of fats and oils. The supply is
wholly inadequate and we particularly call you attention to the following table
showing the usage and origin of fats in the soap kettle.

In 1912 80 per cent of the fats were of United States origin and 20 per cent
were imported.

In 1921 72.4 per cent of the fats were of United States origIn and 27.6 per cent
were imported.

In 1927 57 per cent of the fats were of United States origin and 43 per cent
were imported.

In 1928 55 per cent of the fats were of United States origin and 45 per cent
were imported.

During this period the soap industry has increased its production from 1,900,-
000,000 pounds in 1912 to 3,000,000,000 pounds in 1928. See Exhibit C.

Of the 950,000,000 pounds of fats and oils used in the soap kettle produced
in the United States, 70 per cent of this quantity or 650,000,000 pounds repre.
sented recovered fats.

There is no possible way whereby any tariff can affect the fa'ner's original
production from which these items are recovered. They represent recovered
tallows and greases, which as we have already explained, reach the soap kettle
through the renderers and are the scraps from the sale of meats, so that the meat
price has already been paid; from grease recovered 1)y the city reduction plants
which handle the accumulation of household scraps; the refuse of refining edible
oils, which is a very black gummy stock, which it is necessary to distill and from
which we obtain three products, viz, tar, glycerin, and fatty acids, the latter
being used in soap.

In order to use the 70 per cent of low-grade recovered fats, it is necessary to
blend them with the highest-grade fats, such as the imported vegetable oils.

Therefore, from the standpoint of the soap kettle, it seems to us that our
position in asking that no change )e made in the duties and that an addition be
made to the tariff law which would permit a general importation of oils and fats
when denatured for'the soap kettle and rendered unfit for food, is a most reason-
able request and one that will reflect the greatest benefit to the farmer as well as
the public generally.

In our opinion, no duty that is put on foreign oils and fats is going to help the
value of'the farmers' product, but on the other hand, it is going to put a tremen-
dous tax on the buying public of the United States, which includes the farmer, and
the only benefit to be derived therefrom is to the United States Government in
increased duties.
. This is putting a tremendous tax on cleanliness and will affect the health and
sanitary conditions of all the people of the United States to a far greater extent
than any benefit to be derived from increased duties, which become a special tax
on the soap industry.

In view of the fact that soap makers all over the world enjoy free raw materials
or preferential tariff treatment, if such a tariff as now advocated of 45 per cent ad
valorem went into effect, then the soap industry in this country would have to
be protected by compensatory duties on soap to such an extent that the industry
could live in the United States and the duties on import soaps should be raised
frbm 15 per cent to 37 i to 40 per cent in order to offset this advance in raw
materials.

The supply of available soap fats produced in the United States in 1912 was
600,000,000 pounds; in 1928, 900,000,000 pounds. (See Exhibit D.)

Of the above figures only a little over 33% represented fats produced from
agricultural products direct.

Furthermore, in 1912, soap contained approximately 38 per cent fat while in
1928 soap contained 55 per cent fat, an increase of almost 50 per cent of fat
content, which means that the public to-day is receiving a high standard of quality
generally thrbugh the change in the process of manufacture, which fact emnpha-
sizes the heavy demand from the soap kettle for fats and oils.

The soap industry of the United States to-day consists of 256 manufacturing
plants scattered from the Atlantic to the Pacific, employing approximately 25,000
people. The aggregate value of all soap products was approximately $300,000,000
in 1927 with an investment in plants, equipment, and distribution of approximately
$600,000,000 and producing 3,000,000,000 pounds of soap annually.

The per capita consumption of soap, based on an accepted population of
125,000,000 people is equivalent to 24 pounds per capita and represents the high-
est per capita consumption of soap in the world to-day. It has been freely con-
ceded by the health and medical authorities generally that the free use of soap is
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the greatest conserver of health in the United States to-day and this is especially
true in the maintenance of sanitary conditions hn the densely populated sections
of our large cities.

The value of soap has been particularly emphasized in the influenza epidemic
which we passed through recently. The United States Department of Health i
a recent circular advocates as one of the best preventives in influenza the free
washing of hands and bathing.

Dr. W. A. Evans in the Chicago Daily Tribune of December 28, 1928, quotes as
follows:

"Dr. F. R. Davidson adds some information as to the power of soap to destroy
bacteria and neutralizes their harmful products. For a number of years facts
have been accumulating which facts seem to make it certain that soap is about
the most effective agent we have for sterilizing the skin."

Doctor Davidson in the same article concedes that coconut-oil soaps on account
of the peculiar quality of the oil are the most effective against bacteria.
Therefore, there is every reason why soap should be kept on a reasonable price
basis in this country.

Our increasing population in the large cities and the conditions under which a
large per cent of our people live, makes soap one of the principal agents in
maintaining the health of the people of the United States.

The consumption of soap in the United States is increasing at the rate of 3 per
cent per annum and this is accumulative. On the other hand the production of
fats and oils in the United States available for the soap kettle is decreasing
proportionately.

Please bear in mind that the soap manufacturer has direct competition in the
purchase of tallows and greases in the United States and that he must divide the
supply with the lard-oil presser and the stearie acid manufacturer. The latter
is a very large consumer of tallows and greases. The outlet for the product is
to the candle manufacturers, the rubber manufacturers, the woolen trade and
other technical lines, and the stearic acid and red oil production.

In order that you may have some idea of value during a period prior to and
since the war, the largest selling brand of white laundry soap sold in 1912 at
$3.90 per box. While prices were advanced during the war and directly after
the war, they have now been declining for a number of years, until to-day this
soap is selling at $4 per box. This decline has been brought about entirely
through economies in manufacture, as the market level of soap fats is higher to-day
than it was in 1912.

The soap manufacturers have been deeply interested in keeping down the cost
of soap, recognizing as they do the importance and value of soap to the health
of the people of the United States and from the standpoint of sanitary conditions.
Their every effort has been along the line of keeping a reasonable price on their
product, thereby broadening its usage.

Any advance such as has been proposed of 45 per cent ad valorem on the fats
and oils that are going into the soap kettle would mean a direct advance in the
cost of soap. This advance would be so sharp that there would be some pyramid-
Ing before it actually reached the consumer, so that based on this program our
statement that it would mean a 50 per cent advance in the price of soap to the
consumer is not an extravagant one and is based on experience as to what has
happened in the past.

The value of the soap industry to the people and the country at large has been
recognized the world over in giving it preferential tariff treatment, and where
duties have been put on fats and oils they have been attached to the edible con-
sumption. There are two reasons for this-

First. In times of peace, in maintaining the health condition of the people
through the use of soal) from a sanitary standpoint.

Second. In times of war, glycerin being most important as a by-product of the
soap industry and essential to the powder manufacturers. During the late war
the soap manufacturers of the United States were urged to bring into the United
States high glycerin-yielding fats in order to increase the production of glycerin
and we faced a difficult situation in attempting to produce sufficient glycerin to
take care of the demand from our powder industry.

You can not destroy an important industry like the soap industry overnight,
either through closing up its small plants or in disrupting its sources of importa-
tion of raw materials without affecting the entire country through putting an
increased tax on cleanliness and weakening it in case of conflict through dis-
ruption of its source of supply of raw materials.
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In conclusion, we recommend that the oils and fats in paragraph 1729, with
the additions mentioned, be kept on the free list when denatured and rendered
unfit for use as food or for any but mechanical and manufacturing purposes.

Respectfully submitted.
AMERICAN LAUNDRY SOAP MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
F. M. BARNES, Cincinnati, Ohio.

(The exhibits referred to in the foregoing brief are printed on page 8958 and
following of Vol. XV of the House hearings.)

COPRA
[Par. 1723]

STATEMENT OF J. I. MORGAN, FARMVIULE, N. C., REPRESENTING
THE FARMVILLE OIL & FERTILIZER CO. AND THE TARIFF
COMMITTEE OF THE INTERSTATE COTTONSEED CRUSHERS'
ASSOCIATION

(The witness was duly sworn by Senator Reed, presiding tempor-
arily.)

Senator REED. Mr. Morgan speaks on copra.
Mr. MORGAN. That is listed under House bill 2667 in paragraph

1723.
Senator KING. This product comes largely from the Philippine

Islands, 5 per cent being dried in furnaces; does it not?
Mr. MORGAN. Yes; I guess so.
Senator KING. Do you want a duty?
Mr. MORGAN. We want some kind of protection.
Senator KING. Do you want to annex the Philippine Islands?
Mr. MORGAN. I guess we had better, unless we can get protection.
Senator KING. You would want to free them, then?
Mr. MORGAN. That is better, we think.
Senator REED. All right, Mr. Morgan; go ahead.
Mr. MORGAN. This importation of copra comes practically all

from the Philippine Islands. Of course that is due to the fact that
the copra and lots of other products of the Philippine Islands are
admitted to our country free of duty.
. Senator KING. You are not engaged in bringing coconuts into

the United States, are you?
Mr. MORGAN. No, sir; we are engaged in the cottonseed-crushing

industry, which is receiving quite a lot of competition from the
importation of copra and oil from the coconut-coconut oil.

Senator KING. There is a difference between the two oils.
Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir; there is a difference, but they are used as

substitutes in quite a number of our products. They are used as
substitutes in the manufacture of substitute butter, and in compound
lard and soaps, and can be used in practically anything for any pur-
pose for which our edible oils are used.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know what proportion of the importations
are used in butter?

Mr. MORGAN. I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN. It is So small that the percentage can not be

given; is it not?
Mr. MORGAN. I should have to guess..
The CHAIRMAN. Was it one one-thousandth of 1 per cent?
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Mr. MORGAN. I should imagine it would be over 10 per cent,
more than 10 per cent.

Senator REED. Not butter-artificial butter.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought you said "butter."
Mr. MORGAN. Substitute butter. Then it can be used for quite a

number of things that it is not used for if the price justifies it.
Senator REED. It is very largely used in soap manufacture, is it

not?
Mr. MORGAN. It is very largely used for that.
The CHAIRMAN. What percentage; do you know?
Mr. MORGAN. I should imagine that more than half of it is used

in the manufacture of soap.
The CHAIRMAN. More than that.
Senator KING. We have rather cheap soap in the United States,

do we not?
Mr. MORGAN. We should have; but the biggest problem we are

faced with is the fact that our surplus of cotton oil has heretofore been
finding its way to the soap manufacturers, and under this competition
from the importation of corpa or cocomut oil-the product of the
copra-we are forced to a very low level before we can find a market
for our cotton oil.

The possibilities of producing copra or coconut oil in the Philip-
pines seem to be unlimited. The records for the past few years show
that it is increasing very rapidly. The statistics for the year 1928
show that we imported 616,000,000 odd pounds, either as oil or in the
copra, basing the oil content on 65 per cent of the weight of the copra.

Senator KING. The Tariff Summary here says that the imports were
500,000,000 pounds for 1928.

Senator REED. That is copra only; not coconut oil.
Mr. MORGAN. That is 250,000 tons.
The CHAIRMAN. You are requesting that a duty be put upon this

product in order to protect cottonseed oil, are you not?
Mr. MORGAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. As at least 90 per cent of the cottonseed oil goes

into edibles today, what do you expect? Do you expect to put
cottonseed oil in the place of copra that is now being used in soaps,
etc.?

Mr. MORGAN. We used to have a large interest in extracting soap
greases from waste materials, which has practically ceased to exist,
or is not in as good shape as it was a few years ago.

The CHAIRMAN. That has not been due to cottonseed oil.
Senator REED. Yes, it has. That is what he means.
The CHAIRMAN. The extracts that he is speaking of go into soaps.

They do not go into edibles at all.
Senator REED. His idea is that they have a surplus of cottonseed

oil now which does not go into edibles, and that that surplus could
be used in soap manufacture if it were not for this very large importa-
tion of coconut oil and copra.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but then he wants to put a duty on copra
in order to take care of the 10 per cent of cottonseed oil.

Senator REED. I presume they would make more if they had a
market.

Mr. MORGAN. If we could remove the competition of copra or
coconut oil we would have a much greater demand and a broader
market for the cotton oil just to the extent of this 616;000,000 pounds,
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unless there were other substitute oils produced in the United States
to take the place of the coconut oil that is imported.

The CHAIRMAN. You could not produce that much cottonseed oil,
could you?

Mr. MORGAN. No; cottonseed oil is a by-product, and the volume is
practically fixed.

The CHAIRnAN. That is what I say.
Senator KING. You are finding a market, are you not, for all your

cottonseed oil?
Mr. MORGAN. There is always a market at a price, but of course the

price level is what we are finding a problem.
Senator KING. Do you not get a pretty good price for your by.

product?
Mr. MORGAN. Not at present. As an illustration, when this

matter was before the House Ways and Means Committee cottonseed
oil was selling probably 15 per cent higher than it is to-day, and we
attribute that to the fact that the report prosposed to continue copra
and coconut oil from the Philippines on the free list.

Senator REED. That introduces a totally different question. As
long as we hold the Philippines, it is a very serious question whether
we can, with propriety, levy a duty against them.

Mr. MORGAN. We argue that if it is necessary, it would be better
for the industry in this country to levy a duty, and then, if we are so
inclined, to expend it in the Philippines for public improvements,
rather than do as we are doing now.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you want the Government of the United
States to adopt that policy? I should like to see the limitation that
we used to have on sugar from the Philippines reestablished, but I
doubt whether it can be done.

Senator KING. Mr. Morgan, so far as I am concerned, I shall not
support your proposition. I feel that so long as we have the Philippine
Islands, so long as they are under the flag, we are not going to treat
them as aliens and use them for exploitation. I would vote to-morrow
to give them freedom, to turn them loose. Then we could adopt any
policy we pleased respecting them.

The CHAIRMAN. You speak of copra. Cottonseed oil can not take
the place of copra in soap, can it?

Mr. MORGAN. Very largely.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no. The copra gives a lathering quality to

the soap that cottonseed oil does not do. They would have to use it
no matter whether they had to pay a duty on it or not; and only a
little of the cottonseed oil would be taken for that purpose.

Mr. MORGAN. In the process of refining cottonseed oil there is a
large amount of soapsuds produced. The inferior portion of the
cottonseca oil is taken out and used practically altogether for the
manufacture of soap.

The CHAIRMAN. There can not be more than 10 per cent of it used
in that way, because 90 per cent of it goes into edibles.

Mr. MORGAN. There is a refining loss of about 8 to 9 per cent in the
process of refining cottonseed oil.

The CHAIRMAN. There is a loss in copra. There is a loss in refining
every substance.

Senator REED. I think we understand, Mr. Morgan's point.
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Mr. MORGAN. And all, or practically all, of that 9 per cent goes
into the manufacture of coap, the same as coconut oil.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, certainly; but they have to have coconut oil
in order to give the lather to the soap.

Mr. MORGAN. That may be very true in some cases, in the higher
grade shaving soaps.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, no; I mean in all kinds of soaps.
Mr. MORGAN. But you know the old home-made soaps have pretty

good lathering qualities without the coconut oil.
The CHAIRMAN. There is not very much of that produced in the

United States any more.
Mr. MORGAN. We know that this matter has got to be settled as

a policy toward the Philippine Islands rather than as regards the
product itself. We are already on the protected list from other
countries than the Philippines; but it is a problem that is facing us,
and it seems to us that this is the time when it should be decided
one way or the other.

Senator KING. You want to increase the price of your oil and
increase the price of soap?

Mr. MORGAN. That is the idea exactly.
Senator KING. So as to pass it down to the millions of people who

buy soap?
Mr. MORGAN. We want to put the producers of coconut oil on a

parity with the producers of other oil-American cotton oil, American
corn oil, American peanut oil, American cottonseed oil, American
lard, and other things that are used as substitutes and sold for the
same purpose. There are unlimited possibilities as to the amount of
this product that can be produced in the Philippine Islands so far
as competition is concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Morgan.
(Mr. Morgan submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF J. F. MORGAN, REPRESENTING THE TARIFF COMMITTEE OF THE
INTERSTATE COTTONSEED CRUSHERS ASSOCIATION

Copra is the dried coconut, which is imported into the United States and
crushed for its two products, coconut oil and coconut meal. It contains approx-
imately 65 per cent oil and 35 per cent meal.

Tile coconut meal is sold in competition with corn meal, wheat bran, linseed
meal, cottonseed meal, peanut meal, and other livestock feeding materials of
like nature.

The coconut oil is used as a substitute for or sold and used in competition
with hog lard, cottonseed oil, butter substitutes, salad dressings, corn oil, peanut
oil, and is considered of superior quality in the manufacture of shaving soap
and other soaps, where it possesses superior lathering qualities. The uses to
which the oil may be adapted are so numerous that it is safe to say we could
get along very well without producing any animal or vegetable oils and fats in
the United States for edible purposes if we could develop the idle lands of the
Philippine Islands into the production of the coconut palm which would not
only supply us with oil for soap making and edible purposes, but supply a large
portion of our requirements of livestock feeds from the coconut meal obtained
from crushing the copra.

In the Philippine Islands the coconut palm flourishes most everywhere, and
due to the fact that the United States has not imposed any duty on copra or
coconut oil from the Philippines, it has invited foreign capital and labor into the
Philippine Islands for the purpose of reaping the benefit of free trade which the
Philippine Islands enjoy in this commodity. As a consequence, the volume of
exports of this one commodity has grown by leaps and bounds during the past
few years, and practically 100 per cent of the cdpra and coconut oil exported
from the Philippine Islands comes direct to the United States.
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Soon after the close of the World War it became necessary for our Congress to
place a competitive duty on the importations of soy-bean oil and peanut oil
products of the oriental countries, principally China, Korea, and Japan. This
duty of course included the seeds or nuts from which these oils are obtained, and
it is interesting, if not alarming, to note that when this duty became effective
there immediately became apparent the rapid growth in the importations of copra,
coconut oil, and other similar products from the Philippine Islands, including
paln oil and palm kernel oil, and the nuts from which these are produced. The
effect of this increased importation has again brought the American producers to
the point where they are compelled to ask Congress to give them relief from this
unequal competition.

The demand for a duty on these products is not from 100 per cent of the American
industry, which may be accounted for by the fact that we have some manufactu-
rers who find it profitable to import the raw materials, such as copra, and palm nuts,
as well as sesame and flaxseed, and manufacture the oils and meals and sell the
same or use them in further processing for home consumption.

Those of us who seek a duty on these products contend that if a competitive
duty is placed on them, it will encourage the growing and producing of oils and
fats within our own borders, so that we will remain independent of foreign produc-
tion, and in this way our crushing industry and those who use these products in
various ways will not suffer, while at the same time our agricultural interests will
be largely benefited by retaining the employment which is now being taken away
from them and diverted to the inhabitants of the Philippine Islands and other
foreign laborers who migrate to the Philippines under the stimulus of this
favored industry there.

In order to illustrate the importance of this item in the oils and fats markets,
it is interesting to note that since it was known during the recent hearing before the
House Ways and Means Committee that these products of the Philippines might
remain on the free list, the market price of cottonseed oil has declined very materi.
ally approximately 15 per cent, and other competing oils and fats have shown mate-
rial declines. Even hog lard has not advanced, though there is an admitted large
shortage in our hog crop on our farms, and the price of hog lard is now selling far
below the price of pork ribs, and at the present time the choicest live hogs are
selling at a higher price per pound in Chicago than the pure hog lard is bringing
which is conclusive evidence that other oils and fats are crowding hog lard com-
petition on the downward scale, whereas it has only been a few years since the
log lard was selling at such a premium over the price of the dressed hog, that it

was profitable to render as much of the hog as possible into lard rather than market
it as pork.

- These examples are given to show how it is possible to throw our products
entirely out of balance by the introduction into our markets of some foreign prod-
uct which may be used as a substitute, and a subsititute may be more than once
removed and still remain in competition, for example, soap grease is usually
considered a refuse or inedible fat or oil, but since the supply of this grade is not
sufficient to supply our demand, we have to look around and find a substitute
in the form of beef tallow, mutton fat, cottonseed oil, or coconut oil, all of which
*are edible products, consequently when either of these might naturally advance
in price the buyer who wishes to use them can easily swtich from one to the other
and therefore keep the price of all practically on the same level, for the purpose
of making soap.

To illustrate the adaptability of copra or coconut oil, it should be stated that
one of the largest channels into which it now finds an outlet is in the manufacture
of butter substitutes, the results of which of course the dairyman can feel at
present.

If it should be contended that this product might be denatured, we could, not of
course denature the copra, as it would spoil the coconut meal for feeding, and to
denature or render unfit for human consumption the coconut oil would not remove
it from the substitute competition as above illustrated, besides it would bring
about complications in the supervision and governmental control, and probably be
condemned as unjustified.

We think we have ample evidence that the volume of this product is large
enough to be alarming, and we might say here that reference to the May 27, 1929
issue of Foreign Crops and Markets, page 766, a government publication issued
by the Department of Agriculture, you will find that of a total oil equivalent
importation into the United States during 1928, of 898,088 tons of oil, either as
oil or in seeds and nuts, the amount imported as coconut oil or as copra, based
on 65 per cent oil.content, amounted to 616,274;300.pounds, which did not include
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any other product than that of the coconut, which as before stated practically all
comes from the Philippines.

We estimate the production of the oils in our own country, which we are now
importing as such, and in copra and other oil bearing seeds and nuts, amounts
to approximately $125,000,000 per annum, which would give employment to a
population equal to that of our National Capital.

We do not have any lack of loyalty or seek to ignore any obligations we as a
nation may owe to the inhabitants of the Philippine Islands, and we feel sure this
phase of the situation should be left entirely in the hands of our Congress, but
speaking for or in behalf of those who are so seriously affected by this situation,
which now confronts us, we contend that it is the duty of Congress to remedy
this situation, either by placing a competitive duty, in the way of a preferential
duty, and if necessary, refund the amount collected to the betterment of social
conditions in these islands, which we have always understood were to be per-
mitted to govern themselves independently at such time as their ability might
permit.

It is unnecessary to refer to our near neighbor Cuba, which was taken under
our guardianship at the same time the Philippines were, and recite our duty rela-
tions with them separately, but it is a serious situation which we are facing by
encouraging the enormous growth of an industry in the territory of our ward, the
Philippines, when at any time we are likely to release our control, which will of
course place their industries on the same basis as other independent nations, which
would bring disaster to the industry which we have fostered by our free trade
policy toward them.

About the only export trade in this class of products which our country enjoys
is the export of lard, and it can not be reasonably argued that our lard trade abroad
is due to the free entry of copra and coconut oil, as it is well known that we export
practically all of our exportable lard to European countries who of course do not
have any interest in our trade with the Philippines, but they buy our lard to
supply a demand which can not be supplied with coconut oil.

Respectfully submitted, J. F MORGAN

Representing. Farmville Oil & Fertilizer Co., Farmville, A. C.,
and Tartff Commzttee of the Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers Association.

To the UNITED STATES SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Washington, D. C., July 12, 1929.

STATEMENT OF 3. L. DIRICKX, REPRESENTING THE OIL SEEDS
CRUSHING CORPORATION, BALTIMORE, MD.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DIInICKX. I am here on copra. We are coconut-oil manu-

facturers. Our business is to import the copra and crush it into oil.
You have heard a lot about copra competing with this, that, and

the other thing. I tell you, gentlemen, it does not compete with
anything that is grown or produced in this country; and there is
nothing grown or produced in this country that will compete with
coconut oil. It seems a waste of time, gentlemen, to talk about it
again, because it has been thrashed out for hours before the House
Ways and Means Committee.

Your chairman here, by his earlier remarks, showed that he knows
the subject from A to Izzard. He knows that it can not be replaced,
and that it does not replace anything.

The point I want to make about that is this, and call your especial
attention to this, gentlemen:

The consumption of coconut oil in the United States is supplied
about half by coconut oil which is made in the Philippine Islands,
and half by coconut oil which is made by mills here in the United
States. Now, I take it as a foregone conclusion that the intention
of the Congress is not to tax or impede or restrict the importations
of the Philippine Islands, and we are not asking it, either, because
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We realize that they are a part of our realm, and we have to troat
them just as if they were our own citizens; but if we should havoc, to
pay a duty on the copra that we buy in the world's markets, not in
the Philippine Islands, we would have to buy in competition with
the world at large, and pay the same price as everybody f. o. b. the
shipping point, pay the freight, pay the duty when it is brought in
here, and then make our oil at a conversion cost which is really higher
than the conversion cost in the Philippine Islands, because our labor
costs more; and then, after we had paid all these expenses, plus the
duty, we would have to sell our coconut oil here in the United States
in competition with coconut oil which comes from the Philippine
Islands free of duty.

You will see from the reports of the Tariff Commission that there
is a difference in the conversion cost between the Philippine Islands
and the United States of about $5 a ton on copra. If you took that
difference to begin with, $5, and you added to that the duty on copra,
the mills here in the United States just simply could not exist. That
is all there is to it. We would be wiped out with a stroke of the pen.

5 The CHAIRMAN. Where are your mills located?
Mr. DIRIcKX. The mill of the company I represent is located in

Baltimore, sir. There are three mills in San Francisco, one in Port.
land, Oreg., one in Cincinnati, a relatively small one in Philadelphia,
and one in Hoboken, N. J.

The CHAIRMAN. Those are all the mills there are in the United
States?

Mr. DIucKx. Those are all the mills there are in the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Has your business been reasonably profitable

during the last few years?
Mr. DIRICKX. No; I could not say that.
The CHAIRMAN. What percentage did you make in 1928?
Mr. DInICKx. Profit?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. DIRICKX. We are in the red.
The CHAIRMAN. You are in the red for 1928? What percentage

did you make in 1927?
Mr. DInIcKx. Ours is a new concern. We were not operating in

.1927, Senator.
Senator REED. Did you build a new plant?
Mr. DIRICKX. No. This plant was built about seven or eight

years ago by a group of people, and they came to grief before they
ever operated it during the merchandise panic of 1921; and then it
stood idle for about seven years until the present people came along
and bought the plant and revamped it.

Senator KING. Was it erected for this purpose?
Mr. DiRicKx. It was erected for this purpose, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Proceed, if you want to say anything

more.
Senator REED. I think he has made it plain.
The CHAIRMAN. Very plain indeed.
Senator RESED. Is there anything else, Mr. Dirickx?
Mr. DIRICKX. No; -except that I want to call your attention,

Senator, to the very great importance of this industry in the United
States in case of international trouble.

Senator KING. Personally, I am not'interested in that. Perhaps
by colleagues may be. I wanted to ask you to what extent coconut
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oil is used in the United States for soap, and, if it were not for the
free coconut oil, what the effect would be upon the soap or other
industries, and the increase in price that would result therefrom, if
you have figured it out or have any view about it.

Mr. DIRIOKx. About 65 per cent of the coconut oil is used in soap;
and I can not conceive, under the present way of doing things, where
we could really get, in the United States, the necessary oil that
would take the place of coconut oil, because there is not a single oil
or fat in the United States that makes the special kind of soap that
is made now from coconut oil.

Senator REED. You say this industry is important in the event
of war?

Mr. DiRCKX. Yes, sir.
Senator REED. If the importation of coconut oil became impossible,

the importation of copra would be equally impossible; would it
not?

Mr. DIRICKX. Oh, yes; but there is this difference: You have to
look at the map, Senator. If we were to admit the elimination of
the copra industry in this country, and all the mills went out of
business, and you relied solely on your supply of coconut oil from
the Philippine Islands, if there should be any trouble some time,
have you ever looked at the map and seen how vulnerable our line
of communication between the Philippine Islands and the United
States is?

Senator REED. I have a faint idea of where they are. Is there
anything else, Mr. Dirickx?

Mr. DIRICKX. Yes. If you will permit me, I should like to refer
for a moment to paragraph 1729, though I am not listed under that
paragraph. That has to do with the coconut oil itself.

Some people before the subcommittee on oils made a proposition
that foreign coconut oil which is taxed with a duty should be
admitted free if it is denatured.

The CHAIRMAN. The House did not do that.
Mr. DIRICKX. The House did not accede to that; but the demand

was made here before the subcommittee on oils.
Senator REED. Coconut oil is free now, is it not, only from the

Philippines? There is a duty of 2 cents a pound on coconut oil
from any other source?

Mr. DiRicKX. So far as we are concerned, so far as the industry
of crushing copra is concerned, we are perfectly saitsfied with the bill
as it came out of the House.

Senator KING. Then there is a 2-cent duty upon coconut oil not
imported from the Philippine Islands?

Mr. DIRICKX. There is a 2-cent duty on coconut oil imported
from countries other than the Philippine Islands.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all, then.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. PARKER, REPRESENTING THE PORT-
LAND VEGETABLE OIL MILLS, PORTLAND, OREG.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee.
Not as much for the information of this subcommittee as to make a
record for the general committee, I would like to make some state-

I
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ments in rebuttal of statements made before the subcommittees of
the Finance Committee and before the general committee yesterday
afternoon. The professional advocates for the various farm orgam.

zations-I mean those who are compensated for formulating and
presenting arguments-have hung every crime on the calendar upon
coconut oil. If you will permit me I will answer some of their
statements.

Senator REED. First, about their being compensated. You are
compensated by one of the organizations for being here?

Mr. PARKER. I am an officer of the corporation.
Senator REED. You get a salary from them?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Senator REED. And we are compensated for being here.
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Senato- REED. Or at least we are getting a salary for it.
Mr. PARKER. I make this distinction, Senator, that my opinions

are not influenced by being compensated, nor am I compensated for
presenting my opinion.

Senator REED. Well, conceivably they are not. We are all in the
same boat; we are all selfish and we are all being paid. Now go
ahead, please.

Mr. PARKER. Senator, possibly I will change your opinion.
Senator KING. Proceed-get down to brass tacks.
Senator SMOOT. Let us talk about coconut.
Mr. PARKER. All right. In the brief filed by Mr. Chester Gray

before this committee, page 48 of your printed proceedings, he says:
The competition of these imported oils and fats may be divided into three

classes: First, those which displace domestic butter and lard; included among
these are coconut oil, * *

The facts concerning coconut oil's place in margarin were pre.
sented before the House committee and in our briefs. I will not
repeat them.

Senator SMOOT. It is only used in margarin. Not at all in
butter?

Mr. PARKER. Not at all in butter, and to a trifling extent inmargarin.
Senator REED. And if it were not used in margarin what would

be used in its place?
Mr. PARKER. They would increase the use of animal fat possibly,

animal margarins. The consumption of margarin would continue.
The margarin manufacturers and the fair-minded butter manu-
facturers admit that. The 45 per cent duty on coconut oil if put
into effect would increase the cost of a pound of margarin, if all
coconut oil, less than 4 cents. The spread between margarin and
butter is between 20 and 30 per cent. Margarin is eaten for an
economic purpose.

Senator REED. It still would undersell butter?
Mr. PARKER. Oh, yes; and would still be used. Senator, we

import butter in this country. We imported 5,000,000 pounds last
year. The Department of Agriculture says it would take 250,000 new
cows to make up our deficiency of dairy products, plus 300,000 new
cows per annum to supply our increasing population.

There is much said a bout the competition between coconut oil and
cottonseed oil. Mr. Diriekx has stated. there is none. Mr. Dirick,
notwithstanding the witness who immediately preceded him, is
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correct. It was stated before the Ways and Means Committee by an
authority whose identity I can not recall at the moment, but it is in
the record, that 99 per cent of the cottonseed oil produced in the
United States in 1928 was eaten or went into edible channels. The
refining loss went into the soap kettle.

There is practically no surplus of cottonseed oil in this country.
Cottonseed oil is the competitor of lard, and no one knows it better
than this Mr. Gray whose remarks I have just read to you, for he and
I have discussed'it several times, and he admits it. It must be
admitted.

The struggle as to domestic fats and oils is between the cotton raiser
of the South and the hog raiser of the North. If cottonseed oil was
$i a pound and coconut oil 1 cent a pound you could not make lard
substitutes out of coconut oil, that is, entirely. Because of its
inherent qualiths you sinmply c*an not fry with it. It is a peculiar
product, as Senator Sinot has indicated. It is the ingredient in soap
which gives it the free lather and quality. There is no domestic fat
that will do it.

Senator SMOOT. Is there any other oil that will do it?
Mr. PARKER. There is a foreign fat, p)anl kernel oil, which will do

it in a measure, but not satisfactorily. You can not make the soap
we require to-day from cottonseed oil if you had an abundance of it.
But if you had an abundance of it, more than is necessary for the edible
use to which it is put, it would mean a vast increase in the already too
large production of staple cotton. The tail would be wagging the
dog, in other words. You would increase your supply of by-product
at a vast cost in the price of your major product.

The witness this morning and Mr. Gray yesterday said the price of
coconut oil influenced the price of cottonseed oil. I have here the
market price on the 10th and 20th of each month from 1924 to June
of the current year for bleachable cottonseed oil at the New York
market and coconut oil on the Pacific coast. This is for the 10th and
20th of each month during this period. If you will permit me I will
make just a few comparisons here.

On April 10, 1924, bleachabie cottonseed oil in New York was $10.10
per hundred. August 20 it was $14 p,r hundred, or 14 cents per
pound. An advance of 3..) cents per pound.

On the date we start with, Ap;'il 10, 1924, coconut oil was 8 cents
per pound. On August 20 it was 9% cents, an advance of 1% cents.

April 10, 1925, the high of that year in New York was $11.35, cotton-
seed oil. It declined to $9.83 on October 20. Now mind you, cotton-
seed oil declined. Coconut oil on the first date was 8,%8 cents a pound.
On the second date it was 111%2 cents a pound-due entirely to a fall.
down on the part of the Shiipping Board in not operating tankc steamers
and bringing in coconut oil in time. There was a squeeze on the
market. But you will observe that notwithstanding the advance in
coconut oil cottonseed oil declined.

January 10, 1926, the price of cottonseed oil was $11.10. On June
10, 1926, it was $16.20. On January 10 coconut oil was 10% cents
and on June 10 it was 10% cents. Cottonseed oil went up $5.10.
Coconut oil declined one-fourth cent.

On January 10, 1927, cottonseed oil was $8.60, and it advanced on
October 10 to $11. Coconut oil advanced in the same period from
8U cents to 8% cents. One-quarter cent advance.
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May 20, 1928, cottonseed oil, $10.50. November 10, 89.25. On
the same dates, coconut, 8) and 8.

January 10, 1929, cottonseed oil, $10.10 June 20, $9.60. De.
lined a half cent. Coconut oil declined from 7 to 6% cents in tie
same period, a decline of a cent and a quarter.

If it is desired, Mr. Chairman, 1 will put these figures in the record.
Senator SMzooT. Put the whole scale in the record.
(The figures presented by Mr. Parker are as follows:)

Bleaclh-
able New.
York cot-'tonseed1

oil

Per 100
1024 nu nds

A I.r. 10 ......... 21). I1
A pr.. 20 .........---------- " 10.04
.% n " I . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . , 10 . 2 5

ay 20 .----------------------- 9.4 0
June 0 ----------------------- :0.20
J u nne 20 ---------------------- 10. 41 i
July 1 0.. 11. 50
July 20----------------------- 12.25.Aug. tO............ 13. £0

Sept. 10 --------------------- 10.31
Seplt. 214 ---------------------- 11.45
Oct. 10 - ........... ----------- 1l. 15
Oct. 20 ----------------------- 11.3o
Nov. 10 ---------------------- 10.79
Nov. 20 _-----------10.1-- 0
D ee. 10 ------------------ 11.31
Dec. 200 -------------------- 11.0

1925
Jaln. 10 ------------------------ 11.10
Jail. 20 ------------------------ 1l 1.1

Feb. 11) ......... ------------- 10.70
Feb. 2 0 10.601
MAir. 10 ....... -..... .......... 11. 10
far. 20 ----------------------- 11.20

M ar.2 0- 1135Air. 10 ....................... I
Apr. 20 ----------------------- 11.10
May 10 ....................... 10. 65
May 0----------------------- 101.00
Jume.. 10------------------- ,
Junle 20 ----------------------- 0. 85
July 10 ----------------------- 11.15
July 20 ----------------------- 11.50
Aug. 1W ----------------------- i 711.76
Aug. 20 ----------------------- 10.85
8tcpt. 10 ----------------------- 10. 86

pt.20 ....................- 10. C5
Oct. 10 --------------------- 10.0,)
Oct: 20 ......................... 9.S3
Nov. 10 ----------------------- 10.25
Nov. 20 ........................ 10. 25
Dec. 10 -------------------- - 10. 20
Dec. 20 ..................... 10.30

Jan. 10 .......-- --------------- 1.10
Jan. 20 --------------------- 11.,0
Feb. 10 ---------------------- 1 00
Feb. 20 ----------------------- I 1. 62
Mar. 10 --------------------- 1 2.15
Mar. 20 ---------------------- 12.50
Apr. 10 ---------------------- 11.75
4Apr. 20 ----------------------- 12.35
m ay 10 .................... - 1 .50
May 20 ---------------------- 14.70
June 10 ------ _-------------- 16.201
June 21 ----------------------- 14.35
July O- ...................... 15.50
July % ---------------------- 15.15 i
Aug. ------------------- 13. 00
Aug. 20 ------------------- 12. 65
Set. 10 --------------------- 12.55
80pt. 20 --------------------- 9.
Ont. 10 ---------------------- 8.75 I
Oct. 2U ..-------------------- 8.45
Nov. 10 ---------------------- 8.28
Nov. 20 --------------------- 8. 10
Dec. 10 ------------------ 8. 0
Dee. 20 ---------------------- 8.20

F. o.b. Bleach-
I'acilie n ablo Now
coht p, Yolk cot-

coconut tonseed c
oil oil

Cents per Per 100 C
pound . 1927 pounds

,' Joi. 10 -.... ..... . . . 6
S Ja:..2---------------------- $.G7li Jan. 20 ........................ 8. C;o

7'h Fctb. 10 ....................... V. 00
7 Z 4 Feb. 20 ....................... V.87
7-5t .. Mar. 10 ....................... 9.07., n \ar. 10 ----------------------- .40

s , A,\r. tO ....................... 9.00
b , .Apr. 20 ----------------------- 8.10

\tlV10 ----------------------- 8.J0
lay 20 ...................... 9.19

9 Julne 0 ....................... 9.10
uime20 ----------------------- 9. 29]1tJuly 10 ....................... V. 30

93 3 Iul. 20 ---------------------- 0 V. 65
9 , .tug. 10 .................9], Ang. 20 ....................... I0.00,
! & slit. 20 ----------------------- 11.25

Sept. 20 ....................... 10.25
10 Ot. 10- -------.------------ -11.0010 00~. 2Q ........... 10.40

9'1'!Nov. 10 ..... ................ 1.5
":: 10.79 , ov. 20 ................... . 10. O

e. 10 .......... . 9.90D he. 20 ....................... 9.so0

1028

9 .1 Jil. 10 ........................ 10.20
Jimi. 20 ........................ 10.00

1.,i Feb. 10 ----------------------- 9.10
I Fel). 20 ....................... .25

I olr. 10-------------..
tj- j r. o. ...................... . . 6 ,5

iiar. 20 ....................... 9.15
Aie Apr. 10 ....................... 9.o

1 pr. 20 ----------------------- 10.00
* , 1y 10 ....................... 10. 0

10 N1.y 20----------------------- 10_10
10 Juno 10 ---------------- ---- 10.20
11 Jun it-20 .................. -.. 10.20

Jul y0 ....................... 10. 15113,- J til I2 .................... . 10 ,

12 tg.10 ....................... 1). b5

IW-O:! clt. 20 ..................... it. 45
1(61;.No. t0 ......... ............ 9.25:
V o. 20 ........................ 9.7,0103 eel. 2o ....................... 0.40

10J a Nov. 10-----------------------9.25
i Nov. 20-... ........ ...... 10.7

1 eb. 10 ....................... 10.
1 )eu. .100 0

i .0 .......................
11 Jan. 10 ....................... 10. 10
UNl Ji.u, 20 .................... . 10.20
91 Feb. 10 ................... 10.39

104i Fe. 20 ...................... 10.05
10* \ l. 10 ........................ 10.0

Mar. 20 ...................... 10.709) 't pr. 10-----------.............. 0.309

8 Apr. 20-------------..........---0.0

io 1a 0 ........ 9.75

8% June 20 ................ o. C0

8

F. o. b.
Pacific
('oI, t
okolut

oil

pound

8)i83*

8
8
8
85
838H

8%*
8h

b~i

8Ao84
8%

8IA

Nbi

Mie

8M

8
8 i

814

7.,
;'

7,'6
8
8
71*

711

bA;

7%

8

7"

01
6h
M11
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Senator REED. The lesson of all that seems to be that if we impose
a duty ol the Philippirie coconut oil or on coconut that the advance
in price that would result would not be reflected in a similar advance
in cottonseed oil?

Mr. PARKuit. There is no relativity between them, Senator. They
do not serve the sanm purpose, used in entirely distinct fields, and the
price of cottonseed oil depends in the first place upon your hog crop,
because your competition is with lard, and in the second place upon
the activity of the boll weevil.

Senator KING. So there is no competition between the two products?
Mr. PARKtat. None whatsoever.
Senator KING. If there were no coconut oil produced in the Philip-

pine Islands or none imported into the United States what could you
use as a substitute?

Mr. PARKEit. This foreign oil that I speak of, palm kernel oil,
would be a partial substitute. But thei'e is nothing domestic that
would be a substitute.

Senator KNG. You could not use cottonseed oil as a substitute for
your soap purposes?

Mr. PARKEit. No, you could not, and use the same soap.
Senator SMOOT. We imported last year 53,812,482 pounds of palm

kernel oil. Could they secure palm oil from any part of the world to
make up the quantity that is now imported by way of copra oil?

Mr. PARKLI. In the form of coconut oil?
Senator SASOOT. Yes.
Mr. PARKER. Senator may I differentiate there. You did not

differentiate between paln and palm kernel oil.
Senator SMOOT. I referred to the importation of palm kernel oil,

aind I asked you about that.
Mr. PARKER. I understood you to say palm oil.
Senator SMOOT. No, I said palm kernel oil.
Mr. PARKER. I do not know. No one knows.
Senator SMOOT. No one knows whether there is enough palm

kernel oil produced in the world to take the place of copra oii'if copra
oil was entirely destroyed?

Mr. PARKERi. No one knows.
Senator SMOOT. Well, we can judge that there is not.
Mr. PARKEI. I would think not. I am careful to distinguish

between what I think I know and what 1 believe.
Senator SMOOT. Well, that is proper because you are under oath
Mr. PARKER. I had not forgotten that fact.
Senator KING. Proceed, Mr. Parker. I am through with my

questioning.
Mr. PARKER. I beg to call the attention of this committee in par-

ticular to the testimony of A. M. Loomis, representing the tariff
defense committee of American producers of fats and oils, vage 235.
and so forth, of your printed record. Mr. Loomis vocation is that ot
secretary of the American Dairy Federation. Ile filed a brief before
the Ways and Means Committee as such. He now represents the
tariff defense committee of American producers of fats and oils,
and as such he testified as follows. I call the committee's attention to
his language, if you please. [Reading:

Trying to present the oils and fats tariff case here when technically we are
speaking about fish oil, for example, in paragraph 53, is almost impossible.
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Now further [continuing reading]:
I can illustrate this by saying that while I am entirely unadvised at this

moment as to prices of menhaden oil, I am perfectly certain that the declines
which have taken place in the markets during the past two months in coconut
oil have depressed the menhaden oil prices by almost the same amount as the
coconut oil has been depressed.

Please get it, gentlemen-"While I am entirely unadvised as to
prices I am perfectly certain."

There is no more relation between menhaden oil and coconut oil
than there is between cottonseed oil and coconut oil. This is the
first time in my experience in the business I have ever heard men.
haden oil presented in connection with coconut vil. Menhaden oil
is a fiqh oil. The fishing season by law can not opon before June 15.
All this testimony was, I presume, early this month. What decrease
in price was there during that time? Last year it opened June 15.
It closed November 1. The market price was 42 to 45 cents per
gallon during that period. The market price at the opening of this
year is 42 cents per gallon.

Now I resent the attempt on the part of a representative of a
reputable organization to put into the record before this Finance
Committee an argument based on absolutely false facts. And yet
it is no worse than has been done in numerous cases.

Senator KiNG. I do not see any particular relevancy of that state.
ient to the point at issue.

Mr. PARKER. 1 beg your pardon, Senator. The relevancy is this:
ig presents an argument here against coconut oil claiming that it
injured the menhaden oil market. At the time he spoke there was
no menhaden oil produced.

Senator KI.NG . I understand. If your statement is accurate that
is a fallacious position which he took. But was he trying to establish
the fact that because as he contended, there was a connection be-
tween menhaden and coconut, that there must be a connection
between coconut oil and cottonseed oil?

Mr. PARKER. None whatever. He simply says that the depressed
price of coconut oil has affected menhaden oil, an American fishing
industry. Absolutely untrue.

I In other place in the testimony of Ed. Woodall, chairman of the
tariff committees of the Texas aid Oklahoma Cottonseed Crushers'
Association, beginning at page 232 of your hearings, he protests
against coconut oil. He says that it injures the price of cottonseed
oil. The record disproves it. He states the average production of
cottonseed oil was three and a quarter million barrels per annum.
Although the president of an association ho is wrong-400,000 barrels
per annum for the past 5-year average. The average was 3,686,657
barrels. lie takes an average, grasped out of the air, and then
applies it to the importations of coconut oil during the past six
months, without recognizing or admitting the fact that our importa-
tions of coconut oil have been unprecedentedly heavy.

Senator KIXG. You mean during that period?
Mr. PARKER. Yes. And without making that fair comparison,

which would be the consumption of coconut oil rather than the
importation. As a matter of fact, the stocks of copra and coconut
oil in the United States at the present time are heavier than before,
to my knowledge covering eight or nine years, because the copra
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has been exceedingly cheap, there has been a surplus of fats through-
out the world, and my own company, for instance, is carrying three
times as heavy a stock as it normally does. Yet that is put into
the record against coconut oil.

We do not hurt the farmer, we do not hurt the butter maker.
This Mr. Loomis, who talked about menhaden oil, admitted to

,ne that a tariff on copra or coconut oil would, in his opinion be of
little if any benefit to the American farmer. I quote Mr. Loomis
because he gave me general permission to (o so. I have in my office
a letter from Mr. Loomis received within the past. month, in which
he states that the coconut oil industry is peculiar. It has its own
place in the field, and that we are justified in fighting for it.

Senator SMOOT. Will you send me a copy of the letter, or the letter?
Mr 11. PARKER. I shall be very happy to,'Mr. Chairman.
Senator KING. There would be no objection on his part in giving

publicity to it?
Mr. PARKER. There can not be. We are discussing a matter of

public interest, of legislation.
Senator S.MOOT. Was it something private?
Mr. PARKER. No, sir.
Senator KING. There is nothing in your relations that would attach

confidentiality to it?
Mr. PARKER. I have his permission to quote him in a general

way, Senator. We were simply discussing the issues before this
committee.

Senator SMOOT. IS that all?
MI'. PARKER. That is all I have to offer, I believe.
Senator KING. Just one question. What would be the effect upon

the soap industry if you were denied the coconut oil from the Phil-
ippine Islands.

Mr. PARKER. You mean if a tariff was put on it.
Senator KING. Yes, or if you were denied it? If a tariff was placed

upon it?
MIr. PARKER. If a tariff was placed on coconut oil from the Phil-

ippines, copra from outside sources would advance to a relative value,
and the cost of soap in the United States would be increase enor-molsly.Senator KING. It constitutes an important part of the cost of

the soap?
Mr. PARKER. Oh, yes.
Senator S.MOOT. In such a case would it increase the cottonseed

oil price?
Mr. PARKER. No. Cottonseed oil is not used in soap.
Senator KING. What substitutes could you find if you were

deprived entirely of copra and you could not'get this palm kernel oil?
Mr. PARKER. We would be in the same position then, Senator,

that we were in during the war when we could not get white bread.
We would eat anything as a matter of necessity.

May I just go one step further?
Senator KING. I do not want to start you off again. [Laughter.]
Mr. PARKER. Texas is the largest cotton-producing State in the

Union. You will find in the record of the Ways and Means Com-
nittee petitions from several large steam laundry owners in Texas
against a duty on coconut oil or copra because soap made from cot-
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tonseed is not satisfactory to them or their eiitomers. There is tile
answer to y our question, Senator.

Senator S.ooT. Thank you, Mr. Parker.

BRIEF OF HON. FREDERICK STEIWER, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF OREGON

The iileortaniee If free Copnra and tile necessity for a tariff of) ccociut oil
pl' iilced olll.4i till' 'ilipine Islaids hla been m(ade known to the cominittee
with delall 1)y lhv iit)n1,1 t I ialiifatc'tr'eis of V((.'l(t t oil.
Tilt pli'rpie (if this britf Is to present file l'oadcr luiases of thi; question

mi141 i) niilpl:.'si,o itli riltion hilp i l)htw'nii the jiltlt14imn of colra tilld tile
nlliintn:tinee of American shipilg lines on the west coast. Tite Deiartnient
ef C4inliiiel're has liet'in stressing the iiiiportali'me elf foreign trade. The gi'gat
IIark't fror the iU'eeit, e (if the Ileilie 0i4ast is lhe Orielt, [inll till prl'livig
nations tire colivetillg for thi.,; market.

Citizens of tite State of Oregon an14d of oilier Placifie Coast States halve lnv'sted
large sui. 1 i th Me Irclhse (if ltvd Stales Shipping ]loard vessels. a(! imler
the ternis of purchase' they are obliged ti) nilnaih tit tlrae rmites (xistilu
tit the time of lirchase. For exailii'e. tin States Steamship LAne, of Portland,
OreI.. l-..'urel1sed anid oli)t'rlie.s 13 st tnLlsIlil.s formerly lblonging to tlit, Utiled
statcs (govelinllt, anid this clillplilly I" under tcontrael to make a lmlillll1l1lll 14f

38 rinid trlis per aniuni to tile Orient. To fulfill this contract with lrofit to
themselves. or eveni without loss. the outbound ail] hillmun(l cargoes nut be
balanced its ilarly it- lpossible. If inbound tonnage Is n-it sup:ied and upward
revision of ouitbound freight rates beconies iiiterative, which wlll(d result in
it loss of business i favor if competlg foreign lines ;id a tiliai nllibility to
maaintain tile service. Tihe natural consequence woull lie the loss of filreigii
markets for Ameri'aic grain, caied fruits, canned vegetables. aid other pIit(liCe
of the farm; also lumber, lumber products, automobiles, and other manufactired
goid.s llovilng iii considerable quantity to the orientt.

The States Steamnshilp Co.. of otirtlia, is on1 record as follows:
"This company. originally us a ShliplinIg Board Ol, rator, plnet'rcd this line.

Eiiceuraged by tie floveri'nent to buy tue line. it Is still pioverilng It. :iii'l fine
of Its greatest dificulties has always been te- get return cargoes. Even inder
presemit emdiliol, ful ret urn cargoes have Iellvell iIml)Ossllle to obtain. but
partial return eal'gis cal ibe ihad and help to keel) the ieu't going. These
eargeews rtl'(, nioStly copra. Oil thli Ci'lllally's Soulh Cllint Liie. which includes
the 'hiliplpine Islands. 75 ie'r cent of all homeward cargo is copra. Tie line
wouh ldl'dly live without this commodity, and any duty upon it would stop its
iltll1oortat ion."

In 15128 over 25 I:r ('elt of all the lilmund oriental cagmies arriving ill
Portland mil 15 tier cent of all arriving in Stil Francisco were copra. To put
a t1ail 4ll1 clll'a Is to tax a raw Irodlct i ,wliere produced in till. contitiy.
Such a tax would vlinlate flit' findanewital principle of protective tariff. 0o~co.
nult el ('onlpiiei with our farmers till(] diryinin only to a slight degree. It
call not displace tt(ollseed oil as a1 cooking flit, becallse tile ccollut fil will
not fry. It does enter into4 llce mlanufatlure of nut margarine, but alon with
such farimhi products is butter, cottonseed oil, peanut oil, till(] milk. Of ti:e
('intir flilouut of ceiconut oll used in this ciltry 20 per cent or tess Is used itn
nargarines, 20 per cent is used in confectionery and baking specialties, and
60 per cent Is tistd lit tile iiatIiufactuire (if soo1). Seventy-five per cent of the
copira crushed lit tills c,.'Ultry connies froni tile Philippille Islands.

Cora supplies at this Ihne tile proper medium oif trade exchange.and the
p'oper tonnalge to Aieril('ain ports froli the Slltl Spias. and :i ,oemiisul'nille
lIlotiell of the movement front the Philippiles to tile United States. The
profits front their shipments of copra to us tire used to liquidate their indebted.
hess to s fell. tile purllhase of American goods. If they were unable to ship
the copra to us. it would be necessary for them to divert it to other markets of
the world. and to make their purcha.es5 in those markets. This, of course.
would Iiean a lnis of nllihns of dollars in export trade to the United States,
and the Pacific coast would have to bear the greater part of this loss. This
trade movement concerns also the Gulf and Atlantie ports to the extent that
about 70.000 tons of copra are received cit these ports each year. I wish to
qutit, front a letter I have received from the O'Connor Trading Co. (ltd.). of
San Francisco, as follows:
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"The proposed duty on copra, if enacted into the tariff, will have the effect
of tying u) till f ronnage (slips) 11ow ojiciafted iII the South Sea 1lanl trae( ff-r
the reason that it will take away the return cargoes, without which a vessel
call not operate with profit, tlnd it will Iresult in a dimunition of our export
tr-ade to those islands. The vessels now used in this trade tire not adapted to
other trade lanes, so they would hove to be tied up resulting in a total loss
to IIe owIVwis."

Obviously, therefore. if our present foreign trade Is to le extended, or even
Inailntained in its present volume. tie carriers must be supported by favorable
legislative action. Movement of copra in large quantities, I feel, is indis.
peasible to this maintenance.

UMider the organic law of the Philippines approved August 29. 1910. the
Philippine Legislature nay, with the approval of the Presirent. enact its own
tariff law. Thw existing tariff ltw (of the Philippines is that passed by
Congress in 1910. Amendments have been few and unimportant, and no
aiendinent has been passed or seriously contemplated which would, in any
way. insure American trade with tln islands.

Froim a personal sludy of this question of Importation of free copra and free
coeonut oil from the Philiplpine Islands. I am convinced that no serious injury
is inflicted upon any product of the American farmer, and, on the contrary,
the s iedule ais presented in II. Ri. 21017, paragralph 1723. now before the Senate
Finance Committee for considq(ration. is to the best interests of our people as a
whole, and effects the doniestie coconut uoil manufacturers and our shipping
interests that measure of protection to which they are properly entitled. The
sole result of a tariff on copra and a tariff on coconut oil imported from the
Philiplplne Islands would 1 a greatly increased cost of all soap used in this
country; the ruin of the American crushing industry by reason of lower manu-
facturing costs in the Orient, and seriously imperiling the supremacy of the
American flag In oriental trade.

PRODUCTS OF AMERICAN FISHERIES

[Par. 1727 (a

BRIEF OF THE ATLANTIC COAST FISHERIES CO., GROTON, CONN.;
ROE & SULLIVAN, BOSTON FISH PIER, BOSTON, MASS.; SHIP
BOTTOM FISHERIES CO., BEACH HAVEN, N. J.; CHESEBRO
BROS. & ROBBINS (INC.), NEW YORK CITY; ATLANTIC COAST
FISHERIES CORPORATION, PROVINCETOWN, MASS.; ROBBINS
(INC.), CHICAGO, ILL.; R. ROBBINS, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.;
AND OTHERS
We respectfully, request that all fish now on the free list be retained on the

free list and that'paragraph 1727 of the House tariff bill (H. R. 2667) be revised.

Products of American fisheries: Par. 1630, tariff act of 1922; par. 1727, H. R. 2667

In accordance with our interpretation of this paragraph (1727) as passed by
the House, cod, haddock, hake, polleek, cusk, mackerel, and swordfish, the
product of American fisheries are excluded from this paragraph. They would
therefore become dutiable at 1 cent per pound in paragraph 717.

For more than 100 years the products of American fisheries taken by American
vessels onl the high seas have been landed free of duty. To tax an American
article would be the same as taxing an article imported from the Philippines,
Alaska, or Hawaii.

The paragraph as passed by the House is very clumsy and will undoubtedly
lead to litigation in the future if it finally becoines a law. We think that the
Senate Finance Committee should clarify this paragraph (1727) in accordance
with the desires of the fishing industry.

Paragraph 1727 should be revised so that all fish, shellfish, and other marine
animals landed in the United States, Alaska, Hawaii, or other possessions or
Territories of the United States may be landed free of duty.

All products of American fisheries, including fish, shellfish, and other marine
animals, landed in a foreign country, and there beheaded, eviscerated, trimmed,
packed in ice, prepared for freezing, and frozen, should be exempt from duty
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The Fifteenth Court, Customs Appeals 34, decided that fish caught by Ameri.
cans; in American vessels; bought by a Canadian subsidiary of an American
corporation; landed, graded and packed in ice in Canada; and immediately
shipped in bond, in sealed cars to the American corporation, without having
paid the Canadian duty, or entered Canadian commerce, were entitled to free
entry under paragraph 1030 of the tariff act of 1922. In other decisions, fish
caught by crews of vessels of American registry, commanded by American
masters anti furnished with American gear, when purchased by an American
corporation, and landed at a Canadian port, where they were frozen and stored,
remaining at all times the property and under the control of the American cor.
poration, were held to be entitled to free entry when shipped to the United
States. (G. A. 8949, T. D. 40725; G. A. 8952, T. D. 40728). This decision
was followed as to various kinds of fish in declarations 50185, 50332, 50766,
50799 (N.), 26.

This provision will specifically provide that the products of American fisheries
landed ii a foreign country for shipment to the United States may be free of
duty. In addition, it specifically provides that these fish may be packed in ice,
prepared for freezing and frozen, as well as beheaded, eviscerated, and trimmed.
Now, it is a practice on the Pacific coast to land halibut at Prince Rupert and
freeze it prior to shipment to the United States. As this has been upheld by
the courts and is the commercial practice established for many years, the new
law should specifically provide for it again.

We would consider it discriminatory and entirely unfair to permit halibut to
be landed in a foreign country and not to permit cod, haddock, hake, polleck,
eusk, mackerel, and swordfish to be landed on the eastern coast of Catnada. If
it d fair to permit halibut to he landed for shipment ,then it is fair to permit
cod and other species to be landed.

The halibut fishermen of the Pacific coast are heartily in accord with this pro.
vision and indorse it unanimously. The companies signing this brief catch
about 40 per cent of the cod and haddock taken by United States fishing vessels
and we heartily indorse i his clause.

Due to the high perishL bility of our product, we must get rid of the fish as soon
as possible. As we catch our fish often a thousand miles at sea, we must land
them in a condition which ,,hall be satisfactory to the buyer. It is conceivable
that there might be times when we land fish for transshipment in order to avoid
losing the entire cargo.

As it costs $300 a day to operate our vessels and each trip requires about 10
days, we would, therefore, lose about $3,000 on each shipment.

Our suggested revision of f)aragraph 1727 excludes the words "if so landed,
have been landed solely for shipment without change in condition," because
that clause is liable to lead to a misunderstanding, and subsequently to a court
decision for a proper interpretation.

All products of American fisheries, fresh, frozen, packed in ice, or prepared or
preserved by an American fishery on the treaty coast of Newfoundland, Magdalen
Islands, and Labrador, as such coasts are defined in the international fisheries
agreement under the convention of 1818 between the United States and Great
Britain, should be exempt from duty. It is well defined in the international
fisheries agreement, under the convention of 1818, that the United States has the
right to fish off of these coasts forever.

All products of American fisheries such as spermaceti, whale, fish, and other
marine animal oils, should be exempt from duty, but they should be separately
exempt from duty in a separate clause in order to avoid any misunderstanding.

We believe that paragraph 1727 (H. H. 2667) should be revised as follows:

(Par 1630, Act of 1922; par. 1727, H. R. 2667)

"PAR. 1727 (a) All products of American fisheries, including fish, shellfish,
and other marine animals, if landed in the United States, Alaska, or other po-
sessions or territories of the United States shall be exempt from duty.

"(b) All products of American fisheries, including fish, shellfish, and other
marine animals, landed in a foreign country, and there beheaded, eviscerated,
trimmed, packed in ice, prepared for freezing, and frozen, shall be exempt from
duty.
('c) All products of American fisheries, fresh, frozen, packed in ice, or pre.

pared or preserved by an American fishery, on the treaty coast of Newfoundland,
Magdalen Islands, and Labrador, as such coasts are defined in the convention
of 1818 between the United States and Great Britain, shall be exempt from duty.
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"(d) All products of American fisheries such as spermaceti, whale, fish, and

other marine animals, shall be exempt from duty."We respectfully request the committee to (ivide this paragraph up as wehave, so there will be no trouble about interpretingit. We have used plain, simplelanguage and do not believe any court action will be necessary to interpret it.(Sea herring, smelts, tuna fish: Par. 1650, tariff act of 1922; par. 1753, If. R.
2667.)

It was the intention of paragraph 1656 of the tariff act of 1922 to provide forfree entry of all sea herring, smelts, or tuna fish, whether fresh, frozen, or packedin ice. However, the courts held that artificially frozen sea herring were notincluded in this paragraph and were therefore dutiable under paragraph 717at 1 cent a pound.
We respectfully request that all sea herring, frozen artificially, be retained onthe free list; that sea herring, frozen naturally, or if fresh, and smelts, and tunafish be retained on the free list.
There is no reason to discriminate between naturally frozen sea herring andartificially frozen sea herring. Any man who has made a scientific study offish knows that the ice crystals that form in fish when they freeze, whether natur-ally frozen by the elements or artificially frozen, are of the same size if frozenunder the same conditions. It is, therefore, logical to permit the free entry of

fresh or frozen sea herring.
Fresh or frozen sea herring is the raw material for smoking in the United

States.
Imported sea herring (toes not compete with the domestic sea herring.. Thereare no data available giving the domestic production of sea herring which arecomparable to the herring imported for smoking purposes; there are no dataavailable giving imports of herring for smoking purposes. However, productionalong the New England coast of the United States, the principal producingcenter in this class of fish, is small; the production is also very, very limited.imports come entirely from Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and are consumed

principally by smokers in Pennsylvania and Illinois.Sea herring also serve as the raw material for sardines in the Maine sardineindustry. A large portion of the herring used by the sardine industry must betaken in Canadian waters, due to the limited supply in the waters close to theUnited States. These herring are very small, about 2 inches in length, whereasthe herring used for smoking purposes must be from 8 to 10 inches in length.It has been the commercial custom for United States vessels to fish off the coastof Newfoundland and to permit their fish to freeze naturally when the tempera-ture is very low. These fish are entitled to free entry as the product of Americanvessels. We must go to Canada to supplement this supply because our vesselsthat fish off from Newfoundland have a limited quantity available.We respectfully request that all frozen sea herring, whether naturally orartificially frozen, and all fresh sea herring, smelts, and tuna fish be provided for
on the free list.

All other fish paragraphs on the free list, including cuttle fish, whalebone, mo3s,sea grass, sea weeds, fish, shellfish, fish used for purposes other than human consump-
tion, fish scrap, and fish meal.

We respectfully request that the above-enumerated products as provided forin the tariff act of 1922 on the free list, be retained on the free list in the new
tariff act.

COD OIL AND COD-LIVER OIL
[Par. 1727 (b))

STATEMENT OF C. P. GULICK, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
OIL PRODUCTS CO., HARRISON, N. J.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman.)
Mr. GULICK. Gentlemen, I appeared before the Ways and Means

Committee, and therefore I will be very brief, as I do not want to
go over any of the ground covered at that time.

My request at that time was cod-liver oil and cod oils be retained
on the free list, where they have been. I see the recommendationIs-

Senator SMOOT. Cod-liver oil and what?
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Mr. GULICK. Cod-liver oil and cod oil, paragraph 1727.
Senator KING. Those are medicines of high value, are they not?
Mr. GULICK. Yes; they are.
Senator KiNG;. Is there a proposition to put them upon the duti. ca

able list.? full

Mr. GULICK. There has been a request made to put them on the PrC

dutiable list in order to protect and foster the domestic cod-liver oil

fishing production.
I went into the matter of figures quite extensively in my brief,

and before the House committee. On account of lack of time at
that time, however, I did not have an opportunity to read into the del
record something that I will not now take the time to read into the Still
record, except that I would like to mention the fact that I had the
letters which I have sent to the House committee, from the agricul. at
tural and industrial colleges of the country, protesting against any enl
possibility of cod..liver oil being placed upon the dutiable list.

My interest in this is primarily from the standpoint of the farmer,
poultry raiser, and the cattle raiser, because cod-liver oil has, in the to
past few years, come into its own as a very vital element of feed to
those industries.

The domestic production, either actual or potential, can not any.

where meet the demand. We have to go to world supplies to meet
this particular demand for cod-liver oil.

Senator KING. You mean the agriculturists need the cod-liver oil? of
Mr. GULICK. Absolutely. Such institutions as the University of

Nebraska, the North Dakota Agricultural College, the Virginia Poly. it
technic Institute, the Kansas State Agricultural College, Cornell tai'
University, the South Dakota State College, Iowa State College of
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts, Massehusetts Agricultural College, Ho
the University of New Hampshire, the North Carolina State College not
of Agriculture and Engineering, and the University of Minnesota ot
have gone on record definitely protesting against any increase in the F
cost of this particular commodity, because of the farmer's need for Ens
it in feed to his poultry and animal and farm stock. live

Cod-liver oil, without going into the science of the thing in detail, Par
is fed because of its vitamine content. It is the only known source, farn
practically, of vitamine B, that thing which produces strong bones, s
We can not get it out of anything else, and yet the United States
Fisheries Association asks that cod-liver oil be taxed at 45 per cent of
in order to foster the American cod-fishing industry.

Since the hearings before the House committee I have run across
an article in the June 24th issue of the weekly magazine called Time,
which quotes Mr. Hlarden F. Taylor, vice president of the Atlantic

Coast Fisheries Co., who appeared before the committee asking into

for 45 per cent ad valorem on cod-liver oil. oil

This article quotes the fact that Secretary of Commerce Lamont Se
said that the fishing in this country is in the soundest position of its
history. The point I want to make, however, that Mr. Lamont also NI
states, is that the catch landed in New England ports is not any more Sc
the famed cod, but haddock, one month's catch showing 75 per cent N
haddock, 16i per cent cod, and 5 per cent flounder. It is to protect hate
this little 16 per cent of cod, evidently, that they want to tax the meta
American farmer for his entire consumption of cod-liver oil. I

emp
inter
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It is an untenable position, and it is untenable for this reason, that
cod-liver oil is merely a by-product of the cod-fishing business. They
catch cod fish for the fish. The livers are merely a part of the fish,

ilti. and it is merely a by-product. Regardless of how much that is

the protected, it would not stimulate and coull not stimulate fishing for
ole Cod.
oil Senator KING. The farmer's use of cod is merely for its food value.

Mr. GULICK. Food value, pure and simple.
ef, Senator KING. Then, the farmer uses it no more than other people.

at Mr. GULICK. Except that tip to the last three or four years the
the demand has been almost entirely medicinal, anti for human con-
the suinption, whereas in the past three or four years there has sprung up
lh a tremendous demand, fostered by these agricultural institutions all

,uI. over the country, including the United States Department of Agri-
Ily culture, for the feeding of cod-liver oil and its products to cattle,

poultry, and other farm animals, giving the reasons for it, and so
ier, forth, which makes it necessary for Us to go to the ends of the earth

he to &.vt enough cod-liver oil to supply this demand.
to Senator K.xG. IF there imch cod-liver oil used for feeding animals,

poultry, and so forth?
!e ,r. GULICK. That demand is increasing, doubling and trebling
et every single year, due to the activities of these agricultural institutions.

The statistics of import, the present. consumption, and all the rest
i? of that I have given in my brief before the House committee.
of Senator KING. 1las anybody appeared before tile House con-
y- wittee-no one has appeared before this comnittee-asking for a

iell tariff on cod-liver oil?
of Mr. GULICK. Yes. Mr. Harden F. Taylor appeared before the
e, House committee asking for .45 per cent tarilr on cod-liver oil. I did
ge not know but lie might also appear before this committee with some
ta other facts.

jie Furthermore, gentlemen, one of my predecessors this morning, Mr.
or Eastlack, asked for 45 per cent on all imported fats, including cod-
All liver oil, and I protest against any such blanket proposition as that,
le: particularly where we have an excel)tion so absolutely vital to the
e, farmer as this is.

Senator KING. Unless there is a good showing I should oppose it
upon the ground that it is essentially a medicine. I know hundreds

Mt of little children who are taking cod-liver oil, under prescriptions
from doctors, because of the vitamines and the curative effects.

Mr. GULICK. Absolutely; and there is not any other source. I
e, point out this article, that says that 75 per cent of the fish comingi0 into the New England ports is haddock. There is not a single thing
ig on record, so far as we know, where science has indorsed haddock liver

oil for this purpose. It is cod-liver oil.
its Senator BARKLEY. Does cod-liver oil have the same effect on an

animal as it does on a man?30 NMr.GULICK. Absolutely.
,e Senator REE.D. It makes chickens lay more eggs?
it Mr. GULICK. It makes chickens lay more eggs, increases the

hatchability, and decreases mortality. It increases the animal
Le metabolism. That is the function.

I have nothing further that I want to say. I merely wanted to
emphasize those points, and bring out the attitude of the agricultural
interests.

I
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*mos

BRIEF OF E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, NEW YORK CITY ile

tatySENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, IVashington, D. 0. atGENTLEMEN: Oil February 22, 1929, we presented a brief to the Ways and ad"LMeans Committee of the House of Representatives in opposition to the transfer in]of cod-liver oil and cod oil from paragraph 1630 to paragraph 53 with a duty of45 per cent ad valorem. That committee decided that these products shouldremain on the free list. We understand that your committee will be requestedto rescind this decision and we wish to present this supplementary brief in furtheropposition to a duty upon cod-liver oil and cod oil.

COD-LIVER OIL IS A MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND NOT A FOOD the
tableAs a result of research in this country and abroad it has been shown that thereare certain principles contained in particular substances which are essential for Cornhealth and proper growth. These substances or principles have been given thename of vitamins becaitse they are essential to health. Among the most import.ant of these are those found ini cod-liver oil of which there are two. One of theseknown as vitamin A is essential for growth particularly of young animals and isalso concerned in protecting the organism against certain infections particularlythose of tile respiratory tract. The other one of these principles found in cod.liver oil is known as vitaniin D or the antirachitic factor or the principle that

protects the body against the development of rickets and favors the propergrowth of the bones and teeth. According to surveys made by a number ofdifferent investigators in this country and abroad more than 25 per cent of thechildren in the various groups surveyed showed definite evidence of the lack ofthis latter vitamin or the antirachitic factor. Poultry raisers have likewisefound that this vitamin favors a more rapid growth in tie chicks, protects them 192...,against the condition known as leg weakness and results in a most sturdy stock. 12.The same has been found to be true by the raisers of foxes, dogs, and other
animals.

Cod-liver oil for years before these discoveries was given because of the belief Thethat the oil itself had some peculiar value in protecting the body against these livervarious conditions recited above, but the studies have shown that it has no 41 perrelation to the food value of cod-liver oil but is duo to the presence of these two Is dnevitamins which are active therapeutic agents. ' Cod-liver oil may, therefore, be Statesdroperly considered to be an active medicinal preparation rather than a food.Cod-liver oil used for human beings is taken for the greater part by babies Unite(and young children, not as a food, but for the active therapeutic agents which it reportcontains known as vitamin A and vitamin D. It is called "Bottled sunshine Commbecause these vitamins take the place of sunshine in building up the health, month.strength, and frame of human beings and animals. It is valuable for all children, duringbut it is especially needed by children who receive insufficient sunlight and freshair. It is so rich in vitamins that it is taken in small doses, but iu most instancesseveral doses are required each day. While this medicinal product is vitallyimportant to children, it is also used in large quantities by adults to maintain ahealthy condition and to develop. resistance to sickness especially to colds andinfections of the respiratory tract.Cod-liver oil is incorporated in food mixtures for Touitry and animal hus-bandry, but any value that it may have when so used depends upon the amountof vitamin A and vitamin D contained in the cod-liver oil rather than the numberof calories in the oil itself. As there is no other material which contains thesevitamins in anything like the proportion contained in cod-liver oil, this oil isan essential medicinal agent to the poultry and animal husbandry industry of I (Janthe country. Cod-liver oil is administered to human beings and to animals as 9
a medicine, not as a food. The medicinal value of cod-liver oil is due to thevitamins which it contains. The ii

1929 weNO FARM PRODUCT COMPETES WITH COD-LiVEH OIL The ir
No vegetable oil or other animal oil so far produced in the United States or Theanywhere else contains those vitamins so that the agricultural industry and other pounds,industries of the United States do not produce any product which competes withcod-liver oil. For this reason, the continuance ot cold-liver oil upon the free list 1I0works no hardship against the agricultural industry of the United States.The agricultural industry has requested that animal and vegetable oils now onthe free list shall be removed therefrom and shall be assessed with a duty of45 per cent ad valorem. We have discussed their request with certain of the
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most important leaders in farm bureaus and associations. When these gentle-
men have learned of the uses of cod-liver oil, of its importance to certain parts of
the agricultural industry, and especially of the fact that it does not compete in
ony wayv with the agricultural industry of the United States, they have assured us
that thcy do not wish any duty placed upon this product. Their request was simply
a "basket" request covering all vegetable and animal oils and everyone consulted
admits freely that their request should not apply to cod-liver oil. In fact tile
imposition of a duty on this product would be to the disadvantage of the farmers
because of the increased cost to them of the product.

THE INCREASING DEMAND FOR COD-LIVER OIL

Our previous brief emphasized the increasing demand for cod-liver oil within
the United States. This increase in demand is clearly indicated by the following
table:

Comparison between United States consumption and total world production of
cod-liver oil and cod oil, by years, 1924 to 1928
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The United States used 75 per cent of the entire world production of cod-
liver oil and cod oil during 1927 and 1928 as compared with a consumption of
41 per cent in 1924 and 1925. The great increase in consumption in recent years
is dte to the general increase in knowledge among the citizens of the United
States of the medicinal properties of cod-liver oil.

Our previous brief forecasted an increase in demand for cod-liver oil in the
United States during 1929. The correctness of this forecast is borne out by a
report from the department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domertic
Commerce, upon the imports of cod-liver oil and cod oil during the first four
months of 1929. The following table compares the imports of these products
during the first four months of 1928 and 1929:

Comparison of imports of cod-liver oil and cod oil, January through April, 1928
and 1929

Y % I 'ervent
-ears ] -,p.,rm .tnloport of ill t iroso

increase 19's9over

Pounds Pounds
1928 (January through April) .......................... . ... 9,3S3, 745 .............. ........
129 (January through April) ................................ 11,67,021 2,183,276? -

The imports of cod-liver oil and cod oil combined during the first four months of
1929 were 23 per cent greater thans the imports during the same period in 1928.
The imports of cod oil alone increased 25 per cent during the first four months
of 1929 and the imports of cod-liver oil alone increased 22 per cent.

The increase in imports during tile first four months of 1929 was 2,183,276
pounds, and this increase alone was more than the total production of cod-liver oil
and cod oil in the United States tlurinm the entire year 1928, which production was
1,873,085 pounds. This would seem to substantiate our statement in our previous

SConsump. Per centCosm- of totalWorld tion in the orl
production, United States world

Years including , (Imports and podution
United StateslUnited States. inUned

production); States

Pounds Pounds
194...................... ........ 5S.03J,000 22,432,000 41

194------------------------------------------------- 55.L039000 V.23,000 41
1925 ------------------------------------------------------------ 57. 03, 000 23,60,0001 411926 ............................................................ K0.665, 0001 34,4(J,,000 60

1927 -------------------------------------------- 4, 3, 000 0, 362, 000 75
IV$ .......................... . . ................------------ 44, 700,000 32,098,000 75

I
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brief that the total production of cod-liver oil and cod oil in the Unitc4 States is
not sufficient to supply even the increase in demand in this country during the
single year 1929.

PRICES FOR COD-LIVER OIL

Our previous brief pointed out the steady increase in price of cod-liver oil
during the past several years for the purpose of emphasizing the increasing
demand and to show that American producers of cod-liver oil have a ready market
at high prices for their product. We pointed out that American producers
requesting the increased tariff can produce at costs which compare favorably with
the cost of production in) other countries and are more than favorable as compared
with the cost of production in Newfoundland. Since the presentation of that
brief, prices of cod-liver oil have declined perceptibly, and it may be that the
i(voc'ltes of the duty upon this product will endeavor to use this decline in prices
as a reason why the, duty should be imposed. It therefore seems advisable to
investigate briefly this price decline.

The decline in price is due to three factors:
1. A large production in Norway.
2. Uncertainty as to tariff conditions in the United States made producers

anxious to dispose of their stocks at any price.
3. Fear that certain substitutes for cod-liver oil will materially reduce tile

demand.
The production of cod-liver oil in Norway during 1929 has been much greater

than in 1928. On the other hand, it has been much smaller than tile production,
in 1925 and 1926. Production in Iceland this year has been very much smaller
than tile production in 1928. The production in Newfoundlanld this year of
cod-liver oil will be materially less than the production in 1928. The production
of cod-liver oil and cod oil in Saghalien and Japan during 1928 was approximately
500,000 pounds less than the production in 1927. Japanese and Saghalien pro.
duction in 1929 will probably be about equal to production in 1928.

A comparison of the estimated production for 1929 with theproduefionfor
1928, which was the smallest in the last five years, shows that the world pro.
duction this year will be approximately the same as the world production last year.

The fislermen and the producers of oil in Norway and in Iceland are in such
a position that tlmey call not carry their stocks of oil and must dispose of them
shortly after they tire produced. Tile result is that during this year the market
on col-liver oil and cod oil has been a buyer's market, because 'Norwegian pro.
ducers were frightened by their increased production, by the discussion of a
heavy tuilf, and by the discussionn of substitutes. As a result they have sold
at practically any price they could obtain.

The secomid factor which influenced prices is the discussion of a heavy tariff
upon cod-liver oil imported into the United States. The depression from such a
factor is a temporary ove. With tile increase in demand for cod-liver oil the entire
world production woui lie sold even at higher prices as the demand increases.

The third factor which inflleceed prices is the diseussoin of substittmtes for
cod-liver oil. It is true that a method has been found for developing a su stitute
for the vitamin 1) detained il cod-liver oil. It has been impossible to develop
vitami A or a substitute for it. • For the use of human beings vitamin A is just
as important as vitamin D. For the use of animals vitamin A is extremely
important, but it is generally considered less important thall vitamin D. As a
result the probability is that the demand for cod-liver oil will continue to increase
steadily from year to year in spite of the development of certain substitutes.

Tile citizens of foreign countries are just beginning to learn of the great medi-
cinal value of cod-liver oil, especially for human beings. The financial condition
of many of these countries has retarded the purchase of this product. Undoubt-
edly in th6 next few years we will see a greatly increased demand for cod-liver oil
in European countries which will emphasize the shortage of this product.

This brief discussion of the price situation would indicate that while tile present
price of cod-liver oil is low the condition is a temporary one and that tile lrice
of this product will unidoulb)tedly continue to advance from year to year. This
being true, the American producers with their expanding market will be able to
continue to sell their product at very satisfactory profits as they have done in
the past.

* * * * * * *

This supplementary brief opposing a tariff on cod oil and cod-liver oil is sub-
mitted for three purposes:

1. To emphasize the medicinal importance of these products.



2. To consider new conditions connected with the industry which have devel-
oped since our last brief was submitted and which might bh incorrectly reported
to your committee as a reason why a tariff should be imposed.

3. To emphasize to your committee that all claims in our previous brief are
actually sulbstantiated by developments during the present year.

ltesl)Cctfully submitted. E. R. SQUiBB & So,.s.

NiHW YORK, N. Y., July 15, 199.

TUNG (CHINA-WOOD) OIL

[Par. 1729]

STATEMENT OF HENRY A. GARDNER, WASHIN4ITON, D. C., REP-
RESENTING THE INSTITUTE OF PAINT AND VARNISH
RESEARCH

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Senator SMOOT. You want to speak on tung oil?
Mr. GARDNER. On tung oil, also known as China wood oil. I

represent the American Paint and Varnish Manufacturers Associa-
tion of the United States. We wish to have it kept on the free list,
where it always has been placed. One main reason for that is that
it will never interfere with any other animal or vegetable oil that is
used for edible purposes.

Senator S.MoOT. That is wlhat the House did.
Mr. GARDNER. Because it is entirely toxic and poisonous.
Senator REE@D. Why should we limit the tnig oils that are on the

free list to Chinese and Japanese tung oils, if that industry could be
encouraged in Hawaii or in the Philippines, or any place where
similar climate is found?

Senator SMrooT. That is already provided, you know, in para-
graph 55, where it is not denaturied. Ile speaks only of the de-
natured.

Senator REED. Oh, no. IHe says it is poisonous. It is not
denatured.

Mr. GARD.ER. It is naturally poisonous.
Senator SMOOT. Ie said olive oil.
Senator REED. No, lie did not.
Mr. GARDNIER. Tung oil, or China wood oil The two names refer

to the same product.
Senator REED. Tung oil is free only if it is Chinese or Japanese.

Why do we need the words "Chinese or Jal)anese"?
Mr. GARDNER. We do not need those names at all. It is only

grown in China at the present time. There is very little produced
in Japan, and it is all used in Japan. All we import is brought
from China.

Senator SMOOT. It will not do any harm to leave the words in there
if there is none produced anywhere else.

Mr. GARDNER. That is true.
Senator REED. It is not fair to any other country that might

start to )roduce it.
Senator S.MoOT. We will have other revisions.
Mr. GARDNER. I just want to point out that its action is almost

identical with that of croton oil. It is highly toxic.
Senator REED. Is it used in medicine as a purgative?
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Mr. GARDNER. No; it is too poisonous for that. If a person
should drink one teaspoonful of it he would be tied up in bow knots
in a minute. it is so highly toxic, But it is absolutely essential to
the production of waterproof varnishes. No other oil can be used
for that purpose.

May I present this brief.
Senator SMOOT. Yes.
(Mr. Gardner submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF HENRY A. GARDNER, DIRECTOR, SCIENTIFIC SECTION, AMERICAN
PAINT AND VARNISH MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION (INC.)

COMMITTEE: ON FINANCE,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

BRIEF RESPECTFULLY PROTESTING AGAINST THE IMPOSITION OF TARIFF DUTIES
ON TUNG OIL, ALSO KNOWN AS CHINA WOOD OIL

The American Paint and Varnish Manufacturers' Association (Inc.), consists
of 207 manufacturers of paint, varnish, and lacquers, representing not less than
70 per cent of the productive capacity for these products in the United States
and producing products for general use to a value in excess of $500,000,000
annually.

Tile introduction of China wood oil into the United States some 20 years ago
resulted in a complete revolution in the processes for the manufacture of var.
nishes and certain other important prodaicts in the paint and varnish industry
Before China wood oil was generally Ised, practically all of the better grades of
varnishes and prodllcts using varnish were manufactured from imported fossil
g ums and treated linseed oil. Rosin, an important product of the American
farmer, was before that time usually employed in the manufacture of inferior
grades of varnish or for adulteration.

When China wood oil became commercially available, investigation showed that
China wood oil used in combination with American rosin produced varnishes in
all respects equal to, and in many respects superior to, th6 older types of var.
nishes. The development of tie industry since China wood oil became available
has been entirely along the line of using this oil in combination with American
rosin, thus increasing the consumption of American rosin, replacing the foreign
fossil guns formerly used.

The American varnish-making industry is now largely based and dependent
upon the use of China wood oil in its products.

The varnishes produced in this way have so far modified the requirements of
consliners as to the character of the varnishes required that it would be imprac-
ticable to again go back to the products manufactured prior to the use of Chins
wood' oil, using imported fossil gums, which at the present time are becoming
more and more scarce and difficult to obtain. The supply of these gums has
been so far reduced within recent year. that they are available only in limited
quantities and therefore can be used only for the products in which they are
absolutely necessary.

The imposition of a duty on China wood oil would not in any way reduce the
demand or restrict the coilsumption of the product by American manufacturers.
China wood oil is not competitive with linseed oil. These two products are in
no sense usable interchangeably, and so long as China wood oil is available,
American vaIrnisli manufacturers will purchase it.

The introduction of the quick-drying nitrocellulose lacquers, which at tile
present time are almost universally used in the finishing of automobiles, has
caused a demand by manufacturers for products having similar quick drying
qualities, making it necessary for the manufacturers to produce varnishes which
would approach lacquers in drying speed. These can only be produced by the
use of China wood oil.

.The total imports of tung oil into the United States during the past five years
have been as follows:

1924, 10,197,798 gallons, valued at $11,091,781.
1925, 10,194,314 gallons, valued at $11,386,069.
1920. 10.375,472 gallons, valued at $9,148,090.
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1927, 11,206,301 gallons, valued at $11,809,583.
1928 (11 months), 12,040,923 gallons, valued at $12,037,522.
It is respectfully requested that no import duties be imposed on tung oil

'China wood oil). "
Respectfully submitted. E7 RNEST T. TriiO,

Chairman Tariff Committee, Amnerican Paint and Varnish
Maniffacturcrs' Association (Inc.).

SOAP-MAKING OILS
[Par. 17291

STATEMENT OF W. F. FANCOURT, JR., PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
REPRESENTING THE TEXTILE SOAP AND OIL MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION

[Sulphur olive oil and palm oil; also including cocoanut oil and palm.kernel oil, par. 851

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. FANCOURT. Gentlemen, Mr. McIvor, who appeared before the

House, is unable to be present. To make matters brief, in the shortest
possible manner, I may say that we request that the bill as proposed
in the House, keeping till textile oils and fats used in soap making,
and for textile soaps on the free list, be retained.

Senator SMOOT. And, for further evidence, you refer us to the
House hearings?

Mr. FANCOURT. The Houise hearings; and a little brief, if you would
like to have it filed.

Senator SMOOT. We will put that in the record.
Senator REED. What kind of oil do you make?
Mr. FANCOURT. Principally sulphur olive oil and palm oil, for the

textile trades.
Senator REED. Both inedible?
Mr. FANCOURT. Both inedible, yes, sir.
(Mr. Fancourt submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF W. F. FANCOURT, JR., REPRESENTING THE TEXTILE SOAP AND OIL
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

AIR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF TilE FINANCE COMMITTEE: I represent the
textile soap and oil manufacturers, who request that no duty be placed upon
soap-making oils and fats, with particular reference to sulphur olive oil, palm oil,
coconut oil, and paln kernel oil.

Our industry consumes approximately 40,000,000 pounds of sulphur olive oil
per year, practically all of which is used in the manufacture of soap for textile
p urp oscs. These oils are not produced nor can they be produced in this country.
Furthermore, they do not compete with domestic vegetable oils.

A duty placed on these oils would not reflect any advantage to the agricultural
interests, as they are not interchangeable, they being used for a specific purpose,
and would still be imported regardless of any duties imposed, as soaps made from
these fats are indispensable to the textile industry.

Any duty on soup-making fats and oils would i.aterially increase tile cost of
textile oaps and oils, which of necessity would be passed on to the consumer,
who in our case would be the textile manufacturers, and, as is well known, this
industry is in a deplorable condition and not in a position to absorb the addi-
tional burden which would be placed upon them.

We can not use cottonseed oil, corn oil, or piaut oil in place of these fats,
particularly on account of their titre and the fact that they have a tendency to
econe rancid, and are, therefore, not adaptable for textile purposes.
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Even if it were possible to use these oils, practically the entire production of
vegetable oils In this country is now consumed for edible purposes. All other
domestic soap-making fats produced are now consumed, and, in addition thereto,
we import close to 1,000,000,000 pounds of fats and oils to make up the deficiency
for industrial and laundry soap. Any duty imposed would, therefore, add a
tremendous burden to every family in America, without any corresponding
benefit to the farmer.

There are approximately 200 manufacturers of textile soaps and oils. Wo do
not produce any of our raw material; we are simply converters, and a (hity would
impose a hardship on all of us, as it would require, under the proposed tariff, at
least 50 per cent additional capital to conduct our business, with a corresponding
increase in our credit risks.

The production of textile soaps and oils is largely in the hands of small Inanu-
facturers, and the increased capital required, under the proposed bill, would, in
many cases, drive sonic of us out of business. Therefore, we respectfully petition
that all soap-making fats and oils be continued on the free list.

Respectfully submitted.
TEXTILE SOAP AND Olt. MANUFACTUREIIS' ASSOCIATION,

By W. F. FANCOUJT, Jr.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. WRISLEY, REPRESENTING THE ALLEN

B. WRISLEY LAUNDRY SOAP CO., CHICAGO, ILL., AND OTHERS

[Palm oil; also including cocoanut oil, par. 55, and tallow. par. 7011
(The witness was (ily sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)

Mir. WIISLEY. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, I
am appearing here ts a representative of the Allen B. Wrisley Co.,
of Chicago, and a number of other small iaunidry-soap manufacturers
in the Middle West.

Senator Ruu-:n. Are you interested in coconut oil princilally?
Mr. WIISLEY. We are interested in all the soap-making fats and

oils.
Senator R.ED. Which ones, principally? What do vou ise ilostlv?
Mr. WHISLEY. Princi)ally, at the 1mo110t, pal11 oil, coconut oil,

tallow, and, in a limited way in oir own individual business, of course,
olive-oil foots, and all of that.

Senator SMOOT. Did you appear before the ]house committee?
Mr. WRISLEY. No, sir; I did not.
Senator S.rOT. ]lave you a brief prepared?
Mr. WRISLEY. I have; yes, sir.
My particular point il appealing this morning was to have you

know that the smaller manufacturers tire very greatly interested in

this, as well as the larger manufacturers, and to ask that everything
be left as it is in the . House bill. This matter of a tariff on soap-
making fats and oils is, if anything, of greater moment to the smaller
manufacturer than to the large man a fact urer.

Senator SMOOT. Yen mav file your brief.
(Mr. Wrisley submitted the following brief:)

lintur or" CGEoiar A. WHmsLr

Mr. Chairman andi members of the Finance Committee, I am appearing here
as a representative of the Allen B. Wrisley Co., of Chicago, soap inu.
facturers, and as a representative of a n bmmer of other small laundry-soap
innufacturie's in the M iddle West. Our position in regard to a duty being iflaced.upon soap-making raw materials is the same as that of all other soap makers.

We vigorously protest the levying of a duty on soap-making fats and oils, which
have been duty free for many years, or the increasing of the duties on commodi-
ties which have heretofore been held dutiable.
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Our position is, however, different to some degree from that of the other larger

laundry-soalp manufacturers, who are in a position to use tile lowest grades of
raw materials available in this country, such as reduction greases, skimmings,
an1 foots of all kinds. Low-grade materials of this kind require large and costly
equipment for distilling and converting into material suitable for yellow laundry
soap. We smaller soap manufacturers can not use this source of raw material
because of the tremendous investment required and because we can not operate
on a large enough scale to operate economically, even if we had the equipment.
Consequently we are forced to look to another source of raw material, and are
therefore particularly interested in the importation of paln oil, which is on the
free list in paragraph 1729.

We wish to point out to your honorable body that if any duty were placed
upon paln oil it would make it impossible for us to make yellow laundry soap
to complete with those who are producing white laundry soap, because whito
laundry soap is largely made from coconut oil imported from the Philippines.
With the Philippines under the American flag a duty upon Philippine coconut
oil would seem unreasonable, if not impossible. Therefore, the manufacturers
of white laundry soap would have an unfair advantage over those who produced
yellow laundry soap if any duty were placed upon one of our chief raw materials,
which is paln oil.

I might state at this point that any increase iii the duty on tallow in paragraph
701 would likewise tend to place the manufacturers of yellow laundry soap at a
disadvantage as compared to the manufacturers of white laundry soap.

Another point which I wish to emphasize is that if increased duties were placed
1pontl any of the joap makers' raw materials, either in the free list of Schedule I,
or tallowv in paragraph 701, it would ife'n that you could ship soap across the
Canadian border into the United States much cheaper than it could be produced
in this country. If the duty of 45 per cent ad valorem, which lis been asked
here were to be levied, it would mean that you could produce soap in Canada
approximately $1.35 per box less than you could in this country. Few of the
smaller American nufacturer's could afford to establish a Canadian factory,
therefore, under the existing tariff of 15 per cent ad valorem on ordinary soap,
and with i a duty of 45 per cent ad valorem upon our raw materials, it, is easy to
see that a great portion of the smaller soap manufacturers of the United States
would suon he out of business.

We can see no gain to anyone from placing duties upon importedl oils and fats
of the type which is used for soup making, because the domestic supply of raw
niateriad which they supllement is almost entirely, of offal and refuse origin.

We (10 not use anything in the manufacture of soap from which tile farmer
could possible profit. We use no cottonseed oil, we use no linseed oil, we Ilse
no peanut oil, we use no corn oil. The tallow which we use is largely a product
of the scrap;' collected fromn restaurants, hotels, and meat shops. There is
nothing which the farmer produces which we do not now use which we would Ilse
were a tariff to he levied upon imported raw materials.

Practically everything that the farmer produces iii this country ill the wayof
oils and fats goes'into edible products, with the exception of linseed oil, which
goes into paint. We do have all exportable surplus of edible fats and oils, but
a great deficiency of inedible fats and oils. It would seem of far greater value
to our farmer and our country as a whole to export any excess of edible products
anti imports such inedible products as are necessary f6r the soap maker and in-
dustrial user than to attempt by a tariff to force our excess edible products to
compete with our inedible products, which could not, help but tend to lower the
price of the edible products. This would obviously be distinctly detrimental
to the farmer.

We can see no way by which a duty on soap-making fats and oils will assist
the farmer. It will make an exceedingly difficult period of readjustment for
the soap manufacturer, but in the final analysis the additional cost of soap-
making raw material will have to be passed oii in increased cost to the consuming
public, including the farmer, and amounts to nothing less than a direct tax on
cleanliness, which is certainly most undesirable from every viewpoint.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS CARLESS, REPRESENTING THE OLIVE
OIL SOAP CO., PATERSON, N. J.

(Sulphur olive oil I

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. CARLESS. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I

represent the Olive Oil Soap Co., and other manufacturers of olive-oil
soap. This soap is a textile soap, manufactured from sulphur olive oil.

Senator REED. What do you mean by "textile soap?" Is it used
in laundries?

Mr. CARLESS. It is used for degumming silk. There is no other
substitute that we could use, as this soap is made according to a formula
that the dyers demand. If you place a duty on the "foots," as the
oil is known in the trade, it will work a hardship on the manufacturer,
because he will have to charge the dyer more for his product and he
in turn will charge more to the consumer, and nobody will benefit by
this increase. On the other hand, the soap manufacturers will have
to borrow iiore money from the banks, because the trade is not like
it was before the war, when you could buy 100 or 200 barrels of oil.
To stay in business to-day you must buy 1,000 or 2,000 barrels at a
time.

Senator REED. You are not objecting to anything that the House
did. You just want us to follow the course of the House, in leaving
denatured olive oil on the free list.

Mr. CARLESS. Yes.
Senator S.MoOT. You appeared before the House?
Mr. CARLESS. Yes.
Senator S.moOT. We have the House hearings.
Mr. CARLESS. I was not there that day. Something happened,

so that I could not get there that (lay, but I was notified to be here
to-day.

Senator S.MOOT. Yes; because you requested it.
Senator BARKLEY. You did not actually testify before the House

committee, then?
Mr. CARLESS. No. A friend of mine did for me.
Senator SMOOT. You could not make any other statement than

that which was made before the House, could you?
M1r. CARLESS. Oh, no.
Se:,ator S.Moo'r. We will make reference at this point to the testi-

niony on this olive oil matter in the House hearings, and there is no
nced of repeating it at all.

Mr. CAULESS. The only thing I would like to ask is that you leave
olive oil foots o, the free list, because there is nothing we can use in
its place.

Senator SMOOT. The House has it hero-"olive and )aln kernel
oil rendered unfit for use as food or for any mnechanicali manufacturing
purposes." You want it to be left on the free list, do you not?

Mr. CARLESS. Yes, sir.
Senator SMOOT. There is nothing else?
Mr. CARLESS. That is all.
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STATEMENT OF D. L. CORBIN, LA SALLE, ILL., REPRESENTING
THE LAUNDRY OWNERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION; AND LAUN-
DRY INDUSTRY OF AMERICA

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-mit tee. ) ,
Mr. CoRmN. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee,

I am eastern manager for the Laundry Owners National Association
of the United States and Canada, with headquarters at La Salle, 111.

According to the 1927 census, there are approximately 6,000 power
laundries in these United States, doing a total volume of business
amounting to one-half billion dollars annually. These power laun-
dries employ 221,000 wage earners and office employees, with total
annual pay roll of $237,000,000.

About 50 per cent of these power laundries are members of the
Laundry Owners National Association, the organization which I
represent, and they do approximately 75 per cc;-t of the total business
done in power laundries to-day.

It is in behalf of the laundry industry of America that I appear
before this committee to present for your consideration our objections
to the proposed 45 per cent ad valorem duty on the vegetable oils and
fats imported into this country for laundry soap making uses, or to
any other duty, or anything, that will increase the cost of soap to
laundry owners.

I call to your attention this fact, that the laundry owners of America
not once have appeared before Congress, or any of its committees,
to promote legislative enactments for their own selfish benefit, and
in the present study for readjustment of the tariff we are not asking
for protection of any kind. Therefore, we feel that we come with
clean hands when in" this instance we petition this committee to not
permit the laundry industry of America to be made the victim of a
tariff penalty such as would be thrust upon us by a needless, unjusti-
fied and unwarranted duty on soap-making rawimaterials.

If such a duty as his been advocated here to-day is imposed upon
the oils coverctl in l)aragra)h 1729, the price of soa;l) will be virtually
prohibitive to the laundry owners of America. We are reliably
informed by representatives of the soap manufacturing industry that
should a 4A) per cent ad valorem duty be placed upon these ols and
fats the price of laundry s,0ap to the consumer, whether the American
housewife or the owner of a power laundry, will be increased 50 per
cent or more. Evidence to that effect hais already been filed with
your committee by the sol) manufacturers, and we are convinced
that their statements tire well founded.

The soap bill of the p.,wer laundry industry amounts to approxi-
imately $30,000,000) ani "ly. In the American home, where 90 per
cent of the laundering ... till done by the housewife herself, or un(er
her direction, the laundry soa) bill'is $270,000,000 l)er ainuni. If
this 45 per cent ad valorein duty is allowed, the laundry owners soap
bill will be increased $15,000,000, and the laundry soap bill in the
American home will be increased $135,000,000 annilly.

Laundry soap and the raw materials that go into th'e laundry son))
kettle have for the past 50 years been retailed on the free list, pri-
marily, we believe, because'soap is the biggest single factor in the
maintenance of cleanliness and sanitation for all people. There are

I
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no justifiable reasons at this time for this Government to deviate
from its tariff policy in so far as same relates to soap and to the raw
products used for making it, and under any circumstances and at no
time can I think of a real excuse for taxing cleanliness and sanitation.

Such duty as has been advocated here to-day woul be as ridieu.
lous as tie placing of a tax on tea or coffee, lieeause laundry soap is
an absolute necessity not only in the power laundry but in the Amer.
ican home, and purchase of it can not lie avoided although its cost is
advanced 50 per cent or more. Laundry soap is vitally essential to
the welfare of the home and the l power laundry and, therefore, should
be kept on a reasonable price basis.

A duty on these raw materials would greatly handicap) the growth
and (levelo )npent of the power-Ilundry industry, although each (lay
the power launIrh is being given greater recognition as a necessary
and indispensale adjunct to the welfare of a community and its
inhabitants.

Unfortunately, the laundry owner is not in position to pass such a
tremendous increase ill his Oi)erating expenses on to his customers,
for the reason that the American )ublic has a distinct aversion to
higher laundry prices. If the laundry owner should attempt to do
this his volume of business would be greatly impaired and many
families who are now patronizing the power laundries would revert to
the practice of doing their laundry work in the home. Such a move-
meat would very seriously affect our industry.

On the other hand, the laundry owners' present margin of l)rofit is
too small to permit the alsorption of so great an increase in the cost
of soap.

Since the laundry industry can neither absorb such an increase nor
can successfully pass it on to its customers, our industrial status will
be a precarious one, indeed, if this duty is allowed. Therefore, we
respectfully petition this committee to write no amendment into the
tariff bill that would propose to remove these oils from the free list
and subject same to tariff duty.

Sena ator SMOOT. 'Thank you very m uceh.

BRIEF OF DR. BIRD S. COLER, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

The IN:\NCi (OMMITTIE:,
United States Senate, l'a.shitigton, . C.

I)r;+t sIls: I alptear at It request of and representing the American lho.-pital
As'oviation. We desire to oppose Ihe lt1hiig of IllV dilty oil imported oils and
fals. Tihel .lerical llo.ijital Association is ilitereste l iii Coinatiig any increase
ofi lie ecist of the ll spiitlk of the 'oliltrv for s aile lle'Lcsit is. WVe (Io tis ;1
ol'ier to keilp lioqiial vosts re:t-4olinii e for patients of IIod(Ierat i C nls a:d less
lo.-s for I hose who l llnt t irotiglh chatit v. These t wo classes comprl11ise 7.5 ier cent
of :ll. The So:tp bilk (f IiospitIls is conservativelyly estiiated at $3,0000),010 per
amni. For 12 years I dire- '. ratedd over 10,60l01) beds in the public hio.-pitIls
of New York ('itv and sui, . d1 that many more of the sendimblie iustitutions.
]lelve, htve( a1 fair avq iitt l ia live wil lite sibjet.

The poIwcr hau iiidrv imu lby Iliet hospital ilsclf is a ba.iv if expensive evessity.
It is extrenely i:Irdf om evcii a .iiiall private institit ion to) get its work dolae at a
Ciiiiiiuruial hl,1Y. You wdmihl noit \\a:ta to .endal yolr hulimiry hiere it night
pos-ibly come il (ltcl t with lith of tile sick. The 'olillierial, laundries fear
this rectlciou and do iio1t take tlie Iusi lliss.

Tile in.Ircasing cost of ,,itkiess al (en to those tlitd are fairly well io do, is
airouisin tle attenlio of people tI hrolighoult the 'out ry. Ill almost rd! the
States aiid large cities conmituces are being forced to look iito and devise soic
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plan to remedy ilhls condition. The Washington Timies ti-day iits forth a
plan or a method I)y which those of moderate means call finalice ihe cost of sick-
hess. Indeed, it, lis gone so far that tihe President has placed Se(,rtary Willmr,
a former president of the American Iospital Association, at the head of such a
committee.

As to tit( general tariff situation, liopitals aire affected like aill other etder-
i)ri.-. They h1v ald use iiiost every product except livi:tries. If there is to
h e a geeri'arai.-in~g of the tariff, it will tI och t lhem ol every side. We can not
oppose everything that will affect our instit titiom., but we do 1irotest. putting
a duty tupol a basic necessity that is so essential to the public healtI and which
we have never had to pay before.

The great surgeons aiad physiciatls of our country freely interchange their
thoughts and discoveries with others throughout, theti worll. Should not the
material things that have to do ,\ itl tii saving of hunan lives and the Ireserva-
lion of public health als-o he interchanged as freely its possible? I know of 110
gestuire of fricndshij to foreign nations that would be more elective or more
beneficial to ourselves.

We are not worried aholt a tariff oi l uxuries alId though we are injured by a
general raise, we are Allierian('t ciisze and can not make a general protest.
But when the tariff is elitirely l\v ald put 11l0 basic supplies we use daily or
where soliet.linig eulirely judicial or surgical is put lipofill1 ul1j istifiable basis
and interferes with the care of tile sick or reservation of health, we desire form-
ally to enter t firm and positive prote.t.

We feel that surgical instrimnlts, scienlili , a)plianuces and soap making
(B. S. C.) ingredients should be eitirely free. A few years ago tile C ngresi of
the United Stales passed the Shepnrd-Towner hill designed for tlhe protection
(if maternity and children. We (all not have safer birtlis by ii(reashig the price
of forceps or .ivtiner people by imerenasilg tlie costi of soap. Tarilf for revenue is
a tariff to raise moley to iwet the proiier exiieises of government, in order that
we may have a stronger government mid better citizenship but we call not have
a beliter citizenshipp by proliteering on tihe disability or il Incss of our people.

Will Ibe glad to furnish any further information l desired.
Respectfully, Bina S. COLrn.

Subscrihed and sworn this 12th day of July, 1929.
[SEAL] 1',EDNA 7. SCI[ALLER,

Notaryi Public in and for the Districl of Columbia.

DENATURED OILS

[Par. 1729]

STATEMENT OF JAMES L. GERRY, REPRESENTING THE VACUUM
OIL CO., NEW YORK CITY

jRapeseed oil, par. 541

(Tle witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. GERIY. Gentlemnen, I appear here in behalf of the Vacuum

Oil Co., of the city of New York. This concern is engaged in the
manufacture of hubricating oils. These lubricating oils are made
with an admixture of rapeseed oil and mineral oils and are used largely
in the lubrication of reciprocating engines in the international steam-
ship trade and coastal trade.

Rapeseed is not produced in this country. Efforts have been made
to grow it, but they have not been successful.

Reference may be had at. this time to the report of the Tariff
Commission, wlich will show the facts in that regard. A small
quantity of rapeseed is imported, or expressed front tile imported seed.

Senior SMOOT. Is the House provision satisfactory to you?
Mr. (11imty. No, sir. It is six cents a gallon in the Holse bill, and

we are here to-day asking that this rapeseed oil be transferred from
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the dutiable list to the free list, subject, to the provision that the oil be
denatured so as to absolutely render it unfit for human use. In other
words, the same provision with respect to olive oil or palm kernel oil
can as well be made applicable to the use of rapeseed oil.

Senator BARKLEY. What do you call that?
Mr. GiRRY. Rapeseed oil. Rapeseed oil has certain peculiar

characteristics which render it more available for tile particular uses
to which it is put by these people, and I have here an affidavit of Dr.
Florus R. Baxter, who is the chemist for the Vacuum Oil Co., going to
show very definitely the differentiation, and the fact that rapeseed oil
oil is not to be substituted for any other domestic oil that wo have.

These facts which are set forth'in this affidavit have been presented
to Mr. Chester Gray, the head of the Farm Bureau Federation, so as to
call his attention definitely to the statements which we would make
before this committee, on the theory that it was in behalf of the Farm
Bureau F ederation that he asked the imposition of a duty on rapeseed
oil.

If, as a matter of fact, rapeseed oil in its use cannot be substituted
for anv domestic oil, then it is obvious that the imposition of a duty
on that oil simply creates a burden which offers an inducement to the
steamship owners of the country to buy their lubricating oil on the
other side and load it there.

If, however, these oils are denatured, they can be brought in here
without such fear, and the manufacture proceeded with by the employ.
ment of American labor on this side, and thus make possible the
furnishing of those oils not only to the international trade, but likewise
to the domestic coastal trade, with respect to which we suffer some
difficulty at the present time.

Senator REED. Mr. Gerry, why is it not possible to bring in the
rapeseed anti crush the oil iere?

Mr. GERRY. For the reason that in the production of rapeseed oil
crushed here, you have a certain amount of residue in the form of
cattle feed, andi there is a greater demand for that cattle feed in the
foreign market than there is here. It would constitute a further
difficulty in the disposition of the cattle feed.

Senator SMOOT. Is there any difference in the rate of freight,
whether it is in the oil or whether it is in the seed?

'Mr. GEuRY. I do not know whether there is any actual difference
in the freight rate, but there is a difference in the ultimate rate,
because it would only 1e paying on the oil itself, and our request is
that the same provision with respect to denaturization apply to rape-
seed oil, and that it be taken out of the paragraph.

Senator REED. How ninny concerns in the United States use this
rapeseed oil, as you do?

Mr. GF.RRY. There are three or four-the Texas Co., the Tidewater
Co., and there may be others, but those are the principal ones.

If there should 'be any doubt in the mind of the chairman or the
committee with respect to the absolute verity of my statement with
respect to the non-substitutional character of this oil, I have brought
Doctor Baxter here, in addition to his affidavit.

Senator S.MOOT. His affidavit is good enough.
(Mr. Gerry submitted the following brief:)

340
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BRIEF OF THE VACUUM O1, Co.

When this bill was under consideration, by the Committee on Ways atid
.Meals of tile lHouso of Representatives, it was urged that olive oil rendered
unfit for food, and which was provided for in the free list, be placed in the dutiable
list 1111d subjected to a duty of not less than 45 per cent at! valorem. Ittstead of
complying with this request, olive oil, denatured, was left on the free list, and the
House included paln kernel oil inl this provision.
The Vacuum Oil Co. is now here for the lmrl)ose of requesting, at your hands,

that rapeseed oil, denatured, be likewise included within the provisions of para-
graph 1729--when rendered unfit for use as food, or for any but mechanical or
niattfacturing ptIrlposes, by such metns a. shall Ie satisfactory to the Secretary
of the Treasury and utder regulations to be prescribed by him The brief of the
Vacttum Oil Co., before tile Ways and Means Cotmnittee, appears in the Tariff
Readjusttmetnt. 1929, page 731.

Rapeseed oil belongs to the nondrying industrial group, including paln oil,
iiiedible olive oil, palm kernel oil, cocoanut oil ,and sesame oil. In tile brief of
the American Farm Bureau Federal ion, wherein the request for the imposition
of dity on rapeseed oil was set forth, which appears on page 48 of the record,
it is stated with reference to rapeseed oil, in so far as uses are concerned:
"It has beeni used for a long tine as an edible oil in India, and during the war,

a refitted form of this oil was used in tmaty European countries in margarine and
fat comollol.bl."

lapeseed oil is not used in this country as att edible oil and the fact that it
may be used in I:dia Iby the natives, or was utsed in European countries under
war conditions, has tto hearing on the question here involved, and to otte would
think of encouraging the use of rapeseed oil as a food product it competition with
cottonseed oil which, according to the Summary of Tariff Information, 1929,
Schedule I, chemicals, oils, and paints, compiled by the United States Tariff
Commission, page 279, 90 per cent was used for food purposes in 1917 and 10
per cent in the soap industry; but that in recent years this latter use has decreased
because the oil commands better prices for edifle purposes.

In the brief of the American Laundry Soap Manufacturers Association, Page
6.19 of the record, the following appear,;:

"As the value of cottonseed oil for food was recognized, cottonseed oil was
gratdually eliminated from the soup kettle."

In th report of the Tariff Board with respect to rapeseed oil, page 275, it is
stated:

"About 75 per cent of the domestic consumption is in compounding lubricating
oils for marine and automobile engines. Most of the remainder is used as a
sanctuary oil in churches and for quenching steel plate. It is used as a food in
India. Production of rapeseed oil is from imported seed."

Hereto appended is a letter front H. M. Stewart, Director of the Bureau of
Census, Department of Commerce, under date of January 26, 1929, addressed to
Hon. J. L. Milligan, from which it appears that no rapeseed is produced in this
country, the attempts to grow it having proved unsatisfactory, and that it could
not be put o a commercial basis; further, that a small quantity of rapeseed is
used as bird feed, and that a comparatively small quantity is used in the mam-
facture of oil in this country. Practically the entire supply of rapeseed oil in
the United States is imported in the form of oil, and not as rapeseed.

Hereto appended are the affidavits of Florus R. Baxter, chief chemist of the
Vacuum Oil Co.; William H. Bertolet, jr., of the Laurel Soap Manufacturing Co.,
of Philadelphia, Pa.; Raymoid Haskell, industrial engineer with The Texas Co.;
and a letter, not sworn from Noel Robinson, director in charge of manufacturing,
for the Tidewater Oil 6o., of New York, all setting forth the fact that rapeseed
oil does not enter into competition with domestic vegetable oils and that these
oils could not be substituted for rapeseed oil.

It thus appears that rapeseed and rapeseed oil are not produced in this country;
that the use is for the production of lubricating oils, sanctuary oil, and quchtelting
steel plate. As a matter of fact, there is a further use of approximately 500,000
gallons by the textile industry in the form of soap; but at no time and'under no
circumstances is rapeseed oil used for edible puirposes, and its major use is for
the production of lubricating oils for marine engines of a reciprocal type engaged
in the international trade, and therefore such product must be furnished this
trade in competition with the production of foreign lubricating oils which can be
readily laden on board these vessels at the foreign port.
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INEDIBLE OILS-DENATURING-OILS FOR MECHANICAL PURPOSES

InI a letter addressed l)y Seymour Lowmai, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Department, to the Bureau (of Raw Materials, and placed on file before the Corn.
inittee on Ways and Means, a copy of which is hereto appended for ready refer.
ence, it is sated that-

"Tile I),l(au has no knowledge of any fraudulent act in connection with the
administration of the denaturing provision in paragraph 1632 of the tariff act
(art. 430 of the eu.toms regulations of 1923). The denaturing of the olive oil
was first provided for in paragraph 639 of the tariff act of August 5, 1909.

"In )so far ai the bureau is awarc there wotlld l) no serious obstacle to the
denaturing of oils other than olive oil whm imported in bulk, such denaturing, of
course, to 1)e carried on under eucstonis supervision and at the expense of the
iml)orter."

1'!lc fact is that whereas "denaturing" appeared in the act of 191)9, as stated
1)y the Assistant Secretary, in the act of 1890. or 19 years prior, there was a pro.
vision for olive oil for manufacturing or mechanical purposes, unfit for eating,
and not otherwise provided for in this act.

Cionsiderabl litigation develop as to when an oil was "unfit for eating," or
what was the social status of the man who fixel the standard; andI hene camie the
provision in the act of 1897:"Fit only for such use and valued at not more than 6) cents a Rallon."

Then came the acts of 1939, 1913, and 1922 containing similar provisions
admitting to free entry, for manufacturing purposes, ain oil which had been
rendered unfit for use as food.

Many other instances of this doctrine appear in the law, For instance, in
paragraph 1579 of the tariff act of 1922, free entry is provided for-

"Fish imported to be used for purposes other than liinan consuimption."
Again in the tariff bill of 1929, passed by the House, H. R. 2667, paragraph

1775, free list:
"Tankage. fish scrap, fish meal, cod-liver oil cake, and cod-liver oil cake meal,

all the foregoing unfit for human consumptionn"
Another phase of this doctrine appears in the act of 1922, which is a repeti.

tion of previous legislation, paragraph 1525:
"Bolting cloth composed of silk imported expressly for milling purposes, and

so permanently marked as not to be available for any other use."
For many years Congress has provided for the free entry of certain fats, tal-

lows and oils to be used in soap making, wire drawing, or for stuffing or dressing
leather. See tariff act 1883, paragraph 712; tariff act of 1890, paragraph 599;
the act of 1894, paragraph 499; the act of 1897, paragraph 568; the act of 1909,
paragraph 580; the act of 1013, paragraph 498. This same policy has )eer
followed by Congress with relation to articles used for dyeing and tanning.

In the early days, running back to March 4, 180S. there 'as passed a law to
allow the importation of old copper free of duty. Tile act is quite interesting
and is in the following language:

"That from and after the thirty-first day of March next, no duty shall be
demanded o " collected on the importation of old copper, which term shall apply
oily to such copper manufacturers as have been worn out or otherwise s' dali-
aged as to be unfit for any other purpose than that of sulll)lying tile raw ma-
terial, to l)e manufactured'anew. And it shall be lawful for the collector of the
port or district in which such old copper shall arrive, should any doubt arise
whether such importation comes within the intent and meaning of this act, to a
appoint one person, and the owner, importer, or consignee. to appoint another
who shall ascertain whether the cl)pper imported comes under the denomination
of old copper as above described; and the proceedings in this instance shall be
conducted in the Jike manner and form as the proceedings are directed to be had
by the fifty-second section of the act passed this second of March, one thousand
seven hundred and ninety-nine, regulating the collection of duties on imports and
tonnage, in cases of incomplete entry, or of damage sustained by goods, wares
and merchandise during the voyage."

Reference is made to the act of Sept. 11, 1841, providing for tile free entry of
"Soap stocks and soip stuff."

In the act of March 3, 1857, free entry is provided, among other things, for
articles "fit only to be remanufactured," and the free entry of models of inven-
tions and other improvements in the art provided they can not "be fitted for
Ise. "
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Reference is also made to paragraph 15 of the act of 1922 providing for-
"Impure tea, tea waste, tea siftings and sweepings, for manufacturing pllr-

0.es, in bond, pursuant to the provisions of tihe act of May 10, 1908, entitled
An act to amend an act to prevent the importation of impure and unwholesomete.."

Uider this provision of law, teas which were held to be of inferior quality-
that is, teas 11nifit for food, were nevertheless, allowed to be imported for me-
chanical purposes, and the Secretary of the Treasury in T. D. 29311 issued regu-
lations providing for such manufacturers to furnish it bond in the penal sum of
85,000, tile condition of which was that such low-grade tea should be used solely
in the altUlufacture of certain products whereby the identity and character of
the tea is entirely destroyed or changed.

So likewise valuable tapestries imported for use as samples were admitted to
free entry by the Secretary of the Treasury when these samples were cut across
the center diagonally from each corner.

In the meat inspection act, provision is made that carcasses and parts of
animals which are condemned upon inspection shall be-

"Destroyed for food purposes. * * * This is done through the use of a
mineral oil distillate. The bureau has no knowledge of any instance occurring
within its jurisdiction, in which food so denatured has been reclaimed for food
purposes." See letter of J. R. Molder hereto attached.

There is therefore abundant authority and precedent for the free entry of this
oil when denatured, or when used for mechanical purposes, or rendered "unfit for
food.

And furthermore, it has been demonstrated that this oil is not interchangeable
with or to be substituted for any domestic vegetable oil. Its use is invoked
because of qualities and capabilities not possessed by the other vegetable oils.

Furthermore, this oil is not produced in this country, and does not compete
with anything that is produced in this country.

There is also attached for the information of the Committee, a copy of an
article written by W. NV. Powell. entitled "Tie profit and loss of vegetable oil
tariffs," which has appeared in the public press.

It is respectfully submitted that paragraph 1729 be amended by including
therein, after the words "olive oil," the words "rapeseed oil."

Respectfully submitted. VACUUM OIL Co.
JUNR 26, 1929.

NATURAL GROUPING OF OILS AND FATs AccoRDING TO ACTUAL USAGE DUE
TO CHEMICAL AND PIIYSICAL VARIATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL OILS AND FATS: TIs
GROUPING ALSO INDICATES IN GENERAL w.AY RELATIVE PRicE RFLATIONSIIIP

1. Drying ficld.-China wood oil,' peril oil,' linseed oil, soy-bean oil, and
Menhaden oil. Should be free because noncompetitive.

2. Edible field.-Lard, cottonseed oil, peanut oil, corn oil, oleo oil, oleo stear-
ine, edible tallow, and edible olive oil. United States farmer produces these
oils and fats; should be dutiable for all purposes.

3. Nondrying industrial group.--all oils in this class to be denatured, i. e., ren-
dered inedible.-Paln oil,' inedible olive oil,' paln-kernel oil,' coconut oil, rape-
seed oil, sesame oil,' and nondrying sea animal oils. This class also includes all
offal anti refuse oils and fats, such as greases from garbage, talloe rendered from
shop fats, etc. Free, if rendered inedible and thus made nonmcomlpetitive with
United States oils add fats.

It is proposed that the following language now in paragraph 1632, tariff aet
1922 be made to apply to all of those oils in bracket 3 on this page:

" To be duty free if *rendered unfit for use as food or for any but mechanical or
manufacturing purposes, by such means as shall be satisfactory to the Secretary
of the Treasury and under regulations to be prescribedl by him."

DEPARTMENT OF COM.NmRCE,
BUREAU OF TIlE CENSUS,

lion. J. L. MILLIGAN, I1asliton, January ib7, 1-929.

House of leprescntatimes, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR MR. MILLIGAN: I have your letter of the 25th instant making

inquiry as to the' domestic production of rape and rapeseed oil.
The Census returns do not show anmy commercial production of rapeseed and

it is my understanding that attempts to grow rapeseed in this country have been

I On free list in tariff act 1922.
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unsiitLfactor- and cannot be put on a commercial basis. The imports of rape.
seed into the'United States are about 3,500 to 4,000 tons per year. A portion of
this seed is used for sowing, the plants being considered a good forage crop.
Rapeseed is also used as a bird feed, while a comparatively small quantity in
use in the manufacture of oil in this country. During 1927 there were 19,104,112
pounds of rapeseed oil imported and in 1926 the amount was 20,758,583 pounds.
You will, accordingly, note that practically the entire supply of rapeseed oil in
the United States is'imported in the form of oil and not as rapeseed.Very truly yours,tyII. 

M. STEUART, Ditwor.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York, City of New York, ss:

Florus R. Baxter, being duly sworn, deposes and says the lie is chief chemist of
the Vacuum Oil Co. with control over its laboratory activities throughout the
world and the development of lubricating and other oils manufactured by this
company. Deponent entered the service of the Vacuum Oil Co. in 1881 and for
the next eight years was in charge of the works office at Rochester, N. Y. In
1889 deponent was placed in charge of the control laboratory of the company at
Rochester and since 1912 deponent has been in charge of the entire laboratory
activities of the company as aforesaid. In 1907 deponent became a member of
the American Society for Testing Materials and has since 1912 taken active part
in the work of several of its subcommittees, devoted to the working out of methods
for testing petroleum and its products. which methods have been adopted by the
United States Government and by other large purchasers of petroleum products
and lubricants. Deponent is a member of the American Chemical Society nmid
of the American Petroleum Institute.

In the early nineties deponent began laboratory experiments with mixtures
of petroleum oils containing commercial blown rapeseed oil which resulted in
developing for the first time in this country a marine engine oil for the lubrication
of steam engines of the reciprocating type lubricated with a noneirculating or
all loss system. In conjunction with Mr. Alfred Shone, since deceased, formerly
foreman of the compounding department of the Vacuum Oil Co., "deponent
assisted in developing the apparatus and method of "blowing" or oxidizing
rapeseed oil. The alpparatus and method so developed are still in use with slight
modifications by the company. During this period deponent developed labora.
tory tests for application to blown oils which differentiate between satisfactory
and unsatisfactory oils.

Deponent has consulted the authorities and has obtained such information
therefrom as is available on the subject of rapessed oil and based upon such re.
search and upon his personal experience and acquaintance with the subject as
aforesaid, upon information and belief deposes as follows:

CULTIVATION AND PRODUCTION

Rapeseed oil is produced from several varieties of the rape or colza plant
(related to the wild turnip) grownin China, Japan, India, and many countries
of Europe. The seeds of these plants are ground and then pressed or treated by
a solvent, the oil extracted, and the residue known as oil cake used for the feeding
of livestock. Aside from these uses the plant itself is used as a forage crop, and
the seed is used hn comparatively small quantities as a food for birds.

In the United States the only variety of rape which has been cultivated with
success is the Dwarf Essex variety which produces a product satisfactory as a
forage crop lind for bird food. This is raised on a small scale in Oregon (Biennial
Report of the Oregon Agricultural College Experiment Station 1922-1924.)
In so far as the cultivation of rape for the production of oil is concerned, however,
the climate of this country seems entirely unsuitable. Rape is a cool weather
crop requiring two years to mature seed for oil producing purposes an(t does not
thrive in the heat of our Southern summers, and yet in the Northern States the
winters are too severe (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Farmers Bulletin No. 11);
in other words, its cultivation requires it more equable climate than exists in most
parts of the United States.

PRINCIPAL USES-A. AS A LUBRICANT

By far the most important use of rapeseed oil. is as an element in compounds
with petroleum oil. Such compounds are used almost exclusively for the lubri-
cation of marine steam engines of the reciprocating type, equipped with non-
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irculnting systems. For the lubrication of (odert engines of this type a straight
mineral oil can not be used satisfactorily because, having practically no affinity
fcr water, petroleum oil is, in the presence of water, liable to be washed off the
bearing surface with consequent undue friction causing heating and rapid wear.
Unlike machinery in land practice, marine engines must withstand the distortion
to which the ship is subjected by the variations in load and the straining action
of a rough sea; abnormal speeds from racing propellers and abnormal loads from
hull distortion must not endanger operation.

Much of this oil is fed through strands of zephyr (yarn) by syphoning from a
central supply. Any deposit of tile separated blown oil oil these strands cuts
down tile rate of feed of the remaining oil and renders it of low lubricating value.
This means that any oil compounded with petroleum oil for this purpose must
be a practically nondrying oil, and ilust be one which will remain constantly
blended under varying teniperaitures.

Wien water is sprayed oil the slides coated with compounded oil a, white
emulsion is formed by the reciprocating action of the guides. This emulsion
persists for a reasonably long time if the proper oil is used, and the engineer ob-
serving this eminsion knows that the bearing is cool. Tile disappearance of the
emulsion is an equally sure indication to tile engineer that because of deficient
lubrication a rise in temperature has occurred which has broken the enlulsion.
The specifications of the United States Navy for lubricating oils of this type

do not suggest any other vegetable oil compound except rapeseed. They perinit,
as alternative blends, tallow, lard, or neat's-foot oil.

Practically all of tile rapeseed oil used by the Vacuum Oil Co. is first blown or
oxidized and then blended with petroleum oils to make suitable lubricants for
use oil marine engines, as stated above. Unless a proper blend is obtained a por-
tion of tlhe brown oil will separate, leaving a remainder, mostly petroleum. of
inadequate lubricating value, which will result in destructive wear to the engine.
Such an inlproper blend is due principally to the use of an oil which, after blow-
ing, will not stay in solution in the mineral oil in the percentage required to comply
with tile specifications required for proper efficiency.
The qualities which lake rJipeseed oil uniquely suitalble are tile following:
1. By "blowing" the oil can be sufficiently oxidized to be of the proper

viseo. t v.
2. When blown, it will blend with petroleum oil in tile proportions desirable

for the different types of lubricating marine oils.
3. The coinloulnded oil 110s a sufficient alinity for water so th-at it is not easily

waz-hed from tile bearing surface.
4. It is unusually low in percentage of free fatty acids.

B. CAN OTHER VEGETABLE OILS BE SUBSTITUTED FOR RAPESEED?

As stated above, the cultivation of rapeseed ill the United States for the po-
duction of oil does not appear to be practicable. The next question is what if
ally vegetable oil produced or capable of being produced ill the United States
could be substituted for rapeseed oil. The United States Department of Coi-
merce issues quarterly a Preliminary Report Giving Data as to the Factory Pro-
duction, Consumption, and Stocks of Fats and Oils, naming thereon all such
oils as are of commercial importance. The last report, dated February 1, 1929,
covering tile three months period ended December 31, 1928, nanics the following
vegetable oils: Cottonseed, peanut, coconut, corn, soya-bean, olive, paln-
kernel, rapeseed, linseed, Chinese-wood or tung, Chinese-vegetable tallow, castor,
and paln.

Deponent has analyzed this list of vegetable oils. There appears to be no
such oil produced in this country or capable of being produced in this country
which would prove a satisfactory substitute for rapeseed oil.
1. Cotonseed.-During the World War the Vacuum Oil Co. carried on experi-

ments with a view to replacing at least a portion of its purchases of rapeseed oil
by cottonseed oil. .When cottonseed alone was used or when a mixture of equal
parts of rapeseed and cottonseed oil were tried the resulting compound did not
make a satisfactory blend with petroleum oil. Difficulty was experienced in
maintaining the cottonseed oil in solution and it was found that tile emulsion
produced was less satisfactory.

2. Peanut oil.-Experimental work has shown that this oil after blowing will
not blend with petroleum oil ill a practicable proportion. During the war no
effort was made to utilize this product by reason of its being an edible oil and
more valuable for other purposes.

3. Coconut oil.-Practically none produced in this country. High saponifica-
tion value indicates too great a proportion of free fatty acids.

I
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4. Soy bean.-This is a drying oil and therefore would be unsuitable.
5. Corn oil.-Its iodine value indicates clearly that this would not be capable

of coinmpounding with petroleum oils in satisfactory proportions.
0. Olive oil.-Substantially none grown in this country; available quantity too

small for use as a lubricant.
7. Palm-kernel oil.-Substantially none produced in this country. High

saponification value indicates too great a proportion of free fatty acids.
S. Linseed. Chinesc-wood.-Drying oils and therefore not suitable as lubricants.
9. Chinese vegetable tallow.-None produced in this country. Unsuitable

because at normal temperatures in solid form.
10. Palm oil.-Substantially none produced in this country. High saponifica.

tion value indicates too groat a proportion of free fatty acids. It deteriorate
rapidly with the formation of free fatty acids.

11. Castor od.-Insoluble in petroleum at ordinary temperature.
In other words, in the list of vegetable oils given by the United States Depart.

ment of Commerce there is not one which could be used to replace the rapeseed
oil now being used by the Vacuum Oil Co. without distinct detriment to the equal.
ity of the product for which it is used.

Over a period of many years numerous experiments have been carried on for
the purpose of developing an equally satisfactory substitute, particularly a
substitute which could be produced within the United States, but such experi.
ments have so far failed to develop any such substitute. Among others, mustard
oil, cottonseed oil, peanut oil, and various fish oils were experimented with, but,
besides the poorer qualities of the finished product the manufacturing difficulties
were found to be greater. During the war it was at times difficult to obtain
adequate quantities of rapeseed oil. This situation prompted extensive expert.
mental use of other oils, but with unsatisfactory results. We feel it may be
safely stated that, if the use of rapeseed oil in the lubricating oils of the t'pes
for which it is now used were rendered impossible by reason of a prohibitive
duty, the quality of lubricating oils for marine purposes manufactured in this
country would suffer and the greater portion of such lubricating oils would be
sold by foreign manufacturers.

C. OTHER USES OF RAPESEED OIL

Definite figures as to the various uses to which rapeseed oil is put are impossible
to obtain. The Vacuum Oil Co. requires approximately one-third of the total
2,500,000 gallons imported annually. Deponent believes that al amount equal
to or greater than tihe requirements of the Vacuum Oil Co. are used by other
competing American manufacturers of lubricating oils. Of the remainder a
negligible quantity is used as a sanctuary oil in churches and an unimportant
quantity in quenching steel. Mr. Chester Gray, representing the American
Farm Bureau Federation, states on page 664 of the tariff readjustment hearings
No. 3 that "it (rapeseed oil) has been used for a long time as an edible oil in
India, and during the war a refined form of this oil was used in many European
countries in margarine and fat compounds." Such uses, within our knowledge,
vere never resorted to in this country. Deponent is unable to learn that any

of this oil is used in the soap industry.
Deponent is advised and believes that a large portion of the rapeseed oil

Imported and not used in the lubricating-oil industry is used in the textile indus.
try. For this purpose deponent is advised that it is'sulphonated and used in the
manufacture of fabrics. Deponent is further advised that its advantages for
this use lie in the fact that it washes freely out of the fabric and that it develops
rancidity only to a coml)aratively slight extent, and that there is no other vege-
table oil comparable in efficiency for this purpose, with the possible exception
of sulphowlted' olive oil and sulphonated castor oil, both of which are more
expensive than rapeseed oil, which is the reason for the use of rapeseed oil. If
other domestic seed oils could be subsituted to secure the same results, rapeseed
oil would only be used when domestic oils are higher.

From the foregoing it appears no rapeseed is or can be produced in this country
and that for the purposes for which rapeseed oil is now used there is no vegetable
oil produced in this country which constitutes an available substitute. There-
fore there is no economic reason for the protection of this product at all.

Sworn to before me this 19th day of February, 1929.
FLORUS Re BAXTER.
H. A. SAFFER,

Commission expires March 30, 1929. Ntary Public, Richmond County.
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William 11. Bertolet, jr., being duly sworn, dleposes that he is an officer of the
Laurel Soap Manufacturing Co., with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., and is
chairinmn of tie Textile Soap and Oil Manufacturers Association. He has been
for many years engaged in the textile soa) industry; that by reason of his expe-
rience as aiforesaid, hie is familiar with the various vegetable and fish oils which
are elements in the manufacture of soap and that he lis a general knowledge
in regard to the use of rapeseed oil in this industry. Deponent is of the opinion
that the annual consumption of rapeseed oil in the textile soal) and oil industry
is approximately 500,000 gallons, although by reason of the large number of
different manufacturers in the soal) industry such figures are necessarily difficult
to verify. Tile use of rapt'seed oil in the soap industry outside the textile soap
industry would be very limited.

Rapeseed oil is used in our industry as a scouring aid softening or finishing
agent of textiles, woolen, cotton, and rayon. In this connection its use, while
partially as a cleansing or scouring agent, is l)rineil)ally valuable as a softening,
finishing, or penetrating agent of the fabrics during and after the dyeing process.

For the purpose of its use, as stated above, rapqeseed oil is not blown but is
sulplhonated or saponified; that is to say. treated with sulphuric acid or caustic
soda. respectively, for the purpose of rendering it soluble in water and suitable
for the finishing process.

No other vegetable oil which is grown in commercial quantities in the United
States can be used with equally satisfactory results for the uses stated above in
the textile soap) and oil industry. Experiments have been conducted with cotton-
seed oil, corn oil, and peanut oil with unforraly unsatisfactory results. Due to
their nature, each of these oils when silplhonated or saponified and when allowed
to stay in the textiles becomes rancid and will result in oxidization of the fabrics,
which deteriorates the goods in addition to ercatiig an objectionable odor. The
only" other oils which can be and euttmarily ore used for the softening and
finishing process described aLove are inmported oils; namely, denatured olive oil
and castor oil.

WILLIAM H. BERTOLET, Jr.

Sworn to before me this 12th day of March, 1929. HERtMAN C. IDLER,
Notary Public.

My commission expires March 6, 1931.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York, ss:

Raymond Haskell, being duly sworn, dc'poses and says, that lie is industrial
engineer in the technical division of tle Texas Co., a corporation engaged in the
production, refining, and sale of petroleum products throughout the world, having
offices at 17 Battery Place. New York City, N. Y.; that he has been employed
in such capacity wNith the Texas Co. since 1919, his particular dutieshaving to do
with the application of petroleum products.

That lie is a graduate of Massachusetts Jinstitute of Technology, having received
fromt such uniiversity I he degree of B. S., 1903, Al. S., 1904, Pht. D., 1907; that hoe
is aii engineer duly1 licensed in the States (if New York, New Jersey, and Pennsyl-
vania, and is a member of the American Chemical Society, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, American Society of Testing Mechanics, aid is a member
of the American Marine Standards Coinniittee; that from 1908 to 1918 he acted
as scientific assistant to suiperintentidit, United States Lighthouse Service,
among his other duties having charge of specifications and inspection of practic-
ally all materials Iurchased, including oils for large marine equipnients.

That his experience in his eml)loyment with tile Texas Co., his general experi-
ence thereto, and his study and investigation of various oils leads him to believe
that if the dity on rapeseed oil is raised ait increase in manufacturing and oper-
ating costs to the American public would take place that would be far greater
than any monetary gain to the American producers of any fixed oils that might
possibly be )roduced, and hence the raising of the duty on ral)eseed oil, When
taken as a whole, will penalize the American Nation rather than benefit it.

That his reasons for the foregoing opinion are briefly as follows:
That combinations of mineral oil and rapeseed have become standard in marine

practice through very long uFage and that they have certain very definite char-
acteristics, well fixed 'in the minds of marine operators, and their behavior under di-
verse operating conditions is t horoughly known by the Ipeolmle who must use them
and who are responsible for the proper performance of the machinery where these
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rapesced compounds have been found to be especially proficient* that possibly
substitutes using strictly American fixed oils or their equal could be developed
after considerable exlperimentation, but so far this has not been done.

That to develop a substitute for rapeseed oil compounds or to change the lubri.
casting systems of machinery so that rapeseed oil need tiot be used would involve
either a considerable expense to the manufacturers of lubricants or to the mnnu.
facturers and owners of machinery who might have to change their lubricating
applaratus; that any such radical change might involve considerable danger to
marine interests due to the fact that they would be forced to use unfamiliar prod.
ucts of methods of application of lubricants, and failure might easily tie ill) con.
siderable cquipm-nt at a crucial time.

That in addition it should be remembered that in other than coastwise shipping,
tile tendency will be for the operator to purchase rapeseed compounded oils from
a foreign country, and we would thereby lose the markets we have for the mineral
oil content which is combined with tlh rapeseed and which is the major portion.

RAYMOND HASKELL.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 25th day of April, 1929.
[SEAL.] WILLIAM G. MICCO.KEY,

Certificate filed in New York County. Notary Public, Kings County.

TIDE WATER OIL CO.,
New York, March 28, 1919.V Acuu, OIL CO., New York City.

(Attention of Mr. A. T. Foster.)
DEAR Sins: In reply to your inquiry on tie subject, we wish to advise you

that we disapprove of any increase in the tariff on rapeseed oil.
We have used rapeseed oil for a number of years, blended in varying piropor.

tions with mineral oils, and have found it both satisfactory and desirable in the
manufacture of our marine engine oils. Since ease of emulsification with water
is one of the prime requisites of a satisfactory marine oil, and since rapeseed oil
has been shown to emulsify more completely and to form a more suitable emulsi-
fication with water than other vegetable or animal oils of like price, we believe
that no material could be substituted for rapeseed oil in our manufacture of
marine engine oils without seriously deteriorating the quality of such oils or
increasing their price to consumers to the point where they would seek foreign
markets for their supplies.

Furthermore, we believe that inasmuch as the rape or colza plant is not grown
in this country and, according to Farmer's Bulletin No. 11 of the United states
Department of Agriculture, can not be grown in this country, ally increase in
the tariff on rapeseed oil would result in a serious financial loss to tle oil industry
of this country, with no resultant benefit to the other industries.

Very truly yours, NOEL RoBI so..

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

BUREAU OF RAW MATERIALS, Washington, February 14, 1929.

Washington, D. C.
GENTLEME N: Referring further to your letter of January 17, 1929, in regard to

the denaturing of olive oil, you arc advised that the bureau has no knowledge of
any fraudulent act in connection with the administration of the denaturing
provision in paragraph 1632 of the tariff act (article 430 of the customs regu.

nations of 1923). The denaturing of the olive oil was first provided for in para-
graph 639 of the tarilf act of August 5, 1909.

In so far as the bureau is aware there would lib no serious obstacle to the
denaturing of oils other than olive oil when imported in bulk, such denaturing,
of course, to be carried on under customs supervision and at the expense of the
importer.Respectfully,R u SEYMOUR LOWMAN,

Assistant Secretary.
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UNITED STATJ I DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY,
Washington, D. C., March 8, 1929.

Mr..JolIN B. GORDON,
Washington, D. C

DEAR Sit: Replying to your (crnniunication of March 6 and 8, 1 have to
inform you that the act of Congrcs; approved March 4, 1907, designated as the
meat inspection act provides that carcasses and parts of animals which are con-
deined upon inspection shall be destroyed for food purposes. Since the year
1915 this provision of law has bceii enforced by the Federal Meat Inspection
Service through the use of a mineral oil distillate. Tl.is denaturant imparts to
fat a disagreeable taste which rendors the product inedible and impracticable of
restoration as food.

The bureau has no knowledge of any instance occurring within its jurisdiction
in which fat so denatured has beer: r laitncd for food purposes.

Very truly yours, " J. R. MORLER,

Chief of bureau.

it the judgment of many farm lea lers, such a duty is not only unnecessary but
undesirable and injurious to the far ier's intere.ti.

R. J. Kinzer, an officer of the Am rican Hereford Cattle Breeders Association,
writing that association's ideas of ta 'iff changes, says:

"We went pretty thoroughly over the whole schedule of beef, canned icats,
hides, etc., and on most of these items asked for a higher tariff than is carried at
the present time, but when it caine tt, the matter (if oils and fats we did not make
any recommendation at all. It was the feeling of sone of our committee that in
case a higher protective duty was pla.-cd otn these products it would encourage the
use of substitutes and for that reasons we passed them without any reconinienda-
tionls."

Mr. A. F. Stagg, master of the Wt st Virginia State Grange, says:
'I have been discussing thit thing vith the agricultural people of our State and

we are manimously against ally such tariff on nonedible oils and fats. Certainly
no sound thinking farmer p.ss! ssing 2 good grains of horse sense would concede
to a -5 per cent ad valorem duty being placed on these articles."

Herbert E. Powell, commissioner of agricultu tre for the State of Michigan, says:
"I caii see no reason for charging high duty rates on vegetable oils coming into

this country where they do not cotil etc with Amnerican-grown or produced )rod-
ucts."

W. L. Stockton, president of the Montana State Farm Bureau says:
"I can see no excuse for raising the tariff on nonedible oils that do riot coeie

into competition with locally-produced oils, just to increase our costs that much."
Other leaders who hold and have expressed similar ideas are )r. H. C. Filled,

professor r of rural economics, University of Nebraska, and Andrew Felker, Co-
missioner of agriculture of the State of New H[ampshire.

PETROLEUM
[Par. 1730

STATEMENT OF HON. MILLARD E. TYDINGS, A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM TIlE STATE OF MARYLAND

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the committee.)
Senator TYDINOS. 1r. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

oil at the present time, as we all know, is on the free list. I believe
that the figures in connection with the production and consumption
of oil will show that it would be highly inadvisable to take oil from
the free list and to impose a tariff upon it.

In 1928 the United States produced 902,000,000 barrels of oil.
This was 68.2 per cent of all the oil produced in the entire world.
In 1928 the United States consumed and exported 966,000,000 barrels
of oil. This shows that the consumption in the United States was

63310-29--VOL 10, 8o1 10- -23
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about 8 per cent more than the total oil production in the United
States. Therefore it was necessary to import 64,000,000 barrels of
oil in order to take care of our local consumption market. Not.
withstanding that we were producing practically two-thirds of all
the oil supply in the world, we were consuming nearly three-fourths
of all the oil consumption in the world, and therefore we had to
import oil in spite of our large local production in order to take care
of consumption.

The CIHAIRMAN. We are also exporting oil.
Senator Tyirvx(s. I lientioiled that. I mentioned the consump.

tion and export was 966,000,000 barrels. Therefore to place a tariff
of say $1 a barrel on crude oil would have an effect of increasing, of
course, the total price of oil to all consumers in the United States.

Let us look at this and see how it would work in some of its ramni.
fications. There were 71,442,000 barrels of crude oil used and burned
in factories and power )lants on the Atlantic seaboard alone in one
year. This increase in the cost. of fuel oil for nmanufacture and power
purposes, of course, would be translated in the higher cost of all the
articles produced from these factories. It means that power, light,
and heat will cost more because the ingredients which go into its
manufacture would co.t )ore.

But let is consider a (.hs, or a grou) of people using oil to see
how their bill would be affected. On December 31, 1928, the De-
partmnent of Commerce states there were 697,300 trucks and 4,729,600
automobiles on American farms, a total of 5,426,900 motor vehicles
on the farms in the United States of America. Let us assume that a
farm tractor works 100 (lays out of the year and uses an average of
120 gallons of gasoline per (lay. And that 4 gallons of gasoline per
day are used for the motor vehicles, including trucks, running 300
(lays on the farm. An increased price of 81 a barrel translated into
gasoline would range somewhere perhaps between 4 and 6 cents a
gallon. But considering it for the purposes of arguument as 2 cents
a gallon, this would mean an added cost in the operation of farm
tractors and trucks and motor vehicles on the farm of $164,360,000
per year, with a 2-cent a gallon tariff on oil.

Te cost of building roads in rural communities would conse.
quemtly advance. The cost of electricity for light, power, and heat
on the fammn would col.sequently advance.

If the tariff increased the cost of gasoline 4 cents a gallotu the
farmers would have to pay for the operation of the motor vehicles
on their fu'mns alone $328,720,000 per year more than they now pay.
And I would like the committee to weigh this significant fact, that
$328,000,000 in round numbers, is approximately two-thirds of the
amount of money which Congress appropriated at the last session
for farm relief. Consequently the farmer's gas bill alone with a
4-cent tariff on gasoline will immediately take from his pockets
two-thirds of the money which we appropriated at the last session to
relieve him. So that the relief will be both ways, and practically
complete, and he will be 100 per cent in the position he was before
Congress convened, taking into consideration only the product of
oil.

Lot me go into another phase of this question. Consider the cost
of roofing, road building, and general construction. Last year the
United States produced from foreign crude oil 2,444,000 tons of
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asplaltunm, which, was 60.9 per cent of the total asphalt and road oil
consiunption of the United States, according to the Department of
Commerce. A tariff of $1 a barrel on crude oil would increase the
cost of asphalt manufacture $7 per ton. The United States resources
are limited to only 40 per cent of its asphalt needs for road building,
repair, roofing, and general construction. This added cost of $7
a ton means that asphalt will have to be abandoned as a building
material, or else the people who were paying, for the road construc-
tion would have to bend their backs beneath such a burden of tax,-
tion that, it would be intolerable.

I may say by way of local ramification that in Baltimore city there
are several large asihalt plants. One of them is owned by the Stand-
amrd Oil Co., another by the Pan-American Co., and there are several
others there, and soiie uider construction. These plants alone in
the manufacture of asphaltunm employ 1,800 l,,en. With an increase(]
price of $7 a ton on asphalt it is highly probable that they would
either have to curtail extensively their present activities 1 close

(lown their plhts colipletely.
Let mne also say a word in connection with the conservation side of

this (questiol. You c(an grow corn ever" year because it is possible
to have the seed; it is possible to grow wheat or cotton. Those
crops can be produced over and over again. But it takes ages and
ages to produce an oil supply, and once it is gone it is gone for all
time.

Congress recenttly, considering this fact, appointed an oil conserva-
tion colmission looking for ways and means to conserve the oil
supply in the United States. How ridiculous it is to consider that
the oil supply must be conserved in America and then to compel the
large production of American oil under a tariff while prohibiting
importations of oil from other countries.

Much of modern machinery is propelled from oil. All of our battle-
ships now are oil-burning ships. Airplanes and whatnot are propelled
by oil. Ihe country that. controls the oil or has the oil to some extent
has the greatest measure of self-defense. Certainly we should con-
serve oui supply, and the best way to conserve it is to keep oil on the
free list and encourage its importation from other countries, so that
their supply may be diminished instead of ours, if they care to sell
it to its.

Entlkd, I understand, conserves her oil supply, depending, as that
countlv does, upon its navy and nierchant marine to feed the country
an(h protect it in time of war. The nation which gives away its oll
supply witlessly strikes a serious blow at its own continuity, because
without oil you can not successfully fight a war.

Gerimany in the last war was heavily penalized and was forced to
invent niany substitutes to take care of its lack of oil. And I feel
that aside f'om the economic question, the fact that oil can not be
replaced, that oice it is used it is gone for all time, should find favor
itt the itinds of the committee as a conservation policy, aside from its
econoniic ramutifications.

I simply giant to reiterate one other fact in closing. Bear it intind,
gentlenien, that two-thirds of all the oil in the worldS that is produced
comes from the United States. Bear in initd that three-fourths of all
the oil produced in the world is consumeld in the United States.
Therefore it is iminiediately self-evident that we lust either produce
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more oil in America or cutrail the use of oil in America if frei a
importations are to be barred. I therefore feel that not only in t~e
interest of conservation, not only in the interest of national defense,
but in the interest of our wealth, the wealth that belongs to the United
States of America, as long as we are consuming three-fourths of the
total world supply and producing only two-thirds, that our move.
inents should be to encourage importations and conserve our local
spllly, rather than the ol)posite course which would follow from the
imposition of a tariff on crude oil.

STATEMENT OF H. WALKER, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
AMERICAN PRODUCERS OF OIL IN FOREIGN FIELDS

(Tile witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. WALKER. Gentlemen, in the interest of brevity, we will try

to condense our matter as much as possible. I will content myself,
in the beginning, with simply presenting a sworn brief, and two other
matters, if I may, ani then we can hear from Mr. Wegemnann.

I have a statement here of the situation of production and con.
gumption of pet-roleum in the United States.

One other thing I have in my hand a brief, which has been distrib.
uted around Washington, apparently by the Mid-Continent Royalty
Owners Association. It is entitled "Brief for Submission to the Con.
gress of the United States Favoring Tariff on Crude Petroleum and
Its Products."

We nire here, of course, to oppose the imposition of any tariff
on )etroleum or its products. Oil has been for 70 years on the free
list, and we believe it should remain there.

Although this brief of the Mid-Continent Royalty Owners Associ.
ation is not sworn to, there is a statement on page 19, in the nature
of an admission against interest, which I think should go into this
record. I will simply ask the secretary if lie will put it in. It is an
admission to the effect that a tariff on oil would cause the consumers
an extra cost of $200,000,000 annually, and then the author proceeds
to make a division of this, and he shows that, among other things,
of this $200,000,000 increased annual cost, which would, of course,
accrue to the oil producers, $42,000,000 would be paid by the railroads
and $52,000,000 would be paid by American ships. I think it is wortb
while to put it in.

(The matter referred to is as follows:)
The loss to the consumer of fuel oil in the amount of $200,690,000, while

considerable, is distributed so widely as to be of no material COIISeC(Iwnce to any
affected industry. Distribution of this amount to the various users of fuel oil,
based upon the consumption for the year 1927, is shown in the following table:
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TABLE i l.-Allocation of increase in cost of fuel oil to various consuming groups

1927 con. Distribution
sumption Percent of supposed

thousandss of total 1929 Insof barrels) I (thousandsof dollars)

- -ailo-s .............................................. 70, 094 21 42,145
Bunkeroill, includingtankers ..................................... 88,215 2r 52,179
(1as iwl electric power plants ..................................... 29,775 9 18,0621(neliersand mines .............................................. 6831 2 4,014
iron an I steel products .......................................... 17,197 A 10, (XIS
Chemitl irol sled Industries ..................................... 2.1N 1 2,007
AUtot1ttiVo industries ............................................ , 2,007
Teliles :and their products ....................................... 1 , 007
Piper anl wool pull ............................................. 3,131 1 2,007
Logingand lumbering ........................................... 2,370 1 2,007
Cenjent and lime plants ........................................ 5,051 2 4,014
('eratltic induslries ............................................. 3,270 1 Z,007
Foal :ntiustries ................................................... 7,143 2 4,014
Other tintifeturing ............................................. 11,353 3 6,021
('0t111erial heating ..................................... , 15143 5 10, M5
l)olestic heating ................................................ ,377 2 4,014
1'..Q. Navy, transporls, etc ....................................... I, 5UN 2 4,014
Fuel by oil cnlipities ............................................ 43,4.r5 12 24,080
Miscelli:toll., uses ................................................ 9,353 3 6. 021

Totil..... ...................................... 333,760 100 2W,,690

:.'lintiil Survey of Fuel Oil Distribution, 1927, United States Bureau of Mines.

(Mi. Walker submitted the following brief:)
111,11F OF AMEICAN PIOMU(i;it" OF P1,TiOrEUM IN" Foatox FIEhlw,

C'.OMMIITTEEI. O'N FINA.NCEi. .

( nicd S al s ,cwiz'cl, Watshington, . C.:
The tundersigned advocate and lurge the retention o1 the free list inl the tariff

law of 192), of-
"PAR. 1730. Oils, willeral; petrolelln, ertide, ftiel, or refined, and i1ll distillates

obtained froI i)etrolCtil, iltltldillg kerosene, benzine, naphithia, gasoline. parif-
fill. and( ilraflin oil, iino speci:aly provided for."

1. Tlhe illiport tariilf )n e.ude hltd ftil oil andtl all petroleum derivatives intendled
to he proost'ed y b% lll(nlhl.llts of Senator Tb'oinaS and Pine would in eifeet
prohibit the illiportatioll into the United States of tilt Imtroleins listed, or any
other jiriduet of petroleumn. This is the frank purpose of the alielt(hlients.

Its result would be tli llestruction of th Anlerieanl industry of prodietion of
oil alborad for refinllng alld Ilse ill tile United States.

Ay import tax oil fuel oil would make iinpossible thte importation of ireparedt
ful ,ils by Al erean producers in foreign liels, at the present Iwriod of low
prices, or wotill raise the AInericall price iof this Ilodei'1l fuel to consunlers, to
the eq ivalent of follr times tlic tariff per barrel on oil, per toln for bitullinuous
coal. The rate of A4"31 per barrel would raise tile price of Atlantic Coast industrial
anl hutiker fuel to an equivalent of an increase of $4 per ton for coal.

All* %. illajrt tax oii littlee oil or oi llly relilltel plt.tl'ol'ltu proIttet would be a
tax burdel -nield at Alierican collipallies l'oducillg petroleum ill foreign fieldsand conttriblute to%%ard their elinination.

2. The purl)OSe of 111y tarill law is to protect Anell'eat industry. Of the oils
of all classes illlolrtcd in 192S to the I'nited States 90 per clit was produeed by
American cOlllipanieS, with Alneri an calpital, Anierican officers, Americanl work.
reell, using enorluious (iantities of Ai ciiCal-lllttlo tanks, lltlllps, pipe, Ce(lll)-
ment, lrleliller'y, rails, locomfotives, ears, trucks, tractors, and Slupplies; alld whas
carried ill Alnc'a'iali ocean-going talk steamers bIllit ill AiSeil'ian shipyards,
owned and operated by the An 1erleal companies, with American crews under
the Americatn flg.

t  
Ill short, the producers of otir illported oils were and are

Toti! .%Illerhiu oceall.goingsliln; ..... ....................................................... 3, 005
Total totitn ve ......................................... ............................. I1, 1 , ,44
Total Atei han latik steamers ............................................................... 383
Total low aige ................................................................................ 2, 375, 121

.itl1rii I tners, AN prctically ill o%% ntd Vily Anericani petridleln comlanlts, are 12 per cit il uulber
2n o11 Ir (nt ill IoiIlnae, of the tlo1l o\11tei(.1n nerchant marine ott the hIgh seas.

I The (trreot untller of Lloyd's Register gives the following figures:
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as purely Americ'al as "ily oil-)produeing concern at home. Their invest ment in
Amterican equipment and Anrican ships is greater than that of any Unllited
States pr'o(dultcing Company.

It is against this great and enterprising American iniduistry that any proposed
tariff oil jItproletu is directed.

Up to 'tow it has been the Americant policy to encourage this American indus.
try. Froln tile (lays of Presidentt Itoosevelt, without interruptions, tile a(hins.
trations have urged and encouraged American ex lerts mid American capital to
enga:ge itt this venture with the result that in days of shortage ill Ainerican pro.
auctionn, as in the great war, oil has not been lacking.

Wheni a tariff of 35 cetis a. barrel oi (!ride and 25 ceits a barrel on fuel oil was
proposed in tile tariff bill of 1921. President Harding wrote Chairman Fordaey as
follows:

"I can not refrain front expressitig the hope that ymir committee will take n10te
of the foreign policy to which we are already commniitted. inder which the Goverij.
met is doing every consistent thing t4 encourage the participation of American
citizens iti the development )f oil resources in tnanty foreign lands.

"This course has been inspired by the growing concern of our country over the
sul)l)ly of crude oil to which we may turn for our future needs, not alone for our
(loniestic commerce, but iii meeting the needs of our Navy and our merchant
marine.

'To levy a protective tariff oil crude l)etroleut now would be it variance with
all that has been (lonte to safeguard our future interests. I call rea(lily recognize
the claim of some oil producers for a protective tarilf on their 1)roduet, but such
a course of temporary relief would be so thoroughly out of harmony with the
larger policy which I have had in mind that I should be more than (isappointed
if Congress (lecided to levy a tariff on imported oil.

"'rile oil industry is so im)ortantt to our country and our future is so itterly
dependent il)Oi at abundance of petroleutmn that I think it vastly more important
that we develop all abundance of resources rather than temporary profit to a few
producers who feel the pinch of Mexican competition." (From New York
Times, July 12, 1921.)

On a special vote time schedule was defeated in time House by 196 to 86. At that
tine, imi)orts were 25 per cent of American consumption. To-day they are only
9 per cent. (See attached graphs 1 and 2.)

In September, 1926, the Federal Oil Conservation Board, coml)osed of Secre.
taries Work of time Interior, Davis of War, Wilbur of the Navy, and llerbert
Hoover of Commerce, reported to tile President in part, as follows:

FOREIGN SOURCES OF OIL

"While the production of oil upon our own territory is obviously of first impor-
tance, vet in failure of adequate sul)l)lies tile imports of oil are oi vast amount.
The I'esent inip)ort5 front Latin-Anerican fields amount to about 62,000,000
barrels atinuallv of crude oil, against which we export about 84,000,000 barrels
of products. "hlth fields of Mexico and South America are of large yield and much
pr(imising geologic oil structure is as vet undrilled. That our companies should
vigorously acquire and explore such fields is of first iml)ortance tiot only as a
source of future supply but supply under control of onr own citizens. Our
exl)erience with the exploitation of our cotnsutners by fore ign-conttrolled sources
of rubber nitrate, potash and other raw materials should I)e sufficient warning as
to what we mlay expect if we shall become (ependent upon foreign nations for
outr sul)l)lies. Moreover, ai increased nmbnher of oil sources tends to stabilize
price atnd minimize the effect of fluctuating production."

Tile continuous and "larger ot)liey" referred to by President Harding is
f'rsighteit and wise; and the Amierican industry of l)ro(luction of oil in foreign
fields for distribution ilt the United States deserves protection as much as any
other American industry. An import. duity would he an unbearable attack
upon it. In view of tle export and l)ro(huction taxes paid by this American
industry to the governments at the point of tleir production, 2 from which taxes
time prodlucers in the United States are free, tile addition of atty tax ot imo))rtation
of this product to tile United States would be an added fiscal hardship impossible
to neet, a departure front the far-seeing America- )olicy of encouragement to
our trade )ionvers abroad, and would spell disasterr to a Great Anmerican industry

I uiport anlior pro tictlon t:hve,. front Moxleo. $3.13i'i to $).22 por btrrel: Peru, $0.0 "Ii pr kirrl, Plus
pro luctiit I .t L boo on trit drfIh, I; Colouh ,, to ttor cent df gro ., vltie; Venmitelah, . iwr cmi'nt zi.'arSO
of gro.; vilue ECittilor, 6 p,,r co:it of gross vAlue.
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whose indispensabilitv to the economic life of tile United States has been recog-nized Iby all our Presidents and administrations since its inception.T'ie third report of tie Federal Oil Conservation Board1 was given publicity onMonday, March 4, 1929. in support of the foregoing statements we qtotepertinetit portions here:

"* * * Roughly, the United States is producing more titan two and one-half times and consuming nearly twice as much petroleum as the rest of theworld. * * * Neither tfie high rate of domestic consumpt ion nor the balanceof exports over imports wouhi be disquieting if the petroleum resources of theUnited States bore anything like the same ratio to the world's resources as theproduction ratio of 68 per cent. According to the present opinion of our bestpetroleum geologists, our total resources, instead of being 68 per cent of those oftlle wlole world, are inot more tian 18 per cent. If our petroleum reserves arenot to be drawn upon at a faster rate than those of all other countries, ourresoilrces siould be several times larger."The obvious inference is titat the United States is exhausting its petroleumresources at a dangerous rate. If thue international comparison is made, thiscountry is depleting its supply several times faster titan the rest of the world.The depletion rate of our own resources can be brought more into accord withthat of foreign resources only ini one way-by importing a greater quantity ofrude petroleum. The present imports of Mexican and Soulth American crudeoil come largely from American operators and, while mot obtained from UnitedStates oil sands, they are the product of American engineering and enterprise.Cooperation in tile development of foreign oil fields, through technical assistanceand the further investment of American capital, would seem to be a logical con-servation measire."o
No measure, mnore opposed to such cooperation and encouragement thaln atariff ot our imported Amierican-produced oils, is conceivable.3. It has been argued before you that the American companies producing oilin foreign fields have anit advantage in the cheap labor of those countries. If so,this is their onl" advantage. It is true thit unskilled laborers who perform illMexico, Coloml~ia, and Venezuela the same and only the same work for whichMexican and Negro labor is employed in American fiehls, are paid at a lower ratethan the corresponding labor in the United S:utes; but their efficiency is lowerby reason of the climate, inferior physical stamina, and lack of experience. Fur-theritore, the American companies operating in foreign fields employ Americansfor all skilled operatious-drilling wells, dressing tools, welding, refining, railwayengineering, in machine and repair shops-in short in every task for whichnatives are tiot available-and pay them wages higher tan Anierican wages,adding housing and sustenance on modern American standards at tigh rates,front all of which extra labor charges the United States producer is free. Theadded cost of boarded and hospitalized American operatives, the transportationof personnel, the freight and transshipment of all materials ati all suppliesfront American factory, to American port, to boat, to foreign wharf over com-pany-made roads and bridges, to jungle or aguna, plus customs duties whencharged, and the taxes paid on the oil to foreign governments whei it is shippedto the United States, more titan overcome any advantage accruing front a lower

rate of peoin wages.
American producers of petroleum in foreign fields already have the followingnecessary handicaps iin competition with the American producers: Tropicalclimate;'foreign langtiuage; higher wages, of all skilled workers; transportation ofpersonnel; boarding and lodging of operators; hospitalization of all workers;school building; water-supply development; transport of machinery and sup-plies; road-building; bridge building establishment of company founid'ries, repairand machine shops; railway building; investment in ocean-going and shallow-water fleets and equil)ment; remoteitess from American oil-well sul)lly stores;lack of native workers experienced in oil-field work; double income tax'in ttanyca~es; export tax ott products; production tax; buirdensome regulations underbureaucratic systems; brusque changes in organic laws of propertv; impositionof additional Federal taxes at tile suggestion and instigation of certain American

indel)endent oil prodicetrs (1921).
The one advantage they are alleged to have, by proponents of a tariff on oil,

is illusory.
4. There is to-day it low price ott crude and fuel oil in the United States. Ref-erence to attached 'graph (3) will show that, except, for extremity of variations,the price has not deviated from the tendeicy of the average comttmoditv prices.The low price calt nt no w be charged to imtuported oils. The fact Is that theestimated l)otential supply of crude ini the United States alone, is about twice
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the current consumption. In 1921, also, %%]hel a tariff on American-produced
imported oils was proposed, the prices were low; but at that. time imported oils
were 25 per cent of total United States consumption and export. The percentage
has fallen off due to conditions in Mexico, until to-day only 9 per cent of our
consumed and exported oils are imported. (See graphs 1 and 2.)

Th-re is, therefore, vastly less reason now to exclude oils by tariff on account
of lo%% prices than existed eight years ago, when a similar measure was beaten in
the House by 196 to 86 votes, and in the Senate by 45 to 9, and when farm asso.
clations, governors of States, the Congressman from the great oil-producing
State of California and the President himself opposed it.

The reason for low crude oil prices to-day is the unrestrained production in the
United States itself, largely brought about by the perfection of the seismograph
and torsion balance and other scientific methods of locating oil structures. The
effect of the 9 per cent of imports is naturally felt less than that of the 25 per cent
in 1921. Imports front Mexico have fallen over 80 per cent. Colombia s avail.
able production is limited to the capacity of two pipe lines. The only other
important foreign source is Venezuela; and in Venezuela the American and
Dutch producers are following conservative production methods which will con.
tinue to prevent overproduction in the Maracaibo Basin, the only producing
district. Better American prices will come from restraint anong American
producers in the United States, not from excluding the product of other American
companies which have already curbed their production, and whose investment
and efforts will one day save the oil situation of the Nation.

The American companies engaged exclusively in producing petroleum abroad
have over 23,000 American stockholders. It is doubtful if the companies of the
proponents of the prohibitive tariff on oil count one half this number. American
stockholders in American companies with subsidiaries engaged in production
abroad number over 175,000. We believe there are at least twice as many
American employees at work with American oil producing companies in foreign
fields, as under the companies of the proponents of a tariff on oils; and ve state
with assurance that our expenses for American materials and supplies and
American flag steamships vastly exceed similar expenses of tariff proponents.
One American interest is here arrayed against another American interest of
greater volume and scope. The American consumer is between. His interest
is emphatically bound up in keeping oil on the free list, where it has always
been, to the benefit of all Americans, and to the safety of our economic future.

5. In its immediate effect on American consumers of oils, the proposed tariff
would be harmful in the extreme:

As to crude oil: In 1928, the total amount produced in the United States was
64,000,000 barrels short of sufficient to meet American consumption plus Ameri.
can export s;3 79,766,672 barrels of crude were importedl at a cost of $90,143,284.
We exported, however, some 145,000,000 barrels of refined oils to a value of
$525,536,787. The difference, or $435,123,503 shows an excellent trade badance.
The imported foreign oils refined in the United States and exported, produce a
large contribution in profit and wages to American refiners and American
workmen.

Last year the United States produced entirely from foreign crude oils 2,156,172
tons of asphaltum whieh was 60.9 pear cent of the total asphalt and road oil
consumlpt ion of the United States. 4  A tariff of 81 a barrel on crude oil would
increase the cost of asphalt manufacture by $7 a ton and end this important
industry.. The consequent increase in cost of asphalt, the United States re-
sources being limited to only 40 per cent of its asphalt needs for road building
and repair, roofing, and general construction, would have to pay increased
price of from $6 to $7 a ton for asphalt which would end road-building programs.

r if these programs were to be carried out and asphalt were used, such import
duties as were paid to the United States Government would be added to the price
of till asphalts, thus burdening States, counties, mnuniiipalities, and farm bureaus
with the increased price received by the Federal Government.

I 1028: Barrels
American consumption and exports ............................................... . f¢ ;,o!3.00
American produetion ..................................................................... 002, 000. 00
Domestic shortage (7;9 of consume tion) .................................................. -i-- l 3,030

Im ported ................................................................................ 1 ,00.000

Producing a small surplus of (3Si per c(-ut of con m ptin ............................... :#. ,7, 00

4 See Release of Departtueut of Conmerce, June 12, m1 eJ
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Ours is an oil civilization. Americans enjoy the advantage of the lowest-priced oil products in the world. To burden the raw material by import dutywould increase the cost of all its derivatives. This increased cost is the frankintention of the proponents of a tariff and the increased cost would be borne bythe whole American public, 25,000,000 of whom own and operate automobiles,

by the States, by municipalities, and most of all by the American farmer. Wesubmit that the levying of such a tribute on all fhe States and their inhabitants
for tMe possible and doubtful enrichment of small group proposing a tariff would
be an unthinkable injustice.

As to fuel oil: 71,442,000 barrels of oil fuel per annum are burned in factories,
heating, and power plants on our Atlantic seaboard.Tie emergency fleet was built almost entirely to burn oil fuel because it was
and is hevond question that with the higher rates of American seamen's andofficers' wages, American ships can compete with European and Asiatic shipsonly 1y the use of fuel oil instead of coal, and American companies has developedoil in Mexico available for fuel in large quantities, thus guaranteeing supply.Practically all American ocean-going ships now burn oil. A large percentage ofEuropean ships also burn oil. Fuel oil is bought in the world market. To i-pose a tariff upon it or upon the crude oil best adapted to the production (viz,lexican and Venezuelan erodes) upon its shipment to the United States would
force its diversion and sale to Europe, giving our maritime competitors the ad-vantage of cheaper fuel added to their present advantage in cheap labor and otherlow-operating costs. The tariff proposed at this time would advantage Europeanshipowmners at the rate of an equivalent of over $4 per ton on solid fuel.The argument that, because oil is used as fuel displacing coal, its importationshould Ie stopped or curtailed is in the larger sense completely antieconomical.The timbermn might with equal logic demand a high internal tax on coal, toforce our ranlways and steamers, factories and power plants, to burn wood. Theeffect on our economic condition would be not less disastrous than the effect offorcing our steamers and seaboard factories to reconvert to coal fuel.As to motor fuels: It is idle to argue that it tariff on crude oil alone would notincrease interior prices. Increase in cost of crude materials always affects priceof products finished therefrom. But the proposal is now made to tax gasoline,
kerosene, and all petroleum derivatives directly.The purpose of any import tariff is to raise American prices. That is preciselywhat the present proponents desire. There being importations of the oils inquestion, a tariff will raise their prices. The owners of the 6-19,000,000 barrelsof crude and refined oils in the United States, however, would be the first bene-ficiaries; and these oil owners are not the owners of coal mines, nor yet the pro-

dueers of Oklahoma.
When the price is raised somebody pays the increase. The motorized United

States will pay-practically every citizen therein-for the enrichment of theholders of oil stocks, the jobber, the distributor, the refinmer, and last of all, the
American producer.

This session of Congress was called particularly for the relief of the Americanfarmer. Ilow would the proposal to tax his farm fuel affect him? He usesgasoline and kerosene to-day in lieu of horsepower, man power, and wind power.His bill for lubricating oils is a highly important item in his budget.
The Republican campaign textb(;ok well points out that the articles used bythe farmer are on the free list, and prominently shows that gasoline and otherfuels are imported free. There were 852,989 tractors in use on farms on February7, 1929.5 On December 31, 1928, there were 697,300 trucks and 4,729,600 auto-mobiles on American farms-a total of 5,426,900 motor vehicles.0  Taking 20gallons of gasoline or kerosene per day per tractor, working only 100 lays in theyear, and 4 gallons a day for motor vehicles, including trucks, running 300 daysper year, an increased price due to tariff of only 2 cents per gallon would meananll added tribute of $164,360,000 which the farmer alone would pay annually inaddition to normal prices; 7 and this would go, not to any Government agency,not for new highways and bridges as the State gasoline tax goes, but solely to

enrich the interior refiner, producer, and jobber.
A tariff-caused increase of 4 cents a gallon would be an added farmer's tribute

of $32,1,730,320 per year.
An increase of 6 cents a gallon would mean an added burden to the farmers of$493,095,480 per year. The farming community would not be blind to this

I Divlilon of Agricultural Implements, Department of Commerce.* Facts and Figures, Natlonal Automobilo Chansber of Commerce.SThis imerecwed cost does not Include tho additIounal cost of gma-ollne In stationary engines, Pumps, etc.
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drain; and such deviation from the statement of the present pro-farmer tariffprovisions, in the Republican campaign textbook, after the words " T ie Rnub.lican Party's loli of protection for agricultural interests is not a vote-getting
scheme ora I)olitical makeshift. * * c. would not go unnoticed.To sulm up: T'he proposed tariff on oil, or any tariff on oils, would have dis.astrous effect on industrial and agricultural economics and on the economic life
of the nation.

The proposed tariff is directed against and would castigate and cripple a greatAmerican industry, whose American tankers are a large part of our merchantmarine, which is as much American as the coal industry and which all adminis-trations and economists have agreed is of prime inmportance to the maintaining ofAlneican standards of life for the future.
There is no dissent from the principle that American petroleum supplilies mustbe conserved. Tile proposed tariff would more rapidly exhaust them.
Respectfully submitted.

Huasteca Petroleum Co. (of Maine), I. Walker, vice president;
Mexican Petroleum Co. (of California), C. W. Burchard, sec.rotary; Taniahua Petroleum Co. (of Maine), P. 11. larwood,
president; 'uxpan Petroleum Co. (of Maine), P. 11. larwood,president; Chiconillo Petroleum Co. (of Dela"-are), C. W.Burchard, director; Lago Petroleum Corporation (of Delaware),It. M. Stewart, president; Lago Oil & Transport Corporation(of Delaware), 0. N. Penn, vice president; Pan American Petro-lcum Corporation (of Delaware), G. NI. Whelan, vice president;
Island Oil & Transport Co., It. Barron for the receiver.

CITY OF WASHINGTON,
District of Colutjbia, 8s:

On this 0th day of July, 1929, appeared before me Harold Walkei, personallyknown to me, and bcing duly sworn lie deposed that he is the writer and one of thesigners of the foregoing statement; that said statement is true as to mattersstated upon his own knowledge and as to matters stated upon his information
and belief lie believes them to be true.

[SEAI.1 FItANK D. Nt'zio.
MONTHLY EXPORTS OF ALL OILS FROM UNITED STATES

1,000 barrels]

1920 1921 1922 1023 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928

January .................... 5,813 7,831 I 6,214 7,631 8,420 8,566 10,7 V3 10,978 12,411February .................... 1,503 6,515 4,842 6,742 t9383 8, 144 9,8M 10,557 10,409March ........................ 6,898 5,666 6,5M8 7,711 9,021 10,006 9,031 10,331 12,210Apl,------- --------------641) 6.343 6, 445 7,764 10,133 9,094 11,728 10,761 12,6036,539 .. 89 -,3 -3 1280 , 6Mray................. 534 4,892 5,83, 050 10,360 9,586 11,473 12,898 14,941JumVe9.................... 6 3 5' 5,895 9,776 10,558 9,780, 10,951 12.351 13.MJuly .... . ... 6824 4,530 5,634 8,407 9,211 9,452 10,217 10,732 14,00August ...... ........... 6,312 6,192 6, 063 8, 92 9,952 9,758 11,593 12,672 12,335Septeiier 1................. 5,546 5,$,9 6,456 8,887 10,675 8,165 10,4 10,618 12,48October ........ 7,531 6,184 5,950 9, 032 9,852 8,299 8,420 12,750 1,962november ................. 6,117 5.657 G,152 7,557 '9,0S8 8,C24 13,049 11,611 12,681
December ................... 7,920 5,791 0,811 9,67 8,440 16,323 11,293 10,744 IQ,707

MONTHLY IMPORTS OF ALL OILS IN TIE UNITED STATES

January ............. 1 6372 13,552 13,307 I10,002j 7,652 8,425 5,
937f 5,781 7,306Februar.................6156 11,639 12,428 7,435 8,070 7,2s7 5,742 5,6S3 7,O6March . 0, M3 12,691 14,315 9,515 10,110 18.041 8,737 5, M6 7.973April ........................ 6,442 10,26M 12,260 8,219 8,477 6950 7,520' 5,258 7,330ay ................... 7065 9,376 14,412 7,415 19,251 8,001 6,517 5,883 7,920June ...................... 8 562 10,480 12,760 7,455 8,081 7,222- 7,912 5,466 7,259July. ........................ 6,853 8, 369 11,221 8 598 7,951 5,848 7,169 5,866 8,651Augut .................. 11,012 3,4t;!1 10,850 8:104 i 7.185, 5,332 7,69 7,1025 7,138September .................. 11 98 9,352 8,212 7,333 6,145 4,903 5,480! 5,979 7,731October .................... 11, 505 11,706 8,466 8,146 6,241 5,3150 5,620 5,671 7,467Noveniber ................ 14 135 13,428 8,861 7,154 7, 775 5, 808 6,660 6,58 7,625

December- ................... 13,117 14,308 8,754 10,182 7,293 5,011 6,301 6,959 7,896
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UNITED STATES MONTHLY PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL

1920 1921 .1 1022 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928

January .................. 33.774 37,959 143.141 1 51,941 57,273 60,400 '9,98 71,7M 72.713
FebruarY. ................ 32,723 35,36 40.814 48,130 55, 89 .51,775 4.90 68,122 68,471
March ...................... 35,8.M1 40,9005 46,6 .11 ,-56)461 60,141 61,339 60,880 75,514 74,F61
April ...................... .Z,583 40,010 44,635 58,528 59,,830 62,048 0,371 73,132 72,127

.................. 36,503 41.985 46.,4-6 61,8 8 031,84 tis8.50 62,822 76.845 75,218
June..................... 3;.946 40.351 45.559 2,340 59,583 67.240 61,789 75,303 72,5261
July ........................ 3S, 203 40.252 466,5931 i65,273 61,932 (;7 763 05, 16;8 78,780 75,421
AIu ..................... 39,055 -10,891 4 46,521 6.5.793 62:39,8 6,7,580 67,009 78,78S 77,82 9
September ................ 37,532 36,508 .45.291 I 61, fi11 60,371, ;5,432 or.782 1 75.909 76,404
ochtber ..................... 39,592 35,539 47,M35 64,971 160,469 64,842 69,644 77,

.
534 79,6162

November ................... 38,K;99 37,880 47,531 114,829 .56, 782 61,I927 69,89! 74,493 76031
De(,m,er ................... 8,'61 41,957 60,137 45.,S92 57,433 6 1,547 72,625 74,951 79,448

INT)ICATEI) MONTHLY CONSUMPTION OF ALL OILS IN THE UNITED STATES

january .................. 41, I 13,69. I 34,379 57.e72 11. 1:3, 2A 67. 2. 69,736 70.495
Flr .................... 38. 911 32. 9So1 40.915 51.253 .3. 657 o, 9:3 4 0.479 i C5,202 67,777
March ................... 40,671 -15.2; 43,71 55,619 f 03,212 63,481 ,518 72,475 76,576
April..................---- 38,455 39.71139*. 310 518.177 C0, 781 15,6 &M 70. 416 G9,79-5 1 76,9078
Auy.................... i 43,h373 39,249 47, G.5 , (5W 64. S1 67,071 71, 752 75,537 1 82,10P

ule..................... .M, 108 42,491 -1S. 803 57, 837 (M13,55I 68.921 74, 517 75975 8 N0, I!.
July............... .. ' 1.'1 41, 4 .4 . 72r. 63.60') N 682301 72.307 715,0f1 76291 1 8 5.6(02
September .................. .17.1K- 4 3..51 t. 512 ;,.442 . 2. 2 74:141 7987; K.7,

Ort0ber.................. 47,410 -183..0 55.8,92 C6l1.17 70.431 7.,35 75.:'75 78. 751 M 1,870
Nomemher ................... 45,04 7 41600 1 53,825 ;1,07,N 67,121 I69, 105 75.751 . 75,077 s I,675
December ................ 411,W5 42,178 55,,51;4 6.,9 l HM G.7!8 72.001 7,..212 79.44f6o 82,599

UNITE) STATES MONTHLY PRODUCTION AND IMPOR'1S

Janiry .................. 40,146 .51,511 56,448 61,913 64,925 68,S25 65,918 77,538 80,019
Febriiry................. 37,909 47,005 53,242 55,55 63, 95'9 132,062 60,634 73,805 75,557
March .................... 42,374 53,590 6 &0,909 65,97 70,251 69:3S0 69,617 81,120 82,482
April ........................ 42,025 .50306 .',895 60,747 (68,307 69,004 67,891 78,390
May ........................ 43,.'568 51361 60,891 69,273 71,088 76, 851 69,339 S78 19,457
June ..................... 45,58 50,831 58,324 69,38 67,664 74,402 69,701 ,769 7 ,785............... , ,. ; 7,17,769 83316 70 8,6 975
July ................. 45,06 448,621 57,814 73.871 69 . 3 73,611 72,337 84,616 84,077
At......... . 50,07 "44,55 57,411 73897 G,883 72, 12 74,698 85,813 84,967
Septee, ................... 49,527 45,860 53, -1-M 72, 0) 6, 521 70, 335 71,262 81,888 84,135
Oclobur .................. 51, 097 47,245 56.,371 75 117 66,710 70,157 - 75,284 83,205 87,120novcnl-r ................... .52,834 51,308 5, 392 71,53 64,557 67, 55S 76,551 80,981 83 650
Devi~.................. 52,078 56,205 58,801 69,074 64,726 6, 735 78,026 j 81,910 87,314

Prices of Mid-Contincni crudle oil

1913:
Jail . 1 ------------------
Jail. 27 ------------------
July 7 -------------------
July 21 .......
A ug. 19 -----------------

1914:
Jail. 1 ..................
Feb. 2 -------------------
Apr. 8 ..................
Apr. 10 .................
A pr. 13 ------------------
A pr. 15 ------------------
Apr. 27 ------------------
Apr. 30 ----------------
Sept. 12 ..........Sept. 22 ---- --- --- ---

1915:
Jail. I ..................
Feb. 16.---------.........
A ug. 2 ------------------
A ug. 4 ------------------
Aug. 11 -----------------
Aug. 17_

1915:
$0. 83 Aug. 23 -----------------

.80 Sept. 13 -----------------

.93 Nov. 5 .................
98 Nov. 15-

1.03 D ec. 14 ------------------

1. 03 1916:
1.05 Jail. I ..................
1.00 Jail. 15 .......

95 Jan. 25 ------------------
90 M ar. 5 ------------------
85 M ar. 10 -----------------
80 M ar. 15 -----------------
75 fily 20 ------------------
(5 A ug. 1 ------------------
55 A ug. 5 ------------------

A ug. 15 -----------------
.55 Aug. 20 -----------------
.40 Aug. 28 .................
.50 N ov. 8 -------------------
.55 Dee. I0 .................
.60 D ee. 15 ------------------

05 Dee. 20 ------------

$0. 75
.80
.90

1. 0
1.20

1.20
1.25
1.30
1.40
1.45
1.55
1.45
1. 25
1. 15
1. 05
.95

90
1. 00
1. 10
1.20
1 40
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1917:
Jail. 1 -------------------
Jan. 2-----------------
Jail. 10 ------------------
Aug. 15 ----------------
Aug. 20..

1918:
Jan. 1 -------------------
Mar. 15 -----------------

1919:
Jan. 1 ...................
Nov. 20 ...............
D ec. 15 ------------------

1920:
Jail. 1 ...................
Jan . 5 -------------------
Feb. 28 ----------------
M ar. 1 ------------------

$1.40
1. 50
1.70
1.00
2. 00

2. 00
2. 25

2. 25
2. 50
2. 75

2. 75
3. 00
3. 25
3. 50

1023:
Feb. 10 -----------------
Feb. 20 -----------------
A r 25 .................

Ma3' 10 .................
May 15 -----------------
Sept. 20 -----------------
Nov. 5----------------

1924:
Jan. 1 -------------------
Jan. 5-----------------
Jan. 25 ..---------------
Feb. 5 ------------------
Mar. 10 ----------------
July 15 -----------------
July 20 ----------------
Sept. 15 .......

$1.90
2.00
1.90
1.80
1.70
1.60
1.30
1.00

1.00
1.40
1.60
1.85
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25

1921: 11925:
.Jan. 1 ------------------- 3. 50 Jan. 1 ------------------- 1.25
Jan. 25 ------------------ 3. 00 Jail. 20 ------------------ 1.50
Feb. 2 ------------------- 2. 50 Feb. 1 ------------------- 1.70
Feb. 5 ------------------- 2. 00 Feb. 10 ------------------ 1.95
Feb. 10 ------------------ 1.75 Feb. 20 ------------------ 2. 00
May 5 ------------------- 1.48 July 10 ------------------ 2. 04
1uly 10 ------------------ 1.25 Aug. 25 ----------------- 1.78
July 15 ------------------ 1.00 1926:
Sept. 30 ----------------- 1.25 Jan. 1 ------------------- 1.78
Oct. 5 ------------------- 1. 50 Feb. 2 ------------------- 2. 04
Nov. 5 ------------------ 2. 00 May 15 2.29

1922: Nov. 17 ------------------ 1.90
.Jan. 1 ------------------- 2. 00 1927:
July 10 ------------------ 1.75 Jan. 1 ------------------- 1.90
Jul3, 12 ------------------ 1. 50 Feb. 22 ------------------ 1.67
Aug. 8 ------------------ 1.25 Mar. 5 ------------------ 1.47
Nov. 20 ----------------- 1.40 Mar. 14 ----------------- 1.28

1923: 1928:
Jan. 1 -------------------- 1.40 Jan. 1 ------------------- 1.28
Jail. 10 ------------------- 1.50 Aug. 2 ------------------- 1.36
Jail. 15 ------------------ 1.60 1929:
Jan. 25 ------------------ 1.70 Jan. 25 ------------------ 1.20
Feb. 2 ------------------- 1.80 May 20 ----------------- 1.45

CITY OF VASHINGTON?
. District of Colunmbia, ss:
On this 10th (lay of July, 1929, appeared before me Harold Walker, personally

known to me, and being duly sworn he deposes that ho assisted In the compilation
of the attached graphs numbered 1, 2, and 3; that the graphs are based upon
the figures attached to each graph; that all of such figures are repetitions of
fig ures appearing in official United States Government reports, excepting figures
of prices of oils attached to graph 3, which are taken from reputable publications
of the industry, and that therefore lie believes them to be true.

[SEAL.I L. M. SAXTON, Notary Public.

STATEMENT OF HON. W. B. PINE, A UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

(The witness was duly sworn by Senator Edge.)
Senator PINE. For the record I vill sa- that I am a Senator from

the State of Oklahoma, and that I am also interested in the oil-pro-
ducing business, and have personal knowledge of the conditions affect-
ing that industry in the State of Oklahoma'

There is a widespread depression in the bil-producing business, and
it is duo largely to the importation of cheap foreign oil. This depres-
sion is so acute that the oil producers are arbitrarily restricting their
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development work and are in other ways curtailing the production
of oil. Thousands of small wells are being abandoned, causing greatecollomuic waste and thousands of Anmerican laboring men are out ofeni)loyrnent, causing discontent and distress. Millions of Americandollars paid for foreign oil make the foreign oil fields prosperous,
paralyzes the oil-l)roducing industry in America, and drains themoney from the channels of American commerce.

The money that the Americans pay for foreign-produced oil goesto pay for casing made in Germany, goes to pay for foreign labor.
That money causes prosperity in foreign oil fields, and American
industry is short by reason of the fact that that money is going to
foreign countries.

This free foreign oil also adds greatly to the depression, the do-
nioralization, an(l the discontent in the great coal industry.

Approximately 3 per cent of the Nation's steel is taken by the oneindustry in the State of Oklahoma. Texas and California each take
almost as much. The oil industry in the three States named con-stine approximately 9 per cent of the Nation's steel production.
The principal item in this steel bill is pipe or casing. The pending
bill pl'ovides a duty of $15 per ton on pipe; oil is now on the free list.The steel producers are prosperous and contended. The oil producers
are losing money and are depressed. It is proposed to take by lawa bounty of $15 per ton from the struggling oil producer and give it
to the prosperous steel producer.

This measure provides a duty of 2 cents per pound on cordage, 40per cent on wire rope, 15 per cent on steam engines, 25 per cent onautomobiles, 5 cents per pound on aluminum, 2 cents per pound onglycerin, $1 per thousand board feet on fir logs, Y3 cents per po.ndon l)ork, 6 cents per pound on beef, $1.04 per hundredweight on flour,35 per cent on clothing of cotton, and 50 conts per pound plus 50 per
cent ad valorem on clothing of wool.

Ti oil producer pays the world price plus an average of approxi-
inately 25 per cent on everything lie buys and sells his oil as the worldprice. He buys on a protected market and sells on a free-trade mar-ket. Of course he is not prosperous. His Government, by law,creates this condition which is responsible for the depression in thisindustrv. The Congress can make the oil producer prosperous bygiving him the same l)roteetion that is given to the producer of the
tlhings lie buys.

I believe in a protective tariff providing the prijiciple is uniforimly,
equitably, fairly al)l)lied. If we aie to have a higher standard of livingin America we must erect barriers that keep out cheap foreign labor
and the l)roducts of cheap foreign labor as well. It is just as impor-tant that we keep out the cheap foreign oil as it is that we keep outcheap foreign steel, or sugar, or clothing. We must either build up atail' on oil or tear (town the tariff on steel. The Government can
not. dey the equal protection of the law to any of its citizens.

Senator EDGE. Do you mind if I interrupt you, Senator?
Senator PINE. Not at all.
Senator EDGE. Do you differentiate at all between that well-known principle of protection, applying it to steel, for instance, andto oil-I repeat, (to 3ou recognize any differentiation from the stand.point of conservation, the necessity of retaining as far as would seem
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practical a large )roportion of our oil deposits, which would not
apply to steel and some other commodities?

Senator PIN-. Others handle the conservation question. But in
reply to that question I will say that there is not an argument for the
conservation of oil that does not apply with equal force to the con.
servation of steel. I will say that the known deposits of oil are
greater relatively than the knovn deposits of iron ore in the United
States. Steel is just a. much of a national necessity as oil. I might
say for myself in reply to that question that this conservation, as it
is now advocated, really means control, really means restriction of
production.

Senator EDGE. Is that not in the final analysis up to Congress and
the States?

Senator PINEr.. Yes. But the restriction of production which is
general throughout the Nation is the )hilosophy of the miser, is the
l)hilosophy of selfishness and greed. The correct theory which should
be applied to all industry inl the Nation is more pro0luetion for less
money,. We should be dfirecting the attention of the Government
toward the production of more oil and better oil and selling it for
less money. The Government should be directing the attention of
the steel 1;roduce. toward producing more steel and better steel and
selling it, for less money. The Government should direct the atten-
tion of the railroads to the production of more transportation ani
better transportation ald giving employment to more men aiid selling
it for less money. That. philosophy, if followed by our masters of
industry, wouhl (loul)le the production and double the consumption
of coiilodities in the United States.

Senator lhwn. I fancy that the manufacturers of the country would
be glad to increase their reductionn if they could find a market for
their l)roduct. There certainly is no (lelay in the supply of mann-
facttored articles now.

Senator 1PI.E. I agree with you to a certain point, but the fact is
that they are restricting production in order to control the price.

Senator Rum). 1)o you mean that that is so in the steel business?
Senator PINE. Yes, sir.
Senator READ. That they are restricting production?
Senator PINE4. They get together and meet and discuss it. Gary

had his dinners for that l)url)ose.
Senator KING. Senator, may I make one observation, with your

permission?
Senator PI.E. Yes.
Senator KING. My recollection of the figures is that the production

of oil is increasing, and that the first six months of this year, notwith-
standing the so-called conservation policy of Mr. Hoover, the produc-
tion was greater than the first six months'of last year. Notwithstand-
ing the inflow of oil-and it is not so very great measured by the
donliestic production-there has been a greater production than ever
before; 1818 showed perhaps a greater production in that one year
than any preceding year. And the demands for oil, of course, as you
have indicated, are increasing. So notwithstanding this influx of oil
the domestic production is greater than ever before, and I have no
doubt that 1929 will reveal perhaps fifty to one hundred million barrels
more of oil than the production for 1928. You, however, are more
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familiar with that subj( t than I am, but that is my reading and my
investigation.

With respect to the conservation policy of the President, if I
understand your position ol that from your statement, that has not
been a conservation policy at all. It. affects only about 2.1 per
cent of the output of oil in the United States from the public-
land States. That is to say, the l)ulblic-lad States affected by the
conservation policy produced only about 2.1 per cent or 2.5 per cent
of the oil )roduced in the United State,;. So that this conservation
policy of the President is really aimed only at. the public-land- States,
and 1 believe is a very great injustice to them. But I will not discuss
that here.

Senator 1PJNE. The p)roluction of oil has increased, as you say, in
Spite of the fact that the )ro(lucers have arlbit-rarily restricted pro-
ducl ion in ()klahoma and nl)lIenlt lv have attempted to (10 it in some
other States. The Corporation Commission of the State of Oklia-
homa has apl)ointed a man to have it. in charge, and we have not been
permitted to start wells without first securing consent from that nmn
representing the Commission. As a result we have succeeded in
reducing the production in Oklahoma to tin point where Oldahoma
is now the third producing State in the Union, when it. was the first at
tie time this restriction policy was put in force.

In closing my argument f want to say that common honesty re-
quires a tariff on oil.

I have some telegramis here t hat have conie to me, two or three (if
which I desire to read into the record [reading]:

''U'lSA, OKLA..., July 1', l!29.
Senator W1. 1). Ptsi.,,

Washington, . C.
We feel that a tiarili" on oil is essential to the suicessful coiltimlation of the oil

ihluistry in the nmidontinent area. No tarilf uiuans continued dlpresio!.and
results ruuinuoic to oil ('Omlpjltl emloyee)h)ves dl all oil!' r ouuuiercial ii(luist rijS ill(
their employees, also the plhgging of uuuicrh,.s small wvlls restultig iii the loss
of large oil reserves of great ecoionol, value which c.n uu ver he regained.

T. i'. iluiltNon.M.
J1. I. T.\¥.,oII.
.MILES 13. ,"EAM,.\s
B '. ,4rtvults.

A. It. MAa.NE xu.

Another telegram dated Okunilgee, Okda., July 17, addressed to
me [reading]:

Mr. Vandeventer, State conservation officer for this district, advises this morn-
ing that he has notice of intention to plug aplp'oximatelv 50 wells good for from one
to five barrels. This is about the monthly ratio of sinall wells bhieug abandoned
in this district. A tariff would save most of these oils, many of which would
eventually he rel)res.sureil.

I&NDEFI'NDENT PETrOI.EM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
By R. 1). PINS, Vice President for Oklahoma.

R. A. Pine is my brother. This man Vandeventer that lie men-
tions is the State conservation officer for the State of Oklahoma, and
the oil producers in Oklahoma carl not start a well, neither can they
plug a well without first giving notice to the corporation commission
of the State. Then Mr. Vandeventer sends a man to supervise the
plugging of a well and the commission notifies the owners of the
adjoining oil properties so that they can be present.
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This telegram shows that tiey are plugging snall wells at the rate
of fifty ia week down there. Tlit is leicalso the price of oil is so low
that these wells will no longer produce it a profit. So they are being
iibano(one(d, leaving a large piart of the oil ill the ground.

Seniator KN. Are those wells lniunped?
Senator PI. 'I . Yes.
Senator KING. What is the pi'ice of crude oil now?
Senator PINI.. It varies. AnI average of something like $1.50.
Mr. E. B3. JiOWAIID. About ein average of $1.26.
SeliltOr KING. Well, oil ies been as low as 60 or 70 cents per barrel,

and fronli $1 to $1.50-the fluctuation in price-lias been the price
for oil over a considerable piart. of the period during which we have lid
oil production, is thiat not true, Senator?.

Seniiator JNl,. It has been as low as 60 cents, blt at the time when
the oil is selling it that rice nelny wells are being abandoned. To
illustrate whet'ia higgh price will (oitriIbute towards the conservation
of oil, it this time oil is selling at $4.35 or $4.50 a barrel in Pennsyl.
Vllnla.

Senator KING. Well, of couise that is a very superior quality of
oil ineasured by soee of the western oils?

Senator PJ.t-. When measured by seine of the western oils. Bit
oil of practically tile saie utilityy is selling at $1.50 or $1.60 in
Okllionia.

Senator Di:l. J)o vou have oils of jiarathln base in ()llhotnie?
Senator PIx'. Mdany of theta, yes, sit. Thie production of oil in

Pennsylvanii front old fields is increasing because of the fact that
they have develolped methods of taking oil that they knew nothing
of years ago. In 1928 tie old fields of Pennsylvania produced iore
oil tihan they did in 1926. And it was because of tile fact that the
price laid warranted their making the additional investment in
order to get the oil that remained in the oil sounds. These small wells
that are now being abandoned in the State of Oklahoma are aban-
doned forever, and they will never be able to apply the nowly devel-
oped repressure system of recovering oil.

Senator EDGE. Explnin that. Why tire they abalndolned forever?
If .the oil is there and there is a iirket and demand for the oil, do
voU niean to say that they could not be retapped, reclained'

Senator PINE. Soie of these wells cost $100,000 to drill. After
they have skinmed the flush lro(ltuction it will not pay them to again
go back and drill these wells to get the oil that remains in the sand,
when it would pay them to continue operatiiois if the oil were selling
at a fair price.

Senator EDGE. Then your reason is that it is not that the oil can
not be secured, but that from a commercial standpoint it would cost
too nunich to secure it?

Senllitor PINE. To secure it; yes. It can not be recovered and sold
at a fair price if these wells are abandoned.

I have here a copy of a niessage sent by the Tulsa Clianber of
Commerce to the chairman of this comnlittee, Senator Reed Simoot,
dated July 9, 1929, which reads as follows:

Tulsa Chamber of Commerce board of directors at last meeting after careful
consideration adopted a resolution favoring reasonable tariff on imported
petroleum and its products. We are of opinion that the sound development of
petroleum industry of this country will be promoted by reasonable protection
from cheap foreign products. This will be apiplying to one of our major industries

T.kl:IFF AcTr op 1920



the .sanme IrotctioI now afforded many other %Industries for the henelit of large
group of citizens engaged or directly interested in this industry and general
business and industrial structure of all allied lines.

WILLIAM TIOLDEN,
Executive Vice President Tlsa Chamber of Commerce.

I would like to say that I have telegriamisl from it'. 'John 11. Thucher,
01kiiilg!,ee, Okla. ; t'he (hickasha Chamber of ('onmerce, Chickishia,
0kla.; lie Cent ral Nat tonal Bank, )kmnulgee, Okla.; C. W. Wangerien,
()kmIulgee, Okla. ; Knox L. Garvin, president Duncan (Okla.) Chammber
of ('omnmeree; the Blneckwell Chamrli of Commerce; the Okiimlge
('lhtmmber of Commerce; Ray C. Widener, Secretary Chelsea (Oklb.)
CIamber of Cominervee; 1nd the ( 'ai Cul Oil Co., ur,_ing that I do
ever'Ything possible to secure a tauit' on oil. I will place these tele-
gra'lis in t le record.5(The telegmms referred to are as follows:)

OznM'raou, OKIA., JulyJ 17, 1929J.

Senator W. B. PIN, IVashington, D. C.:

Urge tariff on crude as protection to every car owner in the country because
it will save the 400,000 small wells which are the backbone of our oil supply and
which are being abandoned because of competition of imported cheap crude.

JounN 1. TnAcnEn.

Czmc.suA, ONLA., July 16, 192.9.

Senator W. B. PimE, Washington, D. C.:

At a meeting of the chamber of commerce representing independent operators
throughout this district resolutions were passed indorsing the oil tariff. We
urgently request that yo put forth every effort possible for an adequate tariff
for the protection of American producers of crude oil.

C IiCKASIA CIIAMiJEIt OF COMMERCE.

OMMULc-EE, OKiA., July 15, 1929.
Senator W. B. Pvt.E, lVashington, D. C.:

By this wire we wish to urge your strongest efforts in behalf of a tariff on
oil. It is a matter of utmost importance. CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK.

OK.MNULumo, OKLA., July 16, 1929.
Senator W. B. PINmE, Washington, D. C.:

Please use your best efforts to secure a tariff on oil. The industry has beei in
a bad way for several years due to a lack of tariff on oil. Cheap oil has been
pouring in from foreign countries, thereby causing us to produce our oil at a loss.

C. W. WANUERWN.

DUNCAN, OKLA., July 16, 1929.
Senator W. B. PINE, Washington, D. C.:

Duncan citizens through action of a special meeting of the board of directors of
the Duncan Chamber of Commerce this afternoon, urge your support on oil
tariff proposition. You will be doing a great good for all Oklahoma and many
other parts of the United States in approving this protective measure.

KNOX Ii. GARVIN, President.

BLACKWELL, OKLA., July 15, 192.9.Senator WV. B. PINE, WVashington, ID. C.:

The consensus of opinion of those of our members with whom we have con-
ferred is that there should be a substantial tariff on oil. Please direct your
efforts to that eltd. Thankinl, you ill advance.

BI,.CeWELI, CIIAMIHEiR OF CoMMEicE.
G'.;10.29 o;.16. sc'iivi Uk1(124
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Se utto' W . B. PI NxE, 1lashington, D. C.:

Okimulgee Chambeir of Commerce strongly favors protective titaiff oti petro.
letItu. Favorablo Consideration will be appreciated.

OKNIUULI.' CIIANIlII lti OF COMMERCE',I,

HlAROLD S. FoS'r'-:lt, .|lltutgcr.

CHIELSEA, OKLA.. July Pt. !9!41.
Senator W. B. PINtE, IVashinlon, . C.:

The Clielsea Chamber of Commerce unanimously itliors's oil tariff. Iloijlg
this meets with your approval.

R AY C . W'itI:IN.:t, .Sccrcttr,,.

OUItLIE.I., OKLA., JtlI. i, 11 .

Co mpetition of foreign oil. lhreath, ling independent l'' l i]1r", with

ha ttkrttI)tev; coittitimi i(h'fotabie. W'e ,te Yoll to make ('('y evv Wt po'iIhtle
to hiave tariff" phlaed ol C VVVV oil.

CA.L CC0. OIL C.
B v ,ioit:; .1. C.rII,.IIA., P sip i.

Senator Ei)GF. Seiator, before vou leave the stand let nm ask yon
this. You raised the qttstion, wfich ig always interesting to its who
represent the Rlitlblical Party iti1d its policy o' l)rotection, as to
discriminititil' because of tariff n itniy commiities mid no tariff on
oil. Now I thitilk that k it (aiestiol that should be very carefully
considered, as to whether it is discriminitory or not frtmi the eConoi)c
stan(dpoilt., Is it not trite that the .. reittr portion of the imliported
oil to-day from Mexico and Venezuella, whe'rever it coies-nostlv
froml Mexico, I understand it---i-; cotitllm d by the Merchiliant Miarin'e
on the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts? Test.imoniy given before our
committee was that there fire at the preselit time tider the Antericaie
flag, 1,755 seagoitig itierlintit ves-t'ls of 500 gross ton-' and over,
agr-eatitr in all so1ie 9,000,000 gross tolls, which ir' oil-lmrnit(g.
And, as I tnderstatnd it, practically all of those ship"q are using this
imported oil at the cheap rate it which they secure it. Now. its I
understand it, a part of yot l)roposal is that there be ai duty of $1 a
barrel?

Senator Pi'x'. Yes.
Senator EDGE:. If a duty of $1. a barrel is imposedjust where wouli

it help either the oil producers of Olahoma and 'exas or tile coal
producers that voti spoke of in the first. part of your discussion,

because, after till is said and done, it has to be transported to the
coast in each case? I am just wondering if it would be possible, with-
out a very exorbitatit rate of duty, to even get that trade, and, coll-
versely, of course, we must all aIihit that it would raise the trais-
portation price of these vessels into tile hundreds of millions of
dollars. I think the estimate was $80,000,000 annually, based oti the
present consumptioti. As one who is a protectionhist I would like to
have you review that, whether it is economically sound, whether it
would not (it) to our general commercial industry more haru that
good, balancing it, I ellcatt.

Senator Iixi. in the first place they bring that oil to America to
sell it in America. And as a matter of fact they do sell it in America
in competition with the oil produced here in America. The oil pro.
ducers are entitled to tile equal l)roteetion of the law.
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I read an editorial in the Post oil the matter to which you refer. I
can see no obligation on the part of the oil producers to boar this
transportation burden alone. Why should the oil producers sell their
production below the cost of producing it in order to hel) United
Stts shipping?

'his Government has adol)ted the pro tee t ive-tariff principle, and
if it is not uniformly a))lied it is intolerable, because it injures some
of our citizens and lbenefits others at their expense. If there is a trans-
portation burden that must be borne, by some one, then the oil pro-
(lucers of America should not b) compelled to bear it. If the protective
tariff )rinciple is followed by this Government then it adds to the
cost of' producing oil in America, because it adds to the cost of the
material that we use, it adds to the cost of our labor. And it is unfair
to require us to sell our )roduct in competition with that )roduced
in Venezuela, where they buy (lerian steel and other material's on
which they pay no tariff. In ()klahoma we pay a b)ounty of $15 a
ton to tile American steel producers on our casing. 1I1 Venezuela they
Imv no such bounty. It is unfair to reqiro us to sell our oil in (oni-
pition with that produced in Venezimla. That is the reason for the
leression in the oil blsiivss.

Senator RE.ED. And not overproduietion? Is that your feeling?
Senator PIh. here is no overproduction in the United States at

this time. We lire now producing a)proximately the oil required by
the market in the United States. And tie overproduction comes
from this imported foreign oil. We could increase or l)roduction
111d tlke cure of increased demaid. But there is plractically no
overlroduttion at this tiie. I mealh to say that we are not pro-
ducing oil ill the Nation beyond whit pruldlnce requires.

Seniltor l'loi.. Ini that ( nllction, Senator, are not these figures
.orrect, tht last year tile crude oil imported from various coulnltries
aihlounted, according to the records, to 79.767,000 barrels, that is
imported crude oil?

Senator PIXNi. I understand that is correct.
Senator EDGCE. Ai(l tile amount produced in the United States in

1928 was 902,000,000 barrels. 'I'heve are tile liglures given Senator
Tvdings. I am quoting from his testimony before the committee.

Senator PixrN. I thin]% his figures are correct. Ills conclusions are
wrong.

Senator EDoi.;. And tihe amount consumed in tit United States
was 966,000,000 barrels.

Senator REmD. They give the exports sel)arately.
Senator EDGF,. No; they are tll together here.
Senator REED. The exports were 150,000,000 barrels. Our con-

sumption is 816,000,000 barrels.
Senator E)I-,. Yes, that is the difference between 966,000,000 and

816,000,000 barrels. Apparently that cheeks off.
Senator RuED. The 816,000,000 barrels consumed included 51,-

000,000 furnished to ships in our harboms.
Senator EoDGE. In other words, the amount of imported crude oil

was less than 10 per cent. I a1 merely bringing that to your atter-
tion, Senator, in view of your answer to Senator Reed that you (lid
not consider over-prouction as the reason for whatever slackness
there is in the American oil business.
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Seintor PixE. ThIe imposition of it tarifl oil steel did not Stop tile
exportaltiol of steel front this country, and it will not stop the export.
tioll of oil fromi this country.

Senator Rpm). l)o you think that the addition of a dollar a barrel
to the l)1rie will not afleet tile exports of petroleum and its Il-oducs?

Senator PIN.E. No more than the imposition of $15 a toil affects the
exlportation of easing. No plinciple applies to the oil business that
does Hot apply to these other indust-ies.

Senator REi.D. Precisely, but I had the impressions that the exporta-
tion of easing had dropped down very fiar. And what you said about
the use of German Caising in Venezyueht tended to confirm that.

Senator PI'E. That does not prevent us placing a tariff on steel,
and then we encourage the exportation of steel by giving a low freight
rate on it. In other words, weencourage the exportation of this casing
to Venezuela by making a freight rate on it out of Chicago to Los
Angeles that is 60 per cent lower than the domestic rate.

Senator REE.D. Well then, Senator, what you told us about tile use
of German easing in Venezuela was not meant to be as comprehensive
as I understood it. Do you know how much of the casing used in
Venezuela is American?

Senator PIN.:. I do not know, but I do know that whatever is sold
in Venezuela is sold in competition with German and French casing.

Senator RF.E. Of course.
Senator PiN.. They have to nect the prices there. And the

l)urehaser does not lpay tIhe price that is paid by tihe Oklahoma
producer.

Senator R-ED. Now, then, if we sell oil and its products abroad,
we have to sell them in competition with refineries of other countries,
of (oul-e?

Senator PiNE. Yes, sir.
.'%nator Ri.). Do you not think that the addition of a dollar a

barrel to ollr erli(le oil costs will have a very serious effect on our
exports?

Senator IN E. No, sit; for. this reason: The price of gasoline is
not controlled )y the price of crude oil. To-day the gasoline made
at .]Bra(lfori, Pa., out. of $3.50 oil is selling at approximately the
same 1)ice in Bradford that the gasoline is selling for in Chicago imad
out of Olahoma 61.50 oil )lus 54 cents transportation charge to place
it. in Cthiiago.

Senator Rsi}:). Necessarily it has to sell at the competitive linit.
Senator PiNi.-. Yes, sir. And the gasoline made out of this 95-cent

Venezuelan oil is selling at approximately the saim( price at Baltimore
its the gasoline is selling at Bradford, Pa. The price of crude oil
has little to do with the 1)rice of gasoline. And I will say this, that
the price of crude oil can be raised to $2 a barrel and net necessarily
alrect the price of gasoline ait all, because the margin of profit that
is now ill the industry can readily absorb the difference.

Senator RlI)M. Senator, assuming that that is correct, assumilng
that an increase in the price of crude of a dollr a barrel will not it)
an1y way aflr(t our ability to export in competition with other nations,
the immediate result, of the imposition of this tariff would be the
elimination of the 79,000,000 barrels that are coming in from Mexico
anti Venezuela. That 79,000,000 barrels would of course be made ill)
by increased domestic production, would it not?



Senator PINE. Readily.
Senator KING. Or, pardon me, if I may say so, by diminished

export.
Senator REEMD. Well, I am assuming that the Senator is right, that

the exports would not be diminished. Now an a(ldition of a dollar
a barrel to the price would undoubtedly stimulate further domestic
oil production, would it not?

Senator PINE. Not necessarily.
Senator REEn). No?
Senator KING. Then why advance tie price if it was not for the

l)urpose of stimulating greater production, or at least maintaining at
former levels the production of existing wells?

Senator PINE. There is a theory that is accepted in the Senate
that is unsound and untrue about'the price level. There is a living
price at which there will be less production at any other price. It
might be called a normal price or a living price. It is the cost of
production plus. Any slight variation from that living price, either
up or down, will increase production of farm crops, and it will increase
the production of crude oil.

Senator EDGE. Y O do not agree with that theory?
Senator PINE. I am announcing the correct. theory. The Congress

accepts the theory that a reduced price reduces production. That
is not always true.

Senator REED. Well now, Senator, let us assume the correctness
of what you said, that the imposition of this dollar tariff will not
creasee our exports and will not stimulate our domestic production.

The result would inevitably be that we would be 79,000,000 barrels
slhort next year in meeting our needs. What then would happen to
the consumer of gasoline?

Senator PiNE. The price will not stimulate production. We will
quit restricting production in Oklahoma and produce oil that' will
take care of the delnand, Will meet the demand.

Senator EDGE. Then you will increase the production?
Senator PINE. The price will not necessarily stimulate it in an

unusual degree.
Senator REED. Because of the l)rice you will stimulate it, that is

what it coies to.
Senator I'muE. Yes; because we quit rest ricting.
Senator REED. Yes.
Selator PINE. We voluntarily restricted tie pro(luction in the

State of O)klahoma because of the propaganda and because tie pro-
dicers are urged to restrict it. We stopped the drilling of wells.

Senator REID. You have a sort of a state-wide Gary (liner.
Senator PINE. Yes.
Senator K ING. Well, there has been an effort. has there not, for

some time, an(l it has been an attempt in part to effect tile limiting
of the production of oil in various States? These petroleum insti-
tutes have been called in part, have they not, for t he purpose of con-
trollig the production as well as sales?
- Senator Pun. I will say there has been a widespread Inovenient
to restrict the production.

Senator ING. And to fix prices'?
Senator PINE. Of course in Oklahoma we have hoped that the price

would go u) so that we would get the cost plus a profit, for our oil.
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Senator KING. Unfortunately is it not true that the independent pro
producers, generally speaking, have followed in the footsteps of the was
Standard Oil and fixed the same prices that they have fixed, so that are
it is a fiction that there are independent producers, so far as the public Ie,
is concerned? A

Senator E DGiL. I would like him to answer that. ing
Senator PINE. Large industries are all dominated by four or five In 1

big units in each industry. kero
Senator EDGE. But do you accept. the statement that the Senator 25 c

from Utah made that there are no independent producers? That is in ii
the way I understood his statement. Do you accept that statement in tl
as correct? kero:

Senator KiNG. There is a qualification, Senator. That so far as pres
the public were concerned it was a fiction that they are independent we C
l)roducers, for the reason that the independent producers, so-called- the
and I do not mean to say that there are not men producing oil that So
are not affiliated with these four or five big companies-but that the that
prices which they charge for their products are the prices which are tarifi
fixed by the Stanidard Oil and the Gulf Refining Co. and two or three Se
other large companies. Co11

Senator PlNm . The effect is, to a degree, as you stated. But I Se
want to say to you that there are some indel)endent producers in the stidi
State of Okah(;ma. steel

Senator KiNG. 1 wish there were more, to be frank with you. I and
like the independent producer. at a

Senator PINE. There are many left. And this group that is ap- of th
pearing here to-day is in every respect independent of the Staidrd the S
Oil Co.'s. So

Senator KI.XG. I know, but they avail themselves very gladly of av(*r
the advances which are made in tie price of oil by tie Standard Oil So
Co.;- and sonie of these larger ones to which you referred? is get

Senator PINE,. And I will say to you, Senator, that the Standard Se
Oil Co.'s are interested in preventing a tariff on oil at this time be- Sel
cause they would like to produce more of the oil in Venezuela, where expet
the cost of production is lower, and sell it, up here in the United Se
States where prices are higher because we maintain a higher standard is the
of living. Sel

Senator KING. Senator, parIon me for interrupting you, but it high a
does show that. the logic is a little against the position which you have Sel
just taken. I call your attention to the increased production from gallon
year to year. In 1920-and I have this under the signature of the Sent
Secretary of the Interior under date of May 28 of this year, it was Seat
442,000,000 barrels. I leave out the thousands: In 1921, 472,000,000 it wou
barrels: 1922, 557,000,000 barrels; 1923, 723,000,000 barrels; 1924, of gasf
713,000,000 barrels; 1925, 763,000,000 barrels; 1926, 770,000,000 Sent
barrels; 1927, 901,000,000 barrels; 1928, 902,364,000 barrels. For su
January this year, 81,979,000 barrels. March of this year, 82,515,000 macrena
barrels. Semaf

And my ad\vices are ihat in June the production is substantially Sen1
the saite. So tht for 1929 there will he a larger production lhatn Sc
in 1928, and, as I have indicated, from 1920 up to tile l)resent tile gasohia
it will be more than doul)led. So that whatever importations have Sonat
come into the United States, they al)parently have tended to in- sarihy
crease productionn rather than to diminish production. And as our macreal
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production has increased our exports have increased. So that as
was indicated by, I think the Senator from New Jersey, our exports
are substantially double our imports. Those things, it seems to
ine, bear some relation to the subject of which you are speaking.

And I discover that the prices of crude oil have been low in preced-
ing years, and that the price this year is no lower than it was in 1927.
In 1927 the price was $1.55 for crude oil. Gasoline, 15 cents a gallon.
kerosene, 12 cents a gallon; fuel oil, $1.14 a barrel; lubricating oil,
25 cents a gallon. Lubricating oil had been lower than that, 20 cents
in 1922, 19 cents in 1923. Those have been substantially the prices
in the products which might be called the by-products of oil, gasoline,
kerosene, lubricating oil, during the period from 1920 down to the
present time. Perhaps that is not germane, but it did seem to me
we ought to call attention to this increased production to negative
the idea that the imports were very seriously affecting our production.

Senator PI.xE. The thought I w~ant to leave with the committee is
that we buy on a protected market. We pay world prices plus a
tariff. To be fail, to be honest, we must be on the same basis.

Senator REED. That is true of the American production of every
commodity on the free list, of course, is it not?

Senator Pr.NE. I have not studied the other commodities. I have
studied this particular commodity. And I know that if we pay the
steel producers $15 a ton on our pipe more than our competitor does,
and( that is imposed on us by law, then the Government is putting us
at a disadvantage with our competitor, and doing it for the benefit
of those who produce the steel that we use. And we must lie put, on
the same basis.

Senator REED. Senator, hou many gallons of gasoline do you
average to a barrel of crude under present, practices?

Senator lPINE. From 10 to 42. The Standard Oil at Baton Rouge
is getting 100 per cent gasoline recovery now.

Senator Rrn,). It is getting 42 gallons to the barrel?
Senator Pmr. Yes, by hydrogenating tile crude oil. That is in an

experimental plant. 'hat is the limit, of course.
Senator R:E). That is the limit, of course, but in Oklahoma what

is tile best recovery that you know of?
Senator Pi-.lNE. I'think by rerunning it and cracking it we get as

high as 42 per cent.
Senator REED. Fory-two per cent, which would be about 16

gallons to the barrel, would it not?
Senator PINy4. Yes, a little better than sixteen.
Sentt)r iREED. Sa that if the gasoline alone had to carry this duty

it would result in an increase of 6 cents a gallon oii the wholesale price
of gasoline, Would it. not?

Senator PINE. I disagree with your argument.
Senator REmED. Well, the result of this tariff is going to be all

increased price to the producer of crude, is it not?
Senator eIsx. les, sir.
Senator R.l). Yei.
Senator Pixir.. But not necessarily any increase in the price of

gasoline.
Senator l REED. Very good. Then if tile gasoline does not neces-

sarily have to carry any increase, what l)roducts would carry the
increase?
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Senator PINE. We will take it out of the millions that the big oil use
companies say they are making in refining and marketing this oil. ing u
The gasoline made out of $3.50 oil, Senator Reed, sells at the same will I
price that, gasoline is sold for that is made out, of 95-eint oil. depom

Senator REED. I see. So the refiners of gasoline would be expected Se
to absorb this duty, this increased price of crude, without increasing Are
the selling price of their products, is that the idea? So

Senator PINE. I say that they can readily (1o it and make a margin Se
of profit that should'be satisfactory to them. So

Senator ItEHED. Well, as the owier of an automobile I am rather Arka
interested to know whether they would. Se

Senator 1i;:E. Well, I am unable to say whether they would or
not. But I can state definitely and positively that it is possible to upon
do it. Sc

Senator IEte Well, I have not that. same faith in human nature, So
Senator, as to think that if their crude oil is going to cost them a 207,
dollar a barrel more that they will incur a loss of 6 cents a gallon on and
their gasoline, or a reduced profit of 6 cents a gallon, if you prefer to Se
put it that way, without attempting to increase the price to the to sa,
cOlSuimler. Sen

Senator PINE. I (1o not attempt to say what they will do, but I do
attempt to say that they can (1o it readily. STAT

Senator REED. I see. SE
Senator EDGE. Just one other thing I want t) ask and I am through. A

You dwelt several times, Senator, on a 'ery familiar exprc~sion to
us protectionists, especially when we are being criticised by the ('T
opposition, that you in the oil business are selling or producing in a stibc
free market and' buying your casings and s- forth, in a protected
market. Do you khow liat 72 per cent of the articles to-day on vish
the free list under a protective system are competitive, or in other
words, there are products of the same character raised in this country ,\..
to the amount of 72 per cent of the articles on the free list? On 72
per cent of the articles on our free list to-day there is American corn- Desi
petition. I mean to say that you can not make it 100 per cent. We ;,nite(
are failing to be protectionists where in miny cases articles are on
the free list because so many other conditions must nece-_;arily be MV
taken into consideration. Seventy-two per cent of our free list iall
to-day is in competition with various producers of similar articles was
throughout the United States. from

Senator PINE. But, Senator, in this particular industry, because top C
of this condition that I have described, the production of oil i that ti
Venezuela last. year increased 60 pIer cent. the fir

Senator. REED. And in Mexico it decreased lhow much? 1901,
Senator PIxE. I do not know what the decrease was. But there opera

was a slight decrease causeue they were unable to find it in Mexieo. ,lon
But this policy, if followed by our government, will develoi) the Whic
petroleum resources of other nation., while we are arbitrarily restrict- Ill
ing the develol)ment of ou own. the ft

Senator EDm. And somewhat conserving out own.
Senator PiN.,. It is unfair to apply the conservation to one indust",. Isa

As I said before, there is just as much ori more argument for conserving
the deposits of iron, and there is much more argument for conserving term
our deposits of bauxite, because they are very limited, and we are ouirsel
exhausting them at a terrific rate, and we are iot making the highest Se
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use of it at all. The time will probably come when we will be gather-
ing u) ol dishpans and washing machines to make airships, and we
will be doing it in time of war because we have exhausted our bauxite
deposits in time of peace.

Senator REED. But bauxite is on the free list, is it not, Senator?
Are we not getting very large quantities of bauxite from the Guianas?

Senator PINE. I do not think so.
Senator REED. I think you will find we are.
Senator PINE. I think the bauxite that we are using is coming from

Arkansas.
Senator KING. That is true, but I think it is on the free list, but the

importation is not so great. But of course there is a heavy duty
upon aluminum.

Senator PINE. Yes; 5 cents a pound
Senator REED. I find that crude bauxite is mentioned in paragraph

207, and is subject to a duty of a dollar a ton under the act of 1922
and also under the House bill which we are now considering.

Senator PINE. Unless there are other questions, that is all I have
to say.

Senator REED. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF W. SCOTT HEYWOOD, JENNINGS, LA., REPRE-
SENTING THE GOVERNOR AND INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
AND ROYALTY OWNERS OF LOUISIAN&

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the special
subcommittee.)

Mr. IIE1WOOD. Mr. Chairman and members of the commiittee, I
wish to present the following telegram:

BATON RoUGE, LA., .Jly 15, 1,929.
W. COTT IHEYWOOD,Raleigh Hotel, Washi'ngon, A. C.:

Designate you as my epresentative appear before Financo Committee,
United States Senate, in favor of tarilf on oil imported into this country.

][rv. 1). Loxg, Governor.

My name is W. Scott Heywood, and my home is Jennings, La.
I aan an independent oil producer, land owner, and royalty owner.
I was one of the pioneers of the famous Coalinga California Oil Field
from 1898 to 1901. I drilled the second well in the famous Spindle-
top Oil Field at Beaumont, 'ex. 1 brought in the largest. well in
that field on May 25, 1901. 1 pioneered and drilled anti brought in
the first oil well in the State of Louisiana at Jennings, September 21,
1901, which field has produced -over 50,000,000 barrels of oil. I
operated in the Pine Island oil field in Louisiana in 1918, and I
pioneered and drilled the second well in H utchinson County, Tex.,
which is now called the Borger Texas Oil Field.

I have been consistently advocating a tariff on foreign oil since
the fall of 1926.

Senator EDGE. You are what they call a wildcatter, are you not?
I say that in its best term.

Mr. IEYWOOD. Sonie people call us that. That is the general
term for a man that goes out and pioneers in the oil field. We call
ourselves pioneers.

Senator REED. Repeat that last sentence of your statement.
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MXlr. IInYwoot). I have been Consistently advocating a tariff on &
foreign oil since the fall of 1926. at

I caoie here at tho request of llon. lNey J). Long, Governor of it
Louisiana, for the )inlImSe of presenting to tlis eomillittee what the pi
governor 1and indhependent oil Producers fil(d royalty, ownei. of (it
Louisina believe fi' good an(d Sufficient reasons why a; (hlit3' on i- p
ported oils hli Ie inlhiled in your tariff schedille

It may be irestnml)tio.s for a layman to come here ind11 unidertake (it
to reason witlh a commit-tee of expertss on the tariff' question, but my co
experience in the oil blisiness fhas taught me that we are never ton ofd
or too expert on any one thing ntot, to I able to find something W
new to think about.. I will not. take much of your tinie. Ithe

It is 11y iVidertanling that tle ftndanienta" lprinciple of a tariff is fo
to protect domestic itiltstries front having this country flooded with ill:
any commodity at a competitive price that, wotld cripple that
parltieulr iii(l usry in the United States. ti

If I am right in this statement, then the independent oil producers pr
and land royalty owners are wholly within their rights in asking
you gentlemen to include a tarill on itiporlted oil.

The major oil corporations of the United States have been claim.
ing since 1.)2f that we Itave al over production o1 cru(le oil in the til
United States, and our Federal Oil Conservation illar(l hit atvo.
cated State conservation legislation that will include curtailing of he
drilling mid regulating of production.

TIo milwy \v .of thinking, if we reallhve ti an over produtctioti of to
oil in this country, then we have the best argument that can be ad-
vanced in favor of )Iltting a tar-if on foreign oil, an1d there can be ito
soun( argument, in my opinion, advanced for letting 120,M00,000 CH
barrel, of oil he imported into this comntry, tarill free, durii g the ti
present yea' of 1929, which will be the amount that. will -um rely come
in if the present daily it11)orts keep iii).

But let's get down to tle real fact., to be considered. th
The Burea of M ines annual oil report for the vear 19 27 shows il

that the tottl demand on the United States amouted t,, 945,613,1100 Jrt
barrels. SPI

Senator KIx. For what year was that? 1928? pv
Nit. Il.-n'woo). 1927. Fe
seniator" KIN(. rTat is oir (doillestic cO.s;liptioll pUls (xporlt . III
Mr. lnvhwoo). No, no; the Bureau of Minvs animal report for t

the year 1927 shows that tle total deminid on the 'niled St sites, fi
filled front the United States, that is )oth dome', tic anl eX)ort, but 5th
it is tilled by unitedd States corporations dealing in oil, with I doinicile tll
in the [Unit'ed States, amounted to'945,613,000 bItrrel, itd the total ell
production in thl( U nited Stales, including tnatuiranil gitsoline atId tli(
benzol, amounted to 942,318,000 barrels. This proves 1ht tle
t 'iited Stltes prodliction really fell short of fihe total demand filled fl
by United States corporation'., having their tvii i in the I'iiited
States ,-,265,0)0 a rrels.

The corporations filling this demand, however, illmportd in 19 27 0
71.736,000 barrels, which left a surplus of 6S,471,00)0 barrels which
they have Called " ited Statvs overproduction." Sill

''he 1ueau11 of Miles Illtlual report for 1928 shows that tie total yel
(ltitn(d oil tit United States filled by coriorationtis havitig their
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on domicile in the United States aiimounted to 1,012,002,000 barrels
anl(1 the total production of tile United States for 1928, including

Of natural gasoline and benzol, anounted to 945,460,000 barrels, whieh
'he proves that the United States production fell short. of the total
of (deniand 66,542,000 barrels, but iight herm comes the sad part of the

fl- picture.
These p1tu majorr pirchising cOmal)ites asked the IUnited States pro-

ake dive'ers, and through their influence with Stlate ollicials, and with
cVO'pertimn from Stit t officials, they forced producers in Oldallonia and

A Texas to put. oil a curtailing prolgran'il1 with a referee, whose duty it.

lig %lis to tell ea'h l)roduicer how iiiiich he could |rothdlie, or low little
he couhl produce, and while this vurtailing program was beiigl, plit in

is force, the lillijoP companies aisking fil the curtailing, immediately
it inst called their wells in the Semiirind, (da., field with air and gas lefIt,
lat which ulq.tiestionablv increased the production npproximiitely on.-

third mIne than it weotld have been had the wells heeni allowed to
1r8 itproduce naturally or oil the beaii.
ag And while all this cirtailing of production was g, ofl i 1i 28,

the majl.r oil ctnipiiiies imported, ditty free. 91,474,01o)1 iarreis,
m,,stly from renezuela and Cohlombia, pro(ticed mostly by theiliselvs,

he and slipped tiostly to themselves, and this 91,174,000 barrels imported
;o- into this Colllt v h'ft a sittlplus of 2.1,832,000 barrels, which thtev he ave
of IhvII ciiiing "'Lited States overproduction. lhe above figures

prove thil . tIh( oil produced ill tile United States did not nicet t(

Of total (lellial, and that. there would ha1ve beeil no surplus had it not
ad(- beel for imported oil.
no This imported crude oil rius around IS to 25 gravitv and only

)00 Cllries al)l)roxilnately 10 per ('nt trlisolinle content: I \wallt to atld
Ale tlre, through the topping protss.

fill, Selltor Ei.;I. ()f collfrse they get nmolrle ti1an that by cracking?
.\Mr. IIr.wooi). Yes, they get more thl that. )y cracking. But

these major companiess hale lUt. out reports ill ou1r oil journals, and
s ill speeches hefor ollr railroad m (onnlission1s, lin(d in tile press, that the

100 price of' this foreign oil was 70 to 9)0 ('elits per barrel, f. o. 1). easterni
seaboard, alnl(, tlierefore, our higher gra vity oil I1u1st collie il (Oll-

petition with this so-called 70-cent oil. (See Oil ind (fas Journals,
February 16, 1928, pag.e 27, an(! 1"I ua 2:3, 1928, pIge 27.) Mr.
Iloward has the clipping front that. In other words, gentlenltn of

'or the conilittee, they have called the stirl)ls 'aused by foreign illports
is united d States overiotluetioll, and ticy have iuse(l overproduction

lt statements to bear tile price o1' donuiistictcriidt,, and they have useth
'ile this nlll'eaisoleihh price of' 70 vents O!i iimiported cilte'it astllOti,'r

. I Culf to beti (lolt estic (i'irlde still ler, intil the prive hardly meets
1itd the cost of pIrodutillg.
lie 'hse Ire, conditions thit(il 0113 ile oil plroducers and royalty owners
Ctl are faiiiliar with, lined \\e think 11h1at sllh condition, (ull only ,e cured

ell b))A putting, a tariff' oil foreign illlpoi't{ sulieitil' layr,ge to protect, Ili.
l)I'o(luclrs and the royalty ownt, ris tli'oughout tlhis oiintry, mtS well as

27 0111' oil States tellstlves, sOllit of whicll are royalty owners.

ell me State of Texas aloite, ill i,\" ol)in ion, has lost millions of dollars
since 1926 thirotgh this inipiluhition, and is still losing nillioins each
year, b;oth from its royalty Ii1t( ilcomt' from gross r)o(lction taxes.

.1.
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Mr. IIEYwooI). To illustrate this, the State of Texas has been c i

getting 2 per cent gross production taxes on a valuation of 65 cents Sli
per barirel in the Pecos and Winkler County oil fields and 2 per cent
on 75-cent oil in the Panhandle, when it should have gotten 2 per
cent on a valuation of $1.50 per barrel- in the two former fields and
2 pr cent on $2 oil in the Panhandle lield. The Legislatuire of
Texas has passed a resolution asking Congress to l)ut a tariff oil oil
imports. lit,

1 want this committee to know that I consider that I am one oil for
operator that has been gouged out of $300,000 through this Ianipla- SAM
lttion and propaganda which I would otherwise have made in the tile
years 1927-28 out of mv production in the Borger Texas oil field, pro
and this sane manipulation has driven many producers to failure and t
bankruptcy in that field alone.

I have read in the press recently that the agitation for a thrill, on i
foreign oil is being fostered by the major oil companies of this country N
to enable them to raise the price on gasoline. To this I wish to state
that I am (olyfnizint of everv move tht has beenl mode in favor of a
tariff' on oil.' I have observed recently the atteml)t to miake thw DO
people believe that. the Standard Oil Co. is favorable to it.. Oil

Senator EDGE. Right there, .Majol' Heywood, if you (10 not mi1d bY
an interruption.

Mr. IIEYwoo). 1 (10 not mind it at .till, Senator. i1(l V
Senator En,. And if your brief covers my inquiry, it is not nee., stl.

sarv to answer. li
Mtl. llYVwoo. I will see. iili
Senlatoi' Eli.: If the tariff prol)(ed by the so-called ilde)edents 111111

is necessary in order to give a profit to tlem, why would it not like. tion!
wise l)l)lv t t hose lnrgei coial)alies that. you call major corporations;
why would not they likewise be heitelited by a tarifl, because it ik
generally understood thiat, they are l)rodiI(orS il ge citde fiels.

Mrt'. 11 :E,'wooD. Sona lbr Ed'ge, if von will just l)1ease iiake a 114te
of that, fund will allow me to Conltinle, 1 think my statement will
cover your point thoroughly.
Senator Flia-; i. All right., But I shotild like to know. if that i-, not S

the 'lise.
-IMi. IIvwoon. If you will just 1m1ke111 a note of your inSiuir.de

Senator Edge, so 11s 1n0t to forget it, I will thank you. 1 111 nlot serV
trying to (lodge thc issue' at till, but I think my reiiirls will co er it. Itb)

Steiltitor Emr 1:. All right. You may go on.
M1r. Illlvywoon). I challenge alivole to show One of the lrese'nt So

COMil)ait's of this great trust or 1 stubsidiary of it that. is sul)orting WO
it tariff oiL oil, a ad I wish to stale, without tonir of contradiction, that 1)11c
the Standard (il Co. is fighting to kill the agitation of a tariff; but oil
the contrary, the advocating of a tariff oil importing oil was staited Seil
by inidel hile lt operators fnd 11111d royalty owners who do lint rille mak
oil ad, therefore, are not in the marke t 1to sell gasoline. So

'he reason that tile StajndilIvl ()il and the major oil colapaiies of 'olI
the U;nited Stales are0 lighting against lit' tarifl' on foreign oil ik Very M
ap)arent. In the first. Ilace, there are no indpclendet prul(t'u'" iii So
Venezuela or Colombia, and second, most of the imported oil co.miig M
into this (o0ntrv k oming 10r1 \ferozmelal and Cololl)ii , and is marli
hitigl pro4 ('1 d ll lilt- Stndrii d Oil ( ind its stIl sid iri s 1111d 11ilinted An
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com0iipallies, and the l)utch Shell and Gulf colilpanlilies, and they are
shipping most of this foreign oil to themselves, and putting an un-
reasoliable price oil it---

Senator KING (interl)osing). You mean an unreasonably low price?
Mr. HEYWoOD. Unreasonably low; yes, sir.
Senator RnED. 'You may go on wvith your statement.
Mr. Il ywoo). And they are shipping iost of this foreign oil to

tlmselves, and putting an unreasonable price on it, in nly opinion,
for the purse of buying doliestie production at a solg, and at tie
some tim they are charging for gasoline ansd lubricating oil nearly
the same price that they charged in 1926, when they we rC pay ing tt eproducers adl royalty owners practically twice usi much ftr o' oil
a. they do to-day.

ScuaIltor Km.. May I ak you a que.4ionl right there it' it will not
interrupt your train of thought?

Mi. ]lrnwooD. Certainly.
Senator KING(. Is it not a fact that the l)uthi Shell a1d the lPetro-

h'umii and these companies' which imve been impolrting i,-zicee Nir.
1)dheny sold, and the large producing wells owned by t he Standard
Oil o'. or its affiliated organizations, are producin!r t'he greater part
by I. of the oil produced in the t'n ited States?

.\lr. lY wooi). They are producing, I think, or at least I have bee
advised i1w sonie gentlemen u) at Colorado S)rings who have 11a1de a
stil(lv of 't anld who have been figuring on it, that Ihe independent
Inlcd'i5ers represent about 20 per cent of the l)rodu(tionl, and that

mibaut 80 per cTilt of the lproduetion is represented by the major coi-
limimies, the Standard Oil companies, and tile other large oil corpora-
tiouls.

Senator lhNG. I did not think the independents producedd that
nuwli. You Il ike the Sinclair ('o., and ti' l)oheny Co.. and the
letroleliu, and tli' Standard and its affiliated ('Omn)anies, and the
Dutch Shell amid its aflihiated companies; 1 had sup)losed that they
produced about 90 per Cent of the total, although I mav be in error.

Mr. Ili.,ywoon. They may l)roduce 90 l)er cent in soie oil fields.
Senator KINa. No; 1 an speaking about generally.
Mr. 11 YWOOD. Generally sl)eakinl, in the Uiteil States it. is con-

sidered by people with whohl I talked'at Colorado Springs, at our con-
servation meeting held up there, that the indlependents represent
about 20 per cent of tile production.

Senator KhiO. Then, of course, these larger comanl)amies, that l)ro(luce
80 or 90 per cent, or as you say, 80 per cent, of the (lomestic production
would be benefited in the price of crude oil, I mean by an increase in
price.

Mr. llEYwooD. How do you figure that they would 1)0 benefited,
Senator King, when they a-e the ones that, refine it, and whenithey
make their money on the refining end of it?

Senator KING.* T'hey would be benefited in the price of crude oil,
would they not?

Mr. lEYWooD. I can not see where they would in this situation.
Senator KING. There is a market for crude oil, certainly.
Mr. HEIYWOOD. There is a market for crude oil, but they are that

market. Do not forget that they are the boys that do the buying,
and that we are the ones that produce it and sell it to them.
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Senator KixG. The utilities of the United States and the man -
facturiag interests of tho United States are using more and mllore oil
for fuel purposes for tile generation of power.

MI. IIl.nwoo). Yes; but, Senator King, the major companies own
the refineries, and there is nothing in the United States to prevent
then front Stting the price Oil gasoline andI lubricating oil, just to
suit themselves. Aiid what difference does it make to them what
thie price is on their crude oil, when the money that they make out
of t Ile crude oil is in t lie reflled product.

Seiator Emow.. Do you mean to say that none of the independents
inilred in this 20 pcr cent tire operating independent refineries?

MXI. H EYWOOD. There are independent refineries, yes, Senator
Edge, but I am talking about the producers when 1 refer to the other
80 per cent of crude oil.

Senator Iwao-E. Wheni you were answering Senator King'; question
and said they were not Interested in this becnatse they were refining
crude oil, I did not, quite understand your point. Take a com u1ny
that has crude oil fields and that runs a refineiy, atimd that sel's oil and
gasoline, and all chisses of iroducts, lt what poilt does lie create to
be an independent id becoiw one of the najor companies? In
other words, there is real comletition ill the oil business, is there not?

Mr. Ilir:-wooi). There is competition that I know of in this way:
I know that some independent refiners have to payt a premium in
order to get crude oil, for the reason that they have no gathering lilies,
aii they ha e' notr the capital to install gathering lines and pipe lines.

Senato- EmI.:. ']hoieir aire sole pretty bi.g independent oil coil.
palics ill this country, are there not?

Mr. Ill )vwoon. Oh, yes. 'ake the Gulf lRefining ('o., and it is
not supposed to be one of the Standard companies, and they are
very big.

Senator E Hbui;. low about the big Texas Co.?
Mir. Ilivlwooo. ''hiey are a biz comMny, but I do not know

whether they are atfiatled with Standarl o1 Iot. I call them a
major company. You take a company like the Texas ('o., or the Gulf
('o., alid they tire till standing in the sanme shoes. WVhat is good for
one of theta is good for the other. T'he (ulf Co. particularly is pro-
ducili. large amounts of oil in Venezuela and shipping it Ill) to Port
Arthui, lexas, and refillim it and cracl.'ing it.

Senatr KlImN;. Let tue tsk y'ou one other (ilestion right there:
Is it niot tin cetioilic fict, oil( tint, we realize every day, that in busi-
ness the hihiler the cost. of the raw material the higheri' the price of
the finished product, and that when a duty is l)lhi('d, upon raw material
it (..Ils for a colltpvlesatory higher duty upol the finished product?
Maxv we not at'cept that. us a truism?

M r. Ill.;I'woo. 1 think that is true.
Senator KIx-. If that be t rue, and I concede thit there may be

excvptimis to that generalization, but if that be true, and if the ii1i-
portattioul of crude (oil depresses the market, and if it prevention of
impoertitions inicreaises the price of oil, or at least permits an increase
ill the price of oil, then it would seet, would it not, that if imnporta-
tion.s are cut olr, tid thereby the price is advanced, that it is carried
forward by the big t oiij0tuiles iitit the finished products, and that the
lpeopleh' tire 'ouuIpl(lhd to pay it higher price for the finished products?
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III othel Wvords tilelleallper tile raw%% jattiterial, ini this ease oil, generally
S itkilltile that' eh('U) wil be thle price of tile fiatishied producttts, is ziot,
thalt SO?"

Mr . iI EYAVOOI. Y0111tI' 0I isCorct; there is hio qitec.tiota ttbaltt
tilt " (1110't11ll% SJpoaiking, mid( ve't yourl titetat (10es not work wheat it

olesto thte -oil hlsitl('55. I (lIIiot go inlto *thait particular culd of it
ill IlilyX stitt'ttit'it htere, butt Mr . I owltrl who is t.) follow tate, does go
ilt') it, Itttd lie wvill show You thut by relisoti of the itajotatniols of
foreign oil ()ll the 0:astel-1i cotist of thle coltittY does not a1ffect the price
Iof gaisolitie.

Ieillatte KIx(;. All right.
Mr . II t..-voon. And Nve halve statistics to prove thatat.
Senaitor 1 Riicn. )'ou natty1 go Onl With yoaItl sttteliaelit.
MIr. 11 F:wooi). Thelly (1 iot liced a taa-itl' on foreign oil to enable

thteim to lattise tile 1)11(0 of galsohtale. "''hiy ralise tile price Avileri they
fee] like it twtld the public hias to sttltl( for it whether they like it or atot.

TVile Fedetl1 Oil (otaservittioa Dotttrl is advocaIliang eollSvtionl
laws to haitm a11ou1t, tint xiatii re(Om em, from t lie oil producl(inlg stands,
RIOl it is Clitiled tut. Av ate experietleing it waiste through not securing
IltfixinuttatI recovery.

it impresses tme tliit thle gieittest wvasto wve latave hand sitnee 1920 has
Iaellcittuiseol by tile priee struititire brought atitolit thIroughi free imt-
plorts. F'or iliistrtitiot, Wev id itt 1927, 3123,30t) wells iii tile United
States md tile (itily ivetge Jptodtictiotl w%-ts athotit 7 Ititlrels, atldl out.
of this 323,300 wells it is estinteh tHaI 150,00(l otnly tiv('tage1 ott
harrel per1 (ly; since tinlt t tinlie 50,O0t) of these wells hautve bteena est i-
mated to hat ye beeti aihaatahotledl.

It is jpttiiii to he seotn titt thlase, wells (t111l tot otit itt'e oplatilig oil
thte price structure tit we tare working atta1leI, 1111( ottee a well is
aalatdonled ito Otte ifll afford1 to drill at new well for sutch it S11i1adi
initiati prodclutiota therefore, t his coluntry~ is suffering it great wi'aste,
hut if ('otgress Avihl p)u3t at tilill' Oit imports before it is too late wve

Setiattot' KING. Ol)NViOItSly follo iitag Ouat I Itat ttt-glttelttt, we( ititast
ihettalize t ile pubilic ill order to prtote'ct these weatk sister.. Who( alit'
ptoducittg faontl Otto tao eight or ttiit(' barrels of crulde oil p~er daty, whtere-
as itt tile (1 iliutgo fieltd attiC some other fields, where( sotiletilies they
have at guisher t liatt will prtoduice 40,000 baitels at (Illty, aid thIete ttre
anattay large wells where thlac lative at producetionl of 4,00(0 or 5,000t
barrel -s a1 (lay, 11tl1d from whaia til(e lprofits mustI b~e etiorttaous, alitd it,
would seema to Ilie to b 1)0ltjutst, to pltlizv thle public1 in Ortler to taake
Care of these wealk 1-barlrel ot 8 or I 0-halrel wells, by enilding thtema
to gpet $41.00 Or 85.00 or. S6.00 at blal-reI, ini order to tike ctire of them,
said thereby pettilize the lpublic. Tltitt is the( result, of your air-gtaniett
if I iderstatld you. I r

Mr. IlanYwoon. Mly Iatrgitiaaett is liased l alotg thle linesi of thle
Federal Governtt's oil cowaerviatiott boaild. Thiey Ire ti alkingiz
about ail itwrettse of recovery fromt our. Siatais.

beittitor Ktima. 1aadotahte(rly, tttd t tit seetis to tate to be patriot isnal,
as well aas cotattalota sense. At tle satiate tiuaae y-oul (.11t Iot justify itt)
fiagtitetat t iaatt itt order~ to atecomapllisha t hi t resal t y-oat fite to flte tihle
picet of' catile oil 111) to at poi t of 1 or 815 a1 batl a tl. 111(uc would be
tile ailse itt ordt to tat ke (at tO 0 tf li weak sis t rs,.
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Mr. IlEyWOO). It would not be necessary to have a price of $4 or
$5 i barrel. That is not necessary at all.

Senator EIGaE. Then it woul( force it ill), say, $1 a barrel.
Mr. Il.vwoon. It would probably )ring it. up to $2 a barrel. And

they can operate on that )rice and make a small profit.
Senator REED. You may go ahead with your statement.
i'. IlLEYwooD. Some people have ar'gtd in favor of foreign oil

being left on the free list so as to use foreign oil ant conserve domes.
tic oil for i'uto'e use, but to li1y wax of thinlkinsz that arguilent has
been knocked out coml)letely I;v Ill; Biureau of ines statistics.

To illustrate, in 1928 the oild indistrv ill)(te( 91,47-t,000 barrels.
arnd the same self-styled conser'vationists who imll)orted this oil ex-
porte(d 154,552,00) barrels, which proves that they exported 63,088.,.
000 barrels more than they imported. The fi:iglrs just given show
exportation 'f 15-15,52,000 barrels: in other words, they used l'oreilll
oil lit u'eaisoilt prices to bIl", oiitstic 1)r(1ll(tition and royaltiv
at ii song, which l l, ans that through foreign oil overproduction andl
unreasonable prices on iml)orts they h ilght alpproximately 283.6138,-
000 barrels of doinesic-produced 'oil from independent" producers
aid lando ners Ior lpproxima tely ome-half wha t it was wort h, and
then relijjed it 2111(l explorted it ait prices mming around 25 to 70
('(eits5 per ,allom f1or- export vasoli ut. A tiliif' wold sto1 this itjis-

tice, 1aiid it will be amuliitted we are not conserving 0111 nato r 1al re-
Source f)r lilttile 1is when w exlolt 63,000,00() iarrels imre t han
We import.

If Aii(lri(ail (capital g(os to foreign countries to l)rodl'e oil, let
them he t eatc(l 11s foreigiier. It' tlivy take advaii t age of oil being
on tie free list by shippiltg ill mllore t i1N1 we need, 1111(l t hell call it
Ulite( States overl)ro(lict iou, 111)(1 through such jIoJ)roil)(dla fore,
(loiuestic crude prices to be cut t , fil([ at the sanie timte 'hiuge prac-
tically as Illul for gasoline to doutestic users as they did when they
w e aying llealy (haille tle price that they aire iiow pil"'g for
crude, it imlresss ile 11v ' (oo iernment si ld protect tie ol)erators
and laidownens and out r oil (t States 'f tlt. ii111strIv with i a tn ill'.

If they lsef ai lIIi'emils)le prile iil)Ol'tt'l inferior criuld to
beat do;i the price of high-graie (omestic eruith, outr Govemmient
should protect tile operators of the industry in this ('ountly with atariff'.

Never before have inlependent producers an(l royalty owners
combined as now to light for their rights and the reasoit of'it is that
conditions have gottenl to the point where they are intoleralle.
Already thousand's of indepen(lent producers lha ve failed. Other
thousands will fail unless relief is hiad.

As an industry operating in almost one-half of the States, con-
taining a consoli(lated investment of hundreds of millions of (Iollars,
employing thousands of American laborers, supporting directlyy
and indirectly niany aiid varied lines of iiustry, we can not compete
with oil from Mxico, Columbia and( Venezuela, produced and
delivered in the United States at 75 cents per barrel.

Senator REED. Does drilling cost more in American oil fields than
down in Venezuela?



Mr. HEYWOOD. Yes, sit'.
Senator REED. We are told that a driller in Oklahoma pays $12

9 (lay, while it costs $20 per (lay in Venezuela; that they are all
Ainericans anyway in both fields.

Mr. HEYWOOD. I am told that they use American drillers in
Venezuela, and that is true, but they use peon labor at a low price.

Senator REED. What do you use in the way of common labor in
Louisiana and Oklahoma?

Mr. HEYWOOD. We pay $5 a day.
Senator REED. Do you use any Mexicans there?
Mr. IEYwooD. No, sir.
Senator R.:ED. Or any negro jabor?
Mr. IHEYWOOD. No, sir; all white labor. You could not get an

oil roughneck to work with a negro or a Mexican.
Senator RuD. You may go on.
Mr. HEYWOOD. In ill earnestness and seriousness we feel com-

pelled to state to your honorable committee, and through you to the
Satiate and the people of the country, that our request and showing
stated and imade here to-day forn the beginning rather than the end
of c1ii. efforts to secure relief.

We assert that American )roducts, produced from American farms,
by American cal)ital and American labor, should be given a fair chance
at the American markets. If American cal)ital voluntarily leaves the
United States, goes abroad and begins to produce from cheap raw
material and with cheal) foreign labor any comnmodity, and then
actually begins the importation of such commodity into the United
States to )e sold in competition with a necessary identical local
product, l)roduced by the American standard, we feel that those
affected by this unfair competition are not only justified, but, in fact,
11re collipeled to appear before the proper tribunal, state their case
frankly, and then to respectfully request that, they be accorded relief
ill I)roP;prtion to their needs and in hariony with the American
)oli y.

Right here I should like to state that I understand , although I
can iot state from personal knowledge that it is a fact, but I think
I read some time ago an article oi the question in the Oil and Gas
Journal, where the most of those concessions that are given to these
companies s down there in Ven ezuela and (olombia, instead of paying.
a royalty of 1214 per cent, pay a realty of 8 per cent; and that their
casings, material, machinery, and all parapheruialia for working, come
in tail' free, 1 10ean into Venezuela and Colombia.

Senator REED. I did0 not know about that.
Mr. ll Ywooi). While we as oil l)roducers in this country never

pay less tian 12' )(r cent royalty to the farmer, I do not mal~ke that
statement about those other countries as a fact, but say it is iay im-
piession that I read that in the Oil and Gas Journal sonie tine ago.

Senator RinD. All right. You may go on1.
Mr. llEYAwooD. We respectfully represent and assert that the inde-

pelent oil producers are in need of relief and that they are entitled
to the benefits of the American )iotective tariff policy.

6 3310--29--voi. 16, ticin.ED 10--25
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Before closing, permit nic to make one other observation. Tile
same identical interests which are actively opposing our request are
the ones which not only to-day (lominate and control the American
market to the extent of dictating and fixing the prices of both the
crude, petroleum and the. refined product,, but, also own foreign fields,
produce foreign crude, employ foreign labor, anl import stch foreign
products into the United States in competition in and with tle
domestic market, dictated, dominated, and controlled by themselves.

American citizens engaged in the necessary and legitimate business
of producing 1)etroleum, will not voluntarily submit to such tn.
American coml)etition. Under 1)resent polities antl practices we d0
not. face competition, hat rather extermination and extinction.

If we are to perish, before we go we hereby serve notice upon our
would-be executioners, that we will ask and demandd, at tle hands of
the Senate of the United States, a full anld exhaustive examinati.
and investigation of tie policies, I1rav ties, records an(i books of tl~e
mien, firms, associations organizations, Porlporations, and l supler.
corporattions now (doiminating and controlling thle 1otroletumn indulstry
of America.

Senator EDGE. You asked ine to wait until you were tluougl. I
have followed very closely, )ut must admit that 1 can not yet see why
if this duty is imposed the larger coml)anies, the major oil companies
as you term them, would not participate in a profit by reason of any
rise in l)rice from their present price of around a dollar a barrel, say
it were raised to $2 or $3 a barrel. I can not see why they would notreceive a greater profit from that. Why wouldn't they get the same
profit that you would get on that particular product?

Mr. HEYVOOD. They would, Senator Edge, if they raised the price
of gasoline and by-products instead of absorl)ing that.

Senator EmcDi:. And why wouldn't they do it? Is not that tle usual
result of die protective tarili1?Mlr. Ilnwoon. This paragraph here might enter into that, as to
why they would or would not do it?
Senator EDGin. You mean the last 1)aragrapih of your statement?
Mr. lHEYWOOD. Yes.
Senator EDGE. )o you miean the paragraplh about an investigation

of them?
Mr. lEYwoOD. Yes.
I can show this Senate stibcommnittee by Bureau of Mines statistics,

that, in 1923 amid ul) to and including 1927, when the bi- cut in the
price of oil was iade, that the major coll)aiinies, the purchasing con-
panics, were lpaying i)rodlucers and royalty owners better than a 10 to 1
ratio as hbtween the price of gasoline 11(! crude oil.

Senator EDG)Er. 1 (10 not recall when the last investigation of the
oil indlustryNv was held, and Senator King! iliay reniclimner, but I know
that we have had three or four investigations of the whole oil industry.

Mr. Itywooi). I can slow you Buireau of lines statistics to prove
that they paid, over tlint period of years, including the year 1927 whell
tie big clut caine, bet ter than a 10 to I ratio. I " you will look at the
prices of gasoline and Crude oil to-day you will find that we are not
getting it.
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Senator EDGE. Whatever their shortcomings, and I am not pro-
senting any brief for them, I still must insist, antl I think you have
adlnitted it, that if this tariff goes on they will still make more profit.

Mr. Il.:wooII. If they are allowed to put up the price of gasoline,
yes, that is absolutely so, and there can be no argument about that.

Senator KImm. If i understand your position it is this: That while
tile tarilr proposed would permit them to increase tile price of oil,
and they would increase the price of their oil I take it, they sell it to
themselves for refining purposes, and they buy a good deal of the
pro(luet of the independent producers for refining )Urposes, and
whether they get cheap crude oil or dear crude oil, they determine.
the price of the finished product, , and if they want to they can main-
taili the saie price whether cr.ide oil costs them mnore or less.

SeIator EDGE. They have another dollar to go on, in other words.
Senator KING. Yes. But (1o you know that as a rule where raw

material costs more even if the man who produces the raw material
sells it to himself for mafillfaeturing purposes, there is carried into
the manufactured product , the advance by reason of tile tarifl upon
the raw material, or by reason of the advanced price of the raw
material.

Mr. ilEvwoo. Yes. But I can show you, Senator King---
Senator KING (interposing). Let me coml)lete that statement:

your contention is that tile big mannfactia'ers manipulate tile price
of the finished l)rodUct, and they try to beat down the price of the
raw material, even though they buy their own cheaper, nevertheless
in the matter of tile finished product they may or may not carry
forward the advanced cost of the raw material.

Mr. Ill.ywoon. Yes, sir.
Senator Rrm.:n. It is a fNet that the Standard Oil group l)rodiI('s

more oil in the, United States than they import, is it not?
Mr. liv-nwoon. I stiJ)ose they do; yes.
Senator R:,1. And if they, like other producers, get an advance

of S I a barrel on each I1autreilley prodli(,e in this country, the putting
on of this tariff will bring them more profit than the 'loss they will
iteur on their imported oil, is not thlit so?

Mlr. I:nwoo. That would be true, Senator, if they were producing
their own oil.

Senator TI:ic. They are refining their own oil.
Mir. 1li:Ywoo). Yes; but they make their profit from the retinied

enl of it. If you will take soie of their statements for 1927, yoL'
will find that the producing end showed a loss, along with. the rest
of its l)oys, hut that the pipe line end and the relining ('d showed a
profit. "You will find that while one j)rodueing corporation, a sub°
sidifiry, showed a loss ill the price at which they,7 sold their crude oil,
yet another subsidiary, a pipe line, or a relineD', showed a profit.
You will find that wileo a subsidiary that. produced oil will show a
loss, at the same tine you will lind in the income tax statements that
the other ends, tile I)ilpe line 1111d refinery endil, showed a profit.

Senator i:i:n. Do you think that we could( soi arrange this matter
lhat aill t llif' costs would he al)borled by the pipe lines and refineries?

Mr. 11:vwooo. I thimlk so.
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Senator REED. Is that within the power of the Congress?
Mr. HEYWOOD. I do not know whether it is or not.
Senator REED. If it is not, then, it will have to be absorbed by the

general consuming public.
Senator EDGE. In the price level of all rates.
Mr. IEYWOOD. If you want to know what my personal opinion is

about it, I will tell you.
Senator RrEmo. That is just what we do want to know.
Mr. IIE.YWOOD. Well, I will tell you my personal opinion, and I

should like to say that I have good and sufficient reasons for wanting
to say it: 1 shoulil like to see the oil business taken in hand by the
Government, and handled by the Government. That is what I
should like to see. That is, I mean for the Government to regulate
the production of oil and the price of oil; that is should investigate
what it costs to 1)rduce the crude oil, to refine it, and to distribute the
products and allow a fail- profit to the producer, to tile royalty owner,
to the refiner, and a fair price to the pul)blic.

Senator I,DGtE. Do you .mean to nationalize the oil industry?
Mr. HiEYWOOD. I should like to see it done only in the sense that

I have referred to.
Senator KING. When I was over at some of the foreign oil fields,

I found that they wouldd not. get along, and that tley had to get
Americans over there to show them how to operate. BarnStleli and
Sinclair were there, and yet they could not do it, largely on account
of governinental illlpedimllellts, gOvernmentl inefllciency r'They had
to quit. I am1 opposed to the nationalization of the oil industry if
that is your solution.

Ar. HIEYWOOD. I am giving you my personal viewpoint, that if
we call not get a tariff Oil oil solithing else must be (oie. I do not
mean to suest tlat the Government should take over and run the
oil business,. )o not understand me as recommending that. But I
mean for it to regulate the oil business. ])o not get me wrong; I
mean to regulate the oil business. The Government already wants
to come in and regulate 1)roduction through State comlll)acts for con-
servation l)urioses. And if they are going to regulate production
illrough State compacts they ought to regulate the price.

Senator l ). 'l'hen they ought to regulate thie steel l)usiaess, to
prevent this gouging that Senator Pine speaks of, ought they not?

Mr. llr: woon. Well, I1 a talking about this oil situation.
Senator Kixm. I am afraid, Mr. lleywood, if you eml)ark oil that

line you will not know where it will en1d. We would have a comillu.
nistic government here, I am afraid.

r'. lIm'wooq. \Vell, 1 am certainly not asking for anything of

that kind.
Senator RL-nl. Hlad you finished your remarks?
Mr. IIEYwooI). Not quite.
Senator REED. You may go on.
Mr. Ill.'WOoI). (lentlelen of the committee, as the representative

of Governor Lollg, nd re1presentinig the land owilers and oil producers
of Lolnisiaina, I apl)eal to you to give ou' request for a duty on foreign

oil the consideration which the facts herein presented, and within

your own vas.t knowledge, justly warrant.
Senator REED. we thank you, Major leywood.
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STATEMENT OF HON. E. B8. HOWARD, TULSA, OKLA., REPRE-
SENTING TilE MID-CONTINENT ROYALTY OWNERS' ASSO-
CIATION

(The witness wafi duly sworn by the chairman of the special sub-
committee.)

Mr. HOWARD. I want to say to yov gentlemen of tie special sub-
comuittee, if I may, that I have a 1)repared statement here, all of
which I probably will not bother you with or read. 1 desire to dis-
cuss some pertinent points, and then will give to the clerk of your
committee my statement in full if I shall not have presented it to you.

Senator REEBD. And you want it printed in the record?
Mr. HOWARD. Yes, sir.
Senator IrEED. You understand, Mr. Howard, that we are merely

acting as tile agents of the full committee in conducting this hearing;
that everything that is stated here will he printed and read by the
members of ti1e full colimnittee.

Mr. HOWARD. I understand that, Mr. Chairman. I might say
that I have served on subcommittees and full committees frequently
of the louse of Representatives, and appreciate you gentlemen's
position.

Senator EmuE. And you are rel)resented by omie of your Senators
from )ldahomna who is a member of this sl)ecial subcommittee and
of the full Finance Committee.

Mr. l1owA,lo. Yes, Senator Edge, we are represented here this
morning by our two Seniators from Oklahoma, who are we think. the
best otf the Seite.

Senator EDGE. Well, I will not discuss that, but was merely men-
tioning the fact, of your representation.

Mr. HowAm. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is E. B. Hfoward; my home is in Tulsa, Okla. I am appearing,
requesting adequate protection on petroleum and its products, as a
producer interested in a small way in the production of oil and gas in
the United States. Also, 1 am representing a number of individual
royalty owners and independent producers of oil who have, for the
past three months, partially reimbursed ine for time and money that I
have devoted to this cause.

Also, I am representing in Washington at this time, the lndeeident
Petroleum Association of America. This organization was forced at
Colorado Springs, Colo., during the recent conservation meeting held
there, is composed of independent oil l)rodlucel, royalty owners,
independent distributors, refiners, and wage earnels whose daily wage
(leenlds u)on the product ion end of the oil industry. Its headquarters
are at Ardmore, Okla.; its ollicers are Wirt Franklin, of Oklahoma
Citv, president; F. E. Tucker, of Ardmore, Okla., secretary; anld its
vice presidents are R. D. Pine, of Okmulgee, Okia., E .G. ledford, of
Midland, 'Tex., W. Scott Hleywood, of Jennings, La., J. W. Alvev, of
El Dorado, Ark., II. C. Conley, of Green River, Utah, Dr. k W.
Green, of )enver, Colo., and C. J. Doormen, of Baker, Mont. In
each of these States branches of this organization have been or are
being perfected.

And right. here I want to sett at rest one proposition that has been
raised: We who are asking the Congress for this tarilf are not refiners;
we have no transl)ort-ation facilities; we have Ito distributinlg facilities.
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We are the producers of crude oil, and represent the farmers from So
whose lands crude oil is produced. We are unable to set a price on sld R
our crude oil, and we have nothing whatever to do with the making of Ceuk
the price of the relined product. As a niatter of fact, gentlemen of the for e:
coinuilttee, there are a few, but very few, independent refiners in the u 0
United States to-day. And we must admit frankly that even those mitt
refiners are not in sympathy with our cause for the reason that they N
also are benefited by .buying our crude oil cheap and selling it to tile Oil
consumer at a high price. So we appear before you not as rel)resent.
in( any transportation companies, nor any refining companies, but
we tire" in the same position as the farmer, for whose relief this con. grant
session is asked. Like the man who produces agricultural l)roducts, of al
we l)rodu('e our crude oil till([ sell it to somebody else who makes the $500
price on the refined products. Like the farmer, we buy in a protected Soy
market and sell in i free market. bad

I am a)pearing because, while a nlemher of the lower House, in th0 efrec
Seventieth Congress, I reahized the need anti Justice of a reasoial)le WOUh
tariff on this commodity and its products, and began there a fight for wotil
what I then considered and now consider riaht.

For the past six months I have been llriactieally lding tie fight for
a tarifl on oi!, and before pIroceetliiig to a discussion of the matter,
I want to correct an imlpression that sonie are trying to make, that th 0 V
Stadlard Oil and( its associates are asking for or are favorable to a tariff Coli
on oil. I think it but fair to them, to state that they are oplpo'ed to in e,
this tariff find I challengeI anyone to prove to tile contrary.

In this appearance I am supporting am1cl(lnients to the'tariff bill, Se
introduced in the Senate I)y b)oth Senator 'Thomas and Senator Pine tariff;
of Oklahoma, each of which read substantially as follows: the ill

4)11 l1,lte :1:1. ,fter lili 5, iinsett t le folhmwing: fatiii
Palr. 99,) (al) Curllde. i)MIl'ot-1ll , 111NtlllI 1)(,|-l' liIl, ..1 1)('1 ill-rel (if -I2 1gal{ju. MI
Ill I 'M i ( el tll~ l-4', tu .: lher'is.elUv, Iheliille, mu|tlim, gilso(liIlie, lparailinl, 1mn'fri 0llh,

oil..tl,, all (other;l dli.sillalt- , ,ieriv'alive.. or. relil I d l-loduck'I (f Iletl',J!etllm .50 per

eill :11 \ :il'ii li. all(The nIl ll t , l e pI'id il l I his S abil,-elii r thle C
imlt(.l 111m tl l- %llw.,liva:ll .Svilillp, lri,'e (as. dl'ilwd{ ill : 1uhnii\.ii i (g) 4)f".- ltnl .|oe,

Tith, I\ , ( a" l'l, v Simi I li( 'li.'. ttml rjitltaicle itt(' shll lu ired iti pI) hliI ill the
U'llile,, Slle(.. If |lleq'(, k, ill) siilllll c',lmpluliti\' aice Il alif'.' il e~~ ,ttil'iell, 4,r pro- N l

SIl,'e, il l it' ,i i ' 11 . e I lie "ea d V lorci Is ll l e Ilnl hu i1 ke ll Iit.' iis tSeIi"t ' h , d. l il in .iib,!v\ imil (e) 4 welimi .102. it v V. ]i w thi, iirf
l):. e i 11, t ia, l- p tvideed22 to 2r . I i n'i\'it. fli herin Omit b mo
c 'l-ide 'n' l :. i i n t) y is i'e \i t t a tey im iipted l)t1 r (llill tri r| wilni to be,m-.olnlpli'la,( rei. l mtqailliall... equal~l to) Iho-v acc'm, li. hL d by Ihe d,,im.j-fi¢ II

uler 'wt o1 ' i i-I iis . fll)l, it0ll the .alln v i8il el of r lievid e( .Illat ill tlei
ad tllilli clat kalln i"i Iaa raln)h 1 'i(,, .1111o ill ll tisll with. h(,4-til . 31 1  Sn en1|(:Ke:n. flit.el 1.0uaii('ifne Ml. iliiy S,1 htve all ew llite , w or, ar i
Ohlo ,] r(, ,ltliom i. ir na i'

()t' t' I, * 2:, Alike . ites 22 to 1 25. i h iVnde. Seil
T the 'ltroh'ullm industry is one (if the* haellte.ut othis clllltry.

(. I lo u petroleum is ro;uced ill 19 Satts of tiie f'llio . These Me
t. il' r i rkllss, (California, (has'lld), Illinois, lndliln , Sell

KnItilh, Lo ll 'ill, Mii at nle M ni, New M1 exi( . New Yoi , iihifOhlil, ()[dalholli, l'cnIlg.\vlv-I;iI, "Tennessee. Texas, AVe'st- Virginial, M
Illll 'tV '()lSellg

.'w{,litor RI-:I.:I). M r. flho\w'l(d \wo.ihl you recolnnell(I tit(e rej;lilhlg
oft pt llmlll ill bl. l '  hv

.Nl'. ll (I) . Yes, Sir; II1,t i-, whilt 1 11111 askilt, fo~r. ilM
Svi{ llitlr D{.!!.Iuty free?(has.4
M r. II )\'Amt. Ye:, st.'; just file Smile as you dho wi'thl helll. hsh
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Senator REED. Take last year's figures, of $91,000 000 of importsA liand $150,000,000 of exports, all on the basis of crude, that $91,000,000

of could have been brought in duty free under your proposition, refined
10 for export, and still have to use some American-produced oil to make
10 up our exports. How would the tariff benefit you at all if you per-ISO mitted that?
:y Mr. HOWARD. May I say that our fight for a tariff is not based
ie on what has happened, but altogether on what the menace of the
it. future contains. Venezuela increased its production from 63,000,000 U
lit to 106,000,000 barrels last year. And in Venezuela concessions are
.H. granted to the producers of crude oil by the Government, at a cost

S, of about 50 cents per acre, as compared with a cost of from $5 to
O $500 an acre in this country.

Senator REED. Granting all that, yet if last year this commodity
had been able to come in under this plan, if this duty had been ineffect, or with this refining in bond privilege that you advocate, it

)1e would not have made five cents worth of difference to the consumer,
)r would it?

Mr. lHowAit. Not last year; but the potential production in that
or country, where they get 15,000-barrel wells at 1,500 feet, and where

they increased their exports to this country from 63,000,000 to
106,000,000 barrels last year, will place us in a condition in this
country shortly, unless we get relief, where they will not only bring

to in enough oil io take care )f the export trade,'but to freeze out oil
)1oduced in America.lit Seniiator lI4:D. Well, then the proposal which you submit for a $1

110 tariff, phis this refining in bond feature, is based niot on conditions of
the monient but conditions t hlt you apprehend will come in the near
future?Is. Mr. IHOWARD. Conditions which ar increasing from year to year
out (iroulles, iind which we afitieipate will become more serious uiless

e tile Coress gies us relief, and you understand that the Congressd2, siot1 write a tila'iff law every year.
le Seitor REE-.D. Exactly; but I wanted to get. that straight.10 Mr IIoWAID. Yes, sir.

Senator RI.). And if this plan you propose were in force to-day the
be present situation would be just what it is so far as domestic conditions

are ('oncerncd.
i 'Mr. i[OWAID. So far as importations are concerned, yes. Butunlike the. most of them my contention, which I shall bring up later,

try is that. we hav(, plenty of oil in this country for the present and for
the uttie, i)lenty of production.

Se t t er It t I)., I get your point on that, and that is what I wanted
to be sure I understood.%se Mr. IloWAD). Yes, sir.

Is Senator REin.Was not there similar apprehension over thell Mexican production in the Tampico fields?
a, Mr. liowA\D. Yes, sir; there was.

Senator ItEm). But they have gone to salt water.
110 Mr. IIowAjtD. The wells that were producing there at that. time

have gone to salt, water in large measure, but the polentia l)roduction
in Mexico is probably just as large. But you understand that there
has been an unsettled condition in the Government, and that, Cl)ital
has hesitated to go in there.



of
Senator REED. And Mexico killed the goose that laid the golden for

egg by putting a tax on it.
Mr. HOWARD. Yes; and some foreign countries are claiming that lat

we are killing the goose that lays the golden egg right now in this far
tariff, but we do not agree with them altogether. an

Senator REED. All right. You may go on. of
Mr. HOWARD. The general trend of the prices of crude petroleum cla

has been downward with a decrease of 29.4 per cent since 1921.
There were, during the year 1928, 330,000 producing oil wells in the en
United States, with a daily average production of 7.5 barrels. For pre
the year 1928 the production of oil in the United States was 900,364,-
000 barrel, with an estimated value at the wells of $1,167,394,000. bw

Domestic production of oil has increased at the rate of 52,000,000 an
barrels per year since 1919. The total investment in producing wells, fl
transportation, refining, and marketing equipment is over nine and bai
one-half billion dollars, and the total wholesale value of its products of
for 1928 was nearly 2.4 billion dollars, of which, as shown above, about en
one-half was in the crude oil produced.

It is hard to give to you an exact, estimate of the value of, or cost the
of, producing wells shown in the total investment; however, it. is a very hai
large amount of the total-perhaps half or more, as each of these wells a
costs not less than $3,000 to drill and equip, and many of them exceed an
in cost the sum of $50,000. thi

The pay rolls of the oil industry are among the most substantial of in
all our industries, and at least half of the moneys disbursed during the ha

year are disbursed in wages to the producing end.
Of all carload freight tonnage of manufactured products handled rep

by American railroads, more than one-sixth is "refined petroleum and me
its products." There are more States that have a significant share in ar
the petroleum industries than there are cotton States, or wheat States, the
or corn States, or steel States, or textile States. for

Among American productive industries petroleum ranks second mt
only to agriculture. The industry is an extremely wide distributor of An
income, with probably one and one-half million persons employed in
it or directly interested in it. Of this number, probably one-third, or cor
b00,000, are directly employed in the producing of oil or are interested su
in its production, either financially or from the standpoint of wage- est
earners or royalty owners. Op

The oil industry is composed of two distinct groups. These may W
be designated as the producing group, composed of independent r
producers whose only part of the business is the production of crude ;e
oil, associated with which group are the farmers from whose land oil
is produced, and thousands of wage earners whose prosperity and
employment depends entirely upon the prosperity and well-being
of the production end of the industry.

The other group is composed of those in the oil business who are
engaged to some extent in producing crude petroleum, but who, in
addition, are possessed of refineries from which they make a profit;
transportation facilities which pay them dividends; distributing sta- Pi
tions which earn them additional profits; and last but not least,
foreign production which enters this country free of duty, which they
produce in foreign countries with cheap labor, cheap materials, and Ho
upon concessions secured at cheap prices, but for the refined products gri
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of which they charge as much and sometimes more than they charge
for products of more costly and higher priced American crude.

To the American public the first class is more important than the
~iat latter, for if the producer did not produce the American crude, the
usa farmer and landowner did not permit it to be produced from his land,

and the wage-earner did not lend his labor toward the production
of American crude oil, there would be no opportunity for the other

am class, the refiner, transporter, and distributor, to serve the public.
lit For the past several years and at the present time, the producing

he end of the industry has been in a depressed condition, the price of
"or production having decreased, as shown above, a total of 29.4 per cent
41- since 1921. This has forced many independent producers out of

business, has decreased to a pitiable degree the income of the farmer
00 and landowners, has reduced the earnings of oil field workers who are

uls, numbered by the thousands, and has practically brought ruin and
nd bankruptcy to the producing end of the industry, with the exception
ts of such oil as is or has been produced by that part of the industry
'ut engaged in the other branches of it as well as the producing end.

On the other hand, that end of the industry which is engaged in
ost the refining, transportation, and distribution of petroleum products,
r has prospered beyond measure. This branch of the industry is, to

ls a very great degree, controlled by the Standard Oil Co., its associates
?ed and subsidiaries. Through profits earned in the field of production,

through their transportation lines, their refineries, their distribut-
of ing stations, and through the importation of cheap foreign oils, they
:he have prospered beyond the most vivid imagination.

This fact is evidenced by announcement a few days ago in an official
ted report that "Standard Oils Set New Dividend Mark," and a like state-
Lfld ment in the Wall Street News of Friday, May 17, 1929, that "Stand-

Sin ard of New Jersey profits are up 270 per Qeat.for 1928," and one of
!st the reasons given for this great increase of dividends was that "their

foreign production was greater than in 1927: by 10,888,714 barrels,
ind much of the gain coining from our subsidiaties' operations in South

of America, and the DutchEsasIudies." - . <.

in Naturally, under these cir'*Wtstances, this branchoaithe i industry,
or commonly known aa the Stndard Oil group, their vsodates and
ed subsidiaries, are, for puaely'b4& sand lnancial reason** thWotwong-

ge- est opponents of to ffM'on ford gnoil.' Further a iaftheir

opposition is containedli a brief opposing this I. 1i I wth the
lay Ways and Meant Cbn ittee oft the f Iou ciatifl9 oil
ent producers, that b1etblin entitled.,fyrielltan Ptd. we of
ide 1'etroleum in For by IhVhg
oi Huasteca Petroleun-(. (o4 MmJa It"dent: .

md Mexican Petroleum (Jo. (f %fo ) W, t -

ing Tamiahua PetroleunVo.-(v- Mai ), 4 bPW'.(1 e,
Tuxpa Petroleum Co. (of lanene, S. W. - bers,Chionllo Petroleunix.ilp%.(9J; elaware), ernhaK 7
Lago Petroleum Corpoftiret 3(.Delaw Stewart

m Lago Oil and Transport CorpMratin (of re), A.N. P Opresident.
Pan American Petroleum!- Uot (alWhelan, vicet. president. 6 :"' /,,;'' ' , b i i pv:i , l

Island Oil and Transport CO.,
ie By reference to a speech by Hoh v o 1, Member of the
id House from Kansas, made in the House 'an printed in the Con-
lcts gressiozmal Record under date of June .5, 1929, page 2480. evidence
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will be found to fully substantiate the fact that practically every one
of them are subsidiaries of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.

We do not intend that this statement shall be a reflection upon
them or their parent companies, but to call your attention to the
fact that, in filing this brief, they are using good business judgment
in demanding to keep in existence a condition that means greater
profits to them and their parent companies; but we do urge that a
failure to place a tariff on petroleum will be a victory for the Standard
Oil Co.-a great benefit to them financially and of practically no
benefit to any other American citizens.

We think that right here it might be of interest to the committee
and the public to know just who and how few interests there are
engaged in importing oil into this country. For your information
on this subject we quote from a brief prepared by the Mid-Continent
Royalty Owners Association of America, for submission to Congress,
as follows:

Shipments of Venezuelan crude petroleum by companies for the year 1928 (partly
estimated)

company
Venezuelan Oil Concessions (Ltd.) (subsidiary of Royal Dutch- farreis

Shell group) -------------------------------------------- 34, 364. 000
Lago Petroleum Corporation (subsidiary of Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana) ----------------------------------------------- 26, 800, 000
Falcon Oil Corporation -------------------------------------- 657, 000
Gulf Oil Corporation and Creole Petroleum Corporation (subsidiary

of Standard Oil Co. of N. J.) ------------------------------- 12, 553,000
Gulf Oil Corporation ---------------------------------------- 4, 0906. 000
Gulf Oil Corp oration and Venezuelan Petroleum Corporation (sub-

sidiary of Sinclair Consolidated Oil Corporation) -------------- 7, 800, 000
Caribbean Petroleum Co. (subsidiary of Royal Dutch-Shell group)- 12, 233, 000
British Controlled Oil Fields (Ltd.) --------------------------- 1,686,000
General Asphalt Corporation --------------------------------- 415, 000

Total ---------------------------------------------- 100, 604, 000

A study of this table, which was compiled from official files, discloses
that onlynine companies, every one of them subsidiaries of the Stand-
ard Oil Co. and its associates except two, are the only American
companies benefited by a condition that has brought depression and
financial ruin to thousands of American independent producers,
royalty earners, and wage earners of the oil industry. We especially
call your attention to the fact that the exceptions referred to are
foreign-owned corporations-The Royal Dutch-Shell Corporation,
owned largely by the English Government, and the British Con-
trolled Oil Fields (Ltd.); and also to the fact that of the 100,604,000
barrels estimated to have been imported into this country from Vene-
zuela durifig 1928, 48,283,000 barrels of it were imported by these
two foreign-owned and controlled companies.

With these facts before us is it surprising that we are asking an
American Congress for protection?

Of course we note that there is other opposition, but an analysis
of their objection is founded entirely upon selfish motives-namely,
the securing of cheap gasoline or fuel.

One of these to which we refer especially is the Association of
Steamship Owners, who base their opposition on the matter of ton-
nage and fuel supply. As to the tonnage suggestion, we are wonder-
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ing just how much of this oil they carry when we find in a report
made by the Tariff Commission to the Ways and Means Committee
of the House, that the importers of oil own and operate 400 tankers
and transport ships of their own. This situation leads us to at least
wonder whether or not this organization, which appeared before your
committee, is not also a subsidiary of the importing companies. How-
ever, if they are independent shippers, we direct their attention to the
large tonnage of American shipping that has ceased to exist by reason
of the competition of this South American oil with that produced in
California. Statistics reveal that receipts of California oil at Atlantic
ports has decreased in the same proportion that receipts of South
American oil has increased at these Atlantic ports.

Senator KING. The demand for California oil might have been
more but. the cost. of production there increased?

Mr. HOWARD. That is a fact. In California to-day the American
producers-and if I may say so, myself and family, who are inde-
pendent producers, are prorating our production ouit there, because
we have not a market, and statistics reveal a great falling off in the
shipment of California oils around these ports. Another thing,
statistics and facts reveal that in Philadelphia to-day, and in other
ports of the country, there are American-owned tanikers that were
formerly in that trale but that are now out of business, because these
people are transporting their owvn oil in their own ships.

As to their pleas based on necessity of free trade in oil to make
available for them more tonnage, we would also suggest that the same
argument coull be made for free trade in steel, wheat, cotton, and all
other commodities. However, in this connection, we call attention
to the fact that fuel oil manufactured from cheap foreign oil in this
country last year displaced 10,000,000 tons of American coal, and
that, it would have taken just as much labor, if not more, to have
handled and transported this coal over our railroads as it took to
bring this foreign oil to our shores; to say nothing of the fact that the
mining of this 10,000,000 tons of coal would have given employment
to thousands of American miners during the entire year.

At this point it might be well to briefly look into some of the
objections urged. We find the principal objections to be:

'irst. That a tariff will tend to raise the price of refined products.
Second. Conservation of our reserves.
Third. Suggested need of foreign oil to imake up our demand.
Discussing these objections ats listed, permit us to say that, so f at

as the question of a tendency to raise the price of refined products is
concerned, this is an argument that can be made against every pro.
posed tariff. It is but expected that the proposed increased tariff
schedules in the pending bill on agricultural products, on sugar, on
shingles, on hides and shoes, will, so some extent, increase the price
of these commodities. Likewise, it is not denied that the protective
rates in the existing law on such items as steel, other minerals,
aluminum, and the thousand and one other protective schedules have
a tendency to increase prices; and that, while they inay in most
instances (10 so, if we understand the protective theory properly, it is
based upon an assumption that it is for the benefit'and protection
of all American industry including manufacturing, agriculture, labor,
and the producers of raw materials where affected by competition
from foreign fields; and even though the assumption of raised prices
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might prove to be true, we assert that in asking for a tariff on petroleum
and its products, we are only following the American theory of
protecting American labor and American producers in order that the
producers may receive an equitable return for their efforts and that
labor connected with the producing end of the oil industry may be
able to receive wages and live in a manner commensurate with
American standards.

However, we are not ready to admit, in its entirety, the claim that
an equalizing protecting tariff on petroleum and its products will or
should raise the cost to the consumer of these products; and on this
point we call attention to a statement on this point made hy the
Federal Trade Commission after it had made an exhaustive survey of
prices, profits, and competition in the petroleum industry, in response
to a Senate resolution of Juno 3, 1926, when it said:

* * * In general as to the prices of crude petroleum this inquiry tends to
establish the conclusion that the price movements for the longer periods are
substantially controlled by supply and demand conditions, but that these con.
ditious ata 'reflected quite imperfectly in shorter periods, l)artly because crude
prices are determined by the decisions of a few large lurchaslng companies among
which there is generally little real competition. With respect to refined products ,
at least in local sale and distribution , the price conditions reflect even less closely
the actual changes in supply and demand, so far as they can be measured by
coiicrete statistical facts. * * *

We do not admit this contention as to gasoline for the reason that
statistics disclose that, up to the present time, this imported product
has not had a tendency to, and has not, in fact, reduced the price of
gasoline to the American consumer. We also suggest that the large
profits made by the refining, transporting, and distributing end of
the industry, referred to above, demonstrate that their profits at the
present time are sufficient to enable them to pay tariff on this foreign
oil without raising their prices on refined products.

In this connection we call attention to the following table which
we have compiled from the Oil and Gas Journal of May 2, 1929,
showing prices of gasoline at representative cities on April 30, 1929:
together with prices of crude oil from which it was manufactured on
the same date. In this table we have used prices of crude oil produced
closest to point of consumption of gasoline. We invite your study
of it and believe it will convince that the price of gasoline is influenced
very little by the price of crude oil, but results almost entirely from
trade manipulations.

The table referred to follows.

Pointon WlOlcrude oil, price Crude oil used, field
gasoline

New York Ci ...... ........................ 14 .$0.95 ............ Foreign.

ChicagoI .......................... 14 $. ........... Mdcontinent.
Pittsburgh,. Pa ........................ 16 $3.99 ......... Pennsylvania.
Louisville, K ......................... 15 $1.50 ............ Kentucky.
San Francisco ...................... 116 I ............ California.
Dallas, 'rex ......................... 11 $1.2.......... North Texas.
New Orleans .................. 1 ....... ouisiana and Arkansas.
Denver Cole ...................... .15 $090-1.57. Rocky Mountain.
Salt e .................................. .. 18.5 $0.90-$1.57.. Do
Butte, Mont ................................. 19.5 $0.90-$I"57.......1 Do.
Baltimore .................................... 14 $0.95 .... * ...... ! Foreign.
Boston ....................................... 16 $0.95 ............ Do.
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Senator REED. You do not mean that all Pittsburgh gasoline is
made from high price crude oil?

Mr. HOWARD. I do not say that all of it is. At the same time I
take it that geographical location means something.

From the above table it will be noted that the price of crude oil
has little relation to the price of gasoline. It is especially noted that
at the four points at which great quantities of foreign oil is received-
namely, New York, Newark, Baltimore, and Boston, there is a
variation in price from 14 to 16 cents per gallon; that it is higher at
New York and Boston, where cheap foreign oil is used, than at
Chicago where Mid-Continental oil of higher price is used; that the
price at Newark and Baltimore, the other ports of entry for foreign
oil, the gasoline price is the same as at Chicago. This certainly
demonstrates that the consumers of gasoline in these communities.
are not benefitted through this cheap oil.

Other interesting features of this table are that, although oil from
the Pennsylvania fields sells for $3.99 per barrel, the tank wagon price
at Pittsbuirgh is no higher than it is at New York and Boston; that
in the Rocky Mountain States, where oil sells from 90 cents to $1.57
per barrel, the price of gasoline varies from 15 cents at Denver to
18.5 cents at Salt Lake and 19.5 cents at Butte, Mont. It is also
noted that all prices of gasoline and of crude oil are fixed by some
subsidiary of the Standard Oil Co.

We also call attention to the fact that on this date, May 2, 1929,
according to the Oil and Gas Journal, the refinery price of gasoline at
Tulsa, Oklahoma, where higher priced crude oil is used, was 7% cents
per gallon, while at Bayonne, New Jersey, using cheap oil imported
into this country free of duty, the refinery prices was 9.11 cents.
Kerosene at Tulsa was 6% cents per gallon and 8y- cents at Bayonne;
gas oil at Tulsa, 2, cents per gallon as against 5 cents at Bayonne.

Senator REED. Is not that because there is more competition at
Tulsa?

Mr. IOWAID. No, sir; the competition for fuel oil would be lip
there, as a matter of fact; I mean the market for it, would le up
around New York. And of course on our Tulsa price we would have
to add the freight.

Senator REED. But in Tulsa you have great competition among
refiners to sell and a comparatively small demand, while in the
New York neighborhood you have a very large demand and less
competition.

Mr. HowARD. There is very much more oil refined up around the
New York section than at Gulf Coast points. The great proportion
of our oil comes out of their pipe lines, to the refineries at Baltimore
And all in there, and it used to reach Bayonne. But the Gulf Coast
and on the Atlantic is where the fuel oil for bunker purposes would
be secured.

The same publication discloses that for the same date the average
price of fuel oil at New York points was $1.64 per barrel, while at
Oklahoma, Gulf Coast, and California points, the price of fuel oil
averaged 99 cents, $1.32, and 75 cents, respectively.

Following this analysis further, we find from publication of tie
Bureau of Mines entitled "Petroleum for 1927," that the average
price of 34-34.9 Oklahoma-Kansas oil for the year 1927 averaged
$1.33 per barrel, Gulf Coast $1.24 per barrel, Liina, Ohio, $1.79, and
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California $1.17 per barrel, while the value placed on foreign oil by
the importers is 95 cents per barrel.

However, we call attention to the fact that in the "Oil and Gas
Journal" of February 16, 1929, this information was contained:

Venezuela is looming as a more important factor in the crude petroleum situa.
tion in the United States because of the low price at which production from that
country is being delivered to Atlantic coast refineries. Vcnezuela crude is being
laid down on the east coast at from 70 to 75 cents a barrel. That crhde can be
cracked, fielding a good quantity of gasoline or can he skimmed, with a fair
yield of gasoline. While this low-Irice crude can not compare in quality with the
production of the "sweet oil, ficls of the mid-continent, it naturally will have
quite all effect upon the general situation Iecause of price and the fact it can be
delivered quickly, the distance from Venezuela to Atlantic coast refineries being
less lman from (htilf coast ports.

In that connection I beg to say that I stated this morning that we
have nothing to do with the prices of the refined products. And I call
attention to the fact that the published tank-wagon prices of gasoline
in tle United States at every point in the United States are estab.
lished by the Standard Oil Co. or sonm suibsidiary, as shown here,
and likewise the posted price l)aid for crude petroleum.

Senator REIED. How much are they paying for Oklahonm oil of the
same grade as this Venezuela oil at the present time?

Mr. HOWARD. The Venezuelan oil averages about 28 gravity. The
quotation for 28 gravity Oklahoma oil as of April the 30th of this year
was 84 cents a barrel.

Senator Rmi:):. In Oldahoma?Mr. HOWARD. Yes, sir. The highest grade at that time, 44 gravity

and above, was $1.44. Since that time, Senator, there has been one
raise in the price that averaged about 27 cents a barrel on the higher
grades and about 13 cents a barrel on the lower.

Mr. FELL. The lowest price is 85 cents.
Mr. HOWARD. The lowest price is 85 cents.
Senator REED. What is the present price for 28 gravity Oldahomna

oil?
Mr. FELL. That would be about 85 cents.
M1r. H1oWARD. Eighty-four cents is the quotation.
Senator REED. Well, since the increase it is more than that, is it

not?
Mr. FELL. It is about 85 cents.
Mr. IIOWA). Well, this raise did not increase the lower grade, as

I understand it, Senator.
Senator REE). Tihe Standard Oil Co. fixes the price in Oklahomia,

and if it can get its crude oil in from Venezuela at 65 to 70 cents
why does it pay so much more in Oklahonma for the same grade of oil?

Nh'. HOWARD. Well, it is a producer of part of it. And they sell
it to the refiners over in Pittsburgh and along the line. And they
base their price on the freight and the sale that they themselves
charge to your refiners, Senator.

Senator Rm.D. If I may interrupt' you a moment again, Mr.
Howard. Have you any information as to the comparative costs of
production in these foreign fields and here in America?

Mr. i1OwARD. Senator, 1 will say to you this on that: These
major operating companies--and they 'are the only ones that are
producing in Venezuela-of course keep their own 'books and their
own counsel. We are unable to gather data as to the cost of labor
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down there with the exception of what we may hear in the way of
gossip, rumors or talking with somebody. Now the information we
have on that, Senator, is this, that were you a major company going
to Venezuela to drill you would take with you, or that is the practice,
of taking about three high-priced American men down there, or
perhaps four, two dressers and two drillers. And then an overhead
wan or a superintendent. And that the balance of the labor of
laying pipes and of teaming and handling pipe and all that is done
by the cheap labor in Venezuela.

Now as to the cost of acreage which enters into production very
largely, in Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, even wildcat acreage far
removed from production, I do not know and I do not believe any
of my associates can recall any part of Oklahoma that you can secure
a lease on for less than $2.50 an acre. In many instances they pay
$500 and more than that now in the Oklahoma field. While I do know
personally that in Venezuela you can secure concessions for 50 cents
an acre. I am sorry that we are unable to give you figures, but we
can not secure them. Just this week I asked the Tariff Commission,
the Bureau of Labor and the Department of Commerce to get me
some information along that line, but they haven't it.

Senator REED. I wondered what this 70 cents cost figure of the
Venezuelan oil included, whether it included cost of concession and
royalties and all that sort of thing?

Mr. HowARD. Now in producing oil in Oklahoma we would figure
the cost of our oil, we would include our overhead.

Senator RI'D. I know you would.
Mr. IOWARD. And the same people that are doing the business

down there are doing the business in Oklahoma, Senator.
Senator EDGE. This question occurred to me. Do you imagine

that the imposition of the duty would have any effect on the foreign
governments in the securing of future concessions.

Mr. HowAiD. Well, now Senator, I am glad you raised that, be-
cause I think there is pending just at this time a situation where the
English Government is refusing to let soeie American oil companies
have some concessions in their possessions.

Senator REm). What possessions are those?
Mr. IIOwA). I can not recall. But just a few (lays ago, not

thinking that I would come here, I read that.
Senator ED(GI.. O what basis, or for what reason?
Mr. HowAiRD. Well, it is generally understood that England will

not, give a foreigner an opportunity to drill upon any of her possessions
for oils or other minerals.

Senator REED. I)o you know what possessions that relates to?
Mr. IoWvAID. 1 can not recall now, but I read that they were hop-

ing that very shortly the matter would be settled and a solution of it
brought about.

Senator EDGE. But if we impose the duty what, in your judgment,
would be the effect in obtaining future concessions, either English
concessions or anv other concessions?

Mr. HoWAnD. Well, in my judgment there would be no more
effect of that than every tariff we put on. We put a tariff on wheat
and Canada will let you go over and buy her land or live over there
without becoming a citizen.
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Senator EDGE. In some cases is it not true that in some of these
countries they arc producing their own crude?

Mr. HOWARD. That is true of the English. The English govern.
ment is very largely interested in the producing of crude and are
understood to be a half owner at least of the Royal Dutch Shell.
But as to that I could not hazard any more guess than you.

Now I want to, if I may, cover first very briefly a statement about
our production. Recently it was stated before your committee, by
Senator Tydings, of Maryland, if we are correctly informed, "that
there is consumed in the United States 64,000,000 barrels of oil more
than we produce every year." This statement we deny, and as
evidence to disprove it we call attention to page 2, of Monthly
Petroleum statement for January, 1929, of the Bureau of Mines,
under heading "Analysis of Supply and )emand of all Oils."

This statement liscloses that fer tl:e month of January, 1929,
"the excess of daily average domestic production over domestic de-
mand was 521,000, or an excess for the 31 days of that month
of 16,151,000 barrels." This same report discloses also that for the
same month, our imports were 1,972,000 barrels of crude oil and
11,714,000 barrels of refined products-leaving an excess American
production for the monfih over both domestic demand and export
demand, of 2,485,000 barrels. And my contention being, gentlemen,
that America can take care of herself if she never had a barrel of that
oil.

This report, page 2, also disclose that at the end of December, 1928,
there were total stocks on hand of 614,539,000 barrels; while at the
end of January, 1929, the stocks on band amounted to 625,955,000
barrels-an increase in stocks on hand for the month of 11,416,000
barrels.

Report of the same bureau for April, 1929, page 2, shows "excess
of daily average production over domestic deniand" for April to have
been 257,000 barrels, and to have averaged for the months of January
to April, inclusive, 415,000 barrels daily; and included in these figures
of domestic dean( is all bunker oil used on American ships.

' This same report shows an increase in stocks on hand for the period
including January and April, .1929, of 36,134,000 barrels, while the
imports during the same period amounted to 35,624,000 barrels, thus
indicating that for that period our domestic production would have
taken care of both domestic and export demands and stocks on hand
would have increased 510,000 barrels.

We believe that other statistics as to the actual condition will be
in line with these and that, as a matter of fact, American production
is to-day sufficient to take care of all demands, and we call attention
to the fact that during this period, for some time previous and some
time afterward, production in the Seminole pool and West Texas
fields was voluntarily curtailed approximately 200,000 barrels per (lay.

Senator In). Are you still curtailing?
Mr. IowAR(D. No. They are in West Texas. But peculiarly, a

short time ago, although they were curtailing, they quit curtailing,
turned the wells open, and in less than thirty days they raised the
price from 13 cents to 27 cents a barrel.

Senator EejDE. Has that sort of a gentlemen's agreement or ten-
tative agreement, whatever it might he called, operating in the
Seminole field and some other fields, been abrogated?
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Mr. HOWARD. Well it has in the Seminole field. That came about

by this conservation talk and over-production; it pursuaded a lot of
people that there was such, and they had a referee appointed, and
got the Corporation Commission to agree. But we feel it is propa-
ganda. And right, here I want to touch for a moment on conservation.

Senator EDGE. Yes; you spoke of conservation talks. You are
not opposed to what you might term in your own view proper con-
servation, are you?

Mr. HOWARD. I am just talking about the situation as it is and
my records.

'Senator Enol.. All right.
Mr. HOWARD. With these statistics from the Bureau of Mines in

front of us, we do not hesitate to urge upon your committee, and it is
our firm belief that if a fair and full investigation were made, it would
disclose that, without the importation of one barrel of oil-either
refined or crude-the producers of America can and are producing
sufficient oil to meet all our demands, both domestic and foreign.

Next we reach the question of a shortage of crude oil and the neces-
sity for its conservation. Prediction of a shortage of domestic sup-
ply and the encouragement of the use of oil from foreign fields has
been for many years an eloquent but unl)roved argument against
the imposition of a tarifr.

Geological discoveries opening up vast new potential producing
areas, improved refinry, practice increaing the yield of present pro-
duction, development of processes for the manufacture of synthetic
products, as well as progress in the exl)loitation of oil shale deposits,
have proved the fallacy of the shortage prediction as striking as the
announcement of the logic of protecting the home market against a
home industry whose investment totals several billions of dollars.

An investigation of potential resources will, on the contrary, reveal
little need for anxiety as to the ability of American oil interests to
meet all future requirements.

It is my opinion, and the opinion of those who give unbiased study
to the situation, that so long as needed there will be sufficient pro-
duction of petroleum within the United States to meet our demands.

Now, that is unlike what you have heard, gentlemen, from a lot of
men; liut let us anal yze it for a moment.

Senator RiED. Mi. Howard, we want to be entirely fair to you,
but, in justice to the witnesses who are to follow you, I will have to
ask you to he as brief as possible.

Mr. HOWARD. Yes. Since 1890, periodically some one has lroph-
esied that within a given period the oil suph)ly of the United States
would be exhauste(. Statistics reveal that during each of these
periods we have taken from the earth the amount of oil prophesied
to be therein, and still found our reserves unlimited. This is illus-
trated by the fact that in 1921 the united States Geological Survey,
with the cooperation of the American Association of Petrolcui
Geologists, gave the entire United States a reserve of 9,150,000,000
barrels. Prior to this estimate California had produced 1,427,383 )000
barrels, and it was allotted a total future reductionn of 1,850,000,000,
but since 1921 California has produced 650,000,000 barrels and the oil to
be recovered fi'om present producing wells, if the geologists can be
relied upon for estimates, and it is upon their figures that so-called
conservationists seem to be relying, the present producing wells and
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proven areas yet undrilled in California will produce more than
2,000,000,000 barrels of oil.

It may be also of interest to observe that since the prediction of
1921 we'have taken out of the earth 5,575,000,000 barrels of oil and
that during that time our yearly production has increased from 300,.
000,000 barrels per year to 900,000,000 barrels for the year 1928.

We contend that these estimates as to future reserves are simply
at their best, guesses. True, these guesses are made by geologists.
Geology is a great science; however, experience proves that they are
not always correct, as many a producing oil field in the United States
has been found in spots where geologists insisted there was no oil.
One of the latest evidences of this is the great field now being brought
in at Oklahoma City, Okla.

And it has been my experience, as well as of every other oil pro.
ducer, that very frequently we drill dry holes where the geologist
advises there is oil, and secure production on properties condensed
by them.

However, be their estimates correct or not, there is no reason why
the users of petroleum products should become alarmed at a scarcity
of these products, even though our crude oil deposits should be
depleted.

This seems, perhaps, a startling statement but we call attention to
the fact that only very recently Mr. George Otis Smith, head of the
United States Geological Survey, stated in a public statement that
located in the Western States of the country are 4,000,000 acres of
oil shale from which 60,000,000,000 barrels of oil can be extracted.

In addition to this we also call attention to the faict that only a
few weeks ago the Standard Oil Co. announced that they had secured
from German chemists formulas for manufacturing synthetic gasoline
out of coal. This statement indicated that from a ton of coal at
least one barrel of synthetic motor oil could be recovered.

Senator REED. They did not announce what price they could sell
it for though, did they?

Mr. HoWARD. No, they did not. But that will evolve, Senator,
the same as in the gasoline business, because when we started refining
crude oil we got a very much less per cent out of it than we do now.

The State Geological Survey of Oklahoma states that in Oklahoma
alone there are deposited 79,000,000,000 tons of coal. This would
indicate that Oklahoma coal alone will produce 79,000,000,000 barrels
of oil.

Continuing, however, upon this subject, we call attention to tile
fact that only recently X1r. J. Edgar Pew, formerly president of the
American Petroleum Institute, now president of the Sun Oil Co.,
stated "The oil industry in the opinion of many has more to fear in
the future from competition either of by products from substitutes
or by the use of other sources of power not yet developed, than it
has from exhaustion of the oil supply."

The data just given relative to the possibility of producing petro-
leum and its products from oil shale and coal, seem to substantiate
Mr. Pew's prediction.

However, a greater argument against the fallacy and lack, of neces-
sity of this so-called conservation plan, lies in a statement recently
made by Mr. J. E. Eaton, a consulting geologist of national reputa-
tion, who said, "Recent progress in geology and chemistry has
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shown aur available supplies of oil are rapidly increasing, rather than
decreasing, as the result of progress in the sciences, and most tech-
nicians have now stopped predicting the untimely exhaustion of oil."

In light of recent developments we are unhesitatingly prepared to
say to you that the real conservation of the natural oil reserves of
this country lie not in the use of foreign oils, but in conserving the
real and valuable properties of the abundance of reserves which we
have.

It will be noted that Mr. Eaton says "that our supplies of oil are
rapidly increasing, rather than decreasing, as a result of the progress
in the sciences." In connection with this statement and to amplify
it and its importance to the people of the United States, we desire to
call your attention to announcement made in the New York Times
ulner date of June 16, 1929, "that the German and American

Chemical Alliance, which counts among its backers Henry Ford,
Charles E. Mitchell, chairman of the National City Bank, and
Walter C. Teagle, president of the Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey, has developed processes that will result in the production of
100 per cent of gasoline from every barrel of oil, and hasten the
progress of conservation in the American oil supply."

Senator REED. That is hy the hydrogenation process?
Mr. HOwARD. "Yes, sir; tiat is by the hydrogenation process.
Senator REED. Does anybody know what the costs of this process

are?
Mr. HOWARD. They do not know. But continuing the statement

of the editor of the Metallurgical Journal, he states that American
engineers have proven that it is commercially practical.

Senator REED. And the Standard Oil Co. is now building a sort of
a test. plant at Bayonne, is it not?

Mr. HOWARD. This states that the Standard Oil Co. has had for
over a year a test plant at Baton Rouge, and are now building plants
somewhat equal to the average refinery.

In this same article announcement is noted that Mr. Kirkpatrick,
editor of Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, who was the
spokesman of this article, said: "The production of gasoline now aver-
ages below 40 per cent from every barrel of crude oil in refineries
using cracking processes, and that the new process called hydro-
genation of petroleum, invented by the Germans and developed by
American engineers to the point where it is commercially practical,
will completely revolutionize the oil industry and that a semicom-
mercial plant has been in successful operation at Baton Rouge,
La., for about a year and construction is now going forward on the
first of two large plants that will compare in output with an average
oil refinery, and that this process alone l)romises to make more valu-
able millions of barrels of low-grade fuel oil and refined residue."

This indicates two things-first, that this process will increase the
available supply of gasoline in this country by 60 per cent, and,
second, that in a very short time it will be an economic waste to use
any of the products of crude oil for fuel l)urposes, for the reason that
this process brings forth a means of creating out of this residue now
used as fuel oil, a much more valuable and needed commodity-
namely, gasoline.
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So here it will not be amiss to suggest to the ship owners and others
who have been before your committee, protesting by reason of their
desire to use cheap fuel oils, that in all probability their day of en-
joying this cheap commodity is limited, even though Congress refuses
to give us a tariff on crude petroleum.

So, Mr. Chairman, I urge that we who are advocating a tariff on
petroleum and its products are, as a matter of fact, the real conserva.
tionists in this fight. We maintain that, so far as the use of petroleum
and its products for fuel purposes is concer.wd, that oil is too valuable
as a motor fuel to be used to produce steam of heat that could be had
from the burning of coal, and we point to the great advantage eco-
nomically to this country that would result if the oil now consumed in
this manner were, as it can be, converted into motor oils and thousands
of miners in the United States put to work mining our coal.

But going back again to the matter of our oil reserves, it is probably
not surprising to the Committee when we tell you that up to the pres-
ent time riot over 20 per cent of crude oil deposits in the oil sands of
America, where development has been carried on, has been taken
from those sands, and, of course necessity will bring about methods
for the recovery of this great amount of oil stored in proven fields
unrecovered.

That this will take place is demonstrated by the fact that, at the
present time, in the Bradford, Pa, fields, where they have been
pumping wells for 45 ychrs, through a process of using water,
according to engineers and experts, from these old operated leases
they are to-day recovering from 5,000 to 7,500 barrels of oil per acre.

But what of the independent producer and what has been his condi-
tion for the past few years and what effect upon him has this imported
oil had?

They are men or companies who go out, pioneer, prospect, aiid
drill with expensive machinery to discover and produce crude petro.
lemon. During the drilling for the crude oil many dry and nonproduc-
tive wells at great expense are drilled. Many small oil wells are
(trilled, while, of course, at intervals pools of large producing wells are
discovered. This pioneer drilling and operating has been going on
for. more than 60 years, until now there are approximately 330,000
oil wells in the United States. After the wells are drilled all of the
smaller ones to be operated have to be placed on the pumps. In the
meantime large quantities of casing, tubing, and pipe lines, which
cost much money, have to be provided. Buildings, pumps, and
engines have to be supplied and men have to be employed, of course,
to do all the drilling and operating of the wells. These independent
oil producer*, together with the owners of the land on which the wells
are (trilled, and who own a royalty interest in the wells, constitute
the independent oil producers. They number in the United States
about 50,000 and their property has a value of approximately one
and a quarter billion of dollars.

In addition to the number of operators, there are many thousands
.of oil-field workers, many of whom are especially trained for the oil-
field work, and, of course, receive very good wages and are necessarily
associated with the business. It costs, on an average, $1 per barrel
to produce oil from a very large per cent of the smaller oil wells in our
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country. There are more than 250,000 oil wells which are producing
less than one barrel each per day. These 250,000 oil wells are produc-ing between eighty and ninety millions of barrels of oil annually, for
which the independent producers are being paid upon an average little
more than $1 per barrel, which is less than actual cost of operation.
For some months the price of crude petroleum in the great oil-produc-ing states, including the high-gravity oil which is produced from the
very deep wells, would not average much above $1.25 per barrel, and
the oil from 250,000 wells, I repeat, would not exceed in price $1 per
barrel. As a result of the low price for the crude production, thousand
of the small wells have been and are being pulled and abandonedand great financial loss being sustained by the independent producers.
The production from these wells has been'lost to the consuming public.
It has been a great waste and extravagance.

During the past year continental United States has produced
more than 900,000,000 barrels of oil. More than two-third of this
great quantity of crude has been produced from a few thousand
rarge wells. T'he United States trade has consumed approximately
857,440,000 barrels of crude petroleum. More than 40 per cent of
the quantity of crude has been refined into gasoline and other light
oils. The greater per cent, however, has gone into gas oil aiid fuel
oil; gas oil being a grade heavier than kerosene and largely used in
domestic furnaces, while the fuel oil has been principally used in in-
dustrial furnaces displacing coal.

As a result of this excess supply of crude petroleum, thousands of
snmller oil properties are being operated at a loss, and thousands of
employees are idle ani thousands of the smaller oil wells are being
pulled and abandoned and tremendous damage is being done by the
exticiely low price paid for crude petroleum. Ten per cent of the
American consumption of crude petroleum was imported from foreigncountries by the master oil companies, to the great detriment of the
individual oil producers and the oil business generally.

The 79,583,000 barrels of imported crude petroleum produced more
than 40,000,000 barrels of fuel oil. This fuel oil took the place ofcoal in the furnaces of industries along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts.
Four barrels of fuel oil produces the same quantity of heat as one ton
of coal. The 40,000,000 barrels of fuel oil was therefore equal to
10,000,000 tons of coal, which was displaced by the 40,000,000
barrels of cheap fuel oil imported in 1928 from Mexico and South
American countries. Upon an average it would require twice as
many men one year to transport and deliver the 10,000,000 tons of
coal to its ultimate place of consuml)tion. Thus we see the importa-
tion in 1928 of 40,000,000 barrels of fuel oil displacing and putting out
of employment 50,000 American workmen for the period of 200 days,
or one coal miner's year. This, of course, is only a portion of the
verv harmful result f the importation and the placing upon the fuel
market without import duty so much cheap fuel.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, we thank yousincerely for your time and the patience you have shown in listening
to us in behalf of the producing end of the great oil industry. There
is much more that we could say. We know, however, that you are
busy men. I know from personal service among you that you will
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give honest thought to our plea, and I can not help but indulge the
hope that when you do you will realize the justness of our cause and
give to us the relief which through experience and hardships we know
we are entitled to.

Senator PINE. I understand that the cost of motor fuel obtained
by the hydrogenation of coal is between 30 and 35 cents a gallon.

(Mr. Howard presented the following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE MID-CONTINENT ROYALTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION

The physical nature of crude petroleum and the conditions governing its
recovery are such that control of production is a task of highly improbable if not
impossible accomplishment. As a consequence the petroleum producing in.
dustry is subject to recurrent periods of depression coincident with excessive
accumulations of stocks above ground. Imports, a governable but heretofore
unrestrained factor, have in the past contributed materially to bring about these
grievous situations, and once again threaten to demoralize an already aggravated
domestic market. It seems necessary, therefore, as the only available means of
stabilizing a worthy industry, that imports be curbed by means of a tariff designed
to equalize costs in domestic markets of domestic products and those of foreign
origin.

It is the purpose of this report to analyze the grievance of the petroleum pro.
ducing industry, establish the causes thereof, and to weigh the effects of the
suggested remedy.

THE EXTENT OF THE PETROLEUM PRODUCING INDUSTRY

The immense investment in this industry and the extent of its operation-.
entitle it to the earnest consideration of all who are interested in the economic
growth and welfare of the country. During the year 1928 production of crude
petroleum in the United States amounted to 900,364,000 barrels with an estimated
value at the wells of $1,167,394,000, obtained from 19 States, as follows:

TABLE No. 1.-Petroleum produced in the United States by States for the year 1028

(Authority: Preliminary Summary of Petroleum in 192", United States Bureau of Mines)

State Barrels State llarrelh
Arkansas ------------- 32, 295, 000 New York -------------- 2, 573, 000
California ------------- 231,982, 000 Ohio ------------------ 7, 030, 000
Colorado --------------- 2, 722, 000 Oklahoma ------------ 249, 558, 000
Illinois ---------------- 0, 459, 000 Pennsylvania ----------- 9, 876, 000
Indiana --------------- 1,053, 000 Tennessee. -------------- 47, 000
Kansas --------------- 38, 332, 000 Texas --------------- 256, 888, 000
Kentucky ------------- 7, 325, 000 West Virginia ---------- 5, 704, 000
Louisiana ------------- 21, 626, 000 Wyoming ------------- 21,415, 000
Michigan --------------- 595, 000
Montana -------------- 3, 925, 000 Total ---------- 900, 364, 000
New Mexico ------------ 959, 000

THE CONDITION OF TiHE PETROLEUM PRODUCING INDUSTRY

It would be most desirable in expressing tlhe condition of the industry to do so
in terms of return on investment and profits per barrel. But unfortunately, an
expression of this nature would be mere guesswork, so varying are the conditions
under which petroleum is sought and produced, and so unrepresentative is the
available data. Were sueh a course possible, however, the conclusion would
doubtless be that present operations are at a loss. Nevertheless, some inferences
in this regard may be made from an examination of price movements. There is
set out in the following table index numbers of wholesale prices (to tIle producer,
of all commodities as compared with prices of a representative grade of Mid-
Continent crude petroleum.
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TABLE No. 2.-Index numbers based on average for the year 1926 (1926=100)
and yearly percentage changes of wholesale prices of all commodities and prices
of Oklahoma-Kansas 340 gravity crude petroleum

All commoditiesI Oklaboma.Keansascrude I

Increase Increa.e
Index or Index ornumber decrease number decrease(percent) '(per cent)

its 1919 ................................................ 138.6!.......... 121.0 I1920 ................................................ 154.4 +11. o .0
1921 ............................................................ 97.6 -30, 8 90.5 -.500
1922 ............................................................ 906.7 -. 9 95.9 +010
1923 ............................................................ 100. 6 1 +3.9 76.4 -20.3

re4 ............................................................ 98.1, -2.5 7 b +..
1921 ............................................................ 10+3 ' 5. 5 S.o +15.9
1926 ............................................. 0. 0 -3.4 100.0 +12.4
1927 ............................................................ 95.4 -4.0 68.2 -31.8

A 28 ............................................................ 97.7 +2.4 63.9 -6.3

A
Survey of Current Business, U. S. Department of Commerce.
Weighted average prices used as basis for this computation from same source as above.

The most striking significance of the above compilation is the violent fluctua-te tion to which crude prices arc subjected. Following the readjustment of general
business conditions in 1921. a maximum variation in prices of all commodities
is an increase of 5.5 per cent in 1925, as compared with a fluctuation of 31.8 per
cent in crude prices. Such unstability is an unbearable handicap to an industry
whose very nature is sufficiently hazardous.
The general trend of crude prices has been downward, with a decrease of 29.4per cent since 1921, while other commodities have maintained a conparatively

even course. In view of declining prices, there can be no other assumption but tl'AV
d the present return is considerably less than that demanded for profitable conduct

of business.
Further evidence of the decreasing margin of profit, which in all probability

?8 has become an increasing margin of loss, is found in a constantly rising economic
limit of production. This is apparent from the yearly increases in daily pro-
duction per well.

0 TABLB No. 3.-Yearly production of the United States, approximate number of
wells producing at the end of each year, and approximate yearly and daily produc-

0 tion per well

0 Approxi- Approximste tro.
Year P.oduion, mate nu ill' duction per well

O rout o bersofwelis ........- - _ -_.-..

o producing 2 Yearly Daily
- -- - "

Barrels I Barrels Barrels
199 ................................................... 37 000 ..........
1920 ......................................................... .442 .000 " ' ........ .
1921 ...................................................... 472, .000 274,500 J,720 4.7
1922 ...................................................... &51,197.000 2S4,880 1,935 5.3
1923 ...................................................... 732 407. 000 290, 100 2 525 1 6.9

0 . 24 ...................................................... j 713.740,000 299,100 2,3801 A.5
1925 ...................................................... 763,743 000 306,100 2,495 ! .8

S..................................................... 770 874.000 318, 60 2,420 6.6
s 1927 ................................................ 894435,000 322,338 2,775 7.6

1..................................................... 00.,364,000 330,000 2,728 7.5

I Petroleum in 1019-1921, 1922, etc., U. S. Geological Survey and U. S. Bureau of Mines.
'Same as above through 1920. 1927 from O11 and as Journal. 1928 estimated.

A percentage of the apparent increase in approximate daily production per well
is of course due to the comparatively large amount of flush production in recent
years, but not however sufficient to alter the indicated trend. Abandonment of
wells is being forced at increasingly high points of production, resulting in serious
economic loss, not only to the producer, but to the nation as well. Percentage of
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recovery is a vital factor in conservation of natural resources and any tendency
to reduce it is a considerable hindrance to the policy of preservation.

The unatability of prices generally and particularly the low prices prevailing
have brought disaster to the petroleum producing industry.

PRICES IN THEIR RELATION TO SUPPLY AND DEMAND AND THE CAUSES OF DISTRESS
IN THE PETROLEUM PRODUCING INDUSTRY

Stocks:
Any effort to determine from available material an actual basis for the petro. CV

leum price structure founded upon such laws as govern the prices of other com.
modifies is futile, because there is present the undeterminable factor resulting
from monopoly. It renders presentation of the problems a more or less difficult
matter in that the future must be interpreted in terms of an arbitrary past. This
conclusion is not only the result of present observations, but alike that resulting
from the recent exhaustive survey of the Federal Trade Commissi- .i into prices,
profits and competition in the petroleum industry in response to the Senate supply,
Resolution of June 3, 1926, and expressed in the letter of transmittal as follows: Cru

'"* * * In general as to the prices of crude petroleum this inquiry tends to
establish the conclusion that the price movements for the longer periods are sub.
stantially controlled by supply and demand conditions, but that these conditions Nat
are reflected quite imperfectly in shorter periods, partly because crude prices are lien
determined by the decisions of a few large purchasing companies among which Rel
there is generally little real competition. With respect to refined products, at T
least in local sale and distribution, the price conditions reflect even less closely Deman(
the actual changes in supply and demand, so far as they can be measured by con. cru
crete statistical facts. * * *"

Such a conclusion is substantially borne out by examination of the following
tables, which set out supply and demand for all oils for the years 1919 to 1928 and
the stocks carried at the end of each year together with weighted average prices Reflned
of several refined products and a certain grade of crude petroleum.

TABLE No. 4.-Analysis of supply and demand for all oils Changes

Dec
['Fhousands of barrels]

19119 1920 1(1'21 1922 193 Authoi
_ ________ ______ Survey a

Stocks:' I EGDomest c .................................... f 146.437. 9, 4a 203,784 21I, 39 309,424

Foreign ..................................... 2,919 7,442; 13,540 12,231 4,.,%

'rotid crude ............................... 149. 351 167, 29 217.324 291 .6;30" 374,512
Nattural gas g soline ....................... (3) j V) (1) () (3)
Reflinedt prouticts ........................ 49, 09, 59, 067 74, S25 89, ,42 117,40 e

Toh1 stocks ............................... 199,055 j 22N,3,.1; 292,119- 381,272 i91 912 Gasoline:
_______ ___ ____ who

Supply: Reta
Crude- Kerosene

Domestic ........................... ; ........ 379,367 442,929 472,183 557,-31 732,407 Gas and
Imports ..................................... 152,822 101p, 175 125, 30:4 127,30S Z'2,015 Lubrican

Total crude ............................... 131,189 549, 114 597,547 t04, i3 S14,422 V
Natural gas gasoline ............................. 8.370 9. 103 10,713 12,044 19,434
Benzol .......................................... 1,454 1,61085 1,297 1, 19 2,318
Refined products-Impc¢rts ...................... 1,339 i 2,619 3,412 8,0;39 6 17,693

Total supply ................................ 440,352 1 50,869 112,9 19 707. 191 853,767
Demand: I G e:

Crude- G
DomesticI .................................. 420,462 460,584 477,473 545, 840 I (42.911
Exports ..................................... C, 019 8, 757 8,940 10,, 3, 17.w Ket e

Total crude ................................ 42-,481 419,341 442,43C G51,003 as and
Refined products-E. ports ...................... 55, 7201 66, 227 1O,7_ 7 2,0 5. 82831 vrlsI

Total demand ............................. 482,201 1 535,568 547,176 618, ' 743,127
Changes in stocks: - -N

Increase ...................................... 27,301 65,793 89,123 110,640 Author
Decrease .................................. ..... ..... I ...... ..

- The
Authority: Petroleum In 1919-1921, 1922, etc., Refinery Statistics In 1010-1925, 1921, etc., United State$ years cGeologies! Survey and Bureau of Milnes Thiis fa,

Stocks at end of period noted. .
'AdJusted to reflect changes in methods of reporting this data. now bei

s Not available. purpos,
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TABLE No. 4.-Analy8is of supply and demand for all oil&-Continued

IThousands of barrels)

Stocks: I
Crude-

Domestic ......................
Foreign .......................

Total crude .................
Natural gas gasoline ..............
Refined products ..................

Total stocks .................

Supply:
Crude-

1924 1925 1020 1027 1028

405,28. 410, 648 392,562 461,720 479,170
............... 4 3,833 4,117 6, 231

............... 409,230 421, 243 398,395 405,843 485,401

............... 326 455 734 608
102,36 120,449 123,247 123,030 128,530

.............. 511, 898 542,018 520.007 589,607 014,539

Domestic ...................... ....... 713, 740 763,743 770.874 901,12 900,36
Imports --------------------------- 77,775 61,824 1 60,382 58,383 79,683

Total crude ........................ 701,515 825,567 831,2.50 959,512 979,947
Natural gas gasoline ....................... 22, 235 2,307 32,305 38,657 42,286
llenzol ................................. 2,188 3,857 2,112 2,562 2,810
Refined products-Imports ...................... 1,806 10,370 20,938 13,353 11,891

Total supply .................................. 832,744 870,107 886,611 1,014,084 i 1,030,934

Demand: 
-

Crude-
)omestl 2 ................................... 695,701 720,434 777,038 1 803,540 1 857,440

Exports ..................................... 18,239 13.337 15,407 15,843 • 18,973

Total crude ....................... 714.030 739,771 792,445 819,383 876,413
Refined products: Exports ..................... 98,728 100,210 I 110,087 125,191 135,589

Total demand ............................. 81'Z.),758 839,987f 008,532 944,571 1,012,002

Changes in stocks:
Inrcase ......................................... 6 0 ,95 30,120 . . ,510 24,932
Decrease ................................................. ....................

I Stocks at end of period noted. I Adjusted to reflect changes in methods of reporting this data.
Authorit : Petroleum in 1919-1922, etc., Refinery Statistics in 1916-1926, etc., United States Oeologi.,a

Survey and Bureau of Mines.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICES OF A REPRESENTATIVE GRADE OF MID•CONTINENT
CRUDE PETROLEUM AND VARIOUS REFINED PRODUCTS

1910 1920 1 1921 1922 1 1923

Cride: Oklahoma-Kansas at wells 4 ................. $2.28 $3.41 $1.70 $1.81 $1.44
Gasoline: 3 1

Wholesale-New York .......................... . .25 .29 .26 .25 .21
Retail tank wagon, 50 cities ...................... 1 (3) (1) (3) (3) .18

Kerosene: f. o. b. refineries. Pennsylvania .......... 12 .15 .08 .09 .08
Gas and fuel oil: Oklahoma 24- 26 at refineries.. [ 1. 12 2.62 .69 .95 .93
Lubricants: Cylinder OOD in tin cans, Pennsyl-

vania ............................................ 3) (3) (3) (3) .22

1921

Crude: Oklahoma-Kansas at wells 4 ................. $1.45
Gasoline: &

Wholesale-New York .......................... . 18
Retail tank wagon, 50 cities ..................... . 17.

Kerosene: F. o. b. refineries, Pennsylvania .......... 08
Gas and fuel oil: Oklahoma 24-211 nt refilnerles ....... .90
Lubricants: Cylinder 6001) in tin cans, Pennsyl-

vania 
6 ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.29

1925

.19

.18
.08

1:10o
0D9

3 Not available. 4 Dollars per barrel. & Cents per gallon.

1926 1927 192

$1.8s $1.28 $

.20 .
• 15

.10 08
1.29 :98

.26 .25

6 Cents per quart.

1.20

.17

.16

.07
.73

.24

Authority: Survey of Current Business, United States Department of Commerce.

The startling observation is the present high level of stocks. For several
years culminating in 1928 there has been considerable domestic overproduction.
This factor has been the largest contributor to low crude prices and an effort is
now being made in the name of conservation to curtail production. The declared
purpose of this movement is to stabilize prices by reduction of stocks, which

(
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purpose would be entirely laudable, even though as stated before highly improb. Durin
able of accomplishment, were the sincerity of the sponsors above doubt. For counmoc
two reasons, therefore, it becomes necessary to seek a further cause which will sent the
be responsive to corrective measures. in gasol

The alternative method of reduction of supply is by control of imports. While source.
inconsiderable in comparison with domestic production, imports have nevertheless of he, v.
been of sufficient volume to stand responsible for the repeated additions to At these
stocks, and of sufficient importance to bear more directly upon prices than does as much
domestic supply. this dec

Examination, in this light, of prices of crude petroleum, gasoline, and fuel oil, pression
as the outstanding elements in point of both volume and value, in their relation fuel oil
to supply and demand, discloses several pertinent facts. These are in a measure It is
natural results of a controlled market. Prices of gasoline, a commodity of petroleum
guaranteed utilization, being without substitute, move evenly, reflecting changes tre s to
in general business conditions rather than changes in stocks, while prices of fuel increasih
oil, which in a majority of its uses is in open competition with other fuels,
fluctuate quite violently, under direct influence of supply of heavy oil available TABLE .
from imports, with crude prices reflecting the resulting loss.

In a market free from manipulation any considerable amount of foreign oil,whieh is comparatively low in gravity (see Appendix A), added to or withheld
from stocks vhich, due to the preponderance of domestic crude are predominatelyhigh in gravity, would change the relative amounts of heavy and light oil sur -
pluses and in consequence e reflected in gasoline and fuel oil prices. Suchhowever is not the case, even the" expected advantage of cheaply produced January...

foreign products being obviated by identical control of both domestic market Mar??...and such foreign oil as reaches the domestic market. (See Appendix B.) April .

The following table is strikingly indicative of this relationship. Prices of M ay. ..gasoline, fuel oil, and crude petroleum arc shown for two periods, namely, the July:: ::

months of February, 1926, when imports of foreign crude amounted to 3,743,000 Atugust ....barrels, their lowest point in recent years, and for February, 1929, when imports epreoiter
amounted to 7,016,000 Itarrels, an amount nearly double the former level. The Novem(er
data regarding California is set apart and is especially significant in that California Deceaher.

markets, geographically isolated, are relatively less subject to the influence of
foreign oil. January...

February..

TABLE No. 5.-Prices o g ovgae, oil, and crude etroleum of various grades Mardh .....
and at various points for he months of February, 1926, and February, 1029 April ....

May ......June .......(Authority: Oil and sws Journalt July ......

m o August_.
.. .. .... " I I - Septeimber.Percent- October...ebruary0 age of el.iaT November.

ldat ingrese Cr ilir December.
market, gl i acrease ln9

foreigno. Januhry...
February..Gasoline at service stations (cents er gallon): i Mardh.....

21.0 ' - 5 0.0 April ......

Wasinton ......................... -......................... , -4 i 19 May .......
New Orleans.................................................2 • 9. te

I -- 5Junre .......

anA Francisco ................. ......................... ....... . July.
Tulsa ...................................................... ,1 .__"'"__ _____ .0____y.August .....

Average................................................. 20.0j - 2.5 19.5 S ephtemher.

. Septeber.

Fuel oil: (dollars per tgerrel): o Noveinber.Oklalion1a-Kan9as 24Inc0r............................................!.5 -4 19 . Dece:her.

North Texas 24rt20 ...........................................12 -40 .
North Louisana 18°-20................................... 1X8 -3M .75
Arkansas 1-20.................... .......................... 1 0 -3 2 .7
NuOl coast .............................................. .7 -47 P.8 Fe.r 4 1ry.
Cicago 22-26 . ........................................... 1.23 -45 .

Average............................................. .1.28 -41.4J l .5 The p

Crude netroleuniu (dollars per barrel): - i inmports
Okhalioma-Kansas36°-36.9

0 
...

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.04 I -41 1.20 alleviaticTuls Coast grade A............. ...................................... .1.50 -- 20 1.0

llinoi ........................................................... 2.12 -32 1.45
Panhandle 4-00 ................................................. 1.50 -39 .92

Average ........................................................... . 1.88 -33.5 1.2 The h

California: (dollars per barrel):Cuelaoil 150-20 ....................................................... 1.04 -Is be stabi
Crude petroleum- °  to an op x

Long Beach 30 .................................................. 1.48 -14 .2. will brin
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During the period covered in the above tabulation, wholesale prices of all

connodities decreased 5 per cent, which might reasonably be assumed to repre-
sent the change in general business conditions. The corresponding decrease
in gasoline prices, in even less degree, might well be attributed to this very
source. It is then apparent that the increase of nearly 100 per cent in amount
of lie, vy foreign oil is responsible for a 41.4 per cent depression of fuel oil prices.
At the same time prices of domestic crude, capable of yielding perhaps three times
as mueh gasoline as is the imported oil, decline 33.5 per cent. A great part of
this decrease, in view of the stability of gasoline prices must be an unjust im-
Iression upon the domestic producer of refinery loss brought about by lowered
fuel oil prices.

It is thus that imports are construed to bear upon prices of domestic crude
petroleum. Imports have been a cause and continue a constant source of dis-
tress to the domestic producer. The present menace will be observed in the
increasing amounts of foreign oil being thrown upon domestic markets.

TABLE, No. 6.-Crude petroleum imported into the United States by months by
principal countries of origin, January, 19?6, to February, 1929

1926
January ...................................
February ...........................
Marl .....................................
April ......................................
May .......................................
June .......................................
July ....................................
August................................
September .................................October ...................................
November .................................
December .................................

1927
January ...................................
February . .............................
March .................................
April ....................................
May .......................................
June ......................................
July .......................................
Angu,:r ................................
September ........... .............
October ............................
November .................................
Decel er .................................

1928
Januaryy ...............................
February .................................
Marth .....................................

AJr . ................................
Junle .......................................
July .............................
August ..........................September ...........................
October ............................
November ..........................
Dee er ................................

1929
January ............................
Fehrmiry ...........................

Mexico Venezuela Colombia Other Total

Barrels Barrels Barrels Barrels Barrels
.3,496,000 759,000 ............ 433, 000 4,688,000
2,883,000 710.000 ............ 120,000 3,743,000
5,362,000 1,114,000 ............. 740.000 7,216,0004:405,000 1, 11 . ... 390,000 5,90,000
3.314,000 833, 000 . 304,000 4,501,0004 0 0 1 , 0 3 7 , 0 0 .... M56 5 i 4 , 5 , 5 7 1 , 0 0 0
3, 399, 00 3.000 382, 000 5, 1 85, ODD
3,340, 000 1,088,000 549,000 335,000 5,332,000
2,265, 000 1.102, 000 653,000 330,000 4, 30, 000
2. 500, 000 814, 00 230,000 290, 000 3,860, 00
2.916,0001 1,066000 905,000 156,000 5,043,000
2,253,000 I 1, 572, 000 917,000 245,000 4,987,000

2,040,000 1,320,000 . 839,000 315,000 4,514,000
,771,000 f1.752,000 T 585. 000 73,000 4,181,000

1,651,000 1,477,000 856,000 450,000 4,434,000!, 1147, 1,5M 0
1,747, 1,055,000 591,000 470,000, 4, 063, 000

000 1,031,000 625,000 152,000 4,557,000
2, 733,000 866. 0M0J 1 80.000 210,000 4,019, 000
2, 825, 000 1,537,000 542,000 14(, 000 5, 050, 000
3.375,000 2, 215. 000 381,000 294), 000 6.261,600
2,234, ( 1,759, 000 764, 000 365, 000 1 5,122, 000
1, 5(00 '2, 20,004) 797, (100 73,000 4, 3, 000
1, 864, (000 2, 748, 0X 1 727.000 ............- .5,339,000
1,327,000 3,510.00, 1,075, 000 298, 00 0,210,000

1,210,000
963, 00{M

1,542, 000
1, 204, (0
1, 721,0 11
1,704,000
1 .66o0001, 366, ,00l
1,578, 000

1,240, 000
I, 06, 004)
1,93,000

784, 000
529, 000

3,2S3, 0(4)
3, 574.0003,10,5, 000
3,397,000
4,083,000
3. 727, 000
4, 808, 000
3, 601), 000
4,347,000
4,227,000
4, 091 000

5, 622, 000
4,701,000

1. 141,000 511,000
1,499, 0 .............
1,199,000 219,000

7N), 000 270,000 i
855,0 4) 105,000
SWSO, !00 242,000

1. 271,040 303,000
807,000 348, 0O0

1,080, 000 129, 000
759, 000 477,000
324,000 670, MR)

1, 27, 000 1,000

1,272,000 397, 000
!,378:000 318,000j

6, 14.5,0006, 036, 000
6,845,000
5, 601,000
0, 76, G0
6, 5&3, 000
,878, 600

6,141,000
7,140,000
6, 703, 000
6,008,000
6,807,000

8.075,000
7,016, 000

The present menace and the outlook for continuance of increasing rates of
imports are formidable in their demand for curtailment of this source of supply in
alleviation of the serious situation confronting the domestic producer.

THE EFFECTS OF THE SUGGESTED REMEDY

The benefit of a tariff upon imports of crude petroleum and its products will
be stabilization of crude prices, but can not be exaggerated to indicate inflation
to an extent that would result in defeat of the purpose of this measure. Stability
will bring to the farmer increased revenue and appreciation of land values, to the
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merchant and manufacturer a healthy stimulus to business activity. The lade.
pendent domestic producing industry will be relieved of the ruinous burden of
excessive refinery profit and of contributing fuel oil at uneconomic prices to other
industries whose products receive the protection it has been heretofore denied.
Prices of gasoline to the consuming public will not only be unaffected but to
some extent guaranteed by protection of the last remaining barrier to complete
centralized control of the petroleum industry in all its branches.

Il order that the study of the effects of a tariff may be more pertinent, an esti.
Imate of 1929 conditions is made in Table No. 8 based upon recent trend., as
revealed in the following analysis.

TABLE No. 7.-Analysis of supply and demand for all oils for the period December.
1927, to February, 1929 (thousands of barrels)

[Authority: Montly Petroleum Reports, U. S. Bureau of Mines]

1927 I 1028

Stocks-Crude:
Domestic ..............................
Foreign-

Eaqt coast .........................
Gulf coast .........................

Total crude ......................
Natural gasoline ...........................

lteflned:
Gasoline ...............................
Kerosene ..............................
Gas oil and fuel oil ....................
Lubricants ............................
Wax, coke, and asphalt. ..........
Other finished ..........
Unfinished ............................

Total refined ........................

Total stocks .........................
Supply-Crude:

)omcstic ..............................
Imports-

Mexico ......................
Aenezuela .............. .....
Colombla ..........................
Others .............................

Total imports .............................
Total crude ................................
Natural gasoline ...........................
Benzol ....................................

Refined Imports:
(iasolins ...............................
Kerosene ..............................
Gas and fuel oil ........................
Lubricants ............................
Other .................................

Total ................................

Total supply ........................
Demnand-Crude: •

Domestic ..............................
Exports-

Canada ............................
Others .............................

Total exports ....................
Bunker oil .................................
Refined exports:

Gasoline ...............................
Kerosene ..............................
Gas and fuel oil ........................
Lubricants ............................
Other .................................

Total ................................

Total demand .......................

December' January February -'March Apil

461,720' 468,551 472.841 476,369 1 477.670

2,814 4,014 4,366 5,489 ; 5,931
1,303 1,485 1.507 1,.50 1 1.3:4

465.843 474,080 478,714 49,3 3661  4M, 931
734 740 824 843j q31

33,316 37,368 39,853 41,078 I 41,189
7,715 7, 670 7,613 7. 7 7, 733

31.022 30,665 290, 5W 29,104 2 .60
7, 860 7,19Sj 8,332 8, 3,4l I S.01%
3,580 3,490 3,499 3,739" 3,0S4
1,221 1,183 1,297 1,527 1.0)1

35,316 36,762 377,282 37,128 3-,015

123,030 125.126 127,430 128,719 130,109

589,607 599, (16 60, 974 612,928 615,S91

71,951 72.713 08.471 1 74,609 72,127

1,327 1,210 963 1 1,542 1,201
3,610 3, 283 3,57.1 3,895 3.397
1,075 1,141 1,499 1,1lf.) 70
298 511............. 219 270

6,210 6,145 6.036 6,845 ,661
81,161 78,858 74,507 1 81,351 77.7Si
3,433 3,405 3,324 3,471 3.467
212 226 217 238 2"29

282' 562 372j 259 472
46' 11 6 93
5531 66 848 1,176

1 ...................... , ............ 1
7 4 5 22 11

756 , 165 1,054 1,135 1,680

85,562 83,654 79,102 j 86,198 S3, 181

67,088 50,56 57,502 63,231 62,810

1,412 865 998 1,298 931
305 367 245 232 372

1,717 1,232 i 1,243 1,530 1,303
4,264 3,783 i 3,751 14,236 4,275

3,154 3,713 3,341 4,016 4,111
1,254 2,350 1,551 1,852 1,912
3,828 4,175 3,420 3,969 4,211

784 934 I 841 837 1,059
346 562,! 425 573 620

0,36 11,734! 9,578 11,247 I 11,813

82,435 73,315 72,074 80,244 8 80,201
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ide. TABLE No. 7.-A nalyais of supply and demand for all oils for the period December,
Iof 192~7, to February, 1929 (thousands of barrel8)-Continued

lied.- _ -

.to 12
ete --- - ~ - _

Foeg-May June July August September
as tzocks-Crude:

Doesic.................... 47,71 477,567 470,492 476,049 474,777
her. East coast....................... 6,198 5,953 5,389 4,969 4,007

Gulf coast....................... 1,141 1,123! 1,388 1,165 1,399
Total crude..................i 485,080 484,643 I 483,267 482183~ 480,183

Natural gasoline......................... 810 048 476 141 430

Inetlned:
Gasoline ........................... 38,224 34,862 30,394 27,075 26,378
Kerosene........................... 7,537 8,432 8,470 8, 887 8.593
Gas oil and fuel oil................... 32,887 36,085 36,410 39236 39.900

iiLubricants....................... 8,060 7, &32 7,67 :711 7,742
Wax, coke, and asphalt............ 3 630 3,594 3,642 3,615 3,460
other finished................... 1,392 1,130 1,200 W 5 748
Unfinished..................... 38,702 38,380 40,657 39,590 39,732

,931 Total refined ..................... 130,492 130,315 128,440 126,977 126,553
Total stocks...................... 616,382 0i15, 606. 612,1831 609,574 607,172

; ~ Supply-Crude'I
Domestic ........................ 75,218 7),6526 _75,426 7789 76,404

i, 159 Jillorts:
, 733 M-lexico ......................... 1,723 1,704 1,446 1,366 1,578

.60Venezuela....................... 4,083 3,727 4,808 3,o6W 4,347
%01 Colombia ......................... 835 830 1,271 b07 1, 08C6

,64Others........................... 105 242 303 368 129

'23Total imports................... 06,760 6,553 7,-878 6141 7,140

j, 10 'rotal crude.................... 81,984 79,, 8330 83,70 I 83,544
Natural gasoline ........................ 3,471 3m5 3,431 3,445 1 3,48

.891 Beozol ................................. 23b 231 228 233 231
27 Refined imports:

gasoline ............................ 368 212 267 47 193
Kerosene ............................. 1 24 19 2......... z201 Glas and fuel oil ....................... 784 40;8 484 515 9

.37 Lubricants............................ 3 1 1 1
140 Other................................ 7 7 10 1
270 I

- Total ......................... 1,103 7 12 781 1,007 i98
1661
.Tsi Total supply ................... 84,856 83,3577 87744J 8 5 87, b61

2,29 Demanind- Crude: 6,4 o63 
7 ~~ 402

4 2 Exports:241,7
-VCanada...................... 1,2441 1, 463 1,37 ,723 1,2.1765 others...........................f 24 416 292 160' 233

11Total exports ................... 1,493 1,879 1,669 1,883 1 1,505
__0 Bunker oil ............................. 5,013 4,307 4,116! 4,641 4,031
184 Refined exports:

-Gasoline............................ 5,812 4,808 5,167 4,5W3 4,.A37
810 Kerosene........................... 2,057 1,655 1 ,1834 1,078 2,090

-Gas and fuel oil...................... 3,612 4,23H 4,261 3,420 3,220
El Lubricants ......................... 1,063 1,095 1,063 813 b0832 Other............................... 470 488 444 341 324

33Total ............................ 13,014 12,284 12,769 10,815 11,285
23Total demand..................... 86,3651 84,153 91,167 91,264 90,203

IIl
912
211
059
620

813

201
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TABLE No. 7.-Analysis of supply and demand for all oils for the period Decem. TABK
ber, 1927 to February, 1929 (thousands of barrels) -Continued

1928 1929

October November December January'I February i Crude

F
Stocks-Crude:

Domestic .............................. 476,692 477,325 479,270 43,356 4-9.87.2
Foreign:

East coast...................... 3,738 3,840 4,355 5,141 -5,773 Nature
Gulf coast ......................... 1,344 1,607 1,776 2,294 Refine

Total crude ...................... 481,774 4S2, 672 S41 490,4751 4041-

Natural gasoline ........................... 402 404 COS 741 _SI U
Refined: Iw

(lasoline .............................. 26,440 29, 185 33,061 40, 6A 43,704 o
Kerwene ............................ b, 14 8, 8h86 9,061 8, 865 s.I210 U
(as oil and fuel oil ...................... 39, 5ij 37,h78 34,92d, 32, 522 30,lb
Lubricants ............................ 7,830 7, 921 8,340 8, 649
Wax, cokeand asphalt ................. 3, 35 3, 795 3, 961 3,760 3,621
Other finished ......................... M 726 b35 653 (52
Unfinished ............................ 38,452 38,114 38,601 38, 54 3.170

Total refined ........................ 125,193 126,505 12,530 133,667 135.209

Total stocks ......................... 607, 369 09, 5581 614,539 625, l1'i C34,O03

Sui)lly-Crude:
1)omestie .............................. 79,602 76,031 79,448 81,079 7.,69
Imports:

Mexivo ............................ 1,240 1, o0 1,293 784 , Z)
Venezcel. ......................... 4, 227 3, 954 4, 091 5, 6122 I 4.791
C,,!onllaa .......................... -59 324 1, 2127 1,272 1 ,37s
Others ............................. 477 t70 196 397 Natura

Total imports ................. .6 .03 v si, 6,807 8,07e5 Oot; Ri

Total crude ...................... 86,3 35 82,1939 , 255 00, 054 zs270) G&Natural gasolih e....................... '4, 731 3, 70. Ke
Benzol .................................... 245 241 253 250 233 (1a.

Refined Imports: 
'u

Gasoline ........................... 38 1 304 420 499 401
Kerosene ................... .......... 20 38 20
(ias and fuel oil ......................... 320 41 646 335 ;4
Lubricants ............................ I 1 3 14
Other ................................. 7 12 b 11 12

Total ................................ 771 728 1,097 884 Cr uDe

Total supply ........................ 91,112 1 87,677 01,534 95,1711 87,5:'9

Demand: Crude:
Domestic .............................. 71,072 68,241 71,329 65,854 63,27,

Exports:Canada .............................. 1,63 2 0 1, M Gi 1,292 1,335 107 1,15 35s
Others............................. M1 399 194 465 324 Ker

1,5 Gas
Total exports ........................ 2,016 1,691 1,529 1,972 1,675 Lu

0tb
Bunker oil ................................. 4,558 4,23 4,235 3,915 4,252

Refined exports: T
(usoline ............................... 4,019 I 4,678 3,802 4,650 3.80
Kerosene...." ........................... 1,755 2,091 1,241 1,918 l,6.1
(las and fuel oil ........................ i 3,356 3,320 3,2454 3,699 N70 Authc
Lubricants ............................ 769 895 878 1,116 671 Estimat
Other ................................. 340 314 308 331 411

Total .......................... 10,269 11, 2%8 9,483 11,714- 9 W6

Total demand ....................... v0,0 15 85,405 b6,76 b3,435 78,715

I Unrevised
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TABLE 8.-A nalyi8 of supply and demand for all oils-Actual for the year 1908
and estimated for the year 1929 (thousands of barrels)

Stocks at end- 1928 I 1929

Crude: I
Domestic ................................................................... 1 479,270 M, 002
Foreign ..................................................................... 6,131 7,000

Total crud6 .............................................................. 1 485,401 510,002

Natural gasoline at plants ....................................................... 608 08Refined:
Goine ....................................................... .....  33,060Kerosene ........................................................... . 9001 201

Gas and fuel oil ................................................... 34,926 35, 926
Lubricants ....................................................... 8,340 8,355
Wax, coke, and'asphalt .......................................... 3,961 3,041
Other finished ...................................................... 635 675
Unfinished ......................................................... 38, 601 38,000

Total refined .............................................................. 128,530 131,760
Total stocks ............................................................... 614,539 042,374

SUPPLY
Crude:

Domestic ................................................................... 900,304 1,000,000
Imports-

.Mexico .................................................................. 17,279 15,000
Venezuela ............................................................... 40,976 100,000
Colombia .............................................................. 11,838 12,000
Others .................................................................. I 3,490 3,500

Total crude imports .......................................... 79,583 130, 500
Total crude .................................................. 979, 947; 1,130,500

Natural gasoline ....................................................... 42,266 47,000
Benzol ................................................................. 2,810 2,900

Refined Imports:
Gasoline ....................................................................
Kerosene .......................................................
Gas and fuel oil ................................................
Lubricants ..................................................................
Other .......................................................................

Total refined imports .....................................................
Total supply ..............................................................

DEMAND
Crude:Domestic ...................................................................

4,296 4,500
204 200

7,268 7,500
13 15

110 120

11,891 12,335
1, 030, 934 1,192,735

857,440 995, 00
Exports- I

Canada ................................................................. 15,430 18,000
Other ................................................................... 3,543 4, 090

Total crude exports ................................................... I N, 973 22,000

Refined exports:
Gasoline .................................................................... 52,897 i 56,000
Kerosene .................................................................... 22, 066 25,00
Gas and fuel oil ............................................................. 44,412 4'9.000
Lubricants .................................................................. 31,055 12,000
Other ...................................................................... .5, 109 1 0,000

Total refined exports .............................................. 135, 5%9 147,000
Total demand ....................................................... . 1, 012,002 1,164,900

Authority: 1928-Preliminary Summary of Petroleum In 1928, United States Bureau of Mines; 1929-
Estimated.
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Following is the disposition of supply as estimated above for the year 1929.

TABLE 9.-Dispositionof 1928 stocks and estimated 1929 supply together u'ith
estimated consumption (thousands of barrels)

Stocksat Supply j Runs to Ad ust
beginning I stills A

Crude: 4mt....0 1000,00 902,0 0 3

Foreign ................................... 6,131 130,500 11,0001 -2,89

Total crude ...................................... 485,401 1,130,5001 1,018,000 . -1618W

Natural gasoline at plants ............... 08 47.000 40,000 ............
Benzol .............................................. z,00...................
Refined:

Gasoline ........................................ 3, 0 4. 500 ............
Kerosene ........................................... i 0,001 200 1..." .. ...
Gas oil and fuel oil ................................. 34,920 7,500 ............
Lubricants ......................................... 8,340 15 ........................
Wax, coke and asphalt ............................. 3,591 80 ...........
Other finished ...................................... G35 40 .........................
Unfinished ......................................... 38,601 ............. 50,000 +15,899
Losses .................. ....................... ...............

Total refined ..................................... 128,530 12,335 000 +159
Total ............................................ 614,539 1,192,735 1,108,000 .....

'AvailableOutput istocksal consump- Stocks at

supply tiOll end

Crude:
Domestic ...................................................... 563,371 60,369 53, 002
Foreign ........................................................ 18,631 11,631 7,009

Total crude ................................................... 5S2,002 i 72,000 510,002

Natural gasoline at plants .......................................... 7,608 71000 • 68
Benzol ............................................................. ',90 2,900.
Refined:

Gasoline ............................................ 440,000 477,56 441,000 36,560
Kerosene ........................................... 65,000, 74,201 f.5, 000 9,201
Gas oil and fuel oil ................................. 46,500. 510.026 475,000 35,926
Lubricants .......................................... 35,000 43,355 -5,) 00 8,356
Wax, coke and asphalt .......................... 23,000 27,t041 24,000 3,041
Other finished ..................................... 10,0o0 10,675 1Q ,000 675
Unfinished ......................................... 33,500 38,000 i ......-..... 3%000
Losses .................................... 33, 00 .. ............

Total refined ..................................... 1,108,000 1, 1b1,764 1,050,000 131,761
Total ............................................ 1,108,000 1,774,274 1,131,000 64,371

Estimated consumption is expressed in more detail as follows:

TABLE 10.-Details of estimated consumption for the year 1929 (thousands of
barrels)

Total I Domestic Use(I In
consulnp- Exports sales operations

tion

Crude:
Domestic ................................. t0, 3;9 20,000 34,369 000
Foreign .................................... 11,31 2,000 I 1, 31 ....

Natural gasoline ................................ 7,000 .............. 7,000.
Benzol ................................................. 2,900 ............ 2,900.
Refined:

Gaollne ........................................... 441,000 56, 000 3S5, 000.
Gam oil and fuel oil .................... ..... 475,000 48,0001 1427,000 .....
Kerosene ................................ 45,000 25. 0001 40,000 ....
Lubricants ........................... 35,000' 12,000 23,000 ............
Wax, coke and asphalt ..................... .. 24,000 4, 000 20,000.
Other finished ..................................... 10,000 2,000 t, 000 ...

Total ............................................ 1,131,)00 i , 000 956,000 6,094

Includes 5,000,000 barrels bunker oil put on ships engaged in foreign trade.
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For the year 1929, based on February, 1929, prices., the value of crude petroleum
to the producer and the costs of gasolne and fuel oil to the consumer would then
be as follows:
Value of crude petroleum:

Production (barrels) --------------------------------- 1,000, 000, 000
Price per barrel -------------------------------------- $1.25
Value ---------------------------------------------- $1, 250, 000, 000

Cost of gasoline:
Consumption (barrels) -------------------------------- 385, 000, 000
Price per gallon --------------------------------------- $0. 195
Cost -------------------------------------------- $3, 153, 150, 000

Cost of fuel oil:
Consumption (barrels) -------------------------------- 427, 000, 000
Price per barrel --------------------------------------- $b. 75
Cost ----------------------------------------------- $320, 250, 000

It can not be assumed that the evils existing in the petroleum-producing
industry can be corrected without in some measure disturbing the position of
those who have been profiting from low crude prices. The effects of a tariff
would indeed be widespread but would touch most vitally the domestic producer,
the domestic refiner, and foreign producer, which last two are practically identical
interests, the consumers of gasoline and fuel oil, and the export trade. Regardless
of the extent to which a tariff would operate in excluding foreign oil, its effect
upon those concerned would be relative, and so for a theoretical establishment of
this relationship, it is assumed that prices of domestic products under protection
of a tariff would revert to the level of February, 1926. No attempt is made to
determine the extent of curtailment of imports, this date being assumed merely
as that of recent. years when imports exerted the least influence upon the domestic.
market.

As shown in Table 5 the average price for February 1926 of a certain grade of
crude petroleum was $1.88 per barrel. This price is sufficiently representative
of all domestic fields in that $1.88 was the weighted average price per barrel
for all crude produced in the United States during the full year 1926. The aver-
age prices of gasoline and fuel oil as shown in this table are 20 cents per gallon
and $1.28 per barrel respectively. However, present business conditions are
approximately 5 per cent below those of February 1926 which would reduce prices
as of that date in corresponding degree when considered relative to the present
time. Prices reflecting this change would be: Gasoline, 19.5 cents per gallon;
fuel oil, $1.22 per barrel, and crude petroleum, $1.79 per barrel.

Assuming a tariff effective as of January 1, and the above prices as a result,
the value of crude petroleum and the costs of gasoline and fuel oil as estimated
for the year 1929, would then be:
Value of crude petroleum ------------------------------- $ $1, 790, 000, 000
'Cost of gasoline ---------------------------------------- 3, 153, 150, 000
Cost of fuel oil ------------------------------------------- 520, 940, 000

The figures immediately above when compared with those based upon February
1929 prices as heretofore shown indicate no effect upon the consumer of gasoline
by imposition of a tariff, with a supposed gain to the domestic producer of
$540,000,000. Of this amount, $200,690,000 would be borne as a loss by tile
consumer of fuel oil. The balance, after deducting a saving of approximately
$25,000,000 in expense of carrying stocks, and other incidental items, an amount
of perhaps not more than $300,000,000 would be a loss to the refiner. Such a
loss would represent a reduction of not more than 5 per cent on the total refinery
investment, which would be a hardship no greater than the reduction of profits
to normal expectancy.

The loss to the consumer of fuel oil in the amount of $200,690,000, while con-
siderable, is distributed so widely as to be of no material consequence to an
affected industry. Distribution of this amount to the various users of fuel oil,
based upon the consumption for the year 1927, is shown in the table on the
following page:

63310-29--VOL 16, sci is ---- 27

1'l
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TABLE 11.-Allocation of increase in cost of fuel oil to various consuming groups

Distri.
192"7 con- hutlio

sUmp- of sup.
tion, Percent posed
thou- of total 1929 l,sand of thou.

barrels I sands of
dollars

Railroads ................................................................. 70,094 21 42,14s
Bunker oil. including tankers ............................................. 88,215 21) ,52,171
Gas and electric power plants ............................................. 29. 775 9 18,0
Smelters and mines ...................................................... ,831 2 4,014
Iron andi steel products ................................................... 17,197 5 10,08
Chemical and allied industries ............................................ 2,190 1 2,007
Automotive industries .................................................... 1,687 1 2,007
Textiles and their products ............................................... 4,621 1 2,007
Paper and wood pulp ..................................................... 3131 1 2,0
Logging and lumbering ................................................... 2.370 1 2,007
Cement and line plants .................................................. 5, 051 2 4,014
Ceramic industries ....................................................... 3.270 1 2,007
Food industries ............................................................ 7,143 2 4,014
Other mantifactnring ..................................................... 11,353 3 6,021
Commercial heating ...................................................... 15,143 5 10,3S
Domestic heating ......................................................... 6, 377 2 4,014
United States Navy, transports, etc ..................................... , 506 2 4,014
Fuel by oil companies ................................................... 43,453 12 24,080
Miscellaneous uses ....................................................... 9, 53 3 V,021

Total ............................................................... 333,7 0 o 2%M

I Authority: National Survey of fuel oil distribution, 1927, United States Bureau of Mines.

It remains to consider the effect upon the export trade. Imports and exports
of crude petroleum by countries of origin and destination are set out below.

TABLE 12.-Inports and exports of crude petroleum, by countries of origin and des-
tination, for the years 1921 to 1928

[Thousands of barrels]

1921 1922 1923 1924

Imports:
Canada .................................................... 1 1 72
Dutch West Indies ........................................ 735 810 iNiOO
Mexico .............................................. 125,294 12,195 7,354 73,973
Peru .............................................. .......... 1,554 2,429
Trinidad and Tobago ...................................... ..........
Others ................................................................ 37i 2.i.

Total .................................... " ............... 125,360 127,308 82,015 77,75

Exports:
Argentina .................................................. .......... 83 018 1,241
Canada .................................................... 7,167 8,194 8,826 10,92
Cuba ...................................................... 650 609 333 1,136
Dutch West Indies ..................................................................... 125
England (United Kingdom) .......................... . 114 188 233 52D
France .............................................. 114 ..........................
Germany .... : ............................................. 377 495 332 . 51
Italy ..................................................................................... 119
Japan ................................................................ 52 544 037
Mexico .............................................................. 31 4,871 1,84
Panama ................................................... 101 ,18 309 ..........
Peru ........................................................................... 252 ..........
Others ..................................................... 343 225 443 199
Exports of foreign oil ....................................... 74 168 324 368

Total .................................................... 8,940 I10,63 17,385 - 17,073
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TABLE 12.-Importe and exports of crude petroleum, by countries of origin and des-
tination, for the years 1921 to 1928-Continued

[Thousands of barrels

I1925 1926 1927 1928

Impor7,t2s:83Colombia........................................ .. ...... 3..... , 621 7 92 I 02
Mexico........................................ 55,049 40,398 I 20,019 17,279
Peru ............................................ 1,825 3,044 ....I...... ....
Venezuela .................................................. 4,6 92 12,285 21,560 48,976
Others .................................................... . 258 1.034 2,842 3,490
Total............................................. 61,824 60,392 58,38(93 179,583

Exports: I 2
Argentina .............................................
Canada ........................................... 8, 12,983 13,036 15,3
Cuba ...................................................... M 434 ....................
England (United Kingdom) ...................... 145 65
(ermany .................................................. 548.
Italy ......................................................... . . .
3apan ...........................................1) .9
Mexico ...................................
Others ..................................................... 46 323 2,807 3,533
Exports of foreign oil ................................ 210 1 1 1

Total ........ ............... i 13,335 1 15,407 - 15,844 18,964

Authority: Petroleum In 1922, etc., United States Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines.

It will be noticed that the principal soucres of foreign supply of crude petroleum
are Mexico, Venezuela and Colombia, others being relatively small, whereas our
principal export market is Canada. Assuming retaliation on tile part of those
first named countries, no noticeable impression would be made upon the balance
of trade. In any case, such loss would hardly exceed the gain to the government
through collection of tariff duties.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing discussion has been very brief and particularly so in vicwV of tile
C": rnotslsS of the subject. But regardless of the thoroughness with which
ti L matter is studied, it is believed that no conclusion could be fairly arrived at
other than that drawn herein. It has been necessary that the data presented be
of a very general nature, yet each observation if followed to a final analysis would
colnpel admission of the necessity and justice of a tariff.

Prediction of a shortage of domestic supply and the necessity for its conservation
by encouragement of development and consequent exhaustion of foreign fields
has been for many years an eloquent but unproved argument against imposition
of a tariff. Geological discoveries opening up vast new potential producing areas,
improved refinery practice increasing the yicd of present production, development
of processes for the manufacture of synthetic products, as well as progress in the
exploitation of oil-shale deposits have proved the fallacy of the shortage predic-
tion as striking as the unsoundness of the logic of protecting a hoine market against
a home industry whose investment totals several billions of dollars. All investi-
gation of potential resources will, on the contrary, reveal little need for anxiety
as to ability to meet all future requirements.

The gasoline and lubricating content of foreign oils is not sufficient to bear
upon prices of those products, even locally. At points nearest the East Coast
refining centers where the great part of the imported oil is refined, the cost of
gasoline is materially the same as at points served by other refining districts.
Prices per gallon at service stations as of a recent date at three of the principal
ports of entry for foreign oils were as follows:

Cents
Boston ---------------------------------------------------------- 20
New York ------------------------------------------------------- 21
Baltimore -------------------------------------------------------- 22

Comparative prices at points farther removed from foreign supply were as
follows: Cents
Chicago --------------------------------------------------------

16. 0

Houston ------------------------------------------------------- 18. 0
Denver --------------------------------------------------------- 20. 0
Atlanta --------------------------------------------------------- 23. 0
Oalha i------------------------------------------------------- 20. 3
Ohio ------------------------------------------------------------ 20. 0
New Orleans --------------------------------------------------- 18. 5
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It is only in the heavier distillates that foreign oils affect prices of domestic
refined prohtcts. Whereas approximately only 2 per cent of the total estimated
gasoline output of domestic refineries for the year 1929 will be the yield of foreign
oil, over 20 per cent of the gas oil and fuel oil output will be from that source.
As set out before, this surplus of hcavy oil will maintain fuel oil prices at their
present uneconomic level, and result in continued reflection of the refinery loss
in prices of crude petroleum.

It is not altogether reasonable to assume that this unjust balance can long
continue. Some measure of relief must soon be afforded the producer of crude
petroleum, and there can be no greater guarantee that suczi relief shall not take
the form of increased gasoline prices, than protection of domestic markets by
curtailment of imports of foreign crude and its products.

APPENDIX A

Analysis of various grades of foreign and domestic crude petroleum

Recovery in per cent

Cerro Azul Field ............. 208 36 . 11. . 09 9.7 7 .9 ...... 4. .
(Southern Light Oil Dist.) I

Zurita Field .................. 12.3 5.09 ...... 0.8 ...... 15.5 0 .3 [5.0 1.8 [67.9 U .
(Northern Hleavy Oil Dist.) 4235 2! 674g7 50Venezuela: Mene Grande Field ... 60 2.5...... 9. 166 74 . . ...... ......California: Cat Caono Fieldi .... 1.9 4.1 8 . : ,2. . ,56 78...... .... . .

M ontana: Cat C'reek Field ....... 49.7 .36 .0 63, 21 19.3 6.2 ...... [.... .. :.,:"
O)hio: North Lima District ------- 38.0 .55| 6.7 31.01 19.2[ 12.0! 7.6 'W K ... ... ..Oklahoma: I I

Cushing Field ................ 39.8 ] .28 l 8.6 37.5 12.4 1 .7 0.4 1 6 3 ... .-- ...- ...
Garber Fiel ................. 45.6 .14 |17.3 52.4 !10.6 10.6 11.3 ! 1:7 [ .... I ...... .....
Seminole Fiel ............... 3. i.2 .47 /7.4 31.; 11. 6 I13.8 9 93 6 .2 .9 7 2".21] .

Texas: Yates Pool ................ 30 0 1 .(i M 4.3 t22.2 5.0 R8. ' V9.8 7.0 10.0 25.7 1.8
Wyoming: Osage Fiel ........... 37. 6 .2"9 [10. 8 34.8 i10. 3 14.9 t-8. 0 8. 0 ...... ...... I......

Authority: United States Bureau of Mines Technical Pape-:- and R~eports of Investigations.

APPENDIX B

,Shipments of Trenezuelan crude petroleum by companies for the year 1928 (partly
estimated)

Shipments
(thousands

Company of barrels)
Venezuelan Oil Concessions (Ltd.) (subsidiary of Royal Dutch-Shell

group) --- --- --- --- --- --- -- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- 34, 364
Lago Petroleum Corporation (subsidiary of Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana) ----------------------------------------- L ----------- 20, 800
Falcon Oil Corporation ------------------------------------------ 657
Gulf Oil Corporation and Creole Petroleum Corporation (subsidiary

of Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey) ----------------------------- 12, 553
Gulf Oil Corporation -------------------------------------------- 4, 096
Gulf Oil Corporation and Venezuelan Petroletum Corporation (sub-

sidiary of Sinclair Consolidated Oil Corporation) ----------------- 7, 800
Caribbean Petroleum Company (subsidiary of Royal Dutch-Shell

B group) ------------------------------------------------------- 12, 233
British Controlled Oil Fields (Ltd.) --------------------- 1,686
General Asphalt Corporation ------------------------------------- 415

Total --- -- -- --- -- -- --- -- -- ----- -- --- -- ---- 100, 604
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APPENDIX C

A Mexico has ceased to be the chief source of foreign supply as various local
factors have tended to discourage new development. Venezuela has assumed
this position as well as second place among the oil producing nations of the world.

ir InI Mexico during 1928 th number of completions reached a low point for recent
years and production continued to decline, awaiting settlement of existing
difficulties. Development in Venezuela, however, continued and productionIg increased, held only to its present high level by limited transportation facilities.
Production of the two countries for the past 10 years has been as follows:

Y Production of crude petroleum in Mexico and Venezuela for the years 1919-1928
(thousands of barrels)

eMexico Vene. Veie-

Year zuela Year Mexico zuela

119 ... 87, 073 424 1924 ........................... 144,000 8.,600
1920 ................. . 63.. 540 457 1925 ............................ (... 20,000
1921 ........................ 193.395 . ,078 1926 ............. 90,700 1 36,000
192" ........................... 182,278 2,117 1927 ............. 64,121, 64,000
1923 ........................... 149,858 3,700 1928 ........................... 50, 00 106, 600

STATEMENT OF H. B. FELL, ARDMORE, OKLA., REPRESENTING
INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the special sub-
*g committee.)

Senator EDGE. Are you going to cover a phase of this question
that has not been covered by the three previous witnesses, or just
generally?

Mr. FELL. Senator, I did not hear the first two witnesses nor did
I hear more than a short part of Mr. Howard's testimony. I am the
president of the Independent Oil Producing Co., and am here as

3 representative of the Independent Producers Association as one of
the vice presidents.

The question of a tariff on crude petroleum and its products im-
ported into this country is a very important question in so far as the
oil industry is concerned.

On June 10, 1929, at the oil conference called by President Hoover
at Colorado Springs, to which the governors of the various States
all sent delegations, and to which the various associations sent dele-
gations, Governor Holloway, of Oklahoma, sent an official delega-
tion of 10, in which were properly included representatives of the
major companies, including the Standard group, representatives of
the independents, and representatives of the royalty owners and the
landowners.

This delegation after the conference made a report to Governor
Holloway, which was a unanimous report written by Mr, James
Veazy of the Carter Oil Co., Mr. E. W. Marland and by Mr. Pat
Malloy, of Tulsa, an independent, in which they stated that un-
questionably a very large majority of the indelendent producers,
royalty owners and land owners were strongly and sincerely in favor
of a tariff on crude petroleum and its products, and that they did not
feel that it would be possible to get the various interests in the oil
industry together on other problems of the industry until the tariff
question was disposed of.
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Senator EDGE. What do they mean when they say "disposed of"? purp
When Congress decided it one way or the other? and

Mr. FELL. Yes, sir; that was my understanding, Senator. I did 111011

not interpret it, to mean action either favorable or unfavorable. unde
Senator KING. Mr. Fell, you are speaking of the conference at wcll

which Mark Requa presided? to n)
Mr. FELL. Yes, sir. oil)
Senator KING. Well, that conference was abortive of any results, F0

was it not? re
Mr. FELL. Absolutely, sir. I was present, sir. N
Senator KING. You agree that it was abortive? state
Mr. FELL. Absolutely. appli
Senator KING. Did Mr. Requa assent to the conclusion which you c

have just indicated, which would seem to imply that there must be a
tariff?

Mr. FELL. Mr. Requa had nothing to do with that, Senator. This eos
was a report submitted by the Oklahoma delegation to the Governor tion
of Oklahoma upon their return to the State after the conference.

Senator EDGE. Will you put the names of the 10 members of your v
delegation in the record? alue

Mr. FELL. 1 do not know that I could remember them all.
Senator EDGE. Senator Thomas can do that.
Senator KING. I misunderstood you. I thought you said that this

conference made a report. Count
Mr. FELL. No. deple
Senator KING. You are speaking of the report of the delegation from whic

n M $3 peyour State when they returned, to the governor? record
Mr. FELL. Yes.
Senator KING. Because my understanding was, as you just indi. wells

cated, that the conference w~as a failure, utterly abortive, and that No,
no report was made. wouk

Mr. FELL. No report was made except that there was arecommenda-
tion by the Oklahoma, California, and Texas delegations; those three Sen
delegations made a recommendation, which was not returned to the Mr
conference for action, but it was the recommendation of those three here
delegations that a further conference be held at some later date to Thc
discuss the matters which were taken up there. which

Senator EDGE. Well, when you say the conference was a failure, page
or abortive, as the Senator used the term, you mean, as I understand ing t
it-correct me if I am wrong-that the conference, having been called p
as I remember it, for the purpose of arranging some national policy
by States- 417,1

Mr. FELL. Yes, sir. deniar
Senator EDGE (continuing). To take control of conservation, failed as YO

in reaching an agreement so to do? on acc
Mr. FELL. They adjourned without the accomplishment of any

result. Aln

Senator KING. Yes. can pi
Senator EDGE. And that was the only object of the conference? No,
Mr. FELL. Yes. That was what I meant, that the conference gentle

adjourned without accomplishing any results, that fI
Senator EDGE. Yes.

Mr. FELL. Now, according to my understanding, of course the over 

tariff is for two purposes, revenue for the Government, and for the inrtheper da
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purpose of protecting our industries and enabling them to produce
and sell their products in competition with foreign products and
maintain the high standard of living in this country. It is also my
understanding that one of the basic principles of our form of Govern-
ment is also equality of opportunity, and it scarcely seems equitable
to me to place a tariff on the products of industries from whom the
oil producer must buy his products, and at the same time afford to the
producer of domestic petroleum no protection whatsoever against
foreign competition.

Now I am in favor, in principle, of a protective tariff. But as I
stated, I feel that if there is to be a protective tariff it should be
applied equitably to all industries in the United States of America.

Senator REED. Ar. Fell, have you any figures that can give us the
comparative costs of production here and abroad?

Mr. FELL. I can give you some figures here, Senator, on production
costs that were submitted by the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Associa-
tion in their 1920 figures.

Senator KI.xG. 1920?
Mr. FELL. Yes, sir. Which you might feel would not be of any

value. But the labor costs in the oil industry are practically the same
as they were then.

Senator REED. Does that give the foreign costs as well?
Mr. FELL. It does not give the foreign costs. It gives in the Mid-

Continent the cost of production, of $1.67 a barrel, excluding the
depletion. And it gives the cost of production in Pennsylvania,
which you may be more familiar with than I am, of approximately
$3 per barrel. Those figures were taken from 21 producers, whose
records showed they produced 25,860,403 barrels of oil from 8,628
wells located on 1,266 operated leases.

Now, the only information that I could give you on the foreign oil
would merely be what I have been told, and that I do not think
would be worth much.

Senator EDGE. It would not be evidence.
Mr. FELL. No. And you have heard that same information quoted

here already.
The Bureau of Mines report for the first five months of 1929,

which is given in the July 11 issue of the Oil and Gas Journal, on
page 37, gives some very interesting information. It shows that dur-
ing the first five months of this year the domestic production and
imports of crude petroleum were 441,973,000 barrels. While the total
demand, including the domestic consumption and exports, was
417,113,000 barrels. Making an excess, of course, of supply over
demand, of 24,860,000 ba"rels. And practically all of the excess,
as you have been told, is from the importation of foreign oil, which
on account of cheapness of labor and transportation costs and large
productivity of wells, can be delivered I think unquestionably at the
Atlantic ports cheaper than the average well in the United States
can produce it.

Now, the important thing that I would like to bring out to you
gentlemen is this fact. Mr. Requa, the chairman of the conference
that I referred to, stated in one of his addresses at that conference
that from 3 to 5 per cent of the oil wells in the United States produced
over 50 per cent of the oil, and that there are now 250,000 oil wells
in the United States producing an average of less than one barrel
per day.
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Senator KING. How many of those wells were driven years ago in ti
Indiana, Pennsylvania, some in Ohio and a few in Illinois, and quite r
a number in California and Louisiana, a few in Kentucky, some in T
Arkansas and a considerable number in Oklahoma? t

Mr. FELL. Well, I could not give you that information, Senator, y
as to what the pro rata part was in each of the States.

Senator KING. But a large number were in Indiana and Penn. s'
sylvania? in

fr. FELL. Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and West Virginia. fo
Senator KING. Wells, sonic of which were (riven soon after Mr. at

Rockefeller began his operations? pi
Mr. FELL. Yes. el
Senator KING. And driven by companies which he organized, or to

with which lie was associated, and they have been producing right
along, some of them, for 15 to 25 or 30 years. A few of them maybe 0
40 years. And gradually getting down to 1 or 2 gallons per day. ti

Mr. FELL. Yes. " w
Senator KING. Oh, you would expect that. to
Mr. FELL. Yes, sir. That is bound to occur, as these subsequent

figures here will show. yc
According to the United States Bureau of Mines figures there were bi

318,600 producing wells in 1926. There were 322,338 wells in 1927 te
and approximately 330,000 wells in 1928. Now those wells produced coi
an average of 716 barrels per day. That is the average production per gr
well in the United States. But 250,000 of them produced an average un
of less than one barrel per day. So that you can readily see that the co
decline in the productivity of these wells is quite rapid, and that the fre
backbone of our known developed oil resources in this country is in it
those 250,000 wells. Those are known resources which are developed, an
And the productivity of those wells has now reached, you might say, tic
a straight line. There is not the rapid decline that there is immediately co
after a well is brought in and as the gas pressure is exhausted. an

They will get down to a certain point and they will produce, as of
some of these Pennsylvania wells have produced for years, three.
quarters of a barrel or a barrel of oil a day. Now those particular grc
wells can not be operated at a profit. It is going to result in the to
necessity ultimately of the operators who only have wells of that wo
character to abandon those wells, which would mean the abandon-
ment of developed known oil resources in our own country. And I pri
think that that is one of the important things that should be considered an
in the proposition of conservation-is to conserve what we already
have.

Senator KING. Well, I confess, if you will pardon the interruption, in
that I can not quite follow your argument. I am sure that you mean wol
to draw the'conclusion that those vanishing wells with comparatively res
high cost of production measured by the limited amount produced
should be maintained by the imposition of a tariff so that the limited be
amount produced shall bring a higher price in the market? edg

Mr. FELL. Yes, limited amount, Senator, to the amount of about
80,000,000 barrels per year, which if a reasonable return was received for
for that production could be operated at a profit. tha

Senator KING. Is it your theory that we must adjust our legis- tho
lation, if we legislate at all, with reference, to those vanishing wells? the
May I say by way of illustration, to convey my idea, that is the con-
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mention of some of the mine owners particularly in Wales and in
Derbyshire in Great Britain. Those mines were being exhausted.
They had gone down to the depths. I have been down in many of
those mines myself. Some of them have been operated a hundred
years or more.

To operate them, because of the unfavorable physical conditions-
slate was encountered, and the roofs caved in, and so on-it was
insisted by some that a price ought to be fixed by the Government
for coal so high that the coal produced friom these mines could be sold
at a profit, though in so doing it would give extortionate prices to the
pro(1ucers of coal in the mines where you could mine your coal so much
cheaper. Now you certainly (an not apply that policy with respect
to our oil wells or any other industry, can you?

Mr. FE.LL. No, sir, only within economic limits. There would, of
course, be a point. beyond which it would be impossible to place a
tariff that would protect indefinitely the productivity of wells. And
when that economic limit was reached of course it would be necessary
to abndon it irrespeetive of anything else.

Senator EDGE. l)Oes not this (cno)ic prolCm face you folks in
our natural desire to make "t l)rcfit on your product? Should there
e an imposition of a (lollar a barrel on oil, thus making it cost, as

testified to by a previous witness, perhaps 82 a l)arrel more to the
consumer, would it not be a fact that the coastwise trade, which is the
greatest consumer of the present imported fuel oil now, would be
unable anylyhow to avail itself of your product? They would be either
compelled to continue using the imported oil because of the prohibitive
freight rates to either coast, or trans)ose their machinery, landingng
it into coal burners, which of course would )e terrifically expensive,
and I would say from a nonl)rofcssional standpoint, not very prac-
tical. Having heard more or less the interest in the tariff' ;f these
coal l)roducers I doubt very, much whether any concern would do it,
and of course with the coal there would be exactly the same problem
of transportation from the mines to the coast.

Now, I was wondering whether if you received this tariff it would
greatly benefit you or stop the importation of oil? They would have
to pay another dollar for it, would they not? In other words, they
would continue using imlorted fuel oil?

Mr. FE.LL. Do you think that the figures on the effect that higher
prices of crude oil had on the prices of the ultimate products would in
any way answer that question?

Senator EDGE. How is that? I do not know that I follow you.
Mr. FELL. Do you think that the effect that a difference in )rice

in crude oil has in the past had on the price of the refined products
would be any criterion as to what you might expect would be the
results of going back to that price?

Senator EDGE. I am afraid I can not answer that question. I would
be very glad to have your view. I do not claim to have any knowl-
edge. I am seeking knowledge.

Mr. FELL. What I mean is this, Senator. When oil, we will say,
for example, was 50 cents or a dollar a barrel more than it is now,
that would give us a criterion as to what we might expect would be
tO result of a dollar a barrel more for oil at this time in the cost to
the consumer of the refined products.
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Senator EDGE. In the cost, to the consumer of the refined products.
Well, just how that would be pyramided I can not answer.

Senator KIxa. From the testimony of the preceding witnesses, and
especially Congressman Howard, let me put a concrete case to you as
to what I think the effect would be of raising the price of oil on the
refined l)roducts. Suppose you were producing oil and at the same
time were a refiner. A tariff was imposed on oil as the result of which
crude oil was raised $1 a barrel, or 95 cents a barrel, right up to the
limit of the tariff imposed. I come for the purpose of making a con.
tract running over quite a l)eriod of time for the purchase of gasoline
and lubricating oils and other products of the crude oil. I am sure
you would say to me, as a shrewd business man, and it would be
entirely. proper, "Mr. King, I will have to charge you more for the
gasoline and those products than I did last year, because there is a
tariff on oil of a dollar a barrel. While it is true I do not import-I
produce all the crude oil which I refine-nevertheless my oil in the
market is worth just as much as any other person's oil, so that I shall
have to charge you upon the basis of my crude oil being worth what-
ever the tariff permits-say, $2 or $2.50." And so you would pass
on to me and I would pass on to the ultimate consumer the increased
price as the result of the increased price of the crude oil in virtue of
the tariff. Now is that not true?

Mr. FELL. I could not do that, Senator, for this reason: That
would be the logical and the desirable thing for the independent to do.
But he has to sell his refined products in competition with the general
market which has been fixed. He could not, because he paid more
for the crude oil, get more for his refined products than what the
market was.

Senator EDGE. Well, but no; the market would be higher. The
world's market price because of this duty would be presumably
higher. So the independent would get the same raise, if he was a
refiner, that the large refiners would get, would he not?

Senator KING. There may be fluctuations.
Senator EDGE. Yes; there may be fluctuations, of course.
Senator KING. But obviously when you increase the tariff upon

the raw material as a general rule that is passed on in the semifinished
and the finished product to the ultimate consumer. Otherwise there
would be not benefit in the tariff. They want an increase of the tariff
to get a higher price. With a higher price on the raw material they
immediately want a higher price, or a compensatory duty upon the
finished or semifinished product, and pass it on to the consumer.
And I can not see why that general rule should not apply in the oil
field.

Senator EDGE. Do you not think we had better let the witness tell?
Senator PINE. Let the record show what actually happens.
Senator EDGE. Yes; I would be glad to have the witness go on.
Mr. FELL. I will give you the total results, and then if you care to

go into the details I will be glad to do it.
In February, 1926, the average price of crude petroleum, exclusive

of California, which is not included since the California market is
geographically isolated and therefore much less subject to foreign oil
influence, was $1.88 per barrel, while in February, 1929, three years
later, it was only $1.25 per barrel, or a decline in the price of crade
petroleum of 33,2 per cent. The average price of gasoline at service
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stations in Washington, New Orleans, San Francisco, Tulsa, was
20 cents per gallon in February, 1926, and 19. cents per gallon in
February, 1929, or a decline of only one-half cent a gallon, or 2 per
cent. The average price for fuel oil, however, declined from $1.28
per barrel in February, 1926, to 75 cents per barrel in February,. 1929,
a decline of 41.4 per cent.

Senator EDGE. And what is it now, about? A little over a dollar,
is it not?

Mr. FELL. Yes.
Senator KING. Do you mean crude oil, Senator?
Senator EDGE. Fuel oil.
Senator KING. Yes.
Mr. FELL. It then seemed apl)arent that the increase in the impor-

tation of heavy foreign oil, free of duty, has been responsible for a
41.4 per cent depression of fuel oil prices, because gasoline has changed
scarcely any. That is, the more volatile substances taken from the
oil have changed scarcely any in price. In the same period the
prices for domestic crude, capable of much higher yields of gasoline,
declined 331 per cent in price. A great part of this decrease, in view
of the shown stability of gasoline prices, can not be anything but an
unjust impression upon the domestic producer of refinery loss brought
about by lowered fuel oil prices. Do you see how it works back?

Senator EDGE. I follow you.
Mr. FELL. Now that is the point. The ultimate consumer-we

will take your lubricating oils. You are paying the same for lubricat-
ing oils to-day at the filling station that you were paying back in 1926
when the price of crude oil was 33 or 34 per cent higher than now. So
these changes in the crude oil do not control the gasoline or lubricat-
ing oil prices.

Senator EDGE. In that case it would be assumed that the producers
were making less profit than they were a few years ago?

Mr. FELL. The producers of crude petroleum?
Senator EDGE. No; you mentioned the producers of lubricating

oil?
IMr. FELL. Oh, they were making less profit on the lubricating oil a

few years ago and on the gasoline, than they are now.
Senator EDGE. When they were paying more for crude?
Mr. FELL. Yes, when they were paying more for crude they were

making a smaller profit; yes, sir.
Senator EDGE. But you say the price has not changed even though

the crude price has fluctuated?
Mr. FELL. Yes.
Senator EDGE. And it is naturally to be assumed that their profits

varied with that condition?
Mr. FELL. Yes; they are buying the oil cheaper and they are selling

the gasoline and the lubricating oils at the same price that they were
selling them at in 1926.

Senator KING. Let me ask you a question. Do you mean to say
that the gasoline, kerosene, fuel oil, and lubricating oil manufactured
and sold in the United States is made out of that seventy-odd million
barrels that we import?

Mr. FELL. Do I mean to say that all of it is?
Senator KING. Well, any considerable part of it.
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Mr. FELL. Well, there were 79,000,000 barrels, approximately,
imported in 1928. What percentage of that was made into fuel oil
or into gasoline or into kerosene of course I am unable to say.

Senator KING. Well, is not the major portion of its used by our
ships and by our utilities? For instance, one of the witnesses from
Savannah, Ga., testified to the enormous quantity of fuel oil used in
that section and its beneficial result in the developmentt of manufac.
turing institutions.

Senator EDGE. The figures given under oath here show that of the
79,000,000 barrels of crude oil imported the American oil-burning
vessels engaged in foreign trade alone burned 23,000,000 of it, without
considering any factory interests or coastwise interests.

Allr. FELI. 'The ship~ping interests alone consumed 23,000,000.
Senator EDGE. Would that include all shipping interests?
Mir. FELL. 1 do not know.
Senator EDGE. 1 do not think so. I think only part of the shi)ping

interests.Senator KING. There is some testimony before us intlicating large

consumption by manufacturing institutions, in Nlassachusetts, for
instance, and in Connecticut, and I nentionedl Savannah, Ga. So I
want to le corrected, because I (1o not have the figures in ,my mind,
but my recollection is that an inconsequential amomt of the imported
oil isuised for .aolfne, kerosene, fuel oil or lubricating oil. Maybe
Ised comsiderablv for fuel oil.

Mi. rILL. Hov could we determine thut, Senator, unless we had the
figures of the importing relineries as1 to tle recoveries they actually
got out of that oil? Now we used a great deal more than 70,000,000
barrels of fuel oil in the United States.

Senator KING. Of course.
Mr. FELL. We used a great deal more than that. But we do not

know what percentage of that foreign oil that they are bringing in
they are making into gasoline. We do know this. I might give you
these figures taken from the Oil and Gas Journal for the first live
months of this year, that might be of interest. We do know that the
gasoline imports increased 36.8 per cent over last year. Now this is
not crude oil or fuel oil. Gasoline manufactured outside of the United
States and imported into the United States increased 36.8 per cent.
We know that kerosene imports in that same period increased 7.1
per cent. We know that fuel oil and gas oil imports increased 41.7
per cent. And we know that lubricating oil imports increased 250
per cent. And the petroleum wax imports increased 55!. per cent.
Now on the exports, without a tariff--we have no tariff now-yet
during those same five months fuel oil and gas oil exports decreased
22.2 per cent. Kerosene exports decreased 12.2 per cent. Lubricat-
ing oil exports decreased 1.5 per cent.. And petroleum wax exports
decreased 37.4 per cent.

Senator EDGE. Yes; but the total exports are considerably more,
which has been brought out several times, than the imports.

Mr. FELL. Yes; considerably more. But decreasing due to the
fact that these companies are building and have built refineries in
other countries.

Now we feel that a tariff on oil will stabilize the industry, and not
only be of advantage to the industry, but'be of advantage to a large
part of the country-the farmers through increased value of their
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Properties, the merchants and manufacturers through their increasedusiness that they would get through the petroleum industry.
Now it does seem as though the independent domestic producing

industry should be relieved of the ruinous burden of excessive refinery
profit, as shown by the figures which I gave you, Senator Edge, of
that difference in the prices, and of contributing fuel oil at uneconomic
prices to other industries whose products receive the protection
denied to the oil industry.

Now I am sorry that the chairman had to leave. It is my under-
standing from the newspapers-I do not know whether it is true, but
it is in the newspaper reports, that Senator Reed has asked or is
going to ask for an increase in tariff on iron and steel or its products.

Senator KING. I do not think you can assume that as the basis of
an argument.

Mr. FELL. No; I preface my remarks there by saying that I did
not know that to be a fact at all.

Senator EDGE. Of course the newspapers are assuming that this
tariff bill is to be the highest on record, and a few other things, and
we are all now busily engaged in getting information to write it. There
is no one that has any justified authority to say what it is going to be.

Mr. FELL. No. the only reasonthat I was particularly interested
in the iron and steel products is that the oil industry, of course, con-
sumes an enormous amount of iron and steel products. Practically
everything that we use is from the iron and steel industry. And, of
course, that industry is protected, which necessitates our paying more
for those products than if there was not a tariff or them. As has been
brought out here, a tariff will, of course, increase tie price of things.
That can not be helped. It has increased the price to us of the iron
and steel products. The price to us of woolen goods has increased.
There is a tariff on lots of our foodstuffs, which the oil men have to
pay, which is the same as everybody else.

Senator EDGE. No one questions the fact that a tariff increases
the price of commodities, generally speaking.

Mr. FELL. Yes; I think we are A agreed on that.
Senator EDGE. However, riaght along that samne line, in preparing

a tariff bill do you recognize that sonme consideration should be given
to the basic economic conditions of the ninny, many types of corn-
niodities that we must consider? In other words, I think I brought
out this morning that on our free list-and I would like to have your
view on this-much more than 50 per cent, I think the accurate
figures are 72 per cent of the free list to-day, just exactly the same
as petroleum, is competitive in this country. In other words, that
thero are being produced the same type of goods, or raw material, or
whatever it might be. And yet it is on the free list the same as
petroleum. Now do you recognize that in writing a tariff bill, even
from a protectionist standpoint, a committee must consider basic
economic conditions in addition to the fact that you very well estab-
lished--and I do not question it at all--that your industry is not in
the flourishing condition that we would like to see it in, and you think
that a duty might help you, but when we consider that duty we must
consider it in the same relationship as the 72 per cent that are already
on the free list. You recognize that obligation on our part, do you
not, as one who believes in protection?
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Mr. FELL. Yes, sir. I see that. And I also see where you un.
doubtedly consider the consumers. And that was the reason that
I desired to bring out that point so strongly, that in the past an
increase in the price of crude oil has not affected the gasoline con.
sumer.

Senator EDGE. Well, there have been fluctuations up and down.Mr. FELL. Of small amounts; yes.
Senator EDGE. I can not answer as to that. I do not want to argue

with you anyhow-that is not our job-that that would be subject
to some correction because of the fluctuations.

Mr. FELL. Yes; there are some small fluctuations. I could give
you the figures on that.

Now of course the importing companies I do not think have suffered
in this situation as it exists now the way the domestic producers
have suffered. I say that for this reason, that I have noticed items
in some of the financial papers and statements by executives to their
stockholders in which they state that their great and unusual profits
in 1928 were due to the fact that they were able to buy Oklahoma
and Texas crude oil at a much lower price and been able to sell the
refined products at about the same price, with the exception of fuel
oil, which was lower.

Now I think another thing that the. committee should consider is
the unemployment situation. That, of course, is a factor. And
I presume that that is a matter which is self-evident; not a matter
which it is necessary to go into.

Cheap fuel oil is another factor. The cheap fuel oil, of course,
has had a very detrimental effect, I think to some extent, on the coal
industry, because the fuel oil has replaced coal in many places, as
the Senator mentioned, and in the ships.

Now I do not know-and I have been trying to think in studying
this matter over-of any arguments that could be brought out against
a tariff on oil that would not be applicable to other commodities. At
Colorado Springs of course the matter of national defense was dis.
cussed. That all of our resources should be conserved. But I would
not think that that should apply to petroleum any more than iron
and steel, which is a necessary commodity for national defense,
copper, or any of our raw materials.

Senator KING. May I interrupt you just a moment? I find in
the Tarifr Summary that the imports of crude petroleum in 1920
wete more than 1,000,000,000 gallons in excess of the imports in 1928.

Mr. FELL. Yes.
Senator KING. The imports in 1920 being 4,459,000,000 gallons,

pls. In 1921, five and a half billion gallons. In 1922, 5,346,000,000
gallons. In 1923, 3,443,000,000 gallons. In 1924, 3,266,000,000
gallons. And in 1928, 3,350,000,000 gallons. So that the imports
of crude petroleum were considerably less in 1928 than they were in
1920, 1921, 1922, or 1923, and substantially the same as in 1924.
They dropped down in 1925, 1926, and 1927.

Mr. FELL. That is very true, Senator. And after you get through
I would like to state about that.

Senator KING. Yes, I am asking for information. It would
indicate that the complaint about the great depression in the industry
now, if it was predicated upon imports, would scarcely be sustained,
because in 1920, 1921, 1922 and along in there the impression was at
least that that was the time of halcyon days of the petroleum industry.
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Mr. FELL. No, sir; 1921 was the year that the price of Mid-
Continent petroleum dropped from $3.50 a barrel to $1 a barrel;
111 was the time that there was a concerted effort made not only
by the independent producers, but by the major operating companies
throughout the Midcontinent Oil and Gas Association and a brief
was presented here at Washington asking for a tariff on crude petro-
leum. And the industry was at that time facing the same problems
that they are facing now so far as the domestic producer is concerned.
There was a very strong effort made in 1921 to get a tariff on crude
petroleum, and if I remember correctly it was included in the bill and
was finally taken out-I think that President Harding wrote a letter
requesting that it be repealed from the bill in 1921.

Senator KING. Well the fact was that in those early days, 1920,
1921, and 1922 and 1923, there was an enormous increase in production
in Southern California. They opened tip large fields, Santa Fe and
Long Beach.

Mr. FELL. Yes.
Senator KING. And in Caspar, Wyo., in the Salt Creek fields there

was an enormous production.
Mr. FELL. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. So that in this business, as in other business, you

have your peaks and your subsidences.
Mr. FELL. But you also had large importations in those days.
Senator KING. But the importations have decreased.
Mr. FELL. They decreased, but they have started up again, I

think.
Senator KING. Yes, there are more in 1928.
Mr. FELL. In 1929 they are increasing over 1928.
Senator KING. Proceed. Excuse me.
Mr. FELL. Another fact, of course, that you are not considering

there, Senator, is the fact that back in 1920 and 1921 they were only
recovering probably 23 per cent gasoline, whereas now" they are
recovering about 50 per cent gasoline-47.3 per cent I think is the
average.

Senator EDGE. Are you a refiner?
Mr. FELL. No, sir, we are just producers.
The point that I have desired to stress, which I think is one of the

most important facts to be considrerd, is the fact that an import
tariff on the importation of this crude petroleum to foreign countries
is not going to be reflected materially in the price to the ultimate
consumer.

I would like in closing to extend my remarks by filing this petition?
Senator EDGE. As a brief?
Mr. FELL. Yes; as a brief, submitted by the Independent Petro-

leum Association of America, F. E. Tucker, executive secretary.
Senator EDGE. That may be done.
Mr. FELL. I appreciate the courtesy extended me and thank the

committee for it.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

BnIEF OF THE INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM AssocIATIoN or AMERICA

To the Congre8s of the United States:
We desire to call the attention of the Congress to the proposed tariff schedule

with relation to a tariff on crude petroleum.
The production of crude petroleum in the United States, for the year 19 2 8 ,

was 900,304,000 barrels with an estimated value at the source of production or
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$1,167,394,000, which places the petroleum industry as one of America's greatest
industries and crude petroleum as one of her greatest natural resources. This
industry naturally affects a large portion of this country and naturally the welfare
of this industry is of vital interest to the Congress of the United States as well
as to the people.

The industry is divided into two general classes. First, the producer, some.
times classified as the independent producer, whose interests are generally the
production and sale of domestic petroleum, and, second, companies who not only
produce and refine their own products but purchase and refine oil produced by
other companies, controlling pipe lines which are the principal means of trans.
porting the crude petroleum who also import petroleum produced in foreign
countries.

At the end of the year 1928, we had in the United States 330,000 wells produc.
ing 900,364,000 barrels of oil with a daily average of 7.5 barrels. Of this number
of wells approximately 250,000 average less than one barrel per day, per well.
On account of the present price of crude petroleum these small wells are being
produced at a loss to the operator and unless the market is improved must be
abandoned. In the event they should be abandoned there would be an actual
economic loss of about 80,000,000 barrels of high-grade oil per year.

As against the 900,364,000 barrels of oil produced in the United States, we
had a domestic demand of 812,764,000 barrels of oil, leaving a domestic produc.
tion, in excess of demand, of 87,600,000 barrels. At the same time we imported
(largely from South American countries) 79,583,000 barrels; making a total excess
over demand of 167,183,000 barrels.

Imported oil is of low grade and is produced in foreign countries under cheap
labor conditions and it can bo delivered in the United States at a price much
below the actual cost of production of domestic oil.

As a result of this condition the industry in America is now suffering and in
many places great numbers of laborers are now out of employment, and owing
to the low price of domestic crude there naturally follows the tendency to
encourage wasteful and uneconomical use thereof.

This petition is presented by a portion of the first group above mentioned,
sometimes called the independent producer, although we must admit we are far
from "independent." Once we become the owner of a lease we must follow up
this possession with development or the royalty owner will cancel our lease.
Then we arc dependent upon a tariff protected industry to furnish us our sup.
plies at prices fixed by them; and when oil is found we are dependent upon the
second group above mentioned to furnish us a market and transportation; and
the price we receive is posted by these companies without consultation with us.

We therefore ask you to consider our needs and suggested remedy as follows:

THE REMEDY

As was said in the report of the Federal Trade Commission, in response to
Senate resolution of June 3, 1926 * * *

:'In general as to the prices of crude petroleum this inquiry tends to establish
the conclusion that the price movements for the longer periods are substantially
controlled by supply and demand'conditions, but that these conditions are
reflected quite imperfectly in shorter periods, partly because crude prices are
detu.mined by the decisions of a few large purchasing companies among which
there is generally little real competition. With respect to refined products, at
least in local sale and distribution, the price conditions reflect even less closely
the actual changes in supply and demand, so far as they can be measured by
concrete statistical facts."

This statement is taken from the brief submitted on behalf of the Mid-Con-
tinent Royalty Owners Association and is ably supported by tables fully set forth
in their brief, which tables are hereby referred to but, for the sake of brevity, are
not copied here.

In a petition submitted to the Finance Committee of the United States in the
summer of 1921, when this question was before the Senate committee, Mr. Harry
H. Smith, acting for said association, said:

"1. The independent domestic oil industry is in a critical condition. Over-
production, in which is included imports, attended by under-consumption has so
increased the stocks on hand and decreased the income of the operators as to
cause demoralization. A tariff is requested not merely to prevent financial loss
but, fundamentally, as a conservation measure, and for purposes of stabilization.
Oil being a natural resource of limited quantity, amid the business of producing it
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being one of the most hazardous attended with greater risks and uncertainty,
its quick restoration after an extended period of depression is difficult, if not
impossible. This country can not, therefore, afford to permit known domestic
sources of supply to be abandoned or lost through any preventable economic
disease.

"2. The oil industry, during the war, and, before the larger price advances,
had been speeded up to meet domestic and allied demands. Huge sums were
invested in extensions of plants, acreage, and development resulting in discovery
of new producing areas and increased refining and marketing facilities. The
annually recurring supply of crude oil now and hereafter available from wells
drilled during that period of stimulation is an asset which should he utilized or
conserved, but which will be largely dissipated or lost if a flood of imported oil
is allowed to demoralize the industry so as to cause the abandonment of such
wells by reason of inability to operate them at a profit. When once abandoned
they can not, as a rule, be rehabilitated.

"3. Since the European demand for petroleum and its products has seriously
fallen off and since petroleum is a volatile product, the overproduction and stor-
age of which involves a serious loss, it is necessary that there be a curtailment of
production at the sources of supply in the Western Hemisphere. It would be
unjust and uneconomic to ask the producers in the United States to curtail
production while at the same time permitting the markets of the American pro-
ducer to be supplied by an uncurtailed production in Mexico and other nearby
countries.

"4. The domestic production of crude petreleum in the United States now
equals and probably will this year exceed by considerable amount, the domestic
consumption. By 'domestic consumption' we me-An the consumption of petro-
leum and its products within the borders of the United States and do not com-
prehend within this term exports from the United States. It is not altogether
improbable, however, that the domestic production for 1921 will be sufficient to
supply both the domestic demand and the export trade. Under these circum-
stances the importation into the United States of great quantities of cheaply
produced petroleum of other countries for other than export purposes is having
and will continue to have a demoralizing effect upon one of the greatest of our
domestic industries.

"5. Foreign countries alone can not supply the United States with the petro-
leum products required. A policy on the part of this Government must be
adopted insuring the people a supply of oil in the future. It is suicidal to place
this country at the mercy of any foreign country for its supply of oil. Nature
has given some foreign countries, Mexico and others, the cheapest kind of oil
production. Mexico's average per well is 2,600 barrels per day. The average
in the United States is less than five barrels. Admittedly we can not compete.
On the other hand Mexico and all the other countries combined can not furnish
the oil needed in the United States to-day, not to mention the future.

"6. Right now the decision must be made by Congress determining whether
or not the oil supply for this country shall come from the United States or foreign
countries. It is not only the question of ruining all of the independent oil in-
terests, but closing forever most of the producing wells of the United States.
The producing formations in Mexico are of a totally different type than those of
the United States. The Mexican production is yielded from salt-water pressure
and a very loose sand so that the oil is produced in huge volume at a very rapid
rate followed by sudden cessation of production. Should Mexican production,
therefore, suddenly cease after having caused the abandonment of a large number
of American wells, this country would be left without an adequate supply of oil.

"7. Unrestricted imports, resulting in decreasing domestic production, will
tend to deliver control of the oil situation to the small but powerful group of
producers of foreign oil. With the independent American producer eliminated,
a foreign oil monopoly would assert itself, and, uncontrolled and uncontrollable
by Congress, would exact tribute from American consumers far in excess of any
possible increase of price that might result from the imposition of an import
duty levied now and before American wells are abandoned.

"8. The independent producer is now an important factor in domestic produc-
tion. In 1919 he produced 80 per cent of the oil coming from wells in the United
States according to figures compiled by the Federal Trade Commission. Official
figures for 1920 are not available but it is reasonable to presume that he maintained
his position during that year. He is now, however, being forced by low prices
and foreign competition'to sell his better properties to larger, better financed
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concerns and to abandon his older or less productive properties. A tariff is
vitally necessary to the continued existence of the independent American oil
producer and refiner and tile healthy competition created by them in normal
times.

"9. Known domestic deposits of crude oil which have been tapped can only be
obtained for use through continuous operation. The fugacious character of oil
and tile certainty of destructive water encroaclimen- in abandoned or inoperative
wells demonstrate this fact. Should imports so demoralize the market as to cause
abandonment and consequent loss as above indicated what would this country do
in case of war? It would be unfortunate to place this country in time of war at
the mercy of foreign oil operators or foreign fields for a petroleum supply for its
Army and Navy.

"10. The United States is the greatest producer, refiner, and consumer of oil.
At present with conditions normal, production and consumption would be fairly
well balanced. The oil is of high grade, yielding about the right proportions
of gasoline, kerosene, fuel oil, and other refined products to supply the respective
demands for each of said products. Mexican oil is of low grade, yielding little
gasoline and huge quantitie-3 of other products. Its importation disturbs and
disrupts an otherwise well nigh perfect equilibrium. It creates an oversupply of
some of the lesser important refilled products but does not cheapen the price of
gasoline to the American consumer. By adding to the overstock of other products
it tends to make gasoline (the active commodity) carry more and more of the cost
of refining while the accumulations of gas, oil, fuel oil, etc., absorb and freeze up
capital which might otherwise alleviate the present strained financial condition.

" 11. Products made from any imported oil are not distinguished from American
oil products of that kind and do not sell at a lower price because of being made
from imported oil. Foreign oil products sell on values established by American
oils and not on any factor governing their own production or cost. Because of
low initial cost and the integration of companies producing and refining it, foreign
oil receives preference by refineries, causing a storing of American oil and a
consequent backing up of domestic crude, stagnation of markets and deterioration
in storage.

"12. Tile cheap labor, rapid rate of production resulting in low cost per barrel,
and nominal transportation costs enable producers of Mexican crude to offer their
oil at principal American markets at less than American operators can produce
oil and pay a living wage to American workman. The production of petroleum
as a factor in the total employment of labor is important in New York, Penn-
sylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Colorado, Montana, Idaho,
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Arkansas, and is a principal factor in Kansas, Okla-
homa, Texas, Louisiana, California, and Wyoming. When we add to this list the
States in which refineries are located we find that thirty, or a majority of the States
of the Union are interested in producing or refining both so that territorially as
well as numerically this country and its citizens are interested in having the do.
mestic oil business stabilized.

"13. A tariff on imports of petroleum is important from the aspect of the rev-
enue it will produce. When we consider that total imports of crude and refined
oil in 1920 exceeded 108,000,000 barrels and on the basis of the first three months
of 1921 will exceed 150,000,000 barrels this year, it becomes at once apparent that
enough revenue will be created to allow Congress to dispense with some of the
more obnoxious domestic or internal taxes now in force.

"14. Finally, with the United States occupying a position of preeminence in
the oil industry of the world, which commanding place has been made possible by
the activity and funds of the domestic producer and investor, it would seem unwise
and unecunomic,. if not ungrateful and inconsiderate, for the Government to
adopt a policy of encouragement of the development of foreign oil fields by a few
to tile distinet embarrassment, loss and possible annihilation of the indeliendent
domestic industry. Such would be the result of a policy of free trade and the
donation of the great American market to investors in foreign fields in a mistaken
attempt to attain control of foreign supplies at the expense of home production.
We claim American markets for American producers by right of creation and past
faithful, efficient service in peace and in war.
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"We are submitting herewith certain statistical facts and information in sup-
port of the propositions above stated.

"TARIFF COMMITTEE OF TiE MID-CONTINENT
OIL & GAs AssoCIATION,

"By HARRY 11. SMITH, Secretary."
The condition has not changed greatly since then. It is true that owing to

eetuliar conditions in Mexico they are not sending so much oil to the United States
jut Venezuela and Colunbia have a fast increasing production that promises to
be equally as disastrous to our domestic market if they are permitted to have free
access to our market.

It is our idea that the remedy is to control these imports by placing in our tariff
schedule a tariff on crude oil of at least $1 per barrel and an advalorem duty on
the refined products of at least 50 per cent, based on the value of the refined
products in the United States.

Imports of crude oil into the United States, by year, years 1910 to 1920, inclusive

From Mexico Fromothercountrles

__ Total, barrels

Barrels Per cent Barrels Per

1910 ....................................... (1) (') I71,000

19l ........................................ (. () 1----- :,561,00
1912 ....................................... () (2) ......... 6,911,000
1913 ....................................... (2) (1) 16 078, 000
1914 ..................................... (2) () ... ". ( 16,913,000
1915 ....................................... 17,47.000 96.36 661 000 3.64 " 18,139,000
1916 ............................ 20,125,000 06.77 672,000 3:23 20, 77.,000
1917 .............................. 30,048,000 99.74 79,000 .26 30,127,000
1918 .............................. 37,719,000 99.95 17,000k .051 37,736,000
1919 .............................. 52,662, 000 99.84 85,000 .10 52,747,000
1920 ....................................... 100,175,000 100.00 Negligible ......... 100, 175, 000

I Not shown separately.

Imports: 1921, 125,364; 1922, 127,308; 1923, 82,015; 1924, 77,775; 1925,
61,824; 1926, 60,382; 1927, 58, 383; 1928, 79,583.

Authority: Petroleum in 1922, etc., United States Geological Survey and Bureau
of Mines.

Most of this oil cones from Mexico and Venezuela and the aniount imported
now is not so great as in 1922 when it reached its peak. However, our own
p roductioi and consumption have increased in such ratio as to leave the balance
ctween a profit and serious loss represented by the import figures.

WHO WILL SUFFER BY TIlE TARIFF?

It has been argued that if a tariff is placed on oil that it will be passed on to the
consumer of gasoline amid lubricating oils and the "manl with a Ford car" Will pay
the bill. This statement is not consistent with the history of thle relation of
the price of crude to that of gasoline.

The following table correlates the prices for the years given:

1923 1924 1925 1928 1 1927 1928

Crude: Oklahoma.Kansasat wells .... pcr barrel.. $1.44 $1.5 $.6t18 $1.28 $1.20
Gasoline: Retail tank-wagon, t0 cities ..... per gallon.. .18 .17 . .19 .15 .16
Lubricants: Cylinder 600D in tin cans ..... per quart.. .22 .29 29 .26 .25 .24

Authority: Survey of Current Business. United States Department of Commerce.
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Prices of gasoline, fuel oil, and crude petroleum of various grades and at various
points for the months of February, 1926, and February, 1929

Percentage
February, of increaseI February,

192') (+) or de- 1 1929
crease (-)

Gasoline service stations, cents per gallon: I
Washington ................................................... 1 21.0 .- 5 20.0
New Orleans .................................................. 20. -4 19.5
San Francisco ................................................ 20.0 -5 19.0
Tulsa ......................................................... 19.0 ............ .. 19.0

Average ........................................... 20.0 -2.5 19.5

Fuel oil, dollars per barrel:
Oklahorna-Kansas 24-26

0 
.......

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
$1.25 -40 $0.68

North Texas 24-26 ........................................... 1.25 -46 .68
North Louisiana 18-200 ......................................... 1.18 -36 .75
Arkansas 16-20 ................................................ 1.10 -32 73
Gulf Coast ................................................ 1.70 -47 [ .
Chicago 22-260 .......................................... 1.23 -45 .68

Average ...................................................... 1.28 -15 .75
Crudepetroleumn dollars per barrel:

Oklahuma-Kansas 30-36.90 ................................... 2.04 -41.4 1.20
Gulf Coast, grade A ......................................... 1.50 -20 1.20
Illinois ......................................................... i 2.12 -32 1.45
Panhandle 34-36.91 .............................................. 1.50 -39 .92

Average ...................................................... . [ -33. 5 1.25
California, dollars per barrel:

Fuel oil, 15-20 ............................................. .0 -1 .5
Crude petroleum: Long Beach 300 .......................... . 1. 40 -14 1.25

Authority: Oil and Gas Journal.

It will 1)e seen by the above tables that the price of gasoline and lubricating
oils does not go down in proportion with the prices of ertide.

In the last few years new processes in extracting gasoline has increased tie
extractable percentage of gasoline content per barrel, which requires only about
59 per cent as much crude to get a gallon of gasoline as under the old methods.
Also gasoline is now being extracted from natural gas. We quote from The Oil
Industry To-day, prepared by the American Petroleum Institute, January, 1929,
as follows:

"The refining and natural gasoline branches of the industry have made great
scientific advances and refinery equipment and refining practice bear little resenti-
blance to the industry a decade ago. An outstanding developmentt is that of
'cracking.' By cracking fuel oil and gas oil derived from the crude oil in
straigljt refining, a now prolific source of gasoline supply has been added and
has thereby decreased the drain on the crude oil sources.

"In recent years new types of furnices, pipe, stills, intricate fractionating
equipment, many kinds of heat exchanges and other mechanical perfections
have entered into the refining of petroleumn. The industry has built up a new
large source of gasoline in cetlipping leases with natural gasoline plants in con-
nection with the saving and iltilization of natural gas and the application of
the gas-lift system in oil recovery. * * *

"Thus the industry established new reserves to be drawn upon as conditions
of demand warraijted.

"Through cracking and improved refinery practices the industry has conserved
hundreds of millions of barrels of crude oil for future use. For example, to have
niet the total demand for gasoline alone in 1927, with gasoline derived solely
from the tistlal process known as straight refining, 1,425,000,000 barrels of crude
oil would have been required. The demand was aettually met with about 850,-
000,OO barrels. The difference, or 575,000,000 barrels, or 40 per cent, of crtlde
oil, was conserved. Also, the industry built up a new large source of gasoline
in equipping leases with plants to extract natural gasoline from the natural gas
and in the application of the gas lift system in oil recovery."

You perhaps own a car and notice what you pay for gasoline. Have you no-
ticed the price of gasoline go down or any cltange'in the price of lubricating oil
when the price of crude goes down? No! But this is passed on to the producer
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of crude oil. In a speech by Wirt Franklin, president of this association, delivered
on June 11. 1929. at tile afternoon session of tile conference called by President
Iloover at Colorado Springs, lie said:

"The major companies have not suffered to any appreciable extent because of
the low price for crude oi, but on the other hand the executives of some of these
companies have stated in sone of their public statements sent to stockholders
said statements being published in the Wall Street Journal and other financial
papers, that their great, and unusual profits for the year 1928 bad been occasioed
bv the fact that they ihad been able to buy elical) crude oil in Oklahoma and Texas,
ahid at the same tine had marketed the refined products, with the exception of
fuel. at about the same price as before.

"I believe that American markets for crude oil should be kept for American
producers of crude oil. There is no argument against a tariff on crude oil that
can not ibe made against a tariff on anything else. For instance, why should we
not conserve iron? It is indispensable to national defense. Why not remove
the tariff on iron and steel products, allowing their free importation from England,
France, and Germany, and save our own iron ore safe in the mines for that future
tinie when it may be needed? If this were done the oil producers of the United
States could buy their casing, machinery, engines, and other oil-well supplies at a
mucli less price, and at the same time, iuouldn't this be a fine way to collect our
wvar debts from England, France, and Germany? They could soon pay Its the
$10,000,000,000 now owing by exporting to its all of our needs in steel products.
Why not in truth save all of our natural resources, the products of our mines,
lead and zinc and all the rest, and import from foreign countries our require-
ments thereof? This would be as reasonable a course to pursue as to save our
crude oil in the ground while we import front foreign countries to supply domestic
lnarkets."'

It is trite that a tariff will cause ani added price on fuel oil, but this commodity
is used by the manufacturing industry, all of whom depend on the tariff for the
protection of their own industry.

The fuel oil is displacing coal in many factories of the country and is therebymaterially affecting the co:l industry. In a speech before the House committee

on Tuesday, May 21, 1929, Ilon. W. If. Sproul, Governor of Kansas, said:

"IMPOlRTED CHEAP CRUDE PETROLEUM PUTS COAL MINES OUT OF BUSINESS

"The 79,583,000 barrels of imported crude petroleum produced more than
40,000,000 barrels of fuel oil. This fuel oil took the place of coal in the furnaces
of industries along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts. Four barrels of fuel oil pro-
duces tle same quantity of heat as 1 ton of coal. The 40,000,000 barrels of
file oil was therefore equal to 10,000,000 tons of coal. One coal miner uponl an
average probably could mine 3 tons of coal per day. The average number of
days per year that miners are employed in mining is 200. One miner in 200
days could produce (00 totis of coal. It would require, therefore, 16,606 miners
one year to produce 10,00),(100 tons of coal, which was displaced by the 40,000,000
barrels of cheap fuel oil imported in 1928 from Mexico and South American
Couitries. Upotn an average it would require twice as nnny men one year to
transport and deliver the 10,000,000 tons of coal to its ultimate )lace of con-
sitmlption. Thus we see the importation in 1928 of 40,000,000 barrels of fuel oil,
displacing and putting out of employment 50,000 American workmen for tho
period of 200 days, or one coal miner's year. This, of course, is only a portion
of the very harmful result of the importation and the placing upon the fuel
market without import duty so much cheap fuel."

There is no certainty that a substitute for gasoline will not be found. Mr. J.
Edgar Pew, formerly president of the American Petroleum Institute, said (as
quoted by Congressman Hastings in the Royalty News for June, 1929):

"The oil industry. in the opinion of many, has more to fear in the future from
competition either of by-products from substitutes or by the use of other sources
of power not yet developed than it has from the exhaustion of the oil supply."

A news item of recent (late told of a Detroit plane making a flight using an
engine adapted to the use of fuel oil with an expense for fuel of one-sixth of tle
cost of gasoline.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion we will add that there is no argument for a tariff on any com-
inodity now protected that does not apl)ply to crude petroleum.
This is a real conservation measure. When the producer has a great number of

small wells that are no longer on a paying basis because of the price of crude
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being below the cost of production, then there is nothing left for him to do hut
abandon his wells. When we shut down and abandon 250,000 wells, those wells
are lost to our country for all time and we muist, replace this oil with the cheap
foreign o-l amnd at the expense of our own laborers.

This petition is presented by the Independent Petroleum Association of
America, an organization whose membership at this tine comes from six of the
leading oil-prodtcing States of America. And we urgently ask hill and fair
consideration of our problem and that the Congress of the United States place
a tariff on crude petroleum and its refined products as herein requested.

Respectfully submitted.
THE INDEPENDENT PEI.TO, EUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,

By F. E. TUCKEr, Executive Secretary.

STATEMENT OF H. L. GANDY, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRESENT.
ING THE NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

(The witness was duly sworn by Senator Edge.)
Senator EDGE. I think you have been here all day, Mr. Gandy.
Mr. GANDY. Yes.
Senator EDGE: You have heard all this testimony. Now we want

you to give us anything you want to give us, but if you can introduce
anything that has not been covered it will be appreciated.

Mr. GANDY. I was trying to do that, Senator.
Senator EDGE. Go ahead.
Mr. GANDY. I am the executive secretary of the National Coal

Association, which is a nation-wide organization of bituminous coal.
mine operators. With the pernlission of the committee I will under-
take just to touch a few of the high points in my statement and let
the statement go in the record.

Senator EDGE. That is quite satisfactory.
Mr. GANDY. I take it that I do not need to take any time in

dwelling on the importance of the bituminous coal mining industry
of this country. It is one of the major industries. It has 600,000
employees. An investment running into the billions of dollars. And
it comes into this picture, if I may use this expression, because of the
fuel oil situation.

The bituminous coal industry has been going through a depression
that you are familiar with, caused by many factors, one of which is
this fuel oil proposition. Fuel oil in 1928 in this country amounted
to something more than 454,000,000 barrels, which, if coal had been
used, would have accounted for something in excess of 113,500,000
tons of coal.

Senator KING. Do you mean out of the 900,000,000 barrels pro-
duced, 400,000,000 plus?

Mr. GANDY. Plus the imports.
Senator KING. Yes, 400,000,000 plus were used for fuel purposes?
Mr. GANDY. Were used for fuel purposes. Now the foreign oil

that is coming into this country is a very low grade. That has been
touched on heretofore. Production of this foreign oil and the importa-
tion is increasing. The Venezuelan production to-day is running in
excess of 6,000,000 barrels a month.

Senator EDGE. YOU say it is increasing. We have the figures. I
do not want you to repeat them. But it has not increased materially,
has it?

Mr. GANDY. Well, it was approximately 80,000,000 barrels last
year, and it will go way beyond that this year.

Senator EDGE. You are anticipating an increase in the future?

I I
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Mr. GANDY. Yes; based on the months thus far this year.
Senator EDGE. I see. It is not on the annual amount received

previous to last year?
Nl. GANDY. Well, last year it was greater than the year previous.
Senator EDGE. Somewhat, yes.
Mr. GANDY. Now, this Venezuelan production, strange to say, is

coming from a small tract of about 750 acres thus far, with a proven
field of wide area in extent there.

To show you how this has affected the coal industry, the price of
fuel oil in this country was $1.46 a barrel in 1925. It was $1.14 in
1927. It was 91.3 cents in 1928. There have been some contracts
made in the seventies, and I am told of one railroad receiving its oil
at a Gulf port at 60 cents.

Senator EDGE. Well, the present price, my understanding is, is
$1.05. Is it not?

Mr. GANDY. $1.05 is the bunker price in New York City.
The bituminous coal industry accepted as philosophically as it

could this domestic fuel oil competition, but it viewed with very great
apprehension and concern the fuel oil that is imported, produced in
lands beyond the sea.

Now, taking the bunker oil situation, there has been something
said here about that.

In May of this year, as quoted in the marine journals and Govern-
ment reports, the price of bunker oil at North African ports was $2.52;
at British ports, $2.34; in the Argentine, $2.07; in Cuba, $1.60; the
Canal Zone; $1.25, in New York, $1.05; approximately one-half of
the imported petroleum coining into the port of Greater New York
at the low price. So that as against the European price of oil for
bunker purposes in New York it would have to be raised from $1.05
lip to $2.34 before there would be any parity there. So you will see
that all boats are not on a parity when they bunker at any given place.
The quoted price in New York is $1.05 a barrel, but the actual coin-
petitive price you will find upon investigation is many times lower
than that, and" deliveries are being made on board ship, I am told, as
low as 85 cents a barrel.

In this period of great stress for the industry that it is my privilege
to speak for, we have the feeling that we were entirely within our
rights in appealing for a measure of protection against the importation
of cheap foreign oil. It not only deprives the working man of his
day's work, the railroads of the transportation of the fuel, but goes all
up and down the line of our long chain of business and industry.

Senator EDGE. Mr. Gandy, you perhaps have heard me ask this
sam e question of several witnesses, and it is particularly appropriate
in your case, as you represent the coal industry. I should like to have
vour view as to'how it would work, as to whether to any great extent
it would really help the coal industry, as has been pointed out by pre-
vious witnesses. A largo percentage of the 90,000,000 barrels, or
whatever it may be, of imported oil, is being used either by factories
on the coast or by the merchant marine on the Pacific and the Atlantic.
I think that is clearly admitted, is it not, or at least that is my under-
standing of what has been said by other witnesses. It is also well
known that to bring your coal-or let me read you a sentence or two.
This is the testimony of Mr. White before our committee:

The bunker price of coal to-day in Boston and Providence is $5 a ton. It
costs 40 cents a ton for delivery to the consumer. Oil is bought on the basis of
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$1.05 a barrel to $1.10. We figure, and I think accurately, that four barrels of
oil will do the work of a ton of coal. That means $4.20 as against $5 to begin
with.

Without going into other figures, what is your answer to that
statement so far as the practical benefit to the coal industry is con.
cerned?

Mr. GANDY. I take no exception to his figures. Even on those
figures a raise in price of fuel oil of approximately 25 cents at barrel
Would put the two very nearly on a parity.

Senator EDF. You must also consi(ler and I (to not want to take
your time, that it requires a tremendous expense for changing equip.
inent in order to come back to the use of coal.

Mr. GANDY. Yes; I realize that, and some will do it and some will
not. It. is an economic proposition. We are faced not only with
the present marketing facilities, but we are hearing of transportation
by pipe line of this foreign oil back from the coast in order to serve
industries back in the interior.

Senator EDGE. Do you mean to sey that you would not expect the
coastwise business to be benefited?

Mr. GANDY. We are now threatened with pipe line delivery back
in the interior, in Pennsylvania and in your State, Senator Edge.

Senator EDGe. Oh, you are threatened with pipe line delivery of
imported oil?

Mr. GANDY. Yes, sir.
Senator EDG, E. Ver'y well. Go on and tell your story.
Mr. GANY)y. That is my story, gentlemen of the subcommittee.
Senator E Doi. )o you wish to lile a brief?
Mr. GAXDY. Yes, sir; I have done so.
Senator EDGE. Thank you.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

BaEr . o 1 HAIIIY L. GANDY, WASINGTON, D. C., REPRESENTING NATION.,
COAL ASSOCIATION

T represent the National Coal Association, the nation-wide organization of
bituminous coal Iiahe operators. I appear before you to l)reseut the reasons why
the bituminous coal industry believes that it is justified in asking that the tariff
bill now under consideration include among its provisions an'a(lequate duty
upon iml)orted petroleum and gas and fuel oil.

Both on account of its magnitu(le and because of the (liflicult times through
which it has been passing, the bituminous mining industry is deserving of your
most careful consideration. The investment in bituminous mine operation is
approximately $3,000,000,000. Nearly 600,000 wage earners are engaged in
the industry, as well as some 35,000 salaried men about the mines and in the
offices of the companies. More than 3,000,000 people are directly dependent
upon the industry for their daily living, and operators' expenditures for supplies
anol materials in connection with mine operation, and the personal expenditures
of 635,000 people for needed articles of consumption are a substantial factor in
the total demand for goods and services.

Moreover other industries-and especially transportation-are greatly affected
by conditions in the bituminous in(lustr,. Bituminous coal constiitutes the
largest single item of traffic of the railroads of the country, and traffic of a highly
profitable nature. The earnings of that tralic are disseminated through the
pay rolls and other expenditures of the railroads and serve as a stimulus to many
other lines of productive operation.

Finally, the importance of the industry is not adequately indicated even by
its magnitude. There is no possible substitute for bituminous coal as the indus.
trial fuel of the Nation, and more households use it for heating purposes than use
any other form of domestic fuel. Surely, I need not apologize for inviting your
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sympathetic consideration of conditions which impair the prosperity of so large
and important an industry.

During the decade that, has elapsed since the close of the World War, the
bituminous mining industry has had to contend with a number of adverse con-
ditions, for the existence of which it was itself in no way responsible. In patriotic
response to the war need of coal, the industry rapidly increased its productive
capacity to a point far in excess of what was needed to meet peace-time demands.
After the close of the war the elimination of such excess capacity began, but,
because of the permanent character of coal mine investments, it has necessarily
been a slow and costly process.

New conditions were continually arising to make the process more difficult.
On tile one hand improved mining methods, mechanization and electrification of
coal mine operations have been adding to the capacity of the better mines, while
at the other extreme high cost operations were being eliminated. Moreover,
the market for bituminous coal, while prehaps not actually declining, has failed
to advance iII proportion to the growth of industry and transportation. On the
one hand improved methods of preparation and comnbustion have brought about
great economies in tile use of coal until in many lines not much more than half
the coal consumption is required for the lerforlance of a given amount of work
that was required 10 years ago. On tile other hand rival sources of power have
encroached upon what was in pre-war times the nearly exclusive market for bitu-
minous coal. Of these substitutes for coal the most important have been hydro-
generated electricity and fuel oil. Facing this condition of excess war capacity,
increased efficiency of mining and the falling off in the rate of expansion of the
consumption of bituminous coal, the industry has had to make profound read-
justments. Under the circumstances, the progress that it has made toward
stabilization is noteworthy.

The competition of fuel oil to which I have just referred has been one of the
most serious factors in the bituminous coal situation. This competition has
been growing more intense with the increase in time quantity of fuel oil seeking a
market. The average annual production of fuel and gas oil in the United States
in the three years 1919, 1920, and 1921 was 207,560,000 barrels, while tile average
for the three years 1926, 1927, and 1928 was 394,672,000 barrels. If we convert
oil into bituminous coal with the usual rate of equivalence of four barrels of oil
to the ton of coal, we find that during tie earlier period oil was displacing approxi-
mately 52,000,000 net tons of coal per year, while during the latter period it was
displacing 98,608,000 net tons of coal. In the year 1928, 454,000,000 barrels of
oil were consumed as fuel, displacing 113,500,000 tons of coal.

This competition of oil with coal has varied in intensity in different fields of
consumption. For use as bunker fuel the substitution of oil for coal has been
carried far, as is shown by the fact that at tIhe present time nearly three-fourths
of the tonnage passing through the Panama Canal consists of oil-burning vessels.
The next most effective competition is in tile field of heating of offices, apart-
ments and residences, where the alleged convenience, comfort, and regularity of
operation of oil heating have overcome a difference in cost favorable to tile use
of bituminous coal. In both of these fields coal is making every possible effort
to hold on to its market, in the former through the use of pulverized fuel and in
th latter through the introduction of mechanical smokers.

Ordinarily, where coal is abundant and the delivered price heiap, oil makes
little headwav, and on tihe other hand in sections of the country adjacent to the
highly productive oil fields of the West and South, the inroads of oil are much
more marked. In the industrially developed East it has been along the Atlantic
seaboard that bituminous coal has met with the most determined competition of
oil as industrial fuel. Tihe center of this competition is found in those seaboard
towns to which petroleum can be easily transported by water.

In spite of the rapid increase in the available supply of fuel and gas oil and
the resulting intensity of competition between that fuel and bituminous coal,
the bituminous industry succeeded until recently in adapting itself to such com-
petition and arriving it a fair degree of stabilization. It is now face to face
with a new source of competition, and it may be frankly stated that it has not
yet become sufficiently stabilized to be able to face tihe new situation with
equanimity.

The source of the new competition is the large and growing importation of
petroleum and fuel oil from the countries around the Caribbean Sea. Even as
recently as 1924 imports from these countries, Colombia, Venezuela and the
Dutch West Indies, amounted to little more than a million barrels. In 1926 they
amounted to about 16,000,000 barrels; in 1927 they had increased to 29,500,000
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barrels, and in 1928 to the enormous total of 58,809,000 barrels. It is against
this flood of oil, produced under conditions with which neither the oil nor the
coal industries of this country, with American standards of living to maintain,
can hope to compete, that the bituminous industry desires protection.

Morcoever, there seems to be no limit to the future increase in imports from
these countries. According to information published in the Oil and Gas Journal
an authoritative petroleum trade publication, there are enormous untouched
reserves awaiting development. According to that authority, the Lagunillas
field of Venezuela, which is ndw producing about 50 per cent of the output of the
country has been proven productive for a distance of 8 miles with a. indetermi.
nate width of several miles. The present large output from that field, aggregatin
6,000,000 barrels a month, comes from a grilled area of only 750 acres. It Is
difficult to conceive the possibilities of production from a field of that extent and
richness.

Production of petroleum in Venezuela has steadily increased in quantity until
it is now running at a rate around 150,000,000 barrels a year. Each month
shows an advance over the month before. The production in May, 1928, was
8,784,123 barrels. In May. 1929, the amount had increased to 12,038,164.
Similar conditions exist in Colombia. The only limit upon the quantity of oil
to come out of that general territory seems to be set by the available transporta.
tion facilities.

This new Caribbean oil is a particularly harinful competitor of bituminous
coal because of its physical constitution. *It is what is known ns a low gra(e
oil. It yields a Colnpiratively slight percentage of refined products through the
ordinary processes of distillation. It is estimated that only approximately ten
per cent of the crude petroleum is taken off as gasoline by the topping process;
the remaining 90 per cent enters directly into the market as fuel oil in competi.
tion with bituminous coal.

''his sudden influx of large quantities of a low grade oil has had the effect on
the price of fuel oil that one would naturally expect. This price has fallen rap.
idly y'ear by year since tile Caribbean oil began to come ill. In 1925 the average
refinery price of fuel oil, as reported by tile Department of Commerce, was
$1.46. In 1927 it had declined to $1.14, in 1928 to 913/io cents, while during tile
last half of 1928 the average was only 847/0 ceitS.

On the basis of the equivalence of 1 ton of coal to 4 barrels of oil, these fuel-
oil prices correspond to coal at a delivered price of 85.84 a ton in 1926, $t.56 in
1927 and $3.65 in 1928. Thus, the bituminous industry, which had learned by
painful experience to meet the competition of fuel oil selling as it did, for a long
period, at around $1.50 a barrel, suddenly finds itself face to face with intensi-
fied competition with that fuel selling to-day at $0.85 a barrel.

But this average price for fuel oil reported in market statistics, just, because
it is an average of many grades of oil in niany localities, fails to reveal the re.
markably low figures at which fuel oil from Venezuela and the West Indies is
being delivered to consumers at or near Atlantic and Gulf ports. Trade papers

.carry reports of contracts for Venezuela fuel oil entered into by industrial estab-
lishients at a price as low as 78 cents a barrel, and one railroad is reported to
have contracted for a full year's requirements at the astoundingly low figure of
60 cents a barrel delivered. If this price is converted into ass equivalent coal
price, the result is a price of $2.41) a delivered tois of coal.

A coal price in these seaboard cities sealed down to meet such prices for oil as
those quoted above would yield little if anything in excess of the freight charge
on the coal from the mine to the point of consumption. The freight charge on
bituminous coal from the Birmingham district of Alabama to the nearest Gulf
ports is $1.80 a net ton; the lowest rate from Central Pennsylvania to any New
York harbor terminal, that at South Amboy, is $2.44 a net ton; while the lowest
rate from any bituminous coal field to any Atlantic port is $2 a net ton. These
transportation charges are equivalent to the delivered cost of fuel oil quoted
above, or approximate it so closely as to leave an entirely inadequate return for
the operators shipping the coal.

'The situation may be summed up as follows: The bituminous mining industry,
with an investment of billions of dollars, and employing hundreds of thousands
of men, is rapidly losing some of its important estal;lished markets through the
importation of vast quantities of low-grade oil produced under conditions which
would be intolerable to American workers. The industry has in the past accepted
the competition of domestic oil philosophically. It has no patience with the
prospect of losing more of its markets to oil competition when the benefits are
to be enjoyed by producing concerns located in countries with intolerably low
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standards of living. A moderate duty on imported petroleum and fuel oil will
preserve those markets for American industry, and it is for such protection that
we are appealing to-day.

If the imposition of a duty on this Venezuelan petroleum would have the effect
of substantially adding to the cost of gasoline to the American people, that cir-
cumstance would need to be given considerable weight. However, as has al-
ready been pointed out, the recovery of gasoline from Venezuelan oil is extremely
slight, constituting on the average less than 10 per cent of the crude petroleumn
from which it is extracted. A duty which would have the effect of substantially
checking the influx of this low-grade oil, with a great benefit to the bituminous
aming industry in its competition with fuel oil, would have a negligible effect
upon time price of gasoline. Roughly speaking, only one-tenth of the duty im-
posed upon crude petroleum would fall upon the gasoline contained in it, and
under the conditions under which gasoline is marketed in this country to-day, it
would require a v'cry high duty on crude oil to have any effect upon the retail
price of gasoline.

Moreover, even in the case of crude oil the result would be largely confined
to the Atlantic seaboard. Even there the effect would be not to raise prices
above the normal level but to restore prices to the level prevailing before the
beginning of this influx of this petroleumn produced under un-American conditions.
We are not asking for a duty as a means of raising prices, but solely as a means
of maintaining prices and thereby p)reserving natural bituminous coal markets
for the bituminous industry.

It has been argued that a (duty on imported petroleum such as we are asking
for would impose additional costs'upon American shipping, which costs they would
find it impossible to meet in competition with the shipping of other countries.
Before that statement is accepted at its face value it is well to give due comsilera-
tion to two circumstances. The first of these is that the price of fuel oil which
we are hoping to see established through the imposition of the duty asked for by
us is not ,m abnormally or unprecedentedly high price but is only'the l)rice pre-
vailing before the influx of Caribbean oil. While these prices were prevailing
Anmerican shipping seemed to be able to stand ump in competition with the shipping
of other countries.

The second fact to be considered is this: The price of bunker oil today is lower
in New York than it is in any of the ports of the countries with whose shipping
we have to compete. The following figures are typical: In May. 1929, the price
of bunker oil per barrel was $2.52 in North Africm ports, $2.34 in B3ritish ports,
$2.07 in Argentine, $1.60 in Cuba, $1.25 in the Canal Zone anti $1.05 in New York
City. Tile cost of )unker oil in New York is so much lower than it is in otherports that vessels of foreigh register naturally make a l)ractiee, when practicable,
of filling their inkers in New York rather'even than in their own home lorts.
The price of oil in New York harbor would have to lie raised $1.29 a barrel before
it would he as profltable for an English vessel to bunker at a British port as at
New York.

Foreign and domestic shipping alike is buying its oil in American ports whenever
it cal (10 so. English vessels (10 )lot buy'oil at, $2.34 per barrel in England to
compete with American vessels buying (oil at $1.05 a barrel in New York City,
but both vessel,; alike buy their oil so far as possible at that port on their route
where such oil cal be bought most advantageously. Tile elaborate argument,
based on the claim that any increase in the price of oil in New York caused by
the imposition of a duty on imported oil, would constitute a proportionate handi-
cap in the competition of American with foreign shipping, is without any justifica-
tion in fact.

It is probably true that the imposition of a duty upon imported fuel oil would
increase somewhat the cost of such oil in the donlestic market above its present
almormiallv low level. If that fact constitutes a conclusive argument against a
duty on oil it, is difficult to see any justification for duties on any class of imports.
It is the purpose of such duties'to prevent prices from falling below the point
where the American producer can pay to his workmen a wage which Nill enable
them to maintain their standard of living and do their part as consumers of the
products of industry. To maintain that no duty should be levied which would
result in higher prices, regardless of conditions under which imported commod-
ities are produced, and regardless of the effect of such imports upon American
standards of living, is to nullify the entire principle of protection.

Tie position of the bituminous mining industry on this matter may be briefly
sunmned ll) as follows: ihe industry has been going through a period of stress
and strain for reasons for which it was not itself responsible. The war, time loss
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of market through improved methods of combustion, in creased mining capacity
brought about )y inine niechanizxation, the competition of rival sources of pOwCr,
especially hvdrogenerated electricity and fuel oil. have one after another brought
upon the in dustry serious problems of readjustment. After going through such
a strenuous experience the industry is in no condition to cope with additional
difliculties.
The present rapidly expanding importation of low-grade oil from the Caribbean

Sea is subjecting it to such additional difficulties. Its legitimate interests can
be protected by a moderate duty on imported petroleum. -Sch a duty would
have its maxinium effect upon the price of fuel oil at and near the Atlantic sea.
board, but would have a negligible effect upon the price of gasoline to automobile
users and would in no way handicap American shipping in competition with
ships of foreign countries.

Tfhe bituminous mining industry on account of its size, its large capital invest-
ment, and the large number of people directly and indirectly depending upon it,
is entitled to every possible consideration. A duty on imported petroleum that
would preserve normal bituminous markets for the bituminous industry as
against the influx of foreign oil would be in all respects in accordance with the
economic principles underlying the whole policy of protection.

In order that the committee mty have readily available a record of the rapid
increase in the importation of oil from the Caribbean countries, I am filing
herewith a table, showing imports of crude petroleum for each of the years
1924-1928, inclusive, distributed by the country of origin of the imports. The
briefest examination of this table w ill reveal the phenomenal increase in imports
from the Dutch West Indies, Colombia, and Venezuela during the past three
years.

Imports of crude petroleum into the United States, by sources, 1924-1928, in barrels
of 42 gallons

Imported from- 1924 1925 1920 1927 1928

Aden .................................................. 8............ .1........... 63, 816 ............

British India .......................................... ........................ 13,330........
Canada .................................... 169 3,610 5,260 10,51 ..........
Cuba ...................................... 7
Chile ...................................... ." ....': ..--;-.:-- -" ' . .....-.... .
Colombia .................................. 68 - -.. 3,620,7210 962,"000-1],33.023
Dutch West Indies ........................ 1,185,823 3,273,719 j 7,087,747 10130,2481 21,9S9,387Ecuador .................................. ........... ............ 143,827 1 ........... .....Ectador--------------------- . .,---- -----------. 14,.27-

IJirsh Free State.. ...................- ............ - 68,,711 ...... ...........
Ja. .aa----... . . . . . ..................... . 115, 000 1 .......
Mealco ........................... .73,978,58 55,08,032 40,398,454 26,019,048 17,581,211
Other British West Indies ................. -------------- 75,280 72 .
Peru ....................................... 2429,729 1,824,843 , 3,043,560 1,886,474 1,224,123
Paraguay ................... . . .--........... 73.000 ........
Trinidad and Tobago------- ----- - 180,7811 254,433 404 184 451, 467 .............
Uruguay .................................. ... 218,216 146,58.5.
Venezuela ............................................ 1,418,630 5,197,300 . 11,423,575 21.987,31919 , . .... .... , . 1 W 3
All other countries ......................... 45 1 65 .. 14 03

Total .................... 77,775,173 61,824,242 160,382,330 59, 332,632 70,766,672
Total importations from Dutch West In.I

dies, Colombia, and Venezuela .........j 1,185,891 j 4,692,349 15,905,767 29,521,823 58,809,731

BRIEF OF GEORGE W. LEWIS, REPRESENTING THE UNITED MINE
WORKERS OF AMERICA

Mr. HOWARD. 1\1r. Chairman, Mr. Lewis is the legislative agent of
the United Mine Workers of America. You understand that through
some mistinderstanding we only had notice of this hearing Saturday.
I telegraphed Mr. Lewis and have here a telegram which is sent to
me:

Acknowledging your wire, regret circumstances will prevent me being in attend-
ance at hearings Wednesday and Thursday. I suggest, however, in lieu of my
attendance, you have read into record copy of letter from president of United
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Mine Workers of America to all Members of the Senate. This letter constitutes
a fair statement of the position of the United Mine Workers of America and very
effectively portrays the attitude of the organization.

I might say that tiis telegram is signed by George IV. Lewis,
legislative agent of the United Mine Workers of America. I also
ask leave to file with the clerk of your subcommittee the brief fur-
nished by Mr. Lewis as representing the United Mine Workers of
America.

Senator EDGE (presiding). The brief will be included in the record.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., June 9.-John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine
Workers of America, has sent the following letter to all members of the United
States Senate:

"As president of the United Mine Workers of America, and speaking for that
organization, I earnestly urge upon the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States Congress the vital necessity of a tariff on the import of
foreign-produced petroleum oil imported into the United States. As I request
that in the preparation of a tariff law, a task with which Congress is now engaged,
you provide for such tariff on oil. This action will be in the best interests of
the general public of the United States, because it will aid very greatly in afford-
ing employment for many thousands of now Idle men in the coal-producing in-
dustry, thus enabling these men to earn a living for themselves and their families."

The free importation of cheap oil from foreign countries into the United States
has had a depressing effect upon American produced coal, and we see no good
reason why this great, vital, fundamental American industry should be thus
penalized in favor of foreign industry and foreign labor. There is no question
but that consumption of many millions of tons of coal have been displaced by
the use of oil produced in the United States. This, of itself, has done vast in-
jury to the coal industry. To permit the continued free entry of many more
millions of barrels of foreign oil simply means still further shrinkage in the con-
sumption of American coal and the wrecking of this great American industry.
Just how this thing works will he made clear when I point out that the 431,067,000
barrels of fuel oil used in the United States in 1927 displaced 110,000,000 tons of
coal, or approximately 20 per cent of the normal output of American coal mines.
Even this displacement was so disastrous as to close t vast number of mines and
to throw many thousands of mine workers out of em)loylnent. And, now, if this
Government permits the continued free entry of foreign l)roiIed oil, it will
mean the closing down of more mines and the unemployment of more thousands
of men.

When hundreds of thousands-.ve, millions- of men are out of work, as is the
case at present, there must necessarily follow a slump in business and commerce
of the country. These men, with no opportunity to earn a living, have no
money to spend. They can not buy the products of mills, factories and shops.
They can not trade with local merchants and business men. Consequently, the
entire business and industrial structure of our country suffers from business de-
pression. Especially is this true in those countless communities, once pros-
perous, but now practically bankrupt, where coal mines either are wholly idle or
operating but a few hours a week and where the earnings of coal-mine workers
have shrunk almost entirely, if not altogether, to the vanishing point. Coal is
produced in 30 States, and these conditions exist in each and every one of these
30 States. We contend that the Congress should not take any step that would
further aggravate this intolerable condition, and this is what would happen if
foreign oil were given continued entry free of tarilf duty into the United States.

We contend, further, that it is the duty of Congress to protect the interests of
American labor rather than that of foreign labor. Americans are not employed
to any appreciable extent in the production of oil in foreign countries. Wages
paid for labor performed in the production of oil in those foreign countries goes
to inhabitants of those countries. They receive American money for producing
oil that would be shipped duty-free into the United States and throw thousands
more American workingmen out of employment. There would be no justice in
such a plan from the standpoint of the best interests of the American public.
On the other hand, an adequate tariff on foreign oil, whether it comes from
Mexico, South America or anywhere else, would strengthen the demand for
American oil and American coal for fuel purposes in this country, and it would
mean employment, earning power, food, clothing, shelter, education, and progress
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for countless thousands of good, loyal American citizens. It would mean a
revival of the coal industry, now so near to the industrial graveyard. It would
mean improvement in industry, trade, commerce, and transportation. It would
mean more business for the merchants and business men of the 30 coal producing
States. I may state it clearly as to our position that these considerations far
outweigh any benefit that could possibly accrue to the people of the United
States by permitting foreign oil to enter this country duty-free.

Our understanding of the matter is that tariff duties are levied for two pur.
poses, viz; to raise revenue for the Government and to protect American industry
and American labor from the destructive competition of pauper-wages paid to
labor in many foreign countries. I do not hesitate to say that Congress can find
no other American industry that needs this kind of protection to-day more than
does the fuel industry.

Therefore, in the name of the United Mine Workers of America, and in behalf
of American labor, I again earnestly urge that Congress levy an adequate tariff
duty on the import of foreign oil into the United States.

STATEMENT OF CARROLL H. WEGEMANN, NEW YORK CITY,
REPRESANTING AMERICAN COMPANIES PRODUCING OIL
ABROAD

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom.
mittee.)

Mr. VEGEMANN. In considering a duty on crude oil and its refined
products imported into the United States, it seems to me that one
of the most important Oioints to be considered at first is the position
of the United States with reference to its reserves. The Federal
Oil Conservation Board has stated that we have 18 per cent of the
world's reserves of crude oil; also that we are producing 68 per cent
of the world's production.

Our whole modern civilization, of course, is built on cheap power,
which has been furnished by our crude-oil supplies. We have been,
and are, the greatest producers of crude oil in the world.

We also probably have the highest industrial civilization in the
world to-day, and that industrial civilization has been made possible
by the cheap power furnished by crude petroleum.

With that picture in mind, I would like to briefly outline the
results of this tariff. Of course, the obvious first result is an increase
in the price of fuel oil, and all refined products of oil to the con-
swner.

An increase in the price of crude oil will, of course, cause an inten-
sive development of our own fields. We are at the present time
importing into this country about 91,000,000 barrels of crude oil from
foreign fields. This import will have to be made up from our own
fields. Any increase in the price of crude oil will inaugurate an
intensive wildcatting campaign, and our own reserves will be depleted
so much the sooner.

We have'had overproduction in the oil industry for a number of
years. It may be of interest to you to know the reasons for that
overproduction. To begin with, we have greatly increased our
ability to drill wells. We can drill wells now in half the time they
could have been drilled a few years ago.

Senator REED. Why?
Mr. WEGEMANN. Because of the improvements in drilling ma-

chinery; improvements in drilling methods and drilling machinery.
We have more tools to meet emergencies.

Senator SMOOT. And experience, too.
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Mr. WEGEMANN. We have larger rigs, heavier casing, and accu-
mulated experience, as Senator Smoot points out, of the years. We
can drill the wells faster and we can drill them deeper. We can
tap stands now that were beyond the reach of the drill a few years
ago, and we can do it economically.

Geologists and scientists have developed new methods for finding
oil. A few years ago that depended entirely on the indications on
the surface of the ground. We had to find rock outcrop before we
could tell where there was oil. Now we have the seismograph,
which depends for its action upon the detection of certain vibration
that pass through the rock strata. We have the magnetometer,
which depends on the magnetic attraction of certain minerals which
different beds contain. We have the torsion balance, which depends
on the difference in the specific gravity of various rocks beneath the
surface.

These are all intricate instruments, but they have been satisfactory,
and to-day we are finding, through the use of these instruments, a
great many new fields. This is particularly true in the Salt Dome
country along the Gulf coast.

So that the present overproduction of oil is due to our ability to
find and exploit the fields. It is as foolish to say that because we
are producing a great quantity of oil we have unlimited resources, as
it was to say that because we were killing buffalo by the hundreds of
thousands, we had an unlimited supply. In the old (lays our ances-
tors said the buffalo could not be exterminated, but they disappeared
in three years.

It is true that our pools and our sands are limited in number.
Every pool that we tap and exhaust in a few months is just one less
reserve. It has taken countless ages of time for this oil to accumulate.
Unlike the metals, when oil is used, it is gone forever. We mine
iron, and we use it, and we still have the iron, but when we extract
oil and consume it it is gone. It is impossible for that oil to be re-
accumulated in the rocks, under great ages of time.

The statement has been made by one of the gentlemen who is a
proponent of a tariff on oil that we'have reserves which will last this
country for an indefinite period. That statement is also linked with
the observation that in his opinion this country will produce more oil,
or as much oil, in the future as it has done in the past. That, at least,
gives us a basis for argument. Suppose this country does produce,
in the future, as much oil as it has produced in the past. We have
produced, according to the Bureau of Mines, since 1859, in the last
70 years, 11%I billion barrels of oil.

I had one of our statisticians take the production, consumption,
and the exports for the last five years, and extend that curve. He
informed me that in the next 10 years we would need 13 billion
barrels, or 1 % billion barrels more 'than this country has produced
since the beginning of the oil industry.

One gentleman said that we had oil enough to last this country
500 years. That statement has been made. I doubt very much if
he stopped to figure what his statement involved. It has been
stated by numerous authorities that in our oil shales we had an
unlimited supply; that in our vast lignite deposits of the West we
had an unlimited supply; that in the oil remaining in the sands of the
exhausted pools, we had a great supply.

,U
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True, but we have not a supply which can be produced economically
and can place gasoline on the market at anywhere near its present
price. It is the price of this fuel which is going to determine the
quantity which is used and the variety of uses in which it is employed.

It is obviously impossible to mine oil shale, or coal to distill it, and
then to take the distilled product and refine it, and have a product
which will cost anywhere near the price at which we can produce oil
as it comes from the well, at 5,000 or 10,000 barrels a day.

Senator REED. We have heard a great deal about the distillatidn of
oil from shale.

Mr. WEGEMANN. Yes.
Senator REED. Has anyone experimented enough with it to deter-

mine at what price it could be produced?
Mr. WEGEMANN. Experiments have been made. Of course, the

oil-shale industry in Scotland is very old. There, however, they were
able to use the by-products,. which were fertilizers, and use them
nearby in agriculture, and to carry a part of the expense of mining
by those by-products. Of course, our principal oil-shale reserves lie
in Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah, in a country which is at a great
distance from our principal agricultural centers.

There have been some experiments made in oil shale in our own
country, but up to the present time it can be definitely stated that
oil shale can not in any way compete with petroleum as it comes
from the well.

Senator REED. You still have not answered my question. How
high would gasoline have to get in order to make an oil-shale industry
possible commercially?

Mr. WEGEMANN. That estimate would be more or less of a guess
on my part. I think I can say three times its present price.

Senator SMOOT. No; not three times the present price. I think in
Colorado they can produce it for from 20 to 25 cents a gallon; I
mean, extract the gasoline from the shale. My information is that
if gasoline was between 20 and 25 cents, they could produce it from
shale. Of course, that is prohibitive now.

Mr. WEGEMANN. Of course, we should consider this also, that in
the enormous quantities in which this is used it would take a vast
army of workmen to produce enough for the use of this country.

Senator SMOOT. I think we have shale enough to last for a great
many years. We have mountains of it.

Mr. WEGEMANN. We have. We have vast reserves of oil shale,
but the point which I am making is that for our own future we must
maintain a sufficient oil reserve to compete with foreign oil.

Senator REED. Doctor, you have said the importations last year
were 91,000,000 barrels.

Mr. WEGEMANN. Yes.
Senator REED. From what countries of origin did that come?
Mr. WEGEMANN. Principally from Mexico and South America-

Venezuela.
Senator REED. What distribution would you make among the

countries? That is, did 30,000,000 barrels, come from Venezuela,
for example? Do you remember the distribution?

Mr. WEGEMANN. I do not remember offhand the distribution of
last year.

Senator SMOOT. A great percentage came from Mexico.



Mr. WEGEMANN. The Mexican production is declining at the
present time. Venezuela is rapidly increasing. Of course, the dis-
tribution would vary from month to month last year, because of the
geat increase in Venezuelan production and the decrease in Mexico.

Senator REED. Is there anything else?
Mr. WEGEMANN. I would lke to call attention to one or two of the

fallacies which have been presented in briefs on this subject.
One gentleman mentioned that in this country there were 250,000

wells which were producing less than a barrel a day. He stated that
at the present price of crude oil these wells could not be pumped, or
were pumped only at a loss; that if the pre.emt price of crude oil
were not raised, these wells would have to be abandoned and the wells
lost. Understand, these wells are producing less than a barrel a day.

Senator REED. Which wells are those?
Mr. WEGEMANN. These are the small wells in the country, which

are mentioned in one of the briefs favoring a tariff on oil, the argument
being made that unless the price of crude oil is raised, 250,000 wells
must be abandoned and lost to the country.

I wish to call attention to the fact that these wells are principally
in Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, and Indiana, where the prices of
oil run from $2.45 to $4 a barrel; that these wells are on small farms;
that they are pumped at a very small cost; and that closing any of the
wells for a considerable period does not injure them. In fact, many of
these wells are pumped only once a month. Wells do not go to water
when they are shut in. They are not injured, and I feel that the
statements which were made in support of what purported to be a
conservation measure can not be substantiated by the facts.

I should like to mention also that the foreign oil which is being
imported into this country is produced by American companies. The
statement has been made by the United Mine Workers of America
that they are competing in coal mining with foreign oil produced by
cheap foreign labor.

Our foreign oil in Mexico and South America is produced by Amer-
ican compaines and it is produced by American drillers. A driller in
Venezuela costs his company $20 a day, as against $12 in this country.
The tool dressers, gaugers, and all the other American empolyces of the
fields get proportionately more than they do in this country. Cheap
foreign labor, or peon labor, is used only in combatting the jungle,
in clearing roads, in combatting the difficulties that are met in the
Tropics, which are not present in this country, and, where present,
as in some of the Southern States, are met by Mexican and negro
labor.

The statement that this foreign oil is produced by cheap foreign labor
is without foundation in fact. The statement that the foreign oil
is produced from very shallow wells, which can be drilled cheaply, is
without foundation in fact. The wells in Venezuela are between 2,000
and 3,000 feet in depth, and they cost $50,000 to drill.

We have, in our American companies which are producing foreign
oil, the greatest relief in the future, when our oil supplies are giving
out. The encouragement of these companies, which are working in
foreign fields, and which, in the future, will supply the needs of the
United States, should be had.

Senator REED. With what company are you connected?
63310---29--VOL 10, SCHED 1-29
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Mr. 'WXEGEMANN. I am with the Pan-American Petroleum & Trans.
port Co.

Senator BARKLEY. Do you occupy any position with the Amei.
can Petroleum Institute?

Mr. WEGEMANN. I do not, I was for 10 years a member of the
Geological Survey. I have been an expert on mineral fields for 22
years.

Senator S1MOOT. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Wegemann submitted the following brief:)

To the Members of the Finance Committee of the United States Senate:
GENTLEMEN: There has been presented for your' consideration a proposed

amendment to the tariff bill which would impose a duty of $I per barrel on crude
and fuel oil and 50 per cent ad valorem on refined products imported into the
United States. In the following brief notes I shall endeavor to outline the
probable effects of such a tariff on the conservation of our greatest national
resource.

In 1928, according to the Department of Commerce, the United States pro.
duced 900,000,000 barrels of petroleum and imported 91,000,000 barrels. Our
consumption was 816,000,000 barrels, including 51,000,000 barrels furnished
ships in our harbors, and our exports 150,000,000 barrels.

In considering our production it should be borne in mind that many of our
fields, particularly in Texas and California, are capable of producing at a much
more rapid rate than at present. The immediate result of the exclusion of
foreign oil from this country would be the opening up of these fields, which con.
stitute part of our crude oil reserve.

The avowed intention in imposing a tariff on oil is to raise the price of petro.
leum and its refined products in this country. From this increase in price, which
would be felt by people in every walk of life, our domestic producers may reap a
transitory benefit, but at the expense of the future oil supplies of the Nation and
to their own ultimate detriment. By de.-easing our reserves they will shorten
the lives of the companies they control.

As to our foreign exports, the large marketing companies in America have
been for some time engaged in building up an important foreign trade in petro.
leum products, and they will undoubtedly continue to meet the requirements of
their foreign markets by drawing more heavily on our domestic supply.

As to the effect of the proposed tariff on the price of coal: Consumers were
burning oil in preference to coal two years ago, when fuel oil cost $1.65 per barrel,
against its present price of $1.05. It is doubtful, therefore, if the temporary
increase In price which might result from the exclusion of foreign oil would
materially help the coal miners, who are largely responsible for the dilemma in
which they now find themselves. Uncertainty of an adequate coal supply In
the past, due to dissension in the coal industry, has been an important factor in
the increasing use of fule oil as a substitute for coal in domestic heating and In
manufactures, and this in spite of the fact that oil fuel cost more per heat unit
than coal.

Much has been said regarding the effects on labor conditions in this country
of the Importation of foreign oil. Here let it be considered that the more impor-
tant oil companies are refiners and marketers, as well as producers of crude oil,
and that their major profits are derived from refining and marketing rather than
from production. Men are employed in this country and dividends paid to
American stockholders on the handling of imported oils, as well as on the hand.
ling of ollu produced from American fields.

Ninety per cent of the oil imported into the United States is produced by
American companies employing white American labor and American-made
material. It is shipped in American tankers, employing American officers and
crews. The allegation that imported oil is produced by cheap foreign labor is
without foundation in fact. It required skilled labor to produce oil and Ameri.
cans are admittedly the only skilled oil men in the world. An American driller
in Venezuela costs his company In wages, board, transportation, and hospitaza-
tion, $20 a day, as against $12 in this country. Costs of tool dressers, gaugers,
mechanics, and other field workers are proportionately higher.

Peon labor Is employed principally in clearing jungle, building roads, and meet.
ing the many adverse conditions of life and work in the Tropics, which are not
usually found in the United States, and, where found, are met by negro and
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Mexican labor. The books of one American company show that since 1925 it and
its subsidiaries paid a total of $39,998,706.60 for American material and its trans-
port by American companies in one foreign field alone.

The above statements are made to make clear a subject concerning which there
is evident misapprehension. After all, the nationality or pay of coal miners in
this country, as against oil-field workers in Mexico or Venezuela, or the present
price of a ton of coal or a barrel of crude, are unimportant matters as compared
to the future of the Nation, which is absolutely dependent on our oil supply. It
has been truly said that petroleum won the World War. In Report No. 3 of the
Federal Oil Conservation Board to the President of the United States, America's
situation is concisely described as follows:

AMERICA'S RELATIVE SITUATION

"The United States is preeminently the chief producer of oil in the world.
During 1928, Texas and Oklahoma each produced more petroleum than the three
leading foreign countries-Venezuela, Russia, and Mexico-combined. The.
total production of the 20 oil-producing States was about 68 per cent of the world's
crude oil production, while our domestic consumption, exclusive of the addition to,
storage, was approximately 64 per cent of the world total. Contrasted with
these large percentages for a single country are the figures for all the other countries,
whose demand for petroleum products must now tend to increase possibly even
more rapidly titan our own demand. Roughly the United States is producing and
consuming twice as much petroleum as the rest of the world. Our distribution
of oil to other countries, chiefly in the form of refinery products, is a large and
notable item in world trade.

"Neither the high rate of domestic consumption nor the excess of exports over
imports would be disquieting if the petroleum resources of the United States bore
anything like the same ratio to the world's resources as the production ratio of 68
per cent. According to the present opinion of our best geologists, our total
resources, instead of being 68 per cent of those of the world, are not more than 18
per cent. If our petroleum reserves are not to be drawn upon at a faster rate
than those of all other countries, our resources should be several times larger.

"The obvious inference is that the United States is exhausting its petroleum
reserves at a dangerous rate. If the international comparison is made, this country
Is depleting its supply several times faster than the rest of the world. How real
is the danger expressed in this fact and what remedy can be devised are ques-
tions confronting the American people as they plan for the future. At least,
the effort should be made to propose measures that will minimize and delay the
undesirable future outcome of this. excessive drain upon a limited though ad.
mittedly large reserve. In this planning for the future the principal units of the
oil industry itself, with their large refinery capacity and distribution systems, both
domestic and foreign, have a stake second only to that of the Nation, and may
well be counted on to join forces in the common interest. The depletion rate of
our own resources can be brought more into accord with that of foreign resources
only in one way-by importing a greater quantity of crude petroleum. The
present imports of Mexican and South American crude oil come largely from
American operators and, while not obtained from United States oil sands, they are
the product of American engineering and enterprise. Cooperation in the develop.
nent of foreign oil fields, through technical assistance and the further investment
of American capital, would seem to be a logical conservation measure."

The statement just quoted has been made only after exhaustive study and
contrasts strongly with many statements current among us as to our "unlimited
supplies of crude oil." The present overproduction has blinded the eyes, not
only of the public at large, but of the oil men themselves, to the consequences of
our spendthrift methods in handling our petroleum reserves. The cause of this
temporary overproduction is briefly this:

Practically all of the oil structure which can be located by surface geology
have already been outlined. There are, of course, many structures which give
no surface indication of their presence, and these it is Impossible to locate by the
usual methods of field geology. In the past few years, however, there have
been developed geophysical methods of prospecting which depend for their
operation on the differences in gravity of various rock beds below the surface,
the rate at which vibrations travel through these beds or the magnetic attraction
exerted by minerals which they contain. By these methods it is now possible
to locate oil structures in areas which five years ago would have been prospected
only by random drilling. During the last few years also the keen competition
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for leases in areas known to be oil bearing has driven prospectors to take greater
chances than usual in absolutely virgin territory. The result has been the open.
ing of several major fields.

It is this intensive campaign of wild-cat drilling, aided by modern scientific
methods, which is enabling us now to discover and exploit new fields so rapidly
that for the moment the supply seems inexhaustible. But there is a limit. It
has taken vast periods of time for nature to form the oil pools which we exhaust
in a few months; and once used, the oil, unlike the metals, is gone forever. We
may, by deeper drilling, open new sands in the sedimentary series, but these are
limited in number. Below the sediments everywhere lie the ancient igneous
rocks which do not carry oil. We may, by improved methods of exploration,
find more pools in the areas underlaid by oil-bearing beds, but such areas are
limited in extent as compared to the great area of our country. Every pool
which is exhausted means one less in our reserve. Our fathers thought the
buffalo of the plains could never be destroyed, but they disappeared in three
years. Many of us remember the vast white-pine forests of Michigan, Wiscon.
sin, and Minnesota. They are gone.

It has been predicted here that our stores of petroleum in the ground in the
States now producing will furnish sufficient oil to meet all requirements for an
indefinite period to come, and this prediction is linked with the statement that
the United States will produce more oil in the future than in the past. If this
happy prophecy prove correct, we have at least a basis for estimate. From
1859 to April 30. 1929, this country produced, according to the Bureau of Mines,
11,530,039,000 barrels of oil. In 1928 we consumed, exclusive of our exports
but including oil furnished to ships in our harbors, 816,000,000 barrels. There
is no reason to assume that our exporters will abandon the foreign markets which
they are actively building up, and our exports should, therefore, be taken into
account. Using the curve of consumption for the past five years, and extending
this curve, our statisticians eimate that this country will consume in domestic
consumption and export trade 13,000,000,000 barrels in the next 10 years-an
amount 1,500,000,000 greater than the total oil produced in the United States in
the 70 years since 1859. If, therefore, the most optimistic estimate which has
been made before you is correct, we will be at the mercy of our foreign comnpeti.
tors in 10 years. Oil is the most essential factor in our industrial life which has
made us preeminent among the nations of the world; and when to supply this
factor; without which we must cease to be a world power, we are compelled to
look to foreign nations already jealous of our position, let us beware.

The British view of our situation may be inferred from the following quotation
from an article entitled, "Britain's Hold on the World's Oil," by E. Mackay
Edgar, published in Sperling's Journal, September, 1919:

AMERICA SHUT OUT

"What, therefore, it comes to is that, with the exception of Mexico, and, to
a lesser extent, Central America, the outer world is securely barricaded against
an American Invasion in force. There may be small isolated sallies, but there
can never be a massed attack. The British position is impregnable. All the
known oil fields, all the likely or probable oil fields, outside of the United States
itself, are in British hands or under British management or control or financed
by British capital. We shall have to wait a few years yet before the full advan-
tages of the situation begin to be reaped. But that the harvest will eventually
be a great one there can be no manner of doubt. To the tune of many million
pounds a year America before very long will have to purchase from British
companies, and to pay for in dollar currency, a progressively increasing proportion
of the oil she can not do without and is no longer able to furnish from her own
stores. If the fall of the pound on the New York money market has not been
stayed long before then, the British control of the greater part of the world's
oil will not only suffice to arrest it, but will go a long way toward reestablishing
the old exchange equilibrium. We are dealing, remember, with very big figures.
I estimate that if their present curve of consumption, especially of high-grade
products, is maintained, the Americans in 10 years' time will be'importing 500,-
000,000 barrels of oil a year. At $2 a barrel that means an annual payment of
$1,000,000,000 per annum, most, if not all, of which will find its way into British
pockets. I invite the pessimists to put that into their pipes and smoke it."

The same thought is more tactfully expressed in a recent interview with
Santiago Conzalez Cordero, subohief of the petroleum section of the Mexican
Department of Industry, Commerce, and Labor and published in the Oil Weekly
of June 14 of this year.
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"The United States reminds me of the prodigal son, of whom we read in the

Bible. Your country has inherited vast riches in petroleum and other natural
resources, which are now being squandered in a most wasteful way. When your
inheritance has been spent, you will have to return to Mexico; and then-

"And then what, Seflor?
"Then you will have to look to Latin America for your crude supply."
In September, 1926, the Federal Oil Conservation Board, composed of Secre-

taries Work of the Interior, Davis of War, Wilbur of the Navy, and Herbert
Hoover of Commerce, reported to the President,, in part, as follows:

"While the production of oil upon our own territory in obviously of first
importance, yet in failure of adequate supplies the imports of oil are of vast
amount. The present imports from Latin-American fields amount to about
62,000,000 barrels annually of crude oil, against which we export about 84,000,000
barrels of products. The fields of Mexico and South America are of large yield
and much promising geologic oil structure is as yet undrilled. That our com-
panies should vigorously acquire and explore such fields is of first importance,
not only as a source of future supply, but supply under control of our own citizens.
Our experience with the exploitation of our consumers by foreign-controlled
sources of rubber, nitrate, potash, and other raw materials should be sufficient
warning as to what we may expect if we should become dependent upon foreign
nations for our oil supplies. Moreover, an increased number of oil sources tends
to stabilize price and minimize the effect of fluctuating production." I

The entire structure of our economic civilization is built upon the use of ma-
chinery in the production of the necessities of life and in their transportation.
Petroleumn has become not only the lubricant but the motive power of this
machinery, which must cease to operate when the cost of petroleum. becomes
exeessive. Nor is there known to-day any substitute which can compete on an
economic basis with petrolemn as it comes from the well. Automobiles, acro-
planies, the gas-driven machinery of the farm and factory, the oil burning ships
of our Navy and our commerce, are such commonplace natters that it is difficult
for us to visualize a return to the coal age of a generation ago. It would be a
catastrophe indeed if after having built up the most marvelous civilization the
world has ever known we should be forced to give it over to our wiser neighbors
who have not squandered their resources while we ourselves sink back dependent
upon them for our greatest source of power.

I therefore appear before you in opposition to a tariff on oil, and to urge upon
you the necessity of admitting all foreign oil duty free as a conservation measure
which is of vast importance to the future of the United States.

Respectfully submitted.
CAIROLL H. WEGEMANN

(For 10 years specialist on mineral fuels,
United States Geological Survey).

CITY OF WVASIHINGTON,
District of Columbia, ss:

On this 9th (lay of July, 1929, appeared before me Carroll I. Wegemann, per-
sonally known to me, anl being duly sworn lie deposes that lie wrote and signed
the foregoing statement; that said statement is true as to matters stated upon hIis
own knowledge and as to matters stated upon his information and belief lie
believes them to be true.

[SEAL.] FANK DE XuNzIo.
Notary Public.

SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF OF CARROLL WEGEMANN, NEw YORK CITY, REPRESENT-
INO AMERICAN COMPANIES PRODUCING ABROAD

Carroll Wegemann, being duly sworn deposeth and states that lie has read the
transcript of the hearing before the special subcommittee on paragraph 1730-
Petroleum Committee on Finance, United States Senate, held on Thursday,
July 18. That among a number of inaccurate statements made by witnesses

I This statement is readily brought up to date by changing the second sentence to read:
"The present imports from Latin American fields amount to about 79,000 barrels annually of crude oil,

against which we export about 126 000,000 barrels of products."
In 1926 exports were 35 per cent In excess of crude imports. To-day they exceed imports of crude oil by

69 per cent in point of barrelage.
In value our 1928 imports of crude oil cost us $90,413,284. Our exports brought us $525,53,787-a favorable
.tsie balance of $135,123,503.
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then appearing, he notes two misleading statements which are of sufficient Int.
portance to be corrected in the record, which statements are as follows:

(1) In the evidence of Hon. E. B. Howard, he states:
"We think that right here it might be of interest to the committee and the

public to know just who and how few interests there are engaged in importing
oil into this country. For your information on this subject we quote from a
brief prepared by the Mid-Continent Royalty Owners Association of America, for
submission to Congress, as follows:

Shipments of Venezuelan crude petroleum by companies for the year 1928 (partly
estimated)

Shipnents
Company (barrels)

Venezuelan Oil Concessions (Ltd.) (subsidiary of Royal Dutch-Shell
group) -------------------------------------------------- 34, 364, 000

Lago Petroleun, Corporation (subsidiary of Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana) ------------------------------------------------ 26, 800,000

Falcon Oil Corporation ----------------------------------- 657,000
Gulf Oil Corporation and Creole Petroleum Corporation (subsidiary

of Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey) ------------------------- 12, 553,000
Gulf Oil Corporation ----------------------------------- 4, 096,000
Gulf Oil Corporation and Venezuelan Petroleum Corporation (sub-

sidiary of Sinclair Consolidated Oil Co.) --------------------- 7, 800,000
Caribbean Petroleum Co. (subsidiary of Royal Dutch-Shell group) 12, 233,000
British Controlled Oil Fields (Ltd.) --------------------------- 1, 686,000
General Asphalt Corporation -------------------------------- 415, 000

Total ----------------------------------------------- 100, 604, 000
"A study of this table, which was compiled from official files, discloses that only

nine companies, every one of them subsidiaries of the Standard Oil Co. and its
associates, except two, are the only American companies benefited by a con.
dition that has brought depression and financial ruin to thousands of American
independent producers, royalty owners and wage-earners of the oil industry. We
especially call your attention to the fact that the exceptions referred to are
foreign owned corporations-The Royal Dutch Shell Corp., owned largely by
the English Government, and the British Controlled Oil Fields (Ltd.); and also
to the fact that of the 100,604,000 barrels estimated to have been imported into
this country from Venezuela during 1928, 48,283,000 barrels of It were imported
by these two foreign-owned and controlled companies.

With these facts before us is it surprising that we are asking an American
Congress for protection?"
The above statement is inaccurate. One of the companies mentioned can be

characterized as a partly-owned subsidiary of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.
The Creole is a partly-owned subsidiary of the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey.
Not one of thle remaining companies is a subsidiary of the "Standard Oil Co."
The V. 0. C. and the Caribbean Petroleum Co. are, in fact, subsidiaries of the
Shell group.

The figures are not, as the declaranit would have it inferred, figures of imports
into the United States front Venezuela, but are an estimate of the total export
from Venezuela to the whole world during 1928, a large proportion of which,
notably of the production of the Dutch Shell subsidiaries, went to Europe. The
statement "of the 100,604,000 barrels estimated to have been imported into this
country from Venezuela during 1928, 48,283,000 barrels of it were imported by
these two foreign-owned and controlled companies" is therefore evidently based
on a misapprehension of the declarant, Mr. Howard, and untrue. The misleading
nature of this statement can be checked by reference to the official figures of the
Department of Commerce which show a total importation into the United
States from Venezuela and its deep-sea shipping station in Dutch West Indies
during 1928, of only 49,596,27.4 barrels of oils of all grades.
* The fact is that of the total amount of oil imported into the United States
during 1928 a small fraction over 10 per cent was produced by companies other
than American corporations financed by American capital and operating with
American workmen, tools and equipment.

(2) The btatement-
"This imported product has not had a tendency to, and has not, in fact, reduced

the price of gasoline to the American consumer * * * In this table we have
used prices of crude oil produced closest to point of consumptin of gasoline. We
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Invite your study of it and believe it will convince that the price of gasoline is
influenced very little by the price of crude oil, but results almost entirely from
trade manipulations. The table referred to follows:

Tank.
Pi wagon Crude oil Crude oil, used fieldPoint [ price prices C

gasoline

New York City... ..................... 16 $0.95 Foreign.
Newark, N. J................................. :1 14 .95 Do.
Chicago, III ........................................ 14 1.26 Mid.Continent.
pittsburgh, Pa ..................................... 16 3.99 Pennsylvania.
Louisville, Ky ...................................... 15 1.50 Kentucky.
San Francisco ...................................... 16 1.11. California.
Dallas, Tei ......................................... 11 1.26 N. Texas.
New Orleans ........................... 10.5 1.26 Louisiana and Arkansas.
Denver, Col ................................ 15 $090-1.57 Rocky Mountain.
Salt Lake ........................................... 18.5 $ 90-1.57 Do.
Butte, Mont ...................................... 19.5 $0.90-1.57 Do.
Baltimore .......................................... 14 .95 Foreign.
Boston ............................................ I 16 , .95 Do.

It is not a correct statement that "prices of crude oil closest to point of con-
sumption of gasoline" have been used. The Mid-Continent and Pennsylvania
fields are nearer the Atlantic coast cities than is any foreign field. IV particular
reference to the column under "crude oil used," which caption would lead the
reader to believe that all the gasoline used in New York City, Newark, Baltimore,
and Boston was derived from foreign crude oil, it is pertinent to state that a very
small percentage of such gasoline was in fact derived from foreign crude oil.

In all the Eastern Seaboard cities 80,119,000 barrels of gasoline were used in
1928. The total import of gasoline for 1928 into the whole United States was
only 4,297,774 barrels. From the 58,766,000 barrels of imported crude oils
remaining after deducting the 21,000,000 barrels used in the manufacture of
asphalt (from which no commercial gasoline is produced as a general rule), no
more than 11,753,000 barrels of gasoline were extracted. Therefore, the total
contribution of gasoline from foreign crude to the whole United States did not
exceed 16,050,474 barrels, which is only 20 per cent of the total gasoline used in
the Atlantic seaboard cities and States in 1928.

This fact, derived from official United States Government figures, makes it
evident that the effect of gasoline imported or produced from imported oils was
to lower the price of gasoline in the eastern ports. Without this contribution to
their supply, out Atlantic cities would have been dependent entirely upon the
Pennsylvania, Mid-Continent and California fields, which last year furnished
at least 80 per cent of the gasoline there consumed, and on account of freight and
handling, would have paid for such gasoline a price considerably higher than the
price prevailing in the other cities mentioned in the declarant's list. In other
words, in the belief of the deponent, the availability to Atlantic seaboard cities
of foreign gasoline and gasoline from foreign crude oils to the extent of 20 per cent
of their gasoline needs did, in fact, lower the price they would otherwise have
paid, and keep the price of their gasoline on a parity with that of our central
cities.

CAIROLL II. WEGEMANN.
Sworn to before me this 22d day of July, 1929. WILLIA.M 3. WILLMOTTr,

Notary Public, Nassau County.

STATEMENT OF J. B. KLUMPP, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING
THE AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. KLUMPP. I have a brief, but I want to state our case, repre-

senting in this case not the farmer, but 53,000,000 people who are
not farmers.

We represent the American Gas Association, which is the inanu-
factured-gas industry. We have 650 companies in our organization,
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and manufacture out of oil 61 per cent of all the manufactured gas
in the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. You appeared before the House committee; did
you not?

Mr. KLUMPP. I appeared before the House committee in 1921; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Whatever you say, say outside of that. We have

that before us.
Senator BARKLEY. He said he appeared before the House com-

mittee in 1921.
Mr. KLUMPP. I did not appear before the present House com.

mittee. We had no appearance at all.
Senator KING. You appear here in opposition to a tariff on oil?

* Mr. KLUMPP. We are opposed to a duty on oil, because the tariff
proposed will add to the cost of oil and to the cost of gas 12 cents a
thousand cubic feet for all gas made outside of the Pacific coast, and
20 cents a thousand to the gas made on the Pacific coast from the
California oils. They use 7 gallons of oil per thousand, and the rest
of the United States uses 3 gallons of oil per thousand. An advance
or 2% cents on the crude oil makes an advance of about 4,1 cents on
gas oil. We have no substitute.

Everything else is in the sworn brief which I will file.
(Mr. Klumpp submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE GAS OIL COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION OPPOSE.
ING THE IMPOSITION OF AN IMPORT DUTY ON PETROLEUM

This association is acting on behalf of about 650 of the largest gas companies
manufacturing about 90 per cent of the gas made in the United States. The
basis for this opposition is the fact that petroleum, or its products, is used in the
production of about 61 per cent of all the city gas manufactured in the United
States, and it is our earnest request that no action be taken favoring the imposition
of an import duty on petroleum. Any duty would tend to restrict the quantity
of gas oil that will be available and necessary for the production of the 273,000,.
000,000 cubic feet of gas that must be manufactured yearly from this oil.

QUANTITY OF GAS 011, USED

The quantity of gas oil used in gas manufacture amounts to about 24,000,000
barrels a year, which has been the average amount used for the past six or
seven years. The reason this quantity has not increased yearly is due to the
large installations of coal gas and by-product coke oven gas plants.

•The quantity of gas oil required by the gas companies on the Atlantic seaboard
Is about 60 per cent of the total of al gas companies' requirements, in the Missis.
sippi Valley about 20 per cent anl on the Pacific coast about 20 per cent. There-
fore, it will readily be seen that a duty on oil aimed to protect production and
supply in the Mid-Continent Field will impose a severe burden, particularly
upon all the gas oil sold to those gas companies located on the Atlantic seaboard
or closely adjacent thereto, where practically the entire amount of gas oil is
delivered by water from fields other than the Mid-Continent.

AFFECT OF DUTY ON COST OF GAS

Any duty imposed upon crude oil or gas oil will be reflected in the selling price
of crude oil and its various products, so that a duty of, say, 42 cents a barrel or
I cent a gallon on crude oil, will tend to increase the price of gas oil 1 ' cents per

-gallon (see Chart 9) and would result in an increase in the price of manufactured
gas of about 5 cents per thousand cubic feet to 54,000,000 people in the United
States. In the same proportion, an increase of $1 a barrel would increase the cost
of gas about 12 cents per thousand cubic feet, and there would be no way to escape
this increased cost, as no substitute for gas oil or petroleum products has yet been
found.
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GAS OIL DIFFERS FROM FUEL OIL

Authoritative statistics showing the quantity of oil refinery products produced
and delivered, combine gas oil and fuel oil under one heading, so for this reason itis impossible accurately to determine the amount of gas oil available, since the
largest proportion of fuel oil is not gas oil. Fuel oil includes heavy residuals re-
inaining after the distillation of the crude oil, "cracked" oils from which the in-
creased gasoline production is now being obtained, and heavy crude oils that are
not fit for gasoline production or gas manufacturing purposes.

SHORTAGE OF GAS OIL CAUSED BY GASOLINE DEMANDS

When the process of crude oil refining consisted of simple distillation, that
portion of distillate obtained between kerosene and lubricating oil was sold as gas
oil. However, with the introduction of the cracking process in refining, the gas
oil portion is still further reduced to gasoline and a heavy residue useless for gas-
making purposes remains.

The subjection of gas oil or fuel oil to the cracking process is analogous in results
to the subjection of gas oil to the gas-mak "g process, in that heavy and ungasi-
fiable rcsiduums are left; gasoline being the desired product in the former instance,
and gas the desired product in the latter instance.

As the demand for gasoline increases, a stringency in gas oil for gas-making pur-
poses must be expected, since it is the same constituent which makes oil valuablefor either gasoline or gas-making purposes. Even to-day, some of the largest
producers of gas oil have refused to bid on gas oil contracts for the gas companies,
due to the fact that their gas oil is needed for gasoline production. Hence, anyrestriction on the production or supply of crude or gas oils will be reflected in the
cost of manufacturing gas for the gas consumer.

The general use of automobiles has increased by leaps and bounds and their use
will necessitate the increased production of gasoline, and in order to produce this
gasoline, the oil companies will have to adopt the most modern methods of oil
cracking. Thus will the remaining gas oils be called upon to further the gasoline
production and a gas oil shortage may be anticipated by the gas companies.

COAL GAS INSTALLATIONS EXPENSIVE

In the gas industry, the only substitute for carburetted water gas is coal gas
produced in coke oven plants or retort plants. The least expensive type of coal
gas plant requires an investment about twice that for a carburettei water gas plant
of corresponding capacity, and considerable more investment is necessary for coke
oven plants; so that to replace all water gas plants would necessitate an enormous
duplicate investment and would require many years to complete. Coal-gas plants
must be operated continuously and therefore are used as base load plants. Peak
loads and unusual demands must be carried by the carburetted water gas plants.Coal gas plants, however, are being rapidly installed in certain localities and
coke oven plants are also being installed where the situation is large enough toprovide a coke market and a large gas demand, but the increase in total capacity
hardly meets more than the increasing demand for gas. Therefore, unless the gas
manufactured in the present carburetted water gas plants contains considerably
less oil per thousand cubic feet, no diminution in the total demand for gas oil by the
gas companies can be expected.

One very important controlling factor which affects the installation of coal
gas plants, is the disposal of large quantities of excess coke produced which must
be marketed at reasonable rates to make these installations commercially possible.
A great increase in the installation of this type of gas-producing plant would createa large overproduction of coke and by-products which it would be impossible to
market at rates sufficient to make the cost of gas thus produced reasonable or
feasible.

THE GAS INDUSTRY A PERMANENT INDUSTRY

The gas industry is a permanent industry. It has thousands of millions of
dollars invested in supplying practically every city home in the United States witha fuel necessary for domestic use. Ga; service provides fuel and heat delivered in
a way that relieves human effort as no other fuel service can, and every exertion
must be made to continue this gas service to the American householder'at a price
that must be reasonable and within reach.

I
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A good supply of gas oil is necessary to manufacture a sufficient quantity of
gas to maintain this service. The oil supply in this country should be conserved
and notu sed upinsuch quantities as to-day's production indicates. All restrictions
to the in)ortation of foreign petroleum should be opposed and, wherever possible,
these foreign crude oils should be produced to add their quota to supply the great
demands of the world. The United States should not be called upon to so intent
sively draw on its remaining and fast depleting oil resources.

GAS OIL REQUIREMENTS TO CONTINUE

It is evident from the foregoing that the manufacture of carburetted water
gas will necessarily be continued for a long time. Therefore, the gas industry must
look for a continuance of a large supply of good gas-making oil, as nothing can
take its place. To get this supply, every effort should be made to guarantee its
production or importation.

IMPORTATIONS NECESSARY TO MAKE UP DEFICIT

These charts show the importations that have been necessary during the last
10 years to keep up the deficiency between the production in this country and
the demand for oil products. Any restrictions placed upon oil imports render con.
tinued operation by a large percentage of manufactured gas companies throughout
the country more difficult, especially those on the Atlantic seaboard. This hinders
the gas companies in the proper performance of their duty to the community and
places an undue and unnecessary financial burden upon the gas consumers in the

nited States.
The following charts explain graphically the facts set forth in this brief. The

material for these data and charts was secured from the following sources: The
United States Geological Survey; the United States Bureau of Mines; the United
States Bureau of Census; American Petroleum Institute.

COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN GAS AssOCIATION,
D. D. BARNUM, Boston,
R. B. BROWN, Chicago,
J. B. KLUMPP, Philadelphia, Chairman.

COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA,
State of Pennsylvania, ss:

J. B. Klumpp, being duly sworn, deposes and says that lie prepared the within
brief;

That the data pertaining to the gas industry and the oil used thereby were
obtained from the records of the American Gas Association; and

That the data pertaining to the oil production, imports, and exports In the
United States, were obtained from United States Government publications, as
indicated therein; and

That the facts set forth in the foregoing brief are true and correct to the best of
deponent's knowledge, information, and belief. J. B. KLUMPP.

Sworn to and subscribed before me, a notary public, this 8th day of July, A. D.
1929. HI:NRY GROSS, Notary Public.

Commission expires January 18, 1933.

CHART I.-WORLD S PRODUCTION OF CRUDE PETROLEUM

This chard shows the great proportion of the world's crude petroleum that the
oil wells of the United States have produced in the last 30 years.

The United States has been brought about by intensive development to meet
our needs for home consumption and for exportation of refined products. It
means that we are rapidly using up our resources, while all the other countries
are conserving theirs. An import duty would create additional demands on our
remaining resources and increase the spewed at which they are being depleted.
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[Millions of barrels]

World's
produc-
tin of

petroleum

1900............. 149
1901 ............. 167
1902 ............. 182
1903 ............. 195
190 -............. 218
1905 ............. 215
190..............2131907.............. 204
i19 .............. 25
1909 ............. 299
1910 ............. 328
1911 ............. 344
1912 ............. 352
1913 ............. 385
1914 ............. ; 408

Total
United
States

production

03
69
9

100
117
135
126
166
179
IS3
20j
220
223
248
266

Per cent
United
States

1915 ............
1916 ............
1917 ............
1918 ............
1919 ............
1920 ............
1921 ............
1922 ............
1923 ............
1924 ............
1925 ............
1926 ............
1927 ............
1928 ............

World's Total I P centproduc- United , i..-.
tion of ' Statei I U

petroleum production States

432
45S
503

556
6S9
766
859

1,016
1,014
1,069
1,097
1,261
1,323

2811 65
301 66
335 67
356 71
378 68
443 64

CHART 2---WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM

This chart shows the world's production of petroleum for the past three years.
It indicates the principal sources of supply other than the United States.

The countries supplying oil in smaller quantities than indicated on the chart
are given in the table below:

United States .............................
Venezuela .................................
Russia ....................................
Mexico ....................................
Persia .....................................
Rumania .................................
Netherlaud East Indies ...................
Colombia ............................
Peru .................................
All others .................................

Total ...............................

1926 1927 1928

Million '.fllion I Millionbarrels Per cent Per cent barrels Per cent

771 70.3 901 71.51 902 68.2
37 3.4 63 5.0 106 8.0
64 5.9 77 6.1 88 0.7
90 8.2 64 5. 1 50 3.8
36 3.3 40 3.1 42 3 2
23 2.1 29 2.1 31 2.3
21 1.9 26 2.1 28 12
6 .6 15 1.21 20 1.5

10 1.0 10 81 12 .9
37 3.3 39 30 44 3.2

1,095 j 00 j 1,261 100 1,323 100
1101,1 -10

CHART 3-DEFICIENCY IN DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL

This chart shows the deficiency in crude oil production in the United States
to meet its annual needs.

This deficiency has fluctuated widely during the past nine years, as shown
below, and has varied froln an excess of a fraction of 1 per cent in 1923 to a
deflciency of one-seventh of our entire production in 1926.

It shows, in spite of the enourmous production in the United States, that there
is not enough oil to meet our requirements, and that it is necessary to import
crude petroleum from other countries.

Any duty on the oil imported would tend to restrict importation and increase
domestic production to meet this deficiency, and with the restriction of imports,
a higher price for crude and gas oils would be created.

455
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[Millions of barrels]

United Consulp-
States pro- tion .'dr1 Deficiency
duction of exports, in crudeol
crude oil all oils

1921 ................................................................ 472 519 47
1922 ................................................................ ,557
1923 ................................................................ 732 121924 ................................................................ 714 7180 66
1925 ................................................................ 764 812 48
1926 ................................................................ 771 877 106
1927 ................. ............................ 901 9W4 3I928 ................................................................ 902 9 67

I Excess.

CHART 4-PETROLUEM IMPORTS

This chart shows the crude petroleum imported into the United States to meet
the deficiency in United States. The refined petroleum imports are also shown,
but these are a very small proportion of the total refinery output.

[Millions of barrels]

[ Crude
petroleum

191................. ................................ ...........3
1920 ...................................................................... 106
1921 ...................................................................... 126
19212 ...................................................................... 130
1923 ...................................................................... 82
1924 ............................................................ I 8
1925 ............................................................ 62
1920 ..............................................................1927 ................................................................
IMo.. ......................................................... o.. 80

Refin
oil

led Total

1 5_

3 109
4 121
6 138

18 181
17 95
16 78
21 81
13 71
12 92

CHART 5--PETROLEUM EXPORTS

This chart shows the petroleum products exported from the United States.
The large proportion of exports are refined products. The crude oil exports

are incidental and are to border countries.

MILLIONS OF BARRELS

Crude Roflned
Ibetro. olse Total
lenn . I..

101........................................................ If) 62
1920 ...................................................................... 9 69 78
j921 ...................................................................... 10 61 71

...................................................................... 11 i 2192 ...................................................................... 171 73
1924 ..................................................................... 18 US 116
1925 .................................................................... 13 99 112

1926 ...................................................................... 1.51 114 1.
1927 ...................................................................... 16 V121 15
1928 ...................................................................... 19 ji 1 150

CHART 6.-NUMBER OF PRODUCING OIL WELLS 14 UNITED STATES

This cltait shows the nulnmer of producing oil wells in the United States at
the end of each calendar year and the number of now wells brought in yearly.

The chart indicates thitt in spite of the thousands of new wells drilled each
year, there is but little gain in the total number of producing wells, as a correspoild-
Ing number of producing wells are being exhausted.
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As of December 81
.. .. .. . .. .. ... . . . .... . .. .. . ... .. .. ...... . . . .. ..

Total New Total New
produc- produc- produe- produc-
Ing wells lg wells lg wells lng wells

1920 ......................... 2.5%600 24,222 192.................... 300100 16 523
1921 .................... 24,00 14,350 11M .......................... 318,600 18,055
1922 ................... 338 1 ....................... i 317,621 14,571
1923 .......................... 290,100 10,279 1928 .......................... j317,100 12,492
1924 .......................... 29, 100 14,544

CiIAitT 7.-CRUDE OIL RUN TO EFINERY STILLS

This chart shows tile total crude oil run to refinery stills in the United States
and the volme of foreign crude oils included in these rtns for the last seven years.

This foreign oil was necessary to meet the deficiency in the crude oil production
run to the refineries to meet the demands for refined products.
Anv increase in the cost of crude oil, imported or domestic, will be reflected it)

tie cost of refined products.
Millions of barrels

United Foreign Total
States oil oil

1919 ................................................................... (a) (a) 362
190........................................................... 434
1921 .................................................................. (a) (a) 443
1922 ...... ............................................... )426 ( 501
1923 ...................................................................... 538 43 581
1924 ......................................................................, 59 69 644
1925 ................................................................. 699 41 740
1926 ..................................................................... 734 45 770
1927 ................................................................. 779 50 829
1928 .................................................................. 835 78 013

I Not available.

CHART 8.-THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TUE WHOLESALE PRICES OF GAS OIL AND
GASOLINE

This chart shows the difference between the wholesale prices of gas oil and
gasoline in Group 3 or the Mid-Continent refined oil market.

The cost of cracking gas oil Into gasoline is about 5 cents per gallon, which
Indicates the value of gas oil for this purpose.
The chart shows that the difference in price between gas oil and gasoline has

fluctuated around 5 cents per gallon for several years or ever since the advent of
cracking, and therefore that gasoline users are in direct competition with gas-oil
users.

Cents per gallon

1021 1922 1023 1924 1925 1026 1927 1028

January ............................. 9.25 IR32 9.07 7.00 4.75 0.20 4.05 3 3
February ........................... 12.41 11.10 10.64 7.871 8.45 6.35 4.18 3.6
March ............................... 13.90 11.34 10.86 7.66 8.00 6.00 3.07 3.8
April ................................. 11.4 1245 9. 65 7.76 9.12 5.80 3.64 4.2
Slay ....................... 10.45 14.40 8.61 7.21 8.10 7.23 3.70 4.8
June......................... 9.80 150 3 9.20 6., 8.94 7.42 4.00 5.3
July .................................. 10.30 14.68 7.02 5.8 9.66 6.94 4.22 6.0
August ............................... 10.35 11.77 5.38 5.07 7.52 6.73 3.89 7.3
September ........................... 12.03 11.19 4.10 4.57 5.00 6.40 3.48 7.3
October .............................. 11.80 9.63 4.15 4.10 K.72 5. 575 3.38 7. 3
November ........................... 10.18 8.41 4.00 4.00 6.00 4.935 3. 6 0.8
December ............................ 10.40 7.89 5.00 5.35 0.275 4.873 3.41 6.
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CHART 0.-COST OF GAS OIL TO GAS COMPANIES

This chart shows the average cost of gas oil to certain gas companies for te
last eight years. It also shows the average cost of crude oil in this country.

It shows a distinct relation between the price of crude oil and gas oil and
indicates that in the past gas-oil prices have been one and a half times the price
of crude oil.

These gas-oil prices are for some of the larger gas companies. Many of the
smaller gas companies paid higher prices.

CenIts per gallon

Average Average I Average Averag
Scostof price of a costof pricof

gas oil to crude oli gas oil to' crude oil
I gag coni. In United gas coni- in United

panes States paniles j States

1921 ........................... 8.72 4.10 1925 ...................... 5.2 4.
12 ........................... 5.95 3.80 126 ...................... 5.72 4.50
1923 .......................... f1 3.20 1927 ....................... 5.80 3.30
1924 .......................... 29 3.10 I' 9................... .6. 3.10

(The charts referred to are filed with the committee.)

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. WELLER, REPRESENTING THE SOUTH
PENN OIL CO. AND PENN MEX FUEL CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom.
mittee.)

Mr. WELLER. I do not intend to cover the ground that has already
been covered.

I would like to offer the brief of John F. Hays, secretary of the
South Penn Oil Co., of Pittsburgh. That was presented before the
House committee on tariff readjustments.

Senator SMOOT. Is it in the House hearings?
Mr. WELLER. Yes.
Senator SMOOT. There is no necessity of putting it in again, so

long as you call attention to it.
Mr. WELLER. There is only one phase of this tariff, as affecting

oil, about which I care to be heard, and it is not confined entirely
to the interests of my clients. I am appearing here as a witness, in
a sense, generally.

The South Penn Oil Co., as you know, is one of the oldest producers
of oil in the world, and it has no foreign production.

Senator BARKLEY. What company is that?
Mr. WELLER. The South Penn Oil Co. It has no foreign produc-

tion. The Penn Mex Fuel Co. is a subsidiary, and has, for produc-
tion, exclusive Mexico. That is how the South Penn interest is
involved. The South Penn is not even a manufacturer of oil directly.
It has stock interests in the manufacturing companies.

But my experince has been this. I lave during the last 14 years
had a great deal of negotiations with the Latin American countries
and Mexico, regarding oil contracts. My people have been success-
ful in obtaining concessions and contracts. We have felt that the
policy of our Government has been to encourage its citizens to go to
foreign fields to develop oil as a conservation proposition, and in
order that we should not be excluded by the efforts of foreigners
in obtaining foreign fields of operation.
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Possibly the most likely field for the oil of the future will be found
between northern Chile and Colombia, which includes the Mara-
caibo Basin. The Americans have obtained concessions covering
a large acreage in this territory, notwithstanding they have been
contested by foreigners.

In Ecuador we have a concession for one company to explore and
exploit about 7000,000 acres; and in Colombia about one and one-
half to two million acres.

Negotiations are pending for a concession in Peru, across the Andes,
in the tableland, and we are met with opposition from foreign sources.
If it is necessary I can give you their names.

In Colombia at one time there was an effort to give a monoply of
the oil business to an English enterprise. Perhaps you recall the
negotiations. We negotiated there for a while, until the United
States protested, and retired.

It is not necessary to mention any names. Instead of England
getting a monoply on the oil fields of Colombia, the United States,
through its citizens, has-

Senator SMOOT. England has a monoply, however, in quite a
number of countries of the world, has she not?

Mr. WELLER. Yes- but I am speaking of the Latin American
countries. Perhaps i should have prefaced my remarks by saying
that nearly all the imports of oil into the United States com3 from
the Dutch West Indies, Venezuela, Colombia, and Mexico. We are
not concerned about the imports of Europe. At least we are not
affected by them.

Senator REED. No Persian oil is brought here?
Mr. WELLER. No.
I am not going into figures, but 90 per cent of the oil imported is

produced by American companies, using American labor, in the main,
and American material. There is no essential difference between
the American company producing oil in foreign countries and the
American company producing oil in this country, except in favor of
the United States, namely, that we take the oil from the foreign
soils and conserve our own oil. But in every other respect they are
on the same basis.

Senator BARKLEY. You also bring it here and refine it, do you not?
Mr. WELLER. Yes. I was about to say that one of the advantages

is that we bring the petroleum here in its crude state, refine it, and
get the benefit of the labor in doing that.

Senator REED. Are any of these American companies now refining
oil in Mexico, Venezuela, or Colombia?

Mr. WELLER. I am not positive about that, Senator. I think in
Mexico they are refining oil, but that is chiefly for the American
trade.

Senator REED. There was a small refinery at Tampico, I believe.
Mr. WELLER. Oh, yes. There are two or three very large refineries

there, but my impression is that they were used mostly for the local
trade of Mexico. There are gentlemen here who can answer that
more specifically.

Senator BARKLEY. In view of the fact that a certain amount of
crude oil is lost in the refining, would it not be economically cheaper
to refine it in the country where it is produced, and not have to pay
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freight to the United States on that portion of the crude oil which is
lost in refining?

Mr. WELLER. Those are questions that I would prefer not to dis.
cuss, because I am not quite familiar enough with the subject. It is
subject to this consideration. If you wan't fuel oil, it would be best
to bring the crude here, I would say. If you want gasoline alone,
it would be a different proposition.

Senator SM[OOT. No; I do not think it would be a different proposi.
tion then, because the freight rate on the gasoline, the way it is shipped
into this market, the way this market demands it, is higher upon the
gasoline than it is upon the crude oil.

Senator REED. These companies all run their own tankers.
Senator SMOOT. They all run their own tankers.
Mr. WELLER. To finish my statement, I would say that it would be

very embarrassing to go to these governments that have the oil
lands-they are national lands, as a rule-and ask for concessions
when the United States imposed a tariff upon the product which we
would produce there.

Senator SMOOT. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF G. H. POUDER, REPRESENTING THE BALTIMORE
ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE, BALTIMORE, MD.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
The CHAIRMAN. Did you testify before the House committee?
Mr. POUDuR. I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. This is new matter that you desire to present?
Mr. POUDER. Yes; it has not been presented before the House

committee.
The CnAIRMAN. That is all right. We will use the House hearings

the same as we do our own, so do not repeat what was said there.
Mr. POUDER. This is new material.
I am representing the Baltimore Association of Commerce, which

in trun speaks in this instance for the 2,000 industrial concerns of
Baltimore, many of them users of petroleum products. The asso-
ciation itself has a membership of 3,300 who are supporting this

.protest against taking crude petroleum from the free list.
I have here a short brief which I wish to file for the record.
(The brief referred to appears at the end of Mr. Powder's oral

statement.)
Mr. POUDEn. In oral statement I should merely like to point out

the port of Baltimore is dependent, for about 25 per cent of its business
on crude petroleum, and about 50 per cent of the total business in
crude pe.troleum which we handle is composed of imported foreign
crude. Of the imports of about eight and one-half million tons of
crude oils into the United States, Baltimore handles about 15 per
cent; and our interest, therefore, is a very great one-in particular,
the interest of the shipping of the port.

We have on the water front in Baltimore a total of 10 large oil
establishments which send and receive large quantities of petroleum.
These establishments were originally loeited in Baltimore -because of
the shipping and port facilities incident to the movement of imported
crude; and their investment in Baltimore is dependent to a very
larue measure on the continuance of that movement.

460
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I should like to make one further oral statement in regard to this
matter.

Very recently the Association of Commerce of Baltimore instituted
a program of port development in Baltimore with the War Depart-
ment. The matter contained in that program was predicated largely
on the needs of the carriers of bulk petroleum from foreign countries
coming into the port.

Very recently the final recommendations have come from the War
Department on this program. and they give us about two and a half
millions of dollars for new expenditure on improvement of channel
and anchorage conditions. That improvement, as I mentioned before,
is based to a very considerable degree on the needs of these bulk
foreign oil carriers; and we feel that that is a major point which
should be considered by this committee in regard to removing crude
petroleum from the free list and certainly causing a serious interrup-
tion or a cessation of the flow of crude petroleum to the United States.

For the further information of your committee I should like to file
a statement showing the port business in petroleum of all Atlantic
ports. I feel that It might be of interest for you ti, observe the
amount of that business which is now being conducted on the Atlantic
coast.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be put in the record at this point.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)

Foreign and intcrcoastal trade in petroleum of Atlantic coastal districts during

fiscal year 1928

FOREIGN

[Authority: U. S. Shipping hoard. Quantities shown in cargo tons]

District Imports Rank Exports Rank Total Rank

Masschusetts ............................ 1,597,883 2 1,0:415 8 8 1,599,298 4
New York ......... ............... 1,526,21 31 503562 1 3,030,483 2
Pennsylvania ............................. 1, 07,225 5 W8, 460 2 2, 095,685 3
New Jersey ......................... 3,t55,423 1 888,342 3 4,443,765 1
Maryland ......................... 1, 201,685 4 155,51 4 1,35236 5
Virginia ............................ 44,80 8 10,487 5 537, 231M 8
South Carolina ............................ 356,051 6 7,012 0 363,063 6
Oeorga .................................. 25,200 0 25, 200 11
Florida .................................... 263,009 7 . 4,472 7 267,481 7

INTERCOASTAL

District Inbound Rank Outbound Rank Total Rank

Massachusetts ............................ 307,495 4 1 235 4 307,730 4
New York ................................ 1,453, 638 1 i 18,56 2 1 1,472,204 1
Pennsylvania ............................. 724,737 2 I 21,194 1 745,931 2
Maryland ......................... 695,197 3 I 3,347 3 698,544 3
Virginia ............................ 88206 [ 5 139 5 88,345 5
Florida .................................... 13,360 01 6 ............ I ........ 13,360 6

COMBINED FOREIGN AND INTERCOASTAL

Massachusetts ............................ 1,903,378 3 1,650 8 1,907,0'28 5
New York ......... ............... 2,980,560! 2 

1
,0

2 2
,

12 8  
1 4,502,688 1

Pennsylvania ............................. 1,821,962 5 1,019,654 2 2,841,616 3
New Jersey ................................. 3,555, 423 1 888,342 3 4,443765 2
Maryland .......................... 1,896,882 4 158,898 4 2,055,780 4
Virginia ............................ 133,015 8 10,626 5 143,641 8
South Caro!ina ....................... 350,051 7,012 0 363,063 6
Georgia .............................. ..; 25,200 9 ...... .... . 25,200 9
Florida .................................... 270,369 7 47 280,841 7

'l.310--29-VOL 10, SCIJED 10--30
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Importations of foreign crude petroleum at the principal Atlantic coast customsdistricts during the calendar year 1027

(Authority: U. S. Department of Commerce. Quantities shown in cargo tons)

Customs district Quantity Rank

New York I ......................................................................... 3,843,421 1
Maryland ........................................................................... 1,111.742 2
Massachusetts ............. . .................................... t 1,1o2,342 3
PhiladelphiaI ........................................................................ 631, 579 4
South Carolina ...................................................................... .5 68 25 5
Florida ............................................................................. 129,810 6
Georgia ............................................................................. 55, 500 7
Virginia ............................................................................. 27, 750 8

I Includes part of New Jersey.

(Mr. Pouder submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE BALTIMORE ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE

Tile Baltimore Association of Commerce, representing in its membership the
combined business and commercial life of Baltimore, opposes the taking of crude
petroleum from the free list in the pending tariff bill because of the serious con.
sequences to Baltimore shipping and to the port and Industrial activity of the
city from such action.

"'he water-borne activities of Baltimore In crude petroleum represent one of
the essential departments of port activity and contribute In large measure to the
shipping and commercial welfare of the city.

The total imports of crude petroleum into tile United States for thle year 1927
were 8,150,000 tons. Of this total, Baltimore Imported 1,111,742 tons, ranking
second among Atlantic ports in the volume of crude oil imported, and receiving
13.7 per cent of the entire crude oil imports of the United States.

Crude petroleum imports at Baltimore during the above period represented
47.7 per cent of the total of 2,342,425 tons of crude oil received by water at that
port. This is a graphic illustration of the vital part which imports of crude
jpetroleum play In the water-borne oil activities of the port.

The amount of crude petroleum imported at Baltimore in 927, 1,111,742 tonsq
represented 25 per cent of the total import business of the port, which amounted
that year to 4,452,413 tons of cargo. This proportion of one-fourth of its total
port cargo tonnage demonstrates the dependence of Baltimore as a port on the
imnportations of crude petroleum. It follows that were te flow of suich imports
cut off or substantially reduced by prohibitive tariff duties, that the Port of
Baltimore would be severely handicapped and impeded in its growth.

During the calendar year 1927, a total of 2,804 vessels of 7,441,751 net tons
entered this port in foreign and domestic waterborne traffic. Of these, 711 ves.
sels of 2,051,559 net tons entered direct from foreign ports. Of the direct foreign
entrances, a total of 204, or 29 percent, were tankers bringing crude petroleum;
and of this total, 105, or more than 50 per cent, were carriers of foreign crude oil.

Baltimore has three major oil refining establishments on its waterfront-the
Standard Oil Co., the Continental Oil Co., of Maine, and the Mexican Petroleum
Co. These plants also engage in the manufacture of asphalt. Their total
number of employees is approximately 1,850. There are seven oil receiving sta-
tions of large size oil the waterfront, and Baltimore is one of the most important
seaboard points in the United States for the receipt, refining, and distribution of
crudepetroleum. Two concerns of international importance-the Asiatic Petro-
leum Co. and the Tidewater Oil Sales Co.-are proceeding with the construction
of additional plants. The first of these will begin operations in July, 1929, and
will represent an additional refinery for the port, while the latter will be a large
storage and distribution facility.

The establishment at this deep-water port of the above industries was predi-
cated to a considerable extent oi1 the ability of tile industries to receive essential
shipments of foreign crude petroleum, and'their contribution to the commercial
progress of the city is based on the free and continuous movement of thiscommodity.

Under a program of harbor improvement, submitted to the War Department
by the Baltimore Association of Commerce, Government recommendations for
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new work In the amount of $2,504,640 have resulted. Improvements in channel
and anchorage facilities, contemplated under this program, are based to an im-
portant degree on the needs of the deop-draft petroleum carriers entering the
port of Baltimore. It may be pointed out also that for the accommodation of
the shipping traffic of the port, including extensive oi( tanker operations, the city
of Baltimore in cooperation with the State of Maryland, has expended $13,000,000
for navigation improvements and for the construction of additional port facilities.
The city is now engaged on a program for commercial development of the harbor
and its facilities, involving an eventual expenditure of $50,000,000. The Federal
Government itself has already expended $10,000,000 for improvements to naviga
tion in this harbor, and approximately $2 000,000 for maintenance of such work.

This protest to your committee, on behalf of Baltimore, represents a present
7 . Industrial production in the city of $700,000,000 yearly, resulting from the

operation of 2,090 industrial establishments, employing an average of 84,005
wage earners. The majority of these plants are large users of petroleum products
and would be penalized by the price situation certain to result from a reduction
or cessation of the flow of foreign crude petroleum into this country.

In summary, we respectfully invite your attention to the fact that the pro.
posed tariff would seriously affect the oil industry of Baltimore, conceivably
reduce the tonnage imports of the port of Baltimore by one-fourth, depreciate
the usefulness of the large harbor improvements made and being made, and pro.
mote unemployment; and this, it is submitted, without any great benefit to any
other section.

We further submit that Baltimore is not peculiar in her situation, but that
most of the ports along the American seaboard would experience similar adverse
effects on their shipping and port activities if crude petroleum be taken from the
free list; and it Is, therefore, respectfully urged that the proposed tariff be not
imposed.

Respectfully submitted. RALPH C. HIUDSON, President.

Sworn and subscribed before me a notary public of the State of Maryland,
July 12, 1929. GERTRUDE C. rBRADLEY.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN H. BROWNLEY, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN OIL CO., BALTIMORE, MD., AND OTHERS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Senator SmooT. You want to speak on petroleum products?
Mr. BIIOWNLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator 81%ooT. The products, or just the oil?
Mr. BROWNLEY. I want to speak on the question of the tariff. We

are opposed to the imposition of a tariff on petroleum products.
Senator S3MoT. Do you want to file a brief?
Mr. BhOWNLEY. Yes; I want to file a brief.
Senator KING. You are in harmony with the views of the gentle-

man who appeared before you?
Mr. BOWNLEY. I am entirely in accord with him. I was out of

town and could not be here yesterday.
Senator REED. Mr. Brownley, we have not had a syllable of testi-

mony in favor of a duty on petroleum. We have had about 10 wit-
nesses opposed to it.

Mr. BnOWNLEY. If you should have any witnesses on the other side
I shall be very glad to come back again to show you the unwisdom
of any such course on the part of this committee.

Senator S31ooT. It has been very well pointed out, in my opinion.
Mr. B1IOWNULEY. May I ask permission to file this brief'? I have

not sworn to it yet.
Senator Smoo. You present that as if it were sworn to?
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Mr. BROWI.EY. Exactly, sir. I swear to it here. Is that stf.
ficient?

Senator SiiooT. Yes.
(Mr. Brownley submitted the following brief:)

BRiuE OF Tilt AMERICAN OIL CO. AND Tits LOlD BALTIMORE FI.LIN STATIONS
(INC.), BALTIMORE, MD.

COMMITTIM ON FINANCE,
Unfte State8 Setute, 1ashington, D. C.

GENTLEMEN: The American Oil Co. ond Lord Baltimore Filling Stations
(Inc.), both Maryland corporations, with general offices located in Baltimore
City, and both being distributors of refined oils, do hereby enter our appearances
before your committee In opposition to the proposal to Impose a tariff on crude
oil and petroleum derivatives, and advocate and urge that such products be
retained on the free list.

Both the American 011 Co. and Lord Baltimore Filling Stations (Inc.) have
for a long time been engaged in the wholesale and retail distribution of refined
oils, gasoline, motor fuel, and lubricating products in Maryland and the District
of Columbia; and the American Oil Co., in addition to its operatiolns in Mary.
land and the District of Columbia, muintains large storage facilities and avenust.
of distribution in the States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Virginia,
West Virginia, North Carolina, and portions of Ohio.

From the point of view of these companies the imposition of a tariff on
petroleum products or crude oil is economically unsound, ani will imlpse, till
undue hardship on the refineries and oil distributors located on the Atlantic
seaboard and elsewhere, depriving them of a free market on Imported oils and
kindred products, and raise the price of petroleum products to the cost of
millions of consuiners.

We therefore urge that tile proposed amenldmenlt seeking to impose a tariff on
crude oil and petroleum products be rejected and tlt petroleum and its deriva.
tives be kept on the free schedule of the 1929 tariff bills for tile following
reasons:

1. A tariff would tend to injuriously affect the value ali volume of forelgnl
trade in the port of Baltimore.

2. A tariff would discourage, if not prohibit, the port of foreign oils, amid
thereby injuriously affect an American producing industry, American shipping,
and discourages the ownership or/and control of foreign oil fields by Anrerleall
capital.

3. The importation of foreign oils should be encouraged. Petroleum all its
derivatives on the free list will help toward conservationi of our national
resources.

Ill support of these conclusions the following facts and figures tre respect.
.fully submitted:

The imposition of a tariff on foreign Imiportations of petroleum would add
to the tax burden oil the farmer,'tlhe autoinribile owner, altd the general public
In ill branches of trade. The polIcy of tills Government sllould be to prote-ct
the people and American Industry whether engaged in doniestic or foreign
trade. Ways and! means of taking taxes off the people should be devised. Tlhe
imposition of additional taxes should be frowned upon unless It be clearly
shown that such taxes are needed for governmental purposes or are imposed to
protect domestic industry fronr foreign invasion. This burden of proof the
proponents, of the policy of tariff imposts on petroleula products can not eliet.
The practical effect of a tariff at this time oIl petroleum would be to illerellse
the profits of the owners of the present stock of crude oil ald refined oils in
storage in tills country, estimated to be more than G49,000,000 barrels, at the,
cost of the ultimate consumer. May I ask why should we, for the temporary
possible benefit a(1 the doubtful enrichment of a small group of American
producers and refiners, penalize the tax.burdened public?

Colservation of our oil resources should Ie our thought and effort. To our
tariff advocates tills Phase of the matter seems to concern thent little The
depletion of our oil reserves Is not a mnere, possibility but, oIl thle contrary, our
Government reports show tills to I, a glaring probability uless we take steps
to relnedy the conditions. Our 1929 Federal oil conservation report s.hows tMat
our total oil res,rves are 18 p:,r cent of tile world's resources. The United:
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States Department of Commerce reports show that the United States produces68 per cent of the world's production of crude oil and that we consume andexport 73 per cent of the world's production. These figures Indicate that withbut one-fifth of the world's resources available within our borders, the UnitedStates is furnishing over two-thirds of the world's production while the areconsuming almost three-fourths.

Under these conditions should be barricade our ports to the free entry ofjotrohuni? Tile answer Is obviously no. Further, considering the matter, itshould lie of interest to know that In 1928 901) per cent of the oils of all classesimported into the United States was produced by American companies, backedby Anrerlcan capital, American labor ill the malin, American supplies and equip-ment. It has long been tile policy of the United States (so it has Ibe n said) to
lirotect American industry, and we take tills to miean protection of Americanindustry engaged in foreign trade. Anmrican shipping Is a plrt of Americanindustry and should therefore be included. According to Lloyd's registry tile
Anerican tankers owned by Anmerican em onlJtles. engaged in foreign oil silip-
ling, ire 12 per cent InI number awl 21 per cent inI tolnage of tlie total Ameyl.call merchant marine.

No more striking example of time Injurious effect on American shipping canbe pictured than the imposition of a penalty under the prcte.ise of it tariff oilthe petroleum products produced by American companies III foreign fields 1.11dshipped to the United States Ill American ships. May I ask why should t'lisinllortant branch of American industry and American shipping be penaliz,1?A tariff on foreign crude petroleum, although natioll-wide In Its scope, wouid
with particular .everlty affect tile value and volley of business in tihe portof Baltimore. Importation of crude and rellned oils into the port of Baltimorein 1928 amounted to 9,068,094 barrels, or 10 per cent of the total petroleumImports into the United States, or 25 per cent of the total volunie of importsInto Baltimore. This volune of business is hindled by refineries located atBaltimore and the recovery of asphalt, road oil, and other derivatives distrib-uted over the Atlantle seaboard; Baltimore yearly recovers for the benefit ofindustry more than 500,000 barrels of asphalt and road oil, and market.; mil-lions of barrels of fuel oil for bunker furnace and eating purposes, besides em-ployiiig alone inI foreign crude-oil distillatihil and handling more than 1,000

A tariff on foreign crude oil would seriously affect tills business, add to tilenumber of unemployed, and for all purposes and Intent close down this Industry
at the port of Baltinore.

Ill conclusion we urge that no benefit call coe to the people as a whole, orto the oil producers, rcflnerles, and distributors through the Imposition of atariff duty on a commodity which is so universally required and used by the
industries and the people of this country.

Respectfully submitted.
TiE AMERIICAN OIL Co.
Low) BALTIMOtE FILLING STATIONS (INC.),
EDWIN II. BIowxNji-y, Genwral Counscl.

STATEMENT OF WALTER N. MAGUIRE, REPRESENTING THE
PETROLEUM HEAT & POWER CO., STAMFORD, CONN.

(The witness was duly sworn l)y the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. MAGUIRE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

i represent the Petroleum Heat & IPower Co., manufacturers of oil
burners. This company has an investment of over $5,000,000 in the
manufacture of oil burners.

I understand, from the figures of the American Oil Burner Insti-
tute, that there is an investment of approximately $110,000,000 inthe manufacture and (istribution of oil burners in this country.

The manufacturing of oil-burning equipment has increased by
ieaps and bounds during the last 10 years. There is an argumentfroin the standpoint of economy, but there is also the argument in
their favor from the standpoint of cleanliness of operation, and various
other advantages about the home that put it in a class with the elec-
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trio refrigerator, the vacuum cleaner, and so forth. It is a modem
proposition.

We ask that fuel oil be maintained on the free list, and that no
tariff be placed upon it, for four reasons, two of which have been cov.
ered by previous speakers, and to which I will not allude. I shall
confine myself to the two reasons which are especially applicable to
this industry.

In the first place the continued success of this oil-burner industry
is dependent upon the maintenance of a low fuel-oil cost. To raise
the cost of fuel oil, which a tariff would do, would be to make it more
difficult to sell oil burners, because the cost of oil burning at the
present time is about equivalent, from the standpoint of financial
economy, and to raise it would make it more difficult to sell them.
It is a proposition of convenience of operation, as contrasted with
economy, and there is about a balance at the present time.

Senator SMOOT. What do you mean by financial economy?
Mr. MAGUIRE. In comparison with other fuel substitutes. The

proposition is one of selling an oil burner from the standpoint of
cost of operation, as compared with other fuels. One of the other
fuels would be coal.

Senator SMOOT. It is much higher now than coal or coke.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Yes; the other conveniences of operation offset it.

But to increase the cost would make it more difficult to sell them,
because that rather intangible thing of balance between convenience
and cost of operation is rather difficult to size up.

Senator BARKLEY. How much difference is there in the cost? I
have tried both. I have not found much difference, except in the
cost of installing a burner.

Senator SMOOT. There is more difference than that.
Senator BARKLEY. My coal bill was more than my oil bill.
Senator SMOOT. It was not in my case.
Mr. MAGUIRE. I operate an oil burner myself, and I find that the

cost is just about the same, sir. I think it is largely a matter of the
manner of operation. Under certain circumstances it can be kept
lower, but there is about a balance, from the standpoint of theordinary man.

We believe that putting a duty on oil will make it more difficult

to continue the success of this oil-burner industry. We ask, for that
reason, that it be left on the free list.

(Mr. Maguire submitted the following affidavits:)

AFFIDAVIT OF ELLIOT G. KINGSBURY, SECRETARY OF CIIAMBER OF COMMERCE,
OF STAMFORD, CONN.

JULY 10, 1929.
STATE OF CONNECTICUT,

County of Fairfield, ss:
Elliot G. Kingsbury, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. He is secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Stamford, Conn.
2. The board of directors of said chamber of commerce have authorized him

to file a protest against a proposed amendnient Imposing a tariff upon crude oil
and fuel oil imported into this country.

3. The reasons which the chamber of commerce submits for consideration of
this committee in support of its request are as follows:

(a) The imposition of a tariff on fuel oil will increase its cost substantially to
the consumer in New England and along the Atlantic seaboard. Increasing the
cost of oil will result In an increase in the cost of other fuels. It is desirable to
have several sources of fuel, so that any disturbance affecting the supply of one

466
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type of fuel will not seriously hurt the community. The maintenance of a lowfuel oil will help to assure a reasonable cost for coal and other types of fuel.(b) The imposition of a tariff on oil will stimulate production in this country,
resulting in earlier exhaustion of the country's petroleum resources than would
otherwise be the ease.

(c) The imposition of a tariff on fuel oil, increasing its cost to the consumer,
would seriously affect a Stamford industry, the Petroleum Heat & Power Co.,which has an investment of over $5,000,000, and any harmful effect upon the oil-burner industry would affect said company and thereby affect the welfare of Stam-ford, where the main plant of Petroleum Heat & Power Co. is located.

ELLIOT G. KINGSBURY.
Personally appeared Elliot G. Kingsbury, signer of the foregoing affidavit,

known to me to be the secretary of the Stamford Chamber of Commerce, and
made oath to the truth of the statements therein contained, on this 10th day of
July, 1929, before me.

[SEAL.j MORTIMER L. DOOLITTLE,

Notary Public.

AFFIDAVIT OF HARVEY C. DEVER, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT OF PETROLEUM IIEAT &

POWER CO.

JULY 8, 1929.
STATE OF NEW YORK,

County of New York, 8s:
Harvey C. Dever, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. He is first vice president of Petroleum Heat & Power Co., a Delaware cor-

poration, known to the trade and hereinafter referred to, as Petro. This com-
pany has its plant at Stamford, Conn., and is engaged in the business of (a) manu-
facturing oil-burning equipment for homes, factories, apartments, and commer-
cial buildings, and (b) supplying fuel oil for heating purposes. Recently Petro
acquired the assets of American Nokol Corporation. Petro's total assets now
exceed $5,000,000.

2. Petroleum Heat & Power Co. respectfully urges that crude oil and fuel oil
be continued on the free list, as in the past, and that a proposed amendment
inposing a tariff thereon be defeated.

3. The reasons which Petro submits for consideration of the Senate Finance
Committee il support of its request are summarized as follows:

(a) To increase the cost of fuel oil by imposing a tariff of $1 a barrel would
virtually ruin the oil-burner industry, which has a tremendous investment. The
success of this industry is dependent upon the maintenance of a low cost to the
consumer of the fuel oil used in connection with oil burners.

(b) The retention of fuel oil on the free list will keep its price down, and will
prevent any substantial increase in coal or other fuel prices.

(c) The retention of fuel oil on the free list will permit importation of fuel oil
from outside fields and will help conserve our own resources.

(d) Petro derives its supply of fuel oil from an American company in theVenezuelan field encouraged by the Government of this country to Invest its
capital there, to develop petroleum resources outside of this country to assure
our future supply, and to prevent early exhaustion of our own petroleum resources.

4. The growth of oil burning for domestic heating purposes during the last
decade has been phenomenal. The following tabulation from the National
Survey of Oil Distribution, issued by the United States Bureau of Mines, showsthis growth: Oil consumption for domestic heating

Barrels
1923 (heating season) --------------------------------------- - 2, 818, 000
1924 (heating season) --------------------------------------- 5, 021, 000
1925 (heating season) --------------------------------------- 8, 829, 000
1920 (calendar year) ---------------------------------------- 9, 080, 000
1927 (calendar year) ---------------------------------------- 12, 377, 000

The 1927 demand for gas oil and fuel oil for commercial and domestic heating
called tor 21,520,724 barrels, as compared with 10,779,582 barrels in 1920.

This growth is due to the recognition of the many advantages of using oil
burners Including elimination of the ash problem, relief to women in the home ia
care of furnaces, ability to get heat ump quickly, and economics in operation, which
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place them in the same class with other time and labor saving devices, such as
the electric ice box, the electric washing machine, and the vacuum cleaner.

5. A tariff of $1 per barrel would increase by millions of dollars the cost of oil
in New England and along the Atlantic seaboard where oil burning has been most
extensively developed. The consumption of fuel oil in the New England, Middle
Atlantic, and South Atlantic States during 1927, according to the Bureau of
Mines, was 107,817,431 barrels.

6. It is of advantage to the country at large to have two sources of fuel supply-
oil and coal. One source is a check on the other and insures reasonable prices
to the public for both commodities. There have been coal strikes in the recent
past, and parts of the country, especially New England, have suffered from
lack of fuel, and coal has soared in price. These conditions have contributed
greatly to the adoption of fuel oil. Tite surest method of keeping down the
cost of fuel, both coal and oil, and avoiding evils that come from coal strikes,
is to keep oil on the free list, insuring an ample supply at a reasonable cost.

7. An increased price on fuel oil, brought about about by a tariff, would bring
about decreased importations and stimulate production in this country greatly,
with the consequent earlier exhaustion of our own supply.

8. Petroleum Heat & Power Co., by virtue of the foregoing facts relative to
the oil-burner industry and the fuel problem in its larger aspects, respectfully
urges that crude oil and fuel oil be continued on the free list as in the past, and
that the proposed amendment imposing a tariff thereon be defeated.

PETROLEUM HEAT & POWER Co.,
By HARVEY C. DEVER, First Vice Presidenlt.

Personally appeared Harvey C. Dover, signer of the foregoing affidavit, known
to me to be the first vice president of Petroleum Heat & Power Co., and made
oath to the truth of the statements therein contained, on this 8th day of July
1929. before me.

fSEAL.J HELEN G. THOMAS,
Notary Public.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE M. ROMMEL, SAVANNAH, GA., INDUS.
TRIAL COMMISSIONER FOR THE CITY OF SAVANNAH

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ROMMEL. Mr. Chairman, I am appearing as the industrial

commissioner of Savannah, representing the industrial committee of
Savannah, the city of Savannah, and the Savannah Board of Trade.

I shall not present to you an elaborate brief nor an elaborate vol-
ume of statistics. I wisi to give you the picture of the development
in a famous old southern city which has learned that its future rests
largely on the development of its industries.

Savannah has heretofore been, known mainly as a marketing cen-
ter-lumber, first, which has passed largely on account of the cutting
of the virgin timnber; naval stores, which hol their own; cotton,
which in the last five ears has been going through a very difficult
period. In spite of thiis difficult period which the cotton industry
has passed through, every indication which can be used to measure
community .progress shows an advance. Bank deposits, bank
resources, number of automobiles registered, the use of public utilities,
the number of freight cars loaded and shipped out, newspaper circu-
lation-practically every measure that wve can get of a community's
advance shows more business in 1928 than in 1924. Why?

The industrial committee of Savannah made a survey last winter
of the industries, and there we found the answer. We voluntarily
gave everybody an opportunity to tell us what their books showed in
the gross sales, the average number of employees, and the amount
paid for wages and salaries for each of the past five years. Twenty-
two concerns responded in full. The reports of those 22 concerns
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out of a total of some one hundred and forty and odd showed that
they had an advance in the five years of 31.1 per cent in gross sales,
of 21.6 per cent in average number of employees, and 22.5 per cent
in the amount paid for wages and salaries. There is the answer.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; that is the answer. Now, what do you want
about mineral oils?

Mr. ROMMEL. I am coming to that right now.
We have learned that in spite of the fact that we are a long way

from the coal fields, we can produce electric current and sell it in
Savannah at lower rates than any other steam-operated plant on the
south Atlantic coast and at lower rates than any plant run as a public
utility on the Gulf coast. Our rates for wholesale power to large
manufacturing interests in Savannah will compare favorably with
the hydroelectric rates in Georgia and the Carolinas, and are cheaper
than sonic of them. The answer, sir, is crude oil, fuel oil that we are
using to generate our current.

The CHAIRMAN. And you want it free?
Mr. ROMMEL. There are'used to-day in Savannah approximately

a million and a half barrels of fuel oil.
Senator KING. Imported, principally?
Mr. ROMMEL. It comes to Savann;:h on contract. The contract

price for that fuel oil is the New York price for grade bunker C; and
the guaranteed maximum during the period of this contract is $1.07
f. o. b. customer's tanks, Savannah.

The CHAInMAN. Where do you buy most of it?
Mr. ROMIEL. That s bought through the Gulf Refining Co. They

have their terminal right there in Savannah, and they take it to the
consumer's tanks.

As long as we have that sort of a picture, sir, as long as there is no
duty oIl crude oil or fuel oil, we believe that we are in a position to
develop our industries with reasonable rates for fuel and power.

That, sir, is my story.
Senator KING. Do you use any Alabama coal for the development

of your industries?
Mr. ROMMEL. Oh, yes; there is a large quantity of coal used there;

but the largest users of fuel in Savannah have changed from coal to
oil on account of this favorable contract, which is possible with oil on
the free list.

STATEMENT OF H. B. WALKER, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
STEAMSHIP OWNERS' ASSOCIATION

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, I represent the American Steamship
Owners' Association, and I will file a list of the members of th
association with the secretary; also a list showing what lines are
engaged in the foreign trade, the coastwise trade, and( the intercoastal
trade.

(Time lists referred to are as follows:)
LIST OF MEMBk2 COMPANIES OF TIlEF ANlEItICAN STEAMSHIP OWNERS'

ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK

Amerlenn.Ilawaiian Steamship Co., 8 Bridge Street, New York, N. Y.
American Line Steamship Corporation, 1 Broudway, New York, N. Y.
American South African Line (Inc.), 39 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
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American %ugnr Transit Corporation, 117 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
Argonaut Steamship Line, 26 Beaver Street, New York, N. Y.
The Atlantic Refining Co., 260 South Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
Barber Steamship Lines (Inc.), 17 Battery Place, New York, N. Y.
Bliss, Dallett & Co. (Red "D" Line), 82 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
A. 11. Bull Steamship Co., 115 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.
Calmar Steamship Corporation, 25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Chile Steamship Co. (Inc.), 25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Cities Service Transportation Co., 60 Wall Street. New York, N. Y.
Clyde Steamship Co., Pier 36 North River, New York, N. Y.
Colombian Steamship Co. (Inc.), 17 Battery Place, New York, N. Y.
Colonial Navigation Co., Pier 44 North Rivel, New York, N. Y.
Dollar Steamship Co., 230 California Stre-A, San Francisco, Calif.
Eastern Steamship Lines (Inc.), India Wharf, Boston, Mass.
Freeport Sulphur Transportation Co., 52 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
Grace Line (Inc.), 10 Hanover Square, Now York, N. Y.
Great Northwestern Sbipping Corporation, 39 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Gulf Refining Co., 21-24 State Street, Now York, N. Y.
Luekenbach Steamship Co. (Ine.), 44 Whitehall Street, New York, N. Y.
C. D. Mallory & Co. (Inc.), 11 Broadwpy, New York, N. Y.
Mallory Steamship Co., Pier 36 North River. New York, N. Y.
Matson Navigation Co.. 215 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Moore & MeCormnack Co. (In(.), 5 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Munson Steamlship Line. 67 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.
New York & Cuba Mall Steamship Co., foot of Wall Street, New York. N. Y.
New York & Porto Itico Steamship Co., 25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
North Pacille I)ivisioa of the Grace Line, 10 Hnover Square, New York, N. Y.
Ore Steam.ship Corporation, 25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Pan American Petroeumn & Transport Co., 122 East Forty-second Street, New

York. N. Y.
Panama Mail Steamship Co., 10 Hanover Square. New York, N. Y.
reninsubir & Occidental Steamship Co.. Florida Life Building, Jacksonville, Fla.
Pocahontas Steamship Co.. 1 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Southern Pacific Steamship Lines, 'ier 49, North River. New York. N. Y.
Southern Stenmship So., 321 Commercial Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. II. Sprague & Son. 33 Broad Street, Boton, Mass.
Standard Oil Co. (California), 2MW Bush Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Standard Shipping Co.. 26 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Standard Transportation Co.. 26 Broadway, New York, N. .
Strachan Shipping Co., Brunswick, Ga.
Still Oil Co.. 1412 South Penn Sqluare. Philadelphia, Pa.
The Texas Co.. 17 Battery Place. New York. N. Y.
Tide Water Oil ('o.. 11 Broadway. New York. N. Y.
Uniom Oill ('o. of Califoria. Union Oil Building. Los Angeles, Calif.
Uolon St:phur Co.. 33 Rector Street, New York. N. Y.
Unield Frult Co.. I Federal Street. Boston. Mass.
United States Steel Produets Co.. 30"4'hnreh Street. New York, N. Y.
Vacuum o11 Co., 61 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

.lun' 30, 1929.
The following list of nlembers of this American Steamship Owners' Assoviation

Is divided into those engagedd (1) iin foreign trade, (2) coastwise trade, aud
(3) intercoastal trade:

FOREIGN °RAIME

American South African I~ino, (lne.). (ilf hleflnnlig Co.
American Sugar Transit Corporation. C. 1). Maiha'y & Co. (Inc.).
The Atlantic Refining Co. Matson Navigathn Co.
Barber Steamship lutes (Inc.). Moore- & McCormack Co. (Inc.).
Bliss. I)allett & Co. (Re: "D" Line.) Munson Sleamship Lne.
A. H. Bull Steamship Co. New York & Cuba Mtil Steamship C.
Chile Stealaship Co. (Inc.). North Pacific visionn of the Grace
Cities Service Transportation Co. Line.
Colombian Steamship Co. (lme.). Ore Steamship Corporation.
Dollar Steamship Co. Pan American Petroleum & Transport
Eastern Steamship Lines (Inc.). Co.
Grace Line (Inc.). . Panama Mall Steamship Co.
Great Northwestern Shipping Corpora. Peninsular & Occidental SteamshipCo.

tion. Standard Oil Co. (California).
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Standard Shipping Co. Union Oil Co. of California.
Standard Transportation Co. Union Sulphur Co.
Stilchan Shipping Co. United Fruit Co.
Sun Oil Co. United States Steel Products Co.
The Texas Co. Vacuum Oil Co.
Tide Water Oil Co.

COAS'IWiI TIIADIS

American Line Steamship Corporation. Munson Steamship Line.
Clyde Steamship Co. New York & Porto Rico Steamship Co,
Colonial Navigation Co. Pocahontas Steamship Co.
Eastern Steamship Lines (Inc.). Southern Pacific Steamship Lines.
Freeport Sulphur Transportation Co. Southern Steamship Co.
C. 1). Mallory & Co. (Inc.). C. I. Sprague & Son.
Mallory Steamship Co. Union Sulphur Co.
Moore & McCormack Co. (Inc.).

INTERCOASTAL TIIADE

America n-Hawali ian Steamship Co. Luckenbach Steamship Co. (Inc.).
American Line Steamship Corporation. Munson Steamship Line.
Argonaut Steamship Line. United States Steel Products Co.
Cailmar Stemnship, Corporation. Williams Steamship Co. (Inc.).

Mr. WALItn. At the present time, according to figures published
by the United States Department of Commerce, there are under
the American flag 1,755 seagoing merchant vessels of 500 gross tons
and over, aggregating in all some 9,000,000 gross tons, which are oil
burning; in other words, more than 87 per cent of the entire total
tonnage of American seagoing ships.

Senator KING. You are appearing on the question of oil?
Mr. WALKER. Petroleum.
Senator KI.No. You want no tariff on that?
Mr. WALIKER. No tariff.
The American Steamship Owners' Association, whose members op-

erate a majority of the privately owned vessels under the American
flag, have a very real interest, therefore, in the proposal before this
contmittee that a duty of $1 per barrel be placed on the "imports of
crude and fuel petrol'ein."

We believe that in at least two ways the imposition of a duty on
petroleum imports would work an injustice upon the American ship-
owner by adding to the handicap of the already excessive operating
costs he' is forced to shoulder in competition with foreign tonnage:

First. By resulting in an increase in the price of fuel oil.
Second. 'Through the gradual depletion of our national petroleum

resources which would necessarily follow, and which not only is in
direct opposition to the efforts toward conservation being made by
time Government and the oil industry alike, but which would also
have the ultimate effect of leaving the'industry and, consequently, the
shipcwner solely dependent upon foreign sources of supply.

Last year 79,767.000 barrels of crude oil were imported into the
United 'States. Had the duty of $1 per barrel on crude imports
been in effect during that period it would have meant a bill of nearly
$80.000,000 for some one to pay.

Nearly one-half of this tremendous inflow of raw product was re-
fined ino fuel oil. Since the shipping industry is by far the largest
user of fuel oil, it requires no iltricate mathematics to see that a
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considerable portion of this $80,000,000 duty would have fallen on
the American shipowner.

American oil-burning vessels engaged in foreign trade alone
burned 23,263,915 barrels of oil fuel during the year 1928.

Senator KiGxG. Mr. Witness. I was going to suggest that you
simply file that statement.

Mr. W, ,aEn. I just wanted to get these high spots before you, if
I might.

Senator SmOOT. We have it all anyway. You can just put that in
the record.

(The remainder of the statement is as follows:)
The recelpted bill for that fuel shows ia total of over $20.0(K,001). 'ile .lile

flying tile American thag mid engaged lit foreign trade are already seriously
haindicaplped by reason of higher Americai conNtruetlon lid oerating cost,.
Is It fair to add to tills lurden.

Thlt. ltowever, Is only half the picture. Vessels iter United State,;, reg Stry
eligaged IlI tile coastwise filta iiuterciastall trades colisuine annually anl|th(r
27,OtA),000 barrels, raising tile total fuel bill to soneting like $50.4)J0.110. iThe
total additiotal cost which tile Amerlcan slipping industry would ailt( to bepar
is it staggering blow which. we vontafes. we art at. a loss to know how to meet.

So Iuch for the theoretical side. What would actually ltplleli. of i(ltst-
aitl this, aplarenttly, Is the alllti (if tile bill-would b to make linltossible tile
Importattion of foreign oil into the United States. Naturally, the oil refiner is
to golig to pay $1 ier barrel extra for his raw proluct If lie (lt help it.

What is the answer? 'le call for dolnsie Crude is going to result ill a
gradual depletion of supply with its ai,,omaianylitg rise lit l'ices. So, that not
only the shipowner but all users of lstroleun products suffer 1li the end.

Anmerican tankers ntow enjoy a htrge liKrcenitage of the total llterilatllfl
water-lhorite oil traille. We are till hli)ortalt factor lit this phallse of world
shIpplig, early M; lier eett (if the total talker tonnage ailloat beltig under tjhi
Aiimerltn? flag. h'lhe c.liif retasi for this Is. of course. that tile Utilled Stattes
Is lolh tile greatest coisumner and1(1 the largest refiner of lleroleuta and its Inl.
uits. There cantihl It il doubt biut that the position of tie lerollosed duly would
give an immpetus to the construction of relliteries abroad. Nalturitlly, witt heir
lower imtarinie couistri('lloi iiLd oileralinlg costs. foreign colilriles ire goitg to use
le!r owti vessels and we will have the pleasaitt police f it oil being trnnslirled

to the relnerles tilld markets of Ihe world lin tiiikers liltlit. abroail a ilLletd
uinilhr foreign ilags-i trade whli' It will Ie excedlligly dilcult, If not liii.
possiile. to regain.

The tfiteet of sulth a tariff upon the present itilon-\wide? efforts toward v.01.
servlatli I, of coturs.e, (if lore (olicein t tlhe oil Indusli,\ |yi iiit to he liei.
l'ers (of the American Steamshilp Owiers' As.,moatloht. It Im lilliis.llile. hove'er,
for is iot to be Interested lit bow the thliug is golng to work out aid not to be
sotuewhlat ,oiiterned over wlitt alitil.ars to lie ievttille outcome shtlould tie pro.
poi.etd tariff go I1lo eleet.

Aveordlg to it report of Ilie Federal Coservatlot Board, ltei;d ],liitiir
25. 1929. the Unilt Stitles nOw lrodulu'ts 72 per cent of the world's e'tuile hIro.
lelit iid (Oiisuies approximately 05 lier cemt. Our kliowI resources ate, hIt
18 lI,r (mlt atdt Ites' tire miiw bellig exhausted at a dlligen'iits rate. State allid
(overnimiit ollchi.l iiatd the (ill idiltstry Itself ire manitklig every e:l'ort to reaIch
It Comprlihmi(ibl. , woirkablie ilai for oil (.it servat bitt.

Ill ille iIdst of tisl, a it itlisite is ilitrilulued will tmoliti s litn1(ioerlly
reduice' If itit citrely Ihut off iterly 80.41tOt11li) arrel oit ral1vIt1'4ihii't iitiiuttlly
liportel fromii abroad. Jtiiiedliitely It suelis Ill idli dlhli Is golig to Sw\\Ing
ilie olier waty. ]listtd (if ivt\ritp'eti(.ifol tilld elforls lowarl vilisevatliiill. we
0i4ilil4h tlii have i lleavy lll I uplil (.ur already IIndlllhI ig llilulei supUlly.
low lonill It would lit befort 411t. il.tlirtiI ris li. .: wt \ i'',  ltathli1l4 .4 -.ti l l4l ihe

:'(iiinlry Forced to d ulion tli forelgnt flelds--uirtleiularly |i tne tof war-
f,.w will aittempt I) predlet. itut tlie future Is ntt llleis iit to 'oliitellihlte.

We lll ti Sea that lil, lliellmig (of it duty ill{ 'iltr lietroleuiti will pioliuie
atty tesuhlt 011hm. tl ttit if iticreased costs of liet rolhilieti timIs lilitIltiis
to it(i, t(fotslr, n(I tilt flrllr eiplti i of oti oil r(atu ,tspt ti .iT his (Iutyiitiidl
stanids , thlerefore, mlilterablly olpto.(,d to ailly llpllit tot levy it dilly 4111 tvi'lifle
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lptroleum. irrespective of tIh amll ount, and respectfully desires to direct tie
attention of the members of this committee to the urgent need, which it I'-
Ileves they 1mutist recognize, of conserving our oil resources so that the Nation
shall inot lie solely dependent, either in t ine of peace or In tie of emergency,
ul)on foreign sources of supply.

Time Federal Oii Conservation Board has suggested a remedy---conservation
Iy Increased imports of crude pet roleum.We, therefore, strongly urge the retention on the free list il the tariff law
of 1929 of:

p.\tm. 17:10. Oils, minerals; petroleum, crude, fuel, or refined, and all distil-
lte. obtained from petroleum, inceluding lerosene, benzilne, naphtha, gasoline,
loartilli, and paraffin oil, not specifically provided for."

ieslectfully submitted.
A MERICAN STEAMSHIP OWNEns' ASSOOIAION.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT R. WHITE, TAUNTON, MASS., REPRE-
SENTING THE ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF MASSACHUSETTS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. WrTE. I will file a copy of my brief.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, Iny story perhaps is a little different

from the others.
The Associated Industries is the largest trade organization in the

State of Massachusetts. It has 1,500 members, very many of whom
burn oil, and have ever since 1915.

Up in New England we have viewed with some amusement the
proposal to protect apples and our sacred fish, the cod; but when we
get to oil it is nt a matter of amusement.

The C.AIRMAY. It is another story?
Mr. WiHr. It, is entirely another story.
The bunker price of coal to-day in the ports of Boston and Pro-

vidence is 85 a ton. It costs 40 cents a ton for delivery to the con-
suimer. Oil is bought on the basis of $1.05 a barrel to the large con-
sumers. We figure, and I think accurately, that four barrels of oil
will do the work of a ton of coal. That means $4.20 as against $5 to
be in with.

Fi'he transl)ortatiol end is even more important to us than that.
So far as I know, in our own plant we have never burned anything but
foreign oil. The oil conies into Providence n tankers, mid we take
't with trucks, with trailers, and haul it into our works.

Senator EDGE. Where is that oil imported from?
Mr. WHITE. Most of it that wve get conies from Tampico.
Senator EDGE. From Mexico?
Mr. WHITE. Yes; most of it.
Senator EDGE. Could you get a similar crude oil of domestic

production?
Mr. WrITE. The freight rate would be prohibitive. Oil moves

sixth-class.
Senator EDGE. You could get the oil, but the freight rates friom the

sources of supl)ply to Massachusetts would he prohibitive?
Mr. WIITE. Absolutely prohibitive. It costs 111 cents a hundred

to haul it 25 miles. That is the reason we use trucks. We can (to it
for 5 cents a hundred.

The cost of changing over would be tremendous. In my own
)lnnt we burn about 200,000 barrels a year. The Pacific Mills,

which are bigger than we are in textiles, bur-n about 600,000 barrels a
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year. It would cost us nearly $200,000 to change back to coal;
and the oil supply is dependable. In tile old days coal was not depend.
able. We paid anywhere from $5 to $25 a ton; and it has been one of
our saving graces in New England, in manufacturing, to have this fuel
oil for the factories located on the rivers and on the seacoast.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that all?
Mr. WHI'rE. That is all.
(Mr. White submitted the following brief:)

BRIEW OF TIlM ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF MASSACIIUSETTS

The Associated Industries of Massachusetts has a membership of about 1,500
manufacturing industries of all kinds. Tile association is nearly 15 years old,
Many of the members burn oil for fuel and have burned it for years and they
have requested the e' ecutive committee to authorize an appearance before the
Senate finance Committee to advocate the retention of petroleum anti its prod.
ucts on the free list as it would bring considerable hardship to its nuemabership
who burn oil for fuel to have their fuel bills increased.

New England with its coast line and few navigable rivers is favorably situated
to use fuel oil which comes from Mexico and South American points as the cost
of transportation is comparatively cheap and the handling charges are simply
the cost of pumping the oil from the tankers into the storage tanks.

During the war and afterwards, because of the exceedingly high prices of coal,
inadequate railroad facilities for bringing it inland from tide water points, a
situation arose which caused many manufacturing )lants in Massachusetts to
abandon the use of coal and install oil-burning equipment so that at the l)resent
time many of our plants haven't any facilities whatever for handling coal. Time
has showij that i the long run our manufacturing plants are better off', both
financially and from the point of view of continuous supply, burning oil rather
than coal, so that oil has become a standard fuel for nany plants, and during
the entire period tie price Ihas almost without exception been reasonable taking
into consideration all the circumstances, for the consumer.

We have seen coal fluctuate from 85 a ton to $25 a ton "alongside" and we
have seen the time when we couldn't get It at $25 a ton because the railroads
had to confiscate it for their own use.

It is a generally accepted fact, under proper conditions, that 4 barrel., of fuel
oil of 42 gallons each will make as mnuch steam as 2,240 pounds of good grade
soft coal. To-day coal can be bought in the ports of Providence and Boston
at, $5 a tonl and the bunker price of oil is $1.05 a barrel, making a differential In
favor of the oil on a basis of 75 cents a ton over coal, but that Is only a part of
the story. Inland freight rates on both coal and oil In New England miro high.
It costs'95 cents a ton for a haul of 25 miles inland by rail and 4 barrels can be
hauled by trucks with trailers the same distance for 62 cents, while if the 4 bar-
rels" were in a tank car for the 25-mile journey It would cost $1.42 for the trans.
portation, so that our Massachusetts situation is favorable for water-borne oil
directly to the plants on the coast line and on the rivers, and for plants under
50 miles inland truck transportation in conjunction with the water-borne oil.
Ocean freight rates which are absorbed in the bunker price of oil are exceedingly
cheap where the shipments are from Mexico and Sou th American points. Illus.
trading that point the average freight rate on cargoes on from nine to ten thou-
sand tons of fuel oil from Tampico, Mexico, to New York for the last five years
has been 30 cents a barrel; to Providence 30? cents a barrel, and to Boston
32 cents a barrel.

A barrel of oil will weigh approximately 108 pounds. There Is a coninmodity
rate from Galveston and points near by m Texas to New England points of 76
cents a hundred so that it can be easily seen that railroad transportation to
New England for fuel oil is out of the question.

From certain Venezuela points to New York the fuel-oil rate Is about 27 cents a
barrel; to Providence, 27 cents a barrel, and to Boston 29 cents a barrel.

From certain shipping points In the United States of Colombia the rate to New
York, Providence, and Boston Is a cent barrel higher'than from Venezuela points.

In this fuel-oil situation the mid western producer can not help himself as long
as the Interstate Commerce Commission requires oil to move as sixth.class
freight.
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Tho present situation In relation to the production of oil in this country is an

argument for its retention on tho free list. Stratistics show that in 1928 the
United States exported 50 per per cent more fuel oil than It imported and that
only 9 per cent of the fuel oil used In this country was hnported. It is, therefore,
believed that Congress will see that New England is not asking for anything
unreasonable when it asks that fuel oil bo retained on the free list as one of those
raw commodities that in justice to all should be on the free list.

The obvious purpose of the coal producers to take oil from free list is to in-
crease the production and price of solt coal and our membership feels that it would
be just as sensible for the State of Massachusetts to legislate that we should go
back to burning gas for lighting purposes in our factories, and so if foreign oil is
taxed at a dollar it barrel we can not afford to use it.

It may be worth while to show just what hardship it would work in specific
Instances. The plant with which the writer is associated has burned oil for
perhaps 14 years; its awrage consumption per year is 200,000 barrels. If in
addition to Its present price for fuel oil it hadto pay out $200,000, that sum re-
presents an amount greater than it ever paid its palhniest days in dividends.

It would also cost $200,000 to erect a coal trestle, coal-discharging facilities,
automatic hoppers, and changing the boilers over to burn soft coal. This is
typical of what would happen to many of our textile plants.

A very largo textile company like Pacific Mills is said to consume 600,000
barrels of fuel oil a year.

For the first period in many years our oil-burning manufacurin plants in
Massachusetts located on or near the coast line have been free from mnterrupted
service either because of strikes on the railroad or strikes at the coal mines, and
this feeling of security is worth much after the experiences of the past where
plants had to shut down because of interrupted coal supply, and the competition
between coal and oil for fuel is such that neither the coa or oil industry can afford
to ask prohibited prices and still do business.Respectfully submitted.

ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES OF MASSACHUSETTS,
By ALDL14T P. WltITE, Vice President.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACIIUSETTS, JULY 6, 1929.

Bristol, 8s:
Then personally appeared the above-named .Albert It. White, known to me

to be the person he represented himself to be, and made oath to the truth of all
statements made by him as of his own knowledge, and sald that he believed all
statements made by him upon information are true to the best of his knowledge
and belief.

[SEAL.) HAnRY S. Bamut"ORD, Notary Public.
My commission expires March 25, 1932.

BRIEF OF THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

The American Automobile Association, composed of 1,015 affiliated clubs,
located in every State of the Union, tit its twenty-seventh annual meeting held
at Buffalo, N. Y., July 1, 2, 1929, tnimnlinously adopted time following resolution

" PROPOSED TARIFF ON PETROLEUM IMPORTS

Proposals are now being made by certain interests before tle Senate Finance
Committee to levy an imniport duty on crude and fuel oil, gasoline, lubricants,
kerosene, anl all derivatives of crude petroleum. Time object of these proposals
is nturally to produce higher prices for these products. The American Auto.
mobile Association therefore protests against the levying of anll Import duty
oil such products, and formal ntion before the Senate Fimtance Committee lit
the interest of time users of gasoline of this country is authorized."
i supllort of this declaration of policy, your attention Is respectfully directed

to time following points:
First. Tite proposed duty would place a grave burden upon the motor-vehicle

Owliers of the Nation.
Time lroloments of time tariff on petroleum and petroleum preducts-a thing

which is unprecedented Ini the tariff history of the United States-frankly admit
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that their reason for seeking such a tariff Is to secure higher prices for petro.
leum and its products.

It can not be denied that this mans that the American motorists and other
consumers of petroleum must pay the higher prices if the proposed duty goes
Into effect.

It has been estimated that should the proposed Import duty be levied
that the retail price of gasoline would be Increased at least 2 cents per gallon.
During 1928 the gasoline consumption in the United States reached a total of
approximately 12,000,(00 gallons. This would mean an additional tax upon
the consumers of gasoline of approximately $240,000,000 annually.

Spcclal taxes levied against the motorists of the Nation in 1928 reached the
staggering sum of $785,380,170. Every State in tile Union has flow in effect a
gasoline tax ranging from 2 cents to ( cents per gallon. With increases recently
made by various State legislatures, the national motor vehicle tax bill ilk 1929
will amount to approximately $900,000,000, representing all increase in the past
five years of approximately 80 per cent.
The motorists have so far submitted to this enormous tax burden in order

that tile Nation might have a national system of surfaced highways. With
24,500,000 motor vehicles in operation in tills country today and with the
saturation point not yet reached, it is common knowledge that our ilational
system of highways must be extended to meet the growing demands of trans.
portation. This means that special taxes levied against American motorists
will continue to mount.
These conditions are cited to show that tie American motorist is now and

will continue to bo Overburdened wlith nlor-veltikle taxation, and the proliosal
to plate an iniort duty oil pet roleuni and Its lroducts, affeetling, 1I5 it dovs, iiot
llerely the owvlers of l ltollnobiles limit every tner wlo ttts i tralor for
the larpl'ose of carrying ol hIs dally woirk, is, we sUuialt, nothing less thll
illI hllkabtle.

Stellii. Such iti pIi'oliot'(l pli'y to l2vy atll impiorl fily [., fil 1.,troltuiand( its
lron ls is contrary to the oll-colmservatloln liti'grmil etini(l Iy lilt, united

States (iverlillitnt.
Iii 1)2N tle'' wits . Itr lh t'(i 111 till t , Unith i t 19( ,t)2.ftJO.dii i tv ,llI l'i' . ,l Il'-1 .

ltUl 1111nd imp1iorled into this tontllllry 1) .i;N.S ,. innlkill at tolP of Mi:1.5;t;.sso
IzartiTs. 'lhre was llts iullitil anl expilt ed dill'ing flit year 1121 . D 0lilo,010
harrl.. t hus lhavilig fur crude and relied storage 27.53.,NSi) hr. 'thse
figures lprove tihat were It not ftv the fact Ihat apl)roxiiat'ly )1,0110,0K}I barrels
of ptlrollilnl is ilow behlig inIporleil into tile ;iiled States aniUally t here would
lie i shortage t' .suplIy. A Itnifl' diuly oil petrloleul inulits woldi uniliestion.
ably seriously curtall, if not letullly stop, lilly fllrthel Ilmportatlont of tills ess ell.
tintl product. tllis lilkiiig it Ii(t'4essatlry for tie Utilted States to telihally
iiil'nreall. its prest.'_nt pilhll('ti i puroigraii.

Tile ticitllI ( ihillill reslurces of tile Unitel Stales constitute only IS lier cent
iof tihe worl's ,.t'1illtlled snliplly, while in 1928 it lirodulle'cd 118 pUt' tont of tlhe
world's thenmdati. Thi.Ils inemts tiiat Ilit lIiled States is exhiating its li(tro.
lein resources lit it a dangerous rate. IlII tll Miee oi this ciinditioni It is s -lu
illitted tlil It iIit' l itta l es,.' i. ti (ollsel've its [lltIi'I' llli ti'(llr(es ii and li4
iitdtpelideiit of foreigitoll d(hiuait Iflotl, no hianilir'al) sold Ie placed upiiii the
devehihnlin t of the Alnirlan oil il l(ltl.ulry InI foleigli (. ,llliP..
CITY OF WA4IIIN(G'TON.

Di.triet of Collnullb;, ..:

Eii-t.st N. Smithi, beiun, first daily swoln, ill otilh deposes and says that lie Is
execUltive vice.liresihclt't of the Aiiericani Auloilllltiilh Associatlion: tlit lit' ia.
read tile foregoing statement ild kiows file contents thereof; tlt the matter
and thigs tlierci-h, stiled (if ills own liersiinal knowledge are tile. find1 those
ilili il'ornlitlon ail II cI lef lie lilileve" toi lie true.

Et.rs'r N. SMITH.

Su.s.rilied atl sworn to lit-for' nit Ihils i3th dity iof July, 19)2).
lsuAi.] J. A'.%Vx il.ows.

Notary'l Publ1ie.
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BRIEF OF MARK COOPER, REPRESENTING THE COOPER CORPO.
RATION, SALISBURY, MD.

COllr'l- ON FINANCE,
Unftcd State8 Senate.

GBNTLEMEN: I am one of the hundreds of contractors engaged in the laying of
asphalt roadways throughout the Eastern States. The asplalts we use run
from light road oils to ordinary heavy asphalts. Their consistency depends
upon their content of lighter oils.
A release of the Department of Commerce on June 11 of this year, copy of

vilch I will leave with you, states that 60 lper cent of all the asphalt used In
Ite United States is produced from impoirted heavy crude oils mid that 93 per
cent of all the asphalt produced on the Atlantic seabtard of tile United States
is produced from foreign oils.

Road building is to-day a matter of enormous Interest to States, counties,
and mulelpiaitles.

Farm bureaus are taking all extreme Intterest i tie development of tile e'heal).
est possible roads to enable farmers to reach their markets and social centers
every day in the year. Asphalt is tie1 only material which call Ineet this
reqilreiment.

Cement roads are excellent for State roads and principal highways. Al-
though originally constructed of cement, there is only (ono material with which
they can be repaired. namely, asphalt. Every crack, every upheave, every rav-
eling, every break In the shoulder, must be repaired with asplialt.

But, the cement road Is so costly that It is necessarily laid Its narrow as
eomp)atible with ordinary safety. Tile ordinary cement road Is only 16 feet it
width. In rural communities where the prllill trallfle Is farm trucks, trucks
call not safely pass on the ordinary cement road, anl li nuddy weather when
the shoulder is soft a cement road in farming districts is lined with farm trucks,
or automobiles pushed to the side by farm trucks bogged iln tile ditch.

Ordinary country roads of 26 to,30 feet in width are being made Into hard
ri.ids by aslialt-surface treatmunt, at tbout one-sixth of the cost of the
n:lirower cimecrlete road.

Asplinlt is tite one imnterll whili offers hope to tilt, farmer of safe and rapid
Comlllullcation l lilng districts. The average cost of il.sllalt is to-day
around $13 a toll.

It lakes 10 barrels of heavy crude oil to nmke I ton of tei average asphalt.
Of tht 79.000.00 barrels of crude oil imported In 1928. 21,000,000 were used in
the manufacture of asplalt. A tariff oni crude oil of $1 pr barrel woul result
in lilt illereased east of $7 to $10 per toll for itsplhalt. Tills is lrohllitive. Tile
ivslllt would be tllat Ill asphalt contractor like myself, the snalli !owll, the
filling collillnnilii y. 11nd the cunty vouldI lie force to pay a higher priev.
Atd, att that, tlie is phffialt lroductio of tile United States would hlve to look
to tlondstic crude oills for Its supplies.

Lmt year, tile greatest year of oil prolductloll In tie Unitd States, tllere was
only enough native asldliilt-bearig oil to produce t0 per eit of tile total lie01ds
of til, Ulited States. It Is Impossible to produce all tile lisplilt we ieed from
ttie oils.

Any tax wllat-T0ver- oil tlsplmlt-beal-ig foreign crude olls would end road-
blillill. prograllis Iiil pllrtlltlhirly would. end tile plan of farm relief iiow
being developed by tile Farm Iurau Feerat loll aid tile Aspilmlt Association
of Amlerica aid would insur ta contillnce of the lreselt liniassalhh roads lit
rtral conlnlitles.

As a constructor of couiitry roads, I enter my protest agni. st tie levying of
a tribute upon their construction ill tilt form of a tariff on the raw material
oil whilell they absolutely lepeld.

31AIC (.'OOi-1.
TALiI0T COUNTY,

State of Mar-land, ss:
On tils 131h (iny of July. 1929. appellred tfore me lilt Mrk ('iiir. itrsoinilly

klown to tle. ailid btig dilly sworil he (liloistil that he siglieud fill, fbregoiltg
stAhtliilt; thit as to matters itierel s-tited Oii his aIVio knowledge I ie s-hi Q-
illent Is true all] that ai. t tilatters stilted oil Ills iifornilltli'll anlld htilef he
lhellel'e thmill to be true.

Is.:.- GnitORGE SNYMoN, Jr.,
Xotory Pablic.

My iliinlision etixtres May . t , 1931.
613310--20--o't. 111. 8t'll.3l 141--31
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CRUDE PHOSPHATES Se
[Par. 1737]

STATEMENT OF JOHN T. BURROWS, NEW YORK CITY, REPRE. bob.
SENTING THE PHOSPHATE-ROCK INDUSTRY So

(The witness was duly sworn by the cliairnmn of the subconi. Se
mittee.)

Mr. Bvautows. MIr. (Iliiaiman and gentlemen, I am vice president there
:' the International Agricultural corporationn and represent that a pr*
company, as well as a group of milnors. constitutilng about 90 per count
cent of the liospiate-r(ck industry in this country. We are asking i
that phosphate rock be removed from ti free list and that a duty Sc
of $4.90 a gross ton be imposed. Mr

Our industry at present is active in Florida, Tennessee, Utah So
Idaho. Wyoming, andl Montana. We have it capital investment o Mr
about $67,0'00,000, and give direct employment to about 3,500 men. Sen

In 1927 ohr production aniomted to 3,000,000 toils, with a value of table
over $11.001.900). All of this wAas transported by the railroads, with last y
an addition to their revenue of about $5.000,000; and about 9,000,000 1r.
tons by coastwise vessels, with :tim addition to their revenue of Seu
$2,000,000. Air.

During the year beginning in August, 1927, there were substan. least '
trial imports of l)mspliate from the Frenth )protectorate of Morocco, in tilk
where the French (overnmnt.t exercises a monopoly in tile mining Se
and marketing of Ph1ospimite rock. is $10.

Senator UNe;. What year did you say? f. o. I
Mr. Bunmows. Beginning with August, 1927. dread
Senator Smtoo'r. Did you say you were representing the agricultural M1.

interests? ing.
Mr. Bumtows. The International Agricultural Corporation, and plice

about 90 per cent of tile phosp!hate miners. Scu
Senator EDo. Are you directing your testimony tQ paragraph with r-

1769? Mr.
Mr. Iluniows. No; 1640, under the old tariff law. Baltini

.Senator S.%oo'r. Page 307. It cal
Senator limo. Mr. Burrows, there were only 9,000 tolls, or it little Seno

overI, imported in 1928. Mi'
Senator REI-i. No, Senator. It is the figure above that-37,000. Sci
Senator KMxo. I said in 1928. there i
Senator REm. Thirty-seven thousand six hundred tons of crude not rig

p1 losplate rock. ,ln.
MIr. lt'mows 'liere never imu been any necessity for any duty on ( Cue

phosplhate -ock Until this Frenh Government monopoly started in the by
business in 1921. Since that (late they lave increased their tonnare di'isio

from 8,000 toils in 1921 to 1.:(0A)00. in 1928. Tlese importations, Sella
Swlile not. A'(m.r large, would have Ibeen iliuich larger if it lad not been culture
for' time actlve o))osition of tile industry in this comtry. The Mr.
milers hi'r invoked the antidumping law. and the Secretary of time Sena

reasury uhed that hiere was (lulmling. iilld that the btisines.. of Mr.
mining' 1 lhospilate rock his been and is likely to be injured. Tfhe Seit
importers appealed froni tihlt.
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Senator SmrooT. How could there be any dumping here when it
was free ?

Mr. Bumcows. Because the Treasury ruled that they were selling
below the market price in their own country.

Senator RI:EI). What duty was put on it?
Mr. Bnitows. There was an average dity of $2.86.
Senator KIxo. What authority was there for that?
Mr. Buntows. As I understand it, under the antidum)ing law, if

there is anTy evidence that a product is being sold in this country at
a price below the market prtice, tile wholesale price. in their own
country in the usual course of trade. thn there is evidence of duiml)-
ing.

Senator KIN(l. Eveni if it is on tile free list ?
Mr. Butatows. Even if it is on the free list.
Senator KING. Then you can put a tariff on it ?
Mr. lniatows. That is right.
Senator MoE. How do you explain the fact-if I have the rollerr

table here-thmt tle imports dropped from 17.000 to 9.000 in tie
last yeutr?

M'. iujitiows. The itilmi'ts have gradually increased.
Se ator i-Ei. Phoslhte rock, etude, in 1928, 37000-
Mr. Buittows. There is no dotibt that there would have been at

least 200,000 toils (lniledI in here if it had not been for our action
in taking tie course we did with the Treasury 1)epartment.

Senator REED. Mr. BittTOWS, the invoice price of this in Morocco
is $10.39. Apparently the going' market price in t1e United States,
f. o. b. mines, is about $6.5i0 a ton. l'hat does not sound like very
dreadful comlpentition.

11'. ,luitows. 'l'lhe figures you tire quoting, I believe, are mislead.
ing,. That price Of $11 is the market )rice in Etirope, not the market
price f. o. b. mines, or f. o. b. the port in Morocco.

Senator Smoo'r. Of course, tlt is the case with till ottr figures
with respect to the foreign price.

Mr. Buictows. The imports to this country were sold at $7 at
Baltimore, and that evidence is in the Treasury departmentt to-day.
It can be obtained.

Senator R:nm). That is why they said it was dumping.
Mr. Buitows. That is why they said it was dumping.
Senator Rim:. Anu they have put on the duty to protect it. If

there is no (utnl)ing, you are not in the slightest danger. Is that
not right?

Mr. Bumaows. That is true, but that case has now been appealed to
the Customs Court. and the Treasury Department was overruled in
the lower court. It has been taken up to what they call the third
division now.

Senator K'o. Mr. Witness, phosphate is it growing need in agri.
culture, is it not ?

Mr. Buntows. Absolutely.
Senator Klxo. For fertilizer.
Mr. Bumutows. Absolutely.
Senao10' R:M). We hTave been exporting it to the tune of nearly

IO{It.0{0t) tolls a yeat, to G(ermany and the Netherhnds.
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Mr. Bunnows. Our export business in 1913 was about one million
three or four hundred thousand tons. It is gradually decreasing, due
to the active competition of this French Government monopoly.
They are reaching out for the phosphate markets of the world.

Senator REED. They do not seem to have reached very successfully,
when our exports are thirty times our iml)orts.

Mr. Buiuows. That would seem so; but it is not a question of what
they have imported into this country. It is a question of what they
would have imported and what they will import unless we are able
to keep them out.

Senator KI.(,N. One of your answers implied that they got more for
it in Europe; that the European price was higher than the domestic
price. Why do they not ell in Europe instead of bringing it here?

Mr. Bunuows. They have increased their business from 8,000 tons
in 1921 to over 1,000,000 tons, as I said before, find practically all
that is going into Europe.

Senator Ei na. Iow are you going to help the farmer by putting
a duty on it?

Mr. Bumuows. I do not think the farmer will be injured in the
slightest by pltting a duty on it.

Senator S3MOT. If he has to pay more for his phosphate he will be
penalized.

Mr. BuItmows. That is true, temporarily, but if this American
inlustry is destroyed-

Senator S3MoT. If it is temporary, then it will help you only tern.
porarily.

Senator Ki.o. Is not this an old business? Have you not been
working at it for years?

Mr. Bmntows. This industry started in 1867. in this country.
Senator Kix.. Phosphate is rather plentiful. You state it is

('heap. You (d0 not have to pay anything for it. Nature has de.
l)osited it there.

Mr. Buimows. The reserves in the United States are sufficient to
last this countryy over 2,000 years. There is no danger of there ever
being a shortage iii this country; but if this Government monopoly,
.with their (.oni'ict labor at 26 cents a day. is able to destroy tie
Anu'rican industry, there is no reason to think that the story of
every monopoly will not be rel)eate(ld, and l)rices will be raised, to the
subsequent damage of the farmer.

Senator Ki,. Mr. Witness, do you know that the miners of the
I'lniied Staite, and the mining corlmrations, can mine copl)er or-.
for examl)le, in Utah, for considerably less than 50 vents a to ?

Mr. Bl'mtows. That does not, of course, aPl)l to the f)hoslAte.

rock Ilnsminess. We are not afraid of any mining corporation ill
the world in this business if we can have tfair coml)etition. But we
d) not consider it fair competition when you ask American laulr
to 'omilwte with .onvicts amid Aral)s, anti American cal)ita to con.
)lwle with an indlustry subsidized by the French Government, and
which has the use )f government military railroads and other
faeilities for handling its products.

Senator KsT.o. Where are the phosphate dl)osits in Morocco?
Mr. Bumitows. lhev are about (0 miles in from the coast. front

(he 1)ort of Casa Blamica.
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Senator Kumo. If you do not think there is competition in the
manner of production of phosphate in Morocco, with American pro-
duction, I do not see your point. We tare so much more advanced
and our methods of ning are so superior that I can not conceive
that the wild Arabs over there, of whom you speak-

Mr. Bunnows. That is true. They have the finest French engineers
in charge of those mines.

Senator Kax(o. I can not conceive that those wild Arabs would
compet e with the Americans in the production of )hosplate.

Senator Es'OE. You do not think you tire in immediate danger with
the iml)ortation at the present moment being al)l)roximately 1 per
cent ?

Mr. Bumntows. We feel that we are in serious danger. I think that
if there is no l)protpetion, this industry cal not possibly survive.

Senitor S31o'r. Is there anything else you desire to say?
Mr. lvnmows. I wish to file'a brief.
Senator SmoOT. That may be (lone.
(Mr. Burrows submitted the following brief:)

iRllP OF TIE PIiOSIAITE ROCK INDUSTRY

., tiot 1640 of the free list of the tariff act of 1922 provides as follows:
1'hosllates, crude and palitite."

we desire that tils palragralil 1)e relmaled ald that a provion for a ditty
il phspliate rock be, Insertcd into the litw as follows:
"I'llosphate rovk (ihosplorltes, colloihatle, titu lipiatites). shall bo subject

to a sptueltlhd duty (of $4.90 a long ton."

HUMM.\ItY OF IIEASONS DEMONSTRATING NECESSITY FOR TItE DUTY ASEi

1. In 1927-29 there aepioar 1(iv t ti e lJmr of Iillt nfire. Md., for ihe fist
tIPiu Inl h ),y, sulltitil ial Ilmports I lolihslhate irck Il 3loroceo.

2. These shipnilvilt were by tit, (1llice Cirille (t's lhosphates, a French
Gov('inurllett Inli'olhllil3' ii Moroc'o.
3. This ,oncevrii epIloys convict and Arabi labor it wa ges of 26 and 32 cents

it dlily alld eilijoys Gveriunllt subsidy anid tax (eXenion, inld te further
t|villithlge a1tsing fioin m tllporlliton by (iovertineit-o\\i nod uil it ary rall.
railb find Government.owneIliort facillithls in Moroco.

41. Any (hvervast' Il American production due to foreign clletiltion will
mathritlly Increase American costs.

5. Moroceati costs, Inhludlng rill and water freight to lhiltlhnor, ('is shown
In Ilrile filed by 11 before the Waiys and Means Committee of the IIousv In
Fehruriy, 1929) are actually $4.93 lLer ..ross ton loss than present Anerican
costs.
6. 'ondltills in the Anlerican industry ( ) Three favorably located fields

wih Ii :liitltt1ilt supply of tihis essoliil )htlt food for thouslitldS of yeal's
lllsul'e luIm 1)Jti'i's to tile Airieri' a (.OiulSiilr.
(b) lfllclf ncyv of nmuigemient and skill (if engineers of the American pro-

ducer are sconil to Itont Il the world. but the American producer can1 not
Colipete with it Cloverllineilt motnooly hiring labor at 26 to 32 centst a dity
andil ('njoyllig Gov'rinent subsIly, Govermntt t ttll itlni, ainl tax
exemil)it ill.

(te' Aiterlcan miners alppearing on this brief employ a citpitil Investment of
$t;7.ti(miwo.n, ;1114 :uSt0 iltn. riy. produced In 1927. 3.160.000 long tons, rallied
at Xll .23t.51{3. Tr,; slnIrttt ion of lie Irodu't to ports mid factories of the
Interior abled at least $5.000.000 lin 1927 to the revenue of the raIlroads mill
$1.N(0,0110 to (oastwise vessels registered under the Amerlcan flag.

t(it Polri'ly the Ainlrivilll Industry wUs able to export a sulistmithtl part
of Ifs Il'odurtion and at one time furnished fully 90 per cent of the world's
Supply of plosil)hate. Export tonnage Is now of no practical Importance (lute
to .M1oroccanell eonpetit loll.
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(e) The total tonnage produced and marketed by the American miner was
practically the same In 1027 as it was in 1913. The Moroccan competitor, who IS
now subjecting the American industry to unfair competition, has increased his
tonnage from 8.000 touns in 1921 to 1,330,000 tons in 1928.

(f) The Moroccan mines have the capacity and have shown a determination
to dominate the high-grade phosphate markets of the world. They will be
able to accomplish this solely by reason of advantages of Government subsidy
an tax exemption and the employment of cheal) Arab and convict labor.

(f/) Eventually both domestic and foreign markets will be lost to the Amer.
lean producer unless he is granted the protection asked.

The only possible basis for refusing the protection asked is that the Importation
of foreign phosphates at cheap prices will for a time reduce the price of manu.
factured phosphates in tills country. Whatever slight or temporary advantage
there fany be to agriculture in this result will be suficient to destroy an
important American industry and to throw out of employment many hundreds
of skilled and unskilled workers. Moreover, any such benefit will not be pcr.
manenil because th history of ill monopolies is that once they gain control of
a market by underselling they will then proceed to put up the prlet, higher
titan that charged by those whoin they have destroyed. Fimilly, we consider it
Is not good policy that the people of this country be dependent upon a foreign
Government monopoly for this essential plant food. Sound policy requires the
encouragement of American capital in the exploitation of lis great natural
resource of our country anmd in the development of new processes for the
economical production of fertilizer, and the discovery of new ways li which
these crude deposits of phospate rock can be used Ili the arts and In scielece.

In the brief Illed by us with the Ways and Meanls Connlttee of tile House
in February, 1929, we discusKed in detail the reasons supporting this application
for duty. We would welcome an opportunity to furnish proof of the facts stated
In that brief and in tills one.

Filed in behalf of the following companies:
American Agricultural Chemical Co., 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., 25 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Armour Fertilizer Works, 111 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. Il1.
Atlas Fertilizer Co., Columbia, Teim.
Bauglh Chemical Co, 25 South Calvert Street, laltimore, 3hl.
J. Buttgenbach & Co., Dunnellon, Fil.
C. & J. Camp, Ocala, Fin.
Charleston Mining Co., lichnlond, Va.
Coronet Phosphate Co., 99 .Jolm Street. New York, N. Y.
Davison Chemical Co.. Garrett Building, Baltimnore, Md.
D)unitelon Phosphate Mining Co., Dunnellon, Fli.
Federal Chelleal (Co., Louisville, Ky.
Hoover & Mason Phosphate Co., 8 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Independent Chemical Co., 33 Pine Street, New York, N. Y.
International Agricultural Corlperallon, 01 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Mutual Mining Co., Brunswiek, Ga.
National Fertilizer Association. 616 Investment Building, Washington, D. C.
Phosphate- Mining Co., 110 William Street, New York, N. Y.
F. S. Royster Guano Co., Norfolk, Va.
Rulbm Phosphate & Chemical Co., Mount Pleasant, Tenn.
Sehiller & Webster, Columbia, Tenn.
Southern Agricultural Chemical Corlorathm. 61 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Southern Phosphat, Corporation, Garrett Building, Baltimore, Md.
Swift & Co., Uimon Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill.

PLASTER ROCK OR GYPSUM
[Par. 17401

STATEMENT OF HARLAN W. RIPPEY, ROCHESTER, N. Y., REPRE.
SENTING DOMESTIC PRODUCERS OF GYPSUM

(Tho witness was duly sworn Iy tle Chairman of the subcommittee,)
M\1r. Itipplns. I represelnt doinest ic producers of gypsum. Prehli-

Imaily, I would say that we are ititerested in paragraph 205.
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Senat-r KEYES. Is that page 34 of the bill?
Mr. RIPPEY. I do not recall the page of the bill. It is paragraph

205 under Schedule 2.
Senator KEYES. I thought we were taking up the free list.
Mr. RIPPEY. I was just making a preliminary statement to cover

the situation.
Senator CouzENs. That refers to plaster rock, gypsum rock ground.
Mr. RIPPEY. Yes. Just before 205 was reached, Mr. McLeash,

representing the United States Gypsum Co., and others representing
soet other importers, and myself here agreed that if agreeable to
the subcommittee, of which Senator Edge was chairman, it would be
advisable to have both paragraphs heard before the full committee.
We talked with Senator Edke and Senator Reed about the matter--
at least I did-and they said that that arrangement would be made.
Now, that is why 205 has not been discussed before and why it would
be taken up along with paragraph 1740.

Senator COUZENS. Because you want this put on the free list? Is
that the idea?

Mr. RIPPEY. No, we want some changes in subdivision (a) of that
paragraph.

Senator WALSH. You think the subjects are correlated?
ir. RIPPEY. Yes, sir.

Senator KEYES. Ground gypsum is in 205, is it not?
Mr. RIPPEY. Yes; it relates to ground and calcined gypsum.
Senator WALSH. In other words, that subcommittee referred the

discussion of this paragraph 205 to the discussion under the free list
of the subject of gypsum?

Mr. RIPPEY. That is correct.
Senator COUZENS. You nmy proceed.
Mr. Rippry. I have been counsel for domestic producers for over a

year in connection with the subject of tariff on gypsum.
Senator WALSH. Would you mind telling us how many domestic

producers there are?
Mr. RIPPEY. There are 38, according.to the Department of Com-

merce Bulletin of July, 1928. There are 38 domestic producers of
gypsum having 84 plants, of which 60 were active in 1927.

Senator WALSH. Where are they located?
Mr. RIPPEr. All over the United States.
Senator WALnsi. Does your brief show those locations?
Mr. RIPPi.Y. Yes. I wish you would just glance at these maps

that we have l)repared [producing maps].
Senator WALSH. Are the largest plants in western Now York?
Mr. Rippr... Western New York had, up to 1928, produced about

one-third of all the gypsum produced in the United States.
Iowa is the second largest producing State.
You will notice from the reap here that east of the Mississippi the

States of Now York, Ohio, Virginia, and Michigan are the four prin-
cipal gyl)sum-produeing States.

SenatoM' WALsH. What percentage of the consuml)tion of gypsum
is produced domestically?

Mr. RippEY. In 1928 slightly under-I do not have the figures yet
from the Department of Commerce, but the estimate that was given
to me by the Department of Commerce and the Tariff Commission
was slightly under 5,000,000 tons domestic production; whereas, the
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importations were 1,028,000 short tons, most of which catte from
Nova Scotia, Canada-- all except, I think, something like 60,000 tons
on the west coast.

Senator WALSH. Most of the ilmrtations that come from Nova
Scotia find their place of destination along the eastern seaboard, par.
ticularly New England and New York.

Mr. I rPrE'. Along the eastern seaboard down as far as Norfolk,
Va. Thim reports are that a plant is about to be constructed at
Savannah, Ga., to take care of some of the Nova Scotia material.

Senator WALSH. Will you state how many people are employed in
the indtistry in this country?

Mr. lRipr'EY. I can only give an estimate. The estimate has been
made of about 50,000.

Senator WALSH. I personally do not know how gypsin is iniied,
I am not familiar with that. Can you tell me very briefly about it?

Mr. Rvin.:v. In the United States, with the exception of a small
area in the West and with the exception of a place in the upper part
of Michigan, all gypsum is mined at different distances under the
surface. In western New York I think it is between 25 and 50 feet,
on an average, under the surface. Of course, tile material is wet.
All the problems of mining occur in this industry in the United
States, such as drainage questions, long haulage underground,
hoisting to the surface, carrying to tile crusher and tile processing
at the mouth of the shaft, leading on to cars, and of course hauling
long distances by freight to the principal market; whereas, in Nova
Scotia and in San Marcos, Mexico, the material is produced by
open-surface quarrying. I think the matter that was presented
before the House ,Wavs and Means Committee, as well as the records
that are here from the Department of commerce, indicate that the
face of this gypsum rock-it is soft mineral rock-is as high as 100
feet at soei points in Nova Scotia, and it is blasted by face blasting;
that is, a large portion of tile face of the rock is taken off' at a single
blast. It is thrown (lown on the surface of the quarry; the largest
pieces. are either rel)lasted or broken into smaller pieces, and then
it is shoveled by steam siovel into cal's fin, hale to the crusher,
where tile primary crushing-and, as we have maintained all through
this tariff count roversy, tile primary manufacturing operation-is
perform( and the material is* reduced uniformly to sizes varying
from 3 to 4V inches maximuml, both in Nova Scotia find in'San
Macos, Mexico, before importation.

The material is then hauled by boat to the ports on the eastern
seal)oard 0' on tile western seaboard.

Tile fist great advantage that the importers have, of course,
arises out of this method of procuring the material and out of their
cieap haulage from the point where the material is produced to the
principal nhllrkets.

Senator WALSM. The differencee in water rates as against freight
rates?

Mr. Rnum:v. Yes. h'lie freight rate. from western New York and
from P'ort Clinton, Ohio, I Ielieve, to New York City, is $3.50 a ton,
and the rates v'y ulp to $4.50 at. other points along tile Atlantic
sealboard.

We hadl an estimate made by an engineer who is thoroughly familiar
with the indtistry, and who had in fact laid out one of the'plants of

484
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the importers, as to the cost of quarrying and passing the material
through the primary crushing operation in Nova Scotia and loading
it upon boats, and the figure which was given to us by him was 61
cents per ton. We also have quotations from the Whitney Co., of
New York, who deliver a con iderable amount, if not all of the mate-
rial, from Nova Scotia to the Atlantic Gypsum Products Co., one of
the importers here, and they have quoted a maximum carriage charge
of $1 per ton on small lots, small boat loads, ranging from 2,000 to
3,000 tons each, and of 75 cents or less to any point on the Atlantic
seaboard on boat loads ranging from 5,000 to 6,000 tons. Based
upon those figures, we have attempted to maintain before the House
Ways and Means Committee and elsewhere that the cost of importers
to bring into the ports along the Atlantic seaboard the partly manu-
factured material, the material that had gone through the first
reducing process, was $1.36 per ton.

I had cost sheets given to me from four typical gypsum plants in
western New York and I consolidated those costs. The cost, includ-
ing freight on similar material, the cost to western New York producers
to deliver to the Atlantic seaboard, averaged between Norfolk, Va.,
up to Portsmouth, N. II., was $6.33 per short ton.

Senator WALSH. As against the invoice price of $1.50 for Nova
Scotia?
Mr. RIPPEY. You mean the declared price for the importers?
Senator WALSI. YeS, Oi gy.istiiii.
Mr. Rwrm. The A-,tlanti Gypsum Co. declared their value at

$1.50 at one point and $1.13 at another point, average fii' the year
1928; whereas the United States Gypsum Co. has declared-that is,
on the long tti-tho United States Gypsum Co. declared their price
slightly over a dollar.

Senator CouziENs. Did that pay any duty?
.M'. tiPrn ', That paid no duty. That has been admitted free.
Senator Couzr:Ns. The controversy is as to whether that should

have come under the $1.40 rate or not?
M'. RIPPEY. Yes. Now, will you permit me just to state some

facts?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. RIPPpY. Of course gypsum has been imported from Canada for

over a hundred years in small quantities in our early history. Up to
1922, for a period of, more than 25 years, there was a duty on crude
gy'psun. Now gypsum has been classified throughout our tariff his-
tory in this way: Up to 1997, as I recall it, it was always. lassified as
unground, ground, and caleined- three specific classifications. Mv
recollection is that it was in 1927 that the term "ungromind" was dis-
carded and the word "crudeP' was'substituted in its place, and since
that tine it has beon classified as crude, ground, and cakined.

A ility was placed on crude gypsum in 1897, an(i it has remained on
crudi~e gvui until 1922 mn varying amounts, not a large amount, but
in 1)2it was placed ul)of the free list. During till of this period
there wits at (luty in varying amounts upon' *romnd and c'alcinedl
g' si. In 1922 the act fixed $140 a ton under pmragraph 205.
'1'lhe iniporters have asserted that they were not. represented, although,
I mean the do ,iic l)roducers hnve asserted that, they were not repre-
sented, although they expected to )e represented in 1922 before
Congress, and that it was probablyy because of that lack of representa-
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tion, as much as any other reason, that crude was taken off the dutiable
list.

Up to 1922 Mr. Sewell Avery, or his father, who in turn have repro.
sented the gypsum industry in this country largely, or prior to and
since 1897, appeared before Congress, and it was through the older
Mr. Avory's efforts that crude gypsum was placed on the dutiable list,
and it was through the efforts of the younger Avery that the matter
was properly presented to the House and to the Senate at the time
that other bills were enacted. In 1922 Mr. Avery did not appear
contrary to the assumption of other domestic producers that he would
look after their interest as formerly, and it developed that at or about
that time negotiations were pending for the purchase by the United
States Gypsum Co. of one of the then chief importers from Nova
Scotia. It appeared at the House hearings, on the statement of the
representative of the United States Gypsum Co., that that particular
importer was not taken over until one or two years after the 1922
tariff act. But in any event, the Canadian mines records and the
records of our own country failed to disclose that any crushing of any
of this material, of this raw material, was dozen in Nova Scotia prior
to 1922, as to any of the stuff that was brought to this country; that is,
the stuff that was brought to this country was brought just as it came
from the quarry and in large chunks, of course, running down to fines,
as there would be some fine in it. That was exactly the situation in
1922 when this last tariff act was enacted.

The importations began to increase but not in large quantities-
not in serious quantities-until about 1925 to 1926 or 1927, and in
1926 the importations from Nova Scotia began to affect the domestic
industry. Up to that time this country had absorbed the amount
of gypsum produced here, as well as the amount that had been
imported from Canada, without any serious effect upon the market,
apparently.

The serious effect upon the domestic producers of the increasing
imported material began to show itself seriously in 1927, and in the
fall of 1927 the domestic producers joined together and made appli-
cation to the Secretary of the Treasury for a reclassification of the
importations, claiming that the material which was brought in and
which had been crushed in Nova Scotia was, in fact, partly manu-
fac'tured, and under the classification which Congress had given to
gypsum it was not crude but inust be ground, under familiar de-
cisions of the courts. The matter was then thoroughly investigated.
The Government sent an agent to Nova Scotia to investigate the
manner of securing the material and crushing it.

I might say that it was not until 1922 or later than the importers
installed crushing machinery in Canada. That appears from the
Canadian mines reports of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

Senator WALSH. What was the ruling?
Mr. RiPPEY. This matter dragged along until June 12, 1928, at

which time the Treasury Department ruled that this material was
in truth ground gypsum and was dutiable at $1.40 per ton. Applica-
tion was thereafter made by the importers for a rehearing, and
before that decision was published the rehearing was had, and every-
body, I guess, that was interested, nearly, in the industry appeared;
over 200 pages of testimony were taken, and I think there were some
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two or three hundred pages of briefs put in, besides pretty nearly a
carload of gypsum as exhibits.'

In October, 1928, the Treasury Department modified its previous
ruling by saying that it was partly manufactured material, and as
such was dutiable under paragraph 214 at 30 per cent ad valorem;
that it was neither crude nor ground but that inasmuch as Congross
had not drawn any distinction between crushed gypsum, which is
partly processed, and ground gypsum, it should be held dutiable
under paragraph 214.

Subsequent to that, and without any hearing, any general hearing
at which the importers and the domestic interests were present, the
Undersecretary of the Treasury overruled both decisions and held
that it was entitled to free entry under paragraph 1643 of the old act.

Senator WALSH. On the free list.
Mr. RIPPEY. That is the situation that we are in now.
There are three things that we feel must be done if the domestic

industry is to be saved.
First, that crude must be taken from the free list. Now, you

notice that with crude on the free list it- is impossible for the do.
mestic producers to have an investigation made of the foreign and
domestic costs through application to the President under either the
old act or under the House bill; whereas, if crude were on the dutiable
list an application could be made either under the old act !,r tinder
the House bill, if that should become law, to have an investigation
made of costs both in foreign countries and in this country, and
determine whether or not any protection should be granted to the
domestic producers.

So that the first step which we ask here is that crude be removed
from the free list and placed upon the dutiable list with a sufficient
duty to meet the difference in the foreign and domestic costs, and at
least in a sufficient amount to allow the domestic interests to compete.

Senator WALSH. What duty do you suggest?
Mr. RIPPEY. $3 a ton, if our figures are correct.
Senator WALSH. That is twice as much as is levied in paragraph

205 on the ground or calcined.
Mr. RIPPiY. Yes. We ask that the compensatory duties be

increased on the ground and calcined.
Senator WALSH. Those duties would have to be changed?
Mr. RIPPEY. Yes. Now, the second thing is that we desire to

have this material classified, specifically classified. Nobody knows
at this time-that is, so that we can act intelligently upon it-
whether it is crude or ground. The Treasury Department is uncertain
on the matter, from its decisions, and we ask to have paragraph 205
amended so as to provide for a duty of $3 per ton on crude material
beginning in the paragraph itself, specifying that crude material
means run of mine or run of quarry. We ask that crushed gypsum be
inserted with ground gypsum as a specific classification and that crushed
gypsum be defined as any. primary or secondary mechanical reduc-
tion, and we ask that $3.75 per ton be placed upon that material.

We ask that there be added to calcined gypsum, wall plasters,
gypsum blocks, and that a duty of $4.50 per ton be placed upon
those, and that wall board, plaster board, composed wholly or in chief
value of gypsum, be dutiable at $4 per 1,000 square feet.

Senator ALSH. What is the duty now?
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Mr. RIPPEY. It comes in now under 35 per cent ad valorem, as
manufactures. Let me say here, just so as to clear that particular
feature of this question up: Gypsum in processing or in manufactur.
ing is one of reduction only. Nothing else is done to it except
reducing it. Of course it passes through reducing machines and
through sieves and that sort of machinery, but it is a process of
reduction from the time it comes from the mine or the quarry until
it becomes finally pulverized. There are uniformly stated to be
three stages in that reduction process: What they call the primary
crushing or grinding, where the material is reduced to maximum
sizes of about 4 inches; the secondary crushing or grinding, where the
sizes are reduced to from one-quarter to 13, inches, depending upon
different mills that are used; and the final pulverizing, where the
Ravmond mills and disintegrators and other machines are used to
reduce it .to powder.

Up to that point there is no chemical change in the material at all,
and for various commercial purposes at some stage during that
reduction process products have resulted, commercial products have
resulted, such as land plaster, retarders for Portland cement, flux
for blast furnaces, and so on. When it goes further and into wail
plaster, it has to be calcined, and by calcining they remove some
portion of the water content. As a result we get wall plaster, some.
times called stucco, and later, with the admixture of other materials
and by other processing, we get wall board, plaster board, and some-
thing like a hundred different products of gypsum.

Senator WALSH. Which one is the most extensively produced, wall
board?

Mr. RIPPEY. No; it has a larger value, but wall plaster is the
largest amount; the largest amount of gypsum goes into wall plaster.

Senator WALSH. Is the use of wall board increasing very much?
Mr. RIPPEY. Yes, very fast. According to the minerals division

of the Tariff Commission, about $87,000,000 is. the value of the wall
board in the United States in 1927.

Senator COUZENS. IS all that which you arc stating in your brief?
Mr. RIPPEY. Most of it is in my brief, yes. I really did not want

to take so much time. You asked me the question as. to how this
came up, and perhaps I have overstepped.

There is just one more point that I want to make here. It has
been claimed through the hearings here that importations on these
two coasts do not seriously affect the interior. Now, prices have
been decreasing until it was conceded before the House Way. and
Means Committee that the domestic plants all through the United
States were operating at a loss. That is the situation. A number of
them are in a very serious financial condition. One plant in Port
Clinton, Ohio, reported to me that they lost during 1928 a little
over $200,000. At the same time the United States Gypsum Co.
and the Standard Gypsum Co. have been extraordinarily prosperous.

Senator KEYES. What do you mean by "extraordinarily prosper-
OUSI?

Mr. Rippiow. The United States Gypsum Co. reported a net profit
of $6,000,000 during 1928, or approxmmateJy over $7 per share on its
capital stock. They manufacture some other prod ucts, such as
paint and lime products, but that cuts a small figure. They are all
from gypsum base, and if they lost money-of course, I have never
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1 a seen an itemized financial statement of the United States Gypsum

Co., and I do nat think any has been presented at any of these hear-
,tur. ings, but if they, is they stated before the House Ways and Means
:cept Committee, have been losing money or their 24 domestic plants,
and they must have made far in excess on the imported material, far in
s of excess of $6,000,000, so as to absorb their losses in the interior and

until still report a net profit of $6,000,000 on their operations in 1928.
be Senator WALSH. Are the sales of Nova Scotia gypsum confined tonary the eastern seaboard?

Mr. RIPPiEy. Yes, practically so. That is, it extends back-they
I the have shipped -.ome material into Pennsylvania to the Lehigh cement
L~pon district in Pennsylvania.
.the Senator WALSH. And the market for crude gypsum domestically

Ito produced is from the western part of New York to the Mississippi
Valley?

all, Mr. RiPPEY. There is practically no market for the western New
tha York people except along the seaboard. You see, 60 per cent of the
iave gypsimn in the United States is used in these seaboard cities.
flux Senator WALSH. What you are trying to do, then is to get a tariff

Wail duty which will in part offset the disadvantages of the domestic pro-Me ducers because of the advantage which the importer has in cheap
me- water rates as against your heavy freight rates?

riale Mr. RIwP.Y. Substantially so. Manufacturing costs are prac-)me. tically the same.
Now, if there are any questions you would like to ask I will be

wall glad to answer them if I can.
Senator WALSH. Are the Nova Scotia mines owned by American

the capital?
iter. Mr. RIPPEY. Yes.
? Senator WALSH. Entirely?

[sion Mr. RIPPEY. Well, I am Mi*, jue tbt large Canadian
wall company is not selling some of iW t o .o fthe importers.

I think 'that will develop.latr. :A! C),
lef? Senator WALSH. Do, sonmeobf the domestic xiiWu Iof gypsum
ait mniintain factories, -produce "rpium pro 'p fractured
this products?

Mr. RIPPEY. rretA~agy every oa@ of thes "deae; yf..,,
has There is just one motlfthlg wat to touih upon. A, d deal
i of talk was had efo e W'ys .. s Committ-* mannamed Priddy,;:f-m Norfok 5  . X know a * about
and the facts in regav& to the 14m ihat .*asn at
ied the time of the Uowse hearing #,:'' bri,rof and if I can ju4,em mentiom there

was 40,668 tons impoited iito. r~k, waimied atu 1928ittle there was 30,430 tewmipmpoatt046tlw ems place, val _40,418.
CO That was largel sidi Iihe _iifao , of land . Now,

OUs: there are two mmil i. ia' that ha m furnished
material for all of tt *e6h and the m is ownedby the United States O.iGuy Co.,.i "tboief importer.

ofit Another appearance thoti Vi~ . fr t.me Rutland Fire
its Clay Products Co. I have aJbk,[ diief product here
as which I bought for 25 cents hcreU i on to-day, and which,

al if that was their entire consumption-if it took up their entire con-
ver gumption of gypsum, which is very small, would run into about $200
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a ton. Now, I can not see where they fit into this picture at all in In
opposition to the domestic industry. $150

Senator COUZENS. Is Mr. Kellar here? more

Mr. RIPPEY. Mr. Kellar will not be here. I might say that we plan
assumed that the hearings could not be reached before to-morrow. Ac

That was the advice I had from Mr. Stewart. I did not know that acco'

this was going to be divided up into subcommittees. And Mr. ai

Wilson is not here and is not going to appear until to-morrow, so 2.

you can cross him off. Neither is Mr. Brown here. In al
Senator COUZENS. Do they have the same story to tell that you from

have, practically? 3.
Mr. RiPPEY. Well, Mr. Kellar is from the west coast, but Doctor chein

Ellerbeck will take his place. You will find him later on the list. perc
And Mr. Wilson is from the South, representing the Texas interests. early

(Mr. Rippey submitted the following brief:) and

plastl
BRIEF OF DOMESTIC PRODUCERS OF TARIFF READJSTMENT ON GYPsU.M wall

arts.
The paragraphs under consideration are 205, 214, 1440, and 1643 under the Th

1922 act, an'l paragraphs 205, subdivisions (a) and (d), and 1740 under II. R. lump
2607. one

Since the tariff act of 1922 conditions in the gypsum industry have so materially or gr
changed that tariff readjustment is imperative if the industry is to avoid destruc. Eel
tion through the invasion of free foreign gypsum. We understand that one of Plast4
the purposes of the special session of Congress was to readjust the tariff provisions proce
upon such articles as needed protection, due to changed conditions since the 1922
tariff act, so as to place the domestic interests on as nearly an equal footing with
the foreign products in our own market as possible.

To meet the needs of the domestic gypsum Industry it is essential, first, that aceorr
crude gypsum should be removed from the free list and an adequate tariff duty "(1
imposed upon the importation of crude gypsum to enable the domestic producers Gates
to compete with the foreign material in the principal markets in this country; "(2
second, to classify and definitely define crude, crushed, and ground gypsum; and, t
third, to provide compensatory duties upon articles manufactured from raw (3)
gypsum so as to enable those fabricating from domestic raw material to meet rock
the competition imposed by foreign gypsum. from

This requirement will be met by striking out paragraph 1740 of H. R. 2667 to the
and by amending subdivisions (a) and (d) of paragraph 205 (11. R. 2667) so as Thr
to read as follows: as(1)

"PAn. 205. (a) Plaster rock or gypsum, crude (run-of-mine or quarry), $3 WaI 51

per ton; crushed (any primary or secondary mechanical reduction) or ground, "crudi
$3.75 per ton; calcined, wall plasters, gypsum blocks, $4.50 per ton; wall boards, factor
Plaster boards, composed wholly or in chief value of gypsum, $4 per 1,000 square Webst
L e t. as "in

"(d) Statues, statuettes, and bas-rcliefs, wholly or in chief value of gypsum any ai
or plaster of Paris, not specially provided for, 50 per centum ad valorem; man- An,
ufactures of which gypsum or plaster of Paris is the component material of chief render
value, not specially provided for, 35 per centuni ad valorem." Lewis

Subdivision (b) relates entirely to Portland cement. Subdivision (c) covers In re
Keene's cement in which we fire interested, and we ask that that subdivision of Carbic
paragraph 205 remain the same as in H. R. 2067. on eru

Subdivision (d) of the House bill takes care of manufactures only where In the
plaster of Paris enters in. Plaster of Paris is eqlcined gypsum. There are many al~ne
manufactures of raw (uncalcined) gypsum, such as cement retarder, flux for The
blast furnaces, agricultural gypsum, etc., not provided for, and the subdivision known
should be consequently amended as indicated. betwe

Gypsum is a soft mineral rock found in many parts of the world. It is and Gyp
has been found in quantities sufficient to meet the needs of all time in some or Canad
all of 22 States of the United States (see map). It has been mined or quarried diligent
for at least three-quarters of a century in this country. New York State pro- meehal
d uced In 1925 nearly one-third of the entire volume of domestic gypsum. Iowa on De
was the second largest producing State. Plaster

ton rek
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In 1927 the invested capital in the United States in the industry was about
$150,000,000, and the retail value of the products of the industry had reached
more than $150,000,000 annually. The Department of Commerce bulletin of
July 11, 1928, reports 38 producers of gypsum in the United States having 84

!e plants, of which 60 were active in 1927.
According to authorities and literature on the subject, rock gypsum is classified

it according to its state into-
1. Crude gypsum.--This is the raw material from fines to great chunks just

as it conies from the mines or quarries.
2. Crushed or ground gypsum.-This term is used to denote the raw gypsum

In all physical states during the reduction processes, while unchanged chemically,
u from run-of-mine or quarry. It has various uses, principally for land plaster,

as a retarder for Portland cement, and as flux in blast furnaces.
3. Calcined gypsum.-This term is used to denote gypsum after it has been

)r chemically changed by "boiling" or "cooking" and the removal of a large
percentage of the water content. This has been called "plaster of Paris" since
early in the thirteenth century. It was known by no other name until recently
and was the only term used to denote calcined gypsum in the early United
States tariff acts. It is sometimes called "stucco," "plaster," or calcinedd
plaster." It is used for wall plaster, in the manufacture of building blocks and
wall and plaster board, and has many other and varied uses in the industrial
arts.

.10 The manufacturing process by which the crude run-of-mine or run-of-quarry
lump gypsum is converted into finely pulverized material before calcination is
one of reduction only by the successive use of primary and secondary crushing

ly or grinding machines and final pulverizing mills and cooperating devices.
Eckel, a standard authority on gypsum, in his work on Cements, Limes, and

of Plasters (2d ed., 1922), at page 40 et seq., thus describes the manufacturing
ns processes:
2 "GRINDING GYPSUM AND PLASTER" * * *

tb
"the gypsum is finely pulverized before calcination. This pulverizing is usually

at accomplished In three stages" . "The three stages are-
"(1) The lump gypsum, as quarried, is crushed to 2 to 4 inch size in a Blake,

Ts Gates, or other coarse crushers.
"(2) The product of the coarse crushers is fed to reducers of the coffee-mill

type, which crush it to about 4 inch or so.
w (3) The final pulverizing is accomplished in either buhrstono mills, Sturtevant

,et rock emery mills, or Stedman disintegrators. These reduce the gypsum so that
from 55 to 05 per cent will pass a 100-mesh sieve, and it is then ready to be fed

47 to the kettles.'"
as Throughout our tariff act' gypsum, according to its state, has been classified

as (1) unground, (2) ground, and (3) calcined, until 1897, when the word "crude"
$3 was substituted for the word "unground.'" The Century Dictionary defines
id, "crude" as "being in a raw or natural state; not fitted for use by cooking, manu-
do, facture, or the like; not altered, refined, or prepared by artificial process;" and
ire Webster defines "crude" as "in a natural state;" and it is defined in 12 Cyc. 985

as "in its natural state; * * * not altered, refined, or prepared for use by
i1a any artificial process."
in- Any mechanical reduction or alteration of the roek from its natural state
lef renders it "ground" within the meaning of the tariff acts. (Hoxie, T. D. 2573;

Lewis German & Co. v. U. S., 128 Fed. 407; U. S. v. Graser-Roth, 164 Fed. 205;
era In re Gardner, 72 Fed. 494; U. S. v. Spellman, T. D. 31320- T. D 31531; Union

of Carbide Co. v. U. S., T. D. 37390, 33 Treas. Dec. 328.) A tariff duty was levied
on crude gypsum from 1897 and it was during this period that the great advance

ere In the domestic industry took place. There has been a duty on ground and
ny calned gypsum since 1883.
for The Customs Bureau has found that there is (since 1922) a commercial article
on known as "crushed gypsum," representing an intermediate stage of reduction

between run-of-mine and finely pulverized. (Exhibit F.)
ind Gypsum has beer, imported In crude form for more than a century. Neither
or Canadian Mining Reports nor American Reports show any record, as far as
'A diligent search discloses, that any raw gypsum prior to 1922 had undergone any

ro. mechanical processes or reduction before importation, Except T. D. 2573, when,
WA on December 28, 1875, the Secretary of the Treasury held that "Cracked rock

plaster" was "not in the unground or crude state but has advanced to a condi-
tion resembling, to some extent at least, ground plaster." (See Exhibit E.)
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Upon the hearings preliminary to the 1922 tariff act (Senate Hearing p. 1383-
1390; House hearing, p. 4.11-4,131, the importers, contemplating the installation
of crushing machinery in) Canada. asked to have crushed gypsum specifically
classified and placed on the free list, which Congress refused to (1o. Having in
mind the above decisions, the fact that the imports were exclusively in run-of-mine
or finely pulverized or calcined form, the former without any mechanical pro.
cessing whatever, the conclusion is inevitable that Congress, by leaving the
classification (1) crude, (2) ground, and (3) calcined, intended that gypsum
mechanically crushed and thereby reduced and partly manufactured should be
classified as ground gypsum, which it most nearly resembled, and wouldthus
be dutiable at $1.40 per ton. Had the Treasury so construed the law before the
domestic industry was demoralized, there is no loubt such demoralization would
never have occurred. It was so construed in 1928 (Exhibit F.), but later over.
ruled. With the duty imposed on all classes of gypsum prior to 1922, the im.
portations of foreign gypsum did not seriously affect the growth of the domestic
industry.

Immediately or shortly after the enactment of the 1922 tariff act, the United
Slates Gypsum Co. installed crushing machinery in Canada designed to reduce
the big chunks found in the run-of-iine form to naxinun, sizes of 4 inches, and
began bringing this crushed material, which had passed through the first step of
the manufacturing operation, into this country, and it was admitted free of duty
as crude material. Subsequently the Atlantic Gypsum Products Co. was organ. t

ized amd began importing similar material partly manufactured, and in or about
1925 tile Standard Gypsum Co. installed crushing machinery at San MarcUs
Mexico, and began importing the crushed and partly manufactured material
into Long Beach, Calif., and Seattle, Wash. . Thus the importers were enabled
to (1o part of their manufacturing with cheap foreign labor, with which American
labor could not compete. Mechanical loading machinery was installed at the
foreign open surface quarries, doing away with the expensive hand loading, and
the material became easy to unload at the American ports, through the use of
clam-shell buckets and other mechanical devices, at a saving of at least 80 per
cent over former costs. Their costs were so reduced in 1928 that the partly
manufactured material should have cost, on an average, not to exceed $1.36 per
short ton delivered to the fabricating plants along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts,
whereas, on account of expensive hauling charges and the expenses and hazards of
underground mining, trucking, car loading, and unloading in the United States
the domestic producers could not deliver similar material to the principal eastern
and western coast markets at a cost under $6.33 per short tone. (Exhibit C.)
As manufacturing costs in this country are substantially the same at different
points, this cost advantage ran through all manufactured products, with the result
thlat the domestic producers could not compete in the principal marktes for gyp.
sum in the great cities along the eastern and western coasts, where at least 60 per
cent of the gypsum in the United States is used.

The producers in the Eastern States and in the Rocky Mountain States have
been practically driven out of profitable business, while the importers, it would
alpear, have been making extraordinary profits on the foreign material. The
report of the United States Gypsum. Co. for 1928 showed a net profit in excess of
$6,000,000, and it is said that similar large proportionate profits have been made
bv the Standard Gypsum Co. in the West. The chief importer is the United
States Gypsum Co., which also has about 25 domestic plants scattered throughout
the different States. Mr. MacLeisch stated, on the hearings before the House
Ways and Means Committee, that it had lost money on its domestic plants. e

Losses in the interior market have been made up by profits on the foreign material.
The gross profits of this one concern on gypsum must have been far in excess of
$6,000,000 t6 enable it to absorb its losses in the interior and at the same time
report more than $6,000,000 net profit on its whole operations. Its other enter-
prises, it is believed, such as a comparatively small lime and paint business, can
not account for any substantial amount of the net profits reported. No report

has been submitted to Congress showing its profits in subsidiary lines, if any. It
was conceded by all concerns, both the domestic producers and the importers, that
the domestic plants have been operating at a loss for at least two years. One

concern in Ohio reports a net operating loss for 1928 of over $200,000. The

Universal Gypsum & Lime Co., of Chicago, with plants at Fort Dodge, Oakfield,
N. Y., Newburgh, N. Y., and elsewhere, have passed into the hands of receivers;
two large operating plants in New York have closed down entirely. One plant in
Wyoming has passed through bankruptcy; another has been closed down. Piants
in South Dakota, Texas, California, and Kansas are reported not operating, and
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other plants are operating only part time. The Nephi Gypsum Co , of Utah,
reports only 21 per cent of normal production in 1928. The New York State
phnts using domestic rock only, of which there were nine, exclusive of those
closed, report that their production has decreased more than 25 per cent and
that they are operating at a loss, except the United States Gypsum Co., which
reports their large board plant at Oakfield operating without loss; labor through-
out the industry has decreased 50 per cent, and in the New York area the wages
of those remaining in the industry has decreased 28 per cent.

According to Government reports, the value of gypsum produced in the United
States was the smallest in 1927 since 1923; in 1927 there was a decrease in value
of uncalcined gypsum of 14 cents per ton from its value in 1926, and of calcined
gypsum of 10 per cent, or 84 cents per ton. Gypsum specialties, as a whole,
showed an increase of 5 per cent in quantity of sales, but a decrease of 11 per cent
in value. The 1928 selling prices dropped 25 per cent below 1927, and were below
cost of production and below pre-war prices.

The peak of domestic production was reached in 1925, when 5,678,302 short
tons were produced. This tonnage, plus 634,423 short tons of imported material,
was absorbed by the United States market, although the domestic market began
to show the effect of the influx of the foreign material. Commencing in 1926, the
importers began to seriously oversupply the market with an ever-increasing flood
of foreign cheaply produced, cheaply handled, partly manufactured, and cheaply
transported raw material, until in 1928 the market was demoralized. Imports
increased from 50,653 short tons in 1918 to 634,423 short tons in 1925, and to
1,029,000 short tons in 1928, anl increase of 2,000 per cent in 10 years and an
increase of nearly 100 per cent in the 3 'ears from 1925 to 1928. During the same
period the volume of domestic production sharply declined, there being over one-
half of a million tons less produced in 1928 than in 1925. From 1923 to 1928,
inclusive, the percentage of importations of crude gypsum to domestic production
increased from 9.43 to 21.53 per cent. The importation in 1928 of ground or
calcined gypsum was nominal, being only 0.1100 tons, or 0.23 per cent of domestic
production.

In 1923 imports from Canada equaled 33 per cent of the New York State pro-
duction; in 1927 these imports had reached 50 per cent of New York State pro-
duction, and nearly 100 per cent in 1928, while, from January 1, 1925. to Decem-
ber 31, 1928, New York State production had decreased nearly 13 per cent,
although importation from Canada had nearly doubled.

Since 1923 great mills for fabricating the foreign material have been constructed
and are in operation or are in process of construction or design, as stated by the
importers at previous hearings, at Portsmouth, N. 1l., Boston, Mass.; New
Brighton, N. Y.; Philadelphia and Chester, Pa.; New York City; Savannah, Ga.;
Long Beach, Calif.; and Seattle, Wash. Other water-front plants are at Chicago,
Ill.; Detroit, Mich.; and Buffalo, N. Y. Thus, with a cost advantage of nearly
$5 per ton, the importers are now prepared, or will shortly be prepared, to-supply
all the principal markets in the United States with gypsuam products at a price
with which the domestic producers can, under no circumstances, compete.

Considerable discussion has taken place as to the relative costs of tile foreign
and domestic raw material. The Atlantic Gypsum Co. submitted a maximum
cost of Nova Scotia gypsum delivered at Chester, Pa., of $3.88. No such cost is
properly chargeable against the Nova Scotia material. This material is delivered
for them (in part at least) by J. F. Whitney & Co., of New York City, which has
fixed for us a maximum delivery charge of $1 per ton on 2,000 to 3,000 ton deliv-
eries, and of 75 cents or less on 5,000 to 6,000 ton deliveries. Thus the material
can be delivered in quantities to any point on the Atlantic coast and unloaded for
a maximum charge of 75 cents per ton. It can be quarried, crushed, and delivered
upon the boat in Canada at a maximum charge of 61 cents per toi. (Exhibit C.)
The declared foreign value of importations of the Atlantic Gypsum Products at
Philadelphia, Pa., in 1928, has been given us as $1.50 per ton, and at Portsmouth,
N. H., at $1.13 per ton.

The Connecticut Adamant Co. asserted before the House Ways and Means
Committee that it cost them $4.50 per ton to lay down the Nova 8cotia gypsum
In New Haven. According to Government reports, there was shipped into New
Haven 14,210 long tons of gypsum from Nova Scotia in 1928 at a declared value
of $13,611, or $0.958 per ton. This was the value declared by the importer. Add
to this the known maximum competitive cost of quantity carriage and unloading
of 75 cents per ton, and we have a total cost of $1.708 per long ton, or $1.52 per
short ton.

The United States Gypsum Co. in 1928 declared an average foreign value of
$1.10 per ton. The Financial World on July 3, 1929, page 14, gives the United
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States Gypsum Co.'s cost of transportation at 90 cents per ton. Owning their
own boats, they make their own prices. Mr. Avery said at the hearing that the Be
foreign cost was $1. to

The Department of Commerce has furnished figures which show that the ut
average declared foreign value of all foreign crushed and partly manufactured in
gypsum imported in 1928 was $1.38 per long ton, or $1.25 per short ton. ti

Importations are by the long ton, and these customs declarations of value are la
presumed to be the market value, at the time of exportation from Canada or
Mexico, at which similar merchandise was freely offered for sale to all purchasers ar
In the principal markets of those countries. (See. 402, act of 1922.) of

The domestic producers are certain that they can procure, crush, and deliver to
to the Atlantic ports of the United States, Nova Scotia material similar to that T
brought in by the eastern importers at a price which should not be in excess of et
$1.36 per short ton. (Exhibit C.) Likewise, an analysis of the cost of the 0
New York State producers consolidated into a single unit establishes an average J
cost of delivering material similar to that imported to points on the Atlantic In
coast, where the Importers are (lumping their material, of $6.33. (Exhibit C.) w
Thus the importers have a cost advantage on the East coast of $4.97 per short tl
ton. According to figures produced by the Standard Gypsum Co. and by the it
Nephi Gypsum Co., the cost advantage which the Standard has over the domestic fr
producers of the West is $3.20 per short ton.

We respectfully submit that alleged cost figures submitted by the importers
are so at variance with. known facts that they are unreliable. They do not nc
finish us with details-with cost sheets. It might be pertinent to say that had th
Congress left crude gypsum on the dutiable list ill 1922, an application might
have been made by the domestic producers to the President, and the Tariff CL
Commission would have investigated and determined foreign and domestic re
costs and might have thereby furnished Congress with accurate and reliable ta
data its to foreign costs.

Space is too limited to go into detail of the decre se of the selling prices of all St
of the many gypsum products. The eifect of the ruinous competition of foreign Be
gypsum is illustrated in a typicerl case of wall poster in the Eastern markets. ni

Whe following table shows the costs of New York and Ohio producers here ex
represented per short ton (including freight and sacks), delivered, and the selling PC
prices in 1928: in

Wi

Place noA sellingS_ price

Newark, N. J., and New York City ................. . . ................. $11.25 $10.50 n
Washington ................................................................... 12.0.5 11.80
Boston .......................................................................... 12.25 1 11.60 Be

agi
It will be noticed that the selling prices did not drop to a point where the dit

importers should be satisfied to reap a reasonable profit. The prices were placed is
just below the cost of the domestic producers, regardless of foreign costs. no

Selling prices of wall plaster lave been constantly falling throughout the of
country since 1922. Average prices in New York City at the end of each year op
were typical, and were as follows: by
1922 ---------------------- $15.00 1926 ----------------------- $13.00 M
1923 ----------------------- 14. 50 1927 ----------------------- 12. 50 no
1924 ----------------------- 14.00 1928 ----------------------- 10.50 on
1925 ----------------------- 14. 00 trt

While the csts of the domestic producers were frequently less in the interior atz

where freight hauls were shorter, nevertheless, the selling prices were from 1926
on sufficiently below cost to drive them out of their local markets.

While the wall plaster is one of the chief products of the industry, it is a com- it
paratively small item in building construction. For example, a typical illustra. cr
tion is the New York Life Building, which cost about $7,000,000 and used only He
2,500 tons of wall plaster. Less than 1 per cent of the cost of building construe- T1
tion is wall plaster. Even with an additional cost to the consumer of $3 per ton, aft
selling prices would be subnormal and still out of harmony with other building Pat
costs.

The need for new classification and accurate definition in the new tariff bill
is as imperative as is the removal of crude gypsum from the free list and the the
fixing of adequate tariff duties. hAi
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Aheir In 1927, not being able to procure relief by application to the President under
the section 316 of the law of 1922, because the jurisdiction of the President is limited

to the dutiable list, the domestic producers applied to the Secretary of the Treas-
the ury for a reclassification of the imports under section 516, subdivision (b), assert-

ured ing that the crushed material being brought in was in fact ground gypsum and
thus dutiable at $1.40 a tone under paragraph 205. This application was regu-

are larlv referred to the Commissioner of Customs, who had an investigation made
a or by United States Government agents in Canada, as to the methods of quarryingReera and manufacturing employed by the importers before sending the material out

of that country. All the facts, procured by Government forces, were submitted
ver to the legal bureau which, in the light of the previous ruling of the Treasury

that Department on gypsum (Ex. E) and court decisions (cited supra) and the appar-
ss of ently fixed state of the law both in this country and Canada, handed down an

the opinion which was embodied in the letter of Mr. E. W. Camp under date of
irage June 14, 1928 (Ex. F), which says that the crushed and partly manufactured
ntle material was "ground" gypsum, not crude, and dutiable at $1.40 per ton. It
I C.) will he noted that the above decision was in accord with Canadian rulings holding

hort that crushed and partly manufactured gypsum, when Americans sought, to import
the it into Canada, was subject to duty as "ground" gypsum and not admissible

,stle free as "crude." The Canadian tariff act classifies gypsum identically the came
as ours, viz: (1) crude, (2) ground, and (3) calcined.

,ters It will be noticed, also, that attention is called to the fact that Congress did
not not furnish a clear-cut definition of the terms "crushed" and "ground" and
had thereby the confusion arose in the Treasury Department in classifying the imports.light The foregoing decision (Ex. F) was withheld from publications at the appli-
ariff cation of Canadian authorities and the importers and a rehearing granted. Tilestie records of the Treasury Department show that over 200 pages of testimony was
able taken. Witness after witness was called by the importers. None were sworn

by the domestic interests who relied upon the investigation made by United
f all States Government agents. In spite of all the efforts of the importers over
eign several months, the department still adhered to its previous ruling that the
S. material as imported was partly manufactured but modified their ruling to this
tera extent that it was properly classifiable under paragraph 214 and dutiable at 30
inge per cent ad valorem. (Ex. G.) This decision was given wide publicity, published

in the United States Daily and financial papers but, before it could take effect,
was mysteriously suppressed. Nevertheless, the department still adhered to its

I- ruling that the material was, in fact, partly manufactured but held that it did
not receive enough manufacturing to como within the meaning of either para-
graph 205 or 214. We are now to understand the law to be manufacturing is
not manufacturing if it operates only to aid the importer in handling. (Ex. H).

The question of whether manufacturing is done in Canada or Mexico is a perti-
1i.60 nent one on the question of classification. We maintain that all processes of

reduction are manufacturing processes. In this the Treasury-authorities evidently
agree. All textbook writers and authorities so hold. So do the courts. Thethe distinction the Treasury Department tries to make to sustain its last decisioniced is that "the operations in Canada in bringing gypsum to a crushed state" does
not dispense with any operations here. What are the facts? An examinationthe of the discription given in Exhibit F by the United States agent of the crushing

ear operations in Canada cover exactly the primary crushing operation described
by Eckel, supra. If the big lumps are crushed down in Canada to pieces of

00 maximum diameter of 2 to 4 inches each, certainly the same crushing is not
.5 required or even possible here. That much. of the reduction can be done only
.50 once. To say that the same crushing must be again done in this country is not

true. The big chunks mined here go through the same primary crushing oper-
ation that similar run-of-mine material goes through in Canada.

,ior As is said in T. D. 37396:
9260 "It is also clear, we think, from the testimony that if it were shipped from

Canada in the form in which it was taken from the earth or in the form in which?M- it is left after the sand blasting process, it would have to go through the same
Sra. crusher in this country that it had to go through in Canada before shipment.
nly Hence, it would seem clear that it was partially manufactured before shipment.1u1- This process increases its value for it would have to go through the process
.3n, after it arrived in this country, the expense of doing that is saved by its having
ing passed through the process in Canada."

See also T. D. 31321 where it is said:
bill "If grinding be a process of manufacture we see no good reason for saying
;he that crushing is not equally so. The operations are similar, the main difference

being that in grinding tile substance treated is more finely pulverized then is
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ordinarily understood to result from the crushing process. It is rather a'difference
in degree than otherwise." 01

However, in view of the latest ruling of the Treasury Department (Ex. H) no 0
relief can be procured under the present tariff law.

Neither can tile domestic producers procure any relief in a lowering of freight te
rates. On February 28, 1929, upon application of the eastern doniestic producers,
opposed by all the importers in the East who are now here seeking free gypstun, 0
the Eastern Trunk Line Association refused to grant relief. Similar rulings have
been made in the West.

It was asserted by the United States Gypsum Co., before the House Ways and
Means Committee and repeated by Mr. Avery here, that the State geologist of
New York had asserted that New York gypsum is practically exhausted. This
statement was not only misleading but an apparent attempt to deceive. It was A
immediately called to the attention of the State Department of Education and
it wrote that. no such conclusion could be drawim from the State bulletin in ques.
tion. (See Ex. I.) On the contrary, the State geologist says that the aggregate
resources in New York State are "indefinitely large."

A careful check by all western New York producers since the hearing before
the Ways and Means Committee has established the fact that there is an adequate
supply ill the territory between Rochester and Buffalo for all needs of the eastern
markets on the basis of the peak production in 1925 for a period of 150 years.
This does not take into consideration vast undeveloped gypsum beds referred
to inl the report of the State Geologist, east of Rochester of a stretch of nearly
101) miles. th

It is claimed by the ITnited States Gypsum Co. that the Canadian gypsum can th
not penetrate into the i,terior of the country. in

When Mr. Avery was before the House Ways and Means Committee inl 1908
the following occurred:

"Mr. UNDERWOOD. I mean, how far can the Nova Scotia Gypsum penetrate
the country away from the seaboard in competition with the American gypsum?

"Mr. AVERY. 'It does now penetrate to the points reached by the Erie Canal
and Great Lakes, and is sold in competition with the product of the Kansas
properties which in my estimation produce a better product than Nova Scotia
sends to this country. CO

" Mr. UNDERWOOD. Where would it compete with the Kansas product? C(
" Mr. AVERY. In Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, and Buffalo." C:
This was when Mr. Avery was seeking a tariff o1 gypsum and the freight rates N

in western New York to the Atlantic coast were in the neighborhood of 82 per D
ton as against $3.50 to $4.50 at the present time.

Mr. Avery has asserted on the present hearing, as we recall his testimony,
that Nova Scotia gypsum is superior to the domestic gypsum. In 1908 lie sail: &

"The gypsum business is practically a wall-plaster business, and for wall- fa
plaster purposes Nova Scotia gypsum is not as good as the gypsum found in the a
State of New York. That is a positive fact, and it can be determined by any Cr
one familiar or even unfamiliar with this subject." "

He also indicated by his testimony that a tariff on gypsum would cause it to R
be supplanted by lime in the Boston district. In 1908 the following occurred: W

"Mr. CLARK. 'As a matter of fact, a real good article of ordinary lime that has
a high cement quality in it is nearly as good for plastering purposes as this gypsum,
is it not?

"Mr. AVERY. No sir; for 100 reasons it is not, and it has been practically
eliminated as a wall material.

"Mr. CLARK. The reason that is has practical been eliminated, if it has been, Mm
is that you gentlemen can make this gypsum so cheaply that it has driven the
ordinary lime out of the market?

"Mr. AVERY. No, sir. It has succeeded in every market ill spite of the fact on
that lime is cheaper." doi

And this occurred when Mr. Avery and other domestic producers, as lie says, (ac
were successfully shipping in gypsum from western Now York to the Atlantic
coast cities whereas lie now maintains that the Atlantic coast cities would be cru
unable to have any gypsum in the event that it was not secured from Nova
Scotia. Ian

Throughout all these hearings the importance and number and interests of the C
domestic producers have been belittled by the importers. There are 23 domestic !i
producers directly represented by the committee which is seeking this tariff, che
according to Mr. Lenci, scattered over the entire country. In addition, the
Certain-teed Products Co., with 11 plants, and being the second largest domestic

AtU
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once producer, has indicated in Exhibit B that they desire an adequate tariff protection

or must otherwise procure tile material from Canada and the Blue Diamond Co.,
no of Los Angeles who are one of the largest producers and dealers in the diversified

products of gypsum as shown by Exhibit J are likewise interested in tariff pro.section. As we figure the matter up this represents over 40 per cent of the
'ers, domestic industry, the United States Gypsum Co., accounting for over 50 per cent

til), of the balance.iave We have attached hereto and made a part hereof Exhibits A to J, inclusive,
in support of the foregoing brief.

and The committee presenting this application in behalf of the domestic producers
t of of gypsumn are Frederick G. Ebsarv, of Scottsville, N. Y.; M. A. Reeb, Buffalo,
'his N. V.; John A. Kling, Cleveland,'Ohio; Thomas F. Breen, Fort Dodge, Iowa;
was Ashley F. Wilson Fulfurias, Tex.
and Respectfully submitted.
ties- DOMESTIC PRODUCERS OF GYPSUM,
1ate By HARLAN W. RIPPEY,

fore GEORGE W. L Of counsel, Rochester, N. Y.

.late secretary to committee.
ar. STATE OF NEW YORK,'red County of Monroe, City of Rochester, ss:rhodore Curtis being duly sworn deposes and says that lie is vice president of

the Empire Gypsum Co.; th wat lhe has read the foregoing memorandum; that

canl the same is true as to tile facts therein stated, to the best of his knowledge,
information and belief.008 THEODORE CURTIS.Sworn to before me this 15th day of July, 1929.

rate IILDRED A. FARRELL,u11? Commissioner of Deeds.
inal ExHIBIT A

The committee representing the domestic producers represent the followingconcerns: American Gypsum Co., Cleveland, Ohio; American Keene's Cement
Co., Salt Lake City, Iftah Arizona Gypsum Plaster Co., Douglas, Ariz.; Atlas,
Gypsum Co., New'York City, N. Y.; Cardiff Gypsum Plaster Co., Fort Dodge,ites Iowa; Colorado Portland Cement Co., Deliver, Colo.; Ebsary Gypsum Co. (Inc.).
Newark, N. J.; Empire Gypsum Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Federal Gypsum Co.,Des Moines, Iowa: Gulf Gypsum Co., Falfurias, Tex.; Jumbo Plaster & Cement
Co., Sigurd, Utah; National Gypsum Co. (Inc.), Buffalo, N. Y.; Nephi Plaster
& Manufacturing Co., Salt Lake City, Utah; Niagara Gypsum Co. (Inc.) Buf-
falo, N. Y.; Oakfield Gypsum Products Co., Syracuse, 1. Y.; Oklahoma Port-
land Cement Co., Dever, Colo.; Pacific Portland Cement Co., San Francisco,
Calif.; Phoenix Gypsum Co. (Inc.), Basoin, N. Y.; Texas Cement Plaster Co.,Oklahoma City, Okla.; Tidewater Gypsum Co., Houston, Tex.; Three Forks

to Portland Cement Co., Deliver, Colo;. Wasom Plaster Co., Fort Dodge, Iowa;
I2d: Wyoming Cement Plaster Co., Basin, Wyo.
]as HExmmT B
in,

CEICTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION,illy 100 EAST FORTY-SECOND STREET,

New York, May 28, 1929.ci, Mr. IT. W. RIPPEY,

,lie 814 Powers Building, Rochester, N. Y.
DEAR SIR: Our attention has been called to the struggle that has been goingact on before the Ways and Means Committee of Congress on the part of certain

domestic gypsum producers to secure a duty upon imported gypsum and to the
(act that we have been represented as being disinterested.itie We believe that a substantial duty should be levied upon the importation of

be crude gypsum along the lines indicated by the domestic producers at the time
3f their appearance before the Ways and Mleans Committee. We are the second

Ile largest producers of gypsum in the United States and all of our operations are
confined to domestic materials. We believe that the fact that gypsum can be
sti0 imported into the United States and delivered to ninny of the principal marketsiff, cheaper than the domestic producers can deliver to tile same markets (loes not

he operate to the advantage of the users of gypsum products.
stic Prices, in fact, are fixed at the plants of the domestic producers, and on the

Atlantic seaboard the price has always been established on the basis of prices
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f. o. b. plants ill western New York, and extra profits accruing from lower costs
oil imported gypsum have apparently been used to further the warfare on done.
tic products. 'No sort of benefit front imported gypsum has accrued to date
to the consumers of gypsum products so far as our information goes.

We muwst prefer to develop and continue to operate with our domestic products,
which will be ample for many years, but in the event that protection is not given
to domestic producers, we must engage in importation and reduce our workings
in domestic products in order to reach an equal basis of competition. We feel
that it is much better in the interest of the people, as at whole, that the employes.
at domestic plants and in domestic mines be allowed to continue employment at
the best pay possible rather than be thrown out by a reduction of this domestic
work with a reduction of production in domestic materials and an increase in
importations. Further than this, we have large investments in plants, which
will be subject to great depreciation if they can not be allowed to compete fairly.

We will be very glad to have you present the foregoing as our views on the
matter in case the question should arise concerning our attitude* in thematter.

Very truly yours, GEo. M. BusowN, President.

EXHIBIT C

Table showing comparative costs to importers and domestic producers to lay down raw
crushed gypsum in principal eastern markets

('anadian rock (quar- Domestic rock (minedIn
rled in Nova Scotia
unit New lrunswick) New York State)

prtinTotal Total

Cost per ton cost per Cost per ton co.t per
o ton I tonI

Material: Gypsum per ton ............ $0.02 $0.0827
Labor: ft 1

^
, .02 - $0.0S27

Superintendence .............................. .0416 0.0262

Stripping I ..................................... .035 .
General minor labor, propping, etc................ i ........... 1944
Drilling and blasting ......................... .i. 217
Loading ........................................ ; . um .3273
hauling ........................................ 053i .0768
('rushing and stocking ......................... 1 .035 .0972
Shipping ....................................... .018 .0428

Expense: .27 1.0115
Fuel and power ............................... .037 .095Supplies-Explosives ................................ $0.032 , $0. 1442

Miscellaneous .............................. .015 .0160
• 047 .160

Repairs ........................................ .035 .1437Olllcoexpenses ---------- ------- .0058 i .0515011cepense............................... 008.01
Taxes and insurance ........ ........... 02 4 .1125

1.550

Total operating cost 
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . .-- .4524 ............... 1.6822Fixed overhead: ,

Interest, depreciation, obsolescence, and amor-
tizatlon ................................. .1585 .2M

.1585 .
Total cost t. o. b. steamer in Canada or cars - -

New York State ............................ .6109 ............... 1.9026
Average shipping cost Atlantic ports from l'ortlanld ..........

to Norfolk anl unloading ................................. - - .7500 ................ 4.427
Total cost at calcining plants at principal - -

markets of domestic producers .. 1.1309 I.......... 0.3296

1 Domestic costs arc average of 4 tyitcal gypsum plants in New York State of efficient construction and
management plus scheduled freight rates and can be verlifed from records. Importers' costs ar average
and are furnished from engineers, Canalian sources, records, actual operations and quoted shipping rates.

3 No stripping in New York State.
O Open quarryin only in Canada. All underground mining In New York State.

4 Importers' fixedl overhead based on capital expenditure of $220,000 for typical plant of modern equip-
ment; domestic overhead based on actual capital expenditure of the 4 typical plants, with standard
accounting methods for computing amortizat [on, depreciation, and obsolescence.

6 'rincipal importer owns boats carrying rock and can fix any cost desired for transportation in making
its computation. Where neither quarries nor boats tre owned by importers $1 per ton f. o. b. Nova Scotia
is the quoted price to purchaser from Canadian producer and $0.75 per ton Is the quoted average shipping
and unloading charge to points to and between Portsmouth, N. H., and Norfolk, Va. These quoted prices-
include profits of producer and shipowners. '
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Sig EXHIBIT D
I" Exhibit C we have fixed tile quarrying cost in Canada at 0.6109 cents.

This is based on larger tonnage and cheap' labor. A similar quarrying operation

in tile United States which may le considered typical, with higher labor cost and
the small tonnage of 100 tons per day, cost., in 1926, 52 cents per ton.

The costs of the western New York producers (Ex. C) are substantially the
same as those of the United States Gypsum Co. at the Oakfield, New 'York

'C0 plant, as shown in their brief submitted to the House Ways & Means Coin-
at mittee on February 22, 1929, as appears from the following able:

Unitoel States
Iteinsyps um Co., Olherwestern New

Onkfleld, N.Y., York producersY.lplant

CIUSIIED GYPSUM '

operating cost ................................................. $1.5 $1. 22
Fixed overhead ................................................ .pS 8 $1.o7 , 2 04I $ .9026

Average freight charges from western New York to points
aw between Portsmouth, N. II., and Norfolk, Va ................ 4.10 ---------- 4.10

Unloading ..................................................... 327 4.427 .327 4.427

Total cost, delivered .........................V .......... 0.07-........ 6.3296

i WALL PLASTER I

0 rating Cost ------------------------------------------------- 4.41 4.6100
Fixed overl,ead ................................................ .07 I 5.0s .2204 4.813

B ags .......................................... ........................... 3.00 .......... 3.00
ler Average freight charges from western New York to points I

between Portsmouth, X. I., and Norfolk, Va .......................... 4.10 ........... 4. 10
Total ............................................................. 12.18 .......... 11.931

1S27
Attention has been called to the fact that the principal markets of the domestic

producers are along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. The importers have claimed
that the imported rock does not affect the domestic markets. This is completely
refuted by the fact that there was :. -lrop in prices of wall plaster between 1926
and 1928 from $12.30 to $10.70 at Los Angeles where the Standard Gypsum Co.
was dumping its Mexican rock while the price of $14.40 at San Francisco, where

is there were io importations, remained the same and that the prices of wall plaster
in New York City where the Nova Scotia material was dumped dropped from
$13 in 1926 to $10.50 in 1928. The above prices include freight charges and the
cost of bags.

EXHIBIT E
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

December 28, 1875.
Sin: Your letter of the 21st instant is received, transmitting tile appeal (7820d)

22 of T. W. Hloxie & Co. from your decision assessing duty at the rate of 20 per
cent ad valorem on certain so-called cracked-rock plaster, imported per "Nelson"
on the 8th instant, which the importers claim to be exempt from duty under the

2 provision (Hteyl, 1711) for "plaster of Paris, or sulphate of lime unground."
It appears from the special report of the appraiser that the said plaster is not

J26 in the unground or crude state but has advanced to a condition resembling to
some extent at least ground plaster. This is evident, as stated by you, from
the fact of the article being called and invoiced by the term "cracked rock-
plaster."
The department therefore rejects the said claim of the importers and decides

nd that the merchandise, being otherwise unenumerated, is dutiable at the rate of
ige 20 per cent ad valorem under the provision (Heyl, 1816) for all articles manu-

. factured, in whole or in part, not otherwise provided for.
Your decision Is therefore affirmed.

I am, very respectfully, ..... .
B. H. BRISTOW, secretary.

COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMs, Boston, Mass.
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EXHIBIT F F-

The COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, JUNE 12, 1928. une

New York, N. Y. of di
SIR: Reference is made to your letter of March 2, 1928, and previous corre, for

spondence relative to the tariff classification of crushed gypsum. after
A firm of attorneys representing producers of gypsum in this country has

protested to the department against the admission free of duty of crushed
gypsum as crude gypsum under paragraph 1643, the attorneys claiming that
crushed gypsum is properly dutiable as ground gypsum under paragraph 205 of A
the tariff act of 1922, or alternatively, under paragraph 214 of the said act as
an earthy, or mineral substance, wholly or partly manufactured. In your letter
of December 7 last you inclosed a report from the appraiser at your port who
stated that "all of the merchandise imported through tire port of New York
as crude gypsum is, in fAct, crude, with natural quarry-run pieces varying in
size fron, very large to very small pieces" and that it is being returncdfree of
duty under paragraph 1643, and the appraiser in his report expressed tile opinion
that gypsum crushed to 2-inch sizes is riot ground gypsum within the meaning The
of that term as used in paragraph 205. As larxiitely 85 per cent of the
gypsum imported into this country which is classified as crude gypsum has its S
origin in Canada the department requested the supervising agent at Montreal Opifl
to have an investigation made and a report forwarded to the department as to $I.'
the methods used in the preparation of gypsum shipped to the United States adni
from Canada. coat

It appears from the supervising agent's report that formerly gypsum rock Trea
was broken into pieces of a size that could be lifted and loaded by a man (termed men
"man size"), but the investigation developed that the rock from several quarries
is now hauled to a crushing plant where it is dumped first into a "jaw crusher," othe
which breaks the gypsum into fragments still of considerable size; and that it and
then goes by conveyor to a gyratory crushed which further reduces it to a maxi.
mum size of approximately 4% inches. One plant uses a jaw crusher and then wha
rolls the resulting fragments-between rollers which further reduced them in size filed
so that they are not over 3 inches in thickness but are occasionally a foot or more gyps
wide. The crushed gypsum is then carried up an incline on an endless belt and
carrier to the storage buildings and thence by another system of belts to the as W,
loading pier and then loaded onto the boat. men

The supervising agent's report oii the methods of handling this gypsum, gyps
which is now being classified as crude gypsum, agrees with those outlined in the AE
publication of 1926, Report on the Mines, Department of Public Works and adm
Mines, Halifax, Nova Scotia. This publication gives the various methods at Julie
the different quarries and it describing that of tire Newark Plaster Co. (Ltd.), is d
whose product is shipped to Newark, N. J., states that before shipment the whet
gypsum is all passed through the crusher set at 21i-inch opening and is then of e:
elevated and screened, the sizes one-fourth inch and under being discarded and as I
the oversize conveyed to storage bins and shipped in the crude form. The that
ibtlods described in the third paragraph of this letter is the one used by the their
Canadian Gypsum Co., and other. quarries are using substantially the same proc
same method of handling this gypsum. fact

Paragraph 205 provides that ground or calcined gypsumi shall be subject to A,
duty at the rate of $1.40 per ton while paragraph 1643 provides that crude care
gypsum shall be admitted free of duty, but there does not appear to be any neit
clean-cut definition of the terni "grouird," so that it may be differentiated froir free
"icruslied" and the distinction would seem to he one of degree and that the tie
term "ground" is used to describe something which has been reduced to smaller that
sizes that wduld be indicated by the use of the word "crushed." After a very men
careful consideration of this question and as the department is of tire opinion man
that the provision for gypsum, crude, is intended to cover the article as it is the
taken from the quarry aid iot when it has been subjected to airy further process,
it is of tire opinion that gypsum which has been crushed is properly dutiaule as 205)
ground gypsuni within the meaning of the tariff act and I will state for your oruis
information in this connection that this conclusion is in iarniony with air order- sizes
in-council of the Governor General of Canada, dated Marcl 16, 1909, that unce
broken gypsum rock, not ground, such as would pass through a half-inch screen, Ge
was pl)operlv dutiable under item 294 of the Canadian customs tariff as gypsum,
ground, not calcined. This order-in-council was based upon air appeal from the velul
decision of tire Canadian Board of Customs dated January 12, 1909, which ruled spec
that broken gypsum rock, not ground, was free of duty as gypsum, crude, under
item 292 of the said act.
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For the reasons stated you are directed to assess with duty as ground gypsum

under paragraph 205 gypsum which has been crushed after having been taken
from the quarry. However, as it is now the practice to admit this gypsum free
of duty as crude gypsum you should continue to pass it free of dtity if entered

re. for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption within 30 days
after the date this letter is published in the weekly Treasury Decisions.

as Respectfully,
ed E. W. CAMP,
at Commissioner of Customs.
of Approved June 12, 1928.

s.CARL T. SCHUNEMAN,
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.

10
irk
in EXHIBIT G
ofOCTOBER 16, 192.

The COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS,'O
ng New York, N. Y.

SIR: In a letter dated June 12 last, the department advised you that in its
eat opinion crushed gypsum was properly dutiable as ground gypsum at the rate of
to $1.40 per ton under paragraph 205 of the tariff act, but as it was the practice to

admit crushed gypsum free of duty as cude gypsum you were authorized to
continue that practice until 30 days after that letter appeared in the weekly

1k Treasury Decisions. However, so many protests were received by the depart-
Led ment from importers of crushed gypsum that it deemed it wise to withhold
iee publication of the letter of June 12 and to grant a hearing to importers and

others concerned, which hearing was held in the Bureau of Customs on July 20
it and was attended by importers and domestic producers of gypsum.

Much testimony was submitted by importers in support of their position as to
en what is ground gypsum within the meaning of paragraph 205, and samples were
ze filed by them illustrating what in their view is "ground" gypsum and "crude"
re gypsum, and later briefs were filed by the attorneys representing the importers

elt and the domestic producers. The briefs submitted have been read with care,
as well as the authorities cited therein, and have been of assistance to the depart-
ment in reaching its conclusion as to the correct classification of this crushed
gypsum.

As stated above, it is and has been the practice under the present tariff act to
nd admit free of duty crushed gypsum of the character and subject of its letter of
at June 12 a- crude gypsum, but it is the contention of domestic producers that it

is dutiable as ground gypsum at the rate of $1.40 per ton under paragraph 205,
whereas the importers contend that the crushing of the gypsum is for purposes

en of expeditious handling and that it is still crude within the meaning of that term
nd as used in paragraph 1643. It has also been suggested that even if it be held
'lie that the gypsum is not "ground" as that term is used in paragraph 1643, never-
he theless the crushing of the gypsum is a process of manufacture and that the
ne product is accordingly dutiable as an earthy or mineral substance partly manu-

factured and dutiable at the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem under paragraph 214.
to As indicated, the department in reviewing the case has given this matter

ide careful consideration and has reached the conclusion that the merchandise is
nvy neither dutiable as "ground" gypsum within the meaning of paragraph 205 nor
in free of duty as "crude" gypsum within the meaning of paragraph 1643. In

lie the opinion of the department the term "crude" gypsum should be limited to
ler that article as quarried and that any process subsequent to that, whether it be
Cry merely for convenience in transportation or as the initial process in the complete
on manufacture of gypsum, does not change the fact that by this process of crushing
Is the gypsum has been advanced in value and improved in condition. Note the
, . decision of the United States circuit court, U. S. v. Graser-Rothe (164 Fed. Rep.

as 205), involving the classification of so-called granite or terraze produced by
ur crushing the waste of marble quarries and sifting or sorting it into various
?r_ sizes. The court in holding the merchandise dutiable as a manufactured article
mat under section 6 of the tariff act of 1897 quoted with approval the opinion of
', General Appraiser Howell as follows:
in, "The merchandise as imported has been converted from a comparatively
-he valueless article into a commodity of use and value by a process of manufacture
ej specially designed for the purpose. Labor and machinery have been used in
er
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producing it, and because of the manufacturing process it has acquired a new
name and a new use. It is therefore no longer a crude mineral, but is a manu.
factured article." The C

While, as stated, the department is of the opinion that this merchandise is
excluded from free entry as crude gypsum, it is not in accord with the contention
of domestic producers that the mere crushing of the gypsum constitutes "ground" SIR:
gypsum within the meaning of paragraph 205. In the opinion of the depart. opinion
ment the association of the words imposing duty on plaster rock or gypsum, $1.40
"ground or calcined," at the same rate indicates that in the contemplation of admit
Congress ground and calcined were substantially the same, at least so far as were
cost of production is concerned, and it can hardly be presumed that Congress in the
Intended to impose the same rate of duty on gypsum which had been merely from
crushed as upon the last process of manufacture of gypsum-that is, ground or crushc
calcined. June .

For the reasons above stated crushed gypsum is neither crude nor ground, questil
and in this connection it is deemed pertinent to call attention to the fV -t that the of the
trade magazine Rock Products, in its price lists of various mineral products, on Jul
quotes the prices per ton on "crushed gypsum," "ground gypsum," "agricultural testinii
gypsum," etc., showing that there is an article well known in the gypsum in. At t
dustry which is bought and sold as "crushed" gypsum.g this c

In regard to the question whether the mere crushing of this gypsum is a process and sa
of manufacture, attention is invited the Rossman case, T. D. 31321, involving within

the classification of marble chips, In which this language is used: of par
"If grinding be a process of manufacture we see no good reason for saying that impor

crushing is not equally so. The operations are similar, the main difference being as well
that in grinding the substance treated is more finely pulverized than is ordinarily ment
understood to result from the crushing process. It is rather a difference of degree The
than otherwise." .expedi

Attention is also invited to the decision of the Board of United States General factur
Appraisers (now the United States Custons Court), T. D. 37396, which overruled used '
the protest of the importers that stone which had been put through a process of that e,
crushing before importation to reduce it in size to pieces varying from one-half facility
to 10 inches in diameter was entitled to admission free of duty as a crude mineral manuf
within the meaning of paragraph 549 of the tariff act of 1913, the board holding gypsul
that it was properly dutiable under paragraph 81 of the said act which corre- wholl,
sponded to paragraph 214 of the present tariff act. General Appraiser Hay in valorei
this decision stated that the merchandise was an earthy or mineral substance and The
that although it had to be further crushed before brought to the use to which it the fa(
was to be put in this country, and that further crushing process would be done article
In this country, it was, nevertheless, a partly manufactured article. In discussing desert
this question he used this language: dictior

"It is also clear, we think, from the testimony that if it were shipped from ably,
Canada in the form in which it was taken from the earth or in the form in which it partial
Is left after the sand-blasting process, it would have to go through the same crusher In t
in this country that it had to go through in Canada before shipment. Hence it is intei
would seem clear that it was partially manufactured before shipment. This ultima
process increases its value, for it would have to go through the process after it nary
arrived in this country, the expense of doing that is saved by its having passed transp,
through the process in Canada." Unitec

It is true that in this decision the general appraiser held that the merchandise which
was free of duty but it was held to be free of duty under another provision of the ience
tariff act of 1913-that is, as silicic acid under paragraph 387. 448 of

Following the decision cited, and for the reasons stated, the department has graph
reached the conclusion that crushed gypsum is dutiable at the rate of 30 per cent Ref,
ad valorem under the provision in paragraph 214 of the tariff act for "earthy or not du
mineral substances wholly or partly manufactured" and the department's ruling as an
addressed to you under date of June 12 is modified to the extent that 30 days after readin
the date this letter appears in the weekly Treasury Decisions you are directed show
to assess duty upon crushed gypsum at the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem under its Col
paragraph 214 of the tariff act of 1922. to this

Respectfully. which
A. W. MELLON, it in si

Secretary of the Treasury. but wa
use bu
proper
appeal
of dut,
paragr

p
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EXHIBIT H

FEBRUARY 4, 1929.
The COLLECOR Or CUSTOMS

New York. N. F.
SIR: In a letter dated June 12, 1928, the department advised you that in its

opinion crushed gypsum was properly dutiable as ground gypsum at the rate of
$1.40 per ton under paragraph 205 of the tariff act, but as it was the practice to
admit crushed gypsum free of duty as crude gypsum under paragraph 1643 you
were authorized to continue that practice until 30 days after the letter appeared
in the weekly Treasury Decisions. However, so many protests were received
from importers of crushed gypsum against the proposed assessment of duty on
crushed gypsum that it was deemed wise to withhold publication of the letter of
June 12 and to grant a hearing to importers and others concerned so that the
question might be fully considered and the department might have tile benefit
of the arguments of both sides. This hearing was held in the Bureau of Customs
on July 20, was largely attended by importers and domestic interests, and much
testimony was taken and samples submitted.

At the hearing the importers contended that the crushed gypsum imported into
this country from Canada was entitled to admission free of duty as crude gypsum
and samples were filed by them illustrating what in their view is ground gypsum
within the meaning of paragraph 205 and what crude gypsum within the meaning
of paragraph 1643. Later briefs were filed by the attorneys representing the
importers and the domestic producers and these briefs have been read with care,
as well as the authorities cited therein, and have been of assistance to the depart-
ment in reaching its conclusion as to the proper classification of crushed gypsum.

The importers contend that as the crushing of the gypsum is for purposes of
-expeditious handling and for ease of transportation, it is not a process of manu-
facture and that the gypsum is still crude within the meaning of that term as
used in paragraph 1643. The domestic producers, on the other hand, contend
that even if it be conceded that the process of crushing was for the purpose of
facilitating the handling of the gypsum, nevertheless the crushing is a process of
manufacture, and that even if it be held that in its condition as imported the
gypsum is not "ground" as the term is used in paragraph 205, it is an article
wholly or partly manufactured and dutiable as such at the rate of 30 per cent ad
-valorem under paragraph 214 of the tariff act.

The department, in its letter of June 12 above referred to, invited attention to
the fact that there does not appear to be any clear-cut definition distinguishing
articles crushed from articles ground, and that these terms are frequently used to
describe the same process. It would appear, however, by reference to the standard
dictionaries that while the terms "crushed" and "ground" are used interchange-
ably, the word "ground" is ordinarily used to describe an article reduced to fine
particles or which has been pulverized.

In the opinion of the department the term "ground," as used in the tariff act,
is intended to refer to a product which is, in the condition imported, ready for its
ultimate use and does not apply to an article; even though crushed, if the prelimi-
nary crushing is merely for ease and economy in handling and convenience in
transportation. In support of this attention is invited to the decision of the
United States Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York, T. D. 25917,
which held that refuse cork which had been coarsely ground for greater conven-
ience in shipping was not a manufacture of cork within the meaning of paragraph
448 of the tariff act of 1897, but was still waste and dutiable as such under para-
graph 463 of the said act.

Referring to the suggestion of the domestic interests that if crushed gypsum.is
not dutiable as ground gypsum under paragraph 205, it is, nevertheless, dutiable
as an earthy or mineral substance under paragraph 214, I think that a careful
reading of the decisions holding that the crushing of rock is a manufacture will
show that the decisions are predicated upon the finding of fact that the rock in
its condition as imported was ready for its ultimate use, and the only exception
to this line of decisions that has come to the department's attention is T. D. 37396,
which held that stone which had been put through a process of crushing to reduce
it in size varying from one-third of an inch to 10 inches was not a crude mineral
but was a manufactured product, notwithstanding it was not ready for its ultimate
use but was subjected to further processes after it reached this country. It is
proper to note with respect to this decision that the importers could not file an
appeal for a review of the decision because the merchandise was held to be free
of duty under another paragraph of the tariff act-that is, as silicic acid under
paragraph 387 of the tariff act of 1913.
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The term "crude" as used in the tariff act has been the subject of much litiga. "Th(
tion and the courts have ruled upon many different articles and have ruled that the dist
the fact that an article has been subjected to manufacturing processes does not of rain
of itself exclude it from classification as crude, nor is the term "crude" confined Genese
to something which is in a natural or raw state. In Mereh v. United States, T. D. in addi
34549, the court states that crudeness is a relative term and whether an article realizat
is crude is to be determined, not by the processes which brought it into being, Consec
but by the additional processes to which it is submitted after its creating in order "As
to fit it for its chief or only use. This announcement would seem to apply with minera
particular aptness to crushed gypsum. them

On account of the importance of the issue involved in this ease the department interpr
has given careful consideration to the arguments advanced by the conflicting InI ac
interests and has granted several hearings since that of July 20, and in addition report.
had a further investigation made by an investigating officer of this department above
who followed the various operations from the time the gypsum was quarried in judge
Canada until its complete manufacture in this country. The purpose of this next w
investigation was to determine whether the operations in Canada in bringing the
gypsum to a crushed state dispensed with operations in this country.

A very exhaustive report was submitted by time investigating officer and from
a perusal thereof the department is not inclined to the view that the crushing in
Canada would be held by the courts to be a process of manufacture, and this
conclusion would seem to be justified in view of the report of the investigating
officer that the cost of the crushing in Canada is approximately 2 cents per ton,
and the report of the officer would seem to be in harmony with a monograph pub- Mr. H.
lished by the deputy inspector of mines in Canada, dated January 8, 1926, in
which he gives the value of lump gypsum as $1.80 per ton and the value of the DEA

crushed as $1.82 per ton. The investigating officer also states in his report that regardii
the costs of the operations in Canada are approximately one-half of 1 per cent of of seem
the total cost of operations. Our

In view of the foregoing, and the reasoning announced in the decisions cited subject
above, the department has reached the conclusion that crushed gypsum of the petitor
character the subject of its decision of June 12, 1928, is neither crude gypsum nor conditi
gypsum wholly or partly manufactured, but is crude gypsum within the meaning on ree:
of paragraph 1643 and entitled to admission free of duty as such under the said Standam
paragraph. For the reasons stated the department has concluded to withhold (oil pp.
publication of its letter of June 12, supra. market

Respectfully, A. W. MELLON, issue w
Respetfuly, A ~V.MELLN, lMr.

Secretary of the Treasury. feel is

place 1
EXHIBIT I facture

labor is

UNIVERSITY OF Tiff STATE OF NEW YORK, Beach
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, than th

Albany, April 12, 1929. to use.'materia
My DEAR MR. RIPPEY: Your letter of the 8th came just as I was leaving te

town but I had it referred to Mr. Newland, our State geologist. I have just to tse

had a memorandum from Mr. Newland, which reads as follows: Cocsurroun
"The letter addressed to you by Mr. Rippey puts an interpretation upon with th

certain statements in Bulletin 277 written by me, that is, so at variance with Uldall
the purport of the article that I think he must have failed to read it. I,. whih

"The statements he quotes are from a paragraph on page 46 of the bulletin, in the.
of which a copy accompanies this letter, and which perhaps might well be mailed lcton
to Mr. Rippey so that he may set himself right and also use it in connection with token,
his work before the Tariff Commission. The paragraph has to be read in relation by reasi
with the rest of the chapter dealing with the resources of gypsum to get the full to occ,
and proper meaning. foreign

"The gist of the matter is this: The gypsum products extend for 165 miles In th
across central and western New York. The aggregate resources are indefinitely for the
large. Up to the present time, however, the industry has confined its operations
mainly to a single seam of high-grade gypsum in Erie and Genesee Counties, gypsum
of which there are some 60,000,000 tons estimated to be left iii the ground, panics

sufficient to last, at the present rate of mining, for 40 years, or at the accelerated fair to

rate indicated by the recent growth of production for 20 or 25 years. Additional the o a

beds occur in the same area and are now being put to use, so that the estimate Uldall's

does not ,and is not intended to, carry the implication that the actual life of the

industry is thus limited.
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"Tile intent of the article was to call attention to the potential resources of

the district as a whole which has been more or less overlooked in the concentration
of miing in one small section, and to the fact that the supplies in the Erie-
Genesee district could be conserved by utilizing sonic of the subsidiary deposits
in addition to the main seam. The plan suggested is actually in process of
realization, as two of the companies are now mining such additional deposits.
Consequently, the estimate is already out of date.

"As to the adlvisability of writing to the Ways and Means Committee or the
mineral tariff division, I am uncertain. Apparently they have the report before
the. and the article seems to me clear enough in its meaning not to require
interpretation."

In accordance with Mr. Newland's suggestion, I am sending you a copy of the
report. I trust that with this report and Mr. Newland's statement quoted
above the matter may be cleared up. I am sending the report first class, as I
judge you will wish it for use in presenting the matter to the Economic Congress
next week.Very sincerely yours, FRANK PIERREPONT GRAVES.

EXHIBIT J

Los ANGELES, February 21, 1929.Mr. H. W. IpnEy,
Rochester, N. Y.

DEAR SIR: We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of February 9
regarding the proceedings before the Ways and Means Committee in tile matter
of securing tariff on gypsum.

Our interest in the matter is purely local, and this company's relation to the
subject is dependent on how such a'tariff impost would affect a single com-
petitor, tile Standard Gypsum Co., of Long Beach. By reason of this localized
condition, it was thought wise to refrain from taking part in the contention, but
oil reexamination of the testimony of Mr. Martin Uldall, representing the
Standard Gypsum Co., of San Francisco, before the committee, his testimony
(on pp. 741-744 of Schedule 2, published January 10, 1929), we believe, is so
markedly erroneous that we feel the necessity of advising you wherein we take
issue with him as it relates to tile hearing.
)b Mr. Uldall's first statement, that a duty would be ruinous to his company, we
feel is erroneous, because a duty of the amount contemplated would merely
place Mr. Uldall on a comparative cost basis for his gypsum with the local mianu-
facturers in southern California. His operation is at San Marcos Island; the
labor is performed by cheap Mexican labor and transported by water to long
Beach and Seattle; and we know that the freight water haul is very much lower
than the corresponding haul by rail which the other local companies are forced
to use. l*This means that the tariff on gypsum would not make the cost of raw
materials to his plant at Long Beach any greater than the cost of raw materials
to the other companies' plants. It is our belief that the Standard Gypsum
Co.'s cost on the finished product laid down in the Los Angeles market and the
surrounding community would, with the tariff you are asking, be their on a par
with the same costs of other companies, and for that reason we think that Mr.
Uldall is in error in saying that a tariff impost would penalize his company.
6- While it is true that the Standard Gypsum Co. may not be able to compete
in the sale of gypsum with the domestic cement companies, due to the interior
location of the cement companies' plants, Mr. Uldall's company, by the same
token, is able to reach other markets shut out to the local manufacturers, solely
by reason of his low cost of crude gypsum and the fact that lie can load direct
to ocean-going carriers for deliveries to Australia, New Zealand, and other
foreign ports where cement plants are operated.

In this connection of limiting markets, it might be an interesting observation
for time committee to know that Mr. Uldall's company is known to be shipping
gypsum into the Orient direct from Mexico, thereby preventing the local com-
panies on the Pacific coast from reaching that same markt; so that it is equally
fair to assume that the business that the Standard Gypsum Co. is taking from
the local companies in the Orient more than offsets any disadvantage that Mr.
Uldall's company is meeting in not being able to reach the local inland cement
plants with his product.
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While it is true that the price of plaster in southern California is very low, due Sena
to extremely kcen and intense competition, Mr. Uldall's contention that the made u
price is regtilated by local competitors is, we feel, very far wrong, as the price is the sell
being regulated in 'a very marked way by his own low-cost production and by
the sales policy of the United States Gypsum Co., which policy we do not believe I think
has any relation to cost but is merely a question of trying to maintain a certain anybo(
tonnage in the market with a complete disregard to cost, profits, or any other Ir. j
premise of business. The United States Gypsum Co. no doubt would admit I hay
under pressure that their operation in southern California is at a loss and that
the losses on the Pacific coast are absorbed in the large profits that they are will re
able to secure in national business east of the Pacific coast, gypsum

We feel that Mr. Uldall's assertion in paragraph 4, that tariff means ruin to ufactur
them, is erroneous and somewhat ridiculous, unless he feels that the profits and pla
from the Long Beach operation might be dissipated by a potential operating loss usd as
from his Seattle plant. used as

We hold no brief for the balance of Mr. Uldall's testimony as it deals in Six i
generalities, but it is very questionable whether all the ills that he seems to feel and co
his company suffering from are due entirely to the plunalties that might be ira. There a-
posed by a duty on gypsum.

We do not have information to question the truth of his statement in regard an inve,,
to the Standard Gypsum Co. owning their transportation units bringing gypsum of $35;(
from Mexico, but it is generally assumed that a very direct relationship exists They in
between the transportation company and the Standard Gypsum Co. in some which is
interlocking form; however, we can not substantiate that at this ime, but we have
always understood that a direct relationship, based on at least partial ownership, of a val
existed between those two companies. The c

We trust that this information may be of value to you, and, in the event that ment of
you would like to have it amplified, we would be very glad to try and furnish you Of these
with as many facts on this phase of the testimony as we can give.Yours very truly, the Atle

BLUE DIAMOND Co., with an

W. W. MCCOMB. The"
the Uni

STATEMENT OF SEWELL L. AVERY, REPRESENTING THE UNITED 1,000 m
STATES GYPSUM CO., CHICAGO, ILL. seabord

About
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.) the sea
Mr. AVERY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am president of the, Nova Sc

United States Gypsum Co., and I represent the importing gypsum are found
concerns. tlemen,

May I call your attention to the fact that the arrangement here And the
calls for our presentation and that is followed by four importing as with
members of the industry, who, as they are the proponents, we should matter c
like to follow, or, if it is desired that we precede them, that we have There
the opportunity of speaking on whatever they offer later. the othe

Senator COUZENS. We can not have a debate very well, but you are no
may present a brief following their testimony. near Bu

Mr. AVERY. Should we not follow them, to answer their arguments, quately
inasmuch as they are proponents? milcs aw

Senator COUZENS. Would you not prefer to present a brief, because. this dein
the committed can not remember it all anyway. shed on

Mr. AVERY. The point is that we just want to know what their existed f4
arguments are, so that we may refute them, and you may then ask Thy g
questions. Scotia ro,

Senator COUZENS. Then the other side will want to be heard again. then car
Mr. AVERY. I think that would be quite reasonable, sir. Certainly, for finish

if they are proponents we should be able to hear whpt they have to say. came int
Senator WALSH. Are there other proponents present? expand
Mr. AVERY. They are all here and they are presumed to follow just to the ci

an opening statement from me. the prose
miles of



Senator COUZENS. They are not listed on the schedule. Whoever
made up the schedule did not list them that way. I am following
the schedule the way it was printed and handed out by the committee.
I think you had better go ahead and if you want to refute anything
anybody else says you may do it by brief.

Mr. AVERY. Very well, sir.
I have reduced this, for the purpose of brevity, to something that

will require but a very few minutes. We are asking that crude
gypsum remain on the free list. It is a heavy rock used for the man-
ufacture of building material, such as wall plaster, gypsum block,
and plaster boards, which, gentlemen, are the same thing. It is also
used as fertilizer, moderately.

Six million tons of rock, including imports, are produced annually
and converted into finished products of a value of $60,000,000.
There are 60 plants with a daily capacity of 26,000 tons. They have
an investment of $125,000,000. Seven iml)orters have an investment
of $35$000,000, of which $30,000,000 is in plants on the seaboard.
They import. about 900,000 tons, with a value of about $1,000,000,
which is converted in the United States into manufactured products
of a value of $10,000,000.

The companies requesting this change in the tariff have an invest-
ment of about $12,000,000, with a production of about 750,000 tons.
Of these companies asking a duty only five of them sell anything on
the Atlantic coast. They have an investment of about $8,000,000,
with an annual production of about 400,000 tons.

The industry does not employ 50,000 men; it employs 10,000 in
the United States. The companies asking for a tariff employ about
1,000 men, and these native producers who sell anything on the
seabord employ about 500 men.

About 1,700 men are ernployed in the manufacturing plants on
the seaboard. They employ about 300 men in their quarries in
Nova Scotia. A group of mills is located where commercial deposits
are found throughout the United States, and gypsum is found, gen-
tlemen, in some 23 or 24 different States. It is well distributed.
And the products are sold within an area controlled by freight rates,
as with the cement mills. It is extremely heavy and the limit is a
matter of freight.

There are two groups in the East. One is located near Buffalo,
the other is on the seaboard, dependent on Nova Scotia rock. There
are no gypsum products in New England. Western New York,
near Buffalo, the nearest deposits to the east coast, can not ade-
quately supply the seaboard markets because of its location 400
milcs away. No native deposit is so located as to economically fill
this demand. It was because of this situation that mills were estab-
lished on the Atlantic seaboard, which with their predecessors have
existed for over 100 years.

Thy gypsum industry in the United States started with Nova
Scotia rock. Nova Scotia rock was first brought to the Hudson, and
then carried in the small degree to which it was then used, in barrels
for finishing and casting and molding, west. Later the native gypsum
came into use with the new uses developed, and they continued to
expand and take the business, driving the Nova Scotia rock back
to the coast because of the economy their location commands. At
the present time 85 per, cent of all imported rock is used within 30
miles of the water itself-30 miles, 85 per cent.

I
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The seaboard mills have no cost advantage over the western New
York mills. We have determined, gentlemen, to give you our actual
costs as recorded for the last year, 1928. We operate, I may say,
the largest mill in the world near Buffalo. We are the largest native
manufacturer-I am speaking for the Gypsum Co.-in that mill
which is the largest. We have the most economic producer in mine
as well as in machinery. We are interested in the native gypsum.
We continue to operate and to advocate ourselves a tariff; as Mr.
Rippey has said, in protection of the industry on the basis of these
investments, in the conviction that if we were given tariff protection
the great march of the native gypsum could push the imported
product into the sea and supply economically the people in the great
cities along the Atlantic. That proved, after 15 years of effort, and
the fullest investigation in Nova Scotia, to see what was the econ.
omic situation, an impossible affair. We could not take the New
York City business, the Philadelphia, and Boston, and the whole
eastern coast business; we could not, with our greatest economy and
our biggest mills, change the uses of lime which have supplied those
cities, because they could not get gypsum-we could not chafige
them over to gypsum because we had not the economies.

Senator WALtSH. During part of that time you had a tariff on
crude gypsum, did you not?

Mr. AVERY. Part of the time we had a tariff to help us, but it
proved of no avail, and the reason we did not appear to ask for it
was because it was of no avail. We had not bought the mill, as has
been intimated here. No one expected we were to come in and de.
mand the thing. No one was deceived. We were not the ones, par.
ticularly. It was available for 50 manufacturers to come, and no one
made any application. It is futile to put a tariff on it. It would
merely deny to New York, except to a limited degree, the uses of
gypsum. Boston to-day uses lime for its walls in great degree. We
are putting a mill there in the hope that we can give them the benefit
of an actual cementation wall. Otherwise they will continue as they
have for years and import the minor matter they use in their tall
buildings, because they must pay from Oakfield a freight of 84.50 a
ton. That is impossible.

-Philadelphia is in the same situation, and New York in the last
year or two only is swinging into the full use of gypsum which the
whole country enjoys.

The tariff will penalize the consumer. It will not benefit any gyp-
sum manufacturer except to a minor degree. It will destroy our
industry in favor of building materials which gypsum, because of
quality, habitually displaces. That is lime. You gentlemen are all
familiar with the fact that in your early years you saw walls made,
and most unsatisfactorily made, of lime. 'There is plenty of lime all
along the coast. It is being displaced because gypsum at a higher
cost is a superior article, but only the most minor advance will let
gypsum maintain itself.

The seaboard mills have no cost advantage over western New York.
The statement that you heard from Judge Rippey led you to belief
that these water producing mills on the coast can make in New York
plaster cheaper than we can make it in Buffalo. I am giving you the
actual certified figures, and I am giving them to our competitors who,
I assure you, gentlemen, are very eager to hear them.
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In addition to the naturally high cost on the seaboard, 20 per cent
by weight of the material transported in New York is water. Gyp-
sum is made up 45 per cent sulphuric acid, 35 per cent calcium, and
the remainder is water of crystallization. It forms chemical crystals,
and it retains 20 per cent in its natural state. The single, almost the
single purpose of gypsum, is to turn it with heat into plaster of Paris,
and this is what we do. The material may be put in a pie pan on
a gas stove, and if raised to 3800 of heat this 20 per cent of water
breaks to free moisture, goes off as steam, and the white powder you
have left is plaster of Paris. This rock (a sample of gypsum) sub-
jected to that less than 4000 of heat will give up 20 per cent of crys-
tallized water. What you have left is plaster of Paris. What you
do with it is to put back the water, adding as much additional as you
wish, to determine the consistency, and you spread it on these walls,
just as it has been spread on these walls here, or you cast it into
these forms, just as your ceiling has been cast, and the three elements
being again together, the sulphuric acid, the calcium, and the water,
it reverts to its rock form in such position as you cast it in 10 minutes,
and is actually set. That is what is done.

When, consequently, we bring down rock from Nova Scotia, all
our handling charge, all our freight, is carrying 20 per cent of material
which, when we turn it into our one basic product, which is plaster of
Paris, suffers a loss of 20 per cent. Native mills pay nothing on that
except it goes off where it is manufactured immediately above the
mines where stands the mill.

I will proceed to the cost. The lowest cost of crude material on
the rock pile at the seaboard mill, including depreciation, normal
depreciation, is $2.69 per ton. I wish to make this clear. This rock,
mined in the most modern way from the high beds in Nova Scotia,
which we own ourselves brought down in boats built particularly
for that purpose, and unloaded at. the lbwest expense with the most
modern machinery, the result of very heavy investments in the last
few years, is put on our rock pile at $2.69 in the year 1928, in the
largest mill and the most economic mill on the coast. This compares
with the largest mill, at Buffalo, N. Y., the native mill which we own,
which did exactly the same thing and in exactly the same way, for
not $2.69 but for $1.57. I wish thereby to refute on this evidence
these misleading statements about the difference in cost. These
are the two largest mills, the two best mills, doing business at the
greatest advantage, and we stand on the record of the last year,
with all our new equipment in, at a difference, as you can see, of
about $1.10.

Senator WALSH. Both mills owned and controlled by the same
management?

Mr. AvERty. Managed by the same concern. We own both quarries.
We own the boats the docks. We own it all from beginning to end.
The Nova Scotia or other cost of wall plaster and rock is of little
consequence, because no rock is sold without some preparation.
Plaster of Paris is the basis of most of the things we make. The cost
in these mills of the wall plaster is $6.35 on the seaboard, as compared
with our western mill of $4.41. Are those figures clear? These are
absolute costs in 1928 at both mills, $6.30 on the importing mill at
New Brighton; $4.41 in western New York.
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I should say, gentlemen, that this is unfair to other than those dustry
who happen to be operating so large a property. This is the lowest for tie
possible rate. *This is lower, I am quito certain, than any other of "More
these mills, these smaller mills included in this proposed change of needed
tariff. and bo

Senator WALSH. Now, with the Buffalo product that is shipped to That h
the seaboard, what additional cost would there be on that? dustry,

Mr. AVERY. $3.50. over to
Senator WALSH. Making a total of what? Sena
Mr. AVERy. $7.91. with Sc
Senator WALSH. As against what? Ml.
Mr. AVERY. We then have to add from our mill the same delivery, most pr

which costs us a dollar by lighters around the servicing of New York. at Oak
That cones, I think, a ittlo later. Likewise, the delivered cost of ranks w
the finished product in New York City is greater to the seaboard half a li
producer; $8.05 from the seaboard plants and $7.91 from the western buildin
New York plant. I think perhaps that answers you better. These things
are matters of record. tions w

That the business of the inland producer was not affected by duty- Sena
free rock is demonstrated by the growth of production, which in- Mr. i
creased from 3,700,000 in 1922 to 5,300,000 in 1927 throughout the Buffalo.
United States, showing how the gypsum industry has gorwn. In Senat
western New York, those who are appealing against this tariff, it Mr. i
increased from 1,055,000 tons to 1,675,000 tons. There has been an business
increase of 41 per cent for the Uniited States as a whole in the last Those
five years, while New York State increased 58_por cent. There is than th(
the terrible suffering from tariff, or no tariff. The last figures just The
reported by the Bureau of Mines yesterday show 1,504,000 tons for owned
New York, and 5,102,000 tons for the country as a whole. Atlantic

Imports from 1922 to 1928 increased from 409,000 tons to 954,000 ing mat
tons. That is the reflection of the great growth in metropolitan New western
York, about which I think we are all able to observe in passing through to seabo
the city. It has been a wonderful growth, and the business there now If such
and allover the country has started somewhat to shrink, be made

Since 1922 new plants have been built and the capacity of existing icapped
plants has been increased, among them the plants of those asking for moving
a tariff. In western New York the Ebsary Gypsum Co., represented were pu

here, increased its capacity from 150 tons daily in 1922 to 700 tons tion of t
in 1927; the Empire Gypsum from 300 tons daily in 1922 to 500 tons the terri
in 1927; the Niagara Gypsum from 150 tons daily in 1922 to 700 tons right to
in 1927; the Oakfield Gypsum Products came into New York new in same ca
1923 with a daily capacity of 300 tons, and the National Gypsum Co. There is
came new in 1927 with a daily capacity of 600 tons. There were eight Senat(
plants in operation in western New York in 1922 with much smaller Mr. A
capacities than to-day. They have all increased to where there are Senatc
now 11 plants in operation, and this against no tariff. gypsum?

Senator WALSH. The last witness stated that the industries that Mr. i.
lie represented were not prosperous. imagine

Mr. AVERY. Yes, sir. the wall,
Senator WALSH. Is that a fact? them. T
Mr. AVRY. Well, I prefer to leave that to him. The gypsum in- naturally

dustry as a whole has been very satisfactory. During the war we There
had an extreme building demand, as you know. The result of that near Cle
was that prices advanced to unusual high rates, and the building in- marvelo,
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dustry in general was very prosperous. The normal and natural thing
for them to do was to increase capacity, with the simple thought
"More tons, more profits." That was done until the capacity ex-
ceeded the supply. Then a promoting element entered the industry
and bought out their additional capacity long after it was needed.
That has produced a very severe price condition throughout the in-
dustry, which started in the West two years ago and gradually swept
over to the East.

Senator WALSH. Is your Buffalo mill proportionately prosperous
with your New York mill?

Mr. AVERY. Yes, sir; more so. Very considerably more so. The
most prosperous mill that the United States Gypsum Co. possesses is
at Oakfield, and the New York mill, to the amount of investment,
ranks well down, the difficulty being in New York that we have got
half a mile of water front that is very expensive, wages are very high
building costs two or three times as high. We have those natural
things to contend with, while gypsum is usually found in remote see-
tions where the value of your and happens to be farming value.

Senator WALSH. Where is Oakfield?
Mr. AVERY. Oakfield is 7 miles from Batavia, about 38 miles out of

Buffalo.
Senator WALSH. Between Rochester and Buffalo?
Mr. AVERY. Yes, sir. In 1926 alone new capital invested in the

business, as stated by the Government reports, was $20,000,0C0.
Those were the native things. Much more was actually invested
than the Government reported.

The mills on the coast, the importers of gypsum, are all American
owned and operated. Without them New England and the ncrth
Atlantic seaboard would have no plants for the manufacture of build-
ing materials and gypsum. As it is impossible to ship the rock from
western New York, the cost to deliver rock from western New York
to seaboard or from any other known domestic supply is prohibitive.
If such were not the case, developments of that kind would, of course,
be made by the native manufacturers. These mills are already hand-
icapped with higher rock-pile costs, and no tariff would facilitate the
moving of crude rock from any native stores. No matter what tariff
were put on, it would not alter these restrictive conditions in the loca-
tion of the gypsum. They can not move their finished products to
the territory served by western New York. Western New York ships
right to the coast. New York City, with more investment for the
same capacity, 85 per cent is within 30 miles of the water front.
There is no trouble from imported gypsum.

Senator WALSH. Is gypsum being used as a substitute for lime?
Mr. AVERY. Yes; it is displacing it.
Senator WALSH. Are the lime interests in favor of a tariff on

gypsum?
Mr. AVERY. I think they have not expressed themselves. I

imagine now they have quit, given up the thought that they can retain
the wall, except'in New York, and gypsum is proceeding to displace
them. They have been very active for many years trying to curb it,
naturally.

There are native deposits in New York State near Buffalo, in Ohio
near Cleveland, in Michigan, and in Iowa. In Michigan there are
marvelous deposits on the lake shore which are very active, and these
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are being brought thy water from near Kate Chay, Senator, by boars, have th
where recently docks have been extended a mile and a third so that a one nia
draft of 28 feet is available, and that is taken in the same way to used no
Chicago, and a mill will operate in about six weeks from DetroiU. at ever,

The deposits in Iowa, Ohio, Michigan, and New York are quite Forini
extensive-I mean they are, except those in western New York it, but
like most mineral deposits, they are exhaustless, practically. These get any
deposits with the short haul supply the Great Lakes region and the thrown
Middle West, making it impossible for Nova Scotia gypsum 2,000 they are
miles away to enter. The cost would be prohibitive., being t

As to the Pacific coast, there is only one importer with plants at feet int
Los Angeles and Seattle. We saw no advantage in this coast position, and lea
I may say I think it will be interesting, and perhaps those that I not to d
speak of would not object, to say that following the idea that the pieces v
importation from an island in the Californian gulf, which has a fine now (
deposit of gypsum, could economically supply the demand better shovels
than the native inside gypsum, a corporation was formed; this island, no close
was manned with the latest machinery and is so operating to-day. fines bu
Boat lines were engaged and mills were built in Los Angeles and in but the
Seattle. The company had a very great difficulty in maintaining that it n
itself, and thinking that we, through our operation of this kind of and all
thing on the eastern'border, might do with it better than they, we hat yo
were invited to consider its purchase. We put auditors on their books first Pro,
and geologists and miners on their. deposits, and after several weeks minds o
it became apparent to us that they were under a great natural handi. thing a
cap, and particularly because of the allocation of the people along this question.
narrow Pacific strip, that they had a good idea ahead of its time, and To pa
that only with a greatly multiplied people demand could that ever and only
present an economy. The quantities they had or that they were able it ; side
to get there would not let them manufacture advantageously. Con. us less th
sequently we did not purchase the property, and a year following that labor is
we ourselves built a new mill in western California, which I think is The r-
probably as strong a refutation of the idea that imported rock on the been we
coast can destroy the native manufacturers there, as anyone could made ani
discover. It only g

Our last plant on the Pacific coast was built at Midland after to you tc
inspection of that entire proposition. A hear

It has been stated that the -seaboard plants are grinding or crush. gypsum
ing rock in their quarries and so importing it partly manufactured. the Trea,
You gentlemen have just heard such an argument. May I take your read the
time to tell you the truth about that thing? In old days, not many York Tin
years ago, a gypsum quarry was operated by first removing the top learn abc
earth which covers the gypsum very generally. In Nova Scotia the that had
100 feet that was mentioned previously is not uncovered. We aver- only the
age 50 feet of earth that must be removed before we can take this has been,
open face. Then this face of rock is drilled and with dynamite it is how utte
blasted. As it pours down, pieces as big as that mantel, mixed with way. 5k
dust and small sizes of all kinds-because gypsum is an easily broken free. W-
rock, its geological field test is that you may scratch it with the nail The ro,
of your thumb. It is very soft. The blast then brings down a down by
great mass of powder and gravel and lumps, and here and there the steam
pieces larger than a piano. In the old days little blasts were made method o
and men carried these things to carts, the carts to cars, the cars to The stean
boats. Modern quarry practice you are all familiar with. We now
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have the tractors, the steam shovel, the drag line for clearing, and
one man will do the work of a hundred. That type of equipment is
used not only in Nova Scotia-it is all American machinery--but
at every other quarry that we have. We not longer pick it by hand.

Formerly the man-size rock was determined by his ability to lift
it, but steam shovels now are put in there on tractors and they can
get any place, and these pieces large and small, and the dust, are
thrown into railroad cars, and when they approach the boat where
they are to be shipped they are passed through breakers, the purpose
being to reduce these large pieces so that they may be dropped 40
feet into the hull of a vessel in Nova Scotia, where the tide goes out
and leaves our ship on the ground,to such sizes as this and smaller-
not to do any first process; we do no first processing, but with our large
pieces we do substitute for the blow of the quarryman's sledge. We
now dump these cars that have been filled by these great steam
shovels which will lift two or three tons, into a crusher which comes
no closer together than five inches. It is not the purpose to make
fines but to avoid fines, because fines are hard to handle in the boat,
but the object is to break only to about this size or to five inches, so
that it may go in the general mass, so that there will be no separation
and all can be taken out by the customary scoops. The impression
that you gentlemen have got that we would be using labor to do the
first process of crushing is distinctly untrue. It is not justified in the
minds of any gypsum man. No one who says that can know any-
thing about gypsum. It is impossible. Thie cost will cover the
question.

To pass this thing through this rock breaker of the large sizes-
and only the large go through, the fine does not go through at all;
it ;, sidetracked over a "grizzly," as they call it, a large bar---cosfs
useless than two cents a ton. The labor economy depriving American
labor is not, of course, one of the considerations.

The rulings of the department that you have listened to have not
been well stated. The ruling is definitely that no preparation is
made and that this is put on the free list after the greatest economies.
It only got this consideration through a process that will be interesting
to you to listen to.

A hearing was held by these gentlemen applying for this ground
gypsum five inches thick, and they held sessions (town here before
the Treasury Department unknown to us for eight months, and we
read the proposed rule of the Treasury Department in the New
York Times to get our first information "and to come down here and
learn about it. The amount of junk, misinformation, and deception
that had been practiced on those who had listened was such that
onlv the aid of the entire industry and the carload of gypsum that
has been mentioned to-day made it possible for us to show in samples
how utterly impossible it was to produce ground gypsum inl that
way. Slowly the truth was determined and the material remained
free. We have been subjected to that sort of abuse.

The rock in both this country and in Canada was formerly broken
down by hand and carried man size to the mill, but with the advent of
the steam shovel and the belt conveyor, quarries adopted the modern
method of handling and loading, commencing about the year 1920.
The steam shovel w-ill pick up pieces of rock weighing a ton or more,
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which are reduced by nippers or crushers, forming a mass of crude the fir
rock six inches down to dust. This reduction is made for the solo will ta
purpose of mechanical handling. York

We use American manufactured machinery in our Canadian sums
quarries, exactly the same type and the same make that we use in Cois
our quarries in the United States. No process of manufacture is not sul
done away with by any reduction of the rock in the quarry, and minling
exactly the same operations are carried on at the mill with rock in wouldeven at
the form in which it is now imported as were carried on when the the ma
rock was shipped man size. In all quarries, both domestic and gypsum
foreign, such reduction is part of the quarrying cost, the actual cost least of

exhaustof which is less than 2 cents per ton. Not a single ton of the rate tile
rock is sold by any importer in the form in which it is imported, rate.
Not 1 ton of this crude material is sold in that shape. Cement York w
companies use about 33% per cent of gypsum for retarder in the tonnage
setting of their cement, but even as they use it crude, this material 15 years
has to be sized no larger than this, no smaller than that [indicatingJ Our
with definite percentages. That whole process must be done, al- 20 yeai
though it is in truth a crude thing, in a department of the mill which have g
costs, I think, about $200,000 just for pure separation machinery. It ap

Senator WALSH. Is there any domestic crude gypsum sold in that that th(
form? New Y

Mr. AVERY. That is the vast percentage of it, sir. This only goes that the
Mr. to tile M'

where it happens to be cheap. and app
Senator WALSH. So that there are two classes of people owning manufac

gypsum mines; those that just mine the crude gypsum and sell it in the would

open market, and those that mine it for the purpose of turning it into compel
manuac; develop

manufactured products? America
Mr. AVERY. I think, sir, that there is no one who tries to sell crude I she

rock. The cement companies themselves mine a little and do not IThc
calcine it. But there is no sale for crude rock. No one would buy (The
crude rock.

Senator WALSH. I thought you said there was.
Mr. AVERY. There is a sale for it after you have prepared it in a FIDNANC

mill. And the construction of that mill, with the putting in of the U1n
power, would be such that they might go ahead and change it into We ar,
plaster of Paris, which is really the basis of the entire industry. 2667 iti

Senator WALSH. That would be ground gypsum? the act

Mr. AVERY. Before calcination it is customarily ground, although Gipsu

sometimes in large rotaries, like in the manufacture of cement, it is block, ai
sized and put through a mill rough. a fine )I

The Treasury Department upon investigating the questions raised from ioN
Mexico

by certain native producers, found that the reduction in Canada did There
not dispense with any operations of manufacture in this country. Product
That has ah'eady been reported. the Corn

It has been stated that there was an unlimited supply of gypsum at Newa,
in the United States. The only deposits in the northeast are in Univers
western New York, near Buffalo. The assumption is that if a $3.50 Co., at
tariff, or $4.75 tariff on calcined plaster were to be put on here, all seaboarc
the New York business would then go to western New York. That the Stall,Island,
is not so. The assumption would then be that western New York quarries
would be quite equal to taking care of that additional business. their ent
That is not so. The western New York runs about 4% feet thick and The in
lies in lenses between limestone, and is mined. These deposits of $30,000,United 11
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the first grade, which is the only one used, are quite limited, and I
will take the liberty of reading a brief sentence here from the New
York State survey published in September of last year, 1928, which
sums up the situation as follows:

Considered in their entirety the resources are undoubtedly very large, although
not subject to anything lii- an accurate estimate from present information. If
mining were carried on without particular reference to the grade of rock, they
would undoubtedly suffice for an indefinitely long period of future production,
even at the accelerated rate prevailing in recent years. But another aspect of
the matter is had if attention is directed to the known supplies of high-grade
gypsum and to the steadily increasing drain upon these resources. One-fifth at
least of the Erie-Genesee County acreage of the main seam has already been
exhausted. The output has increased eightfold in 20 years. At the indicated
rate tile present resources would last for nct over 20 or 25 years, at the present
rate. Higl-grade rock is necessary for gypsum products and if western New
York were required to supply the Atlantic Coast tonnage in addition to its present
tonnage, the supply at the present rate of consumption would be exhausted in
15 years.

Our own supply-we have the largest mill-we figure may last us
20 years, and we are constantly searching for additional supplies and
have gone as far as 10 miles from the mill to get it.

It appears that no native gypsum -is available to supply the mills on the coast;
that these mills are necessary to serve the seaboard market, and the western
New York district is too far away to be an important factor in their development;
that the cost of the crude rock to the Atlantic coast producer is greater than it is
to tile western New York producer; that there is no question of tariff involved,
and application for a tariff is merely an attempt to penalize one group of American
manufacturers in favor of another group of American manufacturers. A tariff
would simply penalize the one group without benefiting the other. It woul-i
compel the consumer to pay more for his building materials; it would retard the
development in the United States of gypsum products, and ultimately shut down
American industries.

I should like to submit this brief also.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

BRIEF OF THE UNITED STATES GYPSUM Co.
JULy 9, 1929.

FINANCE COMMITTEE,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.:
We are asking that crude gypsum be left on the free list. In House bill H. R.

2667 it was left on the free list, paragraph 1740. It was also on tile free list under
the act of 1922, paragraph 1643.

Gypsum rock is a heavy rock which when ground and calcined is used prin-
cipally in the manufacture of building materials, such as wall plasters, gypsum
block, and gypsum wall boards. It is also used as a fertilizer when ground into
a finch powder. The rock is found in many of the States and is also imported
from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, Canada, on the Atlantic coast, and from
Mexico oil the Pacific coast. The principal importations are from Canada.

There are 7 importing companies operating 12 plants-thp Atlantic Gypsum
Products Co., at Portsmouth, N. H.; New York City, N. Y.; and Chester, Pa.;
the Connecticut Adamant Co., at New Haven, Coni.; the Newark Plaster Co.,
at Newark, N. J.; tile Rutland Fire Clay Co., at Rutland, Vt.; the United States
Gypsum Co., on Staten Island, N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; and Philadelphia, Pa.; the
Universal Gypsum & Lime Co., at Newburgh, N. Y.; and the Standard Gypsum
Co., at Long Beach, Calif., and Seattle, Wash. The companies oil the Atlantic
seaboard have their quarries in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, Canada, and
the Standard Gypsum Co., on the Pacific coast, has its quarries on San Marcus
Island, Gulf ot California, Mexico. All of these companies including the:r
quarries in Canada and Mexico are coml)letely American owned. Tiey carry in
their entire manufacturing operations in the United States.

The importers represent an investment of $35,000,000, of which approximately
$30,000,000 is invested in mills and manufacturing plants on the seaboard in the
United States. The United States Gypsum Co., the Universal Gypsum & Lime
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Co., and the Standard Gypsum Co., in addition to their investments on the sea. T

board, have an investment of about $70,000,000 in mines, quarries, mills, and
manufacturing plants throughout the United States where commercial deposits post
of native gypsum are found-in western New York, Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, to
Iowa, South Dakota, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, tols
Nevada, and California. According to the last published figures these companies toll
imported 954,000 tons of crude gypsum in 1928 of a value of about $1,000,000, or
which were converted in the United States into mntufactured products of a bus
value of about $10,000,000.

There are 60 active plants of varying capacities operating mines and inills fron
throughout the United States. Of the companies requesting a change in the tulle
tariff, only five make any shipments to the Atlantic seaboard. These represent i a
an investment of not more than $8,000,000 with an annual tonnage of about 400,. 1
000 tons out of 6,000,000 tons produced. The companies asking for a tariff Of r
represent an investment of only $12,000,000 out of a total of more than $125,000,. 1068
000, with a tonnage of about 750,000 tons out of a total of 6,000,000 tons. off,

The industry employs about 10,000 men in the United States. The companies in r
asking for a tariff employ about 1,000 men and those manufacturers who sell i
anything on the Atlantic seaboard employ about 500 men. About 1,700 men the
are employed in manufacturing plants on the seaboard. They employ about 300 T.
men in their quarries. dire

The mills for manufacturing gypsum products are located at the source of man
supply of raw gypsum. They are divided into groups situated at the minelhead depr
or quarry wherever commercial gypsum deposits are found throughout the Stat'
United States. Another group, supplied with imported rock, is located on the
seaboard. The area within which the manufactured products are distributed
from each group of mills is controlled by freight rates, freight being the con-
trolling factor of the competitive strength of any producing district. The United
States is thus divided into a number of separate zones constituting the natural I roe
distributing territory for each producing district, two of which are found in the Cernei
East, one with its center in western New York and the other on the seaboard Deii
where the plants receive their supply of crude rock from Nova Scotia. The
plants on the coast are wholly dependent upon water transportation where the
rock is loaded and unloaded at the water's edge and could not be supplied from
western New York because of the prohibitive freight rates of $3.50 per ton. folio
The crude rock already costs more at the mill on the coast than it does at the
mill in western New York.

The mills in the same group receive the crude material from the same source
and there is no competition in the supply of crude material among the separate
groups, either of the native supply or the imported material. The competition In roe
is in the manufactured products from the same group within the same pro-
ducing area. Although western New York sells some of its manufactured
products on the seaboard, the seaboard mills distribute only on the coast at or
near the place where the mill is situated. None of the other mills in the interior it
distribute their products on the seaboard and there is practically no competition per t
whatsoever between them and the mills using imported rock. was

That free crude rock to the producers on the seaboard has not affected in any $8.8
way the business of native producers is demonstrated by the growth of the scabe
business. In 1922 the total gypsum mined in the United'States was 3,779,949 ton
tons of a value of $29,361,151, which increased in 1927 to 5,346,888 toils of a liver
value of $42,174,454, making a total increase throughout the United States of cost
41 per cent. In western New York district alone there were mined in 1922 own
1,055,302 tons of -ock, which in 1927 increased to 1,675,501 tons, or an increase rock
of 58 per cent. to t

A comparative statement of the production from 1913 to 1928 of the United it
States, New York State, and of the imports is shown in the following table: inpo

- -- -- - ____---~.----- ____--usedl

Year United New Imports Year United New dail
States York. States York :Iports NX

Tons Tons Tons Tojis Tons iTon*
1913 ........... 2, 39S. M08 529,627 447,383 121.............. 3. 0 , 94 716 65 2'cA0 exist
1914 ........... 2.476,465 523,368 :369,214 92 ........ 3,779,949 1,055,302 , 409,475 duce
1915 .............. 2,447,611 540,014 3 ),86 1923 . .... . 4,71,44 ,361, 10 44K129 dun
1916 ........... 1 2,757, 73:0 579,827 2 , 131i 1924 ........ 592629 1,474,492 519.27
1917 . ...... 2.0696.22 60,268 240,269 1925 ........... 5,678,302 !730 214 .34.423 use,
1918 ......... .. 2057015 53,038 50,653 1926 .............. 5,635,441 1,723,460 S24,031
1919 ........... 2420 163 591,153 171,733 1927 .............. 5,316, W i 1, 675, 501 82M,619
1920 .............. 3,129,142 780,295 282,486 1928 .............. 10 250 1,504, 20 954,00
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The statement was made that imports had increased from 50,000 tons in 1918

S 1(, 1,000,000 tons in 1928, which is misleading. It appears from the above tablend iat in 1913, prior to the Great War, the imports were 447,383, and with the war
sit$ postponement of building fell to 50,001) tois in 1918. In the period from 1913
an, to 1928 New York State production increased from 529,627 tons to 1,504,826
do, tols. From 1901 to 1928 New York State production increased from 119,505ties toils to 1,504,826 tons and imports increased from 235,204 tons to 954,000 tons,or during a 25-year period the western New York producers increased their

a business 1,250 per cent while the Atlantic seaboard increased only 400 per cent.
On the seaboard, plants are located on valuable property with costly waterills frontage, where the investment per ton of producing capacity is two and one-half

A he times that of the inland producer. Seaboard operation with its added expense
Int in a congested district is not comparable with an operation in a rural district.

In addition to the long water haul, the seaboard producer carries with each ton
of rock approximately 20 per cent of water upon which is paid the cost of hauling,

10,- loading, and transportation. When the product is calcined the water is given
off, leaving 80 per cent, net weight of material actually transported. The costin rock pile, as well as the cost of a finished ton of material ready for delivery,sell is more to the coast producer, and the delivery cost is also more, even including

enthe freight rate which the inland producer must pay.
The plant, whether located at mine or seaboard, receives its crude material

directly front the rock pile at the mill site, the cost of which is the base of allof I manufactured products. Without giving effect to the investment, costs including
depreciation at Oakfield, N. Y., compared with similar costs at New Brighton,

he Staten Island, exclusive of sacks or bags, are as follows:

Red O11- Oakfleld New Brighton

ral
he In rock pile ............................... . .$1.39 $2.69Cement plaster (wall plaster) ready for shipment.'...---.. .... -- 4.41 6.35ird Delivered in New York .................................................... 7.91 8.05I he
.he

And givirg effect to the investment at both places, comparative costs are as
n. follows:

ree Oakfleld I New Brighton

ite- I
on In rock pile ................................................................ $1.67 $2. 99Cement plaster (wall plaster) ready for shipment ........................... 5.08 7.24

Delivered in New York .................................................... 8.58 8. 58
or mor It was stated by the other side that the importer's rock pile cost was $1.15
on per ton, that the delivered cost of wall plaster to the western New York producer

was $11.25 per ton, including bags, and that the importer's delivered cost wasny $8.85. The western New York producers are not familiar with the cost on the
me seaboard and their figures are erroneous. If bags at the regular price of $3 per

49 ton are depicted from their figure of $6.85 per ton, there is left $3.85 for a de-a livered ton of plaster, whereas the rock pile cost alone is $2.69 and the finished
of cost without bags is $6.35 to the importer. It appears from an analysis of their
2 own figures and the actual costs as shown at Oakfield and New Brighton that the

ise rock pile cost, the cost ready for delivery, and the delivered cost, are all greater
to the Atlantic coast producers than to the western New York producers.

It is claimed that the western New York producers can not compete with the
importers because of cheap labor. The minimum quantity of Canadian labor is
used because of improved methods of American machine handling. The average
daily wage paid in Canada this year is $6.13 as compared with $6.35 in western
Xe N, York.

The markets in the large cities on the Atlantic coast were developed exclu-
sively by the mills located on the seaboard which with their predecessors have
existed for over 100 years. In New York State as late as 1895 there were pro-75 duced only 33,587 toils of gypsum rock, sold mostly for land plaster, while

t2 during the same year calcining mills on the Atlantic coast imported for their own
m2 use, 192,549 tons of crude gypsum rock. The products of the western NewAi York p~rodutcing district have only entered the Atlantic seaboard cities to an
19
0o
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appreciable extent during the period of an unprecedented demand due to the
great building boom. following the war with prices far above normal for such
products. The entire business on the Atlantic coast has been supplied from
Nova Scotia to the extent of 90 per cent since the origin of the industry.

No native deposit is so located as to economically fill this demand, and in order
to make the Nova Scotia supply available it has required great investments in
modern mills in Portsmouth, Boston, New Haven, New York, Newark, and
Philadelphia. The use of gypsum on the Atlantic coast is inadequately de.
veloped as compared with the rest of the Nation, even with the Nova Scotia
supply, western New York never having been an important factor in the develop.
meant of such markets.

In the whole of New England there. are no gypsum deposits, and until the
development by the Atlantic coast producers practically no gypsum products
were sold in this area. This is evidenced by the low consumption of 5 pounds
per square foot of floor space as compared with 12 to 15 pounds in other sections
of the country and in some sections as high as 20 pounds per square foot. A
similar condition exists in eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey, where the con.
umption is only 7 pounds per square foot of floor space. Western New York
sas simply been too far away to ever develop these markets and they have been
left for development by the erection of plants on the coast, which jan only use
Nova Scotia gypsum.

The western New York producers can not adequately supply the New York
City market because of their location in another producing area 400 miles away,
and because of their inability to render the necessary service or even to furnish
the same quality of material to which the market has become accustomed. The
rail haul of 400 miles is against the coast producers if they attempted to penetrate
the western New York territory, and with their higher costs they can iot. If the
tariff is imposed and the seaboard producers are required to go out of business
it would be impossible for the western New York producers to supply the market
in the metropolitan district of New York or other coast centers.

The consumer on the coast has become accustomed to the white plaster made
from the Canadian rock as distinguished from the dark plaster produced in western
New York. In addition to this there is produced from a white rock found in
Nova Scotia finishing, gaging, molding, and pottery plasters not produced else-
where in the United States except in Kansas and Oklahoma. Of the total
tonnage of plaster sold on the Atlantic coast approximately 20 per cent are white
goods, which can not be produced by any of the eastern mills using native rock.
Practically all walls in the New York *metropolitan district are finished with
white plaster, and the pottery manufacturers in New Jersey can use only the
white goods for their molding. This market for white goods was established
100 years ago and long before native rock came into use as a wall plaster.

It was stated that the importers controlled the territory to a line about 300
miles from the Atlantic coast, based upon the erroneous statement that the aver-
age cost of gypsum laid down on the seaboard from Nova Scotia was $1.36 per
ton compared to $6.32 per ton from western New York. As shown, the actual
cost on rock pile is $2.69 per ton on the coast and $1.57 per ton in western New
York. Furthermore, no crude rock moves from western New York to the coast,
as it is impossible to supply the seaboard mills with rock from that source. The
cost is prohibitive and no tariff could change that situation. No imported crude
gypsum is shipped anywhere except to the mills on the seaboard.

The manufactured products, as stated, are distributed in the territory adjacent
to the mills and within a hauling distance of not snore than 30 miles from the
coast. The cost of $6.35 per ton of finished product to the cost. mill compared
with $4.41 per ton to western New York renders the imported material non-
competitive except within a short hauling distance where the seaboard manu-
facturers can fenler the service necessary to sell their products. That these
manufacturers distribute only in such limited territory is conclusive of the fact
that they can not dominate the territory within tiWe line above stated. An
imaginary line has been drawn, based upon an erroneous statement of costs where
it appears that the coast manufacturers do not actually distribute in such terri-
tory and in fact can not.

It is claimed that Nova Scotia gypsum will be taken into time interior through
the Great Lakes. This is impossible. There are native deposits in New York
State near Buffalo, in Ohio near Cleveland, and in Michigan and Iowa. Tie
plants at Detroit and Chicago are to be supplied front quarries at Alabastar,
Mich., on Lake Huron. These deposits, with a short haul, supply the Great
Lakes region and the middle west, making it impossible for Nova Scotia gypsum.
2,000 miles away, to enter. The cost would be prohibitive.
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It was stated by those asking for a tariff on crude gypsum rock that the coast

producers are grinding or crushing the rock at their quarries and importing it
as a partly manufactured material. These statements are incorrect. After
the rock is unloaded at the mill it is crushed, ground, and calcined and manufac-
tured into wallplasters and other building materials. The rock both in this
country and in Canada was formerly broken down by hand and carried man
size to the mill, but with the advent of the steam shovel and the belt conveyer
all quarries, including those in the United States, adopted the modern method
of handling and loading, commencing about the year 1920. The steam shovel
will pick up pieces of rock weighing a ton or more which are reduced by nippers
or crushers so forming a mass of crude rock from 6-inch sizes down to dust.
This reduction is made for the sole purpose of mechanical handling, so the rock
can be carried by belt conveyor into the ship and unloaded by clamshell shovel
on the coast and in the interior by belt conveyor to the rock pile at the mill.

No process of manufacture is done away with by any reduction of the rock
in the quarry and exactly the same operations are carried on at the mill with the
rock in form as now imported as were carried on when the rock was shipped
man size. In all quarries, both domestic and foreign, such reduction is a part of
the quarrying cost. The actual cost of such reduction is less than 2 cents per
ton. Not a single ton of the rock is sold by any importer in the form in which it
is shipped.
The Treasury Department upon investigating the question, at the instance of

certain manufacturers, found that the reduction in Canada (lid not dispense
with any operations of manufacture in this country and that the rock was reduced
for the sole purpose of handling and loading and for convenience in transporta-
tion. The appraisers' report stated that the merchandise consisted of rock
crushed for the convenience of transportation only into various sizes ranging
from 6 inches down to dust and was not advanced in value or condition. The
department concluded that the rock as imported was neither ground nor partly
manufactured, lut was crude gypsum entitled to free entry.

The resources of gypsum rock in the Fast are limited. According to the New
York State survey for 1925 and 1926 published in September, 1928, the resources
of high-grade gypsum rock are found principally in Erie and Genesee Counties.
It was estimated that in Erie and Genesee Counties there were perhaps 60,000,000
toils of high-grade rock yet to be mined. There is a large supply of low-grade
rock not suitable for manufacture. The high-grade rock necessary for the manu-
facture of gypsum products, if used at the present rate of consumption, will last
not more than 20 to 25 years. The New York State Museum, in its bulletin
published in September, 1928, summed up this situation as follows:

"Considered in their entirety the resources are undoubtedly very large, although
not subjected to anything like an accurate estimate from present information.
If mining were carried on without particular reference to the grade of rock, they
would undoubtedly suffice for an indefinitely long period of future prcdiiction
even at the accelerated rate prevailing in recent cars. But ar:other aspect of
the matter is had if attention is directed to the known supplies of hipih-giade
gypsum and to the steadily increasing drain upon these re.-ources. One-fifth
at least of the Eric-Genesee County acreage of the main scam has already been
exhausted. The output has increased eightfold in 20 Years and more than
doubled in the past five years. At the indicated rate the present resources would
last for not over 20 or 25 years, even with allowance for a certain slowing lip in
the annual increase in production which is likely to be manifested in the future."

The business on the Atlantic coast has been built tip oil a high-grade rock
front Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and if this demand were supplied from
western New York an amtmal tonnage of 800,000 would be added to the 1,675,501
tons now produced in that district. According to the estimates of the New Yor"
survey, the high-grade rock would then be exhausted in about 15 years at the
present rate of consumption. If production increased in the next five v'tr.; at
the same rate as in the past five years the re;oirces wouhl be exhausted in less
than 10 years. Western New York is the only producing section in the north-
east-part of the United States east of the Allegheny Mountai-,; and with the
exhaustion of its high-grade rock the entire Northeast would be left without any
resources.

Free crude rock has had nothing to do with the temporary depression ill t'e
gypsum industry. In the prosperous years following 1922 many niew plants
were built and the capacities of practically all existing plants were increased.
In 1926 alone the new capital invested in 'tle business, as stated by the latest
Government reports, was $20,000,000, most of which represented capital increases
of concerns already in the fleld, and in addition thereto considerable money was
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expended on plant improvement which did not find its way into the financial We re!
records outside of the companies concerned. In western New York the Ebsarv left un!!
Gypsum Co. increased its capacity from 150 tons daily in 1922 to 700 tons daiil factured
in 1927, the Empire Gypsum Co. from 300 tons daily in 1922 to 500 tons daily
in 1927, the Niagara Gypsum Co. from 50 tons daily in 1922 to 700 tons daily ih
1927, and the Oakfield Products Co. came in in 1923 with a daily capacity of 300 STATE 0
tons. The Universal Gypsum Co. came in in 1924 with a daily capacity of 800
tons and the National Gypsum Co. came in in 1927 with a daily capacity of 600
tons. There were 8 plants in operation in western New York district in 1922 Sewcli
where there are now 11 plants in operation. foregoing

The situation was summed up by the Department of Commerce, Blureaut of that he
Mines, when it said in its last report that the gypsum nmnufaeturing industry knowledf
had made its greatest growth within the last decade, and that the development
had been rapid, extensive, and possibly beyond present requirements, but prob. Subscr
ably not inconsistent with the greatly increased consumption which was hound [SEAL.
to come as the public learned more about the characteristics and quality of
gypsum and its numerous uses. My col

The falling off (if building has been followed by keen competition among the

manufacturers with resultant low prices conceded by all companies. This situ.
ation exists not only in the eastern territory but to a much greater extent in all STATE.
other producing districts throughout the United States, which are wholly unaf.
fected by imported rock. The depression commenced in sections of the country
where no products made from imported rock were sold, and the last section of (The
the country affected was the eastern part of the United States. Products not
made on the Atlantic coast have suffered the same as products produced at the Mr.
seaboard plants. This is illustrated by the sale of gypsum tile, none of which is of Best
made by any seaboard company. Tile formerly sol in New York City at $14 Senat
per ton and has recently been selling in the same market as low as $6 per ton. Mr. C

CONCLUSYON ]ants-
A duty of $3.50 per ton on crude gypsum would make a new use of tariff duties. Past R

That rate is asked for the purpose of placing a handicap on competition in our Chester
own markets between our own people. The importing companies are American Senat
companies with their plants in the United States. They all supply the domestic plates b
markets adjacent to their plants Ar.

The duties here asked for are to stifle competition. The companies located pfre (
on the Atlantic coast are able under the present law to supl)ly high-grade gypsumn Picted a
products to the immediate markets at prices with which other plants further Senat
inland say they can not compete. The purpose of a protective tariff is to aid in Mr. C
building up industries in the United States. Tariffs have never been employed erty bo
to discriminate between States or localities within States. et

The importation of crude gypsum free of duty is the privilege of every manu. Snat
facturer of gypsum products in the United States whether they are located on where t
the seaboard or inland. The companies here asking for the imposition of a pro- Mr. C
hibitive tariff have the same privilege of importing raw crude gypsun free of You can
duty that the importers have. They are all American companies employing
American labor, paying property and income taxes and supplying the American have a
market with useful finished products: The fortunate location of an manufacturer located
adjacent to an American market is not a sufficient ground for a penalizing tariff. I hay

Gypsun products have experienced a large growth in the building industry Mr. Gre
in the United States in the last 25 years. Raw gypsum is a cumbersome and
expensive l)roduct to transport. The manufacturer must have his plant adjacent tilizer fr
to the raw material or have facilities for getting the raw material cheaply into There ar
his plant in order to successfully and economically engage in business. Tariff principal
duties are not employed to change the trend or alter the status of consuming Senatc

markets. It would 1)ervert the purposes of a protective tariff to use it in an

effort to equalize production cost so as to enable an American l)roducecr who and Ale
happened to be remote from an active consuming market to compete with MIr. C
another producer who happenled to be adjacent to it, all in the United States. Senat

If the Congress should begin to use tariff duties to place a hamlicap upon one Mr. C
American manufacturer or a group of Americai manufacturers in competition
with other American manufacturers the purpose of our tariff policy would be Gregory
so perverted that it would become wholly indefensible. represen

It appears that no native gypsum is available to supply the mills on the coast; would n
that these mills are necessary to serve the seaboard markets, and western New to-day,
York district is too far away to be ant important factor in their development; that
the cost of the crude rock to the Atlantic coast producer is greater than it is to
the western New York producer; and that there is no question of tariff involved.
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We respectfully submit that paragraph 1740, plaster rock or gypsum crude, be
left uin('hanl(g( and that the tariffs provided for in paragraph 205 upon nianu-
factured produces are sufficient and require no alteration.

UNITED STATES GYPsubM Co.,
By S. L. AVERY, President.STATE OF ILLINOIS,

County of Cook, ss:
Sewell L. A very, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he has read the

foregoing brief, by hin subscribed on behalf of the United States Gypsum Co.;
that he knows the contents thereof; and that the same is true to the best of his
knowledge and k.elief. S. H. AVERY.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of July, A. D. 1929.
[sEAL.] ASTRIDE 0. LYNUM,

Notary Public.
ly conanissiton Sohire, September 15, 1930.

STATEMENT OF H. M. CHANNING, REPRESENTING THE ATLANTIC
GYPSUM PRODUCTS CO., BOSTON, MASS.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. CHANNING. I represent the Atlantic Gypsum Products Co.,

of Boston, Mass.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Where is this located, in Boston?
Mr. CHANNING. The main office is located in Boston. It has three
lants-a plant in Portsmouth, N. H.; a plant in New York on the
ast River, at One hundred and fiftieth Street; and a third plant at

Chester, Pa.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Is it your plant that contem-

plates building another plant in Boston?
Mr. CHANNING. The United States Gypsum Co. has recently com-

pleted a plant in Boston, Senator, which began to operate this spring.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Where is that located?
Mr. CHANNING. That is located up on the Mystic River on prop-

erty bought from the Boston & Maine Railroad.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. All your plants are located

where the crude gypsum can reach the plants by water.
Mr. CHANNING. The crude gypsum must originate on deep Water.

You can not interpose a rail haul and rehandling, and you can nQt
have a rail haul handling on the unloading end of it. It must be
located in your market.

I have been asked by one of the representatives of the industry,
Mr. Gregory, representing four Norfolk, Va., manufacturers of fer-
tilizer from gypsum, to say that he was unable to be present to-day.
There are four fertilizer mills that manufacture fertilizers from gypsum
principally for the peanut trade in Virginia and North Carolina.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. lie appeared before the Ways
and Means Committee, did he not?

Mr. CHANNING. No.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Somebody did.Mr. CHANNING. Mr. Priddy, of the T. IV. Priddy Co. did, but Mr.

Gregory of the Eastern Cottonseed Oil Co., was to be here to-day,
representing those four manufacturers. He was advised that he
would not be reached before Monday, so he went up to New York
to-day, and a telegram from the clerk did not reach him, as he was



away from his office, and he has asked me to request that he might
alpear before this committee to-morrow. He will be here to-morrow. the

I have also been asked to enter a protest against duty by the S
Newark Plaster Co. The Newark Plaster Co. is a concern located fact
in Newark, N. J., which has been manufacturing high-grade plaster
from New Brunswick rock for at least 50 or 60 years. They appeared
at earlier hearings, and joined with me in a brief filed by my company
in the House, and I think that brief and that testimony adequately nini
gives this committee their position.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. I meant to ask the last witness- fron'
perhaps you can answer it-why the duty should no the taken off
gypsum products.

Mr. CHANNING. Why the duty should not be taken off? teric
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Inasmuch as gypsum is on the Se

free list. into
Mr. CHANNING. I think you have, with calcined gypsum, a very Se

comparable product with Portland cement. Our bagged calcined
gypsum ready for use as wall plaster is pretty comparable with your any
other material, and your Portland cement, and I think it would ben
work along the same line. have

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Are there imports of gypsum tow
products into this country? cost

Mr. CHANNING. There are, but with this $1.40 the imports have rest
been very slight. Once in a while you run into a cargo of land plaster our
from Germany, or of calcined material from Germany. Mr.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Do you think if this present mill!
duty were removed the imports would rapidly increase? Our

Mr. CHANNING. I think that if you had a combination of prices sell
at which we could make money here and no duty, that the imports, of t
principally from Germany and from some other places, probably se
would begin coming in in considerable quantities. Se

Senator WALSH of Massachussets. Of course an industry that has M
its raw products on the free list, and is willing to have its finished press
materials remain on the free list, must have a decided advantage. Se

Mr. CHANNING. I might say that where we own our large sources A
of supply in Nova Scotia, that if they were both on the free list we gem.
wood probably manufacture in Canada, but we have no desire to the
give up our existing establishments, or to deprive our American two
labor of these industries that they have. it is

Senator WALSH of Massachussets. That is probably what you over
would do-move to Canada. that

Mr. CHANNING. There would not be any doubt about it. We idea
would be forced to, just as the Newark Plaster Co. had to do when thin
they could .not get bottoms cheap during the war. They also had sidr
a small mill in Canada. They shipped down by freight, and gave up Avers
manufacturing here.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. I did not mean to divert you that
from your statement; I just wanted to make that inquiry. A

Mr. CHANNING. I am glad to have you do so, Senator. Our view Set
has been that the language as used in the 1922 act and as the House M
has left it was pretty well arranged by the importers. We arc mi-
porters, but we are domestic manufacturers also. but I

Senator T.1OMAS. Did I understand you correctly to say that the Mr
existing mills were located where they could get water transportation is rca
for the raw material?
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Mr. CHANNING. The mills which use imported gypsum rock, sir,
the ones that bring their rock in by water.

Senator THOMAS. Are there not mills in the interior that manu-
facture their raw product into the finished product?

Mr. CHANNING. But not using imported material.
Senator THOMAS. But there are interior mills.
Mr. CHANNING. Yes; there are some 50 interior mills located at

mines or quarries. They are always located right at the quarry.
Senator THOMAS. How is the interest of those interior mills different

from those located near water transportation if any?
Mr. CHANNING. Iow is it different?
Senator THOMAS. Yes; how will this proposed tariff affect the in-

terior mills?
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. That was rather extensively gone

into during your absence, Senator Thomas.
Senator THOMAS. I am sorry I did not hear it.
Mr. CHANNING. In our judgment it will not affect in the slightest

any mills except those located at Oakfield, N. Y., and on the western
border of California, in southern California, Utah, and Nevada. We
have a little line of mills along near the western edge of California
toward the Pacific coast. Due to the weight of the material, it is
costly stuff to move by freight, and, therefore, our markets are rather
restricted. We have a good market n the large city where we land
our crude rock, but we can not ship it in; and experience shows, as
Mr. Avery said, that 85 per cent of the products of these seaboard
mills is sold in a small area not over 30 miles away from the sea.
Our New York mill sells 85 per cent of its output right there. We
sell a little, and have for many years, in Providence, R. I. Outside
of that there is practically not a pound that we move.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Proceed.
Senator COUZENS. Are you going to fi e a brief?
Mr. CHANNING. I did not plan to. I had a brief covering what I

presented in the House, and I did not want to duplicate.
Senator COUZENS. We do not want any repetition if we can help it.
Mr. CHANNING. We do not propose to. There is one thing I am

going to repeat, and that is I am going to state to the committee that
the Rock Plaster Co., in California, was one of the companies that
two or three years ago began crushing gypsum in the form in which
it is now, importing and shipping it in that form. In August, 1920,
over two years prior to the 1922 act was passed-and I think that
that statement, as far as my company is concerned, will remove the
idea from the minds of the committee that this crushing was some-
thing that was not being done on a good scale when it had under con-
sideration the previous act, the 1922 act. In view of what Mr.
Avery said, I can cut my remarks down a little, perhaps.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. I think the committee is agreed
that Mr. Avery presented his side of this question very fully.

Alr. CHANNING. I think he did.
Senator WALSh of Massachusetts. And admirably.
Mr. CHANNING. Yes.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. We may not all agree with him,

but I think that is the agreement about his presentation.
Mfr. CHANNING. I wanted to tell the committee that our company

is really an effort to start a building materials industry in New EnL7-
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land primarily for local consumption, as we are in need of new indus. able cr
tries. We started this in 1925, with the hope of adding other building here ar
materials. We were relying upon a continuance of free gypsum, And
gypsum having been taken from the duty list by a strong protectionist exists
Congress, as we understood it, in 1922, and placed on the free list, in Call
only for the purpose of encouraging the building up of mills on the gypsun
seaboard in territories which could not adequately be served with the mc
gypsum from interior points. in tira(

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. I understand that New Eng. with c
land has been slow to use gypsum products, compared with the rest free, a
of the country. Is that right? vessels

Mr. CHANNING. I think the consumption of gypsum products in Sena
New England per square foot of building now is said to be 5 pounds you sa
against 7 pounds in the Philadelphia district, which is also slow, and Mr.
running up to 20 pounds per square foot in other parts of the country, record,
obviously for the reason that there was a $4.50 freight rate from Oak- " "Reco
field. structi4

There is one other slight correction I wanted to make. There 1923.
was an insinuation in Mr. Ripey's argument in regard to ownership mittee
of sources of raw material in Nova Scotia. The United States Gyp- ings.
sum Co., which has 60 per cent or more of the imports, is a wholly The-
American concern. We are 95 per cent an American concern. We the Tr
have almost all the eastern Canadian production ourselves. We the im
own it. We have got it; it is at the back door of our mills where we It m
get our material; and we are selling at the present time practically Attachi
all the crude gypsum used in the cement industry, and the gypsum that ne
industry, in eastern Canada-an American proposition, with Anieri-
can machinery and American supplies going up on our vessels. There STATE:
is no question of any Canadian finger in that. NEI

There is one thing that Mr. Avery did not state, and it is interest-
ing to note that the distrust of the proponents came about prob- (The
ably through an increase in 1922 where these proponents only had Mr.
500 tons capacity when gypsum went on the free list, and these same The
proponents-five of these proponents-jumped from 500 tons io has a r
2,300 tons on the post-war building boom; and now we run into a radius
decline; and what can you expect is going to happen to them? Englan,

Senator COUZENS. Mr. Avery testified to that. in west
Mr. CHANNING. But he did not testify to what they started from, by our

which was 500 tons, and jumped to 2,300 tons. We
More than that, the National Gypsum Co., one of the proponents, the con

which was the last to conm in with 600 tons, announced quite pub- western
liely last summer when it looked as though a duty was going to be We
placed on gypsum through this classification-they announced that the free
they had come in with a now mill in an already overproduced section Sena
where everybody was losing money, and that they were selling their Mr.
full capacity, and making money, and that they had almost corn- going c
pleted a 25 per cent further increase in their production. familial

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Is that offered to counteract eonipan
the statement made a few minutes ago that the industry was not Sena
prosperous? I effect o

Mr. CHANNNING. Yes. Here you have a new company breaking Mir.
into the field and only producing 600 tons of it, and within a year of $3 Ai
they sell that output. What is the result to the other fellows? importi
They are not getting the business. This new and energetic and
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able crowd, with low costs, are getting it They do not conie down
here and testify before you, although they are one of the proponents.

And then I wanted to point out the situation in our trade which
exists with Canada. As you all know, we are selling our products
in Canada, and there is no better kind of a trade balance than crude
gypsum. If there is, I do not know what it is. Crude gypsum is
the most helpful and the least detrimental thing that we can take
in trade from Canada, nd the vessels going up there to come back
with crude gypsum take up large amounts of fertilizer which enters
free, a great deal of coal. Our vessels take up coal, and the other
vessels take lup coal.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. You can supplement anything
you say by letter if you wish.

Mr. CHANNING. I am through. I do uot want to add to your
record, but I wanted to mention in the record a bulletin entitled
"Recommended Minimum Requirements for Small Dwelling Con-
structions." It is a bulletin issued by the Bureau of Standards in
1923. I have special reference to pages 77 to 82. A special com-
mittee worked on building codes for towns and cities for small build-
ings. That recommended gypsum products for many uses.

Then I would like, if I might, to file with the committee a copy of
the Treasury Department's decision of February 4, 1929, classifying
the imports as crude gypsum. That was a final decision.

It may be convenient for the committee to have that in the record.
Attached to it is a letter addressed to a Senator. I do not suppose
that need go in the record.

STATEMENT OF DAVID L. DEGGETT, REPRESENTING THE CON-
NECTICUT ADAMANT PLASTER CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. DEGGETT. I represent the Connecticut Adamant Plaster Co.
The company I represent is a small, independent concern, which

has a plant in New Haven, Conn., where we only operate within a
radius of 50 miles. There is no supply of crude gypsum in New
England. The nearest source of domestic supply of crude gypsum is
in western New York, which is at least 400 miles away, and owned
by our competitors.

We are in direct competition with the United States Gypsum Co.,
the companies represented by Mr. Channing, and the companies in
western Now York who are operating in this territory.

We strongly urge that crude gypsum be allowed to remain upon
the free list.

Senator CouzE.s. Did you appear'before the House?
Mr. DEGGETT. I did; an(l I am not going to repeat. I am not

going over ground I (lid there, because I assume you gentlemen are
familiar with it. I simply wanted to give you the layout of our
company.

Senator THOMAS. What is your understanding of the probable
effect of this proposed tariff on your industry?

Mr. DECGETT. The particular' company I represent-if a tariff
of $3 were put upon it-would have to go out of the business of
importing. We could not compete at all.

6:1310--29-vol. 16, 9ciI -3,}4
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Senator THOMlAS. And you have no domestic source of supply, so Mr.
you would have to close your plant. Sent

Mr. DEGGETT. We would. We would prefer to own a domestic Rutla-
source of supply. As a matter of general policy, I do not think any Mr.
company should own assets in a foreign country if it could own them land I
in their own country. and d(

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. I think the House record shows Sene
that you have invested $130,000. Mr.

Mr. DEGGETT. That is correct. matel.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. What does this $3 represent in Sent

ad valorem duties? incre-i
Mr. DEGGETT. I am afraid I can not answer that. Ir.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. What is the import price of a ton would

of gypsum? be iir
Mr. AvERY. About a dollar a ton, sir. It might be a little more quite

than a dollar. prote,
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Then the duty would be $3, Sent

,making the total cost $4. Mr.
Mr. AVERY. Yes, 200 or 300 per cent. Sent
Mr. DEGGETT. There is just one thing I want to add, and that is Mr.

that before the Committee on Ways and Means Mr. McKinley W. The s'
Kriegh submitted a brief and a map. I am not sure whether that is land p
the map that was shown you gentlemen before or not, but in it is a and w
line depicting a zone, which, as I understand it, is supposed to repre. Tha
sent that the importers are reaching into the territory of the domestic arose.
producer. the iss,

I can only speak for my own company, but it is absolutely untrue that,,
as, in the company I represent, at New Haven, Conn., due to the :as gro
freight rates and the weight of the product, we are only able to do been
business within a radius of 50 miles of Connecticut. with

One look at the map would give you the impression, at least, that our c,
our company was reaching out into western New York. That is .doctri
totally untrue. The fact is that the western New York fellows are ground
competing with us in our own market, as thi,

One effect of a tariff of $3 upon crude gypsum would be that we hearing
w( ld have to go out of business as a manufacturer of plaster, and en
the consumer would have to buy from the western New York men, :are ye
who are over 400 miles away, and who can not render the service to r.
customers that we can who are within 50 miles of them. yofra

As I say, I do not want to go over the same grounds as I did before was in
the Ways and Means Committee, which is fully set forth in the record, which
Therefore I shall not take up any more of your time. I want to in the
thank you for the opportunity of presenting my views to you here. that tb

STATEMENT OF JAMES L. GERRY, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENTING and Ipurpos
THE RUTLAND FIRE CLAY CO., RUTLAND, VT. Sna

Mr.
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.) .r.
Mr. GERRY. Gentlemen, I will take up very little of your time. out an

I am here representing the Rutland Fire Clay Co., of Rutland, Vt. ou the
This company has an investment in Rutland, and also has a mmill, Sna
or quarry, in Baedeck, Nova Scotia.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. You must have to get your
crude gypsum by rail to Rutland.
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Mr. GERRY. NVe get it by water and rail.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. How can you got it by water to

Rutland?
Mr. GERRY. From Nova Scotia to Boston, and from Boston to Rut-

land by rail, or across from Nova Scotia over the Canadian railroads
and down from the Canadian border. That is practically all rail.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. What does it cost you?
Mr. GERRY. The crude gypsum on our rock pile costs us approxi-

mately $5.35 a ton.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. If this duty is put on, it will

increase the cost to $8.35 a ton.
Mr. GERRY. If this duty is put. on, so far as we are concerned, we

would cease to operate. While we may not be large, and may not
be important, yet, so far as we are concerned, our own business is
quite important to us. Hence we come down here very earnestly
protesting against the imposition of this duty.

Senator THOMAS. What is your investment?
Mr. GERRY. About $150,000 at Rutland, Vt.
Senator THOMAS. How many men do you employ?
Mr. GERRY. Candidly, I am unable to answer that question.

The situation is that primarily I was called in to represent the Rut-
land people by reason of the fact that I am practicing customs law,
a d was chief of the customs for five years.

That brings me to a consideration of the manner in which this case
arose. Owing to the very able and efficient efforts of Brother Rippey,
the issue was presented in such a manner to the Treasury Department
that, in the first instance, this merchandise was held to be dutiable
as ground gypsum, apparently on the theory that that attitude had
been assumed by the Canad'an Government, and, therefore, possibly
without regard to propriety o far as the real, true interpretation of
our customs laws were concerned, the ruling was put forth on the
-doctrine that if Canada could see to it that gypsum crushed was
,ground, then we had an opportunity to do the same thing, inasmuch
as this gypsum was coming from Canada. Upon a full and fair
hearing of the issues-

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Mr. Gerry, I do not think we
are very much interested in that phase of the question.

Mr. GIbERY. All right. In the final analysis, I wish merely to call
your attention to the fact that the final letter of Mr. Mellon, which
was introduced by Mr. Channing, had a typographical error in it to
which I wish to call the attention of the committee, and that is that
in the final paragraph the holding is "After considering all the facts
that this gypsum is not ground" whereas the word "crushed" appears;
and I will simply leave a copy of that letter with the reporter for the
purpose of showing the correct.

Senator COUZENS. Have you finished?
Mr. GERRY. I have.
Mr. CHANNING. In view of the fact that Mr. Gerry has pointed

out an error in the copy I have may I withdraw that copy and rest
on the copy that he submits?

Senator COUZENS. You may.
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(Mr. Gerry submitted the following letter:)
FEBRUARY 4, 1920.

The COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS,
New York, N. Y.

Sin: In a letter dated June 12, 1928, the department advised you that in its
opinion gypsum was properly dutiable as ground gypsum at the rate of $1.40
per ton under paragraph 205 of the tariff act, but as it was the practice to admit
crushed gypsum free of duty as crude gypsum under paragraph 1643 you were
authorized to continue that practice until 30 days after the letter appeared in
the weekly Treasury Decisions. However, so many protests were received from
importers of crushed gypsum against tile proposed assessment of duty on crushed
gypsum that it was deemed wise to withhold publication of the letter of June 12
and to grant a hearing to importers and others concerned so that the question
might be fully considered and the department might have the benefit of the
arguments of both sides. This hearing was held in the Bureau of Customs on
July 20, was largely attended by importers and domestic interests, and such
testimony was taken and samples submitted.

At the hearing the importers contended that the crushed gypsum imported
into this country from Canada was entitled to admission free of duty as crude
gypsum and samples were filed by them illustrating what in their view is ground
gypsum within the meaning if paragraph 205 and what crude gypusm within
the meaning of paragraph 1643. Later briefs were filed by the attorneys repre-
senting the importers and the domestic producers, and these briefs have been
read with care, as well as the authorities cited therein, and have been of assistance
to the department in reaching its conclusion as to the proper classification of
crushed gypsum.

The importers contend that as the crushing of the gypsum is for purposes of
expeditious handling and for case of transportation, it is not a process of manufac-
ture and that the gypsum is still crude within the meaning of that term as used
in paragraph 1643. The domestic producers, on the other hand, contend that
even if it be conceded that the process of crushing was for the purpose of facilita-
ting the handling of the gypsum, nevertheless, the crushing is a process of manu-
facture, and that even if it be held that in its condition as imported the gypsum
is not "ground" as the term is used in paragraph 205, it is an article wholly or
partly manufactured and dutiable as such at the rate of 30 per cent ad valorem
under paragraph 214 of the tariff act.

The department, in its letter of June 12 above referred to, invited attention
to the fact that there does not appear to be any clear-cut definition distinguishing
articles crushed from articles ground, and that these terms are frequently used
to describe the same process. It would appear, however, by reference to the
standard dictionaries, that while the ternis 'crushed" and "ground" are used
interchangeably, the word "ground" is ordinarily used to describe an article
reduced to fine particles or which has been pulverized.

In the opinion of the department the term "ground" as used in the tariff set
is intended to refer to a product which is, in the condition imported, ready for
its ultimate use and does not apply to an article, even though crushed, if the
preliminary crushing is merely for ease, and economy in handling and convenience
in transportation. In support of this attention is invited to the decision of the
United States Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York, T. D. 25917,
which held that refuse cork which had been coarsely ground for greater con-
venience in shipping was not a manufacture of cork within the meaning of para-
graph 448 of the tariff act of 1897, but was still waste and dutiable as such
under paragraph 463 of the said act.

Referring to the suggestion of the domestic interests that if crushed gypsum
is not dutiable as ground gypsum under paragraph 205, it is, nevertheless, duti-
able as an earthy or mincal substance under paragraph 214, I think that a careful
reading of the decision holding that the crushing of rock is a manufacture will
show that the decisions are predicated upon the finding of fact that the rock
in its condition as imported was ready for its ultimate use, and the only exception
to this line of decision that has come to the department's attention is T. D.
37396, which held that stone which has been put through a process of crushing
to reduce it in size varying from onc-third of an inch to 10 inches was not a crude
mineral but was a manufactured l)roduct., notwithstanding it was not reudy for
its ultimate use but was subjected to further processes" after it reached this
country. It is proper to note with respect to this decision that the importers
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could not file an appeal for a review of the decision because the merchandise
was held to be free of duty under another paragraph of the tariff act-that is,
as silicie acid under paragraph 387 of the tariff act of 1913.

The term "crudc" as used in the tariff act has been the subject of such litiga-
tion, and the courts have ruled upon many different articles and have ruled that
the fact that an article has been subjected to manufacturing processes does not
of itself exclude it from classification as crude, nor is the term "crude" confined
to something which is in a natural or raw state. In Merch v. United States,
T. D. 34549, the court states that crudeness is a relative term, and whether an
article is crude is to be determined, not by the processes which brought it into
being, but by the additional processes to which it is submitted after its creation
in order to fit it for its chief or only use. This announcement would seem to
al)ply with particular aptness to crushed gypsum.

On account of the importance of the issue involved in this case the depart-
ment has given careful consideration to the arguments advanced by the con-
flicting interests and has granted several hearings since that of July'20, and in
addition had a further investigation made by an investigating officer of this
department, who followed the various operations from the time the gypsum
was quarried in Canada until its complete manufacture in this country. The
purpose of this investigation was to determine whether the operations in Canada
in bringing the gypsum to a crushed state dispensed with operations in this
country.

A very exhaustive report was submitted by the investigating officer, and from
a perusal thereof the department is not inclined to the view that the crushing
in Canada would be held by the courts to be a process of manufacture, and this
conclusion would seem to be justified in view of the report of the investigating
officer that the cost of the crushing in Canada is approximately 2 cents per ton,
and the report of the officer would seem to be in harmony with a monograph
published by the deputy inspector of mines in Canada, dated January 8, 1926,
in which he gives the value of lump gypsum as $1.80 per ton and the value of
the crushed as $1.82 per ton. The investigating officer also state3 in his report
that the costs of the operations in Canada are approximately one-half of 1 per
cent of the total cost of operations.

In view of the foregoing, and the reasoning announced in the decisions cited
above, the department has reached the conclusion that crushed gypsurr& of the
character the subject of its decision of June 12, 1928, is neither crushed gypsum
nor gypsum wholly or partly manufactured, but is crude gypsum within the
meaning of paragraph 1613 and entitled to admission free of duty as such under
the said paragraph. For the reasons stated the department has concluded to
withhold publication of its letter of June 12, supra.

Respectfully, (Signed) A. W. MELLON,
Secretary of the Treasury.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN ULDALL, REPRESENTING THE STAND-
ARD GYPSUM CO., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. ULDALL. Inasmuch as I come from the far western part. of

the United States, and there are others here who will present the oppo-
site side of this question, might not my testimony be postponed
until I hear what they have to say, in order that I may know what
part of their statement I must meet?

Senator CouzE.Ns. We are taking the witnesses in the order in
which they appear on the calendar published by the committee.

Mr. ULDALL. Then I will have to anticipate my defense.
Senator COUZENS. You may file a brief after they get through

if you desire to answer any questions raised by your opponents.
State whom you represent.

Mr. ULDALL. I am president and general manager of the Standard
Gypsum Co. of California.

Senator WALSH. You represent this one company only?
Mr. ULDALL. That.is all.
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Senator WALSH. How large a company is it.? I wi
Mr. ULDAL,. It has an invested capital of a little over $2,000,000. to give
Senator WALSH. It is located in San Francisco? deprece
Mr. ULDALL. The main office is. We have no plant in San how In

Francisco. less tha
Senator WALSH. Where is your plant? produc
Mr. ULDALL. We have three plants. One is in Nevada, one is at $1 per

Long Beach, and one is in Scatt!e, Wash. all qua
Senator WALSH. Are there any other companies in competit'oa faces.

with you on the western coast? 1 wi
Mr. ULDALL. Yes; but none of them use imported gypsum. It cost.
Senator WALSH. You are the only western coast company that to Lon,

uses imported gypsum? us 10 c
Mr. ULDALL. Yes. $2.85 ir
Senator WALSH. Where does your gypsum come from? Long
Mr. ULDALL. It comes from an island that belongs to the State the big

of Lower California, Mexico. It is in the Gulf of California. The coniplai
Island is called St. Margarets. that ha

Senator WALSH. There are here in the room domestic producers Los An
of gypsum from the west coast where you come from. Now

Mr. ULDALL. Yes. However, I am here to prove conclusively to that
that in so far as the Pacific coast is concerned, the importations of elimina
gypsum from Mexico will not in any way hurt or prove any detri. freight
ment to a business of the domestic producer. city of

Senator WALSH. Do you own these gypsum deposits that you certain
mentioned? crude g

Mr. ULDALL. No. We have a concession from the Mexican cement
Government. We pay a royalty on all we take out of there, has the

Before proceeding I will have to vie you a little outline that will you go
picture the situation on the coast. As I have stated, we have three we can
plants. One is a domestic plant situated about 350 miles from San their $;
Francisco. The nearest place is a little town called Yerington. of it i.
There is a mining camp there called Ludwig, but it is not a town. if we c

Senator WALSH. You (10 not use any of the imported gypsumn at one of
that mill? our coirn

Mr. ULDALL. Oh, no, not there. That mill is located right on the down '
deposit. So we are both domestic producer and importers also, profit o
I will take it up by districts because we are so far apart. tic pro(

The Long Beach plant supplies a very limited territory south of have to
the Tehachapi Mountains, and that is a strip about 00 to 70 miles I do
north of Los Angeles and farther south to San Diego. It is a

The Seattle plant supplies only the State of Washington. We do position
ship a little into British Columbia, into Victoria and into Vancouver, I say "
from that plant in Seattle. $1.50, o,

Senator WALSH. Is there a Canadian duty on the )roduct? pile. I
Mr. ULDALL. There is on the finished product. they ad,
Senator WALSH. How much? or Los j
MC. ULDALL. $2.50 per ton on finished plaster. So I
The territory from the Columbia River, including Portland south can not

to Bakersfield,'to that line that I described before, is supplied by our take son
plant in the State of Nevada. Therefore that territory would not help the
enter into this discussion. We do not sell any products manufactured the imp,
from imported rock in that territory; it is all supplied from our Nevada can put
plant.
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I will take up the southern California territory first. I am going
to give costs without depreciation, because when you start going into
depreciation, it all depends upon how much has this man invested and
how much has that man invested. One man can build a plant for
less than another. I will assume, and I know it to be a fact, that all
producers supplying the Pacific coast can mine or quarry the rock for
$1 per ton. We are all in the same position that way, because it is
all quarrying out there. They are all fairly large quarries with large
faces. There is no mining of gypsum in any place.

1 will assume that that figure can be used as a basis for all of us.
It costs us $1 a ton on the ship at San Marques Island. The freight
to Long Beach is $1.50. Our unloading charge is 25 cents. It costs
us 10 cents to get it into the stock pile. So there we have a cost of
$2.85 in our stock pile at Long Beach.

Long Beach has been pointed out in all the briefs, but that is not
the big market. Los Angeles is the big market. That is where they
conlplain we interfere with them. We have a freight rate of 80 cents
that has to be added to the $2.85. So that uses $3.85 laid down in
Los Angeles.

Now as to the domestic producers: Eliminating Utah-I will come
to that later on, because a man who appears here is from Utah-
eliminating Utah, they mine the rock for $1 and they have a $1.90
freight rate into Los Angeles, so they can lay a ton of crude rock in the
city of Los Angeles for $2.90 as against our cost of $3.65. They are
certainly not being hurt there. But the joke of it is that thereis no
crude gypsumi used in Los Angeles. The plants that use it are five
cement plants located outside of Los Angeles. The domestic producer
has the same rate to those plants as he has to Long Beach, but when
you go out of Los Angeles you pay $1.80 to those cement plants where
we can sell crude gypsum, which makes it a cost of $4.65 as against
their $2.00. So we can not be hurting, them there. The best part
of it i's that we do not sell any. It is not that we could not sell any
if we could get a good price, because one of the main directors in
one of the cement companies in that location is also a stockholder in
our company. He has offered me the business, and I have turned it
down because these prices that I have now do not provide for any
profit of any kind. Whatever would be a proper profit for the domes-
tic producer I would consider a proper profit for me. That would
have to be added to this.

I do not know that we want to go into the manufactured product.
It is a fact that most of it is sold as a manufactured product. My
position is still worse there, because I have to pay freight-and when
I say "I," I mean our company-on 20 per cent of water on the
$1.50, on the 25 cents unloading and 10 cents to get it into the stock
pile. I have to add 20 per cent to those prices. It is also true that
they add their freight rate on the finished product into Long Beach
or Los Angeles or any intermediate territory from their mills.

So I think it must be plain to this committee that these imports
can not be injuring the domestic producer. It is natural that we
take some of the tonnage of these imports, and the only way you can
help the domestic producer down there is to put such a duty on that
the imports will be barred out entirely. Almost any duty that you
can put on will bar us out. We have been losing money for four
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years. We have not paid a nickel of dividends for four years on Mi.
$2,000,000; so if a duty is put on we will be just that much worse off, alive a

We do not set the price. There is not a manufacturer on the Pacific money
coast who would stand tip and say that the Standard Gypsum Co. oney
had ever cut the price, and the facts of the case w'il tell you that Now
that is so. We are not in position to cut the price. We are anxious That c
to make money just like everybody else. You might say, "Why Tths
do you work?" I am something like Doctor Ellerbcck; I have my tuhtma
foot in it. We are not crying for sympathy. I did not come to you prust
asking for that. If I can get a fair shake I will fight it out for produce

mysef.They
We will go, now, to Seattle. There are just two producers from opport

the coast, so far as I know-but I can not know because Mr. Rippey much o

does not state whom lie is representing. So far as I know, they are the a $12,(

Pacific Coast Portland Cement Co. and the Nephi Plaster Co. The aoin2,(

Nephi Plaster Co. is represented here. The Pacific Coast Portland going t

Cement Co. is not, other than through Mr. Rippey. tWas g

Now we will go back to the same dollar mining cost in the ship at that is

San Marques Island. My costs are a little bigger than that, but I another

know that is what my cost ought to be. We have $3 freight to vroth

Seattle, the same unloading charge. So a ton of rock in our stock everyth

pile in Seattle costs us $4.35. There is just one line of crude rock souther

sold in Seattle. There was a cement plant built there last year The so

within half a mile of our plant. That is the only crude gypsum that plants c

is used in Seattle. All the rest is used at Bellingham. las c

We pay $1.40 freight to Seattle, so that makes $5.75 that it costs Los Aln

us to put a ton of rock to the cement plants. That leaves us a little the ic
profit, because the price up there is pretty good. It is set by the cutting.
interior producers, and we follow that price. The nearest plant of a little bi
domestic producer in that territory, eliminating ours, is 900 miles Then
away, over in Montana. They range from 900 miles to 1,250 miles down ai
from Doctor Ellerbeck's plant in Utah. Allow them a dollar for
mining, $4 for freight, and they can lay that rock down at these at a p
cement plants for $5, where it costs me $5.75. police

We are certainly not in a position to hurt them any there. ft,

On manufactured products these domestic plants all take a $5 fhmen

freight rate from all the plants. That covers from 800 miles to 1,200 have a

miles. The railroads are very benevolent out there. They have going t

sympathy for these people. cang (

I want to state right here, gentlemen, that if it can be proven that can t1a

I have made a misstatement of any material fact, disregard my testi- It m

money entirely. I am absolutely willing to have it proven by the books called t

of all of us. I might be possibly out 10 cents on a freight rate,,but his ass

that is as far as I will be out in my statement. been br

I think you are satisfied that we have no particular benefit in freight that Ye

rates; that all this cheap water transportation is not so beer-and- be had.

skittley as you might be made to believe. If we have to manufac- colicess

ture it into plaster we have to pay 20 per cent freight on $3.35 water. gill th

The domestic producers manufacture their product right at the tors.

quarry, like we do with our plant in Nevada. We do not transport at least.

by water. 
as at,

Senator WALSH. Is your plant in Nevada financially more pros- was at

porous than your other plants? large to

out of t
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Mr. ULDALL. It is the only plant that has been able to keep us
alive at all. We have to pay interest to the banks on borrowed
money, and the Nevada plant has done that for us. It is the only
one that has.

Now I will take up the case of the Pacific Portland Cement Co.
That comes here grieved because we import gypsum and are hurting
them. If I may have your patience just for a moment-it is probably
just, a little bit out of the way-the fact is that they were the only
producer in the central territory that I described, back in 1922.
They had had a plant out there in Nevada for 10 years. I saw an
opportunity to start a plant. I was a small man; I didn't have
much money. The minute I started that plant they immediately
sent out word that I would not be allowed to live there. They were
a $12,000,000 corporation and I was a sailor and a piker and was
going to be driven out of business. The day that I announced that
I was going to ship they cut the price a dollar. That is the producer
that is complaining because lie can not live. Two months after that
he cut it another dollar, and three or four months after that he cut it
another dollar. I still kept. on. I had a cheaply operated mill and
everything was in my favor, not much overhead.

When that happened, naturally the plants located down in the
southern part were also shipping in there. You see, they cross there.
The southern plants ship into San Francisco and the San Francisco
plants or the northern Nevada plants ship into the southern territory.
Los Angeles is our biggest market on the Pacific coast. Naturally
the producers (own south became peeved at this concern cutting
prices up there that they could not make any profit at, so they started
cutting. It was getting pretty tough for me, of course, having a
little bit. of a plant.

Then this big, powerful company that is here complaining went
down and bought themselves a del)osit down in southern California
at a place called Midlands, 220 miles from Los Angeles, and an-
nounced that they were going to put a mill there because prices were
getting so that they could not ship from northern Nevada, which was
a fact, because we had to pay $5 freight rate down there.

Then I commenced to get seared. I said, "If they are going to
have a plant down there and they are telling everybody that I am
going to be killed, 1 have got to start looking around to see what I
can do for myself."

It. happened that, up on Puget Sound there was a plaster company
called tile Pacific Gypsum Co., owned by Sam Perkins and some of
his associates. They had been there for over 20 years. They had.
been bringing their gypsum from Alaska, but it. happened that just
that year the gypsum in Alaska plnyed out and there was no more to
be had. Mr. Perkins also at this time had tied up the San Marques
concession with the idea that he could probably get plaster for this
miill that, lie had located in Tacoma. There was no other place to
get it. le could not go over into Montana and buy it from competi-
tors. They would not sell their rock. I saw an opportunity there--
at, least I thought 1 saw it; I was probably not as wise as I thought I
was at this time, but I thought it was impossible working so many
plants on a big deposit like San Marques Island, because it requires a
large tonnage. You can not operate on a small tonnage basis at an
out of the way place like that, economically. I thought if I could put
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a plant on the beach I would be doing two things: I would be off. thy
setting this man that was going to drive me out of business completely, hi1.
and at the same time we could save the Pacific Coast Gypsun Co. foods
that had no gypsum for its plant. So in consequence of that we they N
amalgamated the two companies and opened up San Marques Island Sen
to supply that plant up there. Mr.

This company that is coming here crying about these imports- If a
that is the very company that drove me to become an importer. I at the
would have been tickled to death to have stayed with that one plant That
out in Nevada. I could have made a little money. But the very So
company that drove me to become an importer is now here corn. Docto
plaining about what we are doing to this big company-this little has 10,
fellow that they were going to kill. conipa

Well, that settles them. that. II
The other man that appears here, my good friend Doctor Eller. We ha

beck-we are all selfish; he wants all he can get and I want all I can in the
get. All I can say is that I will have to anticipate his defense because Pacific
I do not know what Mr. Ellerbeck is 'going to say. There was a The
letter or something written to Mr. Rippey, that is not signed and an apl
which is in the record as a sort of brief, and from the way I read it There
it must have been submitted by Doctor Ellerbeck. One of the items and o
in that statement is that he has been in Utah for 40 years and there Seattle
is another plant that has been in business some 20 years. Twenty tie plc
years ago or 40 years ago the plaster market was nothing to brag Co. P
about. In those days it was mostly for finishing, casting, and things three Y
like that, and a large territory was required to support a plant. It Parafli
was natural for Mr. Ellerbeck, who lived in Salt Lake City, to find a but it
big deposit and build a mill on it and ship to the coast like lie does consoli
now. per cc

After the Pacific coast started growing, San Francisco got. to be quite they t
a city and so did Los Angeles. The growth has been phenomenal, it; the'
and gypsum wall plasters were coming into use. The consumption of any I
course grew far greater, and it resulted in a number of plants being comupa
built inland from the Pacific coast. As a matter of fact, there are Who
five plants scattered from the Mexican line in a string up to northern buy fr
Nevada. All of those plants are from 400 to 700 miles nearer these either.
consuming centers on the Pacific coast than are the plants of Doctor The P
Ellerbeck; and there is also the Sigurd plant. These plants, forming soic,
a sort of wall in between Uttih and the Pacific coast, all enjoy a from E
freight rate of from $2 to $3 a ton less than these plants over in Utah. the oth

These plants, gentlemen, can make 82 profit. When Doctor they w
Ellerbeck has to sell at cost is it logical to presume that they will l)ut col)a
the price up to $4 or $5 in order to give Doctor Ellerbeck a profit in ex)e1s
their market and let him take the tonnage? But still I)octor Eller- later
beck comes'here and claims that we are his competitors. We call not
even compete with those fellows. He says we are holding him off the thev cc
Pacific coast, when there are five plants'strung in I)etween him and of theil
the Pacific coast that enjoy a freight rate front 82 to $3 less than lie Our
does. Why blame it oi us? We could go ofl the face of the earth like D
to-morrow and lie would still have the same competition in the on the
Seattle, Sai Francisco, and Los Angeles markets, he mak

So I do not think that he can justly say that whatever his ills may be the con
-and I do not doubt that lie has sonic-are due to our importations. We se
I will admit that lie deserves sympathy, but we can not live on sym- of it be
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athy, although the railroads have been awfully sympathetic with
ima. They haul his freight for half a cent a ton mile. If the rail-

roads back here would give the New York producers the same rate,
they would come into New York for $1.75.

Senator WALSH. Utah is sacred ground.
Mr. ULDALL. It is a beautiful State; I am not belittling Utah any.
If a man makes a blunder, which might not have been a blunder

at the time, but if it becomes a blunder it is just too bad; that is all.
That is the way it goes in life.

So I think you will understand that these importations are not
Doctor Ellerbeck's competition. I will admit that Doctor Ellerbeck
has lost tonnage on the Pacific coast. I will also admit that our
company has increased its tonnage. At the same time I want to say
that. in so far as wall plasters are concerned we have also lost tonnage.
We have lost about 2,000 tons a year, or 2,500 for the last three years,
in the wall plaster, which is the backbone of the business on the
Pacific coast.

The reason that Doctor Ellerbeck will be able to show you quite
an appreciable reduction of his tonnage on the Pacific coast is this.
There are two wall-board plants out there, one located in Los Angeles
and one in Seattle. I should say that at one time there were two in
Seattle. One was owned by the Shoemaker Wall Board Co., and also
the plant in Los Angeles was owned by the Shoemaker Wall Board
Co. Another plant was owned by the Western Wall Board Co. About
three years ago it changed ownership. The Shoemakers sold out to the
Paraflin Co. of California. They still conduct it under that name,
but it changed management and everything else, and up north they
consolidated the two plants and the Hanover Plaster Co. bought 50
per c(ent of the stock of the consolidation in Seattle and naturally
they took the plaster for their own mill in Hanover. We did not get
it; they got it. It was just an ordinary commercial transaction which
any human being would do. If you owned a half interest in a certain
company that needed your supplies you would sell to them.

When the new management came in in Los Angeles they did not
buy from Doctor Ellerbeck any more, but they did not buy from us,
either. His business was taken away by one of his brothers in arms.
The Pacific Portland Cement Co. got some, the United States Co. got
some, and the Blue diamondd Co. got some. We did not take it away
from 1)octor Ellerbeck, but we did, a little later on, take it away from
the other fellows, but not on price, because we got a better price than
they were offering. We made a working agreement with the Shoemaker
company by which we consolidated our sales force and executive
expenses anda overhead, and naturally through that deal we secured
plaster tonnage. We (lid not make "that deal in Seattle, but as the
Wall Board Co. owned half of the stock of the company up there
they compelled that company up there to give us al)l)roximately half
of their tonnage. That is what has increased our tonnage.

Our ordinary business, our hard-wall business, has (lecreased just
like Doctor Ellerbeck's has decreased. Doctor Ellerbeck sells stuff
on the Pacific coast. He is not out of the market altogether, because
he makes a very excellent casting plaster which has the best name on
the coast, which makes it necessary for us to sell less casting plaster.
We sell a little bit here and there, but Doctor Ellerbeck makes most
of it because he knows better how to make it or has a rock that will
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make a better product. ie sells his hard wall in San Francisco, own c
some ill Los Angeles, som iii San Diego, and some in Portland, and not a

very little in Seattle. 
They

Those are just ordinary conditions. with

Naturally the people that have mills out there that can compete colnl)
in there on an economic basis maintain quite a lot of salesmen. As go ow
far as I know-I may be a little mistaken-I do not think Doctor Sen
Ellerbeck maintains any salesmen on the coast. He makes an NIr.
occasional trip himself. So I do not think ie call expect quite as as we
much tonnage as the ones that are closer. first,

I want to point out to you that Doctor Ellerbeck sells his plaster plant
in Salt Lake City for $10.60 a ton, that in Seattle we make a price Sen
of $14; San Francisco, $12.85; Los Angeles, $10.20. That is the only for a
point where the price is lower than that of Doctor Ellerbeck. In Mr.
seven years I have shipped one carload of plaster into Salt Lake City. pathy
I came pretty near never getting my money for that, and it was sold I w
without profit. Som

So nobody can compete with the doctor because he holds the price Sen,
down there where lie will not allow anybody to compete. But still Mr.
he kicks and says that our prices are not what they ought to be. I lo,

Senator WALSH. What is the freight rate from Salt Lake City to gypsur
Los Angeles per ton? on the

Mr. ULDALL. $5. reduce
Senator WALSH. So he sells the finished product for the same price Then

in Los Angeles as he sells it for in Salt Lake City? our co
Mr. ULDALL. He gets $10.60 in Salt Lake. That is what I am worst

informed. He may be able to refute me on that. Whi
Senator THOMAS. Are we correct in assuming that there is some crushede

little competition in this industry? foreign
Mr. ULDALL. Some little competition? The worst I ever saw. gypsur
Now that we are talking about competition, gentlemen, that is they C

what caused the ills of the industry. That is why we are here to-day. sider t
Conditions have been terrible for two or three years, everybody can sa
losing money. Of course now they are blaming it all on imports, but tion o
the queer thing of the whole matter is that while till this has been the fre
going on the price is higher in the districts where gypsum was m- vrushe
ported than in the parts of the country where no imported gypsum
reached. You can take a strip of the Pacific coast 60 miles in and
take the same kind of a strip oi the Atlantic coast, and I can prove cOMMIT
to you that the prices were higher during that time than they were un
throughout all the Southern States and in through Iowa and Illinois. The k

But still they say imiportations are what is ruining the business. Wash.,
It has not a thing to do with it. We are just in this position, if I may ¢eives i
make so bold as to state it, that we have only been like many others Mexico.-quarries
have. One Very large company that has during 20 years built up In a
ninny plants ant they are efficient and naturally an organization like the Am
that can do better than an individual l)lant can do. When we are in above p,
trouble we commence to look for a goat; we curse tile fellow who is Pacific

exist wi
a little bit better off than we are. That is natural. I have done it no other
myself. permitiThe request for a tariff here I claim is not honest and sincere. I low to ce
am probably very rash to state so, but it. is a request for a weapon; otjer Sc

The p
and the unfortunate part is-- take Mr. Channing's company and our United I

$10 per
being th,



own company-it has been stated to me personally that, they were
not after us. They said, "You know very well who we are after."
They want to kill them but they want to take their friends' scalp
with them at the same time. I will suffer just as hard as the big
company, or vorse, because they can stay in business: I will have to
go out of business. I am ruined if there is a tariff.

Senator THOMAS. That is the purpose of the request, is it not?
Mr. ULDALL. To get a weapon. Any other weapon would do just

as well, if they could find it, but they look for sympathy, that is all,
first, for the railroads to take care of them when they go and put a
plant away out in the desert where they can not reach any place-

Senator WALsH. Would it not be better to say they were looking
for a big stick rather than for sympathy?

Mr. ULDALL. Yes; but of course they are looking for your sym-
pathy to get hold of that big stick.

I would request that this tariff be forgotten.
Some one filed a brief-am I taking too long, Senator?
Senator COUZENS. We would like to have you finish.
Mr. ULDALL. I will finish in two minutes.
I looked into this tariff situation and I looked back and found

gypsum on the free list up until 1898. I found that a duty was put
on then of 50 cents. After a couple of successive revisions it was
reduced to 10 cents. In January of 1922 it was taken off completely.
Then we went along and I thought I had some right to believe that
our country had some continuity of policy in those things. At the
worst time it was 50 cents. Now they want $3.40 or $3.50 or $3.75.

While I looked into that I did not look into the question that
crushed rock could be considered ground rock, because that was so
foreign to me. I have been doing a lot of mining outside of mining
gypsum. If you say that material is crushed they look for a powder;
they do not look for rock that size [illustrating]. They do not con-
sider that crushed. It certainly is a strained construction if any one
can say that rock that size [illustrating] can come under a classifica-
tion of ground gypsum. If you are going to leave crude gypsum on
the free list and say it is not crude, then you may as wel leave the
crushed with it, because we will go out of business anyway.

BRIE OF THE STANDARD GYPsUM Co.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

The Standard Gypsum Co., with its plants at Long Beach, Calif and Seattle,
Wash., is the only company importing gypsum on the Pacific Coast. It re-
ceives its crude rock from the island of San Marcos in the Gulf of California,
Mexico. The company is entirely American owned and has an investment in
quarries and manufacturing plants of over $140,000.

In addition, the Alaska Mexico Transportation Co. purchased ships from
the American Shipping Board for the transportation of crude gypsum to the
above plants and for the further purpose of opening up export trade from the
Pacific coast to Mexico and other southern Republics. This line could not
exist without return cargoes of gypsum from San Marcos Island, since there are
no other cargoes to be obtained. It is the northbound cargoes of gypsum which
permit a freight rate on southbound cargoes from the Pacific coast sufficiently
low to compete with tile low freight rates obtaining from Europe to Mexico and
-otjer South American Republics.

The principal operations of The Standard Gypsum Co. are carried on in the
United States. On the basis of finished manufactured gypsum products costing
$10 per ton, less than 10 per cent is expended for quarry operations, the latter
being the only expenditures inade outside of the United States. Of this 10 per
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cent, or approximately $1 per ton, about 50 cents is expended in the United
States for machinery, repair parts, explosives, lumber, fuel oil, gasoline, provi.
sions, and other supplies. Of tie remain ning 50 cents expended at San M'Xrcos
Island the major portion is returned to the United States in purchases of food
and other supplies imported principally from the United States. The amount
spent in Mexico is actually less than 5 per cent of the total cost of the operation.

The Standard Gypsum Co. has no cost advantage over the domestic producers.
The statement that this company can manufacture and sell gypsum products
cheaper than the domestic producers is not all honest and sincere statement of
the fact. The cost of crude gypsum laid down at Los Angeles by the Standard
Gypsum Co. is approximately $3.65 per ton as compared with a cost to the
domestic producers of $2.90 per ton. At all points east of Los Angeles the
imported gypsum is even in a worse position due to the fact that the freight rates
increase approximately $1 per ton when shipped outside of Los Angeles city
limits, whereas domestic producers have the same rate of $1.90 to all inter.
mediate points.

The cost of laying down a ton of finished product in Los Angeles is more to
the Standard Gypsum Co. than it is to the domestic producers. The cost of
manufacture is as much to the former as it is to the latter. In addition to its
cost of manufacture the Standard Gypsum Co. suffers a loss of 20 per cent in
weight of material in calcination on account of water in the rock amounting to
approximately 58 cents per ton. The domestic producers, with their plants in
the immediate vicinity of their deposits, are not subjected to this loss.

In Seattle crude rock also costs the Standard Gypsum Co. more, approximately
$5.75 per ton to the Standard Gypsum Co. and $5 to the domestic producer.
The finished product laid down in Seattle costs the importer $5.60 as compared
with $6 to the domestic producer, but with the loss in calcination the actual cost
is about the same. In all the northwest territory outside of Seattle the domestic
producer has an advantage of more than a dollar per ton. He has the same
freight rate to all intermediate points and can deliver to cities like Tacoma,
Spokane, Bellingham, and other northwest points at the same cost as he can deliver
to the city of Seattle. The importing manufacturer has an average of $2 per ton
freight on all shipments outside of Seattle.

The Nephi Plaster Co., represented by Doctor Ellerbeck, complains of its loss
of tonnage on the Pacific coast. This is due simply to domestic competition
which has projected itself between Nephi and the Pacific coast, a situation Doctor
Ellerbeck failed to mention.

There now lies between Nephi and Los Angeles a string of domestic mills, one
at Arden, Nev., at a distance of about 300 miles from Los Angeles, with a freight
rate of $2.70; another at Midland, Calif., at a distance of about 300 miles, with
a freight rate of $1.90; and another at Plaster City, Calif., at a distance of about
236 miles, with a freight rate of $1.90. All these compare with Nephi, at a dis-
tance of about 1,000 miles, with a freight rate of 85. There has also come into
competition with Nephi another domestic plant in Utah at Sigurd.

The increase of domestic tonnage illustrates this situation. In 1914 California
and Nevada produced approximately 30,000 tons, whereas their production is
now approximately 130,000 tons. The economies iii lower Nevada and Cali-
fornia compelled the development of the supply nearer the market as the demand
increased.

Nephi is in the san'e situation as to San Francisco where no seaboard mill
using imported rock is located. In between Nephi and San Francisco are other
gypsum mills, one in Ludwig, Nev., at a distance of 360 miles, with a rate of
$3.10, and another at Gerlach, Nev., at a distance of 430 miles, with a rate of
$3.10. The Utah plants are at, a freight disadvantage of $2.20 as compared with
Gerlach and Ludwig. The manufacturers' profit on a ton of plaster is generally
less than tlhat.

In Seattle Mephi competes with the domestic tonnage at Hanover and Heath,
Mont., Gerlach and Ludwig, Nev., and Sigurd, Utah. Iln itself it is a small mar-
ket representing an annual consumption of about 20,000 tons. No imported
gypsuin is sold outside of Seattle, and Nephi has the N\hole northwest territory
in competition with the domestic plants above stated.

Seattle was originally served by a mill on the seaboard at Tacoma, the pred-
ecessor of the Standard Gypsum Co., supplied with raw material from Alaska,
which company developed the Seattle market from the Alaskan deposits. This
deposit gave ot about the time that Standard took over the mill and the only
other available deposit to supply that mill was San Marcos Island. As shown,
the rock cost to the Seattle mill is considerably more than it is to any of the
domestic plants, including Nephi.



Nephi's complaint is not against the Standard Gypsum Co., but against the
domestic producers. One of these producers also happens to be an importer on
the Atlantic coast, but Nephi's only interest is to put that company at a dis-
advantage on the Pacific coast, where the only competition between them is in
domestic gypsum products. In this situation the Standard Gypsum Co. is the
one that would suffer. It is quite plain that with its higher rock pile costs the
Standard Gypsum Co. could not survive if a duty were imposed on crude rock.

Respectfully submitted.
Tim STANDARD GypsSm Co.

By MARTIN ULDALL, President.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE N. LENCI, REPRESENTING THE EBSARY
GYPSUM CO., NEWARK, N. J.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Senator WALSH. Do you just represent your own company?
Mr. LENCI. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Is it one of those companies that get their crude

gypsum from Nova Scotia?
Mr. LENci. No; we are domestic manufacturers. Our principal

plant is located at Wheatland, N. Y., which is near Rochester.
Senator COUZENS. So you are in favor of the tariff?
Mr. LENC. I am, decidedly, sir.
I want to make my testimony very brief, and I will try to just

cover points which I do not think have been taken up so far.
The importers huve made the point that all they are interested in

is a 35-mile strip along the Atlantic coast. If you take a 35-mile
strip along the Atlantic coast you will find that there is probably a
fourth of the population of the United States there, or a fifth of it,
anyway. If you take that away from the domestic manufacturers,
we might as well close up shop; there is no question about that.

These interior mills in New York State have been developing this
business in the East. We have not got a prohibitive freight rate, but
a normal freight rate which was established years ago in competition
with the Erie Canal rate, and the question was brought up this after-
noon that this is a railroad matter. The people who are asking for
a duty tried last year to get a reduced freight rate. We were opposed
by the same people who are importing rock now. They stand side
by side on that just the same as they did then. We had formal hear-
ings before the Trunk Line Association in February of this year and
we were turned down flatly on the basis that we had as low a rate as
any similar commodity enjoyed in the East and consequently we
were not entitled to a reduction. That was as far as we could go
toward getting a reduced freight rate.

With regard to figures of imports: In 1928 there was about a
million tons of rock imported, very nearly all of which came from
Canada, with the exception possibly of less than 100,000 tons. That
figure is 100 per cent higher than it was in 1922, when the tariff was
taken off.

The New York State figures which I have taken from figures just
given by the other side, as 1,500,000 tons, are only 50 per cent higher
than they were in 1922. The figures for the entire United States are
5,200,000 tons. The figures for New York State are running 50 per
cent higher than they were eight years ago.

It is due also to a question of overproduction. A large part of this
overproduction is due to the importers as well as to the domestic
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people. The importers have built brand new plants at Portsmouth, tion.
Boston, Chester, Philadelphia, and have largely increased the existing City
plants in New York and on Staten Jsland. affect

In 1922 we were securing a net price at our mill of $8.50 per ton for Mr.
wall plaster. That price at the end of 1928 had dropped to $4, and easter
that $4 price is lower than the same plaster was sold for before the Seni
war. extra

Senator KEYES. Did I understand you to say they had built a the ca
brand new plant at Portsmouth, N. H.? Mr.

Mr. LENCI. Yes; so far as the plaster industry is concerned. Seni
There was a shipbuilding plant, as I understand it, and they bought Mr.
that property and converted it into a gypsum mill. two y

Senator KEYES. Is that what you call building a brand new plant? Sent
Mr. LENCI. What I meant was that it was never in production Mr.

before. They developed a new industry; in other words, increased not th,
production by the conversion of a shipbuilding plant into a gypsum Sere
plant. divided

In addition to the domestic companies who are manufacturing Mr.
plaster from gypsum rock there are three companies in New York Senf
State, two of which are represented by Judge Rippey, who do noth. Mr.
ing else but produce raw rock for use in the cement industry. Those Sent
companies are the Lycoming Calcining Co., the Atlas Gypsum Co., youru
which is owned by the Atlas Portland Cement Co., and the Phoenix wr.
.Gypsum Co., which is owned by the Alpha Portland Cement Co. I am

As to the Newark Plaster Co., they do not manufacture wall indust:
plaster. They are not in competition with us in any way. They Sent
make a high-grade white finishing plaster, and their nearest domestic Mr.
competition comes from Kansas and Oklahoma. They are in coni- Sent
petition only with the importers in this district. Mr.

Senator WALSH. What importers produce the same kind of Sent
plaster? at tha

Mr. LENcI. All of the Nova Scotia plants. Mr.
Senator WALSH. Do you sell in the eastern seaboard market? Sens
Mr. LENd. Wall plaster; yes, sir. We make no white finiAhing Mr.

plaster. were al
Senator WALSH. Do you distribute your plaster from Newark? the U
.Mr. LEN . No; principally from our mill direct. item.
Senator WALSH. How far east do you carry it? Senf
Mr. LENCI. We used to go as far as Boston until prices got so low making

there that we could not get into it; so we abandoned the Boston Mr.
market in the last year and a half. We go to New York and Phila- Unite
delphia. We abandoned Baltimore. a ton

Senator THOMAS. You mentioned Kansas and Oklahoma. What cent of
would be tlhe effect on the institutions in those States if this bill goes Sena
into effect? duties

Mr. LENCI. It would benefit them. Mr.
Senator THOMAS. In what way? crushe
Mr. LENCI. They would have that protection. Sena
Senator COUZENS. You mean, if they were taken off the free list Mr.

and the tariff was put on? Sena
Mr. LENcI. Yes. prices
Senator THOMAS. There are three or four in my State and one or Mr.

two in Kansas, and they supply the local demand without competi- The,
the do(
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tion. Their surplus product is sent to the nearest cities like Kansas
City and St. Louis. I was just wondering how this tariff would
affect an industry that is clear, and wholly-

M[r. LENC. They are in position to ship white plaster to the
eastern market. This is a high quality white finishing plaster.

Senator WALSH. In other words, the tariff duty would offset the
extra freight charge on white plaster from Oklahoma and Kansas to
the eastern seaboard?

Mr. LENC. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Has your production increased in recent years?
Mr. LENC. It did up to a certain point, and then during the ]kst

two years it dropped off again.
Senator WALSH. Very much?
Mr. LEN . In 1928 it was about 15 per cent under 1927. I have

not the exact figures.
Senator WALSH. Is your industry prosperous? Is it paying

dividends?
Mr. LENC. No, sir.
Senator WALSH. Since when?
Mr. LENCI. We abandoned dividends last year.
Senator THOMAS. What effect do you hope this bill will have upon

your industry? What are you expecting out of this legislation?
Mr. LENC. I am hoping, frankly, that it will result in higher prices.

I am hoping that it will put us on an equality with the eastern
industry.

Senator COUZENS. Did you appear before the House committee?
Mr. LENC. Not personally.
Senator COUZENS. Did your company?
Mr. LENCI. Yes.
Senator CouzENS. And the House did not comply with your request

at that time?
Mr. LENC. No, sir.
Senator COUZENS. You may proceed.
Mr. LENCI. I might say that if this duty that we are asking for

were added it would only increase the cost of building construction in
the United States by seven-tenths of 1 per cent, which is a very small
item.

Senator THOMAS. IS that statement entirely clear? You are
making comparison with competition with all other building material?

Mr. LENC. What I mean is this, that if all the plaster used in the
United States, which is approximately 6,000,000 tons, had to pay $3
a ton duty, that total sum would represent seven-tenths of 1 per
cent of the total construction cost for the last year or two.

Senator WALSH. Yes; but we would have 'to put compensatory
duties on these products also?

Mr. LENC. There is no other product coming in outside of the
crushed and the crude rock. There is no import of wall plaster.

Senator WALSH. But there is a duty now upon wall plaster.
Mr. LENC. The tonnage is practically nothing at the present time.
Senator WALSH. But this duty would have a tendency to increase

prices of gypsum products, would it, not?
Mr. LENC, It naturally would to that very small extent.
There was a statement made that in 1922 the total production of

the domestic manufacturers who are asking fr a duty, in New York
331(--29-VOL 16, sUeti 14-:35
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State, was only 500 tons. Our capacity during that year alone was wit
over 400 tons and certainly the other big plants produce more than IWlmor
100 tons. We would be very glad to furnish our figures on that if Nth
the committee so desires. 1920. .,

Senator WALSH. Would you be willing to have the duty taken off Allow
wall plaster if this duty were left on crude gypsum? estina

Mr. LECNI. I would rather not see it, not particularly for our tion d

benefit, but there would be a possibility of plaster coming across into therefr
Buffalo. There is a big Canadian plant near Hamilton. sectioll

Senator WALSH. You would want that kept on? upon 1)
Mr. LENCI. Yes, sir. treasinthe ter
I think that is about all I have to say, except that I would like to factory

submit a sample of Rutland patching plaster which is made by the flgurv,
Rutland Fire Clay Co. They are not asking for a duty. I bought If "
this material in Washington and paid 25 cents for 2%. pounds to-day, be add,

- dobft
which is the standard price. That is $200 a ton; and I can not see pay thil
that $3.75 is much of a duty to affect that company one way or the can no-
other. consume

cost w

STATEMENT OF W. N. GREGORY, REPRESENTING EASTERN grown.
adding

COTTON OIL CO. (INC.), NORFOLK, VA. further
upon a

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom. ment, i
mittee.) Over

Mr. GREGORY. Gentlemen, a little time was left open yesterday Ing div
afternoon for me to make a statement with reference to imported expwriu
gypsum rock. system.

Senator COUZENS. You may make the statement now, Mr. Gregory. free lis
tertal, .-

Mr. GREGORY. I have a very short brief and will not detain you on tile
gentlemen but a very few minutes. congre"

Senator WALSH. Whom do you represent besides yourself? fertilize
Mr. GREG RY. That is set out in the brief here. I represent the we areTliere

other three manufacturers in my own town. on the
Senator CouZENs. Are you going to read the brief? come pt
Mr. GREGORY. If you do not mind. It is very short. establl
Senator CouzENs. Are you going to file it? fertilizer
Mr. GREGORY. I will; yes, sir. [Reading:] there w
Mr. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF TIE COMMirEE-: I an appearing In my own vesels

behalf as president of the Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Inc.), of Norfolk, Va., and I I is a
Ril authorized to ,peak also for Charles W. Priddy & Co. (Inc.), Smith- since tt
Douglas Co. (Inc.), and Robertson Chemical Co. (Inc.), a group of fertilizer were fo
manufacturers located at Norfolk, Va., all of whom are importers of crude subject
gypsum rock for the manufacture of land plaster used solely as a fertilizer for on their
cultivation of peanuts. o

Our argument for retention of crude gypsum rock on the free list will con-
cern Itself altogether with the agricultural consideration, varying to this
extent from the representations of previous witnesses.

While the consumption of this material ftor agricultural purposes is much
less than the tonnage applied to construction needs, we believe that our condl- STATE,
tion will carry no less weight with tie coninittee sine, the purpose of this
extra ses lon of Congress is to serve the netqls of agriculture. I believe it wilt
be agreed that if agriculture were not laboring under prevailing distress there (The
would inve been no extra .session of Congress, for Industry generally was
prospering and there was no insistent cry for tariff relief frvmn that quarter.
South being the case we are encouraged to believe that any ac iou which Con. Americ
gress properly can take to promote tile interests of erleulture will be fact tir
undertaken. States
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Within the last few years the cultivation of p.anuts has grown to lie all
important branch of agriculture In 24 counties lit the States of Virginia sand
North Carolina-9 in Virginia and 15 In North Carolina in which peanuts is
file principal crop. The population of these counties, based on the censsus of
1920. Is 139,918 In Virginia anl 312,215 ia North Carolina, or a total of 452,133.
Allowing for a reasonable increase In population since that time it is fair to
estimate that they now present a population of wore thun 500,000.

The major Industry upon which these counties with half a million popula-
tion depend is the growing of peanuts and the manufacture of products snade
therefrom. Moreover, peanut culture is making noteworthy progress it other
sections of the South-there tire counties in Georgia likewise which depend
upon peanuts as the main crop, and the area being plantetl is constantly in-
creasing. There are many large factories located In the cities and towns in
the territory described which manufacture various products from peanuts, one
factory silone giving employment to as many as 6.000 persons. I have not the
figures of tise total number of employees engaged, but the number is large..

If it dity were imposed upon crude gypsum rock, It would naturally have to
be added to the se ling price of land plaster to the farmer. It is extremely
doubtful whether the grower could assume ass Inereased cost. If lie were to
pay the price, It would be a tax hearing solely upon him, because tle farmer
can not pass along added charges it the price of his product-lie Is the ultimate
consumer. The consequences of the farmers refusing to bear the increased
cost would be almost a calsimity to the counties In which the peanut crop is
grown. It would mean the reversion of their acres to cotton growing, thus
adding more bales to an already surplus crop and depressing the price still
further to the marginal point. The factories that have grown up dependent
upon a supply of peanuts necessarily. would suffer loss of business and invest-
ment, and the entire community would be thrown into deep distress.

Over a period of many years our United States Department of Agriculture
and our State agricultural colleges and experiment stations have been preach.
lg diversification to our farmers and have been conducting research ana
experiments to develop plants that would take us away from the 1-crop
system. s:nce the tariff act of 1922 crude gypsum rock has been on the
free list, and our growers have been encouraged to believe that this ma-
terial, so essential In the agriculture of the counties referred to, would be held
on the free list as a continuing policy of Congress. With rare exceptions,
Congress under different administrations has adhered to the policy of free
fertilizers, and In urging that no change be made in the status of this material
we are but asking for a continuation of that whsolesome policy.

There are other trade and economic reasons for retaining crude gypsum rock
on the free list which will immediately occur to you gentlemen. Our supplies
come principally from Nova Scotia and the Province of New Brunswick, and
establish a very desirable trade credit on the other side of the border, which is
made immediately available by the export from this country to Canada of
fertilizer and coal. According to the figures of the Department of Commerce,
there was shipped 142,073 tons of complete fertilizer and fertilizer material In
1927. of a value of $2,436,836. This tonnage constitutes the return freight for
vessels bringing down the crude gypsum rock from the Maritime Provinces.
It is a most desirable exchange of commodities between the two countries,
since the fertilizers now enter Canadi duty free, although at one time they
were forced to bear considerable duty; and, let it be noted, they cou'd again be
subject to duty by act of the Dominion Government In the event we lay a duty
on their gypsum.

Yours very truly,
W. N. GREOORY,

President Ea.itern Cotton Oil Co. (lie..

STATEMENT OF McKINLEY W. KRIEGH, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. KRIEGH. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the

American Mining Congress is interested in this matter because of the
fact that a large number of members of our organization reside in
States in which gypsum is produced or may be produced and are
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interested in and, in some cases, own outright gypsum deposits in "The
tihe Western States and in the Southern States. statenteof the ar

A number of its members asked the American Mining Congress to "The
cooperate with the representatives of the New York producers. I of whiel
mention that in order that you may understand that this question to Mr.
before you is not one of purely local interest. The Situation that his worktion wit1
you have to consider lce is one of the large domestic producer and full and
importer on the one hand owning plants scattered throughout the "The
United States, and a large number of independent producers operating across cc
approximately 35 or 40 plants and competing as best they can with large.

the producers of perhaps more than 50 per cent of the total produc- which ti

tion of the United States. ent to la
Senator COUZENS. What is the name of that concern? indicatoC
Mr. KRIEGH. United States Gypsum Co., represented by Mr. beds oedoes niot

Avery. industry
If yov are convinced that the principal domestic producer and The ,

importer is not injuring the independent producers of this country of the
by bringing in imported gypsum from Nova Scotia, then you will be optum
against the request of the independent producers. If you are con-
vinced that these importations are injuring a large investment and ing thos
a large number of independent producers and a large number of Mining
employees in this country, then you will be in favor of the duty. but I b

Senator WALSH. A representative of this company said that his mittee
domestic company is more prosperous than his importing company. country
. Mr. KRIEGH. All of the companies, without exception, that I have no nemcc

hoard, say that they are losing money in the business on both sides gypsum.i
and they have laid that to a price war and to overproduction, and STATE
they have said they went to Nova Scotia for their gypsum in order REPR:
to furnish something to help supply domestic consumption.

This point is covered in our statement before the Ways and Means (Tie
Committee. I do not want to duplicate what was said there regard. mittee.)
ing the merits of this case. Mt e

Senator COUZENS. Is that all in the brief that you are going to file? ir. Fi
Mr. KRIEGH. No, sir; I am not filing a brief. I would like to ask mountain

at this time the privilege of filing a statement- Nov., an
Senator WALSH. You filed an exhaustive brief before the Ways erties 0

and Means Committee? Francisc
Mr. KRIEGH. Yes, sir. Utah, a
Senator CouzENs. We do not want any repetition if you can Gypsum

avoid it. Snt
Mr. KIEGH Nosir.in?r. KRIEGH. No, sir.Mr.

I desire to speak of the domestic supply in order that the cor.n
mittee will not have the impression that there is a shortage of gypsum Mr.at
in this country and that for that reason there is a necessity of going UtMr.
outside of this country for a supply of gypsum. Seat

With respect, first, to the State of New York, it was asserted before Senat
the House Ways and Means Committee by those opposed to this which W
duty or by some representative of those opposed to the duty, that Seiatc
New York gypsum was being rapidly depleted. This statement was Mr.at
immediately called to the attention of the State Department of Mr. lF
Education of New York by Judge Rippey, and this is the reply of letting uSenatc
that department to Judge Rippey under date of April 12, 1929: Mr. E

My DEAR MR. RIPPEY: Your letter of the 8th came just as I was leaving riences o
towing, but I had it referred to Mr. Newland, our State geologist. I have just
had a memorandum from Mr. Newland which reads as follows:



"Tile letter addressed to you by Mr. Rippey puts an interpretation oil certain
Statements in Bulletin 217 written by me that is so at variance with the purport
of the article that I think lie must have failed to read it.

"The statements he quotes are from a paragraph on page 46 of the bulletin
of which a copy accompanies this letter and which perhaps might well be mailed
to Mr. Iippey so that he may set himself right and also use it in connection with
his work before the Tariff Commission. The paragraph has to be read in rela-
tion with the rest of the chapter dealing with the resources of gypsum to get the
full and proper meaning.

"The gist of the matter is this. The gypsum deposits extend for 165 miles
across central and western New York and aggregate resources are indefinitely
large. Up to the present time, however, the industry has confined its operations
mainly to a single seam of high-grade gypsum in Erie and Genesee Counties, of
which there are some 60,000,000 tons estimated to be left in tile ground, suffici-
ent to last at the present rate of mining for 40 years, or at the accelerated rate
indicated by the recent growth of production, for 20 or 25 years. Additional
beds occur in the same area and are now being put to use, so that the estimate
does not and is not intended to carry the implication that the actual life of the
industry is thus limited."

The American Mining Congress made a survey of mineral resources
of the South, and particularly in connection with the resources of
gypsum in the Southern States. I shall not read the report regard-
ing those deposits, because that is included in the brief of the American
Mining Congress presented to the Committee on Ways and Means,
but I believe that the data presented to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee and also here show conclusively that the resources of this
country are adequate for the needs of this country and that there is
no necessity, economic or otherwise, to go outside for a supply of
gypsnie.

STATEMENT OF W. L. ELLERBECK, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
REPRESENTING THE NEPHI PLASTER & MANUFACTURING CO.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Mr. ELLERBECK. I represent some of the Pacific coast and inter-
mountain domestic gypsum mills, particularly the mill at Gerlach,
Nov., and the mills at Plaster City, Imperial Valley, Calif.; the prop-
erties of the Pacific Portland Cement Co., Consolidated, of San
Francisco; also the Jumbo Plaster & Cement Co. with mill at Sigurd,
Utah, and the Nephi Plaster & Manufacturing Co., with mill at
Gypsum, near Nephi, Utah, with offices at Salt Lake City.

Senator WALSH. How many of those companies are youi interested
in?

Mr. ELFRBECK. I am interested in one, personally.
Senator WALSH. Which one?
Mr. ELLEItBECK. The Nephi Plaster & Manufacturing Co., of

Utah.
Senator WALSH. How large is that?
Mr. ELLEIBECK. A mill of about 240 tons maximum capacity,

which would have an average daily capacity of about 200 tons.
Senator THOMAS. How much money is invested in the 1) ants?
Mr. ELLEIIcBFCK. With the allowances that the Government is

letting us take in these days of revenue returns, $240,000 to $260,000.
Senator TI10OMAS. How many men do they employ?
Mr. ELLERBECK. That is variable with the seasons and the expe-

riences of recent years. It is modified very greatly, due to some com-
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petitive conditions-as high as 50 and 60 and down to 15 in recent from
times. absolu

Senator WALSH. How many men would you say were employed a gyps
in all the industries which you represent? SenF
ho Mr. ELLEIEBECK. I would say about 150 men, variously. you an
The investment in those plants just mentioned represents approxi. nation

mately four and a half million dollars. Mr.
I hardly think I need any introduction here, because my friend Pacific

and competitor, Mr. Uldall, of San Francisco, introduced me so we 1, and th
and so amply if not ably testified in my behalf, that I might have man so
saved the trip here if I could have tipped him off a few more facts merce
and a few more accuracies in his statement, titled

I want to refer particularly to the institution that I have the honor them
to represent as president and general manager for many years, the The
Nephi Plaster & Manufacturing Co., with mill at Gypsum, Utah, to inte
and to say to you that it is the oldest gypsum-producing concern west in sou
of Kansas. We have some records of. some plaster being prepared takes
as early as 1865. The main mining properties of the company were Moun'
patented under the United States mining laws in 1882, and our present cent o
company was incorporated in 1889 and has been continuously oper- In othl
ating for something more than 40 years. It had been profitably per ce:
operated in all those years up until 1926, with the advent of the duty. 13each
free foreign gypsum from Mexico entering the port of Long Beach at the
and the port of Seattle, since which time our industry has been not Gen
only not profitable but has been definitely losing money every month fact th
smce. lost 85

It will be necessary for me to review particularly what my friend been p
from California said to substantiate not only the tact that we have taken'
been a long time in business but for the reasons that he stated for our that th
continuance in business, not be

I might say to you that what might be viewed as our local market, The
Utah and Idaho, represents a territory as large as the combined 29 per
Now England States, New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and, Sena
if you please, sir, we have fewer people in that whole territory than Mr.
one ward of the city of Boston. gross b

Senator WALSH. But, remember, you have four Senators. Sena
Senator THOMAS. Give figures, if you will. your bi
Mr. ELLERBECK. With respect to building construction, where porter

gypsum products would be used, in 1926, 1927, and 1928 the whole Mr.
building permits in that big territory with its paucity of population statistic
represented less than $30,000,000, whereas in the three main con- that o
suing points on the Pacific coast, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and domest-
Seattle, during that same period the building permits were over we wer
$588,000,090. That does not take into consideration Tacoma or Just
Portland or Oakland or Santa Barbara or San Diego and all the interior and th
towns in those States, the figures of which, if included, would make busine,
this presumed local territory of ours dwarf into mere insignificance. Angle,

In other words, gentlemen, if our mill were awarded the entire please,
tonnage of Utah and Idaho it would not keep us operating for 60 tonnage
days. We would be idle for 305 days of the year. But, as a matter Cemen
of fact., if you please, it is divided between four domestic interior cent a
mills, two at Laramie, Wyo., and two mills in Utah, and to some ex- particir,
tent participated in by a mill in Colorado and occasional shipments 30 per

notwiti



from still farther east. So after it is thus divided the tonnage is
absolutely inconsequential on which to predicate any idea of operating
a gypsum mill.

Senator THOMAS. Why are these mills located out there? Did
you anticipate that this section would be developed and a great popu-
lat ion come in there and make big demand for the product?

Mr. ELLERBECK. Our mill was built primarily on the theory of
Pacific coast tonnage, and has been always operated on that theory;
and the railroads have sustained that idea. It is true, as the gentle-
man said, that they have made us low rates, but the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has sustained us on the theory that we were en-
titled to participate in those populous markets because we pioneered
them and we had no other place in which to sell our wares.

The peculiar conditions in this situation are things that are bound
to interest you. With reference to this very narrow little strip down
in southern California, if you please, gentlemen, southern California
takes one-half of the total gypsum consumption west of the Rocky
Mountains, and the metropolitan area of Los Angeles takes 333 per
cent of the total gypsum consumed west of the Rocky Mountains.
In other words, the metropolitan area takes 75 per cent of that 50
per cent that is used there, all within trucking distance of the Long
Beach plant which is using duty-free Mexican gypsum and fabricating
at the port.

Gentlemen, the story is obvious. Mr. lldall has mentioned the
fact that I have lost tonnage there. I will say to you that we have
lost 85 per cent of our tonnage in southern California. There have
been periods in which 20 to 52 per cent of our total output has been
taken in the metropolitan area of Los Angeles, and the fact remains
that the imported gypsum takes care of that tonnage now and it is
not being taken care of by any domestic competitor of ours.

The same is true of the city of Seattle, where we shipped, in 1926,
29 per cent of the total output of our Nephi mill.

Senator WALSH. What does 85 per cent represent in dollars?
NMr. ELLERBECK. I would have to give for that particular year the

gross business. Maybe $60,000 or $70,000, possibly.
Senator WALSH. Sixty thousand or seventy thousand dollars of

your business has moved over to the man who represetns the im-
porter of gypsum in southern California?

Mr. ELLERBECK. I am not a bookkeeper and I am not a very good
statistician, but I do know that the same situation is true in Seattle
that our business has been taken by the importer and not by any
domestic producer, and that means at least 94 per cent of the product
we were shipping there.

Just to show to you how we are being herded back into the interior
and that it is this importer and nobody else doing it, lie speaks of the
business in southern California, in the metropolitan area of Los
Angeles in 1928. Building permits fell off 18 per cent, and if you
please, sir, the imports of gypsum increased 33% per cent. Our
tonnage went entirely. The Plaster City mill of the Pacific Portland
Cement Co. says that their participation there dropped off 37/1 per
cent, and the Gerlach mill of the Pacific Portland Cement Co. in its
participation in the Seattle market during 1926 to 1928 dropped off
30 per cent. The other Utah mill, the Jumbo Plaster & Cement Co.
notwithstanding their good connections in Seattle due to a principal
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stockholder or a big holder stockholder, if you please, strongly in the
building ma aerial business in that city and amply able to fortify
themselves n that market--notwithstanding that influence their
tonnage has dropped off 471! per cent.

So, gentlemen, we are being stifled entirely by a water-front attack
by foreign gypsum.

The gentleman mentioned some figures, that are not really germane
to this whole matter, about the cost of crude gypsum and their in.
ability to sell to the interior mills crude gypsum imported from San
Marques Island. They never had any idea at any time that they
ever would do so. I testify under oath that the principal owner of the
Standard Gypsum Co. informed me that he could, by dealing direct
with purchasers and taking at once to the high seas, ship large cargoes
of gypsumn to Japan and Australia and New Zealand and mnke inter.
est on his plants if he failed to make any in his production at Long
Beach and Seattle.

And in line with that, if you care to have the figures I can show you
a great many newspaper clippings showing that those cargoes are
moving there. There is no domestic production that can possibly
compete for that business. It is peculiarly their own. It would
take, for instance, to load a 5,000-ton cargo from any interior mill, 100
freight cars of 50 tons each. You could not unload 100 freight cars
at any port along the coast; it would so congest that port and the
boat would be so delayed and the demurrage so high that it is wholly
out of the question. So they not only have a great advantage in
their frontal attack on the west coast o the United States, but they
have another means of earning a living. When somebody stated
that there was no crude gypsum being handled in that way, they for.
got the west coast and that operation.

We feel that after 40 years of effort in pioneering this whole busi.
ness for the benefit of all our domestic mills we have reason to believe
that we should not be asked in the face of a foreign invasion to close
our doors. We ask nothing but an equalization tariff to place our
mills on a parity to compete with the business we had for 40 years.
There is a great deal more development, as the gentleman stated, in
the way of tonnage, but we are actually being deprived of any oppor.
tunity of competing for it except at a loss.

He has mentioned his costs, and I assume that inasmuch as lie has
given them before the Ways and Means Committee, they are correct.
He reports a total cost, 'including trucking, of $7.13. I need not
repeat his figures. The cost of the Nephi Plaster & Manufacturing
Co. last year was as follows: Cost of rock, 85 cents per ton. The
quarrying represents both open and underground methods of mining.
The cost of manufacture was $3.65. There was a total cost of $4.50.
Freight ratf. to Los Angles, $5. That is $9.50, with the same truck-
ing charge that they have from the Long Beach mill to any consnceri
it does not matter whether it is taken off the cars or taken out of thcir
mill. That is identical. That added makes it $10.30, which shows
that we are at a disadvantage of $3.20 per ton with the Long Beach
operation in the biggest section of the biggest demand for gypsum
products that there is in the entire far WVest.

They have mentioned their freight rates from San Marques Island
to Long Beach, Calif., as $1.50 tor the boat movement. The rate
front Nephi to that same point is $5 per ton.
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They have mentioned the fact that their freight rate from San
Marques Island, Mexico, to Seattle, is $3 per ton. The freight rate
from our plant at, Gypsum, Utah, to the same point is $5 per ton.

If you please, sir, it is well known and of common knowledge that
the ehiefest owner of the Standard Gypsum Co. is also the chiefest
owner in the boats carrying the crude rock from San Marques Island
to Seattle. I will attest that he has told me so on more than one
occasion himself, and I have no reason to belief that he is falsifying in
the matter. It is purely an arbitrary rate in this case. The $3 rate
to Seattle is far at variance with the rates applying on the Atlantic
coast, and it would be very easy to conceive that those rates could be
very easily reduced when and if the exigency demanded, but as long,
however, as the principal owner can make a 2-way profit hauling the
gypsum up, with a profit for fabricating it, he is quite willing to do so.
It extends into a 3-way profit when they haul cargoes of lumber and
other commodities southbound.

Now, gentlemen, I want to say to you that while I have mentioned
an increase of 33% per cent in imports into Los Angeles harbor, while
there was concomitantly a decrease in building permits, to carry the
thing further, from 1926 to 1928 the increase of imports at that point
were 4S, per cent.

In order to illustrate to you a little better why gypsum mills may
not be run in nonpopulous sections, I should like to state to you some-
thing that should rather impress that on you.

It has been brought out. here in the testimony about limiting this
to a narrow strip along the Atlantic seaboard; that is, the imports.
If you happen to think of it, three-fourths of the walls in practically
any building that you live in are plaster walls; outside of the floors
and the openings you just live with plaster in every building, and
therefore it is a very important iteni. It is well that it be a good
product and not be cheapened so that it will induce mills to make
other than quality products. But after all is said and done, the
plaster contract for any building, dwelling or class A building, amounts
to somewhat less than 10 per cent., including these ornamentations
and things of that sort, and of the plastering contract 90 per cent is
represented in other products than plaster; that is, labor and other
things of that sort; so that actually but 1 per cent of the total cost
of the construction is actually represented by plaster. And that, if
you )lease, involves also the freight carrying charges to destination,
the dealer's profit and the trucking charges to the job. So that in
reality in most cases to the extent of less than one-half of 1 per cent
does the plaster manufacturer or producer participate in respect to a
strict tire.

In all the years I have been in the industry, for at least a quarter of a
century, I have never seen a building started or stopped because of the
price of plaster. Inasmuch as it is relatively little, it is impossible for
these interior mills to get any business except where the buildings are;
and the buildings are all in the big cities; and the big cities in all the
world are on the water front. If we can have a frontal attack by
foreign gyps'iJa from Nova Scotia, on the one hand, through all the
Atlantic sea0-oard and down through the inland waterways from the
Great Lakes to the inland mills they are building a barrier against the
mills, in Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Ohio and can extend that all
around into Florida, which they are already doing at Tampa. The
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producers of Mexican gypsum have had in mind the idea of carring Tak
through the canal and possibly building a mill at Galveston or New by the
Orleans, and then with the mill that the Standard Gypsum Co. could they p
just as well operate in San Francisco as at Long Beach or Seattle, you esk th
will have encompassed this entire territory with water-moved gyp. We
sum, and there will be no interior domestically produced product. We hia

I have covered those few items, but I want to say to you that those are ne
of us from the far away West were never brought into the picture long ra
before the Ways and Means Committee. We have had no voice thus mainta
far in the matter except the one importer, the Pacific coast producer, some c
Those gentlemen when they built the mills at Long Beach and Seattle so tha
had had experience in the gypsum business, as Mr. Uldall so testified, can be
and as I know, and when those mills were built at the ports they went Sella
in there with the full knowledge that the domestic mills were already gypsun
able to more than supply the markets on the Pacific coast. They Mr.
deserve, so far as that is concerned, no sympathy. But, talking about Sena
rushing in and constructing mills in the desert, they went to the ports Mr.
in the hope, of course, that they would have fall the benefits that duty. Sena
free gypsum would give them by water transportation if the Govern. with th
ment were willing to sit complacently by and see our old and venerable Mr.
interior gypsum mills closed up which represent the life savings and are sur
energies of a great many men-- charact

Senator COUZENS. Is that statement true with regard to the estab, into a
lishment of his Nevada plant? Sena

Mr. ELLERBECK. That plant was started before, and he knew what superior
the situation was out there-- Mr.

Senator CouzENs. But he did not use imported gypsum there, did Star P
he? because

Mr. ELLERBECK. No, certainly not, but he knew it was over. inabilik
produced. more or

Mr. Avery has given a statement voluntarily in answer to a ques. has bee
tion asked by Senator Walsh as to the valuation of the gypsum. We they ca
have been happy to have the statement made authoritatively from San M
Mr. Avery, for once, when he stated one dollar. le gave his costs a Sena
while ago as $2.67 at Staten Island. uted in

We have, if you please, a letter which will be put in the brief showing Mr.
a competitive'rate offered, heretofore testified to by one of the gentle- very hi,
men, of 75 cents per ton which involved undoubtedly a profit for the To a(
haul. If you add the $1 that -lie declares is its value, which must known
include the mining cost plus that 75 cents, you will probably be getting into the
at the right figure, probably a little high at that. erected

We produce gypsum at 85 cents a ton, which is mined half under- that mi
ground and ha f open quarry, and train half of it at 11 cents tram which w
charge, and our total charge is only 85 cents. We thi

We have just gone over the last five months' importations of gyp- trouble
sum from San Marques Island, if you please, to Los Angeles ind gypsum
Seattle, and the valuation figures about 891 cents per ton. That is say is th
the valuation placed on the cargoes as an average which indicated less to-day.
than $1 a ton. Knowing somewhat the conditions of mining at San Seat
Marques and the fact that they employ Mexican peon labor at 3 pesos Mr. E
per day, which is equivalent to $1.50 gold, I can not see where their Mr. L
costs come in. We would like to take a contract at any such figure made a
based on our knowledge of gypsum extending over a great many years oath-
in open quarries such as they have. Mr. E

Mr. U
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Take the miners' wages paid at Plaster City, Imperial Valley, Calif.,
by the owners "of the Pacific Portland Cement Co., Consolidated, and
they pay their miners $6 per day; their truckers $3.75 per day. We
esk that you compare the scales of wages, if you please.

We have survived all the domestic competition and can survive it.
We have been there and seen them go up and go down, because there
are nearly always certain conditions, such as a long tram haul or a
0ng railroad to sustain as they have at Plaster City. They have to
maintain 25 miles of their own railroad, but nearly always we have
sonic compensating thing such as a very excellent quality of product,
so that we will be in the business for a hundred years longer if we
can be protected against the water-front attacks.

Senator WALSH. Is there any difference in the qualities of crude
gypsum?

Mr. ELLERBECK. A very great deal of difference.
Senator WALSH. Some are superior to others?
Mr. ELLERIBECK. Some are superior for certain purposes.
Senator WALSH. How does the imported crude gypsum compare

with the domestic product?
Mr. ELLERBECK. Certain of the deposits we might say, of Texas

are superior, some inferior, and this depends upon the nature of the
characteristics desired in the product they are making. You get
into a long technical dissertation on that.

Senator WALSH. For many products the imported articles is
superior?

Mr. ELLERBECK. As compared, say, with the deposit of the White
Star Plaster Co. at Moapa, Nev.-I speak of that company now
because that is one of the institutions that has gone defunct by
inability to compete-they have a product there that is gypsum with
more or less clay mixed in with it and it is in a sedimentary state. It
has been windblown, but nevertheless it is in variable layers and
they can not make the same white plaster that they can from the
San Marques Island gypsum.

Senator WALSH. Can the showing of some of those facts be attrib-
uted in part to the inferiority of the domestic gypsum?

Mr. ELLERBECK. I do not think so. Our Nephi deposits are of
very high grade, as also at Gerlach, Nev.

to add to this picture of imported gypsum from Mexico, be it
known to you that more than 22 years ago that product was brought
into the port of San Francisco to be fabricated by a mill that was
erected at that point, and our own company, if you please, purchased
that mill and dismantled it to remove the menace of Mexican gypsum
which we felt would retard the growth of the interior domestic mills.
We think that menace has arisen with added fury, and the whole
trouble in the industry dates from the advent of duty-free Mexican
gypsum, so far as the Pacific coast is concerned, and the best I can
say is that it is the primal cause of the distress throughout the country
to-day.

Senator CouzE.Ns. Are you filing a brief?
Mr. ELLERBECK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ULDALL. Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that Mr. Ellerbeck

made a statement about a man who is not here, and I am under
oath-

Mr. ELLEIRBECK. I am under oath, too.
Mr. ULDALL. He is talking about our exports to Japan.
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Senator COUZENS. Mr. Avery asked the same question, and we Refer
will have a running debate if you keep contradicting. 'You can make tle feor

your statement in your brief, and so can Mr. Avery, in respect to free list
any statement made by the opposition.

Mr. ULDALL. I will say that Mr. Ellerbeck treated me kindly, but San I
he mad, an awful lot of mistakes.

(Mr. Ellerbeck submitted the following brief:) Cost of
Freight

BRIEF OF W. L. ELLERBECK IN BEHALF OF DOMESTIC GYPSUM MILLS AT GER. Cost of
LACu, NEV., AND PLASTER CITY, IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIF.; PROPERTIES 0p
THE PACIFIC CEMENT Co., CONSOLIDATED, SAN FRANCISCO; TUE JUMBO
PLASTER & CEMENT CO., SIGURD, UTAH, WITH MILL AT SIGURD, UTAH; Lost in
AND THE NEPIHI PLASTER & MANUFACTURING CO., SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Mantifa
WITH MILL AT GYPSUM NEAR NEPHI, UTAH

The main gypsum property of the Nephi Plaster & Manufacturing Co., a Freight
Utah corporation, with mill at Gypsum, Utah, was patented under tile United
States mining laws in 1882. For many years prior thereto small operations
had been carried on, there being record of some plaster manufactured by calein.
ing in open pans as early as 1865. The

The present company, predicated on the theory of supplying chiefly the de. item to
mands of the Pacific coast, was incorporated in'1889, and has been in continuous to the j(
operation for over 40 years, it being the oldest plaster manufactory west of product
Kansas. This Utah concern pioneered the use of gypsum plasters throughout greater
the intermountain territory and the Pacific coast, extending from Vancouver, the deal
British Columbia, on the north, to San Diego, on the south. warehot

Much effort, time, and money were expended by the Nephi Co. in developing the in ai
structural uses for its products, also in respect to promotion of agricultural the don
gypsum as a soil corrective, and to improve the quality of and augment crop cents peyield. Much of the agricultural prosperity of the Pacific Northwest, and par. net difff
tieularly the Willamette Valley of Oregon, has been, and still is, the direct result Nephi (
of using Nephi (Utah) agricultural gypsum. Many letters from agriculturalists sold at
dated 30 years ago and since amply attest to this. All subsequent western Stn n
domestic gypsum manufacturers have enjoyed tile benefits of the intensive duty-free
pioneering of the Utah mill. In 1909 a complete new mill was erected, and of
much larger capacity, in order to meet tile rapidly increasing demands for Cost of till
gypsum products, chiefly on the Pacific coast. Fregh r.

Incident to tile projection of rails to new localities, making other gypsum Cost of un
properties available, new domestic production arose, but tile Nephi, Utah, Long HIi
company was always able to meet the domestic competition and to operate
profitably up to and including 1926, silence which time, with tile advent of gypsum Lost In cal
mills at Long Beach, Calif., and Seattle, Wash., using duty-free foreign gypsum Manufactu
obtained front Mexican territory, the Utah company has been unable to meet Tota
the situattion and has in fact sustained serious direct losses. Freight r

The iea of the domestic mills that an adequate duty be imposed o imported dealer)..
gyL)suin is not made with a view of preventing either the importation of gypsum Totat
or closing the mills at Long Beach and Seattle engaged in its fabrication, but
solely to effect an equalization which will again place the California, Nevada, It is
alld Utah mills in position to compete rather than to face gradual but sure gypsum
extinction through direct losses which tile present situation compels. long est,

As reflecting the trend of business, we desire to state that prior to 1926 our in husinm
nain customers in Los Angeles had variously taken as high as 20 per cent to Due ti

52 per cent of the Nephi company's annual output. Practically this entire advent
tonnage is now supplied, not by any other domestic concern, but by the importers tive exp,
fabricating duty-free gypsumn at tieir Long Beach, Calif., plant. The f4

In 1926, 29" per cent of the Nephi Co.'s output found disposition in Seattle. the Stat
Since tile advent of the Standard Gypsum Co.'s plant at Seattle, using duty- decline
free Mexican gypsum, tie Nephi tonnage has decreased 90 per Cent. The tonnage gypsuml
of the Sigurd, Uitah, mill has decreased 47 per cent, and the Gerlach, Nev., ton-
nage has decreased 30 per cent.

For an understanding as to tile disastrous effect on the domestic industry
resulting from duty-free gypsumn fabricated at the ports, it is only necessary to
contrast tile delivered costs of gypsum wall plaster, including milling and trans-
portation, of tie Long Beach mill with those of the Neipi, Utah, company. Washlngtor

Southern C
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Referring to the Standard Gypsum Co.'s own testimony, their brief before
the House of Representatives, pages 9131 to 9134, of volume 15, Schedule 15,
free list, 1929, as follows:

San Marcos Mexican gypsum, laid down at Los Angeles Harbor:
Per ton

Cost of mining --------------------------------------------------- $1.00
Freight rate from San Marcos Island to Long Beach ----------------- 1.50
Cost of unloading and placing in stock pile at Long Beach -------------. 35

2. 85
Lost in calcination, 17 per cent ------------------------------------ . 48
Manufacturing cost --------------------------------------------- 3. 00

Making total manufactured cost, Long Beach ----------------- 6. 33
Freight rate to Los Angeles Harbor --------------------------------- 1.80

Total cost ------------------------------------------------ 7. 13

The 80 cents referred to in the Standard Gypsum Co.'s costs is either a rail
item to Los Angeles port or may constitute the trucking from their mill direct
to the job when and if the operators so desire. It must be remembered that the
product can be loaded from the mill to auto delivery truck as easily and at no
greater cost than domestic mills can load on box car ready for shipment, but
the dealer who purchases from domestic mills must in most cases unload the car,
warehouse the product, and rehandle it out preparatory to trucking to the job,
the in and out handling cost being approximately 80 cents per ton. In addition,
the domestic product is confronted with a delivery charge of not less than the 80
cents per ton which has also been included in the importer's costs, so that the
net difference as between the Standard Gypsum Co.'s costs and those of the
Nephi (Utah) Co., delivered on the job, and on the theory of each product being
sold at actual cost, is as follows:

Standard Gypsum Co. Long Beach plant, using Nephl Plaster & Mr.nufacturing Co., using domos-
duty-free Meleun gypsum: tit gypsum:Per ton Pc:' ten
Cost of mining to................... ... $1.00 Cost of rock ................................. $0.85
Freight rate, San Areos Islan to on, Cost of manufacturing ....................... 3. 65

Beach .................................... 1.50
Cost of unloading and placing in stock pile, Total manufactured cost ............... 4.80

Long leach ............................... .35 Freight rate to Los Angeles .................. & 00
2.85 9.50

Lost in calcinat ion, 17 per cent ........... .48 Trucking .................................... .80
Manufacturing cost...................... 3.00 -

- Total .................................. 10.30
Total manufactured cost, Long Beach. 6.33

Freight rate to Los Angeles (or trucking to Difference in favor of the importers ......... 3.20
dealer) ................................... . g0

Total cost ............................. 7.13

It is easily apparent that an equili/ation duty of $3 per ton on the crude
gypsum entering western United States ports is' imperatively necessary if the
long established Utah mills are to be able to meet the competition and remain
in business.

Due to greatly reduced tonnage which the Utah mills have suffered since the
advent of Mexican gypsum, the Nephi production costs, including administra-
tive expenses, increased in 1927 47 per cent and in 1928 35 per cent.

The following table shows the decline of the Nephi, Utah, gypsum tonnage in
the State of ,Vaqhington and in southern California, practically the entire
decline being within truck delivery distance of the mills fabricating Mexican
gypsumn at the ports of Long Beach and Seattle, respectively:

Nephi Company 1925 1926 1927 1 1928

Per cent Per cent Per Prcent4
Washington ................................................. i 1001 126 Pr e
Suthern California ......................................... 1001 13 20 V,

I Or truck to dealer or job.

I
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It the same territory the largest domestic producer, with mills operative at The
Gerlach, Nov., and Plaster City, Imperial Valley, Calif., also shows substantial both St:
declines, as follows: cities of

consIllil
im 11 1920 1 1027 1928 Santa !E

-I -. .... ... _ w hich ft

s i n , Per cent Percent Percent Per cerd TheWashilngton .................................................... ] 100 81 2 7 building.
Southern California ............................................ 100 [ 81 % 72 I 70 bildi594 s 1 f mills. "between

and par
The growth of imports of gypsum from San Marcos Island, Mexico, to Us bee n

Angeles Harbor is as follows: Neplhi --
Tons inoperat19ephi

1926 ------------------------------------------------- 42, 191 in Pacifi
1927 ------------------------------------------------- 47,367 To shi
1928 ----------------------------------------------------------- 62, 688 cost of a

office stIncrease from 1926 to 1928 of 48, per cent. the plas
As bearing on the importations of gypsum into the United States at large, Pacific

which includes the Nova Scotia as well as the Mexican gypsum, the imports Tot'
were 282,486 tons in 1920; increased to 828,619 tons in 1927, and approximately To
1,000,000 tons in 1928, all clearly evidencing the fact that the importations Sir Fran
through Atlantic as well as Pacific ports are bottling up and stifling the entire Tot
domestic industry. Toti

It is not claimed that in all cases the Long Beach, Calif., plant of the Standard Bungalo
Gypsum Co. delivers its product direct from the mill by truck, but the concern lot), 7
has done so spasmodically, and by reason of the availability of such means can Bungalo
when and as expediency suggests, deliver at a profit even small lots to con. ing lot
sumers at less than the car lot price which domestic mills can possibly make Class A
unless forced to absorb an absolute loss. lath,

Reflecting the need of the Utah mills to participate in the Pacific coast ton- total,
nage, the following building statistics are illuminating:
Year 1926: Lat

Los Angeles ------------------------------------------ $123, 006, 216 Labi
San Francisco ---------------------------------------- 57, 953, 948 San
Seattle ----------------------------------------------- 34, 807, 700 Plas

215, 767, 863 T

Utah (entire State) ----------------------------------- 7, 394, 328 Residenc
Idaho (entire State) ----------------------------------- 2, 192, 885 erected

60) Val
Year 1927: all ite

Los Angeles ------------------------------------------ 122, 027, 139
San Francisco ---------------------------------------- 47, 032, 848 Lat
Seattle ------------------------------------------------ 29, 069, 080 Iimi

Labi
198, 129, 067 San

Plas
Utah (entire State) ...................... 6,660,465
Idaho (entire State) -------------------------------- 2783,111 T

Church A%Year 1928: orna
Los Angeles ------------------------------------------ 101, 678, 768 Cosf
San Francisco ---------------------------------------- 37, 696, 663
Seattle ----------------------------------------------- 34, 813, 200 Bank bui

Tota
174, 188, 631 Pies

ot
Utah (entire State) ------------------------------------ 6, 471,873 Plast
Idaho (entire State) ------------------------------------ 2, 119, 650 Too, it

the rail h
Total for 3 years ------------------------------------ 588, 085, 561

I The ilas
Total for Utah.------------------------------------- 20, 526, 666 truion co
Total for Idaho ------------------------------------- 7, 095, 646 15 per -apparently I
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1Th1 statistics of Utah and Idaho represent the entire building program of

both States for three years, amounting to less than 5 per cent of the three largest
cities of the Pacific coast.

In respect to tile Pacific coast statistics there is inchided only the three main
consuming points. There is not included such large cities as Portland, Oakland,
Santa Barbara, and San Diego, all of which have large building programs, and
which further dwarfs the Utah-Idaho tonnage in comparison.

The Utah and Idaho statistics are given merely to show the inconsequential
building program within the territory frequently alluded to as local to the Utah
mills. Tie plaster required in even this meager building program is divided
between four interior domestic mills-two in Utah and two in Laramie, Wyo.;
and participated in to some extent by one Colorado mill, and occasionally by
soie mills farther east. If the entire average yearly tonnage were afforded tile
Nephi mill alone, it would not represent 60 days of output, leaving tile mill
inoperative for 305 days of the year. Obviously the Utah mills must participate
in Pacific coast tonnage or cease to exist.

To show the very limited extent to whicl gypsum plaster figures in the total
cost of a structure, we give below contractor's estimate in respect to large class A
office structures, costing from $1,000,000 to $4,500,000; also the actual cost of
the plaster used on dwellings of moderate cost:
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Building, San Francisco:

Total cost ------------------------------------- $4, 500, 000. 00
Total plaster, 1,200 tons, at $11.40 (les bags) (31 per cent). 13, 680. 00

Sir Francis Drake Hotel, San Francisco:
Total cost ------------------------------------------- 2, 000, 000. 00
Total plaster, 800 tons, at $11.40 (less bags) (45 percent).. 9, 120. 00

Bungalow, San Francisco: Cost, $4,300; resale, $7,000 (including
lot), 70 sacks (3 j tons) plaster, at $15 (1.2 per cent cost) - 52. 50

Bungalow, San Mateo, Calif.: Cost, $4,700; resale, $8,280 (includ-
ing lot), 67 sacks (3.3 tons) plaster, at $18 (1.3 per cent cost) - - 59. 40

Class A structure at Salt Lake City: Plastering contract (including labor,
lath, lime, and all other items used in the plastering), =-10 per cent of
total, divided as follows: Per yard

Lath -------------------------------------------------------- $0. 45
Lime putty --------------------------------------------------. 04
Labor ------------------------------------------------------. 25
Sand -------------------------------------------------------. 02
Plaster I -----------------------------------------------------. 10

Total ----------------------------------------------------- .86
Residence work, class C ($5,000 house), representing 45 dwelling houses

erected at the town site of the Utah Copper Co., Copperton, Utah,
600 vards plastering at 45 cents per yard. Plastering contract, including
all items, $270, divided as follows: Per yard

Lath -------------------------------------------------------- $0. 12
Lime putty ---------------------------------------------. 04
Labor--------------------------------------------------- .20
Sand---------------------------------------------------- .02
Plaster 2 ....................................................... 07

Total --------------------------------------------------. 45
Church work, class C ($126,000 building): Plastering contract, including

ornamental work, labor and all other items ----------------- $12, 000
Cost of plaster would figure only about 1 per cent of total.

Bank building, Salt Lake City:
Total cost ------------------------------------ $1, 500, 310. 27
Plastering contract (including labor, lath, lime, and all

other items as well as plaster) (3.9 per cent) ------------ 58, 705. 81
Plaster, 231.3 tons, at $13.90 (0.30 per cent) -------------- 4, 600. 00

Too, it must be remembered that in the price of tile plaster there is included
the rail haul, trucking charge, and the dealer's commission or profit, which repre.

I The plaster represents only 11 inches of the plasterig contract and hut 1.15 per cent of the total con.
stitlion cost.

115.j per cent of the plastering contract aund 0.81 per cent of tito total ect of structure. (Labor for lath
apparently not Included .)

II I I
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sets on an average about one-half of the total cost of the plaster on the job. Grca
Therefore, the cost of the product at the mill, the only participation which the way.
domestic producer enjoys, is a gross participation of less than one-half of the Hills
percentage figures of the plaster cost as above given; or in practically all cases 'exa
less than one-half of 1 per cent of the cost of a structure. over

From this it may be seen that the cost of the plaster, even under normal condl. In
tion, has indeed very little reflection on the cost of the structure. It is now being Colin
Sol at prices so subnormal as to be considerably below the production costs of nt
doraestic mills. It is as unwise as it is unjust for our Government to permit this Hans
condition to exist as a result purely of a foreign invasion. in an

It is palpably apparent that the intermountain mills could not possibly eke went
out a profit on the inconsequential Utah-Idaho tonnage, but rather would be Re
forced to assume substantial loss because the manufacture of gypsum plasters ard G-
is a highly specialized business requiring trained key men, who must be always that
available and paid throughout the year. The figures herein given easily illus. of tra
trate this fact, and that the interior mills must, through the imposition of an a Fre
equalization tariff on foreign gypsum, be enabled to participate in the heavy Impor
tonnage demands of the Pacific coast. Unless tile inland mills are permitted so Tb
to do, it is safe to say that the mills operating at the coast ports, using duty-free Trans
foreign gypsum, will as a next move invade the whole inland territory with surplus objec'
product offered at less price than the inland mills, under restricted tonnage, can Stand
possibly produce it. that

The domestic mills at Plaster City, Calif,' Gcrlach, Nov., Sigurd, Utah, and at the
Gypsum, near Nephi, Utah, represent an investment of approximately $4,500,000. The
All report serious declines in tonnage and operating losses since the advent of trary,
duty-free Mexican imports at Long Beach, Calif. The Long Beach port is within steam
the'50-mile radius constituting the metropolitan area of Los Angeles, within of the
which small circle there is consumed nearly one-half of the total gypsum products the er
marketed west of the Rocky Mountains. Notwithstanding an average decline pany
of 18 per cent in building permits within this area in the year 1928, the imports of to Me:
duty-free gypsum at Long Beach increased 33 per cent. The answer is obvious. Indica

Tihe price of gypsum plaster to consumer In Pacific coast and Rocky Mountain on the
territory has never been excessive, nor will it ever be on account of substitute H. W.
competitive products. At present it is depressed to a point so ridiculously sub- Scotia
normal as to be considerably below prc-war level, and this in face of the fact that transit
labor, retarder, fiber machinery repair parts, and general mill supplies, all essential carrier
to the manufactured product, a've practically double pro-war cost. or a WE

The primal cause of the distress is the favored position unfairly afforded the As
port manufacturer fabricating duty-free foreign gypsum, who can live and profit pages
while the domestic mills pass to tie discard. Were the entire duty on imports position
requested by the domestic producer added to the sales price the cost to the coast
consumer would still be below pre-war level, and as already shown, the cost of the in fact
plaster has little reflection in any event oii the cost of a s.rueture. over e

As evidencing its sinister intent for further encroachment, the Standard operati
Gypsum Co., at Seattle, fabricating duty-free Mexican gypsum, has made appli. and Iu
cation to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and two hearings have already Whii,
been held in respect to their request for eastbound frieght rates to inland territory front S
the equivalent of rates from the Utah, Montana, iand Wyoming mills westbound to greater
coast ports, or contemporaneously, have asked to have the rates from interior and sus
mills increased; doubtless on the theory of eliminating any possible competition carrier
and assuring to iml)orted gypsum complete nionopoly of the big consuming centers exigenec
of Seattle, Portland, and tie entire Northwest territory. -

The carriers have made for the Utah, Montana, aid Wyoming mills rates to
the Pacific Northwest which seem to be the irreducible miniunium, but under Coln
even the l)resent conditions the Seattle mill so dominates time territory that the
sales of domestic product are diminishing M ith such rapidity it appears very certain n
that before long, unless protected by adequate equalization tariff, the (donestic nriy P
product will be forced entirely out of the markets of the Pacific Northwest. ,tioonaltion Co.

Equally certain it Neens flat unless a proper impost is made, the importers of IV. Y. K..
Mexican'gypsum, already operating plants at Seattle and Long Beach, will also Navigazio
erect ults at Portland and at San Francisco Bay, thus conuJ)lting tile picture Trhustim
and effectively bottling up the entire western doniestie production.

During the promotions leading to the forimulation of the Standard Gypsumni Co. Af ex ica
corporation, tile principals freely voiced the fact that they had In mind moving Line.
cargoes of gypsuni by boat through the Pi"anania Canal to one or more of the port Win Ame
cities oil tIme Gulf of Mexico, either New Orleans or Galveston, thus bottling ul) Whllge & C
tile Texas mills and preventig the development of gypsum properties ; in Florida.
Thoroughly encompassed oh both Atlantic and Pacific seaboards, and on the Geural St

(K-
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Great Lakes through deliveries of Nova Scotia gypsum along the inland water-
ways to plants at Detroit, and Chicago, which, In effect, is to close the gypsum
mills of Ohio, Iowa, and Kansas, it remains only for the installation of mlls at
Texas ports to make the picture complete, and to turn the whole gypsum industry
over to this foreign invasion.

In the nature of things, most domestic gypsum occurs in mountain or desert
country, and long and costly rail hauls are involved in deliveries of both raw and
manufactured products to consuming markets, as in the case of Ohio, Iowa,
Kansas. and Oklahoma mills, which, for their very existence, must participate
in and be able economically to compete for the big building construction require-
ments of Cleveland, Detroit, and Chicago, and the chief consuming points.

Referring again to the Pacific coast territory: It is to be noted that the Stand-
ard Gypsumn Co., in their brief, pages 9131 and 9132 of the House testimony, urged
that the Alaska Mexico Transportation Co. are responsible for the manitenance
of trade and commerce conditions between Pacific coast ports and Mexico; also
a French mining company operating at Santa Rosalia, lower California, would
Import all their materials from France If it were not for their steamship service.

This is a broad statement and not warranted by facts. The Alaska Mexico
Transportation Co. was not organized until the latter part of 1925, the apparent
object being to transport gypsumn from San Marcos Island to the plants of the
Standard Gypsum Co. at Long Beach and Seattle. It Is common knowledge
that this steamship company is controlled by one of the largest stockholders of
the Standard Gypsum Co.

The boat haulrate of $1.50 to Long Beach and $3 per ton to Seattle are arbi-
trary, and not competitive, and It is easy to assume that the chief owner of the
steamship company, who makes no secret of the fact that he is also chief owner
of the gypsum producing concern, stands to make a two-way profit; the haul on
the crude gypsum and the profit on the milled product. As the steamship com-
pany hauls freight, such as lumber and other items, from the Pacific Northwest
to Mexican and other southern territory, no doubt at a profit, there is nothing to
Indicate that it would not, If occasion demanded it substantially reduce the rate
on the back haul of gypsum. Certainly the transportation cost, as shown in
H. W. Rippey 's brief, Exhibit C, of not more than 75 cents per ton from Nova
Scotia to Staten Island with boats moving empty one way indicates that the
transportation of Mexican gypsum northward on Pacific waters and by larger
carriers there operating-carrying cargoes both ways-can be made at the same
or a lesser figure.

As bearing further on the inaccuracy of the Standard Gypsum Co.'s brief,
pages 9131 and 9132, of the House testimony, wherein they imply a primary
position of public service, it is well known that there has been an uninterrupted
coastwise steamer service by other carriers for many years. Commerce has been,
in fact carried on between Pacific coast ports, Mexico and Central America, for
over eighty years. The following is a list of the existing steamer companies
operating In this commerce to-day between Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco,
and Puget Sound; they all handle a substantial tonnage.

While no competitive figures have been asked for on movement of gypsum
from San Marcus, Mexico, to Seattle, the much lower published rates on like or
greater distance boat hauls of oil in tankers moving empty one way, are interesting
and sustain the contention that the quoted rate on gypsum by noncompetitive
carrier is in essence fictitious and that the rate could and would be lower when the
exigency demands.

To-Commpany i Fronm-
C Mexico Central America

Panumt ail (for- San Francisco anit Los Mazatlan, Mamzanillo .... All ports.
nwerly Paciic). 1 Angeles.

National Naviga- . do....... ........ All orts ............. None.
tiun Co. (1 .. alboa.

IV. Y. ................. .. anillo..........
Naviqaziono Libera Seattle, San Francisco, Nono ..................... AcaJutla, La Libertad.

Triestimma. and Los Angeles.
Urtited Fruit Co .... ' SM Francisco ............. do .................... Corinto, La Union, Cris.

total.
Me x i c a n States San Francisco andt Los All ports as far south as None.

Line Angeles. , lanclaillo.
Latin America Line.I Seattle San Francisco and None ..................... Any port where sufficient

Los Angelcs. cargo offers.
W'htgo & Co ........ i..... (o .................... t io ........ L a Union southbounddonly).

neral Steanhip ..... o ............... Acapulco (nortlbountd La Liltrtatl Costa Itica________ Ste. _ only.) (northbound only).

63310-29-vou. 16, ti'llt 16- 3(0

@
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Referring to the mining costs at San Marcos Island, Mexico, whic. are
reported as $1 per ton, the figure needs close scrutiny. The mining or quarrylnig
conditions arc ideal; largo open quarries, in which the rock is brought dowI by
blasting, a cheap operation, easily characteristic of that which obtains at Nova
Scotia, and virtually the same as obtains in Utah.

It is to be noted that the Utah plant gives its mining costs at 85 cents per
ton, and this involves both open quarry and underground methods, about
equally divided, the underground method involving the higher cost, involves
an item of 11 cents per ton tramming front mine to mill.

Comparing the wage scale of the domestic producers with the cheap Mexican
peon labor available at San Marcos Island, Mexico, the domestic producers
operating at Plaster City, Imperial Valley, Calif.. state that the average wage paid
quarry employees is $0 per (lay gold. "that paid at the quarries of the Nephi
Co. is $3.75 for train men and $5 for quarry men. In contrast, confidential
advices from Mexican sources state that there are approximately 60 men con.
nected with the Standard Gypsum Co.'s operations at San Marcos Island,
Mexico. They receive an average of 3 pesos per day, which amounts to $1.50
gold. It makes it thus difficult to reconcile the costs of quarrying gypsuml
as reported by the Standard Gypsum Co., operating the gypsum quarries at
San Marcos Island, Mexico. Especially is this true when contrasted with
practically identical quarrying conditions at Nova Scotia, where the costs are
reported as 61 cents, and which involves a higher labor cost than at San Marcos.

We desire here to state that more than twenty years ago there was constructed
a mill at San Francisco known as the Golden Gate Plaster Co., fabricating
imported Mexican gypsum. Something more than twenty years ago the Nephi
Co., then the main interior domestic mill, bought out the principals operating
the San Francisco mill, which was promptly dismantled, to remove the menace
of these Mexican importations, which threatened even at that early period to
prevent the proper and profitable development of the far western domestic
gypsum industry. This foreign invasion has been resumed with added vigor
and the early day fear has become a reality now.

The principals of the Standard Gypsum Co. had had previous experience in
the gypsum business, and their mills at Long Beach and at Seattle, predicated
on the theory of using Mexican gypsum, were built with full knowledge of the
fact that the domestic production of mills west of the Rocky Mountains already
far exceeded the Pacific coast and Intermountain demands. However, it is not
suggested that these mills operating on Mexican gypsum cease to operate, but
every element of equity and justice demands an equalization impost, that the
domestic producers may be permitted to exist and compete.

During the promotions of the Standard Gypsum Co. it was freely asserted
by the principals that they would be the only concern in a position to make
boatload deliveries of crushed gypsum required by the cement plants in Aus.
tralia, New Zealand, and Japan; that they could earn interest on their invest.
meat from this Item alone, the apparent thought being, and so voiced by the chief
owner, that if their operations at Long Beach and Seattle resulted in a price
war, which was likely, these port mills would have a positive avenue to keep
alive while the western domestic mills were rendered unprofitable and some
or all be unable to long survive.

It was pointed out that a cargo shipment of 5,000 tons would require 100 freight
cars of 50 tons capacity, and that no interior mill could undertake to compete
because during the interim of loading from cars to boat it would so congest the
terminal as to be impractical, and In any event the delay would cause great
losses to the boat and, secondly, there would be incurred car demurrage charges
which could result in nothing less than losses. As leading color to the claim,
frequent published news items report large cargoes moving from San Marcos
Island to the Orient.

The railroads have built sidings and expensive installations at the domestic
mills, many of them at their own expense. Aside from this and the consider.
tion due the inland producing mills, it is obviously unfair to deprive the carriers
of the revenue created to them through the transportation of gypsum from the
interior to the consuming points.

The Nephi Co. operates two of its very large and excellent gylpsum deposits In
the immediate vicinity of Its mill; the third easily available, is held as reserve.
The known, easily measurable tonnage is sufficient to insure the life of the Nephi
operations for more than 100 years, operating at maximum average capacity of
200 tons per clay of manufactured product. Another mill with immense gypsum
reserves, at Sigurd, Utah, operative now for nearly 20 years, reports the same
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distress in its rapidly declining participation in the tonnage of the Pacific Coast
States.

II the San Rafael Swell, in Utah, representing a territory 50 miles long and
40 miles wide, is included a continuous succession of gypsum deposits of good
grade, easily minable, representing literally billions of tons, easily to be made
available with rail connection there, to guard indefinitely against any shortage
in respect to Western domestic needs.

There are immense deposits of gypsum of good grade still to be opened in
southern and central Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico, Oregon, and Idaho.
The vast deposits in Colorado and Middle Eastern states, the Southern States,
and New York have already been recorded in previous hearings, indicating that
the domestic resources are practically inexhaustible, and that there is no need
either on the Atlantic seaboard or on the Pacific Coast for imported gypsum, and
certainly not unless placed on a tariff basis which will enable the domestic pro-
ducers to compete.

In the hearing of July 12, 1929, before the Hon. James Couzens, Hon. Charles
S. Deneen, Hon. IHenry W. Keyes, Hon. David I. Walsh, and Hon. Elmer
Thomas, subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee designated to take tes-
timonv of the domestic and also the importers of gypsum, it was stated by wit-
ness Ellerbcck that the Standard Gypsum Co., aside from shipping gypsum from
San Marcos, Mexico, to United States Pacific ports, had, without fear of compe-
tition from United States domestic producers, a large market available in the
Orient. This information was conveyed to witness Ellerbeck by one of the chief
owners of the Standard Gypsum Co. That the business is not merely potential,
but is in fact a part of the Standard Gypsum Co. operations seems fairly well
established by copies from various news elppings appended heret,.

The contention of witness Ellerbeck that the rate cited by the Standard Gyp-
sum Co. of 83 per ton for boat movement of gypsum from San Marcos, Mexico,
to Seattle, is a noncompetitive rate and could and would likely be substantially
reduced when and if the exigency demands, is not only easily adjudged by the
substantially lower rates quoted by coastwise steamship companies for move-
ment of gypsum from Nova Scotia to Atlanticports, but also from comparative
rates for like end greater distance hauls of crude oil from and to various points
in Pacific waters and in this comparison, too (table appended hereto)-the tankers
must move back empty on return trips while the vessels conveying the gypsum
carry cargo both ways.

SAN MARCOS ISLAND, MEXICO, BY BOAT TO SEATTLE, WASH., 2,582 STATUTE
MILES-QUOTED ARBITRARY NONCOMPETITIVE RATE ON CRUDE GYPSUM
$3 PER TON

C-OMPARATIVE RATES ON CRUDE OIL MOVING IN TANKERS FOR APPROXIMATELY THE
SAME DISTANCE

1. From Los Angeles Harbor to Balboa, 30 cents per barrel or $2 per ton.
Distance, 2,913 miles.

2. From San Francisco to Hawaiian Islands, 20 cents per barrel, or $1.34 per
ton. Distance, 2,228 miles.

Oil rates involve the return of the tanker without any cargo on account of
Their construction.

The following news items refer to movements of crude gypsum from San
Marcos Island, Mexico, property of the Standard Gypsum Co., to China and
Japan:

1. San Francisco Bulletin, November 9, 1927:
"A new cargo movement from the Pacific seaboard was indicated by the

charter last week of the Japanese steamer Ryoka Maru to carry 8,000 tons of
fysum rock from San Marcos Island, off the lower California coast, to Hong

ong, China. The Standard Gypsum Co. of San Francisco was the charterer
and the movement may reach 150,000 tons a year."

2. Pit and Quarry, December 7, 1927:

"MORE GYPSUM TO CHINA

"Tie Standard Gypsum.Co. of Long Beach, Calif., are entering the oriental
trade. The company has completed arrangements for the use of a Japanese
steamer with time General Steamship Corporation, and will transport gypsum from
San Marcos Island to China. The company has arranged for comiections and
full cargoes of about 8,000 tons each will be shipped."
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3. Daily Commercial News, May 11, 1929: Wit

I1BUFOID' WILL CARRY GYPSUM CARGO TO JAPAN tae .

"Los ANGELES, May 10.-After passing through a disastrous Soul h Sea cruise, prote
a barren voyage to Aiaska, and many years transporting men for the United price

States Army, tile steamer Buford again has had plans for its fital voyage to Japan tit ft
altered. The old transport, sold to flasgewa Gentaro, of Kobe, has been char. A di

tered by the Getteral Steamship Corporation to carry a full cargo, 3,500 toils, of in att,
gypsum from San Marcos Island, Mexico, to Japan." terp

4. San Francisco Chronicle, July 1, 1929:
"In tow of a Red Stack tug, th old Alaska Packers' bark, Star of Iccland, In

passed out through the Golden Gate Saturday otn the first lap of what is to be her passe
final voyage. The famous old craft has been sold to a Japanese firm and after oill
loading a cargo of gypsum at San Marcos Island will proceed to Japan, where the Ie itt
craft will be broken tip. has a.

"The entire crew of the bark is composed of Japanese and this is the first tine servitt.
in many years that a big sailing ship has left the port with a Japanese crew." witt I

W. L. ELLERBECK,

President Nephi Plaster & Manufacturing Co., Salt Lake City, Utah. a lar

JULY 12, 1927. 1 slt

The foregoing is true to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. pltlic

W. L. ELLERnECK.

LETTER OF HON. TASKER L. ODDIE, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEVADA

JULY 15, 1929.

Hon. JAMES COUZENS,
Chairman Subcommittee on Minerals on Free List,

Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C. Saus
My DEAR SENATOR COUZENS: Plaster rock, or crude gypsuin, is now ott the inder

free list in paragraph 1745 of H. It. 2607. 1 should like to urge upon the coin- conitni
mittee the importance of imposing on this material a duty of $3 per short toll.

The act of 1922 put this material on the free list, and in that year the imports itport,
amounted to 130,953 toits, continuously increasing to 999,412 tons in 1928, an isavail
increase of 740 per cent. In 1925 the total quantity of plaster rock mined in might

the United States amounted to 5,678,302 tons. In that year there were imported the hat
into the United States 536,449 tons, a little over one-half of the amount which States
was imported in 1928, and the production In the United States had declined in thirds,
1927 to 5,346,888 toits, and in 1928 to 5,102,250 tois. balati

It would seem obvious from these figures that tile increasing importations of
.raw plaster rock, which have been at the average rate of 105 per cent a year for CIIitt,
tile past six years, will operate to reduce production in this country. If the Persia,
importations increase at the rate* since 1922, still more serious declines in the In t
production will occur. Therefore, in order to maintain the domestic indttstry periete
against this increasing competition from foreign sources of supply, it will bt tte ens
necessary to impose a dhity on the raw material. per mu

The beneficial use of land plaster as a fertilizer has long since been dcenon. hat tnt
strated. There are soils in every part of the United States which respond most atd I a
favorably to the use of .[find plaster, and in certain very important localities it It t
is anl absolute prerequisite. It is important to tlte agricultural industry that get alo
land plaster be made available at as many points as possible in the United States atait ge
in order to reduce the cost of transportation to a minimum. ta

Land plaster is in a sense a by-product of the construction plaster industry,
and as such call be made available only so long as the operation of the domestic low pri
industry is maintained; i. e., if the plaster industry is compelled to shut down the 1t
because of increased competition from foreign sources of supply plants located get Is
at the most strategic points from an agricultural point of view will no longer he Latel,
able to supply this essential fertilizer. At the present rate of increased ittiporta- thtetic
tion it would'not be long before foreign producers would be in a posit ion to dictate caing
the price for this material. It is important, therefore, that this country maintain In 192
a vigorous plaster industry in order to afford that competition t which is necessary about
to keel) the price at a reasonable level. of salts
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WVith a duty of $3 per ton on crude gypsum rock the domestic industry would
Ile able successfully to compete with foreign sources of supply and tile price of
land plaster to the farmer, plus the cost of transportation, would be less under
the duty than it would be if permitted to enter free. Failing to provide such
protection for the plaster industry, foreign producers soon would so control the
price that it would be greater to the farmer and the maximum cost of transporta-
tion from the seaboard to the interior would prevail.

A duty on plaster rock, therefore, should be regarded as of primary importance
in any program for the relief of the agricultural industry. Under the strictest
interpretation of the President's program of revising the tariff in the interest of
the agricultural industry, this item must be included.

In the recent Legislative Assembly of the State of Nevada a resolution was
passed, and approved March 21, 1929, which requested this duty of $3 per ton
on plaster rock. I have submitted this resolution to the committee, and it will
he pubtilislied in the record of hearings on tie metal and mineral schedule. Nevada
has already made considerable development in the gypsum industry which is
serving the agricultural industry, not only of Nevada but also of adjacent States,
with land plaster for use as fertilizer. Unless this duty is provided the plaster
industry in Nevada will be seriously handicapped, and with increased importa-
tions it is altogether probable that the plants will be shut. down, in which event
a large agricultural area would suffer.

I shall greatly appreciate the committee's consideration of this matter and the
publication of this statement in the hearings on paragraph 1745.

Very sincerely yours, rASKEr L. ODDIE.

SAUSAGE CASINGS

[Par. 1752]

BRIEF OF THE VISKING CORPORATION, CHICAGO, ILL.

Sausage casings are at present admitted free of duty into the United States
under paragraph 1655 of the present tariff, but I beg to present to your honorable
committee the suggestion that they be put oil the dutiable list.

The United States both exports sausage casings of its own production and
imports sausage casings of foreign production. Comparatively little information
is available as to the quantity produced in this country, although a rough estimate
aight set tile figure at 75,000,000 pounds. We do know, however, that in 1927,
the latest year for which statistics are available, we imported into the United
States 20,755,144 pounds, valued at $15,832,123. Of this total nearly two-
thirds, in point of value, consisted of tIle intestines of s11ep and goats and tile
balance from iogs and cattle. I mention this because sheep casings are nearly
all produced in the more remote, less civilized portions of the world, such as
China, Mongolia, Siberia, the parts of Russia near the Caspian Sea, Turkey,
Persia, and India.

In these countries wages are exceptionally low. From my own personal ex-
perience I know, for I hIavo been in tile business there, that coolies are hired in
tile casing-clealling plants of China tt tile equivalent il American money of $7.50
per nionth, with seven 12-hour days each week, while Chinese wonli get only half
that inucih. Il Turkey, where I have also been, the wages are biit slightly higher,
and I ani informed that conditions in the other countries mentioned aire sinlilar.

Il the United States, men working on either iatural or synt hetic sausage casings
get about 65 cents an hour, or $5.20 for an 8-hour day-nearly is III.tell as a, China-
111ll gts i i illOnlth and I1much IlO'0 tlll a Clinese ~WoIlall gets. Even la wonlall
nattural or synthetic casing worker in the United States gets over 40 cents all lour.

One of tle results of these conditions is that while in a country of supposedly
low prices, like Turkey, the price of a set of raw intestines is around 40 cents, in
the United States the most our skeep killers, who contract their raw guts, usually
get is 10 cents, and so, directly, 30 cents les; for the American sheep farrmer.

Lately I have been instriulnental in makilIg for the American market a syn-
thlctic sausage casing through which skinless frankfurters are produced. This
casing is also the direct product of tile American farm, as it is made of cotton.
In 1920, 4 bales of cotton and 11 employees were used. In 1928 we averaged
sbout 80 employees and bought 5 carloads of -otton. We inake about 50 miles
of sausagecasing a day. Right in Washington they use over 20 miles t week
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But we are competing with lal)or costing $7.50 a month. We need protection if
from people satisfied with that sort of living. Other civilized countries have gath'
recognized these conditions, and while I have been unable to secure data on the ine
import duties assessed by all of then, I would like to mention a few: Canada, lady
17 per cent ad valorem; France, 25 francs per 100 kilos, plus 2 per cent ad the
valorem (about $0.45 per hundredweight and 2 per cent ad valorem): Switzer. they
land, 2 francs per 100 kilos (about $1 per hundredweight); Portugal, 80.0. per dieap
kilo (gold exchange), plus 2 per cent ad valorem (about $2 per hudre'lweight if
and 2 per cent ad valorem); Spain, 35 gold pesetas per 100 kilos (about $5 per loiste
hundredweight); Netherlands, 0.60 florin per 100 kilos (about $0.11 per hundred. lobste
weight); Norway, 0.45 crown per kilo (about $0.05 per hundredweight); Czecho. Voltec
slovakia, 24 crowns per 100 kilos (about $0.31 per hundredweight). of 10

From these figures it can be seen that there is a great diversity of opinion tie I
among other nations as to what rate of duty should Ie charged, but I might II el
mention that the committee of the House of Representatives, when considering 11.
a former tariff bill, recommended a 15 per cent ad valorem duty which was ioli'te
subsequently stricken out. Ai,

To really protect the synthetic casing industry and the sheep farming industry speck
of the United States, a rate of duty should be imposed which will equalize the toe
amazing difference in wage scales between the United States and sheep-casing. We
producing countries. In the United States the cost of labor on casings is more Calla
than half the total cost, so that an import duty of 50 per cent would practically as liii:
equalize the figure. Speaking alone for the company which I represent, we
would be willing to meet this foreign competition on the basis of a slight price get 3
disadvantage and would be quite satisfied with an import duty of 25 per cent. they
Such a duty would protect the American sheep farmer, the American cotton their
grower, and ourselves as manufacturers of synthetic casings. sell th

Nothing has previously been said in this brief as to the advantages accruing rio
to the American public through the use of clean, sanitary, synthetic sausage marke
casings in place of more or less perfectly cleaned intestines of animals, but if tile [nt '
information on this subject is desired by tile committee I would suggest that it .0lpp1
be taken up with the Bureau of Animal Industry, United States Department of causing
Agriculture, at Washington. It will be found that the Bureau of Animal I nludstry CCII

has found it necessary to promulgate certain quite drastic regulations to )reeiit lollste
importation into the United States of sausage casings which are not sufliciently a dui.
clean or free of disease to be fit for human consumption. I (1o not know fii(''i
whether this is the proper subject for this committee to consider, but if it is, a Dii1i
the information can be secured from the source which I mention. days

EnwiN 0. FiIEU.N), III
President. tis it

Subscribed and sworn before me this 19th day of July, 1929. woith:

RAYMOND T. Moorn. they C
Notary Public. tlme3 "*

Isn't It
LOBSTERS giving

[Par. 17571 In e

BRIEF OF H. D. CRIE, DIRECTOR OF SEA AND SHORE FISHEItlES, gooil

STATE OF MAINE 11i1tik.

Mr. 'hlrinain and gcntleenvi or tile Senate Filntiue Conimlttee. tin hetli,,er
Iliternen" of lilt, U ited Sit('5 mlie u agiinstll soIllu- tion i iiti Iei'cao.se a
wily his liven proved wliorebly ('alnmuin coli ship into tile Unitild Stll ts nl-
kets lobsters caught hiI ti' vicinity (f P'rlnce .wlward and (' Brut Itr'ton l.sllds.
where lobsters are as plentiful to-day :is ihey were oil I!' Maiii, vowsi 100
years ugo. 'Tle lobsters are ikein to Point d(it tChu', New lrnn-t'\\'l'k. and are STAT
shllqped ftiot t llere iO lston ill religitli or em's, front which lJort they are SEN'
shilied to tit( W~e.,tvrrn State. S

Not only Is there all atiuiiditce of hbsters lit lila vielnity, but tile |I, 1irin STA
nre able to lIrc'cure necessary equilnient it only half the cost tlht tit' Iiitled
Stale,; laherinen are obliged to llYi; thn:4 the New England lobster llshirne Sent1
iire il dr'eet coilthet10 with e Ctandian flshernin, who catch tli'ie tin'S to file
as itany lobsters at about ot'-sixth of the cost Per pound.

states
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If tie consumer got the benefit, it might be worth considering, but invesli-
gatton shows that the average retail flsh dealer maintains as nearly as possible
pne lprie throughout th year. When lobsters are cheap, they are kept regu-
larly In stock and are sold at a large profit, and when prices advance .so that
Ihe, dealerA eill' ,iOt uiko a profit, as they soinetilies do advance Iu winter,
they are not kept i!, stock, so It Is seldom if ever the consmuners get any real
cheall li tibstrs, re.,at'dless of the rice paid to the fisherina.

If we ship lobsters into Canada we have to pay a ditty of 25 per cent on live
lbsters ainl t duty of 30 per cent with 2 per cent additional oui preserved

lobsters. The above statement lms Just bien confirmed over the phone by the
collector of customs, Eastprt; therefore the fishermen all feel that a duty
of 10 cents per poun1d should be placed on lobsters shipped front Canada Into
the tlniled States markets, because they tire produced it such a cheap price
iI Catada compared wii what it costs to produce them in Maine, and I w'aiit
to say right here that Mahii(' produces nearly as uaiiy lobsters as till the other
lobter-priduving Slates ia New Engaid. with New York included.

Already there is a duty on salmon. halibut, mackerel, and swordfish, which
species come in our dally food supply. Lobsters are in the luxury class and
therefore should lie subject to a duty.

We believe that if the Maine lobster flshernmen have to compete with the
Canadian fishermen, as in the case to-day, they can not earn a living wage,
as lis been demonstrated during the past ftw mnouths. It costs about 25
cents per pound to produce lobsters in Maine, and if the fishermen can liot
get 30 or 35 cents per pound they will have to go (out of business because
Ihey must surely have al 10 cents per iund profit if they are to provide for
their fitlles. During October and November, 1928, they were obliged to
sell their lobsters for 20 cents per pound, ialking no irolit whatever.

Prior to 1924, Canitdhin lobsters were not shipped to the United States
malrkeis ti any great quantities after the last day of June of each year,
iit sinee refrigerator cars have come Into use in Canadi lobsters are being

slilliped In suffileient quliantitles to control the price of the New England product,
causing a great hardships to tile lblister fisherlileli.

Getlemen, I represent 25,000 people In Maine who depend enirely on tie
lob.tet' industry for their dally bread ind who all ftel Justified in asking for
ia daily oil lobsters. for without such, we cin not coiptte with the Canadiln
fisl hrln. who have only half the aliouil of ioliey invested and who catch
is iniy lobsters in one diy there, as the fislierillmnvi ini Maine catch in tiree

days.
Il dechling this issue, please take into consideration the number of people

tills indlustry clothes, feeds, and edicltes, also tii1hik of the valut, these
wortlhy fishermen were to the Nation during the World War, for it that time
tlhey (did not wiit to lie drafted but ellisted ind took coninand of tle ships
halt carried tile soldiers across to do their part. No onle knows how soon
ihey will lie called agiiin to tike pait in a sllir conflict. This living true,
Isi't It tip to you to encourage them to continue in tle lobster lusilless by
giving then a duty suffclelntly large to iisure justice and equality with the
caulllan ishl0er'ien?

ill i.'sliig, I wish to say lhat whatever lienftlls Mmiiie also beiieflts all the
bloste' flslierien of New Eigland, and If a 25 per cent ad valoreni lulty is

good for Canada It surely lust toe equitlly as giod for New Eligllid. I
laik you.

II. 1). CliE.

GOAT, SHEEP, AND CABRETTA SKINS
[Par. 17611

STATEMENT OF MARION DE VRIES, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRE-
SENTING THE KID LEATHER MANUFACTURERS OF THE UNITED
STATES

Senator COUZENS,- Judge Marioii J)e Vries, of W1'ashington, desires
to file a brief for the kid Ileather niiinlifactlllrel's, paraili'gla)h 17611 and
without objection the brief may be filed. Do you desire'to make any
Statement?
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Mr. DE, VinEs. No, it is all a matter of law, Mr. Chairman, and Sin
everything that I would care to say is stated in the brief.

(The brief referred to as is follow s:) and
an

BRIEF OF MARION DE ValEs, REPRESENTING THE KID LEATHER NIANUFACTUItERS s t
OF TiHE UNITED STATES list

that W
The CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF TH, FINANCE COMMITTEE: Hensl

I appear in behalf of the kid leather manufacturers of the United States was
In tile view that certain skins, to wit, calf skins, alid certain hides, iay be expel

placed upon the dutiable list in the fi.al enactment of this bill, and tilat goat,
sheep, and cabretta skins now are and always have been on tile free list and will
probably so remain, no suggestion for a change having been made, the following been
paragraph is suggested as a substitute for paragraph 1761 of the free list. salt ci

Tile language is suggested particularly in behalf of tile goat and kid skin leather tle v
manufacturers in order that there may be no confusion as to precisely what ]
skins are included upon the dutiable list and what upon tile free list. Partice.
larlv is tilis true in view of tile term "hides of cattle of the bovine species" to 28,
employed for dutiable purposes in paragraph 1530 of tihe House bill. tons,

The paragraph is drawn in conformity with tile court decisions upon tile subject, Sen
so drawn that there may be no successful attempt to withdraw wool from the d uti.
able provisions by bringing it in upon the skins of sheep, lamb, or possibly I
cabretta, and further that sheep, lamb, and cabretta skins containing any sub and t
stantial amount of wool siall not tlereby be withdrawn from the free-list monu
provisions. SCR

It reads:
"PAR. 1761. Goat and sheep (including kid and lamb), cabretta, and nil other ton of

kinds of skins, all of the foregoing raw and not specially provided for: Provided, Mr.
That any substantial amount of wool content upon she) and lamib skills shall stand
be dutiable according to the provisions of paragraph 1102 (a) ald (b) of this act." takes

SALT CAKE OR CRUDE SODIUM SULPHATE paper

[Par. 17621 Muc

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. POLACK, REPRESENTING THE MYLES
SALT CO., NEW ORLEANS, LA., AND OTHERS th

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the sulbcom. cake
mittee.) is(111

Mr. POLACK. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I am going to try to be diffei'
as brief as possible and just touch the high spots, because the testi.iony tnti
and the briefs submitted before the House committee cover tie sub. tis
ject fairly well, but there hiuve been some things that have happened low pi
since and some figures secured that will add to that record. so tha

At the June meeting Senator Smoot requested us to be as brief as Could
possible and not to duplicate anything that had happened in the record Paper
in the Hiouse. Therefore I was coaj)elled to confine myself rather to that sC

a short brief. by the
Senator CouzrN,s. Are you going to file a brief? 0 pIe
Mr. PO ACK. 1 am going to. I would like to touch the high spots Soof it, however. nF1Paced
Senator Couzweve s. It will hardly be much use to repeat what you I this

have already in your brief, because we will only have to read it all Tie

over wihen we come to write the bill. output
Mr. POLACK. There are some few little things that have been couitr

learned since. to kee
This brief is signed by our company, the Monsanto Chemical Co. III 1

and the Grasseli Chemical Co., and I desire to submit it. crease(
toils. a,

I01: I
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Since the meeting in the House the Congressional Record shows
that before the bill was presented to the House the House Ways
and Means Committee prepared and had agreed to adopt an
amendment placing sodium sulphate or salt cake on the dutiable
list to the extent of $4 a ton. The Congressional Record shows
that just at the last minute this amendment was not presented to the
House. The Congressional Record also shows that the amendment
was prepared by the committee after thorough consideration by
experts of the Tariff Commission.

Since our statement to the H-ouse of Representatives we have
been able to secure much later figures as to the imports of German
salt cake into this country, and I would like to call your attention to
the very rapid growth of those imports.

In 1925 there were 1,708 tons. They gradually increased in 1928
to 28,000 tons, and for the first four months of 1929 there were 32,000
tons, indicating imports this year of approximately 100,000 tons.

Senator COUZENS. In just what industry is salt cake used?
Mr. POLACK. It is used largely in the manufacture of kraft paper,

and the opposition we had in the House was from the kraft paper
manufacturers.

Senator COUZENs. How many pounds of salt cake are used in a
ton of kraft l)aper?

Mi'. POLACK. I am not in the kraft paper business, but I under-
stand from taking the output of mills and the purchases of mills it
takes about 400 pounds, or a little less, of sult cake to a ton of kraft
paper-about one-fifth.

Senator CouzE.Ns. If this duty were placed on the salt cake, how
much would it raise the price of kraft paper?

Mr. POLACK. I am inclined to believe that it would not raise the
price of kraft paper at all, for this reason; according to briefs submitted
by tile kraft paper people, the lowest increase in their cost of manu-
facture if the entire $5 duty we ask were added to the price of salt
cake would be 00 cents a ton in their cost; the highest is $2. There
is quite a difference in their figures. I can not. account for that
difference; but we do not believe that we could possibly secure the
entire $5 addition to our price because the Germans are able to nake
this stilt cake out of a waste product of their potash mines at such
low 1)riee that they would be able to absorb at least half of the duty,
so that if we secured $2 or $2.50 a ton more for our cake it is all w e
could expect. It would increase the cost of manufacture of sulphate
paper to the extent, maybe, of 40 or 50 cents a ton. It is a conmniodity
that sells in the market for something over $100 a ton and is l)rotected
by the tariff, under both the ol and the new acts, to the extent, of
30 per cent, or $25 to $30 per ton.

So 1 would say to you that I do not, believe that if this duty were
placed on salt cike it would increase the selling price of kraft paper
II this country.

The figures show that the American manufacturers increase their
output of salt cake as the demand of the paper manufacturers in this
country increase, showing the ability of the Aime'ican manufacturer
to keep up with the demand.

In 1921 the production was 131,000 tons, but in 1927 it had in-
crease(d to 225,000 tons, The imports in 1928 were about 28,000
tons, and they simply supplied the amount of cake that was formerly
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supplied by American manufacturers in the west who were compelled
to close d own their plants on account of the low price of German cake. C0i1

Salt cake is manufactured as salt cake in New Jersey, Connecticut,
New York, Colorado, Massachusetts, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Fran
California, Ohio, Iowa, Pennsylvania, Arkansas, Texas, West Vir. Berliginia, and Delaware. In addition to the manufactured salt cake the
Geological Survey shows that there are 35 deposits of natural cake tioli
which could be developed in this country. 0'rlese deposits occur in fiXe(
Arizona, California, Colorado, daho, Nevada, Oregon, Texas, Utah, qual
Washington, and Wyoming and comprise many, many millions of Salt
tons of natural cake. this

Senator Couzxs. Is that all in your brief? into
Mr. POLACK. No, Senator; those things are not in my brief. it Pm-
Unfortunately, salt cake is on the free list and we are not permitted

under the provision of investigation by the Tariff Commission to be he S
considered if our industry gets into trouble. If salt cake were on the mel
dutiable list, as we think it should be, and we were protected by a this.
duty that was too large the commission could reduce it, or if it, was secur
too small the commission could increase it. But we are not on the The,
dutiable list and are banned from such consideration. 01110

Senator KEYEs. Is this salt cake that you are producing a by. as th
product? With

Mr. POLACK. Ours is not a by-product. There are certain mnanu. go ft
facturers of salt cake who manufacture it as a by-product. There Scl
are other large manufacturers of salt cake who manufacture it as a I
major product. The by-product cake was largely manufactured by il
a process where they used niter cake. Since the nitrogen fixation Sit
method has come into vogue the manufacturers of niter cake have free
been gradually put out of business, we might say, anl the amount of Gern
niter cake for by-product salt cake must gradually be reduced and is
being reduced very largely. So that the salt cake manufactured as cridc
such is a major product and the natural deposits will be the source of proce
sulnpply ot salt cake in this country. Th

Senator I)ENNNm:. Where is it manufactured in Illlinois-in Chicago? mi'ie
Mr. POLACK. It is manufactured tip there by the General Chemical

Co. The Monsanto has a plant in East St. Louis. Grasseli's plants, is a
I think, are in Indiana and Ohio. I am not sure just where they
are located. There are other plants up there. I do not happen to
know the location of them.

Senator WALsH. Have you stated the Ise of salt cake?
Mr. POLACK. By far the greatest use is in the manufacture of

sulphate paper. ant t
Since outr brief was submitted there has been published-and this With

was taken from the icwspapers--a report by William T. J)ougherty, Sell
of Berlin, the American Trade Conminssioner. The newspnler have
clipping referred to read as follows:

Fremich amid Belgian salt cake (sodium suilphate) produicers are about to enter icam
an international convention, so far contiiied to the Germnatis aid lbitish, to factit
allocate export markets. Tliie: combination would represelt a total (if about a dt
590,00010 metric tons of procluct, divided as follows: fAemm,.vn, 29(10,0 tos;
England, 150,001) toms; ielgiim, 80,000 tons, aid France, 70,001) tons. ttiba
The Anglo-Gerniati agreemienit on stilt cake niarkrts has been in eflfcet since '11

1925 to run to 1930, lut this will more than likely be extended to 1935. It this c
reserves British markets to England; Germian, Czech, amd Austriam market to of 1W
Germany, with a 40-60 (Englisli-Gcrmnan) division oni all other export markets. purpr
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With the Belgian and French producers included, Belgium is accorded 30 per
cent of its homo market and 20,000 tons for export., while France sells its own
country and is allowed 12,000 tons for export. Both Belgian and French export
stocks are to be sold by the Sulfat-Vereinigung (German salt cake cartel) of
Frankfort on the Main, reports Trade Commissioner William T. Dougherty,
Berlin.

All of the salt-cake manufacturers of the world are in a combina-
tion except tie Americans. They have allocated tonnage; they have
fixed prices in every country in the world where it is consumed in any
quantities. Tie entire situation is being handled by the German
Salt Cake Syndicate. America is the only country that is not in on
this syndicate. All of the surplus of all the other countries is dumped
into America to the disadvantage of the American manufacturer, and
it prohibits tie development of the natural resources of this country.

Commissioner Dougherty also submitted a report in 1927 in which
he showed that the profits and losses were divided amongst various
menibers of the syndicate. There is something very significant in
this. Tile Germans at the end of 1926 had developed a method of
securing salt cake from the waste product of their potash mines.
They are able to produce at a very minor cost, and they immediately
endeavored to try to secure the American market, or as much of it
as they possibly could; and the figures that I gave you on imports show
with what success their object was attained. In about four years they
go from 1,700 tons up to what this year will probably be 100,000 tons.

Senator WALSH. German cake is a waste product, is it?
Mr. POLACK. No; they use a waste product for its manufacture.

I am coming to that in a minute.
Stlt cake, crude, or sodium sulphate, crude, or salt cake, is on the

free list. The product which is coming in as salt cake, crude, from
Germany is, to my mind, not a crude product. A crude product is
defined very well inder minerals in the tariff act of 1922-minerals,
crude, in an unnuanufactured state, or not increased in value by
process or refining.

The word "crude" is used many times in tile tariff bill, but in
minerals it is given it definition which I think is an excellent one.

Sodium sulphate that the Germans bring in here as salt cake, crude,
is a manufactured l)roduct; it i a refined product. They take tie
mag1Ilesiumi sulphate, a waste product from their potash mines, and
they mix it in solution with salt or sodium chloride. They l)ut it
through a cooling process and make sodium sulphate.

Senator COUZENs That is all in the House record, is it not?
Mr. POLACK. Not all of it, not just in that way. Part of it is. I

am trying to be brief, Senator, but perhaps my argument runs away
with me.

Senator COUZENS. We do not want a lot of repetition, because we
have to read all this over, you know.

Mr. POLACK. We believe that after the Germans secure the Anier-
ican market they will raise their price and that tile paper imanu-
facturers will be no better off than they would be if they permitted
a duty. This would surely be the case in case of war or any dis-
turbance to freights.

There is no possibility of a monopoly of the salt-cake interests in
this country. Congress passed a law'in 1920 for the development
of mineral resources, to promote mining. That was done for the
purpose of preventing monopoly, because as soon as the price is
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sufliciently high all of these m-llions of tons are capable of develop.
meant.

It is a strange thing, but the importers of foreign cake have an
advantage on inland freight rates to many of the consuming points
in this country. In other words, the freight rates from the ports of
entry to the consuming centers are frequently lower than the freight
rates from the manufacturing plants in this country to the consuri.
ing centers.

I want to say that most of the figures and many of the facts can
be obtained from the Tariff Commission. They are thoroughly
familiar with it. They went over t~h matter in the House com-
mittee; and the Treasury Departmeni also has many figures.

There is one other thing that I would like to call to your attention,
and that is the dumping act.

Senator WALSH. Before the House committee Mr. Harvey, of
Boston, appeared, representing the Advance Bag & Paper Co. and
the Southern Advance Bag & Paper Co. He claims that he bought
salt cake, imported, for his northern mill in Maine, and bought salt
cake from Louisiana for his Louisiana mill.

Mr. POLACK. I think that imported cake was a by-product cake.
Senator WALSH. He made this statement:
We want it left on the free list. One manufacturer of salt cake in Louisiana

unfortunately does not make salt cake as a by-product. All other salt cake is a
by-product. So that is why the Louisiana situation is different. We are paying
the Louisiana manufacturer for his salt cake, although it cuts down our buying
capacity, $14.25 a ton for his salt cake, when we are paying in tile north, $11.25.

What do you say to that?
Mr. POLACK. I can say that the northern cake lie is buying is

either a by-product cake or perhaps the manufacturer is selling it at
a loss in order to compete with the foreign cake. I would not hesi-
tate to say that some manufacturers might, in order to continue
their business, make their salt cake in combination with other com-
modities, and they have to take care of their business. I do not
know anything regarding the cost of the product that lie is buying or
from whom lie is buying it.

(The brief submitted by Mr. Polack is as follows:)

BRIEF OF MYLES SALT CO. (LTD.), THE GRASSELI CIEMICAL CO., AND Tile
MONSANTO CHEMICAL Co.

lon. REED SMIOOT,
Chairman Finance Committee,

United States Senate, W1'ashinglon, D. C.
Sin: Under your ruling at the opening of these hearings that only new matter

or data not covered by the record of the hearings before the Itouse Ways and
Means Committee, be considered, it becomes necessary for us to confine ourselves
largely to refuting arguments in the briefs made by those opposing our request
and to add only such new figures as have come to our knowledge since the hear.
ings before the House committee.

As iN shown by' the Congressional Record of May 27, 1929, page 2061, th0
Committee on Wlays and Means of the House of Representatives agreed, after
full consideration and on the basis of facts presented, to offlr an amendment
to the proposed tariff act providing for a duty of $4 per ton on salt cake. This
agreement was reached after advice from experts of the Tariff Commission, who,
according to tle statement in tile Congressional Record, prepared the amend-
ment for the committee after a thorough study of the ease. This amendment
was not olfered for passage with the bill.

A statement was made in the Ways and Means Committee hearings that
fully 95 per cent of the salt cake made in this country is a by-product, thereby
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insinuating that it is a waste product. This is not a fact, as salt cake as made
in America to-day is not a waste or by-product. It is being manufactured by
several large chemical companies as a major product for the paper mills (and
others) and were the paper mills to discontinue using it it would not be so mnanu-
factured. There was a time when large amounts of niter cake were used in the
manufacture of salt cake. This niter cake was a by-product, but this is no longer
a material factor in the salt cake production, as tle change of method of making
nitrogen by tie air fixation process has gradually supplanted the ol method,
and it has, therefore, been found necessary to make salt cake in larger quantities
without niter cake, as niter cake is no longer produced in sufficiently large quan-
tities.

Since we filed our brief with the House committee, figures obtained through
the United States Tariff Commission show imports of foreign salt cake for the
first four months of 1929 of 32,259 tons. Also the following figures for the other
years: Tons

1925 -------------........ . ....................... ,708
1926 -------------------------------------------------- 58834
1927 -------------------------------------------------- 11,600
1928 -------------------------------------------------- 28, 228

On the basis of the figures for the first four months, the total imports for 1929
will probably be in excess of 100,000 tons, as each few months show a rapid in-
crease over the previous few months. This increased business should and could
have been taken care of by American manufacturers, and through the develop-
ment of large natural deposits of salt cake in several of our Western and North-
western States, which deposits are capable of largo development if properly
protected by a duty. The figures also show conclusively how rapidly the Ger-
mans secure and hold a market when once permitted to get a foothold.

American cake manufacturers increased their plants and kept up with the In-
creased demands of tho paper mills, as in shown by the figures in the files of the
Tariff Commission, production increasing from 131,000 tons in 1921, to 225,000
tons in 1927. The imported cake in 1928 displaced approximately the tonnage
of American plants that were compelled to close down owing to German dumping
at low priePs in this country. The larger and ever-increasing imports during
1929 indicate the extent to which the American industry has already been stifled
and not only will these imports prevent the extension of existing American
plants and the development of the natural salt cake beds of the West but these
extensive imports will also cause curtailment in the presently operating plants
for the manufacture of cake. This will have the added effect of curtailing
muriatic acid manufacture in this country with consequent hardship on the many
industries in which it is an essential porduct.

When an extensive American industry Is threatened with ruination by for.
eign invasion, we do not think It fair to American Industry or investment to
ermint Its product to remain on the free list, where it can not secure recognition

of the Tariff Commission for Investigation and later revision of duty under the
old or the presently proposed tariff acts. While we have asked that a duty
of at least $5 per ton be pmnced on foreign -alt cake, under the flexible section
of the tariff act, if it were shown after investigation by the Tariff Commission
that conditions had changed and that the American papjer or other industry
was suffering on account thereof, the President could under tihe law reduce the
duty 50 per cent, or $2.50 per ton, in which instance the Germans could absorb
the entire duty and still make a profit on their waste-product cake and continue
to furnish cake to American consumer at no higher than the present price.

We believe Congress would not be looking for enough ahead in assuming an
attitude on this proposition which will not only preclude the possibility of tile
development of the natural deposits or the manufacture of salt cake in this
country but will no doubt cause the disinlegration of some of the existing
plans for Its manufacture. Anything tmt will happen to disturb tile peace of
the world or disturb freight rates on their foreign shipments woulh leave ihe
users of sodium sulphate ii this country without an adequate Immediate or
nearby source of supply. Ili making tils statement we are not unmindful of
the natural dcpol4t: In the far West, as those deposits require large invest-
nent and development In order to produce rapld;y. They are now closed down,
and neither they nor manufacturers of salt cake will be disposed to build
plants for its development or nmaflfature if it remains on le free list amid
the investmients Iin plant and maehlinery allowed to be jeopardized by free
foreign cake.
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To plitee any part of tue chemical Industry of this country iI it position 1age
where it would be dominated or controlled by foreign Interests we ib,'lve prte(
would be unwise, to may the least, Judging from past experiences. htiduall

It i a well-known fact tint prior to the World War Gernany practically con. ver tol
trolled the largest part of the chentical Industry of the wor.d. Page

Tile Germnan "1. G.," or dye trust, are the second largest producers of so(iuln Jlr' (1.
sulphate in Germany and tire part of tile 8nlfiat-Verelnigl'g, which is tie We *
Germany syndicate or cartel that controls the production, the distribution, and paragri
th(! price of practically every sodlm-stilhite maltlfaliurer iI Gerllltiiy. the fre
They call well afford to put sodlum suliphate Into this country it prices so low Ways •
as to destroy the Aineriein stliliate andl1 inurihtie itelid ilattufitctures. The We j
Suh'at-Vereiningung controls tile product of the sulphate wade front the Kalse. leisf,
roda potash refuse. There is 11( questloni that this product can be iiallufle.
tured tit a price and delivered to American ports below the cost of the American
zuintifactltred product. They can * shipt this Ili unlimited quantities, iaecordlng to
reports received front all American department investigation in Geriany. Tile
Germans claim that their " Kaiseroit " salt cake is about 98 li'r (cet pure
sodliun "ulphate, though they ship, it into the United states its stilt cake. crude,
free of duty. W.%sn

Front this it can be seen that Gernatn control, with their clietp sodium
shipped in ts salt (ake, crude, duty free, wouil also very easily control, willhout
fear of competition, tile manufatur of G.aub-r's salts and anlydrous sodium lin. It
sulphate in tile United States, and they can seriously injure salt cake and scill
muriatle aeld business of the United Stttes.

Again, In cast' of the peace of the world ielng disturbed so as to affect foreign SIR:
shipping, this would affect tile textile said rayon itldustries in tills country very (sodlilm
seriously, where tile anhtydrous sodium sulphate fids a Inarket. In other for by.I'
words, many industries dependent upon sodium sulphate, or stilt cake, crude, the 11101
Glauber's salts, and aiydious sodium sulilate, would be dependent uuon tot e partlcuh
Germans for their source of supply. Atid tit(' destruction of a considerabh, part We at:
of the present source of supply of murlatie acid would be caused thereby. fred for

Wtat will happen after tit, American manufacturer is forced out of business their u,
can well lie Imagined. The Germans will then raise their price, and the Aliel. laliids l
an manufacturers needing stilt cake will find tilmselves without a readily 0ioutltry.

obtainable reasonable source of supply lit this country. To se,
It Is our Ieilef that even if we should be granted a duty of $5 per ton on we are

salt cake, we comld not secure more than approximately $2 to $2.50 additional expeter
for our salt cake on amount of the Germans being able to ship it here lit sidi foettire
a low cost and with low freights., queie A%

The experts of tim Tariff Commission tre fanilliar with all the falts, having aids to
gone over them thoroughly for tile House Ways and Means Committee. Tiis i)

Il the HIoust' hearing It was stated that of the 200,000 tons of vake us( in (t 11oi1C
1928 less than (.2,000 tos were imported. Department of Connerce figures show Ihnoual(
28.000 toins Inported, and almost 32,259 tons (luring tile first four motlhs of Rleslet

1929, indicating probable Imports (if 100,000 toiis for 1929.
It was also suggested that a duty tl salt cake would give ole (olitpm1iv a

Itlnotopoly iII tile Stuth0ern States. Thi could not lappelln oil acollill uif tile WAsH1
large deposits of natural cake it tile West that catin le developed if a flt%. is
placed on salt eike. These natural deposits tire aI protection agiitis! a t,inlnmly BRIEF
in atty' part of this country because Just its soon as the price would go sutti. ,, .
ciettly high tilis eake woldh (-onte oil the market Ili ever intereasitg itiUll ies,
slild this spily wiouhl always lie availadle if it is permit ted to Iv- devehilie
Ulnlet" it irotetetive duty. Futrthermoire, tile foreign cake illicde front a waste
ltrollet woutthl always be avalhihe to thc Gulf Ills at a low price. 1t1l0 it Tie it
would tie iilnls', hiretfore. to n1at011ittn It 111t0ioy 1i1asli0 ItS liltP freight le phtte,(
rates front ti Gulf pio'ts to collilnilng Illpllts lit the Southii tire lt iany ittsttIceis tLto\'lw, I
,lower thtia (and itt flierss equal to) flite freiht rates from donlsli wotl'k going.,
Io fill- voltStllliitl.4 liolls. strittigc its It tlttay seliln, the ilsiorters hitve it di(llist A. ret

tidv lititge lit domeslie freight rafls; of th, 12 cotlsllllming tli l iit hlit% fuir I (h-'
Still l in Texas., Lotishltii, Mlssissp. , Arikansas. til( Ain lim . (I it' lw-i ilil r-l1l

inijiIs hlave lower frciglit ritti's by .4 to 12!2 colts per 1(10 lotidls fromt (tif 2. rllc
itl'ts tllllt front the v rest dollvsth, Icake-itrodlhi ng plltit s, Illill lese six 111tils (Se 04 t111
will (ih c'lisii illllo.st olle-]itllf of I e ilt catk,, tl ltilI l ha l t st'(t i l ht. 3. 'rli

W e rcsliet 'llhly sIY llillit (tI' r '(itle.t liii1t ti' 11 11hf, 7 hill as prt,0 11s414 lie .ttllt (.
attiildll Il tecorItdtllce wil Ile wotding o1' 4liet PIt-lt t n preillre.l lIy the 4. (le|t
Tarifl' Colimimliss lcll mxpit 11tail iiicltlditig i dilly of '5 ier fii oil slilill s Nil. (W) Dt

phalte, lliown as salt (ake. tts fiillows: Mt MI.
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Ion 'Page :30, line 20. after the words " anhydrous," sI rike out " $4 per toil," and
Ve pr dliing the semicolon add I lie words "' nd muljdhat by wilitever inite known,

jiclui(lilg salt cake and mixtures lii chief value of any of till foregoing, $5
o. per ton."

Page 233, linle 5, strike out the words "or sulpliate, crude or salt," and In
URI 1111 t, strike out the first word " cake."
hie IWe also refer you to pages 800 and 881, Volume I, Svhiedule 1. covering

Ina paragrilll 83, and pages 9318 to 9138, Inclusive, covering paragraphi 1667 of
ny, the fiee list a ihi 'olliimi XV, Schedule 15, of the hearings before the House
ow Ways "rd l Means Conimittee.
lie jlWe join Ill the alove brief.

l'. esl,'cvtfu Ily sulli ! Itell.

HeC MYI.Fs SALT Co. (LTD.),
,in 1' RloiLiM 11. P'OLACK.
to GIMSSELY CHEMILe. Co.,
lie By IENRY HIow.AnD.
ir MOSSAUTO CHEMICAL CO.,
e, By J. W. IAUEFi.

WAs111NOTON, D. C., June 18, 1929.
Uit
i 11011. IED SMOOT,

Scte 1linanec Committee, 1ashington, D. 0.
SIR: In connection will the request for a duty of $5 per ton on salt cake

(soAium suillhate). we liave, In our nietliod of manufacture, developed a usage
x for by-product gases in conlectioln with other American raw coalnmodities for

the manufacture of a concentrate(] ilgliaelass fertilizer. Tills fertilizer is
le partiularly efficacious for acid anld wet soils.
!t We also produce a product of considerable importance ns an adjunct mineral

fred for livestock and poultry. Both of the above products have demonstrated
their usefulness to benellt tle farmer by increasing the productivity of ills
lands an11 adding to the lealthfulness aiti productivity of lis livestock and
poultry.

To secure tlese products, we must first manufacture salt cake, and unless
n we are protected by a duty from the Importeld ceap cake, we could not be

expected to increase our Investment an( employment of laior for its mannu-
facture or the manufacture of tMe products above referred to, alll In conse-
quenme we would not be able to make increased amounts of these much-needed
ails to the farmer.
This business has been started lby us after an expenditure of large amounts

(it 3ney ili research an1d 1dlvelopmnent eXlerinieltatioln, and of several hundred
tlhouad dollars In plant ilnvestlet.

L Iepetfully submitted.
1M!r, rs SAIt.Tr Co. (LTD.),

113BOJfrntT II. PoLAcK(.
WA'SI1'oOX, D. C., Jtlly 12, 1929.

BRIEF OF THE AMERICAN SODIUM CO., RHODES SALT & BORAX
CO., SODIUM PRODUCTS CORPORATION, AND WESTATES CO.

I NTIOD1UCTIOX

The 1l1der,'siglled reslletfuly rellst lint it dilly o' alt least $5 per tol
le picld (oll "' solinilpllU linte, minllydrous, alid sulllate by wllatever 11011110
knmoWi, 1h-llldig salt cake iil mixtwllres Ili chief value of any of elie fore-
gollig."

As rea1l,'lls w\'etldvtlll(e til following:
I (rlelnia: c(nlllt ( oil ItoW sulies, over 71 per cent of donicslic kraft pulp

mill requl 1,4. t tol- i(' l 'grent losI s to AIlumkih'il llOdllcel's.
2. I eli(L.e 1'(Q1sioll, tIlllllt too ovier 5) 1)lr .e''t (1111' tii (iell111ly colliet it floll.

(re ummtry of 'vrltff Iforlmatli. 1921). p. 2591.)
3. 'Ti ll .\" 4f llrott,vtilg essentfllh llUsIrles tl'rOll coln ete ruln so lils

Natloll (.1l1 lN l st'..nonlttllid In lilles of hltballitl villera'iicles.
4. (hrilialS lwiillg unifir sales mllild to evldvl tlrlff tlt of 11)22.
(a) Dunplng.
tb) 3.lscli4slfying.
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5. laoss to Anierician railro ds of $3,000,000 yearly In revellues.
It. ,os to Ainerleiin solitn sitlhlite toliainiIf(turers of $2,000,000 yearly and

li further steadily inereIslilig loss."
Tii

SODIUM SUI.l'lI.V1i IN TARIFF OF 1922 halo%%
Ariz,

In the tariff act of 1922 (11. It. 7456), paragrnph 83. we find " sodlunn su. ad
phate, crystallized or Glauber salt, $1 per ton; sulphate, anhydrous. $2 per ton." 31

In paragraph 1607 we find " Sodluin sulphate, erutle. far valt (ake," duty free. uld
Tht tariff act of 1922 divided sotlltt s lliitte Into three inin clssi'ZtiOlij: Ojia
1. Crystallized or Glauher salt. (Par. 83.) of ov
2. Anhydrous. (Par. 83.) mate
3. Crude or salt cake. (Par. 1607.) Ti
These different grades of sodihuim sutlhate are defined by Summary of Tairlff opera

Information, 1929, oil tariff act of 1922. 60 i
Glauber salt, or crystallized sodium sulphate Is stated to lie " a erystall ne Til

solid contliling 55 per cent water of erystaliifzatio." of ll
Anhydrous sodium sulphate is given as "a white amorphous lowde'r coi. 0fsm

training no water of crystallization." (Note: It may also lie crystilliie.) Th
Sodium sulphalte crude, or salt cake, is defild Is "a i(rude form of anhy. lng 01

drous sodium sulphiate; occurs in lumps or powder, containing 90 per cent Soh
sodium sulphate together with salt, sullhurle avid, and lInpuritles." wilt1

of Wit
PRODUCTION Brawl

the %%

According to the Sunnary of Tariff Information 1929 (p. 2589), the nber In the
,of plants operatig and producing the prline'pal forms of sodium sutlphilt Tu
were as follows In 1927: Which

1. Glauber salt ----------------------------------------------- 
raie

2. Anhydrous ---------------------------------------------- 
5ro

.3. Salt cake -------------------------------------------------- 
e5r2

NATUIAIL lT'OITS O1 SOlIUM SULPIIATFE cre

While the main soulcce of supply of sodium sulplate has been frot aield liallu. Give

facturers American chela sts have been deveoloping methods for producig this tatm

material from brine lake or vein deposits widely scattered throughout the
Paelflc and Southern States.

The methods necessary to economically produce solilntt sulliate from the
natural deposits have been.1 worked out it c||nslderal)h, expense, and the mIoney
has been advanced based (in the expectation of securiiig tile then average current Tie
price of salt eake, i. e., $21 per, ton of 2.000 pounds, f. o. b. producers' works. tt fi"

Out (overnment has recognized th, value and dc'siral'lty of developing Our
sodluill-sulplhate deposits Ias shown by tie act of Congressi tlil roced February VCoIIoilm
25, 1920, entitled "All act to promote the minilg of coal, phoslphiate, oil, oil h11 ir
shale, gas,. and sodluin on the public (lollltin." 'This law wis not only designed expal)fli
to promote the development of deiiosits but to lrot'ct the Nittion anlt(] prhlllib't daagero
tilt formation of a lnouliapoly. I,pases oil the public doliinih have been grated pr lii
under this law and to further enicourage the developlment of sodlill deposits and o
tie Seventieth Congress passed legislation redhlilg the (loverment royally AllltI'
lind changing certain provision-s to stl further Il('OUIll'ge their develalienlt.

All tilts encouraging legislaition will be nullitied uilhss tilt, protection lierih e
reijuested is granted.

The Summary of Tariff Informal ioii, 1929, says re;at ruling the ipssilti!itiles 4 foro
these deposits, that they are "a source of Ini'reasiig slplly " (1. 2589q). for
While Atmericai chemists have dviled nlethls fallr the' ecoa lii'l r0lle. sodlit

lon of our deposits, It Is ititerestilg to hite flnt the h'rianitns aire atlally $7 per t,

l)rocessin Into sodinlin sullilnte lugo luin lIth's of their formerly disvardti With
itignesilni stulphate it by-Iroduct of lifeir IltatliSh oiiralon. that Ai

Th'l' Su arl' if Tatriff Iifo riatlton. 1929. says if Ihl4 dvelpii iii. "flilt brm v
larohluetiolt of soalhlin sitlphliat III (e'llilly Wils ilt Iro(lced to ltiize It part I( Sa1 1

t1uv liirge qiuntlabities oaf the waste (if iniigiesliula sulitill' ias.-ouilated witi lotalsh bulk, (q
proulcut lol." uralte
The (htrilin ,sulphitt

eis it i b'-produ't whli: le os's Is o1' inciiirpal product. Dos
They halve a wIlleei ' lul 1rkt for lilir i ela allt i Ini'i ae' wi'n llitd I dohi-pe(
ieigihlorihg. h'gliy Iihlttihaiilizel n ' al i il 'i u tie:. '1'h Aii'i'In lr hler 0 Post a
Is enli ely depenldent oil fliolie.le {' silll it il ha.
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LOCATION OP NATURAL DELPOsITS

q~Th Uited States 0101olgici Survey, Bulletlit 71T (1923), reports overl 35
kliowti si'dlumn-sulihnte deposits. Thevy tire located li thle fo'llowing States:
ArIzilttit. California, Colorado, Idalto, Nevadat, Oregon, Texas, Utah, Washington,
c111( WVQJIl ;i~g.

Itaiy of these depo~lsits itiiie beeni workedI coinmnerelitlly aind lire equilljptl for
under dItwelopinenit tit tile l)pettlt tii.

Onle of Own's dltpusits bllit~ iittservatively estimated s''iuni-sulpha te con)itenlt
of over 30,000.000 tonis wb~iech. givent reasonable in'oreetiii fr'iai chevapl Gernan
material. canl he worked jrollitily tit the present tinie.

Tite Sodiluin PI(Jdliets Co., whose dlepoisit 1s located at Canip Verde, ArizA.,
operatfed ilp to thle iniddle of 1928, at wi'hieh tinme tile plant, emlploylig over
60 mine. due1 to Gerniati coiapetitiloon, was forced to -shult down.

Titi (hi'Josit operateil by tHis cominpiiy ]is livn certifledl by the department'
of lines. Iloiversity of Arizin, to lave a proven titmiage of 2.500.000 tons
of soiumn sailjdllne, with ptlssllbiliti('5s of 21,.000.~t tonls.

Titis ciinIP-iitY Ilas ctIaIIlitn iiisailei tit the present Oto capable of litldute.
lng over 100.000 toni4 al year.

soid 84othiu111 PrIoducts Co. sold sodium sulphiate to thle principal kraft pull)
waills lit the Southern States ait $21 delivered. Jil( Is In receipt of letteIrs, coipies
of whtichi are printed hereinafter, front t01e International P1aper, Co. and1( the
Brown P)aper Mills Co., counnending thle equality of their prodluet and1( expressitg
the wishi that thecy could continue purcha-sing froiti said Sodflum Pr''ducts Co.
in thle future.

This wvishi (]it ot prevail over Germatn Offerings ait $13.50 f. o). b. (1lilf ports,
which thle Aiericait coitipatty wias unialet to 1111(4 be-cause of a1 $12 freIghlt
rate fromt Clarksdale, Ariz., to south hern points, ais against the( Germlan comlbinlet
rail and( water rate of $5.08 t't Gulf ports.

Propert'les Ini Nevada, Uititl, Walsinlgton, mtid Wyointg are ready to deliver
over 200.000 tols, yearly antdt ate callale of 1iu1'01 greater piodietilt.. Great S14alt Lake, Utah, Is estlimated 't0 coittalin over 30,1100,000 toils of recov-
crttblt' sodiumi snilphite.

Givetn atdeqtie protection, it great mnany (lier Itatutal pru dal'rs Would
start tit) and1( build ui small coniinunities arotinit these deposits. giving worwk
to thousands of people. henefflig Attiericait labor anitd railroads, wile doiest Ic
colinp: "it 1(1 would keep prices below what pulpI iiiittttcitir etes itave litti Iceus-
tomarod too pa~y.

iiiIiAHItirTY AND QUALITYr OF NAT(t:AL PaODUCtiu

The hargest ( ertaiit produca'r (of sit t cake, Kiser''di, ittiftitrlres Its 1)1011
tict fr4'1 'it)iiaterilis seiltlpd 17,411 'in t~ utal (illiosit.

Prior to 102T7l the 'rniaiI (htemasts littd 1it'l itent atle to waht; o'at a very
economical p~rocess. Tit'' lerillits. were 4'luttji'ing thod t wastl' a fter extractinag
;hoir potaushI, lInto tile lovers. t hereby ptullut itg tOwt suniv. As titlt ir rt Ion
expandtled III output of potashl. tiltls 1fItIIIllu bi titii'illy nillill grave andil
dangerous proport itns. 8omeittI ta',4 111 too Ile dolat' or shut 4I, 'Wt. Il it1tiat
yoar thley% discotveredl it ietbotl of utIlizing.L and stlvimg fillts itstgti-sittti waste
aiid ore plrodutcitng 130,0001 totts at year by it of sotiliit suhphitte.

Atmeiiciit chemiists have tteett w''rkitr, ott itt(: I''us I'oi ielpiiitg lOti iimit trt
dlepoilts and litive atlso perfectedi ecoltillcal Iitans oif hiaadiing lt- sullls'td
ilierelti.

Lar-ge ititunts t'f nioney have lbeemt expteitded exilerinemntlog .w~itItlti avssv.-
for working thiese lbtlitt aind vellis, Itid stid' prov'sm8is have i"'n s Iecess I'llvl
((alpleted Jiilt(prtetd.

Sofiltti sulpltnte eitn niow hi' loaded ''it cars, itrotit less, lit bulk. Oilr utitF't
$7pr t''n.

1111t quitIti ityII product ioll and a staple Jiid l1.ttetl'd itmrIIket, It Is Ittil'halle
that Amtereaut protducers (,at) iatufilettire si iin stilat toe atI conitot evvet
ubrod w%-it tite (leritna. igures.

Sid (l''itit' pc rtlltiels have offeredl salt ctike at $1-5.50 to $I01 per ton Ilt
talh- thelivetel to thle 1'acillc ''st kriitt 11ills, liltd btive offered t' post a toild
guaratitlevlg d-l ivety antI4 (t1t11l ty.

Doniesmi e natural pttodutcers anvo tiffetred sit cake lit $19 to $21 Itel' toin
delivered hia bulk too krabt p11 ul l DI (oitsuntiet'5 ii I lie 'SutilI, and' hive offered
to post at bonit giinrantcelitg deliveries atnd quality to sal constner.
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Noillt' (i t Ii( ffrs Ollti'5 ve bl'i littel 1 ei II I Ihe ftct ofi 4 eriiaiat offerliigs lif
$13:1"0 dliveredl III Ihulk It liothl Gll' arIII Paiteflec oat.t 1111 Is.

ile Amieican chem"ist cak" (it whla tilt JllI'lltll lis Ilolie, buit thlt iffereuce
Ik Anterlcan laboir a111( Ir llislioi'llitl1101 costs Iiullify ourW cbilst, work.

We prv.vll herewithIII iai zutlysis (if domia'stl( hezitual iilii sulph"Iit), aj

Amlerl ~i 11 Airl. GermainAtd
(c1n 

call) ora

I Rr Celi Per Celi Per Celli Per om
8S3l11a1 UlauttO.............8.'.) S. 0 ip. 29 Iron........................ .03

0 kilfcziliil S i11te ........ ... N ott r ................... U8l

Walter isolubleo........... bo

D1)uiat'tic sotilum Suhtilate Is superior III eveirY Vi-et to tis Gerlouht material,
but eanl not be dlt'l'ired titi coliietitlve, iilc.

Tlivi Sodium Prodtlu s Co., it nitin u ral)oduvler, Is ill receipt of the following
letter' froin the Brown P'apjer 11ill Co.:

.loar'se, La., k~eptemhbei' .10, 192?7.
Mr11. It. W. COAD.

1',evde'iit Sodium, 1'oduchi (JVjirpolt IOf, Los A Ii!/l., (l/if.

DEAl MR1l. COAD :We tire to-liy forwardhinp. you, uiidev separate cover, contract
for 3,500 tolns (if salt cake (tit $21).

We prefer your cake to aniy iiiaii turetl product, mid its lolg as5 we call
consistentlly (10 s0 wvil use It for ait le'nst part, of our requireliiellitS, v~eli tit at

slightly higher price.
Tilet cakt, we have been receiving of you hais bien ver even' III (Illailty -Il

uh.,o lIn size. We find that (t( e a size you ita-v sei'iiil,g results inl Ilzlreelifle
less stack losses. Also oil account (If It., frcdoln froi leill it doei.s huot clluct

mowistur mid bur( ldenl Ili itirge' lmpls, its tilit' 1iiiaeiuflictureil tike hait tlla.
(leley to do.

We t rust that yoIur effortS to1 sveulre ait t freight I-ate will Iliept %vitli

Yoinw; ve'ry trully.
Till: IWoOWN IAtl 111i.. CO0. (IN('.).

Tit ob~ject(ing to it ity il sal (';ik itsk 1ell115 r.411111L'. stted t 11t' lii1Ihoi ti,rol

uitiierliii, wrote' tli il oillll Proiiuclts Coi. its follows:

Mr'. It. W. Comti,
)'1'(Vi(I(.1it 1 'odii Provlitel Corplitioilo Lio ungvlcr.. (Calif.

1II ite Ill.-i youl will it', il it liiiltlIl tll 'Iltiily larg-0. IoililWli tif :-iiillll -1hl'li1tL'

lipQgZitinlg (it the yi'ai 11129.
Our-11' i'i iluiit 5. 11'. Ililevhilzly still cil to ye ll. Nvil IIlii. itliiiilia of -10,0)4)

tois per'1 yeV(r all If t ~i' ch wlO ti1e IIIill of It Ii' l ili to 1 hillhilist tita n ~.
as4 friom I "1ev !mtsl ('xitiilee we kiiiw youir jilliltto l le (of high quality lind

I 11111 whi-h we ob111 111Sp~lenidi results.
Your's ver'y trtuly,

I NTi:iNArIONAr. P'APER~ CO..
It. J. V'ILE.i'ce )'icsifilit.

In i lit faci' of tit(, 1liove two le'ltters. whtich are 115011 Ill preferences to others
l't'ca use of I lit p'oal lilc'v oif tilie coi lillilts involved, anl with thle quality of
tilt- nitturil Getrmn product as.tillliddedl testimiil, we doi not see hoW the

pape 1-vlile (,tlt mikethe hili the do
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itirding tIh ability of the natural prodtcor to deliver lit a rea.nabe

price. -wt, sillt the following two telegranis from the Ihtorilltiollal Paper Co
II tii Smdiuni Products Corporation.

BASTROP, LA., April 23, 1927.
oDIUM PIOI)UC'Ems COnRPO'RATIO N,

Los Aaycl'8, Calif.:
lteti ship 90 cars at rate of 15 cars pet' Week.

SOUTIIERN INTERNATIONAL PAPFR CO., LOUISIANA MILL.
81(d Sodilun Prodtiets Corporation tit considerable expense ilcreased its out-

piut to taket care of tills customer, but one month later received the follow-
lig wire:

BASTROP, LA., May 2., 1027.
So)II'M I'IPOD'CTS CORPORATION:

hIeel ph1lse redlue shipments 275 tints per week; 2-1 cars now en route; have
(,IIn storage bins full, etc.

8OUTItRN INTERNATIONAL PAPER Co., LOUISIANA MILL.

Frli th Brown Paper Mil Co. cane tile following wires:

MONROE, LA., March 17, 1927.
S0DIU.M PiODUCTS CORPORATION:

It, letter 9th we (.at use live additional ears cake. If accepted slip promptly
as possible, advising car numbers as shipped. Answer.

IROWN PAPEt MILL.
On March 24 came the following wire:

SODIUM PRODUCTS CORPORATION:
Re pone o(nversatioI (late. ship 600 tons salt cake, shipping three or four

cars immediately, balance rale of 100 or 125 tons per week. wiring car number
arnl date (of shlpincntt, as we must expedite movement all lossiblh.

BROWN PAPER, 'MILL.
On May 23 the following wire was received:

S01)IU.l PRODUCTS CORPORATION,
I.os Angcles, Calif.:

We tire full till on salt cake and five cars Ii yard. Ship nio lore tills nontlh.
BRowN PAPER; MILL.

The ur-4 lC(.y re'(,rditg shlll't wias (aused by the shutting off of by-product
('like during tit Mls.'sisipllpli ftod of 1927.

Tho the kralft pulp mills would p~ay a higher price for i reliable supply. but
its somi as their danger had passed they canceled their increased orders, to
lhe loss (of the Sodum Products Corporation.

We, slbnit thlat the aiove dies not rellt't failures, utnil'-lhily or inIf1ilorlty
oil IlIe proitlet of he iattural Iodlcer, who ilts worked ti great dislvanltnage
to turni out a high grade. relhible naterhil, the llllket for which llits bell
rilllted Ioy tile Gorillan1 .

HY-PIOIDUCT HALT CAKRN PIRODlI UCTI(ON

According. to tile Sunmary of Tariff Information, 1929, there were 32 plants
i'hidll' 'n 202.1630' shlut tons in 19)27. According to tlh, sa1ne authority kraft
ltilp e' ielStllitioli of sulpliate wits Only 103.000 tois.

These plans wei'e widely scattered throughout the United States, ieing
localed in differnil States. including the following: New Jersey, Connecticut,
New Xi rk. Colorado, Massllluselts, I lnois, Indiana, Loulslana, California,
Ohio. Iowa. Pennsylvilnia, Arkansas, 'T'exas. West Vilrglliah, alid I)elawal'r.

The Suammairy l 't'ariff Infornatihm says lhat "Sihe 11121 several plaitsbil'! iv e ,I h ill III lliSlllit to prodtil! qiil( cake." anld "tlls~ sallt cake is
i 1 ill ih 1111lltfil cm i ' o, kraft pa1lper, nill 1ld1'.y which is glO\V'llg rapidly

'Ilis sliovs ih.:,t ti' Alfiria emiii1nh1I illuhst ry givell reasolialde i''esfi.r114 II.,'I-41(him's will adhilulhelk Supplyv Ihe denllls o)f dollestle nualu-
filv' u e' |i I il l(. fUlllre its it il., ill ilie past.

I U
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IMPO1ITANCI OF SODIUM SU I.IPHATo, INIUSIIY

During the World Wilr when lie kraft pulp mills of Sweden were unable
to sectire lheh' supplies of sulplhate from Gerlimly they entered the Antcrhean
maitrket and bid the price u1) to its high its $40 per toll iiid agaili ill 3920,
dutle to Initernamil tribes in (fermmllny, Ito $ 0 per Ilon.

It was fortunate the domestic producers were not only able to Su4pply
Alerican consumers but ('anadiai aid E uropean its ivell, otherwise ianjlly Railroad.0cealt...
plroduets of v'ithl hmiimportane to the sucevs, otf our military effort,, alld Fees ani
tlose of our Allies coull not have beei delivered. i'nlckisni Sacking ...

This Nation should p'olect all industries which tu(nd to make Is .elf-con. ,roluctio
timliedl, so tMit l) thilies of emergency sti(.li i s have so recently biltci exlel..
enced wre 1may not h1e elnbalrral,sel1 by hick oif essenitiil nlitlerlt. 'lo

This is the basis ol which (rnialny's chemitcal Industry Is fostered. To oermsal St

quote from )epmrtment of C(omnmerce Trade Inftormnation Bulletin No. ;51: Prof
"III hillittlVe ih (leveoliment Of( procl'ses aind p'oidlucts, the enical Ill.

dustry is guided to aii exient by the desirability o1f emnalimclpttiiig the (er.
man1) litatll its for its Imssible, fromli depenlih'lu'e ol foreign sources (of 'lIw
or other materials."

GERMAN PIOiUCTION

Special Iteport No. 7, written by Mr. Daugherty, Bureau Of Forigi antd
domesticc Commierce, at Bierlin, Germany, mid dated July, 1927, giv.. tile

principal Germnan producers of sodin sulllhalte, together with their PS11c.
tive outputs, its follows:

Outpjut Rallroad...

1. Kinisoroda Potash Works (Whitershall) ----------------------- 1:30, 000 ocean .....
Fees lind It

2. 1. G. Farbonindustrie A. G. (Gernumn Dye Trust) ---------------- SS.000 Coinmluissbo
3. Chenisehe Fabrik Kilk ------------------------------------------ 20.000 Productioi
4. lhemani:t-inhehn ..-------------------------------------------------- 20.000 Total

Sbtotll ..---------------------------------------------------- 58, 000 Germnim mrl'rolit
'The above plaits, accordhilg to Mr. Diaugherty, lettd GerInmll production PtiOll

an1d which come spiecillily in questloll as comnpietitors of Anlerilonlilrns."
leading the list of our conlmpetitors are the (ernimn potilish and dye t'lSIS.
These two great trusts htve combined together wili other ,rman sium lll t 1

sullliat, )rildelsl's, tcording to Mi'. Dauglht'ty, 1iiit " 8lfatt-Symlliklit." etwell
This sytilh'ate has typical (Gerillill) lOlverS, such its allocatiig iir lluc. Where

lion 111(1 price fixing. iiei
It Is Ill 't hting to iote that the Gerllimlil potlIsh tui4 lilt s recent ly li a,1 de wit

livid guilty of tllifmir trade letlods by ie Ullted States Deplrtmenit of
.Ttil ice. Tile' A

COMPAISON O1 (EltM.\N ANi %MI:IICAN CoSTS Inclusive,
We acopy(it'the('li~sl~lil'Th1 it'

W e ' l t lielow it ciy if lit, ,u I icei' of ii recent 500)! .,- o i chili. 1'ti'i i I

iim 'iit iii" (Ililai i111111 sofllilll i mll uthi to tile ll iti' .1i-o st (.h51.010 h ls I i -iil500i toll pak

lo"ls lou P11111
114-r. tol

iiiig tt7.2$15 sacks -------------------- ------------------ $972. 85 $ I. 90 'imiini
rightt to 11iinillurg f. o, Ii. (exp. liw.)---------------- 1, I,9). 11 2. 3S Tiik Il,

Sea freight ---------------------------------------------- 2.0 13. (1) 4.08 11mid Ilont
1iluranelle---------------------------------------------------58. (11) AZSi' h''i00
('olsillar fee --------- --------------------------------- 2. .) . IS tll oF 111
Sold for $15.95 delivered Mr. l)ia
('olimmssion, 1 per cent of sales lprlce- . . . ..----------------------- ' t illeu'ly

- hig time or
Tioital (,ist (h0i1 1imllllit to l'i eii St1ite--- . . 40. 8.70 

6 1m -

'silig I lile llii i ignules 1ini pl'ese init img knliiwn A lin'rica11 c' lts ini' irlitimt
-  Tiis lit

Iill i 11iu4 I'ill'spmlrtilit ln '1i11ges, w? .4lllbiiit th follilwilg col i ii'rl.m i (inaliti ii

Ililh ,.e iII
('flili ti'I

Thi.i wI
tolls Solld

.a
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German competition on., lacIflo coast

Amerl. Alier.
Gernman call by. can

product natural

........... . $2.38 . $7. 0
oceal. : 1 14.08 $2.501 ..........
Fees n nsl .......... . .. .18 .05
Colsinilsion and incidentals ...... . ............... ........ ..............• 'Sacking ....................................................... :............ 1: 2. 25 2.2,5
production costs .......................................................... 8 4 50 0.00 6.75

Total ............................................................... t 13.20 15.30 1 o. 50Oerma1 sales price ........................................................ . 95 15.95 t Is 95

Profit ............................................................. 1 2.751 .05j 3.55

2 Includes $1.20 l'anaina Canal tolls. 5 Estimated. 3 Loss.

Gcrmlan competition oil Gulf coast

Anier- Amerl.
German can by- can

product natural

Railroad ................................................. $2.3S $7.00 $12.00
Octan.......... ............... ................... 2.70...............fees aid Insurance........................................... . .............
Corin mission at or incidentals ........... ...................... . .. lii ...............
Production ost n.....ident....................................... 4.50 10.00 0.7

Total. ............................................................. .92 1(M 18.75
erinan price per ton, Gulf ports ......................................... 13. 'o 13.50 13.50

l'rolit .............................................................. 3.5 ' 3. 1,0 5.25

I Average rail rate. I l.stinatcd. 3 Loss.

It l1 obvious that a $5 tariff will barely equalize tile difference In Costs
Ietweeii GOrimtt aill( Anerican costs.
Wloriie producers ire located elo.,e to conisutling mllb., it smll prolit call be

made with tite assistance of a $5 tariff'.

GFRA..N COMPETITION

TIi, Amrlican silt (lvke lrodllt'i's ilt] heien revvIvittg from 11117 It 1)26,
Iniuhsive, alt average price of $21 fiJr foil Ili bull f. o. 1t. tileir lnitts

Thte ie between 1921 til( 1920 h'il bioen priaetiliy jIegged above $20,
vrtyintg less than $5 per toni durhlig tlieso seventh years. or from $23.10 ili 1921
to it pi'.k of $24.75 Il 1923 and downward to $20 it 1926.

Dirlng 1926 ;et'mnsIllS lst l 0ellO Ito 'vel." collpeth ill tile Attrian nrlr k;t.
'rhiwas flue to tile niar( COmpletion of tile Kllisorodllt works ft M'tihers,
iT~ltll,h. owned by tile ftiiols Willershiltlli pottasli COllcrni iII IllaIt yari.
Ti k I lait tlilizes ( recording to Speeiail Report No. 7, Ilutreai i"i I,'i'eiga

atnl Iln estie Coenu rce, dated Jluly 25. 1)27, frolti Willhim 1'. I)aihrlierly,
Atinietrlilt trade cotttisshler t I l'eilhi, Gcnuity) it litgo pl11i o1' Ilt ' 5(1)Oo
tWii, of tiiligiesh1n11 ('liOil0 111111 tiri1gisi lll lle t'or rly asv ti.
.iMr. I)aiglierty goes oil to siy thi11 'It Is believed, colld,,rltnttig Its .lieip
'Wlnerly waste) raw lltit 'hcriii.4, 1ii1l (1lir flivortld itiolldiliollS u tu . (l t(,V'i?-

itig the en Itirty of Kitl.,erodiI trot ittl loti. that this O1,rill i l'l111 l ttes eltalliel,
Gh mlti'i ,oIl (iydrotts soilittlli stllniIh) IIIi ttily (iteir (ltrli { i nlt (h'l'ltltloV."lTis KMti.sprodi ii littT l', tItrn wit sle Iroditits. patldt. ily IJlim'r,'i.iet
Germanll prolhlletfoil by,, 1:(I,(00 ,h]l'l 1411i,4. AN (11 il 'Ill'ol{'vI ll 11'1kI' volil not]
al1'Oit IlIiq %-li Ill irt'. and ti t 11 t .tt,4 l i hloduct tloll Nvi 5 llti.'Sir.y to sevilre
ilie tbhcii itt I 1 er~~ I~t' timl t .it It ' itl eelle i'geli ('ll tigtll 2'll. (,2ni%-i iike I to,
('lit ll'' I Ii.' ,\iticlicitti itiil'ket.

'Tllis its Oe ty l'lthby . lic' (ItI. sto ItltI lt liii nt sInir wii 5'.1)4
toils' Sold hin' ii 1926. Ile s it iill l le UttitelI 8111t,. Itlillst d ilt 2N.228 sliort
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tols in 1928, or about four times the 1920 total, mid during the first four nowiths an artlel
of 1920, the total Imports for 1928 aive already lbt, e exceeded over 4,000 tons. 0820, tar

At the present (1929) rate of Imports of over 8.000 tons per month. tile 3r. Ev
Germnans will have delivered to American consumers almost 10l).00t0 till's for stated 11n
tile full year (1929). When

This Is ta increase of 350 pvr cent over 1928 and 1800 per tent over 19211. the folio,
The present rate of impoit of salt cake (100,000 tons for 1112) will Sulpply "Mr. (

over 70 per cent of the total kraft pulp mill requireimel.s. than 2 pe
This German competition must he net at seaboaii'd a1nd m; the great ma.o. make it

fly of tile new kraft pulp mills are located oi del wvatr. such mills aire oeilitg where fht
supplied entirely by Utn mall liali ls, nueatle hy U enille inlloi', iiid shillped "Mr. F
lt German ships. "Mr. G

For every ton of Gerrman salt cake sold in the American market, tie s.1ile "Mr. F' "
anmoant Is lost to lile Amein'eei lrocitCer, who liiys Amerieai stladies. iplty The Ge
taxes to support our Govereinmeit, employs Ameiciat' I]llJor lt Ame'elh'an wages, rvlithirutn
anl shiils hst ilt cake (it Amnerican raihiods,. iulefore :

If doitlt r t lll'o roduers hut lnot s111111led lilev ki'ft ill11) lnllls and111 other illllle. 192U), th
tries fully and set isl'ateorlly and could not lctlltie to dio so; if N%.. were (p. 6821,
pletiionig to havea I heaver iurdell dalcd on lle buy r'' I1111i ll i I helel iII both racctistoned to over a period of 10 years prior to 192T, we toui udrldrsl-:,,d the lu is to heobjectiolis raised to ou1 petition for help. illdcer."

CIIMAX PICE CUTTING inulllfat|

coulitrioe;,
For six years prior to 1927 tile price of domestic sal cake f. o. b. pro. i:ot Ie rae

dIurs' phiit averagedl over $21 per ton. The pr
1it 1927 tlet? pricetl, becaseof Wriian olll tv'lt Iilll, \"'lit do4wll to $i.o u Per Tariff Inf

toil. Then cale ilieetsingly large' slhipmiets El' it (eneimll p dliut eitil the frolt iht,
latter half of 1)28 eil i 1)219, ac'or'diilg to liglres ini thu Sll llilry of 'Talrilf
Information. 1921), the price has bten $10 pier toil, Its it t',esll.

''hlifsI drop (if ovtl,' 510 peor 'cell(, ul ill) I u stitestry oil'llatii g 1111,Idl' Illoleull
cOldiliolS caill long stlviv' sueh it drasth, rIt' tl io .

We set forth below 1iglit't's I ut::' ro flti the %tuillVary of Tlalrlf Ilforn'il.1l oll
1021, which shows very letarly the situation faced Iy lie domestlh producer. J y

January .....
April ........
July ........

l 'rie, October .....mit- .,lt cake 8alt-cak till!

f. 0. 0 ),Impowrts works

ShliAn
Ton I 20 Stronegest

192 ................................................................................. " GoS,, 1 ,..M.991 strongf et
192 .. ........................................................................ 1. 717 21.7 ill dy

1021 ................................................................................. 3, WA) 20.t0 thorlity to1925 ...................................................................... ,70S 19.00 I19 ',lllw"
19 2,) ..............................................:.:.................................. o ,,, 2 .0A
,927 ................................................................................. 1 211, 97,') 18.60 petition
192S ..................................................................... ... 1; 2 2120 13.50 Daulgherlt,
12 .................................................................................. 32,2 0 '11.00 by Ih .yl

. ...._ _prllillng -I United states (leologieal St1rvey llelltln No. 717; others not available. coullled w'Thoso figures do not agree with Dei,,artment of Commerce igtnes which are two (l) three thousand
tons higher. This Is

3 4 months (yearly rate 100,000 tons), )epartnlent of Coie rc iglure . 11s ht't'll
4 leased on Ilguures given in Summary of rarilt Infoumation, 1929, for the last 0 months of 1921. Up 118, los,

Ill faut,
In objecting to the granting of 1 $5 dty o1 solitlm suljlte, the Oplpoents for 1929 it

of this legislation clainted that less than 20,000 tons of sodium sulplhat were "n,-lla1wkl
Imported durhig 1928. Two 14)

Accor(lig to Departnent of Coeninurce statistic's. 28,228 tons were, Impiorted First. I,
inl 1928. 'ur'g 11i41
The objectors would have one believe that so small ti llportationt would (lPacilhe c

hlla'e io effect till dOnleSIf prices. Wh(,l'e1.4 "
Yet whetlI%- of tle p o 1l'duets of Ilit' pt11'1' eOllipl)ilit's alrt' liffl'celi by ford"l lilt'ketst o

o"lilt It ion, however -ilight, we lil I hem. through the presideen of the SeCol)d.
Anait-]can Paper andl(! P'ulp Assochit )ll st ut ing to tle I lHouse Ways alid Meall free. Gvll
(_1nllllllit lce tha t "Wliihi Ii11 Io lltll Ily not setnIll to llk, large its c l taretd chemlei'al
wil lit' oti of 0 lit' illhlltry ($1,0000110,000){) yt'arly, W've emlIIIl a 'llt ilo to
le w\ell-rt, Egllized f I14. Ihll ill miully lle.s l t'IollilllllivtIey seiietll 1lllll iy o
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an article can 'make the market' for an Industry's entire production" (p.
0820, tariff readjustment, 1929).

Mr. Everest gave the production of the paper Industry as $1,000,000,000 and
stated Imports of dutiable paper as being $18,000,000 or less than 2 per cent.

When questioned on this point by Mr. Garner (p. 0825, tariff readjustment),
the following answers were given:

"Mr. GARtNER. YOU want to readjust this schedule now, when there is less
than 2 per cent coming into tie country. You propose to ' check It up' so us to
make it water-tight as to thie entire schedule, whenever there is a little leak,
were there are some Importations coming In.

"Mr. EVFIWST. Tilt change involved-
"Mr. GARNER. That Is really what you are doing, Is it not?
"Mr. EVEREST. Naturally, we are."
The Germans are now supplying over 71 per cent of these laper companies'

rcquh'erenlentS of soditm suliite, and iln spite of Mr. Everest's assertions here-
iwbefore ,et forth, and Ilil statements (p. 6822, line 10, tariff readjustment,
1929), that, "This industry believes In proper protection for all Industry," and
(p. 1821, par. 15, of above authority), " This study shows that various changes
iI both rates and phaseology are vitlly necessary if the Anerican manufacturer
is Ii be given ain equal chance in the American market with tile foreign pro-
(licer." and lastly (p. 0820, pa'. 7), Mr. Everest says " * * * tht Amricanll
manufacturer Is now faced with competition from Europe and other foreign
countries which, in view of the (low) cost of foreign labor and materials, can
i:ot be met unless a substantial adequate protection Is maintained."

The price of sodium sulphate has declined over 50 per cent (Summary of
Tariff Information, 1929, p. 2591), as the following table, copied In its entirety
from the above authority, Illustrates:

(Dollars per ton In bulk f. o. b. works]

1.- Ip923 I 1921 1925 192f, 192"s 1928

January ............................................... 25 2-2 1 20 20 17April .................................................. 20 18 17July....................................... 25 17 18 N 18 10

October ................................................- 24( 18 201 20 18 10
Salt-cako sports, in long tons ........................ 4,717 j 3.0 0 1,70S 5,5,'8 9,075 25,203

Tile American producer Is netetig the competition of the two largest and
strongest chemical concerns in Germany, or iii the world, i. e., the great lotash
till (lye trusts, who have colmbiled their re.ores In Ia syndicate, havhig au-
thority to allocate product ion and fix prices maintainn a prolitable price where
no competition exists, or crush conplelition by hitting prices where such coi-
petition does exist); aiid. acorling it Foreign Trade Commissioner Mr.
Daugherty's Special Report. No. 7, "It los's IN sutslained, It would lie carried
by the syndicate, of course, and ntt by till ininher't wlio can Ki- presumed to lib
pritilting conlfortably on domestic. (Gernmn) sales at around $1.4-$15 per toii,
coupled with expiort s0es to negliibriig inrkets."

This is the inethod iow being lr.sued adti its son ;is the Ailenriel producer
hiais bu'eii ruitied, (ermin prices wtill lie ra i.sedl 11l( liat' Germanti synditiate nmike
up its los-es by raising its prices.

In fact, that is Just vxalctly what they have done, 1. e., ctitracted the business
for 1929 and 19:10 at $13.50 a ton aii teii raiseil their quotations to $17.95 to a
nio-i:r(t e i " patronaiige.
Two l)iltls Ili'(, worlliy of little liI reZlect to tills 0ella11n Coliille.
First. t hat Eluropean ships are .arryiiig (it'rnuii l i s(lillt sulphilte frot 11amn-

burg ili "or Rotlerdhlm to tile United States for froni $2.50 (Gulf) to S,4.08
(lleille coast) per toll (i, hitter iliguie inceluils $1.20 Panama Canal tolls),
wIItvica. lii' filul rin lireat-.r llllts lil illl. il st1hillln sulplat te to Eluropeall
mitrkets on foreigli shlps tit a charge (if S per tol,.

Second, whlle tile Uiitedl Stllts a1dnlits sodium sIulphlate, crtlde, or stilt cake
free. Germalnlllly, with elaplr hiltr '1111a waildlte it) terlal,, hits protected lhia
clinical with ai $0.00 per ton il ll y.
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This $0.60 per ton duty on imports of sodium sulphate to Germany would, if
treated under our tariff aet of 1922 the .,ame way its our pulp, cement, lumber, Tie
and other schedules automatically entitle American salt-cake producers to the $4 _er
same protection. (Countervailing clause.) We

Sixty cents per ton duty in Germany Is equivalent to many times that amount 1929, t
based on American standards. Tie

This
DIFFIENCE IN TRANSPORTATION COSTS tire shi

First
While German producers have the complete cooperation of German railroads Secto

and ships in reaching the American market, the domestic producer has to pay acid.
transportation charges, based on the American standard. Thlir

It costs $12 ler ton to transport sodium sulphate from California, Nevada, This
Arizona, or other Western States to Gulf ports, whereas the Germans piy from ltydroT
their plants only $5.08. The

It costs $7 per ton to transport sodium sulphate from Illinois, Missouri, or as tire
Ohio to Gulf ports against Germinan charges of $5.08. At E

It costs $13 per ton to transport sodium sulphate from Illinois, Ohio, or as cars
Missouri to Oregon or Washington mills as against the German charges of $5.2A, Tie

phate
TIDEWATER COMPETITION Usil

German competition, especially iII the Pacific and Gulf States, must be met drims1
at tidewater, where the kraft pulp mills are located, accord

European ships there unload German salt cake, after traveling many thou-
sand mile., at a lower transportation east than that of time domestic producer.

Germans tlerefore are now supplying tile entire requirements of the mills This
so located near tidewater. then di

This is resulting In loss of revenue to American railroads of around $3,000,. Is thn
000 per year. Volume for tile railroads means cheaper rates on farmers' sodiun
products and general economic benefits and profits.

OERMAN DUMPING
lit 0

German producers, according to Mr. Daugherty's special report No. 7, are' heat),
selling for $14 to $15, delivered to consumer'e plant in Germany. soditu

Titey are selling refined sodium sulphate for $13.50 in bulk on the Gulf and. pate
Pacific coasts. which

Accordig to the Invoice of a recent importation of German sulphate, it costs Witn
them $0.80 to deliver this material to Pacific coast plants. Tie

Tite German manufacturers, therefore, received $0.70 for their salt cake is duti
f. o. b. German plants, as against $10.30 received for the same product when They
sold to German consumers. resuiltir

This Is a difference of $3.60 per ton, and shows to what lengths Sulfat- Tien
Syndikat has gone to cripple producers in tile United States. sulphat

A $5 duty oit sodium sulphate will barely equalize this difference iii costs of: graph.
manufacturing and transportation and then only for plants favorably situated. This
as to freights to consuming mills. Salt
The kraft paper manufacturers, although highly protected by our titriff, also It is

complain of this difference of transportation costs. the fol
Mr. Iarvey (Tariff Readjustment, 1929, p. 9325) says the "cost of transpor-

tation front Scandinavian points to ex-docks at Boston, Baltimore, Porthnd,
atnd New York is approximately $5. Our costs from our mill in tile State of Tie
Maine to our nearest mjill in the State of Maine is $7.50 per ton." cessed

But Mr. Harvey's company, the Advance Bag & Patper Co., is protected on chlorldl
its paper bags to the extent of $100 per ton and 20 per cent ad vlorem. Mu,
This so-calleil tariff on a product wire very little tuinnan labor is employed' no acid

(the imanufaciluring being d]one by mitchines), is not i tariff but ani inhibition. So(V
Tte sodium sulphate producer, nieeting ruitntis competition due to a miewly ini brinl

developed German process for the salving of waste material is in need of pro. Lake, 1.
tection. MISCLATSIFYINO

tat ive -
As herehtbefore set forth, sodium sulphate is divided into three t1tain (i visions: It is

under (lie tariff nct of 1922, 1. e., Glauher salt or crystallize0l, anyhydrouts, and distinct
sodium sulphate, crude, or salt cake. Tie t
Ghtuber stlt is dutiable at $1 per ton, anhydrous tit $2 per ton, and sodium What c

sulphate, crude, or salt cake, is free.
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The House bill recently passed increased the duty on anhydrous from $2 to

$4 per toll.
We have previously recited herein, using the Summary of Tariff Information,

1929, that there is very lhtle difference between anhydrous and salt cake.
Tile inuin consumners of tlhese cieniCalls use whichever is cheapest.
This has allowed tie Germans to evade our tariff act of 1922, because they

are slipping here three distinct grades of salt cake or sodium sulplhate, crude.
First, real salt cake, which always contains aeld.
Second, anhydrous sodium sulphate from a natural product and without

held.
Third, a blend or mixture of the above.
This is done for the purpose of evading the tariff of $2 l'ir ton on an-

hydrous sodium sulphate.
The principal source of German sulpalte is tei huge potash ftoposts such

as tire found at Stassfurt.
At Stassfurt sodium sullhdute I is nalnuftlc ured from comldex salts known

i1s carnalite lil( kieserite. The saits ihereli tre dissolved iII water.
The potash is first extracted and then the liquor containing magnesium sul-

phate (MgSO04 ) among other salts, remains.
Using liagnestul sulphlate and running ti's solution Ilto a brille with

sodium chloride and arllitically cooling it (freezing process, so called), hy-
dr,,us sodium sulphate (NI 2SO 4.10H 20), known as Glaubers salt, is obtained
accorhisig to the following reaction:

10IIO-+MgSO,+2NaCI= (Na 2SO4 .10IO) +-MgCi2

This hydrous (55 per cent water) solium sulhlate known as Glauber salt is
then dissolved and to the resulting solution htsat is apldied and said solution
Is tlln dehydrated (evaporated), and, of course, anhydrous (without water)
sodliull sulphate is obtained us follows:

Na'SO,.10ILOi-theat-Nia 2 SO,

In other words, tile water only is evaporated (by artificial application of
hehit), from hydrous sodlun sulphate (Glauber salt), to alike the German
sodium sulphate, which they are shlipinlg Ithire, not as anhydrous sodium sul-
piate which It really is, but as "

salt cake aid/or sodium sulplmte, crude,
which is incorrect.

Witness what happens:
The Germans manufacture hydrous sodium sulphate (Glauhber salt). which

is dutitiable at $1 per toll.
They dehydrate by heat this lldrous sodium sulphate. and, naturally, the

resulting product contains practically 100 per celt (if so(lium sulplte.
Then, by merely clhanging the uane of this product to salt cake. or sodium

sulphate, crude, lin' lave been getting this material in under said pauma-
graph 1607. duty free.

This is It remarkable plece of tariff identification.
Salt cake's derivation is clearly Indicated by tile n011 itself.
It is the by-product resulting from the manufacture of hydrochloric acid by

the following reaction of sulilluric acid on common salt (sodiun chloride)

ILt,+NaCI=Na28O,+2IICI

Tie sodium sulphate (stilt cake) resulting always contains acid until pro-
cessed or refined. It also contains other Iltpulrities, gentlrally stilt (solhiu
chloride).

Mu.h of tile German material d,.e<cribed above and 1ow sohl here contiins
no achl.

Sodium sulphate, crude. is tile Iatural sodiutii stlillie as found II tllitlre
InI brine lakes or veins, 11s at Clarkdale, Ariz.; Waubusla, Ne'.; Great Salt
Lake, Utah; and elsewhere.

'l'hl Gernmull nllaterilli shipped II n1 "t crute " does not occur aN il aliral,
iialtie or cTIde solitill stllpillite) IIl tilr potash deposits.

It Is it mltlllfllctured product purle 11n(1 shnliphe, and necessitates at least three
di. stllnct sit, Is to obtahll.

The tariff net of 1922 (II. It. 7.150), paragraph 1611), gives i defillitiOll of
whlat constiltutes a rulel" nlilcrilL,
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Said paragraph says:
"Minerals, crude, or not advanced in value or condition by reeling or grild. "*

lg, or by other process of lanufactiure, not specially provided for." protect
How cal this German sodium sulphate, all of which is processed, and to li"V

a new chemical combination obtained thereby, 1. (,., magnesium sulphilte and Kru
sodiluin chlorile by separathig the nuignes-luin front the sulphate and combine. Jiillil
lg the latter with sodium, enter duly free as " crude "? Tha

Regardlag German evasion of our tariff act of 1922, let us see how tile shoe year t
pilches when worn by the protestants, the Paper Trust. produce

Mr. Everest. president of the American Paper and Pulp Association, has this Doe
to say r.,garding inisclassilication (p. 1S22. Tariff Iteadjustmnt, 1929, para. D. C.,
15) : livere

"Our -hhf purpose In this presentation Is to so clarify tile existing law that In bulk
It can not lie craded by those who, taking advantage o(if existing discrepanIeles For
therein, are .tpjdeavoring Riot only to complett, itufairly with the domestic indus. for I:
try. but to dcprire the Government of substantial stuns In tile way of "rctevcult." The
(Italics ours.) This

The
GERMAN AGENTS AND SALES MIiODS Said

to kruf
German competition did not affect American prices until 1927. Ile I:
This wis due to the fact that the Potisl Tulst had not comnplett'd Its plant llen~loll

for the utilization of the waste magnesium sulphate Iefore that date. (1'vrmn
This Potash Trust upoi completion of this plant wits allo'atied 45 l1,r cent Thly

of the productio of Sulfut-Syidikat, in which the next largest producer is the with ti
great GermlUn Dye Trust, whose output of stlt cake is 015 per cent of the Anion
potash combine, sulphliti

This Sulfat-Syndikat iias an agent in New York and o1e Ill San Francisco. this irl
The agenmt in San Francisco is tle relesentatile of tile Potash Trust oil the After

Pacific coast, aid this Is problably true of the one in New York as well. "qiotat
These agents deal oil a comniisslon basis, 1. e., they do not pur'lilse salt This

cake on thir own risk or with their own funds, typical"
It is sold by Ihem for time Geriman syndicate, ail shipped here at said syn- Gerniv

dleate's risk. coast. .
For selling, the agent receives . per cent, according to invoices oii file at the The I)

Treasury Departlment, Washington, I). C. Colpi
The syndicate has evaded the ol'ratons of our dumlng act by plrettendillg year pr

to give wholesale prices to its agents here. producer
These agents are supposed to then redistribute the whole.sale quantity In The di

smaller lots throughout tile United States. at the saln price that they were. Tile si
su.,.osed to pay for lit, wholesale quantity. There

1 Is obvious that if they purchased for their own risk they would receive a Tile di
proki, hut no conimissloi, and It Is also' apparent that no blsille-' nali could the (h"'rni
afford to Insure tie seller, take the risks involved, ail d the work us well. Tie U
for a .1 per cent coninllssion, which coinnulion limtils to l*.-s lhaU 20 ceits able co1t
per toll. prevent

These G'ernuan agents, coiisphrl'g wit l the Gerinan producer and American
conl iNumr to evade our tal'iff act, protect l'inselves iigaliist the enforleinellt
of the laws of the United States regarding dumping with the following or a
similar clause: Ac.orc

"TAXES. AND DUTIES Berlin. G
toils alllll

"Any iesenit or future imort -r tifft'niorew l duty illl)osil fir 11s.4ess'd by Oif thi
time United States Government. or ally war-risk i nsuraice (if ally) affecting The ha
deliveries inder this contract. is for iuyer's accollt." andti ohve

The kraft ptulp mills, oil the other hand, Ilr i'olect'ftd i this conspiracy Ii Mr.
by a clause lieititting theil to cancel tihei' (ellnial contract Ill cast, of tiny Develoin
lInrelse in price, thereby st'curing slit cake wire eco lililcally from Amnician "'rh F
producers, renewed •

By such nlnhilulations to conceal their real purposes are tile ki'ift Ialier Iln oti('
companies (onsliring with tile (erlan1s5 to nillify tile intentllin (if tim', htiv as sodiuln
of oulir counlry. Now, 1,

Yet they re pl'ofitihig UinI'' Gilt tiirii ' laws to it lli('elllolls degrii, aid Almowii inl
wlen Eurollealls Sllec('d it slipping Sllne pller in o the Unltvd tvie: wltl. May 1t. -
out duty, they iniedilately d1,inad ia "reclussiflelatlon " or a "cialJi('ition." " Freic

Tlefy, the pillar collplies, according to Mr. Everest (bottom of p. (IS21, enter an I
Tariff livih(idnstlient, 192)) : to alloeult
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* * * have also litd Ili nind refraning this (13th) schedule, a futuire
protection which will enable tit, industry to grow and expand iand be able
to jnuet the ever-increasing deniand for its products."

Kraft pulp itllll colitrllcs with salt eake producers run for onie year, usually
January 1 to January 1.

That is tie reason for tite marked Inicrease hi Cerina lioportations from
Year to yeal, Its they sueeeed in securing contracts formerly held by domestic
prlucers.

L)oculelltary evi(leiiee Ili tile Treasury Departnient fails itt Waslinigtoni,
p. C., show that the Germans have ben contracting sodium sulphatte de-
livered it United States ports at all average price of around $13.50 per ton
in bulk.

For the year 1029 tht' Germans have contracts to (leliver 100,000 tolis, and
foi 1930 this itnioutit wvill probably be in the neighborhood of 150,000 tons.

Th( Congress hits under consideration it revision (if th, tariff.
This revision is to give Iot'ection to Americanl InIdi(hlstrles.
Tit, Anmericani sodll sulphiatte trodlcer is at serious sufferer.511( rl:tler has lost to te (i(,rleriats over 71 pe' ceit of his salt cake sales

to kiaft pulp mills.
lie is applying to the Congress for legitimate protection against tie (U'eilialtl

, eni:ieal trusts, II league agtillst hin.
(11vra-nn agents have knowledge of our efforts.
'ity have hihden largely lahinll the Aimerican kraft pulp, companies, aini

wth thtthr tiSistanee harve put out considerable ftlse 1rolpgaidit.
Among other statements, they now claim that the price of their sodium

sulplate Is $17.95, delivered, ot tile Pacific coast. They conceal the fact that
this price Is for material in sacks. (Cost of sacks, $1.90 extra.)

After securing all available contracts for 1929 and 1930, they now raise their
"quaotatton." to $17.95.

This Is to becloud the Issue and to offset domestic producers' claims. It Is a
typical trick.

German sulphate has been sold for $15.95 iln sacks, delivered, on tile Pacific
coast. This Is shown by Invoices on file in tile customhouse.

Tile bulk delivered price would therefore be $14.05 on the Pacific coast.
Compare this with the Summary of Tariff Information, 1929 figures for the

year prior to German competition (1926), of $20 it bulk f. o. b. American
prodltc's plait.

The difference is $5.95 per ton.
The situation on the Gulf and Atlantic coast, Is worse.
There tile (ermnns are selling for $12 to $13.50, delivered, In bulk.
The dilrerence between the former doitestic t'. o. b. producer's plant price and

the (hernan price Is at the lowest figure $0.50 per ton,
The Germans. iln league with tie paller companies, havig secured tie avail-

uble contracts, have now ralsed their prices, hoping to deceive the Congress and
prevent relief being extended to the domestic producer.

8ULFAT-SYNDIIRAT

According to William T. Daugherty, American trade conimlssloier at
Berlin. Gerniany, the total production of the Syndikat is estimated at 275,000
tois annually.

Of tills aniount the two German trusts, potash and dye, supply 220,000 Wits.
Tile balance Is supplied by two conipaites with approxiniately 20,000 toils each

{trd severall witlh four or five thousand toils aplece.
Ii 3r. I)atgherty'-' Trad, Inforntttion Bulletin No. 532, Gernli Cliemealt

Developents ili 1927, ite says:
"The English-Gernan Glaulier salt's (sodium sulphate) agreement has been

renewed for 1930."
hi oilier word., the lermlans are divihing the world with tile English, so far

s sodilll sulphate Is Collierled.
Now%'. Ilie domnesile producers atre facid wth i even worse situtationi, -is

shown in Mr. Willioim 1. Daugherty's Ieport No. 720, dated Berlin, Germany,
May 14. 1029, it whihh we quote its follows:

"French and Bhlglun salt cake sodiuma sulphate) producers are about to
enter all Itterntitional convention, so fill coitlhed to ite G(ermnits ild British
to allocate exltur , Ilarkets. The comalinatloit would relreset it total of about

I
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590,000 metric tons of produce, divided as follows: Germany, 200,000 tons;
England, 150,000 tons; Belgium, 80,000 tons; and France, 70,000 tons.

"The Anglo-German agreement on salt-cake markets has been in effect sinte
1925, to run to 1930, but It can be safely predicated that this will be extended
to 1935. It reserves British markets to England, German, Czech, and Austrian
markets to Germany, with a 40: 60 (English-German) division on all other
export markets. With the Belgian and French producers Included, Belgium is
accorded 30 per cent of its home market and 20,000 tons for export. Both
Belgian and French export stocks are to be sold by the Sulfat-Vere:nigung (Ger.
man salt cake cartel), of Frankfurt-Main. The leading German salt cake
producer is the Kaiseroda potash works, belonging to Kall-Industrie A. G. (Win.
tershall), of Cassel. Costs have been rec-itly lowered to a point to make this
production the cheapest of Its kind In the world."

The only market in the world not protected for the sodium sulphate pro.
ducer of tit country, is the United States.

The doinestle producer is left at the nlirey of this International co'niilt.
unless the Congress affords him relief.

FORMER PROTECTION OF INDUSTRY

We have set forth as briefly as possible above, the situation in which the
sodium sulphate producers of the United States fin-I themselves.

In 1922, when the last tariff bill was passed, no such competition existed.
Germany had not yet recovered from the war, as witness the fact that ai

late as 1920 American producers were exporting salt cake to Sweden, for as
high a price as $00 per ton.

Prior to that (late the war had effectually prevented competition here.
But, in going back to the tariff of 1909, we find salt cake and nitre cake

protected by a $1 per ton duty.
In the seven years intervening since the 1922 tariff was passed, Germany

has again become a factor, and has developed a new, better and cheaper
method of utilizing waste products.

POSITION OF OE(.EORi' TO TARIFF ON SALT CAKE

Objection has been raised before the House Ways and Means Committee
to the granting of it duty on sodium sulphate on two main grounds, which
may. in turn, be divided into several other subtitles.

1. Object to duty on salt cake while kraft pulp admitted free.
2. Object to increased cost to pulp manufacturers of salt cake.
Before examining Into the fairness of these objections, let us investigate

briefly the history of kraft pulp and paper In the United States.
Kraft paper was developed in Europe and was first made some 40 years ago.
Kraft is a Swedish word meaning "strong," because the paper of that name

is the strongest paper known.
It is, both because of its strength and because of its objectionable (for

writing) brown color, used almost entirely for wrapping paper, contalliers,
bags, etc.

The manufacture of kraft paper migrated from Europa to Canada about
1909.

It was not of enough importance in the United States to st-cure separate
classification until 1914.

Because of *its peculiar strength and because waste wood and wood un-
suitable for other paper-making processes, can be utilized, it has made rapid
progress here.

In 1914 there was manufactured in the United States 109,753 tons of kraft
paper, valued at $03.30 per ton.

By 1927 the production had grown to 037,295 tons, and the value increased to
$102.40 per ton.

Production had, therefore, in 13 years Increased about 600 per cent, and the
price had appreciated about $40 per ton, or 05 per cent.

Kraft pulp production amounted to 84,789 tons In 1917, and to 022,784 tons
in 1927, or an Increase of over 700 per cent in 10 years.
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TARIFF PROTECTION GIVEN KRAIT PAPER

The paper people appear to regard tariff protection as one of their "vested"
ights, perhaps almost a divine right.

Mr. Everest, president of the American Paper and Pulp Association, says
Congress has always protected the paper industry.

To further quote Mr. Everest:
"It was no doubt the intention of Congress by the enactment of the tariff

act of 1922 to grant to this industry such protection as would enable it to meet
foreign competition."

Doubtless Mr. Everest was right, and such was the Congress's intention.
it has Congress been imposed on?

In six years since the 1922 tariff was passed the kraft wrapping-paper
industry alone has received protection to an amount of over $80,000,000, or at
the average rate of about $13,000,000 a year.

Sixteen million, five hundred and sixty-nine thousand, six hundred aud sev-
enty dollars was the amount of protection given by the Congress to this one
branch of the paper industry durlbig 1927, or nearly $26 per ton of paper.

Of this $10,509,670 protection, only $158.210, or about 1 per cent, accrued as a
revenue to the Government. (Statistics from Summary of Tariff Information,
1929.)

We are printing herewith some figures on this subject.

I)waestli product ion and tmporl8 kraft paper and dtoaic.sti price mid imports of
salt (ake

(Statisticsfrom Summary of Tariff Information, 1929, except where noted]

*i D o e so tic C ost.. . ...' ' .. . ... ... .. ...V alue C os tto -
Drom U Istt Im. tedt imported Amerlcan' Domestieo
p roduc- United Dt impoted elan 11
tWon kaft tates arcollety kraft P people price of
wrapping ta per et paper kraft of krntit pt 'lc.

paper per centpaper ton in lus r cake t o(tons a va- ru(tons ton In ty ,aper in plr n producers
cents adV. l oliars du i ollar dol (lons) prinduiers

2,000 lorem 2,000 dollars (dollars to s plant,. ,, .,!....pounds)l I "' (0(000 woo ... I tn bullh
pud)pounds) per ton) omitted) emaitted)1

1923. 381,710 30 15,352 00 -27 117 47,651 10,300 4,717 24.75
1924 ..... '430,843 30 14,204 78 +23 101 ....... 11,153 3,060, 20.00
1925 ..... 479,976 30. 7,066 84 -25 109 5,700 i11,99 1, 708 19.00 $
192 ..... .508,035 30 4,380 88 +26 114 .......... 114,285 5,608 20.00
1927 ...... &37,295 301 6,085 86 -26 112 65,766 10,570 9,975 1 18.50
1928 ....... 073,077 30 5,394 86 -20 112 a 70,000 1 a 17,500 25,203 I 13.50
12 9............... ................................. .......... 3 °270 10.00

Our estimate.
14 months, or at rate of 100,000 tons yearly (Department of Commerce).

NO DUTY ON KRAFT PULP-ESONS THEREFORE

Kraft paper is made from kraft pulp.
Kraft pulp is also known as "sulp hate" pulp because it is made by use of

sodium sulphate.
Approximately 400 pounds of sodium sulphate is used in making 1 ton of

kraft pulp.
Kraft pulp had a duty of one-sixth cent per pound ($3.331f per ton) under

the tariff act of 1909.
In Ihe tariff act of 1913 kraft pulp was taken off tile dutiable list and put

on the free list, where it has since remained.
Little effort has been made by the kraft-pulp manufacturers to secure a duty

on kraft pulp.
Tiare are three reasons for this:
1. Because American paper companies own extensive pulp plants In foreign

countries, principally Canada.
2. Because American paper companies have only recently begun to manufac-

lure their own pulp extensively and have not yet been able to manufacture
sufficient pulp here to fill their own requirements,

3. Because where American paper companies have installed their own pulp
mills they have done so after careful investigation and can manufacture pulp
cheaper than can European plants.

I
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AMERICAN INVESTMENTS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES
In ob

The principal objection advanced by the paper companies' representatives but do nt
was that It would be unjust to grant a duty on sodium sulphaite (salt cake) It Is t
while sulphate (k, aft) pulp made from this chemical is admitted free. Everest

When the duty was taken off newsprint paper and puli) such American coin. get by w
panics as had the resources began to develop plants abroad. They wanted Pulp, °
cheap labor. If tle.,

Just touching the newspr'int situation for a moment, we quote M1r.' Everest the Uniti
again: Wllh

"31r. GARNER. I am asking you why the protective theory should not apply products
to newsprint paper as well as other paper used by other people. Kraft

"Mr. EVEIEST. I think it should." (Tariff readjustment, 1929, p. 6S25, first Mr. El
paragraph.) par. 7, ti

Later, it reply to a question regarding the newsprint situation, Mir. Everest "Mr.
aild (top of 1. 0828, tariff readjustment, 1929) : "Mr.
"We have gone through tile pains of this thing in the rearrangement of mills " Mr. 1

to take the place of the newsprint industry, the major portion ot which is now "3hr.
located it Canada * * *." quest for

Still latter Mr. Everest was questioned, with the following results (second "Mr.
paragraph, 1. 6829, tariff readjustment, 1929) : "Mr.

,Mr. HuLL. What amount of American capital is Invested in wood.pulp mills, "3r.
newsprint paper, and printing paper in Catada or other countries'. allied

"Mr. EVEREST. I have no Information on tlmat subject." "Mr.
Mr. Everest became very dumb. Note t
But Mr. Pagenstecher, representing the manufacture's of printing paper, Ing nao e

upon questioning, was tnore enlightening oil this subject (pp. 6844-6845, tariff teamaee
readjustment, 1929) : InI rep

"Mr. BULL. Do you know to what amount there is American capital Invested replied t
in other countries in connection with this entire industry? The re

"Mr. PAOENOTECHIE. I have just been told it is about $580,000,0W). Thi'ty
Mr. IIuL!,. Most of that Is In Canada? amounts

"Mr. PAOENSTECIEI. Yes. Less t
"Mr. GARNER. If yOU hail an adequate tariff on wood pulp and print pulp that is 0

that American capital would probably have remained int this country., Now, o
"Mr. PA'N STECHER. It probably would have. should t
"Mr. GAICNER. And employ American labor to produce this, article, and tile farmers

reason it went to foreign countries was because it was placed on the free list? ture their
"Mr. PAE.Ns'rEcnER. Yes, sir." The ch
It is difficult to understand how Mr. Everest, president of the American tested kr

Paper an(l Pulp Association, representing, as he says, "fully S0 per cent of the
total tonnage of paper and pulp manufactured lit the United States " could not
give the HIouse committee some Information ott this point.

There are a large number of American conlpanies heavily interested it Altlaoug
Canada, three of which we tnention. the paper
They atre the Crown Zellerbatch Corporation, of San Francisco, Calif.; the In 191'

Minnesota & Ontario Paper Co.. of Mimeapolis, Minn., whose nanme speaks for ,mounted
itself; and the International 'aper Co., of New York, N. Y. While

Now tlat these paper co panties have gone through tie " pain " of trans. Increased
ferring their investments to Canada they (1o not want a duty oil pulp. Wherea

In the tariff act of 1922, page 57, paragraph 1301, we ind protection for in 1927 '
cheap Canadian and Scandinavian pulp supplies in these terms. imports tu

"Provided, That If any country, * * * shall forbid or restrict in any way Throug:
the exportation.of * * * or impose any export duty, export license fee, or cake sold
other export charge of any kind whatsoever * * * upon wood pulp, or We are
wood for use in the manufacture of wood pulp, the President may enter into produetior
negotiations with such country * * * to secure the removal of such prohl.
bitlon * * * and until such prohibition * * * is removed * * *
there should be Imposed * * * an additional duty of 10 per centum ad
valorem and lit addition thereto an amount equal to the highest export duty or
other export charge imposed by such country * * ."

Thus are these paper companies protected as to Canada and their supplies
of cheap imported pulp. Canada is the real reason for not asking a duty on
"Sc:ndinavian " pulp.
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In objecting to a duty on salt cake, they inveigh against Scandinavian pulp,
but do not mention their own Canadian supplies.

it is true, they may look longingly at a duty on newsprint paper, but, as Mr.
Everest said in reply (o a question by Mr. Garner, "I did not think we could
get by with It," (p. 0;25. par. 20, tariff readjustment, 1929).

pulp, however, is a different matter.
If they can manufacture their own pulp cheaper in Canada than they do in

the United States, why pay American wages, and cut their profits.
With the exception of Standard newsprint paper, all other papers and

products are protected.
Kr~aft paper, made from sulphate pulp, has a 30 per cent ad valorem duty.
Mr. Everest %-its questioned on tits point and replied as follows (p. 0832,

par. 7, tariff readjustment, 1929) :
"Mr. MCLAUMhLIN. What is the duty on kraft paper?
"Mr. EVEREST. Thirly per cent, wrapping paper.
"Mr. MeLAuohiLrI. )o you find that to be satisfactory?
"Mr. EvwEnsT. Yes, I think the wrapping paper people are making no re-

quest for a change, elthar up or down, or for classlfication.
"Mr. MCLAUGHlIN. is there a kraft pulp, as such, brought into tills country?
"Mr. EVEmST. Yes, sir.
"Mr. McLAuoHLIN. What is the law relating to that? I have not ex-

amiled it.
"Mr. EVEREST. All mnechanilcal and chemical pulps are free."
Note that Mr. Everest "thought" the wrapping paper people were request-

Ing no change. lie appeared as their representative and asked "for the main-
temneo of the present rate". (p. 7049, tariff readjustment, 1029).

in reply to Mr. Hull's question as to the amount of Imports, Mr. Everest
replied that there were practically no imports of kraft wrapping paper.

The reason is not hard to find.
Thirty per cent ad valorem on the present valuation of wrapping paper

amounts to $20 per ton.
Less than one per cent of kraft paper is entering the United States, and

that is of a grade not manufactured here.
Now, with their finished product, kraft paper, adequately protected, wly

should they employed American labor to produce pulp here, or American
farmers and timbermen to grow and cut the wood, when they can manufac-
ture their own Canadian pulp much more economically?

The cheaper their pulp, the more money they make on their heavily pro-
tected kraft paper.

OtWTi OF DOMESTIC KIAFT PULP PRODUCTION

Although kraft pulp and paper is a comparatively recent development in
the paper Industry, it has made tremendous strides in recent years.

In 1917 doanesth, production of sulphate pulp was 84,799 tons ftnd imports
.mounted to 109,558 toils.

While In 1927, 10 years later, domestically produced sulphate pulp had
increased to 022,784 tons, and imports to 474,810 tons.

Whereas in 1917, imports exceeded domestic production by 30 per cent,
in 1927 the position was the reverse, with domestic production exceeding
Imports to approximately the same degree.

Throughout this period 1917-1927 kraft pulp was on the free list, and salt
cake sold for over $21.00 per ton f. o. 1. producer's plant in bulk.

We are printing herewith a table giving interesting figures on kraft pulp
production, imports and salt cake prices and imports.
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The following table gives the figures, (and authorities), showing rapid
increase in domestic kraft pulp production and consumption:

[All figures in tons of 2,000 pounds]

Bulk price
I sAlt ciko

Year fLo.b. pro-ldulcers
works

1017 ............................. 20.50
1918 ............................. 32.50
1910 ............................. 15.70
1920 ............................. 35.25
1021 ............................. 23.40
1922 ............................. . 20.70
1023 ............................. 21.7.
1921 ............................. 20.00
1925 ............................. 19.00
1920 ............................. 20.00
1927 ............................. I 18. 50
1928 ............................. 13.50
1929 (4 months) .................. 1 10.00

German
salt cake
Imports

Total i Domestic
nports production

kraft pull) kraft pulp

............ I109, 5.% M4,709

............ I 122 520 142,362

........... * 11,0(3 120,378

.......... 199,974 18, (50

............ 6178.0" 140,760

............ 330.337 243,681

............ I 279.012 314,267

.......... .. 34%392 302,735
1.708 362, 311 412.6110
5, 598 :193, M4 1,23,878

11.171 3194,197 022,781
2s 22A 44:1, ,50 197, 000
32.270 ........................

Total Per cent
United of '

States con. , ortsto
sumptlon od
kraft pulp po luon

ton

104,357 j 129
264,882 A271:4341 125
388,024 106
318, 843 127
574,018 138
593. 270 89
645,127 113
775.001 88
910,942 75

1,016,8i 63
1,140,450 63

Figures given inI able were obtained as follows:
Price of salt cake, 1917 to 1922, United States Geological Bulletin No. 717;

19'23 to 1028. Summary of Tariff Infornmtilon, 1929.
Salt cake imports, United States Customus I)epartment.
1'til statistics: United States Dvlartntent of Conmerce Bulletin, Pulpwood

Consumption and Wood-Pulp Production ; United States Department of Agri.
culture Statistical Bulletin No. 21 ; Paper Trade Journal.

The figures given above show four facts:
1. The treniendouis growth In consumption (if kraft pulp.
2. That $21 per ton salt cake has had no retarding influence on the growth

of doumestid kraft pulp production.
3. That in spite of dutyless foreign kraft ltlp, and $21 salt cake, domestic

pulp production has increased since 1917 oil an average of 52,000 tois a year.
4. That kraft-pulp producers have not been able to keep pace with domestic

consumption, because imports have increased between 1917 and 1928 on an
average of 32,500 tons a year.

COST OF PRODUCTION OF DOMESTIC ]CRAFT PAPER

According to tie testimony of Mr. Harvey (p. 9325, tariff readjustment, 1929)
"practically 70 per cent of tile cost of kraft paper is the cost of kraft pulp."

Sunnary of Tariff Infornation, 1929, page 2441, gives tile price of in.
ported unbleached kraft pull) its $19.59 per toil.

Taking Mr. Harvey's assertion for the fact (for Ie was testifying against
a duty oii salt cake at the time), thelln kraft paper would cost $70.8[0 per toll.

Using the Sunniary of Tariff Information (1). 1855) for our authority again,
we filld the value of donlestic kraft paper 1s $102.35 pqr ton.

The profit would therefore be $31.50 per toti.
1i 1027. domestic kraft palr production amounted to 037,295 tols.
At $31.50 per toil profit, the total profit for that year was $20,274,692.50.
It should be relemnbered that $10.509,070.00 of this amount was directly due

to tariff protection, and that even without protectih it profit of $3,505,022.50
would have resulted.

COST OF PRODUCTION OF DOMESTIC ItA~ir PULP

Tite figures presented above are for paper only.
Tie objectors to a duty Oil salt cake have tried desperately to separate kraft

pulp from kraft paper.
Of the 28 kraft pulp mills operating today in the United States. every one

manufactures its pulp into paper itself, with the exception of some slight
surplus production.
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They declaim against tile inJustiC of granting a duty on their raw material
while their finished )roduct is free of duty.

Kraft pull) is not a fitish(5A product.
The ultimate consumer could no iiore use a pound of kraft pull) than lie could

a sugar beet.
hit for their purposes of propaganda, to conceal their huge profits in paper,

due almost entirely to tariff protection. they call their pulp a " finished " product.
The tremendous growth of kraft pulp production has beenm in the face of the

fact that it has had no tariff protection. This to the average American inanu-
facturer faced with American costs would appear nothing less than business
suicide.

it exists only because of making a " double" profit, I. e., a profit on pulp as
well as oi l aper.

The Union Bag and Paper Corporation, whose product (paper bags) enjoys
a duty of $100 per ton and 20 per cent ad valorem, recently completed a huge
new kraft pull) mill at Tacoma, Wash.
Tiie pull) from this plant is shipped to New York for manufacture.
In a public offering of bonds sold to halsy, Stuart & Co., of New York City,

for tie purpose of finmncig this new plant, the following representation was
iade by C. R. McMillen, president of tli(, Union Bag and P per Corporation:

"The pulp will be .;hlliped by water to within a comparatively short distance
of the main paper mills of the Uitiomi Bag and Paper Corporation at Hudson
Falls. New York, the estimated delivered cost of sueh pulp being 25 per cent less
than the lowest average price paid for pull), delivered at this point, during the
last tell years."

Yet this company objected to the duty on salt cake in the following terms:
"A duty of $5 lp, r ton on salt cake will be a (lsastrous handicap, especially as

competing European kraft pull) Is admitted to the United States free of duty."
(Tariff readjustment, 1929, p. 9332.)

Which statement is correct?
If Scandinavian pulp could be purchased In New York for as low as $48 per

ton, then the Union Bag Co. manufactures it own pulp and delivers It in New
York for $30 per ton. It thus makes a profit of $12 per tol.

The freight rate, Tacoma to New York. is $8 per ton; therefore the actual
cost of American kraft pulp would be $28 per ton, leaving 43 per cent net
profit.

These huge profits are possible because kraft pulp can be made from waste
wood products. costing practically nothing.

The Union Bag amid Paper Corporation, of New York, N. Y., has the fol-
lowing to say regarding pulp-wood costs in their annual statement for 1927
(issued 1928) :

"The largest present supply of pull) wood Is found in the Pacific North-
west. Accordingly we are now constructing on tilewater harbor frontage at
Tacoma, Wash., a thoroughly modern kraft pulp mill. which will produce
al)roxinately 40,000 tons annually of sulphate (kraft) pulp, essential to
the business of the company, at a very material saving in cost of raw material.
Pulp wood, the principal raw naterlal, has been contracted for over a long
term of years and at favorable rates."

Mr. Harvey of the Advance Bag and Paper Co. (tariff readjustment, 1929,
p. 9325, second paragraph), says:

"Kraft pulp can be made fron aly kind of wood-hard wood. soft wood,
tamarack, Jack pine, any conceivable kind.

"Mr. RAMISEYEl. Sawdust.
"Mr. HARVEY. If you please. There is abundant raw material in this country

(for its kraft-pulp requirements). but we call not compete front the pulp
standpoint with the Scandinavians."

(But see Mr. Gintzler who says Scandinavian pulp costs them $40 a toll.
See page 8786, tariff readjudtnent, 1920. Ainerian pulp costs $26.50. See
below.)

In their brief objecting to a duty oil salt cake said Union Bag Co. says:
"Tile kraft pulp industry has enabled the Southern and Western States to

utilize advantageously enormous quantities of small logs and lumber waste
that formerly were of little value, and frequently entailed a heavy expense
(to the States?) in disposing of it."

(63310-29-vO. 16,.sCHEn 16 -38
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It is
But the Union Bag took this material off their hands, and secured far Gulf,

cheaper pull) wood than exists in Europe. stoekhc
The Willapa Pulp and Paper Mills has the following to say: 3r.
"Earnings: According to the report made to this corporation by Mr. T. A. cotanit

De Guere (a leading engineer on pull) mills), this corporation, owing to its statemi
many advantages (county taxes only, free water, advantageous log and waste COm1no1
wood contracts, and inexhaustible cheap timber and limestone supply, excel. ie a:
lent rail and deep-water transportation, favorable contract with Bulkley Ihun. It w
toil Co., New York), will produce pulp at a cost as low as any existing earniud.
pull) niill." St. I:

Willapa even gives figures, as follows: " Contracts for approximately 20 of tile
years for all waste pull) wood front two large lumber companies, * * * at A co
a price for the first five years at $1.125 per cord" ($2.50 per ton of kraft share
pulp). The

The Wlillapit Pulp & Paper Co., Ili resorting to financing, estimate tile cost $Si per
of producing a toil of kraft pulp at $26.50. In ot

Tie St. Helens Pull) & Paper Co. estimate their costs of production at result 1
$35 per ton. 10 for

Other kraft pulp producers undoubtedly produce between these figures. Tile
We quote Mr. Morris Gintzler, representing the Pulp & Paper Trading Co., laidtso

testifying against the granting of a duty on sulphate (kraft) pulp (p. 8780, Amon
tariff readjustment, 1929): able sit

"There Is not today a single pulp mill in the United States operating as a at rand,
lhunp mill (exclusively) to supply paper mills with pulp. They are operating Mhtm
solely In connection with manufacturing paper by the paper mills which are 1025 to
adjuncts to these pulp mills. Pacific

"The American pulp mills need no protective tariff for their product. Mills share il
on the Pacific coast and In the South seeking capital for investment in their We S
enterprises have repeatedly made the statement, and I know it is founded on product.
fact, that kraft pulp can be manufactured at a price of $30 per ton. In pal)er n:
Sweden, where the principal amount of kraft pulp is produced, and from where ment.
we import the principal amount, the cost is $40 per ton. * * *

EFFECT OF $5 DUTY ON SALT CAKE On pil
is tile "

We submit that a profit of $31.50 per ton on paper plus a profit of $12 to $18 product!
per tol on pull) Is rather substantial, and yet this tariff-protected Industry "In 1
would forbid us receiving a duty on salt cake amounting to approximately $1 krafr p
per ton on pulp. tile man

W. submit that not only would such a duty place no new burden on the paper On p1
companies who have been accustomed to Iaying around $21 per ton for salt (f Now
cake, but that in the long run they would be much safer with many domestic Mr. M
companies competing for their business than be at the mercy of the two German "I Jots
chemical trusts, of this c

One-fifth of a ton of salt cake is used in manufacturing a tonl of kraft pulp. Wash.,
If what the kraft paper producers claim were true, and due to a $5 tariff, Wash.,

the price of salt cake was raised to the consumer by that amount, it would have an
Increase tht, cost by less than $1 per ton of paper. pulp pe

On each ton of paper he is receiving $26 tariff protection. Pacific
Tit, salt cake producer would get $1 protection, against $20 protection to average

the paler manufacturer. men giv
indir(,ctr

P'IROFITS IN THE PAPER BUSINESS million
On the

We have collected such earning statements of the kraft pulp and paper com- 697.000
panics its are available, and present them herewith: Using
.........- portion

Net earned per share than $4.1
If the

192 1927 1926 1925 We su
. . . . .... . ..-- - - - - --- __ _ ......... ....... . .brief, th
Brown Paper Mills Co., Monroe, La ......................... ( ) $20.19 $17.63 (1) pulp. 21
Advance Dag & Paper Co., Boston, Mas ....................... (2). 12.49 10.231 $15.38 figures tcSt. Helens Pulp & Paper Co., St. Helens, Oreg ................. N o (Mr. M

I Not available.
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It is intere,-ting to note that these three companies represent the Atlatie
Gulf, and Pacific coasts, and that they present a prosperious outlook to their
stockholders.

Mr. Harvey, who represented the Advance Bag & I'aper Co. before the House
committee, iii presenting his objections to a duty on salt cake, among other
statements, said that his company has been tiuable to pay dividends on its
conlifll stock.

Iii askks: "Are not our stockholders entitled to a dividend?
It would appear that they were. The above figures show it wits cerlainly

earned. What did Mr. Harvey do with the earning,?
St. Helens Iulp & Paper Co., of St. Helens, Oreg., is an interesting example

of tie money to be made in the kraft pulp and paper business,
A compratively new plant, begimiug operations in 1927, it earned $20.05 per

share in 1928.
The St. lelens company only received $82 per share for its stock. The other

$18 per share went to the promoters and stock salesmen.
Il other words, It earned 31.7 per cent net on its investment In 1928. As a

result its stock rose to $230 per share on the stock market and is behig split
10 for 1.

Tile Brown Paper Mills Co., practically a fatnily corporation, also profited
llidsolniely.

Aimiog other paper companies which are operating i tile doubtfully profit-
able sullihite as well as kraft field we select the following earning statements
at raiidolll

Minnesota & Ontario Paper Co. imreased its earnings from $3,800,225 lit
1025 to $5.234,405 itt 1927.

Pacific Mills, at Crown Zellerbach Canadian subsidiary, carned s9.87 per
share li 1925, $9.45 per share In 1927, and $12.01 per shae in 1928.

We submit that the sodium sulphate producer is entitled to a price for his
product. which, if not showing him the handsome profits accruing to the kraft-
paper manufacturers, will at least allow him a reasonable profit on his invest-
laettt.

INACOUBACIES IN OBJECTIONS OF PULP COMPANIES

On page 9331, Tariff Readjustment, 1929, under the heading "Kraft pulp,"
is the follohing statement in a brief of manufacturers of paper aild paper
products:

"Ini 1928 the kraft-pulp mills of the United States produced 697,000 .tons of
krafr pull). As near its catl be determined there were 17.000 mei engaged in
tile mnatiufacture (if this tonnage, at ati annual return to labor of $21.000.000."

On page 8334, Tariff Readjustment, 1929, is the Statement of H. A. McGrath,
of New York City, representing the Crown Zellerbach Corporation.

Mr. McGrath has the following to say:
"I just want to touch partly on the Pacific coast situation. Two of the ills

of this corporation, one kitown is the Crown Willamette Paper Co., at Camas,
Wash., and the other tile National Paper Products Co., at Iort Townsend,
Wash., are matnufacturlig kraft pull). Between tlhien, in those mills, they
have an hivestment of $8.000.000. They are producing 88,000 tons of kraft
pull) per year, which Is about 40 per cent of what Is being produced on the
Pacific coast. They are employlug directly in those mills 004 men, at an
average daily wage of $4.50, which makes over $400,000, because I lMore are more
men given employment who cut down the timber and such work as tlt, so
indirectly the total wage affected by the kraft-pulp industry would be over a
million and at quarter dollars or thereabouts."

On the figures given the House committee, quoted front the litlef, eatch of the
697.000 toils of kraft pulp produced during 1928 cost over $30 per ton for labor.

Using Mr. McGrath's figures, the direct cost to the Crown Zellerbach Cor-
poration for labor for each of the 88,000 tous they produce was slightly more
than $4.50 per ton.

If the Indirect labor charges as stated by Mr. McGrath are added, titn said
labor costs per ton of pulp rose to roughly $14.50.

We submit that the Crown Zellerbach Corporation stated, by signitig sahl
brief, that labor costs, " as near as can be determined," was $30 per ton of
pulp. Mr. McGrath said that directly as well as "indirectly" labor only
figures to thi(' extent of $14.50 per ton of pulp.

Mr. McGrath's figures, although liberal, art, nearest the truth.
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The figures given in the Brief of the Manufacturers of Paper and Paper
Products must have been prepared to mislead the Congress.

It is rather anomalous to find that in a large industry that tit indirect
charges are even greater than the direct charges, 1. e., incidentals greater thin, Prot
major costs. Good management or good figuring? a duty

In the Brief of Mannfacturers of Paper and Paper Prolucts (top of p. 9331, It ti
Tariff Readjustment, 1929) Is the statement that "in 1928 the kraft pull) in. who, a'
dustry used approximately 205,070 tons" (of salt cake), Or 590 pounds of salt
cake per toil of pulp. ivecl

Summary of Tariff Information, 1929, page 2589. says that the evslilatel loh t.
consumption of salt cake was 103,000 tons for the kraft pulp industry in 1927, It w
and on page 2440 of said authority we find that the production of kraft pulp the An
for that year (1927) was 593,995 tons, or 346 pounds of salt cake pvr ti of It is
pull). ake

This Is a difference of 244 pounds per toil of pulp, or approxilnately 60 per l'rh.e
cent. Pacific

W( submit that the United States Tariff Commission's experts were dlsia. salt (I-
terested and more nearly correct, and that said figure given by tile kril'a plip tl)ld \"
manufacturers of 205,670 tons was given to deceive. (111,'

Kraft pull) manufacturers in an average mill will use less than 400 polndS nilati'
of' salt cake per ton of pulp produced. "prese

At tills rate approximately 140,060 tons of salt cake was used in 1928 Instead We.
of 205,070 tons. of fa"

The Germans are now shipping salt cake to this country at the annual rate T(
of 10,00) tons, or 71 per cent of the domestic kraft pulp mill consumption, tilat "

Both Mr. La Marche (fifth paragraph, p. 9330, Tariff Readjustment, 1929), 02anadi
representing the International Paper Co., and the Brief of Manufflcturers of The
Paper and Paper Products, letter of Union Bag & Paper Corporation, quoted GrnaM
i said brief (p. 9332, Tariff Readjustment, 1929), we find almost idoltlcal S:t(
expression of opinion to the effect that, "if for any reason the growth of tile ncilt
kraft pulp mills in the United States is retarded, it will affect the salt cake said
producers accordingly, as the pulp mills are their principal customers." depart

We submit that having lost 71 per cent of this pulp mill business to the been s(
Germans, solely on a price basis, said stilt cake producers do not greatly fear 'l,
the threat above quoted. ,.,,- ot

Their lnit hope of continuing their business will be ill relief afforder them I.0
by Congress against cut-throat German competition. " :y

of $15.
SALT OAKE PRICES IN SCANDINAVIA price

lluil,
The Advance Bag & Paper Co. (Inc.), of Boston, Mass., in tileir brief oppos. Salt

ing the granting of a duty oil salt cake (p. 9328, Tariff Iteadjustnient, 1929, $13.50-
last three lines), says: Til-

"We ascertained that Scandinavian labor costs were approximately 50 per ton.
cent under our costs, and that they were able to obtain salt cake at a very .1'-
much lower price than we could." bulk.

We are in receipt of the following telegram regarding this statement: Tie.

" GOTMxnuao, Ju1iw !1, 1929. sentat

"Price salt cake, depending quantity, to-day between 60 ($14.04) tilt] 75 agents

($18.30) shillings e. 1. f. Goteborg. $17.95.
"AMICRICAN CONSUL." n1il1l

This is all average price of $10.47 for salt cake In Sweden. the ell
Mr. Harvey (p. 9327. Tariff Readjustment, 1929) testifies that: Wil.
"We are paying tit( Louisiana manufacturer, although it cuts down our buy- No

ing capacity, $14.25 a ton for his salt cake, when woe are paying lit tile norti "aiike
(Ilowland, Me.) $11.25." But
Tile Advance Bag & Paper Co. Is thus getting Its salt cake for anl average regan

price of $12.75 per ton as against the price in Sweden of $10.47 per ton, or a Wil,
differential of $3.72 against the Swedisil kraft Pulp producer. pull)

After the Swedish mills have manufacturer their pulp, it costs them $5 per price
ton to ship it to the United States. Aftc

The differential in favor of the American kraft pulp producer is therefore to a n
.5.75 (one-fiftth toil of salt cake, at $3.72, or $0.75) per ton of pulp. We

A $5 tariff on salt cake would not offset this differential. sentat:
call pC
the C
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PACIFIC COAST OBJECTIONS

Protest of German agenlts.--We have seen a brief opposing the granting of
a duty on salt cake which was distributed by Wilson & Geo. Meyer & Co.

it tithes a friendly Interest in the well doing of the kraft pulp companies,
wilt. according to the brief, are In dire need of German salt cake.

Why Germant?
Itlcia'i- Wilson & Goo. Meyer & Co. is the Paciflc coast representative of

lioth tih Gertumn Potash Trust and the German Sulfat-.Xytlidkat.
It was strallgely 1ly about so statig iln objeetig to the Cougress prl'tectiltg

te American salt cake producer.
it Is tiled by ' saild agents Ilat certainh owliers of natural deposits of solt

cake * * *, lhve based their request for duty on the argument that the,
price t'ii itlorled salt cake was lit the neighborhood of $14 or $15 tleiivered at
Pacific coast ports. We wish to point. it Oltut the lresent prick. for Intlorlt (d
salt ake i s $17,95 delivered litt Pacific coast I orls, to which the buyer must
;iddl whalalge an1d hltalilliitg charges of $1 or $1.50 lt r tol, figuring the price of
our satil 'alie at really ia higher level thain whatt was phlat id by certain
ntural producers M lien they requested a protective duty." (Note tile words
"present price.")

We sumlit that this Is it del berate misrepresentation its velI as s~uppression
of facts.

The brief of the domestic Iroducers referred to by tile German agents stated
tiat "this (German) material Is behig delivered * * * to American and
Caadilan ports in bulk for $1'1.50-$14.50 pir ton."

Tie Amerilan producers' brief stated clearly "in bulk," soniethhitg this
Ot-'itli letter lit:s refrit'ned from doing.

Said American producers' brief printed a copy of invoice attached to a ship-
meat of German salt (ake handled by said Wilson & Geo. Meyer & Co. in which
said Wilson & Geo. Meyer & Co. represented to the United States custunis
delarinment that said shipment consisting of 500 .tons of sod uni sulplhate had
been sold delivered on the Paeifle coast for $15.95 i sacks.

1'l1' said Gernman agents also stitted in said voice above mentioned, that the
of furnislhig sacks for sald 500% tol shipment of German salt cake was

1.00 per toil.
By subtra'ting the pr'ce of sacks amiountig to $1.90 from stated sales price

of $15.95 (all of which was clearly printed lit American producers' brief), the
lprice of $14.05 in bulk wits arrived at.

Bulk prices on other of their contracts would lie $13.60 c. 1. f. Tacoma.
Said (lrtnan agents have not denied that they had delivered salt cake for

$13.50-$14 ili bulk.
They merely state that the present price of German salt cake is $17.05 Ier

ton.
511'd agents carefully conceal whether said price of $17.05 Is lit sucks or in

bulk.
Tiley attempt to challenge the veracity of the Amerlean producer" rilre-

sentattions (which representations are based oi written docunnt.- of said
agents of the German chentical trusts) by stating that the present itrice Is$17.95.

These agents, however, state that "so m e 
of these concerns (pulp aid palter

manufacturers) have already (ontracted for inIported salt cake well tip to
the end of 1930."

Why contract if the price was high?
No nietition is made of the contract lirhie, but by !inputatlon they try to

auake the reader believe said price Is $17.05.
But the $17.05 price is to conceal frol the Congress the ex:ct situation

.regardilg Ilorts of Gerntn sodiumnn sulphate.
Wilson & G(o. Meyer & Co. havo entered into contracts with Atnerlean

pull) mills for the sale of imported sodium sulphate for the year 1929 at a
price below $15.95 in sacks. not $17.95, as they have stated.

After contracting the present and future market, they raise their quotutiotis
to a no market to $17.95, as a ge-,utre otily.

We submit that said agency has not only filed papers containing inisrepre-
sentations and suppressions, but that they have couspired with certain Ameri-
can paper comanies to the same end. I. e., the coneealnellt of tihe truth from
the Congress.
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BRIEF OF PACIFIC COAST PULP MILLS

A brief has been submitted objecting to the granting of a $5 duty on sait
cake.

Said brief was entitled "Brief in Behalf of the Pacific Coast Manufacturers
of Kraft Pulp in the Matter of Tariff on Crude Sodium Sulphate."

This brief was signed by the Crown Zellerbach Corporation, Crown Willa.
mette Paper Co., and the National Paper Products Co.

These three companies are identical in ownership, the two latter companies
being subsidiaries of the first-named corporation.

The above-mentioned brief attacks the truth of a brief submitted by certain
natural producers, whose product has ani outlet on the Pacific coast, and whose
market the Germans have taken.

This brief was distributed to the Ways and Means Committee by Wilson &
Geo. Meyer & Co., agents for the German chemical trusts on the Pacific coast.

Said pulp mnhufacturers' brief states that-
"At present German producers are quoting $17.95 c. I. f. Pacific coast ter.

minals, to which must be added wharfage and handling costs, which makes a
price of $18.95 on dock at various Pacific coast ports.

"1In a brief filed by certain natural producers of salt cake, they refer to
being in position to supply kraft producers with salt cake at $17 per ton in
sacks, delivered to Pacific coast kraft mils-in other words, at from $2 to $4
per ton less than the existing German price.

"Obviously, Pacific coast kraft mills would not have contracted for Germnaa
material at a much higher price had they had any assurance from natural pro-
ducers as to their ability to deliver, and their assurance as to quality."

The statements quoted above are deliberately misleading.
The ability of natural producers to manufacture a superior grade of salt

cake and their ability to deliver has been demonstrated by letters and telegrams
from two representative kraft pulp mills, namaely, the International Paper Co.
and the Brown Paper Mill Co.

Said letters and telegrams'are printed hereinbefore.
Even the signers of this brief admit the quality of the natural product iIl the

following statement:
"Recently an order * * * was placed with the American Sodium Co.

• * * which is the only operating sodium sulphate deposit on the Pacific
coat with a satisfactory product. * * * "

The only reason why niore natural deposits art not operating is Ieeause of
German cimpetithoI.

That sodiumm sulpliate Is available is testified to by United States Ge'logieal
Survey Bulletin No. 717.

Many domestic na1 tural producers would be operating now with a superior,
acid-free product if they could secure te present German price of $17.95
delivered 'in the Pacfi' coast.

Thie present German price of $17.95 delivered has been rals-ed from tile
former German prive of $13.00.

It Is at Ihese lower prices that Ihes( objectors to a duty o01 salt elk have
purchased the German material.

After til Pacific coast uirkit has been coltraeted for by t11m through 1930
the Germans have raised the price iI an effort to cast doubt on the ltsstrtions
of the American producers. and thereby mislead Congress.
It Is it palialle mlisrepresentation.
This is shown by tue slatement contained in said brief that:
" In:sIuell s man.ty of ti;e aove mills have already entered into c'ltniracts

with Ihe (lerman producers for salt cake. (-aling for delivery during 1930.
any duty on the Gernan salt cake will mean at additional cost to their salt
cala.."

The intentionn of tie Iritf writer was to (ast the Inference that siId contracts
flir delivery during 1930" were mnde at the present hrilee of $17.i)5.
Tit(- reader is also led to believe by statements in said brief that the higher

price was la-il fo'r the (lernmat material bIctause the diliestlc Iui'4'lulcl v'IS
infe-rior and mlirellabh,
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Furthermore, purchasers of German salt cake have the privilege of canceling
their contracts lit case their costs are raised by a duty.

On February 16, 1920, the representative of a (loniestic deposit sent a letter
to the managing director, National Paper Products Co., Port Townsend, Wash.,
one of the signers of the ierelibefore-mentioned brief, asking if they were in
the market.

The following response was received from the iannnaging director:
, Unfortunately the situation here has not cleared enough soi that we; could

definitely tell you our plans for the future."
Thus an offer made of domestic stilt cake, guaranteed 95 per cent pure or

better, acid free, at $17 per ton delivered at Port Townsend lit sacks, was
Jockeyed by him.

While itself securing tariff protection amounting to $20 per ton on its paper
it would not part with $1 per ton to the domestic salt-cake producer.

Domestic prodtlsers will sell Pacific coast consumers a high-grade salt cake
at $17.95 per ton delivered in stcks, tind will post a bond to reimburse said
consumers for any violation of contract on producers' part.

CONCLUSION

In the preparation of this meimoraidum we utilizedt United States Government
figures whenever available.

Otherwise we used those of the paper manufacturers.
On application for at least a $5 tariff on all sodium sulphate classifications

has been based on two facts.
1. A $10 decline in the price of this chemical.
2. Loss of 71 per cent (if our market due to inability to pay American costs,

principally labor and transportation, and meet the German cut-throat re-
ductions.

Both of the above are directly attributable to German competition.
Germany has been forced to develop a new process whereby former waiste

and detrimental materials heretofore pollutng time rivers, have been utilized.
Germany has thereby been able to place on the American market a high

grade sodium sulphate product at a low price.
Taking advantage of loopholes existing In our tariff act of 1922, it has driven

the American producer from the market.
We have met herein the statements of certain manufacturers opposing this

request, using therefor unimpeachable statistics.
Tile figures presented herewith show clearly that we are requesting the

maintenance of American prices, not the imposition of additional b',mdens ol
other industries, as has been stated by protestants.

That American producers of a basic chemical, vitally necessary to certain
processes in this country, should be driven out of business, not because of aiy
Jnefficien(-y on the part of those produ,'ers, but solely on account of cheaper
production and transportation costs in Europe; that the United States should lie
left at the mercy of European sources of supply In case a national emergency
should arise. is unbelievable.

It is particularly inexcusable when the opponents of this appeal are thln-
selves the recipients of far greater bounties on the part of tills Nation than
those to which the sodium sulphate producers aspire.

We know that our statements presented herewith aro reliable; we lcow
our appeal to be a just one; and we submit our case as presented hermin I the.
Judgment of tile Congress of tile United States.

Respectfully submitted.
AMERICAN SODIUM Co.
RItoDI's SALtx & 110IAX Co.
SODIUM PRODUCTS CORa'ORIATION.
WESTATES CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, June 17, 1929.
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STATEMENT OF ELLIS OLSSON, WEST POINT, VA., REPRESENTING
SOUTHERN KRAFT MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION The su

last year

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the stubcom. be safely
mittee.) 

sulphate

Mr. OLssoN. I would like to submit a brief and would like to say
a few words to it.

I represent the Southern Kraft Manufacturers' Association as a The mu
salesman. I would like to point out that if tile kraft manufacturers cake hayImpuritlei
are pressed to it they will have to manufacture their own salt cake. that hay
They are placed in groups. If Iou look on tie real1 you will find obliged toP, •,, loo oi tie.a o ilfn

n.st of tlei in groups comparat ,ely clo.-e to each other, and if the
salt prices go higher they will be compelled to nmnuftacture their WIKA
own (like. Every

The kraft paper manufacturers in this country started out making if it Is av
kl'aft plp and selling the article as such to paper manufacturing will prov
coiipaliites, but we found that we had to change the equipment in of loctiolm
order to do it. WVe have tremendous competition from foreign
countries, So we hand to save the freight in shipping from the pulp
mill to the paper pltnt in order to make any return on the investment. A high

I alo want to point out that I think a good average price here phate-pul
where thewould be. $20 a ton delivered at the mill. I think that would be a together

very representative price. The Swedish mills which we have to to the gre
compete with pay an average price of $14 for salt delivered, and
that is what we aire competing with.

I also want to point out that the pulp industry has grown vT The Un
greatly in this country. Years ago on the whole continent they phate pul
only made 22 tons a day. 'To-day I venture to say that it is 2,500 The Unit
tons a (ay average o ,whole continent, sulphate _

ay tols of lh
I also want to point out that some siflphate mills in tile United have their

States have been compelled to shut down their operation owing to the anmoun
the competition of the foreign pulp; so you can readily see, gentle- ket repres
men. that we will have to manufacture the product as cheaply as The pul

and Is no'
possible if we are going to stand the competition that we have to States.
meet with foreign countries.

That is all I have to say.
(The brief referred to is as follows:) The prof

small. Pit
]1JRIE1 OF Tll0 SOUT11lIlN ItIAFT AIANU.\CTUiEIIS ASS0t0AI.ON this mater

duce the
SALT CAKE IN PULP MANUFACTURING all on thi

where nat
In the nmanfactu'e of sulphate pulp or so-called kraft pulp a crude sulphate to close

of siodiuin, or-salt cake, Is the most exptn'4ve jnihrial 1use(, ald ill the lroduc- Imported
tin of a taun of pullp salt cake as a 'ulh cOnies Iext to wod as all itein of raw-
inaterial expense.

SALT CA\. ITS ORIGIN The suip
pulp manu:

Most of the salt cake is derived as a by-product or waste product wheu manu. with a pay
facturIng other chemicals, and while this stilt cake for pulpl manufacturing

purposes has not got to be chemically pure, it Is Important that certain hmpurl.
ties do not occur in to, great quantities. So-cnlled natural salt cake, a crude
sodium sulphate of Inferior quality mostly to be found Ill the practically inacces. One of t
Abh, desert sections of the far West, have also been used to a very limited provide a nr
extent. The location of this salt-cake deposit and the trouble in getting tile t has be
material of a quality suitable for the pulp manufacturers are tIl" things that are located
have worked against using this material,

I I "
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QUANTIlY OF SALT CAKE USED IN SULPHATE PULP MAKING

The sulpliate-pulp industry uses over 200,000 tons of salt cake a year, and
last year only about 28,000 tons of salt cake was imported for all uses, so it can
be safely said that less than 10 per cent of the salt cake used for manufacturing
sulphate pulp was imported front foreign countries.

Tl E USE OF NATURA. SALT CAKE IN THE SOUTH

The manufacturers of pulp in the South which have tried to use natural salt
cake have found it inferior to manufactured cake, since it contains objectionable
impurities and is not uniform in quality. The fact is that most manufacturers
that have at one time or another worked their plant with this cake have been
obliged to discontinue using same.

WIAT SALT CAKE IS PirmR RED IN PULP MAKING IN THE UNITED STATES

Every manufacturer of kraft pulp naturally prefers to use domestic salt cake
if it is available, and the small importation of salt cake that took place in 1928.
will prove this. The only mills using foreign salt cake are mills that on account
of location are more or less prohibited from using domestic products.

PULP MANUFACTURERS' SOLUTION FOR HIIGII-PIIICED SALT CAKE

A high price of salt cake would undoubtedly in time compel some of the sul-
phate-pulp manufacturers to produce their own cake, with the consequences that
where the market wits favorable for muriatie acid they would manufacture this
together with the salt cake, and undoubtedly disturb the acid market owing.
to the great quantities of this material that would he produced.

SULPIIATE3 PULP USED IN UNITED STATES

The United States manufactured under the year 1928 about 735,000 tons of sul-
phate pulp, and of this only 80,000 tons reached the market I. the form of pulp.
The United States imported under year 11)28 a total of about 480,0JO tons of
sulphate pull). Of this, 160,000 tons came from Canada. Approximately 90.000
tons of this tomnge was imported to the United States by companies which
have their pulp mills in Canada and their paper mills in the United States, so
tide amount of sulphate pulp importeil from Canada that reached the open mar-
ket represents less thaim 15 per cent of the pulp imported to the United Slates.

The pulp Imported from Canada sells at higher prices than European pulp,
and is not a factor in determining the prices of sulphate pulp in the United
States.

CONDITION IN KHArT PULP MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

The profits in the manufacturing of kraft pulp have always been comparatively
small. Plants that were built to manufacture pulp for the purpose of selling
this material to paper or'board manufacturers soon found that they had to pro-
dice the finished material (paper or board) in order to get any returns at
all on their investments, and some pulp mills that were built in locations
where natural advantages were less than they might be in other places have had
to close dwn their plants owing to the keen competition from EuropeaD
Imported pulp.

INVESTMENT IN THE INDUSTRY

The sulphate pulp producers have an investment of about $50,000,000 in kraft
pulp manufacturing plants, and around 17,000 men are employed in this industry
with a pay roll of $21,000,000.

SULPHATE PULP INDUSTRY AND THE FARMER

One of the greatest things the sulphate-pulp industry has accomplished is to
provide a market for sawmill waste and small timber, and in this way this indus-
try has been of very decided benefit to farmers in the sections where the mills
are located.
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I have previously pointed out that efficient sulphate pulp mills have shut down
because of the keen competition with imported pull) and that many mills that ti i
started out as pull) manufacturers have bad to build finishing plants in order A
to protect their investments, so it seems fairly plain that this industry can
not stand much higher cost of raw materials and still exist.

Respectfully submitted. list.
SOUTIEItN KnAt 'T MANUFACTtIuNo Associ.vioN, i

By ELIS OIEsoN. S

Distrlt of Columbia, 8s:

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th day of July, 1929.

CHASE. E. ALDEN, -1'
Notary Public, D. C.

My commission expires October 13, 1932. N y lD it

mnill
STATEMENT OF R. I. LAMARCHE, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT. u't

ING PAPER MAKERS' SALT CAKE CONFERENCE

i'The Nitness was duly sworn bIy the chairman of the silheoni. Cana
mittee.) SesMi'. l~Amicin,. I lereel the International Paper Co., Falls pulp'
Manufact aring, (,o.. and ,.-eve'al other kraft-pulp manufacturers. I
appeared before the House committeee and offered oral testimony Se
and also it written brief, and I asstire you that I am not going to M
offer any repetitious matter here to-day. Se

I wild like to point out one thing that might be considered in
the nature of repetition. I would like to bring to your attention
the fact that this salt cake is the principal chemical ingredient in the
manufacture of kraft pulp. and that kraft pul l) is on the free list and Se
undoubtedly will remain there from any information we have been M
able to secure. Se

Senator WALSH. What )roportion of the value of kraft pulp does Mr
salt cake represent? Se.

Mr. LAAI1C1RCE. That depends, Senator. You see, in the Wiscon. tatioi
sin plants our delivery cost of salt cake is around $20 a ton.

Senator WALSH. Is it 5 per cent, 10 per cent, 3 per cent, or 2 per vert
cent of the value? Se'

Mr. I,A-MAR.C1E. One-fifth. That would be 20 per cent. kraf
Senator WA\LSH. So that salt cake represents 20 per cent of the mutt

value that you put into kraft pulp? M
Mr. LA A itciE. That is in the Wisconsin plant. Take another mate

plant. where you (1o not have a high freight rate to contend with. expe
and it might be half of that or even less.

Senator WALSh1. It is a good deal of an item. M
Mr. LaMARltir. Yes. kind
Senator WALSt!. And $5 a ton would be quite a factor in increas- suita

ing the cost of kraft pulp. be ut
Mr. ,.A1AHlcI1t. Anywhere from 90 cents to $2 a ton, depending se

upon the efficiency of the pulp mill. of kr
Senator WLxasH. What is the invoice price of kraft pulp? M
Mr. L AARICE. What is it selling for to-day? Se
Sv'nator WISlI. Yes, approximately.
Mr. LaM A,1CtWHE. I can give you our selling prices. The southern So

kraft pulp sells for about $70 a ton and the northern is worth around
$90 a to n net t

so,



,enator WALS. So that this tariff would increase the price $2 a
to,, if the duty were effective?

Mr. I, MAR6CI. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENs. The product of these pulp mills is oil the free

list. you say?
M11'. IjAArOCIIE. Yes, sit. Kraft pulp is on the free list.
Senator COUZENs. So if wve put a tariff on salt cake, you would

want a compensatory duty on pulp, I suppose?
Mr. LA-I 1nIIE. No. we would not.
SellUtor WIUs51. WhV*?
Mr. ICHF. It would have been a fine thing several years ago,

but it is too late now. The International Paper Co. has a lraft-pulp
mill in the State of Maine that has not been able to operate for the
;ast 10 years by reason of foreign pulp coming into this country.

S0,nator WALSH. Have you any mills in Canada?
Mr. 1,iMucx,. No kraft-pulp mills. We have newsprint mills in

Canada.
Senator WALSH. Does the International Paper Co. import any kraft

pulp)?
Mr. LAMARCHE. We do.
Senator WALSH. From where?
Mr. L, HEIcuI,. Sweden and Norway, the Scandinavian countries.
Senator WALSH. So you have given up the manufacture of kraft

pull) because it is on the free list, and buy it as a raw product now
from foreign countries and want it kept on the free list?

Mr. LA, %Incm,,. That is right.
Senator WALsH. Is kraft pulp manufactured in this country?
Mr. LAMARCHE. It is.
Senator WALSH. Very extensively?
Mr. LAMIARCIH . Yes .
Senator WALSH. It is able to compete successfully with the impor-

tations that are on the free list?
Mr. LAMA I C.. In tile South, yes, or where you are going to con-

vert it into paper at your mill; yes.
Senator WALSH. It depends somewhat upon the location of the

kraft-pulp mill. and the factor of railroad rates enters into the
matter also?

Mr. LA MARCHE. It is not so much that as it is the cost of the raw
material, the lumber. There is cheap wood in the South and very
expensive wood in the North.

Senator KEYt.S. You can use almost any kind of wood, can you not?
Mr. LAU. ,IrcHE. In the manufacture of kraft pulp practically any

kind can be used; yes sir. I do not think the hardwoods make a
suitable raw material ior pulp, but almost any kind of softwood can
be used for the purpose.

Senator COUZENs. How many pounds of salt cake are used in a ton
of kraft pulp?

Mr. LAMAiCHnE. About 400 pounds.
Senator WALSH. How much does it sell for a pound?
Mr. LAUARnCHE. Salt cake?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. LA3A ucuE. Salt cake is worth anywhere from $14 to $20 a

net ton delivered at your mill.
Senator WALSH. Can you lit it in pounds?

599FRIEE LIST
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Mr. LAMAIoHE. That would be about a cent a pound; anywhere
from a cent a pound to three-quarters of a cent per pound. q

I made the statement a moment ago, Senator, that I would like to
retract, that we do not make any kraft pulp in the States. We do la,
make it in our southern mills. f forgot for the moment, because we
do not have any control over the southern plant in our New York 2
office. They sort of operate independently, and for the moment they
escaped my attention entirely. We make several hundred tons of
kraft pulp in our southern plants, but that is turned into kraft paper
in those plants. We do not manufacture any for sale.

My principal idea in appearing here was to refute the statement i
made and the briefs submitted by the natural salt-cake producers.
They did not appear before the House committee. They submitted
a written brief after we had appeared; and with your permission I
am going to read two paragraphs from a letter that they wrote to
one of the producers of kraft pulp in reference to a supply of natural
cake. I will quote it from the letter:

A few weeks ago this company entered into a 5-year contract with the Inter.
national Paper Co. to furnish all of their southern mills with salt cake, a
total of 40,000 to 50,000 tons a year, commencing January 1, 1929, provided we
are able to sure then by December 1, 1928, of our ability to deliver. Our
ability to deliver depends upon the securing of a railroad to our plant. Con.
tingent upon our effecting the construction of the railroad to our plant we will
agree to furnish your total requirements of salt cake over a period of three
years, beginning January 1, 1929, or as soon thereafter as your present coMract
expires, at a price of $17.50 a ton alongside your port. This price is based on a
$3 a ton boat rate out of San Pedro, which applies to your mill.

Seventeen dollars and fifty cents a net ton delivered at "slingside, tha
your port." On the Pacific coast, as near as we can determined nt
we have been very liberal in forming ohr opinion-they could not Me
expect to receive over $7 a net ton f. o. b. the cars for that cake, but 39
are willing to enter into a 5-year contract with all of the uncertain- wI

ties of business that you have to contend with in that length of Mt
time. nail

I may be wrong, but it seems to me that a concern that would be
willing to enter into a 5-year contract on such a basis must be certain but

of excessive profits; otherwise they would not take that chance, or tent
else. they have millions of dollars back of them. e1i

The proponents of the duty brought out the fact that German salt tran
cake wias being dumped into the United States. I am a buyer for the wi
International Paper Co., and I want to relate to you an instance A
that occurred early this year when the General Chemical Co. gave me seve
24 hours in which to accept their offer of 3,000 tons of cake-w Dell
needed 4,000 tons-or else it would be sold to somebody else. There bela

is a scarcity .of salt cake. The manufacturers in this country are
oversold. Ve need 4,200 tons to see us through this year at our plant ,'ath
in Oconto Falls, Wis., 3,000 tons of which are contracted for with of
the General Chemical Co., and the other thousand tons are coming we

coiin abilli
from Lord knows where; we do not know right now, unless some.
thing unforseen happens to permit the General Chemical people to we V
let us have another thousand tons if they can do it. They promised of th
to do so if they could. Conti

That does not indicate, to my way of thinking, any shortage of salt At
cake in this country or any great danger from the dumping of large net

tree
such
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'here aaantities of salt cake in here from Germany. Rather it indicates

Ithat if the German importations were shut off we would probably
e to have to suspend operations at some of our plants by reason of the

do lack of this important chemical ingredient.
we Senator WALSH. You testified before the House committee that
ork 9200,000 tons of salt cake was used in 1928, less than 20,000 tons of
-hey Nwhich were imported?

Of iI1. LAMARCHr. That was the case, sir.
tper Senator WALSH. Is that still the situation?
tent Mr. LAMAICIM, There will be larger importations this year; there

is no doubt about that.
Senator DENEN. How many tons a year are produced here?

;ted Mr. LAMAIRCHE. I do not know.
in I Senator WALSH. That would make 180,000, I suppose if 20,000
,- to only were imported and 200,000 were used.

.Mr. LAMARCHE. That is, we used 180,000 tons of domestic cake.
Senator WALSH. That is the question that the Senator asked you.

Iter- Mr. LA1AIICHE. I did not understand.
a Senator CouzENs. Is that all.

we Mr. LAMAGHE. Yes, sir. May I file this brief?
Tha. Senator COUZENS. Yes.
will (The brief referred to is as follows:)
tree
'act BIi OF TIC MANUFACTURERS O' KRAFT PULP
in a

We seek the continued duty-free entry of salt cake principally for the reason
de, that it Is a necessary chemical ingredient in the manufacture of kraft pulp, a

grade of pulp that enters this country duty free. Other reasons will be found
,id in the oral and written testimony given on February 22, 1929, to the Ways and

not Mean. Committee of the House of Representatives. Pages 8331-8339 of book
it 39 and pages 90215-9027 of book 44 are respectfully referred to your attention

with the request that they be made a part hereof.
Proplonents of the duty inferred in briefs filed with the Ways and Means Com-

mittee that there existed in this country an industry capable of supplying
natural salt cake.

Several signers of this brief have not been unmindful of natural cake deposits,

tin but they have never been able to consummate satisfactory arrangements for a
dependable source of supply. In some of the deposits the sodium sulphate con.

or tent was too low to permit of it being used. In most cases, particularly to north.
ern and eastern mills, where 40 per cent of American kraft pulp is produced,

t transportation charges to the pulp mills was too high to permit competition
with American chemical plants producing salt cake. Some of these deposits are
remotely situated, being up to 20 miles from a railroad.

ce An Arizona company during 1928 offered three and five year contracts to
Tie several pulp mills at prices then and now competitive with foreign salt cake.
V Deliveries under these proposed contracts were contingent upon the producer
-le being able to secure an extension of the railroad to his deposit.

We quote from a letter written by that company dated April 6, 1928:"A few weeks ago this company entered into a 5-y(ar contract with Inter-
at national Paper Co. to furnish all of their southern mills with salt cake, a total
.h of 40,000 to 50,000 tons per year. commencing with January 1, 1929. provided
M we are able to assure them by December 1, 1928, of our ability to deliver. Our

ability to deliver depends upon the securing of a railroad to our plant.
"Contingent upon our effecting the construction of the railroad to our plant.

we will agree to furnish your total requirements for salt cake over a period
of three years, beginning January 1, 1929, or as soon thereafter as your present
contract expires, at a price of $17.50 per ton alongside your port. This price
Is based on a $3 per ton boat rate out of San Pedro, which applies to your mill."

At the price quoted this concern could not expect to realize much over $7 a
net ton f. o. b. cars shipping point. A firm willing to enter into a 5-year con.
tract at such a price, with the uncertainties of business to contend with over
such a long period of time, must have been certain of excessive profits.
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As the above quotation was made before a tariff revision had been taken into
consideration by either House, it is obvious that tilt sellers were not depending be
upon a higher tariff to help then meet competition. for

It is claimed the average price of salt cvae from 1917 to 11)29 was $21 per ton, of
whereas kraft-pulp manufacturers in tile North and East paid before we entered
the war 19 to $12 per toi. Tl'h higlcst prices during tile war were, to our we
knowledge. $22 to 824 per ton; 1929 contracls run from $11 to $li. to

(Your attention is drawn to the fact that these 1929 contract prices for salt ile
cake are higher than pre-war prices, whereas the present krl t-ldup tiili kraft. Ne
paper prices are as low or lower tha1n pre-war prices.) fic

Al erroneous statement was made i a brief submitted to I I Ways and Meleans ot
Committee relative to ownership of foreign mills. None of the signers of thils
brief (or the one submitted to the Ways and Means Conmittee). prolucing 11s
approximately SA00 tons of kraft pulp per (illy, own or control any kraft.pulp
mills ili a foreign country-with one exception, a Pacific coast mill. That
company produces 55 tons per day, which Is made into kraft paper for sale to
foreign countries. Outside of that company, there Is no Anericall producer
of kraft pulp that has any ownership in a foreign kraft-pulp mill.

For the information of the committee, we quote from the United States De.
part ment of Agriculture Bulletin No. 21 tile American consumption, inanu.
facture, and Import of kraft pu!j for the years 1924 to 1928, inclusive:

Tons of Icraft pulp

United States lUnited States'
collstifptlol ulallufacture Imot

1924----------------------------------04, 127 [ 302, 735 ' 312,392192 .................................................. --n 2 30,3 31239
1925 .......................................................... 77 ,00 412, 690 362,311
1926 ......................................................... 9 16,942 523. S78 33,064
1927 .......................................................... 1,074,810 622,781 474,810
I28 .......................................................... i 1,182,600 697,000 485,600

Manufacturers in the North and East producing 1,200 tons of kraft pulp per
day are In direct competition with American producers o kraft paper who are
using foreign kraft pulp entered duty free. May we further point out that salt
cake Is on the Canadian free list and that, furthermore, Canadian kraft pulp ST
enters th;s country free of duty. To place salt cake on the dutiable list in this
country is going to giv the Canadian manufacturers another advantage.

The pulp mills colnllirlillg in ,thts blief used. during 1928. all1111 21) )MA) '(llS
of salt cake and the i tll imports, forltre by all trade, according ti: tilt Visited
States Department of Commerce, were 28,228 tons.

Taking into consideration all of the information that the kraft pulp pro.
ducers have submitted, would it not be manifestly unfair to place a duty on an -
important chemical ingredient used In the manufacture" of kraft pulp while
allowing Imported kraft pulp to enter duty free?

Respectfully submitted.
R. I. LaMarche, for Advance Bag & Paper Co., Boston, Mass.; 14

Bogalusa Paper Co., Bogalusa, La.; Calcasleu Sulphate Paper the
Co., Elizlbeth, Lit.; Champion Fibre Co., Canton, N. C.; Chesa.
pwake Corpolration, West Point, Va.; Crown Willamette Paper
Co., Sti11 Francisco, Calif.; Gulf States Paper ('orporation, Tufa.
ilosa, Ala.; Hlalifax Paper Corporation, Roanoke Rapids, N. C.: cit
lummel Ross Fibre Corporation, Hopewell, Va. ; Longvlew Fibre tlw

Co., Lonvivow, Wash.; Mllnesolst & Ontario ';ller Co., Minie- tilt
apolis, Min. ; National Paper Products Co., Port Townsend,
Wash.: St. Helens Pulp & Paper CO., St. Helens, Oreg.; Thill. f
many Pulp & Paper Mills. Kaukauna, Wis.; Willapa PIulp & de
Paper Mills, .o1111111 Iletl. W11sh.: Yellow Pille Paper Mills Co,, tie
Orange, Tex. ; Brown Paler Mill (o., Monroe. la.: Ontonagon
Fibre C., Ontonagoll, Mih. 111'n1on Bag & Paper ('o., New York,
N. Y. ; International Paper Co., New York, N. Y.: Falls Mallnu-
facturing Co., Oconto Fall. Wis.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 88
SwIorn and subscribed this 12th day of July, 1929.
[SbAL.) IHDmao A W. ScoALluia.Notary Public itt aml fop, thc District of Columbia.
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Into After the undersigned had offered testiniony oil Snturday, July 13, 1929,

ding before Subcommittee No. 4 and had left the stand, lie was informed that Sena-
for Walsh asked for thle price on kraft pulp and In replying lie gave the price

ton, of kraft paper.
lred The prices given tn tile testiniony in response to Senator Walsh's query,

our were $91.21 In the North, $71.11 in the South. If the question had reference
to the price of kraft pulp, the figures that were given are wrong. They are

salt tile average selling price of kraft paper for the two companies that I represent.

'aft. Neither the International Paper Co. nor Ihe Falls Manufacturing Co. )lilu-
facture kraft pulp for sale. Occasionally, a carload is disposed of, but we are

Rinis not regular inanufacturers andi distributors of kraft pulp.

thd The records should he complete and correct, so I ain offering this supple-
Ing nientary hrief which I trust I may have, your permission to file.

Ip Respectfully submitted.
'hant It. I. LaMarche, for Advance Bag & Paper Co., Boston, Mass.; Boga-

e to lusa Paiper Co., Bogalusa. La.; Calcasieu Sulphate Paper Co.,

icer l'.lizaheth, La.; Cilminplon Fibre Co., Canton, N. C. ; Chesapeake
Corporation, West 'oint, Va.; Crown Wilhimette Paper Co.,

De. San Francisco, ('alif.; (; uf States Paper Corporation, Tusca-

lmu*Ioosa, Ala. ; lliilifax Paper Corporation, Itoanoke Rapids, N. C.;
Humnmel Ross Fibre Corporation, lopewell, Va. ; Longview Fibre
Co., Longview, Wash.; Minnesota & Ontario Paper Co.. Minne-
apolis, Mlinn.; National Palr Products Co.. Port Townsend,
Wash.; St. helens Pulp & Paper Co., St. Helens, Oreg.; Thil-
many Pulp & Paper Mills, Kaukaua, Wis.; Willapa Pulp &
I'ipr Mills, South Bend, Wash ; Yellow Pine Paper Mill Co.,

Orange, Tex.; Brown Paper Mill Co., Monroe, La.; Ontonagon
Fibre Co., Ontonagon. Mih; Union Bag &l Paper Co., New York,

2,392 N. Y.; International Palmr Co., New York. N. Y.; Falls Manu-2,311
,06 featuring Co., Oconto Fall%, Wig.
,o [SEAL.] E. W. KENNEDY,

5,0 Notary Publk!, Kings County. Kings County 71k. No. 35, Reg. No. 137.

Certilcates filed in New York County, Clerk No. 28, Registration No. 0-66.
tier Commission expires March 30, 1930.
are
salt
nUip STATEMENT OF E. A. McGRATH, REPRESENTING THE CROWN
this ZELLERBACH CORPORATION, NEW YORK CITY

(The witness was duly w:ar:n by the chairman of the subcon.-mtd iittee.)

Mr. MCGRATH. I represent the Crown Zellerbach Corporation, New
an York City.
ilie I have appeared before the Ways and Means Committee and I

have that testimony in mind in giving any testimony before this
ss.; hody, so that I shall not re)elt it. Subsequent to that testimony
ier there were briefs filed principally by some of the natural salt Cale
er producers. ihey made somet statements that I believe must be re-

futed, I)artiCilarly its they referred to ily particular coninjany by
either declaration'or inference. Thev wani it to be inferred, at least,

re that the entire earnings of this corporation come from the manufac-
d tire of kraft pull) or the )rou(llct therefionm, which is kraft paper.

That is erroneous. That is only a small portion of our business. We
deal in papers that are nianufitcture,1 hl'oughout various sections of
the country. Minnesota, New England, New York. or wherever they
r ay be. We are jobbers in one sense. We also manufacture various
grades of wrapping papers and newsl)rint paper.

Senator WTAi.sH. Your mills are all on the Pacific coast?
Mr. MCG6ATI[. With one exception. We have one in New York

State.
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Our production was between 1,000 and 1,100 tolls a day of which
about 10 tons a day was made from kraft pulp. This year our pro.
duction has increased. We have a production of about 1,260 tons
daily, of which 260 tons are from kraft pulp. I think that statement
is clear.

Another statement was made to the effect that the improvements
that we are making in our Washington mill at Camas represent an
expenditure of about $3,000,000. They are not to affect the manu.
facture of kraft pulp. They vill not increase its production by
1 ton to the best of my knowledge.

Senator WALSH. You use both domestic salt cake and imported
salt cake?

Mr. MCGRATH. Yes.
Senator WALsH. Is that domestic salt cake produced by your

company?
Mr. McGRATh!. No, sir. I believe the plant is located near San

Francisco. It is the Hercules Co.
Senator WALSH. You import 4,800 tons?
Mr. MCGRATH. Yes, sir; about that figure.
Senator WALSiH. In other words, where you can get it convenient

to your mills without too heavy an expense for freightage, you
choose the domestic; and where you can not, you get it from abroad?

Mr. MCGRATI Y es; and that statement applies to practically all
the kraft pulp manufacturers oni the coast. There are about 15,000
tons produced by the Hercules Co. and there are used on the coast
about 35,000 tons of salt cake per year.

Senator WALSIH. Would the freight rate from Louisiana to your
mill in Washington, on the Pacific coast, be prohibitive?

Mr. McGRATH. I believe it would. I do ,ot know the exact freight
rate, but I imagine the freight rate would be somewhere around $12
or $13. That is almost 75 per cent, by rough calculation.

There was a statement made, I think in error, in the briefs. In
one place it was stated that a duty of $5 on salt cake would only
increase the cost of delivery 30 cents a ton, and then further in the
brief it stated that it wouldl be a dollar a ton. I just Avant to clear
that up.

In one of our mills it would cost 30 cents and in the other about $1.
I think the Senator will permit me to state our position in regard

to the German and domestic salt cake. What we stated before the
House Ways and Means Committee will apply this year. We have
already contracted for our domestic salt cake for the' years 1929 and
1930. The natural salt-cake producers sought to make it appear as
if there was a real honest-to-goodness industry. We can not find
such a thin existing. There has been a plant situated in Arizona,
I believe it is, for many years, which produced an article of a satis-
factory quality. I am not certain as to whether tmey are operating
to-day or not. There are deposits situated in the far 'Western States.
I do not know where they are. I know there is some in California,
in Utah, Nevada, and Arkansas. We have been manufacturing kraft
pulp, but not in this country, during a period of 10 years, and during,
that time have had plenty of opl)ortunity to receive offers and bids,
place orders, and make contracts, many of them, with the natural
salt-cake producers, and our experience has been anything but pleas-
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ing. With the exception of probably two instances, we have never
had a satisfactory product, either by reason of quality or by reason
of conditions peculiar to those producers. It may be climatic con-
ditions or their inability to get the material out. Some of them are
as remotely situated from the railroad as 20 miles. Of course rain
interferes with them. I do not know that they have the machinery
to properly treat the material. We have tried to use their article,
as I say, but we can not get it properly. You can not depend on it.
You can not run a kraft mill if a man tells you he can not ship you
the pulp-

Senator VALsT. You mean you have tried to use the product?
Mr. McGBATir. I am referring to the natural salt cake, Senator,

not that produced by commercial methods. On a contract of '2,200
tons they delivered 375 tons, and then we were told that we would
have to wait until the next crop. I (1o not know what we were ex-
pected to do in the meanwhile. I do not know where the industry is.
I would not call it an industry when it is just appearing in natural
deposits.

Reference has been made to the fact that our interest in Canadian-
owned pulp mills l)rompts us not to look with favor upon a duty on
salt cake. We own one piece of Canadian property in British Colum-
bia. We make about 315 tons of pul l) there, most of which is con-
verted into paper and of which 55 tons a day is kraft pall). That
kraft pull ) is converted into kraft aperr, practically all of which is
sold in countries outside of the United States. There have been
some instances-I do not believe they will ever be repeated-where
we have taken some of this pul l) into the United States to help out our
American mills. We had an instance where we took in a few tons
this year. I believe the plant had to be closed down by reason of
weather conditions. We brought down maybe 50 or 60 tons; I do
not know the exact quantity. We made paper out of it at our Ameri-
can mill at Camas, Wash.

There has been a reference.made to the-prio of salt cake from
1927 up to the present time that really should-not be applied to
manufacturers on the Pacific coast. We.have only bee manufactur-
ing on the Pacfic coast this grade of pulp since 1925 6r IM . You
can almost refer to it as an infant industry. We have buflt it up
until to-day there are from W0 to 700 tons daily of this pulpmade,
all of which is converted into kraft p~ape. We.0 not ship un7f this
pulp to any other section of the United State., .I " ;

I would like to make it clear that the Union Bag & Paper Co
near Tacoma, ships its pulp around to the eastern saboard for use
in its own mills. You Can not really call thAt se f l gti ehipin# it.
They make paper out of it here in the East.

Reference was made to another pulp and pper company tb6at was
going to manufacture pulp. I do not know -that they..itended to
make paper; probably'they did. It was said that the We... going
to make it at a very lbw price, and I believe th wer0egoing to ship
it. The mill has not been erected and I am' it will not be
for at least a year. r

There was a reference made to"Se*n 'nava 4pulp not causing us
very much inconvenience. That is true, limitedly. e practically
have no competition that I know of with that pulp on the Pacific

6
3 3

10-29-voi, 16, s MIie) 1--39
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coast. I am applying this remark, now, only to the Pacific coast, by kra
We do have some competition with Canadian pulp out there; but that t
you have got to bear in mind that this pulp is converted into kraft Arizoll,
paper some of which must be shipped to other sections of the country, ro tran
probably to Chicago and to the Eastern seaboard, and that paper is road,

in competition with kraft paper in the East that is made from proper
imported pulp. deliosit

I just want to close by making reference to the condition of the quality

kraft pulp industry in this country. The consumption of kraft pulp )Urito tibme

last year, according to the Department of Agriculture Bulletin 21, petitfuji
was 1,182,000 tons. There was about 697,000 manufactured in this cake.

country and 485,000 tons imported, used principally by eastern of it, f(I

manufacturers who have no pulp facilities. Fir st

May I file a brief ? I have not sworn to it yet, but I will have it the co'
here on Monday morning. with III

Senator CouzENs. Very well. rotson

(The brief referred to is as follows:) to SIIIIl0

proven
BRIEF OF TlHE CROWN ZELTLERBACH CORPORATION 4ell

tion. I

UNITED STATES SENAIE COMMI'VEE OF FINANCE, beforeI

Wa8liagton, D. 0. ill sayll

Sins: 1. The writer testified before the House Ways and Means Committee and I %v
on the subject of salt cake (sodium sulphate). Ills testimony appears on pages (f)
833K-8:339 of book 39, under date of February 22, 1929. coa.It I

2. It is asked that this brief be accepted in supplement to that testimony. ship aaa
This is desired as, subsequent to my testifying, certain briefs were filed by Is used
others containing statements that must be refuted. coast 8

3. Now, as to statements made by proponents for a duty as they affect or Paper (
relate to the Crown Zellrbach Crporation and its subsidiary companies, the eas.
manufacturing kraft pulp, viz, Crown Willamette Paper Co. and National Paper The .
Products Co.- for a (i1

(a) It was erroneously inferred that the earnings of Crown Zellerbach Cor. facture
potation accrued through the manufacture of kraft pull) (or kraft paper from probably.
that pulp), whereas that is only a small portion of our business. These earn. (g)
ings came from merclandising of paper of many kinds made by mills owned to reque
and controlled by others, also from tie manufacture and salte of various grades of facts
of pIper made by our own companies. We had during most of 1928, a daily facturil
production of about 1,01J0 toils per day, of whit.h 60 tons was from kraft pulp. amount,
To-day this production has been increased to about 1,260 tons, of which approxi. into kr:
iaitely 260 tons are made from kraft pulp. Decessal

(b) The statement is it error in declaring that improvements and additions then) at

to our Camas, Wash., mill were being made to increase the production of kraft product
pulp. These imlnroven(nts are made for the making of paper from pulps en. aware
tirely different to and not in any manner resembling kraft pulp, nor will these rightly -
improvements and additions increase the production of kraft pulp or kraft ()
paler. of years

(e) The declaration. by a contender for duty, that a $5 duty on salt cake the lac
would only increase the cost of kraft pulp by $0.30 per ton is in error, as it been in
will cost us front $0.90 to $1 per toil. for a du

(d) It has lieen declared that salt cake comes- principally from Germany. facture
A very serious error. During 1928 we used 18000 tons in our two mill, of a duly
which 73 per ceit, or 13,000 tons, were of American manufacture, and it should () R
be seriously noted that these 13,000 tons were all we could obtain from our cause us
logical American source of supply. In fact, there is only about 15,000 tons per bothered

annun of salt cake manufactured oR the Pacific coast (whereas the consumption a duty

of all Pacific coast kraft pulp mills is about 35,000 tons per annum). We nat- our pric
rally had to purchase the balance of our requirements from abroad, about feature
3.000 tons, as freiglt rates prohibit purchasing from other American manufac the fact
turers in the East and Middle West. must be

(e) Natural salt cake.-It has been contended that a healthy lnduo.try exists seaboar(
for the production of this character of salt cake, of a quality suitable for use it is lie

America
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by kraft pulp mills. With this, the writer takes Issue, recognizing of course
that there are large deposits of this material in the States of Nevada, Utah,
Arizolna, and California. They are, however, principally remotely situated as
'o tahlislortation facilities--some of them being as far as 20 miles front a rail-
road, necessitating the carting of the material at consequent heavy expenses.
I ques ion seriously whether they are equipped with the proper machinery to
properly dry the material so that it can be shipped. I believe that there Is one
deposit tlhat has btvil working for several years and has produced a satisfactory
quality of article, but is hampered by lack of railroad facilities.

During tile course of probably 10 years there has been offered to us from time
to time contracts, etc., at satisfactory pries, that Is, prices that were In com-
petition with American chemical salt calie, and likewise, with foreign salt
cake. We havi, (tlleavored to use this material, but have not lmade a success
of it, for two reasons:

First. The inability of these producers to fulfill their contracts, is to tonnage
alld 1is to time of shimllelt. With only i couple of exceptions, have we, during
the course of these years, had a contract properly fulfilled as to delivery alid
with moost of the contracts, or orders, cancellation was fhially necessary by
ratsol of quality and by lack of delivery. Even though these people were 111h10
to suliply the material at a lower price, quality for quality, it is questionable,
front our past experience, as to whether we cou!d contract, it never having been
proven to iu- that we could !epend o1 tills article its a proper source of supply.

Secld. Now, generally, I do not think the duty would whlly meet th situt-
tiom. It is not the lack of a duty that is interfering, it is natural conditions as
before stated that interfere with the production of this article. I feel rather safe
in sayilg that in my opinion there is no industry existing in the sense that you
and I would consider an industry.

(f) It was declared that kraft pulp cal be lade so cheaply oi tile Pacltie
coiat that it is being shipped to tht, eastern setlioard. ()ur coplilallies do not
ship my of this material to the Eist (it elsewhere. All tIIat we lallufacture
is used in the production of paper. I dlt no kniow of anyone o the Pacifie
coast shipping kraft pulp to the East, with the exception of the Union Bag &Paperq Co., lilt( IIwy tire shipp~ing flhe pull) to their o%,.ii paper mills, situated lin
the east.

The Willapa Paper Co. has been referred to ill this connection by proponents
for a duty but let ti1e point out that tlt:s c(ltern was projected for the llanu-
faclure and shlllplent of kraft pull), but so far, bas 1 not materialized. It will
probably be close to a year, if even theI, before they are il prodlictioll.

(g/) It hs been declared that our ownlership of Canadian mills prompts us
to request that 110 duty be exacted, on salt cake. This is not correct ill the light
of facts. We ownm tie Pacific mills (if (Oean Falls. British Columbia, lnanlu-
facturing there about 315 tons of pulp that is converted inito paper and of this
taioaat, only 55 tols (about 15 per cent) are kraft pulp, all of which are made
ito kraft paper (there mlty from time to tile occur iistalnces were it is

necessary for us to ship some of this kraft pulp to our American mills to help
them out, but I declare that this is the exception), m1d no~t the'rule). Tile
production of this mill of paper is for sale in foreign countries, for, as you are
aware if tile paper calie into tile United States, it is subject to ai duty and
rightly so.

() Reference has been nlde to tile prices oil salt cake, going over a course
of years. This could hardly le applied to tile American kraft manufacturers oil
the lacifle coast, as it Is only since 19.5 or 1)2(6. thalt any of this article has
been Iianufactured oi the coast so the average prices quoted by tile proponents
for a duty are not applicale to us and, of course, lit the initiation of tile mnu-
facture of kraft pulp by our companies, the costs were lot predicated oil paying
a duly on salt cake.

(j) Reference Its been Iiade to the fact that Scandinavian pulp does not
cause uts serious inconveienle. Tiat is true. limitedly. We tire not seriously
bothered through the imlportation of such pulp on tile Pacific coast. but with
a duty oil salt cake of $1 per ton. there would he a closer relatiolshlip between
our prices of pulp and that of Scandinavian pulp, but we ifust look beyond that
feature aloe. We ire competing with Canadian pulp a (1 illore important is
tile fact that the paper we manufacture from this kraft pull), some of whieh
alust le sol in the east Is In competition with kraft paper ilade oil the Pastern
seaboard from imported pulps. However. we recognize that at the present time,
It Is Ilecesirlry for certain kraft paper manufacturers in the east, employing
American labor and capital to import foreign pulps, for according to the United
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States Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 21, during the years 1924 to 1928 We ri
inclusive, the United States consumption of kraft pulp has always exceeded the and a
amount manufactured in this country, as will be noted from the following farmers
figures, taken from that bulletin: we us

territtir.-
Tons of kraft pulp that the

local fal
4United States United States Imports of krft
consump t lon i manufacture Au t

______. ...... ... .-$80,000

1924 ........... ............................645,127 302,$735 0342,392 omei

1925 ........................................................ 1 775,001 412,60o 32,311
1926 ....................................... 916,942 523, 878 :193,064 th qutit

1927 ...... ...... . ......................... 1,074,810 622,784 474,810 The p
1028 .......................................................... 1,182, 600 697,000 485,60o c0nsullii)

consumppassed
Therefore, by reason of this, it Is necessary for us to maintain low costs Impair

o our article. its resul
(k) The kraft pulp industry on the Pacifle coast may be considered in the iterial

light (f an infant industry. To-day we are producit.g about 660 tolls per day, The si
aplproximately, 22 per cent of the total amount produced in tile entire Unit1 4 Stat(s is
States. As lime goes on this production may possibly lie increased, to the ail. and pali:
vantage of American capital and labor and to the exclusion of imported lills, penase f r

We fully believe (ihat It is to the interest of the country at large that. this the i,,ar
industry be fostered lit its growth and not be retarded through tile imposition tine tle
of a duty oni a chemical ingredient when that duty might probably not bring as.qIituiin1
advantages to the proponents but instead would work a hardship on the kraft 2,000 pot
pulp manufactu ers. 'ltre

11. A. M. GRATi, clke dis"
Rcprc.cnting Crown. Zellerbach Corporation. aware 0

STATE oF NEW YonK, hut somi

County of Kings: If true,
Sworn alti subscribed to before me, a notary public, on July 13, 1929. rate fro
[SEAL.] JOSEPIH SAOKIIEIi, coi11ate

Xotary Public, Kings C:ounly. very wh
My coinfllsion expires March 30 1930. advantap

Farthe

STATEMENT OF F. J. MORRISON, REPRESENTING HUMMEL-ROSS naturalVA. tim. wit
FIBRE CORPORATION, HOPEWELL,, VA. cake fi

district
(Tile witness was duly sworn by the chairman of tile subcom. Wlleh W

mittee.) mills, to
Mr. MoRmsoN. I represent Hummel-Ross Fibre Corporation, ext,,ss n

Hopewell, 'Va. to Amer

Senator WALSH. You did not appear before the House committee, krift im
did you? ehiemieahF

Mr. MORRISON. No, sir. niter eak

With your permission, and without taking up time, I would like tion of IWe art
to ask to file a brief without oral testimony. First.

Senator WALSH. Do you concur in what the other witnesses have Second
said? Third.hlecaus

Mr. MonRIsoN. Yes, Senator. We are members of the Kraft Manu. Joaury,

facturers Association. salt cake
(The brief referred to is as follows:) suaddenufacturern

BRIEF OF HUMMELItross FIBRE CORPORATION, HOPEWELL, VA. dustrles,
supply ar

UNITED STATES SENATE FINANCED CoMmITsrE, chaotic s

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. 0. a stabiliz

GENTLEMEN: My name Is Freeland Morrison, representing the Hummel-Ross portation

Fibre Corporation, of Hopewell, Va., incorporated under the State laws of a sltuati(
Virginia.
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We represent on investment of $5,000,000 with employment for 400 persons,

and a pay roll of $400,000 a year, which does not include wages paid by
farmers for cutting and preparing wool.

We use 60,000 cords of wood a year, all purchased from farmers within local
territory at a cost of approximately $600A00 a year. It Is specifically noted
that the continued operation of this plant would be of material benefit to the
local farming community, a present nation-wide problem.

We manufacture 100 tons daily of kraft pulp, which we convert into 50 tons
of kraft wrapping and bag paper and 50 tons of kraft container board.

A duty of $5 per ton on imported salt cake would increase our pulp cost
o,060 to $40,000 annually. It is not definitely known at this time that the

domestic sources would be able to supply requirements, to say nothing of what
the quality and its effect would be.

The present production of kraft paper is well in step, if not exceeding the
colsunliption. The kraft manufacturers endeavor by various means to find new
consumption uses. Increased manufacturing cost could not at this time be
passed on to the consumer, and lite feared result is that any increase would
Impair the present industrial investment and finally curtall consumption, or
its resultant decreases in wages to the laborer and those furnishing other raw
material.

The s source of natural salt cake in the extreme western section of the Unlld
States is so far removed from the eastern section, where are located many pulp
and il:jer-nianufacturling plants. that economically the, high transportation ex-
pewse front the West, as compared with the low ocean cost fromn ("trmany and
tile nearby inland haul should not be offset by an import duty. At the present
time there are no salt cake special rates front the West to the East. However,
assiuming a possibility, there nmny lie Instituted a carload rate of $15 to $17 per
2,000 pounds.

'here is a carload rate sit the present time from the California natural salt
cake district to Mississippi River points of $12 per 2.000 piounds. We are not
aware of the possibilities of tile (iceun transportation cost at present existihig,
hut some mention haes been made of it $3 per 2.000 pounls occan rate. which.
if true, and so far as lopewell Is concerned, would make. plus the $1.60 inland
rate from Norfolk to Htopewell, $4.61) transportation cost at our plant. This
coniared with $15 to $17 tentatively on natural salt (ake front lte Wesl-a
very wide margin. We repeat that to equalize this unusual geograpLlcal dis.
oillvantag is economically unsound.

Furthermore, we know of no authoritative detailed analysis of domestic
natural salt cake: therefore, no Intelligent comparison seems possible at this
time with Imported salt cake. We have had samples of domestic natural salt
cake from various sources, which indicated that there was no uniformity, with a
distinct variation of moisture content far in exess of the imported salt cake,
which would add greatly to the transportation cost to the eastern consuming
mills. to say nothing of the detriraental manufacturing features wlh reslvet to
exess moisture.

There is some doubt as to Gvermany being able to continue shipping in volume
to America, which if true would seem not to call for a protective tariff. The
kraft industry has suffered a severe setback in supply of make-up alkali
chemicals because of the fact that much salt cake was supplanted by by-product
niter ('ike, which in turn has been supplanted by the rapid Increase in produc-
tion of fixed nitrogen.

We are facing three unfavorable situations:
First. A piossibility of an Import duty on salt cake;
Second. Perhaps a decreased German production; and
Third. Tile elimination of niter cake by fixed nitrogen.
Because of the shortage of niter cake, we have beetn using salt cake since

January, 1929, and at the rate of 7,500 tons per year. The additional cost of
salt cake use over that of niter cake is $1 per ton of pull). With the rather
sudden move from niter cake to salt cake on the part of numerous pulp manu-
facturers and also the continued growth in the use of salt (ake in tther in-
dustries, particularly that of artificial silk, the present sources of salt cake
supply arc uncertain. The salt-cake market, because of this uncertainty, is in a
chaotic state, and because of the recent changes noted has not yet assumed
a stabilized condition. The American consumer is actually dependent upon im-
portation. We are in sympathy with protecting home Industries, but why upset
a situation at this time when it presents so miny uncertain features?
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The kraft paper industry has reached such a state of production, largely Ger
through competition, which is very keen, that it will lie Impossible, without Tae
serious effects on the consuming market, to pass any additional manufacturing
costs on to the consumer. We submit that this is a very pertinent point in this
subject.

To summarize:
We have an investment of $5,000,000 to protect; we distribute over $1,000,000 BR

yearly in wages and wood costs within the immediate section, which is largely
agricultural; the kraft industry has not for some time been making a reason.
ale profit on its investment; the production has reached a saturation point, and
the manufacturers would have to bear increased costs or discontinue; the un-
certainty of domestic supply, analysis, and unfavorable geographical location Com.
of the source with its attendant high transportation expense; the increased
domestic uses of salt cake; the possibility of a limited imported supply; all Th
bear witness that it would li' unwise to disturb or inpede at this time the move. Co.
nient of a commodity with which there are connected so ninny uncertain features and
of production.

We respectfully ask that salt cake be continued on the free list. mull.
Yours very truly, CoC IIIuMMFI-1o5s Finns CoaO~vRAioy, re

Per FnIE LAND MonRISON. nd
DiSTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 88: W

andSubscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day of July, 1929. refra
CHAs. E. ALDEN, Notary Public. testis

My commission expires October 13, 1932. so v
way.

BRIEF OF UNION BAG & PAPER CORPORATION AND UNION ourse
BAG & PAPER POWER CORPORATION

Union Bag & Paper Power Corporation is a wlolly owned subsidiary of
Union Baag & Palier Corloration. it has recently completed a kraft pulp contal
mill at Taconia, Wash. Tite annual pr duction of this nlill is approxinialely are a
45.i00 tons. The pulp produced is shipped to the paperr mills of Uninm Bag e7
& Paper Corporation in New York State. Tie pull) mill was lcatled at Tacinia
prilnarily bev'nuso, of the absence' of sifliceint satisfactory wood in tills ctun.
try in the vicinity of New York State. of th

'This pulp ill will furnish the ppQ" mills with pulp which will replace pulp ill
f,,rPerly imported froin foreign country ies. The imported pulp us.ed lipretofore rates
has colnim principally frot Sweden, Canada. and Norway. have

Oar Tacoma lu!p, iill represents anl investment of over $3.000,0010). It
employs il lut 400 people with all annual pay roll of aplproxiilltely $i0o.000. b abl
It gives additional employment to Anerican workers in the production of a1 Some
coln-idity which heretofore has boen imported. It pronoies the further sodlun

developmentt of American re.ilurces in the largely undeveloped Northwest. tin, '
The construciion of this pulp mill was necessary to protect an investment in W

New York State paper mills, hinmounting to approximately $4.000.000. and three
e'mploying approxinately 11t0 nien. These paper mills could not contmilue to We
compete if forced to use inported pulp. Comm]

A tariff on salt cake would inereaso directly the cost of pulp pr(rdueid in & Bor
our Tacoma pulp mill at tle rate of 20 cents per ton for each dollar of duty and n4
imposed, or .$9,000 a year for each dollar of duty imposed. Such additional though
cost would seriously affect our ability to produce domestic pullp at a c.st the Pi
which would lie competitive with imported pulp. the Pa

Our requirements of salt cake are very roughly 9,000 tois a year. Only As a
a small portion of the required tonnage can be purchased on the Pacific coast. existing
The Pacific coast requirements of salt cake are approximately 35.000 tons the S
yearly, and the available salt cake produced on the Pacific coast is aimut
30,000 tons. Salt cake produced in other parts of the Uiited States coli not
be purchased at delivered prices at Tacoma which would permit its use. We
have offered to buy additional salt cake from Pacific coast producers who are The
in a position to furnishi us with satisfactory salt cake. but we have been per cen
unable t) make contracts for the purchase of more than 3,000 tons a year, or kraft
a third of our requirements. Moreover, even such domestic salt cake as is factor
flow produced on the Pacific coast is not as satisfactory for our use as the Which
imipoi,ted salt cake. At the present time, we are paying $18.12 a ton for Is knox
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Germall salt cake and $15.05 for domestic salt cake, delivered at our mill at

lUt Tacoma, Wash. The domestic price at point of production is $14.50 per ton.
ag UNION BAG & PAPEII CORPORATION.
118 UNION BAG & PAPER POWER CORPORATION.

00 BRIEF OF ADVANCE BAG & PAPER CO. (INC.) AND SOUTHERN
ADVANCE BAG & PAPER C0. (INC.), BOSTON, MASS.

iid STATEMENT
IU*

o COMMITTEE OF FINANCE,
United States Senate:

The Advance Bag & Paper Co. (Inc.), and the Southern Advance Bag & Paper
e. Co. (Inc.), through its vice president, J. N. Harvey, appeared before the Ways
e and Means Committee of the House on February 22, 1929, and gave oral testi-

molly, which testimony will be found in the report of hearings before the
Committee on Ways and Means, volume 39, page 8331, and a brief filed, which
brief will be found in the report of hearings before the Committee on Ways
and Meains, volume 44, page 9025.

We are advised that this brief may make reference to the testimony before
and the brief filed with the Committee on Ways and Means, but that we should
refrain from setting forth In this brief matters which were covered in the
testimony before and the brief filed with the Committee on Ways and Means,
so we respectfully refer your committee to the records of the Committee on
Ways and Means, above referred to, and in this brief we will try to confine
ourselves to points not covered by the testimony and brief referred to.

NATURAL SALT LAKE

of It has been called to our attention that owners of lands In tihe Southwest
containing deposits of natural sodium sulphate, commonly called "salt cake,"
are asking that such commodity be taken off the free list and that a duty of

Ig i ton be placed thereon.
in the Northeren States adjacent to Canada, its Wisconsin, Michigan, and

Maine, and in the States of the Atlntic seaboard, approximately 40 per cent
of the kraft (sulpiate) pulp produced in tile United States is mnufactured.

P In tile manufacture of this pulp, salt cake Is an essential chemical. The freight
re rates on salt cake are excessive and as a result m:nufaeturers of kraft pulp

have for years bought their supply of near-by chemical manufacturers.
From time to tine this company has negotiated with firms purporting to

be able to supply natural salt cake from Arizon:a and other southwestern points.
Some of the samples of salt cake submitted seem to il.ve a suitable content of
sodium sulphate-others do not; but in every instance the cost of transillrta-
tion, whether all rail or rail and water, from these deposits to New England
was absolutely prohibitive. Such cost of transportation exceeded by two or
three times the f. o. b. price of the commodity.

'0 We have before us a brief submitted by the Rhodes Salt & Borax Co. to the
Committee on Ways and Means, and nowhere In tiis brief does the Rhodes Salt
& Borax Co. even Intimate that they could be a source of supply for northern

Y and northeastern pulp mills. From their brief, one would Judge that they
thought that the bulk of the kraft pulp was manufactured in Louisiana and on
the Pacific coast. They state that they can not compete at New Orleans or on
the Pacific coast against foreign salt cake.

As above stated, the natural deposits of salt cake In the Southwest, under
existing conditions, can not be utilized by manufacturers of kraft pulp In
the States bordering on Canada nor In States on the Atlantic seaboard.

it IMPORTED KRAFT PULPS
e

The northern and eastern pulp mills, which ls abmve stated manufacture 40
per cent of the kraft pulp produced in the United States, convert such pulp into

r kraft paper. Some years ago some and possibly all of these kraft pulp nmanu-
facturers marketed a certain portion of their output to mills in the same locality
which did not have kraft pulp mills In connection therewith, but were what
I known as "converting paper mills "; 1. e., mills which purchased their pulp
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from outside sources; but the Importation of Scandinavian and Canadian
kraft piup, entering this country free of duty, captured this trade, formerly
enjoyed to sinne extent by the above-miientioned kraft-pulp manufacturers. III
our brief presented to the House Comnnittee on Ways find Means, referred to
above, we called attention to the history of three kraft-pulp mills ill New
England. Tile Itlhdes Salt & Borax Co. in their brief presented to the HIouse
Committee on Ways and Mcaiis stated that the reason that two of the New
Einglid kraft-pulp manufacturers went out of bui;ness was not beans, of
the importation of Scandinanvian id Camndlan lulp but because of ith high
cost of pulpw00d ll. New Englnd. We wish to ilnt out thlat the kraft-puilp
Imills fit Deerleld, Vt., fid Vani lureni, 31e., which dliscontitucd operation, as
stitted ili our brief fled4 with tile House Connmittee (il Ways find Means. wore
own by leode who theinselve's helh large areas of pulpwoodi bought years ago
nnd wilh low stumupage vuntiois. It is true that the cost of cutting pull).
wood ito New England is higher than iln the southern part of the United States,
in Camoda, or in fill' Scandilnvhin Peninsula, find consequently the cost of pulp.
woEd Jiu New England is hlglar than the cost of iiUilpwoid abroad iII the
Southern States. Ilkewlsv thE' ctiSt of hlb0r iI the Ipulp mills ilk New Eingland
Is higher titai l illmlla or I ii ithe IoXciiiidia4viall ]Pelllistllil. I dt not believe
in3yoiie will que.still, Iht fact that wold; labor is hil inte in thl liorlerim
lrt Of tlit( nI;ted Sittes than iii Canadl or in the Sh.andilnvin Peniisla.
'lit. two New Mighllnd lnlul fUt i'er.. as. stated lin our lilv'f rferre1 it. wealt

(lilt of busliless ,joc1us1 (o EE foreign conptillon. Tho.e nuills could not sell heir
loiElulet III ('olmnletition Wllh foreign liulli ':iloriig hils country free (if diy,

find therefore were forced to lllioldE)i oliertnll ; nill 1wriit IIRS to refer sliveill- p
e(lly to our statennt iii regard to this il er which is set forth in our brief
fI!E'd Willi fite House C4tMnililt a tud Menfs.in

TE'l brlef tiled on Iwbhalf of owners of lilils ctiniig nituriil .alt cake
wilh the Hllust, C1onintte(t Oil Wa:iys fid Billlis 111s pointEltl(d out that w(- were
latniilut(inlers if kraft ]tli and ira'i-Iil'l- r ibiars mlil i linit pallor ialir lilid
kraft-papr hugs were vrol(ced by it duly. 'Tli.s Is true: but in New EngkLnd
there ire foiur minufacurers (Ef kIraft linil', and lhe. 4e teunl)iiltop, inirket slch
ppller for ti'( iiist pearl Ihrough kpitft litg,; which they manufacture. ''lie
AdIvancet Big & Paiip(r Co. (int.. with its plintI lit Hlowlandi(l, Me., is otl of thfi.se
four coillIlles: lliot hIr ('tliiili3' ihs IEE4liteE ill M illit ilil the other two In
VE'rioit. These f uir lig i iniuli('tur'rs coniiie aga lnst t' al'h oilier in their
logical inirket, numbly, New Eigflmil. Now York, and points which entli be ef
reached w'tli it c(mlartiv(ly low freight raic'. The Advance Bg & Paper Co.
(Ilne.) Is tit( Eoly ont' lf thEsE foulr i ii iUficturers which mii lllif'tllelu'(,.
Ilrafi pulp. The other lhree ni:mniimn'ta ret litir kraft p:il,r fon foreign pulp.u
1i1l1 we aire advls'd by tlilli ll 1nnlly Ilhy ust' pulp iiiilirlet1 front ,'an0,
dinvlai. Th (',cst of ,oltv(rtllig braft 11tll) Into paper iii these four mills Is
probably the saint'. The o.st (if cotverlil tit(, kraft pIls'wr Into bags in fhese
four imills is probably praclIcally Ih' saine. Tilt( 1hree nills importing kraft
iul) must of necessity bauE, their selling price on their (-ist pri(,, which is cost

of imllortedi pulp,, pills cost of coiivetrtinig such pulp Into paper, plus ctost of con-
ierting suc.h mpapi Into bags. Onr cost of bags Is out cost of pull) willhth we
ourselvess. iiiiiiiUfiure plus cost of ctiverting pull) Into pawr find pap-ll into f
ings. Obviously. therefore, oui sellingg price of bags is controlled by tile cost
of imported kraft pulp ili the lainds of our tiree! New England complitor:.
Tit'- cost of kroft pull) is by fit' thie greatest cost ent'rling into the manufieture
of kraft papior and/ori kraft-plii'r Ibags. The fiet that. there Is a duty oi kraft
bag4 does not tletermiine the price of such bags lii our nmirket. Ti(, price of
such bags Is dt'terminiiied by the Ihrt'e competitor.,; above mentioned. who iimu-
facture balgs out of foreign braft pulp. Two of tlitse- competitors litive fromi
thime to thiie of'fpred to purchnsit from u- some of our surplus kraft pulp. From
time to time we do have a little surplus. These competitors have honestly e
advised us to the cost f. o. b. their mills of their Imported kraft pulp, ind N
w' have been offt'rctd the same price ind have shipped these firms sone surplus w
pulp it these prhwiEs. Our freight rate on the pulp from our Howland, Me.,
mill to these competitors i from $7 to $8 per ton. ind we Nive never been able in
to obtain from thest, manufacturers it prive for our pulp which equaled our cost
of prosution plus freight. There is no getting away from this point.

The northern and eastern companies producing approximately 40 .per cent
of the kraft pulp produced in the United States, ns above pointed out, convert e
such pulp Into paper, and these mills are In competition with paper mills Ii
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ln their localities which do not make kraft pulp but make kraft paper out of

foreign pull) Imported from the Scandinavian 'eninsula, for the most part, and
from Canada. The price of kraft paper so manufactured and sold by these kraft-to pulp manufacturers has, of necessity, to be marketed at prices competitive

;e1V with the paper manufactured by their near-by competitors out of kraft pulp.
So here again the cost of foreign kraft pulp is vital in determining the price oflew kraft paper in the Nortl . We insist, therefore, that our price and the prices

Of of mllls manufacturing 40 per cent of the kraft pulp in this country are gov-
1gb erned by the cost of foreign kraft pulp entering tills country free of duty.up Tile brief filed on behalf of owners of land containing natural salt cake do-
as 1 posits, claim that the American kraft-pulp manufacturers have kraft mills in

'ore Canada and Jockey the price of Canadian pulps to depress the price of Scandl-
igo ntavian pulp. Neither this company nor its subsidiary has any interest in anyIll), way, shape, or manner Ili mills situated without the United States. As far as

tCsp we know, no kraft-pulp manufacturers in the northern or eastern part of theIlp. United States has any interest in any Canadian or foreign kraft-pulp mill.

Ind 
PROFITS

lilt. We wish to point out to your committee that the margin of profit in the
,lit pulp and paer business is small. It is a well-known fact in the paper itianu-
vir featuring business that the annual stiles do not equal capital invesimnt.

Before the war, a $2.50 a ton profit on pulp was considered adequate. Kraft
paper and kraft ba-gs to-day are selling as low or lower than before the war.

,lef This company and its subsidiary so far in 1929 have not made $2.50 a ton oii its
1ull, its paper, nor its bags, nor would the combined profits on the three com-

ihe modities equal $2.50 a ton on pulp produced.
-%re The brief filed by Rhodes Stilt & Borax Co. states that they figure that they

figure that their proposed duty on salt cake will increase the cost of kraft pulp
Ind $1 a ton. Of course different mills use different quantities of salt cake. The

tell cost of salt cake per ton of pulp varies with the mill. This duty would increase
'lip the cost of sulphate pulp not far from $1.50 per ton.

Reference is made in the brief of Rhodes Stilt & Borax Co. to the profits of
In Advance Bag & Paper Co. (Inc.) in the years 1925, 1926, and 1927. I1 answer
-Ir to this, we respectfully refer the conunittev to our stateinitit in reference to
le earnings. as set forth in our brif flh-d with the House Coniunittee on Ways aild

Me'an above referred to. Since the filing of our brief, our directors have d-
clared it dividend of $1 per share, payable 25 cents per share quarterly. The

hi,. par value of our stock is '$100. Unfortunately, this dividend has to lie paid
lit- out of surplus, as it has not been earned this year.
Is

1NOTIIHERN AND EASTERN SUPPLY Or SALT CAKE

As pointed out, the northern aiidl eastern manufacturers of kraft pulp can
iiot use iiatural salt eake from the Southwest-freiglt rates prevent it. These

we manufacturers of pulp haw obliiied and will continued to obtain silt cake
Ito from inortherni tud eastern chemical nianuficturers who produce salt cake its

a by-lroduct, altd from foreign sources. We atre advised tlint 95 per cent of
the salt cake produced in the United States Is a by-product tn the manufacturere of other chemicals. If your committee will investigate, they will finld thatift these chemical works tire prosperous. We have pointed out in our brief pre-

of settled to tile House Commlitee otn Ways and Meatns tlmt the New Eniigl'nd
price of salt cake ia 1910 was $9 a ton f. o. b. sellers' works, and that we havepurchsed for 1929 delivery stilt cake Iroduced iii New Eimgland at a little
over $11 a ton. Call Hiese ninufacturers of salt cake claim that they are
entitled to more than $2 a ton in excess of their selling price in 1916? Werid h supposed that If it by-product coul be pro duced and sold at a profit, that
was till a manufacturer expected. A duty oi salt cake will simply mehn that
Il pulp tnills in tle United States, producing 40 per cent of the kraft lulple ailnufactured in tills Counity, will pay a pretinluni equal to from $1 to $1.50 a

1St ton oil every toi of pull) produce(] to these northern and eastern manufac-
turers of chemicals who produce stilt cake its a by-product. Is that a fair,nt proposition, whei these kraft-pulp manufacturers are in competition with pulps
entering this country free of duty?

hi
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SOUTHERN KBRA-PULP MILLS

The briefs above referred to have laid stress on the fact that they can not
compete in Louisianat with German salt cake. The briefs advocating a duty
of $5 a ton on cake state that such a duty would make the cost of cake $17
a ton in Louisiana and $18.50 a toil on the Pacific coast. What are the facts
One of the companies filing such a brief has a natural salt-cake deposit in
Arizona. This, so far as we know, is the nearest natural salt-cake deposit
to the pulp mill owned by Southern Advance Bag & Paper Co. (Inc.), located
in Louisiana. That company (the owner of the salt-cake deposit) in 1928
offered to make a contract with us for a period of five years for our require.
ments of salt cake at our Louisiana plant at $19.50 a toil, delivered at our mill,
they absorbing a freight rate of $12 a ton, giving them $7.50 a ton f. o. b.
railroad; but they had no railroad to their deposits, and if they could get a
railroll built to their deposits they would make the price $18 a ton, delivered
our works. In other words, they would take off $1.50 a ton which they would
save by doing away wilh truckage fronm their deposit to the railroad. Ob.
vitiusly, Ihe offering of a 5-year contract at even $19.50, delivered our Louisiana
mill. on a $12 freight rate must have shown a profit on the salt cake so pro.
posed to lie sold. Do you believe, gentlemen, that the concern offering such
a contract for so long a period, did not expect to make a profit on the cake
so proposed to be sold? They were willing to sell on the basis of $7.50 a ton
for a period of five years oil a $12 freight rate, and still they say that with
a duty of $5 a toil on cake, they would sell at $17 a ton, Louisiana points.
This is inconsistent. The trouble with the proposition is freight rates. Neither
we nor any other manufacturer of pulp can stand a salt-cake cost based on a
$12 a ton freight rate. Is it the policy of our Government to fix a duty on an
article so that domestic users of that article will be forced to buy a commodity
and absorb a high freight rate? Obviously. the producers of natural salt cake
in this country are handicapped by their location. Is it fair for them to ask
a duty which will compel us to absorb their high freight rates

There is one producer of salt cake in the United States which produces salt
cake as its chief article of manufacture. This manufacturer is located in
Louisiana, and we purchase salt cake from thim for our Louisiana plant. In
reference to the contention of this mnmfaneturer for a duty, we respectfully refer
you to "m statement in our brief fild with the Ways and leans Committee
of the House.

COSTS OF PULP

The briefs of the eekers of a duty on s alt cake, in referring to the northern
and eastern manufacturers of kraft pulp, "throw us over their shoulder," as
it were, with the statement that, of emirse. we can not compete because of wood
costs. Taking their statement as true. is that any reason why this industry
should be further handicapped by a duty on salt cake? Of course, the figures
as t.o cost of pulpwood reported in the brief referred to are wrong. This brief
states that the average price of pulpwood in the United States is $14.06 and that
the average price in New England is $19.80. We buy a large quantity of pulp.
wood each year from farmers and small landowners who in the winter months,
having little other work, cut this wood and deliver it to our mill. Except during
the war we have been paying for this wood, delivered at our mill in Maine,
from $9 to $11 a cord. The greater part of the wood which we use at that mill
is cut by ourselves and our cost is, of course, the cost of cutting, plus the cost
of driving down the river to the mill, plus an arbitrary stumpage price which
we place on saine. In another part of the brief is shown a tabulation of Maine
pulpwood costs for the year 1924. 1925, and 1920, and the highest cost is
$18.51. It is claimed that these figures were taken from the United States
Department of Commerce bulletins. How these statistics were gathered we are
not advised. They may have been based on the prices of peeled or rossed spruce
pulp wood, such as is used in the manufacture of newsprint, or they may have
been obtained from the manufacturers of bond paper who obtain their peeled
or rossed wood by rail. At any rate the cost of pulpwood in Maine is as above
stated.

We do not believe that your committee will take the same attitude as regards
northern and eastern pulp manufacturers as was taken by the Rhodes Salt &
Borax Co. and other producers of natural salt cake, as set forth in their briefs
above referred to, by simply ignoring us because of high costs. We are com-
peting with manufacturers using foreign pulp. In other words, our cost of pulp
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is practically the same as the cost of foreign pulp delivered at our competitors'
mills. They can undersell us in markets where their outgoing freight is less
than ours. We can compete where we have similar rates.

If, however, there is a duty placed on stlt cake, we will have to absorb the
amount of such duty on the salt cake which we use, since our selling prices are
governed by the cost of foreign pulps in the hands of our competitors, as pointed
out above, and this added burden we maintain to be unfair, unnecessary, and not
warranltedl by the facts. ADVANCE BAG & PAPER CO. (INC.),

SOUTIfHN ADVANCF. IAa & PAPER CO. (INC.),
By J. N. HARVEY, Vice presidentt.

BoSTON, MASS., July 11, 1929.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACliUSErrs,

County of suffollo, ss:
Before me, at Boston, in said eouuty, this 11th (lay of July, personally ap-

peared J. N. Harvey, who made oath to the truth of the foregoing, by him
subscribed.

ARTHUR V. BLACKMAN,
Justice of the Peace.

BRIEF OF C. H. J. HAMMARGREN, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT-
ING GERMAN SALT CAKE PRODUCERS

Owing to strikes in Ellglnml u and Xcandinavia during 10)27t and 1928 the
exports of salt cake from Gerniany to some of its old mark. decrea-wle and
stocks acecuniuilitd ill Germany.

(ermany therefore increased its (up to this time sniall) export to the
United States for 1928 and 11)29.

This filet has recently been the reason why some Allericall sal!.cake pro.
dtiers are asking for duty oi. salt cake.

What these American salt-cake producer., fear. nninely, that Gerauny in-
tends to permanently export such large qiantities as in 1929, or even larger,
dos not meet wth real facts.

Gerlany's total production of salt (ake in 1931) and following years will
only lie ab.ut 300.000 tons per year, out of which about 130.010 teas have to
lie exported. From this total export qualltlty Germany intends to send to the
Uniled States nht more than about 35.000/40.4100 tols, which mean-, only
tibmit 7 to 8 per cent of tie Anwrican consumnption. Iii spite of tile fa't thilt
Geanlly in 1928 a1(1 1929 sold larger quantities to tle United States 111ll1
ev'r hlwfore. the American demand for 1929 is still not fully covered, for tile
reason that tie Anierlcan production is dlecreaslng, the American constlumption
increasing. and Germany unable to take any further orders.

Ge"rmany 1111s received during the last nionlhs order. from Ametrican con-
sinners for further 25.000 tons salt cake for ship1melnt it 1929, which orders
had to be rejected.

Tih American production is decreasing, due to the filet that the synthetic
prodvletlon of nitric acid and murlatle acid is developing well.

The American consumption. on tile other biand, is increasing because of the
rapidly growing pulp and artificial-silk induStrils.
The German sales organization has bven strictly instructed not to disturb

the o!d markets of the American stilt-cake Industries.

BRIEF OF DR. 3. ANTHONY. SCHWARZMANN, NEW YORK CITY,
REPRESENTING THE GERMAN SULPHATE ASSOCIATION

Due to the increased importation of salt cake from Germany to the United
States, efforts have been made to take samie off the free list and to put them on
the dutiable list.

It is granted that importations have increased during the last two years, due
mainly to abnormal conditions in the European salt-cake market, but not on
account of overproduction in Gernmany and consequent dumping in tIe United
States.

During 1930 and the following years Germany will produce about 300,000 tons
of salt cake per annum, of which about 130,000 tons will be exported, the rest

!
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being absorbed in Germany. From this total amount exported Germany will Mr.
export to the United States not more than about 35,000 to 40,000 tons, or about
half of the imported tonnage of thisye.r. has bee

It must furthermore be pointed out that in spite of the increased German cent ad
importation, the American demand for 1929 is as yet not fully covered, for the Appe
reason that the American production of salt cake is decreasing and the American Represe
consumption of salt cake is increasing on account of the rapidly growing pulp
and artificial silk industries, so that to-day Germany has to reject orders from definitic
American consumers for the year 1929. newsprl1

There is, therefore, no reason for removing salt cake from the free list. themsel
Respectfully submitted. Dn. J. ANTHONY SCHWAZMANN. and the,

STATE oF NFw Yonm, define t
County of New York, ss: paper,"

On the 16th day of July, 1929, before inc personally came Dr. J. Anthony would 0
Schwarzmann, to ie personally known, and known to be the individual whose of news
name ie subscribed to, and who executed the foregoing instrument; and lie fisher 1to
duly acknowledged to ine that the information set forth in the foregoing statement
is true to the best of his knowledge and belief, or rather

[SEAL.] E. DE HAVEN, Notary Public. lines of

Commission expires March 30, 1931. feel sil• I pie

NEWSPRINT PAPER merely
manufa,

[Par. 17671 uted frestandar
STATEMENT OF GEORGE C. LUCAS, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT. rather,

ING THE NATIONAL PUBLISHERS' ASSOCIATION on this
papers,

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the suhconinittee.) There
•ir. LuCAS. I am executive secretary of the National Pu)lishers' of these

Association, New York City. The National Publishers' Association sheet, t
is a volntary organization of the periodical publishers, including the by othe
general magazines, trade papers, and farm papers. of this

We are interested partially in section 1401, hut what I have to say papers
also is directed to an item on the free list that is related to this, and publishhi
indirectly, gentlemen, to what we feel, what we hope will be your Senat
attitude in the expression of your views as to the inclusion of theso Mr. I
on the paper schedule. I am referring to it in that way because of Senat,
the action taken bv the Ilouse committee itself. Mr. L

The particular paper in which I am interested is newsprint. We I would
are not publishers of newspapers, but newsprint l)aper at the present House c
time is on the free list as standard newsprint paper, with no technical that thE
definition as to its contents or anything else, a definition that is in. describir
terpreted or given by the Treasury Department, and during the tinie definitio
that has been in foi'ee they have found it necessary to change their one of t
definition from time to time to fully protect, as th-ey feel necessary. Now,
At the present time the Treasury Department has a somewhat thickness
technical definition which is entirely satisfactory to us. The present Departrr
duty is entirely satisfactory to us on these item's. We have nothing paper p
to complain of. called "

Senator DENEEN. That is 1401. have cor
Mr. LUCAS. 1401. I mention that, Senator, merely because if this ested in

item is not on the free list-and I will explain why I am bringing that use this
question up-it would be classified under 1401, because it is print about it.
paper. Senat

Senator DENEEN. Tit reason for asking the question is the note as it is?
given me by the Tariff Commission "no change in rate."

I
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Mr. LUCAS. No change in rate as reported by the House, but there
has been a request to your committee for an increase of the 10 per
cent ad valorem to 15 per cent. That is on this entire item of 1401.

Appearing before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives, the paper manufacturers did request a technical
definition to go into 1401, a technical relief definition for standard
newsprint paper. That was opposed by the newspapers publishers
themselves through the American Newspaper Publishers Association,
and they thought at that time then to protect themselves, to further
define the item on the free list, which now reads "standard newsprint
paper," restricting the use of that item so that that paper entered free
would only be the paper that was actually needed in the manufacture
of newspapers. What we want to show to you-and I have one pub-
lisher here also who would like to make a few remarks-is the extent,
or rather, the wide extent, to which this same paper is used in other
lines of work, and which at the present time is admitted free, and we
feel should be free.

I picked this up in Washington yesterday [indicating]. This is
merely a sample of fashion sheets that are distributed by pattern
manufacturers who are also periodical publishers. These are distrib-
uted free to dry goods stores all over the United States. That is
standard newsprint paper. Now, if a technical restriction-or
rather, the restriction requestied by the newspaper people-was put
on this free list item, that would only apply to paper used in news-
papers, and it would exclude the use of this paper.

There are three principal users of this kind of paper and distributors
of these sheets, the Pictorial Review, which publishes this particular
sheet, the McCall publications, and Butterick. They are also used
by other publishers of that kind, but those three alone use 7,500 tons
of this paper in this field alone. In addition to that, many foreign
papers use newsprint paper, and many fiction publishers that are
publishing periodicals use newsprint paper.

Senator COUZENS. Under the law are those coining in free now?
Mr. LUCAS. Yes; they are, as standard newsprint paper.
Senator CouzE,?s. Now, under the new law do they come in free?
Mr. LUCAS. They will as it stands, but what I am getting at is this:

I would just like, if it would not take too much time, to read what the
House committee had to say in regard to that problem. I told you
that the paper industry wanted to put a technical definition in
describing newsprint paper. The only real difference between the
definition they wished and what the Treasury Department put in is
one of thickness.

Now, this paper is all right. That would come in within the
thickness that the Treasury Department uses-I mean the Treasury
Department uses now-would come within the thickness that the
paper people want, but some of our fiction publications, sometimes
called "novel newspapers" use a thickness a little greater than would
have come in that technical definition, and we are very much inter-
ested in having them continue. The Treasury Department does not
use this thickness, and if the law is not changed we will not worry
about it.

Senator COUZENS. In other words, you want the law to stand
as it is?
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Mr. LUCAS. Yes. And I would like also, Senator, if you please, used
if you can agree with us-now, we feel that after the thorough inves., foreign
tigation that we have made, and the House committee made the bers c
same investigation and expressed their conclusions here, we would surve-
like to have you do the same for the purpose of showing the intent as to
of whaG is on the free list as standard newsprint paper. far as

Senator COUZENS. You want it to continue? Recor
Mr. LUCAS. Yes, sir. was to
Senator COUZENS. Has there been any effort to take it off the paper-

free list? no oth
Mr. LUCAS. Except as to that technical definition and the attitude manuf

of the newspaper people to limit the extent of the free list to those the te
that are actually engaged in the publication of newspapers. the 19,

Senator CoUZENS. Then you are only here in case something may for no'.
happen? As

Mr. LUCAS. Yes; and a further point, Senator, which I feel is very being
important. The customs court, or the Treasury Department, must print
interpret items on the free list as to what they feel the intent of action
Congress was. zincs,

Senator WALSH. In other words, they feel they must base their used 1
judgment in the light of what they think Congress meant by this 8,000,
newsprint paper? make

Mr. LUCAS. Exactly. And that is very ably and very concisely lancou
expressed in the report of the House committee, which I would like being
to call your attention to. paper"

Senator WALSH. You have called our attention to it. only f
Senator KEYES. Just refer to it. Ultec
Mr. LUCAS. That is in their introduction of the paper schedule on or two

page 120 of their report. to imp
Senator WALSH. Are the newspaper print manufacturers asking for have s

some of this paper to be taken off the free list? bootle,
Mr. LUCAS. They would like to have that with a little greater papers

thickness. Brookl
Senator WALSH. Have they appeared here? no pos,
Mr. LUCAS. I do not know that they have. But I am here more paper

in the way of rebuttal. Then I wanted to give you that picture. work
Now, if you please, I would like to have that one publisher give just for ne
a little rdsum6. give ne

Sena
STATEMENT OF GEORGE DELACORTE, NEW YORK CITY, REPRE. Sena

SENTING USERS OF STANDARD NEWSPRINT PAPER later if
Mr..

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.) Sena
Mr. DELACORTE. I am president of the Dell Publishing Co. on this
Senator WALSH. What do you publish? Mr.
Mr. DELACORTE. I publish a group of fiction magazines, war we use

stories, navy stories, submarines, and so forth. I also represent opinion
several of the other publishers of similar magazines, such as Street & pay a
Smith, who publish western story magazines, the Argosy, and so paper c
forth. import

We had quite a time in the hearings before the House committee that is
with regard to the paper we use. As Mr. Lucas has said, an endeavor they ca
was made to consider this paper different from the paper used by to imp
newspapers, because it has a little greater bulk and because it is not (Mr.

618
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used by newspapers. An effort was made to restrict the use of
foreign paper to newspapers only. I was asked by one of the mem-
bers of the Ways and Means Committee to make an exhaustive
survey of the intent of Congress through the history of the tariff bill,
as to their reason for putting newsprint paper on the free list, and as
far as we were able to find out by working on all of the Congressional
Records for about three weeks, the intent of Congress specifically
was to protect the forests, and they put in the definition of newsprint
paper-they called it "newsprint paper" merely because there was
no other way-there was no other terminology. Now, of late, the
manufacturers of newsprint paper in the United States have shown
the tendency to read into the 1922 law, and also make it a part of
the 1929 law, this new tariff, that newsprint paper can be used only
for newspaper purposes.

As a matter of fact, because of the old law, newsprint paper is
being used now by 285 farm journals-rather, they all did use news-
print paper and a good niany of them still do, and they have a circu-
lation of 50,000,000 copies per month. It is used by 81 fiction maga-
zines, having a monthly circulation of 12,000,000 p'er month. It is
used by 21 mail-order and rural magazines with a circulation of
8,000,000 copies per month. It is used by tablet manufacturers, wvho
make tablets for school children. It is used by job prints and miscel-
laneous users-the Congressional Record, for instance. Now if, as is
being erdeavored-as we believe is being endeavored-newsprint
paper is ,ostricted to only-that is, if newsprint paper can be imported
only for use by newspapers, we are going to have a situation in the
UnIted States similar to the one that is existing in Greece and in one
or two other foreign countries, where newspapers have the sole right
to import newsprint paper. As a result, a good many newspapers
have sprung up who have no real reason for being, and they act as
bootleggers of newsprint paper. Also, in a good many cities news-
papers run big job-printing presses. For instance, in Brooklyn the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle runs a big job-printing press. Now, there is
no possible way of the Government knowing whether the newsprint
paper that goes to the Brooklyn Daily Eagle is being used in job
work or on the newspaper, and if newsprint paper were exclusively
for newspapers and we could not use newsprint paper, then it would
give newspapers quite an advantage.

Senator COUZENS. I think the committee understands that.
Senator WALSH. Can you not leave a brief with us and then return

later if desired?
Mr. DELACORTE Yes, sir.
Senator DENEEN. Why do the newspapers want you to pay a tariff

on this paper?
Mr. DELACORTE. That is something that is a puzzle to us, because

we use only 5% per cent of the amount of paper imported. My humble
opinion is that the newspapers are not particularly anxious for us to
pay a duty, but the newspapers are more anxious to have newsprint
paper considered as paper used by newspapers only, so that they can
import all sorts of paper that they are not now importing. If paper
that is used by newspapers is permitted to come in free duty, then
they can import all sorts of twilight papers, which they are not able
to import now.

(Mr. Delacorte submitted the following brief:)
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BRIEF OF GEORGE T. DEIJACORTE, JR., REPRESENTING MISCELLANEOUS USERs fJames

OF STANDARD NEWSp.RINT PAPER

PREAMBLE spe
tioll.

After the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee of the House I was Tile
asked by tlhe 1in. Frederick M. Davenport to prepare for the committee a this mli
brief slowing the reasons previously advanced for placing newsprint Ipalier Print II
on the free list. Tills brief conclusively shows, as you cal see from looking On p
at the attached quozatiolis front It, that newsprint paper was put oil the free "The
list primarily to protect our forests. What c

Congress never Intended newsprint paper for the free use of newspapers publish
only. "1Mr.

Moreover, there is a vast list of usrs other than newspapers, which Industry erable
was more or less founded on the free Importation of newsprint paper. and tile

1. Two lndred and eighty-five farm journals, most of which use newsprint; "The
total cireilatiot|, about 50,000,000 couples per month.

2. Eighty-one fletlin magazines, giving i monthly circulation of 12.000,000. do you"
3. Twenty-one mail-order and rural inngalzines, with a circulation of S,000,000 "The

monthly. ness?

4. Twenty tablet mnanufacturers, turning out 300,000.000 tablets per year, of Mr.
which 1,500,000 are made of newsprint pitper, wlich llnewsprint tablets are
used by the school children. M Res.

5. Job priters, who il many cases are i direct competition with the job.
printing department of newspaper publisllers.

0. A considerable number of miscellaneous users, too large in number to be Mr. 1
enumerated. using a considerable aniount of nlwsprint. 1. " C

lBecause of these fields recognized by the House, who ilivestigated tbis mat- 2. "T
ter most thoroughly, we ask ile Fillllce Colunltlee of tile United States Senate 3. " F
to h-ave the ol paragrali 1672, now elanged to paragraph 1772 In tle tariff "The
let of 192!), as it was written by tile Hloise. 1900, to

America

INTENT OF CONGl0ESS ON 13ILLS )ECLAIIING WOOD PULP AND PIIINTING PAAPEI clare tile
DUTY F IES appeare

Conte
'o the honorable committee: 1. Pric

The udlertsigned, George T. 1)el-tcorte, Jr., who testified orally before the 2. PrIv

Fllttnee Committee, is the officially designated representative of Street & Smith, ers al

Frank A. 3Mlney Co., Doubleday Doran Co., Clayton 1llublications, Fiction 3. Adv

house (Inc.), McKinnon Fly Co., and Dell 1'ul)llsllllg Co. (Inc.), who sell over "And

!0.000.000 inagaziles per munath to the American public. interests

A sur%-ey of the many bills, brief., letters, telegraias, and hearings since "The

as far back as tile year 1904 to date, o1 tlw question of admltting fre of duty Ulsher, b

l'rinling, book. and other papers and wood pullp for making said lpelrs, reveals "1)oe

Ill substance tlhat tile intent of the Proponelits of tile bills, resolutlons, etc., tile destr

nllakilug pllers and wood pulp duty free was to conserve the forests of tile and pliC

United States.
prior to 1908. and as flr back as 1904. many bills were introduced in the

interest of pulllishers and palllr manufacturers Swekhig to exempt from duty

printing paper, wilite paper. and wood pulp for making the same, but the "The

records sv(Ri to im1(ieale tlIt tile first and most ilportalt hearing on tills Is lltinla

subject matter was before it select conlaittee of tile House of representatives United St
in 1908. the news

"Ill til
[Resolution introduced, Sixtieth Congress, firmt session, known as 11. Res. 344, April the counsel

20, P081I "We ur

The allegations set forth ill tti' resolution by American Newspaper Pub-

lishers' Assoclation include the following:
"That the great production of wood pulp in the United States is rapidly Paper

depletilng the forests of tills country: and newspape

That legislation ought to be enacted which will permit and encourage tile Mr. Gal
importation of wood pulp UPOll lore favorable terms so as to conserve our "The e
national forests." • mad(
The report was rendered by tills committee und'r Resolution 344, 'May 12.

190S.
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.james lI. Mann, of Illinois, chairman; pulp and vaper investigation bearings, April 25-

May 9, 1908]

Mr. Mcdill McCormick iJltroduced Mr. John Norris, of New York City,
spokesman at the hearings for the American Newspaper Publishers' Assocla-
tioll.

The statements of Mr. Norris Indicate that the main purpose in presenting
this matter to Congress was (1) to reduce the cost of paper known as news-
print paper, and (2) to conserve the forests of the United States.
Oil page 225 we read the following:
"Tile CHAIRMAN. We would be glad to have you demonstrate that fact.

What do you figure the total amount paid for print paper by the printing and
publishing Interests of the country to be?

"Mr. Nounas. The great bulk of all paper ande--there is a very iniconsid-
erable part of it. Of course, we include in that the flber and manila trade
and the blotting paper.

"Tile CHAIRMAN. You do nt figure tue blotting paper its publishing paper
do you?

"31r. Nonmls. We regard that as part of ite publishing businem.
"The CIIAIRMAN. Do you consider wall paper as part of the publishing busi-

niess?
Mr. NoRis. It was intended to include all paper consulmers in that.

[. Its. 344. 'roduction and supply of wotd pulp anld print p|pt, r. from p. 3418, Con-
gresslonwl record, 1909. 'resented by Mr. DepewI

Mr. Brown, of Nebraska. mkes tile following observations:
1. "Our pulpwooid supply is nearly exilausted."
2. "Tile lupwood( of Canada Is alparenItly inexhaustible."
3. "Free pull) would tend to conserve our pulpwood."
"The committee listened with interest, attention, and care front April 25,

1909, to May 14 to the witnesses apparing li behalf olr tile contention (if tile
American Newspaper P'ublishers' Association, and followed with painstAking
care tile statelllnnts lade antd evidence pre-t, nted by Mr. John Norris, who
appeared as special representative (of that association."

Contentions of newspaper publishing interests:
1. Price too high.
2. PrIce fixing was due to conspiracy b,,,tween newsprint paper manufactur-

ers and their selling agents.
3. Advance in price due i part to tariff duties.
"And hence, in Justice to the newspaper and other printing and publishing

interests of the country, the duties of pulp and paper should be repealed."
"The above manuy not completely state the contention of the newspaper pub-

lish'r, but it gives a general and fair idea of their claims."
"One of the inquiries submitted to your committee was as to the effect of

the destruction of tile forests of the United States upon the production, supply,
and price of wood-pulp and print paper."

REMOVAL OF TIHE TARIFF

"Tile question as to the removal of the tariff on print paper and wood pulp
is Intimately connected with the conservation of the forest resources of the
United States, as well as its effect upon tile pp..- manufacturing industry and
the newspaper printing industry."

"Ill the millority report we read every consideration of public policy suggests
the conservation of our woodlands."

"We urge tile placing of pulp and print paper on the free list" (p. 3422).

[Ways und Means Committee reported February 15, 1909. Rept. 2206]

Paper is referred to as print paper, unsized, sized, or glurd, suitable for
newspaper and books, etc.

Mr. GaIlinger in opposition notes, page 3430:
"The chief excuse urged for the proposed legislation is that an Increase has

been inade in the price of paper and that it will conserve American forests."
i3310--291--vo',. 16;, sc'Jim) 1G-- 40
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In the brief submitted by a representative of the American Paper & Pulp Hon.
Association in opposition to the bill, we note, page 3434: of Mas

"Certain newspaper publishers have demanded free paper and pulp. Among "I r
the reasons they have advanced are that putting these articles on the free list the Ill
will prevent the destruction of our forests." Ther

It is clear from the above extracts taken from the reports on Resolution No. intei"
344, in which Mr. Norris, of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association, includi
was very active, that the purpose of putting standard newsprint paper on the bills.
free list was primarily to conserve the forests of the United States and not New
merely to protect the newspaper publishers only. Paper-

session
[Sixtieth Congress, second session, Decembvr 7. 1908-March 4, 1009. See pp. 2700-2768, "Mr.

11. It. 22001 Nation

Report of select committee on pulp and paper investigation in reference include

to H. R. 2200 (p;ge 2700): hol
"As far as the investigation of the committee can indicate, it would seem My

that the production of newsprint paper or the other very cheap grades. of
paper are dependent today upoin tile cheap ground wood produced from eoirest
spruce trees, and that condition is likely to continue to prevail in the future. religion
The amount of spruce forests throughout 1ith world is, of Course, lh1t tell." weekly

Amcieran Newspaper Publishers' Associationr at Pirst Repre.eicted All 1iser O11ky
of the 'PTyp of 'atper Knuow.: a-% 'Wanl,,lard Xi'irsprinlt Paper.-At a hearing ,.%Is,-
before the committee under Rtesolution 344, during the years 1908 and 1a0 publi.4h
(set pip. 222 to 225 H. Doe., vol. 132), herer' Mr. Norris. the then spokeslanll Deesi'.
for the Association specifically stated that the persons he was serving were .
the print and publishing interests of the country, including the fiber 1tai Pnlip, .,
manila trade, the blotiing-paper trade, the wall-paper trade, the book-printing "I w
tratdo. the nmgazine-publishing trade, and in fact, ".t was intended to incaide thv line
till paper consumers * **" as ar.'

hlh-gr
[lmnportation of pulpwond from Cnnatdi to United State. 'Mily 20, 11120. II. ept. No.

1039, Sixty-sixth Congre.-s, second session. This report is to accolmny S. J. Ires 152i "
(P. 101

In this report mention was made that spruce, pine, and hemlock used for Rtpr
print paper is rapidly diminishing in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, "I k

Minnesota and Michigan. tlation.,
Hearings off Senate Joint Resolution 152, March 9th, April 26th, 27th, 1920, The no

before time Conim.ttee on Foreign Affairs: concern
These hearings had to do with embargoes placed on pulp wood and print act and

paper by Canadaf and the appointing of a Conmission to investigate, that if
Mr. Underwood, on page 5, notes that the representatives present of "news. nnd tie.

print business and the newspapers themselves" were better ;nformed than will be.
he was. taxes."

Mr. W. E. Iaskell, vice president of the International Paper Co., states, on Mr.
page 17: page 10'

"The scarcity of pulp wood is the basic cause of the present serious situa. "The
tion in the newsprint market of the United States." of the

"It is impossible to state accurately the exact quantity of newsprint con- convent
rumed in the United States * * * This is because the records of produe- United
tion include wall paper and side runs." material

Mr. IIAsKEIM. "There has never been a survey made, sir, of the pulpwood Thro
in the United States. The committee on forest conservation of tile American paper,
paper and pulp industry, of which I am a member, has worked out a plan as used
for forest conservation In this country wh'ch is, in a way, part and parcel Norris,
of this movement to get relief" (p. 19). Keepi

"The purpose of tile Underwood resolution Is not the ruthless exploitation America
of the forest wealth of our neighbors. It alias at equality of opportunity for print pa
the paper industry of the United States." (P. 23.) of the I

Oil page 39 we read a portion of a ltter directed to the Secretary of State to tile
by one of his consuls, as follows: now repi

"One was to assist in conserving the supply of wood, then, as now, rapidly which ai
diminishing in quantity; tile other to assist in building up the pulp and paper The n
industry In this Province." used or

amount
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Hon. Allen Towner Treadway, Representative in Congress from the State
of Massachusetts, says, on page 48:

"I represent a section where a great deal of paper is made. Most of it is
the higher-grade writing paper."

There should be no doubt in the mind of this honorable committee as to the
intentiua of Congress in placing standard newsprint paper on the free list and
including it as such in paragraph (1672) 1772 of the present House and Senate
bills.

Newsprint paper and book paper as defined by the act fnoludes mtagazine
paper.-Again referring to House Report 1039, Sixty-sixth Congress, second
session, Mr. Haskell, on page 81, says:

"Mr. HASRELL.. Mr. Porter, you have here to-day Mr. A. 3. Baldwin, of the
National Publishers' Association, an association national in character, which
includes all of the large magazines, periodicals, and trade press, who, I think,
should be heard by you."

31r. Baldwin, on page 89 of S. 3. Res. 152 (hearings in 1920), says:
"3y name is Arthur J. Baldwin, of the McGraw-Hill Co., New York City; I

represent the National Periodical Publishers' Association. This association
consists of the larger magazhe publishers an( trade papers and farm and
religious papers; In fact, all pilbllcations, outside of the daily newspapers and
weekly newsliaptrs, are eligible to nienbership."

On page 04, Mr. Baldwin further states:
"Also bear in mind that this high price of paper to the publishers compels

puli.hliers who did use book paper to use newsprint. Many magazines use
tlewsprint because it is cheaper."

3ir. W. K. lurlbut, representing the Consolidated Water Power & Paper
Pulp, says, on page 99:
"1 wish to say that I endorse very heartily what Mr. Baldwin has said along

the line that the, magazine paper industry is as much interested in this affair
as an, the newspapers. Th(' term ' book paper' does not necessarily mran this
high-grade paper that goes into an expensive book, but it is magazine paper."

'This magazine paper Is used for other purposes than printing books."
(1'. 101.)

Representative Luther W. Mott, of New York, states, on page 106:
"I know of no opposition to the passage of this resolution. Various asso-

ciations of publishers have indorsed it and will be heard before your committee.
The newspapers have done this because they are now much better educated
concerning the paper industry than they were at the time of the reciprocity
act and they do not foresee its effect in their own business. They realize now
that if our manufacturers can not get the necessary pulp wood for their mills,
and they can not do it unless these restrictions are removed, all paper industries
will be forced to move to Canada and be subject to Canadian laws and Canadian
taxes."

Mr. W. E. Iaskell, In explaining the purpose of the Underwood resolution,
page 107, said:

"The- purpose of the Underwood resolution Is not the ruthless exploitation
of the forest wealth of the Canadian provinces. It aims simply at an nmicabl6
convention that will release, raw material in the form of pulp wood to the
United States without restriction, just as the United States gives of its raw
material in the form of coal, oil, and cotton to its sister nations."

Throughout these hearings consistent reference was made to newsprint
paper, but it is apparent that this refers to papers similar to print paper such
as use( in books, magazines, as well as newspapers. (Testimony of Messrs.
Norris, Baldwin, and others.)

Keeping in mind that the records show that it was the contention of the
American Newspaper Publishers' Association and its member to place news-
print paper on the free list mainly for the purpose of conserving the forests
of the United States, and it was the clear intention of Congress to render relief
to the said association and its affiliated bodies on this one point alone, I will
now repeat the contentions made at the oral hearing granted by this committee,
which are already a matter of record.

The newsprint paper, a well-defined article of commerce, Is not exclusively
used or sade for the printing of newspapers. Furthermore. the approximate
amount of imported payxr used by other thau newspaper publishers is 200.000
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tons per annum, and is only 5 % per cent of the total consumption, but the
number of users of this 51/ per cent is legion.

Respectfully submitted.~~G Oaton T. DELACORTE, Jr., Rcprc.wcntatlve.

AFFIDAVIT

STATE. OF NEw YoBK,
County of New York, 88:

The undersigned, George T. Delacorte, Jr., being duly sworn, deposes and sys
that the facts set forth in the brief under this cover are true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.

GEoROE T. I)ELACORTE, Jr.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a notary public, this 8th day of July,
1929.

[sEAL.] MAY KELLEY, Notary Public.

Commission expires March 30, 1931.

ALTARS, PULPITS, STATUARY, ETC., FOR CHURCHES
[Par. 1769]

STATEMENT OF G. 3. GAUL, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN PLASTER OF PARIS STATUARY MANUFACTURERS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Mr. GAUL. I represent the American plaster of Paris statuary
manufacturers.

We have filed a brief before the Ways and Means Committee of
the House of Representatives under paragraphs 1440 and 1674, and
we have filed a brief before the committee under paragraph 205-D,
which is a substitute for paragraph 1440, but we at this time want to
address you concerning paragraph 1769.

Senator REED. "Statuary imported in good faith for presentation
witho t charge) to" ahy religious institution.

Mr. GAUL. Yes.
Piior to 1922 such articles as enumerated in paragraph 1674 have

been admitted as works of art, and continue to have artistic value.
About that time a decision was entered by the Customs Court in
which they decided that such articles were not works of art and
therefore not entitled to free entry.

In order to permit the free importation of Carrara and other fine
Italian marbles that were used so often in altar work and in some
high-grade statuary, the paragraph 1674 was inserted by the Senate
Finance Committee in the act of 1922. There is no question in our
minds, and no question, I think, was in the minds of the committee at
that time, that the purpose of the act was to enable the user to
import altars, pulpits, communion tables, baptismal fonts, shrines,
and parts of any of the foregoing, and statuary made of marble.

Unfortunately, however, what was referred to a number of times
in the different acts as casts of sculpture-that is, plaster casts of

624



marble statues and plaster casts of other statues-was construed by
the Treasury Department to be statues within the meaning of the act
and the meaning of this section.

The result thereof was not to permit the church to import the
marble altar or marble statue, which was of a beautiful texture and of
rare workmanship, from a foreign country, but it also enables the im-
portation of these plaster casts, and the result of this importation
of jlaster casts has been great destruction to the American industry.

Your attention is called to the fact that since 1923 the importations
have increased from $388,387 to $901,321. and most of these, I
have no hesitancy in saying, are the manufactured plaster of Paris
casts. They are not statues aspired to be works of art but manu-
factured in a purely mechanical way, as you will find if you will
examine the brief filed by us with the Ways and Means Committee.

We are not asking at this time that a tariff be placed on marble
altars. baptismal fonts, or shrines; we are merely asking that the
tariff be placed on statuary that is mechanically cast or wrought.
In other words, if it is a manufactured product, a statue made in a
mold. we ask that a tariff be placed thereon which will not pre-
vent the importation of casts of original states.

Another section of the act provides; that is, section 1607, the im-
portation is permitted of statuary casts of sculpture used as models
or for art educational purposes. There is nothing here to prevent
any institution from importing an original cast, and there will be no
interference with the importation of those beautiful works or impor-
tation of copies thereof. The only thing with which it will interfere
would be the importation of purely European factory products.

I might say that this is most important to us because plaster of
Paris statuary is almost entirely used in churches, so to say to the
American manufacturer,' "We ivill give you a protection on statues
and statuettes and then to. permit the only customer to import them
free." works a hardsl;.bp tind deprives uts of any protection whatsoever,
and deprives the American industry of meeting the cheap labor of
Europe.

Senator SMOOT. Have you in your brief suggested a rate on this
plaster of Paris statuary?

Mr. GAITI,. We have,' in the brief before the Ways and Means
Committee.

Senator EW.ew. Do I understand that the House has already made
that transfer?

Mr. GAui,. They have increased the rate from 35 to 50 per cent, but
in the free list they make no mention at all, of it, and that is what we
are arguing here nOw, to take plaster statuary from the free list.

Senator EDGE. To be presented, without cost, to religious institu-
tions?

Mr. GAUL. Religious institutions.
Senator EDGE. I mean, you do not want to differentiate, as para-

gra)h 1769 does. If. in other words, an American citizen, or anyone
else, purchases a plaster cast abroad, such as you are describing, to
present to some religious institution here, you want it to be dutiable.

Mr. GAuL. To have a duty assessed, for the reason that if we do
not get any protection in the free list, the other protection, even if
you made it 1,000 per cent, would not do us any good.

! !
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Senator REED. Because it is all brought in for presentation to par
churches, imp

Mr. GAUL. It is all brought in for churches. mar
Senator REED. How do the customs authorities make sure that it S

is for presentation? A.
Mr. GAUL. Papers are filed lor that-a letter of presentation and S

acceptance. In other words, the pastor of the church signs a paper S
that it is imported for that church, and its donor signs a paper that par-
he is giving it to the church, and no funds of the church are to be on &
used for that purpose. M

That is all right when it comes to marble, or anything that is a aita
work of art. But when it comes to plaster casts, such as I have be. diflic
fore me here, which are an American product, we feel that we should trou
be given protection, and it was also the wish, no doubt, of the Waya W
and Means Committee. belie

Senator REED. That is made of plaster of Paris? that
Mr. GAUL. That is made of plaster of Paris, a composition. duce
Senator REED. What does it sell for at retail ? Se
Mr. GAUL. This sells at $22. mod
Senator REED. Retail? casts.
Mr. GAUL. W e have only one price, because we sell only to the M

clergy and these religious institutions. cross.
Senator EDOE. In other words, you contend that you can make Se

absolutely as good a plaster cast as they can abroad." Mr
Mr. GWUL. We can make it better. 'The only thing that stands in Se'

the way is the difference in wages. last(
Senator REED. What is that brought in for? What is the invoice to tll(

value? Mr
Mr. GAUL. I do not know that that particular piece is brought in. in 19

Consequently, I could not say. but judging from other things, they Se
would perhaps bring that in for $6. Mr.

Senator KING. And you charge what? Sei
Mr. GAUL. $22. you IV
Senator Kixo. Do you have any wholesale prices? Mir.
Mr. GAUL. That is" the wholesale price. We have only one price, separ

to the clergy and to religious institutions. marb
Senator KING. Have you a monopoly of the domestic business? Sen
Mr. GAUL. I have not. I am representing the American Statuary conp

Manufacturers, as mentioned in the brief that we have filed, in Aih.
different parts of the country-St. Paul, New York, Philadelphia, Sen
and so forth. We are located in Chicago, and have issued this tend t
catalogue [indicating], over 500 pages, gotten out in 1928. broug

Senator SmooT. Let me ask you a question. If the articles come Mr.
in under paragraph 1769, or the old paragraph, 1674, they come in Sm
here free, but they are only to be sold here for church purposes. Mr.

Mr. GAUL. Yes. Sent
Senator SMOOT. Now, if they do not come in for church purposes, are sp,

then they fall under the old paragraphs, 233 and 14491 M'.
Mr. GAUL. Yes. Sen[
Senator SMOOT. Do you want the law so changed that even though Mr.

the church imports a piece of statuary, such as the one you have Seno
there, it shall fall under the old paragraph, 233? if, aft

Mr. GAUL. Yes. The proposed amendment to that would be to Mr.
exclude plaster casts or statues made of plaster. The rest of the may lI
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paragraph would remain as it is. In other words, the church could
import all those things mentioned in that paragraph, including
marble statues.

Senator SMooT. And excluding plaster casts.
Mr. GAUL. Yes. That is what we would like to put in.
Senator SMoOT. That is what I wanted to be sure about.
Senator REED. If we cut out the words "and statuary" from

paragraph 1769, you would be willing to take even a smaller duty
on all statuary would you not?

Mr. GAUL. 1f course, with respect to marble altars, every marble
altar has a marble statue, and consequently we would be running into
difficulties there, and I can see where the church would have some
trouble.

We are not objecting to the importation of works of art. We
believe those things are necessary. But we do object to these things
that can be made over there at much lower cost than we can pro-
duce them in this country.

Senator SMOOT. Then, you would want here the word "statuary"
modified so as to include everything, with the exception of plaster
casts.

12r. GAUL. Plaster casts or composition statues, and stations of the
cross.

Senator EDGl. Have you that phraseology?
Mr. GAUL. That has been presented with this brief.
Senator KING. Let me ask you a question. Are there many of these

plaster of Paris products that are bought for the churches and given
to them now?

Mr. GAUL. Yes; there are. As I mentioned here, from the records,
in 1923 the importations had increased from $388,387 to $901,321.

Senator KINe.. Has all that gone into the churches?
Mr. GAUL. That is the only work that we do, for the churches.
Senator KING. Are you sure that some of those products of which

you were speaking were not brought in for homes?
Mri. GAUL. Part of those things were of marble, but they are not

separated. We have no way of knowing how much of that was
marble and how much of it was composition.

Senator KING. You do not contend that the entire amount was
composition?

Mir. GAUL. No, sir.
Senator KING. What I am trying to get at is this. Do you con-

tend that all the composition products-using your phrase--that are
brought in, or that any part of them, are for churches?

Mr. GAUL. Oh, yes.
Senator KING. And are given to the churches?
Mr. GAUL. Given to the churches.
Senator KING. What proportion of those products of which you

are speaking are brought'in and given to chiuches?
Mr'. GAUL. I should judge, perhaps, 50 per cent, or even more.
Senator REED. May I look at your catalogue, sir?
Mr. GAUL. Yes.
Senator SrooTr. In paragraph 1769, would it meet your request

if, after the word "statuary" we inserted "except plaster casts N
Mr. GAUL. Plaster casts or composition; for the reason that they

may later put in a little composition, and we would be in the same

I P 
4
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difficulty we are in now. They would say it was not plaster or parts S
thereof, as we mention in the brief we filed. at a

Senator EDnu. Give me the number of tihe paragraph back in the video
marble statuary schedule. tion

Mr. GAuL 1674. It is now 1769. M
Senator SMxoOr. I think it was 233. Se
Senator KINO. There is a tariff existing upon compositions brought So

in for private use at present. cuiss
Mr. GAUL. That work is not used for private use. It is used for

church purposes. For instance, when it comes to a 6-foot statue-.
there is a catalogue of over 500 pages. Most of the statues sold are per
from 3 feet up to 6 feet. Consequently they could not be used in M
homes, the

Senator KING. Are there not little pieces, such as the one that you price,
produced here, that are composed, in part at least, of plaster of tari'
Paris, and that are brought to the United States and not used in they
churches? can

Mr. GAUL. Statues under 3 feet could be used in homes; for in. por
stance, from 12 inches up. a n1

Senator KING. I aum not asking if they could be. I am asking if that
they are not used in homes or in stores. e

Mr. GAUL. The smaller sizes are used in homes, what
Senator KIo. They are subjected to a tariff now. and
Mr. GAUL. They are subjected to a tariff now. Mr
Senator KING. What is the present rate? sitio
Mr. GAUL. Fifty per cent, as proposed; 35 per cent under the grap

1922 act. Se
Senator KING. Are you not satisfied with the 35 per cent tariff Whien

with respect to those articles, carrying that same rate into articles and t
that may be used for church purposes? whatMr. GAUL. A small statue, such as is used in homes, would not be Mi
used in a church. I am

Senator KING. I did not say it would; but you have a tariff rate Sen
of 35 per cent upon statues that are used in homes or business places. thin,
Would you be satisfied with having the same rate carried to products Mr.
that are used in the churchesf papie

Mr. GAUL. We have nothing more to say about that, except that Col's
we feel that it is inadequate to cover the difference between the comp
European cost and the American cost. used i

Senator EDGE. Are you entirely correct in your answer to Senator We
King? I am just reading paragraph 205, which is the paragraph firmi
that has been mentioned by the House. They still retain the 35 per decrt'
cent on manufactures of which plaster of Paris is the component work.
material of chief value, not specially provided for. That is 35 per ploye
cent. They raised to 50 per cent statues, statuettes, and bas-reliefs, feared
wholly or' in chief value of plaster of Paris, not specially pro. firn
vided for. plovc

Mr. GAUL. That covers everything up to a 6 or 7 foot statue, or being
as large as you want to make them. It covers everything. They could
give us that protection under one paragraph and take it away from asking
us under this f ree list. was b)e

Senator EDGE. I think I understand it. Senr
Mr. GAUL. That is it exactly. Mr.



Senator EDGE. As I understand you, it is not necessary to change
at all the wording now in subdivision (d) of paragraph 205, pro-
vided we insert in paragraph 1769 "except plaster casts or composi-
tion products."

Mr. GAUL Statues, and stations of the cross.
Senator KiNo. If we were satisfied with the raise Zrom 35 per cent.
Senator EDGE. Of course, the rate of duty is a matter for dis-

cussion.
Mr. GAUL. Of course, that would be better than if we got nothing.
Senator KiNG. Thirty-five per cent is a considerable part of 50

per cent, is it not?
Mr. GAUL. Yes. We pay, in America, about three to four times

the amount of German wages, and therefore, we can not meet their
prices without a protective tariff. I might say, that if the present
tariff as it applies to statutes, over three feet is to continue, an(i if
they are taken off the free list, I am satisfied the American industry
can continue and survive. You will no doubt notice that the im-
portations have increased 300 per cent and I have here Iefore me
a number of telegrams from American manufacturers who show
that their labor has decreased almost 50 per cent.

Senator KJNO,. I understood you to say that you could not tell
what proportion of that increase in the importations was marble,
and what proportion was composition.

Mi.r. GAUL. I am only arguing the question of )laster and compo-
sition statues and stations here; not marble. That marble para-
graph would remain as it is--altars, a-nd so forth.

Senator KiNx. As I iderstood you to state a few minutes ago
when I asked you as to the importations, you gave a certain figure,an(i then said you cotild not tell whot port ion of it was marble and
what portion was composition. I am askin., if that is accurate.

Mr. GAuL. No, it is not accurate. We have no way of knowing.
I ain trying to answer your question as nearly as I can.

Senator S.ioor. In other words, if they piit 5 per cent of some-
thing else in it, it woul not be plaster. but composition.

.Mr. GAUL. Yes. Some of these imported statues are made of
pal)ier-michS. They might put a whiting on that. which would, of
course, not be of plaster. For that reason, if yoi say "any other
composition" it would cover all those compositions that might be
used in the making of a plaster statue such as this.

We made a survey of a number of firms and we find that in my
firii Daprato S'tatuaiy Co., of Chicago, Ill., we have suffered a
decrease of 20 per cent in the number of men we employed in this
work. My firm at the present time employs 1:5 men, in 1r922 em-
ployed 162. The St. Paul Statuary Co., of St. Paul, Minn., suf-
fered a loss of 33 per cent in the m'en they employed. "In only ofro
firni (lid we find there was an increase in the number of men em-
ployed, that was in the Kaletta Statuary So., of St. Louis, Mo. Not
eing able to understand how it was possible that this one firm

codld increase their force under the conditions, we again wired
askin., that they explain the increase, and they advised us that it
was because they had taken over other lines of work.

Senator Kno. How much money have you invested?
Mr. GAUL. I should judge $1,000,000.
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Senator KINO. What was your profit last year and the year before? Sent
Mr. GAUL. The year before, $25,000, if I remember. cent?
Senator KING. What dividends - Sent
Mr. GAUL. We had $1,000,000 worth of business. Mr.
Senator KiNG. What have been your earnings, say, in 1926 and men.

1927? Sem
Mr. GATm. I have none of those figures before me. I would be Mr.

glad to send them to you if you wish. have 1.
Senator KING. You are the proprietor. Have you no idea? Sena
Mr. GAUL. Yes, sir; but those things are taken care of by the Mr.

bookkeeping department. Naturally I am not familiar with those Semi
figures. Mr.

Senator KINO. Have you no idea as to what your earnings were? Set
Mr. GAUL. In 1926? Mr.
Senator KING. Or 1927. others,
Mr. GAUL. There were two years there, for instance, where we the W

showed a loss, which our income-tax report, to which you have access the di
here, will show. That would be the best way of getting at it, and Sena
you can get it accurately, rather than have me guess at the figures. tell 116

Senator KI.-. Has your production increased? Mr.
Mr. GAUL. The production has decreased. this ki
Senator KING. What was the maximum year? Sella
Mr. GAuUL. Perhaps three years ago. But the profits were nil. any of
Senator Ki.No. Did you have profits before that time, when you Mr.

had no competition? Sena
Mr. GAUL. Very little, as our income-tax sheet would show. It Mr.

gives you accurate figures on those things. chutcl
Senator KINo. Then, you think this is not a very profitable busi. paragr

ness at any time, with or without a tariff? works
Mr. GAUL. No. If it were not for the fact that this business has fered

grown for so many years, and the profits have gone back into the froiti t
business, this business would not be on its feet to-day. With the Sena
foreign competition, of course, it means that perhaps there will be you me
an end to the business unless we get protection, which is proven again Mr.
by the fact that all these concerns, with the exception of one, have marble
f&wer men working for them to-day on that work than they had in Sena
1923. Mr.

Senator EDoE. Do you represent all these concerns producing this Sena
type of art? MI.

Mr. GAUL. Yes, sir. I am representing all these concerns. On. M
Senator REED. I do not know whether you have told Senator King be the c

your gross sales on this class of material last year. Sena
Mr. GAUiJ. The gross sales? Mr. (
Senator REED. I wish you would tell me. I did not hear what you Sela

said. bears of
Mr. GAUL. No; I did not give them. Mr. (
Senator KING. What are your gross sales? I did not ask that. Sena
Mr. GAUL. On all the work we do, $1,000,000. Mr.
Senator REED. On plaster of Paris articles of this type? article
Mr. GAUL. I have not those figures separately before me. Sna
Senator REED. Can you not give them approximately? put a d
Mr. GAUL. I could not. Mr. (

protect'
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Senator KiNG. Does that part of your business amount to 10 per
cent?

Senator SmooT. Is it a large part or a small part of your business?
Mi. GAUL. A large part, for the reason that we employ now 135

men.
Senator SmooT. For that work?
Mr. GAUL. For that work, manufacturing this work entirely. We

have 135 men in the Daprato Statuary Co.
Senator SmooT. What is the total number of your employees?
Mr. GAUL. That is the total.
Senator SIMOOT. Every eipployee is working on this work?
Mr. GAUL. Every employee iS working on this work, in Chicago.
Senator EDGE. You are just speaking of one plant?
Mlr. GAUL. That is just one plant, the Daprato Statuary Co. The

others, of course, are shown in the brief which we presented before
the Ways and Means Committee, giving the number of workmen in
the different factories.

Senator S.1MOOT. If you had the total number of workmen, we could
tell about what percentage it was.

Mr. GAUL. Yes. We, of course, are the largest manufacturers of
this kind in the United States.

Senator REml). I see you have a factory in Italy. Do you import
any of these articles yourself?

Mr. GAUL. We import marble from Italy.
Senator REED. Carrara marble?
Mr. GAUL. Yes. That is for the churches, in order to beautify the

churches. That is the reason for the change in the wording of that
paiagraplh, so as not to interfere with the church in the importing of
works of art. So far, to my knowledge, the church has not inter-
fer'ed with this, and will not interfere with excluding plaster statues
from the free list.

Senator REFD. When you say you import marble from Italy, do
you mean you import the citude'blocks of marble, or marble statuary?

Mr. GAUL. Marble altars, marble statuary, marble shrines, and
marble communion railing.

Senator REED. Does your company manufacture those abroad?
Mr. GA+UL. We manufacture those abroad.
Senator S. ooT. Is that all?
Mr. GAUL. No. There are a few more things I would like to touch

on. Mr. Smith is to follow me, but lie will yield to me, so that I will
be the only one.

Senator EDGE. I understand Mr. Smith yields his time.
Mr. GAUL. Yes.
Senator REED. Have you discussed this proposition with any mem-

bers of the clergy?
M'. GAUL. Ye, sir.
Senator REEID. What is their attitude toward it?
Mr. GAUL. Their attitude is that we are manufacturing here an

article that is equal to, and in most cases superior to, the imported.
Senator RFED. But what is their attitude about the proposal to

put a duty on this?
Mr. GAUL. They naturally want an American concern to have the

protection to which it is entitled.
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Senator REED. That is the attitude of the clergy I1r.
Mr. GAUL. That is the attitude of the clergy.
Senator SMOOT. In 1922 this same question was before the corn. theyt

mittee. tery
Mr. GAUL. Yes. ve
Senator SMOOT. And the wording that we put in here, "and Sen

statuary," was agreed to.
Mir. GAUL. Yes. Sen

Senator SMOOT. As I remember, the local producer desired at that Muu

time that the plaster casts, or composition casts, be taken out of Sen

paragraph 1674, just as you are asking now. Sei

Mr. GAUL. Yes. 3hr.
Senator SMioOr. At that time the clergy was opposed to it, be. Sen

cause they appeared before the committee. that i
Mr. GAUL. At that time. we appeared also before the Ways and MV

Means Committee. At that time the paragraph read "works of
art," and for some reason unknown to us the words " works of art" narbl
were omitted, and that is just where the trouble conies in here. if the Sen
words "works of art" were in that paragraph, altars and all those with
things would come in free of duty, and these statues of plaster and
composition would be excluded. is (oil

Senator KINo. You would not call that a work of art, then? i
Mr. GAUL. Not a work of art. decree
Senllaio SMOO'r. It was changed here in 1922 at the particular c

request of the representatives of the churches. Avhmihe
Mr. GAUL. Yes. At that time the Catholic Welfare Council, I a t

believe, hadl sonic hand in it. Omme
Senator S.aioo'r. Their representatives were here.
Mr. GAUL. But this year, so far as I know, no one las appeared. tue re
Senator SilooT. No; because they expected the wording to remain

just as it is. t

Mr. GAul. Of course; that is what we are here for now, to argue
that case. and be given a hearing as American manufacturers.

Senator EDGE. Why have not the American producers of these

plaster of Paris casts tried to compete with the so-called works of being t

art? You maintain a factory in Italy, you say? of pric

Mir. GAUL. Yes. or whe
Senator EDGE. You manufacture altars and things of that kind, of dutlwe

marble, and they come in duty free? b e

Mr. GAUL. Yes. Srn

Senator EDGE. Why does not the same principle apply that those Mr

factories should be over here with the workmen who could do the The

work and thus have them in the United States? h t

Mr. GAUL. I might say that the reason for that is that all mar- po (t,

bles that are of any value at all come from Italy. There are natu-

rally some marbles in this country, but they are not valuable for must Pf

statuary. You would have to import the help, which, of course, is Sena

impossible. We train none of our young men here, you know, to'be (Mr.

sculptors, outside of a very, very few.
Senator EDGE. In other words, the reason is because the raw mate-

rial is there.
Mr. GAUL. The raw material, marble, pays a duty. GENTE
Senator SMooT. Do you nican to say that you use marble here for Can stat

the same purpose as in Italy?
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Mr. GAUL. No. Tie Carrara marble is much harder marble than
anything in this country. The only white marble in this country is
the Vermont marble or the marble that comes from Colorado-and
very little of that-and some of it in Alaska.

Senator SxtooT. That is softer marble?
Mr. GAUL. There are very few statues made from that.
Senator SuooT. Is that softer marble than the Italian marble?
Mr. GAUL. Very much softer. You can pick that with your

thumb nail. The Carrara marble you can not.
Senator SMOOT. I doubt that statement.
Mr. GAUL. I can prove it to you, by sending you some samples of

the marble, if you wish.
Senator SmooT. You might find a sample now and then of which

that would be true.
Mr. GAuL,. No. It is just like comparing a piece of loaf sugar

with powdered sugar. The difference in hardness between ithe
marbles compares to that extent. We have no objection to that.

Senator SmooT. No; because you a using the Italian marlle,
with Italian labor. Of course, you have that advantage.

MHr. GAUL. At the l)resent tine in America, though the iml)orter
is doing three times as much business as was (lone in 1922, there
is hardly an American manufacturer who has not been required to
decrease his force, and yet the price of statuary has not fallen, be-
cause the foreigner sells it at just as high a prices as he can. and
while lie can undersell us 40 per cent to 50 per cent, lie does not
give the church the advantage of the price.

One instance of this we called to your attention in the brief which
was filed under paragraph 230 (a), which clearly demonstrates that
the result of cheap importations is not any benefit to the constumer,
but merely a greater profit to the importer, and it seems to me that it
would be muci better if this profit would go into the Treasury of the
United States.

This is not a question of being works of art. nor the question of
being able to buy a better product in Europe, it is merely a question
of price, and whether we are able to undersell tihe European product,
or whether they can undersell us, and at the present time to the
dealer the foreigner can offer such a price that lie allows a discount
but we can not make any inducement to the American dealer.

Senator REED. I think we have your point, Mr. Gaul.
Mr. GAUL. Just one moment, if you please.
There are no exports of these products to any other country from

the United States, with the exception that there are some small ex-
ports to Canada. Canada can ship goods into the United States free
of duty, but when we ship goods into Canada the customer there
must pay a duty.

Senator SMoT. Why don't you go up to Canada and complain?
Mr. GAUL. We feel that we would not get very far.
(Mr. Gaul subsequently submitted the following mnemorandumn:)

WASHINGTOx, D. C., July 15, 1929.
SEN.\TE COMMITTEE ON FINANcEn

Washington, D. 0.
GENTLE51nEN: Oil Saturday, July 13, 1929, 1, as representative of the Amerl.

can statuary manufacturers, appeared before the Senate Finance Committee.



Reference was made several times about the change suggested in paragraph
1769 (formerly 1440) as suggested by the American manufacturers, which I
submit as follows:

"Altars. pulpits. communion tables, baptismal fonts, stations of the cross,
shrines, or paris of any of the foregoing, and statuary, excluding, however, any
of the foregoing made in whole or in part of plaster of Paris or composition,
Imported in good faith for presentation (without charge) to and for the use
of any corporation or association organized and operated exclusively for relig.
lous purposes."

Respectfully,
G. J. GAUL,

SAND AND GRAVEL
[Par. 1770]

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM P. KELLY, CLEVELAND, OHIO, REPRE.
SENTING DOLOMITE (INC.), OF OHIO; THE STURGEON BAY C0.,
OF WISCONSIN; AND THE WAGNER COS., OF OHIO

[Pebbles

(Tie witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom.
inittee.)

Mr. KELLY. I am not going to read any statement. I ask peris.
sion to file a brief. I represent, as treasurer, Dolomite (Inc.), of
Ohio, and the Sturgeon Bay Co., Wisconsin. The Wagner Cos., of
Ohio, up near Sandusky, have also asked me to represent them.

Our plants turn out crushed limestone. It is an important in.
dustry all over northwestern Ohio and in most of the States border-
ing on the Lakes.

There is now a duty on limestone of 5 cents per 100 pounds. Lately
there has developed a competition from Canada of pebbles for coarse
concrete, for practically the same identical purposes for which lime.
stone is used. Immense deposits have been developed around Pelee
Island, about 50 miles south of Detroit, and up in Georgian Bay.
an(i all that. They are shipping into Detroit, one of our markets,
about 5,000 tons a (?ay now with two boats. That comes in free-the
large-size gravel, anything over a quarter of an inch. That is about
where sand leaves off and gravel starts; and "pebbles" is what it
is commonly called in the trade.

Our plant is down in .Seneca County-one of them. We have been
there about 20 years. We have heavy expenses there for stripping
the overburden, for explosives, for breaking up the stone, and things
of that kind. About a year and a half ago, after we developed the
Detroit market, we bought a plant at Sturgeon Bay, Wis., so as to
have the benefit of a water haul down to Detroit and the big markets
we developed. Even in spite of that, now, we find that we are in
active competition with these pebbles that come in free, and that
could easily undersell us.

We have a very big investment in our companies-probably, alto-
gether, close to $7,000.000 or $8,000,000. Some of the big buildings in
Cleveland, the new Union Terminal Tower, and big bridges, have
been built of dolomite stone; andi up in Detroit in the past year some
great, big buildings-the Union Trust, the First National. and the
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'aph big Produce Terminal-have all been built of our stone. But this
% I spring and this summer we are meeting this Canadian gravel corn-
ros petition.

any The big potential markets are in America rather than in Canada.
tion, IV e go into Chicago and Milwaukee and Detroit and Cleveland and

'Use Toledo and Buffalo.
3I1g. The CHAIRMAN. How is it that your importations in 1927 were

5,186,313 pounds, and in 1928 they were only 2,977,482 pounds?It Senator REED. That is not gravel, Senator.
The CHARMAN. That is "other crude minerals, not specially pro-

vided for." What lie wants to do is to take pebbles out of the free
list and place a duty on them.

Senator REED. Pebbles come in as gravel; do they not?
Mr. KELLY. Gravel.
Senator REED. And the imports of gravel last year were 320,000

tons, and the year before 280,000 tons?
Mr. KELLY. Yes, sir; and this year they will very likely go up.

The trend will be upward. There are big deposits at Georgian Bay,
and especially down on the Canadian waters around southeast of
Detroit; and they are coming in every day now.

Senator REE. In what respect have the Canadians an advantage
of over you in production cost ?
of r. KELLY. 'T'hey can bring this up from the gravel deposits by

hydraulic dredges without much labor charge, and mostly with
in. lCanadian boats, a very great deal cheaper process than ours, which

is overstripping the earth from the stone, breaking it up with ex-
plosives, and, with power, hauling it to big crushers and crushing it;
and when we are all through with our operation we have quite atey charge. e

re cSenator ]REED. It is a totally different product. Theirs is a pebble,
worn round by water action. Yours is crushed rock.

e Mr. KELLY. And they both come right into active competition
ay, nowv.

Senator R r . They pay their labor as much as you pay yours;-t do they not ?
dor. "KEL L . But they do not have very much.

Senator REED. But wvhat they lave is paid as well as yours?
Mr. KELLY. No; it is not. The Canadian labor is a great deal

lower than ours. or some lower than ours; but they have not veryling much of a labor process.
ngs Senator REMD. Do you mcan to 'ay that the rates of pay for labor

thettoe of the same sort are higher on one side of the Lakes than on the- o other ?
in 3Mr. KELLY. They are higher on the American side than on the
int Canadian side; but the labor does not enter into it so very much.

A. great deal of our labor-in fact, almost all of it-is steam-shovel

Ito- runners, for instance, (]rivers and engineers, and people that handle
3 in ex losives, and trained labor, skilled labor.
ave Senator REE6. You pay more for your labor because you employ
)me more skilled labor; but common labor is paid just the same in Canada

as it is on our side of the Lakes; is it not?
Mr. KELLY. Well. I should say some less.
Senator EiDOE. What is the cost of the delivery on the American

side of this Canadian gravel or pebbles?
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Mr. KELLY. We would say about 55 cents-a very low delivery Mr.

charge. 
rates.

Senator EDOe. What are they actually obtaining for it? Sturg

Mr. KELLY. They are charging in Detroit about the same as we Sen

are now-about $1.35 in the Detroit market. Sen

Senator KING. $1.35 a ton? Son

Mr. KELLY. $1.35 a ton, yes; practically the same as ours. Mr.

Senator EDXIE. In other words, you are receiving as much as they Se
are? There is not any difference between you? where

Mr. KELLY. No; but they could undersell us very much. They do M1
undersell us slightly now, but they could undersell us very niuch. wag

Our sales nianager said the other day that they seem to prefer these anyti

pebbles in the coarse ag'gregate; they are a little easier to handle, Sei
and all that. ,here is at shading in price, and there is hardly any shiple

question that they can shade the price a great deal.

Senator EIIGE. have you reduced the price of your conmmodity Se

because of this comnpttiton? 
M

Mr. KELLY. We went up to Sturgeon Bay and bought the Sturgeon are on

Biy plant in order to get the benefit of the water haul to meet coin. Cleveli

pjetition. kets; :
Senator En(;E. But you have not reduced the price? able tc

Mr. KELLY. No; we have not. is ver

Senator RtEt). Do you produce pebbles at Sturgeon Bay? Se

Mr. KEiLLY. No. Wlat

Senator REi,.1. That is a crushed-rock proposition, too? Mr.

Mr. KELLY. That is a crushed-rock proposition, but it is a water Ohi

haul. The railroad rate front Ohio up to Detroit is about 85 cents. blasting

From Sturgeon Bay down it. is about 50 cents. Of course, after we Se

got the plant, we were able to corapete. cars f.

The JIRAIuMAN. When did Canada begin to ship this product into Mr.

the United States? 5 ce
Mr. KELLY. Of course theV have been doing it, off and on, for Sena

qitite a. while; but these big deposits ate practically opening tp this Mr

spring. are meeting tile competition this year. Sena

The CUmIIA4N. Was your company financially successful in 19281
-Mr. KELLY. So far, it is. The ai e feeling the effect of the coin, or mec

petition in Detroit, andl will inercasimgly feel it. to Mlie

Senator KiNa. You have no plant in MciaMr.
Mr. K:LLY. None in AMichigan. Sena

Senator KirNO. Your plant is down in Ohio? Sr

Mr. KmL. In Ohio. Mr

Senator KINt. And in Wisconsin? Mr.

Mr. KELY. And in Sturgeon Bay, Wis. Sena

Senator KING. You bought the l)lant in Wisconsin to meet the Mr

competition that your Ohio plant was encountering? Sena

Mr. KELLY. To give the benefit of a water haul in the Detroit Mr.

market, and meet the competition that we saw was coming. places.

Senator KiNG. Having no plant in Michigan, and the Michigan big lim

people desiring to get gravel, of course, if they can get it from their Tie

neighbor there just across the line, with whom they do a good deal ThMr
of business, they import it; and you, having no plant in Michigan T
want now to ship your product up to Michigan and get the niarket Mr.

thereV



Mr. KELLY. We bring it from Sturgeon Bay at the water-haul
rates. We pay in Ohio probably $300,000 a year in wages, and at
Sturgeon Bay about $200,000.

Senator KING. Did you ever ship any products into Canada?
Mr. KELLY. No; we never have.
Senator KING. Of any kind?
Mr. KiLY. No.
Senator KING. Are there any products in and about the country

where you are doing business that are shipped into Canada?
Mr. IELLY. Not that I know of. Of course, down in Ohio our

wvages and pay go out into the rural communities. I do not know of
anything.

Senator KINo. You manufacture many things in Ohio that are
shipped to Canada?

Mr. KELLY. I imlagine they do.
Senator Kim,. Millions of dollars' worth?
Mr. KELLY. Yes; I imdgine they do. The big potential markets

are on the Anwrican side-Milwaukee andi Chicago and Detroit and
Cleveland and Buffalo and ''ole(o. 'hey are the big potential mar-
kets; and we are finding that these depositss over on the other side are
able to compete with us, and can make us reduce our prices, and hurt
,s very materially.

Senator KI. I am interested in your statement as to the cost.
What do you say it costs you to mine this rock and crush it?

Mr. KELLY. Our manufacturing price alone would be about 50 cents
in Ohio and about 35 cents in Sturgeon Bay for the stripping and
blasting.

Senator KING. You can strip and blast and crush and load on the
cars for how much?

Mr. KELLY. In Ohio, for about 50 cents; at Sturgeon Bay, for about
35 cents.

Senator KINa. About 35 cents a ton?
Mr. KELLY. Yes. Then there is the freight rate, you know in Ohio.
Senator KNGq. In Canada they have to use dredges. 'hey have to

dredge out of the river, lift the product to the surface by hydraulic
or mechanical processes, purge away the impurities, and then haul it
to Michigan?

Mr. KELLY. That is right.
Senator KING. They are not shipping any down to Ohio?
Mr. KELLY. No.
Senator KING. Or to Chicago?
Mr. KELLY. Of course they will, later on.
Senator KINa. But they have not done so?
Mr. KELLY. No.
Senator Kixo. Have you a monopoly on the Chicago market?
Mr. KELLY. No; because the Chicago market has its own limestone

places. All over Michigan and Ohio anl Indiana, and all that, are
big limestone deposits- all over the lake ports.

The CHAIRIMAN. All right. I think we have your point.
Mr. KELLY. I should like to file a brief.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right. File it right at this point.
Mr. KELLY. Can I file Monday or later?
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The CHAIRIMAN. If you file it by Monday it will be all right.
Senator EGE. This question of price is interesting to me. You say

you have not your brief pre )ared. When you file your brief, please
get the actual quotations oI gravel laid down in Detroit from this
Canadian deposit as compared to your own. Give us that figure.

Mr. KELLY. The National Crushed Stone Association and the a
National Gravel Association-we are not members of either one of
those associations.

Senator EDGE. Did you appear before the House committee?
Mr. KLLY. We did not.
Senator EDGE. What protection do you ask for?
Mr. KELLY. Five cents per 100 pounds.
Senator EDGE. Five cents per 100 pounds? to
Mr. KELLY. The same as limestone. 11
The CHAIRMAN. A dollar a ton?
Mr. KELLY. A dollar a ton.

STATEMENT OF L. C. HINSLEA, REPRESENTING THE KELLEY in

ISLAND LIME & TRANSPORT CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO, AD an
OTHERS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom. In]
mittee.) $1

Mr. HI-sLEA. I am from Cleveland, Ohio. I am representing the ri
Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co., of Cleveland and Sandusky, b,
Ohio; the Cleveland Builders' Supply Co., of Cleveland; and six or
seven retail material dealers on the water front of Detroit.

Mri'. Kelly, who has preceded me, has made several statements as to
cost. I have with me Mr. Harry Eberts, who is a retail dealer from
Detroit, has been in that business for 35 years, and is also president Ke
of the Retail Material Men's Supply Co. of the Detroit area. If the Aw
committee would allow him about five minutes, I think lie could give Tn
you the actual prices of the stone and the pebbles and the gravel p
brought into Detroit. e 

The CHAIRMIAN-. Do you not know them? Col
M1r. HINSLEA. I can give them, but lie could give them directly.
The CHAIRMrAN. You are just as good as he is. There is no need of y

calling him if you can state the figures.
Mr. HINSLEA. When the assignment first came out, Mr. Howard P. P4

Eells was assigned to talk on sand, and we prepared ourselves to talk IliC
on sand, to allow it to remain on the free list. The assignment that t
now comes out is that Mr. Kelly has been talking on pebbles; so I
take it that their position is that sand should be allowed to remain on
the free lrst and pebbles should be put on the dutiable list.

Senator REED. The only appeal we have had to make sand dutiable o
has been with regard to belgian glass sand. of

Mr. HINSLEA. Ve are not interested in that, sir. tile
Senator REED. You are not interested in that at all, of course?
Mr. HINSLEA. No, sir. tha
The CHAIRTMAN. What do you want-free sand? a
Mr. HINSLEA. Our position is this: I do not see how you are going

to be able to distinguish sand from gravel, and gravel from pebbles,
for this reason, Mr. Chairman- We

I
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Senator KING. Then, you would oppose the contention of the pre-
ceding witness to put a duty of a dollar a ton upon pebbles?

Mr. HINSLEA. And nothing on sand.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, your position is this: If we put

a duty of a dollar a ton on pebbles, you want a duty of a dollar a ton
on sand?

Mr. HINSLEA. No; my position is this: Leave it exactly as it is;
allow sand, crude or manufactured, to remain on the free list.

'he CIJAII1AN. All right; we understand it, then.
Mr. HINSLEA. Before the House committee the National Sand &

Gravel Association filed a long brief, and they gave the committee the
total production of sand and gravel in the United States. I think it
was 197,000,000 tons in 1927. _rThey finally got to the position that
the only places in the whole United States that were affected by
com)ettion were Detroit and Clevehand. For this purpose we are
appearing to answer the argument of Mr. Kelly as to the situation
in ])etroit and Cleveland as it exists to-day..

The Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co. is a $12,000,000 company,
an American company, and has six American sand dredges.

'lhe CHAIRMAN. IS Mr. Kelly president of it?
Mr. IINSLE;A. Mr. Kelly is from the Dolomite Co. The Cleve-

land Builders' Supply Co., which is a competitor of Mr. Kelly, is a$12,000,000 company, located in Cleveland and the surrounding ter-
ritory, and operating 44 docks and supply yards. In addition to
buying lake sand and gravel, they purchase and own and operate pit
sand and gravel; and I have a letter from them. I am going to file
it, if the committee please; but here is their attitude:

Last year we bought and produced approxim;ttoly 300.00 tons of sand and
gravel from Ameri(an pits. We also purchased 1-50,000 tons of saud from the
Kelley Island Limt, & Transport Co. which was dredged and )rodut el in
American waters. As against thi,,. we Imugiat from Meu' Kelley Island Lime &
Transport Co. 50,000 tons of Canadian sand. It is heing claimed by the pro-
ponents for the duty that an acute situation exists in Cleveland and Detroit
because of tha keen Canadian competition. We have not experienced this
either as a purchaser or a producer, and the proportion of Canadian sand
coming in the Clevehand market as against the American sand production is
so out of proportion that a contention of this kind can not lie sustained.

Canadian sand has been coning into the Cleveland market for many, many
years, but each year is deereasing because of the Increased number of pits in
and about Cleveland. Years ago the ordinary pits did not have a washing
plant. so that the lake sand was much better; but since modern washitng equip-

encut has been put into pits, and a standard material can be furni hed, we find
that the purchasers have no complaint with the pit material, and there is no
difficulty selling it.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they the only ones that import into Cleveland?
Mr. HINSLUA. Last year there was a Mr. A. J. Heber, who is now

connected with the Dolomite Co., who purchased about 70,000 yards
of Canadian material. The Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co., in
the ports of Sandusky and Cleveland and Lorain, brought in 152,000
yards of material, of which the Cleveland builder- took 50.000; so
!hat in the ports of Lorain, Sandusky, and Cleveland about'220,000
yards of Canadian material came into the market.

The CHAIRMAN. What is the actual weight of the yard?
Mr. INSLEA. Sand weighs 2,700 pounds to the yard, and gravel

weighs 3,000 pounds.
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In Cleveland we have this situation: We have digging grounds in M
American waters. The dig ,.ing ground that the Kelley Island Lime boat
& Transport Co. use. and''on vhich they furnish, I think it was, 16 A
560,000-some yards of American material, are located at a place called Islan
Vermilion, which is 40 miles from Cleveland. They can not produce land
the sand known as plaster sand. The pits have tried it, and the paid
Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co. have tried to find plaster sand
in American waters; but when the plasterers get it on their walls, it
streaks on them. It is not uniform. So for years they have been big
going to Pelee Island and getting a uniform sand, so that when the tie
lasterer finishes up his wall he has the same color when he finishes food

as when lie started, if his job takes a week. 10-ce
It seems that Point Pelee is situated so that the currents coming out e

of the Detroit River at the western end of the lake keep washing the
sand all the time, and it is the cleanest sand we can get out of Lake
Erie.

Now, if a duty is placed on pebbles or gravel or sand, the Kelley Detr

Island Lime & Transport Co. will be shut out of the American mar. panic

ket; and they are an American corporation, employing American anil

labor, and have American capital invested in the business. lie ha
To show you how badly we need Canadian sand, the price of the year

Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co. on American sand to-day in pebbi
Cleveland is 921/3 cents a yard. The Canadian price carries a 10-cent W,
differential, and they sell it in Cleveland to-day for $1.021/2 cents a call hi
yard. So it stands to reason that if they could get the plaster sand pits f
or the special sands that they want in American waters, they would cold
not go to Canada and pay a differential.

That differential is worked out in this way: The Dominion of t Ic
Canada charges the Canadian boats and the American boats that Alli
dig in their waters 15 cents a yard royalty, and the American boats Ai00r
digging in American waters usually pay 5 cents to the riparian vards
owners; so that in Detroit and Cleveland there is a differential to-day dugi
between the Canadian bringing Canadian sand to American markets chase
and the American bringing American sand to market of 10 cents per p I
yard.

•Senator KING. In favor of the American?
Mr. HINSLEA. In favor of the American.
Senator REED. The Canadians charge their own people the same

as they charge us; do they? GEN'

Mr.'HilSLEA. The price last year, Senator Reed-
Senator REW. No; I mean the fee for digging? the gre
Mr. HINSLEA. Yes. A couple of years ago the Canadian Govern- lately

ment attempted to put a duty on American boats digging there. My
information from tie Americans is that while the duty is still appli- n the
cable, the Canadian Government have never charged them anything Our
for it. They have never paid anything, although some day if the matedl

9 Sand to
Canadian Government want to assess them I suppose they may I a ilt:
do it; but it has been going on now for two years, and the Canadian In by b
Government have not seen fit to do it. andser

Senator EDOE. Repeating the question asked the previous witness, We bar
can lab,

the wages for ordinary labor are practically the same on the Canadian
side of the lake as on the American side? are no

The sari
is well



Mr. HizsLPA. Absolutely, Senator Edge. There are five Canadian
boats trading into the Detroit and Cleveland markets. There are
16 American boats trading into the Detroit market, and the Kelley
Island Lime & Transport Co. have six boats trading into the Cleve-
land market. I know that the masters of the Canadian vessels are
paid at the rate of $300 a month, and the licensed officers are paid
proportionately. I know of no American-owned vessel that is pay-
ing any more money. Their fuel prices are the same, which is the
big item in operating an American ship. Their insurance rates are
the same. Most of their insurance is placed in this country. Their
food costs are about the same. In addition to that, they have the
10-cent differential in rate.

Senator KiNe. Is there anything else you want to say?
Mr. HINSLEA. One thing more.
This year there are no pure pebbles coining into the market of

Detroit. When I say "pure pebbles," I mean the sand is washed out
of tlieni. Last year, or two years ago, one of the Canadian com-
panies attempted to bring pure pebbles into the city of Detroit as
against the pit pebbles, and lost $72,000. Mr. Ebert tells me that
he has tried to get a quotation on pure pebbles from Canadians this x
year and has been unable to do so. When he was dealing in pure
pebbles they were $2 a yard; and at that price one sand company
at Windsor, Ontario, lost $72,000 trying to bring them in at $2. You
can buy pit pebbles for $1.35 a varl. You can buy gravel from the
pits for 55 cents a yard, with a'70-cent freight rate. Last year you
could buy American sand for 67 cents a yard. Mr. Ebert bought
two loads of Canadian sand in the fall of the year and paid 85 cents
a yard for Canadian sand. Last year the American boats dug in
American waters 2,000,000 tons of sand. The American pits produced
4,000,000 tons of mat.-rial. The Canadians produced about 250,000
yards and brought it in. Of the 2,000,000 tons that the Americans
dug in American waters, 100;000 yards of American sand was pur-
chased in Canada.

(Mr. Hinslea submitted the following briefs:)

BItIEF OF SUNDRY DETROIT BUILDING SUPPLY DEALERS

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.
United states Senate, Wa.hngton, D. 0.

GENTLEMEN: The undersigned are engaged in the retail building supply
iuiness in 1hw district of Dtroit, Mich. As such we believe that we import
the greater part of Canadian material shipped into this district. As it is abso-
lutely necessary to import material from Canada, we dsire to enter protest
against the placing of any duty upon Canadian aggregates (sand or gravel)
coming into the United States, and respectfully ask that it be allowed to remain
on the free list.

Our supply business Is located on docks along the Detroit River, where the
material is received fren American and Canadian bottoms. We purchase no
sand to speak of from Canada, confining ,r materials to conglomerate. This
is a mixture of sand and pebbles. It Is not a finished material when brought
In by boats, as it is not properly sized, so that it is necessary for us to wash
and screen it in order to make it a flnisled product and available for the trade.
We have on our docks washing and screening plants and tlher by employ Amerl-
can labor and capital, and its real value only commences at this point.

It is impossible to purchase conglmerate from American vessels, as there
are no digging grounds in American waters in or near the Detroit district.
The sand and gravel business as between Canadian ships and American ships
Is well defined, and each have their special commodities to furnish the Detroit

641FREE LIST
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river front dealers. There are about 10 American vessels operating in the Anle
Detroit district. They carry sand from Lake St. Clair and the St. Clair River. giv
In the year of 1928 we are informel that they produced 1,600,000 tons of sand. P11w
Of this amount 100,000 tons was exported into Canada. to P

In the year of 1929 it is estimated that American bottoms will dredge and tie
produce and transport to the American districts about 2,000,000 tols of sand. em!
As against this there are five Canadian steamers trading a part of their time bav'
into the Detroit district, carrying conglonierslte, and in the year of 1928 they or
produced and delivered approximately 250,0M0 tons. There is no effort upon the The
Canadian steamers to carry sand to the Detroit market, while on the other T.
hand the American steamers do not produce coonglomerate for the reason that
it Is a longer rum to the digging grounds for this material than where they sad

produce sand, so that there is no agitation or discontent among tile vessel owners au

of either country. In fact, so far as we can ascertain, there is no concerted and
movement oil tile part of tie owners of American vessels to insist u111o the as Al
imposition of this duty, but on file contrary they have gone oi record as being than
against any Imposition of this duty. Tile real proponents of this duty seems addil
to lie the pit owners in and near the city of Detroit. It has been claimed woul
heretofore, and will probably be alleged, that the Canadian Coil)lpetitlol is ruain. yard
Ing the American industry. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Over the wow
entire United States, which produces 197,454,269 toils of material, it has been ehim
stated ti:it there are only two places where tile situattion is ieatte--llamely, deliv
Detroit and Cleveland. No real and serious complaint has been inade against that
the Canadian ships, but the real bone of contention seems to be with the Id0l
Dolomite Co. and the Windsor Sand & Gravel Co., the Dolomite Co. purchasing
sand from the Founders Sand & Supply Co., of Sartliia, Ontario, and the of lb
Windsor Sand & Gravel Co. operating a washing and screenhig plant at Unib
Leamlington. We find tlt in 1928 the Windsor Sand & Gravel Co. sold into distr
the entire district of Detroit 29,300 yards of material. We are informed that fact
about 20,000 tons of sand were put into Detroit by the Dolomite Co. from becat
Sarnia, making a total of about 49,000 toils of Canadian pit maaterlal linliorted the
into the Detroit district. As agaiiist thi., the pits in and about the district of comp
Detroit sold and delivered about 4,000,000 tois. It has been estimated that In cofi.
the year of 1929 there will be an increase, for these pits have a capacity of lena
8,000,000 tons if the market is available. This does not seem to us to have any oge
semblance of acute competition. reed

'The combluitioi of the pit production and American ship production in the selling
Detroit district, therefore, was 5,600,000 tons, while the pit production and Sil
Canadian ship production was less than 300,000 tois. Because of our location Impol
oil the water front with water translortatol milore advantageous tian rail, been
a duty linliosed upo1 sand imported from Canlala will force us to buy the gravel of 19
from pits it or near Detroit, paying prohibitive prices, for tile competition will Tie-
then he eliminated, or force us to completely abandon the sale of conglomerate distr
imid therefore lose the investment that we now have ill washing and s(r'vtning uist

plnls and eliminate the American labor that we now employ. Buffil
It will also elimnate and destroy American shilpuing. Under the present sales 132,9

plait of the IIpit producer in tle district of Detroit a purchaser is required when This,
purchasing coarse aggregates to purchase lit said in the propiortion1 Of one fire
car of -sand to two cars of coarse aggregate. By preve'iting the Importation Aner
of conglomerate froni Canadian waters we will also lie prevented front pur. who
clia.sing sand from the owners of American vessels, as we are now doing. This watei
in turn will stifle and eliminate the sand dredges furnishing tile material to) the Erie,
Detroit and. American market, which represents tin investment of millions of lion
dollars amd will throw hundreds of men out of employment. It will stille the time
very industry which originated at tile very beginning of the slnd industry last y
alut 1902. Sill

Tile results of the proposeil duty will not injure the Canadian producer in the anit
proportion that it will injure the American ship owner. The Canadian vessel -ufe
doe4 11o spxlld all of its time trading into the United States, for it has ils own very
inarkets in Canada. The American vessel, however, is dellendent uon the card
American market, and it (an only produce saill. The pit owner has ait excess Prior
of s:nd. and when it once obtains control of the coarse aggregate market, it odd
then ('all force the sale of its sand upon the purchaser. Nothing could be more nater
harmful than the imposition of a duty, and the real incentive for a duty is of nit
seen by the Americln ship owner engaged in the sand business. yard

A public statement has been inade that as a result of Canadian competition of Sai
the market in tile Great Lakes district has been practically closed and the they
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Americall sand a(1 gravel market has been seriously affected. The figures

'er. given are conclusively convincing of the fact that the Canadian industry
aid. places a very small part in the Detroit market, and only has an opportunity

to furnish material because American shipping can not take care of It. AtInd tie present time neither the Canadian competition nor the American ships seri-
d, ously conflict with the market of the pit operators back of Detroit. The dealers

me having docks on the water front have a limited market which only extends 2
l or 3 tiiles inland In tile city of Detroit, because of the huge cost of trucking.

the The pit operators, therefore, control the entire balance of the market.
ier The present operation of the dock owners is as follows: A cargo of material
ia is brought by vessel and unloaded at their dock. They then load it into trucks
le ansd track It to Jobs In the downtown district of Detroit, thus having a boat

1C15 haul and truck haul. The pit operators load their material into railroad cars
.d anld for a rail haul averaging 40 or 50 cents can deliver it to downtown yards

!be as well its outlying yarls. In other words, ills nalrket Is many ties larger
than the dock owner's. The dock owner could not compete with hill, for in

ills addition to the water haul lie would have an extra rail haul. That is, ie
led would pay his water transportation, load It into cars, deliver it to outlying
liii. yards, inload it and reload it into trucks. Under this atethod his charges

lie would therefore be at least 50 cents higher than the pits. If the pits could
cen eliminate the American ship competition, then with no greater costs they could
ely, deliver material to all parts of Detroit and absorb the small confined market
Ist that the water front dealers now have, and in turn control the entire market
--he without competition.
lng It was stated In a brief presented before the Ways and Means Committee
the of the House of Representatives that as the result of Canadian competition the
St United Fuel & Supply Co., a Michigan corporation, one of the largest retail

mte distributors i the city, had been forced into receivership. It is a well known
ilt fact ill tills vicinity that this company did not pass Into the hands of receivers

LOm because of Canadian competition, foPr the reason claimed, but the real cause of
'ted the receivership was a price war among its own competitors. Canadian

of competition could not put it Into the hands of receivers, because It had an un-
In confined market to purchase material In, and if It could have purchased ma-
of terial from Canadians cheaper than Americans, they would have taken advan-

ay tage of this, and it has not been our experience that companies pass into
receivership because of low purchasing price. It usually is because of under-

the selling.
ald Sand and gravel has been on the free list since 1922. It Is claimed that the

ion Imports have been increasing yearly, and figures are given alleged to have
'all, been furnished by the Bureau of 'Mines to the effect that between the years
vel of 1922 and 1927 the imports increased from 122,000 short tons to 022,000.

will These figures have not been checked, but if they are correct, In tlhe entire lake
'ate district not more than half of this was Imported. As we say, Ill the Detroit
ling district there was about 300,000. No material wits imported into Toledo,

Buffalo, Milwaukee, Duluth, or other ports oi1 Lake Superior. There was about
132,000 yards imported into the ports of Sandusky, Lorain, and Cleveland.

hell This, however, was transported by an American company who own and operate
Onie fire vessels, with hundreds of thousands of dollars invested, 11d employing
ion American labor. In the city of Buffalo there are several American companies
iur- who own and operate American vessels and dig their material In American
'Ils waters, and have 0no Canadian competition. The same Is true In DunkirIa,
the Erie, Ashtabula, Conneaught, and Fairport. As against this, ia 1922, produc-
of tion of the pits was approximately 6,000,000 tons. Their capacity at the present

the time is estimated at 8,000,000 tons per year, and they produced 4,000,000 tons
itry last year.

Slice 1922 there have been addition. to tile American fleet carrying sand,
the and they have never suffered any bad years during this time; now, have tile pits
,ssel suffered any loss in production? Ill the city of Clevehnd there has been a
1i~l very small amount of Cnladian material carried into this port other tall that
the carried by American vessels-namely, the Kelley Isaml Litle & Transport Co.

?ess Prior to 1928 two Canadian vessels would carry material into Clevelind at
, it odd tinles. In 1928 one Canadian ve:sel furnished about 70,000 yards of
lore material. Up to the present writing this vessel has furnished bat 0,000 yards

of material and the Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co. have furnished 50,000
yards. As against 132,000 yards of Canadian material brought l!to tile ports

tion of Sandusky, Lorain, and Cleveland by the Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co.,
the they also furnish 585,100 yards of material dug In American waters.
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A statement that Canadian competition is ruining the sand and gravel industry
in the United States, or even eliminating this great territory and confining it to
Cleveland and Detroit, can not be supported by substantial facts, and all in.
position of a duty would bring forth more disastrous results than is proph.
esled by the proponents of duty if it Is not imposed.

li conclusion we respectfully ask that sand and gravel, crude or manufac.
tured, be allowed to remain on the free list.

Respectfully yours,
EnETS BROS. Co.,

By IIAiuY A. EBmITS, President.
WINKWORTII FUEl, & SUPPLY CO.,

By R. 0. WINKWORTII, President.
DAVIDSON AYEuS Co.,

By B. L. AYEBS, President.
WILSON' SUIPmLY Co.,

By D. A. WIl.soN, 1'rcsident.
W. L. EMkmy.

BBIIF. OF TnE CI.ELAND IUlIDIS SUPPLY & 'lIlCK CO., CLEVI.:LAND, OilO

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE;,
United St tes Senate.

GENTLEMEN: Tie undersigned is engaged in the )usin(ss of buying and
selling building supplies in and about the city of Cleveland We have an in.
vestmcnt of $12,000,000 and own and operate 44 d,.eks and supply yards.

We understand that an application has been inade to your coitnittee to place
a duty upon all sand (crude or !iianlfactured) Imported into the United States.

We have for ninny years found it necessary to import sand from Canada,
but in the last few years we have Imported only such material as is absolutely
necessary and where we can not obtain like material in the United States.

We own and operate pits in and about Cleveland and produce our own pit
material, and if conditions would allow u,, we, of course, would purchase all
of our material in America ; but, as we say, it is absolutely impossible.

There are certain kinds of naterlal that can not be produced it the United
States. This is true especially in the case of furnishing plaster sand. Among
our clientele we have plaster manufacturers and contractors who find the
Canadian material much more suitable for their needs, and in this case we are
forced to purchase Canadian material.

We do not, however, Import it through Canadians, but all the Canadian ma.
terial is carried by the Kelley Iland Lile & Transport Co., all Alerican
company, who own and opt,rate their own American vessels and have American
capital invested and American labor employed for s-aid operation.

Last year we bought and produced approximately 300,000 tons of sand and
gravel from American pits. We altso purchased 150,000 tong of sand from the
Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co. which was dredged anil produced in Amenri.
can waters. As against this, we bought from the Kelley Island Lime & Trans.
port Co. 50,000 tons of Canadian sand. It is being claimed by the prolsents
for the duty that an acute situation exists in Cleveland and Detroit because of
the keen Canadian competition. We have not experienced this ellher as a
purchaser or a producer, and the proportion of Canadian sand coming in the
Cleveland market as against the American sand production is so out of propor-
tion that a contention of this kind can not be sustained.

Canadian . iid has laen coming into the Cleveland market for many, many
years but each year is decreasing because of the increased number of pits in and
about Cleveland. Years ago the ordinary pits did not have a washing plant,
so that the lake sand was much better, but since modern washing equipment
has beein put into pits and a standard material can be furnished we find that
the purchasers have no complaint with the pit material, and there Is no difficulty
selling it.

In conclusion, we respectfully urge that sand be allowed to remain on the free
list, as it has been for many years, and we be allowed to purchase this special
material when it is required without any extra burden.

Respectfully submitted.
F. AUDENBACH1R,

A8lettant Goneral Manager.
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Buir5F o THE KELLEY ISLAND LIME & TRANSPORT CO., 3ANDUSKY, OnIo

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.

GENTLEMEN: We are engaged in the business of quarrying and transporting
stone and dredging and transporting sand and gravel upon the Great Lakes.
Our company has an Investment of $10,000,000. In connection with our business
we own and operate ,ix sand dredges engaged in transporting sand and gravel
upon tie Great Lakes.

For many years we have been digging sand and gravel in Canadian waters
as well as American waters. We have digging grounds in American waters
located at Fairport, Sandusky, and Vermilion, and most of our digging opera-
tious are in American waters. In some cases where special material is re-
quired, such as plaster sand, it is necessary for us to go into Canadian waters
to dig this, as we can not find it in American waters.

Last year we produced 585,100 yards of material in American waters. As
against this, we produced 132,200 yards in Canadian waters. If we could have
found this material In American waters we, of course, would have produced it,
as our American digging grounds are nearer our jlarkets and can be produced
at a less expense than we produce the material in Canada.

We understand that an attempt is being made by the pit operators In the
vicinity of Detroit and Cleveland to have a duty Imposed upon sand and gravel
laiporleil front Canada. We are against such an Imposition for the reason that
it will tend to stifle our business. We have been attempting to locate a plaster
sand itmar the, source of out market for many years, but have been unable to
produce a material satisfactory to our customers. Therefore, 25 per cent of
our bmsin(,ss is obtained in Canadian waters. We produce it ourselves, trans-
pi-it it in our own boats, and employ American labor to do so, which Is paid
a higher wage than that paid by the pit operators. If time pit owners succeed in
imposing a duty, then our vessels will be laid up at the dock 25 per cent of
their tinme.

It is claimed that the Canadian competition since 1922 has stifled the Amer-
can sand and gravel industry and if allowed to continue will ruin the entire
business. We have hanl no experience of this kind, and we, of course, are
competing entirely with Canadian boats. We iave no Canadian competition
in Sandu-ky, Lorain, Conneaut, or Fairlrt. In Cleveland there is a small
amount of Canadian material put in by Canadian vessels. Up to 1928 very
little material was put In. In 1928 about 70.000 yards of material was put in,
as against our 132,000 yards of 4candiian material and 5S0,000 of American
material. In the Cleveland market there are at least 17 pits furnishing nut-
terial in this district and producing between one and two million toms per
year. They have not suffered either by this competition or by our competition.
The sand and gravel carried by water transportation only has a market within
a radius of 5 miles of the dock because of the high cost; of trucking. The pits,
on the other hand, can ship by rail to practically every part of the Cleveland
market. The highest rail rate into Cleveland is about 70 cents per ton, and
that is from Massillon, Ohio. Tiy do not find it a hardship to ship material
into Cleveland from this district and compete with tile pits nearer Cleveland.
Their main Industry is producing pebbles, and they have a surplus amount of
sand, which Is sold at ridiculously low prices. It is quite possible that If th
duty on Canadian .and is imposed, tie practice of forcing purchasers to buy
cand with all orders of pebbles might be imposed, and as there is no gravel
available lii American waters it Is not difficult to foresee that il time the
American vessels would be forced to tie up, rust, and rot, allowing the pit
operators the sole control of the industry.

In conclusion, we, as operators of large amld modern fleets of Amnerican sand
dredges, urge that there be no duty imposed upon sainl. and that sand and
gravel, crude or manufactured, be allowed to remain oi the free list. Bear
in wind, gentlemen, that ti popular idea of a tariff is to protect American
labor from cheap labor competition. There is no such thing Involved in this
case; 90 per cent of the labor now engaged in this industry Is American and
the remaining 10 per cent I Canadian. No one would class Canadian labor as
cheap labor. The wages of the lablo on a Canadian sand boat are equal to
that paid by the American. This is a fight between the pit sand producers and
the lake producers for the business of the great cities along the lakes.

I
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Certainly the Senate of the United States will not knowingly legislate one the U
group of producers out of buslnes. In order to aid a rival group to gain a Americ
monopoly in any class of materials used in highway and building construe. materil
lion. Should you in your wisdom do this, it logically follows that the cost of last y
building In these great metropolitan areas will be increased, tile Po

Itespectfully submitted, ported
THE KELLEY ISrAND LIME & TRANSPORT Co., and 11h1
F. W. OUILEXACIIER, Manager. was cl

Sworn and subscribed before me this 11th (lay of July, 1929. Amcri(
usIe of

[SEAL.] PERNARD J. McGORY, of grit,
Notary Public. the An

fhe pit

BRIEF OF TIE GREAT LANES SAND & GRAVEL PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION, SANDUSKY, lolW !II
OHIO will lie

this th

COMMITTEE OF FINANCE pebbles
United Statcs Senate, Walshington, P. 0. have, n

GENTLEMEN: The undersigned is tin association composed of American firms, wakiig
individuals. or corporations owning or leasing and operating boats or other The
marine-producing outfits for the production of sand and gravel at ports on tile Lorain,
Great Lakes. The membership Includes ports on Lakes Ontario, Brie, Huron, the pas,
and Michigan and tributary waters. This association is composed of all the supply
principal marine operators only on tile above-mentioned lakes and has been tared s.
in effect for the past 10 years. Ing Aim

The production of sand and gravel by marine operation was commenced as colstril
far back as 50 years ago. In fact, one company, a member of this association, employs
was incorporated in 18S9. so it is a true fact that the production of this material In file I
by marine operation is quite old and well established tip to the present time, involv-
(le.pte the fact that mining operations, banks and pits. have since developed, would -
producing a manufactured product, and who are now complainant against tills Whi'h 11
oll-established niethod of producing sand( and gravel in its raw state and are Tugmon
attempting, through a duty, to eliminate this competition. unions-

All the high-grade aggregate: Gravel. concrete. brick, mason, and plastering Union.
sands are found in deposits on the bed of Lake Erie In Canadian waters only. This
American operators are absolutely dependent upon these Canadian deposits (':taldit
for their source of supply, especially tile Detroit, Sandusky, and Cleveland Clevela
markets. This material is obtained in its raw state. Just as nature deposited pit and
it, by American corporations, prtin'pall.v on the south shore of Lake Erle and daily c.
the Detroit Iiver. operating marine dredges. The fact of the matter I,,: Amerl- not hind
can boats, built with American nioney, employing American labor, paying high your ho
American wages, conoil ring to the rttle. and regulations of tile Department Colailti
of Coinierce, dredge tills material with their own machinery, carried on board quite POl
is equipment, 01(1 deliver tills material to their own or their customer's dock highway

on -tile American side for consumption In the States. It is this marine opera- these co
tion that the complainant is attempting to eliminate by asking your honorable As we
committeee to place a duty on tills material transported by these boats as woull I,
described heretofore. result w

If this proposed duty is allowed it will affect the American-owned sand Comli1t
dredges as follows: of sand

1. Approximately 34 American owned and operated sand dredges and carriers We th
will be directly affected. This represents an investment In boats, (locks, and to reiat
shore equipment of approximately $35,000,000. llespec

2. Americat labor employed on these boats and shore plants would be made
idle. It would naturally follow that with the source of supply of 30 per cent
of their production eliminated by a duty, curtailment would have to le made Sworn
in the number of boats operated and shore equipment to handle them, for there
is no other source of supply in American waters to replace these higher grades
of sand and gravel obtained in Canadian waters.

3. By eliminating this competition through a duty it will create a monopoly
for the bank and pit producer which will be reflected to the consumer in higher
prices, thereby causing an increase in highway and building construction.

4. If a duty is placed on gravel only, it will naturally be an embargo on the
importation of Canadian gravel. It will affect not only the stone quarried in
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the United States but also the sand dredged by American-owned vessels in
American waters in this way: It the Detroit market not over 300,000 yards of
material was imported into Detroit last year from Canada. As against this,
last year the American sand vessels transported from American waters into
tie port of Detroit 1,600,000 yards. In Cleveland the American vessels trais-
ported almost 600,000 yards of American-dredged material by American boats,
nad about 200,100 yarls was Imported from Canada. of which 132,000 yards
was carried by American-owned vessels. Up until a few years ago, and before
Aniericani stone was placed on the market At Detroit, there was considerable
use of plbbles or gravel. After the stone came into Detroit the importation
of gravel decreased, for the dealers could then purchase stone and mix it with
the American sand and produce a satisfactory material. In doing this both
the pit operators and the Canadian importations were affected. If a duty is
now imposed upon Canadian material, keeping out gravel, the Detroit dealers
will be forced to purchase this type of material from the pit-s. When they do
this the pit producer will force Ills pit sand upon those who purchase his
pebbles. This in turn will shut off the only work that the American sand boats
have, namely, carrying American sand, and will lay them up at the dock, and
making the ships worth no more than the price of scrap.

The like ports, especially Buffalo. Erie, Conneaut, Ashtabula, Cleveland,
Lorain, Sandusky, Toledo. and Detrit, have enjoyed this source of supply for
the past 40 years, and if this is cut off by the prolsed duty, their only source of
supply will be tile mining operations or banks and pits, producing a imanufac-
tured sand and gravel. The result would lie that the American boat, employ-
ing American labor at high wages, would be idle at the doc~k, since the3 are so
Constructed as to be unfit ill other .hannel. of trade. It would also eliminate the
employment of American union abior, holsters, crane.men, til( firemen engaged
in tile unloading of these boats at the docks and also affect all American labor
involved il moving this material by rail from these ports. This condition
would also throw out of employment hundreds or ien on these vessels, all of
which are licensed members of tile Masters and Pilots' Associatin, the Licensed
Tugmen's Protective Assocition, and the Longshoreman Union and affiliated
unliois-s eneu to the Lake Heamen's Uilon, firelueu to the Maritne Firemnent
Unmii. and the cooks to the C-iks Union.

This raw material has been produced by time American sand dredges from
Canadian waters long before time development of tite inland pit or mine, in the
Cleveland-Detroit territory especially. III spite of thl.s marine operation the
pit and mine interests have been able to build up their industry to a large
daily capacity production, so it is quite evident that the vessel competition has
not hindered theIh industry in any Way. However, at this time they are asking
your honorable committee to recommend it duty to eliminate tilis lgitinate
competition and ieave the field to time pit or mine producer, iII willch ('tse it is
quite possible that tile price on these aggregates, fin the building of homes and
highways, will be greatly increased, reflecting a higher cost to the public for
these construction aggregates.

As we view it, therefore, a duty, while helpful to the pit or mine producer,
would lie disastrous to the American-owned sand boat, and in the end the
result would be more harmful to American capital tlan it would lie to Canadian
competition, for it would make the American pit producers tin absolute monopoly
of sand and gravel production.

We therefore ask that sand and gravel, crude or manufactured, be allowed
to remain on the free list, where it has always been.

Respectfully submitted.
(UEAT LAiKEs SANO & GIRAVEL PROEREis ASSOCIATION,
J. T. FAuRELr,, secretary.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 11th day of July, 1929.
BRNARn J. McGoay, Notary Public.
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STATEMENT OF HON. MARION DE VARIES, WASHINGTON, D. 0., in its
REPRESENTING THE ILLINOIS-PACIFIC GLASS CORPORATION, fore,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., AND ASSOCIATED GLASS MANU. crude
FACTURERS OF THE PACIFIC COAST Sun""

Saic
IBelgian sand] tions

Mr. DE VRIES. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, Sach it
I appear in beltlf of the Illinois-Pacific Glass Corporation and .sso. eSpeci
Ciated glass manufacturers of the Pacific coast. the fre
The issue here presented is whether or not Belgian glass sand, In c

imported principally upon the Pacific coast for the manufacture of know
high-grade glass containers, shall be (ontinued upon the free list, said 
paragraph 1770, page 236, of H1. R. 2667, as "sand, crude or manu- pages
factored," or shall be rated for duty at 84 per ton as "silica, crude, a tile
not specially provided for," under paragraph 207, by adding the 1,827,,necessary hinguage thereto to so include it. value(

'[ile question was presented before the Ways and Moans Coin. sand,
mittee by Mr. James W. I1agood, in behalf of William M. Bird & Co., valued
of Charleston, S. C. (hearings under par. 207, Vol. 1I, p. 1202), there,
asking that the same be rated for duty at $4 per ton as silica. The that C
same view was presented to the Ways and Means Committee upon i ately
the hearings under the free list, paragraph 1675, by Hon. Philip D. Unite(
Swing, Representative from California (Vol. XV, Schedule 15, free
list, p. 9368). The contrary view was presented by this speaker. comnie
(Sec p. 9376, same volume.) conclti,

Mr. Thomas P. Littlepage, in )ehalf of the Nevada Silica Corpora. there
tion, made a like request for such duty at the hearings before the sand,
Committee on Finance, United States Senate, Subcommittee No. 1, treated
June 22, 1929, paragraph 207 of the House bill. So it

This presentation will be confined to an answer to that made by active
Mr. tittlepage, together with some new matter not presented in the
hearings before the Ways and Means, Committee. reason

Without taking up seriatim the statements b)y Mr. Littleplige, testing
they, will be answered by a brief recital of the history of the subject Ans,
matter which lie has introduced in the case. gAsss
• Concisely stated, the burden of his complaint is that the term list frol

"silica" in paragraph 207 as-construed (hoes not cover any mer- act of
chandise known to the trade and commerce of the United States; i the
and his effort seems to be to correct that situation so as to justify the parih
statutory existence of that term. tariff a,

A reference to the Summary of Tariff Information, 1929, Volume On I
II, completely dispels this statement and satisfies this demand. Belgian
Therein, att page 457, "silica" is described. At page 458 the pro- of that
duetion of silica in the United States, both crude and ground, in act. a
each year from 1919 to 1927 is given. It runs into thousands of glass fa,
tons, valued at hundreds of thousands of dollars. Upon the same had be
page are given tle nit)orts of silica into the United States. In consue
recent years they have been negligible. Whether or not this is due On £
to the'rate imposed thereupon of $4 per ton or to the adequate unlert
domestic supply is unimportant. The imports are negligible. response
Suffice it to say that silica in the trade and commerce of the United the Tre
States is a well-known commercial commodity, produced in and dutiable
imported into the United States and continuously bought and sold of the



in its markets in very substantial quantities. The solicitude, there-
fore, that there be some article of commerce corresponding to silica,
crude, is perfectly satisfied, proof of which is had by reference to said
Sununary of Tariff Information.

Said summary shows, at page 458, that in addition to the importa-
tions of silica, crude, not specially provided for, other forms of silica,
such as flints, flint stones, diatomaceous earth, tripoli, quartzite, etc.,
are annually imported into the United States free of duty, because so
especially provided for in the several provisions relating thereto in
the free list of the tariff act.

In contradistinction therewith, an entirely different commercially
known substance, "sand, crude or manufactured," is treated of in
said Summary of Tariff Information, 1929, Schedule 15, free list,
pages 2605 to 2607. Therein it is shown that glass sand produced
in the United States from the years 1919 to 1927 ran in tons from
1,827,409 tons, valued at $3,593,371, in 1919, to 2,000,000 tons,
valued at $3,000,000, in 1927. Meanwhile the imports of glass
san(l, likewise shown by said report, ran from 1,152 tons in 1922,
valued at $1,112, to 9,522 tons in 1927, valued at $8,712. In 1928
there were imported 38,649 tons of glass sand, valued at $35,689; so
that the imports of the highest year were but a small fraction, approxi-
niately 0.019 per cent, of the production and consumption in the
United States.

These classifications by the Tariff Commission, which follow the
conmercial customs and nomenclature of the United States, show
conclusively that in the trade and commerce of the United States
there is a commodity known as silica which is different from glass
sand, so understood and classed iii our trade and commerce, and so
treated by our customs officers.

So it would appear that the craving of the term "silica, crude" for
active occupation as a member )rovision of our tariff law is not only
reasonably satisfied, but that .t so efficiently performs as to pro-
tecting the American industry as to exclude, save on the Pacific
coast, any competition with our substantial American production.

Answering the implied criticisms of the Treasury ruling restoring
glass sand to the free list, Belgian glass sand has been upon the free
list from the earliest times. It was upon the free list in the tar:ff
act of 1890, paragraph 723; in the tariff act of 1894, paragraph 638;
in the tariff act of 1897, paragraph 671; in the tariff act of 1909,
paragraph 683; in the tariff act of 1913, paragraph 614; and in the
tariff act of 1922, paragraph 1675.

On December 16, 1922, the Treasury Department ruled that
Belgian glass sand was entitled to free entry under paragraph 1675
of that act, and was not dutiable as silica under paragraph 207 of the
act. The matter continued thus settled until 1928. Meanwhile,
glass factories representing an invested capital of more than $20,000,000
had been developed or greatly extended upon the Pacific coast,
consuming many thousands of tons of Belgian sand annually.

On April 13, 1928, the Nevada Silica Corporation was organized
under the laws of the State of Delaware. On June 15, 1928, in
response to representations of that corporation, as we are informed,
the Treasury Department promulgated a decision rating glass sand
dutiable as silica at $4 per ton under the provisions of paragraph 207
of the act. Immediately this decision was promulgated, the Pacific
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coast glass companies protested. It was pointed out by them that
while the decision in question was based upon the scientific and
chemical understanding of the Bureau of Mines and the Geological
Survey th it glass sand was silica, such was not the understanding of
the trade and commerce of the United States; that in the trade and
commerce of the United States silica was an entirely different comi.
mercial commodity from glass sand, each being bought and sold in
the trade and commerce of the United States by separate and dis.
tinct names, embraced within which were separate and distinguish.
able commercial commodities used for separate and distinct pur.
poses; that in construing our tariff laws it has been the judicial
rule since the foundation of the Government, announced innumerable
times, persistently and consistently, by the Supreme Court of the
United States, and all other judicial tribunals construing our tariff
laws, that the trade or commerical understanding of what is em.
braced within a tariff term obtains over every other understanding;
that our tariff laws are made for the guidance of trade and com.
merce and for merchants dealing therein, and not for scientists;
wherefore such laws are enforced in accordance with the understand.
ing and classification of the trade, and not in accordance with scien.
tific or, in the presence of a trade understanding, of the comnion
understanding.

That has been the rule since the foundation of the Government,
repeated by the Supreme Court of the United States and all other
courts adjudicating tariff matters time and time again.

It was further pointed out to the Treasury that when the tariff
act of 1922 was pending in the Congress an attempt was made in the
Senate to have incorporated in that bill a special provision for glass
sand reading as follows:

Glass sand, containing 99 per cent or more of silica, $1.50 per ton;

that while this amendment was adopted in the Senate it was rejected
by the conferees and omitted from the law; that the conferees, through
Senator Smoot, reported to the Congress as follows: t

On Amendment 288. This amendment imposes a duty of $1.50 per ton on
glass sand containing 99 per cent or more of silica, which, under the House bill,
was free of duty, and the Senate recedes.

There could be, therefore, no- question as to the intent of the Con-
gress, which is the first inquiry of the courts. There could be no
question that the Treasury decision of June 15, 1928, rating glass
sand dutiable as silica, read into the law and made dutiable an article
which had been expressly rejected by the conferees and by the
Congress.

Concisely- stated, the differentiation is as follows:
Silica, which comprises a substantial portion of the earth's compo-

sition, includes as a genus many species found in nature or produced C
therefrom by mechanics. One of these is glass sand. It is found in
nature, being a natural material which our commercial and common P
understanding designates "sand," consisting of certain particles of p
silica in granular form. It is one of the natural species of the great a,
genus known as silica. It is a separate and distinct commodity, both ,
commonly and commercially so known, and so differently found in cc
nature and recognized and dealt in in the trade and commerce of the
United States. Likewise, it is so separately designated by our tariff r
laws.
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Numerous like instances occur in our tariff laws. For example,
cotton is upon the free list. Cloth produced from cotton is upon the
dutiable list. Wearing apparel produced from cotton cloth is likewise
upon the dutiable list. They are all of cotton, but commercially and
for tariff purposes they are differently designated.

So with silica. It is rated for duty under paragraph 207; but
numerous genera or natural kinds of silica, one of which is sand, are
upon the free list. Both are separate products of nature.

In this status, in addition to the different trade classifications and
nomenclature, there is the added rule of tariff construction that the
more specific designation in the tariff law obtains as against the moregeneral. Here glass sand unquestionably is a more specific designa-
tion than silica, which embraces not only glass sand but numerous
other kinds and classes of silica known to the trade and specially
rated for duty in all of our tariff acts.

These facts being brought to the attention of the Treasury Depart-
ment, the matter was referred to the Solicitor of the Treasury for an
opinion, who ruled, and so advised the Bureau of Customs, that it
could legally promulgate a regulation revoking that of June 15, 1928,
holding glass sand dutiable, and that such would be in accord with
the law.

Thereupon the Commissioner of Customs announced that he would
issue such an order of revocation. The Nevada Silica Corporation
thereupon applied to the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia
for an injunction so enjoining. The United States District Attorney
in due course moved to dismiss this injunction complaint and order,
and on full hearing such was done from the bench, upon the grounds
that the Nevada Silica Corporation has a plain, speedy, and adequate
remedy under the provisions of paragraph 516 of the tariff act of 1922.
That decision was elementary, sound, and justified by numerous
like decisions of the courts. An appeal was taken, and that appeal
is undecided.

Thereupon the Commissioner: of Customs referred the matter to
the Department of Justice for an opinion as to whether or not he
was restrained by section 502 (b) of the tariff act of 1922 from pro-
mulgating the revocation order. That section provides that the
Treasury can not reverse itself on a question of law without the
approval of the Attorney General. The Department of Justice,
in an opinion by Attorney General Sargent, advised the Secretary of
the Treasury that the proposed reversal was on a question of fact,
and therefore not within section 502 (b), and there was no pending
proceeding in the courts or order legally l)rohibiting the revo-ation
of the order of June 15, 1928, placing glass sand upon the dutiable
list as silica.

It was then pointed out to the Treasury Department that this
completely and totally unfounded contention, ruled against by all
departments and courts cognizable thereof, was causing the Illinois-
Pacific Glass Corporation, of San Francisco, to deposit in duties 84
per ton upon its importations of glass sand, amounting annually to an
average of 90 tons a day, or $360 a day; and that other glass companies
upon the Pacific coast likewise using Belgian glass sand were being
compelled likewise to deposit with the Government.

While Mr. Littlepage in his testimony stated that the Treasury
Department gave no reason whatsoever for the revocation of its
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order of Juno 15, 1928, rating Belgian sand dutiable at $4 per ton as
silica and restoring the same to the free list, that statement certainly
was inadvertently made. The revoking order of the Treasury Depart.
ment is known and published as Treasury Decision 43107. It is a
clear, concise statement of the law and facts. It recites that the
department erred in accepting the earlier statements of the two
scientists of the Bureau of Standards and the Geological Survey. t
The matter had been referred to each department, as well as to the
Bureau of Mines, as is set forth in the aforesaid opinion of the
Treasury Department; and each of these departments, as well as the
Bureau of Mines, on reviewing the subject stated that while glass
sand and silica scientifically and chemically were alike, in the trade
and commerce of the United States they were separate and distinct
commercial commodities. That this is true is shown by treatises of
the several departments of the Government.

Senator KING. Judge De Vries, my recollection is that in the hear. w
ing to which you referred before the subcommittee-Senator Reed
was presiding at the time-the Nevada company to which you referred
was the only one appearing, and it appeared that that company had
not functioned. It was a sort of a paper company. There was no
sand being shipped from Nevada or from other parts of the WVest
for these big glass factories which have been established upon the
Pacific coast upon the strength of getting this Belgian sand.

Mr. DE VRIES. That is the way it was rel)resented to us, Senator.
Senator EDGE. Let me ask you a question while you are being

interrupted. The House bill does not provide any change at all, w
does it?

Mr. DE VRIES. No.
Senator EDGE. You are simply appearing because of a proposed

duty that was asked for by the previous witness?
Mr. DE VnEs. Yes; that they are here insisting upon. w
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any l)roposed amendment to section

1770 so that we will have sand on the free list? at
Mr. DE VnIES. We want it to remain as the law now is. sa
The CHAIRMAN. It is there now, and it is there in the existing law.
Mr. DE VRIES. Yes. an
The CHAIRMAN. We have not changed the existing law?
Mr. DE VRIEs. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did I understand or misunderstand you as saying th

that by a ruling of the Treasury Department a duty of $4 was imposed ti
upon it?

Mr. DE VRIES. Yes, sir. It was changed by a ruling.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you have got to change this.
Mr. DE V.RIES. We caused that order to be revoked, Senator.
Senator EDGE. As the bill appears, with the revocation of that Uff

order, there is absolutely no duty on Belgian sand
Mr. DE VRIEs. No; but they are contending for it here now. in.
Senator REED. Judge Do Vries, if you will permit the criticism, I in

think you are taking chances. There is enough doubt about the mat-
ter for the Treasury in June of last year to hold that glass sand was tiv
dutiable as silica. UP

Mr. DE VRXES. Yes. I i
Senator REED. Then they reversed themselves in December, and to

hPld that it was not dutiable as silica?
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as Mr. DE VARIES. Yes.
inly Senator REED. In the meantime this suit was filed by the Nevada
'art. corporation, and apparently they lost it in the lower court, and took
is a all appeal which the record does not show to have been decided.
the Mir. DE VRIES. No; it has not been. The appeal.
jwo Senator REED. Ought not the matter to be put by Congress beyond
rey. that realm of doubt? If we want to tax it, should we not mention it
the specifically in paragraph 207? If we want it on the free list, should
the we not say so specifically in paragraph 1770?
the Mr. DE VRIES. Yes.
ass Senator REED. That would be bad for the lawyers, but it would

lade prevent a whole lot of litigation.
wet 'Mr. DE VnES. It is mentioned specifically now-"sand, crude or

of manufactured."
Senator REED. That was not presented to the Treasury a year ago;

was it?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, there was some reason for that decision.

-ed Senator KING. What was the reason, I should like to know?
rad The CHAIRM AN. I have been told, but I have not checked it up, so I
n10 do not want to give it; but there was a reason for it.
'est Senator EDGE. There is an amendment proposed, Mr. Chairman-

I do not know whether that would apply-in paragraph 1770, lclud-
ing the word "paving"-paving stone.

.or. Mr. DE VRIES. No; that does not effect this question.
i11 Senator EDGE. The paragraph has been amenuded so as to insert the

words "monumental, paving, or building stone."
The C11411UMAN. The word "monumental" has been added.
Senator REED. Whether there was a reason for it or not-and I

sed have not the faintest idea what Senator Smoot was hinting at-if
we put it explicitly in paragraph 1770, then, reason or no reason, it
would be oil the f6ee list?

ion '% fr. DE VReES. I should be very glad to draft that provision, Sen-
ator; it would be very simple, saying, "sand, including Belgian glass
sand "-put those terms in paragraph 1770, though it is not necessary.
The ChA ,NAN. That would be specifically stating one kind, and

another kind might come up here., and they might have a ruling on
that.

Mr. DE VRIEs. We are content to rest upon that. We fought
ng them for six months in court. The matter went up to the Solicitor of
ed the Treasury. We beat them there. It went to the Department of

Justice, and we beat them there. It went to the courts, and we beat
them there.

Senator BARKLEY. You are satisfied?
MI'. DE VIES. Yes. You might add'after "sand * * * man-

iat ufactured" the words "of whatever silica content."
Reviewing the situation as here ininediately pl'esented, the follow-

ing seem to be the pertinent facts stated according to the best of my
information and belief:

In the hearing before the Ways and Means Committee Representa-as tive Swing, of California, appeared requesting a duty of $4 per ton
upon glass sand in behalf of certain sand pits in southern California.
I was personnally informed by Mr. Swing that after this presentation

lid to the Ways and Means Committee he caused samples of these sands
63310-29-voL 16,' louE 16-42
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to be submitted to the Bureau of Standards for analyses, and re-
ceived a report therefrom that they were not suitable for the manu- ol
facture of flint glass, which is the kind of glass extensively used upon ti(
the Pacific coast as containers for its fruit products and beverages. It nii
should be borne in mind that flint glass of the clearest kind is essential Sa
for that purpose, other kinds not exhibiting the true colorings of the
contents, and therefore being worse than useless for such purposes. su

I am advised by Proi. Sylvanus G. Morley, of the Carnegie Insti- sit
tution, Washington, D. C., that an iron content greater than 0.05 per or
cent renders sand unfit for the manufacture of flint glass; that even qu
such a small percentage will render flint glass cloudy; that no greater fu
than 0.02 per cent should be permitted in the manufacture of the very
highest grades of flint glass. I am warranted in the statement, from of
all information at hand, that there is no sand yet produced in commer-ne
cial quantities in any of the Pacific Coast States, or west of the Mis-
sissippi River, that will comply with this standard of requirements. th!

I may add that I have before me here the report of the American SIR
Ceramic Society of 1923, where it was agreed by that society-and est
that is followed by the Bureau of Standards-that an iron content ie
greater than 0.35 per cent in sand is sufficient to render it unfit for the
manufacture of flint glass. tie

At a meeting of the American Ceramic Society at Philadelphia in
May, 1922, it was resolved that the iron oxide content of first-quality of
optical glass should be no greater than 0.02 per cent; of second- Ise
quality flint glass containers and tableware, no greater than 0.035 per
cent, and of third-quality flint glass no greater than 0.035 per cent.
The Bureau of Standards advises that these figures are followed by ire
that Bureau for all official purposes. (See Bulletin of the American san
Ceramic Society, vol. 2, No. 6, June, 1923, pages 182-184.) use

The Bureau of Mines has made extensive investigations throughout run
the United States in discovery of deposits of sand suitable for glass- col(
making and other uses. In a publication entitled, "Technology and col(
Uses of Silica and Sand," Bulletin No. 266, published in 1927, at are
page 134, "Table 17, Chemical Analyses of Glass Sands," there is set nea
forth the results of some of these investigations. Therein is enumer- (
ated a report upon the sands of the "Mineral Supply Co. at Dike, size
Nov." We are informed these deposits are 13 miles northeast of Las gla-
Vegas, Nev. The deposits of tho Nevada Silica Corporation are qua
alleged to be in the vicinity of Las Vegas. The aforesai reports give Soul
the iron oxide content of the sands examined of the Mineral Supply ver,
Co. at Dike, Nev., at 0.28 per cent, far in excess of the amount of frei
such iron permissible in flint glass sand-viz, 0.035 per cent as to
established by the American Ceramic Society, the United States ade4
Bureau of Standards, and the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

It might be interesting to inquire the relative location of the de- of
posits of the Mineral Supply Co., at Dike, and those of the Nevada Pac
Silica Corporation. -wh

In the statement before the Ways and Means Committee Mr. cost
Hagood, of South Carolina, sets forth an analysis of the glass sand loca
produced by his company as containing iron and aluminum oxide, qua
1.22 per cent, which clearly renders it unfit for the manufacture of seek
flint glass. Yet his request is expressly based upon such protection coas
as will enable him to sell to the Pacific coast glass manufacturers. info]
Why does lie not market his product in the East? This



Representatives of the Illinois-Pacific Glass Corporation have
obtained samples from the properties of the Nevada Silica Corpora-
tion, and find that none of those samples will come up to this require-
mont, but that each contained iron in such quantity as to render the
sand unfit for their requirements in the manufacture of flint glass.

It is stated upon information and belief that there has been no
substantial development of the Nevada sand pits; that it is not pos-
sible on present development to prove that there is in these deposits,
or in any of those of the Pacific Coast States, glass sand in such
quantities and of such quality as will meet the extensive present or
future daily requirements of the Pacific coast glass manufacturers.
The Pacific coast glass manufactories, which represent an investment
of over $20,000,000, with an established trade in Belgium sand
necessary for their output in the fulfillment of their contracts, respect-
fully state to this honorable Congress that it is neither fair nor just
that a rate of duty should be placed upon their main raw material
such as would drive them out of business before there is a clearly
established and guaranteed daily supply at reasonable cost and
required quality. There is none such now.

The Congress is respectfully requested to take into consideration
the following facts:

(1) Iron and other impurities affect more than the appearance
of the glass. Factories jealous of the quality of their ware will not
use sand with more than 0.04 per cent iron on account of the poor
quality of the resultant glass.

(2) While over 80 per cent of the output is of flint glass, in which
iron stains are utterly fatal, it is not feasible in practice to use other
sand for the remaining 20 per cent. Green and amber glass are
used in such small quantities upon the Pacific Coast that no one
runs these colors continually. Furnaces containing 250 tons of
colored glass are reconverted into flint glass by the withholding of
coloring matter, and hence this glass must be of ingredients that
are suitable for flint glass. Thus, it is no exaggeration to say that
nearly 100 per cent of the glass must be made from iron-free sand.

(3) Another important element to be considered and reempha-
sized is that to date there is no one qualified to give the Pacific coast
glass manufacturers any assurance whatever of the quantity and
quality of sand required for their annual consumption. The Belgian
source is held by very slight tenure, and if once interrupted might be
very difficult to resume, on account of other disposition of the required
freight space. The Pacific coast glass makers should not be required
to give up their present source of supply unless and until another
adequate and reliable source is beyond any question in sight.

(4) Another important element is that of price. The present cost
of Belgian sand, ($4.55 per ton) places a serious handicap on the
Pacific coast glass factories in their competition with eastern factories,
which obtain their supplies, and in better quality, at one-third of that
cost. In other words, while it has proved feasible to compete in the
local market with a raw material cost of $4.55, no one is able to furnish
quality glass sand at this price, nor pretends to do so. What they
seek is a $4 duty in the evident vain hope of selling sand to the Pacific
coast factories at or around $8.50 per ton. Freight alone, we are
informed, on sand from Nevada to San Francisco, is about $5 per ton.
This would be prohibitive, even if the sand were usable.

U1
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In other words, the placing of this duty upon Belgian sand would
be suicidal from the standpoint of the sand producers themselves of
the Pacific coast. It takes no great stretch of learning to comprehend
that the raw material of the glass manufacturers in the east costing
them from $1.50 to $1.75 per ton f. o. b. factory, if be reason of this
duty the glass manufacturers of the Pacific coast were compelled to
pay, as they would be, at least $8.50 per ton for their glass sand, the
result, we believe and accordingly affirm, would inevitably be that the
eastern manufacturers of glass would drive the western manufacturers
out of tile coast markets. Such difference in cost of material, we
believe, would enable the eastern manufacturers to compete in the
western markets and greatly undersell the western manufacturers in
their own markets.

In that status what would happen to the sand pits of the Pacific
coast, Nevada, Utah, or any other western state, even assuming
quality and quantity present? The western glass manufacturers
being put out of business, there would be no market left upon the
Pacific coast for their sands; so that this effort would inevitably result
not only in driving the glass manufacturers of the Pacific coast out
of business, but in totally annihilating all such possible markets for
the sand pits of the Western and Pacific Coast States.

Concisely stated, Belgian glass sand costs 40 cents per ton in Belgium.
It costs $2.72 to transport it in bulk, wet, to the Atlantic coast. It
costs approximately 84 per ton to transport it in ballast, wet, to the
Pacific coast. It costs $10 per ton to transport glass sand from Illinois
to the Pacific coast. It costs about $4.50 per ton to transport glass
sand by water from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast. We believe, and
accordingly affirm, that there is no glass sand in the United States
suitable for the Pacific coast requirements presently known or pro-
duced in commercial quantities west of the Mississippi River.

Glass sand produced in the Atlantic and Mid-Western States sells
at a cost of from 75 cents to $1.70 per ton. All eastern glass sand,
therefore, has a protection against Belgian sand of over 100 per cent
by reason of freights. So far as the Pacific coast is concerned, there
is a protection to tile producers of glass sand upon the Pacific coast by
reason of the freights from Belgium of $4 per ton. There is a greater
like .protection from eastern glass sand. Indeed, Belgian glass sand
costing 40 cents per ton in Belgium, if subjected to the protective
duty here requested of $4 per ton, would pay a duty of 1,000 per cent.
If there is added to this freight protection of another $4 per ton, it
will have a protection of 2,000 per cent. This would most likely result
in the annihilation of the Pacific coast glass factories, and the conse-
quent removal therefrom of any possible market for glass sand upon
the Pacific coast. The movement, therefore, is one perfectly suicidal,
without the slightest foundation in a commercial sense, and one which
bespeaks a rate of duty preposterous-to wit, 1,000 per cent-upon
the foreign cost of a material already enjoying several hundred per
cent freight protection.

It is respectfully submitted that no such outrage should be per-
petrated against the established glass industries of the Pacific coast,
representing an investment of more than $20,000,000 and employing
more than 3,000 workers. Such would also result in higher costs for
all producers of fruits and beverages put up in glass containers,
and in the inevitable destruction of the only available market for
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uld Pacific coast glass sand, even should such in quantity and quality
of exist.

M So far as the Illinois-Pacific Glass Corporation is concerned, it
inig has expended vast sums in search of an available western supply of

is glass sand of suitable quality and quantity for its demands, without
to success, nor has any such been offered it by any person or corporation.

It would welcome such. It has an invested capital of $5,000,000,
he has 700 contented employees, and is making this fight not against

lera any person or corporation but for self-preservation against what it
we deenis a most unjust and unwarranted assault that threatens its
;he very existence, and which it confidently submits this Congress will
in neither aid, abet, or perpetuate.

ifib BRIEF OF THE NATIONAL SAND AND GRAVEL ASSOCIATION
(INC.), WASHINGTON, D. C.

)rs
he Poll. R ) S.NIO[T, Including aggregates, par. 17161

Cluirnian Financc Coininittee,
ut United Stales Senate, Washington, D. C.
or Si: The National Sand and Gravel Association, a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the District of Columbia, with its main office in the
in. Mun.scy Building, Washington, D. C., respectfully requests your committee to

consider a revision of paragraph 1716 of tile free list of the House bill so as to
prevent the importation into this country free of duty from foreign countries

10 of large amounts of prepared sand and gravel known commercially as aggregates.
We also request the transfer o)f sand and gravel advanced beyond the crude or
natural state, crushed trap rock, and crushed stone from the free list to para-
graph 203. The basic reason for this request is that under paragraph 203 of
the House bill a duty of 5 cents per 100 pounds is imposed on crushed limestone
and comleilfftive products such is crushed trap rock, crushed granite, and sand
and gravel aggregates should receive the same tariff treatment.

The Canadian producer of these products enjoys several natural advantages
suci, as cheaper initial investment, cheaper power, cheaper labor, and cheaper
water transportation. In addition to these advantages, his material is granted
free entry to the United Stales under paragraph 1716 of the free list. The

it Aiericari producer is handicapped by higher initial investment for gravel beds,
higher labor and power costs, together with high freight rates. The combined
result of these unequal economic conditions is that the Canadian producer can

Y lay down his products in the Lake cities such as Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland,
and Toledo, at considerably less than the cost of production of the American

d producers. The details of this situation were presented to the House Ways and
Means Committee by Mr. C. E. Patty, of Greenville, Ohio, general manager of
the American Aggregates Corporation, acting as the spokesman for this associa-
tion and its Imnembers. Mr. Patty's testimony was printed on page 8819 of vol-
nine 15 of the House testimony and the brief and supplemental brief of thisassociation can be found on page.8821 and 88 31, respectively. We request
that Mr. Patty's oral statement and these briefs be read and considered as a
part of this brief to avoid repetition.

The Ways and Means Committee made no change in the existing tariff act ill
reference to these provisions, and for that reason we are again presenting to your
committee our request for the relief which in our opinion the present condition
of the industry requires.

The sand and gravel industry has made rapid strides as a result of scientific
research since the enactment of the tariff act of 1922, and its product is no longer
sold in the natural state. It is a specially prepared product requiring large invest-
meats in machinery and overhead expense. however, it is probably improper
in a strict legal sense to refer to its product as "manufactured" Therefore, we
suggest thme elimination of the words "other process of manufacture" from para-
grapih 219 of thle present tariff aict, and the substitution therefore of the words
otherr treatment or process whatever."
,F According to information which this association has obtained, the situation at
Seattle with reference to the importation of sand and gravel is unchanged.
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During the first half of the year 1929 the Importations will not exceed 5,000 cubic
yards. The basic reasons for this nominal importation, we are advised, are the
very low prices prevailing on competitive business from Puget Sound during this
period and also to the financial reorganization of one of the principal Canadian
producers. STA.

Since the Ways and Means Committee has failed to act upon our recommenda-
tions, a number of new projects have been agitated in the Detroit district. The
Great Lakes Gravel Co., which has operated the Great Duck Island plant in
Ontario, has purchased the steamer Huron and is soliciting stock subscriptions (T
in Detroit in an attempt to raise the sum of $100,000 for the further development Mr
of their properties. The

According to the records of the collector of customs at Chicago, the import.
tions of sand and gravel at that port from Canada during 1928 were as follows: to 0

attendSDeclared Tong Value ate
value T on ert under

I -__ _ Sen

January .................................................................. ... ... .......... parag
February ................................................................. None. .....................parag
March ...................................................... Nole............... None
April ..................................................................... $2,184 4,586 $0. 47623 A-1r
May ...................................................................... 3,64 9,200 .4her
June ............................................................... 0,000 22,150 .212 here.
July .............................................................. 4,719 1,900 .27923 Sen
August .................................................................. .5,822 19,200 .333
September ............................................... 1,00 4,800 .3125 Mr.
October ............................ ........ .... .................. 6,734 212,200 .30333
November ....................................................... 3,734 12,00 .20635 Sen
December ............................................... None....................... The

34,377j111,30 .307o4 What
[ .... res

In April, 1929, the only month of this year for which official figures are available, Mr.
the tonnage imported froi Canada was 12,950 with a declared value of $3,SI as all kin
compared with 4,586 tons of a declared value of $2,184 in April of 1928, or an to this
increase of almost 300 per cent in tonnage and of almost 100 per cnt in value, any le

For the reasons set forth in our briefs before the Ways and Means Committee Thie
and further amplified and brought up to date in this brief, the National Sand
and Gravel Association respectfully renews its recommendations for adequate had a
protection, which were as follows: 'M'.

1. That paragraph 17i6 Io revised to read as follows: "Minerals, in a crude impor
state, not advanced in value or condition by washing, cleankng, screening, giad-
ing, mixing, recombining, grinding, or crushing, or any other process or treatment Senc
whatever, not specially provided for." Mr.

2. Tie association also recommends that the following be inserted as a part of zinc
of or to follow paragraph 214: "Aggregates and prepared sand and gravel ad. The
vanced in value or condition by washing, cleaning, screening,. grading, mixing, Mr.
recombining, grinding, or crushing, or any other process or treatment whatever,
5 cents ppr 100 pounds." SenaRespectfully submitted. Mr.

TnE NATIONAL SAND AND GRAVEL ASSOCIATIoN, rSena

By V. P. AUERN, Executive Sc relary. found

The
Mr.

United
The
Mr.

sufticie
In the
the Pac
the sea
which m
Sena

sulphu
Mr.



PYRITES
[Far. 1772]

STATEMENT OF AUGUSTUS D. LEDOUX, NEW YORK CITY, REP-
RESENTING THE PYRITES CO. (LTD.)

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Mr. LEDOUX. To avoid any misunderstanding, I want to say that

The Pyrites Co. (Ltd.), is an English corporation; and I am not here
to offer any piea for the product not being taken off the free list.
That would not be proper. What I want to do, however, is to call
attention to the apparently conflicting wording in the lead schedule
under paragraph 392 and paragraph 1777.

Senator REED. Excuse me, Mr. Ledoux; you are mixed on the
paragraph numbers. The calendar was right. Pyrites is in new
paragraph 1772.

Mr. LEDOUX. I see. Well, I was going on the old bill-this bill
here.

Senator REED. What is the paragraph in the metal schedule-377?
Mr. LEDOUX. Paragraph 392, under lead.
Senator EDGE. State again the confliction as you understand it.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us take paragraph 392 and see what he wants.

What change do you want in the paragraph dealing with lead-bearing
ores?

Mr. LEDOUX. It says "lead-bearing ores"-lead-bearing ores of
all kinds-and it has come to my attention that some people seem
to think that the term "lead-bearing ores" means an ore that has
any lead in it.

The CHAIMMAN. That has been the wording ever since we have
had a tariff. No trouble has ever arisen over it.

Mr. LEDOUX. And there have been millions of tons of pyrites
imported.

Senator REED. Does pyrites contain lead?
Mr. LEDOUX. The pyrites we bring in contains about 1.3 per cent

of zinc, and about 1 per cent-1.1 per cent-of lead.
The CHAIRMAN. Where does it come from?
Mr. IEDOUX. It is practically all imported. There is no pyrites-
Senator REED. Where does 'this ore come from?
Mr. LEDOUX. It comes from Spain.
Senator EDGE. Has any at all been produced or discovered or

found in the United States?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes, indeed!
Mr. LEDOUX. There are deposits of pyrites scattered all over the

United States.
The CHAIRMAN. In all the Western States.
Mr. LEDOUX. But absolutely nothing of any commercial quantity

sufficient to supply the demand, excepting here and there locally.
In the Western States there are large quantities, from Colorado to
the Pacific coast; but to supply the great manufacturing distri ts on
the seaboard is out of the question on account of the high freights
which would be necessary to bring that here.

Senator REED. This pyrites is used mostly for the manufacture of
sulphuric acid, is it not?

Mr. LEDOUX. For manufacturing sulphuric acid.

659FREE LIST
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Senator REED. And. is any of that lead content recovered in the trie,
process? so c

Mr. LEDOUk. That is one point I wanted to bring out. they
The iron values of pyrites amount to about 40 per cent in the ore- T

40 to 42 per cent. After the sulphur is burned out by the sulphuric. M
acid makers, these iron values-which are then in the shape of oxide Meta
of iron-are clinkered or sintered, and are then used by the iron and this
steel people in the manufacture of iron. There are no mines in the waste
Atlantic seaboard States that can produce anywhere near the amount profi
of iron ore necessary. They did at one time; but the great steel mills T
all had to go to Michigan on the one hand, or import iron ore from in th
Europe on the other; and that has been going on in ever-increasing M
volume, of pc

The pyrites iron is particularly valuable on account of its very low Se
phosphorus content. I was required, when chairman of the produc- grap
tion, distribution, and control of sull)hur materials in connection with T
the Chemical Alliance for the War Board, to find out how much So
pyrites sinters there was in the country, because they were afraid contc
that the low-phosphorus ore might give out in the manufacture of So
steel for ships and shells, and I foind all that out. They (1o not want did n
either the lead or the zinc in this iron material, so that it is penalized the
by lead. repor

Senator REED. The Tariff Commission tells us that one company quali
is recovering the zinc for use in the production of lithophone. there

Mr. LEDOUX. Yes. That is our company; and that brief was put have
in by the Superior Zinc Corporation of Philadelphia, who are dealers Thi
in waste zinc materials, has a

Senator REED. Your zinc content is not dutiable? So
Mr. LEDOUX. No. vise-
Senator REED. Under the zinc paragraph, that comes in free Tha

because it is less than 10 per cent? silvcr
Mr. LEDOUX. Yes. If
Senator REED. You want the lead-bearing ores treated in the same paying

way; do you? Mr
Mr. LEDOUX. Yes; I think so. Son
The CHATIMAN. I do not know where that will reach-the fact if yo

of having lead come in here free. Do you know anything about what i r
amount of lead comes in this pyrites ore, this iron ore? Thr

Senator REED. One and three-tenths per cent. Mr

Mr. LEDOUX. In the pyrites we import there is about 1 per cent. Seli
We have to take out at least half of that in order to satisfy the iron tioSe,
and steel people to whom we sell this iron sinter, and we have to do
that by leaching it with salt. a p

The CHAIRM N. Can you take it out just simply by leaching with any p,

salt? 
Sen

Mr. LEDOUX. By leaching with strong brine-salt brine, sell it

Senator REED. That takes out the lead? Mr=
Mr. LEDOUX. That takes out the lead, or a portion of it. The
The CHAIRMAN. It will not take it all out? Mr.
Mr. LEDOUX. Oh, no. We can get out half of it. ever t
The CHtAIRMAN. You want that to come in free? The
Senator REED. But what you take out is wasted, is it? Sen
Mr. LEDOUX. We have not taken out any at the present time- Mr.

that is, we have taken out some, but we have not sold any of it. We we ha

I
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tried to sell it to the paint people to see if they could use it, but it is
so contaminated with iron and chlorine, so discolored, that they say
they can not use it at all.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not think they could, perhaps, in paint.
Mr. LEDOUX. The only thing we could do would be to turn it into

metal, at a loss, from the expenditure made so far, of 30 per cent of
this colloidal material, precipitate, which contains 40 per cent of
water; and we can not figure at the present time that there is any
profit whatever in it.

The CHAIRMAN. Then you can just dispose of it the way you have
in the past.

Mr. LEDOUX. We can not pile it up. We would have a mountain
of poisonous material that you would not want around.

Senator EDGE. Is there any proposal that any portion of para-
graph 1772 shall be taken from the free list?

The CHAIRMAN. No.
Senator REED. It is a question of putting a tariff on the lead

content.
Senator EDGE. I notice that one of the witnesses scheduled, who

did not answer your call, apparently represented the Virginia interest,
the Louisa County Chamber of Conimerce; and I assume from the
report of the Tariff Commission that there is more or less of a poor
quality of pyrites, as you say, mined in Virginia. I am wondering if
there is any prol)osal before us to transfer it from the free list. You
have none?

The CHAIRMAN. None at all. This is the first time the question
has arisen.

Senator REED. Mr. Ledoux, the lead paragraph, 392, has a pro-
viso-

That sunii duty siall not be applied to the lead contained in copper, gold, or
silver ores, or copper matttes, unless actually recovered.

If we should add pyritess" to that, that would protect you from
paying (uty on lead t lat was wasted?

Mr. LEDOUX. Yes.
Senator REEL). And would leave you suibject to a duty on the lead

if you recovered it?
Mr. LEDOUX. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. But you have never paid any duty on that lead?
Mr. LEDOUX. We have never paid any (luty on it.
Senator REED. They are afraid they will. Just to finish my ques-

tion, would not that s atisfy you?
Mr. LEDOUX. Well, no, because the cost of removal is greater than

any profit we would make if we sold the lead.
The CHAIRMAN. He wants to recover the lead but pay no duty on it.
Senator REED. Is that, right? You want to recover the lead and

sell it?
Mr. LEDOUX. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And pay no dutv. That is what he wants.
Mr. LEDOUX. As I understand, it would make no difference what-

ever to the lead association, because the amount is so infinitesimal.
The CHAIRMAN. We do not kmow where it would go to.
Senator REED. I have your point.
Mr. LEDOUX. It would penalize pyrites and make it cost more if

we have to pay on an impurity of that kind.
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Senator REED. Do you not think you are pretty lucky to got your 392. on,
pyrites in free of duty on the sulphur and iron content? (hring

Mr. LEDoux. As to the iron content, iron ores come in free anyway. rains si
Senator EDGE. Judging from the tariff report here, there is a great approxi

deal produced throughout the country, with an average of 42 per cent
sulphur. It is produced in the Rocky Mountain States, in Virginia,
and elsewhere, the production running tip to 166,000 tons in the last
year given in these statistics.

Mr. LEDOUX. Practically all of that is in California, sir.
Senator EDGE. This report says that it is mostly from Virginia, and Lea e....

more recently the production has come from California. I am won- ,h.
dering why the Virginia mines are closed or not working. Ant,,,n

Mr. LEDOUX. I can not explain that. The American pyrites is i'i,opl,,
produced and used in California, on the coast. The pyrites produced Iron .....
in Virginia is pyrrhotite, produced by the General Chemical Co., at Zinc.-...

Mangane,'Pulaski, Va., pyrrhotite being a sulphide containing one atom of Nickel am
sulphur to one atom of iron, whereas pyrites contains one atom, of Lie .....

iron to two atoms of sulphur. It can only be used locally on account Silciotis riSilver ....
of having half the amount of sulphur in it that pyrites has. It has Gold .....
to be used locally; and they are using large quantities of it in the man-
ufacture in their plant at Pulaski. It is not being sold at all. One

Senator BARKLEY. What did you say a while ago was the percent- nickel,
age of lead that came over in this pyrites? iron con

Mr. LEDoux. About 1 per cent. .asset
Senator BARKLEY. The Treasury allows 132 per cent for wastage l1yrit

in the recovery of the lead-bearing ores, so that you are not really ture of
in danger, under that provision, of having this quantity of lead taxed; ernmen
are you? phuric i

r. LEDOUX. Not under that; but I would rather have the thing
settled before the committee than to have the question left open for 1p
the Treasury Department to fight over later on. C

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any other question you desire to discuss?
Mr. LEDOUX. That is all, sir. (
(Mr. Ledoux submitted the following brief.) P

E
BmEr or TuE PYITES Co. (LTD.) T

COMMITTEE O., FINANCE,
United Ates Senate.

Mr. ClAIIRMAN, GIENTIEMF OF THE COMMITTEn: Pyrites has always been on Of all
the free list of all tariff acts, past and present, and remains so in if: it. bill of large cot
1929 now under consideration. As far as we are aware, no request to the con- Atlantic
mittee has been made to remove it fromn that list, but in the desire of lead prodiu- the use
cers to protect themselves in connection with Mexican and Canadian lead, and It was o
complex copper, gold and silver ores, paragraph 392 dealing with lead has been steel an
so wordedl that'it apparently conflicts with the free entry of pyrites under l)ara- industry
gral)h 1772 of the Free List. The two paragraphs arc as follows: tions be

The ai
PYRITES LEAD amounts

iron, an(
PAn. 1772. Sulphur in any form, PA. 392. Lead-bearing ores, flue use in cc

anl sulphur ore, such as yrites or dust, and attes of aill kinds, 1j cents Industri
sulphide of iron in its natural state, per pound on the lead content: Pro- product
and spent oxide of iron, containing vided, That such duty shall not be Alliance
more than 25 per centum of sulphur. aplied to the lead content in copper, making,

gold silver ores, or coppe mattes, become
unless actually recovered. industries

To show that pyrites was not, and never has been considered anything but a
"sulphur ore," and not a "lead-bearing ore" in the sense intended in paragraph

0l1
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392. one has only to note its free admission over the past 40 or perhaps 50 years,
(hiring which time many millions of tons have been imported without ( uestion.
Commercial pyrites "in its natural state" is not a pure sulphide of iron, but con-
tains small amounts of minerals other than sulphur and iron. The following are
approximate analyses of imported pyrites:

Pyrites Pyrites fines pyrites
.uMaps prt

Per cent Per cent Per cent
Cooper .................................................... 1.75-2 1.75- 2 0.30 -0.45
Leai ................... 04 1.10 .50 -- .80
BLmiutb ............................................ .014 .017 .005- .01
Ar'emiit,- -------------------------............... .45 .47 .25 - .35
Antiminy ................................................ .055 .062 .010 - .020
Sulplur ................................................... 47.47 40.43 48. 50 -0.00
lho.Ipho s ................ ....................... .007 .008 .007 - .010

Iron ...................................................... 40.41 39.27 42.00 -43.50
Aluinila ................................................. 1.69 1.25 .10 - .20
Zine ....................................................... 1.31 1.37 .35 - .55
Manganese ................................................ .041 .00 .01 - .02
Nickel and Cobalt ......................................... .122 .134 .13 - .132
Lime ................................................... . 324 .370 .20 - .30
Magnesia ............................................... . 115 .130 .10 - .15
Silicioms resAldue ................................... ... 3.59 4.90 2.50 - 4.00
Silver ..................................................... .0047 .0050 .004 - .005
Gold ...................................................... .0007 .00007 .0007- .00007

One might just as well call them copper, arsenic, antimony, alumina, zinc,
nickel, or gold and silver ores, as to consider them lead ores. It is the sulphur and
iron content that governs their character, and not the impurities which are not an
asset but a liability.

Pyrites is a raw material of necessity to many important industries. It is
employed for making sulphuric acid. One of its principal uses is in the manufac-
ture of fertilizers where more of it is employed than in any other industry. Gov-
ernment statistics for the year 1927 (the last issued) show the distribution of sil-
pluirie acid as follows: Tons

Fertilizers -------------------------------------- 1, 925, 000
Petroleum refining ------------------------------- 1, 350, 000
Chemicals --------------------------------------- 725, 000
Coal products ------------------------------------ 732, 000
Iron and steel ------------------------------------ 685, 000
Other metallurgical industries ---------------------- 700, 000
Paints and pigments ------------------------------- 210, 000
Explosives --------------------------------------- 183, 000
Textiles ----------------------------------------- 135, 000
Miscellaneous ------------------------------------ 290, 000

6, 935, 000
Of all our wealth of raw materials, pyrites is deficient. There are no bodies of

large commercial importance nearer to the great manufacturing district of the
Atlantic seaboard than the far West, and the distance and freight cost precludes
the use of that ore. Another important value of pyrites lies in its iron content.
It was only a few years ago that the ore used in the Atlantic Seaboard States for
steel and 'iron making was mined locally, but the tremendous growth of the
industry demanded more iron ore than the mines could supply and large importa-
tions began, and have continued in constantly increasing amount.

The acid minaker burns the pyrites for sulphur removal. The residue or cinder
amounts to 70 per cent of the pyrites, and contains about 60 per cent of metallic
iron, and is of particular value because of its very low phosphorous content for
use in certain grades of iron and steel. During the war with Germany the War
Industries Board required the writer, who was chairman of the committee on
production, distribution, and control of sulphur materials, for The Chemical
Alliance (Inc.), to ascertain the tonnage of pyrites cinders available for steel
making, as it was feared that the supply of low phosphorous iron ores would
become insufficient. Pyrites is therefore most important to many of our basio
industries.

I p
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Our contracts for pyrites with sulphuric acid makers all have a clause to the Mr.
effect that if the Government imposes any tariff or charge on pyrites whereby I w"
the cost is increased, buyers are to pay such Increased cost, or may cancel con. It is p:
tract. If the latter is done, importations of this necessary raw material would roots
likely cease. If buyers agree to pay the additional cost, it will increase the cost Tap
of acid, and in the case of fertilizer manufacturers, the cost of fertilizers will
increase, and follow through to the farmer. have,

As previously pointed out, while pyrites is and always has been on the free plant.
list, the paragraph on lead in the tariff appears to conflict. Pyrites should not Sen
be considered a lead-bearing ore because of its small amount of this metal as an cassav
impurity, and we feel sure no such idea occurred to the framer of this paragraph,
as it is utterly inconsistent. Nfr.

It is also afact that impurities such as lead and zinc penalize pyrites, and are Senn
in no way an asset. We are required by iron and steel producers to remove as AI[r.
much of. them as possible from the cinders. The plants for the purpose are grows,
costing in the neighborhood of $300,000.

There is a loss in both lead and zinc when pyrites is burned by the acid maker. the oh
There is a loss when we furnace the cinders for copper removal, and a further and sn
heavy process loss, so that actual recovery is low. The operations are also The
destructive, and maintenance costs very high.

We therefore respectfully request that all misunderstanding be cleared lip by th e
adding a few words to paragraph 1772 as follows: After the word "state" add and th
"including lead and zinc content thereof." The paragraph would then read- The

"Sulphur in any form, and sulphur ore, such as pyrites or sulphide of iron in vfei's
its natural state, including lead and zinc content thereof, and spent oxide of
iron, containing more than 25 per centum of sulphur." its con

THE PYRITES COMPANY (LTD.), leat, I
AUoUSTus D. LFvos, Director. S1f11ll 0

pearl aSena
TAPIOCA, TAPIOCA FLOUR, AND CASSAVA in New

Mr.[Par. 1770] difleren

STATEMENT OF JAMES L. GERRY, NEW YORK CITY, REPRESENT- tapioca

ING THE ASSOCIATED CORN PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS I wapraetic

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subconunittee.) with S
Mr. GERRY. Mr. Chirman and gentlemen, I appear for the A classific

ciated Corn Products Manufacturers, and for the purpose of the the inia
record I might say that the names of the individual corporations 'Mr.
that are in that organization appear on page 9403 of the hearings bye
on- the House bill on the free list. buy be

Senator WATSoN,. To what particular item of the bill do you crop ea
desire to direct our attention? the We,

Mr. GERRY. To the free list provision covering tapioca, which is of the c

paragraph 1776.
The free list carries a provision for tapioca, tapioca flour, and bushels.

cassava. And for the purpose of clarity perhaps I should say that Of th
there has been considerable confusion with respect to these terms. per cen
In the mind of the ordinary individual tapioca suggests something to n t
eat. Mr.

Senator SHIORTRIDGE. What is tapioca? At least
Mr. GERRY. That is the question. Senat
Senator SHORuID.E. Well, what is it? bushels
Mr. GERRY. Tapioca is the starch derived from the manioc plant, Mr. (

and the plant itself grows above the ground. The tuber or root is Of th(
referred to as cassava. of 90,0(

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Where is it grown? lutely II



Mr. GERRY. On the island of Java, almost entirely.
I will give you the definition of tapioca. It is a Brazilian word.

It is prepared from cassava starch, obtained from the large tuberous
roots of the cassava or manioc plant.

Tapioca, tapioca flour, tapioca starch, cassava, cassava starch,
have, in a sense, come to denote the starch produced from the inanioc
plant.

Senator WATSON. What is the difference between tapioca and
cassavd?

Mr. GERRY. None at all.
Senator WATSON. Then why don't they name it all one thing?
Mr. GERRY. It is all one thing. That is quite true. The plant

grows and the tuber is much like a potato, although it has more of
the characteristic shape of the beet, in that it is larger at one end
and smaller at the other.

The starch is imade by grinding up these roots and then washing
thent in water, and the starch precipitates and the water flows off,
and the starch is dried.

The difficulty under which we have been laboring for all these
years lies in the fact that the tapioea flour or the tapioca starch in
its comminuted or powdered form, when subjected to moisture and
heat, by virtue of which it is gelatinized or comes out in the form of
small globules or little round pellets and little flakes. This tnpioca
pearl and tapioca flake are the edible end of this game.

Senator SIlmWIIIDGi. From which. you make fish-eye pudding up
in New England?

Mr. GERRY. That is right. You must keep in mind a clear
diflerentiation as between these pellets or tapioca pearl and the
tapioca starch.

I want to say that I was chief of the customs for five years, and I
practiced customs law for 20 years, and, therefore, I can speak
with some degree of assurance as to what constitutes a proper
classification under the tariff act-of these articles.

Senator WATSO.N. Why do the corn products companies object to
the importation of these'products? Is it because of the cornstarch?

Mr. GERRY. The situation is that the corn products manufacturers
buy between 85,000,000 and 90,000,000 bushels of corn. The corn
crop each year is, say, two and a half billion bushels. Ten states of
the West, including Indiana, Iowa, Illinois, and so forth, will produce
about 1,900,000,000, or within these 10 States you have 70 per cent
of the corn production. I think Indiana produces about 250,000,000
bushels.

Of the two and a half billion bushels of corn produced there is only 10
per cent, or about 250,000,000 bushels, that comes to the primary
market. I mean that is the cash corn.

Senator WATSON. Do they produce any corn in California at all?
Mr. GERRY. Oh, some. I think it is enough to make it interesting.

At least, I think so.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. We produce about two and a half million

bushels of corn.
Mr. GERRY. Yes. I think it is an interesting quantity.
Of the cash corn these 11 manufacturers have consumed upwards

of 90,000,000 or 100,000,000 bushels. So these 11 concerns abso-
lutely make the price of corn.

I I
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Now, let us take round figures, just to make a simple mental cal-
culation. One bushel of corn will produce 30 pounds of starch.

Senator WATSON. That is what we call cornstarch?
Mr. GERRY. Yes, sir. A hundred million bushels of corn will pro-

duce 3,000,000,000 pounds of starch.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. State that again, please.
Mr. GERRY. One bushel of corn will produce 30 pounds of starch.

A hundred million bushels of corn will produce 3,000,000,000 pounds
of starch.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Thirty per cent of the corn, then, is starch?
Mr. GERRY. There are 56 pounds to thw bushel.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Thirty per cent of that is starch? Is that it?
Senator CONNALLY. No; half of it.
Mr. GERRY. Thirty pounds out of the 56 is starch. I do not want

any misunderstanding and do not want Doctor Lourie to say that I
made a misstatement. I am talking with a certain degree of accuracy.
As a matter of fact, a bushel of corn will produce 34 pounds of starch
with moisture in it. I am talking about 30 pounds of the dry sub.
stance. And it is simpler to figure that way.

At 30 pounds, 100,000,000 bushels would produce 3,000,000,000
pounds of starch.

Now, we produce a billion pounds of starch, a billion pounds of
sugar and a billion pounds of sirup. It is sirup, starch and sugar.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. From that quantity of corn?

Mr. GERRY. Yes; froin that quantity of corn. Of the 3,000,000,000
pounds of starch you would leave 1,000,000,000 pounds flat, you
would convert another billion into sugar, and you would convert the
third billion into sirup.

Senator WATSON. I was just trying to get at that. A hundred
million bushels of corn would be 5,600,000,000 pounds?

Mr. GERRY. That is right.
Senator WATSON. Five billion six hundred million pounds?
Mr. GERRY. That is right.
Senator WATSON. Out of that you get 3,000,000,000 pounds of

starch?
Mr. GERRY. Yes.
Senator WATSON. And 1,000,000,000 of that you convert into

sugar?
Mr. GERRY. Yes.
Senator WATSON. And 1,000,000,000 you keep in the form of sirup?
Mr. GERRY. That is right.
Senator WATSON. And 1,000,000,000 you convert into sirup?
Mr. GERRY. That is right..
Senator WATSON. What do you do with the other? What becomes

of the other 2,600,000,000 pounds?
Mr. GERRY. There is a billion or more pounds in the way of cattle

feed or meal that is fed back to the farmers at approximate cost.
Senator WATSON. Is that all converted into oil meal or corn) oil

meal?
Mr. GERRY. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. Or gluten meal? Is that what you call it?
Mr. GERRY. We went on record before the Ways and Means Coin-

mittee of the House as being entirely willing to meet the price of
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corn as a result of the imposition of the 25 cent duty which they
had placed on corn in the House bill. So far as this argument is
con(.erned, I am going to proceed upon the theory that the gentlemen
who placed that duty on corn were acting with a meticulous degree
of honesty.

Senator WATSON. Are you opposed to that duty on corn?
Mr. GERRY. No, sir. We got on record that we were in favor of it.

Somebody intimated that perhaps corn products were not in favor of
the imposition of a duty on corn because we were buying corn. I
want to show you that we are, and the reason why, and follow it
right on down.

Here are 11 plants, and we will buy that corn and we will produce
this starch, and when it comes to the proposition of the sale of starch
and sugar and sirup we will get back our profits, incidentally paying
to the farmer the increased price for his corn, which will at "the same
time enable him to buy our products which we produce from that
corn.

But what we stand here for is to say that we can import from
Java 5,000,000,000 pounds of Java starch. I want to say that
the Corn Products Refining Co. sent two men around the world to
make an investigation as to the character of this starch. They made
a report upon the Java conditions, and I have a copy of the report
here, and I have a sworn affidavit from these men as to what tran-
spired. I am not speaking by hearsay nor am I speaking in a second-
ary way.

They "found over there that there were six and a half million long
tons of tapioca root produced each year, which reduced at 2,240
pounds per ton would give you approximately 14.5 billion pounds
of fresh root. You can get 30 per cent of starch out of that fresh
root. Therefore, you have an actual production of tapioca starch,
Java starch, in that market at the present time to the extent of
5,000,000,000 pounds.

Senator CONNALLY. You are assuming that we will get all of it.
Will they not send some of it to other countries?

Mr. GEmiY. Certainly they will, but they will send most of it
here. We are the only country in the world that produces starch
and taxes other starches that does not place a duty on tapioca starch.

Senator CONNALLY. I do not mean to say I am not in favor of a
duty on it;, but I do not think it is quite fair to say that all of that
starch will come here.

Mr. GERRY. No, it will not. It does not have to. If you produce
5,000,000,000 and bring in 60 per cent of it-

Senator SHORTRIDGE. You say that practically all countries put a
duty on starch?

M1r. GERRY. Every single, solitary country of the world producing
starch and taxing other starches also imposes a duty on tapioca
starch except the United States.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I see your point.
Mr. GERRY. I have a statement in that respect here which I will

submit.
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(The matter referred to is as follows:) slicro

Import dutie, of corn and starch into European countries per 100 kilos ljzC(I
into

Corn Corn starch tagoa Farina foulli Sel

United Kingdom ............................... None. None. None. None 0 olrc
France ....................................... Fres. 10 Frcs. 200.20 Fres. 40 Fres. 7r Mr
Gern y. ..................................... Mks. 5 Mks. 16 Mks. 15 lks. 16
Holland ........................................ None None None. None.
Czechoslovakia ................................ Ke. 18 Kc. 20; Ke. 208 Ke. 208
l d ............................................ In1. L. 7.A0 (. I. 104 1. O L. 10.80' (1. ,.12
Ital1 ............................................ ; O. 1.15 .......... ............................ dext
cauada ........................................ None. $3.301 $2.20 1.............. Sel____ __________Sen

I White; If for starch extraction, free. lost y
I Yellow. Mr.

Import duties of corn and starch into European countries, but in United Slates Sel

currency per 1,000 kilos (using current exchanges) Mrdextrc
- - -- ~ -- Corn Cornstrch 'Sao, taploc a' Fana fr e

United Kingder ............................... I Non. Non. None None. Sei
France ..................................... .. 3I. $8S. 99 $15. 44 $27.37 sale

ernany ..................................... . .11.91 s. I11 35. 73 3 1.11
Holland ....................................... NoNe. Noe. None. M.
(zechosl ovakia ................................ -5.32 0;1. 7 i 5 o1. 57 Sen
Italy. ---------------------------------------- 1 10.35 113. M 23. IS 1f;..
Italy ------------------------------------------ 2 1. .S 3.30 2.20 .............. You a
Canada ........................................ Noti. 3.30 2 20 ! ..............

I White; If for starch extraction, free. Sen
Yellow. I

Semi
Mr. GERRY. We have the perfectly anomalous situation of pro- Mh

ducing starch in this country, corn starch, wheat starch, potato Sent
starch, and other starches, and wet are the only country in the world inI)Or
producing starch that leaves tal)ioca on the free list. M.

I say it is a perfectly feasible thing to import two and a half billion Sela
or three billion pounds of Java starch, and I want to say to you that Mr
we have a plant at Edgewater, into which an ocean-going steamer can mio
come and unload that starch, and we will convert it into sugar, and we Seuia
will. convert it into sirup, with just as much facility, if not more, than ou %,
we can convert corn starch into similar pro(lucts. Why

Senator CONNALLY. flow much is coming in now? You are talking Mr.
about what could be done, and imagining a great deal; but how much it. I
is coming in from Java now? )o you know that? tuting

Mr. GRiRrY. Last year. 176,000,000 pounds , and in the first three more F
months of this year the importations increased about 8,000,000 pounds. This

Senator CONNALLY. That is quite a difference, the difference C. i. f.
between 176,000,000 and 3,000,000,000, isn't it? expeilsi

Mr. GE;RRY. Quite a difference. I will go into that element a little accordi
further for you. montil

Senator WATSON. How are you manufacturing sugar now? Is it The
increasing or not? is 32 c

Mr. GErry. It is increasing. Undoubtedly if the legislation which failed
is before the House goes through with respect to the labeling act so as starcl.
to )lace corn sugar upon an equality-corn sugar is dextrose. In of Java
other words, it is a more advanced, finer degree of sugar than is
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sucrose. Sucrose, when it goes into the digestive system, is hydro-
lized into dextrose and levulose. The levulose likewise is changed
into dextrose, presumably before assimilation, because we find
levulose is not found in the body whereas dextrose is the only sugar
found in the body.

Senator WATSON. It is only about two-fifths as sweet as beet sugar
or cane sugar?

Mr. GERRY. I beg your pardon?
Senator WATSON. What is the comparative saccharine content?
Mr. G.RRY. It is about 10 per cent under. In other words, when

dextrose crystallizes, it crystallizes with one molecule of water.
Senator WATSON. How much (lid you produce in the United States

last year?
Mr. GERRY. A billion pounds.
Senator WATSON. Ilow much the year before?
Mr. Gi.RRY. As shown in the report of the Tariff Commission of

dextrose-
Vell, here is a sample of sugar from manioc, and there is a sample

from corn starch [indicating]. Of course, they are absolutely identical.
Senator CON.NALLY. What about the chemistuy of it?' Is it the

same chemically?
Mr. GERRY. There is sugar from corn [indicating].
Senator SHORTIIDGE. I want to get this clear in my own mind.

You are asking a certain duty on tapioca.
Mr. Gumlity. Surely.
Senator SHOHTRIDGE. What rate? What rate are you asking for?
Mr. GERimty. Two and a half cents a pound.
Senator SHORTIRIDGI. Oil tapioca?
Mr. Gmrmny. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. I do not understand your position. You can

iniport tapioca, can't you?
Mr. GErRiy. Yes, sir.
Senator WATSON. And use it?
Mr. GiuuRy. Yes, sir. This sugar that we produce here from

maidoc was prodiited from tapioca that we imported.
Senator WA'rsoN. Then why don't you import all of tile tapioca

you want to and use it for the manufacture of these various things?
Why did you want a tariff onm it?

Mr'. Gr1,1I'. That is a point of pertinent inquiry and I will answer
it. Ve made this investigation really rnot for the purpose of substi-
tutinlg tl)ioca starch here as against tie Irodluction of corn starch but
more particularly with relation to the situation in the foreign plants.

This Java starch can be produced and landed at New York at $2.31
c. i. f. New York; that is to say, it is $2.31 per hundred pounds, all
expenses paid, landed at New York. Corn starch at Chicago,
according to Mrl. Lourie's last report on this subject, shows that in the
months of 1928 an avera(, of .$3.25 was the average at Chicago.

The freight rate from Chicago on a hthndred l)ounds of corn starch
is 32 cents. That makes $3.57 per huitmetld )ounds for corn starch
landed at New York as agpuiist 82.31 tr't a hundred pounds of Java
starch. That would be $1.26 differences in favor of the iml)ortation
of Java starch.

63310-2-- Oi. 16, Scl i ,I IG-43
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We can produce, as I said before, all the starch, all the sugar, and all Do
the sirup, from imported Java starch. stant

Senator WATSON. I wonder why you do not use it, then, instead of cally
using the corn at the higher price and higher conversion costs? disc

Mr. GERRY. At the li'resont time we are more lesirous of safe. split
guarding the installations in these western States where these grind. sugar
ing mills are. . nd t

Senator WATSON. How much tapioca did you import last. year for have
your use for manufacturing purposes? of the

Mr. GERIY. About 700 tons. has t(
Senator WATSON. About 700 tons? other
Mr. Grmuty. Yes. use lo
Senator WATSON. An inconse(uential amount. Sel
Mr. GEuitY. It, was largely experimental, to ascertain the character Do-

of the lprodllct. starch
Senator WATSON. Blt it works, does it not.? cheap
Mr. Gimitv. 1 was asked whether or not tile tal)ioca and corn can h'

starch were chemically identical. They
Senator CONNALLY. I mean the corn starch and the cane sugar. potato
Mr. GEr RY. There is no corn starch in cane sugar. of cor
Senator CONNALLY. But there is cane sugar in sugar cane, isn't Sere

there? it is, i.
lr. GERRY. Certainly. Doe

Senator CONNALLY. 1 am talking about chemically. Is your co'in is pro
sugar chenically l)ractically the same as cane sugar? crvsta

Mr. GERRY. 6ugar is a carbohydrate, and so is corn sugar. think
Senator CONNALLY. Is it practically tile same chemically? tingui
MIr. Gmity. Yes, sir. Sell:
Senator CONNALLY. That is what I wanted to know. bushel
Senator HARRISON. You say there is only about 10 per cent lesser Mr.

sweetening? Is that right? Sear
Mlr. GRImntY. Yes. Mr.
Senator IIARRISON. In the cane sugar or tie beet sugar? Sem
Senator WATSON. I do not understand that. I thought it was tapio

only 75 per cent. !Mr.
Mir. GERRY. Doctor Cathcart is here, and lie is tie technical ex. Sena

pert chemist, and he can answer that question better than I can. coning
Senator WATSON. Let's askhini right now. MIr.
Doctor CATHCART. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the coni. CoiIl)e

mittee, if you please, sucrose, which is the chemical term for cane or Sena
beet sugar, upon the basis of 100, and dextrose, which is the chemical mlen?
name for this corn sugar, will be about 75. That is according to the Mr.
most authentic determinations that have been made as to the coi- Sena
parative sweets. You must realize that sweetness is not sometlbia, Ucts fix-
you can put into a balance and say that this is heavier than that. Mr.
It has to be the opinion of a jury which tests these various strengths Sena
and say that this one is this and that one is that, but this one is not MIr.
quite so sweet, etc. And according to the reports, the report I had almost
given you is correct. Sena

Senator WATSON. Sucrose 100? Mr. (
Mr. Giataty. And corn 74.6. corn frc
Senator CONNALLY. The reason I asked you the question wias to tries, I

get at that point. If it were chemically exactly the same, of course the dut'
the sweetness would be the same. Tielroportions of those elements Senat
probably vary. corn?
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Doctor CATIICART. The proportions of those elements are sub-

stantially the same. The difference between those two sugars chemi-
cally is this: Sucrose, that is, the beet and cane Sugar, is a1 so-called
disachIaride, that is, it, is composed of two molecules. When that issplit then sucrose divides into one molecule or dextrollse o1 tapiocasugar, if we call it that, because it call )e used for the same purpose;
and the other half of it is levulose; that is, the two sugars that. youhave ill ho1y, a mixture of the two sugars called invert sugar. Allof the sugar you eat andi all of tie earolhydrates and all of the starch
has to be changed into dextrose before the body can utilize it. Inother words, dextrose is so superior to sugar that the body refuses to
use aniy other sugar but dextrose.

Senator CONNALLY. It is a )redigested sugar, in other words?
Doctor CATIICAHT. Yes. From a chemical standpoint starch isstarch, no matter front what source derived. If rice st ur(h werecheap eniouigh these same bodies could be made out of rice. They

can be Imade out of rice but theyf are not because it, is not cheaper.
Thex can be made out of wheat starch, they ran be 11iade out ofpotato starch, anid they call be made out, of the Java starch and out
of corn starch and the : are chemically identically the same.SeMltor CONNALL'. 'This Jave suprr. here or Mianvoc, or whatever
it is, is not nearly so sweet. Its tie corn?

Doctor CATIlcART. Absolutely the same. The seeming (lifferen(.e
is probably due to a little bit. different size of cry still. h'le largercrystal does not dissolve so fast, due to the crystals being carser, I
think Mr. Louirie will confirm that those sugars are absolutely uidis-
tinguishable by filly means known to science to-day.

Sea:,tor SiiMi'ID(GE. YoUi are not o)osed to 'the 25 cents per
bushel on corn?

Mi'. GrEitty. Not at tll.
Senator SiloriTnoE.. From corn you get starch, sugar, and sirup?
Mr. GE~RRY. That is right.
Senator SHOUTRIDGO. What yof are asking, therefore, is a tariff on

tapioca?
Mr. Gunny. Yes, sir.
Senator SiIOlTTilIDGo. Because, as I understand you, the starch

coming from Java competes with-what?
Mr. GErY. With the corn. It does not compete with starch. It

competes in the sale of corn.
Senator SHIORTIIDGE. Youur idea is that that would help the corn

meni?
Mr. GRRY. Undoubtedly.
Seiitor SHOtTItUDGE. And likewise help your manufacture of prod-

ucts front corn?
Mr. GItIRY. Of course.
Senator SHORTRuIDG. That is your argument, isn't it?Mr. Gntny. That is the plain statement of f'ct. It would seem

almost as if it does not require argument.
Senator WATSON. You have factories in Europ)e, have you not?
Mr. Gurry. Yes, we have factories in Europe, and we 0re exportingcorn front this country that we produce here, sending it to those fac-

tories, because the stal'ch we produce in those factories is protected by
the duties that those countries )lace on the starch.

Senator WATSON. Do you use anything 'there except American
corn?
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Mri1. GnRRity. Oh, yes; we use American corn, and we export in of
addition to that. 236,000,000 pounds of starch reducedd from corn, C

Senator WATSON. Export it from where? o1r
Mr. GEnY. That we produce here. so
Senator WATSON. But I am talking about the EuroDCan factories. to
Mr. GamtnY. The European factories are definitely instructed

not to take any business or do anything which will in any way an(
militate against the business of the United States or the exports of Wi)
the United States. (ist

Senator SnIORTRIDGE. Where are they located in Europe? tect
Mr. GimitY. They are located in Manchester, England, Bargy, S

Germany, Ilaubordin, France, Massa, Italy, Sasvan-Gent, Holland, mv
and also in Canada.

Senator SHIORTRIDGE. You say you exl)ort starch from here to S
those countries?

Mr. Gitmv. Yes, sir. seal
Senator SiOWrmRIDf. Paying the duty there? Plan
Mr. GmtiY. Yes, sir; ant converted into sugar. Sc
Senator WATSON. 1 haven't had an answer to the last question I capi

asked you-whether or not you use any raw materials in European Ise
factories except American corn.

Mr. Giitmty. Oh, yes, I think so.
Senator WATSON. What do you use? Do you get tapioca over proF

there? to F
Mr. GERRY. What is the raw material, Doctor, that goes into (lutt

those plants? ouimc
Doctor CATHCART. Most of those plants grind corn. to b
Senator WATSON. American corn? tapic
Doctor CATHCART. Vhein American corn is at the same price So

as foreign corn they buy American corn. When foreign corn is I
lower than American corn they buy foreign corn. So

Senator WATSON. Can they use'-Argentine corn?
Doctor CATHCART. Yes; they can use Argentine corn, South in th

African corn, Russian corn, and the Black Sea district corn. And So
some of them have used, but not since our control, tapioca. M

We also have a plant in Brazil, where the competitor is using the any
tapioca, and we are using corn. Coini

Sen.,tor WATSON. You can. get tapioca in this country free, can't gatia
you? to to

I)octor CATHCART. Yes.
Senator WATSON. And you can get it cheaper than corn? disto
Doctor CATiCART. I)uring the past year; yes, sir. to 4r(
Senator WATSON. Then why don't you import your tapioca for gria(l

your purposes instead of using the American corn? No
)octor ('A'raICART. Probably we will. in in,

Senatorl WATSON. That is what 1 wanted to get at. You never two r
have, though? this

)oCtor (CArCAwr. Mr. Clh irman, may I make this statement? textik
Mr. Gerry is speaking for the Associated Corn Products Manufactu -came
rers, which vomsits of II companlies. 1928,

SeIIator VA-.ON. And you are the chemist of that. company or Yea,'
corporation? - from

l)o' (CATITCA iT. I represent in a way that association. Buta
the questions you are asking me now are being answered as a ineniber
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, of the staff of the Corn Pro(Iicts Refining Co. I want to make it
'orn, clear to the committee, because we have to be mighty careful about

our I)osition. We are the only ones that have a plant at. seaboard,
so if this starch is kept on the free list it will be distinct, advantage

Iries. to the Corn Products Refining Co. as against its competitors in this
icted country. In spite of that fact, we are acting in all honesty, fairness,
Avay 5(nd frankness with the association in asking you to put a duty on
..s of tapioca starch for the protection of those plants that are in your

district and in all of the Middle West districtt as well as for the pro-
tection of the American corn grower.

irgy, . Senaiitor HARRISON. But behind that, of course, you have big
investments yourselves in the grain belt?

Doctor CATICART. We have. Our company has four plants.
to 0Senator HARRISON. It is to your cre(lit that you have.

Doctor CATIICART. Three ;lants in the Corn Belt an(l one at
seaboard. All of the other companies in this association have
plants only in the Corn Belt.

Senator CONNALLY. You (1o not want to encourage any foreign
on I capital or any other capital to establish plants on the seabloard and
ican use this raw material to the (letrinlent of corn?

Doctor CATICART. Absolutely not.
Mr. GOmY. So far as they are concerne(l, it. is a pure business

ver proposition. We have conic in here in all honor to say in answer
to Senator Short-ridle's question that we are willing to have this

into duty an(1 we will buy the corn. But no man on earth who has one
ounce of reason can sit here an(l say that we will expect to continue
to buy corn if you Opell the port of New York to the importation of
tapioca starch.

Senator WA'sON. J)o you use tahlioca at all to make sugar?
Mr. GmiY. Certainly. That is sugar from tapioca indicatingg.
Senator WATSON. Well, is it in commercial quantities?
Mr. GRllY. Yes, sir; it is being converted into sugar in Europe,

uttli in the European plants, from tapio(a.
And Senator WATSON. Is that done in our country?

Mr. (,irrmo. To answer your question, Senator, I (lon't know of
the any commercial pro(iuCtion of sirup an(h sugar from tah)iocn in this

country. It means simply that these people who ninole their investi-
'anft gation have the West Iidites in their eye, and( men are. going (hown there

to look over the property and they will increase the produlction of
tapioca on a West Indian island within such a collll)arlltivelv short
distance from the port of New York that tile sale of (ornst'relh has
to go out of tile picture. So fur as they are concerned, they will

for grind less corn and will buy less corn.
Now, let ine say something else. I told you these men have made

all investigation il Java as to the condition of this starch. There are
V two p)oSsible suggestions from the stnildploint of hitherto action whiy

this (hlit.V was not iniposel. One was that it would interfere with fle
nt? textile p~eople. Mr. Anmory, the president of tile textile organization,

, came down here before tlis committee an(l announce( flat last year,
1928, they had produced 8,000,000,000 yar(is of cloth. In that. same

or year that organization-or there are several of them--had exh)orted
from this country $69,000,000 worth of cloth, at the rate of 14 cents

Jut a yard.
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It is a perfectly reasonable assumption that the cloth sold in the ma
United States is of a value equal to at least 14 cents a yard. But diff
assuming it is only 122' cents, 8,000,000,000 yards of cloth would be I
just exactly $1,000,000,000. ties

From tie Tariff Commission's report and investigation the facts stal
have been developed that the textil-i industry, so far as the finishing ta
of cloth is concerned, using 12,500,000 pounds of tapioca. At 21t a E,
cents a l)ound that woulh be $300,000. use,

If you carry out your proposition, you will find that the amount of the
tapioca in a yard of cloth bears the relation to its value of one S
three-,,housandth part. cor

Let us go from that over to the question of the Perkins Glue Co. X
The Perkins Glue Co., has a location in Java, title to approximately S
15,000 acres of land. Java is an island abour the size of New York; stal
it has a pop)ulation of approximately 40,000,000 natives, and the X
Perkins Glue Co. has 3,000 acres under cultivation for tapioca. far

Senator SIHORTRIDGE. It is an American corporation, is it? S
Mr. GERRY. Yes; it is an American corporation. The Perkins on11

Glue Co. employs 5,000 natives, an(i they pay these natives from IN
12 to 20 cents a day. of t'

Now, then, the question arises as to whether, in the instance of of ta
the textile people or in the instance of the glue people, their tapioca cure
is made into glue, and this glue is used in-furniture- Se

Senator HARIcSON. Is there any substitute for tapioca for that D
use? hope

Mr. GsRRy. You can snake it out of cornstarch and you can snake So
it out of potato starch, and your adhesives are to-day made from post
other starches just as other starches are used in the textile trade. purp
Tapioca is used by the Du Pont Powder Co., likewise, in the manufac. Dc
ture of powder. If they can buy that cheaper, they use that, or if Se
they -an buy (ornstarch cheaper, they Ise that. D
lIn the snaking of coal briquettes, the one or the other is used, post

whichever is cheaper. Se
Senator SHoiul'MUo. Let sue read this into the record. I ant read. Do,

ing from this statement furnished by our Secretary of Labor. prese
Wages of agriculfur,l labor in ,!ava.-According to the commerce reports for do en

April 30, 1928, pul)ishe( by the United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic stanit,
Commerce, the daily wage of ative agriculturalists in 1925 averaged 39 Dutch No,
cents, 15.61 cents in Unite( States utireucy, ant or natives eroployed in towns and ig t
cities by the government, 20 cents per (lay. "o uld

That corroborates what you have just stated. postal
Senator lithRIsox. 1 asic interested in yolls statemn)0st, and I waut Sem

to be sure oil that proposition, that these textile l)eol)he, these glue pose?
people who contend they Itiust ]-ave ta)ioca in here for their tilde, Io
also state that they (an not get a substitute for it, that it is better, and what
so forth, than the corn star(h. Peia

Mr. GuRY. If they (can get it tit $2.31 instead of $3.25, they are tIe d
going to take it. one tl

Senate' S1501iIDGIE. Why don't y-ou answer the Seniator's sugges. We
tion? Is there asnytlsing in that olpioln that, as to qjuality- .. ,.0o
Mr. (sm v (iliterpoSia1g). I sums going furlhres 1thasn that in answer do it.,

to Semtor lIlasrison. When you take the glue sisade front tapioca, s i
for sonse reon or' otler-why I do nt n ...ow--.while tIhey mucc as a Sena

it cost
Milore Me
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the matter of fact identical chemically, there are apparently certain slight
But differences.

be Now the, you take tapioca and make glue from it, and the situa-
tion is that it has a greater flow. If you make a similar glue from corn

acts starch, it will take more corn starch than it would have if you used
dug tapioca. So they will say here that tapioca is better, that it produces

21 a better result, and that it is unquestionably true because they can
use, say, 2% pounds of tapioca as against the proposition of getting

t of the same result with 3 pounds of corn starch.
one Senator HARIuSON. Economically they can use tapioca better than

corn starch?
Co. Mr. GERRlY. Yes.
tely Scittor WATSON. They use tapioca altogether on the postage
ork-; stamps, (to they not?
the 1Mr. GERRY. Yes, sir, to the extent of about 800,000 pounds, but so

far as-
Senator WATSON. Is there any real substitute for tapioca for use

Ins on postage stanips, to serve the purpose as well?
1011 Mr. GEry. We have never.been able to ascertain from the Director

of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing why he insists upon the use
of of tapioca. That is a question on which we have not been able to se-

lea cure any affirmative answer.
Senator WATSON. What is your information on the subject, Doctor?

iat Doctor CATHCART. I (lid not hear all that Mr. Gerry said, and I
hope I will not repeat anything lie said. I was out of the room.

ak~e Senator WATSON. I asked him why they were using tapioca on
)rn postage stamps, and whether or not anything else will serve the

d. purpose as well.
ac. Doctor CATHCAIIT. If I may go back to the glue proposition-
if Senator WATSON. No; answer that.

Doctor CATHCART. Why they are using the tapioca dextrine on
ed, postage stamps?

Senator WATSON. Yes.
ad. Doctor CATHCART. We are perfectly free to admit that up to the

present time a dextrine produced from tapioca starch, which has to

or do entirely with its physical properties, is more satisfactory for postage
Aic stamips and envelope glue.

Now, that is, however, to be modified by this statement, that dur-
ing the war, when the supply of tapioca was exhausted and you

could not get it, we supplied'that department with a dextrine for
postage stamps. After the war, they resumed-

Int Senator SIORTmuDaE. IIow did it work? Did it answer the pur-
Ue pose?
he, Doctor CATrHCART. Apparently it (lid. I was not able to find out
lid what the diflicultv was, because we make a great variety of dextrose,

perhaps fifty or sixty varieties of dextrose. It may have been that
the dextrine which they selected at the first shot Was not the best
one they could have gotten for that l)urpose.

lVe did not press the thing seriously; it is a small matter, anyhow-
800,000 pounds is not very much, ai1( if the governmentt wants to
do it., that is all right, )ut we were ulal)le to get fro'u the practical
aen in tie bureau the real reason why corn dextrine fell down.

a Senator WATSO.N. If we put this tariff' on, how much more would
it cost to make the postage stamps than it now does, andl how much
more wold it cost to make the envelopes with tile glue on?
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Mr. GERRY. I figured it out, and it would cost about one-sixtieth
part of a cent on each postage staip.

Senator WATSON. But the Government would not pay anything
additional?

Mr. GE.RRY. The Government pays nothing additional, because
what it takes out of one pocket is put into the other. That is about
the average.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. You have argued that it would not cost any
appreciable additional amount to the textile industries or to the
paper industry-is that your argument? Your contention is that
by placing a tariff on tapioca, it would not materially or appreciably
increase any cost to our Government?

Mr. GERRY. That is right.
Senator SIORTRIDGE. You also argue, as I understand you, that

it would not materially or appreciably increase the cost to the textile
manufacturers who use this starch?

Mr. GERRY. Quite right.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. That is your position?
Mr. GERRY. Absolutely. But let me say this, that if as a matter

of fact this duty on starch is imposed by you gentlemen, and this
stuff is moved out, we are going to continue to buy corn. Moreover,
if you put that duty of 25 cents on a bushel of corn, we will pay the
increased price of corn when we buy it.

Senator HARRISON. You do not think you are going to pay any
increased price by reason of this duty on corn, do you?

M[r. GERRY. I'do.
Senator HARRISON. You made a mighty good impression on me,

but if you go to arguing that kind of a. proposition I will lose faith in
your position.

Mr. GERRY. I told you there wore about 250,000,000 bushels cf
corn. If we take 100,000,000 of those bushels, an( if you keep out
tapioca we have to go and buy more corn. If there is an increased
production of sugar by virtue of the act of Congress in saying that
we are placed in the same situation as cane or beet sugar, according
to Mr. Hull we will then get 40,000,000 bushels more of corn, and
that makes 140,000,000 bushels. Mr. Hull says you are going to
increase the sale of corn by blackstrap 20,000,000 bushels, and that
will make 160,000,000. You will then be getting to the proposition
of the purchase of all available lots of corn, and that will create such
a (lenand that it will raise to the point where corn can come over
this barrier that you fix of 25 cents a bushel.

Senator IIAmR1iON. So that the record at this time, will show this,
the exports last year on corn were nearly 26,000,000 bushels-is
that right,?

Mr. GEI.tRY. Yes.
Senator HARRISON. And our importations were 616,000 bushels?
Mlr. GEiRRy. Right.
Senator' SHORTII)GE. I understand your argument to be that by

imposing a tariff on tapioca you woull purchase more corn here in
the United States?

Air. Gs..nity. Yes.
Senator SuROuTTIulDG. That is your argument?

lr. (iml:mtv. You keep out. the t l)ioca and then the available uses
that, that tapioca goes to will be Supl)lied by us through the l)urchase
of corn.
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Senator SHORTRIDGE. And your argument is that that would
naturally increase the market price of corn?

Mr. GERRY. Most definitely.
Senator WATSON. Do you want to put an embargo oil tapioca?
Mr. GERRY. I am not going to equivocate on that proposition.

Lord, there are 1200 people who come down here and ask for em-
bargoes, and I am not going to stay out in the cold if I can keep this
starch out and convince you gentlemen of the wisdom of it.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. That rate would not keel) it out.
Mr. GERRY. Not entirely; no. Take the Perkins Glue Company;

are they going to keep it out? They are going to produce their
starch, and the proposition is--

Senator WATSON. If they still continue to use it in this country,
as they do, notwithstanding the tariff, how will that benefit you?

Mr. GERRY. They are going to usa it in their own works. Here
is an American concern that has gone over to Java to produce starch,
and they are bringing that starch in and they are competing with
an American concern, or eleven of them, right here in this country.
Where do you get the reasoning of it? I do not see it. I can not see
it to save my soul. You have a proposition of a large investment of
capital here, eleven concerns, buying the product of the farmer,
taking his wares, and tapioca is put on the free list for somebody
that employs coolie labor at 12 cents a day.

Senator HIARRISON. If you just stayed off of the proposition of
this tariff on corn, you would get along better.

Mr. GERRY. That is the proposition.
Doctor CATHCART. I do not want to take the time of the com-

mittee, but when I came into the room you were talking about this
vegetable glue proposition, and I wanted to say that in my discussions
with the gentlemen connected with the tariff board on this particular
proposition the comparisons have always been made as between
tapioca or eassova starch as delivered and the crudest form of corn-
starch, which is known in the trade as pearl starch. That is the
cruidest and cheapest form of starch. From that starch the various
companies make a series of modified or improved starches, which
cost a little bit more, on account of the work put ol them. In many
cases those modified starches equal these imported starches, particu-
larly Java starch, for specific industrial purposes, and I want to say
that during the past year, since the price of tapioca has been below
that of corn, the corn products industry has lost considerable business
to t lie wood ply people who were previously using cornstarch, show-
ing it is a question of price in many instances, and likewise in the
textile trade and in the paper trade. We do not want to be forced
in the position of importing tapioca starch.

Senator CONNALLY. I thought most of the glue was made out of
cows' hoofs.

)octor CATHCART. That is animal glue.
Senator CONNALLY. I know it is. Is it superior to this glue, or is

your glue superior Zo it?
1)octor CATICAiRT. This is using in a general sense. You have

animal glue and you have various vegetable glues made from vege-
table products.

Senator CONNALLY. They are all used for the same purpose, are
they?



Doctor CATHJCART. Substantially. They are in many instances
interchangeable and they are mixable, a certain percentage of animal
glue and a certain percentage of vegetable glue.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR L. STRASSER, NEW YORK CITY, REP.
RESENTING MANUFACTURERS, USERS, AND DEALERS IN
TAPIOCA, TAPIOCA FLOUR, DEXTRINS, ADHESIVES, GLUES,
AND TEXTILE FINISHINGS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcorn.
Iittee.)

Mr. STRASSER. I represent manufacturers, users, and dealers in
tapioca, tapioca flour, dextrins, adhesives, glues, ali(l textile finish.
ings ' comprising the firms whose names were signed to the brief
before the Ways and Means Committee of the House. If you gentle.
men wish to have a copy of that brief now for reference, as I Slpeak,
it may be of some assistance to you.

Senator HARtrsox. Did you appear before the House committee?
Mr. SmTASs.I'. I did.
Senator WATSON. Now, Mr. Strasser, you may proceed to give its

your views, but do not take too long to do it.
Mr. S -mssEI . The concerns I represent are located in upward of

20 States and are enraged in a number of diverse industries, soe0
textiles, textile finishings, textile bleaching, furniture makers, veneer
manufacturers, plywood manufacturers, piano manufacturers, dealers
in food products, bakers' supplies, dealers in adhesives and paper
and box makers, and the like.

Tapioca is not produced in the IUnited States. It has been on the
free list about a half a century. There have been repeated attempts
to inl)ose a duty on tapioca in my own time. beginning in 1908.

Senator WAvTsoN. Did anybody ever try to reducee it in the United
States?

Mr. STuASS:It. It was tried to be produced in the United States by
the Perkins Glue Co., and Mr. Stryker, who is to follow me, can give
you the details of that. As I understand it, they spent a large sum
of money before they became convinced that'it was an entirely hope.
less )rOl)oSition.

There are two aspects of this discussion. One is on the question oli
whether or not tapioca is a real and serious competitor with any
domestic product. The second lrloposition is that, assuming that to
be the fact, will a duty help anybody with whose interests this coal-
mittee should be concerned?

With respect to the competitive aspect of tapioca, let us look for
a moment lit tile chief uses to which tapioca is put. To begin with,
we will take food. the usual form of tapio.a pldding. Tapioca is
competitive as a food with domestic product, if chicken is compeli.
tive with beef. and if bananas are competitive with apples. If people
are entitled to a choice of food. it s. , Jt competitive.

The next large use of tapioca is in wood glue. I shall not go into
detvi on that point, because Mr. Stryker, who is to follow me, is
probablyy the largest handler of and dealer in tapioca in that aspect

and knows all of the details, technical and otherwise.
Senator WATsoN. Is it your theory that nothing can lie used for

sizing in the manufacture of textiles except tapioca?

678 TARIFF ACT OP 19.9
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stances Mr. STRASSER. No, sir.
animal Senator WATSON. Or as well as tapiocaV

Mr. Sr1AssEnt. That situation in the textile industry is a verysubtle one.subtl begin with, of all sizings and finishings used in the textile in-RS IN dustry,1' products of corn tnow comprll)ise 86 1)mr cent; products froi
)IJES, Ipotatoes comprise 6 or 7 per cent. Therefore, of all sizings and

t;nishings used in the textile industry, tapioca comprises only 6 or 7
utier cent.

There are certain perfectly obvious trade and manufacturing
truths which override any theoretical discussion of any subject, anders in this is one of them.

finlish11. No one cal Sul)lose that a sane, intelligent, competent, manufac-Sbrief Iurer of textiles or anything else, is going to carry a number of diffr'-t'retle. ent products if onel will answer all of his purposes. Almost everytextile ili ill fact utrer carries all three of these prodtluts-orn, pota-
toes. andi tapioca. hle reason for that is )lain. It is because atee? p-irticuhlr style or finish of merchandise required by the consunier
requires the Particular use of one of these three products or of theJve s four. including wheat stock. So the manufacturer nmimst have all to
Use either singly or in conjunction with the others ini order to pro-
lrd of (hice the palricilar style uid type of finish that the cons'unier de-soino nluits. Each of these prod lets' hiis its owii particuhir efficient char-

acterist ies.
-elders nih'ator HAniSo., In what respect?
paper Mr. S'mim.\ssilri. Take textiles, for instanilce; our Contention is thatwhere a very glossy finish is required talpioca must lie used because itSth gies ia slle'rior fili.li in respect of gloss. There are sonie fabrics in'mnpts 11whlI a high gloss is demanded h)y the conisunier. Secondly, there

are fabrics in which the printing design lnust stand out very ClearlyiMited alld sliirlv, and in those fabrics we s"ay that tapioca is suiierior to
otlie a ities ilade from corn, wheat or'potatoes..-Cs by Silattil.r ]-lilllSoN. Is it pe'Celtille?

giV Mr.' Sri.ssi.:ii. I call only say that it must be lerceptible if theism iinmiifactllrers of textiles keel) on as they have for 50 years carrying
llol)C. tlese folr (iltereni kinds of sizing lald fiishings. T' a' e not

doiii. it for their health. 
lh H

on OC 'Thei there is Wii'at is called the feel or hand of the fabric. Youan ll iiz" this yourself. whether -oll lulare bul\illg a stit of clotlit's or'lt to whether the housewife is buying cloth for i dress or linen ; she winits
Oi- a ,ltaiiin feel. That is one oif the tests. I shoul(1 say that in certain

filbrics yoll get a superior hand or feel out of the taploca.
for There are ilso (el'lain fabrics that tare subject to hilrr-l Wear, fabrics

with, that yol call bend or twist.
C, is It is ill this asp ect that we say that tilpiovi lices uilile etlects.

31t \'e do not -IsIC I-oil to luy 11pon our statement ; we ask yoii to take,e your owni gelll'al Collilol n knIlowled re of industry, whi.ih ilst tell
you Ihat no sane manuifacturer will seek to carry ilore elements that

into g) iito Iis ieichailnise than lie mullst e(irrv.
v. s SeilatOr CON.N,I.rY. Ylou told about the silper'iolritv of tapioca.

Mi'. S' Yes.\ss.i. , a
Senator Co.NN.IlrY. In what respects is cornstarch si'perio to

for tapioca ?
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Mr. Sam,%ssmR. I do not know except that in rough fabrics it may
give a greater body, although I am not sure of that. But it seers
to me tie facts speak more accurately than anything I can Say. In
the textile industry of all products used for sizings and finishings
corn only represents 86 per cent.

Senator CoNLLxu . They only use this in linens and cottons; they
do not use it in wool?

Mr. Sm.s.-s m. I do not think so. But I am not sure about that.
Senllator. k0IDGE. Which ?
Senator CONNAlLY. The siiz]ngs.
Mr. STRl.\ssEn. I do not think they use it in the woolens, but I am

not sure about it.
As I say, corn to-day, and for years, represents 86 per cent of

all the materials used in the textile industry; potatoes represent 6
or 7 per cent, tal)ioca represents 6 or 7 per- cent. I do not know
how much of the field corn wants to occupy when it now ocelcpies
86 per cent of that field.

Senator Suo'Rrnlmx. How do they make this stuff that they use
in the country to-day that comes in great big ehunlCs?

Mr. STRASSat. That is made out of corn.
Senator SuomlMnor,. That is corn, you say?
Mr. Srt.%sslu.I Yes; corn.
I can take u ) the use of talioca in adhesives upon the same basis,

so we will dispose of that aspect of the subject immediately.
Senator Hmtutso.N. How much cornstarch is used in the'adhesive? i
Mr. STRASSER. D)o you mean the anmon1rt of corn?
Senator II.\mmisox. Do these ligures apply to adhesive too?
Mr. SRAssSR. I was speaking there only ;)f textiles.
Senator Thaitsox. 'hain is as I understood it.
Mr. STRAss.L The report of the Tariff Commission has a very

coml)letu; statement of the distribution of cornstarch by conutiniig
indiistrit: for 1928. On page 6 of that report there is a table. ""

Senator WATSON. You iiiight read that in, Mr. Strasser.
Mr. STn.ssrm. Table 6, on page 6, entitled "Sales distribution of

tapioca, tapioca flour, ad cassava in the United States in 1928."
Senator SiOmirimi11 . ]land that to the reporter and let him copy to

it in. tm
Mr. Sm'it.issm'l. If you are in.terested in quantities, look at that Ii

table.
Senmator' WA'rsON. Just read it into the record.
Mr. S'm'.ss-:n. The reporter has a copy. In that table, under tex- ot

tihs, it is shown that 17.9 per cent of the cornstarch used is used
ill textiles.

(The nIatter referred to is as follows:) IV(

T,\II.E 5.-Sith's ditribntioii of tapiec(a, topioca flour, udt cvisara in the Unitcd
fties8 in 19281 th

Foods: r'r cent th(
I'4arl, lhiko.s. sift iigh,, seeds ------------------------------------- 116. i
Flour ------------------------------------------------------------ 13.8 the

Si'/ 1.i4"1, tvx ties ..--------------------------------------------------- 9.7
Woo! giws ---------------------------------------------------------------- 13.
A(lIhsivo, gullis , l xries ---..--------------------------------------- '7. 3 -

tQu:li lty uverd WI.9 124,l1I.2oo liillliili. No galdak 1 i e i by,
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may MJlst'Qlanncolis: Per 4(i

-- -- - -- ----- ----- - Iri. 31,11pilliltsto Jbbes, u e 110alo .1r ---
411ings l tle-

PH)I. 11

they TmnI-i M;-Sl.s distribution of eornsqlanel by eoniuinn inri,,~j.lh ill the,

lit Fod Wi111140101 d u1SP' 11111'1 Ms. l'hi Poii

Balokers, ba kers, supplies. fl iiu 313(111 mixers, 1)i114 i Iiowk' 11: 31
Ili-tlirei5. IbiQwersi. ('lleeitl'ilhmli' supplies I-------------------13. S 2

I ain 1li(3c(i2 (pilai ugeS) - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- 1 ."
'rextilles iililidiig b313!l to Itlliiiili3 trd 3131--------------------------------------0
I u&'X Ii I 111.3 Jars, founitdrs, JI 13(3, 92jpa ii box, lpste, b)1ilload. will1 :is-

lit of lcpo2----------------------------------------------------------------------21. 1
,mit 0 1alr and rt-------------------.. ------.----- 1-

-uis Climiuists, 4(41431 11311 fill liltI 11 3435. :111 dxli~i~S-.- - - - -

31i s ce 11 1If . 1o ----------------------------------------------------- ___ I.

IlUse 1(

St'latom' SIioU'lalmaE. Xoii stalted tile 1111101111t was 86 per~ cetll
Mr. Smjtissim. No, sit-. There is t his distinction, sir. Of aill the

1 )Iodlit used for sJiigs and3( flmishinmgs ill tile text ile indutrytJ S6
per cent c~ilsfo o .Btol all. tile coijlist a uch mita1de, If j.l.

S v MUM-i SH()R'1ittfla* 'het re illiider, tile. larger. (jllt ity. oii

Mr,. Prie~s~t.1icisehy, so.
Wit rei(spect toI tllpiotI ill thet -allit'ive iiidiistiy, Ave'11 infitai ill

this indus1ltry3. as inl Ow hte (xtiti instry, that 11o lInallilflI('t Urer o
ulir of, adhiesives is going to stock and Ilse more mnater1ials 111211 lie'

ll'ery 1iL-ells ill ordier to sulyj~ his citstoiiieis' (llanlds. If lie is a1 \V:(
lun 111e1chunIt It(" mutist Ilse everithiig tliut will prlodulce' the kind' of

mercIhandI~lise his ecustoilier's Wvllit. I

Now. What is it thatt tapioca dloes that the other p)1odlults (10 11(31
It of (1o, or (10o iot (10 to so import ant a dolee'

Ili tl--t first phlac, inl adhesi~ves tllt're is what is called thet ability
'-olpY to stick- thilt is. a1 quick st-ckiimess. Tis is of great imill(11tliwe ill

tile ('list'I of stalmps and1( envelopes, whetre' you have to give it. aI little
badt lick 1111(] a pressure, and1( tile postager stampil sticks andl~ thet envII )

flap sticks.
SemiatohrsCl n~ozmx1 yW " clii not (10," you tilean by that that 11w

-Sed Mr. S-rit,%slplu Yes5, sir; Call not (t0 it. Because if these other
products cfoulld. in thle Ayelrs of (deve'lopment'lt of these industries they
wouIIld have used these 'Othetr products.

MeId its I Said( before, inanu11factureirs or~e inl business to iiiiukt' 11 l)Iotit.
tile saille its other I)II iIIQss niUCH and1( if anv' other sulb.-tanmce will (1(o

cent tile Work1 they will no 11( 1 ary tal)Ioca. It seems to ile that 5is all
11.6 industrial fait. And tha tt is* a complete answer to any elaborateI
3A8 thleoretical arti iment.
9.07t

13. 1 Senator IIAiIIN~O. Wllich is tilet hieill piCe'?
!7.3:

This SAO.ii 8:i 1i hlst I311t loll fl('4illts f. Si5.C0.ll 6 lil 14111sof v'0iI1'tarlr an1d3 was' tUlltit
by, thil .%ssov)IIed C(1(orni P rouctsv .ilmntnetu3rers.

MiI I .fil i lia ' 2012 small ck~ige31 oriistar cli for himseho'Itl3I 123dr use1 ) 3~(.
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Mr. STRAS R. Tapioca is higher in price as a rule. And the
report of the Tariff Commission exports will show that.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is it purchased by the pound ?
Mr. SmAssF . The price is by the pound. And it varies from a

half a cent to a cent and a half.
Both corn and tapioca fluctuates throughout the year. I shall

take up that question of the price of starch a little later in my
discussion.

The superior characteristics of tapioca with respect to envelopes
and stamps is one instance, and in that same connection there is the
question of taste and palate. Tapioca is extremely free from grit.
It also has a very pleasant taste-the postage-stamp taste and the
envelope taste. r would not go so far as to say that tapioca never
sours, but it certainly does not sour as quickly as these other ad.
hesives do.

Again, there is fact which answers all inquiries.
After years and years of experiment, for whatever reason sufficient

unto itself, the Government now specifies tapioca for those stamps
and envelopes.

Senator CONNALLY. YOU do not know anybody who licks a postage
stamp who gets a sweet taste.

Mr. STAssER. I would not say that the main purpose of licking
the stamp is that; but when you lick it to stick onto an envelope, the
fact that it has a sweet taste is not a drawback.

Senator HARRisoN. Did not the Government at.one time use corn.
starch?

Mr. STAssM. I understand that during the war, when importa.
tions of tapioca were very small, the Government did resort to corn.
starch.

Senator H~rtisoN. Was it successful?
Mr. SmAssEn. Again, Senator, I refer you to the fact that as soon

as tapioca became available the Government went back to tapioca.
Senator HmPisoN. Why?
Mr. SmAssxn. Evidently because the Government experts found

that for the characteristics and functions required of stamps and
envelopes that tapioca was superior.

Senator HAmusoN. The witness before us yesterday stated that dur-
ing the war cornstarch was used, and they went back to tapioca with.
out any explanation, and they have been unable to get any from the
Government.

Mr.. Smssm. I would say that the quarrel of those witnesses is
not with us but with the Government.

Senator HARzSoN. I was wondering if you had gotten any ex-
planation.

Mr. STmssmi. Only that we suppose-
Senator WATsoN. Not what you suppose; but did anybody ever

make a statement to that effect?.
Mr. Smssm. Not that I know of.
Senator HARtisoN. Of course, the proof of the pudding is in the

eating.
Mr. STmAssu. Yes; and that is all I have to offer.
Senator CONALLTY. Perhaps it was because of change of adminis-

tration.
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Mr. SRAssER. Tapioca has been used in all administrations, so in

that respect all administrations have been remarkably intelligent.
Then, with adhesives, there is the question of spread. A great

many of these, where it is necessary, are applied by. box makers by
machinery, and the adhesive must have a quick and even spread.
We maintain that the proof of the spread is in the using, and that
as to certain articles the manufacturers must use tapioca.

Senator CONNALLY. Which is cheaper?.
Mr. STRASSER. As a rule, corn is cheaper than tapioca.
Senator CoN.ALLY. In adhesives?
Mr. STRAssER. Yes; in every way--both with respect to tapioca,

flour, with respect to dextrines, and with respect to adhesives. Taken
over a period of years, corn is cheaper than tapioca.

Senator WATSON. What would be the effect of putting on this
tariff? Come down to the technical part of it, and tell us why you
do not want the tariff and what would be the effect on the tapiocaindustry.Senator SHORTRIDOE. It comes from Java, does it not?

Mr. STRASSER. Yes.
Senator SuoTRmGE. Do you want to build up the industry in

Java?
Mr. SRAssm. We have no concern with the industry in Java. Our

concern is with the manufacturers of the United States, who for 80
years have been using tapioca as the basic raw material, and when it
is not produced here.

Senator SHORTRWOEI. What will be the effect of a duty of it?
Mr. STRAsSE. May I take it up negatively ?
To begin with it will not do the farmer one iota of good.
In this branch of the argument I will assume that every pound of

tapioca that comes in competes with corn. And my adversaries can
not ask more than that.

What is the result? In terms of pounds the export corn amounts
to 10 times as much as the tapioca imported. If every pound of
tapioca was shut out of this country the farmer would not sell an
additional bushel of corn until the exportable surplus, amounting to
10 times the amount of tapioca import, was absorbed.

Senator SHoamnmO. If you could not get any tapioca from which
to make your starch, where would you get your starch?

Mr. STRASSER. Assume we buy it from corn.
Senator SHioITiE. I am asking where would you get it, from

what source?
Mr. STRASSER. I am willing to assume that we would buy it from

corn. If the farmers sell another bushel of corn, that means it
would stay here and be sold by the corn products manufacturers
and until 10 times the amount of tapioca imports were used up the
farmer would not have a market for, one additional bushel.

Senator SHORTnmOR. Frankly, I do not follow your logic.
Senator HARRisoN. In other words, there is 10 times as much

corn exported as could be used if you were to manufacture all of
your starch out of corn that can be used as a substitute for tapioca.

Mr. STRASSER. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIME. The more corn you use here in the starch,

the less surplus, q~qmminz a surplus.
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Mr. STRasm. Yes; but until you have absorbed the surplus the Sena
farmer can not sell an additional bushel. And your surplus to-day but I m
is over 10 times the tapioca imports. in a t

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I frankly do not see the major or minor r
premise or conclusion. Sena

Senator HAmusoN. It is quite true that formerly they used, in the Mr.
manufacture of glues, and also in the textile industry, more tapioca, Sena
and the now use cornstarch, posing

Mr. STRASSER. I think not. Mr.:
Senator HARRsoN. They did not • Senai
Mr. STRASSER. I don't think they ever used anything like the ment.

amount of tapioca in these industries that they do of corn. Mr.,
Senator HARRISON. Hasn't it been a growing use of cornstarch Sena

and competitive starches? whereir
Mr. STRASSER. Oh, yes; as against tapioca. Mr. 1
Senator HARRIsoN. And the diminishing use of tapioca? Sena
Mr. STRASSER. Yes. Mr.
Senator HARRISON. In the industries in this countryl ceives.
Mr. STRAssER. Yes. by selF
Senator HAxuusow. Well, there has been gradually more use of does sel

corn, then ? is absor
Mr. STASSER. Yes. Sena
Senator HARRisoN. That is what I was trying to get at. that se,
Mr. STAssE. Until we get down to the residuum where the as thou

tapioca now used must be used for the particular characteristics it you can
has. Mr.I

The farmer can benefit from a duty if he can sell more corn or 26,000.01
get a better price for it. But I have shown he can not sell corn Senat
until the exportable surplus is gone, and that is ten times the amount Mr. k
of tapioca import. pound,

The tariff report in my brief will show clearly that there is not the tapioca
slightest relation between the imports of tapioca and the amount of this couw
corn sold by the farmer to the corn-products manufacturers or the Instes
price the farmer gets for it. 3,000,001

What do I mean by that I would
Senator HARRISON. Is it not true that in the use of tapioca or sell an

cornstarch that there are some uses to which either one couldbe used Senat
just as well as the other ? would g

Mr. Smrssu. Yes, sir. Mr. I
Senator HARRISON. In that class these manufacturers would buy coming

tapioca of course, if they could get it more cheaply ? Senate
Mr. S;a;s55. Yes. America
Senator HARRsoN. Or they would buy the cornstarch if they could know ab

get it more cheaply? Mr. k
Mr. STRaAssi. Yes. grown c
Senator HARmsoN. So there is some competition in that particular Senate

class? subtract
Mr. Smassmu. There is what is called a "no man's land," compris. Senak

ing a small percentage of tapioca imports and an infinitesimal per. Senatc
centage of cornstarch, because cornstarch is produced here to the ex- am not
tent of ten times the amount of import. Where the question is one of your vie'
price only, of course, that is true. Mr. Si

633-
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Senator SHORTIDOE. Not to break up your statement, Mr. StIasser,
but I want to ask this question. I understand you stated that impos-
ing a tariff would help no one.

Sr. STRASSER. It will do worse than that.
Senator SonoT8o . Well, just a minute.
Mr. SmAssER. Yes, sir.
Senator SHOMIDIGE. I understand that your position is that im-

posing a tariff on tapioca will help no one.
Mr. STRASSEn. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTmDOE. And you are proceeding to justify that state-

ment.
Mr. STRAsER. Quite so.
Senator SHORTRIDOE. And will you be good enough to point out

wherein it would hurt anyoneI
Mr. STASSER. Yes, sir.
Senator SIORTIDOE. All right, then.
Mr. ST'aAssi'n. Now, with respect to the price that the farmer re-

ceives for his corn, because, as I say, the farmer can benefit either
by selling more corn or getting a better price for the corn that he
does sell. But he can not sell more corn until our exportable surplus
is absorbed.

Senator SHORTEIDO. What do you mean by thatt I have heard
that several times, and I am sick of hearing this subject of surplus.
as though that were the only thing to consider. Why do you say
you can not sell more corn until you dispose of the surplus?

Mr. STAssER. All right, I shall tell you. Last year there were
26,000.000 bushels of corn exported.

Senator SHORTEIDUE. Exported.
Mr. STAssE. Yes; exported. On the same basis, pound for

pound, assuming it is competitive, there were 3,000,000 bushels of
tapioca importe-d. Now then, suppose no tapioca at all came into
this country what would happen ?

Instead ol exporting 26,000,000 bushels of corn we would use this
3,000,000 bushels of corn here to take the place of tapioca, and we
would export 23,000,000 bushels of corn. But the farmer would not
sell an additional bushel as an aggregate proposition.

Senator SHoRmoDOi. You have stated, at any rate, that more corn
would go into the making of starch.

Mr. SmAssE. Yes. But that corn would not be additional corn
coming from farmers, it would be corn which was not exported.

Senator SHoRTwE. But it came from the fields; it would be
American-grown corn converted into starch. That is all I want to
know about for the moment.

Mr. SmASSER. But instead of 26,000,000 bushels of American-
grown corn being exported only 23,000,000 bushels would be exported.

Senator SHORTR E. We will assume that. Certainly that is only
subtraction. That is simple.

Senator CONNALLY. That is purely an assumption though
Senator WATSON. Do you mean to say, then, Mr. trasser-and I

am not taking either side of the controversy but it is just to develop
your views-we now export 26,000,000 bushels of cornI

Mr. STRASSER. Yes.
63310--29-vol. 10, s0HED 16---44
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Senator WATSON. Would the demand for that 26,000,000 bushels Mr.
abroad cease because you brought some tapioca into the United Seni
States? it wo,

Mr. STRAssER. How could it? price
Senator WATSON. Would we still send 26,000,000 bushels abroad; Mr.

and if we used tapioca, then, to the extent of 3,000,000 bushels, Seni
wouldn't that have a tendency to increase the price of corn here, state
according to the additional demand? up an

Mr. STAssE. No; because we only sell corn abroad, and we can't Mr.
sell that corn here. ne

Senator WATSON. Then your surplus theory falls to the ground. has g
Mr. STRASSER. No. If you absorb 3,000,000 bushels here, you would them

have only 23,000,000 to send abroad. pickec
Senator SHORTR OE. But it they send only 23,000,000 bushels the shows

tendency would be to increase the price of the remaining 3,000,000 portsbushels receive
Mr. STRASSER. If your world price suffered no change, if you with. Sens

drew from export 8,000,000 bushels of 'corn and the export demand moder
remained the same in all aspects, there is no doubt about that with Mr.
respect to the price which the farmer receives -for his corn. tapioc

Senator SHORTMDOE. Will you now proceed to the point wherein farm
the farmer would not be benefited ? Sens

Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir. the co
Senator SHonim oE. Then, when you finish that, you will take up Mr.

the other point? Sena
Mr. SmAssR. Yes, sir. Mr.
Senator SHonmipoiR. And point out wherein, if anywhere, anyone Sena

in America would be hurt I terests.
Mr. SmAssm. .Yes, sir. Mr.
Senator SHonTmwoz. By imposing the duty on tapioca? two th
Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir; I will. sorb a
The figures shown in the Tariff Commission's report in our brief if he c

before the Ways and Means Committee are clear that there is no the co
relation between tapioca imports and the price which the farmer Sena
receives for his corn. In 1928 when tapioca imports were the highest factur
in our history, the, farmer sold the largest amount of corn to the Mr.
corn, grinders and received the second highest price in five years. all mar

Now, it seems to me that if an imported article is a real competitor Sena
with a domestic article that in the year when the maximum imports tariff'
occur it could not be economically possible that the domestic produc- ment,
tion would be at the highest rate and the price would be the second Mr.
highest in five years. the prii

I do.not want to take up the time to go into all of the ramifications Sena
of those figures, because the Tariff Commission's report shows clearly Mr.
that there is i complete lack of relationship between the price the Sena
farmer receives for his corn and the tapioca imports, and for that Mr.
matter, between the price of corn starch and tapioca imported. And I get a hi
will come to- that shortly, the frei

Senator CONNALLY. YOu say the imports of tapioca were heavier Sena
last year? prices

Mr. STRAssER. Yes, sir. Mr. E
Senator CONNALLY. Doesn't it show there is an intimate relation. trial pr

ship because of the fact there was a demand for starches and both else cou,
of them went up?
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Mr. STRASSER. No; it does not, Senator.
Senator CONNALLY. Instead of being according to your statement

it would be exactly the opposite-a shortage of starches and the
price of starches went up.

Mr. STRASSER. There was no shortage of starches.
Senator CONNALLY. Your comparison does not prove what you

state at all, to my mind, because they both went up. If one went
up and one went down you would say that competition caused it.

Mr. STRASSER. That has happened, too. In some years one has
gone up and the other has gone down; in other years the other one
has gone up and the other one down, and in some years both of
them have gone up together and have gone down together. I just
picked out this particular illustration. An analysis of those figures
shows there is not the slightest relationship between tapioca im-
ports and the amount of corn or cornstarch made or the price
received by the farmer for his corn.

Senator SHORTRIDOE. If that be so, why are you here opposing a
moderate tariff on tapioca?

Mr. STRASSE. For the reason that the net result of a tariff on
tapioca will be an increased cost to the consumer, including the
farmer.

Senator SHOnTRIDOE. You are concerned with the price paid by
the consumer, of course. But you are a manufacturer, are you nott

Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Primarily, of course, you are.
Mr. STRAssER. Yes; a manufacturer and user.
Senator SHORTiDOE. And are entitled to consider your own in-

terests.
Mr.. S=ASSER. Yes. But if a duty is placed on tapioca one of

two things is going to happen--either the manufacturer must ab-
sorb a part or all of the cost-and then he is going to be harmed
if he can not get more for his products-or he has to pass it onto
the consumer.

Senator SHORTtIDGE. Is there any competition among the manu-
facturers?

Mr. STRASSER. There is the usual competition that there is among
all manufacturers.

Senator SHORTEIDGE. Frankly, don't you think that if a small
tariff Was pit upon tapioca yielding some revenue to the Govern-
ment, that competition would keep the price about the same?

Mr. STRASSER. I do not. I think it would be added squarely to
the price of the product.

Senator SHORTRIDOE. You think so?
Mr. STRASSER. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. It miJght reduce your price somewhat.
Mr. STRAssER. It might. It probably would where we could not

get a higher price. Where we could the consumer would have to pay
the freight; just as in every other situation such as this.

Senator SHoRTIDo . You do not think competition would keep
prices about as they are, subject to fluctuations?

Mr. STRAssE. It is pretty hard for me to play the roll of an indus-
trial prophet. I should not. I should say also that I and nobody
else could know definitely.
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Senator SHORTRIGE. Of course, you would like to see our people Sena
employed, would you not? buy co

Mr. STRAsSER. Of course we would. There is no question about momen
that. Mr.:

Senator SHoRTmDE. And immediately it would help the man onb onl ta
the farm. Sena

Mr. SmASSEP.. Surely. Mr.
Senator SHoIrmiDE. Much has been done, and I think rightly done, a small

to help manufacturers in America. a small
Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir. than 91
Senator SoRRimoE. And, of course, we should do as much as we envelo.

can to assist the man on the farm. Senai
Mr. STRASSER. My answer is this. This will not assist the man on this in,

the farm. Mr.
Senator SHOITRIDGE. He thinks so. lie is convinced that it will. wabe:

But he may be in error, of course. wena
Mr. STRASSER. I do not wish to argue that point because I don't Ways

know. But I say that an analysis of the situation will show that the Sena
farmer can not sell an additional bushel nor get a penny more for his tion m
corn. He will pay more for his food he will pay more for his tex- Ways a
tiles, he will pay more for his paper, he will pay more for his boxes, Mr. k
and he will pay more for his furniture and for everything in which Sena
tapioca is used. sion thi

Senator WATSON. Do you believe if we put the tariff on tapioca i Mr. Q
they will quit buying from the United States ? Senat

Mr. STRASSER. I would say any tariff worth talking about would Mr. k
mean an embargo. Any duty that would produce any revenue Senat
worthy of the name would, in my judgment be prohibitive, there w

Will the committee please bear in mind that in the argument to Mr.
which I have devoted most of my time I have made the assumption tion.
that corn and tapioca are competitive. I want the committee to bear Senat
in mind distinctly that not only do we not concede that, as a matter known
of fact, but we deny it. And we refer to the Tariff Commission's Mr. E
experts reports to show that the two things are not competitive. Senate

But, I say, assuming they are competitive, any duty which would MIr. t
be of any avail would be prohibitive, and the farmer would not Senat,
benefit, and it would merely mean an increased cost of all con- of two
modifies in which tapioca goes. -. Mir. E

Senator CONNALLY. You say it would be prohibitive. If it is Senatb
prohibitive, what would you use? $2 480 t

Mr. STAsSmR. We would have to go out of business with respect to "Mr
those products in which tapioca is uniquely necessary; for instance, Sena4
wood glues. Mr. k

Senator COZrNALLY. You could not make that? duty lik
Mr. STAssER. They would have to go back to animal glue, which in, ther

costs a great deal more. I and the
I wil[ leave that for Mr. Stryker, who will follow me. Senate
Senator CONNALLY. Would you buy any corn at all for your other Mr.

products? for whii
Mr. STRASSER. Almost all users, as I said before, and makers of tapioca

adhesives use all of these products. to go ba
Senator CONNALLY. Then it is competitivel price of
Mr. SmAssEi. No; they use them for different purposes. Senate

have to



Senator CONNALLY. You exclude tapioca; you can still go on and
buy cornstarch and use it? It is competitive. You just said a
moment ago, that it was not competitive at all.

Mr. SmAssim. You can not go on making the things which to-day
only tapioca will make.

Senator CONNALLY. But you said that was a small portion.
Mr. SRAsszER. No, sir. Isay that is a substantial portion. I sy

a small portion is that field where price is a ruling factor. There is
a small percentage where the uses are interchangeable. But in more
than 90 per cent of the uses of tapioca-special uses, adhesives, paper,
envelopes, textiles, and so forth, they are noncompetitive.

Senator HARRIsoN. How did the Tariff, Commission come to make
this investigationI

Mr. STRASSER. I haven't any idea, except, I suppose, in the usual
way before the Ways and Means Committee.

Senator SHormz. I am told it was made at the request of the
Ways and Means Committee.
.Senator HARRIsoN. Then I understand this report and investiga-
tion made by the Tariff Commission was upon the request of the
Ways and Means Committee?

Mr. STRAssE. Yes.
Senator HmARisoN. Following the report of the Tariff Commis-

sion the matter went before the Ways and Means Committee?
Mr. STRAssia. Yes, sir.
Senator HARlnsoN. And they left it as it is?
Mr. STRAssER. They left it where it has been for 50 years.
Senator S-oiruo. Let's get this into the record. Last year

there was imported 141,000,000 pounds of tapioca starch.
Mr. STRASSE. Tapioca-not tapioca starch. There is a distinc-

tion.
Senator SHoRTHmo. And there came in 29,000,000 of what is

known as tapioca meal?
Mr. STRASSER. Japlek, it is called.
Senator SHORTHIDoE. Is it meal I
Mr. STRASSER. Yes; that will do for this purpose.
Senator SuoimTPmoE. Certain interests are asking a certain tariff

of two and a half cents a pound.
-Mr. STRASsm. Yes, sir.
Senator SHORTEDGE. The imported last year would have yielded

$2 480 to the Treasury.
r. STRAssE. Yes, sir; assuming it came in.

Senator SHolmiuxiL Certainly, assuming it came in.
Mr. STRASsER. Quite so. But I venture to suggest that if any

duty like that were imposed, or if anything of that nature were put
in, there would not be a pound of tapioca brought into this country,
and the Government would get nothing out of it.

Senator HARRISON. What would the industries do ?
Mr. S AssER. They would not be able to make the things at all

for which tapioca is uniquely necessary. You would not have any
tapioca for food nor for glue. All of these industries would have
to go back to animal glue, for instance. And it would increase the
price of the products.

Senator HARRISON. If they stopped bringing in bananas they would
have to go to using something else.
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Mr. STRAssER. I have heard that argument advanced. That is the Mr.
theory of competition by indirect substitution-if we do not let Sena
bananas come in here people now eating bananas will eat domestically Mr.
produced apples, pears, and what not. I have no answer to that point
proposition, Senator. If there is a logical and sound proposition, I Sena,
say that applies here too. Mr..

Senator WATSON. Your theory is that if we put this tariff on Senai
tapioca it would quit coming to the United States altogether? had an

Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir. mittee.
Senator WATSON. It is not your theory but that they would con- Mr. E

tinue to buy it because they are compelled to have it I comet
They would not suspend all of these industries; they are com- corn fr

pelled to have it and they would buy it, and it would become a mere Ther
tax, and the consumer would pay the tax. But they would continue coming
to get it just the same. Sena

Mr. STAssSR. I must confess to a sense of embarassment in dis. Air."
cussing an economic question with a committee which knows so much. age ani
more about it than I do. I will not only concede it, but I will pounds.
reiterate it. I third

Senator SHORTRIDGE. I am sure you are able to answer the query The
of Senator Watson. You say that you have industries wholly de. can not
pendent upon tapioca? Whaf

Mr. STRASSE. Yes. starch
Senator SHORTRIDOL YOU said a moment ago that if this tariff of the

should be imposed it would result in an increase in price, costs, t
Senator WATSON. No; he said it would not come at all. They a
Senator SHOET6RIOD. He said it would first cause an increase in extent

cost of production, which would either be shared or wholly borne by that at
the manufacturer or passed on to the consumer. pete wit

Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir. Senat
Senator SHOTRmDGE. That was your statement? America
Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir. Mr. k
Senator SHORTIDoE. Now you say that if the tariff were put on it Senat

would result in an embargo Mr.E
Mr. STRASSER. Substantially. shows f
Senator SHORTHIDGL. Well, you said an embargo, that you would of cornI

not buy any. Now which is correct? What would be the result? ports an
Mr. STRAssER. All of those things are true; and, Senator Short- Globe, ii

ridge, you know very well in certain industries where tapioca is Senat,
used, where the price which the manufacturer receives is enough to Mr. E
absorb the tariff and leave him a profit, in those industries tapioca starch
would come in. I am not telling you, sir, anything you do not know. tapioca

No. 2-In those industries where you add a substantial duty to facturer
that differential in cost between tapioca and corn to a point where can not
the consumer would not pay, those industries could not import when th,
and would go out of business. What the percentage is what the 000 poui
exact amount of what would come in is and what would not come Senat
in, I do not know. My general judgment is that it would result in have intA
a substantial embargo as to tapioca imports because I do not think Mr. a
that the industrieQ could qtand any substantial duty the Sena

Senator SkoTRIoE. Two and a half cents a pound ? the brie:
Mr. STRASSER. Nothing like that. and the
Senator SHormon Well, could they stand 2 cents a pound? the peop
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Mr. SRAAsSR. I don't think so. •
Senator SHORTRIOE. A cent and a halfI?
Mr. STRASSER. I am going to answer you no until you get to a

point where I would say I do not know whether they could or not.
Senator SiIORTJDOE. I see your position.
Mr. SmPsASm. Let us take the question of competition.
Senator WATSON. Your statement has been very long. You have

had an hour. It is more than any one has had before the' com-"mittee.

Mr. STRAssER. I will be through in about three minutes. I want to
come to one final point, and that is the competition of tapioca with
corn from the standpoint of these corn manufacturers.

There has been an average of about 110,000 000 pounds of tapioca
coming into this country annually. That is the average.

Senator SHORTMDOE. One hundred and forty-one million last year.
Mr." SmAssER. Yes, 141,000,000 last year. There have been aver-

age annual exports of cornstarch of approximately 240,000,000
pounds.

I think this might interest you, Senator Harrison.
The corn products manufacturers come before you and says, "We

can not compete in the United States against tapioca."
What are they doing? They are exporting twice as much corn-

starch as we are importing of tapioca-to 70 different countries, all
of the markets of the world, where, in addition to their domestic
costs, they must add freight, insurance, and other export charges.
They are competing all over the world with tapioca to twice the
extent of the tapioca imports here. And they come here and say
that at their fireside and on their hearthstone they can not com-
pete with tapioca.

Senator SHORTRumOE. Do these several countries which buy the
American cornstarch also buy Java tapioca ?

Mr. STmAssE. Yes, sir.
Senator SHoRTSIIXJ I assume it is used for a similar purpose?
Mr. SMAssER. Yes, sir. The reports of the j3ureau of Commerce

shows that in 1927-and I think this is very interesting-the exports
of cornstarch were twice the amount of the average tapioca im-

rts and went to 70 different countries, going to every part of the
lobe, including British India and Japan.
Senator SHoRTEiDGE. Cornstarch?
Mr. SRAssER. Yes sir; cornstarch. The amount of that corn.

starch exported to these_ 70 countries is twice the amount of the
tapioca imported into this country. And the cornstarch manu-
facturers come here and tell you that here in their own home the3
can not compete against an average of 110,000,000 pounds of tapioca
when they are competing all over the world to the extent of 240,000,.
000 pounds every year.

Senator SHORTDmGE.. Does the organization for which you speak
have interests in Java?

Mr. SMAssER. No, sir; I do not represent any organization. If
the Senator will just glance at the names of the people who signed
the brief before the House he will find the character of the interests
and the diversification of them and the nature of the businesses of
the people I represent.
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Senator SHOETwpoE. Perhaps I spoke loosely. Have the users
here in the United States of tapioca in whatever form, any organi.
zation or any interests over in Javai

Mr. STssE. None that I know of. I think I can answer that
question quite conclusively.

Aside from a tariff proposition, as the logical proposition that
has puzzled me is, that the corn manufacturers come hero and say,
"We must have protection against tapioca; 140,000,000 pounds came
in in 1928. If you do not put a bigger duty on it, enough to keep
it out or to substantially diminish its use we can not exist."

Otherwise, the corn manufacturers could not benefit.
Senator SHormRDGE. It is increasing very rapidly?
Mr. Srissim. No.
Senator SHORTRIDOE. Now, one moment. In 1926 there were

103,000,000
Mr. Sss. Yes.
Senator SHORmIDOR. In 1927, 110,000,000?
Mr. Sm .ssra. Yes.
Senator SHoRTRmo In 1928, 171,000,000?
Mr. SmaAssE. No; 140,01,000, because there are 26,000,000-
Senator SHoRTRIDO Well, 171,000,000, or in that neighborhood.
Mr. S=Asszt. In 1925, 118,000,000 pounds came in, and less than

in 1926, and less in 1927.
Senator SuoRmiooE. Then it goes up again?
Mr. STRAssI. Yes; it goes up again.
Senator Snomtao. In 1921 you say there were only 50,000,000.

How did you get on here in America in 1921?
Mr. SmAssS. Probably the year before there was a large amount

imported.
senator SHoTrImDG. Ninety-nine million.
Mr. STRAssER. I think the answer is here, Senator, that a large

part of the increase of tapioca imports is due to the increased use
of it for wood glue. Up to a comparatively few years ago the use
in wood glue was a limited use; and Mr. Stryker will correct me if I
am mistaken. It has grown by leaps and bounds. Whether a few
years ago it was a negligible percentage of the tapioca imported,
to-day I think it is a third. I think in all other industries there
has been, particularly speaking; no substantial increase in the use
of tapioca. It has been up.to a more or less irreducible minimum
and nonexpansionable maximum for many years because of the
special things it does.

I will close my argument with a reiteration of this situation with
respect to competition with cornstarch. I can not for the life of
me understand the logic of an argument which says, "We can com-
pete in 70 different countries of the world with tapioca, a very
necessary product, to the extent of two hundred and forty or two
hundred and fifty million pounds a year, where we had in addition
to our domestic costs, insurance, freight, and other export charges,
but we can not compete with half of that quantity of tapioca in
the United States where we have every possible industrial
advantage."

Senator HAMWSON. In the foreign countries, where they have
their plants, sometimes when the price of tapioca is cheap they use
tapioca instead of corn?
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Mr. STRASSER. Yes, sir. But I am talking not about the cornstarch
made in their plants abroad; I am talking about the cornstarch
that is exported from this country to the extent of almost 250,000,000
pounds a year-to 70 different countries, and an export business that
has grown constantly.

Senator HAmsoN. Do you think it is possible for mills located
on the Atlantic seaboard to make starch out of tapioca?

Mr. STRASSER. Why not?
Senator HARRISON. Is it?
Mr. STRASSER. Yes; of course.
Senator HAmusoN. Isn't that one of the things that comes before

the people where there is a large investment over here-that it would
bring about that competition ?

Mr. STRAssER. I can not see where the threatened bogey of the
tremendous importation of tapioca-which bas not happened in all"
these years-stiould influence this committee in considering what
is best to be done now. There are many things which can be ac-
complished to meet a situation when it arises. But I invite the
attention of this committee to the validity of this argument of the
import of vast quantities of tapioca by an industry which, if it did
that, would have to scrap literally hundreds of millions of dollars
of their investments in their plants in this country.

Senator SHOITRIDGE. You mean your plants?r
Mr. STRAssER. No; I mean the plants of the corn products manu.

facturers.
Senator SOiRTRxDOa Frankly, I can not see how you reach that

conclusion; but you may be right.
: Mr. STRASSER. If the corn products people carry out the implied

threat, the people who say 5,000,000,000 pounds, or something like
that, of tapioca is available for export to this country out of which
they can make starch and sugar and what not at their seaboard
plants, what are they going to do with their plants in Illinois, in
Ohio, and elsewhere?

Senator SHORTRiDoE. Let me ask you this question, and then I will
not trouble you any more.

Mr. STRASSER. I am delighted to be troubled.
Senator SHORTRIDOE. There is the Island of Java, and there this

article in question is raised.
Mr. STRAssER. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIMOE. Are theyor are they not increasing the output

in JavaI
Mr. STmssER. I think not substantially. Then there are two other

things to be remembered, sir. Tapioca is shipped all over the world.
Other countries compete with each other in addition to that. And
the controlling element in the amount of imports of tapioca from
Java is the rice crop. Tapioca and rice are the great food products
of Java. When the rice crop is plentiful the natives eat rice. When
the crop is short the tapioca exports from Java decrease. And that
is the fluctuating control lever on tapioca imports from Java.

I shall be very happy to answer any questions that may be asked.
I hope I have been able to meet the questions of the members of the
committee in a manner desired by them.

Senator SHoRtmoR. You claim it would benefit no one whatever;
but, on the contrary, it would injure certain industries?
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Mr. SRssER it would injure the manufacturers and users of
tapioca and make the consumers pay an increased price for their
products in which tapioca is a factor.

Senator WATSoN. We are very much obliged to you, Mr. Strasser.
Mr.fimSAssR. May I file this brief?
Senator WATSON. You certainly may, provided it is n9t the same

as presented to the House.
Mr. STRASSER. It is not.
(Mr. Strasser submitted the following brief:)

BmRw or THm MANUFAOTUMS AND USmS OF AND DEALERS IN TArxOOA, TAPIO A
FLoup, DEXTRINES, ADHEsIVES, GLUES, AND TEXTILE FINIsHINos

The undersigned were the signatories of a comprehensive and detailed brief
filed before the Ways and Means Committee on February 23, 1929. The mem-
bers of the Senate Finance Committee are therefore respectfully referred to
that brief for general information us to the imports and usi of tapioca, the
absence of competition with any domestic product, and the reasons why tapioca
should remain on the free list where it has been for half a century.

The purpose of this brief is to press upon the attention of the members of
this committee four points only:

1. A duty on tapioca will not be of the slighte.A benefit to the farmer.
2. The manufacturers of corn products In the United States would not

benefit by a duty on tapioca.
3. The manufacturers of corn products in the United States, even assuming

that tapioca does compete with corn products, are not entitled to a duty on
tapioca.

4. The only result of the Imposition of a duty on tapioca will be tin increase
In the price to the consumer of all commodities in which tapioca is used.

1. A duty on tapioca will not be of the slightest benefit to the farmer.
(a) A duty on tapioca will not enable the farmer to sell a single additional

bushel of corn. Our present exportable surplus of corn averages about
950,000,000 pounds. The average tapioca Imports are about 110,000,00t) pounds.
The exportable corn surplus, assuming that tapioca competes with corn pound
for pound, is almost ten times the amount of tapioca imports. The farmer's
market for corn can not be increased by levying a duty on or prohibiting the
Imports of an article which represents almost one-tenth of the exportable
corn surplus. Even if no tapioca came Into the country at all, until the ex-
portable surplus of corn was absorbed, the farmer would not sell an additional
bushel. All he would do would be to change his customer from a foreign to a
domestic customer. His sales would not increase one pound.

(b) There is no relation between the quantity of tapioca imported and the
quantity of corn which the farmer sells to the corn-products manufacturers,
nor is there any relation between the quantity of tapioca Imported and the
price which the farmer receives for his' corn. The figures supporting this state-
ment are set forth on page 0 of the brief subndtted before the House Ways and
Means Committee. Those figures show that in 1928, when tapioca Imports
were the highest in history, the farmer sold the largest quantity of corn to the
corn grinders and received the second highest price In 5 years.

The result of a duty on tapioca, so far as the farmer is concerned, would be
absolutely negligible so far as increasing his sales of corn or the price he gets
for it. The farmer, however, would have to bear the burden of any duty In
the price that he paid for a food tapioca, and for his envelopes, boxes, furniture,
textiles, and all other commodities in which tapioca is an element of manu-
facture. There is, therefore, no conceivable beflefit which can accrue to the
farmer from a duty on tapioca, and there will be without question a demon-
strable Increase In the price he has to pay for the things he needs, and this
is on the assumption that every pound of tapioca imported competes with the
equivalent amount of corn. The facts, however, are quite otherwise, and the
brief filed before the Ways and Means Committee, as well as the Investigations
of the Tariff Commission experts, are conclusive that tapioca and corn, in
the main, are noncompetitive products.

2. The manufacturers of corn products in the United States would not benefit
by a duty on tapioca.

I
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Corn and tapioca are noncompetitive products. One can not be substituted
tor the other, because each, whether It be In foods, textiles, or adhesives, sup-
plies a distinct and different demand. In addition to this, over one-third of
the tapioca imported is used for wood and furniture glues, in which field corn
can not be used at all.

Moreover, there is not the slightest relation between the imports of tapioca,
the amount of corn ground, or the price which the corn-products manufacturers
receive for their cornstarch. The figures supporting this statement are set
forth on pages 8 and 9 of the brief submitted before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee. These figures show, among other things, that the year 1928, the record
year for tapioca imports, was also the record year for the quantity of corn
ground, and was the second highest year with respect to the price which the
corn grinder received for cornstarch. Moreover, tapioca has been on the free
list for 50 years, and in the face of this condition, the quantity of cornstarch
produced has steadily increased. Surely, If these two products were competitive
the domestic Industry could not Increase in the face of increased importations
of tapioca.

3. The manufacturers of corn products in the Unitcd States, even assuming
that tapioca does compete with corn products, are noi entitled to a duty on
tapioca.

That the corn-products industry is not entitled to a duty on tapioca Is conclu-
sively demonstrated by the export situation wi t h respect to cornstarch. Gov-
ernment statistics show that the corn-products manufacturers export annually
twice as much cornstarch as there is tapioca imported. In 1010 the exports of
cornstarch were approximately 50,000,000 pounds. In the face of increasing
tapioca imports, the cornstarch exports In 1927 were more than 240,000,000
pounds. These exports went to 70 different countries In every part of the globe,
Including British India and Japan. In other words, the cornstarch manufac-
turers, who complain that they can not compete with tapioca In the United
States, are, as a matter of fact, competing with tapioca to twice the extent of
tapioca Imports, all over the world. When it is borne in mind that on their
export business the corn-products manufacturers must pay, in addition to their
domestic cost, Insurance, freight, and other charges, it Is almost impossible to
give any credence to their statement that they can not compete in the domestic
market where they have no export expense to add to their domestic cost. It
seems to us that the export statistics oii corn products constitute a complete
answer to the plea of the cornstarch manufacturers for a duty on tapioca.

4. The only result of the imposition of a duty on tapioca will be an increase
in the price to the consumer of all commodities in which tapioca is used.

It has been shown that a duty on tapioca will not sell a single additional
bushel of corn for the farmer nor give him 1 cent more in price. It has also
been shown that tapioca does not compete with corn, and that even, If it did
the corn-products manufacturers successfully compete with tapioca all over the
world to the extent of twice the tapioca imports, and therefore are amply able
to compete with tapioca In the domestic market. The continuous progress and
growth of the corn-products industry In this country In the face of free tapioca
for 50 years Is irrefutable proof that the corn-products manufacturers do not
need a duty on tapioca in order to do business at a substantial profit. The
financial history of the leading cornstarch manufacturers is further evidence
of their ability to compete with tapioca in the United States.

The only real result of the imposition of a duty on tapioca will be that the
consumer, including the farmer, will have to pay more for every commodity in
which tapioca is used. Among these commodities are textiles, paper, furniture,
veneer, food, ink, pianos, envelopes, boxes, and many others. We venture to
press upon the attention of the committee that It is worse than folly to speak
of a duty on tapioca as a farm relief measure, when the only result of such a
duty would be to increase the cost of living to the farmer.

Respectfully submitted.
Adex Manufacturing Co., Passaic, N. J.; Adler Manufacturing Co.,

Louisville, Ky.; Advance Furniture Co., Jamestown, N. Y.;
Algonquin Printing Co., Fall River, Mass.; The Ailing & Cory
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; American Furniture Co., Martinsville, Va.;
American Hair & Felt Co. (Inc.), Newark, N. J.; American
Printing Co., Fall River,- Mass.; The Amoskeag Manufacturing
Co., Manchester, N. H.; Anderson Tuley Co., Memphis, Tenn.;
Arnold, Hoffman & Co. (Inc.), Dighton, Mass.; The Aspinook
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Co., Jewett City, Conn.; Atlas Furniture Co., Jamestown, N. Y.;
Bailey Table Co., Jamestown, -N. Y.; Barber & Perkins Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Bassett Furniture Co., Bassett, Va.; Win. Bus.'
set Furniture Corporation, Martinsville, Va.; Beech-Nut Packing
Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Berlin-Jones Co. (Inc.), New York, N. Y.;
M. H. Birge & Sons Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; The Geo. W. Blabon Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Victor G. Bloede Co., Baltimore, Md.;
C. H. Boley Co. (Inc.), Philadelphia, Pa.; Boston Envelope Co.,
Boston, Mess.; Brewster Gordon Co. (Inc.), Rochester, N. Y.;
Brunswick Balke Collender Co., Chicago, Ill.; Buffalo Envelope
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; F. N. Burt Company (Ltd.), Buffalo, N. Y.;
C. & M. Envelope Co., New York, N. Y.; California Oregon Paper
Co., Los Angeles, Calif.; The Carter's Ink Co., East Cambridge,
Mass.; Cayugo Linen & Cotton Mills (Inc.), Auburn, N. Y.;
Ceylon Spice Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; The Champion Envelope
Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y.; Chautauqua Plywood Cor-
poration, Jamestown, N. Y.; Chicago Starch Co., Chicago, Ill.;
Clarit Stek-O Corporation, Rochester, N. Y.; Charles J. Cohen Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Compound & Pyrono Door Co., St. Joseph,
Mich.; Consolidated Veneer & Panel Co., High Point, N. C.;
Conwango Furniture Co., Warren, Pa.; Crescent Furniture Co.,
Warren, Pa.; Samuel Cupples Envlope Co., New York, N. Y.;
Davis Furniture Corporation, Jamestown, N. Y.; Dennison
Manufacturing Co., Framingham, Mass.; Denny Veneer Co.,
High Point, N. C.; DIU & Collins Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; H. R.
Drake & Sons (Inc.), Palmyra, N. Y.; Durand, McNeil & Horner,
Chicago, Ill.; Dutchess Bleachery (Inc.), Wappinger Falls, N. Y.;
Estey Manufacturing Co., Owosso, Mich.; Empike Case Goods
Co., Jamestown, N. Y.; Eureka Specialty Printing Co., Scranton,
Pa.; E. U. Fairchild Corporation, Rochester, N. Y.; Fancher
Furniture Co., Salamanca, N. Y.; Estate of W. U. Farrington,
East Greenwich, R. I.; Feculose Co. of America, Boston, Mass.;
F. M. Flickinger Co. (Inc.), Rochester, N. Y.; Foster Armstrong
Co., Div. American Piano Co., East Rochester, N. Y.; The R. T.
French Co., Rochester, N. Y.; H. B. Fuller Co., St. Paul, Minn.;
Gaw O'Hara Envelope Co., Chicago, Ill.; General -Paper Goods
Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Globe Bosse World Furni.
tur^ Co., Evansville, Ind.; Gluedtite Panel Co., of Cadillac,
C&:'llac, Mich.; T. R. Goodlatte & Sons (Inc.). Delawanna, N. J.; BRI
Good Luck Food Co. (Inc.), Rochester, N. Y.; The Gray En-
velope Manufacturing Co. (Inc.), Brooklyn, N. Y.; Haberland
Manufacturing Co., Passaic, N. J.; The Hood-Wright Co., Big
Rapids, Mich.; Hardwood Products Corporation, Neenah, Wis.; Th
J. A. Henriebs Envelope Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Henry & were
Henry (Inc.), Buffalo, N. Y.; Healey-Seaver Co., Dorchester, Way
Mass.; Hart Food Stores (Inc.), Rochester, N. Y.; Hill Veneer Final
Co., High Point, N. C.;.Hooker Bassett Furniture Co., Martins- Ifor
ville, Va.; P. H. Haines Knitting Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.; with
Holliston Mills, Norwood Central, Mass.; Hamilton Woolen Co., free
Southbridge, Mass.; Imperial Desk Co., Evansville, Ind.; Im- Th
perial Printing & Finishing Co., Providence, R. I.; B. P. John prodt
Furniture Co., Portland, Oreg.; Jamestown Mantel Co., Fal- tapiol
coner, N. Y.; Jamestown Furniture Market Association. James- i thE
town, N. Y.; Jamestown Panel Co. (Inc.), Jamestown, N. Y.; 1.
Kalamazoo Stationery Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.; Klamer Furniture tical
Co., Evansville, Ind.; Fred Knight, Falconer, N. Y.; Joe Lowe and
Corporation, New York, N. Y.; J. E. Linde Paper Co., New York, prodi
N. Y.; The Louisville Veneer Mills, Louisville, Ky.; Thos. Ley- gums
land & Co. (Inc.), Readville, Mass.; Lawrence Plywood Co., Fall of fin
River, Mass.; David McMeekan Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, respe
N. Y.; McCormick & Co. (Inc.), Baltimore, Md.; Thomas McCabe The
Industries, Salamanca, N. Y.; Mersman Brothers Corporation, seeci
Celina, Ohio.; Monitor Furniture Co., Evansville, Ind.; Minne-
sota & Ontario Paper Co., St. Paul, Minn.; Monarch Nusbaum there
Paper Box Co. (Inc.), Buffalo, N. Y.; W. L. Macomber & Co.,
Boston, Mass.; Millville Manufacturing Co., Mlllville, N. J.;
Martin Dyeing & Finishing Co.. Bridgeton, N. J.; The Magee
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Carpet Co., Bloomsburg, Pa.; C. H. Masland & Sons (Inc.), Car-
lisle, Pa.; Marvel Furniture Co., Jamestown, N. Y.; Maddox
Table Co., Jamestown, N. Y.; Mohawk Plywood Co., Warren, Pa.;
Myrtle Desk Co., High Point, N. C.; Newburgh Bleachery, New-
burgh, N. Y.; . M. & J. S. Nicol (Inc.), Hawthorne, N. J.;
National Tea Company, Chicago, Ill.; Niagara Envelope Manu-
factory (Inc.), Buffalo, N. Y.; The A. C. Norquist Co., James-
town, N. Y.; National Furniture Co., Jamestown, N. Y.; Nypenn
Furniture Co., Warren, Pa.; Pilgrin.Plywood Corporation,
Waterbury, Vt.; Parrish Bros. (Inc.), Baltimore, Md.; Geo. N.
Perry & Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Paramount Furniture Co., Warren,
Pa.; Pacific Mills, Boston, Mass.; Quality Park Envelope Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.;- Rockland Finishing Co., West Haverstraw,
N. Y.; Raynor & Perkins Envelope Co., New York, N. Y.; Russia
Cement Co., Gloucester, Mass.; Reading Paper Mills, Reading,
Pa.; Rochester Packing Co. (Inc.), Rochester, N. Y.; Rochester
Envelope Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Rochester Grocery Co., Rochester,
N. Y.; Steele-Wedeles Co., Chicago, Ill.; John Sexton Co., Chi-
cago, Ill.; Showers Bros. Co., Bloomington, Ind., Sterling Prod-
ucts Co., Evansville,. Ind.; Security Envelope Co., Minneapolis,
Minn.; Sikes Cutler Desk Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.; D. & L.
Slade Co., Boston, Mass.; E. J. Spangler Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
Star Furniture Co., Jamestown, N. Y.; Sterling Fruen Co., Sala-
manca, N. Y.; Sayles Bleacherles, Saylesville, R. I.; The Stein
Davies Co., Long Island City, N. Y.; Stein Hall Manufacturing
Co., Chicago, Ill.; Southbridge Finishing Co., Boston, Mass.;
Tension Envelope Co. (Inc.), Brooklyn, N. Y.; Tasty Making Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.: Thomasville Chair Co., Thomasville, N. C.;
Thomasville Fainiture Co., Thomasvllle, N. C.; U. S. Envelope
Co., Springfield, Mass.; U. S. Finishing Co., New York, N. Y.,
Norwich Conn., Providence, R. I.; Union Paste Co., Boston,
Basss; Union Furniture Co., Jamestown, N. Y.; Wilts Veneer
Co., Richmond, Va.; Waldrich Bleachery, Delawanna, N. J.;
Western Shade Cloth Co., Chicago, Ill.; Waldorf Paper Products
Co., St. Paul, Minn.; Whiting-Patterson Co. (Inc.), Philadelphia,
Pa.; Wolf Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.: Warren Veneer & Panel
Co., Warren, Pa.; and 0. L. Williams Veneer Co., High Point, N.C.

BRIEF OF CERTAIN MANUFACTURERS AND .USERS OF ADHESIVES
MADE FROM TAPIOCA

Therundersigned manufacturers and users of adhesives made from tapioca
were among the signatories of a comprehensive and detailed brief filed before the
Ways and Means Committee on February 23, 1929. The members of the Senate
Finance Committee are, therefore respectfully referred to that brief for general
Information as to the imports and uses of tapioca, the absence of competition
with any domestic product, and the reasons why tapioca should remain on the
free list where it has been for half a century.

The purpose of this brief is to explain and emphasize the importance of tapioca
products in the adhesives industry, and to show how, in this particular industry,
tapioca is an essential basic raw material not competing with any product grown
in the United States.

1. Domestic manufacturers and users of adhesives, gums, and dextrines prac-
tically all make and use, as raw materials, tapioca and starches made from corn
and potatoes. Different varieties of adhesives are made from these different
products, either singly or in conjunction with each other. The users of adhesives,
gums, and dextrines require different types of these products for different kinds
of finished articles. Adhesives made from tapioca, corn, and potatoes produce,
respectively, a different character and kind of adhesive, gum, and dextrine.
The United States Government itself has recognized this in prescribing in its
specifications only tapioca gums for postage stamps and envelopes. Hundreds
of tons are used annually by the Government for these purposes. There is here,
therefore, no competition with adhesives made from other materials such as
corn or potatoes.
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2. Tapioca possesses properties peculiar to itself and which result In certair States
manufacturing advantages not obtainable through the use of adhesives made the ren
from any other product. These may be shortly stated as follows: absorbed

A. Allity to retack, i. e., to stick quickly when moistened, particularly irs Now
the case of stamps and envelopes and other articles requiring almost instant annual]
adhesive qualities- the speed with which the stamp or the flap of the envelope times t
adheres is a vital factor. In this respect tapioca is supreme. Ing agal

B. Taste and purity. Tapioca is free from grit or other impurities, and, in exports
addition, has a decidedly pleasant taste. This, of course, is an outstanding and is made
essential quality which must be possessed by adhesives used on stamps and successf
envelopes, amount

C. Spreiu: It Is Important that any adhesive should spread quickly, evenly foreign
and over a urcat an area as possible. This is of significant usefulness where the dance, fr
spreading is done by machinery. The use of machinery in connection with with thi
adhesives Is constantly and speedily increasing. Tapioca, therefore, Is absolutely able to
essential in the adhesive industry where a quick and even spread is required.

D. Tapioca remains fluid in solution for longer periods than adhesives mad-
from other products. Mucilages and glues, therefore, last longer in the hands
of the consumer without hardening or becoming pasty. The advantage of this Tapia
is so obvious as not to need further discussion. the mas

E. Flexibility: Great flexibility is an essential quality in any adhesive which Tapia
has to stand the strain of bending, such as envelopes, paper boxes, and the like. If ev
Adhesives made from products other than tapioca have 'a tendency to become corn, th
brittle and to crack. Tapioca, on the other hand, does not dry with age nearly export
so quickly as adhesives made from other products, and is therefore able to with. The
stand for a longer period of time the strain of bending and twisting which is annuall
put upon it by box makers and other like manufacturers. It is im

F. Superior adhesiveness: Tapioca is outstanding among all adhesives in with ta
respect of its high adhesive qualities. This particular characteristic is possessed of tapioi
by tapioca in so high a degree that manufacturers of furniture and veneers use A dut
tapioca as a wood glue. It is easily seen, therefore, that, as compared to corn ucts ma
or potatoes, when used on envelopes, boxes, and similar articles, tapioca is vastly the adhf
superior to either of the other two. Respi

3. The manufacturer who uses adhesives is compelled to furnish to the con-
sumer the highest possible quality at the lowest possible price. There is no
other adhesive which can compare to tapioca in those factors which make for
high quality and speed in manufacture. The unique characteristics of tapioca
as an adhesive, outlined above, all combine to produce an article which the
public demands and which the manufacturer can supply at a reasonable price.
The advantages of tapioca adhesives to manufacturers offset the higher price
which the manufacturer must pay for tapioca as against other adhesives. Fur-
thermore, the advantages to the user and consumer of adhesives made from tapi- STATE
oca are so demonstrably clear, and have become so well known, that the manu-
facturer must give these qualities to his merchandise in order to be able to sell It.

4. Domestic manufacturers of adhesives, gums and dextrines furnish to their
custojners the particular articles possessing the particular qualities required by (Th
the consumer. Tapioca furnishes certain of these qualities, corn certain others, mittee.
and potatoes still others. Most adhesive manufacturers make products from
all of these raw materials. It Is Inconceivable, if any one of them possessed Jr.
all of the qualities required by the Industry, that the manufacturers would carry South
and use the others. It must be taken, therefore, as a demonstrated fact that Sena
for certain definite and well-known purposes In connection with the manufacture Mr.
of certain articles tapioca alone meets the demands and requirements of the
trade and of the consumer. Tapioca, therefore, Is not a competitor of adhesives Sena
made from corn.or potatoes. wish t

Two arguments have been advanced by those advocating a duty on tapioca Mr.
In support of their position, namely, (a) that a duty wo:d help the farmer, fine m.
and (b) that a duty would help the manufacturer of corn products.

Approximately twelve to fifteen million pounds of tapioca are used In the business
manufacture of adhesives. The average annual exports of corn are about of the
17,000,000 bushels, or 952,000,000 pounds. Assuming (which Is not the fact) Senai
that tapioca competes with corn in the adhesives industry, the farmer would changed
not benefit even If no tapioca at all were imported into this country. The expor-
table surplus of corn is sixty times the amount of tapioca used in the adhesives Mr.
industry. The sole result of a duty on tapioca would be that the farmer would is madi
change his customers but not Increase his sales. In other words, the farmer
would simply sell twelve to fifteen million pounds of corn more hi the United
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States instead of exporting it. Before he could sell an additional bushel of corn,
the remaining exportable surplus of 937,000,000 pounds would have to be
absorbed by the domestic market.
. Now with respect to the corn-product manufacturers. There are exported
annuaUy approximately 240,000,000 pounds of corn starch. This is sixteen
times the 15,000,000 pounds of tapioca used in the adhesives industry. Assum-
ing again that tapioca competes with corn, the situation still remains that the
exports of corn starch are sixteen times the amount of tapioca of which complaint
is made. In other words, the corn products manufacturers are able to compete
successfully in the markets of the world to the extent of sixteen times the
amount of tapioca used in adhesive industries, and this despite the fact that in
foreign competition they must add to their domestic manufacturing cost insur-
ance, freight, and other charges. If they can so compete throughout the world
with these additional charges, we are at a loss to understand why they are not
able to compete in the domestic market.

CONCLjUSION

Tapioca possesses special and particular characteristics which are essential in
the manufacture of certain adhesives.

Tapioca does not compete with any domestic product.
If every pound of tapioca used in the industry were substituted by a pound of

corn, the farmer would not derive the slightest benefit, for the reason that our
exportable surplus of corn is sixty times the amount of tapioca used.
* The corn products manufacturers export 240,000,000 pounds of corn starch
annually, or sixteen times the amount of tapioca used in the adhesive industry.
It is impossible to believe that if they can compete all over the world not only
with tapioca but with other products, to the extent of sixteen times the amount
of tapioca imported, they can not compete with tapioca in the United States.

A duty on tapioca would not benefit the farmer, to not needed by the corn prod-
ucts manufacturer, and would result only in increasing the cost of production to
the adhesives manufacturers and users of the United States.

Respectfully submitted.
Arnold, Hoffman & Co., Inc., Dighton Mass; Victor G. Bloede Co.

Baltimore, Md.; Chicago Starch o., Chicago, Ill.; Clark Stek-d
Corporation, Rbchester, N. Y.; Healy-Seaver Co Dorchester,
Mass. J. M. & J. S. Nicol, Inc., Hawthorne, N. J. - Russia Ce-
ment bo. Gloucester, Mass.; The Stein Davies Co., Long Island,
City, N Y. Stein-Hall Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.; Union
Paste Co.. Boston, Mass.

STATEMENT OF .3. B. STRYKER, REPRESENING THE PERKINS
GLUE CO., LANSDALE, PA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-m~ittee.
Mr. LYRER. I represent the Perkins Glue Co., Lansdale, Pa., and

South Bend, Ind.
Senator WATSoN. What is the Perkins Glue Co.I
Mr. PERKINS. Manufacturers of vegetable wood-glue.
Senator WATSON. Now, Mr. Stryker, make any statement you

wish to make.
Mr. STRYKER. First of all, I want to say that I am going to con-

fine my remarks on cassava to vegetable wood glue. That is our
business. And I do not pretend to know a great deal about some
of the other phases entering into it.

Senator WATSON. Do you use the words cassava and tapioca inter.
changeably?
. Mr. Smywo. Cassava is the root from which the eatable tapioca

is made, from which the ground tapioca is made. Ground tapioca
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comes into this country and -is used for cattle. Last year large
quantities came in.

About 25 or 30 years ago we tried 0 raise cassava in Florida, but
we lost almost $300,000 in the attempt.

Senator HARRISON. Where was that and when was it ?
Mr. STRywu. In Florida. We started in 1896. We continued to

try to raise it for four years. It can not be raised there. The season
is too short.

Senator SHoRTRIDo. What is the general appearance of the cas.
sava plant?

Mr. SmYnu. It is like a large, overgrown sweet potato. It is
about that long and about that big around (illustrating].

Senator WATSON. Wasn't there an experimentation made in Cali.
fornia on one occasion?

Mr. STYKER. 'I understand so.
Senator HAmusoN. Was it a failure?
Mr. STmYxE. It was in California and also in Mississippi.
Senator HARRsoN. In Mississippi also?
Mr. STRKE. In neither of those places was it a success.
Senator HAmUsoN. I am surprised that it was not a success inMississippi.
Senator SHORTRIOE. You tried it in Mississippi and also in Cali.

fornia?
Mr. STYER. Yes.
Senator SHORTmIDu. In what section of Mississippi did you

plant it?
Mr. STRYKER. It was planted around Bixoli, Miss., by one of the

agricultural Government men, whose name I have forgotten.
Senator Snoirnmo. I do not see why it can not be raised there.

I believe it can be; and I think there are other reasons. I think it
is a question of 16 or 20 cents a day that you pay for labor in Java.
Hasnt that something to do with it?

Mr. STRYKER. Who pays that in Java?
Mr. Snoitvrrmon. Well, I am assuming that is so. My question

assumes that that is so.
What is the wage scale over in Java?
Mr. STYKum. We pay 60 Dutch cents a day in Java.
Senator SHORTRIDO. How much does that equal in American

currency ?
Mr. STRm. Practically 25 cents.
Senator SHoRTRWOGE. Twenty-five cents a day ?
Mr. STRYmm. Yes, sir.
Senator SoRTHwDE. How much do you have to pay in Mississippi

for like labor ?
Mr. STRYKE. I do not know.
Senator Sioimou.. It would not be 25 cents a day, would it?
Mr. STRYKER. I knOW that in Florida you can get all the labor

you want for $1.75 or $2 a day.
Senator SHow rooE. That is not 25 cents. There is a little differ.

ence between 25 cents and $1.75.
Mr. STRYR. Yes; there is; but you overlook the fact that it

takes at least five Java coolies to do the work.
Senator SHoRTRwE. It takes what?



Mr. S'RYOt. At least five Java coolies to do the work of one
Florida negro; and if it did not sound like an exaggeration I would
say 8 or 10. But that sounds like too much of an exaggeration.

Senator SHomwmm . Why? Incompetency?
Mr. Snytw. Yes. They. averaged about 110 pounds each in

weight.
Senator SoRTRmOE. What are the hours of labor in Java?
Mr. STRYKER. Eight and nine hours.
Senator SHommmE. Twenty-five cents a day?
Mr. STRmm. Twenty-five cents a day. If you multiply that by

five it becomes $1.25.
Senator SHORTiOE. Do you mean to tell us here seriously of

course, that the Javanese working in the cassava field getting 25
cents a day-that it takes five of them to do the same amount of
work that a colored man or a white man perform in Florida or in
California ?

Mr. STRYKE. That is exactly the thought I want to get across.
Senator SHOETRIDOE. Well, I hear it.
Senator HAmusoN. As I understand it, it is not a question of the

difference in cost of labor but it is just impossible to produce it in
this country ?

Mr. SRYKER. It can not be produced here. It takes 15 months to
16 months free from frost to make a crop. In Florida, or down in
your country, Senator, as yoti probably know, you do not have 15 or
16 months.

Senator WATSON. Did you try to raise it in California?
Mr. STRYKEn. No. But we were in touch with some people there.
Senator WATSON. Did anybody try to raise it in California?
Mr. Si'Yxx. At that time they did.
Senator SHORTEwIE. In what section of the State?
Mr. STxymm. I do not remember offhand.
Senator SHoIRTDOE. We have territorially a very large State.

Take Imperial County, and much of it is below the sea and very hot.
Does it require a high temperature to raise cassava?

Mr. SRYKER. A rather high temperature and continously hot day
by day.

Senator SnoTRmIDE. Do you know whether they have made any
effort to raise this particular plant in Imperial County Calif.?

Mr. STRYKER. Iodin-under the impression they did, but I would
not make that statement. I. know they have tried it in California.
We were in touch with the people at that time, but I have forgotten
the location.

Senator WATSON. You own a plantation in Java?
Mr. STmRx. We own about 9,000 acres.
Senator WATSON. And you produce your stock there and ship it

to the United States?
Mr. STRYKER. One-third of what we use here we grow in Java,

and two-thirds of it we buy there.
Senator WATSON. And you ship your products to your plants?
Mr. STRYKER. We ship' the floor to Philadelphia and use it there.
Senator WATso.N. To Philadelphia?
Mr. STRYKER. Yes.
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Senator WATSON. What do you do at your Sound Bend plant Mr.
Mr. STSmn. We do the same. Senate
Senator HKAmusd. You do not use any corn at all I Mr.
Mr. STRyo. During the war there was an embargo placed by sented

the Government on shipments of this country to save cargo space. Senat
This embargo was placed by the Government to save cargo spa% starch
and we were compelled to look for substitutes and we tried corn, Mr.
but we could not make a success of it. Not only have we tried corn Senat
to make vegetable wood glue, but the Corn Products chemists them. did lie
selves have tried for a long time to do it. Mr.1

And I would like to read into the record what Doctor Wagner a Senat
ex-chemist, said about it; in fact, he was more than that, he was piant starch
superintendent, and had worked for them for a number of years. He he is no
was quite a capable man. I would like to read what he stated in an is it no
affidavit. This is from the record before the committee in the Housew, Mr. f
the Ways and Means Committee in regard to this matter. Senate

I am familiar, in particular, with cornstarch and with tapioca flour, and been w:
have been actively engaged, from time to time, in efforts aimed at replace Mr. .
tapioca flour with cornstarch. These efforts or, rather, the failures accon). Senat,
paying these efforts, and the experience hereinafter set forth have convlnce4 tapioca
me that, excepting perhaps a few isolated instances, cornstarch and tapoo point t
starch are not competitive articles of commerce.

The absence of competition is strikingly shown in the case of vegetable glue, Mr. I
Notwithstanding thoroughgoing endeavors to produce vegetable glue from people -
sources other than tapioca, the latter remains to this day the only amylaceons Senat
material from which a first-class vegetable glue can be obtained. Mr.

My own attempts and practical experience bear out this assertion in every
particular.

Next to vegetable glue, its principal use Is as an article of food, and, again, and he
tapioca flour satisfies a demand which can not be filled by cornstarch. As peo. employe
pie prefer white bread to coarse, wheat bread to rye, and vice versa, so many Mr.
people prefer dishes made from tapioca to those made from other starched.
Aside from that, however, certain tapioca products, such as sago, can not be Senat
made from cornstarch, and in making the assertion I am guided by practical Mr. F
and personal experience. While with the Corn Products Refining Co. though, Senat
many years ago, experiments were carried on at their Waukegan, IlL, plant think if
and the production of marketable sago from corn was pursued for a consider.
able period of time. Even though we had the advantage of competent cooper so in thi
tion by a foreign chemist with special knowledge of the art, our efforts came Seiiat(
to naught and had to be abandoned ultimately. That is

'The third largest use of tapioca is found In the textile industry. It Is Mr. E
frequently claimed by producers .of cornstarch that It is interchangeable
with tapioca flour. This is not a fact. While cornstarch is preponderantly the Senat
starch most used in heavy sizings for ordinary cotton fabrics, "gray goods," an affidc
it can not be used in the finishing of quality goods, where a fine, a "velvety" M r. '
touch and smoothness are essential requirements. That tapioca is indis- Senat,
pensable for such purpose Is also evidenced by the fact that the leading finish.
ing mills carry cornstarch and tapioca, side by side, in their stock rooms, and facts.
since this branch of industry is not wanting for competent management, it Mr. E
stands to reason that a manager would not tie up his working capital in number
stocking two articles-unless important different purposes were served by each. Senate

Senator CONNALLY. You say he is a former chemist of the Corn be the e
Products Co.? Mr. S'

Mr. Smy nc . Yes, sir. Senate
Senator CONNALLY. For whom is he working now? Mr. 5'
Mr. STR'ym. A consulting qihemist, I understand. He is presi- add a b

dent of the Chemists' Club, in New York. industrie
Senator CONNALLY. Is he working with the tapioca or glue people rather se

now? Senate
Java pla



Mr. STRYKER. Not to my knowledge.
Senator CONNALLY. For whom did he appear in the hearings?
Mr. STRYKER. He appeared for the same people that are repre-

sented by the list that Mr. Strasser referred to.
Senator CONNALLY. In other words he was formerly with the corn-

starch people but is now with the tapioca people?
Mr. STRYKER. No, he is not with them.
Senator CONNALLY. He appeared here representing their interests,

did lie not?
Mr. STRYKER. He is acting as a general research chemist.
Senator CONNALLY. If the fact he was formerly with the corn-

starch people is a recommendation as to his testimony, the fact that
he is now with the tapioca people is an equal offset on the other side,
is it not?

Mr. SYicim. It might appear that way.
Senator CONNALLY. YOU stated the fact that he had formerly

been with the cornstarch people as giving weight to his testimony.
Mr. STYKER. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. The fact that he is now working with the

tapioca people is an offset to that; so I do not see that there is any
point to be made of that.

Mr. STRYKER. I understand that his total work for the tapioca
people today does not constitute 1 per cent of his work.

Senator SITiO IDOE. But he appeared supporting your contention?
Mr. STRYKER. He did.
Senator CONNALLY. He was paid and had a fee for appearing,

and he represented them like a lawyer; that is true, is it not? You
employed him to come down here and do this, or your interests did?

Mr. STRYKER. I did not.
Senator CONNALLY. Other people did?
Mr. STRYKER. Other people did.
Senator CONNALLY. So that does not discredit him at all, but I

think if the interests will influence him in one case it is apt to do
so in the other case as well.

Sexiator SHORTID E. On the theory that his client is always right.
That is the lawyer's theory, isn't it'?

Mr. STRYKER. I presume so.
Senator HARRISON. That does not go so far as to justify making

an affidavit.
Mr. STRYKER. He made it under oath.
Senator SuORmIDoE. He is expressing his opinion rather than

facts.
Mr. STRYKER. Expressing his opinion based upon facts and a

number of years' experimental work that he had done.
Senator WATSON. Now, answer this question, please. What would

be the effect of this tariff on tapioca business in the United States?
Mr. STRYicEt. In my judgment it would add an intense burden.
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Upon whom?
Mr. STRYKER. In the use of tapioca flour for wood glue it would

add a burden to the cost of four hundred to five hundred and odd
industries that are now using it in glue and who are already having
rather serious trouble.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Would it be a burden upon you and your
Java plantation ?
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Mr. STRYiER. It would be serious, because cornstarch is not a sub.
stitute, as I have said before, for cassava.

Senator SHoTmRIO. I don't care whether it is or not. Would it custc
be a burden upon your Java plantation? gue

Mr. SRYKE. It would be a burden upon our business, in that we S
could not supply our customers at all with an A-i vegetable glue. M

Senator SHoRTnIDOE. It would not work an embargo, would itt Se
You would continue to cultivate your fields there and ship your Peop
tapioca to AmericaI M

Mr. STRYKER. No. Se

Senator SHORTRIDOE. Charging, perhaps, an additional price. tariff
,Mr. STRYKER. No. that
Senator SHOlTRiDE.. No? M
Mr. STRYKER. No. Sei

Senator SHORTRWOE. Would you abandon your field of operations M
there? Sei

Mr. STRYKER. We probably should; yes, sir. You
Senator SIIORTRIDGE. Probably coul? Ite t
Mr. STRYKER. Probably should. t

Senator SHORTRIDOE. Other nations buy that product, do they cut
not? you

Mr. STRYKER. We are not interested in the export of it, generally. Mr

It is not a particularly profitably commodity as such. But the main Ser
question, I think, you are losing sight of, which is that cornstarch arrive
will not do the work. Do y

Senator SHORTRIDOE. That is another proposition entirely. to p

Senator HAuusoN. I would like to ask you this question: When Ar
did you go into this business in Java? Were you in that business rml
before you were in the glue business in this country? .invol

Mr. STRYKEm. No, sir. of caf
Senator HARRISON. Did you go into that business incidental to your total

glue business here? appea
Mr. STRYKE. We did. whate
Senator HARRISON. For the reason that you could not produce this more

cassava in this country and you had to have this particular ingre. Sen
dient, and that is why you went down there? tapio

-Mr. STRYKER. That is the reason. suppl
Senator WATSON. Now I want to ask you this question: Is it Mr.

your theory that the tarid here proposed would act as an embargo to Sen
shut out all tapioca from the United States? Mr.

Mr. STRYKER. What amount? Sen
Senator WATSON. Whatever is brought in. Mr.
Senator CONNALLY. He means what amount of tariff. Sen
Senator SHOIRUDOGE. Would it amount to an embargo? That i dear

the question. Mr.
Mr. STRYKR. No; not altogether, in my opinion. It would cer. Sen

tainly reduce the amount brought in. State
Senator WATSON. Why would it? Mr.
Mr. STRYKER. How much I do not know. Seni
Senator WATSON. Take glue, for instance. You manufacture gl, they

do you not? Mr.
Mr. STRYKiE. Yes, sir, where
Senator WATSON. You could not use something else il tilt! iIiic Seni

of tapioca? glue?
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Mr. SmnyxK. I estimate that for probably 2 per cent of our
customers to-day we could use corn. For the other 98 per cent the
glue could not be made.

Senator VATSON. Then you have to have tapioca?
Mr. STRYKER. Yes; we have to have it.
Senator WATSON. Tapioca would still be grown in Java and the

people here must have it?
Mr. STRYKE. Yes.
Senator WATSON. Then you would continue to import it, and the

tariff, whatever it might be, would be a tax, and you would pass
that on to the consumer; you would not close your factories?

Mr. STRYKER. We would.
Senator W&ATsoN. You would continue to import it?
Mr. STRYKER. We would up to a point.
Senator WATSON. Certainly, you would continue to import it.

You would continue to use it for glue or sizing, or whatever purpose
it is used for, for which cornstarch can not be substituted. Then
the tariff would be a tax because there is no home competition to
cut down the price and the consumer would ultimately pay it and
you would pass it on. Isn't that true?

Mr. STRYKER. We would pass it on, certainly.
Senator WATSON. But you would not quit business. Now, having

arrived at that conclusion, will you answer this question, please?
Do you believe it would or would not help the American farmer
to put on this tariff?

Mr. STRYKE. I can not, for the life of me, see where the American
farmer gets 1 cent benefit out of it. The proportional amounts
involved appear to me to be far too great a difference. The amount
of cassava brought in in total as compared with the corn crop, the
total amount grown and the amount used by the wet corn grinders,
appears to me to be so small that there would be no difference
whatever. There is no new element entering into this argument any
more than there was in 1909. in 1903, and 1922.

Senator WATSON. In other words, there are certain uses to which
tapioca can be put and for which it can be used that can not be
supplied by any American products.

Mr. STRYKER. Absolutely.
Senator VATSON. By any of the products of corn?
Mr. STRYKER. Yes, sir.
Senator WATsoN. That is true.
Mr. STRYKER. Yes.
Senator VATsON. And therefore, it would not create a greater

demand for corn if tapioca were shut out altogether.
Mr. STRYKER. In my estimation it would not.
Senator HARRISON. What per cent of the glue in the United

States does your concerns produce?
Mr. STRYKER. I imagine we are making about 40 per cent.
Senator HAPiISON. Do you supply the Government with the glue

they use on the envelopes?
Mr. STRYKE. No, sir; that is an adhesive gum known as dextrin,

whereas we make a wood glue exclusively.
Senator CONNALLY. Will animal glues serve the purposes of wood

glue?



Mr. STRYKER. Originally the use to which this vegetable glue is
put now while served-by animal glue, but on account of a shortage of
stocks the world over to make animal glue the price got so high that
the industry in this country-the 400 or 500 industries I speak of-.
would be greatly handicapped. And by this time the hide-&lue
people, or some of them, told me there would not be enough of bide.
glue stocks to supply it.

Senator CONNALLY. As you say, this tariff would shut out tapi.
oca. I was wondering if it would not stimulate the animal glue

Mr. S immyg. The animal-glue people have about as much business
as they can supply now with their available supply of raw material.
There is a shortage all over the world of hide stocks to-day, and the
price of animal glue has already risen very much because of that. •

Senator CONNALLY. What is hide glue now used for, or animal
glue?

Mr. STYKER. For joint work in making furniture.
Senator CONNALLY. That is woodwork.
Mr. SmTR . Yes; that is woodwork. Our work is confined prac.

tically altogether to fiat or veneer work, such as veneer on automo-
biles, radio cabinets, and that class of work.

Senator CONNALLY. In other words, animal glue is the superior
and stronger glue than vegetable glue.

Mr. STRYKER. We do not admit that.
Senator CONNALLY. You say the animal glue is still used for joints,

although it is high. That is, where the stress comes, of course.
Mr. STRYKE. That is because the body of the vegetable glue is

much heavier than animal glue, and it can not be applied with the
brush. Vegetable glue is applied altogether with machinery.

Senator WATsoN. I asked you about corn a little while ago. Ani.
mal glue can be substituted for tapioca glue, can it not ?

Mr. S YKER. Yes.
Senator WATsoN. If they were able to be obtained at the same

prices, in your judgment, which would be used, animal glue or
tapioca glue?

Mr. STVRYKER. Tapioca glue would be used, for the reason that in
using animal glue it always has to be very hot. The glue room has
to be kept warm. It does not keep readily overnight, and it has a
number of disadvantages. Vegetable glue can be made up to-day and
used three or four days hence. It can be Used in a cold room, and no
hot coils are necessary to be put in' So I think there is no doubt in
my mind on that question.

Senator SHORTRDmo. Mr. Strasser, as I understood him, gave it as
his opinion that this proposed tariff would work practically an em.
bargo upon the importation of tapioca from Java. That is not your
position is it?

Mr. 9TRYKER. No, sir; it is not my position that it would work
practically an embargo.

There is another point in the argument df the Corn Products
people-that they can replace tapioca to make vegetable glue. Within
two months' time representatives of the Corn Products Co. solicited
our business to sell us, if possible, cornstarch. But they admitted,
without any argument whatever, that unless we found a way to
make vegetable glue out of their cornstarch that it could not be used.
Those were their own people.
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ue is Senator WATSON. You say it can not be doneI
ge of Mr. STRYRE. I say it can not be done, except in a very small per-
that centage of cases, and then it makes an inferior article, which is used
of-. for the cheapest class of gluing, and it makes an inferior joint at

-qlue the same time.
Another point as to the importations: Last year some spokes.

man for the Corn Products Refining Co. stated 176,000,000 pounds
ta 1. of cassava product had been brought in in 1928.

ue Senator WatsoN. You do not convert tapioca into food products at
sinew all, do ou Ieria Mr. STRYRE. Not at all.

Ld the Some spokesman for the Corn Products Refining Co. stated 176,-

000,000 pounds of cassava had been brought in in 1928, but he failed
nimal to state that 51,000,000 pounds out of that 176,000,000 pounds was

cattle food that was brought in and used by the farmers of the
country. Whether he proposed to tax them for their own cattle food
or not I do not know.

prac. lThe statement has been made that the importations are increasing
tom rapidly. The figures of the United States Department of Commercedo not show that.

erior Our opponents have taken the year 1921 and said 54,000,000 poundscame in.
Senator SHORTMRDOL What year?
Mr. STRYHR 1921.
Senator SHoTmRiD. How much?

lue is Mr. STRYKm. Fifty-four millions.
Senator SHORTRIE. There was not. It was 50,458 450Mr. STaYHE. In 1928, 176,000,000. This cattle fooa did not come

in in any quantity worth while prior to 1928. So that leaves
125,000,000 pounds in 1928.

And I would like to read into the record the Department of Com-
merce figures of imports. I will give them in round numbers, leav-se o ing off the thousands. In 1919, they are 99,000,000 pounds; in 1920
104,000,000 pounds; in 1921, 54,000,000 pounds; in 1922, 95,000,030
pounds; in 1928, 101,000,000 pounds; in 1924, 89,000,000 pounds; in

im 9i5, 124,000,000 pounds; in 1926, 109,000,000 pounds; in 1927,
mhas a 116,000,000 pounds- and in 1928 176,000,000 pounds, less, however,

h 1,000,000 pounds for cattle food, which was not impoorted, except
*y and to a very slight extent, in any previous year.

Lnd Do Senator HARmsoN. Can you tell from the customs receipts just
ubt in what was used for cattle f6od? I am wondering how you get that

01,000,000 pounds.
m e. Senator SHoRnm. What year was that?

yn Senator HARRsoN. In 1928.
y Mr. SmYimm. The Customs Department does not keep separate
records of different commodities made from cassava, but this haswork not been coming into the country in previous years except in very
small quantities. And upon investigation it was found that it wasdutsin being used as cattle food, and it is entirely different in texture and

, 7itd general principles.
c Senator HAmusoN. Merely an estimate.

nitt Mr. STRiK=. So it is easily identified.

3 used.I
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Senator HARRISON. But that is an estimate, is it not? - and t
Mr. STRYKES. It is an estimate, but I think it is quite approxi. to rea

mately correct. to r
Senator WATSON. Where did you get your figures, Mr. Stryker? I and
Mr. STRYHER. These figures I read here are from the United States anyh

Department of Commerce. a di

Senator WATso They do not tally at all with the Tariff Com. same
mission figures I fren

Senator SHORTHiDE. Not at all. make
Senator WATSON. How much of a discrepancy is there? Mr.
Senator SHORTRiDOE. May I read into the record this statement, Sen

and then we will determine which of the two statements is correct. Mr.
The division of agricultural products and provisions of the United Stateo 4 cent

Tariff Commission from the statistics of the United States Department of Sen
Commerce for the year 1928 In regard to tapioca importations as follows: pounc
Tapioca, 13,033,226 pounds; tapioca flour, 128,521,808 pounds; cassava- not

That is cattle food, isn't it? not?
Mr.

Mr. STRYmm. Yes, sir. assess
Senator SHoirrmvon (reading): Sen

29,660,585 pounds, making a total of 171,215,709 pounds. kind
Senator HARRISON. Is that for 1928? it wol
Senator SHoITmoE. Yes, Senator. No
Senator WATSON. Twenty-nine million used for cattle food? of the
Senator SHOTRIDGE. That is included, Senator. Mr.
Senator HARISON. There is a difference between the two of Sen

56,000,000 and 29,000 000 rocki
Senator WATSON. 7es.[
Mr. STx, . I think probably part of that comes about by the

fact that I understand the Department of Commerce has to work SeU1
this out from the information they get from the Customs Department, Mr.
and it is not always clear. squar

Senator SHORTIDmG Well, I don't know about it. These figures, I Sen
am warranted in stating, are from the Department of Commerce rn
and are supposed to be authoritative and correct. poun

Senator HARmsoN. He read from the Department of Commerce, moreture
but I do not understand where those figures come from. woulc

Senator SHOR TIOE. I do not understand it either. . Mr.
Senator HARRISON. Of course, if we had a juggling of figures up w1 n

at the Department of Commerce I would like to know about it. I
never heard that charge brought against that department while Mr. Sen
Hoover was in charge of it. in hi

Senator WATSON. No, I don't think so. There may be a variation rouh
because some times they use the calendar year and some times the r.
fiscal year. But that wouldn't interfere with your argument in any from
way, or the point of your argument. Sen

Mr. S&RYrKm. As a matter of fact, I don't think it makes any Mr.
difference whether it id 56,000,000 or 29,000,000. Sen

Starch is a very old article, and if it had been possible for some Mr.
one to work out a vegetable glue from it, it would have been done. 4cassa'
Corn Products people and German chenusts have been working on Sen
it. The German chemists have been working on it for generations, Auss

quant:
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and the Corn Products people for a number of years and it stands
to reason that if they could have done it, they woula have done it
and would not have waited until to-day. I do not think there is
anything new in the argument excepting that it is brought under
a different guise at the present time. But basically I think the
same reasons are prevailing to-day that caused it to be left on the
free list in 1909, in 1913, and in 1922.

Senator WATSON. Let me ask you this question: The glue you
make is used in making wood furniture?

Mr. SaYK m. It is; es, sir.
Senator WATSON. What do you get per pound for that?
Mr. STymm. We make several different grades, and we get from

4 cents to 7 cents a pound, or 414 cents to 7 cents a pound.
Senator WATSON. If you had to pay this duty of 21/2 cents a

pound that would make your glue cost that much more, would it
not?

Mr. Snymr . It would cost exactly the equivalent of the duty
assessed upon it.

Senator WATSON. Yes; because there is no competition of any
kind here, and you would simply pay the tariff, and in that case
it would be a tax and then you would pass it on.

Now, how much would that add, in your judgment, to the price
of the furniture in which that glue is used?

Mr. STsmvm. Well, I have never figured it out.
Senator WATSON. Could you figure it out, for instance, taking a

rocking chair? Do you use any kind of glue in chairs like this
[indicating] ?

M' STYra. No; it is used mostly on flat work and flat veneers.
Senator WATSON. IS there any way of telling how much that

would add to the price of a case of furniture?
Mr. STmYmn. It is very difficult, because it is all figured upon a

square-foot basis.
Senator WATSON. The expert here says there were 40,000,000

pounds used last year, and 21/2 cents would make a million dollars
more on glue alone. Now, that added, to the price of all the furni-
ture in which that glue is used would not be consequential,
would it?
,Mr. STRYxKE. Well, I should say it would be consequential in a

way- The people would pay the price.
Senator WATSON. I just wantedtoget your view of it.
Senator SHorTenmE. How much of the product of Java coming

in here during last year did you import? What percentage,rou phly I
Wr. STRYKE. Of the total imports of cassava products coming in

from Java last year?
Senator SHORTIDOF.. Yes; that you imported.
Mr. STRyw.i Or the flour?
Senator SHORTEIDGE. As a producer in Java, as an exporter.
Mr. STRYwo. I understand but are you speaking here upon the

cassava, products or cassava four only?
Senator SHoETim. I was proceeding to develop a few facts.

Assuming there was imported into- the United States a certain
quantity of tapioca, including both kinds, and that a tariff had
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been imposed of 21/2 cents, and it was figured that it would yield M
a revenue to the Government of_$4,280,000. Now, how much did yOu' Se
import? What percentage of the total did you importl at all

Mr. STYxx. We imported of the total probably 15 per cent.$
Senator SHoRTEmGE. 1Probably 15 per cent?
Mr. STmYu Probaby 15 per cent. M
Senator SHonrnmE. ow many acres have you in Javal Se
Mr. SnmmR. Nine thousand acres. M
Senator SHormrncm. As to the wages paid there for employees Sei

you have stated they were about 25 cents a day. Is that correct? Miss
Mr. Snmum That is correct. you
Senator SHorIDm Now, if a tariff were imposed have you any ca,

way by which you can regulate the cost of your production in Java? Mr
Mr. STmYwnn None whatever. attem
Senator SHOmuETD Who fixes the price of labor there? Se
Mr. Smrmu The people hiring them. Mr
Senator SHomm Is there anything in the nature of our unions Se

or organizations of workmen whereby they can in some degree fix Mr
the rice of their labor in Java? Se

a . SEYimR. Not in agricultural lines. The only unions there Mr
are in the railway men's unions and the printers' union. Unions and t
are starting there much the same as they started in this country. Ser

Senator SHOEtIME. Frankly, if a tariff were imposed and you eond
had to pay it here at the customs house, you would endeavor to Mr
reduce the cost of production, would you not? You

Mr. STRYmm. We feel we have already done as much as possible. grow
Senator SHOWTDOE. I mean yonder in the islands. You would grow

endeavor to reduce the cost of production, would you not? amou
Mr. S=YE We probably should. of th
Senator SHormynoL And you would succeed, would you not? the s
Mr. Sm rmm. I doubt it very much. Flori'
Senator SHORTRIDGE. So, in the end, you would come out above an ac

even? Don't you think you wouldf Don't you think you would re- three-
duce your cost of production in Java so as to about absorb the Se,
tariff that you would pay here at the customs house? island

Mr. Sm . Not by a long shot. Mr
Senator SHoTrIumF. You thiqk not. has'
Mr. ST ru. This article is only selling for around 2.75 now. Ama
Senator SHoRTmIDGE. You do not get the point of my question. differ

You pa 25 cents a day for labor in Java? Sein
Mr. Syrmm. Yes. ing'
Senator Snoimnmoa. And you are an exporter there and here in all

you are an importer. If you had to pay a tariff here on the article Mr
in question, would you not and could you not adjust yourselves so Ser
as to not lose a cent? Mr

Mr. STmYKm. No, sir. It would be impossible. Ser
Senator SHORTHImE. You could not reduce the wages in Jave? Mr
Mr. STRYKEE. No, sir. the I
Senator SnomrmoR. You could not do that? Sen
Mr. STmYK . No, sir. Mr.
Senator SHORUIDGE. You still hold to the theory that it takes five Sem

Javanese to do the work of one white man or -one colored man in Mr.
this country?
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Mr. STRYKER. Absolutely; because I have worked both of them.
Senator SHORTRIDOE. But you think wages do not cut any figure

at all? In Mississippi, in Florida, or in California you would pay
$1.75 or $2 or perhaps a little more .or less for farm labor, would
you?

Mr. STRYKER. Yes.
Senator SHORTRIDOE. And 25 cents yonder?
Mr. STRYKER. Yes.
Senator SHonnuToDE. Isn't it the price of labor here in America, in

Mississippi, or in California, that enters into this problem, and while
you do not endeavor to develop the raising of cassava here in Amer-
ica, isn't it the price of labor, to get right down to it?

Mr. STRYKER. Absolutely not, sir. We lost almost $300,000 in Cihe
attempt, sir.

Senator SHORTHiDGE. Where?"
Mr. STRYKER. In Florida.
Senator SHORTRnDE. What part of Florida I
Mr. STyKER. At Lake Mary.
Senator SHoTnmoE. How many years did you carry on?
Mr. STRYKER. Four years; and we lost our shirts and our socks,

and then some.
Senator SHORTwDO . What was the trouble? Was it the climatic

conditions?
. Mr. STRYKER. Absolutely. You can not grow cassava as a crop.
You can grow it as a nice garden plant and all that, but you can not
grow it as a commercial crop unless it is free from frost over its
growing period, which is 15 or 16 months. It has to have a certain
amount of rainfall, and that rainfall must come at certain seasons
of the year, and it must have a certain amount of sunshine; and
the soil itself must have some strength in it. And, as you know,
Florida soil and Mississippi soil does not give that. We spent $30
an acre for fertilizer in Florida and we got an average of one and
three-fifths tons of root in Florida.

Senator SHORTro.. Is this plant grown in any of the other
islands?

Mr. STRYxEn. It is grown all over the world in the tropics. It
has been grown for centuries. It has been grown all over South
America for centuries. It is a native of Brazil. And there are no
different conditions now than there were for 25 years.

Senator SHOERIM E. That is very interesting. I have heard noth-
ing here but about Java producing cassava. You say it is raised
in all of the tropical countries?

Mr. STYKER. All over the world.
Senator CONNALLY. And in the Philippines?
Mr. STRYKE. It is raised there.
Senator SHORTRM . To any considerable extent?
Mr. STRYKER. Just how much I do not know. It is the food of

the Brazilians. It takes the place of wheat in Brazil.
Senator SHowmIDoE. The climate in Brazil is not like that of Java?
Mr. STYKER. Some parts of it are very much the same.
Senator SHoRTRDOE:. What part of Brazil has the Java climate?
Mr. SmRYKR. From Rio on up.
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Senator SHoRTrmoE. Is that section of the country free from or
frosts for 10 or 15 months? the

Mr. STRYKER. Absolutely. i
Senator Snonmmno. And in Africa, too? it
Mr. STRYKER. It is on both sides of the Equator, north and south, D

and naturally free from frosts. Mal
Senator SHORTRIDGE. Near the Equator all around the world you all

will find cassava production? ad,
Mr. STRYKER. Within a distance north and south of the Equator of

of 800 to a thousand miles. can
Senator CONNALLY. Is that what we call the bread fruit of the

Tropic s
Mr. STRYKER. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. You said they used it for making bread.
Mr. STRYKER. No. That is another vegetable. f
Senator SHORTRmEo. Is there any export tariff from Java?
Mr. STRYKER. Not at present.
Senator SHOETRIDGE. Why do you use that phrase "not at

present"1 DO

Mr. STRY _ . There is talk of one being put on. The Govern.
ment is considering putting an export tariff on it.

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Do you ship anything to Java?
Mr. STRYKER. Nothing; no, sir. Plat
Senator WATSON. What do you pay yoult laboring people in the

United States, in your factories?
Mr. STRYKER. They average about $4.25 per day.
Senator WATSON. hey al belong to the union, do they? sgo
Mr. STrER. As it happens, none of them do. cor
Senator WATSON. They do not Ion
Mr STRYKER. We have never had an trouble with them.
Senator WATSON. YOu can reduce the price of wages so as to

reduce the price of your products, could you not? it n(
Mr. STRYKER. We would hate awfully to have to try it.
Senator SHoTImDE. You might reduce your dividends somewhat
Mr. STRYKER. Well, that would be one way. oorp

.Senator HARRISON. What you would do would be to pass on what. por
ever you paid to the customhouse to the consumer?

Mr. STRYKER. We would have to. There is no other way to do it
Senator SnonTnmou. I do not agree to that. That is all the argue.

ment we have had here. Let the manufacturers come down a little
bit.

Senator CONNALLY. In Java besides your plantation, do you have
production.plants or something that makes this up into flour?

Mr. STRYKER. We have the grinding plants. They grind it up in M
flour and ship it out. X

Senator CONNALLY. How much of an investment do you have in
Java?

Mr. STRYKER. About $45D,000.
Senator C ONNALLY. Including the plantation and the mill, e

$450,000. M
Senator SnonTEmI . You went to Java legitimately for the pur- S

pose of producing this article and shipping it either to yourselves



ri or to other purchasers, of course, in the hope of making moneyXo• thereby I
Mr. SRYmm. We also expected to get a more uniform product.

It was not a question altogether of making more money or saving
uth, money. A number of varieties of this cassava flour came on to the

market, good, bad, and indifferent, and we had difficulty to get at
all times as much of the one quality as we required. It was one
advantage we hoped to get in going there, that we could get more

ator of that quality more readily. Another thing, the speculative element
came into it somewhat. We hoped to eliminate that speculative
element.Senator SHoREmmo. Just as a matter of information, what other
foreigners are in Java engaged in the raising of this cassava?

Mr. STRIYKER. No others. We are the only ones there.
Senator CONNALLY. Is your company a separate corporation for

Java, a subsidiary of yours?
Mr. STRYKE. Yes, sir.

at Senator CONNALLY. And on the business you do in Java you pay
vo taxes in the way of Federal corporation taxes or income taxes,

erm- do you n
I, Mr. STRYKim. In Java ?

Senator CO.NALLY. No. On the proportion of business your
plant represents there, you do not pay any United States Federal tax,

the (10 you?
Mr. STmyKm. Not a direct tax; no.
Senator CONNALLY. Under the foreign trade act passed some years

Ngo, your company here, in making up its income tax statement and
corporation tax statement, are exempted from the payment of taxes
on that portion of your business which is done in Java?

Mr. STRYKER. Weil, the profits come back-
t Senator CONNALLY. Well, answer the question. That is true, is
it not?

Mr. STYKE. That is true.
Senator CONNALLY. Of course, the foreign products of these other

corporations that have their business at home have to pay a cor-
lat- poration tax on their output at home?

Mr. STYKEm. Why do they not make all of their contracts in this
it country then instead of so much of them abroad?
!gu Senator CONNALLY. I am not a partisan of that. How aboutgle your taxes to the Dutch Government; are they pretty high in Java?

Mr. STRYKm. Very.
Senator CONNALLY. On an ad valorem basis or corporation basis?

e Mr. STRYKE. It is on a basis very similar to our own.
Senator CONNALLY. How about the ad valorem basis?
Mr. STRYKER. There is no ad valorem.

3 in Senator CONNALLY. You pay no ad valorem taxes. Of course,this country we pay the county, State, and municipal taxes.
Mr. STRYKER. We pay a personal property tax over there.
Senator HARRIsON. You pay taxes on your real estate?
Mr. STRYKER. On our real estate, buildings and machinery.

.r Senator CONNALLY. You do pay those taxes?
ur- Mr. STRYKER. Yes. But you spoke of an ad valorem tax.
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Senator CONNALLY. I meant based on value.
Mr. STRYKER. On valuation. We pay those just the same as we do Wa

here.
Senator CONNALLY. Could you give me a rough estimate of what ta

your total taxes in Java annually are? ses
Mr. S=mYK=. The total tax?
Senator CONNALLY. On $450,000. re
Mr. STRYKER. No, I could not at the moment. I will look that up

and give it to you, if you wish that information. pot
Senator CONNALLY. No, I do not care about it. cas
Senator HARmsoN. What per cent of your investment is in Java b

as compared with this country? we
Mr. STRYKER. About one.seventh. to
Senator HARISON. About one-seventh? the
Mr. STRYKER. Yes, sir.
Senator HARISON. That is about three million in this country? Is
Mr. STRYKER. Yes, sir. edt
Senator SIRORTmDGE. Is your stock on the market?
Mr. SmiYxER. No, sir, and never has been. are

Senator SHORTRIDGE. Is it privately owned? 21
Mr. STRYKER. All privately owned and always has been. Wit
Senator SHORTRIDOR. Fairly profitable?
Mr. STRYKER. We have averaged 6 per cent dividends since we

went into business.
'Senator CONNALLY. And you have been in business how many 191

years? 1929

Mr STRYKER. For 30 years. 192!
Senator CONNALLY. Within recent years have you issued any stock 19'

dividends?
Mr. STRYKER. Not one; no stock dividends. f00l
Senator WATSON. Who owns the company? for
Mr. STRYKER. It is a family affair. My sister and I control it, Im

Mrs. Burgen, and in addition to us two of her husband's aunts who staz
put in some money and at one time lost most of our original capital.
We own 95 per cent of it. fi

.(Mr. Stryker submitted.the following brief:) tha
BalEF OF THE PEBKINs GLUE Co.; LANSDALE, PA., AND SOUTH BEND, IND. pla(

aCassava Is the root from which cassava flour, edible tapioca and tapioca flour, cor
and gaplek are made. Cassava flour and tapioca flour are different names for rello
the same article. It can only be produced in the real tropics. Twenty-five to
thirty years ago we lost almost $300,000 trying to grow it in Florida. Experi. Gv
ments have been made in other portions of the country without success. Of this
recent years Jt has been imported almost wholly from the Dutch East Indies. or

We use cassava flour as raw material for manufacturing vegetable wood tne
glue, which we discovered and Invented, and our business was establ shed on selv
the assumption that cassava flour would continue to come in duty free, as it Ir
has since 1883, before which no worth while amount was imported. Being free
a tropical product It has certain well-defined characteristics not found in Jecti
products made from eorn or potato, which adapt it for use as wood glue, ers,
adhesives sizings, etc.

On page &897 of the printed record of the hearings before the Committee, on
Ways and Means, appears the testimony of Dr. William M. Grosvenor, and
on page 9639 appears the testimony of Dr. T. B. Wagner, both expert chemists .
in starch and flours. Both testified that cornstarch was not suitable for the
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manufacture of vegetable glue. In fact Doctor Wagner stated that while hedo was in the employ of the Corn Products Refining Co. efforts were made to
replace tapioca flour with cornstarch but that the failures accompanying those
efforts convinced him that except in a few isolated instances cornstarch andTiat tapioca flour are not competitive articles of commerce, and that tapioca pos-
sesses virtues not shared by corn or potato starches. But if cassava competed
with corn and/or potato, we maintain that the total imports of cassava are
relatively so small as compared to the corn and potato crops, the amount of
corn ground for starch and particularly the amount of cornstarch exported

up from this country, that its importation does not affect the amount of corn or
potato grown, nor the price the farmer received from them. However, all
cassava products Imported are not flour. Those now advocating a duty being
placed on cassava have stated that 176,000,000 pounds were imported in 1928,va but they do not state that 51,000,000 pounds of th~s was ground cassava root,
used by the farmers as a cheap cattle food. Will the farmer benefit if he has
to pay more for his own cattle food? They state further that one-seventh of
the imports were used for vegetable glue. Vegetable glue is made from the
flour and of the importations of flour approximately one-third (and not one-
seventh) was used for vegetable glue. Furthermore, a very material amount
is used for food (and not a small amount as they state), in the shape of
edible tapioca, candy making, and other forms. Unless we have to eat apples
instead of bananas to protect the apple growers of the country, people who
prefer tapioca to corn as food should reasonably be allowed to have it. They
also state that 54,000,000 pounds were imported in 1921, as compared to
176,000,000 pounds In 1928. We believe the following schedule of importations
will show the unfairness of this comparison:

United States Department of Commeroe figures
Pounds 

Pounds
ny 1919 ------------------- 99,274,000 1924 -------------------- 89,212,000

1920 ---------------- 104, 843, 000 1925 ---------------- 124,749,000
1921 ------------------- 54,612,000 1926 ------------------ 109,483,000
1922 ------------------- 95,078,000 1927 ------------------ 116,291,000

ck 1923 -------------------- 101,327, 000 1928 ------------------- 176,000,000
The year 1928 includes 51,000,000 pounds of ground gaplek used for cattle

food, of which almost none was imported In previous years.
Thus they have picked the years 1921, the lowest year and 1928 the highest,

it for comparison. In 1920 there was practically as- much imported as in 1926.
Imports are not, increasing greatly. In 1928 the flour imported showed no
startling Increase over the previous five years, as they try to make it appear.

The same characteristics referred to above also adapt cassava to the manu-
facture of certain lines of adhesives and textile sizings, as a matter of choice
en the part of the user. The United States Post Office Department requires
that cassava be used in its adhesives for stamps, envelopes etc.

Repeated attempts have been made for the past 25 years to have Congress
place a duty upon it and each time it has been refused. There must be
a good reason for this. Having failed of a duty on previous occasions, the

ur, corn products refining companies now bring it in under the guise of "farm
for relief," which we submit Is pure subterfuge.
to We submit that relatively a very small portion of the importations of cas-en sava, can in anywise compete with American grown products, and that
Of this amount has not the least bearing on the price of corn or potato or starch
ea. or flour made therefrom. A duty on cassava or tapioca would benefit no
iod tine but distinctly penalize hundreds of American industries, including our-
on selves.
It In conclusion, our position is that cassava flour has properly been on the

ng free list, that it should remain there, and that the only new matter In.
in Jected into the question has beei that.of a duty being of benefit to the farm-

ne, ers, is without basis in factU
• PEKiuNs GLUE CO.,

Oi By J. B. B. STRxER,
ind President.ste JULY 5, 1929.
lie
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LETTER FROM TE PACIFIC M LLS, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I ask that a letter written by an of&i-'
cial of the Pacific Mills of Lawrence, Mass., be inserted in the record
of the hearings now being held on paragraph 1775 on tapioca flour.
The writer urges the importance of keeping tapioca on the free list.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
JULY 10, 1929.

Hon. DAVID 1. WALSH,
Senate Finance committee, Washington, D. 0.

CONTEMPLATED TARIFF ON TAPIOCA FLOUR,

GENTLEMEN: The Pacific Mills are the largest printers of cotton goods In
the United States, having 51 printing machines, an investment of $47,000,000 ir
all plants and equipment, and about 1,500 employees in the print works alone.
We export most of our Important lines of prints in considerable volume.

The finish of printed cotton fabrics is extremely important because the
retail customer usually sees an attractive pattern, then feels the fabric to
Judge of its suitability and attractiveness for her needs.

For niany years we have used tapioca flour in our finishes, and while we use
considerable quantities of corn, potato, wheat flours, and starches, we find
that tapioca has its own virtues which have not yet been duplicated by any
other product.

We understand that tapioca can not be grown in this country and that it
has been free of duty since 1883. The cost of this.raw material is important
to us; but the quality of our finishes, which are well known to most people
who buy printed cottons, is an asset in selling which we hesitate to value. We
believe that you realize how serious a duty on tapioca would be to us, and ask
that you give it consideration from our point of view.

Yours very truly, ALFRED E. CoLBY, Treasurer.

By FnIminncic L. WiviDnE,
PurcAasing Agent..

LETTER FROM THE UNITED STATES ENV ELOPE CO.,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Mr. WAlsH. Mr. Chairman I request that a letter which I have
received from the vice-president of The United States Envelope
Co., of Worcester, Mass., be printed in the record of the hearings.
This letter sets forth reasons for retaining tapioca, etc., on the free,
list.'

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
WoaoWTE, Mass., TuIy 5, 19.9.

Hon. DAvm I. WAxsn,
Washington, D. 0.

My DAn Ma. Sam1oa: We are writing you with reference to paragraph 1776
of the tariff bill as passed recently by the House of Representatives. This para-
graph retains tapioca, tapioca flour, and cassava on the free list where these
products have been for'half a century. We use large quantities of tapioca In
our business and the imposition of any duty would work a substantial hardship.
to us.

The machinery which we use is almost exclusively of American manufacture.
either being constructed in our own shops or purchased from a large manu-
facturer of envelope machinery in this country.

Tapioca flour is a raw material used almost exclusively by envelope manu-
facturers throughout the United States in the manufacture of all envelope tid-
hesive for sticking the closed flaps of envelopes, which is moistened by the
individual user when closing the envelope for mailing purposes. This must be
an agreeable adhesive to the taste of the user.
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Our firm, as well as other envelope concerns in this country, has been endeav.

oring constantly throughout the history of envelope making to find a substitute
for tapioca flour-such as corn and other dextrines. It has been impossible to
do this, although the technical staff of our research department is continually
studying the subject of dextrines and trying out everything in the line of a
suggested substitute originating either in this country or elsewhere.

Our research and glue-converting department, with tapioca flour as a base,
uses many different formulas to produce the necessary number of different
grades of converted dextrine made from tapioca flour, in order to assure satis-
factory results for properly sticking the large number of different grades of
paper used in the manufacture of envelopes.

Frequently there are two kinds oil gum on the same envelope, one used in
sticking down the back or closed flap, and another on the loose flap which
is closed after moistening by the user. The attempted use of anything else
but Tapioca flour for these purposes has met with complete failure.

From the foregoing it will be seen that tapioca products for these purposes
do not compete with domestic products because the use of domestic products
has been In the past and is now Impossible.

It Is our opinion that the Government has been wise In admitting tapioca
flour free of duty as one of the raw materials necessary to giving employ-
ment to American labor and the utilization of domestic capital. The wisdom
of this policy has been evidenced in the fact that tapioca flour has been on
the free list since 1883.

In our opinion it would be very unfortunate If the Government were to
place a duty on tapioca flour, which can not be purchased here and which
is so necessary to our business.

Yours truly,
UNITED STATES ENVELOPE Co.,
MILLARD B. Swxrr,

Vice President.

TYPEWRITERS

[Par. 1786]

STATEMENT OF WARD 1. DOWNS, REPRESENTING THE CODO
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, NEW YORK CITY, AND
OTHERS

[Typewriter ribbons, par, 913, and typewriter spools, par. 898]
(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-

mittee.)
Mr. DowNs. I represent the Codo Manufacturing Corporation.
The CHAnMAN. You are interested ii typewriter I
Mr. DowNs. We are interested in typewriter ribbons and spools.

Here is a list of about 18 manufacturers of ribbons whom I represent.
(The list referred to is as follows:)

LisT Or COMPANIzS REPRIENTED BY VARD J. DOwNS
N. S. Apter Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill. Rochester Ribbon & Carbon Co.,
Allen & Co., New York City. Rochester, N. Y.
Frank Bayer Co., New York City. S. T. Smith Co., New York City.
E. E. Bushnell, Los Angeles, Calif. Selling & Son, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Caxton Laboratories (Inc.), New York S. S. Stafford (Inc.), New York City.

City. Steno Ribbon & Carbon Mfg. Co., Seat-
Codo Manufacturing Corporation, Cora- tle, Wash.

opolis, Pa. Shalicross Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Henry Gerber Co., New York City. Union Ribbon & Carbon Co., Phila-
W. Scott Ingram, New York City. de'phla, Pa.
Iron C:ad Ribbon & Carbon Co., New United States Typewriter Ribbon

York City. Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia. Pa.
Phillips Ribbon & Carbon Co., Roch- Write (Inc.), Bridgeport, Conn..

ester, N. Y. . Woodstock Typewriter Co., Chicago, Ill.
63310-29--VOL 10, SOHED 10--46
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Senator REED. Do you represent the domestic manufacturers of
ribbons?

Mr. DowNs. Of typewriter ribbons; yes.
Senator REED. And spools?
Mr. DowNs. No. The spools and typewriter ribbons were decided

by the Customs Court to be parts of typewriters, and therefore free
of duty. In the bill as prepared by the House now they have rele.
gated typewriter spools to the metals-manufacturing end and type.
writer ribbons to the cotton schedule.

The manufacturers I represent favor the duty on typewriter rib. Co
bons. Among the proponents of the brief that. was presented some
time ago of 17 or 18, there was but one in the list who manufactured
typewriter spools, and yet the other 16 signers of that brief were the
users of typewriter spools. _r

They contend that a typewriter spool is not a part of a typewriter, the
but I have some spools here to show you the difference.

The practice has grown up now, chiefly by the machine manufac.
turers wanting to get the supply business, of furnishing a spool that
goes right on the typewriter. askThe CHAIm .The spools now are free with the typewriter ?

Mr. DowNs. Yes. Typewriters and typewriter parts have been
free; but the spools have now been transferred to the metal schedule, (ai
which puts a duty of 50 per cent on them, which we oppose.

Senator REED. They are in the basket clause, are they?

Mr. DowNs. No; in the metal schedule. buy
Senator REED. Section 398-the basket clause of the metal schedule?
Mr. DowNs. I think that is it. of
Senator EDo As I understand, the House have simply substituted,

in paragraph 1786 the word "typewriters," which would exclude the
typewriter spools?

Mr. DowNqs. Which would exclude the typewriter spools from com- S
ing in free of duty and put a duty of 50 per cent on them by rele.
gating them to the metal schedule. tha

Senator EDGe. They mention them by name, do they, in the basket
clause-typewriter spools Dee

senator REED. Let me explain it. I think I can make this clear. in
In the 1922 act, typewriters were included in paragraph 1542 of tare

that act with linotype machines *and shoe machinery? this
Mr. DowNs. Yes, sir. Pric
Senator REED. And at the end of that section there were also put N

on the free list 1'all the foregoing, whether in whole or in parts, Ren
including repair parts" ?

Mr. DowNs. That is right.
Senator REED. Under that act typewriter spools have been im-

ported as parts, being free of duty? mak
Mr. DowNs. That is right. the
Senator REED. The Horse has taken typewriters out of that clause

altogether and put them in a separate clause, known as paragraph tie'
1786 of the new bill, merely as typewriters, but not including repair T
parts? are

Mr. Dow.-s. That is right. T
and
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Senator REED. Consequently, after this bill passes, a typewriter
part, such as this spool, will come in the basket clause of the metal
.chedule and carry 50 per cent?

Mr. DowNs. That is right.
Senator KiNo. Why should it?
31r. DowNs. It should not.
Senator KING. I agree with you.
Senator REw. Tell us why it should not.
Mr. DowNs. In the first place, the typewriter industry in this

country in 1927 produced $50,000,000. We exported.$21,000,000.
Senator REED. You are talking about typewriters now?
Mr. DowNs. Yes; but these spools are part of typewriters, and

the Decorated Metal Co. are not the only manufacturers of type-
writer spools. The are a small manufacturer. I do not suppose
they begin to manufacture half of what is made in this country.

Senator EDGE. What company is this?
Mr. DowNs. The Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co.
Senator EDGE. -Are they the people that you mean to infer are now

asking for a duty?
Mr. DowNs. Yes. We have a funny situation. The manufac-

turers of carbons and typewriter ribbons are not very well or-
granized; and a brief was submitted to them to sign, asking for a
duty on typewriter ribbons, and two-thirds of that brief was de-
voted to typewriter spools, of which those 17 manufacturers were
buyers, and are going to stand an increased cost of 50 per cent.

senator Rup. You are a buyer of the spool and a manufacturer
of the typewriter ribbon?

Mr. DOwNs. That is right.
Senator REED. You want a duty on the ribbon, do you not?
Mr. DowNs. Yes.
Senator REED. But you want to get your material free?
Mr. DowNs. We want the spools on the free list, for the reason

that before 1923, when an English manufacturer started to import
spools we were paying $22 a thousand for Underwood spools. The
Decorated Metal Co. went to England and sold Underwood spoolh
in the English market for about $12.88. The English manufac-
turer then came over to this country and sold Underwood spools in
this country for $16.50, and the Decorated Metal Co. then met that
price in this countrry, and have done a nice business on it.

Now, they do not make the spools that they sell for use on the
Remington machines. The Remington people make their own
spools and supply the Decorated Metal people with the spools which
they sell.'rhe L. C. Smith spool is a patented spool. The L. C. Smith Co.
make their, own spools for their own use, make some the spools that
the Decorated Metal Co. sell, and license them to make the balance.

Senator KING. They would get the benefit of the tariff, would
they not ?

Mr. DowNs. Absolutely. I will show you, further, where they
are going to get a greater benefit than that.

Tie spool that the Royal Typewriter Co. use is a patented spool
and is. made by the Royal Typewriter Co., and I think even to-day
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they are making the spools which the Decorated Metal Co. sell. The
only spool that the Decorated Metal Co. are making in any great.
quantity is the Underwood spool. P

Now, as I understand-this was told to me a number of years ago
by one of the officials of the Decorated Metal Co.-they supply Under.
wood spools to the Remington Typewriter Co, and get, in return,
Remington spools to sell to the trade. You see, the Remington Type- C
writer Co. make typewriter ribbons as well. They are one of the
large manufacturers of them. So we have a situation where we pro. v
duce $50,000,000 worth of typewriters and parts in this country, ex-
port $21,000,000, and in 1927 imported only $72,000 worth of parts.

Senator REED. All consisting of these parts?
Mr. DowNs. No; spools and parts of typewriters and completed

foreign typewriters.
Senator REED. Yes; but the great bulk of the imports was of

spools?
Mr. DowNs. The imports of spools last year-I do not know what

they were the year before-but, as near as I can get at it from thosewho manufacture them, last year they imported about $50,000 worth
of spools, and the total imports were $102,000. I do not know what
the domestic production of typewriters is. w

Here is a situation that presents itself as far as typewriter-ribbon is
manufacturers are concerned:

The Underwood Typewriter Co. and the Elliott-Fisher Co. have
recently combined, and have bought out the Neidich Process Co., one
of the large ribbon manufacturers. The Underwood Typewriter Co. he
make their own spools, and no doubt will furnish the Neidich Process th
Co., which is a subsidiary, with the spools which they require, will w
they not? The Remington Typewriter Co. will just have to make
their own Remington spools, and they are getting the benefit of an
exchange with the Decorated Metal Co. for their Underwood spools.
The L. C. Smith Co. are making their own spools; and they recently
purchased the Miller-Bryant.Pierce Co., another one of the largest
manufacturers of ribbons. They will no doubt supply Miller-Bryant-
Pierce with spools to make theirs; and the Royal TYpewriter Co. now w
have typewriter-ribbon-making machinery for maltng theirs. Now, th
beyohd an exchange of spools among themselves, the same as Reming-
ton and Decorated are doing to-day, three of the four or the four
large typewriter manufacturers in this country are going to be able to ar
have t ieir spools with no increased cost and we independent type-
writer-ribbon manufacturers who had to Lear the brunt of furnishing
ribbons for years, while the typewriter manufacturers were not mak-
ing them, are going to stand a 50 per cent increase in the cost of our
spools.

The CHAIRMAN. What does your spool cost, wholesale IV
Mr. DowNs. The Royal spool costs $35'a thousand. The L. C.

Smith spool is about $32; the Underwoods are $16.50, and the Rem- un
ington, $16.50.

Senator EDo. Where is your market now, with all these large con-
cerns manufacturing all their product?

Mr. Dowzs. Where their market i--every place.
Senator EDoE. I mean, for the spools alone?
Mr. DowNs. Oh, where do we get our spools, do you mean?
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Senator EDE. No, no; where do you sell them if these big com-
panies make their own?

Mr. Downs. We sell the ribbons. We simply use the spools.
One of the other signers of the brief asking for this duty, a ribbon

manufacturer, has two plants abroad, and is affiliated with one in
Canada and one in Mexico. If they buy spools from foreign manu-
facturers in their foreign plants, we are- going to be at a disad-
vantage on the export.

Senator REED. Mr. Downs, you got no duty protection under the
1922 act, did you? Your typewriter ribbon was considered a part,
and it came in free of duty ?

Mr. DowNs. Yes.
Senator REED. So you had foreign competition coming in against

you
Mr. DowNs. We have now on typewriter ribbons; yes.
Senator Rzw. The House bill las undertaken to put a tariff on

your product and give you protection ?
Mr. DowNs. That is right.
Senator REED. And you are glad to have that; but you do not

want the spool manufacturers to have what you are getting? That
is what it comes to?

Mr. DowNs. That is absolutely it.
Senator RED. It is a selfish world, is it not ?
Senator KiNG. I do not think the spool manufacturers ought to

have it, particularly in view of the fact that substantially all of
them are made by the typewriter manufacturers of the United States,
who are exporting millions of dollars worth, and have almost a
monopoly upon the domestic market.

Mr. DowNs. That is right.
Senator KING. I want to ask you one question. Who makes these

spools, aside from the typewriter companies?
Mr. DowNs. The Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. manufac-

ture spools that are sold to the ribbon manufacturers for Under-
wood machines and some of the miscellaneous ones; but the four
that I have mentioned here are the four leading ones, and for their
own use they make their own spools.

Senator KNo. Then to all intents and purposes the spools that
are manufactured by these typewriter companies are a part of the
typewriter?

Mr. DowNs. Absolutely.
Senator KiNo. They manufacture them in the same process?
Mr. DowNs. Yes.
Senator KNG. Now, take the Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co.:

What do they manufacture, aside from spools?
Mr. DowNs. Spools are only a small part of their business, as I

understand. They make typewriter-ribbon cans, and they make a
great many metal specialties, like these new things they are wind-
ing adhesive tape on. They make no end of things.

Senator KING. What is that company?
Mr. DowNs. The Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co.
Senator KiNa. Where is it locatedI
Mr. DowNs. Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Senator KING. Do you know anything about its capital and its
earnings?

Mr. DOWNS. No; I do not.
Senator KINo. Could you furnish me a statement of its capital

and earnings?
Mr. DowNs. I do not believe I could. They naturally would not

be furnishing it to me.
Senator KING. What proportion of the spools do they manufac.'

ture?
Mr. DOWNS. I can not. tell exactly. I should say certainly not

nearly half of the spools that are made in this country-not nearly
half.

The CHAMAN. This means 8 cents on a dozen typewriter rib.
bons, does it not ?

Mr. DowNs. No; it means 12 cents on every dozen ribbons that we
manufacture, on the average.

The CHAmMAN. I am speaking of the spools now.
Mr. DowNs. That is what r am speaking of. On the average-

because there are different prices-if they increase their price to the
full extent of this duty, it will increase our cost of every dozen type.
writer ribbons that we make about 12 cents.

The CHAIRMAN. Your typewriter ribbons?
Mr. DOWNS. Yes.
Senator EGE. Because of the duty on the spools?
Senator KING. They have to buy the spools.
The CHARMAN. I asked you what the spools cost. What is the

cost of the spools?
Mr. DowNs. They are all different. The price of the Underwood

spools is $16.50 a thousand. The spool for the Remington machine
is $16.50. The spool for the L. C. Smith machine is around $32,
and the spool for the Royal machine is between $32 and $35; I do
not remember just exactly now.

We manufactured last year in this country one million one hun.
dred an(' some thousand dozen typewriter ribbons, according to the
other brikf. On that basis, at a 12-cent increase, we are going to pay
over $125,000 next year.

Senator EDGE. Where did you get your spools last year to wind
these ribbons on? Where did you buy them?

Mr. DowNs. We buy some from importers. We buy some from the
Decorated Metal Manufacturinz Co. The English spool only acts
as a sort of a balance on the price of spools in this country.

Senator KING. What are the imports of the spools?
Mr. DowNS Last year they were, roughly, $50,000, as nearly as I

could get the figures.
Senator KING. And what is the value of the spools manufactured

each year in the United States, according to the prices charged?
Mr. DowNs. Pardon me?
Senator KING. What is the domestic price of the spools manu-

factured in the United StatesV
Mr. DowNs. As nearly as I can figure it out, we are only import-

ing about one-sixth of the spools used in this country.
Senator EDGE. Well, then, will you not continue buying your spools

in this country? You assume that the price is going to go up with
this duty, do you not?



Mr. DowNs. That is a perfectly natural assumption, is it not?
Senator EDGE. It is natural if the laid-down price from Great

Britain would justify it.
The CHA UMAN. The cost is 8i/z cents a spool I
Mr. DowNs. It is on some of them. and on others it is different.

On the average, it costs us between 22'and 24 cents per dozen.
The CHAImuAN. That would be 2 cents a spool?
Mr. DowNs. Yes; on the average, about 2 cents.
The CHAUmAN. And the duty on that is a cent ?
Mr. DowNs. A cent-12 cents a dozen.
Senator KING. They are on the free list now?
Mr. DowNs. Yes.
Senator EDGE. He is assuming that the imposition of the duty

means the absolute raising of the price of the American article to
that extent. That does not always follow.

The CHAIRMAN. A cent on a typewriter?
Mr. Dowls. On a typewriter ribbon. We are not interested in the

typewriter.
Senator EDGE. He is assuming that this duty will mean that he will

have to pay that much more for his spools.
Mr. DowNs. And, if we do, the industry in the next year will pay

about $125,000 to exclude the imports of about $50,000 worth of
spools, which only acts- as a balance on the market here in this
country to-day, and will also give the typewriter manufacturers,
who are now striving to get the supply business in this country, that
advantage over the ribbon manufacturers, which we claim is not fair.

Senator EDOE. Would you be satisfied to have the duty on ribbons
taken off?

Mr. DowNs. I would rather have the duty on ribbons taken off and
have the duty off the spools, because up to date we have not had
very much competition, but there are now concerns in Europe that
are growing to be big concerns in the ribbon industry, and they do
threaten the production over here.

Senator Smoor. Do you speak for the industry generally?
Mr. DowNs. I am speaking for about 18 of the smaller manufac-

turers.
Senator SmooT. And they prefer to have free ribbons and free

spools?
Mr. Dowis. No; they want the duty left on ribbons. They want

the ribbons put under the cotton schedule. *
Senator SmoOT. But rather than have duty on spools they would

rather have free spools and free ribbons?
Senator EDGE. That is what we would like to get their view on.
Mr. DoWNms. I do not know what their view is. I would say er-

sonally that I would rather have the duty off on spools than the duty
off on ribbons. But, of course, you can not tell what the competition
is going to be from European manufacturers. But the point is that
the price before spools were put on the free list was 41 cents higher
in this country.

Senator KING. I would like to know the reason why there should
4a tariff on spools, in view of the fact that the typewriter com-
panies, who constitute a monopoly, manufacture most of the spools
themselves, only $50,000 worth of them being imported.
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Senator EDGE. Well, let us consider putting both of them on the
free list.

Senator KING. Yes; let us consider putting both of them on the
free list.

Mr. DOWNS. I do not think typewriter ribbons should go on the
free list.

Senator KING. Well, they have been on the free list. Let us put
them both on the free list.

Mr. DowNs. That is all right so far as I am concerned. I want to
leave a brief with you.

(Mr. Downs submitted the following brief:)

Bmur or AMIIoAN TYPzSWBTma RIBBON MANUFATURU8

In opposition to the request of certain domestic manufacturers for the removal
of typewriter-ribbon spools from the free list to the dutiable list

CoMMTirr ON FINANO3
United BMttes Senate, Washington, D. 0.

GENnhEMEtq: This brief is filed by a number of Independent American type.
writer.ribbon manufacturers who buy spools uporg which they wind their
ribbons for the American market and are dependent for their supply on
imported as well as domestic spools.

The Deeorateil Metal Manufacturing Co., manufacturers of typewriter-ribbon
spools and other articles, together with a number of other companies engaged
iA the manufacture of typewriter ribbons and carbon papers, asked the Com.
inittee on Ways and Means to remove both the spools and the ribbons from the
free list (par. 1542. Title II, Schedule 15, tariff act of 1922) to the dutiable
list. (Hearings, Tariff Readjustment, revised, pp. 8288-8292.)

Said paragraph 1542 provides free entry for "typewriters, * whether
In whole or in parts, including repair parts," which has been held by the courts
to include both spools and ribbons.

Their request for a change in the law, which H. R. 2667 grants them (" type.
writers" themselves are now provided for in par. 1786 of the free list, which
relegates "parts" of typewriters to the dutiable list, according to the material
-of which they are made), puts typewriter ribbons on the dutiable list, and is
Reasonable, and t0c signers" of this brief joined them in that ;equest.

We are opposed, however, to the placing of empty ribbon spools on the
dutiable list,, for it will result in a grave injustice to those companies who
manufacture only ribbons, and will give to the larger typewriter companies,
which also manufacture ribbons, a decided advantage, as we will point out
later.

The brief of the manufacturers seeking this duty on both spools and ribbons
staes that the companies named therein represent 90 per cent in volume of the
typewriter ribbon industry of this country. There are some 17 companies

*named. Of these 17 companies only 1, the Decorated Metal Manufacturing
CZo., is engaged in the manufacture of spools.

Consider the situation which presents Itself here. All the companies signing
the brief which was presented to the Ways and Means Committee of the Hou.ie
of Representatives, except one, are engaged in the manufacture of ribbons
-only, and therefore necessarily must use empty spools upon which to wind
these ribbons, in order to produce the finished article as marketed, If a duly
is placed upon the spools it means that these, companies will necessarily have
to pay materially increased prices for such spools (the duty being 50 per cent
-which will Increase existing prices of these spools by one-half).- They join In
an appeal with a spool manufacturer for a duty on spools. All but one of
the signers of the brief were, as we have stated, Interested in obtaining a duty
,n ribbons, and we believe that they Joined in said brief with this object in
view only, and did not appreciate the fact that the brief was directed not
only to the ribbons but to the spools. Our belief has been confirmed by sons
of the signers of said brief, and your committee has no doubt, received re-
-quests from some of these ribbon manufacturers that their names be with-
drawn from that portion of said brief, which requests that spools be removed
from the free list and made dutiable.
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Only a small percentage of the ribbon manufacturers are organized and

this small group controls certain patents on ribbon.making machines and
carbon-coating machines. This small organization, which numbers among its
nenibers" only a few of the signers of the brief, and the Decorated Metal

Manufacturing Co., prepared the brief, and took the initiative in getting the
signers and presenting it to the Ways and Means Committee.

The claim is made and justly so, that large foreign factories engaged in
the manufacture of ribbons now menace our domestic interests and that pro-
tection is necessary from a probable large increase in imports of such ribbons.
(hearings, tariff readjustment, 1929, p. 8290.) No such situation exists in
the case of the spools which have been imported since 1923, and there is no,
reason to suspect that there will be any larger imports of these than have
been made heretofore. Fears of any such probable increase in imports of spools
are absolutely unfounded. It is also stated that the duty paid by American
manufacturers of ribbons upon cotton cloth used in the manufacture of such
ribbons amounted to approximately $1,000,000. (Hearings, Tariff Readjust-
ment, 1929, p. 8290.) But in so far as spools are concerned no claim is made.
that large amounts of duty have been paid by American manufacturers of them
upon raw materials used in the manufacture of such spools, but merely that
such material is subject to a high rate of duty. This may be so but we have
been Informed that most spools manufactured in the United States are made
from domestic metal, sheet iron or sheet steel. Hence, a duty on the finished
spools is not necessary as the American manufacturers of them do not need'
any "protection" so far as the material from which they are made is con-
cerned.

Now let us see whether they need any protection so far as the imports are
concerned.

The value of the domestic production of typewriters and parts for 1927 was
$50,88,757. The value of imports of typewriters and parts for 1927 was
$72,435. Of this amount we may assume that only a swall portion actually
consisted of empty spools, considering that in the said amount of $72,435 is
included all parts of and also typewriters. The exports of typewriters and
parts amounted in 1927 to $21,866,454. We therefore have a domestic pro-
duction of over $50,000,000, exportation of over $21,000,000, and a total Impor-
tation of $72,485, and upon the basis of these statistics, it is represented that
a duty is necessary upon typewriter ribbon spools in order to protect the Ameri-
can industry. The above information will be found in the Summary of Tariff
Information, 1929, on tariff act of 1922, pages 2252-2253, where it is stated:
"Imports, made up to a large extent of parts, are unimportant in comparison
with domestic production. Germany and Canada have supplied the bulk of
the small importation." Considering the magnitude of the domestic industry
the value of the imports is practically negligible.
.Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. states that imports of spools are seri-

ously affecting the spool industry in this country. They say that In 1923 im-
portations of foreign made spools began and they still continue. It is inter-
esting to note that this condition was brought about by the Decorated Metal
Manufacturing Co. itself in the following manner: During 1928 they were
selling Underwood spools in the United States at $22 per thousand. There
was no foreign competition at that time and the Decorated Metal Manufacturing
Co. and the typewriter manufacturers had a virtual monopoly in the sale of
American manufactured spools. Not being satisfied with this, the Decorated
Metal Manufacturing Co. established In London, England, a selling agent for
their spools thus invading the English spool market. We have in our posses-
slon a letter dated November 9, 1923, written by their English agent, and
quoting their spools as follows:

"Underwood spools, at 56 shillings per thousand (the Grafton spool, an
English made spool, was then selling for 60 shillings per thousand); Reming-
ton spools, at 74 shillings per thousand (the Grafton spool was then selling for
79 shillings per thousand)."

Here we have a situation in which the Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co.
was selling its Underwood spools to American manufacturers at $22 per thou-
sand, and could ship spools to England, and sell them in that country to con-
petitors of American ribbon manufacturers for about $12.88 per thousand, or
about 41% per cent less than they were charging in their own home market.
This, we plainly submit, shows that the American consumer was being grossly-
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overcharged for his spools, for when domestic prices are reasonable, and the
selling cost not a big factor, the exported surplus is not sold at such at enor.
mouse discount.

Naturally, after Grafton & Sons found they were being undersold they had
to find a market for their spools or cease to exist. They established a selling
agency here, and were able to sell spools in the American market at $10.)
per thousand for the Underwood spool. The Decorated Metal Manufacturing C6.
at once met this price, and in many instances undersold it, and has continued
for over five years to do a good business at that figure in competition with the
English spools, again clearly demonstrating that their former price was ex.
orbitant and unwarranted. And now, after practically forcing Grafton & Sons
to ship spools over here to exist as a going concern, they complain that these
almost negligible imports cripple them.

The fact is that they are not crippled, or anything akin to being crippled, but
evidently long to return to their former high prices.

In view of the prices at which Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. were
able to sell their spools in the English market, and subsequently in the
American market, it is unreasonable for them to state that they need "protec-
tion" from the foreign imports. It is not protection that they want hut a
monopoly of the typewriter-spool market, and the elimination of the small
ribbon manufacturer. If a duty is placed upon empty spools they and the
typewriter manufacturers are practically certain to secure such monopoly.

We are asking that empty spools be admitted free of duty because we feel
that it is vitally important to our business as American manufacturers of type-
writer ribbons, employing American labor, that such spools be admitted free.
While we use a great many domestic spools, we also use some imported spools.
The imported spools act as a sort of a balance in the spool market. They
prevent the Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co., and the typewriter manufac-
turers who practically control the American market, from charging any price
they see fit, no matter how unreasonable, while at the same time they do not
affect the making of a reasonable and legitimate profit by such companies for
they still obtain about 21 per cent high prices in the United States than abroad.
If empty spools are not permitted to continue to be imported free of duty it
will only result in the independent American ribbon manufacturers like our.
selves having to pay more for their spools, and put greater profits Into the.
pockets of the Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. and the typewriter manufac-
turers, with a resultant increased cost to the ultimate consumer.

It will be noted that, while the brief filed by the interests asking the increased
duty on ribbons and spools states that the companies named therein represent
90 per cent in volume of the typewriter ribbon industry in America, that over
two-thirds of such brief is devoted to the argument for a duty on spools.
It would appear that such brief really was an appeal for a duty on spools and
the duty on ribbons was secondary in importance. We feel that to most of the
parties who signed that brief that the duty on ribbons was the main con-
sideration and that when they got a duty on the ribbons it should have ended
their interest In this matter, but because of the unorganized condition of the
manufacturers who are engaged exclusively In the manufacture of ribbons, the
brief is prepared by the Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. and the typewriter
interests.

If they were looking for protection from foreign manufacturers of ribbons,
this could have been accomplished by separating ribbon spools without ribbons
on them from either ribbons or ribbons on spools, and considering them empty
spools as typewriter parts to be admitted free of duty, and the finished ribbon,
whether wound qn spools or not, as. a dutiable item. We have no objection
to a duty being put on the finished ribbons whether they are wound on spools or
without spools. In fact, we urge that such a duty be placed upon them, but
we do feel that a duty on the empty spool Is'unjust and a hardship, and not
warranted by the facts. No protection Is needed by the domestic manufacturers
of spools which includes the typewriter manufacturers, and none should be
given. The statistics which we have quoted amply support our contention.

Typewriters are provided for In the free list of the propsed bill. Then why
should parts of typewriters excluding the ribbons, not be provided for free?
In the statement of L. R. Mason, representing the interests asking for duty
on spools and ribbons, he said: "The operator takes off the spool and ribbon and
puts on a new one and it is in no sense a permanent part of the machine:'
We respectfully submit that a part of a machine does not necessarily have to be
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a permanent part of a machine, to be considered a part of a machine. There
are in use to-day thousands of machines which have parts that are in no sense of
the word permanent, but are still considered essential parts of the machine.

Then In the brief filed by Mr. Mason Is found the following:
"First. The spools and ribbons are manufactured separate from typewriting

or other machines, many more of them being made by Independent concerns
than by manufacturers of typewriters.

"Second. In the early days of the development, spools were truly parts of
typewriters and were permanently attached to machines. Typists unwound
ribbons from temporary wooden.holders and rewound them on the permanent
spools on the typewriting machines. Now practically all ribbons are sold
already wound upon spools, * * *." We take direct issue with the first
statement. The Remington Typewriter Co., which is also one of the largest
manufacturers of typewriter ribbons, makes not only all the spools they require
for their own machines but makes all the spools for use on Remington machines
which the Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. sell, and in turn the Decorated
Metal Manufacturing Co. have a working arrangement with the Remington Co.
whereby they pay for said spools by supplying the Remington Co. with Under-
wood spools which said Remington Co. use In their ribbon-manufacturing
department.

The Royal Typewriter Co. make all of the spools they require for their
machines and also the Royal spools sold by the Decorated Metal Manufactur-
Ing Co., to ribbon manufacturers. The L. C.' Smith-Corona Co. make theirown requirements of L. C. Smith and Corona spools, and supply the Decorated
Metal Manufacturing Co. with part of the L. C. Smith's spools which said com-
pany sells and licenses them to make the balance. The L. 0. Smith-Corona Co. nowowns Miller-Bryant.Pierce Co., large manufacturers of ribbons, and It Is reason-
able to suppose that they also make the L. C. Smith and Corona spools required
by their subsidiary. The Underwood, Elliott-Fisher Co., make the spools
which they require for their machines and inasmuch as they recently purchased
the Nedich Process Co., large manufacturers of typewriter ribbons, it is reason.
able to suppose that they will also supply their subsidiary with spools for the
Underwood and probably the Elliott-Fischer machines. So here we have a
situation where the four largest manufacturers of typewriter machines, making
the Uhfderwood Standard, Underwood Portable, Underwood Bookkeeping,
Elliott-Fisher Billing, Remington Standard, Remington Portable, Noiseless
Royal No. 10, Royal Portable, L. C. Smith and Corona Machines, and all of
them making their own spool requirements both for their new machines and the
spools which their manufacturing and supply departments require for their
supply business. The Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. does not make any
of the wooden spools which they sell and so it would appear that about the
only spools which they do make In any quantity are the Underwood spools sold
to ribbon manufacturers other than Nedich Process Co., and part of the L. C.
Smith spools which they sell.

With regard to the second statement, It seems obvious that if the spool was
once a part of a typewriter it must still be considered a part of a typewriter
and the proof of It is that the larger typewriter manufacturers still make spools
for their respective machines. These spools are not Interchangeable and the
newer design spools are still patented and can not be made without a license.

The extravagant practice of furnishing ribbons wound on special spools to fit
the respective machines was started by the manufacturers of the various
machines in hopes of controlling the ribbon supply business of their respective
users. To meet this competition the ribbon manufacturers were compelled to
likewise furnish ribbons wound on the respective spools at a great increase In
cost without being able to obtain the additional cost from the buyer.

For a number of years the typewriter manufacturers and the users of type-
writers had to depend entirely upon the exclusive ribbon manufacturers for
their ribbon requirements and we manufacturers of ribbon to-day have large
sums of money invested in our industry. A number of years ago one of the
large typewriter manufacturers bought out a ribbon piant and within the past
two years two of the other three large typewriter manufacturers have bought
out large plants which manufacture ribbons and the fourth company now owns
ribbon-making machinery. The largest manufacturer of adding machines has
recently added a ribbon-manufacturlng department and the two next largest
adding-machine manufacturers are now owned by typewriter companies who
make their own ribbons..

I I
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None. of these machine manufacturers will have their costs on their own made
spools increased as a result of this bill and there is nothing to prevent them
from working out an exchange arrangement whereby they could obtain all types
of spools they require wtlh the cost no greater than if they made the spools
themselves. The exclusive manufacturers of ribbons at the same time would pr
under the proposed tariff have their spool costs increased 50 per cent and would
be unable in most instances to compete against the companies making machines,
spools, and ribbons.

We contend that the spool is a part of the typewriter and no less an authority
than the Court of Customs Appeals, in Decorated Metal Manufacturing Co. v.
United States (12 C. C. A. 140 (T. D. 40061) ), held typewriter spools to be parts
of typewriters, so, Judicially at least, that question would seem to be settled
law.

We respectfully suggest that if Congress sees fit to admit a complete type.
writer free and the typewriter manufacturers have, apparently, no objections,
then they should admit parts of typewriters free. If in a particular case, as
with the ribbons, where protection Is necessary for a domestic Industry, then
such protection may be given by a proper wording of the paragraph providing
for free entry of typewriters, without excluding, to the detriment of others, the
necessary parts of such typewriters from free entry.

SUOOESTED CHANGE IN PARAGRAPH 1542

In order to exclude typewriter ribbons, whether wound on spools or not, from F
free entry under paragraph 1542, tariff act of 1922, as "Parts of typewriters," on
and thus make them dutiable under the cotton schedule, we suggest that it is tr
only necessary to add the words "but excluding typewriter ribbons whether M
wound on spools or not," after the words "including repair parts," at the end of
the said paragraph.

Respectfully submitted.
M. S. Apter Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Ill.; Allen & Co., New York, to

N. Y.; Frank Bayer Co., New York, N. Y.; H. E. Bushnell, Los am
Angeles, Calif.; Caxton Laboratories, New York, N. Y.; Codo tio
Manufacturing Co., Corapolls, Pa.; Henry Gerber Co., New York,
N. Y.; W. Scott Ingram, New York, N. Y.; Iron Clad Ribbon &
Carbon Co., New York, N. Y.; Phillips Ribbon & Carbon Co., M
New York, N. Y.; Rochester Ribbon & Carbon Co., Rochester, tut
N. Y.; S. T. Smith Co., New York, N. Y.; Snelling & Son, Brook. tio
lyn, N. Y.; S. S. Stafford (Inc.), New York, N. Y.; Stenno Ribbon
& Carbon Manufacturing Co., Seattle, Wash.; The Shallcross Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Union Ribbon & Carbin Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
Write (Inc.), Bridgeport, Conn.; Woodstock Typewriter Co., i
Chicago, I1. we

in(
LETTa oF .WARD J. DowNs

Hon. REED SMOOT, JULY 15, 1929.
Chairman 8enate Finance Committee,

Washigton, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: Our reason for asking that typewriter ribbons be placed

under the cotton schedule and made dutiable is not because we want protection
from foreign competition but to make foreign-made ribbons carry at least the
same duty, on the cotton fabric contained in the ribbon, that we American con
manufacturers now pay on the imported cloth which, with the duty, constitutes I
as high as 76 per cent of our material cost. I

Practically all ribbons made in this country are manufactured from imported of
cloth, and the duty on the cloth used by American manufacturers amounts to
about $1,000,000 per annum.

When typewriter ribbons are classified under machine parts, as they are now, the
the foreign manufacturers can import this same cloth duty free, when in the pot
form of a typewriter ribbon.

When I appeared before your committee Saturday morning, July 13, I was
asked a question at a place during my testimony which changed the train of of
conversation and this phase wasn't properly covered.
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I think this letter will clear up any Impression you might have obtained that
icmn we were inconsistent when asking for a duty on our own product and opposing a

duty on typewriter spools.
lls May I request that this letter be added to my testimony of July 13 and be
mlii printed in the record.
111 Respectfully yours, WARD J. DowNs.
ties,

.V. UREA
Irts

ed [Par. 1788]
!Pe. STATEMENT OF HARRY C. BUTCHER, WASHINGTON, D. C., REP.
Ins, RESENTING THE NATIONAL FERTILIZER ASSOCIATION
as

loll [IncludJg ammonium phosphate and ammonium sulphate, psi. 7]
,Ing
the (The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-

mittee.)
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, the tariff policy of the National

Vrn Fertilizer Association waspresented in full to the House Committee
on Ways and.Means by Charles J. Brand, executive secretary and

is treasurer of the association, and chairman of the tariff committee.
ier Mr. Brand's statement and brief appear on pages 8570 to 8583 in the
of printed hearings on the free list before the House committee. In

view of your committee's request that testimony presented in detail
rk, to the House Ways and Means Committee be not repeated here, I

Jos am taking for granted that your committee will give due considera-
do tion to our request as presented to the House committee.

Appearances were made before the House committee, both by
0., Mr. Brand and by myself, in support of increased duties on agricul-
M. tural products as requested by the American Farm Bureau Federa-

lik. tion and the National Grange. Our interest in endeavoring to aid
on agriculture in getting more adequate duties under the American

protective system is apparent from the fact that the farmer is the
0.; fertilizer industry's principal customer. When the farmer suffers,

we suffer. When he prospers we prosper. The dependence of this
industry on agriculture is evident from these facts, which are shown
in our brief as Table I.

Cotton, for instance, takes over 2,000,000 tons a year.
Corn takes 1,500,000 tons.
Potatoes, 688,000 tons.
Wheat, 682,000 tons.

!ed Tobacco, 470,000 tons.
on The five cro s just named take 80 per cent of the total fertilizer

an consumption of tle United States.
In this short presentation I wish to emphasize urea and sulphate

of ammonia. They are important sources of nitrogen used in fer-
to tilizers. Sulphate of ammonia is the most important of any source

of nitrogen used in complete fertilizer; that is, fertilizers containing
W, the three most essential plant foods-nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and
he potash. In our request to the House committee we asked that the
as 35 per cent ad valorem duty on urea be removed, and that the duty
of of $5 a ton on ammonium sulphate be either reduced or removed.
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The tariff bill as passed by the House carried urea on the free list;
and we trust that your committee will leave it there, because it i% oi
rapidly becoming an important source of nitrogen for fertilizer. So the
far as I know, urea is not made in this country. It is made syn. con
thetically in Europe, and is the most highly concentrated carrier of of
nitrogen, containing about 46 per cent. con

Sulphate of ammonia, on the other hand, was left unchanged in
the tariff bill passed by the House. It was on the free list in the 1909' lne
and 1913 tariff acts, but was made dutiable in the 1922 act at one.
fourth of 1 cent a pound. It was kept at that rate in the House is
tariff bill, in section I, paragraph 7. Coke and gas plants are prac- don
tically the sole source of ammonium sulphate in this country, although
it is made synthetically in Europe. Each ton of coal that is coked Jan
in by-product ovens, which are operated principally in connection
with the steel industry, produces a little over 22 pounds of sulphate
of ammonia. The increase in the production of by-product ammonia
in terms of ammonium sulphate in the United States can be shown at
one stroke by saying that in 1913 its production was 149,000 tons,
whereas in 1928 it exceeded 788,000 tons. bot

Table 2 shows the production and distribution of domestically flue
produced sulphate of ammonia, and the estimated consumption as
fertilizers in the United States. am

I am showing a table here which gives the production of sulphate lug
of ammonia. am]

Senator SMOOT. The duty-free imports represent about 4 per cent con
of the total of all fertilizers. not

Mr. BUTCHER. That is right.
Senator SMOOT. It is about 4 per cent. it
Mr. BUTCHER. Yes, sir. mol
Senator SMOOT. Two per cent in 1927.
Mr. BUTCHER. It will be observed from the figures that sulphate of it

ammonia is produced in quantities exceeding the domestic demand. sho,
In other words, there normally is an exportable surplus of this com- of
modity. However at times, despite the production of an exportable C
surplus, American fertilizer manufacturers who purchase this material is
are forced by market conditions to buy it from abroad and pay the
$5'a ton duty. For example, in 1928, 42,000 tons were imported whc
the duty alone amounting to $210,000, which eventually is passed
on to the farmer and is paid in his fertilizer bill. The chart which I tab
have here illustrates the conditions which prevailed in 1928. I think It
the southern Senators, particularly, will be interested in this. tha

Senator SMOOT. Why the southern Senators any more than any
other Senators?

Mr. BUTCHER. They use more fertilizer in the South. I
Senator SMIooT. They use it all over the United States. in 1
Mr. BUTCHER. That is true; but a great deal more is used in the

South than in other States. hay
Senator EDGE. Then we had better put it on the free list. has
Mr. BUTCHER. Nitrate of soda is on the free list. Sulphate of I

ammonia is dutiable at $5 a ton. In the spring, along in February, of
March, and April, most of the fertilizer is moving, in the South, par- who
ticularly, as you will see from this chart [indicating]. This shows the nitr
year 1928. T

dut
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The demand for sulphate of ammonia exceeded expectations.
Consequently it was necessary for manufacturers to buy abroad, and
they had to pay the 85 duty. I simply show this to illustrate the
condition that may happen any year. The $85 a ton duty on sulphate
of ammonia may have an effect on nitrate of soda, which is a closely
competitive nitrogen source. You will notice that sulphate of ammo-
nia is exported rather uniformly throughout the year, the dotted
line showing the imports. The red solid line shows the imports.
There is a narrow margin between exports and imports, but enough
is exported regularly throughout the year so that sometimes the
domestic market is a little short.

Senator REED. The price rose from $2.45 per hundred pounds in
January of last year to about $2.87 in April, did it not?

Mr. BUTCHER. Yes.
Senator REED. A rise of about 42 cents. Then it came down, and

since then has been below $2.40.
Mr. BUTCHER. Yes.
Senator REED. Your chart omits the $2. It starts at $2 at the

bottom line and rises to $3, so that it seems to exaggerate the price
fluctuation.

Mr. BUTCHER. I might say this, in perfect fairness to sulphate of
ammonia. This chart does indicate that sulphate of ammonia is
higher priced than nitrate of soda, which is not true. Sulphate of
ammonia contains a higher concentration of nitrogen, being 20% per
cent, whereas nitrate of soda is- 15.6 per cent; so the relationship is
not exactly right.

Senator REED. My suggestion is that, as your chart is prepared,
it indicates that the price of sulphate of ammonia doubled in four
months, which, of course, is not what you meant at all.

Mr. BUTCHER. No; I do not think it does show that it doubled.
It shows a variation from $2.45 to $2.87 or $2.88, and it very properly
shows that which is intended to be shown, the relationships of price
of ammonium sulphate and nitrate of soda during this period. Both
commodities are shown on the same scale; therefore the relationship
is properly shown.

Senator BARKLEY. He is taking the red line, as compared with the
whole surface.

Senator REED. My impression, sitting at the opposite end of the
table, was that the chart showed more than a doubling of the prices.
It is not until one reads the small figures on the left of the chart
that he.realizes that that is not so.

Mr. BUTCHER. We have no desire, of course, to deceive in any way.
I presumed the figures could be easily read by all.

Senator SMOOT. The price of the importations in 1925 was $2.3(
in 1926, $2.10; and in 1927 it was $2.

Mr. BUTCHER. Yes. It has been declining, as all nitrogen materials
have been declining, and the production of sulphate of ammonia
has been increasing rapidly.

In view of the close relationship normally shown between the prices
of sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of soda, it seems logical that
when the $5 duty on sulphate of ammonia is effective the price of
nitrate of soda likewise is influenced.

This is a point of considerable importance to farmers. Since the
duty actually paid on sulphate of ammonia in 1928 amounted to

731FREE LIST
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$210,000 in itself, and since the effectiveness of the $5 a ton duty zinc
may be felt not only on sulphate of ammonia, but on its related proy Whi
uct, nitrate of soda, it is apparent that the farmers have considerable
interest in this request for a complete or partial removal of the duty
on this important raw material.

Under the present tariff act and decisions rendered bytheCustoms
Bureau and the Court of Customs Appeals the manufacturer of com-
plete fertilizer is confronted with the very undesirable situation of
having a duty on this important raw material which if made up as
finished fertilizers may enter free. ant

That is a point I wanted specially to emphasize. exec,
The American manufacturer must buy sulphate of ammonia be. print

hind the tariff wall, but he is forced to compete with free import. comi
tions of the same material if mixed with phosphoric acid and potash, Meal
or either one, in the form of a finished or "complete" fertilizer. Co
Certainly if the benefits of the protective policy of this country are Aoi

to be spread with any measure of fairness over all -citizens, then abd
fertilizer manufacturers are entitled to relief from this situation. by t

The coke ovens, in which about 90 per cent of the sulphate of Ir

ammonia made in the United States is produced, are made by the t

Koppers Co., of Pittsburgh. In speaking during the conference on when
mineral raw materials for the fertilizer industry, held at the Institute evide
of Politics at Williams College, Mass., in 1926, the vice president of T
this company, Mr. C. J. Ramsburg, a nationally recognized authority
on the subject, stated that:

The United States is now producing a surplus above consumption of ammonium
sulphate, and this product is being obtained at plants on which the capital
charges have already been realized.

Ammonia produced in the by-product coke ovens has a fuel value, if left in
the gas and burned in the average steel plant practice, of approximately one-
third of a cent a pound, but the products of its combustion are noxious and its M
corrosive action on .valves and appliances is so great as to more than offset its cEI..
fuel value. It follows that ammonia will invariably be removed from the gas.

The cost of producing sulphate of ammonia is threefold: (1) Capital cost of
apparatus; (2) labor, steam, and sulphuric acid; and (3) maintenance and repair. ow..
Ap analysis of the cost of production of sulphate in existing plants indicates that MIS.
by-product ammonium sulphate will continue to be produced in undiminished A
quantity so long as its selling price at the plant does not fall far below the direct To"
cost of its production. The lowering of its price below this cost will increase m
the cost of coke and consequently of steel.

This request presents a clear-cut issue. If the duty is left on, the w.
steel industry will benefit; if it is removed or lowered, the farmers will
benefit. Severe competition among the 600 and more fertilizer com-
panies wili force the transmission on to the farmer of the benefits'
arising from, partial or complete removal of the duty. The current They
tariff revisiQn is intended to be in behalf of agriculture, and this is one Srill!

important item by which the expressed tariff-revision policy of fetil
President Hoover may be carried into effect. The American Farm that t
Bureau Federation, t National Grange, and the National Horti- a ton
cultural Council are strongly advocating action on the sulphate of The

ammonia duty. thaty

I wish to add to this, if I may, that the National Fertilizer Asso- It Is
ciation supports Mr. Ledoux, who testified before me on pyrites. It W III
is a very important source of sulphur, as you know, in making sul- lul
phuric acid, which is used in making superphosphate, which goes into w
fertilizer. About 4,000,000 tons of superphosphate are used annually at the
in this country in agriculture, and if the duties were imposed on the
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zinc or lead content of pyrites, owing to the rather narrow margin on
which the companies operate, this added cost would probably impair

e this as a source of sulphur for the manufacturing fertilizers.
(Mr. Butcher submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF Or TnE NATIONAL FERTILItiR ASSOCIATION

- SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

of Washington, D. C.
as GENTLEMEN: The tariff policy of the National Fertilizer Association was pre-

sented in full to the House Committee on Ways and Means by Charles J. Brand
executive secretary and treasurer of the association and chairman of the tariff
committee. Mr. Brand's statement and brief appear on pages 8570 to 8583 in the

le printed hearings on the free list before the House committee. In view of your
committee's request that testimony presented In detail to the House Ways and
Means Committee be not repeated here, I am taking for granted that your
committee will give due consideration to our request as presented to the House
committee.

Appearances were made before the House committee, both by Mr. Brand
en abd myself, in support of Increased duties on agricultural products as requested

by the American Farm Bureau Federation and the National Grange. Our
interest in endeavoring to aid agriculture in getting more adequate duties under
the American protective system is apparent from the fact that the farmer is the
fertilizer industry's principal customer. When the farmer suffers we suffer;

)fl when he prospers we prosper. The dependence of this industry on agriculture is
to evident from the facts shown tUy Table I:
of TAULE l.-Quantities of fertilizer used or certain crops in 82 States in 1927

(Total Is 97.5 per cent of all fertilizer used in the United States in 1927)

imi --

a8 Per. Per-Crop Tons entage Crop Tons centage
of total of total

ct on ..................... 1. 0,o000 31.4 Rye ..................... K000 0.3
is CM................1 ,8 0,000 22.8a Peaces .................. 15,000 .2

68g 000 10.3 Sweet corn ................ 14,000 .2
of. . . 2.000 10.2 Rice ...................... 13,000 .2
f T o ... ................... 470,000 7.0 Strawberries .................. . 13,000 .2

r ow ........................ a 00,. 4.9 u.ns(dy) .................. 12,000 .2
Citrus ...................... 241,000 & Cucumbers .............. .. 000 .1S..... . 184,000 2.7 Soy beans .................... 7,8 .I

d ......... 112,000 1.7 Cabbage ...................... ,000 . I
et Tmat.................78,000 1.2 Cantaloupes ................ 4,500 .I

Vetables (mscolaeous) 60.000 .0 Sugar beets .................. 4,800 .1Be nuts ............... 49,000 7 Onions ....................... 4,00 .1
Buckwhea ............ 2,000 .4 Cowpeas ..................... 3.000 ........
Wermelons ....... . .3. sugarcone ................... 2,000 ........
Biay ......... . 20,000 .3

I Florida only. I 'eorgsa only. I Louisiana only.

8 in this short presentation I wish to emphasize urea and sulphate of ammonia.
They are two important. sources of nitrogm used in fertilizers. Sulphate of

ie ammonia is the most Important of any source of nitrogen used in complete
fertilizer, I. e., fertilizers containing the three most essential plant foods-nitrogen
phosphoric acid and potash. In our request to the House committee we asked

ni that the 35 per cent ad valorem duty on urea be removed, and that the duty of $5
a ton on ammonium sulphate be either removed or reduced.

The tariff bill as passed by the House carried urea on the free list, and we trust
that your committee will leave it there, because it is rapidly becoming an important
source of nitrogen for fertilizer. So far as I know, it is not made in this country.
It is made synthetically in Europe by the German Dye Trust and Is the most

hgl concentrate carrier of nitrogen, containing about 46 per cent.
hate of ammonia on the other hand, 'vas left unchanged in the tariff bill

passed by the House. It was on the free list in the 1909 and 1913 tariff acts, but
was made dutiable in the 1922 act at one-quarter cent a pound. It is dutiable

y at the same rate in the Houe tariff bill, paragraph 7, Schedule I. Coke and gas
63310-29--voL 16, soHED16 -47
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plants are practically the sole source of ammonium sulphate in this country,.
although it is made synthetically in Europe. Each ton of coal that is coked In by,
product ovens, which are operated principally in connection with the stein*
industry, produce a little ovor 22 pounds of sulphate of ammonia. The increase.
in the production of by-product ammonia in terms of ammonium sulphate in the.
United States can be shown at one stroke by saying that in 1913 its productionb
was 149,000 tons, whereas in 1928 it exceeded 788,000 tons. Table 2 shows the
production and distribution of domestically produced sulphate of ammonia, anit
the estimated consumption as fertilizers in the United States:

TABLz 2.-Production and distribution of ammonium sulphate in the United Staer

Source: Bureau of Mines U. 8. Department of Commerce, exceptingestimate of consumption as fertll/w
In United States, which was made by the National Fertilizer Association]

Domestic Estimated
Total equiva, Imports (tows consumption cn=

year lent ~roduo- of 2,'0 Exports for .1 pur. as urt(lion pouna poses 8te

198 ........................... 78%000 42,066 93,015 77, 051 &280A
i97 .......................... 717,460 17,153 138,692 595,921 48.6
1926 ........... : ............... 715,976 9,9 202,860 522, .............
1925 ............................. 64,019 28,613 137,108 582,714 .............
1924 ............................. 59,622 6,720 132571 443, ..............
1923 ............................. 03,383 3,987 118 ,212 ..............
1922 ............................. 449,0 0 5,524 11,011 2,513 ..............
1921 ............................. 328,0 %841 114,9 2 913 ............
I ............................. 469, 2,897 68,714 4,183 ............
1919 ......................... 373,000 2 ...............................
1918 ............................. 349,000 3,352 .... ............... ............
1917 ............................. 28,000 '9,1567 ................ ..............
1916 ............................. 235,00 ' 21,732 ............ ..................
1915 ......................... 173,00 = 84,417=..............................
1914 ........................ ;:.... 143,00.......................... ..............
1913 ............................. 149,000 .......................... ..............

I Fiscal year ended June 30.

It will be observed from the figures shown in Table 2 that sulphate of ammonia.
is produced in quantities exceeding the domestic demand. Jn other words,
there normally is an exportable surplus of this commodity. However, at times,
despite the production of an exportable surplus, American fertilizer manufa..
turers who purchase this material are forced by market conditions to buy it
from abroad and pay the $5 a ton duty. For example, in 1928, 42,000 tons weim
imported, the duty alone amounting to $210,000, which eventually is passed on
to the farmer and is paid in his fertilizer bill.

The chart which Idisplay illustrates the condition which prevailed in 1928
and which may occur again in any year. The data on which this chart is based
are. as follows:

Comparison of prices of sulphate of ammonia (dutiable) and nitrate of soda (on
fre list), the imports of sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of soda, and exports of~
sulphate of ammonia, by months, in 1928

Price of Price of Imports of Imports of Experts
ammonium nitrate ammonium nitrate ammonum
sulphate of soda sulphate of soda sulphate

Per 100 Per 100
1928 Pounds pound* Long ton Long (on Long 90"

January .................................. .1450 2.388 . 5, 4 09,867 9.1M
February ................................. 2.50 &338 3,8 144,716 em
March ................................... .. 1760 2 320 3, 292 177,18 8,971

pril ..................................... .1876 1325 4,842 131,819 6,23&
may ............................... 2600 2325 2,479 118722 9,1U
June ............................... 2.370 2210 231 78,15 8
July .............. ....................... 2. 350 1150 472 28,150 11,
August .................................... 2400 2144 219 75,318 8,s
September ................................ 2.400 2.110 285 38,644 elan
October ................................... 2303 2150 5,871 48.385 6119r,
November ................................ 2.3 50 2175 7,488 45,577 7,88,
December ................................ 2.350 2.175 5.763 85,391 3,9b*

Source of prices: U. B. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Source of Imports and exports: U. S. Department of. Commerce.
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The upper chart shows by months a comparison of prices of sulphate of am-
monia and nitrate of soda, which is on the free list. Sulphate of ammonia and
Chilean nitrate of soda are highly competitive as sources of nitrogen purchased
by fertilizer manufacturers for use in complete fertilizer. Both also are used as
top dressing or side dressing materials and are purchased by farmers for single
applications to crops. This practice apples particularly to cotton and corn in
the South.

COMPARISON OF PRICES OF SULPHATE OF AMMONIA (W,,Mc
AND NITRATE OF SODA (av ,,£',e ST)

1 1(BY MONTHS- 1928)

___ I

J0AP .7 AGI&S:. S. OCP. P W Cufc.4UEJL U. P.ot o.e

IMPORT,, Or' SULPHtATE OF AMMONIA AND NITIATE% o O D 0a,
AND EXPORTS OF SULPHATE OF AMMONIA2M- MONTHS-128)-

Ice - - ; I . .. .

JA , WI-./ APR I MX-JN- JULY 10- NOV ...
I 4=A , AI. : M S. 0 l0T Of I ,O

I - - .( - T - 19 - -
50 -- - -

I JAR. I 9. VAR. ;A

Since the two commodities are so highly competitive it Is only natural that the
prices of both should show a sympathetic relationship, just as do the prices of
wheat and rye. Normally the prices of the two commodities follow each other
closely, but the price for 100 pounds of nitrate of soda is normally lower than
that of 100 pounds of sulphate of ammonia, because the former contains only 15
per cent of nitrogen and the latter 20.5 per cent of nitrogen.

P t a r 1 "-V- - t 16-
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- You will observe from the upper chart that the price of sulphate of ammonia
sharply increased in the heavy fertilizer-buying months of 1928 and reached a
high point In April, when farmers, particularly in the South, are heavily In the
market for fertilizers.

On the other hand, the price of nitrate of soda, which bears no tariff, did not
rise during the period in which the price of sulphate of ammonia showed such a
sharp increase. You will note the heavy imports of nitrate of soda during this
period of higher prices for sulphate of ammonia, and also that the price of nitrate,
of soda held steady until that of sulphate of ammonia dropped, when the more
or less normal relationship was resumed. Imports of sulphate of ammonia also
increased, all of which had to come in over the $5 tariff wall. In view of the
close relationship normally shown between the prices of sulphate of ammonia
and nitrate of soda, it seems logical that when the $5 duty on sulphate of am.
monia is effective the price of nitrate of soda likewise is influenced.

This is a point of considerable importance to farmers. Since the duty actually
paid on sulphate of ammonia in 1928 amounted to $210,000 in itself, and since
the effectiveness of the $5 a ton duty may be felt not only on sulphate of am.
monia but on its related product, nitrate of soda, and probably on other nitrogen
materials, it is apparent that the farmers have considerable interest In this request
for a complete or partial removal of the duty of this important raw material.

MANUFACTURERS OF COMPLETE FERTILIZERS ARE NOW "WHIPSAWED" By
DUTIABLE SULPHATE OF AMMONIA AND FREE ENTRY OF FINISHED FERTILIZERS

Under the present tariff act and decisions rendered by the Customs Bureau
and the Court of Customs Appeals the manufacturer of complete fertilizer is
confronted with the very undesirable situation of having a duty on this important
raw material which If made up as finished fertilizers may enter free. The Amer-
ican manufacturer must buy sulphate of ammonia behind the tariff wall, but he
is forced to compete with free importations of the same material if mixed with
phosphoric acid and potash, or either one, in the form of a finished or "complete"
fertilizer. Certainly if the benefits of the protective policy of this country are
to be spread with any measure of fairness over all citizens, then fertilizer manu-
facturers are entitled to relief from this situation.

AMMONIA MUST BE REMOVED IN STEEL-PLANT PRACTICE, AS IT IS INJURIOUS TO
EQUIPMENT

The coke ovens in which about 90 per cent of the sulphate of ammonia made
in the United- States is produced are made by the Koppers Co., of Pittsburgh,
In speaking during the conference on mineral raw materials for the fertilizer
industry, held at the Institute of Politics at Williams College, Massachusetts,
in 1926, the vice president of this company, C. J. Ramsburg, a nationally
recognized authority on the subject stated that-

"The United States is now producing a surplus above consumption of am-
monium sulphate, and this product is being obtained at plants on which the
capital charges have already been realized..

"Ammonia produced in the by-product coke ovens has a fuel value, if left in
the gas and burned in the average steel-plant practice, of approximately one.
third of a cent a pound, but the products of its combustion are noxious and its
corrosive action on valves and appliances is so great as to more than offset its
fuel value. It follows that ammonia will invariably be removed from the gas.

The cost of. producing sulphate of ammonia is threefold-() capital cost of
apparatus, (2) labor, steam, and sulphuric acid; and (3) maintenance and repair.
An analysis of the cost oF production of sulphate in existing plants Indicates
that by-product ammonium sulphate will continue to be produced in undimin.
shed quantity so long as its selling price at the plant does not fall far below the
direct cost of its production. The lowering of its price -below this cost will
increase the cost of coke and consequently of steel."

This request presents a clear-cut Issue: If the duty s left on, the steel industry
will benefit; if It is removed or lowered, the farmers will benefit. Severe com-
petition among the 600 or more fertilizer companies will force the transmission
on to the farmer of the benefits arising from partial or complete removal of the
duty. : The current tariff revision is intended to be in behalf of agriculture, and
this is one important item by which the expressed tariff-revision policy of Presv
dent Hoover may be carried into effect. The American Farm Bureau Federation,
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the National Grange, and the National Horticultural Council, as well as other
farm organizations and agricultural institutions, are strongly advocating action
on the sulphate of ammonia duty.

Respectfully submitted. HARRY C. BUTCHER,

The Natioruil Fertilizer Associatio

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 18, 1929.Bon. REED SMOOT,

Chairman Committee on Finance, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: You may recollect that in the statement presented on

behalf of the American Farm Bureau Federation relative to fertilizers during the
afternoon of Thursday, July 11, it was urgently recommended that ammonium
sul hate be made free of duty.

At that time it was suggested that the National Fertilizer Association would
appear before the Finance Committee and in its own way make a similar request
relative to ammonium sulphate.

As an indication of the cordiality which exists between the association which
represents and speaks for the manufacturers of fertilizers and the American
Farm Bureau Federation which represents and speaks for a large group of ferti-
lizer users, I am pleased to transmit to you by a representative of the National
Fertilizer Association for incorporation in the record immediately following the
brief of that association this restatement of position regarding ammonium
sulphate on the part pf the farm bureau.

Trusting this letter may be made of record as above suggested, for the further
Information of all members of the Finance Committee, I am,

Very respectfully, THE AMERICAN FARM BURsAU FEDERATION,

CHESTER H. GRAY, Washington Representative.

THE NATIONAL GRANGE,

lion. REED SMOOT, Washington, D. C., July 14, 1929.
Chairman Finance Committee,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: We trust that the Finance Committee of the Senate may see

its way clear to put ammonium sulphate on the free list. Under the present act
this commodity it made dutiable at the rate of $5 per ton.

As you are no doubt aware, ammonium sulphate is the principal domestic
source of nitrogenous or ammonia fertilizers, although small quantities still
come from packing-house offal.

The policy of Congress has for a long time been to keep fertilizers and ferti-
lizer material on the free list. This is looked upon as a partial offset to the
present inability of the protective tariff system to protect many of our principalterm crops."

Since ammonium sulphate is one of several by-products of the steel industry,
the cost of producing it can not be very accurately determined. However, we
feel that the producers of ammonium sulphate will not suffer if this commodity
is placed on the free Hat, and it will be quite a help in keeping down the price
of fertilizers.

Sincerely yours, FRED BRENCKMAN,

Washington Representative.

I
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WITHERITE

[Par. 179] ar

STATEMENT OF RON. FRAK W. KONDELL, WASHINGTON, D. .,

REPRESENTING THE FOOTE MINERAL CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom. for

mittee. in
Mr. ONDFL. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I appear on behalf

of the Warren M. Foote Mineral Co. of Philadelphia, in the matter list
of witherite. Witherite appears upon the free list without the words
"without limit orqualification."

Senator Smoor. Just the same as it is in the existing law.
Mr. MoNDEL. We desire to have it remain there. the
Senator KING. On the free list I Uct
Mr. MoNpELL. On the free list. At the time of the House hear.

ings, however, we were not aware of the fact, which we discovered
later, that owing to the fact that the word appeared without limit
or qualification, the Treasury had decided that manufactured tio
witherite could also be imported free. While there have been small Is
importations, limited importations up to this time, there is no wit
obstacle under the present decision of the department against the i
importation of the manufactured article free. We had supposed nei
that the ground Cr manufactured witherite was dutiable under para-
graph 214 of the tariff act, which provides for a duty of 30 per
cent ad valorem on earthy or mineral substances. In view of the
decision of the Treasury in the matter we ask that the word t
"witherite" remain as it is on the free list, and that there be added ahe

to it the words "crude unground." If those words are added, ground s
witherite, prepared witherite, advanced witherite will take the same h

duty that all earthy and mineral substances do.

Senator Eo. Under paragraph 2141 i

Mr. MONDELL. Under paragraph 214. grit

Senator KING. Why should not the whole product be free, Mr. Wit

Congressman I It seems to be valuable for important purposes, and t

the production of it is limited throughout the world. It is a very the

scarce product. tate

Mr. MoNDEL For the following reasons, Senator. At the time tion

of the hearing on the chemical schedule in the House of Representa.

tives, Mr. James J. Riley, of the Barium Products Company, of West 'Wha
Virginia, appeared before the committee in favor of and asking for
various increases of duty on barium products. He made no refer-
ence to witherite in his oral statement. But in his brief he referred
to witherite, and asked that a duty be placed on witherite that it be
taken from the free list, that a duty of,$15 per ton be placed upon wit

it, on the theory that it competed, ii not directly, at least indirectly, pre

with artificially precipitated barium carbonate made from barytes. use

At that time Mr. Foote appeared Mr. Foote being the principal Si

importer of witherite in the United States, and made a statement that
against the removal of witherite from the free list, not knowing tate
at that time, however, that the manufactured article came in. Mr.
Riley's statement was to the effect that there was a competition with
the artificially precipitated article. for

738



Now, in the statement which you have before you from the Tariff
Commission they say that witherite does compete somewhat with
artificially precipitated barium carbonate in the manufacture of face
brick and tile and that sort of thing. But as a matter of fact the
'Tariff Commission recently investigating the matter said:

"In brick manufacture witherite can not ordinarily be substituted
for barium carbonate because it contains impurities, is not uniform
in chemical composition, is not fine enough. Likewise, witherite
%nay be used in some case-hardening compounds, but not in others."

Now, while we believe that witherite ought to remain on the free
list in order to give a comparatively cheap product to the brick manu-
facturer, and the tile manufacturer, and particularly in the refining
-of beet sugar, where witherite is used as a refining agent on the
heavy molasses which is obtained from beet sugar, we do believe, on
the other hand, that if there is any competition with the barium prod-
uct that competition ought not to come free in a manufactured state,
and furthermore we do manufacture witherite. We are interested in
having enough duty or witherite to pay the manufacturing cost.

Senator EDGE. The Tariff Information does not give any inforina-
tion as to the importation of manufactured witherite. Do you know

:as to whether there has been any importation of manufactured
witheriteI

Mr. MONDFL. It is very limited, Senator. My impression is that
neither the importers nor the producers in England have been under
the impression that the article could in its manufactured state be
imported free. But there has been some so imported, and now that
the Treasury has ruled in the matter there is no reason why it should
aot all be prepared over there. It can be done very much more
cheaply than here.

Senator EDOE. When you speak of being "prepared," do you mean
when it is ground? Is that what you refer to?

Mr. MONDELL. The ordinary method of preparing witherite is to
grind and pulverize and air-float it. That is, it is pulverized fine
enough that it can be air-floated, and in that form it can be used.
Witherite is so impure that it is very difficult to carry it beyond
the state of a powdered product. It is very difficult indeed to so
advance it as to bring it in direct competition with the fine precipi-
tated barium carbonate. And therefore it is not directly in competi-
tion with it.

Senator SMooT. But they are grinding it so fine now that that is
what they claim they are.

Mr. MODEmL. Well, I have just read what the Tariff Commission
said after careful consideration of the matter, that the competition is
exceedingly limited. That it is true, possibly, that if there were no
witherite that the beet-sugar manufacturers might use the artificially
precipitated barium carbonate. I am not sure about that. But it
would cost them three or four times as much, and they never have
used it. They use the witherite simply broken. Not finely ground.
Simply broken, for their purposes. And it is just possible, I think,
that this finely prepared and expensive material artificially precipi-
tated might be brought in competition, might be used for those pur-
poses. It has not ben used. The competition has been very slight.

Senator EDGE. Well, it would be under paragraph 214, and call
fora ;30 per cent ad Valorem duty.

789FREE LIST
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Mr. MONDELL. That is what the effect would be. The Inf

manuf
Senator Smoo. Yes. It w
Senator Kiio. Well, Mr. Congressman, my present opinion is.- reads

and if you want to leave a brief I would be very glad to have you- "61article
that not only the witherite but the powdered witherite should come rtin

in free of duty. It is important, and I think that if they attempted Nhetie
to manufacture it there, they could not compete with our mechanical centum
appliances here; and, moreover, if they manufactured it and im. As I
ported it in the dust form, I think that the freight rate would be substa[

higher than in the crude form. So if you have anything to say in tione
reply I should be very glad to hear it, because my present view is wither
that the finished product as well as the raw material should come in. ndiree

Mr. MONDE.u. Well, I shall be glad to prepare a brief. But may should
MONDLL. ellgladadditO:

I say just very briefly that there is no reason on earth why they words
could not grind it more cheaply in Northumberland than we can We
grind it in Philadelphia, for instance, where we import the mate. advanC
rial or in the West where we import it. Labor is very much cheaper, grmndin
and their mechanical appliances are just as up to date as ours are, in
England, where they have been mining for hundreds and thousands
of years. And they can grind it exceedingly cheaply-more cheaply Durli
than we can. And we put out of business the few men in America Mr. Jai
who have been using the limited amount of the imports. pared

Senator EDn. You mean the men in America who have been whichit forthe he
grinding it and prepare it for use_ suhec

. Mr. MONDELL. Yes; who have been griiiding it and preparing it ground
for use. For instance, the people I represent, that is their only As a in
business. They prepare about 2,500 tons a year for the trade. They pete,
have been at it for 20 years. It is not a very remunerative business, commit
but it makes them a fair living. They pay $30 a ton for this ma- precipit
terial laid down, whereas the barytes from which the artificial article of face
is prepared only costs about $11 or $12 a ton at the factory, the Tai

Senator SMooT. All right; thank Vou. followir

Mr. Mo pnu I shall be glad to submit a brief, if I may. barium
Senator SMoOT. Yes; you may. Compos
Mr. MoNDELL. Thank you very much. in some
(Mr. Mondell submitted the following brief:) Fromslight,

BaRUr OF THE FOOTE MINERAL CO., PHIADE.PHUI, PA. of suga

Furth
Witherite is a mineral, a natural barium carbonate, containing various Impur, different

ties, and so far found and mined only in the vicinity of S0ttlingstones, in expect
Northumberland, England. According to the Department of Commerce, only ei 0o
one mine was producing In 1928, with an output of less than 10,000 tons, of that cru
which, according to the Tariff Commission, a little more than 4,000 tons was barytes,
Imported into the United States. Witherite Imported Is pulverized and is used cots at
as an antiscdmming agent in the manufacture of face brick and terra cotta fact anc
and tile. It is also used somewhat for casehardening, and a certain amount for a fe
of it is used In the recovery of sugar from the heavy molasses produced in the la cow
manufacture of beet sugar. there Is

When the tariff bill was before the House committee, Mr. Vote, of the Foote !
Mineral Co., of Philadelphia, appeared before the House committee to pro. "As i
test against the removal of crude wiltherite from the free list, as had been to one
suggested in a brief filed in connection with the hearings on the ehemlca: erqq e t
schedule. Witherlte remains on the free list, as we desire. of gret

Since that hearing, however, the fact has developed that the TteasUWy holds whO nee
that manufactured as well as crude witherite is entitled to free entry becauSe the bee
n1 the fact that it appears upon the free list "without limit or qualification." witherl

placed
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The importers of raw witherlte were under the impression that the ground or
manufactured article wao dutiable.

it was believed to be dutiable under paragraph 214 of the tariff act, which
reads as follows:

"214. Earthy or mineral substances wholly or partly manufactured, and
articles, wares, and materials (crude or advanced In condition) composed wholly
or in chief value of earthy or mineral substances, not specially provided for,

hether susceptible of decoration or not, if not decorated in any manner, 30 per
centum ad valorem."

As I have heretofore stated, the Treasury holds that while this is a mineral
substance, It does not take this 30 per cent duty, even when ground or advanced
in condition, because it appears upon the free list without limit or qualifica-
tion. It Is, of course, In the Interest of both those who Import and use raw
witherite, as well as those who manufacture articles that might directly or
indirectly compete with witherite, that the advanced or manufactured article
should carry a duty. In order to accomplish this purpose, we suggest the
addition, following the word "witherite" in the free-list paragraph, of the
words "crude, unground."

We suggest the word "crude" in order to distinguish the mineral in anywise
advanced from the crude material, and we suggest the word "unground"
because the ordinary process of advancing or improving witherite is one of
grinding.

CRUD WITHERTE SHOULD REMAIN ON THE FREE UST

During the hearing before the House committco on the chemical schedule
Mr. James J. Riley, of the Barium Reduction Co., of Charleston, W. Va., ap-
peared In behalf of Increases In duty on barium protlucts, and in the brief
which he presented to the committee, and which was published on page 268 of
the hearings, he asked that crude witherite be taken from the free list and
subjected to a duty of $15 per ton on the theory that crude witherite when
ground is sold in competition with artificially precipitated barium carbonate.
As a matter of fact, crude wItherite does not, to any appreciable extent, com.
pete, directly at least, with any of the products manufactured from barytes.
It is true that the Tariff Commission, In its summary of information to the
committee, page 2645, states that ground witherite competes with domestic
precipitated barium carbonate as an antiscumming agent In the manufacture
of face brick, terra-cotta roofing, and building tile, but in a recent report of
the Tariff Commission, in which the matter was carefully considered, the
following statement is made:

"In brick manufacture witherite can not ordinarily be substituted for
barium carbonate because it contains Impurities, is not uniform in chemical
composition, and Is not fine enough * * * likewise, witherlte may be used
In some case hardening compounds but not in others."

From all of this it is very evident that the competition as it exists is very
slight, Is indirect, and as to the Important use of witherlte for the recovery
of sugar from the heavy molasses of the beet sugar refineries there has been
no competition.

Furthermore, any considerable competition Is Impossible, owing to the great
difference In the cost of the raw materigi, unless the barium carbonate people
expect to secure a very largely Increased price. Mr. Foote, of the Foote Min-
ertl Co., 0f Philadelphia, testified before the House committee February 22
that crude lump witherite costs slightly over $30 per ton without a duty, while
barytes, from which artificially precipitated barium carbonate is produced,
costs at the most $11 or $12 per ton at the plants of the manufacturers. This
fact and the further fact that owing to Its impurities witherlte can only be used
for a few purposes and can not be successfully refined, owing to its high cost,
in covwetition with preclpltated barium carbonate produced from barytes,
there is little, if any, direct competition, certainly not enough to overcome a
raw-mqtepla1 cost nearly three timpe thet of barytep.
'As I have stated, the prodUctilon Is confined to one limited area, at present

to one mine. It has been testified that It would be Impossible to greatly In-
crqwMe tMq utput. Our l rttIons are snull. The prq4uct, although not one
of greet volume, is Izmgtqt t6 the IndihtrIes that use it, pkrticulgrly those
who need a cheap antiscumming material for'brick and like prQducto and for
the beet-sugar Industry. No American industry can be injured by keeping
witherite on the free list. A variety of industries can be injured by having It
placed upon the dutiable' list.
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It may be urged by the producers of precipitated barium carbonate that bfr
witherite should be taken from the free list because it Is a natural barium car.
bonate and because barytes, which is the basis of artificially precipitated an eE

barium carbonate, bears a tariff rate of $4 per ton. There may be a good witne
reason for a small duty on crude barytes, but such a duty does not In the least Upon
justify a duty on crude witherite. It Is true that witherite is also a barium here
carbonate, but it is a barium carbonate so impure that the expense of purifying
It In order to bring it into direct competition with precipitated barium car. Carte
bonate is prohibitive. No,

It has never been so purified to any considerable extent. The attempts to carbo
do so have not been successful. Furthermore, as above stated, the cost of the sulph
raw material laid down Is three times that of the raw material of artificially.
precipitated barium carbonate. is bai

The barium manufacturers have claimed that a ton of witherite takes the been
place of two tons of barytes. This Is an exaggerated statement, but If It were the e:
true It would not justify a duty on raw witherite, as raw witherite costs three Sen
times as much without a duty as barytes costs at the American mills. It would
be most unfair to those who are conducting a comparatively small bu'iless ofMr
Importing witherite to lay a duty which would amount to an embargo on their Sen
business. It would be manifestly unfair to such manufacturers of 'brick and M.r.
tile as can use witherite and be an additional burden on them. It would be Sen
most unfair to the beet-sugar Industry to burden that industry with an addi. Mr.
tional cost on crude wltherite.

On the other hand, it would be equally unfair to the importers and grinders more
of crude wItherlte to allow the ground and manufactured article to come in rado,
free. In the section of England where witherite Is mined labor is very much Sen
cheaper than in America; grinding machinery is much cheaper than it is here, $4 a
and the material could be ground and thus imported in a manufactured state,
to the very great disadvantage of the handlers of witherite in America, and in Mr.
all probability without any profit to the ultimate consumer, as witherite, ground Sen
in the United States, is sold at a very close margin. a men

It might also be said that it would not be entirely fair to the manufacturers' Mr.
of artificially precipitated barium carbonate produced from barytes to have
the ground witherite imported free. Whatever competition there is between Sen
wltherlte and the artificially precipitated barium carbonate would e increased. Mr.
Furterfore, there Is no more reason why advanced ground or manufactured carbor
witherite should be imported free than there would be for the free importation that
of other manufactured earths and minerals. All such products, though they
may be imported free, in the raw state, are subject to the 30 per cent duty withei
provided in paragraph 214 when they are advanced manufactured or ground Sen
and witherite so manufactured or ground should take the same rate as do other impor
like products so advanced and manufactured. m

For the above reasons we most earnestly urge that witherite be retained on I.
the free list, and that following the word "witherite" there be added the word& Now
"crude, unground" or other words which the committee may suggest which Sent
will differentiate between the crude and the ground or manufactured product. Mr.

FooT MINERAL CO., Sent
By F. W. MONDE1,. was ji

STATEMENT OF COL. AMES 1. RILEY, REPRESENTING THE BARIUX ever t

REDUCTION 0O., CHARLESTON, W. VA., AND THE XANUFACTM. Se1
ING CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION to put

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom, you.
mittee.) wMr.

Senator SMooT. Colonel Riley, you appeared before the House- Now,
committee places

Mr. Ru. y. I appeared before the House committee. I did not ment t
speak upon witherite, but filed a brief and referred to it. duty.

Senator Soor. That is what I say; the brief is there now, and Sen

we do not want you to take the time of the committee here in repeat. Sena
ing that brief. Mr.



Mr. RmIy. No, sir; I am not going to do it. I want to correct
an entirely false impression that has been given by the preceding
witness, and seemed to have been taken out of the brief. They harp
upon the question of competition with barium carbonate. I present
here a bref signed by 10 producers of barytes ore. These are in
Cartersville, Ga.; in Tennessee, in Missouri, and in Virginia.

Now, what really happens is this: Witherite is natural barium
carbonate. In this country wct produce barium in the form of a
sulphate. But what we are producing, what we are dealing with,
is barium. It comes in two different chemical forms. Now it has
been decided that the American raw material shall be protected to
the extent of $4 a ton.

Senator KING. Do you mean witherite?
Mr. RIEY. No, sir; barium as mined in America, in sulphate form.
Senator SmooT. Well, we are on witherite now.
Mr. RUEy. Well, witherite is barium.
Senator KiNo. Suppose we take the tariff off of the other?
Mr. RiLY. Then you will be up to the question of having much

more importation and affecting the Georgia, Tennessee, Utah, Colo-
rado, and all the different people engaged in this.

Senator EDGE. Under what paragraph are we protecting that at
$4 a ton?

Mr. RILEY. The crude-ore paragraph.
Senator EDGE. It is in the earthenware list, and I want to make

a memorandum of it.
Mr. RuaY. Paragraph 69.
Senator KING. I take it, Mr. Riley, you want a tariff on witherite?
Mr. RU E. Yes, sir. Each ton of witherite or artificial barium

carbonate imported replaces 2 tons on this side. And do not forget
that witherite is barium. Each ton of the barium imported in the
witherite form replaces 2 tons of American ore.

Senator SMooT. Well, that has been the case right along, and the
importations have not amounted to anything.

Mr. RUEy. At the start of the tariff it amounted to 600 tons.
Now it has risen to 6,000 tons.

Senator EDGE. That is the manufactured form?
Mr. RU.Y. Yes; witherite.
Senator SMOOT. In 1922 when we had the tariff bill up everything

was just happening six months before we passed the tariff act, and
everything that was going to destroy was to come just as soon as
the bill .passed.

Senator KING. I would be inclined, I will say frankly, Mr. Riley,
to put barium on the free list too. But go ahead and I will listen to
you. I like to be frank with you.

Mr. RILEY. We are protected on our barium ore to the extent of $4.
Now, it is only fair that to import barium in another form which re-
places 2 tons of our ore we should have it on the basis of our replace-
ment ton by ton, $8 duty. If you put it on the value you will get $16
duty.

Senator KING. The raw material now costs $30?
Mr. RILEY. Yes.
Senator KING. The barium?
Mr. Ru y. Yes.
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Senator Kimo. You want a duty on that of how much?
Mr. Rixy. A minimum of $8, because it replaces 2 tons of Ameri

can ore. U
Senator KiNo. I think it is advantageous if you can get it cheaper GEN

here because of the important uses to which the witherite is put, in to the
building tiles, and so on. In.

Mr. RiLEY. Excuse me, sir; it is no more important than any of the JWI
other barium uses. Barium is one of these small, key industries which
we did not have when the war started and they had to have it, and ,UPPI

they gave all sorts of priorities to get barium. It is not a big indus. crude

try, not a terribly big industry in volume, but it is one of these small ore Is

key industries whicli America did not have, and which they had to carpo
have. the foi

Senator EDGE. It is in the same class as tungsten, manganese. and we
all the other raw materials which were discovered during the war, It sio

and we have had seven years to find out if we could produce them. displace

They were put on the dutiable list in the 1922 act to give all the should
industries a chance to see if they could meet the American demand. Res

Now you are in the same class, as I understand you?
Mr. RILEY. No, sir; we are not in the same class. We are on our

feet. We have established an industry.
Senator EDoE. I believe thoroughly in protection, but if an Ameri.

can product can not be produced in anyhing like sufficient quantities
to take care of the American needs I thing that should be taken into
consideration. And I understand witherite is not being produced
here at all. I understand your explanation is that it is practically STAT
the same thing? SEE

Mr. RiUEy. Yes.
Senator EDGE. But it takes I ton of witherite to do the same work

as 2 tons of yours? a
Mr. RILEY. Approximately.
Senator EDoE. Do you mean to say that your supply of barium mitte

is practically inexhaustible? Is that your statement?
Mr. Riley. There always is enough and more, sir. Mr.
Senator SMOOF. You want $8 a ton on barium? associf
AMr. RILEY. Yes, on witherite.
Senator SMooT. On witherite? more
Mr. RILY. On witherite, sir. of the
Senator SMoT. Oh on witherite.
Mr. RiLmy. Not on barium. and o
Senator SmooT. You want $8 a ton only on witherite? stained
Mr. RILEY. We want $8 a ton only on witherite to make it equiva- Whi

lent to the present duty on barium, sir. I am asking for no more identif
on barium at all. the W

Senator Suoor. Witherite, $8. interes
Mr. Rmay. Yes. I have here the brief on behalf of the 10 miners I un

of the ore. before
Senator SMOoT. All right, it will be placed in the record. Comm
(Mr. Riley submitted the following brief:) of the

which
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BRIEF OF THE BARIUM REDUCTION CO.

FINANCE COMMITTEE,
United Statea Senate, Wa.hfngton, D. 7.

GENTLEMEN: "Witherite," or natural barium carbonate (BaCO,), according
to the tariff act of 1922 (par. 1689) comes in on the free list.
in 1921 the Imports were only 668 short tons, and it was not looked upon as

an import of Importance. Since then, however, the imports have risen till in
1927 they stand at 8,800 tons.

-Witherite," according to the brief filed by the importers, goes into uses
supplied by barium chemicals. These barium chemicals are in turn made from
crude barytes ore (BaSO4). The protection granted us on our crude barytes
ore ts $4 a ton. Each ton of witherite or barium imported in the form of natural
carbonate, when used In the manufacture of barium chemicals (the chloride,
sulphate, carbonate, or nitrate), replaces approximately 2 tons of barium in
the form of natural barium sulphate, which we mine.

We feel that it is unfair to allow the witherite to come in duty free, and that
it should be assessed a duty equivalent to the American crude barytes which It
displaces, $8 a ton; although based upon the relative selling prices of the
crude barytes and the witherite and the present duty on barytes the duty
should be $16 a ton.

Respectfully submitted.
Bnrium Products (Inc.), New Riverside Ochre Co., The Paga Mining

Co., Chicago Copper & Chemical Co., Superior Mineral Co.,
Adelbert E. Stocking, A. H. Long, Evans & Russell, T. 11. Blount,
Barium Mining Corporation.

SOFTWOOD LUMBER

[Par. 1798]

STATEMENT OF ALBERT W. COOPER, PORTLAND, OREG., Rk -E-
SENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION AGAINST A TARIFF
ON LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LOGS

IUncluding sba~gloe, par. 4031

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Senator Couzs. Proceed.
Mr. COOPER. I am appearing here on behalf of the national

association against a tariff on lumber, shingles, and logs. This
association is an informal organization representing the views 'of
more than 1,300 companies, including a number of the largest operators
of the Pacific Northwest and of the South, also several in the North
and other parts of the country, as well as a large number of wood-
working firms, wholesalers of lumber, and lumber retailers, and the
stained shingle industry.

While I was trained as a forester, for many years I have been
identified with the lumber manufacturing industry as manager of
the Western Pine Manufacturers Association. I am now financially
interested in the manufacture of pine lumber in New Mexico.

I understand that your committee does not wish to have repeated
before it testimony that has been offered to the Ways and Means
Committee. I shall try therefore to confine my testimony to some
of the outstanding reasons against a tariff on softwood lumber,
which is now on the free Hst.
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I believe there is no more outstanding or cogent reason against
a tariff on lumber than that of conservation of our natural resources.
This subject has been so distorted and so often advanced by the
advocates of a tariff as a reason for a tariff that I believe it should
be clarified.

We have always been a Nation with tremendous timber resources,
and lumber manufacturing has been one of our outstanding industries,
but we are reaching the point where we must stop and consider our
future timber supply very carefully. The best available information
on our remaining timber resources, and the rate at which they are
being. depleted indicates that there remains not to exceed 2,000,.
000,000,000 feet which we are depleting at the rate of 60,000,000,000
feet annually. The most optimistic estimate does not put our
implacement by new growth at more than 15,000,000000 feet annually.
Thus, we are faced with the fact that, even making allowance for
immature timber that will become merchantable in the meantime,
within 40 to 50 years we shall have entirely exhausted our forests.

There are those who view this situation with a certain cheerful
optimism and who claim that our per capita consumption is decreas-
ing and that other materials will take the place of wood, but they do
not take into account the growing population of the country and
the fact that new uses for wood are constantly developing. I know
of no sincere student of forestry that is not agreed that we must
begin to prepare for this inevitable period when we shall have reached
the end of our existing stand of timber.

This is a broad picture of our forest situation. In specific cases,
and locally, it is often even more serious. For example, testimony
has been brought before Congress showing that in the fir region of
Washington, which we have regarded as one of our great sources of
future supply, the next 20 years will very nearly have seen the end
of merchantable timber at the present rate of cutting. I do not
want to be unduly an alarmist on this subject, and I fully appreciate
that this country has been arousing itself to the seriousness of the
situation and that efforts looking to reforestation of our cut-over
lands are steadily increasing. But unfortunatley we can not reap
the results of what we do not, or a few years from now, for at least
50. to 75 years, when a new crop of timber has matured. We must,
therefore as a nation face the fact that there will be a period when
raw material for our forest industries will be very difficult to secure if
we continue our present rate of consum tion. In other words, there
Will be a gap between the last of the old timber and the time when
the new will be ready for marketing. It seems to us the part of sound
national policy to recognize this fact and to do nothing that will dis.
courage imports which do not constitute a very high percentage of our
annual consumption as it ia conceivable that as our own resources de-
cline imports may increase. At any rate it is obvious that the effect of
these imports is to piece out our own resources and by that much
prolong their life. The thought I would like to leave with you is
that this is going to be of tremendous help in bridging the period of
timber famine to which I have referred above.

There are those who have argued before your committee that a
rotective tariff was essential to conserve our natural resources,
asing this statement on the assumption that only through a protec-

tive tariff would stumpage values increase sufficiently to make attrac-
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tive the growing of new crops of timber. There are several rather
obvious fallacies in this argument. First of all, what concerns the
commercial timber grower today is the cost of growing it rather
than its problematic value 40, 50, or 75 years hence. And he sees
two very serious obstacles; the fire hazard which may wipe out the
accumulated investment of years, and which is an ever-present menace
to the owner of young timber; and the unsound methods of timber-
land taxation which exist in most of our states and by which timber
is taxed year after year at its current valuation although it can only
be harvested once after a long period of years. These, as every
forester knows, constitute the main obstacles to growing our future
crops of timber. The question of future timber values will be deter-
mined by supply and demand and the prices of competing materials
prevailing when that day arrives. There is no doubt that they will
be substantially higher than they are now.

I think you can see that obvious fallacy of assuming that a protec-
tive tariff which applies wholly to existing competitive conditions
can have any bearing on the value of a young tree that can not be
marketed for 60 to 75 years. And yet this idea has been seriously
advanced as an argument for a tariff.

The argument may be made that we can not afford to tie up our
own resources at the present time by letting in Canadian supplies,
but this is also fallacious in view of actual conditions. In the first
place we can produce limber cheaper than our Canadian competi-
tors; in the next place there is no indication that imports are going
to increase" 'with any great rapidity.. In fact they have fallen off
within the past six years and they are not sufficient in volume to be
a determining factor in holding back any considerable amount of
timber as far as the individual operator is concerned. In other words,
nationally they are valuable but spread over the entire country, they
have very slight effect on the individual operator.

There is another phase of the lumber tariff problem which indicates
that it would be inimical to the industry itself. The cost of moving
a felled tree to the mill constitutes a large portion of the total cost of
manufacture. 'he character of timber, the topography of the coun-
try, and the accessibility of the timber, all enter into determining
this cost, and it will be found that between individual operations
there is a wide range. In other words, we have wide extremes be-
tween'the lw-cost producer and the marginal producer. A tariff
would presumably have as its object the increasing of lumber prices;
if it did not do this, it would be difficult to show that it was of any
benefit. If it does increase prices by the amount of the protective
tariff, which is usually the measure that is applied, it will have the
effect of bringing into the field a new set of marginal producers.
Timber which should be left either to grow and mature, or to wait
until the development of the country has reached it will be thrust
upon the market by the increased values created by the tariff. This
will accelerate production and likely end in overproduction, finally
reacting upon the industry in the inevitable periods of depression. I
do not know that I make this point-clear, but the thought is that we
are delicately adjusted and undue stimulation of prices is.bound in
the long run to result detrimentally. We have had it in the past and
a tariff will encourage it again. This, of course, would be harmful
not only to the industry but also, by reason of unnecessarily increased
forest depletion, to the country.
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There is another point that should not be overlooked in any con.
sideration of the tariff question, and that is its effect on the consumer.
There is a close relationship between a lumber tariff and the farm
problem. Directly and indirect: the farmers of this country con.
sume about 45 per cent of the production of the industry. Assuming
that a tariff will benefit the industry through the only channel it cau,
namely increased prices, the consumer will be asked to a an addi.
tional bill of not less than $150,000,000 annually, nearly half of which
will come out of the pockets of the farmer. The farmer, be it noted,
as the chief customer of the industry is of direct concern to the in.
dustry. He has been going through a period of readjustment, he has
not been prosperous and as a result he has delayed building or de-
ferred it wherever possible. We are now entering the period where
he will be increasingly in the market for the products of the lumber
industry. A tariff at this time will create what amounts to an accu.
mulated burden on the farmer and may, in the end, still further defer
and delay his building and repair projects.

I will not take your time by discussing the question of our trade
relations with Canada except to say that here too is an argument
against a tariff which merits attention. Through her forest exports
to us Canada is to a considerable extent helped in meeting her bill
for the goods she buys from us.

All these arguments against a tariff on lumber might lose some of
their weight could it be shown that the industry needed protection;
in other words, that it is a victim of lower costs abroad, unfair com-
petition, or an increasing flood of imports. Such, however, is not
the case; it has been amply proved by the record and by figures
that have not been controverted that imports have been decreasing,
that costs are higher in Canada which furnishes us practically all our
softwood lumber imports, and that Canada does not use our markets
as a dumping ground. In the absence of any need for protection we
believe in the interests of conservation and of the welfare of the
industry itself through the prevention of overstimulation, as well as
the unnecessary burden a tariff will place on American consumers,
that lumber should remain on the free list.

Senator COUZENS. What do you say as to birch and maple; would
what you say apply equally to birch and maple?

Mr. COOPER. Broadly speaking, it does.
Senator COUZENS. How do you regard the argument of the birch

and maple people to the effect that a tariff on imports coming into
the country is necessary in the policy of conservation to enable them
to clean up their forests, and there is enormous waste because of
competition from Canadian imported birch and maple?

Mr. COOPER. I think that the argument of utilization is very much
overdone, Senator. As a matter of fact, the more complete use of
the forest is more dependent of the local markets that a manufacturer
enjoys, or the local field where he can ise otherwise waste material.
That has been the experience in every region. Just to illustrate,
if you have a mill in the city with a considerable population you
could sell your stuff you would otherise burn in your burner-for
firewood. That is simply an illustration of what I mean; and you
would save that much waste and make something out of it.

Senator COUZENS. Would what you say equally apply to shingles?
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Mr. COOPER. Not exactly. The shingle problem is a little
different.

Senator COUZENS. You are not including the shingle problem in
your statements, then?

Mr. COOPER. Not particularly. I was appearing on lumber. I
am fairly familiar with the shingle problem.

Senator COUZENS. You are not opposing a tariff on shingles,
then?

Mr. COOPER. Our organization is; yes. We think it would be a
very unfortunate tariff, because the lumber industry has felt for a
good many years that shingles were detrimental to the use of wood
as they are now being cut and have been cut in Washington and
Oregon. It is creating a prejudice againt wood, the slash-grain
shingle, as you know, probably; and I think it has been testified here
that the low-grade shingles bring on antishingle ordinances and they
are very apt to start antiwood ordinances. Prejudice is created by
this type of shingle; and it is a fire menace.

Senator WALSH. What type did you call it?
Mr. COOPER. SJash-grain shingles.
Senator WALSH. What do you call the Canadian shingle?
Mr. COOPER. That is a vertical grain, or edge grain shingle as

they are more often called.
Senator CouZENs. There is one economic statement you made

that I do not think necessarily follows, and that is that the tariff
automatically raises the cost of the consumer. If there is fair com-
petition in the home industry the tariff simply puts the foreign impor-
tations, on the same basis of competition that the American industry
is confronted with. In other words if a plant is running 50 or 60
per cent of its time and due to the reduction of imports is able to
oprate 100 per cent of its capacity that does not necessarily mean

th there is a rise in price, does it?
Mr. COOPER. Not necessarily. I quite agree with you, Senator.
Senator THOMAS. Is it not a fact we have three kinds of tariff; we

have a revenue tariff, a competitive tariff, and a protective or pro-
hibitive tariff. If you have a tariff for revenue only it will not be
very severe. If you have a competitive tariff you would have a tariff
based upon the scientific basis, or compromises that would equalize
the foreign basis and the domestic basis; it would be a reasonable
"tariff based on the experience of competition. So far as applied to
those two types of tariff I think Senator Couzens's statement is logical,
but when you come to a trade tariff, a protective tariff which is made
higher than the limit necessary to equalize competitive conditions
then a margin is left within which the domestic manufacturers will
raise their price where a protective tariff is operative.

S Senator COUZENS. I think that as you state it it is correct, but
experience has proven that a plant running at nearly full capacity can
sell goods cheaper than a plant that only runs at part capacity.

Mr. COOPER. That is quite true, Senator.
Senator CouzENs. Yes. And the point with respect to what Sen-

ator Thomas says regarding a competitive tariff-and that is what we
are talking about-or at least that is my interpretation of the protec-
tive and the competitive tariff-they are really the same thing-
they make the foreign producer compete on equal terms with the
American producer..

63310-29--voL 10, scum, 1-48
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Mr. COOPER. In the case of lumber I do not think it would permit
the foreign producer to compete on equal terms because his costs are
higher to start with; and were there a $3 tariff on lumber, as has been
proposed, it would exclude lumber, or at least it would materially
decrease the imports, because it would only .be the low cost, or
Canadian producer that could continue to export stuff to this country.
They would be practically barred out. A $3 margin on lumber is a
very considerable margin and constitutes an amount greater than the
average profit. It would be a profit that most lumber men would
consider very satisfactory in itself.

Senator CoUZENs. What have you to say as to the contention that
is made that the British Columbia shingles are superior to the
Washington and Oregon shingles and that that is the real reason
that we are unable to compete with British Columbia shingles?

Mr. COOPER. I think that unquestionably true, for this reason:
The Washington and Oregon shingles of high grade are few in number.
The American shingle is theoretically the equivalent of the British
Columbia shingle, but in grading shingles and lumber you handle a
large amount of material rather rapidly and, unless you exercise
great care, you put into a shipment a certain amount of the low-grade
stuff.

That has been one of the things that has injured the Oregon and
Washington shingle. Shingles and lumber are graded to more or
less standard grades. The Canadian has taken great pain with the
grading of his shingles. He eliminates that 5 or 6 per cent of below.
grade material in a bundle of shingles. Shingles are expensive to
xehandle. The consumer can not afford to re-sort them. With lum-
ber he can to some extent. That may only cost him 50 cents or a
dollar a thousand to re-sort and pick out low-grade lumber; but he
can not do that with shingles. Consequently he is willing to pay
more to be sure of his grade.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Some of the evidence before us
shows that the logs of British Columbia are used first to make shingles,
while the logs in the northwest part of this country are used first for
-lo purposes; and, secondly, or as a by-product, for the making of
shingles; and that is the reason why the domestic shingle is inferior
to the British Columbia shingle. Is that a fact?

Mr. COOPER. That is quite true. The operator in this country
has a number of markets for his cedar logs. He has an export market
for them, particularly in Japan and the Orient; and he picks out the
best type of logs for this purpose and then he takes usually the next
best logs for the manufacture of cedar lumber, which is a very high-
priced type of lumber. What is left he puts into shingles. Now,
even in shingle logs, as they are called, on the log market, the average
operator puts a considerable per cent of his shingle logs, the better
end of them, into lumber. That leaves him entirely a low-grade
tyge of log for his shingle manufacture.

Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. Is not the British Columbia
lumberman faced with the same temptations?

Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. And the same marke.,'ij?
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
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Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. But he chooses to use his log
material for shingles and put a high-grade shingle product on the
market.

Mr. COOPER. Yes. Probably necessity bit him first and it seems
as though necessity is the only cure for some of those mistaken
practices in an industry.

Senator COuzENs. When you started you said you represented an
informal organization. Who composes this organization?

Mr. COOPER. There are quite a number of lumber manufacturers in
this country, and stained-shingle people who purchase stained shin.
gles, a large number of wholesale lumbermen, wholesale distributors,
and a considerable number of retail firms, and also some woodworking
establishments.

Senator CouzENs. How much money haie you raised for the
purposes of this association?

Mr. COOPER. That I do not know, Senator. I have had no con-
nection with the raising of any money whatever.
Senator CouzENs. Who has paid the expenses of the organization

here in Washington?
Mr. COOPER. As far as I know my connection has been entirely

with the Shevlin Carpenter & Clarke people, of Minneapolis. Sums
have been raised from American operators, some of whom also have
interests in Canada; and, as far as I know, some money may have
been raised from the stained-shingle industry which has been ac-
tively interested in this tariff organization.

Senator CouzENs. What is your particular business, Mr. Cooper?
Mr. COOPER. For years I have been the secretary-manager of the

Western Pine Association. At the present time however, I am in
business in New Mexico, in the lumber business, lumber and mining.

Senator CouzENs. That is retailing?
Mr. COOPER. No; as a manufacturer.
Senator CouzENs. Where do you get your lumber from?
Mr. COOPER. From the Zuni Mountain region in New Mexico.
Senator COUZENS. You have no idea how much money has been

raised, then, to defeat this tariff clause?
Mr. COOPER. I do not know.
Senator COUZENS. Have any Canadians contributed to the organ-

ization?
Mr. COOPER. That I do not know.
Senator CouzENs. Who does know? Who can tell us how much

money bas been raised and where the money has come from to
defeat the tariff proposals?

Mr. CooPIR. Possibly Mr. Bahr, who has been connected with
this organization, can give you some information on the source of it.I Senator CouzENs. Is he located here in Washington?

Mr. COOPER. He has carried on the work of collecting and getting
together information and maintains an office here.

Senator CouzENs. For how long?
Mr. COOPER. For some five months-about the time the hearings

first began in the Ways and Means Committee.
Senator COUZENs. The testimony is so contradictory and at vari-

ance it seems to me between those who are for and those who are
against the tariff that as far as I am concerned I am in doubt sometimes
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of some of the motives back of these things. I do not know of any
schedule where the evidence seems so contradictory and the views so
widely separated from supposedly all-American interests. I can
understand the difference of opinion exsting between an importer and
an American producer, but I can not understand it when we get such
a variance of views from those who appear to be solely Americans.
It is very difficult for me to understand.

Mr. COOPER. Might I suggest, Senator, that the lumber industry
has been tariff minded in the past. It has had experience with tariffs.
I can recall the day when it appeared en masse in behalf of tariff; but
that condition has changed very materially. With the changing
conditions and with a riper experience perhaps the sentiment of the
industry has been gradually going away, moving away, from the
tariff idea.

A rat many manufacturers-take the organization that I was
with formerly-we have consistently opposed the tariff on lumber for
seven years. Twelve years ago we would have been down here-or
15 years ago we would have been down here-on behalf of a tariff.
We have realized gradually with a better conception of the economics
of our industry, that a tariff was, in the long run, detrimental to us.

We have been considerable exporters to Canada. There are cer.
tain classes of materials that go into Canada from the northwestern
region and Arizona and NewMexico. It is quite surprising to know
that there are actual imports into eastern Canada from that section
of pine lumber.

Senator COUZENS. What percentage of your organization are
active producers?

Mr. COOPER. Probably not to exceed, out of the 1,300 that I
mentioned-probably not to exceed 5 per cent, because the number
of producers are very much outnumbered by retailers, distributors,
and other .types .of organizations interested in lumber.

Senator Couzzms. From your observation, are the majority of the
producers in Washington and Oreort, with respect to this particular
type of lumber, in favor of or against a tariff?

Mr. CooPER. I would classify them into three classes. There is a
small group that are actively out for the tariff, very strongly. There
is a considerable group that think it is a bad thing; and the vast
majority are in between; they are not very keen for a tariff, but fee
that they are not, going to do anything to secure a tatiff, nor are they
going to do anything to oppose a tariff, and, in a way, they would
Just as soon see it.

Senator COUZENS. What effect would this tariff have on standing
timber?

Mr. COOPER. It would increase its value ultimately, I think.
Especially "in the Northwest would that be true where we have mill
capacity that in many localities is beginning to see the end of the
supply; and it would tend toward a' monopoly of supply in the
Northwest.

Senator COUZENS. What have you to say as to the argument that
the Washington and Oregon timber has been cut back from the
water for miles and miles, and therefore logging is more expensive
there than in Canada where it is still on the water line?

Mr. COOPER. I do not think that is entirely true. I have been in
Canada a good deal, and the same thing has taken place along the
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shore line there. The former areas right at tidewater have all been
out over on Vancouver Island and the mainland. I think you would
have to get very far north in Canada before you found that condition
did not exist. That is a natural tendency, anyway.

Senator COUZENS. What have you to say of the contention made
by operators that oriental labor is employed in Canada more or less?

Mr. COOPER. Oriental labor is pretty much confined to the shingle
industry in Canada. Personally Ican not see that it has any bearing
whatever on the tariff, because it is as well paid as the white labor.
In fact on piece work it is sometimes paid more, and it is purely a
domestic question in Canada. I think the tendency is away from
oriental labor. It has been in the States. Very few American oper-
ators, even when it is available, employ oriental labor any more.
There are a few that have used the Japs extensively.

Senator COUZENS. Your contention is that even though they do
use oriental labor they pay the same level of wages to them that
they do to the white labor?

Mr. COOPER. Yes, sir; exactly.
Senator DENEEN. Do you use Mexican labor down in Arizona?
Mr. COOPER. We have to to some extent.
Senator DENEEN. Do you pay them the same as you do American

labor?
Mr. COOPER. Yes; in common labor, if you have American, but

usually the American is above common labor.
Senator COUZENS. Is the common labor comparable, then?
Mr. COOPER. No; I do not think the Mexican is as good as the

American.
Senator CouzENs. Do you pay the same per diem rate, then?
Mr. COOPER. Where we employ them on the same job you almost

have to to avoid trouble-where the work is of the same class.
Senator THOMAS. Is it not a fact that for a certain class of work

around the mill you have to have a foreman, and under him will be
a gang of Mexicans to do the work?

Mr. COO1'ER. Yes.
Senator THOMAS. Mexicans will not work in mixed groups; they

have to have a foreman to give orders-sort of a company or squad.Mr. CooPER. Yes; they need rather careful looking after. That
is my experience.

Senator THOMAS. What lumber products do you manufacture?
Mr. COOPER. In New Mexico?
Senator THOMAS. Yes.
Mr. COOPER. It is pine lumber, logs-the usual product of a

sawmill with a planing mill attached.
Senator THOMAS. Do you own standing timber?
Mr. COOPER. Some; Yes.
Senator THOMAS. In New Mexico?
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Senator THOMAS. About how much?
Mr. COOPER. Not to exceed twenty or twenty-five million feet.

We'have a contract with the Forest Service.
Senator THOMAS. Can you give us any idea how much standing

timber there is in New Mexico?
Mr. COOPER. There is probably 2,000,000,000 feet in that State

at least, and probably, more than that.

i p
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Senator THOMAS. How much is there in Arizona?
Mr. COOPER. In Arizona it would be rather less than that, I

should say a billion and a half. mar
Senator THOMAS. Where else to you find any considerable quantity Nel

of standing timber suitable for such work? seen
Mr. COOPER. In the United States, do you mean? lui
Senator THOMAS. Yes. on
Mr. CooPeR. We find that in California and the coastal regions, S

redwood region; and in the Sierras, which we call the pine region; tenc
and the region in the interior of the country, Northwest, east of the indu
Cascade Mountains, is another pine region. M

The distinction in the West and Northwest is between pine and the
fir regions. They are divided by the Cascade Range. West of the
them is fir and east of them is pine. Then there is also the southern S
pine region, of course, in the Eastern States-Texas, Louisiana, coi
Alabama, and Florida.

Senator THOMAS. Have you any figures to show the amount of get
timber left of the original total supply in the United States? S

Mr. COOPER. I have gone on the figures of the McNary committee, m
very largely; and they have simply been brought down to date by the Se
Forest Service in some of its publications. I think that on the whole with
they are very accurate, about as accurate as you could get unless M
you made a careful survey of the entire country. Se

Senator THOMAS. What are those figures? marb,
Mr. COOPER. Approximately 2,000,000,000,000 feet. M
Senator THOMAS. Now left? So
Mr. COOPER. Now left. of W
Senator THOMAS. And how much was it to start with? M
Mr. COOPER. I do not recall offhand, but it gets into such large sgh

figures it is hard to remember. We had 800,000,000 acres at one time.
I think the figure is 5,200,000,000,000. M

Senator THOMAS. At the present rate of consumption how long will Ser
our available, known, visible timber supply last? M

Mr. COOPER. I figure it this way: We are consuming in lumber, fire- Set
wood, pulpwood, fence posts, hewn ties, and so forth, about 60,000,- tageo
000,000 a year. At that rate 60 into 2,000 would only make about M
33 years. But, there is timber growing in the United States to offset Seu
that; and the most optimistic estimate is 16,000,000,000 feet a year Mr
growing, which would extend the life of our timber supply by another that'
12 or 15 years. Sen

Senator THOMAS. Just one more question: It is a fact, is it not money
that within a short time the available supply of American timber will it not
be exhausted unless first the country enters upon a program of refores- produ
tation; and, second, that the country develops a substantial supply Mr
of wood substitutes? Sen

Mr. COOPER. Yes. which
Senator COUzENS. I am interested to, know what proportion of the Mr.

standing timber is in New England; do you know? Seni
Mr. COOPER. I have not the figures for New England, but it is in this

relatively small percentage* a very small percentage of it. Mr.
Senator COUZENs. Are they cutting any in New England to any asked

extent? Sen
Mr. COOPER. Yes, they are, in Maine, New Hampshire, and Mr.

Vermont. of a di
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Senator WALSH of Massachusetts. For local uses.
Mr. COOPER. Yes, for local uses. They have a very intensive

market. For example-entirely for local uses-they cut white pine in
New England that we could not afford to cut in the West. I have
seen little trees 10 and 12 inches in diameter being cut there for box
lumber. They are so close to their market, and they compete only
on box lumber that comes 1,500 or 2,000 mites.

Senator THOMAS. A small tree is fitted for that sort of thing, being
tender and soft and pliable; it is more adapted to the box-making
industry than an old toughened gnarly, knotted tree.

Mr. COOPER. Wood in a tree is much the same at any age, except
the difference between heart wood and sap wood, Senator. Of course
the small tree has a large percentage of sap wood.

Senator WALSH. Does the building lumber used in New England
come in any appreciable quantity from Canada?

Mr. COOPER. Only certain types that we do not produce. You
get spruce dimension in New England, for instance, from Canada.

Senator WALSH. Eastern Canada.
Mr. COOPER. Yes; eastern Canada.
Senator WALSH. But it is not any appreciable amount compared

with the total consumption.
Mr. COOPER. No; it is not.
Senator WALSH. Do you transport -your lumber to the eastern

market that you manufacture in New Mexico?
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Senator WALSH. How can you compete with the domestic producers

of Washington and Oregon in view of the difference of trade rates?
Mr. COOPER. We have an advantage over Washington and Oregon

slightly in the freight rate.
Senator WALSH. To what market do you refer?
Mr. COOPER. The Chicago markets.
Senator WALSH. And to the New York market also?
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Senator WALSH. So that you really can compete with them advan-taffeouiY?Mir. Cl OPER. Yes.

Senator Wh LSH. Because of the freight rate?
Mr. Coor ER. We have a somewhat lower quality of timber; but

that is offset by the difference in freight rates.
Senator W ALSH. Something has been said about the raising of

money here in the part of those who are opposing this tariff..Has
it not beep alleged that money has been raised also by the domestic
produce t;6ri who favor the tariff?

Mr. COOPER. It has; yes.
Senator WALSH. I think a circular was put in evidence here

which was sent generally to the trade asking for contributions.
Mr. COOPER. Yes; I have seen those.
Senator WALSH. Do you know how much money was asked for

in this circular, and how much was raised?
Mr. COOPER. I have no knowledge of what was raised. They

asked for $3 a thousand.
Senator WALSH. How much?
Mr. COOPER. $3 per thousand. They asked for that on the basis

of a day's production.
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Senator WALSH. What would that amount to if they were success. M
ful?

Mr. COOPER. If 'they were successful on that basis they would forth

raise in excess of $100,000, considerably in excess of $100,000. Per-

hapsit would be as much as $150,000. I M

Senator WALSH. Who sent out this circular? So
Mr. COOPER. It was sent out, I think, by the so-called Lumber handi

Industry Tariff Committee, which is an organization in Everett,
Wash.

Senator WALOH. Who is the treasurer of that committee? BRIEF
Mr. COOPER. I think Mr. Condon, as I recall, at least he is an

officer of it. Mr.
Senator WALSH. Does he live here in Washington?
Mr. COOPER. Washington, D. C.? wood
Senator WALSH. Yes. enera

Mr. COOPER. No; he lives in the West. M L

Senator WALSH. Is he here in the city? ir t

Mr. COOPER. Not that I know of at present. the pr
Senator WALSH. Who is the main representative of the domestic measu1

producers in charge of the tariff hearing here in the city? tere

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Frank Lamb appears for them on lumber, or Lamb
seemed to be their spokesman on lumber; and Mr. Edwards and Mr. Comm
Bratle on shingles. They are all members of this committee that Mens

you referred to. 
e

Senator WALSH. The fact of the matter is that both sides have vanta
been raising money to pay the expenses of employing attorneys. Impor

Mr. COOPER. That is undoubtedly true. consldE

Senator WALSH. Employing funds for so-called lobby purposes.
Mr. COOPER. When you speak of lobby you use an ill-defined

word. 1. IN
Senator WALSH. I said "so-called lobby purposes." ment

Mr. COOPER. So called. stion,
Senator WALSH. For hiring offices, maintaining stenographers, than

sending out letters and communications, and so forth. North

Mr. COOPER. Yes; it has been if it is lobbying to collect statistics the 14

and data and prepare them to present to the committees of Congress; Iti

why, I presume there is a Canadian lumber lobby. stitute
Senator COUZENS. Is Mr. Bahr, your representative, here in the rtiol

room? 
I ,

Mr. BAHR Yes Sir, 
ofim

Mr. COOPER. Ves; he is. In the
Senator COUZVNS. I would like to ask Mr. Bahr a few questions opport

after we finish with Mr. Cooper. I mlnc

Senator THOMAS. I would like to ask this witness one further brm
question. * These tariff hearings have now been under way for
approximately eight months. Would the amount of money which the ex
you suggest that even your trade organization hoped to raise, I fact

$150,000, be an exorbitant sum to cover the expenses of sending the L

brightest minds to Washington, because they are the ones that como Operat
here majntaining a headquarters here with an equipment, printing Picific
briefs, and, in effect, paying the expenses of a business presentation.- other i

in your judgment would that sum be exorbitant to cover all the 1

expenses of a group of men for eight months' time? Conduit
from t
hereto
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Mr. CooPER. No; I do not think that it would be, especially for
westerners who come a long distance and who can not run back and
forth between home and Washington.

I would like to have the permission of filing a brief and would also
like to file a supplementary brief which we are now preparing.

Senator COUZENS. Whatever you want to file must be in the
hands of the clerk before the hearings go to print.

(Mr. Cooper submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO THE PROPOSED DUTY OF $3 PER M ON LUMBER OTHER
THAN CEDAR

Mr. Frank H. Lamb and others appeared before Subcommittee No. 4 of the
Senate Finance Committee, asking for a duty of $3 per thousand feet on soft.
wood lumber imported Into the United States. Mr. Lamb's arguments were so
general in nature and so unsupported by adequate figures and facts, that we
do not believe it necessary to make any detailed answer. Suffice it to say that
Mr. Lamb argues that a tariff on lumber is essential to stabilize the industry
in the United States, while at the same time he disclaims that it will increase
the price of lumber. He also argues that a tariff is essential as a protective
measure to insure the growing of timber in the United States, and implies that
there is great disturbance of the market by reason of dumping of lumber on the
Atlantic seaboard In cargo lots by Canadian mills. These contentions of Mr.
Lamb are fully answered In the lumber brief filed with the Waya and Means
Committee and need not be repeated here. (See hearings before the Ways and
Means Committee, pp. 9543 to 9598.)

We propose to discuss the lumber tariff question by considering In detail the
question of (1) unemployment in the lumber industry, (2) alleged shipping ad.
vantages of Canadian mills, (3) comparative costs of production, (4) lumber
Imports and exports, (5) forest conservation and depletion, and (6) other economic
considerations.

UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE LUMBER INDUSTRY

1. Mr. W. A. Pratt of Portland, Oreg., who testified before the Senate sub-
committee in favor of a tariff on lumber, urged a tariff would decrease unemploy-
ment in the lumber industry. Mr. Pratt at the outset admitted that his organi-
sation, namely, the Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen, constitutes less
than 10 per cent of the men employed in the lumber industry in the Pacific
Northwest, and that he only represented about one-third of the employees in
the "4L."

It is inevitable that fluctuations will occur in employment in the lumber
industry just as they do in every other Industry. Certainly, an Industry con.
stituted such as the lumber industry In the States of Washington and Oregon is
particularly vulnerable in this respect. Periodically large numbers of workers
rom the Middle West and Eastern States migrate to the Pacific Northwest

seeking employment. They come because of various reasons, Including depletion
of timber in the regions where they previously resided. Land values are lower
in the West-wages are usually higher--and it is the popular conception that
opportunities are more numerous in the Western States. It should also be borne
in mind that the lumber industry in the Pacific Northwest obtains a considerable
percentage of its labor from transient labor which finds its employment in lum.
bering, fruit picking, harvesting, and other occupations of a seasonal nature.

It is noted that Mr. Pratt has submitted no statistics or definite figures as to
the extent of unemployment in the lumbering industry in the Portland district.
In fact he admits that while he Is an officer of the employment branch of the
Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen, he is unable to do so. In this connec-
tion it is interesting to note that so far as woods labor is concerned the "Western
Operators," the largest labor hiring organization in the lumber industry in the
Pacific Northwest, with offices at Seattle Aberdeen, Centralia, Portland, and
other Important lumbering centers in Washington and Oregon, reported on July
9, 1929, that there is no surplus of men and that they anticipate a shortage of
common labor and certain grades of skilled labor earlier this year than Is normal.
Conditions are the same In British Columbia, as is evidenced by the telegram
from the Loggors Agency (Ltd.), of Vancouver, British Columbia, appended
hereto as Exhibit A.

I
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Of particular interest in regard to unemployment in the Pacific Northwest te service
a recent pronouncement of Col.W. B. Greeley,.secretary-manager of the West must b
Coast Lumbermen's Association. In a recent address before the Pacific North. the hes
west advisory board, contained in the July 5 issue of the Mississippi Valley which
Lumberman, Colonel Greeley, whose knowledge of lumbering conditions in that a very
region is unquestioned, states "that the pay rolls of the logging and sawmilling Mr.

industry of the State of Washington reached their peak in 1924. Since then these -these a
two branches of the industry have declined by approximately $5,400,000, due indicat
broadly, to depletion of saw timber in certain portions of the State." But he plain h4
added "that the combined pay rolls of the logging, sawnmilling, pulp and paper the pric
and woodworking industries of the State have held up in 1928 to where they It is
stood four years ago. In other words, the increase in pulp and paper manufac. ship
tuning in the woodworking industries has been sufficient to offset decline in ments
pay rolls in the logging camps and sawmills." to theIt seems obvious that in an industry faced with periodic immigrations of job ~fti
seekers in large numbers from other States, in view of the fact that timber i
being depleted at different points, will always have a percentage of unemployed
workers except at such times as this labor surplus is drawn to other occupations higher
such as harvesting, fruit picking, etc. it seem

domest
ALLEGED SHIPPING ADVANTAGE OF CANADIAN LUMBER MILLS siderabl

has nol
2. Mr. Charles E. Dant, Portland, Oreg., in his testimony before the subcom. domest

mittee, advocated a tariff on hemlock and fir lumber to equalize supposed advan. British
raes which British Columbia mills enjoy over Washington and Oregon mills in
shipping rates in the Intercoastal trade to the Atlantic seaboard. We propose to are take
show that no such advantage exists and that on the contrary snipping facilities- advants
and frequently shipping rates-are more favorable to domestic mills than to
their Canadian competitors.

Mr. Dant alleges that British Columbia is in a position to secure shipping
services to the Atlantic seaboard from British and continental tramp steamersm
which have discharged east-bound cargoes from the Orient and are looking for most e
business at any price on their homeward voyage. Puget Sound mills by reason pae
of American shippings laws are denied the use of these vessels in the intercoastal
trade.

It is true that a considerable portion of British Columbia's Atlantic seaboard all sour
lumber shipments move in these foreign bottoms. On the other hand it i arh
decidedly not true that freight rates quoted by these tramps are always lower than LoktlSi

those quoted by United States Shipping Board (United States lines); and, further,
British Columbia mills are under a very serious handicap because of the irregular sidCin
and sporadic nature of this service, and because these tramp steamers will not 1. Coi
take less than a full cargo. Compare this with the position of the domestic a .-year
mills on Puget Sound and Columbia River. There is available to them in the $. Co
Atlantic-Pacific service 138 vessels aggregating 1,200,000 tons of shipping have 2 C
regular dates of sailing from both coasts thoroughly dependable, and tking a et
lumber in quantities of 50,000 feet to a full shipload. As to rates, there is attache a-os
to this brief (Exhibit B-i) a letter from the Williams Steamship Co. (Inc.), a .Co
concern operating 10 steamers in the intercoastal trade, carrying approximately 3 oi
150,000,000 feet of lumber annually, which gives the rates in effect during the e ot
year 1928 and for the first six months of 1929. It will be seen that the inter. highc
coastal domestic rate during the months of January and February, 1928, was
$12; March, $12.50; April, $13; May and the balance of the year, $14. During 4 Cci

the first six months of 1929 the shipping rate on lumber was still $14, but at the men, op

present time the average freight rate is probably $11, and it is reported that for the

some lines are quoting as low as $10.50 per thousand. 5. An

As an exhibit (Exhibit B-2), there is attached a copy of telegram under date of

July 10, 1929, from the Seaboard Lumber Sales Co. of British Columbia, con- In the U

gaining a summary of shipping rates prevailing in the British Columbia-Atlantic These

seaboard trade during the year 1928 and thi first six months of 1929. For the more thi

first quarter of 1928 rates averaged $12.95 as against rate of $12 and $12.50 for been call

the domestic intercoastal lines. British Columbia-Atlantic seaboard rates in the

second quarter of 1928 averaged $13.25; third quarter, $12.90; fourth quarter, Chths

$13 25; first quarter, 1929, $13.50; second quarter, $13.40.

While, therefore, on the average, British Columbia mills have no advantage In which is

the Intercoastal trade it is true that during the period of peak shipping, British Interchar

Columbia mills occasionally enjoy an apparent slight advantage in rates. But very closi

this advantage by no means offsets the irregularity of the British Columba tion, anc
elements
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service and higher loading charges due to the large percentage of shipments that
must be loaded by lighter. The American mills on the other hand by reason of
the heavy west-bound traffic, enjoy a well-organized balanced shipping service
which enables them to ship lumber regularly in any quantity. This gives them
a very material advantage over British Columbia mills.

Mr. Dant in his testimony, beyond his suggestion that a tariff would equalize
these shipping advantages which British Columbia is supposed to have, gives no

indication of the amount of duty necessary to bring this about, nor does he ex-
plain how a duty could be assessed on certain lumber shipments without affecting
the price of the commodity as a whole.

It is interesting to note that in 1928 out of a total of 1,964,221,055 feet of lumber
shipped from the Pacific coast to the Atlantic seaboard, British Columbia ship-
ments amounted to 282,294,438 feet, or approximately 15 per cent. According
to the information submitted by the Seaboard Lumber Co. roughly 20 per cent
Qf this was carried in American ships and presumably under Mr. ant's theory
should not be subjected to a tariff. Further, a considerable quantity of this
lumber was shipped during months when British Columbia rates were actually
higher than those charged by the domestic and intercoastal lines. In addition
it seems likely that from time to time, due to competitive conditions between
domestic shipping concerns east bound rates on domestic shipments will be con-
siderably below those prevailing in British Columbia. Mr. Dant's testimony
has not proved that British Columbia mills enjoy lower shipping costs than
domestic mills. He makes no mention of the irregularity of the service on which
British Columbia mills have to depend, or to the frequent periods of higher ship-
ping rates which prevail in the British Columbia-Atlantic trade. When these
are taken into consideration, we submit that the domestic mills have the decided
advantage.

COMPARATIVE COSTS

3. In any consideration of a tariff for protective purposes, in our judgment the
most essential feature is the knowledge of costs in the domestic industry as coin-
pared with those abroad, or at least in competing countries. No facts have been
presented to Congress which in any way justify the vague general statement that
lumber costs are higher in the United States than Canada. On the other hand,
all sources from which comparative costs can be secured show definitely that costs
are higher in Canada. This applies not only to Douglas fir lumber in the Pacific
Northwest, but to the pine of the intermountain region, to the white pine of the
Lake States, and Ontario, to shingles, and to birch and maple lumber. Con-
sidering these singly:

1. Comparative costs for Washington Oregon, and British Columbia show for
a 8-year period higher costs for British Zolumbia mills, ranging from 39 cents to
$1.51 per thousand feet. (See Exhibit C-1.)

2. Comparative costs for British Colun~bia mountain mills and mills in the
Inland empire of Eastern Washington, Oregon, and Idaho show for the year 1927
a cost of $1.19 per thousand feet higher for the Canadian mills. (See Exhibit
0-2.)

3. Comparative costs for two white-pine mills, one in the United States and
the other in Canada and less than 150 miles apart, over a 3-year period, show a
higher cost for the Canadian mill, ranging from 90 cents to $1.89 per thousand
feet. (See Exhibit C-3.)

4. Comparative costs, submitted in the form of a sworn statement by lumber-
men, opposing a duty on birch and maple lumber show very much higher costs.
for the Canadian operation. (See Exhibits C-4 and C-5.)

5. An exhaustive investigation by the United States Tariff Commission
showed conclusively that shingle costs were substantially higher in Canada than
In the United States. (See Exhibit C-6.)

These are facts. They have moreover been In the published tariff hearings for
more than five months, and no data in any way disputing their accuracy have
been called to the attention of Congress. An analysis of the reason for this higher
cost level In Canada Is not out of place. Firstly, all the evidence presented to
Congress indicates that living conditions, labor conditions, and wages are very
much the same, from East to West, on both sides of the International boundary,
which Is a normal condition In view of the kinship of the two peoples and the free
Interchange between the two countries. Naturally this would tend to produce a
very close parity between costs on both sides of the line for similar types of opera-
tion, and such cost data as is available fully substantiates this so far as these
elements of cost are concerned.
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The reason why Canadian costs tend to be on a higher level is because of the
fact that Canadian machinery and supplies are higher. Much of the Canadian
sawmill and shingle mill machinery is imported from the United States and pays
a fairly high duty. This brings about a higher investment cost In plan for the Ar
Canadian operator as contrasted with his American competitor. In the matter sho
of supplies the same situation exists, as the Canadian mill uses extensively ava
supplies imported from the United States, some of which pay a duty, and as a tat
result its supplies cost more. It is in these elements of cost that the Canadifif *,
finds himself at a disadvantage and they fully explain the general higher c0t no"
level north of the international boundary. exh

In
LUMBER IMPORTS ANt) EXPORTS tim

is -
4. An examination of the real situation in regard to exports and imports from gre

the United States has a distinct bearing on the question of the tariff. One of reso
the first questions that presents itself is whether our imports of lumber are s
decreasing or increasing. We give below a table showing the Imports from 1923 whe
to 1928, inclusive. (From the summary of Tariff Information, free list, p. 2653.) the

Imports of softwood lumber tim
In if, rn tea seth

In Mier In and
1923 ----------------- 1, 868, 181 1926 -------------------- , 776, 512 to
1924 -----------------.. . . 1,655,004 1927 ------------------ 1, 663,785 and
1925 ------------------ 1, 735,042 1928 ------------------ 1,368,881 taril

Practically all of the above imports are from Canada; and it is interesting to w
note that during the 6-year period covered there has been a steady downward c
tendency in imports, 1928, showing a decrease as compared with 1923 of over 2 obv

per cen. Certainly there is nothing in this situation that would indicate a netd this
for protection. and

On the other hand, the United States exports nearly 3,000,000,000 feet annually e8
to all parts of th3 world, which amounts to practically twice the volume of iam,
ports. These exports compete in such foreign markets as Australia and Japan
with Canadian lumber. In the former country, also a part of the British Empire,
the west coast mills of the United States outsell Canada by a ratio of 7 to 1. .

The agitation for a tariff on lumber has come chiefly from the Douglas fir Brit
region of Washington and Oregon. In this connection it is interesting to com- the
pare for a period of four years the exports of that region as compared with the Ar
exports of British Columbia to the United States.

argu
Comparison of British Columbia exports to the United States and the exports of 1ho

Washington and Oregon to foreign countries ha

(Sources: Report of forest branch, Department of Lands, British Columbia, and Commerce and Nav. log,
tion of the United States] tutei

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____ _- er

British Co- Exports from ion
lumbiaexports Washirom en

to United and Oregon ala

Fedt Feet
1924 ..................................................................... 

3113,10#, 821 1, 433,1 0S..................................................................... 361,01,940 I, 24,5 0
19. ..................................................................... 400,347,692 1,5 710
1927 .................................................................... 392,074,528 1,781,237,0

The above table shows that the exports og the Douglas fir mills are four times
the imports from British Columbia. It should further be borne in mind that the
United States acttlally exports lumber into Canada. In 1927 for example, we
exported 177,729,000 feet and in 1928, 201,167 000 feet. Another point of
interest in connection with exports and imports is ihe fact that nearly two-thirds
of our lumber imports from Canada are of species that are no longer exte.nsively
produced in the United States, and for which there is a domestic demand.
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the CON5URVATION AND DZPLUTION

5. The proponents of a tariff on lumber have tried to use conservation as an
argument to support the need of a protective tariff. A brief consideration will
show the fallacy of their reasoning. Firstly, all the evidence, facts, and figures

yVelp available show that the United statess is depleting its timber at an alarming
as a rate; that this depletion is not being replaced by new growth, except to the
dim extent of 20 to 25 per cent at the most; and that depletion In many localities has
co6t now gone so far that some of our original valuable timber resources are entirely

exhausted. All students of this situation agree that in probably 40 years, and
in some localities in less time, we will find ourselves with our original old growth
timber resource-A exhausted. The period before we will be faced with shortage
is not sufficiently long to remedy the situation through reforestation or new

from growth. In other words, there will inevitably be a period of scarcity of timber
le of resources pending the maturing of a new crop. It becomes then a matter ofare sound common sense not to discourage Canadian imports, for regardless of
1923 whether their volume be small or not, they do by just that much help us to bridge063.) the gap between the exhaustion of our old crop and the maturing OFa new crop.*

The theory that protection is necessary to encourage the growing of young
timber would be too fallacious to consider, were it not for the fact that it has
seriously been advanmed as an argument for a tariff. All students of forestry
and conservation of the United States are in accord that the great obstruction

6512 to raising new crops of timber commercially are the problems of fire protection
786 and taxation neither of which have any relation to a tariff. Furthermore a
881 tariff on lumber now has no relation whatsoever to grown young trees, which

IR to will only be marketed 50, 60, or 100 years from now. A tariff deals with currentwsri competitive conditions-not with those 50 or 60 years hence-and it is very
er 26 obvious that a $8 duty now will have no bearing on the value of stumpage in

necd this country 50 years frem now. Consequently every dictate of statesmanship
and common sense from the point of view of the conservation of our own naturalgaily resources demands free lumber.

apa OTHER ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

6. Some stress has been laid on the comparative methods of taxation between
British Columbia and Washington and Oregon as a reason for a tariff. Much of

com- the British Columbia timberland has been sold'to private operators under what
the are termed timber licenses, and the factthat the holders of these licenses some-

times pay only $140 per annum on 640 acres of timberland, has been used as an
argument that the Canadian operator paid Infinitely less in 'taxes. The fact

ft8 of however, that he must also pay a royalty or severance tax to the Government at
the time he cuts the timber, and that this severance tax is on a sliding scale and
has been increased every five years, is usually overlooked. On No. 1 and No. 2
logs, for example, this tax now amounts to $1.35 per thousand feet, and consti-
tutes a big factor in taxation. Furthermore, the system of increasing it as tim-
ber values increase tends to absorb for the Government's benefit the major por-
tion of timber value enhancement. It should also be borne in i-ind that these

from licenses are bought and sold just as is timber, in fee simple. We will assume
that an operator paye $2 per thousand for a timber license. He will then pay
his annual tax of $140 per 640 acres and other carrying charges, and at the time
he cuts his timber, from 90 cents to $1.85 according to the grade of the logo, in
addition;. also, he will have the prospect that this latter fee will have increased
very materially by the time he does cut the timber. When this situation is
caefully analyzed it becomes obvious that there Is no particular difference in37'a the burden of taxation on either side of the line. It is also true that 30 per cent
qf British Columbia timber is held in fee simple, and on it taxes are about the
same as in the United States.

ines -Furthermore, taxes are an integral part of costs and have no bearing on a
the tariff problem, except in so far as they affect costs. If total costs, as has been
We shown, are higher in Canhda than in Washington and Oregon then differences

i of In tax costs cease to have any significance in the economic justification of a tariff.
-iirds Another argument that is sometimes advanced by the advocates of a tariff on
yely lumber is the condition of the industry in the United States and it may not be

amiss here to briefly analyze chief phases. of the lumber industry. In the first
place, lumber manufacturing, like mining, has certain economic aspects that
differentiate it from other manufacturing industries. One of the main elements
In the cost of lumber production is the logging end; that is, getting the raw ma-
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terial from the forest to its point of manufacture. This element of cost will
naturally vary with the quality and accessibility of the timber, and also some.
times with the skill displayed by management in laying out a logging operation.
Consequently the lumber industry has, just as the mining industry, the marginal
producer. Oftentimes mines are developed or timber tracts are opened up during
an era of high price that by their very nature are too high-cost operations t6
survive under normal conditions. Every undue advance in the market price of
lumber has seen the opening up of operations of this type, and every recession in
price has seen these operators in distress. This condition is so inherent in v
natural resource industry that it has no bearing whatsoever on a tariff, and it I&
safe to say, as has been indicated by the testimony of Mr. J. H. Bloedel. that in
the main lumber manufacturing is thoroughly prosperous and profitable wherever
the operation has been well selected, well laid out, and well managed.

CONCLUSION

We have endeavored to set forth the fallacies underlying the arguments ad.
vanced on behalf of a tariff on lumber. Briefly, they have followed certain
general lines all of which have been largely local in character and confined to
the Pacific northwest. These have been differences of taxation in Canada,
lower transportation costs and even alleged lower costs of production, but figures
and facts controvert the existence of any of these reasons. Another reason
advanced for the tariff has been the argument of dumping on the Atlantic coast,
but no proof that this has existed has been brought forward by the proponent.
of the tariff, and in the brief filed with the Ways and Means Committee, this
subject was fully covered. The conservation argument of protecting future
growth has also been disposed of. We would, therefore, In conclusion point out
some very salient reasons why there should not be a tariff on lumber. First
and foremost of course, is the question of the conservation of our natural re-
sources, which has been fully covered. Second, Is the burden that a lumber
tariff will place upon the consuming public. It Is safe to say that by the time
such a tariff reaches the consumer, It will have Increased the lumber bill of the
country more than $150,000,000 annually. To say that It will not increase
the price of lumber is equivalent to arguing that a tariff will have no effect and
consequently that it is useless. Obviously its proponents expect to gain at
least the amount of the tariff.

Finally is the important question of our trade relations with Canada, which
can not be overlooked, as it is of too vital Importance to the economic welfare
of our own country. As has previously been pointed out, we export now to
Canada almost twice what we Import from her. One source of Canada's meeting
her trade balance ia her export to us of forest products, Canada In turn importing
heavily of our fresh fruits, machinery, canned goods, and other commodities.
An attack on her forest industry will, by force of economic necessity, have to be
met somehow, either by retaliatory measures that will exclude American products
or by the curtailment of their consumption. Certainly this feature has cogent
weight in the absence of any sound arguments for a tariff on lumber.

Respectfully submitted.
A. W. Cooper chairman National Association Against a Lumber and

Shingle Tariff; on behalf of Winton Lumber Co, Gibbs, Idaho;
Mc~oldrick Lumber Co., Spokane, Wash.; Shevlin-Carpentr-
Clarke Co Minneapolis Mlnn.; Bloedel-Donovan Lumber
Mills Seattle, Wash.; Kirby Lumber Co Houston, Tex.
MeCloud River Lumber Co., MaCloud Calif Yawkey-Bisse
Lumber Co., White Lake, Wis.; Shevlin ixon co., Bend, Oreg.;
Silver Falls Timber Vo. Silver Falls Oreg.; Pollys Lumber Co.,
Missoula, Mont.; Brooks Scanlon Lumber Co.,; Bend, Oreg.;
J. Neils Lumber Co., Kllckitat, Wash., Libby Mont.- Craig
Mountain Lumber Co., Winchester, Idaho; and Brooks loanlon
Corporation, Eastport, Fla.
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Will ExHIBIT A
lme. WESTERN UNION

ring Received at 813 Seventeenth Street NW., Franklin 7100-Branch 23.
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, July 9, 1829.

in A. W. COOPER, Powhatan Hotel:
n a4 Western operators report as at July 8 labor situation Oregon and Washington

Is normal for this time or year. No surplus of men expect shortage of common
in labor and rigging men to be earlier this year than formerly. Conditions prac-

ver tally identical in British Columbia. W. B. LACK,
Manager Labor Department B Loggers Assovition.

;d,& EXHIBIT B-1

to, COMMERCIAL STEAMSHIP CO. (INC.).

Ir (Formerly Williams Steamship Co. (Inc.))
Won New York City, June s5, 19829.
lst, Mr. J. H. BLOEDEL,
mt. Williamstown, Mass.
thi. DEAR SIR: United States Intercoastal Steamship Lines being menaced by
4160 foreign vessels operating from British Columbia to the United States Atlantic
out coast ports In the carriage of lumber.
W The movement of lumber from Oregon, Wasltngton, and British Columbia
re- for the past three years has averaged about 2,000 000,000 feet per annum of which

ihor about 123 per cent has moved from British dolumbia in both American and
ine, foreign vessels, probably about two-thirds of the British Columbia shipments
the hu actually moved in foreign tonnage and it is my opinion this has not been any
UN serious menace to the American steamers.
and The Williams Steamship Co. has been engaged in the intercoastal trade more
at than eight years and in 1928 operated 10 steamers and carried about 150,000,000

feet of lumber, which was probably more than carried by any other line. Part
of our carrying were loaded in British Columbia. The same rate of freight
far lied on the carriage of both American and British Columbia cargo.

t he freight rates uring the year of 1927 remained at $14 per thousand feet.
goug In 1928 the months of January and February the rate was $12; March, $12.50;
WW April, $13; May and the balance of the year, $14.300. In 1929. the rates were $14 up to June 30. The lumber rate is now open.

be It has been rumored some lines have quoted as low as $10.50 per thousand
while the average freight rate to-day is probably $11 per thousand.

During the past few years British Columbia mills have been able to secure
foreign vessels somewheres between $12.50 and $13 per thousand feet, and at
other times they have been obliged to engage vessels by time charter which the

and shipper has somewhat of a gamble as to what his rate of freight will cost him after
h paying all expenses. Over a period of years there have been times when the

ter! British Columbia mills could move their lumber at a lower rate in foreign vessels
her than they could by American vessels and again a number of the American vessels
ex. have not been inclined to go to British Columbia, particularly those that are
se maintaining a fast and regular westbound intercoastal service, also steamship
eg.; Hes that own their own mills direct or through subsidiary companies and most
D o., of the cargo consisted of lumber controlled by them.
eg.; The British Columbia mills have been more or less at a disadvantage as they

are obliged to supply full cargoes averaging perhaps 4,500,000 per vessel, while
Iou the American mills are able to get a regular and dependable service from a large

number of lines with whom they can book parcel lots of lumber to suit their
convenience. Practically none of the regular intercoastal lines call at British
Columbia on their westbound voyage, as there is very little general westbound
argo offering for British Columbia. The movement of westbound cargo from

the United States Atlantic coast ports to British Columbia probably would not
exceed 3 per cent of the total westbound business.

There have been times when the Steamship Lumber Conference has been able
to maintain a stabilized freight rate. There have been many other times when
there have been open rates. It has been very hard to control the lumber rates on
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account of the extremely large volume of business and being bulk cargo. It hA
always been the experience in world shipping that it was almost impossible to
control rates on steamship bulk cargoes. Then to some extent the regular lne
are always obliged to meet competition of some American tramp steamers as
well as foreign tramp steamers. This, however, has nveer been any great factor.

Of course, you know British Columbia also moves some lumber by Canadian
owned steamers through the Panama Canal to Quebec and Montreal during the
St. Lawrence open season.

United States Government records show the movement of westbound cargo
through the Panama Canal averages per annum about 2,500,00 gross tons.
This amount of cargo naturally enables the lines to operate a large number of.
steamers in the intercoastal trade some of which do not carry any lumber east.
bound.

American Hawaiian carry mostly general cargo eastbound and very little
lumber.

The Williams Line eastbound cargo is about 75 per cent lumber and 25 per cent
is general cargo, the latter principally out of California.

Luckenbach Line probably averages 50 per cent lumber and 50 per cent gen.
eral cargo.

Panama Mail, Panama Pacific, and Dollar Lines carry no lumber, practically
all the rest of the lines depend on lumber for their eastbound cargoes.

Yours very truly, G~e. T. WJLxL!4M5, Presiden.

Number Ave eLine Olt deadwelfgbt Total
ste s per deadw%

steamer

American Hawaiian Line ............................................ 22 1o000
Arrow Line .......................................................... 8 8600 i a,
Munson McCormick Line ............................................ 8 8,600 6,
Nelson Line .......................................................... 10 6,W A
Oia1er Line .......................................................... s 9,000 162,0
W iliam Line ........................................................ 7 10,001) 7060
Luokenbach Line ..................................................... 1 12,000) 210.00
TransmarLne Line .................................................... 8 5,300 400
ithmlan Line ........................................................ 20 10,000 2I0o0W
Panama Mail Line and Panama Pacific Line .................... (1)..... '" ...
Dimon Line .......................................................... 7 8,600.
Hammond Line ...................................................... 2 ,0 I1
Argonaut Line ........................................................ 8 9, 74":
Dolar ne . ................................. (1). .......................

SO .......... ,20.

I Carry no lumber. I Westbound cargo only; no lumber.

ExHIBIT B-2
VANCouvER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

July 10, 1929.
A. W. CooPeR,

Powhatan Hotel, Washington, D. C.:
Reference Bloedels telephone conversation Vandusen from best obtainable

information 78 boats have loaded cargoes lumber from British Columbia to
United States Atlantic Ports January, 1928, to June, 1928. Average costs per
thousand feet, board measure, by quarters follows last year, first quarter, 1,295;
second quarter, 1,325; third quarter, 1,290; fourth quarter, 1,325; this year,
first quarter, 1,850; second quarter, 1,340; total average, 1,323. Between Octo.
ber last and this Apil 14 American flagged conference vessels were given cargoes
which number Included in above 78. Account American laws prohibiting
foreign vessels carrying intercoastal cargo American vessels have sole access
highly remunerative westbound cargo movement thus carrying cargoes both
eastbound westbound which distinct advantage over foreign vessels-as no cargo
westbound from United States Atlantic ports to British Columbia. Due ever
increasing American lumber concerns directly or indirectly operating intercoastal
steamers the American rate means nothing as it is cost that governs and because
of highly remunerative westbound cargoes American coasts very much lower thai
costs foreign flagged vessels carrying one way lumber cargo.

C. H. GRINNELL
Seaboard Lumber Sales (Ltd.).
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EXHIBIT C-i

CHART B.-Comparative coats of Producing lumber in British Columbia and
Washington-Oregon

[Per M feet
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& 511 &031.271 .54

1. 7 1.49
1.50 1.27

9.9 8.01

Total coet of lumber manu-
factured................ 24.54 24.24

shipping and soiling ex-
Dense .................... 1.71 1.02

Total oat of lumber 2
sold ................ 2.! 25.88

Hl hr cost of British
Columbia mills ........... .39! ......

.07 4.81
1.08 .&
.07 .41

1.81 1.8
!.50 .8c

9.53 &.26

23.051 21.88
1.551

24.601234

4.33
.46
.35

1.61
.74

12.41811t. 83 $11. 6411. 36411. 11.45&.87j 4.42' &.79 4.77' 38.N 4.61.64 .441 .57 . 2 . i.: 5 9 . 2 , . 4 3 61 : . 7 7
.8i .4 .77

1.91 1.40 8.U]1.24- 1.75 1.091. 0 .80, 1. .60, 1.60 .73

1.3119.84 19.23

1.72j 1.51 1.88

20.9 21.35 20.80

19.17 1&84

1.51 1.33

20.681 20.17

.511.

20.90 19.94 20.94

1.52 1.62 1.52

22.421 21.51 22.41

1.171... .8 1.511... I
The above table prepared from data taken from published reports of the

British Columbia Lumber & Shingle Association and the West Coast Lumber
Association shows a comparison and the trend of comparative costs of producing
lumber in Washington-Oregon and In British Columbia.

These data were not prepared for the purpose of supporting any tariff proposals,
but are those regularly sent by the associations to their subscribers. They are
the facts, substantiated by other material covering the same field, and show
plainly the competitive difference in favor of the American product.

EXHIBIT C-2

Comparative coats between British Columbia mountain mills and mills of Inland
Empire

1928 1927 1927 1928

Inland Inland Mz'ntaln, Mountain,
Empire, Empire, b ritis
avera average Columbia, Columbia,

Logcost perM feet of lumber .......................... $10.40 $10.28 $18.86 $13.71
1t b o2t per M feet of lumber ................... 245 2.42 2.17 2.42sawing planing, and shipping ......................... 7.16 7.6 8.60 8.57DePredation and overhead ............................ . 68 2.79 2.91 2.77

FUlng expense... ............................... 1.22 1.32 1.19 1Oter costs(taxes, etc.)102 .................
Total boost ........................................ K 2.481 A 8

The above costs for the Inland Empire mills are taken from the published
reports of the Western Pine Manufacturers' Association. The British Columbia
figures are from the report of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association of British
oumbia.

63310-29--VOL 16, sCl In 16- 49

Cost of logs sawn ....
Labor ............
Supplies ................
A11i1 expesnm~l xenses ..........

General and administrative
expense ..................

Depreciation ..............
Total manufncturing ex-

pense.................
I I

k . IMI

I~

.461 ...
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EXHIBIT C-8

Cost per M feet of producing lumber in Minnesota compared uith coat in Ornori of t

(These two modern mills were approximately the same size and 150 miles apart) I So

I BemdJi (Minne.o.ts) Fort Frances (Ontario) oleratlon- 8hevi15Iopa~tlon-Curooks. Clarke Co. C tc.)
ton Lumber Co.

1923 1924 1925 1923 1924 1925 1928 192? 19M

Operating costs (all on lumber scale
or mill tally basis):

Logging, without stumpage ....... $9.49 $9.4 $9.586 $10.44 $11.01 $11.04 $10.53 $9.94 $lSILO
Stumpage ........................ 5.80 7.20 5.86 7.87 .11 5.91 5.31 6.04 sn

Cost of logo ............... 14.99 17.04 15.42 1.11 17.12 18.95 15.84 15.98 17.2
Manufacturing, boom to pile ... 4.11 4.04 3.65 4.90 4.6 4.62 4.20 4.31 4.E
Planingmll ...................... .62 .62 .70 .71 .82 .67 .60 .65 8
ShIppIng ......................... 1.15 1.18 1.15 1.58 1.44 1.46 1.86 1.41 l3
Being ............................ .73 .68 .80 .78 .73 • .79 .89 1.08 L01

Costlncarwlthoutoverhead ... 21.60 23.586 21.72 26.08 24.57 24.39 22.89 23.43 24.44
Insurance and general overhead. 2.80 3.30 2.80 3.88 3.29 3.17 2.82 2.51 2.83
Taxes ............................. 1.85 1.30 1.16 .11 .11 .12 .11 .09 .11

Totalcost ................. 20.25 28.16 25.74 I30.07 2.97 7.68 2582 26.03-2
Total cost without stumpage... 20.75 20.96 19.88 22.40 21.86 21.77 20.51 19.99 21.62

Ontario cost above Minnesota cost ...... .............. 1.65 .90 1.89 (Minnesotamill
closed.)

I hereby certify that the above figures agree with the original cost records of
Crookston Lumber Co. and Shevlin-Clarke Co. (Ltd.). Those two companies
were allied and generally managed by the same head office. The same cost
system was used by both companies, and they were supervised by the under.
signed, who was comptroller for both companies. Crookston Lumber Co.
finished its operation in 1926. D. P. LARSEN, Comptroler.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 22d day of January, 1929.
A. M. HA1ULS,'Notary Public.

ExH13T C-4
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 38:

I, E. R. Plunkett, president of the Plunkett-Webster Lumber Co. (Inc.), of
New Rochelle, N. Y., hereby certify that the said Plunkett-Webster Lumber Co.
(Inc.), financed entirely a'sawmill in Dallas, Me., cutting birch and maple
timber during the logging season of 1928-29 from forests not to exceed 20 miles
south of the Canadian border line.

I further certify that the said Plunkett-Webster Lumber Co. (Inc.), paid the
entire amount of the pay roll necessary to cut, draw, and manufacture the hard.
wood timber mentioned above and ihat the total cost of cutting and hauling
of logs was 515 per M feet and the total cost of the sawing, piling, and loading
into ears was not to exceed $12 per M feet, or the total cost of manufacturing
and loading was not to exceed $27 per M feet.

(Signed) E. R. PLUNKETT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th day of June, A. D. 1929.
[SEAL.) (Signed) PEARL P. CRAMER,

Notary Public.

ExHnIT C-5

CANADA, PROVINCE OF QUEBEC,
District of St. Francis:

I, George M. Stearns,president of Lake Megant, Pulp Co., of Lake Megantle
Quebec, doth depose andsay:

That Lake Megantic Pulp Co. during the past five years have sawn into
lumber for export to the United States of America about 500,000 feet of birch
logs which was cut front their own land.
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Last season's cut of 596,540 feet of loge cost the said company $25.50, exclusive

of stumpage, per 1,000 feet delivered at their sawmill; the sawing and piling in
their yard cost them $6.69 per 1,000 feet, board measure.

So help me God.
G. M. STRAINS.

Sworn before me at the town of Megantle, this 8th day of the month of June,
1929. D

SEAL.) D.L. LPPz.
ExHIBIT C-6

Coat of production of shingles in Waehington-Oregon and British Columbia

[U. S. Tariff Commission: Report on red cedar shingle Industry to President, March 2, 1927, p. 44]

(1) Royals, No. 1, 24-inch, 4/2:
ashington-Oregon cost -----------------------------------

British Columbia cost -------------------------------------
Higher foreign cost ------------------------------ per cent..

(2) Perfections No. 1, 18-inch, 5/2-1/4:
Washington-Oregon cost ..................................
British Columbia cost -------------------------------------
Higher foreign cost ------------------------------ per cent--

(3) Perfdcts (or XXXXX) No. 1, 16-inch, 5/2:
Washington-Oregon cost ..................................
British Columbia cost -------------------------------------
Higher foreign cost ------------------------------ per cent.-

(4) Extra clears, 16Minch, 5/2:
Washington-Oregon cost ..................................
British Columbia cost ....................................
Higher foreign cost ------------------------------ per cent..

(5) Eurekas, No. 1, 18-inch, 6/2:
Washington-Oregon cost ..................................
British Columbia cost ....................................
Higher foreign cost ------------------------------ per cent..-

Weighted average for all shingles produced:
Washington-Oregon cost ...............................
British Columbia cost ....................................
Higher foreign cost ------- _-------------------- per cent.. -

Par 1000

$10 690
$11.305

&.8

$4. 528
$4. 774

5.4

$3. 681
$3. 851

4.6

$2. 835
$2. 845

0.4

$3. 806
$4. 465

27. 4

$3. 098
$3. 802

22. 7

STATEMENT OF OLARENO L. BAHE, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairmanqf the subcommittee.)
Senator CouzENs. Are you employed on a salary basis by this

voluntary association, or temporary association?
Mr. BAeR. I draw a small retainer fee-you might call it a salary.
Senator COUZENS. How long did they retain you for?
Mr. BAHR. For no set period. There is no set period.
Senator Couz .s. You have heard the questions I asked Mr.Cooper?Mr. BAHR. Yes, sir' I have, Senator.

Senator COUZE S. Could you tell us something of the finances of
the association?

Mr. BAHN. All I can tell you is that I was employed -by Mr. A.
A. D. Rahn; that I opened an office in the Hill Building, 1006 Hill
Building, gathered statistics and information to prepare briefs on the
tariff last January. We appeared before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee at that time and filed briefs. A good many letters, and so
forth were sent out.

Senator COUZENS. We are not asking about that.
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Mr. BAHR. I know. Of course, I have had my expenses paid by Sen
Mr. Rahn and my salary. I kept a record of all the expenditures, office?
made and was reimbursed. The extent of it I could not tell you. Mr.

Senator COUZENS. You had nothing to do with raising money? Sent
Mr. BAHR. I had nothing to do whatever with raising any money stenog

and, so far as I know, there was no money raised. There was no get in
large fund raised to fight the tariff. Mr.

Senator COUZENS. You say you had nothing to do with raising shingle
money. You heard the statements made by Mr. Cooper? Sene

Mr. BAHR. I have no knowledge of any large fund raised to fight Mr.
the tariff on lumber, logs, and shingles. Sena

Senator CouzENS. How is that? organi:
Mr. BAHR. I do not know of any considerable expenditure, any except

large expenditure. Mr.
Senator COUZENS. You say you acted as manager for the group? Nation
Mr. BAHR. I might have spent $14,000 or $15,000. organi:
Senator COUZENS. Is that altogether, including the office and your views

salary and all? Sena
Mr. BAHR. Including everything it might run a few thousand tariff c

dollars more. Mr.
Senator COUZENS. And it all comes from this gentleman you tariff.

referred to? Sena
Mr. BAHR. Yes, sir. witness
Senator CouzENs. So you knew nothing about any campaign to Mr.

iaise money to fght the tariff. Sena
Mr. BAH. There has never been any campaign so far as I known
Mr. RAHN. Mr. Chairman, I am Mr. Rahn. I can tell you that in

Mr. Bahr is wrong in his statement of expenditures. Sena
Mr. BAHR. It might have been wrong at that, Senator. Mr. Mr.

Rahn knows. Sena
Senator CO ENS. But there was no campaign that yoSn were Mr.

cognizant of? Sena
BAHiR. No, sir; there has been no campaign so far as I know men?

to raise funds to fight the tariff on lumber. Mr.
Senator WALSH. You were only employed as an attorney? Sena
Mr. BAHR. Only as an attorney. Mr.
Senator WALSH. How long have you been practicing? Sena
Mr. BAHR. About a year. . Mr.
Senator WALSH. Did you ever know of this organization before it Sona

came to Washington? Mr.:
Mr. BAHR. No, sir; I did not. Sena
Senator WALSH. And they came and got in touch with you as a knowle

lawyer, did they? Mr.:
Mr. BAIJR. They did; correct.
Senator WALSH. To establish an office and office force and prepare STATE:

briefs? SHEV"
Mr. BA4. Yes.
Senator WALSH. And that is all of your connection with it? (The
Mr. BAHR. Yes. mittee.,
Senator WALSH. You did not raise the finances for this purpose? Sena
Mr. BAHR. I just kept a record of the expenditures. I kept books Mr.

in the office of all the expenditures and will be glad to exhibit them Co. of 1
to you. Oreg., F

-- L



Senator WALSH. Is that your own office or was it a separate
office?

Mr. BAHn. It is my own office, Senator.
Senator WALSH. So you permitted your office to be used by persons,

stenographers, and others who were employed to gather statistics and
get information?

Mr. BAHR. Yes, sir. I have been representing the hardwood and
shingle interests as well.

Senator WALSH. And you were in charge of that for them?
Mr. BAHR. Yes, sir; I handled that for them.
Senator WALSH. But so far as being a member of any association, or

organization interested in this tariff question you have no connection
except as counsel?

Mr. BAHR. No, except as I am an officer, the vice chairman, of the
National Association Against a Lumber and Shingle Tariff which we
organized, you might say, for convenience sake to better express the
views and arguments of those opposed to the tariff.

Senator CouzENs. This is the national association lumber, shingle
tariff committee, is it not?

Mr. BAHR. The notional association against a lumber and shingle
tariff. There is an error in the program there.

Senator CouzENs. They left out the word "against" in the list of
witnesses here.

Mr. BAHR. Yes.
Senator COUZENS. When was this organized, not until after they

got in contact with you?
Mr. BAHR. NO, it was organized I think about three months ago.
Senator CouzENs. Before they came in contact with you?
Mr. BAHR. No, Senator, after. About three months ago.
Senator CouzENs. Afterwards?
Mr. BAHR. Yes.
Senator CouzENs. How did you make contact with these gentle-

men?
Mr. BAHR. I have known Mr. Rahn for about a year, I should say.
Senator THOMAS. How long have you resided in Washington?
Mr. BAHR. About six years, Senator.
Senator THOMAS. From what State did you come?
Mr. BAHR. I came from the State of South Dakota.
Senator THOMAS. Is that a timber State?
Mr. BAHR. No, sir; it is a prairie State, a farm State.
Senator THOMAS. You were not employed, then, because of your

knowledge of timber but because of your knowlege of the law?
Mr. BAHR. I should say so, sir.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW A. D. EAHN, REPRESENTING THE
SHEVLIN CARPENTER & CLARKE CO., OF MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
mittee.)

Senator COUSINS. What is your business connection?
Mr. RAHN. I am vice president of the Shevlin Carpenter & Clarke

Co. of Minneapolis, Minn., operating mills at McCloud, Calif., Bond,
Oreg., Port Francis, Ontario, and Blind River, Ontario.
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Senator WALSH. How large is your capitalization? s
Mr. RAHN. I should say about $14,000 000
Senator WALSH. Are these companies all separately organized?'
Mr. RAHN. They are separately organized and have separate thou

stockholders and officers, but there is one operating company, the M
Shevlin Carpenter & Clarke Co. past

Senator WALSH. Do you make all kinds of lumber, or do you Se
specialize.

Mr. RAHN. Yes, all kinds of softwood lumber, except fir and diffo
California Redwood. here

Senator COUZENS. What proportion of your business is done in
the Ontario plants? M

Mr. RAHN. About 25 per cent-20 to 25 per cent. S
Senator COUZENS. You heard the questions I asked Mr. Cooper M

and Mr. Bahr. Canyou elaborate upon any of those questions? Was
Mr. RAHN. Yes. The expenses here probably ran around about past

$20,000. They were for compiling briefs and different things of that So.
sort. I would be very glad to show you the books in connection with rore
the expenditures. They have been for briefs, printing, postage, M.
stenographic work, and that is all the expenditures were for. coas

Senator COUZENS. Where did the money all come from? cular
Mr. RAHN. Some of it has not been collected yet. I have advanced so fo

a considerable amount, and some of it has been collected from different tures
concerns that have interests in the United States and Canada. stud

Senator COUZENS. Name some of them. Se
Mr. RAHN. The Winton's. Off hand- tribu
Senator COUZENS. Give the addresses as you name them. M
Mr. RA|IN. Yes. The Winton's, Idaho Falls; and I think Plun. Sei

kett & Co., over in New Rochelle, New York--I am not in the position M
to give you very many of them accurately. I would be inside of sarfln
10 days, when I get home. I will be very glad to; but there has not Ser
been a great deal of money raised so far. We have advanced con- reg
siderable ourselves. ff

Senator COUZENs. How much? factu:
Mr. RAHN. I should say possibly $10,000 or $15,000. Ser
Senator COUZENS. You expect to be reimbursed by these Ontario M.

and California companies? Calif.
Mr. RAHN. Yes; all of them expect to contribute. I expect to Sen

be reimbursed for all these expenditures. I would be very glad have
indeed to show you our books and vouchers. That is all our expenses own
have been for except my personal expenses which I did not charge up that
and never have, of course, being an official of my company. Mr

Senator WALSH. How long have you been in the lumber business? atum
Mr. RAIN. Twenty-five years. EreseI
Senator THOMAS. So you have only spent about $20,000? Bui
Mr. RAHN. Something like that. that
Senator WALSH. You do not feel as though you have spent very are e

much, do you? narg
Mr. RAHN. It has all been spent for stenographic services, econ- with

omists, and legal hire; printing briefs preparing maps, gathering about
data; and you understand that this is the only place where the data very
could be obtained; it has been necessary to come here and establish holder
a headquarters and employ stenographers in order to secure the capac
information. That is where the expenditures came in.

a
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Senator COUZENS. Do you manufacture shingles?
Mr. RAHN. No; we do not.
Senator WALSH. The proponents have a similar organization on

'ate their side, do they not?
;he Mr. RAHN. Yes. Their organization has been in existence for the

past three years.
IOU Senator WALSH. In the city here?

Mr. RAHN. No, part of the time here. They have been here at
nd different times. I have not followed them up but they have been

here from time to time.
Senator WALSH. Have they an attorney here?
Mr. RAHN. I can not answer that.
Senator WALSH. Who represented them before?

er Mr. RAHN. Mr. Condon. He was the national committeeman from
Washington. Mr. Edwards has been with them for some time-the

'ut past two years.
ist Senator WALSH. They have maintained a research and clerical
ith force the same as yon have?
7e, Mr. RAHN. No; they have been carrying on their work on the west

coast-Oregon, Washington, and California. They have been cir-
cularizing all the retail lumber dealers and all the wholesalers and

,ed so forth, which we have not done. We have confined our expendi-
,~nt tures to the items I mentioned; in the preparation of briefs and the

study of statistics. It has taken time and expense to secure this data.
Senator WALSH. Were you solicited as a domestic producer to con-

tribute to the proponents of the tariff?
Mr. RAHN. All of our western companies were solicited.

in- Senator WALSH. Did you contribute?
ton Mr. RAHN. No, sir. "It costs money for them to operate. Neces-
of sarily they collect some.

lot Senator COUZENS. Have you any plants in Washington and
)n_. Oregon?

Mr. RAHN. We have in Oregon. We have a big plant that manu-
factures 200,000,000 feet. We have a big box factory there.

Senator COUZENS. Do you own your own timber?
Mr. RAHN. We own our own timber at Bend, Oreg., and McCloud,

Calif.
to Senator COUZENS. You have been informed that the witnesses who

ad have been the strongest advocates for the tariff are those who do not
sea own their own timber but have to go out and buy in the market? Is
up that correct?

Mr. RAHN. Yes. Any tariff would accrue to the stimulation of the
3s? stumpage value, which is a bad thing at the present time. The

present prices of lumber are high. Those interested in the lumber
business and who have the welfare of that business at heart believe
that lumber prices are about as high as they ought. to be, and they

)rY are endeavoring to stabilize those prices. With the exception of the
marginal producer I might add that the present prices of lumber,

)n- with the conditions and economic changes that have been brought
11 about through operations in the past three or four years, give us a

ver fair return upon our investment. I know that all of our stock-
Lsh holders are satisfied. We have a big plant at McCloud, Calif. Our
he capacity there is 200,000,000 feet per year.
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Senator COUZENS. How do you account for all this "poor mouth"
testimony about the shingle manufacturers in Washington and
Oregon?

Zr. RAHN. Senator Couzens, you did not have a shingle operator
owning timber testify. There was not one of them that dared to put
his testimony in if you asked him for the figures from his books. I have
some Dun reports lying on my desk. They are confidential, but they
show a surplus by many of the shingle manufacturers of the West.

Senator Couz.qs. Did they appear here asking for a tariff?
Mr. RAHN. They did not. Mr. Jamieson was here at the hearing

before ,-,he Ways and Means Committee, one of the most successful
operators out there. He did not appear before your committee.
There were some very small operators that appeared.

Senator CouzMNS. What you call marginal producers?
Mr. RAHN. Yes; those who have to buy their timber. Mr. Bratlie

probably was the best of them all. I noticed in his testimony, which
I read, that lie stated that lie could not furnish the costs. I know
him by reputation. I have known that he has prospered in his
shingle business from the time lie took hold of it-previously he was
in the real estate business. He was unfair in his testimony and his
statements were made without producing figures.

I think that the opponents of this tariff have given the committee
comprehensive statements on costs. We have gone to great trouble
to get the figures from various concerns. We have gone to the
trouble of digging up all the figures connected with the Western Pine
Association over a period of years. Those figures are filed in the
brief. They are accurate figures. I have given you a sworn state.
ment of the costs of mills operating, one in Fort Frances, Ontario,
Canada, and one in Bemidji, Minn. As I recall the figures year after
year, the last that we have got, comparing Fort Frances with regard to
white pine, they ran about 50 cents to as high as $1.80 difference per
thousand feet in costs.

Senator WALSH. Per what?
Mr. RAHN. Per thousand feet.
Take white pine. The only northern white pine left in thie United

States to-day is in the hands of the Weyerhaeuser interests, Cloquet,
Minn. In Minnesota we built up a large pine business; in Penn.
sylvania, Ohio, Michigan, and.various states. In Minnesota prior to
cutting out the white pine we operated plants at St. Hilaire, Bemidji.
and Crookston, but as we cut out it was necessary to go north into
Canada, where the white pine was, in order to supply our trade.

Our first mill was established at Fort Frances and as we cut out at
Bemidji we established a white pine mill at Blind River, Ontario, two
years ago.. As the timber depletion took place the remaining supply
fell into the hands of fewer and fewer operators.

It is a fact that the Weyerheusers are the largest single owners of
timber in the States of Washington, Idaho, and Oregon.

Senator COUZENS. They want a tariff?
Mr. RAHN. They are not active.
Senator WALSH. Is it your claim that where the lumber business

is carried on on a large and efficient scale the domestic producers are
prosperous?

Mr. RAHN. Positively so.
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Senator WALSH. There is no doubt about that?
Mr. RAHN. No doubt about it. We will be very glad to give you

our figures.
Senator WALSH. Where the business is not carried on efficiently

there is likely to be an unprosperous condition, and those are the
people asking for a tariff?

Mr. RAHN. That is quite true. At the peak of the prices in the
period of 1020, on a runaway market, certain timber tracts were sold
at very high values, as farm lands were sold in Iowa and Minnesota.
The water has got to be taken out of those particular transactions.
There are a few concerns of that type asking for a tariff.

Senator COUZENS. Does what you have said as to this other lumber
apply to birch and maple?

Mr. RAIIN. I am not familiar with the hardwood business, Senator,
only in a general way. The price of hardwoods is very high. I do
know this, that in connection with the Canadian importations and our
exports, we export a lot of 1-inch birch which we produce in Michigan
and in Wisconsin. That, of course, is the lower-price material.
They make hardwood flooring out of the poorer grades and they
ship a lot of that into Canada, as well as oak, and so forth, from Ten-
nessee. I have forgotten the figures, but the exports are very great
from this country.

Our imports of hardwoods are entirely a different type. In the
Canadian forests they produce 8-quarter or 10-quarter, which is used
in the automobile industry and in the manufacture of various farm
implements, and we have a very, very limited supply of what you
would call clear hardwood, of the thickness required for dimension
stock.

Senator COUZENS. Do you call the imports from Canada of the
poorer quality? Is that what you are trying to get at?

Mr. RAHN. No; but a thicker wood that we can utilize. You get
in Detroit from across the line for your woodworking industries in
there the desired thicknesses of hardwoods. In the New England
States you will find in New Hampshire and Maine, for instance, that
they have some of these small hardwood plants and you will find that
they are shipping a great amount of 1-inch stuff to Canada, but., on
the other hand, are importing 2-inch and 3-inch hardwoods.

Senator COUZENS. Does Canada charge any tariff on the importa-
t'on of birch and maple over there?

Mr. RAHN. Not in the rough; 80 per cent of all that is shipped in the
rough from any nation. That applies from Canada into this country
as well as from this country into Canada.

I might add that Canada affords even for the west coast a very
substantial market for low-grade fir. In other words, they take a No.
3 fir in the prairie country right now. I know one firm that has
contracted for several million feet of American low grade in the
prairie country.

'he southern mills which possibly produce 12,000,000,000 feet-
you will find none of them are asking for a tariff. They produce
much more than on the west coast. They ship into Ontario in com-
petition with western Canada, and western Canada can not com-
pete in Ontario. It amounts to approximately thirty-five or thirty-
eight million; I do not recall. I can furnish you the exact figures;
but in going over the figures I find that Canada buys from us per
capita twice as much as we buy from them.
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In Canada they do not have the large trees which make shop mate.
rialthat is, sash and door lumber. They have in eastern Canada,
in the Ontario country, white pine and spruce, a type of lumber that
makes a good common building material, and so forth; and when we
built up at Blind River and came to check our sash and doors we
found that they were made out of California sugar pine. In checking
over I find that the business in California sugar pine on shop is in.
creasing every year in Canada.

You understand what I mean by "shop." It is cut from very
large trees. There are very large knots. You can not make dimei.
sion lumber of it; you can not make common lumber out of it. You
get a piece the length of this table, a big knot over here and a knot
down here, and so forth [illustrating). You get one piece that will
make the top of a door; you get another piece that makes the side of
a door. The panel is a little different; that is a higher price. But all
the bu is those pieces. The knots are cut out.

Canada to-day is increasing her purchases of that type of lumber.
On the west coast, in connection with sales recently, 20,000,000

feet of fir was sold in Canada. I have in mind one sale that went out
of Everett, of fir, that went into Canadian territory; so that the
business is more or less interchangeable.

Senator THOMAS. Do your interests own or operate any retfd
lumber yards?

Mr. RAHN. Yes; in Montana.
Senator THOMAS. What is the territory for your product?
Mr. RAHN. We ship into 32 States.
Senator THOMAS. And how many foreign countries?
Mr. RAHN. Very few foreign countries. We ship a little white pine

into Mexico; we ship to Mexico City, and a little white pine into Cuba
because of its peculiar ability to absorb or not absorb moisture.

Senator WALSH. Do you ship into Canada?
Mr. RAHN. Yes; we ship sugar pine into Canada occasionally.
Senator THOMAS. You stated a while ago that it was your opinion

and the opinion of the interests that you represent that the prices are
now about as high as the trade would stand or as high as lumber
should be?

Mr. RAHN. Just about. What IL have in mind is this--
Senator THOMAS. Do you mean to contend that in the event this

tariff goes on, the lumber price will go up to the consumer?
Mr. RAHN. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. Just elaborate that, please. Wh y?
Mr. RAHN. It will exclude a certain percent of lumber and the

natural tendency will be to increase the price. What some of the men
in the lumber industry are trying to do is to stabilize this price so that
we will get back to where the retailer knows to-day and to-morrow
what he is paying so that he can contract six or e eight months ahead
of time with the big sash and door factories to avoid these breaks that
often take place.

Recently several prominent lumber men met and sent a memorial
to the President along the same lines as the big oil companies in con-
nection with oil conservation. Many of the most prominent lumber
men of the United States in that particular meeting brought out the
one thought, and that was to conserve. The question of depletion
has just begun to dawn on them. In California they are really prac-
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timing selective cutting, going into the woods and taking out the large
trees and conserving the lower-grade timber such as white fir, and
the operating concerns expect to go back into that timber in years to
come. The thought of forest engineering is being advanced, and the
question of depletion is one of the problems that is confronting the
lumber man Who has his big stand of timber and his big overhead in
connection with it.

Senator THOMAS. Is it your contention that the tariff on lumber
would be a portion of the program of the conservation of our natural
resources, meaning the standing timber?

Mr. RAHN. No, sir.
Senator THOMAS. It would be an adverse influence?
Mr. RAHN. Yes, because you have not the market for that low-grade

lumber. Contrary to what some have said, the low grade to-day is a
surplus in the American market itself. The low grade to-day is being
exported. The low grade to-day is going into Canada; millions of feet.

Senator THOMAS. Those who are asking for a tariff on lumber are
not doing that, arc they, in order to increase the revenues of the
Treasury, in your judgment?

Mr. RAHN. You mean, as a revenue producer for the Government?
Senator THOMAS. That is not their incentive?
Mr. RAHN. Oh, no; their incentive is simply a question of increasing

values.
Senator COUSENS. What you have to say does not apply to hard

wood, does it? All that you are saying with regard to qualities and
exports and imports only applies to softwoods?

Mr. RAHN. Yes. I am not familiar with the hardwood situation,
only in a general way.

Senator THOMAS. You say you have had charge of the financing of
the campaign that has been made so far as the opposition to the
lumber schedule has been carried on in this country?

Mr. RAHN. Yes, up to a certain point. I do not say I have had
charge of it. I assisted and sort of directed it.

Senator THOMAS. Basing your answer upon your experience, how
much money would it take to put on the kind of a campaign that you
think should have been put on to have opposed the tariff on lumber?

Mr. RAHN. I do not think it would take any more. All we did was
simply to dig up facts and file them.

Senator THOMAS. Have you spent all the money that you saw
opportunity Lo spend legitimately?

Mr. RAHN. Yes. We have our books. If you want them we will
send them down to you.

Senator THOMAS. About $20,000 you say you have spent?
Mr. RAHN. It would be around that-maybe $25 000. I can not

answer as to the exact amount, but the books wili show. I have
advanced some of that and expect to get it back.

Senator THOMAS. How long would it take you to prepare and
furnish the committee an extract from your books, what they show
so far as raising the money is concerned, and the expenditures, not
in detail, but substantial detail, so that we will have an idea of where
the expenditures have gone?

Mr. RAHN. It would not take very long. In fact, you can have
the original books.
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Senator WALSH. Of course you desire to get the same information
for the committee from the other side?

Senator THOMAS. Oh, surely; that is my idea. Would you do that?
Mr. RAHN. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. Will you have prepared a statement showing

the contributions and the sources and expenditures?
Mr. RAHN. It would take me a couple of weeks.
Senator COUZENS. I think that would be all right.
Senator THOMAS. You will do that, will you?
Mr. RAHN. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. Send it to Senator Couzens.
Senator WALSH. Do you know whether the men to whom you

have referred as being the leaders among the proponents are in
the city'?

Mr. RAHN. I do not know, sir.
Senator WALSH. I want to divert your attention to another matter.

I suppose that in preparing your case you have made a very thorough
survey of the attitude of the farm associations and organizations
throughout the country on this matter of the tariff on lumber and
shingles?

Mr. RAHN. Yes, sir; we have kept in contact with them.
Senator WALSH. What information can you give us as to the

percentage or extent to which ihe farm organizations in this country
have taken a position for or against the tariff on lumber and shingles?

Mr. RAHN. The National Grange has taken a position as a national
organization and most of the States have come in; that is, they have
come in with local resolutions.

Senator COUZENS. Against or for?
Mr. RAHN. Against the tariff.
Senator WALSH. The National Grange and the local organizations

of the National Grange have declared against the tariff?
Mr. RAHN. Yes. It was brought to my attention on the shingle

question that you spoke about. I read a brief that one of the
Senators let me have, of the proponents of a shingle tariff. They
stated that the National Grange in Washington and Oregon wanted
to have a tariff. Both local organizations in the State of Washing.
ton and in the State of Oregon passed resolutions against the tariff
oni'lumber, logs, and shingles; also the Farmers' Union in the State
of Oregon; the Wool Growers Association; the fruit organizations in
the State of Oregon and the big poultry associations in the State
of Washington-

Sonator'WALSH. They passed resolutions?
Mr. RAHN. Yes.
Senator THOMAS. Where can we get copies of these resolutions?
Mr. RAHN. I think we can get them together. That is what we

have been undertaking to do, to gather this information up.
Senator THOMAS. Will you furnish us copies?
Mr. RAHN. Yes.
Senator WALSH. What other organizations?
Mr. RAHN. The retail organizations all over the country-
Senator WALSH. I mean, farm organizations.
Mr. RAHN. Oh. Quite a few of them, but I can not tell you off-

hand.
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Senator WALSH. Somebody has made the statement that as many

as 80 per cent of the farm organizations have been opposed to the
tariff.

Mr. RAHN. I think 80 per cent of the Farm Bureau organizations
and 100 per cent of the grange, which is the largest one in the United
States. Their brief was filed before the Ways and Meahs Committee.

Senator DENEEN. Did the American Farm Bureau take a stand
upon it?

Mr. RAHN. Not nationally, no; but various organizations in
Minnesota, Kansas, Texas, Ohio, Indiana-various of them. I can
find out.

Senator COUZENS. How do you account for the fact that the
members of the Senate and House from Oregon and Washington are
practically 100 per cent for the tariff?

Mr. RAHN. I am familiar with that country out there, Senator. It
is like some of my friends said, if the opponents of the tariff had
started out with the same tactics that the proponents of the tariff
did out in Washington and Oregon, possibly the Senators would not
have been so strong for this but would have been neutral both ways.
But this work on the tariff has been going on for a couple of years
out there and the opponents have not been active.

Senator COUZENS. Senator Dill, I understand, made it a campaign
issue in his campaign.

Mr. RAHN. Senator Dill I think, when he comes up for reelection
again in the State of Washington, is going to have a lot of trouble
if he does not mind his p's and q's.

Senator COUZENS. He did campaign on it?
Mr. RAHN. I know; but he has been misguided a little by some of

the mill towns, because the farmers and the fruit growers up there
are up in arms.

Senator WALSH. Was that the controlling issue in his campaign?
Mr. RAHN. I do not think so. It was a fight between Governor

Hartley, who is for a tariff on shingles, and Mr. McIntosh who ran
against Senator Dill. Mr. Hartley is a Republican and Mr. Mc-

Intosh is also a Republican, but due to the fight in their own party
Senator Dill was elected this time.

Senator COuzENS. He is for a tariff on shingles.
Mr. RAHN. But I think it was a fight between Governor Hartley

and Mr. McIntosh.
Senator COUZENS. Both the Senators from Washington are very

"pro-tariff" on shingles and lumber.

BRIEF OF THE LUMBER INDUSTRY TARIFF COMMITTEE

THE TARIFF ORANGE B QUESTED

The western lumber Industry respectfully asks that what is known as soft-wood lumber be removed from the free list, placed on the dutiable list, and that
a slecificduty of $3 per thousand feet, board measure, on the American valua-tion plan, be fixed as an import duty on all softwood lumber products, otherthan cedar (a tariff on which Is requested in a separate brief), when imported
to the United States.

Paragraph 1700 of the present tariff act places lumber on the free list, and
there are now no restrictions or prohibitions of any kind limiting the Importa-tion of lumber products to United States markets. The differences In cost of
production, Including foreign transportation advantages, at present existing
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between American lumber production and the productioh of lumber In British
Columbia, the present principal lumber competitor in United States markets,
average approximately the amount of tariff requested.

Western American labor, American business, and American lumber producers,
who have no foreign mill or timber interests, are practically unanimous in
supporting the request for a tariff on softwood lumber products. They are
aware a number of American owners of foreign mill and timber interests,
lumber Importers, tind retail lumber dealers, are opposed to at tariff on the
importation of lumber. These American owners of foreign mill and t mber
interests led in the opposition that was presented against a lumber tariff at the
recent tariff hearings that were held before the Ways and Means Committee.
American lumbermen ask special attention to the several interests and reasons
of the opponents of a lumber tariff, and assert that foreign Interests, even
though emanating from American citizenship, should not in fairness be consid.
ered in the placement of American tariffs that are intended to protect Americn
labor and American industry, and generally benefit all of the people of the
United States.

Lumber and shingles are of the few important building materials that tire
not now on the protected list.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDING A TARIFF ON SO1TWooD LUMBER

Western lumbermen are asking for a tariff on softwood lumber for the
following reasons:

To promote the general welfare of all of the people of the United States and
increase American progress and prosperity.

To protect and give employment to idle American labor which has been forced
into much idleness because of the enormous foreign importations of competing
lumber products.

To prevent the forcing of American labor and American manufacture into
direct and open competition in the United States markets with foreign and
orientally produced lumber.

To give at least an equal opportunity to American labor and American ndus.
try in the production of American lumber for sale in the markettl of the
United States.

To remove existant advantages that are now congressionally afforded foreign
lumber production over the production of American lumber.

To eliminate discriminations and handicaps now existant against the pro.
duction of lumber in the United States.

To foster, encourage, and increase American business, and American com-
merce in the Un:ted States.

To protect and preserve American business, and American industry, and
prevent increased distress to western labor, business, and indust,.y.

To carry out and fulfill the pledges and promises of both of tlie great
political parties, which have promised and pledged protection to American
labor and American industry, to the end that American labor and American
industry may again command the home market, may maintain the American
standard of living, and count upon steady employment in the accustomed fields.

IMPORTANCE OF THE AMERICAN LUMBER INDUSTRY

The American lumber industry has a total of more than 20,000 lumber-pro.
ducing plants throughout the Nation; its development began with the settle-
ment of the American Continent, and its future gives every promise of per.
petual continpanco. Its investments far exceeds a total of more han $500,-
000,000, and employment is given to several million workmen. It annually
contributes millions to the maintenance of kindred industries, is one of the
Nation's heaviest taxpayers, and one of the largest supporters of the transpor.
station systems of our Nation.

Western lumber mills, which are those most vitally affected, because of the
lack of tariff on lumber, total more than 1,50 and have an investment of over
$200,000,000. They give employment to fully 200,000 workmen, support a popu.
lation of more than a million people, and furnish an annual pay roll to Amrl.
can labor in excess of $200,000,000.
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COMPARADLE PRODUO7ION COSTS OF COMPETING COUNTRIES

The principal foreign lumber-producing country competing with American
lumber products in the United States at the present is Canada. From De-
partment of Commerce reports, showing lumber imports, it will be noted that
Canadian lumber exports to United States markets total more than 98 per
cent of all softwood lumber imports. The stumpage value in Canada, and
general wages paid, are lower than those paid In the western lumber Industry.
oriental labor constitutes 39 per cent of the employees in British Colunbia
sawmills, and these orientals come into direct and open competition with
American labor in the production of lumber products that enter American
markets free, and whl!ch are sold in direct competition with the lumber prod.
ucts of American workmen. Because the present tariff laws of both the United
States and Canada now specially favor Canadian lumber production it may
be fairly charged that the orientals of Canada are legislated actual employment
preference over American workmen In the production of lumber products for
sale in United States markets.

Department of Commerce reports show softwood lumber imports to United
States markets as follows:

Y Canadian Total -Valuaton Per M

M import M Imipr Val luion iorn
1-.................................................. 1,717,324 1,734,870 $50,431,401 $29.,M
10 .................................................. 1,748.938 1.775,0M 48,775,819 27.40IM ..........................................- 1,692,971 1,633,785 43,179.785 20.4310 ........................................ I, W2,(004 1,322,380 34,482,% 2&.08

A study of the foregoing table discloses a continual lowering in price, an
annual decline In imports, except for 1920, and that Canadian exports to
United States* markets equal approximately 22 per cent of the production of
Northwest lumber mills. The decline In imports and decreased prices Imply
that the United States lumber market is not only unprofitable to American
lumber producers but because of the demoralization of prices and industry
conditions the American market is even becoming undesirable to foreign
exporters. There can be no question but what foreign Importations of lumber
nnd forced American curtailment of lumber production is the precise cause for
decreased American mill prices and general American lumber industry distress.

It is commonly known that retail lumber prices have suffered no decrease in
the past several years, and this fact substantiates the claim that low prices to
mills and price fluctuations do not follow to ultimate consumers.

Forced American curtailment in lumber production in Northwest lumber
mills averaged 15 per cent in 1025, approximately the same In 1920 and 1927,
and a fraction more than 20 per cent in 1928. Curtailment In 1929 to April 1
ran as high as 30 per cent.
The present cost advantages to British Columbia lumber production over

American lmnber production are:
Average lower labor cost -------------------------- per M feet-- $0.48
Average lower stumpage price ------------------------------- . do .70
Average lower stumpage tax ---------------------------------- do- -- .08
Average lower log co-t --------------------------------------- do- -- .43

Total cost advantage favoring British Columbia ---------- do-.. 1.69
In addition to tile above advantages a large amount of Canadian exports havt

lowered transportation rates to American markets than have the Northwest
mills. This is (lte to the American navigation laws, and these lower rates
amount to as much as $2 per thousand feet.

TiHE RUSSIAN MENACE

Russian lumber export to the United Stateq narkels Is just beginning
Russlan timber stands are among the finest in the world, and natlonlized
flussian labor receives a total of 40 cents per day as wages, and coin
iarabilivty of issln production costs with American costs Is valueless nt
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present. The timber in Russia was confiscated by the Soviet Government from
its former owners, and the only item of probable cost comparability is the 40
cents a day Russian wage compared with the $4 to $10 per day wage that is
paid to American lumber workmen.

Department of Commerce reports show Russian lumber imports to United
States markets as follows:

Total import Valuation PeriLv
valuatla

1925 ................................ 106000 0&O0 S6&0
192,7 ......29%.810.00 S&3

1 8........................................................... 20, 000 447,=.00 210

Early in the present year It was rumored that Russ'an lumber sales to the
United States would total several hundred million feet in 1929. To date of
February 16 the Department of Commerce had a report that 896,000,000 feet of
Russian timber had been sold to the United States.

The tremendous Increases shown in the foregoing table and general knowledge
of Russian conditions amply Just~ies the fear of the American lumber industry
that future imports from Russia will be sufficiently large to produce continued
and greater distress to the American lumber industry.

Authorities on the American business outlook assert that Russian lumber
exports to the United States presage tremendous disaster to American lumbering
interests within the next two years, unless a lumber tariff Is Imposed. An
official of one of the largest American timber owners and manufacturers states
his company came Into competition with a cargo of Russian lumber that was
delivered on the dock In the city of New York at a lower price than it could
be produced at the mill of his company. It Is therefore evident that the price
at which the Russian cargo was sold was at least $9 under the American cost of
production, as transportation costs alone, according to forestry-department
statistics, average more than $9 per 1,000 feet.

AMIUICAN PAY-ROLL L08SES

Forced idleness to western lumber employees during the past four years
occasioned wage losses in the State of Washington totaling more than $100,.
000,000, decreased American con.merce approximately $400,000,000, and curtailed
American business profits ful2y $40,000,000. During the same period Oregs
wage losses totaled at least $60,000,000, further decreased American commero
$240,000,000, and lessened American business profits $24,000,000. Figures from
other Western States are not available, but it Is certain wage losses In other
lumbering States have been enormous, and there can be no question but what
'the States and our Federal Government shared very extensively In these tte
mendous losses.

Domestic production of the lumber Imported Into the United States would
give annual employment to 20,000 American workmen, afford an additional
American pay roll of $40,000,000, produce an annual product of $60,000,000 and
support a population of 100,000 people.

Forced curtailment of mill operations constitutes one of the very large but
now necessary items of expense in lumber production. Closing the mills does
not affect the continuation of taxes, Interest, Insurance, watchmen, and other
numerous expense items that are Impossible of elimination. If American mills
were able to operate full time, this enormous waste expense would be eliminated.

THE LUMBER TARIFF IS PROPERLY AN AMERICAN LABOR AND BUSINESS QUESTION

It is clear American labor Is the largest loser through idleness of American
lumber mills und that American business Interests in all lines sustain the next
largest loss. The question of a lumber tariff is therefore one In which labor
and business is most vitally interested. American progress and prosperity can
not continue without the American payroll, and American business Is tremen.
dously dependent on the pay check (t the American workman. American labor
can not possibly compete with the oriental of Canada nor the 40 cents a day
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workman of Russia without reducing the American standard of living to the
level of the oriental and Russian. No American will wish or even countenance
tearing down the high standard of American living, and there Is therefore
'iniperative necessity for protection to American lumber that the existing high
standard of the American lumber worker may be maintained and continued.
Distress to the American lumber industry and Its labor is certain-to xefiect to
every nook and corner of our Nation; and distress Is like a contagious disease-
it spreads until checked. The only way to check the spreading of American
labor and lumber Industry distress Is through the imposition of a lumber tariff
to equalize production costs with competing nations.

THE AMERICAN FARMER TO INTERESTED

It Is claimed a lumber tariff will be Injurious to the farmer, but it Is noted
the farmer Interposed no objections to such a tariff at the hearings before the
Ways and Means Committee. Farmers generally favor tariff protection for
others as well as for themselves. They know the lines of industry must be
operative to employ labor, that labor is the farmer's best customer and the
largest consumer of farm produce, and that there must be payrolls or the
purchase of farm produce will be greatly decreased.

No American farmer has any faith in being able to dispose of his products
to the oriental of Canada or the low-priced workman of Russia. It Is seem-
ingly agreed that Congress will grant fair tariff protection to the farmer.
There is therefore necessity to protect the farmer's best customer-labor; and
to accomplish this there must be protection for the American Industries which
furnish the employment to labor and pay the wages that buy the farmer's
produce. Failure to protect the farmer's best customer and largest consumer
will largely defeat the aim and intent of any farm relief measure that is pos.
sible of enactment.

The farmer is far more Interested in large American payrolls, and the com-
plete employment of American labor than he Is In cheap prices for any manu-
factured product, and especially is this true when the farmer knows the cheap
price to the producer seldom reaches the purchasing farmer.

PRICE FLUCTUATIONS AND CONSUMEBS GUARANTY

Price fluctuations are clearly of little or no ] consumer
of lumber products. Market demoraliza the spee-
ulator, to the detriment of both pr lumber
consumers need have no fear that prices
for lumber products, because st will
and do stand as a perpetual ad
must be charged in order to
lumber ah the leader in bull

The tariffs on steel and ural p e u
tant prices for those mate theim is a
tariff on lumber will prod

Much has been said r
posed. Explanations and
Idle workmen produce un
the total production costs to the
American mills are enabl e ur
labor employment and m
business, add tonnage to
mit lumber sales at lower pri
and unnecessary expense, an t
saving In all probability will c In
any event the resultant increa erous
American lumbering conditions wl Will
more than justify the payment of suc idps-
bly fall.
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OPPOSITION TO A LUMBER TARIFF

At the recent tariff hearings before the Ways and Means Committee ol
seven western mills, out of a total of more than fifteen hundred, presented
objections to a lumber tariff. Four of that number are definitely known to have
extensive foreign mill and timber interests. The remaining opponents to a
lumber tariff were shingle staining companies, lumber importers, and retail
lumber dealers, and the principal opposition presented was clearly that of
American foreign ownerships and Importing interests.

The retail lumber dealers In presenting their opposition to the requested
lumber tariff merely assume they may be injured in some way, but they offer
no proof of probable injury or damage, nor do they present any facts that
would tend to evidence a possible damage to the retail lumbering interests.

American lumber producers emphatically state that a lumber tariff will not
in any way Injure the retail lumber dealer and assert that, on the other hand,
through Increased American pay rolls, extended American business, and result.
ant greater American prosperity, a lumber tariff will be a positive, definite, and
important benefit to the American retail lumberman, as well as to American
labor and American industry.

The fact that existing tariffs on structural products have not Injured the
retail dealer In such materials affords fair evidence to prove that a lumber
tariff will In no way damage or injure the retail lumberman. It is unreasonable
to assume that a lumber tariff will operate differently from tariffs on other
kinds of structural products.

DEVASTATION AND RECLAMATION

Cutthroat prices force devastation to natural resources. This has been true
with western lumbering. Lumbermen have been forced to waste millions of
dollars of materials in an effort to meet production costs of foreign competition.
The United States and some of the western S.ates are large owners of timber.
They have shared largely in these tremendous waste losses, and such losses have
been Impossible of evasion because they are forced through the present existant
discriminatory tariffs.

Reclamation activities, as a result of existing western lumbering distress,
have been greatly curtailed, and almost entirely suspended. Reforestation was
very recently an actuality, and progress in that line was even surprising, prior
to the serious encroachment (of foreign lumber imports and demoralization of
Industry conditions. Only a few years ago thousands of acres of cut over lands
were being cleared and reduced to a state of cultivation. To-day, clearing In
many western lumbering States has been almost wholly abandoned. These con-
ditions are the Indisputable results of the distress of the western lumbering
Industry and the uncertainty of the employment of the lumber workman. The
West has been robbed of its progress and its people has lost their confidence in
prosperity.

LUMBERING DATA

The total timber stand In the United States, as estimated by the Forestry
Department, is 2,317,000,000,000 feet. Of this amount, 2- per cent Is in national
forests or belongs to States. In some Western States over 50 per cent of the
standing timber belongs to the Federal Government and the respective States.

The average annual lumber production In the United States totals approxi.
znately 38,000,000,000 feet. Western lumber mills produce about 20,000,000,000
feet each year; and the yearly Import of lumber to the United States averages
,close to 2,000,000,000 feet.

The present annual timber growth in the United States equals about 35 per
cent of the yearly consumption. The experiences of timber growing nations
Justify the belief that the United States could, in a short time, be annually pro.
ducing as much timber as Is yearly consumed, but this Is an impossible attain.
ment as long as our tariff laws remain disLTiminatory, force devastation, and
prevent reproduction of forest areas.

The per capita consumption of lumber in the United States In 1925 was 525
feet. For the past five years it has averaged slightly lit excess of 300 feet.
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HIMESTATION

More than 1,626,000 acres were planted to forests in the United States In 1926.
Of this total 211,877 acres were planted by the Federal Government, 160,774
acres by the several States, and 1,254,000 acres by individuals and private cor-
porations. Timber growing has not subsequently increased as it should, and it
is plain that the lack of tariff protection to forest products has been the chief
retardant to reforestation. Capital will never invest in timber-growing enter-
prises as long as American laws are antagonistic to American lumber production
and American forestry enterprises.

CANADIAN AND UNITED STATES TARIFF POLICIES

Canada charges an import tax on lumber exported from the United States to
Candilan markets, totaling as high as 25 per cent ad valorem, exacts an export
tax on logs of from $1 to $2 per thousand feet, and limits, restricts, and prohibits
log exportations to American mills. American lumber products are practically
barred from Canadian markets.

The United States charges an import tax on logs, but grants free, un-
restricted, and unlimited importation of lumber products to all United States
markets.

Canadian interests can have no just cause for complaint because of the
imposition of a United States lumber tariff. American markets have been
open to Canadian timber products in every particular. Even the United States
log tax is only reciprocal. Canada could lkve had complete reciprocity with
the United States, but has chosen to retain her Import and export taxes, to
keep the advantages existing by reason of both the United States and Ca-
nadian tariff laws, and to maintain her restrictions and embargoes. Canadian
interests (more properly American owners of Canadian mills and timber)
clamor for free access to American lumber markets, but Canada rigidly
excludes American lumber from Canadian markets. It is therefore seemingly
clear that the objection to a lumber tariff, alleged to come from Canada, is not
from Canada, but from American interests and investments in British Columbia
mills and timber.

American lumber producers and American labor are taxed in various
ways to support and maintain the United States Government. Those taxes
also produce and maintain our American markets, and free lumber importa-
tions grant foreign lumber producers, oriental laborers, and the low-priced
workmen of Russia greater privileges and benefits in our own American
markets, under our present tariff laws, than are afforded to the people who
produce, maintain, and make possible United States markets. Such a con-
dition, which gives favor, benefit, and advantage to foreign labor and industry
over American labor and industry is unjust, unfair, and contrary to every
American principle of Justice.

If American markets are desirable to foreign exporters, such exporters should
in fairness share In the expense of maintaining and supporting the markets
they so freely enjoy. The sharing in such an expense can be compelled only
through the imposition of a tariff. No possible reason can be shown or argu-
ment advanced which will justify forcing American labor and American in-
dustry to solely support and maintain a market the privileged benefit and use
of which is legislated to foreign labor and foreign industry.

THE IMPERATIVE NEED FO A LUMBER TARIFF

A tariff on lumber products is needed In the United States, not only to
benefit American labor and American industry, but to increase American
business, encourage forest reproduction, and prevent other nations, whose laws
we can not change, from discriminating against American labor and American
commerce. It is needed to assist In the support of the largest consumer and
best customer of the American farmer, of benefit to produce revenue and
lessen taxation, and indispensable in advancing American progress and pros-
perity.

American lumbermen most respectfully urge that a lumber tariff Is neces-
sary and essential to the. conversation and preservation of the American lum-
bar industry; that there is no fair, just, or reasonable cause why such a
tariff should not be granted. They therefore earnestly ask that the tariff
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requested be imposed to the end that our general welfare may be promoted,
and that American labor and American industry may again command the home
market, maintain the American standard of living, count upon steady employ.
meant in the accustomed field, and that American labor and American industry
may at least have an equal opportunity to manufacture and produce American
lumber products for sale in the markets of the United States.

Respectfully submitted.
R. W. CONDON,

General Ohairmanw Lumtber Industry Tariff Committee.
Lumber industry tariff committee: Hon. Roland H. Hartley, Governor of

State of Washington; Mark H. Reed, Reed Mill Co.; George Bergstrom, C. B.
Lumber & Shingle Co.; H. J. Bratile, Bratlie Bros. Mill Co.; Carl J. Foss, Edt-
son Shingle Co.; H. B. Van Duzer, Inman.Poulsen Lumber Co.; Albert Schafer,
Schafer Bros. Lumber & Door Co.; Joseph Irving, Monroe Logging Co.; Edward
W. Hartley, Clough-Hartley Co.; Frank H. Lamb, North Western Lumber Co.;
A. C. Dixon, Booth-Kelly Lumber Co.; R. W. Condon, general chairman; A. 0.
Edwards, Edwards Shingle Co., secretary.

Subcommittee United States cedar industry: George Bergstrom; Edward
W. Hartley, and A. C. Edwards.

BRIEF OF RICHARD S. WHITE, REPRESENTING THE NEW YORK
LUMBER TRADE ASSOCIATION

-glnsudi n hinglWs, Par. 408
HON. R=nD SMOOT,

Ohairman and Members of the Senate liianoe Comaittee,
Waahington, D. C.

GSNTEMEN: The writer has been appointed spokesman of the New York
Lumber Trade Association to make verbal protest before the members of your
committee In Washington, In connection with the proposal to place duties on
lumber, timber, lath, shingles and logs Imported into the United States, but
inasmuch as you have expressed a desire to limit the hearings to as few wit.
nesses as possible, and having learned that others also in opposition to the
aforesaid duties, who did not plead their cases during the previous tariff
hearings, wish to appear, our association has decided instead to give place to
them and file a brief with you, setting forth additional reasons for our attitude,
not covered in our brief submitted during the hearings on February 23 last
before the Ways and Means Committee, copies of which have already been
sent toyour committee.

The NOw York Lumber Trade Association, comprising a membership of 156
lumber companies, is one of the oldest organizations of its kind In the United
States, having been founded in 1880. Our members are situated in probably the
most densely populated and one of the greatest lumber-consuming centers in
the Union. Our field of operations, however, is not confined to the metropolitan
area of New York. On the contrary, we sell lumber in a wide territory, extend-
ing probably from the Ohio to the Atlantic seaboard, including New England
and many of the Southern State& Through our traveling salesmen consider.
able trade comes to us from the cities of eastern Canada also.- Some of our
wholesale members do an export business with Europe, South America, and the
West Indies. Because of our wide area of activities, our association has long
regarded the tariff question from a broad economic standpoint, and during the
framing of the Fordney-McCumber bill In 1921 and 1922 we protested before
your committee the proposal to place a duty on lumber and shingles, calling
attention to the splendid trade we were building up with Canada, which this
action would Jeopardize. In short, our opposition to the proposed duties on
lumber and related products is not based on the narrow sectional interests of
the New York metropolitan market alone, as might be 'expected, but rather
on the welfare of a large part of the eastern United States, the manufactures
and products of which can not all be consumed within our own borders and
for which a profitable export trade has been built up to take care. of the sur-
plus. The prosperity of the East depends in large part on the healthful activity
of the industries in this 'territory, and in this the members of our association
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are primarily interested. Added to this, of course, is our concern that building
operations be not discouraged because of the excessive cost of materials and
that the use of lumber in this connection be not abridged because of price.
The business contacts of our members, we believe, warrant us in presenting
these viewpoints, as we propose to do In the paragraphs to follow.

WHAT CANADIAN TRADE MEANS TO US '

We beg to call attention to the several purposes of the proposed tariff act
of 1929, as mentioned in the preamble. It reads in part as follows: "A bill to
provide revenue, to regulate commerce with foreign countries, to encourage
industries of the United States, to protect American labor, and for other pur-
poses. * * *of

The framing of a traiff which will effect a maximum of the benefits mentioned
in the aforesaid preamble and avoid the creation of a number of boomerangs
is certainly a complicated and difficult task. If our country could consume all
our products it would be comparatively easy. However, where we have a for.
eign customer who we actually outtrade by a ratio exceeding 8 to 5, it
seems to us That It behooves us to proceed with extreme caution in connection
with those schedules on which so much of this trade depends. We refer, of
course, to Canada. As has already been stated here before, our sales to that
country during 1028 amounted to $825,740.612, whereas her sales to us of
Canadian goods amount to $492,541,120, or, including foreign-made merchandise,
a total of $513,691,765. We were, therefore, the gainer to the extent of
$312,048,847. In other words, American Industries and American labor bene-
fited to this very substantial extent under the workings of the tariff act of 1922.
Much evidence Is at hand to indicate that many of the rates in the new pro-
posed tariff bill are causing feeling to run high in Canada. Discussions as to
retaliation and the development of new trade channels are now rife in the
Canadian press.

A cursory examination of the statistics put out by the Department of Trade
and Commerce of the Dominion of Canada covering the trade between Canada
and the United States during the calendar year of 1928 Is very enlightening.
We beg to give a brief list below, picked more or less at random, indicating the
value of a number of the more important items sold by us to Canada last year,
showing some of the industries in the United States which will suffer if the
present amicable trade relations with Canada are disrupted:
Vehicles ------------------------------------------- $92, 506,251
Automobiles ------------------------------------------------- 40,454,263
Auto parts ----------------------------------------------------- 48,552,417
Machinery ----------------------------- ------------- 51, 534, 672
Rolling-mill products ---------------------------------- 45,509,051
Cotton and its products --------------------------------- 44,171,933
Farm implements --------------------------------------------- 89, 381,051
Fraits --------------------------------------------- 31,670,480
Chemical products ------------------------------------ 25,428,284
Electrical apparatus ----------------------------------- 21, 64, 666
Rubber and Its manufactures --------------------------- 21,643,690
Engines and boilers ----------------------------------- 17,099,475
Books and printed matter ------------------------------- 12,867,878
Bilk and its manufactures -------------------------------------- 10, 043, 849

Now, if goes without saying that such trade as is evidenced by the above
figures is worth retaining. It makes for prosperity in those districts where
most of these goods are produced. The members of the New York Lumber
Trade Association obtain considerable business directly and Indirectly through
the activity of many of the industries covered by the foregoing partial list.
And, finally, if the intention of the preamble of the new tariff bill, which we
have quoted, is carried out, whereby American Industries are encouraged and
American labor protected, our Government will take no action that will
Jeopardize this favorable trade balance of over $300,000,000 created by the sale
of the products of American labor directed by American business enterprise.
Canada is expanding, and its resources and per capita wealth are very great.
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If we handle this Canadian trade with care and understanding, there is no
telling to wht extent it may grown as time goes (n. But, of course, we can not
expect to sell to her on any such scale if we are not prepared to buy from her
also. In this connection we maintain that lumber is one of the most logical
commodities.

Canadian lumber has been bought freely by Americans in the East during a
great many years. Because of its many fine qualities, it has been popular with
our lumbermen. Take, for instance, the case of eastern Canadian white pine
and spruce. These woods have many specific uses. Our own supplies of woods
of similar type, species, and texture are practically exhausted. These woods
are not cheap. They can not compete on a price basis with many of the western
and southern types of lumber. A duty on these woods would be a needless tax
on the consumer and an irritation to Canada.

CONCERNING THE REQUEST FOR A BLANKET DUTY OF $3 PER THOUSAND ON ALL SOFZ.
WOOD LUMBER OTHER THAN CEDAR

We have observed from the record, request has been made to you for a duty
of $3 par thousand on all lumber other than cedar now on the free list. We
have read with interest what reasons have been put forth by the proponents
of this duty to justify its imposition. One particular witness has talked
learnedly on forestry, reforestation, lumber conditions in Russia, Korea, and
other distant lands. He has descanted with an impressive array of figures on
taxation and the cost of production of lumber in the United States, but whereas
he asks for a blanket rate of protection on the lumber of all the Canadian
provinces on the basis of production costs in British Columbia versus Washing.
ton and Oregon, claiming that whereas $3 per thousand may not fully protect
these States, it will stabilize the market, he gives no cost figures relating to
the other provinces of Canada to which he wants this $3 per thousand rate
to apply. He completely ignores th'- Southern States of the Union where qome
very cheap negro labor Is employed in the lumber business. Boiling his testi.
mony down to those essentials which should determine the fairness of the $3
rate, it seems to us that his figures are very inconclusive.

The New York Lumber Trade Association has no statistical department and
could not hope to obtain comprehensive data whereby the cost of production
in all parts of Canada could be compared with those of all the lumber-produc.
Ing States of the Union, nevertheless there are some figures that are easily
obtained whose authenticity can not be questioned. We refer first to the report
of the United States Tariff Commission under date of March 2, 1927, relating
to the costs of producing red-cedar shingles in British Columbia, as against
Washington and Oregon, and we find on page 45 the statement that in con.
nection with perfects and perfections No. 1. the two grades on which it is
stated competition is keenest between the United States and Canada, com.
parsons made by three methods showed higher costs in British Columbia titan
in Washington and Oregon. As apparently most of the agitation for a duty on
lumber and shingles originates in Washington and Oregon and is directed
against British Columbia primarily, this statement by the Tariff Commission
is very significant. We have one other source of information which seems
equally dependable, and that is the report of the Royal Commission in respect
to the Lumber Industry of New Brunswick, Canada, 1927. We beg to attach
a copy of this to our brief herewith. You will note that the average costs of
production of 24 mills operating with Crown land timber was $30.17 per
thousand and that the average loss was $5.54 per thousand. In regard to the
14 mills cutting freehold timber (which is a small part of the lumber Industry
of the Province an account of the very limited supply of freehold timber) the
average cost was $24.87, and the average loss, 60 cents per thousand.

This report of the Royal Commission does not show a very prosperous con.
dition in the lumber business of New Brunswick. It shows that no matter
whether operators were cutting on government-owned or privately owned lands,
they both made a loss because of the high costs of production incident to lumber
manufacture in that Province. And yet the witness, whose testimony before
your committee on June 20 prompts the submission of the above figures, claims
that the imposition of $8 duty on Canadian lumber will not affect the import.
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tions. but will only prevent dumping and will stabilize the market, preventing
cut-throat prices. It Is hard for us to see how an industry with as high costs
as those reported by the Royal Commission in New Brunswick can menace the
American market by dumping at cut-throat prices. The New Brunswick oper-
ators would certainly have to be gluttons for punishment. You will note the
24 operators cutting on Crown lands averaged a return of $24.63, and yet
they lost an average of $5.54 per thousand. The Washington witness reports
that the average return (in lumber to the mills of Washington and Oregon Is
$21 on to-day's market. The prices on New Brunswick softwoods are substan-
tially the same to-day as they were in 1927. What change there has been has
been upward. And now, gentlemen, what do we propose to show by the fore-
going facts? We believe that no figures have been or can be produced from au-
thentic sources to prove that Canada enjoys advantages that enable her to produce
lumber more cheaply on the average than we can do here; rather the reverse
is probably the case. The proposed $3 tax on all Canadian softwoods other
than eediir is not warranted on the grounds of protection and would act as a
virtual embargo in many cases. The witness from Washington ought to know
this. Furthermore, we do not believe the troubles of the lumber industry are
due to lack of tariff and can le remedied by the Imposition of one. Certainly
It has been shown that New Brunswick lumbermen are having their own troubles
In spite of the fact that their lumber has been on our free list for many years,
and Inquiries we have made in the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario indicate
that conditions there are little better. We regret we have no authentic gov-
ernment statistics to substantiate this.

Profits and losses in the lurner bimi rss.-Bceause of the fact that testi-
mony has been given before your committee to the effect that the lumber
Industry in the Northwest is not prosperous and the blame for this is laid
at the door of lack of tariff protection, we would like to call your attention
to the brief of the Northeastern Retail Lumbermen's Association filed with
the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives in February,
because this brief contains very interesting Information on the very meager
profits. or rather lack of profits which have obtained for some time past In
the retail lumber business. Our reason for citing this brief Is because It shows
that, if it is true that the manufacturing of lumber in the Northwest has not
been lucrative of late, neither has the retailing of same been gainful In the
East, and the lack of tariff has had nothing to do with that situation. As a
matter of fact retail lumbermen as a class are opposed to a tariff, as evidenced
by the large number of retail lumber associations which have gone on record
as oppsed to it. To them, a tariff means high lumber prices, Increased building
costs, and consequently fewer houses built.

Summary and concluston.-We have tried to call to your attention In the
foregoing the remarkable trade balance we have built up with Canada and
what this must mean to American business and labor. According to the
testimony of most of the proponents of duties on logs, lumber shingles and lath,
who have testified at the hearings in Washington, the ratings asked for are
not intended to raise the prices to the consumers, but to stabilize the American
market and protect and give additional employment to American labor engaged
In the lumber business. Assuming that prices will not be raised, although we
find this hard to believe, let us look into how this may work out.

If the costs of production in Canada on logs, lumber, shingles, and lath are
substantially the same as in the United States, In view of the keen competi-
tion existing at the present time, these proposed duties will tend to work as
a virtual embargo, for Canadians will hardly sell their products where they
can make no profit, at least not indefinitely; then Canadian lumber exports to
the United States will be cut off, amounting to about 1,50,000,000 feet board
measure annually. Add to this shingles to the extent of 203,551,000 feet and
lath at 270,778,000 feet. Please note that we have taken the Canadian Govern-
ment figures of 1928 on shingles and lath and translated them from pieces
to board feet. We therefore have a total, Including timber, planks% boards,
shingles, lath, etc., amounting to about 1,974,829,000 feet of soft and hard
woods combined. Allowing a value of $80 per thousand, f. o. b. American
mills, which Is a very high average, the wood products which these Canadian
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exports to us displace, would amount in value to, say, $59,229,870. In other
words, if the imports of Canadian lumber, lath, and shingles are cut off by
a tariff, a total of sligifly over $59,000,000 will be divided among all the lumber.
producing States of the Union. Now, what may be the consequences? Let us
see:

Forest products taken as a class rank high in importance among Canada's
sales to us. Every Province in the Dominion ships more or less of its forest
produce to us, even including the Prairie Provinces which have lumber mills
strung along the timber belt of their northern districts. The potential popular
resentment against interference with this long-standing trade is substantial.
All the Provinces would have a grievance and the political pressure for retalia.
tion would be swift and powerful. -The Liberals, who have been in power for
the past eight years, are the low-tariff party of Canada. The Conservatives are
the high-tariff party and are lookig for an issue. Who knows but that a tariff
on these forest products might be the brand that would start the fire. Further-
more, our contacts over many years with Canadian lumbermen have indicated
to us the existence of an acute sensitiveness on their part in connection with
suggestions to impose a tariff on their wood goods. And what is at stake?
An annual trade of $825,740,612 of which $812,048,837 is pure velvet. In short,
in the name of giving American labor additional employment valued at
$59,229,870, we Jeopardize a situation which gives American labor work esti.
mated in terms of goods at $312,048,847, which would be lost if our trade with
Canada even dropped to parity. Surely, this is bad business.

The slogan of the New York Lumber Trade Association is, "Satisfy the cus-
tomer, and to have friends be friendly." We know of no instance where it has
better application than in the case in point.

In conclusion, we trust your committee will approve of no changes in the
tariff act of 1922 relating to timber, lumber, shingles, and lath. We attach
hereto copy of resolution adopted unanimously by the members of the New
York Lumber Trade Association, December 28 last.

sEAL.] NEw Yonix LUMBEa TRADE ASsoCIATION,
RICHAUD J. WHIE1

Attest:
FRANK A. MILEs, Presfdent.

(The resolution referred to is as follows:)
The New York Lumber Trade Association's board of trustees at a meeting

held in New York City, December 28, 1928, after a referendum vote by its
entire membership, unanimously passed the following resolution:

Whereas it is reported that the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives is considering levying a duty on timber, lumber, lath, and
shingles imported into the United States; and

Whereas we view with strong disapproval this measure for which there seems
to be no good cause and which, for the following reasons would do harm:

First. It is directed at Canada, which trade statistics show is our best cus.
tomer among all nations, having bought from us in 1927 about 70 per cent of
her total imports, amounting to the.amazing figure of about $70 per capita,
based on her entire population.

Second. Canada, during 1927, spent 71 cents for American-made goods every
time we spent 47 cents for Canadian products. If she can not pay us largely
in forest products, which is her principal item of export, she must of necessity
curtail her purchases here to protect her dollar against a depreciated exchange
value..

Third. Lumber, lath, and shingles are among Canada's biggest items of export
to the United States, and consequently important mediums of paying her bills
to us.

Fourth. At a time when our industries are suffering from the falling off In
our European and foreign trade, we can not afford to Jeopardize our Canadian
market.

Fifth. It is generally conceded that our lumber industry needs no protec-
tion, as lumbering costs are no less and frequently higher in Canada than in
the United States.

Sixth. There are certain important species of lumber and wood products
supplied us by Canada which can not be duplicated in the United States.

Seventh. It would cause unnecessary irritation to our very friendly neigh-
bors and might cause retaliation and Ill-feeling, wh'eh would be unfortunate.
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Eighth. It would be contrary to our national forest conservation program,
for which our Government Is spending large sums of money. Now, therefore,
be it

Re8olved, That we, the members of the New York Lumber Trade Association,
protest against the proposal to place a duty on Canadian timber, lumber, lath,
and shingles; and be it further

Resolved, That the officers of this association and individual members there-
fore urge upon our representatives in Congress to vigorously oppose this pro-
posed legislation.

[SEAL.] Nuw YORK LUMBER TRADE AsocoriON,
FnANK A. NILEs, President.

Attest:
H. B. Cono, Seoretary.

BRIEF OF LATH MANUFACTURERS OF MAINE

FINANcri COMMiTTEE,
United State8 Senate, Unitcd States Capitol.

GENTLEMEN: This memoranda is submitted to your committee for its con-
sideration relative to lath manufacturing in the United States, and to bring
before your committee pertinent facts showing the exact conditions of that in-
dustry at the present time. By reference to reports which are hereinafter
set forth, it will be definitely established that the conditions which obtain in
Maine are largely similar to the conditions all over the United States.

The lath industry in the United States since 1923 has shown a steady de-
crease in production, whereas the consumption of laths in the United States has
not shown a similar reduction. The decrease of production of laths in the
United States is due not to the lack of demand for such product here nor to
the shortage of raw material out of which laths are produced. It is due to the
Importation into the United States of laths from Canada, which is the chief
competitor of the domestic lath industry. Statistics which wilt be appended to
this memoranda as Exhibit A, will show that since 1923 the production of
laths in the United States has decreased in a larger proportion than any de-
crease of demand of that product in the United States could possibly reflect.
Therefore, we must assume that some cause is existent, other than that of
supply and demand.

This reduction from 1923 in the production of laths is 50 per cent, a decrease
of one-half of the total production of laths from 1923 to 1028. The reduction
in consumption of laths in the United States in that same given period is 39
per cent, whereas the production of laths in Canada reflected a vast increase
in production for said given period, except the year 1928, where a decrease is
shown. However, it is not near the volume shown in the United States, and
can be attributed largely in that year to the lack of demand for laths here.
The lath manufacturers of the United States can not compete in price with the
price of laths produced in Canada. This is for many reasons. Labor in Ca-
nadian mills is cheaper than the American mills, and the raw material from
which laths are manufactured are cheaper there; laths manufactured in
Canada can be shipped to ports in the United States, such as New York, which
Is the largest, market in the United States, cheaper than can the lath manufac-
turer of Maine ship his finished product to the same market. The Canadian
manufacturers ship the greater part of their production in foreign vessels,
which can give a cheaper freight rate than American vessels, because of the
smaller wages paid to ship hands by foreign vessels. The American manu-
facturer must ship his products to market by rail or by American vessels, whose
freight charges are much higher, due to the higher standard of wages obtain-
able on American ships. He can not ship his products in foreign vessels, be-
cause foreign vessels, under the shipping laws of the United States, are not
allowed to load a cargo in a port of the United States to be delivered to another
port here. The proportionate differences in wages and raw materials in
Canada, as compared to the United States, is approximately 25 per cent less.
The greater part of the production of laths in the United States must be shipped
by rail, because of the geographical location of the raw materials.

The freight rates of the American railroads are greatly in excess of the rates
paid by Canadian manufacturers to ship their products to the same markets.
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In most shipments of laths, the difference In freight rates between water and
rail is approximately 50 to 65 per cent less in favor of the water rates, and as
stated above, Canada exports a great part of its lath production by water. That
the Canadian manufacturer has greatly encroached upon the American manu.
facturer by reason of the above inequalities Is definitely proven by a recourse
to statistics which appear in Exhibit A, appended to this memoranda, showing
that in 1923 the American manufacturer of laths supplies 68.9 per cent of the
total consumption of laths used In the United States; In 1928 he only supplied
56.6 per cent of the total laths used In America; whereas, Canadian manufae.
turers, in 1923, shipped to the United S' .:tes 31.9 per cent of the total consump.
tion; whereas In 1928, the Canadian manufacturer shipped to this country 44.1
per cent of the laths consumed here. It Is clearly shown therefore, that on
the part of the American manufacturer, he Is steadily losing business; whereas,
on the part of the Canadian manufacturer he has steadily gained in business.
Exhibit A, the last two columns thereof, marked "Ratios" show that each year
there has been a decrease in supplying laths itn the United States by the
American manufacturer, as contradistinguished to a proportionate Increase each
year by the Canadian manufacturer.

The cause for this, it is respectfully submitted, is that the American manu.
facturer is not being given the same opportunity of competition that the
Canadian manufacturer enjoys.

The domestic exportation of laths to other countries is of such small impor.
tance, as shown by Exhibit A that is not necessary to deal with that subject
here. It does not affect, In any manner, the lath industry, because of the small
number exported.

The statistics under Exhibit A, are compiled by the Forest Service, Depart.
meant of Agriculture, under date of June 20, 129.

In 1923, the State of Maine produced 173,394,000 laths, and a proportionate
production of laths as reflected by the entire production with the United States.
In 1027, the lath manufacturers of Maine produced 117,756,000 laths. This Is
the last year for which statistics have been compiled. These statistics can be
verified by reference to Forest Service Bulletin, No. 21, issued October 1927,
revised March 1928.

Conditions in the lath Industry have vastly changed during the last 20 years.
Laths formerly were manufactured from slabs which were taken from the
logs In lumber mills, where large lumber was cut. This does not obtain any
longer, as the lumber mills have practically all closed down. Therefore, the
lath manufacturer has looked to the small timber for his supply of raw ma.
terial. Spruce, balsam fir, and white cedar are all being utilized in the making
of laths. In the State of Maine, for the last 10 years, the lath manufacturers
have relied principally, for his raw material, upon the wood cut by the farmers
from their acreage. The cutting of timber by the farmer during the winter
months, and thus utilizing his spare time, has been one of steery growth each
year for the last 10 years. More small timber has been cut by the farmers In
the State of Maine each year, to supply raw material for the lath manufac-
turers, until to-day the principal source of raw material for the lath manu-
facturers of Maine Is the lath wood furnished by the farmer.

This has been a source of great revenue to the farmer, and has helped him
to reduce the stumpage upon his holdings into cash. This is particularly
helpful to the farmer, as It enables him to realize moneys during the winter
months, when he can not turn his crops into cash. The cutting of lath wood
by the farmer In the winter enables him to devote time which he could not
otherwise utilize; but, if he had to market this wood as pulp wood, the timber
would have to be cut and peeled in June and July, when the bark peels from
the wood. Thfs is the only season when the bark peels from the wood, and
pulp wood is of very little value and of very limited demand unless peeled.
The farmers are relying upon this revenue during the winter months, and, If
this Is denied them, it will work a great hardship. This will be the result
If the lath manufacturers of Maine do ,ot receive tariff protection at this
time. It has already been shown that they can not hope to compete with the
Canadian manufacturer under the present conditions and the lath industry in
Maine, and also all over the United States, is rapidly declining. Not only
does the lath industry in Maine offer a source of income to the farmer, as has
been shown above, but it gives to thousands a means of employ and a daily
wage. The mills employ numerous mill hands, wh6 would otherwbe have no
source of employment, due to the fact that most of the mills for the manu-
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facture of laths are located in small communities, where there is no other
industry, and large industries could not thrive. Should the lath manufacturer
be forced to close down, there is no other industry which could be started
to take the place thereof, due to the secluded districts where lath mills are
located.

The farmers who do not benefit by their own acreage, as above set forth,
help to cut the acreage on timber lands owned by other interests, and in this
way employment is furnished to the farmers who are not land holders. If
this were not the fact, a great deal of small-sized wood in the lath-wood dis-
tricts would be destroyed either by natural causes, forest fires, or forest para-
sites, before it would become of a size large enough to be used for saw logs,
from which lumber can be sawed. Timber lands in Maine yield practically
tree cuts of small timber suitable to the manufacture of laths, while in the
same time they would yeild but one cut sufficient for saw logs, and each o
the cuts of small timber equal nearly as many cords per acre as the cuts of
large timber. It has been proven that when a given area of our Maine forest
has been cut of its virgin growth, it takes many years before this area will
naturally reforest, and if the area thus Is once reforested with small trees,
it would take approximately 100 years for said area to accumulate a growth
of trees suitable for saw logs. During this time, there would be many trees
that would grow up to a small size and die. Thus the growth they had made
would be lost. This lath wood, when cut, affords the smaller sized trees grow-
ing conditions, by allowing the sunlight and winds to get to. them. Trees to
reach a healthy growth must have sunlight and wind. The cutting of the lath
wood enriches the forests and aids in the rapid growth thereof.

A protective tarfV on laths imported into the United States would not make
the price of this commodity materially higher to the American home builder.
The lath manufacturers of the United States are in a position, with their idle
mills, to make all the laths necessary for domestic consumption. Statistics
compiled by the Forest Service, hereinbefore referred to, state that Maine has
available 00 mills for the manufacture of laths, and if these mills were run
to capacity, their output would be practically 800,000,000 laths per year, or
approximately three times the output for the year of 1027. To-day, not more
than 30 of these mills are running, and many of those are only at partial
capacity. By such quantity production, the domestic lath manufacturers
would be able to make the overhead pur thousand laths decrease substantially,
and this decrease In the cost of manufacture would materially be reflected in
the price to the consumer, and give our manufacturers a fair profit for his
commodity, and at the same time give to the domestic home builder laths at
the same relative price as the average price for the last five years.

At the hearing before your committee, on this question, I appeared solely
on behalf of such manufacturers. Such was the case because the lath in-
dustry in Maine is not organized; most of the persons engaged in this industry
are in the remote sectlois of the State, and the industry in the last five years
has not been sufficiently lucrative to foster organized effort to better condi-
tions; but this committee may be assured that many owners of mills, mill
bands, farmers, and persons dependent upon the manufacture of laths in Maine
are depending for their subsistence on the protective tariff which th!s commit-
tee can afford by taking laths of wood off of the free list.

Recurring to the above statements, wherein it is shown that domestic lath
manufacture* pay 25 per cent more for labor and material than the Canadian
manufacturers, not to allude to the increased rates which they must pay for
shipment, it is respectfully submitted that a 25 per cent ad valorem tariff
rate be imposed, according to American values, at the port of entry, upon
the importation of foreign laths of wood into the United States. Such would
off-set the disadvantage under which the domestic lath manufacturer operates
In order to keep American labor at its proper standard, and to give the
farmer and other persons furnishing raw materal their reasonable value.
If this were done, the lath industry would thrive in America. Thousands
of citizens would be qfforded a decent wage and the communities wherein
this industry is principal, would prosper. The converse will be the result
unless such protection is given to the lath manufacturers, and an industry in
which many of the States were pioneer, and which for many years has sup-
ported large communities, must perish.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the lath manufacturers of Maine.
I Lusm S. CRAN.
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EXHmT A

United States latlh production and consumption, imports, exports, and dcrivd
ratios

A. Production B. Importsofmds. . - D. Apparent con- Ratios
mesti0 sumption

Year exports

Quantity Ratio Q, antity Ratio ?lty) Quantity capet A+D B+Dto 1923 to 1923 caa

M pieces Per cent Alp1t efes Per cent M plecu M pieces Pieces Per cent Per eai
1923 ........... 3,328,013 100 1,839,228 100 40,188 4,827,083 43 68.9 31.9
1924 ........... 2,961,200 -11 1,675,427 +9 28,824 4,607,803 40 64.3 364
192 ........... 3,161,137 -5 1,969178 +28 26,0991 ,104,216 44 81.9 38.61920 ........... 3,083,130 -7 1,831,623 +19 43,348 4,871,405 42 63.3 37.6
1927 ......... 2,372,333 -29 1,704,818 +11 29,240 4,047,911 34 58.6 42.1
1928 ........... 1,660,000 -50 '1,293,079 -16 '21,384 2,931,695 24 50.6 44.1

Total (6
years). 1,50,613 ........ 10,013,353 .... 189,03 ! 26,390,113 .... 9.

Average. 2,760,989 -17 1,688,892 +1 31,509 '4,398,352 38 630 .37"9

I In the absence of official record a reduction of 711,000 in 1928 Is here assumed, being equal to the reduce.
tion in the previous year.

SPreliminary figures. Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce, December, 1928.
Average exports constitute 0.7 per cent of average consumption-a negligible quantity.

Source: Compiled and computed In U. S. Forest Service, June 19, 1929. Production figures from bulle.
tins of the Bureau of the Census, cooperating with the Forest Service. Imports and exports from Foreign
Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

BAMBOO POLES
[Par. 1801]

BRIEF OF W. W. SUTTON, FAYETTEVILLE, N. 0.

FINANCE COMMIn'ra
United States Senate.

We hereby make application for a protective tariff baNed on 2 cent,; each on
9-foot poles, cut to length, trimmed, and joints smoothed, other lengtls in
proportion, and made of bamboo or other woods not specially provided for and
used for rug poles.

Reasons for this application are hereto appended.
We have been for nine years engaged In the manufacture of wood tug poles,

utilizing for the purpose a species of gum timber grown in the State of North
Carolina and other Southern States, for which little or no other dispo-ition can
be made. Wood rug poles, as mole by us, are satisfactory and suitable for the
purpose for which they are intended, never having had a rejection.

Formerly we could sell these at a price which would enable us to operate at
a profit, in spite of the competition from the bamboo poles coming In free of
duty from foreign countries, but the price has now been reduced so low that
without adequate protection we will be forced to abandon this business, as
has already been done by other manufacturers.

We refer to-Exhibits A, B, C, and D Hereto attached.
41 1025 we made and sold 532,685 wood rug poles, receiving therefor, de-

livered destination, 7 cents each for the 9-foot pole.
In 1928 we made and sold 442,186 wood rug poles, receiving therefor, de-

livered destination, 6 cents each for the 9-foot pole.
The first six months of this year (1929) we have made and sold 166,960

wood-rug poles (12 months, 333,920), receiving therefot, delivered destination,
58.75 cents each for the 9-foot pole.

Our average freight charge per 9-foot pole is 1 cent each.
Our average cost to make the 9-foot wood-rug pole, including delivery, is 6

cents each, and our business is showing a losa at this time.
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The bamboo poles sold last year for 5.13 cents per 9 feet, which Is under our
cost and is the element that is putting us out of business.

The Japanese laborers engaged in cutting and trimming bamboo poles re-
ceive, as per International Labour Review, March, 1929, 1.01 yen formen and
0.78 yen for women per day, in the exchange prevailing at that time 87 cents
and 35 cents, respectively.

Our laborers engaged in the manufacture of wood-rug poles receive $2 per
day.
. Government statistics do not show the number of rug poles imported nor the

domestic production.
The bamboo from which rug poles are made grows wild and in abundance,

particularly on the islands between China and Japan.
The farmer owner of raw material, from which wood-rug poles are made,

received suitable compensation for timber used, enabling him to pay cost of
clearing swamp land and making ready for cultivation.

In the House tariff bill of 1921), paragraph 410, repeating 407 of the previous
tariff bill, in the last clause of which there is no change, says, "All articles not
specially provided for, wholly or partly manufactured of rattan, bamboo, osier,
or willow, 45 per cent ad valorem."

There can be no question that these bamboo poles are not only "partly"
manufactured, but completely manufactured and ready for use.

We feel that paragraph 410 of the 1929 tariff act should be applied to the
completely manufactured rug poles, and we would be satisfied.

In the 1929 tariff act, paragraph 1800, repeating 1703 of the previous act,
says: "Sticks of partridge, hair wood, pimento, orange, myrtle, bamboo, rattan,
india, malacca Joints, and other woods not specially provided for, in the rough,
or not further advanced than cut into lengths suitable for sticks for umbrellas,
parasols, sunshades, fishing rods, whips, or walking canes." This is on the
free list.

However. the Board of Appraisers (now the United States Customs Court)
in 1905 T. D. 26350, decided that bamboo rug poles are free of dutythe bamboo
sticks, the subject of the board's decision consisted of bamboo, the ends of which
had been rounded and the Joints smoothed, and thus prepared for use as dyers'
sticks. The board stated that the processes to which the sticks had been sub-
jected had not destroyed their Identity as bamboo and that they were still
bamboo sticks, and the imported' protest was therefore sustained by the board
that the sticks were properly free of duty under paragraph 700 of the tariff act
of 1S97, which paragraph corresponds to paragraph 1703 of the present tariff
act. The language of paragraph 700 of the act of 1897 was carried forward
without change, so far as this question is concerned, to the tariff acts of 1909.
1913. and 1922.
I We call to your attention that rug poles and dyers' sticks are not synonymous
terms but are used for an entirely different purpose.

It might simplify the matter and serve every pupose, If to paragraph 1808 of
the 1929 act could be added the words "and for "noothei purpode?'wliatsoever,"
or similar expression, that would serve to make this paragraph applicable to
rug poles so that under either paragraph 1806 or 410, rug poles would be pro-
reeted.

Our need is for adequate protection In order that we may remain in business
and keep our men employed, either a specific duty or such change In wording of
paragraph 1806 as would be Interpreted by the customs court as making the
45 per cent ad valorem applicable or the passing of a law requiring the appli-
cation of paragraph 410 to rug poles, would serve the purpose.

We prefer the fiat rate of 2 cents on the 9-foot pole, but suggest the other
methods as perhaps likely to meet with the least resistance.

W. W. BuToN.
Brief submitted by W. W. Sutton, Fayetteville, N. 0., July 3, 1929.

STATE OF NORTH CAROWINA,
Cumberland County:

Personally appeared before me, this, the 8d day of July, 1929, W. W. Sutton,
who being duly sworn, states that he believes the above statements are correct.

[SAL.] -.- . Notary Pubto.
My commission expires Xfan. 7, 1981.
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EXHIBIT A

FoUm OAKs, N. 0., June 25, 1929.
Mr. W. W. SUTTON,

Fayefe~le, N. 0.
DEA Sis: Answering yours of recent date, beg to advise that we had to stop

maklWg poles because theprice got below the cost of production.
In 1928 we got 7 cents each for the 1%-Inch 9-foot pole, and in iq26 the price

had fallen to 51/ cents each delivered In Philadelphia, and we were losing
money on every pole we made.

Trust you wil be able to get a high tariff on the bamboo pole as this is what
brought the price down.

Yours truly,
H. IL. STEWART.

EXHIBIT B

Foua OAKs, N. C., June 25, 1920.
Mr. W. W. SUTTON,

Fayetteville, N. 0.
DaN Sm: In reply to your letter asking us why we discontinued the manu.

fracture of rug poles, will say in regards to same, was because we were forced
to shut down our plant, as the price we received for our poles after manufactur.
lug and delivering them on the northern market did not leave us a sufficient
margin to operate our plant, and were compelled to close down.

The main cause of the price decline on our wooden poles was the bamboo
pole coming on the market and being sold for less money than we could possibly
manufacture the wooden for.

Yours very truly,
SANDERS HANDLE CO.,

By D. H. SANDES.

EXHIBIT V

SMnsTBam, N. 0.. June 25, 1929.
Mr. W. W. SuTmN,

FayettevWle, N. 0.
D*A Ms. SuTroN:,In reply to your question as to the reason why we dis.

continued the manufacture of'rug poles (wood).
In 1921 we were getting $80 per thousand for the standard 1/ Inch 9 foot

pole. The price dropped to $55 per thousand In 1926. This price being below
the cost of production, we were forced to discontinue the manufacture of rug
poles. This was quite a loss to us as we had to abandon the rug pole machinery
and were unable to realize anything for it, because there were no rug poles
being manufactured, consequently no .demand for the machinery.

The manufacturers of wood rug poles should be protected against the importA.
tion of the bamboo rug pole, for we are satisfied that this has been the direct
cause for the price getting below the cost of production of wood poles.

All of our customers were satisfied with the wood pole and would have con-
tinued to buy from us If we had been able to meet the competition In bamboo
poles.. Yours very truly,

CAROLINA HANDLE CO.,

By J. L. Yoxi.

EXHIBIT D
Moeuz ALA., June 18, 1929.

Mr. 0. 0. CHADDOURN,
Secretary Fayetterl-le Chamber of Oommerce,

Payettevle, N. C.
DnR Sm: Referring to yours of June 10 regarding rug.poles.
Something over three years ago we quit making these poles. * * 0
Rug poles naturally have to go North and East, a high freight rate from us

here. During the war period and immediately following, when ocean rates
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were so higb, we got a fair price for these poles, made several million yearly
and satisfied our customers. As soon as ocean rates dropped the oriental
bamboo began to come in. Careful protection was laid around all the steel
goods, etc., that we had to run with as well as a lot of things we had to live
on * * * we simply quit the business and turned to other more profitable
work.

Yours truly,
UAIEr MANUFACTURE NO Co,,

By J. A. DENNISS.

STATE OF NORTH OAOUNA,
Oumberland OountV:

Personally appeared before me this, the 29th day of June, 1929, W. W. Sutton.
who, being duly sworn, says Exhibits A, B, 0, and D are true copies of the origi-
nal letters and are attached hereto.

[SKAL.J C. W. RANfn, Notary Publio.
My commission expires Jan. 7, 1931.

ORIGINAL PAINTINGS WHICH ARE WORKS OF ART

[Par. 1802]

STATEMENT OF MISS LEILA MECELIN, WASHINGTON, D. 0.,
REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTS

lnoludiag satiqum)

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Miss MECHLIN. I am secretary of the American Federation of Arts.

The American Federation of Arts represents 440 art museums and
associations throughout the United States. I am here to reaffirm our
position of desiring art to remain on the free list. We have already
submitted a brief and have given testimony before the House com.
mittee.,Senator Tnoxas. Outline briefly, if you will, to the committee
what you embrace in the words "works of art."

Mis MEcaLN. Exactly what stands in the bill at present.
Senator THOMAS. Just for the record, indicate, please, an.outline

of what is embraced.
Miss MECHLIN. Original paintings, sculpture, etchings, litho-

graphs and engraving printed byhand, and works of art over a
hundred years old.

Senator THOMAS. Do you include antiques?
Miss MEoHLIN. Yes;' as presented in the bil. The only exception

we would "make is that we would be glad to have antique rugs and
carpets included in that, which are now excluded. OtherWise our
desire is that it should stand exactly as it now stands if it should
become a law.

Senator COUZENs. So far as the House bill stands, you are entirely
satisfied?

Miss MECHLm. With the single exception of including antique
rugs and carpets.

Senator WALSH. How about tapestries?
Miss MECHLIN. Tapestries also.
Senator WALSH. They are not included now?
Miss MECHLIN. I think they are included now.



Senator WALSH. Do you desire to leave a brief with the committee?
Miss MECHLIN. I would like to file this brief, if I M.ay.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

BRIEF OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTS

At a meeting of the Board o Directors of the American Federation of Arts,
held in New York on February 11, 1929, the following resolution was passed:

Resolved, That the American Federation of Arts opposes any change in the
present tariff affecting the free importation of paintings and other works of art;
as well as antiquities, and directs its officers to attend any hearings in Washington
on this subject and to present a memorandum or brief opposing any such change.

THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ARTs,
By LEILA. MECHLIN, Secretary.

At the Seventeenth Annual Convention of the American Federation of Arts,
held in Washington, D. C., May 12, 13, and 14, 1926, the following resolution,
advocating the placement of antique rugs and carpets on the free list, was pro.
sented by the committee on resolutions and unanimously adopted: I

"Whereas the finest type of oriental carpets constitute works of art of beauty
and importance valuable for artists and designers and scholars i and

"Whereas they are specifically exempted from the provisions of the rule
admitting antiquities over one hundred years of age free of duty into the country;
Aind

"Whereas, although there is no adequate Justification for the discrimination
and the assessment of a duty of 55 per cent on antique cai pets* and

"Whereas the supply of antique rugs is practically exhausted and every effort
should be made to encourage their acquisition in this country; Now, therefore,
be it

"Resolved That the American Federation of Arts declares that it is (ccidedly
to the interest of art in this country, whether in museums, universities, or in the
work -of artists, designers, or in the studies of scholars, that the present discrimina-
tion and penalty against antique carpets shall be removed and that the clause
Exempting carpets from the operation of paragraph 1708 of the tariff act shall
be at the earliest possible moment struck out.'

STATEMENT OF WILFORD S. CONEOW, REPRUENTING TE
AX.RIOAN AUTISTA PRE SSIONAL LEAGUE, hEW rORA OITY

(The witness ws duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-
Aittee.)

Mr. CoNRow. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am secretary of the
American Artists Professional League. The American Artists Pro.
fessional Leaue is a nation-wide organization, with-over 2,000 merm-
bers residing in 47 States and Territories of this country.

Senator Couzmes. What is your membership?
Mr. CoNiow. A little over 2,000. We are about 18 months old

It was formed for the purpose of collective action and of broader
cooperation'betWeen professionals in all the fields of visual arts, so
that we have architects, landscape architects, sculptors painters, de.
signers, craftsmen, etchers, people working in every feld of visual
irt.

In the matter of the tariff we have proceeded on the same princi-
ples of Americanism by which our Federal Government is run, but
we took not only one group but two, and in that we had a larger
percentage of our professional vote than, so far as I am aware,
,occurs in most of our presidential elections; and of those voting,
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there were over 97.2 per cent who felt that there should be a modifica-
tion of the existing laws, and that a duty should be placed on con-
termp orary art.

The American artist has been in a very peculiar situation. The
general public entirely misunderstands hin, exactly as the general
public entirely misunderstood the camouflaged section of the Fortieth
Engineers of the American Army in the American Expeditionary
Forces. Men like General Summerall over there came to the con-
clusion, even before Cantigny, where he remarked at mess one day
that he would as soon go into action in this man's war without am-
munition for his artillery as he would without camouflage, because
you could not get along without either. There was something that
was as logical and had the same degree of common sense that you
have in building a road or in building a bridge or in building a dug-
out, if you please.

Now, the artist inherently-and this will bear examination, and
our Chief of Engineers at that time, Gen. William Black, got and
made use of this statement in one of his speeches before the foreign
military representatives here in 1917-inherently the mind of the
able artist is identical with the mind of the able engineer. Their
approach to this problem is almost the same. The only difference
is that the engineer leaves--ou can see his struts and so on, but
the other man has the same kind of common sense. You go back
through our own history and you will find that the man who gave us
the steamboat, Robert Fulton. was a portrait painter; the man who
give us the telegraph was the first president of the National Academy
of Design, S. . B. Morse.

The merican artist since lie got under the present law has been
very much in the position of the man who alone in a regiment was
out of step and his proud mother said, "Just see, everybody is out
of step in that regiment but Willie." And since the efforts of some
30 years ago to have art placed on the free list the American artists
have been out of step with American life. But we are American

- citizens just like you. We pay our bills just like you, and we have
got to earn our living, and under existing conditions we have not got
the protection of the difference between living costs abroad and here.
I lived abroad many years as a student, and over here I have always
wanted to make my living in America. I am down here in Wasb-
ington now where I have just finished a portrait of your former
Postmaster General, Harry S. New. If you are through with me
to-day, I will go to-morrow to the home of the late Senator Oscar
Underwood; where I wilt finish a portrait painting of him. That is
my professional business. I have got to make my living. I have
got to. pay my bills just like anybody else. Under existing condi-
tions the American artist is penalized if he chooses to live and do his
work in his own native land.

Senator COUZINs. Just at that point, you do not mean to say that
former Senator Underwood's picture or former Postmaster General
New's picture will be made in EuropeI

Mr. CONRow. No; I am merely saying this: That in the field of
visual art the European artist pays-he can produce pictures and
sell them for less. under existing conditions he does not compete
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at all, but his pictures are bought in Europe at current European
prices; they are brought in duty free and they are sold here at
American prices. Consequently you have such a sign as this in aqu
Broadway art store-this is a letter signed by Edward Dufner,
dated December 24, 1928. Mr. Dufner is a national academician. thi

This sign reads:

A wonderful collection of foreign original etchings just arrived from abroad
and sold at foreign prices, as we don't pay duty on worlos of art.

Now, we do not want any special privileges. Not a bit of it. we lat

want to be absolutely reasonable, but we feel that we want to keep r
step with that which has developed to be customary in America; to the
have the same treatment as skillful workmen in their native country
as is accorded by the Congress of the United States to other skillful
workmen.

It would be ideal if it were possible to have an equalization tariff, Cat
but we haven't enough data to get at that yet. It is largely guess.
work. But our position is this: That if you decided to prefix to this
paragraph-I think you call it now 1802-in this reprint in the den

United States Daily that I have it is called 1807-if you should gra
decide to prefix to that paragraph this sentence: "When produced of.
30 years or more prior to importation; and if works of art acquired e

abroad by or for American museums of art or American educational Inst
institutions, all, irrespective of the date of production," would be A
on the free list. The rest of the paragraph being identical. With 1

that, automatically, the works of contemporary art would throw back defi'
to paragraph 1549. 8

We define contemporary art as works produced within 30 years of art
the time of importation. That is, practically speaking, what might a

be a generous allowance of what would be the stock in trade of a 0
living, working, landscape artist, if you please. food

Senator CouzEs. What have you to say as to the rate? arth

Mr. CONow. The rate of duty, I think, at the present time does Ro

not matter. The thing is to get a record so that we can be just and A
fair. 'If you throw it back to 1549 at any rate, without any loss to equa
ourselves, the record would be available, sothat at a future time the wQ
artists of America could explicitly advise that a certain rate should r
be an equalizing rate of duty, ana an equalizing rate of duty would annii
not be unfair to any artist anywhere on earth. It would be merely abov
that the dealer would say: "Here are things which we believe to be T

of equal merit. They cost you the same. We make as much with
this or the other." hut should you do this other, the record would t(
be available, and then without guesswork, at a future hearing several at A
years hence, we can bring to -your attention and say that on the data k'
now available we would recommend such and such a rate of duty. T

Senator WALSH. Mr. Hobart Nichols, of New York City repre. tari
sented your organization, the American Artists Professional League, owes
before the House committee? Ar

Mr. CoNRow. Yes sir.
Senator WALSH. And made. a statement for the same interests you on

are now appearing for? meat
Mr. Co.now. Mr. Hobart Nichols is chairman of our committee.
Senator WALSH. He recommended duties between 40 and 50 per

cent, did he not?
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Mr. CoNRow. Yes. But I have all those figures, that I have ac--e atfrmsuc,

in a quired from available sources, but because it is largely guesswork,it is not full enough; there is nothing that is available now. we
think it is much wiser not to guess at a rate of duty but to get a duty
so that we would have Government figures available, as to the amount
of imports and so on. This would give fhat, and then later-Romeroad was not built in a day, and the best things are not done in a hurry-
later we will recommend What we do believe would be really anwe equalizing Itariff.

wenr That is all I have to say, sir. I would like to file these papers for
to the record.

LftT3  (The papers referred to follow:)

BRIEW OF THE AMEIICAN ARTISTS PROFESSIONAL LEAGUE
COMMI'rrzE ON FINANCE,

LiOS Unfled State &Oaatc.
this GENTLEMEN: Representing professional artists of American citizenship, resi-the dent iii practically every State and Territory, we request that you amend para-ould graph 1802 c.f the House Ways and Means Committee's readjustment tariff billm of 29 by prefixing the following sentence:

When produced 30 years or more prior to importation; and if works of arttired acquired abroad by or for American museums of art or American education
onal institutions, all, irrespective of the date of production."
d be Adoption of the above will immediately put into active operation paragraph1549, and a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem would be collected on contemporaryt foreign works of art Imported into the United States. Contemporary art, wedefine, as that produced within 30 years of the present time.So amended, the inspirational and educational status of contemporary foreign
.S of art remain unaffected and unimpeded in the United States. On the free list,iiht as before, are all importations of both antique and contemporary art by or for

American museums of art and American education institutions.Of S Our amendment is solely an economic proposition. It is a fact that rent,
food, clothes, and artists' materials cost more here than abroad. The Americanartists whom we represent do not wish special advantages. They would like tod e equal competition in America for the contemporary art works of all the world.A duty on contemporary works of foreign art is a practical way available toand Amerlan citizens of effecting this result. To be ideal, this duty should be anss to equalizing duty. But the imposition of a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem, whichthe we estimate to be two-fifths, only, of a proper equalizing duty, would be anould economic step in the right direction on behalf of the artists of our country.Moreover, hereafter the volume and value of the contemporary foreign artannually imported into this country will be known. There is no record of theirely above to-day.

o W The American artist is a citizen like yourselves. He pays American pricesfor everything. That which he produces he must sell. It is the art dealeron!y who can profit by keeping contemporary art on the free lists. He buys
ould contemporary -foreign art abroad at current foreign prices and sells it herereral at American prices. Many dealers give preference to the sale of foreign art
data because it is more profitable to do so.The tariff laws which create prosperity for practically all other classes of-y- workers in America are to-day a handicap to all artists resident here. Thispro. tariff bill, in paragraph 67, even adds to the artists' burden by a quite un-
gue, necessary Increase in duty on the artists' colors that he uses.Artists are an important, skillful, and desirable class of your fellow citizens.Artists must earn their living and pay their bills like other citizens. An ceo-nom'c wrong to them exists as long as you permit contemporary art to remainYOU on the free list. We ask you to correct that wrong by approving our amend-

meat to paragraph 1807.
.e. THE AuniCAN AsBSTS PROFESSIONAL LEAGUE,By P. BALLaRD WILLLAMS, Ohairman.WLFOmR S. CoNiow, Secretary.

HOBART NOHOLS.
ALBERT T. RmB.
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT T. REID, REPRESENTING THE ARTIST'
GUILD, NEW YORK CITY

w
(Tile witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcom. le al

mittee. Mi
Mr. h ID. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I represent the Artists' thou

Guild, New York City. .
fadt

Senator CouzE,-s. In other words, you want a tariff on these elan
designs? pra

Mr. REID. Yes, sir. T
Senator THOMAS. Explain for the record just what the Artist fiad(

Guild means, or represents, will you? lishii
Mr. REID. The Artists' Guild is a- -lssociation of the professional have

commercial artists in this country who have reached a certain He
standard. Mi

Senator COUZENS. Do they include those who make these designs free
:for the department-store advertising and all that group? Le

Mr. REID. They include those who make designs, illustrations, have
wood cuts, paintings. even

Let me call your attention to. paragraph 1549 of the House bill ste&
2667. It says: of

Works of art, including paintings in oil or water colors, pastel, pen and ink unde
drawings, and copies, repliea, * * *. ont specially provided for, 20 per can
cent ad valorem. labor

Then, turning to paragraph 1807 of the same bill, we find under unde
the free list original paintings in oil, mineral, water colors--the beds
same things enumerated. In the first paragraph we are given a 20 rial
per cent duty, and in the second paragraph, 1807, the same articles utens
of art are admitted duty free. A

Senator WALSH. Is that the present law, too? gaile
Mr. REID. That is the present law, too; yes, sir. work
Senator WALSH. What distinction have the customs authorities art w

made in these two paragraphs? upon
Mr. REID. As near as we can find out, there was only a small Se

amount of this stuff which was declared and duty paid upon it. I Mr
might give you the figures as I remember them. Se

Three years ago there were about $7,000,000 worth of importations is son
under this paragraph 1807. care

Senator CouzENs. That is, $7,000,000 was free? Ar
Mr. REID. No; that was on which duty was paid. Se
Senator CouzEws. You said 1807; 1807 is a free paragraph. Mr
Mr. REID. Well, there was about that much, they say, was i. On

ported. That is what I was trying to get at. Year before last the
figures went up to over $10,000,000, and last year to over $15,000,000. Se
The importations under paragraph 1807 have doubled in the past two Se
ears. The bars are down and the flood of foreign work is increas. Mi
ing steadily and alarmingly. There are between 150,000 and 175,000
people working in the visual arts in the United States. They are Thd
widely distributed over the country and include our young men and
women who are just launching into the field of design, illustration, not
and painting. Members of this committee have many of these people y
in their home States, in their home cities.

f or a,,
work

Soo



We find under schedule 13 all classifications of rayon taxed up to
7C and 75 per cent, yet the designs used with. this material are ad-
mit ed duty free. The cost of designs or patterns taxed even a
thousand per cent, spread over the quantity of rayon material manu-
factured, would be almost negligible. I cite rayon simply as an
example and not to single it out. This same condition exists in
practically everything where art work in design is used.

The point that I want to make-as the man who preceded me
made-is that the design is comparable to the printing used in pub-
lishing that book, and the artist does not feel that the man should
have a protective duty for poor judgment in the selection of designs.
He is just as liable to make mistakes in selecting American designs.

Many manufacturers, of automobiles for example, are using duty
free art work to exploit their highly protected product.

Let me call your attention further to the fact that artists' colors
have been increased from 20 per cent ad valorem to 40 per cent, and
even 70 per cent since 1913. Oils, brushes, boards, canvas, have
steadily increased, and greater duties are still being urged.

Obviously there is a great economic difference in the conditions
under which art work is produced here and abroad, which the Ameri-
can artist can not escape. He is no different from any other kind of
labor. He must wear the same clothes and shoes and hats produced
under a tariff. He eats protected products; he sleeps in protected
beds and bedding, under a roof which covers protected building mate-
rial and workmanship, and he works with and upon highly protected
utensils and materials.

A duty on commercial art, except that imported for exhibition or
gallery purposes-we are no, asking for that-will not affect any
work intended for educational or uplift purposes. This will affect
art work brought into the United States by dealers and agents, and
upon which dealers make as high as 1,500 per cent.

Senator WALSH. Now you are talking about paragraph 1800?
Mr. REID. 1807, Senator.
Senator WALSH. Glass, mosaics, which are works of art? There

is some difference in our paragraph here. You mean works of art,
carpets and so on?

Mr. REID. No, it is 1807 in this.
Senator WALSH. Read it, please.
Mr. REID (reading):
Original paintings in oil, miinerals, water, or other colors.

I wonder if yours is different.
Senator KEYEs. It should be 1802, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. REID. Well then. it has been changed since this was sent to

me. I hope that correction will be made in my statement.
The American artist is not seeking any advantage. His work

needs no bally wooing in any world competition. He asks that he be
not discriminated against: that he be not handicapped. He asks
your honorable committee that all others be asked to start at scratch
with him.

I should like to make it clear to you that I have no selfish reasons
for asking for a tariff on art works. This would hardly affect my
work at all, for the cartoons and advertising work that I produce

I
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must be timely and produced with an intimate knowledge of the
American mind. But I am a member of the executive committee
of the Artists' Guild, and I know the havoc that is being wrought by
this competition which the American artist can not meet.

Senator WALSH. Have you made an analysis of the paragraphs
on art from 1800 down to 1807?

Mr. REID. Have I made an analysis?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. REID. Of all of them?
Senator WALSH. Yes, certain works of art, such as those de.

scribed in paragraph 1806 come in free of duty if they are 100
years old.

Mr. REID. Yes. We are willing that they all come in if they are
over 30 years old.

Senator WALSH. What is the difference between those works of
art referred to in 1806, which come in free of duty if over 100 years
old, and those works of art, original paintings and so forth, that
are referred to in 1802? Why should there be a distinction?

Mr. REID. How should there be a distinction?
Senator WALSH. Yes, and what is the distinction?
Mr. REID. I can not see that there is any distinction excepting

that that 100 years old is placed on articles such as old furniture,
antiques, and things like that. Just why it is 100 years I do not
understand.

Senator WALSH. But, as a matter of fact, paintings and other
works of art that are one year old come in free, too, as well as 100
years old?

Mr. REID. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. That is why I have asked you if you had pre.

pared an analysis of these different distinctions.
Mr. REID. We tried to, but after reading this first one, where they

get 20 per cent ad valorem, and then in the next one where it is
all taken off, I confess that none of our committee is able to under.
stand it.

Senator WALSH. I think if you will file an analysis of all these
paragraphs it would be helpful, showing just what the distinction is,
if there is any.

Mr. REID. We think that a duty on all this art work, excepting
that imported for exhibition or educational purposes will compel
a registration of such material, and that the Tariff Commission may
then arrive at a correct and tangible figure for any further solu.
tion and adjustment of this item in our tariff schedule. We re.
spectfully" ask that you give this serious consideration and that a
tariff be placed on all kinds of art for commercial purposes.

Senator COUZENS. Do I understand'that the paragraph that you
read, which placed a 20 per cent ad valorem duty, is satisfactory
-o you?

Mr. REID. No, even 60 and 70 per cent would not mean anything
on the basis of the cost of this stuff abroad, These designs they
are talking about, these foreign designs, they buy them for little
or nothing over there.

Senator COUZENs. Does the new bill propose to raise the materials
that the artists here use?



Mr. REIn. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENs. And to leave you without any protection in your

work?
Mr. REID. Let me correct that. I have had a number of letters and

statements from dealers, and I am not clear whether they have in-
creased the duties on those things. All I know is that the paints and
brushes and oil people were all over here asking for duties, and it was
my impression that the duty had been increased in a number of cases.

Senator WALSI. You said they have been increased since 1913?
Mr. REID. Since 1913, yes; they have been increased.
Senator WALsH. But you do not know just what duties were in-

creased in the House bil ?
Mr. REID. No, sir.
Senator CouzExs. With reference to what Senator Walsh said

awhile ago about the classification, I assume that you have more ref.
erence to current business?

Mr. REI D. That is exactly what we have. We are willing to bring it
down to 25 or 30 years. Contemporary stuff is what we are inter-
ested in.

Senator WALSH. Now, you claim that there are two paragraphs in
this bill, one levying a duty and the other putting it in free?

Mr. REID. The other taking it all off.
Senator WALSH. And you, as an artist, and your coartists think

they both mean the same thing, as I understand it?
Mr. REID. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Is that right?
Mr. REID. We can not distinguish the difference.
Senator WALSH. You don't knov of any article that could not come

in and be attributed to either one of these paragraphs I
Mr. REID. Those that are enumerated there, Senator-and I have

read them-paintings and reproductions, water colors, pen and ink
drawings, and designs.

Senator KEYES. The paragraph that provides for 20 per cent ad
valorem is 1547?

Mr. REID. Yes, sir. It was 1549 in this print.
Senator WALSH. You want that increased?
Mr. REID. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. And the paragraph putting these same works of

art on the free list stricken out? That is your position?
Mr. REIy. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzEN. You spoke of contemporary work. I got the

impression from a previous witness that he was only referring to
goods that were made within a year or two, for immediate sale in this
country

Mr. Em. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. And not artistic work that was made 25 or 30

years ago ?
Mr. REID. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzENs. In other words, he was talking about the com-

petitive situation and for current business?
Mr. REID. That is exactly it.
Senator CoUzENs. Is that what you have reference to?
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Mr. REID. I have reference to the same thing. I say that the de.
sign that they are buying is only a little ingredient in that great
manufactured product that they produce.

Senator CouzExs. I am frank to say that I do not know how you
would frame a tariff act that would cover all those articles on any
ad valorem basis.

Mr. RwD. It would be very hard in one respect, because I say even
a high duty would not thoroughly protect the American artist, be.
cause these things, many of them, are bought at such ridiculous
values over there.

Senator CouzENS. In other words, it seems to me that the only
protection you can get at all is through some specific duty. I believe
your guild has been remiss in not having presented your case well.
I do .not charge you with that, but I mean you offer no constructive
discussion to the committee to work on, and I would like to suggest
that if you can make uip some recommendations and submit them to
the committee as to what ought to be done, I think you should do'
that.' I frankly do not get anything from your statement that would
lead me to be able to arrive at any sound conclusion as to what ought
to be done.

Mr. REID. We believe that a duty of at least 60 per cent on con-
temporary art and designs and these articles that are enumerated in
that paragraph should be fixed.

Senator CouzENS. But would you take the foreign valuation or
the foreign invoice, or the American valuation, or what I

Mr. RjD. .1 think we should take the American valuation, but as
I understand it, you have not determined yet whether you are going
to take American valuation or not, have you?

Senator COUZENS. No; that is true, but what I am trying to get
is your recommendations.

Mr. REI D. As I said to the House committee, I would recommend
American valuation.

Senator COUZENS. You said that to the House, did you?
Mr. REiD. Yes, sir.
Senator CouzEN s. Is that all now ?
Mr. REID. Yes, sir. I would, like to submit this brief on behalf of

the Artists' Guild.
(The brief referred to is as follows:)

BIIEF OF THE ARTIST." GUILD
SENATE FINANCE CoMMiTrz,

Waehtngton, D. 0.
GENTLEMEN: During the past four year a tremendous amount of foreign

commercial water-color drawings and other commercial illustrations have been
and tire still being imported into this country duty free under section 1, para-
graph 1704, of the tariff act of 1922.' These drawings are used in advertising,
book illustrations, and in periodicals; also for other commercial purposes for
profit. They art, imported, so cheaply and In such quantities as to lower the
wage scale of the commercial art industry of this country and. the continuance
of these importations is an open threat toward the annihilation of the industry.
Commercial designs for silks are coming in abundantly, yet the silk industry
is protected to the extent of approximately 60 per cent ad valorem. Automobiles
are protected highly with a duty, but drawings are being imported to advertise
these highly protected automobiles. Although we do not wish to exclude entirely
foreign commercial art work, we desire it to be on an equal basis of competition
with our domestic industry. We respectfully request and urge the committee to
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alter paragraph 1449 of the tariff act of 1922 (1547, tariff act 1929) in such a
Manner as to maintain the standard of living of the commercial artists in tWe
country by eliminating from the said paragraph 1547, tariff act of 1929, the
phrase " not specially provided for,' and to substitute the following, "for ad-
vertising, book Illustrations, periodicals and other commercial purposes, 60
per centunli ad valorem."

The commercial art industry of this country is entitled to protection against
the destructive competition resultant from the large-scale importation of cheap
drawings produced by cheap labor. It is the duty of Congress to uphold the
living standards in the United States, and It can not permit the reduction of the
standard in the commercial art Industry.

Res1ectfUlly submitted.
Aunm= T. RriD,

Chairman Tariff Committee, the Artists' Guild,
Authors' League of America.

Senator WALS1H. Mr. Chairman, I suggest that we ask the customs
experts to communicate with the committee as to what differences
they ascribe to paragraph 1547, which carries a duty on certain
paintings, and paragraph 1802, which refers to paintings that do not
bear a duty.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. KAHRMANN, NEW YORK CITY,
REPRESENTING THE ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS
OF AMERICA

[Cnduntrial designs]

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcommittee.)
Senator.COUZENS. Whom do you represent?
Mr. KAHRMANN. I represent the Association of Industrial Designers

of America, New York. We have filed a brief with the different
Senators. The commercial designer in America has absolutely no
protection. Designs come in from Germany and France, all hand
work, absolutely free of duty.

Senator THOMAS. Just define for the record what you mean by
industrial designs.

Mr. KAHRMANN. Industrial designs are original designs for wall
paper, cretonne, linoleum, carpets, tapestries, designs for all printed
and woven fabrics or printed on paper.

Senator CouzENs. They .are on the free list?
Mr. KAHRMANN. Yes, sir; and brought in under works of art.

If you gentlemen would permit me I would like to show you some
original designs.

Senator COUZENS. Did you appear before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House?

Mr. KAHRMANN. No, sir.
Senator COUZENS. Nor have you been before any subcommittee of

the Finance Committee of the Senate?
Mr. KAHRMANN. No, sir. We have never appeared in Washington

in regard to it.
Senator COUZENS. This is your first appearance, and you are

here now in opposition to those items being on the free list?
Mr. KAHRMANN. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENs. All right. You may make any statement that

you choose.
Mr. KAHRMANN. If you gentlemen will permit me, I would like

to show you some designs. I am not going to leave these with you.
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Senator COUZENS. You ought to leave with us anything that
you exhibit to influence the committee with.

Mr. KAHRMANN. I will leave a few.
Senator COUZENS. The one that you are now exhibiting should

be marked and referred to as "A."
Senator THOMAS. Is that an original design, handmade?
Mr. KAHRMANN. Yes. I am a public designer. All the members

of our association are public designers. They make these designs,
some at home, some having studs employing help; and we go
out and try to sell them to the manufacturers.

Senator THOMAS. What rate of duty do you want on them?
Mr. KAHRMANN. A hundred per cent would not be too much.
Senator THOMAS. Does your brief contain an application for the

rate that you would like to have?
Mr. KAHRMANN. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. Where does your competiton come from?
Mr. KAHRMANN. Germany and France.
Senator THOMAS. Do they send to America the designs, or do

they make the designs and have goods made from their designs in
Germany and France and then the manufactured finished product
comes into America?

Mr. KAHRMANN. No, sir. They have designs. We make a
sketch like this (exhibiting). If we can sell it, if a man likes it-

Senator DENHFEN. Is that foreign?
Mr. KAHRMANN. No, sir. We first make a sketch, and if we sell

it we finish it up like that [exhibiting], so it is put into a wall paper
machine to make a wall paper design for a bedroom.

Senator THOMAS. The original design is Exhibit A. What is
this you hold in your hand?

Mr. KAHRMANN. This is a sketch. We first submit a sketch like
that. If we sell it, we finish it up like that [exhibiting], and sell
it to a customer for about $70.

Senator THOMAS. What is the difference between those two papers
that you hold in your hand?

Mr. KAHRMANN. This is just an idea for a wall paper machine.
All these touches represent a roller, a yellow roller, a green roller, a
red roller, a gray roller, and so forth.

'This, gentlemen [exhibiting], is a cretonne design suitable for
furniture and draperies. We get about $75 for a design like that.
They bring them in from Germany.

We have never bothered the Government about it. We have
been so much interested that we did not think much about it until
we could hardly make a livelihood.

A design like that brought in from Germany will sell for $50 at a
maximum.- If you buy more than 15 designs they will give you a
discount of 25 per cent, bringing the design down to $38.50, and a cash
discount.

Senator COUZENS. How long does it take you to make a design
like that which we will call Exhibit C?

Mr. KAHRMANN. To make a preliminary sketch before we make
this, sometimes a week. We do not sell every design we make.
There are hundreds of them that we have not sold. These are all
designs over a year old. Wherever I go to sell my designs I am con-
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fronted with foreign designs, and the American manufacturer wants
me to try to sell them. They buy them by wholesale.

Take the wall paper manufacturer, for instance-the cheapest
wall paper brought into the United States, as I understand it, sells
for about 18 cents, the very cheapest. The American manufacturer
makes wall paper that sells at less than 5 cents a roll, the cheapest.
Yet there is a duty somewhere between 25 and 35 per cent.

The same applies to the cretonne manufacturer. I do not know
why we do not have protection. Every industry in this country
that I know of that employs American labor has some protection.
The American designer has absolutely none.
Senator THOMAS. That is because you never asked for it, is it not?
Mr. KAHRMANN. Yes; but we want the foreign designer to live.
Senator THOMAS. You must get over that idea.
Mr. KAHRMANN. He is stepping too fast. He comes over here. I

have seen articles with regard to the commercial artists trying to get
a duty, and the editorial writer says that it is a shame-"Why does
not the American designer start out and beat the foreign designer"?

He has got so large a start on us, our Government is giving us so
large a handicap that he beats us on price.

Senator THOMAS. Is your industry organized?
Mr. KAHRMANN. We have a small organization.
Senator THOMAS. How large?
Mr. KAHRMANN. We had 18 at one time; but it is down to about 6.
Senator THOMAS. How many are there to be organized?
Mr. KAHRMANN. The trouble is that most of the American designers

are importing designs. These six American designers employ 60,000
people, all told.

Senator THOMAS. It is your contention, then, that unless you get
some help the business of designing will soon become a lost industry?

Mr. KAHRMANN. A lost art, absolutely.
Senator DENEEN. How would you value these designs for the pur-

pose of applying the tariff? Have they any market value or export
value or United States value?

Mr. KAHRMANN. I would say, anywhere from-it is hard to strike
an average--an average of $60 to $70 or $75.

Senator KEYES. Have you stated in your brief what change you
would like to have made in the law?

Mr. KAHRMANN. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. Have you any samples of imported designs?
Mr. KAHRMANN. No, Sir. I would like to bring more information

about the-cost of foreign designs, but the manufacturer we sell to is
the only one we can get information from and he will not give it to
us because he is saving money by buying abroad.
Senator THOMAS. You can get exhibits of their work, can you not?
Mr. KAHRMANN. I could get the printed samples.
Senator COUZENS. But not the originals?
Mr. KAHRMANN. No. I have seen plenty of them and I have

worked on them and made changes and alterations and have redrawn
them; but it belongs to the man that I do business with, and I can
not take his property and bring it down here.

Senator THOMAS. Give us some idea of the relative merit of the
foreign designer and the American designer. I mean, their work.
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Mr. KAHRMANN. The American designer I think makes better com.
mercial designs. Living in this country he has the advantage ol
knowing the needs of the country and makes better designs.

Senator THOMAS. In what way are they better?
Mr. KAHRMANN. They sell better, whether for wall paper or crm

tonnes.
I think some of you gentlemen know Mr. George McGeachin, who

was here last week. Mr. McGeachin buyb designs. He is an
importer of cretonnes and a domestic manufacturer of cretonnes.
He buys imported cretonnes and domestic cretonnes. Here is what
he says:

George McGeachin, being duly sworn, deposes that he is president of Witcombe,
McGeachin & Co. (Inc.), of New York.

That he buys textile designs, and that it is his opinion that textile designers of
the United States should be protected against foreign designs coming in under
the free list.. That the professional designers of the United States, who, after Intensive study
and training, find a barrier of foreign professional designers' work coming in
duty free and thereby preventing their making a living.

In view of the above, I believe that it will be for the best interest of the United
States and the designing profession in this country that a duty be placed upon
these goods instead of allowing foreign designs to come in free, as under the
present act.

Dated, New York City, July 11, 1929, and acknowledged before Harry
Demarest. Notary Public, Kings County.

(Mr. Kahrmann submitted the following brief:)

BRIEF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS OF AMERICA

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The tariff act of 1922, paragaph 1449, provided for a duty upon "works of
art, including paintings in oil or water colors, pastels, pen and ink drawings and
copies, etc. * * * not specially provided for, 20 per cent ad valorem."
Although it would seem, on the face of the language used in this paragraph, that
industrial designs (described more at length hereafter), are comprehended therein
the Treasury Department has held that Industrial designs are free of duty and
come under the "free list."

The tariff act of 1929 as introduced in the House does not correct this vague.
ness, nor provide any separate paragraph anywhere, covering Industrial designs.

It is sought to obtain a definition of industrial designing under a separate
paragraph and to obtain a duty thereon of 100 per cent ad valorem.

HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGNING

The Industrial designer Is the product of the American art schools and schools
,of design, as well as studios engaged in preparing designs for various classes of
manufacture. The industrial designer by means of sketches or drawings or
paintings in color prepares his conception of the proper design or pattern or style
or final application in printed form to linoleum, wallpaper, textiles, and in woven
forih to rugs, carpets, etc. There are now thousands so employed or carrying
on their studies to enter this field.

The industrial designer's training commences with such art instruction as he
receives in the public schools or high schools and thereafter in special schools
devoted to the teaching of this subject, in addition to practical study in such
studios as employ the student In this field of artistic production.

During the World War our country was in large measure dependent upon
Europe for industrial designs. These importations ceased because of war con-
ditions, and as a result thereof the need for American industrial designers was
keenly felt. Since the war much has been accomplished in various industries
to develop the field of design and to render us comparatively independent of
Europe. However, now that the European countries are reaching a normal
stage they have commenced to compete actively with the American field of de-
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sign, and they have made inroads to such an extent as to make it necessary that
our students and graduate designers be protected by a proper import duty; all
the more so, If our own schools and workers in this newly developed field are to
be encouraged in their artistic developm- ,nd in the creation of a school
expressive of American thought, .'eas, and ,..avitutlons.

The question submitted to your committee is not only one of wages for those
empkyect as industrial designers, but concerns the United States in a larger and
deeper sense.

We quote from Art in Industry, by Charles R. Richards (an industrial art
survey under the auspices of the department of education of New York State):

"On the other hand, our people represent standards of living considerably
above those of any other country and consume an amount of goods in which art
quality has a recognized value greatly in excess of any other nation. The demand
for artistic gods, now large, must inevitably increase. Whether this supply in
to be produced by ourselves or borrowed from others depends on the direction
that our national culture takes. Rome borrowed the art of Greece. The trade-
rich cities of South America before the war decked themselves with the art of
Latin Europe. We have largely built upon or borrowed our art from the Old
World. We do so to-day. Whether this will continue In the new phase of eco-
nomic dominance on our part and the sapping of creative vitality in the older,
countries of Europe remains to be seen."One matter is clear-if we are to attain fullness and maturity in our national
life we must inevitably reach the point of expressing ourselves artistically as well
as materially, for no nation can attain full spiritual and intellectual development
until it comprehends in its own life all the powers of expression needed to satisfy
its aspirations and desires."On the economic side we have obviously the strongest reasons for endeavor
in this field. At present we pay a heavy toll to Europe for art products and de-
signs. It is not only desirable to save this outlay but to gain the increased value
for our goods that higher artistic standards will bring. The United States has
practically but one market for the products of its art industries. Paris has the
whole world for its market. In the future the expansion of our trade must take
Into account not only the production of goods which are required to satisfy
material needs, but which may command a world market because of their artistic
value"

!n order to bring about a field of art now comparatively new in our country
it becomes necessary to encourage the workers in that field.

The student who becomes an art designer has spent anywhere from three to
five years of his youth in a school and thereafter in a studio of design or in some
commercial establishment before he becomes sufficiently trained to command a
living wage.

This type of worker must not be confused with the artist engaged in painting
or in sculpture whose creation has no alliance with Industrialism. Paragraphs
1807 to 1811, inclusive, of the act of 1929 takes care of the artist.

The output of the designer is intimately connected with various useful forms
of manufacture such as wall paper, linoleum, textiles, and carpets.

The situation has now reached a point where the competition from abroad has
become so keen. by reason of the importation of these designs on the free list,
that the designer in our country is becoming less in number from month to month.
If we are concerned with something more than the material success of our Nation
and if we are'to live up to the promise made by men of patriotic vision, all artistic
endeavors should be encouraged.

In plain language, the designer must" live in order to practice his profession
and to create a certain style of art, native to our country and expressive of its
Ideas and institutions.

The increase which is sought in the form of a seemingly large import duty will
not even make an appreclable impression on the price of the manufactured article.
For example, a desgn for wall paper will be used on 50,000 to 75,000 rolls; the
average American, esign sold, brings from about $45 to $100. Assuming the
tarlwis increased and our home product costs double the foreign, the increase on
any one roll of wall paper would amount to about one five-hundredth of a cent..

LABOR CONDITIONS ABROAD AND HERE

It requires no lengthy exposition of the difference between the labor market
abroad and here and this applies equally well to high artisanship as well as to the
work of the common laborer. Quoting from the report on the Tariff Readjust-
ment, 1929 (H. Rept. No. 7, 71st Cong., 1st sess.):
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"The labor cost is an essential factor. The average of wages abroad is 40 nor
cent or less than that in the United States. While the effectiveness of fore;g
labor is increasing, their wage surveys have not increased in proportion. This
creates a serious situation not only to the manufacturer, but to the laborer. It
is the desire in the United States to maintain wages consistent with the American
standard of living. The opportunity of labor to secure employment and of the
employer to pay wages depends upon the ability of industry to market its
products. * * * Speaking generally, values represented in Invoices should
be multiplied by three to represent American values."

The importation of foreign designs has been so extensive as to cause a large
number of the studios of design n this country to close their doors and become
agents for foreign studios; in many cases, receiving trunkloadd of designs on coni.
signment. The graduate student or employee findo the outlet for his talents
increasingly rstricted. It is only a question of time when this competition offoreign design will make it impossible to maintain the remaining studios.

The designs from abroad are sold in our market for less than one-half of thecost of the American design. It is not a case of better design. It is purely acase of the manufacturer getting something cheaper and compelling a lower price
of the American designer. And the ultimate addition to the cost price of theproduct to the manufacturer is neglgible. We have already commented on the
:hardly noticeable addition to the cost of the product to the ultimate consumer.There is no claim made by the American manufacturer as evidenced by the
survey made by Mr. Richards that the foreign design in the large average is
superior to that of the American.

We have a right to look to the American manufacturer of wall paper, linoleum,

textiles, etc., who has gained so much from the bounty of our country and our
tariff, that encouragement be given to workers in the American arts.

COMPARATIVE LEGISLATION

Paragraph 396 of the present act provides for a duty of 72 per cent ad valorem
on print rollers and print blocks, to which the industrial designs are transferred
and thereafter imprinted on wall paper, linoleum, or other similar material. The
print cutter who works out th.) industrial design in brass or wood on these blocks
is a craftsman of high grade; yet he is not of the same standard as the artist
designer who is the creative genius of the design finally embodied in brass or
wood. However our Government has seen fit *to protect this artisan against
foreign invasion by placing a 72 per cent ad valorem duty on similar products
coming in from abroad. The designer should be equally protected and encour-
aged in his artistic work.

As Mr. Richards has said in his work: "To obtain better student material in
our art schools we also need not only higher material rewards for designers but a
more recognized and dignified status. With us the designer has practically no
status other than that of a worker in the industries. In Europe he is regarded
as an artist and occupies a dignified position in the community."

If we were concerned merely with artistic efforts In the form of paintings by
artists of note or statues by sculptors of note, there would be no argument about
the proper admission thereof without duty. We are concerned with a high-clan
artisan or student of style, design, and beauty whose efforts are intimately inter.
woven with manufacturing and commerce. Many thousands are graduated
each year into this field and many thousands have been and are employed in
studios or as free-lance designers. But of late years the profession is dwindling
and the art schools find no outlet for employment for their students unless such
students are willing to work for a mere pittance.

Not only must the student of designing be familiar with the broad general
principles of Art, but he must likewise identify himself with and become a student
of the particular industry for which he is to manufacture designs.

According to the report of the Ways and Means Committee, from which we
have quoted above, "The records denote that the sundries schedule has been a
prolific source of litigation in the United States Customs Court and the United
States Customs Appeals." It is for this reason that we request your honorable
committee to specify the Industrial designs under a separate and distinct para.
graph and we would suggest that the paragraph read as follows: "Designs,
sketches, drawings, patterns, whether prepared, drawn, executed or painted in
oil, mineral water, or other colors, pastel, pen and Ink, pencil, or water colors,
whether in final or proof form, which designs, sketches, drawings, and patterns



an ultimately used for imprint upon or transference to or weaving Into textleon
linoleums, carpets, floor coverings, wall paper and wall coverings of any and al
natures, types, and description.'

CONCLUSION

If our efforts are to carry us far it is clear they must comprehend both the
ideal and the material. Manufacturers and schools and all interested in progress
in the field must not only lend their efforts to further all practical measures that
will advance our standards, but they must as earnestly unite to educate our
people to the belief that the development of our industrial arts is a spiritual as
well as an economic achievement necessary for the country's growth. When
once the idea reaches our consciousness as a people that a finer quality of art in
American life constitutes for us a national need, we may hope for steady and
continuous advance that will being us in time to an art worthy of the ideals of
American democracy.
June, 1929.
Respectfully submitted.

AsSociATioN OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGNERS Oi AmEunCa,
By ROBERT C. KAHRMANN, President.

JAMES C. HUNNIFORD, Se~celary.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT & FATHEELEY, REPE S LUIG
H. SORWEIZER, NEW YORK OITY

(Industrial deslums]

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the sub-
committee._

Senator WALSH. Whom do you represent?
Mr. FATHyEyY. I represent Mr. H. Schweizer, of New York City.
Senator WALSH. Who is hew
Mr. FATHEELY. A man who has a studio in Paris and in New

York and sells textile designs in the European market and in the
New York market.

Senator WALSH. You want them kept on the free list?
Mr. FATHERLEY. In the statement of our case concerning the entry

into this country of textile designs, and primarily those coming from
France for printing on silk-

Senator THOMAS. Just what do you mean by technical design?
Mr. FATHRma Y. All of the designs that are printed on paper by

an artist, original designs to be reproduced on cloth; and I have spe-
cial reference to those printed on silk.

Seiiator THroxAs. What commercial use is made of those designs?
Mr. FATn ELEY. No commercial use is made of the designs other

than carrying the idea for application on silk. Silk of course is
used mainly in attire for women.

Senator WALSH. Are designs sold to manufacturers?
Mr. F. THmLE. Yes, sir. An individual buys the designs and

buys the gray goods or the raw silks; he buys both of them and sends
them to the mill.

Senator WALSH. We had a witness here the other day who testified
with reference to designs for wall paper and cretonnes.

Mr. FATHmmL . That is out of our category.
I would like to bring to your attention three pertinent facts:
First, the relative numerical insignificance of the field of American

artists whom a tariff on designs would attempt to aid, as compared
with that vast army of American laborers deriving their daily bread
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from our textile-printing industry, the prosperity of which would
be immeasurably deterred by the exclusion of French designs, incident
to the erection 6f a tariff wall.

Secondly, I shall endeavor to point out why a tariff would tend to
exclude a cmmodity such as designs.

Third, and finally, I shall outline the effect that a duty and the
subsequent exclusion of French patterns would have upon the con.
cerned fields of endeavor--designing and printing.

Senator THoUAS. You hold that the Aimerican-made designs are
not as good as the imported designs?

Mr. FATUtERLEY. Yes, sir.
Senator T o3AS. What is the difference?
Mr. FATHEBLEY. The difference between the American-made de.

sign and the French design is primarily that the French design is
made by a Frenchman whose whole heritage and whose local en-
vironment are very conducive to putting out these ideas. That is
Paris and the French resorts are the style and fashion centers of
the world and people throng there from all over the globe to ascer.
tain what the coming fashion will be.

Senator THOMiAS. In other words, the force of your argument is
that the foreign designs are made by artists and the American
designs are made by cobblers? Is that the idea?

1Mr. FATHEIRLEY. No; that is not quite the idea.
Senator WALSH. One is an old industry and the other is a new

industry-old in Europe and new in America. Is that the thought?
Mr. FATHERLEY. That may be, too, but also'the local environment

of Paris and the fact that for generations people have been going
there because it is a meeting place for people who think of fashion,
and it is very much more conducive to a better type pattern.

Senator "I JiOMAS. Would not your argument be good as to prac.
tically all lines of imports from France? It is not limited to de-
signs. Would not that same argument hold good as to practically
all the importations from France and those artistic countries?

Mr. FATHERLEY. I presume it would be. But in going over my
statement the thing that I endeavor to show is that to eliminate the
French designs would be to jeopardize the printing industry in
this country which now very favorably compares with the printing
industry of France.

Senator THO.IAS. How are we going to build up this infant in-
dustry of American designs if we do not give them some protection?

Mr. FATHERLEY. I think the industry will be built up, because
the demand for designs is very great at the present time. How-
ever, to exclude French patterns that our printing industry is so
dependent -upon to-day would be very detrimental to the printing
industry.

Senator THOMAS. If they are better- than the American designs,
they will still be purchased, will they not?

Sir. FATHIr.LEY. They will to a limited degree. In my statement
I shall endeavor to bring out just why they will purchase French
design s and not purchase them at other times.

The second point which I wanted to make was to show why a
tariff on such a commodity as designs would practically mean tf'eir
absolute exclusion; and the third point I wanted to make was to
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outline the effect that a duty and the subsequent exclusion of French
patterns would have upon the two concerned fields of endeavor,
designing and printing.

One of the most striking commentaries on the growth and pros-
perity of the designing field is the fact that in the last 18 months
we have lost from our organization in New York more than five

people who have gone out into the industry and started five separate
businesses, only one of which to my knowledge imports French de-

signs, and those French patterns that they import they sell a little
higher than they do their American designs.

A check up and most generous estimate shows that few more than
500 steadily employed and well-paid individuals constitute our do-
mestic designing force, while hundreds of thousands of men and
women make up the man power of American printing plants.
Artists of even questionable ability never remain long unemployed,
and superior ones are always decidedly at a premium. In fact, it
has not been many days since one of our most efficient but equally
unscrupulous artists feft our employment because we refused to
become a party to the unreasonable bidding between studios for this
individual's services.

Statistics show that out of every 100 designs acquired by printing
houses over 75 per cent. for technical and esthetic reasons, are never
used. Designs sell at from $35 to $50 each. Therefore, with this
commodity on the free list, each design costs in the vicinity of $200.
Have I made that point clear?

Senator WALSH. In other words, you have to buy a large number
of designs, but many of them are abandoned and your investment
is lost?

Mr. FATHFRLEY. Yes, sir; that is quite right.
Senator WALSH. Only one in four is sold?
Mr. FATiJENRLY. Only one in four is sold.
Senator WALSH. What do these designs cost, on the average?
Mr. FATHERLEY. These designs cost in this country-they sell at

from $35 to $50.
Senator WALSH. What is the import price? Less than $10?
Mr. FATHERLEY. The invoice price-no, it is not less; it is about

$10-perhaps in some instances as low as $8.
Senator WALSH. So a design that costs $10, the invoice price, you

sell for $50 so as to get your profit and to chafge off the losses from
the desi'-ms that are discarded?

Mr. F;THERLEY. Yes. sir; that is right.
Senator-THomAS. Why do you buy designs that you can not sell?
Mr. FATHERLEY. Well, that is a question. Everybody has to do

that because the man who styles a line of print is not often enough
of a technician to know that this will print and this will not print.
He has esthetic taste, but when he refers it to the man who does the
printing, a number of those must either be revised at a very great
expense or discarded entirely. Then, too, a man buys a good many
designs with the idea incorporated in a number of them. and he may
take several designs and pay for them and be only able to use one, say.

Senator WALSH. Along the same lines as patterns made by cloth
manufacturers, woolen manufacturers and others that make a large
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number of patterns and many of them are discarded and are never
used because they get no orders for them?

Mr. FATHERLEY. That is quite right. Paris and the French resorts
are unquestionably the fashion grounds of the world. America has
learned to take her cue from them. This premise is well substan.
tiated by the fact that even the foremost American printers make at
least one pilgrimage to the French capital and to the French resorts
ever year-the races and Monte Carlo.

Senator THOMAS. Is that a French resort?
Mr. FATHERLY. That is a European resort.
Senator Thomas. Is it a fact that these French resorts are patron.

ized successfully by Americans only?
Mr. FATHERLEY. Well, never having been there, I really can not

say.
Senator THOMAS. Is it not a fact that every business in Europe

that is a success is owned, managed operated by. Americans?
Mr. FATHERLEY. No, I do not believe that is justifiable at all. I

think that would be a very unsatisfactory state of affairs for Europe.
Senator THOMAS. I think if you will make an examination you will

find that while that is not literally true, it is a approximately true.
Mr. FATHERLEY. You mean American capital, of course?
Senator THOMAS. American capital and American management,

so far as the business part is concerned. Of course, this esthetic part,
the artistic part, they have to depend upon foreign brains for that.
We do not have them over here, apparently.

Mr. FATHEtLEY. We have not built up, certainly, the organization
along that line. Anyway, the point is that at least one annual pil.
grimage is made to the French capital and these resorts by every
printer in the country, even the most humble.

To keep designs on the free schedule would be to encourage the
entry of these very prolific foreign ideas, to the greater stimulation
and edification of the embryo American artists. The free flow of
these French designs will continue to be a strong offensive weapon
in the hands of American printers competing with the celebrated
and successful French markets of Lyons and Paris. On the other
hand, we are certain that the placing of a duty on these designs would
surely make a decided scarcity of French ideas. The marginal pro.
ducer of designs in this country would go shamefully down in the
scale of quality and efficiency. A limited number of ideas, many
quite inferior, would be made by these 500 designers who now sup.
plement the French market. These ideas would be forced upon the
American printers. The American printers would cease to compete
with the French printers on the same plane. Soon the printed silks
would become an unprofitable commodity to produce in America, and
the depletion of an industry employing thousands upon thousands of
men and women would soon be an accomplished fact.

Senator THOMAS. Do you hold that if a tariff is placed on these
designs that these designs will not be imported, and because of the
nonimports the American factories will not be able to make as good
a quality of merchandise as they would otherwise; therefore the folks
now employed in these factories will be relieved of their employment?

Mr. FATHERLEY. They will, of course, gradually. The American
designing business and the American printing on silk has just gone
forward by leaps and bounds in the last five years, I should say.
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Senator TjIoMAs. Well, that same argument would hold good with
regard to great numbers of other commodities that come from France
and similar foreign countries, would it not?

Mr. FATHERLEY. I presume so, if the facts in the case were the
same as those to which I refer in our case.

Senator THOAXAs. Do you think that Americans prefer the foreign
products, so far as style is concerned, in prints to the American
products?

Mr. FATHFLy. Yes; I know that to be quite absolutely so, be-
cause one of the greatest advertisements we can give any of our
printed goods-any of our designs, rather-is that they are French
patterns.

Senator THOMAS. Then, if we place a tariff on this class of goods,
it. will have two results, will it not?

First, it will deprive American factories of the ability to produce
a comparable article to the French product.

Second, because the American patrons can not get what they want
in America, it will force them to go abroad to buy their lines of
wearing apparel.

Mr. FATHERLEY. That is right. Those who can buy French prints
will buy them; those who can not will not.

Senator THOMAs. Therefore, in order to save the expense of foreign
travel, we should have free trade with regard to these prints?

Mr. FATHERLEY. 'No; that is not quite it. It does not come down
to the individual, I do not believe. I think the question must be
decided between protecting designers who do not need protection
and deterring the progress and prosperity of the print industry in
America to-day.

Senator THOMAS. Do you not believe, though, that the American
line of designers needs this protectionl I think your argument is
directly in point that they do need the protection.

Mr. FATHELEY. No; they do not. I am sorry if I have given that
impression. It is quite the opposite. I mean to say that-I en-
deavored to say, at least-there were some 500 designers in this
country who are very prosperous, exceedingly so; and I know of very
few of even average ability-in fact, I know of none of average
ability-who are unemployed.

Senator THOMAS. You mean by that that they are employed in
making designs that are not in competition with this particular class
of designs you have reference to? Is that correct?

Mr. FATHELEY. That is right. And when they reach a higher
quality of. products, the thing will automatically be settled.

Senator THOMAs. Do you favor a classification of the designs to
permit certain classes to come in free and other classes to come in
dutiable?

Mr. F ATHE=LY. Well, I have not studied the matter out from that
viewpoint. I don't see that there would be any advantage in that.

Senator THOMAS. What you want is free trade on the particular
class of goods that you are interested in?

Mr. FATHERLEY. The thing that I want is free trade on designs.
so that the American printing industry will be able to compete in
the world's market of prints with the French, because they are cer-
tainly very adept at it and have become very famous, and America,
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in order to compete with the French, niu.t have the advantage of
these French ideas.

Senator WALSH. Are there any other importers of these designs,
other than Mr. Schweizer, whom you represent?

Mr. FATHEitLEY. Yes; there are numerous importers of designs.
Senator WAi.sn. How many are there?Mr. FATHEIEY. I really can not say, offhand.

Senator WALSH. What I want to bring out is: Is there competition
between these importers in the sale of these designs here in America?

Mr. FATHERLEY. Between the importers?
Senator WALSH. Is there competition between the importers of

these designs in the sale of these designs in America?
Mr. FTHERLEY. Yes; there is.
Senator WALSH. And rather sharp competition?
Mr. FATHERLEY. Yes; there is sharp competition in the market.
Senator WALSH. Is Mr. Schweizer a large importer?
Mr. FATHERLEY. I should say Mr. Schweizer was one of the largest

importers.
Senator WALSH. How extensive is his business?
Mr. FATHERLEY. You mean in dollars and cents?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. FATHERLEY. Well, in the New York market and in the French

market together, I should say it aggregates perhaps a quarter of a
million dollars--our sales in both countries.

Senator WALSH. Have you any idea what the value of the output
of the entire business is, domestic and foreign, of these designers?

Mr. FATHEBLEY. You mean not Mr. .echweizer's, but the whole?
Senator WALSH. Everybody; yes.
Mr. FATHEREY. No; I do not.
Senator WALSH. But Mr. Schweizer's is a small percentage, I

assume, of the entire volume of American business?
Mr. FATHERLEY. Yes; I should say there are at least 50 designers

in this country, and probably more; some of them large and some
of them small.

Senator WALSH. Do some of the domestic designers also import,
sell imports side by side with the domestic designers?

'Mr. FATHERLEY. Yes; that is very frequently done.
Senator.WALsH. Do you sell-any domestic designs at all?
Mr. FATHERLEY. Yes; we try to sell as many as we can. There is

an advantage in that, because, you see, you can see exactly what the
people want here and produce it without much loss, after the fashion,
the stvle is set.

Senator TALSH. So the importation of these designs is supple.
mentary, ir large part, to the domestic market of designers?

rf1. FATHFAnLEY. We would like it to be. so, but it is not so.
Senator WALSH. They cover the peculiar and superior quality of

design of the Parisian modistes?
Mr. FATHERLEY. Yes, sir. If I could take a cross section of a

French line that has come to this country and an American line, I am
sure you would see a vast difference. Of course, you can pick out
a very good American design; you can pick out a very good French
design, and they may compare favorably, but the cross section of
a line of designs would certainly prove the point.

(Mr. Fatherley submitted the following brief:)
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BaisE or HARRY ScHwzm, NEw YORK CITY

1. Paragraph. in ichich intcrvstcd.-Paragr'apl 1704, tariff act of 1922. now
paragraph 1802, free list:

, Original paintings in oil, m'nernl, water, or other colors, pastels, original
drawings, and sketches in pen, ink, pencil, or water colors * * *."

2. Rccemonmodatiom.-We respectfully recommend that the provision of para-
gralph 1704 be maintained in the new tarlff act.

3. Reasons for rccommezdati&os.-Mr. H. Schweizer, located at 200 Madison
Avenue, New York City, who is al importer of Parisian textile designs and who
also mnaintais an American studio engaged in the origination of new designs,
respectfully petitions you in the interest of the continuation of the aforemen-
tioned designs on the free list under paragraph 1704 of the tariff act of 1922.
The commodity referred to under the aforementioned paragraph consists of

original designs by artists, sketches in pencil and water colored to be used
for reproduction on silk manufactured In this country." This commodity is
now catalogued under this paragraph as "original drawings or sketches in pen,
ink, pencil, or water colors." These ideas expressed in color are purchased by
American manufacturers for their reproduction on silk, to be sold in competition
with imported creations.

We have reason to believe that there Is current au'tation upon the part of
a few domestic designers to advise Congress to place a duty upon foreign designs.
While we are heartily in sympathy with the most rigid protection of our Ameri-
can industries, we fail to see any economic logic behind the reaso; Ing that a
duty upon designs is in the most remote degree conducive to the protection of
any American industry and feel that a duty on them will not only fall ti ac-
complish protection or encouragement to American industries, but would be a
definite handicap to the textile industries.

Our belief that the protection of domestic designers is unnecessary is aug-
mented by the following facts:

Designers of average ability are scarcely ever unemployed and those excelling
in the field are at premium, ofttimes incurring bidding betwien studios for their
services. Plans to extensively enlarge our American studio in the past few
years have been completely frustrated by our inability to command, in the Ameri.
can field an organization of designers so sufficiently endowed in artistic concep-
tion as to originate in quantity the type of design demandt-d by our customers.

Efforts to bring to this country French designers to work in our Amerfian
studio have proved futile, despite every reasonable inducement. They realize.
that divorced from their own art. center with its valuable (ntacts they will
be forced to work against serious odds. With a consideration of these facts the
protection of American labor can most certainly not be maintained as a logical
reason for the imposition of tariff on textile designs. Indeed, it would be fiite
to the contrary for the aspiring field of American designers to be deprived of
the stimulation afforded by the Incentive of competing with the masters of the
world.

Referring to the preamble of the tariff act in 1922, we find the act to be one
"to encourage the industries of the United States, etc." Therefore, it seems
quite definitely inferred that textile designs were specifically intended to come
under this paragraph as "original drawings" and enter the country free of
duty. The preamble tariff at of 1922 establishes this act as one to encourage
the industries of the United States. This being true then designs should be
and continue to be on the free list.

France has been the fashion barometer of the world for generations. It is
here that model attire of every description is created: representative groups
of which are brought to this country for copy. They are made from materials
designed in Paris. To copy them and compete in their production on a parity
with the French producers, it is enimical to the success of the industry that
the materials manufactured and used in this country are as nearly as possible
of the type employed in Paris. Therefore, it is a great encouragement and
boon to the American manufacturers of model gowns to have materials with a
semIblance of Parisian origin with which to work. For the American manufac-
turer of silk to bring to this country French designs for printing, enable. him to
produce for sale American creations at nearly the same time that French gar-
ments of a like nature are placed in the market. It 1%, therefore, averred that
to place designs on the dutiable list would ie to deprive, in no small way. the
American textile industry of early Information relative to the cycle of fashion.
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The price of a design in many instances is a weighty factor to be reckoned with,
and should a duty be placed upon designs, and especially should that duty be in
terms of American valuation, the cost of a design would be so ponderous as to'
make their importation practically prohibitive. The following schedule nnd
notations substantiate this point: An Amerizan manufacturer usually purchases
some 200 designs on a- trip abroad. These average about $10 each. Experience
shows that not more than one-fourth of these are used. This, then, places the
cost of each design used at $90 per design, taking into consideration the expenses
of the trip. With a consideration of the fact that but one-fourth of the designs
purchased are ultimately used, it takes no stretch of imagination to realize that
such provision would eliminate these foreign ideas, especially if the duty
imposed be ad valorem, as we have reason to believe an imposed duty would be.

It is revelent to the Issue to note at this juncture that some domestic designs,
ut the present time, may be bought at from eight to ten dollars per design. This
figure is considerably lower than foreign patterns have ever been sold for in New
York.

The conclusions in fact are, therefore, that a very large assortment of designs
in the spirit of the French fashion are necessary to the encouragement and
prosperity of the American silk printers and manufacturers. Deprive American
industry of designs and the American women will wear silks made in France.

To place a specific ad valorem duty on designs would result in a most involved
and complicated affair, for the price of a design is changeable, being exactly
proportioned to its originality and desirability in the light of fickle fashion.
Therefore, its true worth and subsequent selling price can not truthfully be
ascertained until it has been marketed. A design at one phase of the season
might be very desirable: in a matter of a few weeks the cycle of fashion wil
have passed it by, perhaps never to return. To assess the importer a high duty.
and especially an ad valorem duty, upon this design would be quite without
ground.

In conclusion, the tariff act in 1922 was instigated mainly as a "trNiff for
protection of domestic Industries" rather than for revenue, and because the
testimony thus far In the brief shows conclusively that American designers not
only need no legislative protection but on the contrary are enjoying unprecedent
prosperity, and because it is imperative for the encouragement of the American
silk manufacturers and printers that the flow of French designs into this country
is not deterred, we propose that no change in the word or spirit of paragraph
1704 of the tariff act of 1922 under the free schedule, be made. However.
should designs for any reason be considered other than "original paintings in
oil. mineral, water. or other colors, pastels, original drawings and sketches in
pen, ink, pencil, or water colors * * * " in the impenditig tariff readjust.
meant, we propose that such a division be placed on the free list.

WORKS OF ART FOR USE OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
(Par. 18051

BRIEF OF NEW YORK ART DEALERS

The general principle that works of art should enter the United States free
of duty has been firmly established for the last 20 years. During this period
the interest in art, and the cultivation arising from familiarity with it, have
grown in our country by leaps and bounds. It may safely be said that it is
largely due to this wise and far-sighted principle that artistic culture has made
such amazing progress of recent years. Surely no one whose care is for the
real good and advancement of our people would wish to have it otherwise.

Art is by its very nature of international character. It can not reach its full
development, either in production or artists appreciation, if It is to be Impeded
by barriers In its free passage from land to land. Above all we need art in
this country where great masses of the people are now for the first time raised
to a level of property and cultivation where they can begin to enjoy such
things.

It should be hard to find anyone who would really, if he considered the
matter, wish to place difficulties in the way of the entry Into America of those
works of art which embody the gracious culture of past times. But it is quite
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as important that we should welcome also the art of to-day. How is it possible
that our own artists can develop in the broadest and fullest sense if they are
cut off, even to a limited degree from the inspfration of other civilizations?

It is hard to see how anyone who has the interest of our great universities
aud museums at heart would like to see barriers put in the way of the free
entry of all genuine works of art into the United States. It has been sug-
gested that even if a duty were Imposed upon certain classes of works of art,
that museums and public institutions could be exempted from it. This, how-
ever, by no means covers the case, because the museums receive many more
gifts of objects of art than gifts of money for the purchase of them.

The great public collections are built up mainly by the gift or bequest of
collections which have been formed in this country. Such collections can
hardly be formed here unless works of art are allowed free entry. *

It could perhaps be urged that a low duty would be of benefit to the art
dealers, since it might act to prevent underselling to American customers by
foreign firms who do not bear the high overhead which is inseparable from
the art business in Amer'ca. It is clear, however, that this would be a short-
sighted policy, and that any benefits which might accrue would be far out-
weighed by the last;Dg advantage which the whole community, including the
dealers, would derive from the existence in this country of a great body of really
fine and permanently valuable works of art.

The interest in art, and the development and production of art in America,
is only in its infancy. It has made a splendid start, and who knows to what
heights it may rise if only we stand by the wise principle which has guided
us during the past generation.

Schwartz Galler!es, K. H. Webben; C. M. Kranshaar Art Galleries,
E. F. Pierce; Kennedy & Co.; M. Knoedler & Co. (Inc.);
Klesmai Thomas Galleries (Ltd.). C. H. Klcsmann; Harlow
McDonald & Co., M. A. McDonald; Frederick Keppel Co., H. V.
Allison, vice president.

STAINED OR PAINTED GLASS WINDOWS
[Par. 1805]

STATEMENT OF GEORGE L. PAYNE, NEW YORK CITY, REPRE-
SENTING THE STAINED GLASS ASSOCIATION

(The witness was .uly sworn by the chairman of the subcom-mittee.)
Senator SMOOT. Did you appear before the House Ways and

Means Committee?
Mr. PAYNE. We did, yes, under paragraph 230.
Senator SMOOT. Then what else have you?
Mr. PAYNE. We are affected under two paragraphs. The second

is the free list.
Senator SMOOT. Did you not appear in the House on that?
Mr. PAYNE. Not on the free list; no, sir. It is very brief.
Senator SinooT. Proceed.
Mr. PAYNE. We pointed out under schedule 2 at the former hear-

ing the need for a larger tariff on the lower-priced work imported
* to this country. There is a tendency on the free list of overvalu-

ation of windows in order to get them in under the free list schedule
of paragraph 1707. In 1922 stained glass windows as a presenta-
tion to churches came in free when there was a valuation of from
$15 a square foot up. From that amount, $15 a square foot, up,
windows were admitted free. At that time the average cost of a
window subject to duty was $1.80 d foot. It is this intermediate
field now covered by the free list that we need adequate protection on.

One illustration of this is that an importer in New York City
just recently having an exhibit, stated that the prices given him on



the more elaborate grade of church window to be sold in this country,
as made in Germany, was $9 to $10 a square foot. Finding that
there was a duty assssed on that valuation of 50 per cent he found
out and stated to us that he would appraise the glass at 015 a foot
in order to admit it free of duty. Now, there is no desire on our
part to shut out windows that are works of art. But works of art
in lass can not be made at $15 a square foot.

There was an illustration about a year ago in the Mississippi
Valley of windows declared at $15 a foot or more. being imported
free of duty, and protest was made, a commtitee met and revalued
the work, and finally fined the importers $8,000. Now, there must
be many instances of that coming in as an overvaluation. We ask
protection for the immediate future, as the tendency will show in
your figures of imports that the prices are gradually coming down
to about a valuation just above $15 a foot in order to admit it free
of duty.Senator EDGE. What is your proposition? Under paragraph 230

you are allowed by the House an ad valorem duty of 60 per cent.
We have already heard witnesses in connection with that. Now.
what do you want to do with paragraph 1805 with reference to a
valuation of $15 a foot?

Mr. PAYNE. That duty only affected glass under $15 a foot.
Senator EDoE. Yes; I understand.
Mr. PAYNE. Now glass valued at $15 a foot or more is admitted

free of duty.
Senator EDGE. Yes.
Mr. PAYNE. And we say that it is very often done, that glass val.

ued at $9, $10, or $11 is overvalued by importers to a figure approxi.
mately $15 so that it can be admitted free of duty.

Senator SMooT. Under paragraph 230 the square feet dutiable
amount to 75,101, while the number of square feet under paragraph
1704 that came in free amounted to only 7,215 square feet.

Mr. PAYNE. Yes; but the valuation, Senator-
Senator SbtooT. Well, the valuation in the one is $183,699, and

'he value in the other is $125,110.
Mr. PAYNE. That is all foreign valuation.

.Senator SMOOT. We understand the whole bill is based on a foreign
valuation.

Mr. PAYNE. Which equals in American figures about $2,000,000
worth of business. That affects our industry all over the country.

Senator Ssoo'r. Do you think those importations are exceedingly
large for the amount of production in the United States?

Mr. PAYNE. They are very large in comparison.
Senator $MooT. What is the total production in the United States?
Mr. PAYNE. Approximately $700,000 a year on that type of work.
Senator SMoor. On what type of work f
Mr. PAYNE. On the type of work covered by these two para-

graphs.
Senator SmooT. Do you mean duty free and dutiable both?
Mr. PAYN. Yes; duty free and dutiable as well.
Senator SmooT. So there was nearly 45 per cent then of the im-

portations compared with the amount of goods produced in the
United States?
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Mr. PAYNE. Yes; but the one valuation is American dollars of
$700,000; the other is a foreign valuation.

Senator EDoD. That is a pretty fair importation, though.
Mr. PAYNE. I have here 12 telegrams from various sections of the

country, received yesterday, showing a decrease of 50 per cent aver-
age in employment throughout the entire United States in the stained-
ltss industry. We ask that the valuation be raised.Senator EDGE. That is what I am trying to find out. You want it

changed from $15 to what ?
Mr. PAYNE. To $35, which puts it in the same proportion exactly

as American wages-have increased. American wages have increased
and European wages have stayed dormant.

Senator EDGE. In other words, you want the free list to only admit
what are described as works of art that are valued at $35 per foot
or more?

Mr. PAYNE. That are valued at $35 per foot or more, because our
corresponding price on that is $60 to $70 a square foot. It is still
inadequate, but we must have that compensatory rate on that.

Senator SMooT. You will feel all right if we make it $35?
Mr. PAYNE. It is still inadequate, but we need it very much.
Senator EDGE. Have you a brief to file?
Mr. PAYNE. No.
Senator EDGE. Do you want to file a brief?
Mr. PAYNE. No; I do not think it is necessary. Thank you.

BRIEF OF FRANZ MAYER, OF MUNIOH (INC.), NEW YORK CITY
Nsw Youfc, N. Y.. July 16, 192!).SEN ATE FINAN.CE CouMM F.

lVa8hington, D. C.
DEAR SIRS: We respectfully petition your honorable body to leave the pro-

visions of paragraph 1805 of the House bill unchanged for the following
Masons:

We beg first to draw your attention to our brief and the statement and
reply brief submitted by Manton M. Wyvell to the Finance Committee in connec-
tion with the hearings on paragraph 230(a); and also to our brief and the
letter from Mr. Adrian Buck filed with the Committee on Ways and Means
with regard to paragraph 1707 (House bill, par. 1805) printed on pages 9701
and 9703.

The above briefs and statement substantially cover the matter from our
standpoint, but we may add the following:

The representative of the Stained Glass As.voclation of America made some
statements before your committee, which must be answered and corrected, as
they are misleading.

First. The statement of Mr. Payne. that the imports in American figures
would amount to $2.000,000, is obviously baseless. The total impvortations of
stained or painted glass windows under both the dutiable and free list were,
according to the summary of Tariff Information of the United States-Tariff
Commission, far below $500,000 in 1927, and lcm than $400,000 in 1928. By
including Import expenses. duty on dutiable windows, cost of installation,
American overhead and profit, the total American selling price of all imported
stained and painted glass windows may reach $1,000,000. but not possibly
$2.000.000. If. moreover, Mr. Payne's statement as to an alleged over-
valuation by importers were true, the total actual value of imported stained
and painted glas,; windows (said by Mr. Payne to be $2,000,000) would be even
less than the import figures of the Tariff Commission (not over $400,000 or
$500.000), and certainly in no event more. Therefore, Mr. Payne's figure of
$2,000,000 should be disregarded as baseless.

Imports have not continued the upward trend since 1927. as is showr in
the report of the Tariff 'Commission, and also as experienced by our firm.

Second. Mr. Payne estimates the domestic production at approximately
$700,000 a year on the work covered by paragraphs 230 and 1707 (louse bill
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1805). This statement is completely misleading, as the complete domestic
production of stained and painted glass windows is at least ten times the
amount stated by Mr. Payne, such current yearly production being esti.
mated by the United States Tariff Commission at $7,500,000 (p 558 of the
Summary of Tariff Information).

Since the import figures cover all styles and varieties of stained and
painted glass windows, it is unfair to refer to only one of the many varieties
of stained and painted glass windows manufactured by both domest e and
European firms and compare it with the import figures which include all
styles and varieties of stained and painted glass w.ndows.

The cost of the raw materials for stained and painted glass windows, which
consist primarily of antique glass, and secondarily of lead, average combined
less than 10 per cent of the selling price of so-called low priced windows,
and even less in proportion on windows valued at ovet $15 per square foot,
as the price for the raw material decreases in proportion on expens ve win.
dows. The antique glass used by domestic firms as raw material is partly
imported and partly of domestic make. The lead is produced in th s coun..
try, while Germany imports the-lead used for 'he leading of windows largely
from America.

Notwithstanding continuous endeavors on the part of less able artists and
firms to imitate and copy the work of successful artists and studios, there
still remains a great variety and individuality which distinguishes the produce.
tons of each of the many artists here and abroad.

We do not know of any domestic studio or importer who does not offer his
or its windows as works of art to the prospect.ve customer, whether the
square foot price is below $15, or more. By way of reference, we may men.
tion that the George Hardy Payne Studios, of Paterson, N. J., installed, a few
weeks ago, a complete series of stained glass windows in the First blethod sc
Episcopal Church, Sommerville, N. J., among them six 2-light windows, each
containing two medall ons representing group scenes, executed in old style
treatment. The price for each of these six 2-light windows, each containing
approximately 45 square feet, was $500 per window, i. e., a square foot price
of below $12. So far as we could learn there was no importer competing.

We are sure that the Hardy-Payne Studios, like most other domestic firms.
have sold very few windows at prices of $35 per square foot, or above, if any,
notwithstanding that they consider and sell even windows valued under $15
per so lare foot as works of art.

The lIading domestic studios and artists have plenty of work on hand and
relive good prices, while the evidence submitted by the representatives of
domestic firms Is supplied by the less fortunate artists and weaker studios
whose prices average below $15 per square foot.

We respectfully renew our objection. to an impost duty on stained or
painted glass windows valued at $15 or more per square foot, and ask that
they be admitted free of duty as provided in the tariff act of 1922, paragraph
1707, and House bill, paragraph 1805, for the further reasons:

1. No stained or painted glass windows are aked to come under the privi.
lege unless they be of artistic merit.

2. Only if imported for houses of worship (par. 1707. act of 1922, and
par. 1805, tariff bill of 1929).

3. Stained or painted glass windows add greatly to the proper and decorous
religious worship.

4. .A free competition in art tends to promote interest in art among the
people . The *principle has been retained in the Houve bill and even
broadened by now including moslues on the free list.

IWspectfully submitted.
FRANZ MAYER OF MUNICH (INC.),By ADALBERT MAYER, Pr-eafdcnt.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 88:

Aaalbert Mayer. being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is president
of Franz Mayer of Munich, (Inc.), a New York corporation, which herewith
files the above brief; that he has read the brief and knows the contents
thereof, and that the same is true to the best of is knowledge and belief.

[SEAL.] MARY 0. KITE,
Notary Public, DIstriot of 7olumbia.

Counsel!:
MANTON M. WYvu
CLYDE L. Roons.



ANTIQUES

[Par. 1806]

STATEMENT OF LAURENCE VAIL COLEMAN, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
REPRESENTING THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION AND THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS

(Ruts san capeft)

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the subcjm-
mittee.)

Mr. CoLEMAN. Mr Chairman and gentlemen, I should like to speak
very briefly on what is now paragraph 1806, which is in the law
paragraph 1709.

I am the director of the American Association of Museums, which
is a national organization of museums of all kinds throughout the
country. In our membership are all of the important museums which
you can think of, art, science, and history. What I want to speak
of now applies primarily to the art museums.

In the present paragraph of the bill, 1806, it reads: "Works of art,
except rugs and carpets '--then skipping-" produced more than 100
years prior to the date of importation.' That is the only point to
which I want to speak. That is a special point of the question of
free antiques, which in turn is a special point of the whole question
of free art.

We believe that the issue of free art has been adequately discussed.
We are willing to rest our case on the basis of the general discussion
of that subject. However, there is this difficulty: The advocates of
free art who have been represented here before the committee have
been driven, as we believe, as a matter of strategy, to overlook this
particular point-although they are on record concerning it--to over-
look that point in an effort to meet whqt they conceive to be the attack
upon free art as recognized in the law now.

The American Federation of Arts, which appeared here for free
art, has passed a resolution expressing its desire that this exception to
rugs and carpets be removed. The Metropolitan Museum of Art has
passed such a resolution. Our own organization has passed such a
resolution, and so far as we are able to see there is a unanimous desire
for this'on the part of people who are interested in' art. The fact
that they have not emphasized this particular point has been due io
their desire to protect this large situation which they conceive to be
in danger.

The -free admission of rugs and carpets is agreeable to the manu-
facturers; it is agreeable to the importers; it is agreeable to the
dealers, with one exception that I know of. I have talked with a
good many of the salemen, a good many of the representatives of
these various industries, and they do not believe that the reasons
which have been urged to continue such a provision or to extend
such a provision to, let us say-and particularly silver or antique
furniture-they do not believe that those reasons are valid. We do
not believe that those reasons are valid, and we would like to see the
law read:
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"Works of art, and so on "--without this parenthesis-or else
have it read: "Works of art, including rugs and carpets." Simply
as a matter of precise statement of what the new law would provide.
The reason we want the antique rugs and carpets to come in free is
that there is a relatively small number of these fine old pieces left.
The men who are bringing them into this country, in very many
instances, have in mind that ultimately those collections will go to
museums. It is a matter of historic record that a very large portion
of such rugs brought. into this country has already gone to museum
There are a number of very important collections of rugs which have
been benefactions. I know an instance now of a large, important
collection of rugs being built up, which everyone hopes, and believes,
will probably go to the National Gallery of Art. I have the assur.
ance of the man who is making that collection that he will be very
much less disposed to give that collection to the Nation if he has
already paid a 50 per cent duty on those rugs than if he l'ad the
privilege of bringing them in free. Those rfigs at the present time
are ot~en to the public. That is only one instance among many, and
I desire only to submit to you that the question of removing that
exception is one which deserves very careful consideration, very
sympathetic consideration, in view of the fact that the present law
as it stands, and the present bill as offered, is a free art bill, awu so
far as antiques are concerned contains only that one exception, which
seems to have no particular advantage.

Senator CouzENs. Are they bringing in these rugs now free?
Mr. COLE.A-.. No; there is a duty on them now. They are the

on!y antiques which can not now be brought in.
Senator CouzENs. When were they taken off the free list?
Mr. COLEMAN. I believe in 1913, but I am not sure.
Senator COUZENS. Since that time, or since 1922, they have been

)aying the 50 per cent duty?
Mr. COLE1MIAN. Yes, sir. They are the only antiques since the last

law which are not free.
Senator COUZEN S. How many have been brought in during that

periodI
M1 COLEMAN. A relatively small number. But the value repre-

sented is quite considerable when you think of it in terms of the
pocketbooks of. the individuals who are bringing them; when you
think of it in terms of the industry it is a mere bagatelle.

Senator CouzE,-s. -You say that the question of being able to
identify the age has been fully discussed?

Mr. CoLEM AN. It is on record before the Ways and Means Com-
inittee, and any case has been presented here. I desire only to call
attention to that one point which I believe has not been emphasized
by others, simply because they have described the situation in general.

Senator COUZENS. Are there any questions?
Mr. COLEMAN. In my hurry I neglected to file this. May I do so,

please?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
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VENETIAN GLASS MOSAICS
[Par. 1S01

STATEMENT OF OTTO W. HEINIOKE, NEW YORK CITY, REPRE-
SENTING THE MANUFACTURERS OF VENETIAN MOSAICS

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairihan of the subcommittee.)
Mr. HEINIIOKE. I represent the manufacturers of Venetian glass

mosaics in this country and also the American glass mosaics, which
are practically interchangeable terms. The paragraph is 1807. And
it simply states Venetian glass mosaics when they are works of art.

Senator EDGE. Which are works of art.
Senator SmooT. Yes; which are works of art.
Mr. HEINIOKE. Which are works of art; yes.
Senator EDGE. In other words, that is a new article put in the free

listI
Mr. HuNxoKI. Yes. And we believe that that was placed there

under a misunderstanding.
Senator SMooT. You would not think so if you would see theopposite side of it.Mr. HEINIoKE. The statement was made before the Ways and

Means Committee that there is no industry in this country in glass
mosaics.

Senator SrooT. Do you want it to go back here the same as it was
in the old law, in paragraph 218 of the present law?

Mr. HeIolla . Yes, sir.
Senator SriooT. That is 55 per cent.
Mar. HEINIOKE. Yes; 55 per cent.
Senator EDGE. What was it, 55 per cent?
Senator SooT. Yes; in the present law paragraph 218.
Senator EDGE. Go on and tell us why yot think they should not

transfer it to the free list.
Mr. HE IOKE. We can show you a list covering nearly 200,000

square feet of glass mosaic that was made for the most prominent
buildings in this country up to about seven or eight years ago, when
the Germa n mantre bg to take an interest in the mosaics
in this country, and there has hardly been an order placed for
mosaics with an American house since then, largely because the prices
were tremendously below anything that we could compete with.
Sothat, if it was placed on the free list because there is no American
industry that is a mistake.

And i might state that Mr. Wagner told me immediately after
this,when I ad luncheon with him one day, that after lhe had made

statement to the Ways and Means Committee he cited several
large works in this country which he said were made abroad, and
every one of them had been made in this country, and he acknowl-
edged that he had made that statement under a misunderstanding.
And I pointed out several more to him that he did not know existed
at all. So that t was a misunderstanding on his part. He is an
honorable gentleman and would not make a misstatement..

Senator EDE. How many concerns are there in this country mak

ing that particular product?

I
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Mr. HEINIGRE. I think there are seven.
Senator SmooT. What is the total production of the seven?
Mr. Hmioiq. Over a period of about 12 years we made up about

200 000 square feet.
senator SMOOT. That is per year?
Mr. HjzNiow. No.
Senator SMooT. The whole time?
Mr. HEiNIGK. But that was all that was used in America. Amer.

ica had not wakened up to the beauty of the material. And we
were carefully fostering this industry among ourselves. We were
building it up in every way that we could as a group of artists de.
signing the decorations ourselves, making them up in our own shops
in a small way.
Senator EDGE. Do the same artists and the same concerns that pro.

duce these stained glass windows produce this material?
Mr. HImNOKE. Yes, exactly. And when the production became

sufficient to attract the attention of the foreign manufacturers then
they came in here and immediately took our business away from us
that we had so carefully nurtured. And they did it by cutting our
prices terribly. There was no comparison. They had the lower
wage scale, and they also had a tremendous capital whereby they
could distribute.

Senator EDGE. Have you any idea of the value of the imports?
You can not get them from the tariff reports because they include
so many different kinds of material.

Mr. HRE1NIKE. I have no definite idea of the total, but I can say
that in the past-I think it is within six months-one firm has in.
stalled, I should say, between $400,000 and a half million dollars'
worth in New York City.

Senator EDGE. One firm of importers?
Mr. HEINIOKE. Yes.
Senator SMooT. And the total production in the United States, you

say, is how much?
M.-. HEiNo1KE. Well, I think my own firm is the only one that has

had an order for mosaics in this country during that time, and that
amounts to about $25,000.

Senator SMooT. For how longI
Senator EDoE. Well, that is during the time that this product has

been carrying a 55 per cent duty?
Senator S.iOOT. That is what I want to find out.
Senato' EDGE. With a 55 per cent duty you say you only got one

order for $25,000?
Mr. HEINIoiE. Yes. And it is because they can beat us so badly

from a cost standpoint.
Senator EDGE. Then you would not be protected if we retained the

duty.
Mr. HEINIOTE. Not protected, but that'is not an excuse for putting

it on the free list.
Senator EDGE. I am not arguing that it is.
Senator Siuo0'r. No need of having it there if all the United States

produced is $25,000 worth with a 55 per cent duty. If we put it back
to 55 per cent it will not do any good.

Mr. HEINIoRE. Well, I believe it would (1o us some good.
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Senator SMoor. Well, it has not in the past. You got but one
order.

Senator EDGE. As a matter of fact, you asked for a i00 per cent
raise in this tariff in paragraph 208, from 55 per cent to 100 per cent.
as I understand it. Not necessarily on this class of goods alone. but
on all stained glass.

Mr. HEINIGKE. I am not familiar with that. I am anxious to get
it off the free list.

Senator SlooT. Yes, I see.
Mr. HEINIOKE. Mention was made of the fact that possibly it was

intended to get the raw material on the free list.
Senator SMooT. Not from the production in the United States; I

would not call that the object.
Mr. HEINIGKE. It was not I Well, that was stated to me at one

time. And of course, we have no objection to the raw material
coming in Iree. It would reduce our cost somewhat. Now we are
paying a duty on it, whereas our German competitors have it free.

There was also the question whether the American producers could
produce works of art.

Senator EDGE. What would you consider the customhouse apprais-
ers would be justified in considering works of art and not works of art
of glass mosaic? Would all of these be works of art?

Mr. HEINIORE. My contention is that in the form in which it is
brought in it is not a work of art at all.

Senator EDGE. Well then, this paragraph would not be on the free
list?

Mr. HEINIOKiE. But, as I understand it, the last few importations
have been brought in in this form [exhibiting mosaics]. And it
has been considered a work of art.

Senator EDGE. Well, we did not have that paragraph then. It
carries 55 per cent under the present law.

Mr. HEINIOKE. Yes; but it has been considered a work of art. I
think it has been brought in under paragraph 1704-the works of art
paragraph, I think. And while that when it is placed on the wall in
the completed position, decoration, it might be considered a work of
art, this is just one small unit of a decoration and could in nowise
be considered a work of art. But when it is a complete decoration
placed on the wall after maybe 20 per cent more cost has been put in
it, the cost of placing it on the wall, erecting it, it might be con-
sidered a work of art.

Senator EDGE. I might say, Mr. Chairman, that you were not
present-I. think Senator Barkley was-when we had this all out
under paragraph 218 as to what was and what was not a work of art.
We have that testimony very complete.

Mr. HEINIoKVE. Now, as to the ability of the American to produce a
work of art. In the testimony a sample like that was considered to
be not a work of art. And it seemed to be the impression that because
it did not portray a natural form it could not be a work of art. Of
course, we understand that is not so. But I brought you a sample to
showyou. This was designed by an American artist, executed by an
Anierican mechanic, and made of American materials. Nothing but
American materials. And you can see the:e can be no question about
that being a work of art. It is a portrait. The original is in the
possession of Mr. Tiffany.
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Senator SstooT. Is that all?
Mr. HEINIOKE. Yes; unless there are any questions.
Senator Si'iooT. No; that will be all.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD L. BLANK, NEW YORK CITY, REP.
RESENTING THE DECORATIVE GLASS WORKERS PROTECTIVE
ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the sub.
committee.)

Mr. BLANCK. I just want to supplement a few of these statements
that have been made here. I represent the American workmen en.
gaged in this industry, and to say that the greater part of this work
is done by labor. It is done by the American laboring ian or
mechanic. It requires a skilled mechanic, it is true, but we have the
skilled mechanics. 'We ask for a duty on mosaics of 60 per cent ad
valorem and a dollar a pound. When they send the mosaic stuck up"
on paper they send a package of glass along. The mosaic comes by
the pound.

Senator EDGE. You appeared before this committee before?
Mr. BILANCK. Yes. I do not want to take up any more of your time,

I want that taken off the free list, and I want to say that we do not
consider it a work of art in the term of "work of art." That is done
by a mechanic.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD B. BETZ, REPRESENTING RAVENNA
MOSAICS (INC.), NEW YORK CITY

(The witness was duly sworn by the chairman of the sub.
committee.)

Mr. BETZ. Ravenna Mosaics (Inc.) are importers of Venetian glass
mosaics, and we are interested in having the present paragraph, 1807,
left as it is in the free list. The reason I appear-and we had a hear.
ing once before the Ways and Means Committee-is that various
representations have been made since, which might be misleading,
We stated in our brief that there was no industry in Venetian glass
and mosaics in the United States. There is not, and there can not bei
because Venetian glass is only made in Venice and in Berlin-Berlin,
the shop from which we make our importations.

Senator EDGE. You are using the word "Venetian," and with re-
spect to that your statement is true, but is there any industry in the
United States which is comparable to it?

Mr. B'rz. No. I think the testimony of the last speaker will bear
me out. For they have in all kinds ot glass mosaics only been able
to do $200,000 over a period of 12 years, whereas we in the last month
and a half have done about between $300,000 and $325.000; we have
only done this because we have really awakened the interest of artists
and architects here in the United States in mosaics as it should be
done.

Senator SmooT. Well, if that is the case, why should you not pay
the present rate and not put it on the free listI

Mr. BErz. Because we want a bigger field.
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Senator SMlooT. Oh, certainly; we know that; but as long as you
are growing the way you are why should not that be done?

M r. Burz. It has taken us six years to grow to that extent. And
that amount of business does not yield us the necessary profit to be
called a really excellent business.

Senator SMOOT. There is nothing you are doing here, only just
selling the goods.

Senator EnOE. The previous witness admitted that 55 per cent.was
net sufficient protection, and he only had a $25,000 order. We n4ght
just as well consider it a tariff lor revenue as well as.anything else.

Senator SMOOT. That is all I consider it now.
Mr. BETz. We are interested in importing the Venetian glass

mosaics in these works of art and not in importing the regular com-
mercial types. We do not feel that it is the attitude of the Govern..
ment at aH to tax works of art, whether they are made in paint or
simply because they happen to be mosaics.

Now, we have no monopoly of any kind. If it was possible to
make real Venetian glass mosaics that are works of art I am sure
the artists who have come to us after searching thoroughly for an
industry here that could produce what we have produced, would
have preferred to have it done in this country. They have not only
given us the order but taken the trip over to the people from whom
we import to satisfy themselves that their mosaics have been an
exact interpretation not only of the mere lines and their cartoons
but of the spirit of their concepts of what they wanted.

Now, no company here can possibly get the variety of Venetian
glass material that is necessary to inter pret the cartoons of an
artist on a fairly good-sized *ob. You nee from 500 to 1,000 differ-
ent nuances of color. And there is no importer here-although you
can buy Venetian materials in Venice-there is no importer here
that carries anything like a good stock. Probably something like
from 12 to 15 colors. No company here can make the material, be-
cause they have not got the secret process, that only exists in the
knowledge of individuals in Venice and in Berlin. They can not
buy the material, because it is not stocked here. There are not
enough mosaics made here in this country-even if we could huy
the materials if they were manufactured here in this country, there
would not be enough business to make it wvrth while to the big im-
porters of glass to stock.

h Senator EE. That is under paragraph 230 rather than para-grah 2181

Mr. Bm. No; our importations have been brought in under para-
graph 218, of 55 per cent. We have sold to the Metropolitan Mu-
seum copies of mosaics that were made at the time when mosaics
were at their height. There are copies of mosaics in churches that
are conceded to be the height of mosaics by everyone. [The witness
exhibited a mosaic to the committee.] These are made for a certain
part in a certain church. When you are up close to them you do not
kow what they are. But when you get approximately the right
distance away they come out, and you have just what the artist
wants in that position. y h u

Senator SmooT. That is told us all the'time when we go abroad.
3310-29--voL 10, sCHED 10--53
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Mr. B1-rz. Here is a type of mosaic that is made for closer exa
nation. (Exhibiting same.] Here is the Venetian glass mosaic fr
which works of art are made. There is the material that has
used in Mr. Heinigke's last job, the only one that he had last y
that he spoke of. With that material you get enough mosaic g!
to make a copy of one of these old famous mosaics.

Senator EDGE. I take exception to your use of the word "Ven
tian." Of course, it is true that we do not make Venetian gil
But if we can do the same thing with American material, then it
misleading for you to say that we can not make it. It is a fact,
doubt, that we have not the Venetian product here. We have
American product. .

Mr. BETz. I would state that any of the artists who have giv
testimony in our brief before the Ways and Means Committee wo
unhesitatingly accept their design made out of this material, wher
the would throw this other out immediately as not the right ma
rialfor mosaics.

Senator SMooT. Why? On account of the color? It certainly
not on account of the product itself ? The color in the American
just as good as your color.

Mr. BETz. No; they have not the same variety of colors as we havj
Senator SmooT. But they have got all the variety they want

theirs.
Mr. Bn'rz. Here are some of the shades of blue that I picked u

in the office. There are at least 150 shades in that box.
Senator SMoor. Well, they had enough variety there to make tha,

work of art.
Mr. BErz. But this does not affect paragraph 1807. That is prog

tected. We are not importing that kind of work. And I would lik
to say here that one of Mr. Heinigke's statements was based on isinl
formation. We are not able to make lower prices than they are o
the same class of work. That one job that Mr. Heinigke spoke of
we quoted on, which he got.

Senator SMooT. Shall we take action against him? He swore h
would tell the truth.

Mr. Burz. I said it was based on misinformation. He probabl
had information from somebody that our price was lower. We know

it was not. The architects who. gave out these orders know the work
we do, and they know the work hei does. For the main portion or-
the church they. gave us the work for the Venetian glass mosaicz
For the chapel they gave it to him. And it was a matter of price.

Senator SmooT. If it had been, you would have gotten it?
Mr. Bmz. No; because I know our price was higher. I happened

to figure out* that estimate myself.
Senator EDo. In the meantime'the American Government is cot.

lecting 55 per cent ad valorem.
Senator SMoor. If that is all, we thank you.
Mr. Bwrz. But the main thing is that it is a work of art, and

whether they cart do the some thing here or not, I do not think
there should be a tariff on works of art.

Senator Swoor. That is a sound position.
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CREOSOTE OIL
(Par. 16501

BRIEF OF BERNUTH, LEMBCKE CO. (INC.), NEW YORK CITY

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
United States Senate, Wrashington, D. C.:

In recent hearings before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives on the tariff act now being prepared, briefs were filed by the
International Combustion Tar & Chemical Corporation of New York, the Ameri-
can Tar Products Co., of Pittsburgh, and the Barrett Co., of New York, petition-
ing for a provision which would in effect enable the President at his discretion at
some future time to place creosote oil on the dutiable list. In your own hearings
the Republic Creosoting Co., of Indianapolis, petitioned for a definite dutybn
creosote oil In the new act.

We, Bernuth, Lembcke Co. (Inc.), of New York, an American corporation
having offices also in Houston, Tex., importers of European creosote oil, respect-
fully request that creosote oil be left on the free list, and submit the following in
support of this request:
. (A) Creosote oil Is the basis of the wood preserving Industry of America and

on it this large and growing industry is directly dependent. Creosote oil is the
most effective agent available for the conservation of our timber resources, and Is
of vital interest to all who use railroad ties, poles, piling, crossarms, conduit,
wharf, bulkhead, and other construction timber, fence posts and timber in other
forms subject to decay. The railroads, the mine owners, the transmission,
telephone, and telegraph companies, the harbor builders, the farmers, and many
other users are therefore directly concerned in this proposal.

(B) It is claimed that the American Industry can not compete with foreign
producers, because Europe has lower coal prices, lower transportation costs and
lower wages.

1. Coal prices: We submit that with our modern mining machinery we can
produce coal, from which creosote is obtained, at costs lower than European
costs. To-day coking coal in the Pennsylvania fields can be bought at the
mine at $1.40 per ton, while in England they pay 10 shillings per ton, equal
to $2.50..

2. Transportation costs: European railroad freights to seaboard tanks from
which creosote Is shipped are admittedly higher, due to smaller carloads, than
freights here, and the ocean freight to bring European creosote to American
ports is higher than the freights now being paid coastwise by American pro-
ducers who have their distilling plants on the seaboard at, for instance, New
York, Newark, Philadelphia, etc., and who can ship by tank steamer direct to
Gulf ports. One cent per gallon is being paid to transport creosote coastwise
to the Gull, as against 1.25 to 1.6 cents per gallon from Europe to the Gulf.

3. Labor: It is admitted that European wages are lower than wages here,
but this is more than offset by new methods now used in the United States of
continuous and automatic production, which practically eliminate labor and
cause lower production coats here as compared with abroad.

(C) It is claimed that creosote is being transported in foreign bottoms at
ballast rates.

We submit that most of the Imported creosote is shipped In American vessels
At remunerative rates as stated above. Our firm owns and operates a fleet of
tank steamers all flying the American flag. The revenue so obtained by American
steamships is of vital importance to American shipping employed in the trans-
Atlantic petroleum industry.

(D) It has been claimed that, based on current domestic production of coal
tar, from which creosote ol is distilled, there exists here a potential supply of
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creosote oil far in excess of the requirements. We submit this would be true
were the tar all distilled, but so large a proportion of the crude tar is used for
other purposes, I. e., road building, roofing manufacture, waterproofing, fuel,
etc., not merely as a means of disposing of a surplus, but for definite economlo
reasons, that in actual practice the production of creosote oil, as stated above,
falls far short of the demand.

(E) It has been claimed that the disinfectant, dyestuffs, explosives, and other
chemical industries require a further expansion of the tar-distilling operations
here to be assured of their supplies of raw materials. We submit that such sup.
plies from present coal-tar distillation are more than ample to cover every one
of the above needs. (See Tariff Information Series, No. 37, of United States
Tariff Commission.)

(F) It is claimed that there is danger that European creosote can be imported
at prices lower than the domestic producers' cost of production in other words,
that European creosote will be dumped here. We submit that the average
landed price for European creosote for the past 10 years has been considerably
higher than the average domestic price. This is proven by the exhibits in the
various briefs of the domestic producers which show that for years the con.
sumption of domestic creosote has steadily advanced while the consumption of
European creosote is now declining. In 1912 the percentage of domestic creosote
consumed was 35 per cent. In 1928, according to figures compiled by R. K.
Helphenstine, jr., of the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, this per.
centage has reached 65 per cent.

If a duty is levied on creosote oil, prices are bound to advance to the great
detriment of the entire creosoting industry and particularly of those wood pre-
serving plants so situated that they are dependent on European oil, as for in.
stance the large preserving plants on the Pacific Coast, there being no produc-
tion of domestic creosote of importance within economic hauling distance of the
West Coast,

(G) It has been claimed that the growth of the American tar distilling industry
Is paralyzed by the competition of imported creosote oil and that it needs tariff
protection.

We submit that this statement can hardly be supported in the face of the
available statistics covering American creosote production, which is steadily
growing or in the face of the tremendous prosperity being enjoyed by the four
largest iar distillers in the United States, who are the petitioners named above
and who produce approximately 90 per cent of the American creosote production.
While the proposed duty would undoubtedly aid these four domestic producers
to raise prices, we submit it would on the other hand work a direct hardship on
the more than 150 established wood-treating plants, with their thousands of
employes, and would raise costs to users of creosoted timber throughout the
country. The welfare of the few would thus be advanced at the expense of vastly
larger interests in every State in the Union.

(H) We submit that in order to conserve the natural timber resources of the
United States it Is necessary that a fair economic price for creosote oil be main-
tained and that a tariff on creosote oil would defeat this object and jeopardize
these-resources.

We concur in the briefs submitted to. the Ways and Means Committee of the
House of Representatives by the American Creosoting Co. (Inc.), Louisville Ky.;
Ayer & Lord Tie Co., Chicago, Ill.; National Lumber & Creosoting Co., Texar-
kana, Ark.

Respectfully submitted.
BERNUTH, LEMBOKE CO. (INC.),

STATE OF NEW YORK, 0. M. BERNUTH, President.

County of-New York, #s:
Sworn to before me this 9th day of August, 1929.
[SEAL.] MAE M. FRERicOs,

Commission expires March 30, 1931. Notary Publi.
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FERTILIZERS
[Par. 16BJ

LETTER FROM OHESTER H. GRAY, WASHINGTON, D. C., RBP-
BSENTINO THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

Hon. REED SMOOT,
Chairman Finance Committee,

United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SIR: In connection with the consideration of items on the free list,

we wish to invite the earnest consideration of themembers of the Finance Com.
mittee to recommendation of organized agriculture that the fertilizer paragraph
(par. 1684) be made 100 per cent effective in allowing free entry to all fertilizers
and fertilizer materials.

Fertilizers cost 2,184,056 farmers a total of $230,528,446 in 1925, according to
'the 1925 census of Agriculture.

The utilization of fertilizers is increasing over a wider area in the United States,
but many farmers are financially unable to purchase sufficient amounts to produce
efficiently and to maintain the fertility of their soil. It is imperative, therefore,
that the farmers be relieved of all remaining tariff burdens on fertilizers.

The assertion has been made that the Imports of fertilizers on the dutiable list
are inconsequential. Such a condition, however, does not mean that agriculture
has no burden thereby, but quite the contrary. One reason why the imports
are low is that the rates of duty for the most part are virtually prohibitive of
Imports for fertilizer purposes and most of the imports are for technical purposes
and not for fertilizer purposes.

It is estimated that the imports of chemicals which may be used for fertilizers
may be divided between uses for technical purposes and fertilizer purposes as
follows:

Dutiable material

For fer- Fortech.
tilizer nical use

Longtons Longtone
Ammonium nitrate ................................................... ....... 5,880
Ammonium phosphate ........................................... ...... 31
Ammonium sulphate ............................................................... 42, ". .......
Phosphoric acid ......................................................................... ...... 141
Ammonium chloride .................................................................... 4,921
Urea ................................................................................ 802.
Potassium nitrate, refined ..................................................................... 3,438

Total ......................................................................... 42,808 14,411

Thus, with the exception of ammonium sulphate, the imports are almost
entirely for technical purposes.

We have suggested the following wording for paragraph 1684 (H. R. 2667):
"Par. 1684. Guano, basic slag (ground or unground), manures, and all sub-

stances and products Imported for fertilizer purposes."
In order to make this paragraph 100 per cent effective, however, it will be

necessary to make provision in Schedule I whereby various articles listed in
paragraphs 1, 5, and 7, which may be used for fertilizer purposes, may be allowed
free entry when imported for fertilizer purposes. We have suggested as one way
to accomplish this that the following clause be added at the close of paragraphs
1, 5, and 7:
"Provided, That any of the foregoing shall be free of duty when imported for
fertilizer purposes."

If it Is feared that this would Involve administrative difficulties, the same result
could be achieved by applying the same plan which Is used for the entry of native
woods for carpet manufacture (par. 1101). Through such a plan fertilizers and
fertilizer materials vhich are included in Schedule 1 could be Imported in bond
and the duty remitted when satisfactory proof Is provided within a given length
of time that such materials have been used as fertilizers or in the manufacture of
fertilizers.
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We favor whichever of these two plans will be the easiest of administration, in If eit
the judgment of the committee. the resu

Our primary concern in this matter is that all fertilizers and fertilizer materials Atlantic
be allowed free entry when used as fertilizers or in the manufacture of fertilizers, be bene

Hoping this request may have your favorable consideration, we are, Havin
Very respectfully, and thel

AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, a reason
CHESTER H. GRAY, has been

Washinglon Representative. laws pro
The

OTTER TRAWL FISHING NETS Coo.-
represen[Par. 1721] basis for

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED BY EDWARD H. hearing,fillets ap
COOLEY, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING MANILA OTTER Atlant

TRAWL FISHERMEN producti4
last year

Your committee has been asked to take manila otter trawls and sections of since thi
manila otter trawls off the free list. This request has been made by the Linen European
Thread Co. and others. ports.

The fishing industry is required to use a hand-knitted manila otter trawl and prison,
has conclusively proved that trawls pieced up of sections made from machine- largest pi
knitted netting are absolutely unsatisfactory and after test, have been forced to Co., of
discard these machine-knitted manila otter trawls and use hand-knitted trawls. Atlant

There are no hand-knitted manila otter trawls manufactured in the United Canadian
States and the request made of your committee Is to make the hand-knitted unsound.
manila otter trawl dutiable in an endeavor to force the industry to use a machine- costs in
knitted Article, which it is impossibe to use. points tc

No benefit can accrue to domestic cordage manufacturers or to the domestic their goo
net and twine companies in the event a duty Is put on these manila otter trawls, gross diff
for the industry will still be forced to buy hand-knitted otter trawls and these ports to
are not made in the United States. fore, be

The Linen Thread Co. suggests a compromise on size, namely, that large vantage
trawls weighing more than a certain number of pounds be admitted free, and though t
manila otter trawls under a certain size be dutiable. This is unfair since size consider
has nothing to do with the problem and if duty is placed on small hand-knitted the Unite
manila otter trawls, it would penalize that section of the fishing industry using the be at a
smaller trawls (about two hundred boats) and benefit the bigger companies oper- The su
ating the larger ships. yearly.

The wording of this paragraph in the Tariff Act of 1922 was not sufficiently 1727 be
distinct and large quantities of manila netting (not manila otter trawls) were assured,
incorrectly admitted free of duty. Recently it Is reported that quantities of In Canads
shrimp trawls made of rough cotton fiber have been admitted free of duty. This to Canadi
should not be the case and we go on record as desiring paragraph 1721 reworded pany alon
In the new law that only manila otter trawls and finished sections thereof shall be
admitted free of duty and that all other manufactured articles which have been
entering incorrectly under this paragraph be eliminated from the coverage of
paragraph 1721.

PRODUCTS OF AMERICAN FISHERIES
[Par. 17271

BRIEF OF EDWARD H. COOLEY, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING
THE MASSACHUSETTS FISHERIES ASSOCIATION

UNITED STATES FISHINO INDUSTRY THREATENED BY ONE COMPANY

The Atlantic Coast Fisheries Corporation having recently acquired the large
Canadian companies controlling over half o the Canadian production, requests
the lowering of the duty on cod, haddock, and fillets from the schedule as pro-
vided In H. R. 2667. 'they also request paragraph 1727 to be recorded omitting
the exceptions relating to cod, haddock, and other species of fish and adding the
words "trimmed" and "prepared for freezing." This last change would admit
fillets free and destroy the effect of the dutiable paragraph.

II
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If either of their requests be granted in the tariff law, great hardship will be
the result on the United States fishing industry and result in benefits to the
Atlantic Coast Fisheries Corporation as Canadian producers. They alone would
be benefited.

Having purchased their trawlers at salvage prices, their interest on investment
and their depreciation is very much lower than would be the case had they paid
a reasonable sum for their equipment. The remainder of the industry is and
has been, forced to pay full price for their equipment by reason of United States
laws prohibiting the use of foreign vessels in the fisheries.

The president of their trawling company admits a financial advantage of
$1,500,000 in his testimony appearing on page 8863 of House hearings, volume 15.

Consequently their cost of production is much lower and is therefore not
representative of the industry. Government statistics should be used as a
basis for the tariff. This we suggest in our brief, paragraph 3, page 4217, House
hearing, Tariff Readjustment, volume 7. (Tables of comparison of costs of
fillets appear on pages 4218 and 4219 of the same volume.

Atlantic Coast Fisheries Corporation state that in a given four months their
production has decreased 63 per cent, as compared to a similar four months of
last year. We submit that depletion has nothing whatever to do with the tariff
since the fishing grounds are international and France, Norway, and other
European countries are continuously fishing off Boston and other New England
ports. The four months chosen are not representative and we submit that com-
parison, year for year, would tell an entirely different story. Furthermore, the
largest producer of cod and haddock in the United States, the Bay State Fishing
Co., of Boston, have found absolutely no indication of depletion.

Atlantic Coast Fisheries Coporation state their intention of bringing in
Canadian fish to fillet in the United States. This is easy to prove economically
unsound. A producer in Canada secures his labor for less than one-half what it
costs in the United States, and, besides, transportation rates from Canadian
points to the centers where Atlantic Coast Fisheries Corporation distribute
their goods are less than the rates from New England ports to the centers. The
gross difference in rates from Halifax to Kansas City and from New England
ports to Kansas City is 15 cents per hundredweight. The net rate would, there-
fore, be approximately 34 cents or better than three-tenths cent per pound ad-
vantage to the Canadian shipper. It can, therefore, be readily seen that, even
though the duty were low or, in fact, fish entered free, no business man would
consider shipping fresh or frozen fish for manufacturing purposes (filleting) to
the United States where, in the matter of both labor and transportation, he would
be at a disadvantage with his Canadian competitor who fillets fish in Canada.

The supplies for our fishing vessels and factories amount to a very large sum
yearly. If Atlantic Coast Fisheries Corporation's request relative to paragraph
1727 be granted and "modus vivendi' be again established as is practically
assured, then any increase in filleting factories and in production wili be made
in Canada, and existing filleting factories and production will be forced to move
to Canada, thus great injury will result, and all this at the request of one com-
pany alone to whom will come great revenue.
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Perkins Glue Co., iansdale, Pa., statement in behalf of, tapioca, tapioca

flour and cassava ----------------------------------------------- 699
Petroleum Heat & Power Co., Stamford, Conn., statement in behalf

of, petroleum -------------------------------------------------- 465
Phosphate Rock Industry, statement in behalf of -------------------- 478
Pine, Hon. W. B., a Senator from Oklahoma, petroleum --------------- 360
Pitman, Hon. Key, a Senator from the State of Nevada, brief, silver
. bullion ----------------------- ; ------ -------------------------- 160

Polacki Robert H., Myles Salt Co., New Orleans, La., salt cake or crude
sodium sulphate ------------------------------------------------

Portland Trawling Co Groton, Conn., brief, otter trawl fishing nets ..- 277
Portland Vegetable Oil Mills, Portland, Oreg., statement in behalf of,

copra ---------------------------------------------------- 35.... 1
Porto Rico, statement in behalf of coffee ---------------- ---- 171
Pouder, G. H., Baltimore Association of Commerce, Baltimore, Md.,

petroleum ------------------------------------------------ ---- 460
Pustet- Frederick Co. (Inc.), B. Herder Book Co., Seiz Brothers, C.

Wildermann Co., Benziger Brothers, brief, books, etc., printed in
foreign languages --------------------------------- ---- 158

Pyrites Co. (Ltd.), statement in behalf of, pyrites ----------------- 659

R

Rahn, Andrew A. D., Shevlin Carpenter & Clarke Co., Minneapolis,
Minn., softwood lumber ----------------------------------------- 769

Ravenna Mosaics (Inu.), New York City, statement in behalf of, Venetian
glass mosaics --------------------------------------- 828

Rawleigh, W. T., Freeport Ill., general ---------- -5
Reid, Albert T., Artists' build, New York City, original paintings which

are works of art ------------------------------------------- 80
Rhodes Salt & Borax Co, brief, salt cake or crude sodium sulphate ...... 571
Riley, Col. James J., Barium Reduction Co., Charleston, W. Va., wither-

ite --------------.------------------------------------------- 742
Rippey, Harlan W., Rochester, N. Y., Domestic Producers of Gypsum,

ypsum ------------------------------------------------ 482
Robins tInc.), Chicago, Ill., brief, products of American fisheries.--------3238
Robbins, R., Indianapolis, Ind., brief, products of American fisheries .... 323
Roe & Sullivan, Boston, Mass., brief, products of American fisheries-.--- 323
Rommel George M., Savannah, Ga., petroleum ---------------------- 468
Russell, Ti. M., Russell Manufacturing Co., American goods returned from

abroad -------------------------------------------------------- 131
Russia Cement Co., Gloucester, Mass., brief, tapioca, tapioca flour, and

cassava ------------------------------------------------------- 697
Rutland Fire Clay Co., Rutland, Vt., statement in behalf of, crude gypsum. 526

S
Savannah Board of Trade, Savannah, Ga., statement in behalf of, petro-

leum ------------------------------.-------------------------- 468
Schwarsmann, Dr. J. Anthony, New York City, German Sulphate Asso-

I elation, brief salt cake or crude sodium sulphate ..------------------ 615
Schweizer H Wew York City, statement in behalf of, industrial designo. 811
Sea and Shore' Fisheries State of Maine, brief, lobsters ---------------- 562
Seiz Brothers, brief of, books etc., printed in foreign languages --------- 158
Shevlin Carpenter & Clarke No., Minneapolis, Minn., statement in behalf

of, softwood lumber ------------------------------------------ 769
Ship Bottom Fisheries Co., Beach Haven, •N. J., brief, products of American

fisheries... ------------------------------------------------------- 823
Shortrldge, Hon. Samuel M., a Senator from California, cotton ----.. --- 222
Smithsonian Institution, statement in behalf of, antiques -------------- 823
Sodium Products Corporation brief, salt cake or crude sodium sulphate-... 571
South Penn Oil Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., statement in behalf of, petroleum.'... 458
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Southern Advance Bag & Paper Co. (Inc.), Boston, Mass., brief, salt cake Whitti
or crude sodium sulphate --------------------------------------- 6 cottl

Southern Kraft Manufacturers' Association, statement in behalf of, salt Wilder
cake or crude sodium sulphate ----------------------------------- 89P Wilsou

Squibb, E. R., & Sons, New York City, brief: Wolf,
Cod oil and cod-liver oil. ------------------------ - --------------- . . . Wood
Copper Iodide --------------------- -...-------- Assc

Stained Glass Association, statement in behalf of, stained or painted gls Wrisle
windows ------------------------ --..------ 810 . and

Standard Gypsum Co. of California, San Francisco, Calif., statement in
behalf of, crude gypsum ------------------------------------ 29

Stein Davies Co., Long Island City, N. Y., brief, tapioca, tapioca flou',
and cassava --------------------------------------------------- 697 York

Stein-Hall Manufacturing Co., Chicago. Ill., brief, tapioca, tapioca flour,
and cassava ---- ----------------------------------------------. 697

Steiwer, Hon. Frederick, a Senator from Oregon, brief copra ........ ---- 3
Strasser, Arthur L., New York City, tapioca, tapioca Hour, and cassva... 6
Stryker, J. B. B., Perkins Glue Co., Laudsdale, Pa., tapioca, tapioca flour,

and cassava ------------------------------------------ 690
Sturgeon Bay Co., of Wisconsin, statement in behalf of, sand and gravel... 634
Sutton, W. W., Fayetteville, N. C., brief, bamboo poles ---------------- 792
Synthetic Nitrogen Products Corpqration, New York City, statement idi

behalf of,'fertilizere ----------------.... . ------------------------ 243

T

Texas & Oklahoma Cotton Seed Crushers Association, statement in behalf
of, oil-bearing seeds and animal and vegetable oils in general ----------- 289

Textile Bag Manufacturers' Association, statement in behalf of, American
goods returned from abroad... . ..--------------------------------- 125

Textile Soap and Oil Manufacturers' Association, statement in behalf of,
soap-making oils ----------------------------------------------- 3

Tydings, Hon. Millard E., a Senator from Maryland petroleum.- ---.... 3.
Tylee, S. E., jr., Jacques Wolf & Co., Passaic, N. J., gum tragol-------247

U

Uldall Martin, Standard Gypsum Co. of California, San Franclsco, Calif.,
crude gypsum ------------------------------------------------ 529

Union Bag & Paper Corporation, brief, salt cake or crude sodium sulphate. 610
Union Paste Co., Boston Mass brief, tapioca, tapioca flour and cassava... 697
United Mine Workers of America brief petroleum ------------------ 440
United States Envelope Co., Worcester, Mass., letter from, tapioca,

tapioca flour, and cassava ---------------------------------------- 716
United States Gypsum Co., statement in behalf of ------------------- 506

Visking Corporation, Chicago, Ill., brief, sausage casings -------------- 561

W

Wagner Cos. of Ohio statement in behalf of, sand and gravel ---------- 634
Walker H., ew York City, American Producers of Oil in Foreign Fields,

petroleum.--------------------- m.------------------------------ 352
Walker, H. B., American Steamship Owners' Association, petroleum...-. 409
Wegemann, Carroll H., New York City, American Companies Producing

Oil Abroad, petroleum -------.------------------------------- 442
Weller, John S., South Penn Oil Co., and Penn Mex Fuel Co., Pittsburgh,

Pa., petroleum ------------------------------------------------- 458
Westates Co., brief salt cake or crude sodium sulphate ................ 671
White, Albert R., Taunton, Mass., Associated Industries of Massachusetts,

petroleum ----------------------------------------------------- 478
White Richard S.0 New York Lumber Trade Association, brief, softwood

lumber -------------------------------------------- ----------- 784
White. Willard C., Armour & Co., Chicago, Ill., blood albumen ........... 116
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PaN
Whittington, Hon. Will M., Representative in Congress from Mississippi,

cotton -------------------------------------------------------- 200
Wildermann, C. Co., brief books, etc., printed in foreign languages ........ 158
Wilson Harry D. g general ----------------------------------------- 86
Wolf, 'acWues, &o., Passaic, N. J., statement in behalf of, gum tragasol. 247
Woodall, Edward, Dallas, Tex., Texas & Oklahoma Cotton Seed Crushers

Association, oil-bearing seeds and animal and vegetable oils in general. 289
Wrisley, George A., Allen B. Wrisley Laundry Soap Co., Chicago, Ill.,

and others, soap-making oils ----------------------------------.. 834

Y

York Metal & Alloys Co., New York City, brief, beryllium ............ 229
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SUBJECTS

A Pape
Abrasives ------------ 231, 238-239
Acids:

Arsenious --------------- 122
Tartaric ----------------- 82

Aggregates ----------------- 657
Agricultural implements, in

general- --------------- 2, 23
Albumen, blood ----------- 114-122
Allspice ------------------ 80
Almond oil. (See Oils.)
Altars for churches- ------ 624-634
American goods returned from

abroad ----------------- 125-134
Ammonium:

Nitrate ------------------ 83
Phosphate ....... ----- 244,729Sulphate ------------ 244, 729

Animal oils. (See Oils, animal.)
Antiques, in general ----------- 795

Rugs and carpets ------ 823-825
Arrowroot ------------------ 14, 26
Arsenates ------------------- 84
Arsenic, white -------------- 122
Arsenious acid -------------- 122
Art, works of:

For public institutions... 818-819
Original paintings ----- 795-819

B
Bagging, waste ------------ 134-135
Bags jute ------------------ 125
Bamboo poles ------------- 792-795
Bananas ------------- 8, 31,135-153
Barium carbonate --------- 738-745
Barley ------------------- 65,75
Beans, vanilla --------------- 81
Beryllium ---------------- 229-231
Blackstrap molasses --------- 69,74
Blood albumen ----------- 114-122
Books printed in foreign lan-

guages --------------- 158-160
Brake lining --------------- 131
Bread ------------------ 153-158
Brick ---------------------- 54
Broomeorn ----------------- 13, 34
Buckwheat ---------------- 70,75
Bullion, silver ------------ 160-168
Burlap bags ----------------- 125
Butter -------------------- 64, 75
Butts, jute -------- 33, 134, 239-243

Calcium nitrate -------------
Cambretta skins ----------- 563-5(-
Carbonate, barium .......... 738-745

Page
Carpets, antique ...... --...... 828
Casein............ ..........- 71
Casings, sausage ------------ 561-562
Cassava ------------- 14,26,664-717
Cement --------------------- 54
Chalk, crude ---------------- 166
Cheese -------------------- 66, 75
Chestnuts ------------------- 31
Chickpeas ------------------- 83
China-wood oil ---- 33,285,331,333
Cinnamon ------------------- 80
Citrus juices ------------ -- 36'
Cliff stone ----------- 166
Cloves --------------------- 80
Coconut oil. (See Oils.)
Cod-liver oil ---------- 284, 325-331
Cod oil -------------- 284, 825-331
Coffee ------------------- 168-174
Copper iodide ------------- 254-255
Copra -------------- 33,50,308-323
Corn ----------------------- 71
Cotton --- 12,35,74 79,86, 174-229
Cottonseed oil. (See 6118.)
Cowpeas -------------------- 36
Cream.:--------------------- 72
Cream separators --------- 2,87-112
Creosote oil ----------- 166-168, 838
Croton oil ------------------ 285
Cyanamid ------------------ 5

D
Denatured oils ----------- 339-349

F

Fats in general ------------- 10,32
Fertilizers ------------------- 3,

24 45, 83, 243-247, 729-737, 885
Fiber, palm ------------------ 86
Fisheries, products of Ameri-

can ------- _-------- 323-325, 836
Fishing nets, otter trawl. 257-278, 836
Flaxseed ------------ 64,74,281
Flaxseed oil ---------- -281,343
Flints, natural ------------. 238-239
Foreign languages, books, etc

printed in ................ 158-160
Forks, hay ----------------- 112
Free entry of American goods- 125-134

G
Garnet -------------------- 231-238
Ginger -------------------- 80
Glass mosaics, Venetian --- 825-830
Glass windows, stained ---- 819-822
Goat skins --------------- 563-564
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Page
Grain ---------------------- 65,66
Gravel ------------------ 634-658
Gum tragasol ------------ 247-254
Gypsum -------------- 5-, 482-561

H
Hempseed
Herring oil. (See Oils.)
Hides .....................
H oes ------------------------
Horseradish ----------------

33

46
112
83

Industrial designs ---------- 805, 811
Insecticides ------------------ 84
Iodide, copper ------------- 254-255
Iron sulphide ------------. 659-664

J

Jute --------------- 33,86,239-243
Jute bags ----- .------------.125
Jute butts ------- 33, 134,239-243

L
Lamb ----------------------- 72
Languages, foreign, books print-

ed in ------------------ 158-160
Lard -------------------- 285,384
Laths --------------------- 78
Lead-bearing ores ------------ 659
Lemon oil ------------------- 81
Leuna saltpeter ----------- 84,244
Linseed oil --------------- 28,34
Lobster..---------------.. 562-56
Locust bean seeds ------------ 252
Logs ---------------------- 52
Long-staple cotton. (See Cot-

ton.)
Lumber --------------- 52,745-792

M
Milk ----------------------- 72
Molasses, blackstrap ---------- 69
Mosaics, Venetian glass --- 825-830
Moss, Spanish ---------------- 86
Mutton ------------------ 72

N

Nets, otter trawl fishing. 257-278, 830
Newsprint paper-.---------- 616-624
Nitrates:

Ammonium -------------- 83
Potassium. .----------- 84

Nut oils ------------------- 285
Nutmeg - ..------------------- 80

Oats --------------------- 66, 74
Oil bearing seeds, in general ---- 33

278-304
Copra ----------------- 284
Flaxseed ------------ 64,74,281
Hempseed --- - .---------- 284
Palm-kernel nuts --------- 284

Oil bearing seeds, et.-Con. Pae
Palm nuts ....... ...... 284
Tung nuts -------- ------- 284
Rapeseed --------------- 33,284
Perilla seeds ----------- 33,284
Sesame seed ----------- 33,284

Oil cake, soy-bean ------------ 51
Oils in general ------------- 10,32

Animal -------------- 278-308
China-wood ------- 331-333, 343
Coconut --------- 11, 50, 67, 76

285, 290, 315, 322, 333, 334, 344
Cod ------------- 284, 325-331
Cod-liver --------- 284, 325-331
Corn ------------------- 343
Cottonseed.. 68, 74, 290, 317, 348
Creosote ------------ 166-168
Croton ----------------- 285
Crude mineral -------- 349-477
Denatured ------------ 339-349
Fish, in general -------- 284,298
Herring ---------------- 8 S01
Lemon ----------------- 81
Linseed ------------- 281, 343
Menhaden -------------.. 348
Nut n. s. p. f ............. 285
Oleo ------------------ 343
Oleo stearin ------------- 343
Olive ------- 67, 75, 285, 303, 343
Orange ----------------- 81
Palm... 33, 285, 290, 303, 334, 343
Palm kernel. 33, 285, 319, 338, 343
Peanut --------- 68, 73, 290, 343
Perilla ----------- 33, 285, 343
Petroleum ---------.... 349-477
Rapeseed ------------- 339, 343
Sardine -_-------_----- 301
Seal -------------------- 301
Sesame. 33, 285, 290, 303, 301,343
Soap-making, in general- 333-339
Soy-bean.... 68,74,285, 290,348
Sulphur olive ........... 333, 336
Sunflower --------------- 301
Sweet almond ---------- 33,285
Tung (China-wood).--- 33

285, 331-33i
Vegetable, in general ----- 32

86, 278-304
Whale ----------------- 299, 301

Olive oil. (See Oils.)
Orange oil ------------------ 81
Ores, lead-bearing ------------ 659
Otter-trawl fishing nets.. 257-278, 836

P

Painted glass windows ....... 819-822
Paintings ------------------ 795
Palm fiber ------------------ 86
Palm-kernel oil. (See Oils.)
Palm-nut kernels ............ 33
Palm nuts ................ 33
Palm oil. (See Oils.)
Pamphlets printed in foreign

languages ----------------- 158
Paper, newsprint ----------- 616-624
Peanut oil. (See Oils.)
Pebbles --------------------- 634
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page
ep er ......... r.. --------- 80

Perillaol. (See Oils.)
Perilla seed --------------- 33, 284
Petroleum --------------- 349-477
phosphates:

Ammonium ----------- 244, 729
Crude, in general ---- 478-482
Sulphate ------------... . 244

Plaster rock -------------- 482-561
Plaster statues for churches --- 624
Poles, bamboo ------------- 792-795
Portland cement -------------- 54
Potassium sulphate ----------- 84
Productsof American fsheres.... 323-

325, 836
Pulp, wood --------------- 255-257
Pulpits ------------------ 624-634
Pyrites ------------------ 659-664

R
Rakes ---------------------- 112
Rapeseed -- _-------------- 33, 284
Rapeseed oil. (See Oils.)
Rayon ......... ......... 79
Reimportation of American

goods ----------------- 125-134
Rugs, antique --------------- 823
Rye ------------------------ 74

Sack cloth, waste ------------- 134
Sago ----------------------- 14,26
Sait cake ----------------- 564-615
Saltpeter, leuna ------------ 84, 244
Sand --------------------- 634-658

Silica ------------------- 648
Sardine oil. (See Oils.)
Sausage casings ------------ 561-562Beal oil (See 011s.)
Seeds:

Locust bean ------------- 252
Oil-bearing. (See Oil-bear-

ing seeds.)
Sugar-beet --------------- 36

Separators. (See Cream sepa-
rators.)

Sesame oil. (See Oils.)
Sheep ----------------------- 72
Sheepskins --------------- 563-564
Shingles --------------- 52, 745, 784
Shoes ---------------------- 46
Silk ------------------------- 79
Silver bullion ------------- 160-166
Skins, goat, sheep, and cam-

bretta ----------------- 563-564
Soap-making oils. (See Oils.)
Sodium sulphate ----------- 564-615
Softwood lumber ---------- 745-792

851
Soy-bean oil. (See Oils.) page
Soy-bean oil cake ------------- 51
Spanish moss ---------------- 86
Spices ---------------------- 80
Stained glass windows ----- 819-822
Starches, in general ----------- 14
Statuary for churches ----- 624-634
Stone, cliff ------------------ 166
Sugar ----------------- 63, 73
Sugar-beet seed ------------- 36
Sugarlsack cloth, waste.---- 134
Sulphates:

Ammonium ----------- 83,729
Potassium --------------- 84
Sodium -------------- 564-615

Sulphide, iron ------------- 659-664
Su phur compounds ----------- 659
Sulphur olive oil. (See Oils.)
Sunflower oil. (See Oils.)
Sweet almond oil. (See Oils.)

T
Tallow:

Animal .... 299, 301, 304, 334, 343
Vegetable --------- 278, 285, 303

Tapioca ------------ 14,26,664-717
Flour ---------------- 664-717

Tartaric acid ---------------- 82
Tobacco stems --------------- 36
Tragasol, gum ----------- 247-254
Tung nuts ------------------ 33
Tung oil. (See Oils.)
Typewriter ribbons and spools 717-729

U
Urea -------------------- 729-737

V
Vanilla beans ---------------- 81
Vegetable oils. (See Oils, vege-

table.)
Vegetable tallow ... 278, 285, 303
Venetian glass mosaics ---- 825-830

W
Waste bagging-- 34, 134-135
Waste sugar-sack cloth ---------- 34
Whale oil (See Oils.)
Wheat -------------------- 65, 73
White arsenic --------------- 122
Windows, stained glass ---- 819-822
Witherite ---------------- 738-745
Wood pulp --------------- 255-257
Wool ------------------- 70, 74, 75
Works of art:

For public institutions.. 818-819
Original paintings ---- 795-819


